From:

Farnam Julie E

T.o:

Alfa@ Anaelica M: Atkinson Ronald A: TJotatv, Ruth E
Renaud, Iracv L
RE: Top users Issues

Cc:
Subject:

Date:
· Attachme~ts:

Monday, December 12, 2016 11:07:05 AM

\JSOS Transformation IP 2016 Clean docx
USCIS Refuaee Processina IP 2016 EINAL.docx
usqs DACA IP 2016 FINAi docx

Yes, I think those would be the top 3: DACA, refugee processing, and transformation. Attached are
the cleared issue papers. The transformation paper just cleared DHS this morning, so that one is
very much up-to-date. The refugee paper may need the FY16 figures added, if they have been
officially released. We also have a refugee processing and vetting presentation that is pending
clearance with the front office, but I anticipate that it will be cleared in the.next day or so. For the
DACA paper, I just checked and the FY16 Q4 stats are not yet published, and the paper will need to
be updated when that does occur.
We probably also want to sit down at some pofnt soon to discuss what we've already prepared. We
have a 400+ page briefing book done and I think just about every issue is covered in the book. It
·also has leadership bias, updated org charts, etc. It's fairly comprehensive, so it may have most of
what you would need to prepare for the upcoming confirmations.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing

electronic commu~icaticins. Electronic communications may also· be mo~itored by ~he Department of Homeland Security, U5. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly proh'1bited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.

From: Alfonso, Angelica M
Sent: Monday, December 12, 2Q16 10:45 AM
To: Farnam, Julie E; Atkinson, Ronald A; Tintary, Ruth E
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: Top users Issues

Hey Julie- please see below. The issues appear on target (I'd maybe add ELIS). Is this consistent with
what you've been sharing and do you have something already drafted?
Thanks,
Angie
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From: Joh,Joseph
Sent: Monday, December 12, 2016 10:41 AM

To: Alfonso, Angelica M; Atkinson, Ronald A; Tintary, Ruth E
Subject: Top USCIS Issues
Angie/ Alan/Ruth E.,
Greetings. We're working on a documentfor the landing team and need USCIS's top 3 issues with a
few sentences describing each. DACA, refugees screening/processing are probably among the key
issues for the new Administration. Could you assist us with this tasking. We're looking for
something by early afternoon today. It should be big picture and something we could include in a
powerpoint. Thanks.
Joseph
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Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals
Background
The implementation of Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) was announced in a
June 15, 2012, memorandum by Secretary of Homeland Security Janet Napolitano. On August
15, 2012, USCIS began accepting DACA requests. Requests for consideration of DACA are
decided on a case-by-case basis,,pursuant to DHS's prosecutorial discretion. Under the 2012
guidelines, individuals may be considered for an initial grant ofDACA if they:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

WereundertheageofJ] as of June 15,2012;
Came to the United States before reaching their 16th birthday;
Have continuously resided in the United States since June 15, 2007, up to the present
time;
Were physically present in the United States on June 15, 2012, and at the time ofmakihg
·
their request for consideration of deferred action with USCIS;
Had no lawful status onJll!'e 15, 2012;
Are currently in school, have graduated or obtained a certificate of completion from high
school, have obtained a general education development (GED) certificate, or are an
honorably discharged veteran of the Coast Guard or Armed Forces of the United States;
and,
Have not been convicted of a felony, significant misdemeanor, or three or more other
misdemeanors, and do not otherwise pose a threat to national security or public safety.

Individuals may be considered for renewal of DACA if they meet the initial DACA guidelines
and they:
·
•
•
•

Did not depart the United States on or after August 15, 2012, without advance parole; ·
Have continuously resided in the United States since they submitted their most recent
DACA request that was approved; and,
·
Have not.been convicted of a felony, a significant misdemeanor, or three or more
misdemeanors, and do not otherwise pose a threat to national security or public safety. A
grant of either an initial DACA request or renewal DACA request will defer action for a
two-year period, subject to termination at DHS's discretion.

Requestors must be 15 years of age or older at the time of requesting DACA, unless they are in
removal proceedings, have a final removaJ. order, or have a voluntary departure order, and are not
in immigration detention. Children who were under the age of 15 on June 15, 2012, are able to
request consideration of DACA once they meet the minimum age requirement. In all instances,
requestors must be under the age of 31 as of June 15, 2012. As long as they were under that age
oh June 15,,2012, they may request a renewal after turning 3 I.

Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from rekase to the
public by lederal law. It may contain confidential. legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative process inter-agcncy/intraagcncy material. You ar¢ hereby notified that any dissemination, copying. or further distribution of this information to
unauthorized individuals (including unauthorized members. ·or the President-elect Transition Team) is strictly prohibited.
lJnauthori..:ccl disclosure or release of this information may result in loss of access

to

informalioll.,.and civil and/or criminal firics

and penalties.
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Current Status
On November 20, 2014, Secretary Jeh Johnson announced a series of actions that included
expanding the population eligible for DACA and changing the validity period of deferred action
from two years to three years.
On February 16, 2015, the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of Texas, Brownsville
Division, issued an order preliminarily enjoining the expansion ofDACA. users ceased all
DACA approvals reflecting a three-year validity period in compliance with the court order. The
Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit upheld the lower court's ruling, causing the U.S.
Department of Justice to seek a Supreme Court review of the decision. On June 23, 2016, the
Supreme Court reached a 4-4 split decision. Accordingly, the preliminary injunction that
temporarily halted the implementation of expanded DACA remains in effect. This ruling did not
impact the original DACA launched in 2012. users. continues to process DACA requests under
the original June 15, 2012, guidelines, providing a two-year validity period for all approved
requests.

Challenges
USCIS metrics show that a large number ofDACA requestors are submitting renewal requests
fewer than users· publically recommended 150 to 120 days from expiration of their current
period of deferred action resulting in lapses in deferred action and employment authorization.
Additionally, all DACA requests received by USCIS after January 28, 2016, are receipted by the
lockbox and electronically entered into the USC JS Electronic Immigration System (ELIS).
DACA filings received from this date forward are adjudicated within the ELIS environment.
USCIS has experienced a number of technical issues with processing DACA renewal requests in
the new ELIS environment which has resulted in processing delays for many individuals
requesting renewal of DACA. USCIS has worked diligently to fix technical issues as they have
arisen, and is focused on restoring normal processing times as quickly as possible.

Milestones
Recent and future milestones related to DACA include:
•

OSCIS has revised the Form I-512L Authorization for Parole of an Alien into the United ·
States for the DACA population to provide clarity on the dates of authorized travel iri
response to concerns from stakeholders.
• USCIS proactively publishes quarterly data on the number of DACA requests received,
accepted, granted and denied. 1 Data currently exists from inception of DACA through ·
June 30, 2016 (Fiscal Year 2016, 3rd Quarter).
1

USC IS official website, Data Set: Form 182 ID, Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals,
. http://www.uscis.gov/too ls/reports-studies/im mi gration-fonns-data/data-set-form-i-82 Ict-deferred-action-childhoodWarning' This document, along with any atlachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the
public by federal law. It may contain confidential. legally privileged. proprietary or deliberative process inter-agencylintraagcncy material. You arc hereby notified that any dissemination. copying. or further distribution of this information to
unauthorized individuals (including unauthorized members of the President-elect Transition Team) is stri<:tly prohibited.
Unauthorizr.!d disclosure or release of this (nformation may result in loss or access to informalion, and civil ~nd/or criminal lin!!s
and penalties.
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Since USCIS began accepting DACA requests in August 2012, the agency has approved
more than 728,000 initial filings and over 511,000 requests for renewal.

Warning! This document, along with any atu1chments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the
public by federal law, II may contain contidential. legally privileged. proprietary or deliberative process intcr-agency/intruagcncy material: You are hereby notified that any dissemination. copying. or funhcr distribution of this information to
unauthorized individuals (including unauthorized members of the President-elect Transition Team) is strictly prohibited.
Unauthorized disclosure or release of this information may result in loss of access lO infom1ation, and civil and/or 1;_riminal fines
and penalties,
3/3
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Refugee Processing
·Background
The United States Refugee Admissions Program (USRAP) is a complex interagency effort
involving a number of governmental and non-governmental partners both overseas and in the
U.S., including:
• Department of State/Bureau of Population, Refugees and Migration (PRM)
• United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)
• Resettlement Support Centers (RSC)
• Department of Homeland Secu.rity (DHS)
• Department of Health and Human Services/Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR)
• International Organization for Migration (IOM)
• Domestic Non-Governmental Organizations
An annual refugee admissions ceiling is established by the President, in cons.ultation with the
Congress. The process leading to that annual determination was established by the Refugee Act
of 1980, incorporated into Section 207 of the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA). The
Secretary of State traditionally serves as the Cabinet member presenting the President's proposal
at the Consultations. The Department of Homeland Security (OHS) has been represented by the
USC IS Director and has been accompanied by the directors of the Refugee, Asylum, and
International Operations Directorate, Refugee Affairs Division, and Congressional Relations,
along with a representative of the Office of Chief Counsel. .
Following the Consultations, the Department of State (DOS) drafts a Presidential Determination
for signature by the President, which establishes the overall admissions levels and regional
allocations. The Department of State has the lead in arranging the Consultations.
\

\
I

'\

\

Also on an annual basis, processing priorities are established that determine which of the wodd' s
refugees are "of special humanitarian concern to the United States," i.e., eligible to be considered
for possible resettlement in the United States. The priorities currently in use are:
·
P-1: UN High Commissioner for Refugees, U.S. Embassy, or non-governmental

organization (NGO) identified cases, including persons facing compelling security concerns,
women-at-risk, victims of torture or violence and others in need of resettlement
P-2: groups of special concern identified by the U.S. refugee program (e.g., Bhutanese in
Nepal)
P-3: family reunification cases (i.e., spouses, unmarried children under 21, and parents of
persons lawfully admitted to the U.S. as refugees or asylees or persons who are legal
permanent residents or U.S. citizens who previously had refugee or asylum status)

any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the
public by federal law. It may contain conlidential, legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative process inter-agency/intra·
agency material. You are hereby notified that any dissemination. copying. or further distribution of this information to
unauthori>e<l individuals (including unauthorized members of the President-elect Transition Team) is strictly prohibited.
Unauthorized disclosure or release of this information may result in loss of access to information, and civil and/or criminal fines
and penalties.
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Eligibility for refugee status is decided on an individual, case-by-case basis. A USCIS officer
conducts a personal interview of the applicant that is non-adversarial and designed to elicit
information about the applicant's claim for refugee status. During a refugee interview, an officer
confirms the basic biographical data of the applicant; verifies that the applicant was properly
given access to the US RAP; determines whether the applicant has suffered past persecution or
has a well~founded fear of future persecution, on.the basis of political opinion, religion,
nationality, race, or membership in a particular social group in their home country; determines
whether the applicant is firmly resettled and is admissible to the United States; and assesses the
credibility of the applicant.
·

Current Status
For FY 2016, the Presidential Determination (PD) set an admissions ceiling of 85,000
individuals, which was 15,000 higher than the ceiling set in FY 2015. For FY 2017, the White
· House has announced its intention to establish an admissions ceiling of 100,000.

Challenges
The nature and location of refugee processing activities often lead to unexpected delays or
cancelations, as many prncessing locations have volatile security situations and host country
processing limitations. The proportion of complex cases (e.g., Syrian) has increased, requiring
more time to interview and process, while less complex cases with historically high approval
rates (e.g., Nepal and Thailand) have declined. The Refugee Affairs Division also faces
challenges with staffing levels as admissions ceilings increase, which it is addressing with
aggressive hiring efforts.

Milestones
Recent and future milestones related to refugee admissions include:
• In an effort to reach the goal of l 0,000 Syrian refugee admissions in FY 2016, the USCIS
Refugee Affairs Division successfully completed a large scale operation in Amman, Jordan
in which USC IS officers interviewed 11,648 individuals. As of June 3, 2016, of the 79,925
interviews conducted worldwide by USCIS officers in FY 2016, 19,004 were Syrians.
·•From FY 2013 to FY 2015, USCIS admitted approximately 99.9% of its target admissions
ceiling of70,000, admitting 69,926 refugees in FY 2013, 69,986 refugees in FY 2014, and
69,933 in FY 2015.
.

Warning! "This document, along with uny attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC lNFORMi\TJON exempt from release to the
public by fedCral law. It may contain conlidentiali legally privilegcd. proprietary or ddiberalive process intcr-agency/intraagcncy material. You are hereby notified that any dissemination. copying. or furtl1er distribution of this infornmtion to
unauthorized individuals (including unauthorized members of the President-elect Transition Team) is strictly· prohibited.
Unauthorized disclosure or release or this information may result in loss or access to information1 and ci\'il and/or criminal fines
anJ penalties.
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USCIS Transformation
Every year, U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) receives approximately
seven million applications; petitions, and requests for review and adjudication. Until
recently, USCIS relied on customers submitting paper forms to request an immigration
benefit. This paper-driven process is labor intensive and can result in processing delays, .
especially when paper reeords have to be transferred to or from a users field office or
service center. In order to streamline these processes, individual field offices would often
acquire their own technology and develop innovative procedures. However, these local
field office systems or procedures were not always adopted nationwide and could result
in inconsistencies in case processing and adjudication. Additionally, USCIS recognized
that its dependence on paper files made it difficult to verify applicants' identities, detect
fraud, and provide DHS and other government agencies with the information they need to
make informed business decisions.
Background
As part of a comprehensive set of initiatives to modernize, USCIS embarked on an
enterprise-wide effort to transition from a paper-based to a paperless operational
environment. The new operating environment, referred to internally as USCIS Electronic
Immigration System(ELIS), is being delivered by the USCIS Office of Transformation
. Coordination (OTC) in partnership with the USCIS Office ofinformation Technology.
The system is supported by a number of enterprise services (e.g., Identity, Credential and
Access Management, Person Centric Query Service, Fraud Detection and National
Security Data System, etc.) that ensure the right information is available for the
adjudication process. The system eventually will also serve as USCIS' single case
management system for all immigration benefits and requests.

\
I

I

The implementation of ELIS includes improving performance of the five major operating
requirements as follows:
• Document Intake - Through ELIS, customers can file and pay for certain benefits ·
directly online. In addition, even if a customer submits a paper form, users is able
to capture data and digitized images from the paper form filed with a users .
Lockbox 1 and transmit this information into ELIS so that USCIS can make decisions
in the electronic environment. Customers and their legal representatives also can
1

The Lockbox is operated by. J.P. Morgan as a financial agent for the Department of Treasury.

document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the
public by l'cdcral law. It may contain conlidcntiaL legally privileged. proprietary or deliberative process inter-agency/intrnagcncy material. You arc hereby notified that any dissemination. copying. or further distribution of this infomiation to
unauthorized individuals (including unauthorized members of the President-elect Transition Team) is stri1:tly prohibited.
Unauthorized disclosure or release of this informalion may result in Joss of access to infonnation, and civil and/oi- criminal fines
and.penalties.
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create online accounts to check the status of cases pending with users, respond to
requests for evidence, and receive electronic notifications when the agency has made
a final decision.

• Case Management- TI1rough ELIS, USeIS has consolidated and streamlined many
separate processes that were required to move a case from filing through to a final
decision. USeIS can conduct case pre-processing online (e.g., data entry, automated
background and security checks), schedule interviews and biometric services
appointments, and issue notices and decisions all in a single system. users officers
all over the country can access and review information about a specific case in the
electronic environment instead of having to wait for a paper A-file to be transmitted to
a specific office for review.
• Risk and Fraud Management - ELIS contains features and functionality that allow
users to send; receive, and consolidate information required for processing and
assessing the results of security background checks based on biographic and biometric
information. With easy access to such information in an electronic environment,
users can also readily detect filing patterns and identity filings by certain users who
may be involved in fraud or criminal activity, or who may be considered a threat to
national security or public safety.
• Content Management - Through ELIS, users can manage case content
electronically. users officers can view digitized evidence and have a complete
pieture of the entire application, including supporting documents, immediately
available for review. Electronic content management includes digitizing, managing,
and sharing content that includes data and images.
• Management Tools - ELIS contains features for generating management reports and
facilitating the management of fees and customer inquiries. In ELIS, every internal
user's actions are logged within the system, which creates a streamlined process for
conducting audits. Agency and knowledge management through ELIS also supports
the alignment of resources and tools to support adjudication and ease processing
In November 2008, USeIS awarded a solutions architect contract to IBM to design,
develop, test, deploy, and sustain an integrated operating system for the transfonll.ation
program. On May 22, 2012, users deployed its initial version of ELIS. Theinitial
launch was behind schedule and over budget for this. first release. The architecture used
Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the
public by federal law. It may contain conlidential. legally privileged. proprietary or deliberative process·inter-agcncy/intraagcncy material. Y(JU arc hereby notified .that any dissemination. copying. or further distribution of this information to
unauthorized individuals (including unauthorized members of the President-elect Transition Team) is strictly prohibited.
Unauthorizt:d disdosure or release of this infommtion may r~sult in toss of access to information, and civil and/or criminal tines
and penalties.
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to develop the initial system required integration and maintenance.of mulitple
commercial proprietary off-the-shelf products and lacked the flexibility to make quick
changes in the.environment. As a result, USCIS was not able to deploy functionality in
successive 4-6 month intervals as initially contemplated.
USCIS was directed to refocus program management and changed the software
development methodology to agile development. Through agile development, USCIS is
able to develop; test, and deploy functionality in an iteraHve fashion and more frequently.
USCIS changed the technical architecture and adopted a cloud-based service similar to
those used by companies in the private sector, like Amazon and Google. USCIS also
changed its acquisition strategy to use .best practices from private industry .
./ Software Development Methodology: In April 2012 the program transitioned
from a waterfall to an agile software development methodology. The agile
methodology allows for flexibility and responsiveness to the changing priorities
and dynamics in the development process offering more frequent value-added
releases to ELIS. This approach allows the program to incrementally implement
functionality every 4 6 months. ·
./ Acquisition Strategy: In May 2012, the Transformation Executive Steering
Committee2 approved a change to the acquisition strategy. To introduce more
competition into the development work, the revised Acquisition Strategy changed
from a single solutions architect (IBM) to multiple contracts for and supporting
software development, code integration, testing, requirements and training. This
changed was implemented in September 2014 with the award of the Flexible Agile
Development Services contract.
./ Technical Architecture: In March 2013, the Executive Steering Committee
approved moving ELIS into a new architecture that allows for simpler
development and is easier to maintain. The architecture was changed from
mulitple Commercial-Off-the-Shelf products to an open-source code framework
that allows for development and production using cloud services. The new
architecture is using best practices design and generalized capabilities where
possible and removes products that duplicate other USCIS products.
2

The Transfonnation Executive Steering Committee is chaired by the Director ofUSC!S and includes the USCIS
Deputy Director, DHS HQ organizations, and USC IS direct9rate and program heads. The primary purpose of the
ESC is to provide effective governance, oversight, and gui.dance to Transfonnation and all related projects and
initiatives to ensure successful development and operntion in support of mission objectives.
Warning' This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the
public by lederal law. It may contain confidential. legally privileged. proprietary or deliberative process inter-agcncy/intrnagcncy material. You arc hereby notified that any dissemination. copying, or further distribution of this information to
unauthorized individuals (including unauthorized members of the President-elect Transition Team) is strictly prohibited.
Unauthorized disclosure or release or this information ,may rtsult in toss ot' acct:-ss w infom1ation, and civil and/or criminal fines
and penalties.
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(b)(5)

____________________

The Life Cycle
._ Cost Estimate that was approved in April 2015 for the .re-baselined
program i

Current Status
Sinee the program ehanged its approach as well as rebuilding the system the following
has been aecomplished:
• April 2015 - USCIS started processing all Form 1-90, Application to Replace
P.errnanent Resident Card (Green Card) in ELIS. Customers ean file the Form 1-90
in paper or directly online.
• · August 2015 - USCIS deployed capability to allow new immigrants who are
required to pay a $165 USCIS Immigrant Fee 3 to pay online in ELIS. USCrS also
migrated open cases from the legacy ELIS system to the new architecture.
• February 2016 - USCIS finished migrating over 1,000,000 closed immigrant fee
cases from the legacy ELIS system.
• February 2016 - USCIS started processing all Form I-821D, Consideration.of
Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) renewal cases. At this time,
customers can only file the paper version of the Form I-821D which is scanned
and transmitted into ELIS for adjudication online.
• April 2016 - USCIS started processing N-400, Application for Naturalization
Applications, filed on the newest version of the form, in ELIS.
• April 2016 - USCrS decommissioned the legacy ELIS system.
• May 2016 - USCIS started processing Form 1-821, Application for Temporary
Protected Status for Nicaragua. At this time, customers can only file the paper
version of the Form 1-821 which is scanned and transmitted into ELIS for ·
adjudication online ..
3

The USCIS Immigrant Fee is used to process immigrant visa packets issued by the Department of State to new
immigrants who are entering the United States and to process Permanent Resident Cards for such immigrants.
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Challenges
The predictable challenges associated with managing a complex Level I multi-billion
dollar program that encompasses a large staff of both government and contractor
employees include:
·

• Managing expectations of internal users. The transformation effort requires OTC
to request from the directorates and program offices internal staff to assist with
ELIS development because of their immigration process knowledge and expertise.
This often requires OTC to balance the needs and resources of the -directorate or
program office with the needs for ELIS development.
'

'

• Managing resourc.es and process to provide more assurance of a quality coded
product upon delivery and r~sponsiveness when technical problems are found.
• Coordinating the timeframes within which the Department of Treasury Lockbox is
able to accept a new form for processing and transmission of data into ELIS with
the notice and clearance requirements of the Paperwork·Reduction Act which must
be completed before any fonn can be ingested into ELIS.

Warning! TI1is document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from relt:ase to the
public by federal law. It may contain conlidentiaL legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative process inter-agency/intraagcncy material. You are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying. or further distribution of this information to
unauthorized individuals (including unauthorized members of the President-elect Transition Team) is strictly prohibited.
Unauthorized disclosure or release of this information may result in loss of access to infommlion and civil and/or criminal fines
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From:

AlfooSP Moenca M

To:

Farnam, Julie E: Atkinson, Rrme!d A: Tintarv ·Ruth E
Rena11d, Tracy L

Cc:
Subject:

Date:

RE: Top USCIS Issues
Monday, December 12, 2016 Ult45: 11 AM

. '-

Hey Julie - please see below. The issues appear on target (I'd maybe add ELIS). Is this consistent with
what you'v~ been sharing and do you hiiVe something already drafted?
Thanks,
Angie.

From: Joh,Joseph
Sent: Monday, December 12, 2016 10:41 AM
To: Alfonso, Angelica M; Atkinson, Ronald A; Tintary, Ruth E
Subject: Top

users Issues

Angie/Alan/Ruth E.,,
Greetings. We're working on a document for the landing team and need USCIS's top 3 issues with a
few sentences describing each. DACA, refugees screening/processing are probably among the key
issues for the new Administration. Could you assist us with this tasking. We're looking for
something by early afternoon today. It should be big picture and something we could include in a
powerpoint. Thanks.
Joseph
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From:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Date:

Davidson, Andrew J
SCialatta l ori I : Emrich Matthew P
Renaud Tracy I : Kerns Kevin 1
RE: New govt fraud issues
Friday, December 09, 2016 11:57:53 AM

Lori,
I am copying Tracy and Kevin as a lot of the potential discussion will surround
mitigating fraud, waste and abuse relative to improper payments and financial
systems.

Andrew Davidson
Acting Deputy Associate Director
Fraud Detection and National Security
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
andrew,j.davidson@uscis.dhs.gov .

202-272-1501 (o) 202-256-3761 (c)

From: Scialabba, Lori L
Sent: Friday, December 09, 2016 12:05: 12 AM
To: Davidson, Andrew J; Emrich, Matthew D
Subject: FW: New govt fraud issues
FYI

From: Jonathan Copeland [mailto:jonathan@theperfinst.org]
Sent: Thursday, December 08, 2016 4:34 PM
To: Scialabba, Lori L
Subject: New govt fraud issues

LoriNow that a new Administration is beginning to take shape, it's very likely that there will be
an even higher mandate on detecting fraud and waste in government programs and systems
across the board.
What will that look like? We're covering this - and a lot more - at our upcoming two-day
forwn on Fraud Analytics in Government January 30-31 that presents best practices on using
existing government data streams and systems to detect and prevent fraud and improper
payments.
We've got some outstanding speakers lined up at the event, including experts from USPSOIG, Commerce, and Social Security Administration.
·
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Can I get you an agenda?
-Jonathan

Jonathan Copeland
Deputy Director, Outreach

Perfonnance Institute
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You're receiving this email because you're a past participant in
Performance Imtitute events or a public official. This email was sent ·
to lori.scialabba@dhs gov.
Our mailing address is:.
Performance Imtitute
3 IO I Wilson Boulevard
Suite 250
Arlington, VA 2220 I
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Krebs. Kristie L

users Presidential Transition
Renaud Tracv 1
RE: library
Tuesday, December 06, 2016 2:45: 16 PM

Thank you

From: USOS Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 06, 2015 2:43 PM

Tei: Krebs, Kristie L
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: library
Attached is the totality of all the briefing materials that have been prepared. Please let me know if
you need anything else.
Julie Farnam
v
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102

(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confideniial information and is covered by federal laws governing
ele~tronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and fmmigrs1tion Services. If the res1der of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
d'1stribution, use, or copylng of thls message is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this in error, please delete this mes.s·age and all
attachm.ents and immediately notify the sender.

From: Krebs, Kristie L
Sent: Tuesday, December 06, 2015 1:45 PM
To: USOS Presidential Transition
Subject: library
Hi Julie - is there an ECN site or OHS site that I can go to, to see all the briefing materials that have
been prepared for the new Administration?
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From:
To:
Cc:

lJSOS Presidential Transition
Krebs, Kristie l
Renaud Tracv l

Subject:
Date:

Tuesday, December 06, 2016 2:42:57 PM

/\ttadtments:

tJSOS Electronic Briefing Baok,odf

RE: library

·

Attached is the totality of all the briefing materials that have been prepared. Please let me know if
you need anything else.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is: covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic ·communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Sef'Vices. If the reader of this message ls not the _intended recipient,.you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and a!!
attachments and immediately notify the sender.

From: Krebs, Kristie L
Sent Tuesday, December 06, 2015 1:45 PM
To: Lisas Presidential Transition
Subject: library

Hi Julie - is there an ECN site or OHS site that I can go to, to see all the briefing materials that have
been prepared for the new Administration?
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Director's Welcome Message

Over the past three years, I have had the immense
privilege ofleading U.S. Citizenship and Immigration
Services and working with our outstanding staff. We
have accomplished much during this time: screening the
nearly 85,000 refugees that were admitted to the U.S. in
Fiscal Year 2016, naturalizing nearly two million new
citizens during my time here, and providing hope and a
means to support themselves and their families to
thousands of students, graduates, and military members.
These accomplishments belong to the hard working and
dedicated employees of this agency. I had the distinct
honor of supporting them in achieving these remarkable
milestones. I want the president-elect and the new Secretary of Homeland Security to
know that he is inheriting an extraordinary agency. Staff here stands willing to
implement any new policies or initiatives, consistent with the Constitution and laws of
the United States, and will do so with efficiency, quality, and grace as I have seen them
do many times over the course of my tenure.
My family came to this country as refugees and I am honored and humbled to ·have h!,ld
. the opportunity to lead U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services and to help others
achieve the American dream just as my family has.
Sincerely,
Leon Rodriguez
Director
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services.

Warn·ing! This document, along w·1th any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative process inter•agency/intra-agency material. You are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying, or further distribution of this
information to unauthorized il'ldividuals (including unauthori;:ed members of the President·elect Transition Team) is strictly prohibited. Unauthorized disclosure or release of .
this information may result in loss of access to inform.ition, and civil and/or criminal fines and penalties.
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Deputy Director's Welcome Message
Since 1986, I have dedicated my career to
administering the immigration laws of this country.
When I assumed my current position as Deputy
Director of U.S. Citizenship and Immigration
Services five and a half years ago, I gained a new
perspective, understanding, and respect for what is
accomplished in this agency. Not a day goes by that I
don't remark about something impressive we've accomplished at users. The work is
challenging, but the rewards are great both for the dedicated employees within the agency
and for the people we serve.
The mission of this agency has a profound impact on both individuals and the nation.
The agency embodies and demonstrates our American values in its daily work. users .
plays a direct role in the welcoming of immigrants to the United States, the protection of
the homeland, and the fulfillment of the American dream.

r welcome the opportunity to discuss with you the significant things this agency achieves
each day, our challenges, and how we can move forward together.
Sincerely, ·
Lori Scialabba
Deputy Director .
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

\Warring! 1his document, along with any attachments, contims NON--PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the pubflc by federal law. It ll'lay contain confidential,
:1egally privileged, proprietary or deliberative process inter-agency/intra.agency material. You are hereby notified that any diss~minatlon, copyin& or further distribution of this
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information to unauthorized individuals (including unauthorized members of the President~elect Transition Team) is strictly prohibited. Unauthorized disclosure or release of
lhis information may result in loss of access to information, and civil and/or criminal fines and penalties.
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U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services Overview

Naturalization Ceremony, July 21, 2014, at Mt Rainier National Park Photo: USCIS

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration _Services (USCIS) is the Federal agency that oversees
lawful immigration to the United States. USCIS began operations on March 1, 2003, as
part of the newly established U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS). Congress
disbanded the Immigration and Naturalization Service in the Department of Justice and
transferred its functions to three new agencies in DHS: USCIS, U.S. Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE), and U.S.
Customs and Border Protection (CBP).

users officers adjudicate requests for
immigration benefits, including lawful
permanent residence (Green Cards), and
naturalization: Combatting fraud and
safeguarding national security are agency ·
priorities.
USCIS also plays key roles in the U.S.
Refugee Admissions Program and in other

USCIS employees check applicants in before their
naturalization ceremony. Photo: USCIS

Varning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the pub Ile by federal law, It may contain confidentlal,
•gally privileged, proprietary or deliberative process inter-agency/intra-agency material: You are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying, or further distribution of this

formation to unauthorized indMduals (including unauthorized members of the President-elect Transition Team) is strictly prohibited. Unauthorized disclosure or release of
is information may result in loss of access to information, and civil and/or criminal fines and penalties.
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national security areas including:
• Conducting robust security screening of potential refugees;
• Determining asylum eligibility for those claiming to face persecution in their home
countries;
• Providing relief for victims of human trafficking and violent crimes;
• Enabling inter-country adoptions for U.S. citizen parents; and
• Verifying the employment eligibility of new hires in the United States.
In a nation of immigrants, the employees ofUSCIS are proud to play a vital role in this
country's long tradition of enrichment and renewal through immigration. USCIS'
workforce consists of approximately 19,000 government workers and contractors, who are
located at 223 offices around the world and are entrusted to uphold the agency's core
values of integrity, respect, ingenuity, and vigilance.
An Average USCIS Day
• Adjudicates more than 26,000 requests for various immigration benefits ..
• Processes 3,700 applications to sponsor relatives and future spouses.
• Processes 200 refugee applications around the world and grants asylum to 45
individuals already in the United States.
• Screens 146 people for protection ~n t?e basis of cr~/~1€:__fear_.- - - c
• Answers 50,000 phone
calls to our toll-free
customer service line
and serves 2,200
customers at
appointments for
information in its 86
domestic field offices.
• Ensures the employment
eligibility of more than
80,000 new hires in the ·
United States.
• Fingerprints and
USC IS Director Rodriguez speaking at a naturalization ceremony at
photographs 13,000
Mount
Vernon. Photo: USCIS ·
people at 137
Application Support
Centers.
Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON·PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
legally privileged, prnprletary or deliberative process inter-agency/intra•agency material. You are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying,

qr further distribution of this

information to unauthorized individuals (including unauthorized members of the President~elect TransitiOn Team) is strictly prohibited. Unauthorized disclosure or release of
this information may result in loss of access to information, and civil and/or criminal fines and penalties.
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• Approves applications and petitions to assist American parents in adopting 25
foreign-born orphans.
• Grants lawful permanent residence to approximately 2,100 people and issues
approximately 7,000 Permanent Resident Cards (Green Cards).
• Receives 335,000 visitor sessions to uscis.gov.
• Welcomes nearly 2,000 new citizens at naturalization ceremonies. Typically 36 of
these new citizens are members of the U.S. armed forces.
Mission
USCIS will secure America's promise as a nation of immigrants by providing accurate·
and useful information to its customers, granting immigration and citizenship benefits,
promoting awareness and understanding of U.S.
citizenship, and ensuring the integrity of the
immigration system.

USCIS Immigration Services Officer
interviewing a candidate for citizenship.
Photo: USCIS

.

.

.

Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contai_ns NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential, .
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Budget
Approximately 95% of USCIS' budget is funded by Immigration Examination Fees. In
accordance.with the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA) Sections 286(m) and (n),
USCIS is authorized tp establish and charge fees for the adjudication and naturalization
services it provides, as well as retain such fees until expended to direetly fund the
agency's operations.

USCIS - Total Budget Authority

(t:>)(5)
*FY 2017 President's budget includes •
1for the enjoined aspects of Executive Action on Immigration.
Congress is expected to subtract this out of USCIS' initial budget authority in the FY 2017 appropriations bill.

FY17 President's Budget
Immigration
Examinations Fee
Accoun

Dollars in thousands

Fraud Prevention and
Detecti

Federal Assistance,

I
Operations and
Suppo

I
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USCIS- 5-year Funding Trend

%
,,
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$3;54-1,722.,00
$3,368,805.000

1/, .

~

(b)(5)

~
~

1/

FY14

FYlS

FY16

• Total Budget Authority

*FY 2016 amount is enacted and does not include $177. I million that was part of the reprogramming approved by
Congress.
• FY 2016. Does not include reimbursable, working capital, or revolving account employees. Authorized and
onboard figures are as of May 14, 2016/Pay Period 9 and only include full'time permanent employees.

USCIS - 5-year Workforce Trend
18,000
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(b)(5)
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Strategic Priorities
Transformation - Each year, USCIS receives approximately seven million requests for

immigration benefits and other action for review and adjudication. Until recently, a
paper form was the primary workflow
driver for processing each request,
supported by a number of stove-piped
systems. Individual field offices would
often acquire their own technology and
develop innovative procedures to create
more efficiencies in the paper process,
but those local procedures were not
necessarily adopted across the agency.
Additionally, USCIS recognized that its
dependence on paper files made it difficult

USCIS employee sorting paper immigration files Photo:
USCIS

'./arning! This document, along with any attachment\ contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
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to verify applicants' identities and provide
DHS and other government agencies with the information they need to make informed
business decisions. As part of a comprehensive set ofinitiatives to modernize, USCIS
embarked on an enterprise-wide effort to transition from a paper-based to a paperless,
electronic operational environment. The new operating environment, referred to
internally as users Electronic Immigration Svstem (ELIS), is being delivered by the
users Office of Transformation Coordination in partnership with the users Office of
Information Technology. The system is supported by a number of enterprise data
services that ensure the right information is available for the adjudication process. The
~ystem eventually will also serve as USCIS' single case management system for all
immigration benefits and requests. The life cycle cost estimate that was a roved in
A ril 2015 for the re-baselined ro am is

(b)(5)

L-----------------....,.
Backlogs - Backlogs at USeIS have grown over the past year, mainly due to increased
filings and a lack of resources necessary to complete the work in a timely manner. As
users is a fee-funded agency, there is a natural mechanism to increase funding
.
'
commensurate with the increased workload. However, the workload can expand at a
· faster rate than users is capable of matching with personnel, creating a backlog of cases
that are pending adjudication and are outside of the specific cycle time goal (that is,
outside the number of months users expects it will take to adjudicate the specific form
type).

\
(b)(5)

Verification Modernization - In 2012, USeIS initiated the Verification Modernization
(VER MOD) program to modernize the E-Verify and Systematic Alien Verification for
Entitlements (SAVE) programs, as well as a suite of supporting applications. The legacy
programs are operational but are constrained by tightly-coupled information technology
architecture. Workload volumes for both programs are expected to continue to increase
and are already beyond the current operational program limits. Modernization is intended
to increase the capacity and flexibility of these programs in order to enable DHS to meet
its mission to enforce and administer the nation's immigration laws. The projected life
cycle cost of VER MOD
aich includes operations of both E-Verify and

ii
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SA VE. The acquisition program was cleared by DHS to enter the execution phase in
· October 2015.
Supporting Immigrant Integration Efforts - Since

November 2014, following the release of the
"Creating Welcoming Communities and Fully
Integrating Immigrants and Refugees"
Presidential Memorandum, USCIS and the
White House Domestic Policy Council have
served as co-chairs of the White House Task
Force oiJ. New Americans ("Task Force"). The
Task Force includes 16 federal departments,
agencies, and White House offices and was
Refugee applicants in Jordan take an oath before
charged with developing a coordin~ted federal
their interview for refugee resettlement through
strategy to better integrate immigrants into
the U.S. Refugee Admissions Progrnm.
American communities. In April 2015, the Task
Force issued a Strategic Action Plan with goals and .recommended actions to build
welcoming communities; strengthen existing pathways to naturalization and promote
civic engagement; support the skill development, entrepreneurship, and protect new
American workers; expand opportu~ities for linguistic integration and education; and
strengthen federal immigrant and refugee integration infrastructure. Under the auspices of
the Task F,orce, the federal government has made great strides in coordinating and
enhancing immigrant integration activities, including implementing the more than 40
. recommendations included in the Strategic Action Plan. USCIS seeks to continue these
interagency coordination and implementation efforts to help immigrants integrate into
communities and contribute to society to their fullest potential.
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Key Partnerships/ Stakeholders.

U.S. Department of Defense (DOD).

users has an interagency agreement to share
biometric data for specific classes of
immigrants through the Automated Biometric
Identification System (ABIS).

users also has ,interagency agreements
allowing U.S. military facilities to host
immigration operations in support of U.S.
military personnel seeking immigration
benefits.

For the naturalization process, USeIS receives
confirmation from DoD of an applicant's,
military service and whether the applicant was
honorably discharged from the U.S. Armed
Forces.

U.S. Department of Labor (DOL)

users and DOL work collaboratively on
employment-based immigrant and
nonimmigrant visa issues.

Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
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users retrieves information relating to

U,S, Department of State (DOS)

individu~ls receiving immigrant visas for the
purpose of issuing Permanent Resident Cards.
DOS issues U.S. passports and shares the
authority to make decisions on U.S, citizenship
claims.

DOS is a data partner with the USCIS
Immigration Records and Identity Services
Direetorate and shares information needed to
validate passport and passport card data and
photos for the E- Verify program.

DOS also assists with payroll processing for
overseas allowances

DOS and DHS are partners in the U.S.
Refugee Admissions Program, an interagency
effort involving a number of governmental and
non-governmental partners both overseas and
in the United States who work together
.towards refugee admissions each year.

Warning! This document, along With any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the pubfic by federal law. tt may contai.n confidentLal,
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U.S. Department of Treasury, Fiscal Service

Executive Office for Immigration Review
(EOIR)
.

Treasury's Fiscal Service designates a
Financial Agent (JP Morgan Chase line 12) to
provide Lockbox Services for the collection of
fees and associated immigration forms for
USCIS. Fiscal Service and USCIS jointly
manage the Lockbox Service Provider,
through a Memorandum of Understanding.
Treasury is USCIS.' partner in managing the
lockbox operation, which is responsible for the
intake and deposit of approximately 90% of
USCIS forms and fees.

· The immigration courts fall under the
jurisdiction ofEOIR and are responsible for
conducting proceedings related to an
individual's removal or deportation from,
and/or admissibility to the United States.

USCIS retrieves data collected by the .
immigration courts regarding hearing dates,
results of the hearing, and status of the
individual who is in proceedings before the
court. USCIS also issues Notices to Appear,
placing individuals into immigration
proceedings before EOIR.

Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON~PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
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Federal Bureau oflnvestigation (FBI)

USCIS conducts background and security
checks for most requestsfor immigration
benefits. USCIS works with the .FBI to obtain
and complete background and security checks
for individuals seeking immigration benefits.

General Services Administration (GSA)

The GSA acquires and manages all real
property acquisitions and facilities related
projects on behalf ofUSCIS. This directly
supports USCIS' mission, allowing USCIS
employees and customers to. conduct business
in safe and professional environments.

Partner'

:Description

Non-governmental entities, community-based
organizations, and various public and private
associations.

There are many public and private entities and
organizations that work with individuals
~eeking immigration benefits (e.g., Caiholic
Charities, Catholic Legal Immigration
Network (CLINIC), National Council of La
Raza, American Immigration Lawyers
Association, United We Dream). USCIS
frequently holds public outreach sessions with
such organizations on various immigration
issues and offers them an opportunity to
provide feedback on issues such as customer
service, agency policies, and case processing.

Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the. public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
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United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees (UNHCR)

UNHCR refers a vast majority of the refugee
resettlement applicants to the U.S. Refugee
Admissions Program.

American Federation of Government
Employees (AFGE)-National Citizenship and
Immigration Services Council (NCISC)

AFGE represents.USCIS bargaining unit
employees. USCIS and AFGE-NCISC work
tog€,ther to collaboratively negotiate and
establish procedures for work conditions and
resolve employee grievances ..

Warning! This docw:nent, along with any attachments, contains NON~PUBUC INFORMATION exempt from release to the ~ub!ic by federal law, It may contain confidential,
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Legislative Agenda
EB-5 Discretionary Authority- In 1992, Congress created the Immigrant Investor Program, .
also known as the Regional Center Program. This sets aside EB-5 visas for participants
who invest in commercial enterprises assoc.iated with regional centers approved by
USCIS based on proposals for promoting economic growth. USCIS currently cannot
deny EB-5 regional center program benefits solely due io concerns that the regional
center, its associated commercial enterprises, or those in control of the regional center or
associated co~mercial enterprises may be engaged in fraud or criminal activity, or may
pose a threat to public safety or national security.\
(b)(5)

Naturalization Requirements for Elderly Applicants - The redesigned naturalization test,
implemented on October I, 2008, standardized the content and administration of the
naturalizatio_n test; however, elderly test takers are still at a much higher risk of not
naturalizing because of their inability to meet the educational requirements for
naturalization. Based on internal analysis ofUSCIS data from October 1, 2009 through
April 30, 2016, older applicants have a significantly lower pass rate on the naturalization·
test compared to younger applicants. Data shows that the pass rate for first time test
takers ages 18-25 was 98%, and for those ages 25-35 was 96.6%. The pass rate declines
by age group. For applicants ages 65-74, the pass rate was 39.6%, for those a es 75-84,
the pass rate was 26%, and for those ages 85 and over, the pass rate was 14%

(b)(5)
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Refugee Fingerprint Collection - Refugee applicants are fingerprinted generally at the time
of the applicant's USC IS interview abroad and are then checked against electronic
databases as part of the background and security progress. The results of these checks
are, therefore, not available to a USCIS officer until after the interview has been
completed. Currently, refugee applicants 14 to 79 years old are required to submit their
fingerprints, along with photographs and biographic information, to USCIS. Those
fingerprints are .then checked airninst electronic databases as part of the background and
security progress. \
(b)(5)

.Citizenship and Integration Grant Program - Since FY 2009, the Citizenship and
. Integration Grant Program has been authorized by Congress on an annual basis. The lack
of a permanent authorization and need to wait until the appropriations bills are enacted
into law has a significant operational impact on the pr,, p,irh vear. In an effort to
address this ongoi°ng uncertainty, this proposal would
(b )(5)

National Crime Information Center (NCIC) Access - USCIS is charged with the critical
mission of protecting the national security and public safety through ensuring that
applicants for a wide variety of immigration and citizenship benefits under the
Immigration and Nationality Act are eligible for the benefit sought, including
determining whether criminal grounds of ineligibility apply.· Current statute defines
"immigration and naturalization matters" as "noncriminal justice purposes," which limits
Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON~PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
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(b)(5)

access to onlv select oortions of the Nere criminal records database.

.

Avoiding Statelessness through Renunciation of U.S. Citizenship in the United States -Neither
national security nor any other legitimate public purpose is served by permitting U.S.
citizens within the United States (whether or not they may have a basis for dual
nationality) to renounce their duty of loyalty to their country in time of war. Nor should
hostilities ongoing in Afghanistan or elsewhere serve as a coincidental and unrelated
basis to allow prison inmates or others to renounce their citizenship. Section 349(a)(6) is
an unfortunate vestige of a sad historical episode. It need not continue as the source of
claims for renunciation by individuals whose resulting statelessness would run counter to
.the public interest of the United States. users strongly urges that it be repealed outright.·
Eligibility of Asylees to Adjust -Pursuant to INA 209(b ), asylees may adjust to LPR status
under certain conditions. One of these conditions is that, at the time of adjustment, the
asylee still must ineet the definition of a refugee or be a spouse or child of such a
refugee. There are individuals who want to apply for LPR status under this section of
law who can no longer be considered spouses or children of refugees because the
relationship to the principal no longer exists-for example, the•child gets married and
thus no longer meets the definition of "child. II The users Asylum Division instituted
many years ago a pro forn:ia process whereby it grants asylum status "nunc pro tune" to
these derivatives (backdated to when they obtained derivative status) in order to make
them principal asylees in their own right (and therefore refugees), so that they can
adjust. If a nunc pro tune process was not in place, these individuals would be derivative
asylees indefinitely.
Carryover of Diversity Visa Numbers - Under the Diversity Visa (DV) program, lottery
winners' adjustment applications must be approved during the year in which they "win"
the lottery. Occasionally, DHS processing and security check delays result in lottery
Warning 1 This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
legally privil~ged, proptietary or deliberative process inter·agency/intra-agency material. You are hereby notified that any disse~ination, copying, or further distribution of this
information to unauthorized individuals (including unauthorized members of the President-elect Transition Team) is strictly prohibited, Unauthorized disclosure or release of
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winners losing the opportunity to immigrate because their case is not completed by the
end of the fiscal vear. This has led to litigation and a vear-end scramble.to complete
cases.I

(b)(5)

(b)(5)

Exemption of Spouses and Children from the Employment-Based Visa Cap -As amended by
the Immigration Act of 1990, the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA) imposes a total
· numerical limit on a world-wide basis of 140,000 immigrant visas 'annually for all
employment-based (EB) immigration for foreign nationals to obtain U.S. lawful
permanent resident ("green card") status. This is also referred to as the immigrant quotas
or caps. Of the five EB immigrant categories, the EB- I Priority Workers (persons with
extraordinary ability in the sciences, arts, education, business, or athletics; outstanding
professors or researchers; and multinational executives and managers), EB-2 Advanced
Degreed Professionals and Persons with Exceptional Ability (in the arts, sciences or
business), and Skilled Workers-Professionals-Other Workers (EB-3) categories are each
allotted 28.6% of the wortd:wide cap; the EB-4 Special Immigrants and EB-5
Employment Creation-Immigrant Investor categories are each allotted 7.1 %. Under
current law and policy, both principal EB immigrants (the actual workers) and their
accompanying spouses and children are counted against the EB immigrant visa caps. In
other words, these spouses and·chil,dren use EB visas that otherwise could go to an
immigrant worker.
Permanently Transfer H-213 Enforcement Authority to the Department of Labor - Under
section 214(c)(l4) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA), the Secretary of
Homeland Security has authority to fine or debar an H-2B petitioner that the Secretary
has found, after a hearing, to have substantially failed to meet the condit.ions of the H-2B
petition (e.g., payment of the prevailing wage). In 2009 DHS delegated this authority to
the Department of Labor (DOL), as DOL possesses the appropriate expertise to
determine if there has been substantial failure of petition conditions, inducting adequacy
of attempts to recruit U.S. workers and payment of prevailing wages, as well as resources
for conducting the required hearings. I
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Correct Omission of Certain Derivative Family Members from T Nonimmigrant Adjustment
of Status Provision - The U adjustment of status statute at INA § 245(m) protects certain
family members of U nonimmigrants who did not derive U nonimmigrant status from the
principal. Specifically, INA§ 245(m)(3) allows certain qualifying family members
(spouse, child, or in the case of a principal who is a child, the parent) who have never
held derivative U nonimmigrant status to seek an immigrant visa or adjust status, if
necessary to avoid extreme hardship. Because a U or T derivative's nonimmigrant status
is dependent on the principal' s nonimmigrant status, a U or T derivative cannot obtain
derivative U or T nonimmigrant status once the principal no longer has U or T
nonimmigrant status (for example, if the principal adjusts to lawful permanent residence).
(b)(5)

T Visa

Program Adding Principal's Children as Derivatives Regardless of Age or Marital
Status - Under INA § l O1(a)(l S)(ii)(I) and (II), principal. T nonimmigrants can petition
for derivative T nonimmigrant status for certain immediate family members. Principals
under the age of 21 can petition for their spouse, unmarried children under 21 years of
age, unmarried siblings under 18 years of age, and parents. Principal T nonimmigrarits
over the age of 21 can petition for their spouse and unmarried children under 21 years of
age. Section 1221 of the Violence Against Women Reauthorization Act of 2013 {VA WA
2013) expanded the list of derivative beneficiaries to include family members whose
eligibility to derive status is based on facing a present danger of retaliation as a result of
the principal's escape from trafficking or cooperation with law enforcement. See INA §
IO I(a)( 1S)(ii)(Ill). This expanded list includes the principal' s parent or unmarried sibling
under the age of 18 as well as a new category of derivatives of derivatives: the "adult or
minor children" of a derivative beneficiarv of a orincioal T nonimmi.....,nt I

(b)(5)
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Government Accountability Office/ Office of the Inspector General Audits

Title ,., r

Description

~

Due

i,
Asylum: Additional
Actions Needed to
Assess and Address
Fraud Risks

GAO-I 6-50 House Committee on the Judiciary
requested audit to assess: (I) What do
the Department of Homeland Security's
(OHS) and the Department of Justice
(DOJ) Executive Office for Immigration
Review's (EOIR) d~ta indicate about the
number and characteristics of asylum
claims over the past 5 years? (2) To what
extent have U.S. Citizenship and
Immigration Services (USCIS) and
EOIR developed and implemented
policies and procedures to detect and
prevent fraud in.the asylum process?.(3)
What federal public benefits were
provided to asylees who had their status
terminated for fraud?
GA0-16-

Immigration Benefits
Systems: U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration
Services Can Improve
Program Management

Final Report

467

House Committee on Homeland Security
requested audit to assess the extent to
which the USCIS Tra11sfom1ation
program .uses information technology
program management best practices.
GAO found that software development
and systems integration and testing for ·
USCIS' Electronic Immigration System
(USCIS ELIS) have not consistently
been managed in line \Yith the program's
policies and guidance or with leading
practices. The report contained 12
recommendations, with which OHS
concurred.

Final report
issued
December 2,
2015.

Final re po.rt
issued July 7,
2016.
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N/A(GAO

Refugee Screening
Process

job code
100527)

House Committee on Homeland Security
requested audit to determine: ( 1) What
do data indicate about the characteristics
of refugee resettl.ement applications to
the United States?; (2) How does the
Department of Homeland Security
(OHS) determine admissibility for
refugees seeking resettlement in the
United States?; (3) To what extent have
OHS and State implemented policies and
procedures for conducting security
checks of applicants for refugee
resettlement?; and (4) How, if at all, do
OHS _and State coordinate with other

Projected
report release
date to be
detennined.
GAO
announced the
audit in
January 20 I 6
and is currently
conducting
fieldwork.

OIG self-initiated audit of the results of
Operation Janus, a OHS study that
identified approximately 1,650 aliens
who may have engaged in naturalization
fraud: Specifically, the Operation Janus
study purports to have identified aliens
who received naturaliz~tion, despite OHS
biometric records that· associated these
aliens with multiple identities and Final
Removal Orders.

Report issued
ou September
8, 2016.

· Number
OlG-16-

OHS Use of Biometric .
Information to Detect
and Respond to
Naturalization Fraud

130
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Strategic Priorities

Strategic Priority: USCIS Transformation
Every year, U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) receives approximately
seven million applications, petitions, and requests for review and adjudication. Until
recently USCIS relied on customers submitting paper forms to request an immigration
benefit. This paper-driven process is labor intensive and can result in processing delays, ·
especially when paper records have to be transferred to or from a USCIS field office or
service center. In order to streamline these processes, individual field offices would often
acquire their own technology and develop innovative procedures. However, these local
field office systems or procedures were not always adopted nationwide and could result
in inconsistencies in case processing and adjudication. Additionally, USCIS recognized
that its dependence on paper files made it difficult to verify applicants' identities, detect
fraud, and provide DHS and other government agencies with the information they need to ·
make informed business decisions.
Background

.

As part of a comprehensive set of initiatives to modernize, USC IS embarked on an
enterprise-wide effortto transition from a paper-based to a paperless operational
environment. The new operating environment, referred to internally as USCIS Electronic
Immigration System (ELIS), is being delivered by the USCIS Office of Transformation
Coordination (OTC) in partnership with the USCIS Office oflnformationTeehnology..
The system is supported by a number of enterprise services (e.g., Identity, Credential and
Access Management, Person Centric Query Service, Fraud Detection and National
Security Data System, etc.) that ensure the right information is available for the
adjudication process. The system eventually will also serve as USCIS' single case
management system for all immigration benefits and requests.
The implementation of ELIS includes improving performance of the five major operating
requirements as follows:
• Document Intake - Through ELIS, customers can file and pay for certain benefits
directly online. In addition, even if a customer submits a paper form, USCIS is able
to capture data and digitized images from the paper form filed with a USCIS .
Lockbox I and transmit this information into ELIS so that USCIS can make decisions
1

The Lockbox is operated by J.P. Morgan as a financial agent for the Department of Treasury.
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in the electronic environment. Customers and their legal representatives also can
create online accounts to check the status of cases pending with USCIS, respond to
requests for evidence, and receive electronic notifications when the agency has made
a final decision.
•

Case Management'- Through ELIS, USC IS has consolidated and streamlined many
separate processes that were required to. move a case from filing through to a final
decision. USCIS can conduct case pre-processing online (e.g., data entry, automated
background and security checks), schedule interviews and biometric services
appointments, and issue notices and decisions all in a single system. USCIS officers
all over the country can access and review information about a specific case in the
electronic environment instead of having to wait for a paper A-file to be transmitted to
a specific office for review.

• Risk and Fraud Management - ELIS contains features and functionality that allow
USCIS to send, receive, and consolidate information required for processing and
assessing the results of security background checks based on biographic and biometric
information. With easy access to such information in an electronic environment,
USCIS can also readily detect filing patterns and identity filings by certain users who
may be involved in fraud or criminal activity, or who may be considered a threat to
national security or public safety.
•

.

.

Content Management - Through ELIS, USCIS can manage case content
electronically. USCIS officers can view digitized evidence and have a complete
picture of the entire application, including supporting documents, immediately
available for review. Electronic content management includes digitizing, managing,
and sharing content that includes data and images.
·

• Management Tools ELIS contains features for generating management reports and
facilitating the management of fees and customer inquiries. In ELIS, every internal
user's actions are logged within the system, which creates a streamlined process for
conducting audits. Agency and knowledge management through ELIS also supports
the alignment of resources and tools to support adjudication. and case processing

In November 2008, USCIS awarded a solutions architect contract to IBM to design,
develop, test, deploy, and sustain an integrated operating system for the transformation
program. On May 22, 2012, USCIS deployed its initial version of ELIS. The initial
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launch was behind schedule and over budget for this first release. The architecture used
to deveiop the initial system required integration and maintenance of over 29 commercial
proprietary off-the-shelf products and lacked the flexibility to make quick changes in the
environment. As a result, USCIS was not able to deploy functionality in successive 4-6
month intervals as initially contemplated. ·
USCIS was directed to refocus program management and changed the software
development methodology to agile development. Through agile development, USCIS is
able to develop, test, and deploy functionality in an iterative fashion and more frequently.
USCIS changed the technical architecture and adopted a cloud-based service similar to
those used by companies in the private sector, like Amazon and Google. USCIS also
changed its acquisition strategy to use best practices from private industry .
..! Software Development Methodology: In April 2012 the program transitioned

from a waterfall to an agile software development methodology. The agile
methodologf allows for flexibility and responsiveness to the changing priorities
and dynamics in the development process offering more frequent value-added
releases to ELIS. This approach allows the program to incrementally implement
functionality every 4 - 6 months .
..! Acquisition Strategy: In May 2012, the Transformation Executive Steering

Committee 2 approved a change to the acquisition strategy. To introduce more
compeiition into the development work, the revised Acquisition Strategy changed
from a single solutions architect (IBM) to multiple contracts for and supporting
software development, code integration, testing, requirements and training .
..! Technical Architecture: In March 2013, the Executive Steering Committee

approved moving ELIS into a new architecture that allows for simpler
development and is easier to maintain, The architecture was changed from 29
proprietary Commercial-Off-the-Shelf products to an open-source code framework
that allows for development and production using cloud services. The new·
· architecture is using best practices design and generalized capabilities where
possible and removes products that duplicate other USCIS products.

2

The Transformation Executive Steering Committee is chaired by the Director of USCIS and includes the USC IS
Deputy Director, DHS HQ organizations, and USCIS directorate and program heads. The primary purpose of the
ESC is to provide effective governance, oversight, and guidance to Transformation and all related projects and
initiatives to ensure successful development and operation in support of mission objectives.
·
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Current Status

Since the program changed its approach as well as rebuilding the system the following
has been accomplished:
• April 2015 - USC rs started processing all Form I-90, Application to Replace
. Permanent Resident Card (Green Card) in ELIS. Customers can file the Form I-90
in paper or directly online.
·
• August 2015 - users deployed capability to allow new immigrants who are
required to pay a $165 USeIS Immigrant Fee 3 to pay online in ELIS. USeIS also
migrated open cases from the legacy ELIS system to the new architecture.
• February 2016 Users finished migrating over 1,000,000 closed immigrant fee
cases from the legacy ELIS system.
• February 2016 USCIS started processing aU Form I-82 lD, Consideration of
Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) renewal cases. At this time,
customers can only file the paper version of the Form I-821D which is scanned
and transmitted into ELIS for adjudication online.
• April 2016 - USCIS started processing N-400, Application for Naturalization
Applications, filed on the newest version of the form, in ELIS.
• April 2016 - USCIS decommissioned the legacy ELIS system.
• May 2016 - USCIS started processing Form I-821, Application for Temporary
Protected Status for Nicaragua. At this time, customers can only file the paper
version of the Form I-821 which is scanned and transmitted irito ELIS for
adjudication online.
3

The USCIS Immigrant Fee is used to process immigrant visa packets issued by the Department of State to new
immigrants who are entering the United States and to process Permanent Resident Cards for such immigrants.
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Challenges

The predictable challenges associated with managing a complex Level I multi-billion
dollar program that encompasses a large staff of both government and contractor.
employees include:
• Maintaining ongoing discussions and transparency with Congressional oversight
and audit organizations (e.g., GAO and OIG) where past failures are considered
predictive of the future.
• Managing expectations of internal users. The transformation effort requires OTC
' to request from the directorates and program offices internal staff to assist with
ELIS development because of their immigration process knowledge and expertise.
This often requires OTC to balance the needs and resources of the -directorate or
program office with the needs for ELIS development.
• Managing resources and process to provide more assurance of a quality coded
product upon delivery and responsiveness when technical problems are found.
• Coordinating the timeframes within which the Department ofTreasury.Lockbox is
able to accept a new form for processing and transmission of data into ELIS with
the notice and clearance requirements of the Paperwork Reduction Act which must
be completed before any form can be ingested into ELIS.
Milestones

Recent and future milestones related to the Transformation Program include:
, April 1, 2015 - The USCIS Transformation Program was removed from breach
. status by the DHS Acquisition Review Board chaired by the DHS Undersecretary .
of Management.
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Strategic Priority: USCIS Adjudication Backlogs

Background

• The "backlog" is the number of cases that are pending adjudication and are outside
of the cycle time goal(that is, outside the number of months USCIS expects an
adjudication of that form type to take).
• Current backlog elimination plans rely primarily on increasing staff, rebalancing
workloa~ among staff/work uµits, and utilizing overtime. Some smaller
efficiencies may be gained through process or technology enhancements as well.
• Backlogs have grown over the past year, mainly due to increased filings and a gap
in the number of resources necessary to complete the work.

Current Status

• At the end of FYI 6, the affirmative asylum backlog is approximately 132K cases,
up 69 .SK or 110% from levels of one year ago.

• Field Operations and Service Center Operations have a eombined backlog of
approximately 915K cases, up 345K or 61 % from the levels of one year ago.

Challenges

• The FY16 affinnative asylum backiog is a 110% increase over the FY15 backlog
level of approximately 63,000 cases.
• The affinnative asylum backlog is a product of both the receipt of a growing
number ofaffinnative asylum applications and the diversion ofUSCIS Asylum·
Officers to other high priority workloads, such as the credible fear caseload and
overseas refugee processing.
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• Fonn I-140 (Immigrant Petition for Alien Worker) receipts, which are adjudicated
within the Service Center Operations Directorate, have increased 45% over last
fiscal year and are more than 45% over projection. Form I-129 (Petition for a
Nonimmigrant Worker) receipts have increased by .5.3% over last fiscal year and
are 6.5% over projections. Fonn I-90 (Application to Replace Permanent Resident
Card) receipts, which are adjudicated within the Service Center Operations
Directorate beginning in August 2016, measure at approximately 219,000 cases at
end of FYI 6.

Milestones

Affirmative Asylum Case Backlog
• To address these increasing workloads, USCIS expanded its Asylum Officer
Corps from 272 authorized Asylum Officer Positions to 533 officers.

• To accommodate this growth in the workforce, the Asylum Division expanded its
operations in FY15 and FY16 to. inc.Jude the Boston and New Orleans Asylum
Sub-Offices and the Asylum Pre-Screening Center in Arlington, Virginia.

Service Center Operations
•

Service Center Operations has begun transferring workloads among Service
Centers. Since the start of FYI 6, Service Center Operations began weekly
Capacity Planning sessions with the five Service Centers to review capacity at
each Service Center and, based on findings, redistribute the workload among the
Se_rvice Centers. This type of planning allows the Directorate to maximize
personnel and resources. In early FY I6, Service Center Operations transferred
cases between all Service Centers, including Potomac Service Center, to balance
workloads.

• Another important aspect of the Capacity Planning has been authorizing overtime
beginning in the 2nd Quarter ofFY16. The overtime is allocated based on a
Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON+PUBUC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It ~ay contain confid~ntial,
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specific fonn type with the largest volume of backlog. With the authorization of
overtime, Service Center Operations tracks and monitors the reduction on a
quarterly basis that has resulted in reduction in its backlog'.

Field Operations
• The Field Operations Directorate is faced with the continued challenge of
balancing workloads among competing resources. In FYl6, Field Operations has
focused on counteracting the impacts of attrition and hiring challenges on the
processing of its workload by allowing offices which are facing challenges to use
overtime and overhire authorities to address their resource shortfalls. In addition,
Field Operations has authorized already trained Immigration Service Officers to be
detailed to offices which experienced high backlog impacts. The approval of
short-tenn details between offices is being used as a means to address resource
gaps which exist due to lags in on boarding and training of new officers.

•. At the end of FYI 5, t.he Field Operations Directorate was able to meet its Form N400 c~cle time goal of 5 months. However, the Fonn N-400 cycle time increased
slightly and finished higher than goal at the end ofFY16, in part due to the
unusually high volume of receipts. Field Operations continues to focus on
keeping the Form N-400 cycle time close to goal by balancing resources.

• Field Operations is implementing an 18-month hiring plan, which it anticipates
will allow field offices to onboard Immigration Service Officers in a timelier
mall!ler. In addition, Field Operations will be working more closely with its
regions to develop and implement a backlog reduction strategy in FYI 7.
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Strategic Priority: Verification (E-Yerify and SAYE) Modernization

Background

In 2012, USCIS initiated the Verification Modernization (VER MOD) program to
modernize the E-Verify 4 and Systematic Alien Verification of Entitlements (SA VE)5
programs, as well as a suite of supporting applications. The legacy programs are
operational but are constrained by tightly-coupled information technology architecture.
Workload volumes for both programs are expected to continue to increase and are
already beyond the current operational program limits. Modernization is intended to
increase the capacity and flexibility of these programs in order to enable DHS to meet its
mission to enforce and administer our nation's dynamic immigration laws. The projected
life cycle cost of VER MOD i~
thich includes oper~tions of both E-Verify
(b)(5)
and SAVE. The acquisition program was cleared by DHS to enter the execution phase in
October 20 I 5. 6

Current Status

Initial development work for VER MOD has begun. This includes analyzing the current
technical framework to fully understand the architecture, .and deploying a new version of
a discrete segment of the legacy system in a virtual environment (Amazon Web
4

E-Verify is an Internet-based system that allows businesses to confinn the eligibility of their employees to work in
the United States. https://www.uscis.~ov/e-verily
.
'The Systematic Alien Verification for Entitlements (SAVE) Program is a service that helps federal, state and local
benefit-issuing agencies, institutions, and licensing agencies detennine the immigration status of benefit applicants
so only those entitled to benefits receive them. https://www.uscis.gov/save
6
Russel Deyo, DHS Under Secretary for Management, "Acquisition Decision Memorandum: Acquisition Review
Board for the USC IS Verification Modernization Program," dated 6 October 2015.
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Services). The program has deployed the E,Verify portion of the Status Verification
System to a test group of users and is currently working to develop and deploy the SA VE
portion. Once deployed to the entire user community, the Status Verification System
represents Initial Operating Capability for the program. The Status Verification System
is critical as itis the system used by status verifiers when having to manually intervene
and process E·Verify and SAVE cases that do not return an automated response on initial
verification.
Challenges

• VER MOD is part of a DHS pilot for agile execution of a major information
technology acquisition program. While this approach represents an excellent
opportunity for USCIS, it also presents some risks as the Department adjusts
oversight and governance to this new approach.
• The Verification Information System is dependent on nim·USCIS data partners for its
success in providing immigration status inforn1ation and employment authorization
verification. This means that if data partners experience an outage, such as the Social
Security Administration or other non·USCIS DHS da.ta systems, or there are data
integrity issues, tile Verification Infonnation System operations are impacted.
• As additional major releases are deployed, the complexity of the effort will likely
increase, which may slow the velocity of the progran1 and/or increase costs. The
program is managing this risk through the agile, incremental approach with a focus on
•
delivering business value.
• The dynamic nature of immigration laws regularly impact E· Verify and SAVE
operations by increasing workload volumes or impacting business processes. Should
comprehensive immigration reform, or other mandatory E· Verify legislation, be
enacted prior to VER MOD reaching Full Operating Capability, then current plans
and cost estimates will heed to be adjusted.
Milestones

Recent and future milestones related.to VER MOD include:
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• April 2015: Deployed my E-Verify nationwide
• September 2015: program achieved an Acquisition Decision Event 2A/B,
establishing program-wide baselines for cost, schedule and performance
• November 2015: Wisconsin joined Nebraska, North Dakota, Mississippi, Florida,
Idaho, and Iowa as participant in the Records and Infonnation from DMVs for
E-Verify (RIDE) initiative

a

• February 2016: E-Verify website optimized for mobile devices
• April 2016: Public testing.began for the new E-Verify Mobile Application pilot
• September 2016: Completion of VER MOD pilots that will analyze the feasibility
of operating the Verification Information System in alternative environments
• December 2016: Achieve Initial Operating Capability with the deployment of an
enhanced, service-oriented Status Verification System solution
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Strategic Priority: Executive Action on Immigration

Background

On November 20, 2014, President Obama announced a series of executive actions related
to immigration reform.
As they relate to USCIS' mission, these initiatives included expanding the population
eligible for the existing Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) process, and
extending the period ofDACA and work authorization; allowing parents ofU.S: citizens
and lawful permanent residents to request deferred aetion and employment authorization
through Deferred Action for Parents of Americans and Lawful Permanent Residents
(DAPA); expanding the use of provisional waivers of unlawful presence; modernizing,
improving and clarifying immigrant and nonimmigrant visa programs to support U.S.
high-skilled businesses and workers; promoting citizenship education and public
awareness for lawful permanent residents and providing an option for naturalization
applicants to use credit cards to pay the application fee. In addition, President Obama
directed leaders from 16 federal organizations to create a White House Task Force on
New Americans (TFNA) to develop a coordinated federal strategy to better integrate new
Americans into communities and support state and local efforts to do the same.
On July 15, 2015, President Obama also issued a Presidential Memorandum on
"Modernizing and Streamlining the U.S. Immigrant Visa System for the 21st Century."
The President directed the Secretary of State and the Secretary.of Homeland Security to
develop recommendations, in consultation with stakeholders and experts, to reduce
government costs, improve services for applicants, reduce burdens on employers, and
combat waste, fraud, and abuse in the system; ensure that policies, practices, and systems
use all of the visa numbers that Congress provides for and intends to be used, consistent
with demand; and modernize the infonnation technology infrastructure underlying the
visa processing system with the goal to reduce redundant systems, improve the
experience of applicants, and enable better oversight.
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Current Status

• Due to a federal court order, USCIS suspended implementation of expanded
DACA and DAPA. A Supreme Court decision in this matter is expected in June.
.

.

.

• The Employment Authorization for Certain H--4 Dependent Spouses final rule
published on May 26, 2015.
• The Expansion of Provisional Unlawful Presence Waivers oflnadmissibility
proposed rule was published on July 22, 201~.
· • Clarifying guidance for L- lB adjudications wa:s published on August 18, 2015.
• Since September 2015, naturalization applicants can pay fees by check, money
order, or credit card.
• Revisions were made to the Visa Bulletin to ensure the maximum number of visas
is issued every year and to better align with the procedures used by the
Department of State for foreign nationals who seek to become U.S. permanent
residents from abroad.
• Draft guidance clarifying the extreme hardship standard that must be met to obtain
a waiver when a visa is i~mediately available was published on October 7, 2015.
• The Retention of EB-I, EB-2, and EB-3 Immigrant Workers and Program
Improvements Affecting High-Skilled Nonimmigrant Workers proposed rule was
published on December 3 I, 2015.
• The TFNA submitted aStrategic Action Plan on Immigrant and Refugee
Integration to the White House in April 2015 and a one year progress report in
December 2015.
• The Improving and Expanding Training Opportunities for F-1 Nonimmigrant
Studentswith STEM Degrees and Cap-Gap Relief for All Eligible F-1 Students
final rule was published on March 11, 2016.
• Final guidance on determining whether a job offer is considered to be in a "same
or similar" occupational classification for fNA 204(j) portability adjudications was
published on March 21, 2016.
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Challenges

• Navigating the internal clearance process .
.

• Ensuring that deadlines for form revisions and rule publication are met
• Coordinating with relevant component and external agencies
Milestones

• Finalize the Expansion of Provisional Unlawful Presence Waivers of
Inadmissibility rule.
• Finalize policy guidance on extreme hardship determinations in inadmissibility
waivers.
• Clarify the standard for national interest waivers to include foreign investors,
researchers and entrepreneurs.
• Finalize the Retention ofEB-1, EB-2, and EB-3 Immigrant Workers and Program
Improvements Affecting High-Skilled Nonimmigrant Workers rule.
• Issue. proposed regulation to grant parole to international entrepreneurs.
• Issue guidance on Notices to Appear in line with the Secretary's enforcement
priorities.

Warning! This document, along wlth any atiachments., contains NON~PUBUC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law, lt may contain confidential1
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Strategic Priority: Supporting Interagency Immigrant Integration Efforts

Background

Since November 2014, following the release of the "Creating Welcoming Communities
and Fully Integrating Immigrants and Refugees" Presidential Memorandum, USCIS and
the White HouseDomestic Policy Council have served as co-chairs of the White House
Task Force on New Americans ("Task Force"). The Task Force includes 16 federal
departments, agencies, and White House offices and was charged with developing a
coordinated federal strategy to better integrate immigrants into American communities.
In April 2015, the Task Force issued a Strategic Action Plan with goals and
recommended actions to build welcoming communities; strengthen existing pathways to
naturalization and promote civic engagement; support the skill development, .
entrepreneurship, and protect new American workers; expand opportunities for linguistic
integration and education; and strengthen federal immigrant and refugee integration
infrastructure. Under the auspices ofth,e Task Force, the federal government has made
great strides in coordinating and enhancing immigrant integration activities, including
implementing the more than 40 recommendations included in the Strategic Action Plan.
USCIS seeks to continue these interagency coordination and implementation efforts to
help immigrants integrate into communities and contribute to society to their fullest
potential.

Current Status

In December 2015; the Task Force submitted a one-year status report to the President.
The report highlights key accomplishments and progress related to the more than 40
rec.ommendations outlined in the April 2015 Strategic Action Plan. USCIS plays a key
role in Task Force initiatives, including:
• The USCIS Citizenship Public Education and Awareness Campaign and the White
House "Stand Stronger" Campaign, which .both use print, radio, video and digital
media to promote awareness of the rights, responsibilities and importance of U.S.
citizenship;

Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON·PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt fro~ release to the public by federal law, It may contain confidential,
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• The Building Welcoming Communities Campaign, which encourages
communities to develop integration strategies tailored to their needs, with
technical assistance support from Ta.sk Force members and key national
organizations; and
• Presidential Ambassadors for Citizenship and Naturalization, which highlights the
stories of prominent new Americans and U-S.-born individuals with immigrant
roots to promote naturalization, bolster integration initiatives·, and increase
awareness of the rich contributions of new Americans

Since January 2016, as part of the Building Welcoming Communities Campaign, the
White House has held Regional Convenings on New Americans across the country with
participants from community- and faith-based organizations, consulates, government,
ethnic media, as well as business and the philanthropic sector. As of June 10, 2016, the
White House will have hosted ten convenings (Los Angeles, CA; Houston, TX; Miami,
FL; Atlanta, GA; San Jose, CA; Boston, MA; Dearborn, MI; Denver, CO; Santa Fe, NM;
and Seattle, WA).

Challenges
With the transition in leadership of the White House Domestic Policy Council (co-chair
of the Task Force) and other key Task Force members, and the lack of an ongoing
structured mechanism to coordinate interagency efforts to support immigrant integration,
USCIS has identified a risk that recent interagency progress made in support of
immigrant integration will be impacted. While the Presidential Memorandum establishing
the Task Force will remain in effect unless revoked by a future president, priority will
need to be placed on continued interagency support for immigrant integration .efforts. ·
Milestones

Recent and future milestones include:
• On November 21, 2014, President Obama released a Presidential Memorandum
entitled, "Creating Welcoming Communities and Fully Integrating Immigrants and
. Refugees," directing leaders from 16 federal organizations to create a White House
Task Force on New Americans.
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•

In April 2015, the Task Force developed and submitted to the President a Strategic
Action Plan with recommendations for agency aqions to further the integration of
new Americans. ·

• In December 2015, the Task Force submitted a one-year status report to the
President regarding the implementation of the "Creating Welcoming Communities
and Fully Integrating Immigrants and Refugees" Presidential Memorandum.
• From January to June 2016, the White House held ten Regional Convenings on
New Americans in communities across the United States.
• In June 2016, the Task Force, in partnership with the Departments of Education,
Health and Human Services, and Labor will host a National Skills and Credential
Institute to help improve outcomes for skilled immigrants. The White House will
also host an event to close the Regional Convenings on New Americans that
recognizes and highlights the work of.the cities and counties that have joined the
Building Welcoming Communities Campaign.
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Legislative Agenda Items
Legislative Agenda: Discretionary Authority in the EB-5 Program

Enacting Language

(b )(5)
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INA 8 216A (8 U.S.C. S 1186b)
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Narrative Justification

7

INA 242(a)(2)(B)(ii)
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The public law enacting the regional center proiam requires designation upon only a
showing that the regional center is promoting economic growth, including increasing
export sales. improving regional productivitv, creating iobs or increasing domestic caoital
investment.\
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Cost/PA YGO Considerations

Tribal Consultation Requirement

This proposal_ has no impact on tribal interests so no Jonsultation was necessary ..
Line-in/Line-out Proposed Changes to Existing Law

8

INA 242(a)(2)(B)(ii). Comts have narrowly constructed this statute to require discretion be written in to the statute.
"Congress barred court.review of discretionary decisions only when Congress itself set out the Attorney General's
discretionary authority in the statute." Kucana v. Holder, 130 ·s.Ct. 827, 834 n.10. The section only includes "acts
[for which] the awhority ... is specified under the !NA to be discretio~ary" and not just any discretionary decision.
Spencer Enterprises. Inc. v. U.S., 345 F.3d 683, 689 (9th Cir. 2003).
Warning! This document, along with any attachments1 contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMAr'ION exempt from release to the public by federal law. lt may contain confidential,
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Legislative Agenda: Improving the Naturalization Process for El~erly
Applicants
(b)(5)

Enacting Language
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Narrative Justification
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Cost/PA YGO Considerations

This is a budget neutral proposal, and no increased funding will be necessary to
implement.
Tribal Consultation Requirement

This proposal has no impact on tribal interests so no consultation was necessary.
Line-in/Line-out Proposed Changes to Existing Law

Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
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Current section 312(b):
[(b)(J) The requirements ofsubsection (a) of this section shall not apply to any person
who is unable because ofphysical or developmental disability or mental impairment to
comply therewith; or.

(2) The requirement ofsubsection (a)(l) of this section shall not apply to any person who,
on the date ofthefiling of the person's application for naturalization as provided in
section 1445 ofthis title, either-(A) is over fifty years of age and has been living in the United States for periods totaling
at least twenty years subsequent to a lawful admission for perman.ent residence, or
(B) is over fifty-five years of age and·has been living in the United States for periods
totaling at least fifteen years subsequent to a lawful admission for permanent residence.

(3) The Attorney General, pursuant to regulations, 'shall provide for special .
consideration, as determined by the Attorney General, concerning the requirement of
subsection (a)(2) of this section }Vith respect to any person who, on the date of the filing
ofthe person's application for naturalization as provided in section 1445 ofthis title, is
over sixty-five years of age and has been living in the United States for periods totaling at
least twenty years subsequent to a lawful admission for permanent residence.}

Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. I~ may contain confidential,
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Legislative Agenda: Collection of Fingerprints for Refugee Processing

Enacting Language
(b)(5)

Narrative Justification

Currently, refugee applicants 14 to 79 years old are required to submit their fingerprints,
along with photographs and biographic information, to the DHS U.S. Citizenship and
Imrnigration Services (USCIS) before their applications can be processed. See 8 CFR
Section 207.2, requiring submission of the FD-258 fingerprinting card. At present,
fingerprinting generally occurs at the time of the applicant's USCIS interview abroad.
Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt frorri felease to thC public by federal law, It may contain confidential,
legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative process inter·agency/lntra·a~ency material. You are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying, or further distribution of this
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Those fingerprints are then checked against electronic databases as part of the
background and security progress. The results of these checks are therefore not available
to a USCIS officer until after the interview has been completed. USCIS would like to
move the fingerprinting process upstream so the background check results are available
to the USCIS officer at the time the officer interviews the refugee applicant.
The fingerprinting collection process uses Form FD-258, or secure electronic fingerprint
collection processes, and takes place in a variety of locations, including refugee camps or
at facilities used by international or nongovernmental organizations working under a
cooperative agreement with the Department of State (DOS), or buildings used by
international organizations such as the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees.
The 1998 Appropriations Act and resulting regulations note that, "in the case of
individuals who reside abroad, a properly completed Form FD-258 Applicant Card, is
one prepared by the Service [USCIS], a United States consular office at a United States
embassy or consulate or a United States military installation abroad." See Department of
Commerce, Justice, and State. the Judicial)', and Related Agencies Ap_propriations Act.
1998.Title I, Pub. L. No. 105-119, 111 Stat. 2440, 2447-48 (Nov. 26, 1997) (1998 DOJ
Appropriations Act); 8 CFR Section !03.2(e)(3). Because the prescreening is generally
done at facilities used by Overseas Processing Entities under cooperative agreement with
the DO S's Bureau of Population, Refugees, and Migration, rather than at a consular
office or DHS facility, the 1998 DOJ Appropriations Act does not appear to permit the
.collection of fingerprints at these locations, thus limiting the U.S. Refugee Admissions
Program's (USRAP) ability to take fingerprints at the pre-screening stage.
(b)(5)

process arirl m1tJgatmg the need for re-interviews by DHS as currently occurs when
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Cost/PAYGO Considerations

This is a budget neutral proposal, and no increased funding will be necessary to
implement.

Tribal Consultation Requirement

This proposal has no impact on tribal interests so no consultation was necessary.
\

Line-in/Line-out Proposed Changes to Existing Law

None, as this would be a new freestanding provision of law.
As background, the provision oflaw it would supplement (but not directly amend) is the
following clause within a lengthy INS appropriations bill paragraph in Pub. L. I 05-119:

·Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
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I

Legislative Agenda: Gift Solicitation and Acceptance Authority to Support
Citizenship and Immigrant Integration Activities

I

Enacting Language
(b)(5)
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I

I

Narrative Justification

Pursuant t'o Public Law I 08-90, the Secretary of Homeland Security is authorized to
solicit and accept gifts, which must be placed in the Department of Homeland Security,
Gifts and Donations Account. The Secreta did not dele

Cost/PA YGO Considerations
This proposal requires no appropriated funding from Congress .
. Tribal Consultation Requirement
This proposal has no impact on tribal interests so no consultation was necessary.
Line-in/Line-out Proposed Changes to Existing Law
[rewrite of statute with requested changes-changed/added language should be in bold]

Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBL.IC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contilin confidential,
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Legislative Agenda: Access to Criminal History Information

(b)(5)

Enacting Language

Narrative Justification
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) is charged with the critical mission
of protecting the national security and public safety through ensuring that applicants for a
wide variety of immigration and citizenship benefits under the Immigration and
,
Nationality Act (INA) are eligible for the benefit sought, including determining whether
criminal grounds of ineligibility apply. However, USCIS officers do not have access to
all available criminal information when adiudicatin12 benefits for annlicants fnr
admission. I

(b)(5)
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Cost/PAYGO Considerations

This is a budget neutral proposal, and no increased funding will be necessary to
implement. The cost of name check access to the III System is expected to .be minimal.
USCIS will continue to pay the costs of fingerprint checks to the FBI as provided by
Article V(d)(l) of the National Crime Prevention and Privacy Compact (42 U.S.C.
146 I 6).
Tribal Consultation Requirement

. This proposalhas no impact on tribal interests so no consultation was necessary.
· Line-in/Line-out Proposed Changes to ·Existing Law
10

USCIS' Fraud Detection and National Security (FDNS) office has extremely limited authority to conduct name
checks in NCIC III in certain circumstances involving an active or potential criminal invesiigation, but the results
cannot be shared with USCIS adjudicators.
Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON·PLIBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It ll\lffCOntain confidential,
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This is a freestanding proposal that does not amend existing statutory text, in order to
provide maximum legislative flexibility. With minor technical adjustments it could be
made into an amendment either to the INA or to the provisions of law in title 42 relating
to the National Crime Prevention and Privacy Compact.

Warning! This document, along w·1th any attachments, contains NON~PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
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Legislative Agenda: Avoiding Statelessness through
Renunciation of U.S. Citizenship in the United States

Explanation

Section 349(a)(6) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA) (8 U.S.C. § 148!(a)(6))
provides that a citizen of the United States may renounce his citizenship by "making in
the United States a formal written renunciation of nationality in such form as may be
prescribed by ... the Attorney General, whenever the United States shall be in a state of
war and the Attorney General shall approve such renunciation as not contrary to the
interests of national defense." The Secretary of Homeland Security now exercises the
authority formerly held by the Attorney General under this provision.
This provision of law has an unfortunate history. It was first added to the immigration
laws in 1944 as '"a means of accomplishing the detention of[Japanese-Americans]
without violating the Constitution"' ( i.e., that these citizens could then be treated as
"enemy aliens"). Abo v. Clark, 77 F. Supp. 806. 810 (N.D. Cal. l948)(quoting affidavit
of John L. Burling, assistant to the Director of the Alien Enemy Control Unit of the War
Division of the Department of Justice), aff'd in part and rev'd in part sub. nom. McGrath
v. Abo, 186 F.2d 766 (9th Cir. 1951). As reflected in the allegations and findings made ·
in Abo and similar litigation relating to coerced renunciations in wartime internment
camps, see, e.g.. Acheson v. Murakami. 176 F.2d 963 (9th Cir. 1949), the implemenaation
of this provision was as unfortunate as the reason for its enactment'.
Although the 1944 provision was terminated by the end of World War II, the
renunciation provision survived, without apparent debate or discussion, in the 1952 INA.
Although on rare occasions since then purported renunciation claims under section
349(a)(6) have arisen, the former Immigration and Naturalization Service and DHS have
successfully maintained the position that the provision is limited to declared wars only, so
it has effectively been moribund in the law as the United States has not declared war
since World War II.
In 2005 a litigious inmate, James Kaufman, sued to compel the federal government to
grant his request to renounce his U.S. citizenship and has achieved success in the
litigation to date. 11 In February 2010, a United States district court held that the United
11

a

At the time he filed suit, Kaufman was incarcerated in Wisconsin state prison on a child pornography
conviction. As of 2008, he was briefly released on parole,~ Kaufman v. Mukasev, 524 F.3d I334, 1337 (D.C.
Cir. 2008}, but was soon returned to prison. for a parole violation, .where he remains incarcerated.
Waming1 This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may Cllli'l'tain confidential,
legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative process inter-agency/intra-agency materiaL You are hereby notified th.at any dissemination, copying, or hither distribution of this
information to unauthorized individuals {Including Unauthorized members of the President-elect Transition Team) is strictly prohibited. Unauthorized cmt:losure or release of
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States was in a "state
of war" in both 2004 and 2008, when
Kaufinan asked to renounce
.
.
.
his citizenship, and that USCIS must adjudicate his request under the "national defense"
standard of this provision. Kaufman v. Holder. 686 F. Supp. 2d 40 (D.D.C. 2010). Since
Kaufman's court victory, other inmates have begun making similar requests.
Kaufman is a United States citizen by his birth in the United States. Allowing him, or
any other person without dual nationality, to renounce citizenship while physically
present in the United States will cause many problems. By granting his request and
others like his, DHS would be creating a sub-class of stateless individuals in the United
States. As the Supreme Court has said in the context of denaturalization, statelessness is
. "a condition deplored in the international community of democracies." Trop v. Dulles.
356 U.S. 86. 101 (1958). Ifa person renounces his U.S. citizenship, he cannot get a U.S.
passport and, unless another country is willing to provide one (even though most of the
people seeking to renounce under INA § 349{a)(6) are criminals, given the fact that those
who are in a position to depart the United States can renounce their citizenship abroad
under other provisions of section 349), he will become an illegal alien subject to removal.
He will be subject to ICE detention after release from prison. He will likely be subject to.
removal proceedings, but it will be unlikely that another country would accept him. He
will then have to request employment authorization on an annual basis from USCIS. It is
unclear whether he would be eligible for an employment authorization.document, or any
U.S. identity documents or state or federal benefits.

(b)(5)

Neither national security nor any other legitimate public purpose is served by permitting
U.S. citizens within the United States (whether or not they may have a basis for dual
nationality) to renounce their duty ofloyalty to their country in time of war. Nor should
hostilities ongoing in Afghanistan or elsewhere serve as a coincidental and unrelated
basis to allow prison inmates or others to renounce their citizenship. Section 349(a)(6) is .
an unfortunate vestige of a sad historical episode. It need not continue as the source of
claims for renunciation by individuals whose resulting statelessness would run counter to
the public interest of the United States. f
•
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(b )(5)

Legislative Agenda: Eligibility of Asylees to Adjust

Enacting Language

.

Narrative Justification

Pursuant to INA 209(b), asylees may adjust to LPR status under certain conditions. One
of these conditions is that, at the time of adjustment, the asylee still must meet the
definition of a refugee or be a spouse or child of such a refugee. The problem is, there
are individuals who want to apply for LPR status under this section of law who can no
longer be considered spouses or children of refugees because the relationship to the
principal no longer exists -- for example, the child gets married and thus no longer meets
the definition of "child." .
The USCIS Asylum Division instituted many years ago a pm forma process whereby it
grants asylum status "nunc pro tune" to these derivatives (backdated to when they
obtained derivative status) in order to make them principal asylees in their own right (and
therefore refugees), so that they can adjust. If a nunc pro tune process were not in place,
these individuals would be derivative asylees indefinitely.
However, thi.s nunc pro tune process is not codified in regulations and is inherently
problematic. For example, USCIS has been sued because of its policy of not allowing ,
individuals granted nunc pro tune to file i~ 730s (petition filed by asylees and refugees on
behalf of their spouses and children).
In addition, in recent years the USCIS Asylum Division has experienced a surge of cases
in all program areas: affinnative asylum applications (including asylum applications from
unaccompanied alien children (UACs)), credible fear referrals, and reasonable fear
referrals. This surge has resulted in a growing pending caseload of affirmative asylum
. cases as the Asylum Division has focused resources on the detained populations in the

\
I
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credible and reasonable fear programs as well as on asylum applications filed by UACs.
Some nunc pro tune cases may wait an extended period for adjudication, and those that
are adjudicated take interview slots away from applicants with full asylum claims.
(b)(5)

Cost/PA YGO Considerations ·
This is at worst a budget neutral proposal, and no increased funding will be necessary to
implement; at best, there will be some cost savings to the agency as it will no longer be
necessary to adjudicate I-589 asylum applications filed by derivatives seeking a nunc pro
tune grant.

Tribal Consultation Requirement
This proposal has no impact on tribal interests so no consultation was necessary.
(b)(S) Line-in/Line-out Proposed Changes to.Existing Law
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Legislative Agenda: Carryover of Diversity Visa Numbers
(b)(5)

Enacting Language

Narrative Justification
Under the Diversity Visa (DV) program, lottery winners' adjustment applications must be
.
approved during the year in which they win the lottery. Occasionally, DHS processing
and security check
delays result in lottery winners. losing the opportunity to immigrate
.
because their case is not completed by the end of the fiscal year. T · has led to litigation
.

(b)(5)

.

1

Cost/PA YGO Considerations
This is a budget neutral proposal, and no increased funding will be necessary to
implement.
Tribal Consultation Requirement
This proposal has no impact on tribal interests so no consultation was necessary.
Line-in/Line-out Proposed Changes to Existing Law
Warni~g! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law, It may contain confidential,
legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative process inter-agency/intra-agency material You are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying; or further distribution of this
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Legislative Agenda: Exemption of Spouses and Children from
Employment-Based Immigrant Visa Cap

I

1

Background
As amended by the Immigration Act of 1990, the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA)
imposes a total numerical limit on a world-wide basis of 140.000 immigrant visas
annually for all employment-based (EB) immigration for foreign nationals to obtain U.S.
lawful permanent resident ("green card") status: (This is also referred to as the
immigrant quotas or caps.) Of the five EB immigrant categories, the EB-1 Priority
Workers (persons with extraordinary ability in the sciences, arts, education, business, or
athletics; outstanding professors or researchers; and multinational executives and
managers), EB-2 Advanced Degreed Professionals and Persons with Exceptional Ability
(in the arts, sciences or business), and Skilled Workers-Professionals-Other Workers
(EB~3) categories are each allotted 28.6% of the world-wide cap; the EB-4 Special
Immigrants and EB-5 Employment Creation-Immigrant Investor categories are each
allotted 7.I %.
Under current law and policy, both principal EB immigrants (the actual workers) and
their accompanying spouses and children are counted against the EB immigrant visa
caps. In other words, these spouses and children use EB visas that otherwise could go to
an immigrant worker.
According to the DHS 2005-2014 Yearbooks ofImmigration Statistics, on average, only
45% of total EB immigrant visa allo.cations for this 10-year period went to principal
immigrant workers whereas 55% went to their family members, including 25% to
children not even of working age. This means that less than halfofthe EB immigrant
visas provided by Congress are actually allocated to the immigrant workers themselves.
Employment-Based Visa Allocation, FY2005-2014
Visa
Category
EB1

~

Principals

Dependents

161,546

229,598

Totals

Principal
41%

Dependent
59%·

Children

Children

109,663

28%

Warningt This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by. federal law. !t may conta'm confidential,
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391,144

EB2

248,930

258,901

507,831

49%

80,556

16%

EB3

269,322

325,590

594,912

45%

166,608

28%

EB4*

32,211

39,218

71,429

45%

21,948

31%

EBS

13,688

24,765

38,453

36%

15,492

40%

725,697

878,072

1,603,769

45%

394,267

25%

Categories

•
*Excludes
SIJs

Source: OHS Office of Immigration Statistics, 2005- 2014 Yearbooks of Immigration Statistics·

(b)(5)

Enacting Language

Narrative Justification
The annual number of available employment-based immigrant visas has remained
unchanged since the passage of the Immigration Act of 1990. In the intervening 25+
years, the-country's economy has expanded dramatically and demand by U.S. employers
for EB immigrant workers has increased significantly.
Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release'to the public by federal law, It may contain confidential,
legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative process inter~agency/intra-agency material. You are hereby notified that any di.ssemination, copying, or further distribution of this
information to unauthorized individuals {including unautho.rized members of the President~etect Transition Team) is strictly prohibited. Unauthorized disclosure or release of
this information may result in loss of access to information, and civil and/or criminal fines and penalties.
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For the last several years, the number of intending employment-based immigrants has
exceeded the numerically limited supply ofEB immigrant visas. This has resulted in
most of the EB categories becoming backlogged - creating waiting times of up to several .
years before these intending immigrants can finally become U.S. lawful pennanent
residents (LPRs). In some cases, delays can last more than a decade. The June 2016
Visa Bulletin published by the U.S. Department of State shows that, except for the EB-1
- category, all four other EB categories are backlogged -- either for some or all countries.
In order for the United States to remain competitive in-the international marketplace,
many economists believe it is essential that the United States be positioned to attract the
most highly skilled international workers available. However, long backlogs in the
availability of EB immigrant visas create 1D1certainties and hardships for both intending
EB immigrants and their U.S. employers. Various reports indicate that many workers
who represent the best and the brightest from around the world have grown so frustrated
with delays in the U.S. immigration process that they opt to immigrate to other high!~
developed countries such as. Canada and Australia. -

(b)(5)

As noted earlier, a principal EB immigrant worker's spouse and children are allowed to
obtain LPR status along with the principal immigrant but, in so doing, reduce the number
of immigrant visas available for other immigrant workers. Based on actual EB visas
numbers used over the past 10 years, each principal EB immigrant brings approximately
1.3 dependents; this means that the average annual number of EB workers becoming
LPR.s amounts to less than 63,000, considerably less than the total quota limit of 140,000
workers.

Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative process inter-agency/iritra,agency material. You are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying, or further distribution of this
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(b)(5)

Legislative Agenda: Permanently Transfer H-28
Enforcement Authority to the Department of Labor

.

Narrative Justification

Under section 214(c)(l4) of the TNA, the Secretary of Homeland Security has authority to
fine or debar an H-28 petitioner that the Secretary has found, after a hearing, to have
substantially failed to meet the conditions of the H-2B petition (e.g., payment of the
prevailing wage). In 2009 DHS delegated this authority to the Department of Labor
(DOL), as DOL possesses the appropriate expertise to determine ifthere has been
substantial failure of petition conditions, including adequacy of attempts to recruit U.S.
workers and payment of prevailing wages, as well as resources for conducting the
required hearings. These responsibilities - except debarment from filing petitions should be permanently transferred to DOL. Such a transfer would also enable DOL to
include funding for H-2B enforcement in its general appropriations requests.
Cost/PAYGO Considerations

Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law, It may contain confidential,
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Tribal Consultation Requirement
This proposal has no impact on tribal interests so no consultati.on was necessary.

Line-in/Line-out Proposed Changes to Existing Law

12

Text included here is the U.S.C. version of the statute, which uses some different organizational references than
the INA itself(for example, "this title" rather than "this Act") as that version is likely more accessible and familiar
to readers.
Warning! This. document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may cOntain confidential,
legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative prncess inter-agency/intra-agency material. You are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying, or further distribution of this
information to unauthorized individuals (including unauthorized members of the President•elect Transition Team) is strictly prohibited. Un_authorized disclosure or release of
this' informatipn may result in 1055 of access to information, ~nd civil and/or criminal fines and penalties.
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Legislative Agenda: Correct Omission of Certain Derivative Family
Members from T NonimmigrantAdjustment of Status Provision

Enacting Language

Narrative Justification

The U adjustment of status statute at INA§ 245(m) protects certain family members ofU
nonimmigrants who did not derive U nonimmigrant status from the principal.
Specifically, INA § 245(m)(3) allows certain qualifying family members (spouse, ehild,
oi' in the ease of a principal who is a ehild, the parent) who have never held derivative U
nonimmigrant status to seek an immigrant visa or adjust status, if neeessary to avoid
extreme hardship. Because aU or T derivative's nonimmigrant status is dependent on
. the principal' s nonirnrnigrant status, a U or T derivative eannot obtain derivative U or T
nonimmigrant status once the principal Iio longer has U or T nonimmigrant status (for
example, if the principal adjusts to lawful permanent residence). Under INA §
. 245(m)(3), a U derivative in this scenario could adjust status through a Form I-929,
Petition for Qualifying Family Member of a U-1 Nonimmigrant. However, a T
derivative in the same situation could not do so. This proposed legislative change would
make the adjustment of status provisions consistent for both programs.
Congress intended to protect human trafficking victims and their immediate family
members through the ability to obtain T nonimmigrant status. It is clear that Congress
has a strong interest in protecting family members of T principals because section 1221
of the Violence Against Women Act of 2013 (VA WA 2013) extended eligibility for T
derivative nonimmigrant status to even more family members. In keeping with this
Congressional intent, the law should provide for immigrant visas or adjustment of status
to lawful permanent residence to T derivatives that have never held derivative T
nonimmigrant status.

Cost/PAY GO Considerations
Warning! This documerit, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from releas¥ to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative process inter+agency/intra-agency material. You are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying, or further distribution of this
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The costs of this correction would lie low. Historically, principal T noniinmigrants have
not petitioned for a high number of derivatives. USCIS estimates that it approves T
nonimmigrant status at the rate of approximately .8 derivatives per principal. We have
approved T nonimmigrant status for less than I ,000 principals and Jess than 1,000
derivatives each year. Thus, USCIS does not anticipate that the number ofT derivatives
who would apply to adjust status would not be very high.
Tribal Consultation Requirement
This proposal has no impact on tribal interests so no consultation was necessary ..
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principal cannot petition for his or her own son or daughter if that son or daughter faces a
present danger of retaliation, but is over age 21, or under age 21 and married. This
omission could lead to the illogical result that a principal T nonimmigrant's 22-year-old
stepchild who faces a present danger of retaliation could qualify as the derivative of the
principal's spouse, but a principal T nonimmigrant's 22-year old biological child who
(b)(5)
faces a present danger of retaliation could not. DHS does not believe this was the intent
of the 2013 provision. This gap would most affect principals over 21 years old given that
principals under 21 are unlikely to have children under 21 who are married or children
over 21.

I

Cost/PAYGO Considerations

The costs of this correction would be low. Historically, principal T nonimmigrants have
not petitioned for a high number of derivatives. USCIS estimates that it approves T
nonimmigrant status at the rate of approximately .8 derivatives per principal. We qave
approved T nonimmigrant status for less than 1,000 principals and less than 1,000
derivatives each fiscal year: See approval statistics:

Tribal Consultation Requirement
This proposal has no impact on tribal interests so no consultation was necessary.

Line-in/Line-out Proposed Changes to Existing Law
(b)(!
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Administrative Site Visit and Verification Program

Background

USCIS adjudicates various employment-based immigration benefit requests, induding
petitions for nonimmigrant workers. Through the Administrative. Site Visit and
Verification Program (ASVVP), the Fraud Detection and National Security (FDNS)
Directorate performs administrative site visits and other informational verifications on
specific petitions and applications for immigration benefits.
ASVVP was implemented in July 2009 based on findings from the Benefit Fraud and
Compliance Assessment process, which recommended that physical site inspections
would be a valuable fraud detection tool. The program relies on site visits to verify
information provided to USCIS in support of certain employment-based visa petitions.
Administrative site visits are performed at various types of work locations.
Under ASVVP, FDNS conducts unannounced pre- and post-adjudication 13 site visits to
verify information contained in certain visa petitions as part of a compliance review. The
verification process is designed to assess whether petitioners a~d beneficiaries are in
compliance with applicable immigration laws and regulations. This process includes
review of public records and information, review of the petition and accompanying
evidence, interviews with the petitioner and beneficiary, and site visit findings.
Compliance review verification rriay include follow up with the petitioner and/or
beneficiary by phone and email.
Participation by the petitioner and/or beneficiary during a site visit is voluntary. At any
time the petitioner and/or the beneficiary may indicate their unwillingness to participate
in the site visit. In such instances, the site inspector will terminate the site visit, complete
his or her report, and indicate that the site visit was tenninated at the request of the
petitioner or beneficiary.
13

Pre-adjudication site visits are conducted prior to adjudicating the petition while post-adjudication site visits are
conducted following the approval of the petition. Only religious worker petitions are subject to pre-adjudicative site
visits.
Warning! This d~cument, along with any attachments, contains NONvPUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. lt may contain confidential,
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Since 2009, ASWP has proven to be a critical tool in verifying compliance with
applicable immigration laws and regulations that govern certain employment-based visa
categories. Initial implementation focused on verification of compliance for preadjudicative religious worker petitions followed by H-1B petitions post-approval. The RIB nonimmigrant classification enables U.S. employers to hire foreign workers meeting
specific qualifications to work in the United States.
During FY2014, ASVVP compliance review site visits were extended to include the LIA intracompany transferee classification. The L-IA intracompany transferee
classification enables a U.S. employer to transfer an executive or manager from one of its
affiliated foreign offices to one of its U.S. offices. This classification also enables a
foreign company that does not yet have an affiliated U.S. office to send an executive or
manager to the United States with the purpose of establishing a new office.

Cumnt Status

The ASVVP uses a random sampling method to select post-adjudicative religious worker,
H-18, and L-lA petitions for post-adjudication verifications and site visits to deter fraud.
ASVVP also conducts pre-adjudication compliance reviews on 100% of petitioners for
religious organi1.ations. Since implementation, ASVVP has conducted thousands of
· compliance reviews on pre-adjudicative religious petitions and randomly selected
· petitions for nonimmigrant workers in specialty occupations (H-18) as well as
intracompany transferees (executive or manager) (L-IA).
Under the ASVVP, FDNS Immigration Officers conduct unannounced pre- and postadjudication, in-person site visits to verify information contained in certain visa petitions
as part of a compliance review. Once a site visit has been conducted, FDNS reviews the
results of the site visit and makes a final determination of compliance. In cases where
FDNS determines that substantive and articulable fraud indicators exist, it conducts an
administrative fraud investigation to determine the applicability of any grounds of
inadmissibility or.removability.
Warning! This documert. along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may COJ!tain confidential,
legally privileged, prop~ary or deliberative process inter·agency/intra-agency materiat You are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying, or further distribution of thiS
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If during the course of an administrative investigation FDNS uncovers evidence of

criminal misconduct, public safety threats, or national security concerns, it refers the case
to U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) or notifies other government
agencies as appropriate.
The ASVVP is also exploring expansion into the EB-5 visa category. In addition,
Congress recently requested that USCIS establish a risk-based, data-driven goal for
completing unannounced compliance audits of employers.
Challenges

USCIS continues to explore development of risk-based and data-driven fraud detection
programs for employment-based benefits.
Milestones

Recent and future milestones 14 related to the ASVVP include:
As of October I, 2016, FDNS completed a cumulative total of 101,544 site visits on
religious worker, H-1B, and L-IA visa petitioners. Of this number, 89,009 (88%)
compliance reviews were deemed compliant; while 12,535 (12%) were found to
be non-compliant.
After implementation of ASVVP, fraud and noncompliance rates for H-1B and L-IA
petitioners dropped from 21% in FY 2008 to 12% in FY 2016. Religious worker
fraud and noncompliance rates dropped from 33% in FY 2005 to 8% in FY 2016.
During FY 2015, USCIS updated the ASVVP Standard Operating Procedures and
FDNS-DS User Guide to reflect the most recent operational updates and to help
Immigration Officers properly prepare, perform, and document their compliance
review assignments. The updated procedures also reflect ASVVP's transition to
setting hard-target completion goals to manage workloads based on current office
capacity and available resources.

14

Source: FDNS-DS as of October 31, 2016.
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The EB-5 site visit pilot was conducted in FY 2016. The outcome of the pilot will
assist in determining the best way to incorporate EB-5 site visits into the ASVVP.
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USCIS Anti-Fraud Efforts

Background

Created in 2004 and promoted to a Directorate in 20 I 0, the Fraud Detection and National
Security (FONS) Directorate reflects the prioritization of our agency's mission to help
safeguard our nation's security and to protect the integrity of its legal immigration
system. FDNS
is responsible for developing and maintaining policies
and procedures
.
.
that govern the detection of persons seeking immigration benefits who pose a threat to
national security and/or public safety.
The Immigration and Nationality Act (INA) charges the Secretary of Homeland Security
with administering and enforcing U.S. immigration laws. Under. Homeland Security
Delegation No. 0150.1, issued June 5, 2003, the Secretary of Homeland Security
delegates U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) the authority to administer
U.S. immigration laws as defined in section !Ol(a)(l) of the INA. This delegation also
provides USCIS with the authority to investigate alleged civil and criminal violations of
the immigration laws, interrogate aliens and issue subpoenas, administer oaths, take and
consider evidence, and. fingerprint and photograph aliens. In 2004, USCIS established
FDNS in response to a Congressional recommendation to create an organization
responsible for developing, implementing, directing, and overseeing the joint USCISImmigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) anti-fraud initiative and conducting law
enforcement/background checks on every applicant, beneficiary, and petitioner prior to
granting immigration benefits. In 2010, FDNS was elevated to the status of a USCIS
Directorate.
FDNS's mission is to enhance the integrity of the legal immigration system by
identifying threats to national security and public safety, detecting and combating
immigration benefit fraud, and removing systemic and other vulnerabilities. FONS
officers are located in USCIS Service Centers, District Offices, Field Offices, and
Asylum Offices. FDNS officers are also located overseas and in other government
agencies.
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Supporting the USCIS mission, FDNS's objective is to enhance USCIS' effectiveness
and efficiency in detecting and removing known and suspected fraud and national
security concerns from the application process, thus promoting the efficient processing of
legitimate immigration applications and petitions.

Current Status
Each day, FDNS Officers work to fulfill the USCIS mission of enhancing both national
security and the integrity of the legal immigration system by: (1) identifying threats to
national security and public safety posed by those seeking immigration benefits; (2)
detecting, pursuing, and deterring immigration benefit fraud; (3) identifying and .
removing systemic vu.lnerabilities in the process of the legal immigration system; and (4)
acting as USCIS' primary conduit for information sharing and collaboration with other
governmental agencies. FDNS also oversees a strategy to promote a balanced operation
that distinguishes USCIS' administrative authority, responsibility, and jurisdiction from
ICE's criminal investigative authority.
FDNS Immigration Officers receive fraud referrals both internally within USCIS, via
application screening results and other government referrals, and externally, via tip letters
from the public or other government agency referrals. FONS officers ereate a lead for all
received referrals.- Those leads that are determined to be both articulated and actionable
are promoted to a case. FDNS IOs conduct administrative investigations on cases. The
objective of this investigation is to produce information that USCIS adjudication officers
can use to determine an individual's eligibility for an immigration benefit. FDNS
performs administrative investigations and eoo.rdinates with law enforcement for criminal
investigations. FDNS investigations are tailored to verify relationships that are the basis
for the transmission of an immigration benefit as well as to identify grounds of
inadmissibility and removability. A Statement of Findings (SOF) memorializes the FONS
findings from the results of either the administrative or criminal investigation. FDNS
cases result in one of three conclusions: I) fraud found, 2) fraud not found, or 3)
inconclusive.
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The FDNS program conducts targeted site visits on all benefit request types when
circumstances suggest possible fraud indicators. Traditionally, USCIS adjudicators
identify fraud indicators in an application or petition and refer the case to FDNS for
investigation. FDNS also receives referrals from tip letters, law enforcement entities, and
other government agencies. FDNS researches and investigates the information in the
referral, and where warranted, conducts a site visit to gather additional information,
interview petitioners, applicants, and beneficiaries, and obtain sworn statements.
During the administrative investigation, FDNS also evaluates the case in order to
determine if it meets the criteria for referral established in the September 26, 2008 and
revised December 12, 2008, Memorandum of Agreement between USCIS and
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) on the investigation of immigration benefit
fraud. Under existing policy,· USCIS refers egregious public safety_ cases to ICE.

FDNS also initiates overseas verification requests, a process to confirm events and
statements, and authenticate documents that originated overseas and which relate to an
application/petition for immigration benefits.
FDNS uses the Fraud Detection and National Security Data System (FDNS-DS) to
identify fraud and track potential patterns.
FDNS has a workforce of approximately 980 officers throughout the U.S. and in selected
offices overseas. FDNS has an annual budget of approximately $165 million dollars, $25
million of which comes from a set-aside portion of employment-based non-immigrant
visa fees that are mandated in law.
FDNS conducts domestic site visits on petitioning organizations and beneficiaries
. referred by Department of Siate (DOS) consular officers through the External Source Site
Visit Program (ESSVP). In the ESSVP, DOS consular officers have identified fraud
indicators on pending visa applications. FDNS has three Immigration Officers embedded
at DOS facilities, two at the Kentucky Consular Center and one at the National Visa
Center. These FDNS Immigration Officers vet referrals from consular officers and
assign targeted site visits to FDNS Immigration Officers located in field offices based on
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Cost/PA YGO Considerations

[Unknown]
Tribal Consultation Requirement

This proposal has no impact on tribal interests and thus no consultation was necessary.
(b)(5)

Line-in/Line-out Proposed Changes to Existing Law
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petitioner location .. The results of these site visits are returned to DOS consular officers
for use in their adjudicative decisions.
Challenges
Staffing needs arise as new challenges and responsibilities are placed upon the
Directorate. This is especially pertinent to increased screening and as well as fraud and
national security concerns. Increased inquiries related to immigration processes from
Congress, the media, the Government Accountability Office, the Office of the Inspector
General as well as the general public, have highlighted USCIS and its screening and
fraud programs. This increased interest has significantly aff:ected FDNS operations and
has resulted in increased staffing needs.
Staff training needs are also a challenge. As USCIS moves toward increased usage of
automated systems, the capability to detect, track and document fraud has changed.
Staff will need to be trained in the new ways individuals may attempt to circumvent
immigration laws. In addition to new ways of documenting fraud, staff will also need to
be trained on new methods and procedures due to the fluid case law in the various circuits
as well as any changes to the laws and regulations. This training will assist in ensuring
that fraud findings are upheld in court.
Milestones
Recent and future milestones related to the USCIS Fraud Efforts include:
• In FY 16 15 FDNS:
o Found Fraud in 14,990 cases
o Referred 1,164 Benefit Fraud cases to ICE for criminal investigation
o Completed 1,372 Overseas Verification Requests
o Responded to 1,310 Requests for Information
15

Source FDNS-DS as of October 31, 2016.
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o Answered 40,030 Requests for Assistance
o Conducted 10,366 ASVVP site visits
o Completed 4,707 benefit fraud cases that included at least I site visit
• Expansion into more automated fraud referral and detection methods
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Asylum Processing

Background

• There are 152,370 pending affirmative asylum applications (as of April 24, 2016).
• By the end of FY 2016, the affirmative asylum backlog is projected to reach at
least 181,723 pending cases.
• All affirmative asylum applicant~ and dependents are subject to mandatory
biographic and biometric security checks. ·
Current Status

Security Vetting in the USCJS Affirmative Asylum Process
• All affirmative asylum applicants and dependents are subject to mandatory biographic
and biometric security checks.
• Mandatory Biographic Security Checks - Biographic checks search yarious
systems using the applicant's biographic information, such as name, date of birth,
aliases, alternate dates of birth, and/or alien registration number.
o Mandatory biographic checks are run against the USCIS Central Index System,
CBP TECS, ICE ENFORCE Alien Removal Module, FBI's Name Check
process, the State Department's Consular Consolidated Database, and through
the National Counterterrorism Center (NCTC).
• Mandatory Biometric Security Vettingo The Asylum Division collects a photograph, press-print, and signature for all
applicants and ten-prints for all applicants over 12 years and 9 months of age.
Checks of this-data include Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) fingerprint
checks, Department of Defense (DOD) Automated Biometric Identification
System vetting, and DHS-IDENT(encounter search and biometric identity
verification).
Warn.ingl This document. alohg with any attachments, contains NON~PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. lt may contain confidential,
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• Mandatory Interview Process - The Asylum Division conducts an in-person
,interview of every affim1ative asylum applicant, which is an important part of the
vetting process. Asylum Officers conduct in-depth interviews to develop all issues
related to eligibility for asylum includiqg credibility, whether the iridividual meets the
refugee definition, and whether the applicant or any dependent is subject to a
mandatory bar to asylum.
· o Mandatory bars to asylum include a conviction of a particularly serious crime;
commission of a serious nonpolitical crime outside the United States; national
security risk; terrorist-related inadmissibility grounds; and participation in the
persecution of others on account of race, religion, nationality, membership in a
particular social group or political opinion. Officers must elicit during the inperson interview the specific testimony necessary to vet and adjudicate the
case in light of these mandatory bars.
• Additional Integrity Measures - The Asylum Division undertakes a number of
additional measures to aid in the vetting of asylum cases and ensure integrity in the
process. These measures include:
o Mandatory supervisory review of all asylum decisions;
o Random case assignment;
o Government-funded interpreter monitors;
o USCIS Fraud Detection and National Security (FDNS) teams in every asylum
office:
• At least two FDNS Immigration Officers are stationed full-time at each
asylum office. The FDNS officers conduct pre-screening of cases; vet
cases with national security concerns in-depth; monitor the asylum
caseload for fraud; and coordinate with ICE and other law enforcement
partners as necessary to address fraud, public safety, and national
security concerns.
o Information sharing with other countries
• Under the Statement of Mutual Understanding on Information Sharing
with Canada and its Annex and the 5CC High Value Data Sharing
Protocol, the United States is authorized to share information on
Warning! This document along with any attachments, contains NON·PUBUC lNFORMAJION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
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asylum applicants with Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and the
United Kingdom.

Challenges
Affirmative Asylum Case Backlog
• The current pending asylum backlog is a 40-percent increase over the FY 2015 endpending level of 108,749 cases.
• The affirmative asylum backlog is a product of both the receipt of a growing number
of affirmative asylum applications and the diversion of USCIS Asylum Officers to
other high priority workloads, such as the credible fear caseload and overseas refugee
processing.

Milestones
Asylum Division Staffing
• To address these increasing workloads, USCIS expanded its Asylum Officer corps
from 272 authorized Asylum Officer positions to 533 officers. ·
• To accommodate this growth in the workforce, the Asylum Division expanded its
operations in FY 2015 and FY 2016 to include the Boston and New Orleans Asylum
Sub-Offices and the Asylum Pre-Screening Center in Arlington, Virginia.
• The Asylum Division has been aggressively hiring and training new Asylum Officers
to reach its full staffing le_veL By Q3 FY2016, the Asylum Division projects that it
will have hired at least 480 Asylum Officers, representing 90% of its authorized
staffing level.
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USCIS Capacity Building
Background

USC IS' primary workload comes from the filing of applications and petitions. While the
agency is making progress in automating procedures, much of the work is dependent on
manual processing and determinations. As a result of this intensive manual effort, when
applications and petitions increase, the nun;iber of personnel required to process the work
increases. As USCIS is a fee funded agency, there is a natural mechanism to increase
funding commensurate with the increase of work. However, the workload ean expand at
a faster rate than USCIS is capable of matching with personnel, leaving it behind in
meeting customers' needs. Additionally, as policy changes, national security concerns or
the like occur, processing times can lengthen, which results in an increased demand for
personnel to keep up with the amount of applications and petitions filed.

Current Status

• The hiring of new employees takes approximat~ly 100 days. Often, when the
vacancy is at the GS~l2 or higher grade, it is filled by personnel from within
USCIS, leaving another vacancy. Most n.ew hires also require an extensive
training period before they become fully operational.
• On top of merely meeting forecasted demand if all things remain the same,
changes to immigration policy, national security concerns, stakeholder concerns
can lengthen the time per application, increasing the need for additional personnel.
In this case, the same issues as the above come to play. Typically, both increased
applications and changes to policy, etc., are in play at any one time, causing
USCIS to continually lag behind needed capacity.
/
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Challenges

With an increasing volume of immigration applications and petitions, the· demand for
services and additional personnel has also grown. Five major factors delaying capacity
building are:

1. First, USCIS projects the necessary Full Time Equivalents (FTEs) required on an
annual cycle projecting volumes and calculating associated required end-strength
2. Second, as discussed above, the hiring of new employees takes more than tiutt
months on average and often results in other vacancies within the agency.
3. Third, once a person is hired, internal security clearances take 18 days. Ifthen: is
doubt as to. whether the person should be cleared, the agency waits for OPM to
·complete their background investigation. The OPM process currently takes 0111
average around 200 days before final clearance.
4. · Fourth, once selected, cleared through security and on board, a new officer does
not reach full productivity .until the one-year mark. Individuals ramp up their first
4 months through a combination of on-the-job training and mentoring. Next they
attend a 5 week residential adjudications training program.
5. Lastly, offices reach a point when they can no longer absorb additional persom1el
and the agency is forced to renovate existing space, or lease a new office, to
provide the additional new space. This process typically takes 2-3 years if
everything moves smoothly, which occurs about 50% of the time. Renovating
existing space requires 6 to 12 months, depending on the extent of renovations.
The cumulative effect of these challenges is a 12-18 month response to smaller demand
for personnel increases, and 4-5 years to respond to larger demands. While USCIS
aggressively uses telework and mobility tools to maximize workplace flexibility and
facility usage, there is still a lag in capacity building that could be of tremendous concern
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with any immigration refonn. Actions to reduce the demand on facilities and shorten
capacity building timelines are outlined under milestones.
Milestones
• Implementation of"Field Operations Directorate 2020" initiatives to expand the
use of telework in field offices, to better utilize our facilities/reduce the need to
expand or renovate real property.
• Increased telework opportunities in specialized units, such as the Immigrant
Investor Program Office, Administrative Appeals Office, and Verification.
• Utilize incoming call management technology to allow call center personnel to
· work from home or remote locations, reducing demand on call center facilities.
• Review all training to ensure only the essential tasks. are trained.
• Train leaders on hiring flexibilities to trim hiring time lines.
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Credible Fear Claims
Background
Expedited removal provides for swift removal of certain individuals from the United
States without a hearing before an immigration judge. Generally, those subject to
expedited removal are individuals without proper documentation who are arriving at a
. port-of-entry or are apprehended within 14 days after entry and within I 00 air miles of
the U.S. land border after having entered the United States illegally.

When an individual in expedited removal indicates an intention to apply for asylum, a
fear of persecution or torture, or a fear of return to his or her country, he or she is referred
to a USCIS asylum officer for a screening interview to determine whether the i.ndividual
possesses a '.'.credible fear" of persecution or torture. Similar to reasonable fear
determinations, credible fear determinations serve as a screening mechanism to identify
potentially meritorious protection claims for further consideration by an Immigration
Judge. Congress defined "credible fear" as a "significant possibility" of establishing
eligibility for protection, including asylum, withholding of removal, and protection under ·
the Convention Against Torture. The screening is a safeguard to identify those with
protection concerns consistent with our treaty obligations relating to non-refoulementi.e., refraining from returning individuals to a country where they will face persecution or·
torture.
• A positive credible fear determination is not a grant of relief. Rather, those who
meet the credible fear threshold with USCIS are placed in removal proceedings
before an immigration judge under section 240 of the Immigration and Nationality
Act (INA), where they may apply for asylum or other reliefor protection from
removal.

\
\i

• IfUSCIS finds that the individual has not established a credible fear of
persecution or torture, the individual may ask for an immigration judge to review
.
the USCIS determination. If the immigrationjudge overturns the USCIS
determination, the individual is placed in removal proceedings under section 240
of the INA, per above. If the immigration judge sustains the USCIS
'
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determination, the individual may be removed ..
To ensure integrity in the screening.context, DHS institutes numerous measures to
prevent abuse of the system. These measures include mandatory biographic and ·
biometric checks prior to referral and during the credible fear process, mandatory
supervisory review of all determinations, and an assessment of the individual's
credibility.
Individuals who are placed in the expedited removal process upon their arrival in the
United States are subject to detention throughout the process or until a positive credible
fear determination has been made, unless OHS exercises its exclusive discretion to
"parole" them from custody into the United States.
Current Status
USCIS continues to see an annual increase in credible fear referrals from CBP and ICE.
In FY 2016, the Asylum Division received 94,048 credible fear referrals, while receiving
a total of 48,052 for all of FY 2015. With respect to individuals residing in ICE's family
residential centers (FRCs), the number of credible fear referrals quadrupled from
approximately 9,960 in fiscal year 2015, to approximately 41,356 in fiscal year 2016. In
fiscal year 2016, the Asylum Division made approximately 36,570 positive credible fear
determinations and approximately 1,626 negative credible fear determinations for
individuals residing at the ICE family residentia.l centers.

In FY 2013, 65% of individuals in the credible fear process were.nationals of Guatemala,
El Salvador, or Honduras-countries in which deteriorating living conditions, violence,
and human rights abuses are well documented: In FY 2016, the percentage of nationals
from those counties increased to 73%. In FY 2016, USCIS processed credible fear
claims in an average of 10.5 calendar days.

Challenges
Since DHS opened new FRCsat Dilley and Karnes, USCIS has been sending asylum
officers to these sifos to conduct credible and reasonable fear interviews. The high
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volume of individuals asserting fear claims in the expedited removal has placed a strain .
on DHS resources. USCIS has prioritized the processing of these detained credible and
reasonable fear cases, often at the expense of its affirmative asylum caseload, which has
grown 499% since FYl3 to over l94,986pending cases in FY 2016.

Milestones
Recent and future milestones related to the credible fear claims include:
USCIS continues to see an annual increase in credible fear referrals from CBP and ICE.
In FY 2016, the Asylum Division received 94,048credible fear referrals, which is the
highest number of receipts in the program's· history. This total nearly doubles the
previous high totals of 48,052 in all of FY 2015 and 51,00 I in all of FY 2014.
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Improving Customer Access to Immigration Services
The USCIS Customer Service and Public Engagement Directorate (CSPED) improves the
customer experience by facilitating the intake and resolution of millions of customer
inquiries, overseeing a multifaceted engagement platform that reaches a broad base of
customers and stakeholders, and developing new customer service tools in response to
emerging customer needs.
Background ·
To support USCIS in achieving its mission to provide accurate and useful information to
· our customers, grant immigration and citizenship benefits, promote awareness and
understanding of citizenship, and ensure the integrity of our immigration system, CSPED
works to expand access to programs, services, activities, .and information. CS PED
removes barriers that would otherwise limit access for vulnerable populations, including
persons with limited English proficiency (LEP), persons with disabilities, victims of
crime and scams, and special categories of protected individuals, such as children.
Current Status
. CSPED leads the agency's public engagement efforts by promoting open and transparent
discussions on a wide variety of highly visible and sensitive topics, including:
• Leading the multi-agency, nationwide initiative to combat the unauthorized
practice of immigration law (UPIL) and raise awareness about immigration scams
through sustained public engagement, education, and close collaboration with
federal, state, local and community partners.
• Hosting national stakeholder engagements to promote awareness of programs
serving special at-risk communities, such as special immigrant juveniles (SIJ) and
temporary protected.status designations.
• Engaging with our federal, state, and local partners and community-based
organizations about critical humanitarian programs through reoccurring
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engagements, including those related to refugees, victims of human trafficking,
domestic violence, and other serious crimes (T/UNA WA).
• Elevating the visibility of the refugee admissions process by overseeing a strategic.
engagementplan that involves key federal partners, state and local officials, and
community based organizations.

Challenges

There remain serious customer access challenges that require our continued effort and
· commitment, including:
• Collaborating effectively with law enforcement partners so that immigration
scams are investigated and future scams are prevented.
• Improving access for LEP and persons with disabilities by ensuring the
availability of USCIS information in forma1s and languages other than English and
leading the discussion about translating USCIS forms, form instructions, and other
important material.
• Working alongside our federal and community partners to.increase the availability
of knowledgeable and authorized immigration legal service providers in
communities across the United States.
.

.

• Targeting outreach on critical humanitarian programs, such as the Central
American Minors (CAM) program, so audiences are aware of safe and viable
options for legal migration.
Milestones

CSPED continues to focus on expanding access to our services and infonnation to
customers who are most vulnerable. Some current achievements include:
. • Managing a Multilingual Resource Center on USCIS' public facing website where
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customers can access important up-to-date USCIS information in multiple
languages.
• Hosting and supporting ongoing national public engagements in languages other
than English, including Cantonese, Spanish, Hindi, Tagalog, .and Spanish sign·
· language.
• Leveraging a newly-appointed USCIS Customer Disability Access and
·Accommodations Coordinator to examine ways to improve access to information,
services, and activities, and to buildings and facilities for persons with disabilities.
• Continuing our strong public education efforts to combat and prevent the
unauthorized practice of immigration law and raise awareness about immigration
scams.·
• Leading on the dissemination arid implementation of a USCIS Language Access
Plan and championing the adoption of broader language access goals within the
federal community.
• Serving as the leader in the federal community on developing best practices for
overcoming access barriers, ensuring quality translations, and designing userfriendly multilingual customer service tools.
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Central American Minors (CAM) Refugee/Parole Program

Background

Vice President Biden announced the CAM Program publicly on November 14, 2014, at
the Inter-American Development Bank as part of a broader U.S. commitment to worlcing
with Central American countries to help create the economic, social, governance, and
citizen security conditions to address
. factors contributing to increases in migration to the
United States. Since that time, DHS/USCIS has worked closely with the Department of
State and the White House to develop an.d implement the CAM Program, which began
accepting applications on December l, 2014.
.

In addition, the Administration recently announced expansion of the CAM program to
allow additional categories of applicants to be con.sidered when they accompany a
qualified child. This includes the in-country biological parent of a qualified child who is
not married to the parent in the U.S., a caregiver who is also related to the lawfui'Iy
present parent in the United Sates, and sons and daughters who are married and/or age 21
or older. The CAM program and its expansion are part of the nation's commitment to
protecting Central Americans at risk and to expand resettlement opportunities in the
region.

CAM Processing

A USCIS officer conducts an in-country interview with each applicant to determine
whether he or she is eligible for refugee resettlement. This includes a determinati9n of
whether he or she meets the refugee definition in Immigration and Nationality Act (INA)
section IOl(a)(42) and is otherwise admissible to the United States. Any child or parent
admitted as a refugee will be included in the Latin Amer.iea/Caribbean regional allocation
of the U.S. Refugee Admissions Program, which is 4,000 for FY 2016.

Individuals who receive access to the program and are found ineligible for refugee status,
but are found to be at risk of harm, are considered on a case-by-case basis for parole into
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the United States .. Unlike refugee status, parole does not lead to any immigration status,
but does allow an individual to stay temporarily in the United States and apply for work
authorization.
Current Status

The Central American Minors (CAM) Refugee and Parole Program provides certain
minors in El Salvador, Guatemala, and Honduras a safe, legal, and orderly alternative to
the dangerous journey that some children are currently undertaking to the United States.
This program allows certain parents lawfully present in the United States to request a
refugee resettlement interview for unmarried children under age 21 in Guatemala, El
Salvador, or Honduras. In some situations, the in-country parent of the qualifying child
may also be considered under the refugee program.
This program is not a pathway for undocumented. parents to bring children to the United
States. The parent in the United States must be lawfully present in one of several
identified categories in order to request that his or her child be permitted to come to this
country. As of August 22, 2016, USCIS has completed circuit rides to Central America
in which there have been 253 interviews (rep'.esenting 3,416 individuals). Of these,
USCIS has conditionally approved 802 cases (representing 873 individuals), or
approximately 26.6 percent, for refugee resettlement; 2,086 cases (representing 2,151
individuals), or about 63.0 percent, were recommended for parole.
The breakdown of results for each country over these circuit rides is:·
>-·El Salvador: Interviews: 2,785 cases (2,920 individuals); Refugee Status: 25.7%;
Parole: 62.8%; Denied: Less than l %; Holds: l 0%.
>- Honduras: Interviews: 417 cases (445 individuals); Refugee Status: 24.9%; Parole
64.5%; Denied: Less than 1%, Holds: I 0.3%
Guatemala: Interviews: 51 cases (51 individuals); Refugee Status: 21.6%; Parole: 60.8%,
Denied: 0%, Holds: 17.6% ·
An additional approximately 1,000 cases were interviewed in El Salvador during a
currently ongoing trip that began in early July 2016. As of August 22, 2016, there have
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been 366 individual refugee and 455 individual parolee arrivals to the United States, for a
total of 821 arrival;;. Approval rates may change if any original decisions are changed
based on applicants' requests to reconsider them, and these percentages are riot
necessarily indicative of future approval and denial rates.
Individuals considered for refugee status or parole undergo the same rigorous background
checks as all refugees.· All refugee and parole applicants are required to complete an inperson interview with a trained immigration officer. DHS has not devoted additional
funds to implement this program. This program fits under the existing fee-funded budget
structure that DHS/USCrS allocates for refugee processing worldwide annually.
Challenges

Balancing the numerous required elements
of the refugee processing
protocol with the
.
.
security needs of children who are imminently at risk is an issue users continues to
address.
Milestones

Recent and future milestones related to the CAM program include:
• FY 2015, Quarter 4: users eonducted its first circuit ride to interview cases for
the Central American Minors Program.
• FY 2016: USCIS increased the size and number of teams traveling to Central
America to process applicants through this program.
• FY 2016, Quarter 3: Since the program's first mission to Central America in Q4
FY 2015, USCIS has conducted more than 3,000 interviews of CAM applicants.
•· FY 2016, Quarter 4: By the end of FY 2016, USCIS expects to have completed
nearly 4,000 interviews of CAM applicants.
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CW-1 Nonimmigrant Visa Program

Background
• Until 2009, the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands (CNMI) was a
territory of the United States that had the authority to control its own immigration
system.
• In 2008, Congress passed the Consolidated Natural Resources Act of2008
(CNRA), Public Law 110-229. Title VII of the CNRA mandated that the CNMI
would be brought under the jurisdiction of the Immigration and Nationality Act on
November 28, 2009, the "transition date."
• This mandate phased-out the CNMI's foreign worker permit system and
phased-in the U.S. federal immigration system in a manner that minimized
adverse economic and fiscal effects and maximized the CNMI's potential
for future economic and business growth.
• The CNRA authorized the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) to
create a nonimmigrant classification that would ensure adequate
employment in the CNMI during a transition period. Accordingly, the
CNMI-Only Transitional Worker classification (CW) was created by
regulation.
• The CW-1 program was initially set to sunset on December 31, 2014, but it was
subsequently extended by the U.S. Secretary of Labor, and then by statute, until
December 31, 2019.
The Overall Petition Process

• The CW classification allows employers in the CNMI to apply for temporary ·
pennission to employ nonimmigrant workers who are otherwise ineligible to work
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under other noriimmigrant worker categories.
• U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) is the component of DHS that
adjudicates CW-I petitions. The California Service Center has sole jurisdiction
over these petitions.
• Form I-129CW, Petition for a CNMI-Only Nonimmigrant Transitional Worker,
does not require a labor determination from the U.S. Department of Labor, but
employers must complete and submit an attestation certifying that no qualified ·
United States workers are available to fill the position.
• When. the transition period began, most CW- I workers requested a "Grant of
Status" so they could.remain on the island(s) and not have to re-enter through the
consulate.
• · If otherwise eligible, workers may be granted CW-I status up to one year (spouses
and children under 18 may obtain derivative CW-2 status; CW-2 is not
numerically capped).

Current Status

The CW-1 Cap
• Among other elements, the CNRA mandates an annual reduction in the number of
CW- I workers and the total elimination of the CW nonimmigrant classification by
December 31, 2019.
• DHS initially set the CW-1 cap for FY 2011 and FY 2012 in the CW-1 program
regulations. However, beginning with FY 2013, OHS chose to make a yearly
assessment of the CNMI workforce need when determining the upcoming fiscal
year cap. Each fiscal year CW-1 cap is annually published inthe Federal Register.
The FY 20 I6 CW- I cap was set at 12,999, and the FY 2017 cap was set at 12,998.

I
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• On May 5, 2016, USCIS reached the FY 2016 cap for the first time in the
program's history.
o In early 2016, USCIS experienced an unprecedented increase in new
employment requests. A large portion of the new requests were related to
the construction industry.
o Generally all CW-1 workers are subject to the cap unless the worker was
already counted towards the CW-I cap in the same fiscal year.
o In August 2016, USCIS announced that it would consider deferred action
for impacted CW-1 workers who had exceptional circumstances or
justification for this relief. This was a singular response to address shorttenn and unexpected humanitarian circumstances immediately arising from
the FY 2016 CW-1 cap closure.
• On October 14, 2016, USCIS reached the FY 2017 cap.
Challenges
CW-I Extension ofStay Petitions
• Because the FY 2016 and FY 2017 CW-1 caps were reached, most subsequentlyfiled CW-1 extension of stay petitions were rejected.

(b).(5)

\\

• TI1e CNMI media is publishing stories highlighting the various hardships on
families and businesses as a result of CW-1 workers being unable to extend their
stay.

. .

.,

.
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(b)(5)

I

• CNMI employers continue to indicate that they rely on these workers in order to
maintain local businesses and their overall economy.

I

• The CNMI Delegate to Congress, Governor, and other CNMI officials are ·
exploring alternative solutions for their territory.
Milestones

• On January 15, 2016, the "Enhancing Opportunities for H-IBI, CW-1, .and E-3
Nonimmigrants and EB-1 Immigrants" final rule was published in the Federal
Register. It became effective February I6, 20 I 6. This rule provides CW- I
workers authorization to continue to work with the same employer up to 240 days
beyond the existing validity period while waiting for USCIS to adjudicate a
timely 0 filed extension of stay request.
• In July of2016; a team ofUSCIS personnel visited the CNMI on a week-long
public engagement and outreach tour speaking to stakeholders about the CW-I cap
and alternate nonimmigrant and immigrant visa classifications that might be
considered to address their workforce needs.

I
.

.
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Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals

Background
The implementation of Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) was announced
in a June 15, 2012, memorandum by Secretary of Homeland Security Janet Napolitano.
On August 15, 2012,' USCIS began accepting DACA requests. Requests for consideration
ofDACA are decided on a case-by-case basis, pursuant to DHS's prosecutorial
discretion. Under the 2012 guidelines, individuals may be considered for an initial grant
ofDACA if they:
• Were under the age of 3 I as of June 15, 2012;
• Carne to the United States before reaching their 16th birthday;
• Have continuously resided in the United States since June 15, 2007, up to the
present time;
• Were physically present in the United States on June 15, 2012, and at the time of
making their request for consideration of deferred action with USCIS;
• Had no lawful status on June 15, 2012;
• Are currently in school, have graduated or obtained a certificate of completion
from high school, have obtained a general education development (GED) .
certificate, or are an honorably discharged veteran of the Coast Guard or Armed
Forces of the United States; and,
• Have not been convicted of a felony, significant misdemeanor, or three or more
other misdemeanors, and do not otherwise pose a threat to national security or
public safety.
.

Individuals may be considered for renewal ofDACA if they meet the initial DACA
guidelines and they:
• Did not depart the United States on or after Aug. 15, 2012, without advance
parole;
• Have continuously resided in the United States since they submitted their most
recent
DACA request
that was approved; and,
.
.
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• · Have not been convicted of a felony, a significant misdemeanor, or three or more
misdemeanors, and do not otherwise pose a threat to national security or public
safety. A grant of either an initial DACA request or renewal DACA request will
defer action for a two-year period, subject to termination at DHS's discretion.
Requestors must be 15 years of age or older at the time of requesting DACA, unless they
are in removal proceedings, have a final removal order, or have a voluntary departure
order, and are not in immigration detention. Children who were under the age of 15 on
June 15, 2012 are able to request consideration ofDACA once they meet the minimum
age requirement. In all instances, requestors must be under the age of 31 as of June 15,
2012. As long as they were under that age on June 15, 2012, they may request a renewal
after turning 31.
Current Status

On November 20, 2014, Secretary Jeh Johnson announced a series of actions that
included expanding the population eligible for DACA and changing th.e validity period of
deferred action from two years to three years.
On February 16, 2015, the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of Texas,
Brownsville Division, issued an order preliminarily enjoining the expansion of DACA. ·
USCIS ceased all DACA approvals reflecting a three-year validity period in compliance·
with the court order. The Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit upheld the lower court's
ruling, causing the U.S. Department of Justice to seek a Supreme Court review of the
decision. On June 23, 2016, the Supreme Court reached a 4-4 split decision. Accordingly,
the preliminary injunction that temporarily halted the implementation of expanded
DACA remains in effect. This ruling did not impact the original DACA launched in
2012. USCIS continues to process DACA requests under the original June 15, 2012
guidelines, providing a two-year validity period for all approved requests.
Challenges

USCIS metrics show that a large number ofDACA requestors are submitting renewal
requests fewer than USCIS' publically recommended 150 to 120 days from expiration of
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their current period of deferred action resulting in lapses in deferred action and
employment authorization.
Additionally, all DACA requests received by USCIS after January 28, 2016 are receipted
by the lockbox and electronically entered into the USCIS Electronic Immigration System
(ELIS). DACA filings received from this date forward are adjudicated within the ELIS
environment USCIS has experienced a number of technical issues with processing
DACA renewal requests in the new ELIS environment which has resulted in processing
delays for many individuals requesting renewal ofDACA. USCIS has worked diligently
to fix technical issues as they have arisen, and is focused on restoring norma.l processing
times as quickly as possible.
Milestones

Recent and future milestones related to DACAinclude:
• USCIS has revised the Form I-512L Authorization for Parole of an Alien into the
United States for the DACA population to provide clarity on the dates of
authorized travel in response to concerns from stakeholders.
• USCIS proactively publishes quarterly data on the number ofDACA requests
received, accepted, granted and denied. 16 Data currently exists from inception of·
DACA through June 30, 2016 (Fiscal Year 2or6, 3rd .Quarter). ·
• Since USCIS began accepting DACA requests in August 2012, the agency has
approved more than 728,000 initial filings and over 511,000 requests for renewal.

16

USCIS official website, Data Set: Form 182 lD; Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals,
hnp://www.uscis.gov/tools/reports-studies/immigration-forrns-data/data-set-fo1m-i-821 d-deferred-action-childhoodanivals
·
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EB-5 Investor Visa Program

Background

•
T,he employment-based fifth preference (EB-5) visa program is designed to attract
·investors and entrepreneurs from around the world to create jobs in the United States.
Congress created the EB-5 visa program in 1990 to stimulate the U.S. economy through
job creation and capital investment by foreign investors. The program makes·
approximately I0,000 visas available annually to foreign nationals, and their dependents,
who invest at least $500,000, if the investment is in a targeted employment area (TEA),
defined to include certain rural areas and areas of high unemployment; or $1,000,000 in a
U.S. busi_ness that will create or preserve at least 10 full-time jobs in the U.S.
Under an immigration program first enacted in 1992, 3,000 of the available EB-5 visas
are set asideJor foreign investors who invest in new commercial enterprises associated
with regional centers designated by USCIS. ·As of October 3, 2016, there are 863
regional centers throughoutthe United States.

(b)(5)

Economic Benejitsl 1l
In FY 2016, U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) received more
thanl4,000 Immigrant Petitions by Alien Entrepreneur (Form 1-526), which represent
approximately $7B in future potential investment. USCIS approved more than 7,500
Form I-526s, representing more than $3.7B in investments and at least 75,000 potential
new jobs.

(IIThe actual economic benefits may be higher, as these numbers are based solely on the minimum statutOI}'
investment and job creation requirements ($500,000/10 jobs).
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Audits of the EB-5 Program
The U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) issued a report on the EB-5 program
in August 2015. GAO assessed fraud risks, as well as the validity and reliability of
methodologies used to determine job creation and economic benefits. While highlighting
the positive steps USCIS has taken to mitigate fraud and administer the EB-5 program,
GAO made four recommendations for USCIS to strengthen fraud prevention, detection,
and mitigation capabilities within the program (e.g., with respect to limitations in
information systems and processes) and _to more accurately assess ·and report on program
outcomes and the overall economic benefits of the program. DHS concurred with these
recommendations and is working to implement them.
GAO initiated two new reviews of the EB-5 program in FY 2016.
• In a report published in September 2016, GAO reviewed.USCIS' actions to
address fraud risks in theEB-5 program since GAO's August 2015 report. The
new report confirmed that USCIS has recently taken steps intended to enhance
fraud detection and mitigation activities for the EB-5 program and address
previous GAO recommendations, and recommended that USCIS develop a fraud
risk profile that aligns with leading practices identified in GAO's Fraud Risk
Framework. DHS concurred with this recommendation and is working to
implement it.
• The second review assessed how many projects proposed in EB-5 petitions filed in
·2015 were located in rural areas or high unemployment areas qualifying as a TEA;
. how many projects were in census tracts with an unemployment rate of at least
150 percent of the national average rate or used multiple census tracts to qualify
for TEA status; and what proportion of investors and investments in projects
proposed in EB-5 petitions filed in fiscal year 201_5 came from EB-5 investors,
other foreign investment, or U.S. investment. GAO issued the final report, which ·
does not contain any recommendations, in September 2016.
EB-5 Protocols
April 2015, the Secretary approved protocols developed by the General Counsel of the
Department of Homeland Security (DHS) which regulate the manner and circumstances
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under which it is appropriate for DHS and USCIS employees and contractors involved in
policymaking, evaluation, or review of the EB-5 program or the adjudication of any
· specific EB-5-related petition or application to communicate with those outside the
Department on an EB-5 matter. The protocols also specify when it is appropriate for a
senior departmental official to intervene in the normal course and consideration of a
pending EB-5 related petition or application. Training on these protocols has been
delivered to all affected DHS and USCIS employees and contractors.
Current Status

Reforming the EB-5 program is a priority for the Department of Homeland Security and
USCIS, and USCIS is working diligently on reforms through the formal rulemaking
process, including regulatory enhancements and improvements that would result in
increased economic benefits to the United States. USCIS has sought feedback from
stakeholders on the prospective areas for administrative reform.
DHS/USCIS has also provided si nificant technical assistance to Con
EB-5 bills. These bills would

(b)(5)
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and the regional center program was most recently extended without change through
December 9, 2016.
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Challenges
• In response to the exponential increase. in EB-5 program usage in recent
years,
.
users initiated steps to update the EB-5 regulation. users established an
internal working group in FY 2014 to draft potential regulatory changes and held a
listening session with stakeholders. In FY 2015, however, these regulatory
changes were eventually set aside in anticipation of reform legislation, which
would have necessitated different regulatory action. Because the reform
legislation did not pass, USCIS is renewing its efforts to update the EB-5
regulation, and is working toward publishing a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking.
• In the past, the Secretary has sought from Congress a number of statutory
enhancements to the program's integrity, including greater discretion to deny or
revoke cases when necessary, authority to exclude people with criminal
backgrounds from participating in EB-5 regional centers, and authority to require
regional centers to certify compliance with U.S. securities laws.
· Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law, lt may contain confidential,
legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative process mter-agency/i~tra-agency material. You are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying, or further distribution of thls
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Milestones

Recent Security and Operational Enhancements
• USCIS created IPO in Washington, D.C. to handle EB-5 matters. The agency invested
in IPO by hiring staff with expertise in economics, law, business, finance, securities,
and banking to enhance consistency, timeliness, and integrity within the program. A
dedicated team of attorneys from USCIS Office of Chief Counsel advise on programrelated legal matters.
• USCIS created a Fraud Detection and National Security EB-5 Division (FDNS EB-5)
and embedded its personnel within the Immigrant Investor Program Office (IPO)to
work alongside adjudications officers.
• USCIS has expanded security checks to cover regional center businesses and
individuals participating in the program, and recently completed a memorandum of
understanding with the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network(FinCEN) to further
expand access to its holdings and services.
• USCIS has partnered with several other government agenci~s including the U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission and U.S. Immigration and Customs
Enforcement to strengthen the EB-5 program, and has hosted case agents to
collaborate in furtherance of the agencies' individual missions.
• FDNS EB-5 has language expertise to translate and conduct research in foreign
·languages.
• FDNS EB-5 completed a pilot in FY 2016 to conduct random site visits for project
locations and anticipates incorporating the lessons learned· from the pilot and
expanding the existing Administrative Site Visit and Veri fieation Program to
regularly include EB-5 random site visits. USCIS is hiring additional offieers wh.o
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will be primarily dedicated.to conducting EB-5 site visits.
• USeIS developed and tested a procedure to interview EB-5 petitioners by video
conference at the time they seek to remove the conditions on their conditional
permanent residence, and conducted 11 such interviews in FY 2016. IPO. plans to .
increase the use of interviews in FY 17.
• USeIS has undertaken a more robust review of existing regional centers and
te.rminated more regional centers in FY 20 I6 than in any previous year. Lists of
approved and terminated regional centers are posted on the users web site to
improve program transparency and facilitate investor due diligence.
• USCIS has assigned more than 20 Fraud Detection and.National Security
professionals to work on this program exdusively. Additionally, USCIS provides
ongoing anti-fraud related training to assigned staff. users works to investigate
specific cases where fraud indicators have been identified. USeIS has also .created
interagency relationships to help better identify potential fraud.
• In addition to EB-5 related training, USCrS staff assigned to this program have
received training in securities-related red flags, the identification of fraudulent
documents and money laundering, and international banking. FDNS EB-5 staff
receives training in conducting anti-money laundering and financial fraud
investigations from the Federal Law Enforcement Training Center (FLETC).
Additionally, training is held each month to highlight fraud tre'nds and the results of
fraud related referrals.

Public Input
• . In FY 2016, IPO's customer service team responded to nearly 20,000 EB-5-related
inquiries.
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• USCIS hosts regular EB-5 stakeholder engagements, which in FY 2016 averaged
more than 600 telephonic attendees per engagement.
• Members of Congress contact USCIS in writing, by email and/or telephonically more
than 1,500 times per year, on average, about specific EB-5 cases.

\
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Executive Action on Immigration

Background

On November 20, 2014, President Obama announced a series of executive actions related
to immigration reform.
As they relate to USCIS' mission, these initiatives included expanding the population
eligible for the existing Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) process, and
extending the period ofDACA and work authorization; allowing parents of U.S. citizens
and lawful permanent residents to request deferred action and employment authorization
through Deferred Action for Parents of Americans and Lawful Permanent Residents
(DAP A); expanding the use of provisional waivers of unlawful presence; modernizing,
improving and clarifying immigrant and nonimmigrant visa programs to support U.S.
high-skilled businesses and workers; promoting citizenship education and public
awareness for lawful permanent residents and providing an option for naturalization
applicants to use credit cards to pay the application fee. In addition, President Obama
directed leaders from 16 federal organizations to create a White House Task Force on
New Americans (TFNA) to develop a coord.inated federal strategy to better integrate new
Americans into communities and support state and local efforts to do the same.
On July 15, 2015, President Obama also issued a Presidential Memorandum on
"Modernizing and Streamlining the U.S. Immigrant Visa System for the 21st Century."
The President directed the Secretary of State and the Secretary of Homeland Security to
develop recommendations, in consultation with stakeholders and experts, to reduce
government costs, improve services for applicants, reduce burdens on employers, and
combat waste, fraud,. and abuse in the system; ensure that policies, practices, and systems
use all of the visa numbers that Congress provides for and intends to be used, consistent
with demand; and modernize the information technology infrastructure underlying the
visa processing system with the goal to reduce redundant systems, improve the
experience of applicants, and enable better o":ersight
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Current Status

Due to a federal court order, USCIS suspended implementation of 'expanded DACA and
DAPA.
The Employment Authorization for Certain H-4 Dependent Spouses final rule published
on May 26, 2015.
The Expansion of Provisional Unlawful Presence Waivers oflnadmissibility proposed
rule was published on July 22, 2015. The final rule was published on July 29, 2016, and
became effective on August 29, 2016.
Clarifying guidance for L-18 adjudications was published on August 18, 2015.
Since September 2015, naturalization applicants can pay fees by check, money order, or
credit card.
Revisions were made to the Visa Bulletin to ensure the maximum number of visas is
issued every year and to better align with the procedures used by the Department of State
for foreign nationals who seek to become U.S. permanent residents from abroad.
Draft guidance clarifying the extreme hardship standard that must be met to obtain a
waiver when a visa is immediately available was published on October 7, 2015. Final
guidance was published on October 21, 2016, with an effective date of December 5,
2016.
The Retention of EB-1, EB-2, and EB-3 Immigrant Workers and Program Improvements
Affecting High-Skilled Nonimmigrant Workers proposed rule was published on
December 3i, 2015.
The TFNA submitted a Strategic Action Plan on Immigrant and Refugee Integration to
the White House in April 2015 and a one year progress report in December 2015. In June
2016, the TFNA hosted a National Skills and Credential Institute in Washington, DC and
published a Bright Spots in Welcoming and Integration report highlighting welcoming
initiatives being carried out by cities and counties across the country.

\
\
'

\

II

The Improving and Expanding Training.Opportunities for F~l Nonimmigrant Students
with STEM Degrees and Cap-Gap Relief for All Eligible F- I· Students final rule was
published on March 11, 2016.
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Final guidance on determining whether a job offer is considered to be in a "same or
similar" occupational classification for INA 204G) portability adjudications was
published on March 21, 2016.
The International Entrepreneurs proposed rule was published on August 31, 2016.

Challenges

Navigating the internal clearance process
Ensuring that deadlines for form revisions and rule publication are met
Coordinating with relevant component and external agencies

Milestones

Finalize the Expansion of Provisional Unlawful Presence Waivers ofinadmissibility rule.
Finalize policy guidance on extreme hardship determinations in inadmissibility waivers.
Clarify the standard for national interest waivers to include foreign investors, researchers
and entrepreneurs.
Finalize the Retention of EB-I, EB-2, and EB-3 Immigrant Workers and Program ·
Improvements Affecting High-Skilled Nonimmigrant Workers rule.
Issue proposed regulation to grant parole to international entrepreneurs.
Issue guidance on Notices to Appear in line with the Secretary's enforcement priorities.
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H-18 Nonimmigrant Visa Program

Background
• The H-1 B nonimmigrant classification is for aliens coming to the United States
temporarily to perform services: in a specialty occupation; of an exceptional nature
relating to certain types of projects administered by the U.S. Department of Defense;
or as a fashion model of distinguished merit and ability.
• There is a congressionally-mandated numerical limitation (cap) of 65,000 H-IB visas
· that can be granted per fiscal year for new employment with some exceptions,
including:
o the first 20,000 petitions approved by USCIS where the beneficiary has obtained a
U.S. master's degree or higher from a nonprofit or public U.S. institution of higher
education;
o petitions filed on behalf of beneficiaries who will work at nonprofit or public U.S.
institutions of higher education or related or affiliated nonprofit entities, nonprofit
research organizations or governmental research organizations; and,
o petitions filed between now and December 31, 2019 on behalf of beneficiaries
who will work only in Guam or the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana
Islands.
• Petitions filed on behalf ofH-1B workers who have been counted previously against
the numerical limitation and are applying for the time remaining on their 6-year
maximum H-1 B authorized period of admission also do not count towards the
congressionally mandated annual H-18 cap.
• OHS regulations limit the filing ofH-1B petitions to no sooner than 6 months before
the date of intended employment. Employment based on cap-subject petitions can
tvarning! This document, along with any attachments., contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
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start on or after the first day of the relevant fiscal year, so the earliest date cap-subject
H-1B petitions can be filed is April 1 in the preceding fiscal year. USCIS will
continue to receive cap-subject petitions until it is determined that a sufficient number
of petitions have been received to meet the statutory cap. On the day that the cap is
met, USCIS may conduct a computer-generated random selection process (commonly
known as a "lottery") to determine which petitions received on that day will be
accepted under the numerical limit.ations and which will be rejected. If the cap is met
on any of the first five business days in which petitions for a fiscal year may be filed,
USCIS will instead place petitions received during those first five days in the lottery,
not just those received on the specific date the cap was met. When conducting a
lottery, USCIS takes into account that some petitions may be denied, revoked, or
withdrawn and makes estimates on the amount of petitions that need to be accepted so
that all cap numbers will likely be used.
• The initial period of validity and extensions for H-1B specialty occupation petitions
are issued in increments ofup to three years. An H-1B nonimmigrant worker's.total
period of authorized admission .generally cannot exceed six years, with certain
. exceptions under the American Competitiveness in the Twenty-First Century Act of
2000 (AC21).
• Fees associated with the filing ofan H-1B petition include a base petition fee.of
$325 17 ; an American Competitiveness and Workforce Improvement Act (ACWIA) ·
fee for initial petitions, including change of employer petitions, and the. first extension
filed by the petitioner for certain beneficiaries, of $1,500.for petitioners with more
than 25 employees or $750 for petitioners with 25 or fewer employees. Initial H-1B
petitions or change of employer petitions also require a $500 Fraud Prevention and
Detection fee. Additionally, a $4,000 Public Law 114-113 fee is required for initial
H-1B petitions or change of employer petitions if the petitioner employs 50 or more
employees in the United States and if more than 50% of those employees are in H-1B,
L-lA, or L-18 status.

17

Under the new fee rule, the base filing fee for.an I-129 petition will be $460. The new rule is effective 12/23/16.
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Current Status

• On April 7, 2016, USCIS received a sufficient number of petitions to reach the
statutory cap and advanced degree exemption for Fiscal Year (FY) 2017. As such,
petitions received on the first five business days were subjected to a lottery run on
April 9, 2016 to select a sufficient number of petitions needed to meet the caps of
65,000 for the general category and 20,000 under the advanced degree exemption.
limit.
• Based on the overall increase in H-1B filings, processing times for certain H-1B
. petitionsJare currently over one year ..These processing times have created problems
for certain H-IB beneficiaries for. whom employment authorization is automatically
extended for up to 240 days after the expiration of the beneficiary's I-94
Arrival/Departure record, when the same petitioner files a timely extension of stay
petition. After this 240 day period, if the petition is not adjudicated, the beneficiary
will have to cease employment until the H-IB petitionis adjudicated. ·
Challenges

• On June 2, 2016, two petitioners whose petitions were rejected in the FYI 7 cap, along
. with the two H-IB beneficiaries, filed a lawsuit in federal court seeking class
challenging
certification (on behalf of all H-IB cap petitions. rejected since FY13)
.
USCIS on the H-1B lottery process claiming that the H-1B lottery and USCIS
. rejection of petitions after the cap has been met violates immigration laws. The
lawsuit is currently pending.
.

• On April 9, 2015, the USCIS Administrative Appeals Office (AAO) issued a
precedent decision Matter ofSimeio Solution, LLC (Simeio). The decision, which is
binding upon the agency, stated that a change in the place of employment to a
geographical area thatrequires a new corresponding Labor Condition Application
from the Department of Labor is a material change in the terms and conditions of
employment and the petitioner must file an amended or new H-IB petition. On July
21, 2015, USCIS issued a Policy Memorandum providing additional guidance based
laming! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from rC:lease to the public by federal 1aw, It may contain confidential,
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on the Simeio decision. The policy memorandum granted a safe harbor period for
employers to come into compli;mce with Simeio.
o Some stakeholders have expressed concern regarding the Simeio precedent
decision claiming that the requirements to file an amended or new petition are
very costly and time consuming for companies who have a mobile workforce.
o The Simeio precedent decision is not a new policy but a clarification of
existing legal requirements within DHS regulations regarding when an H-IB
petitioner must file an amended or new H-1 B petition.
• Decreasing processing times: USCIS is monitoring the H-1 B workload and other
workloads to determine if additional capacity can be transferred to the H-IB
workload. USCIS has also set up a process for which employer/representatives can
submit an SRMT inquiry with the National Customer Service Center for
. any
extension of stay petition pending over 210 days.
.

Milestones

Recent and future milestones related to the H-1B program include:
• Balancing the completion of all FYI 7 cap petitions with the extension of stay
workload to ensure petitions are adjudicated before any lapse in employment
authorization.
• On July I, 2016, the Nebraska Service Center began accepting Form 1-129 forH. lB and H-1Bl (Chile/Singapore Free Trade) petitions if the petitioner requests a
continuation of previously approved employment without change with the same
employer. This was implemented to redistribute the workload and decrease H-IB
processing times.
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H·2A Nonimmigrant Visa Program.

Background

General Information
• The H-2A nonimmigrant visa program provides employers with temporary and
seasonal workers to fill agricultural jobs in the United States for which qualified
U.S. workers are unavailable.
• There is no annual cap on the number ofH-2A nonimmigrant visas that may be
issued.
• Generally, U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) may grant the H2A classification for up to the period of time authorized on the temporary labor
certification (TI,C). The H-2A classification may be extended in increments ofup
to I year each. The maximum period of stay in H-2A classification is 3 years.
• Generally, a person who has held H-2A nonimmigrant status for a total of3 years
must depart and remain ou_tside the United States for an uninterrupted period of 3
months before seeking readmission as an H-2A nonimmigrant.
• USCIS generally may only approve H-2A petitions for nationals of countries the
Secretary of Hom.eland Security, in consultation with Department of State (DOS),
has designated as eligible to participate in the program. However, USCIS may
approve H-2A petitions for nationals of countries not on the list if it is determined
to be in the interest of the United States.
The Overall Petition Process
• · USCIS is the component of the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) that
adjudicates H-2A petitions. Before filing Form I-129, Petition for a
Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PU8UC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
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Nonimmigrant Worker, with USCIS for H-2A workers,.petitioners must generally
obtain a single, valid TLC from Department of Labor (DOL). DOL must issue a
certification determining that there are not sufficient able, willing, and qualified
U.S. workers available to perform the temporary or seasonal agricultural
employment; and the employment of the H-2A nonimmigrant workers will not
adversely affect the wages and working conditions of similarly employed U.S.
workers.
• After receiving an approved TLC, petitioners file Form 1-129 with USCIS. Once
USCIS approves Form 1-129, the prospective H-2A workers who are outside the
United States must:
o Apply for an H-2A visa with DOS at a U.S. Embassy or Consulate abroad
and then seek admission to the United States with U.S. Customs and Border
·Protection (CBP) at a U.S. port of entry, or
o Where permissible, directly seek admission to the United States in H-2A
classification with CBP at a U.S. port of entry in cases where an H-2A visa
is not required.
• Since 2007, the adjudication of Form 1-129 petitions filed by employers seeking
H-2A classification for their workers have been centralized at the USCIS
California Service Center and prioritized for expedited processing. This practice
was instituted by USCIS to provide agricultural employers with an orderly and
timely flow of workers, without requiring payment of additional fees for an
expedited decision, while striving for consistency in the adjudicative process.
Current Status
Anticipated Growth

DOL, DOS, and Stakeholders have all indicated the H-2A program could grow
significantly in coming years, driven by increased use of the program by growers in
California.
Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON~PUBUC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law, It may contain confidential,
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Challenges

Employer Notifications/Absconders ·
I

Regulations generally bar for 5 years applicants for H-2A ·status who have previously
violated the terms of the H-2A program. Regulations also require H-2A petitioners to
notify USCIS within 2 workdays when an H-2A worker fails to report for 5 workdays or
is terminated. USCIS reviews each notification to determine whether there has been a
· violation that might invoke the 5-year prohibition and, when appropriate, makes a record
in an electronic system which share information with enforcement components within
DHS. Enforcing this prohibition principally falls upon DHS enforcement components,
such as CBP or ICE, as most H-2A petitions are for unnamed workers.
Milestones

£-Approval

• On May 11, 2016, USCIS and DOS launched a new process that allows USCIS to
electroriically send approval information for H-2A petitions to DOS by the end of
the next business day. DOS will accept this electronic information in place of a
. paper-Form l-797 approval notice and allow its consular posts to proceed with
processing an H-2A non immigrant visa application, including conducting any
required interview.
• · The goal of thee-Approval process is to: reduce delays for U.S. employers that
wish to employ H-2A workers; reduce the paperwork between USCIS and DOS;
replace the current paper-based USCIS/DOS notification process with an
electronic process that is more efficient for customers; and provide greater
efficiency and consistency in transmitting information to DOS consular posts.
• The e-Approval process for H-2A petitions is considered a model for potential
expansion to other nonimmigrant and immigrant visa classifications. However, by
request of DOS, any such expansion is dependent upon USCIS undertaking
additional responsibilities scanning and transferring the respective petitions to the
Kentucky Consular Center (KCC).
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Pre-Paid Mailers

• On May 11, 2016, USC IS also began using pre-paid mailers provided by ·
petitioners to send out receipt notices for H-2A petitions. This is a change from
standard processing at USCIS service centers, which normally use pre-paid
mailers only for final decision notices.
• This change was initiated in recognition of stakeholder interest in expediting the
delivery of receipt notices for this very time-sensitive classification. It is limited
only to H-2A petitions.
Caribbean Visa Exemption

On February 19, 2016, DHS and DOS published a Federal Register Notice eliminating a
longstanding visa. exemption for certain Caribbean residents' coming to the U.S. as H-2A
agricultural workers .. Prior to this time, these individuals were not required to go through
a consular interview or obtain a visa from DOS, and this exception was seen as a
potential security risk.
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H-28 Nonimmigrant Visa Program
Background
General Information
• The H-2B visa program is for nonagricultural workers coming to the U.S. to
perform temporary services or labor. To be considered temporary, the employer's
need for the services or labor must be a one-time occurrence, a seasonal need, a
peak load need, or an intermittent need.
o Generally, a person who has held H-2B nonimmigrant status for a total of3
years must depart and remain outside the U.S. for an uninterrupted period
of3 months before seeking readmission as an H-2B nonimmigrant.
• USCIS generally may only approve H-2B petitions for nationals .of countries the
Secretary of Homeland Security, in consultation with Department of State (DOS),
has designated as eligible to participate in the program. However, USCIS may
approve H-2B petitions for .nationals of countries not on the list if it is determined
to be in the interest of the United States. There is a congressionally-mandated
numerical limitation (or "cap") of66,000 foreign nationals who may be issued an
H-2B visa or otherwise granted H-2B status during a Fiscal Year (FY). This is
divided evenly between workers beginning employment in the 1st half (October I
- March 31) and the 2nd half (April I - September 30) of the FY. Any unused
visas from the 1st half are available in the 2nd half. However, unused visas from
one FY do not carry over to the next FY.
• USCIS' role in managing the H-2B cap involves monitoring the number of
beneficiaries requested on H-2B petitions and ensuring that the cap is not
exceeded.
• The following H-2B petitions are not subject to the congressionally mandated cap:
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o

Current H-28 wo_rkers in the U.S. petitioning to extend their stay and, if
applicable, change the terms of their employment or change their
employers;

o · Fish

roe processors, fish roe technicians or supervisors of fish roe
processing; and

o

Workers performing labor or services from November 28, 2009, until
December 31, 2019, in the Commonwealth of Northern Mariana Islands
(CNMI) or Guam.

The Overall Petition Process

• USCIS is the component of the Department of Homeland Security (OHS) that
adjudicates H-2B petitions. Before filing Form 1-129, Petition for a
Nimimmigrant Worker, with USCIS for H-2B workers, petitioners must generally
obtain a single, valid temporary labor certification (TLC) from the Department of
Labor (DOL) or from the Governor of Guam.
• After receiving an approved TLC, petitioners file Form I-129 with USCIS. Once
USCIS approves Form I-129, the prospective H-2B workers who are outside the
U.S. must:
o Apply for an H-2B visa with DOS at a U.S. Embassy or Consulate abroad
and then seek admission with U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) at
a U.S. port of entry, or
·
o Where permissible, directly seek admission to the U.S. in H-2B
classification with CBP at a U.S. port of entry in cases where an H-2B visa
is not required.
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Current Status

H-2B Cap Methodology

''

• Pursuant to regulation, USCIS makes projections of the number of petitions
necessary to achieve the H-2B cap, taking into account historical data related to
approvals, denials, revocations, and other relevant factors. USCIS monitors this
information and refines its projections. However, at the time USCIS approves a
petition, it is not possible to know whether a given beneficiary
be determined
eligible for H-2B visa issuance or be admitted to the U.S. Management of the H~
2B cap is not based on real-time visa issuance data and continues to rely upon
projections.

will

H-2B Returning Workers .·

• H-2B "returning workers" were exempted from the H-2B cap for FY 2016 only.
A returning worker is defined as an H-2B worker who was previously counted
against the annual H,2B cap during one of the three preceding fiscal years and is
certified by the petitioner. The returning worker exemption was previously in
place for FYs 2005 through 2007. DOS issued a special H-2R visa to returning
workers in this previous iteration but issued regular H-2B visas to such workers in
FY 2016.

(b)(5)
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Challenges

DOL Processing Delays ·
• In early 2016, DOL experienced significant delays in the processing of
applications for H-2B TLC's. This resulted in considerable pressure on
USCIS to make-up for these delays. DOL has messaged to that, due to a
Jack of resources, similar delays are currently expected in early 2017.
H-2B Workers on Guam

• In early 2016, a significant increase in Requests for Evidence (RFEs) and denials
was identified for H-2B petitioners requesting construction workers and nUISes on
Guam. The construction worker petitions related to the relocation of U.S. armed
forces from Okinawa. These extension requests generally exceeded. the three-year
maximum provided by regulations ~d thus did not fit within the regulatory
definition of a temporary need.

.

.

• Recognizing the national interest and serious impact, USCIS has provided
technical advice for legislative relief that would, through FY 2028, exempt H-2B
employment on Guam in direct support of the military-funded construction or iri
healthcare from the requirement that it be "temporary." USCIS bas also considered
potentially providing temporary parole to nurses needed on Guam.
• On October 4, 2016, a putative class action lawsuit was filed in the District of
Guam alleging that beginning in June 2015, USCIS changed its interpretation of
"peak load" and "one-time occurrence" in the temporary need analysis for H-2B
temporary worker petitions. Plaintiffs state that due to this change, the approval
rate for H-2B petitions on Guam dropped fro~ 95 percent to 0.3 percent by
January 20 I6. The lawsuit is currently pending'.
Milestones

. • Beginning in FY2016, USCIS now receives more detailed and more current visa
issuance data from DOS than in previous ye?lrs, which allows improved
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. management of the H-2B cap and greater precision.
• Implementation of the FY 2016 Returning Worker program that was enacted into
law more than two months after the FY began.
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Customer Profile Management System
IDENTity Verification Tool (CPMS-IVT)
The Customer Profile Management System IDENTity Verification Tool (CPMS-IVT) is
an Internet-based application that enables United States Citizenship and Immigration
Services. (USCIS) to verify an applicant's identity before an interview or appearance at a
users office.
CPMS-IVT processes, retrieves, and displays biometric and biographic data from the
Automated Biometric Identifo,ation System (!DENT), the central DHS-wide system for
storage and processing of biometric and associated biographic information. CPMS-IVT
provides USCIS with the capability to compare an individual's biometric and biographic
information to previous biometric encounters contained within IDENT. CPMS-IVT
replaces the Secondary Inspections Tool (SIT), contained within IDENT, which was
currently in use at USCIS Field and Asylum offices.
USCIS uses CPMS-IVT to verify the identity of the individual at the time of an in-person
interview or when the individual appears at an lJSCIS office to obtain documentation
evidencing an immigration benefit. Individuals are required to have their photograph and
fingerprints taken at a USCIS office to be entered into ID ENT through the CPMS-IVT.
The USCIS Immigration Services Officer (ISO) asks the applicant to place two fingers on
the fingerprint scanner, which electronically scans.and sends them to !DENT for
comparison and matching. In addition, the USCIS ISO takes a digital photograph of the
benefit requestor, which is stored in the IDENT database.
CPMS-IVTis owned, managed, and supported by USCIS Office oflnformation
Technology (OIT) and does not depend on an external agency for functional
reliability. This internal support enables faster modification of system and technological
requirements to support USCIS business operations. CPMS-IVT allows !DENT to be
searched by multiple query fields such as: A-number; Z-number (an identifying number
generated by the Livescan capture software when neither ~n A-Number or a social
Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON~PUBUC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
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security number exists for an individual); Encounter Identification (EID); Fingerprint
Identification (FIN); and receipt number.
Background

In 2013, USCIS' Field Operations Directorate (FOD) started using the Secondary
Inspection Tool (SIT), a: resource of the Office of Biometric Identity Management
(OBIM, formerly US-VISIT), to achieve one-to-one biometric identity matching.
However, because it was originally developed for U.S. Customs and Border Protection
(CBP), the SIT tool fell short. The shortcomings with SIT included:
• SIT' s response time was typically in the 90-second to 2-minute range;
• Previous encounter photos were not visible until after a biometric submission took
place, so ISOs were unable to compare prior encounter photos to the person being
processed;
• Due to a lack of input controls and data validation schemes, SIT had numerous
data integrity issues which led to mismatches, and ultimately to incorrect ANumbers being associated with biometrics;
• SIT's biometric matching function was not compatible with Windows 7 (and OIT
was required to migrate all machines from Windows XP to Windows 7 by the end
of June 20 I5); and
• SIT required a separate Password Issuance and Control System (PICS) ID
usemame and password instead of a use modem Windows authentication.
Additionally, because USCIS learned in May 2015 that OBIM planned to discontinue
support for SIT and decommission the system's one-to-one biometric identity matching
functionality, USCIS began contemplating replacements for SIT.
The USCIS Biometrics Division (BD) determined that developing a tool that
incorporated existing !DENT capabilities to meet specific requirements of the various
USCIS business needs would be the best way to address the above-listed concerns . So, in
June 2014, BD began developing CPMS-IVT.
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During development, BD provided CPMS-IVT system capability demonstrations to its
internal stakeholders across agency directorates. In December 2014 and January 2015;
FOD staff presented similar demonstrations to the USCIS employees' union. After the
union requested, received, and agreed with a User Acceptance Test plan in early 2015,
USCIS proceeded with CPMS-IVT pilot testing and training.
In April 2015, CPMS-IVT Pilot testing began at the Detroit, New Orleans, Philadelphia,
and Phoenix field offices. In May 2015, FOD Headquarters produced an after-action
report for the pilot, and FOD leadership approved full deployment ofCPMS-IVT. FOD
then began deploying CPMS-IVT region-by-region. FOD accomplished full deployment
in about 30-days, ending in late July 2015.
Current Status

CPMS-IVT is operational and available in all domestic field offices and Application
Support Centers (ASCs). On December 30, 2015, FODHQ approved funding to equip
every Immigration Service Officer (ISO) and Immigration Officer (IO) who conducts
interviews with a fingerprint scanner and camera. USCIS conducted a search for
·replacement.equipment, and the vendor submission review process ended in late March
2016. CPMS-IVT developers tested new equipment and approved a new singlefingerprint scanner for the CPMS-IVT on April 8, 2016.
As of April 14, 2016, CPMS-IVT JETS contract team developers began to fully integrate
the new fingerprint scanner into production. The CPMS-IVT developers unfolded,
tested, and identified the proper software requirements. After the integration process was
completed, production availability occurred on October 1, 2016 to support the new
scanner and was deployed into the CPMS-IVT Production Environment.
Other CPMS-IVT enhancements included new scanner model integration and acquiring
fingerprint scanners and cameras to be placed on the desks of all interviewing officers.
The CPMS-IVT system now conducts real-time verification through the camera and
fingerprint scanner at each officer's desk. This will support the Transformation Initiative
on Identity Management because CPMS-IVT can be used to biometrically validate the
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identity of an applicant during the naturalization interview. While this will be done
outside of ELIS (the electronic case management system that allows USCIS to process
certain immigration benefit requests), ELIS allows users to confirm that CPMS-IVT has
biometrically verified the applicant's identity. As ELIS expands to encompass more
USCIS caseloads, an interface from CPMS-IVT would systematically update ELIS with
results of the biometric verification of applicants, petitioners, and/or beneficiaries.
Milestones

Recent and future milestones related to the CPMS-IVT deployment include:
Equipment:
• Procured cameras and fingerprint scanners for all field locations. Each officer in
the field has been shipped the required equipment. Developers have determined
that the new equipment will be compatible with CPMS-IVT.
• Equipment delivery will not be delayed based on software development.
o Equipment purchase, delivery, and installation is in progress.
CPMS-IVT Technology Enhancements:·
• Linking IVTto the CPMS Query module by the FIN, thereby allowing CPMS
Query users to quickly see IVT search results.
• Establishing Verify Biometrics functionality to check required fields prior to
biometrics collection.
• Enabling IVT search by document (Doc Type, Doc Number, and country or'
issuance) functionality.
• Adding bar code input as a data capture vehicle.
• Adding Site Code Descriptions which translate the IDENT site codes into
descriptions (i.e. Arlington Asylum Office instead of ZAR). This will help users
who are not familiar with the three-letter site code designation for every
operational location.
• Hosting a fillable POD Form G-1221 (CIV-CPMS-IVT Verification Worksheet)
within CPMS-IVT module.
• OBIM technical assessment for testing server capacity or throughput.
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o Throughput was tested at the Newark (NEW) Office from 10/17/2016 to
10/21/2016.
o All NEW ISOs conducting interviews for permanent residency and
naturalization adjudications are utilizing CPMS-IVT with success on a
daily basis.
o All NEW Customer Service Officers are utilizing CPMS-IVT with success
on a daily basis for customers appearing for information or to obtain proof
·of an immigration benefit.
Impleme_ntation:
• CPMS-IVT biometrics collection was tested in Newark Field Office from October
17-21, 2016, with successful results.
• More than 80 officers collected biometrics to biometrically verify every
customer's identity.
• Full implementation of biometrics verification for all customers across all USC IS
field offices is in the final planning stage. The Newark test proved that CPMS-IVT
can be used across the country but requires use of updated computer equipment.
Older model computers showed a 25% failure rate while newer machines showed
a 100% success. 100% CPMS-IVT verifications will be implemented in every
field office based on USCISs equipment refresh schedule.
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USCIS Immigration Statistics and Trends

Background

USCIS received and adjudicated more than 8 million immigration and naturalization
benefit requests 18 in.FY 2015. Although USCIS grants many types of benefits, the two
most prominent in terms of resource requirements are for lawful permanent resident
status (immigrants) and U.S. citizenship (naturalized citizens). Over the past 5 years the
number of persons granted lawful permanent resident status has averaged about 1 million
persons a year, while the number of persons naturalized averaged about 790,000. The
percentage of the U.S. population that is foreign born has grown from 4.7 percent in 1970
to 13.3 percent in 2014. 19 The number of naturalized citizens has grown from6.2 million
. to 20.0 million over the same period.

Current Status

Approximately 97 percent ofUSCIS' 2016 budget is funded thrnugh fees accompanying
most benefit requests. The annual number of benefit requests has increased recently
(from 5.9 million in 2009 to 8.1 million in 2015) allowing for increases in adjudicative
staff (from 4,700 in FY 2009 to 5,700 in FY 2016). Contributing to the increase in
requests over _this period was the introduction of Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals
(DACA) beginning in August 2012. As of July 2016, about 741,000 persons have been
approved for DACA and 526,000 of those persons have been approved for renewal.
As of May 2016, total receipts were approximately 12 percent above projections due to
higher than expected benefit requests for the fiscal year: naturalization applications(+20
percent above projections); immigrant worker petitions (+41 percent); family immigrant
adjustments(+ 14 percent); employment authorization (+ 12 percent); and credible fear

18

Benefit request means any application,· petition, motion, appeal, or other request relating to an immigration or
naturalization benefit, whether such request is filed on a paper form or submitted in an electronic format, provided
such request is submitted in a manner prescribed by DHS for such purpose. 8 CFR 1.2.
·
19
Unauthorized migration is difficult to estimate, but may have accounted for about one third of the growth in the
foreign born population of 33 million between 1970 and 2014.
-.
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referrals (+ 149 percent). This increase in benefit request filing volume has contributed to
the overall increase in backlogs in 2016. 20
Challenges
USCIS (formerly INS) has traditionally experienced periodic backlogs in requests
resulting in delays in processing time for customers. Backlogs typically grow following
the introduction of new, major benefits or programs or fee increases. Following
legislation that increased the number of persons eligible for benefits in 2001 under the
LIFE Act, for example, the number of pending applications reached 6 million in 2003.
Pending requests were reduced by nearly half to 3.3 million as of February 2007, but then
increased to 5.I million due to a surge in applications in 2007 related to planned fee
increases, a historic election, and a sudden (temporary) increase in the number of persons
eligible to file for lawful permanent resident status based on an offer of employment.
The number of pending requests was reduced to 1.9 million by February 2010, but has
been growing steadily since then to 3.8 million as of May 2016-still well. below recent
historical highs in 2003 and 2007.
The increase in pending requests since 20 IO is atypical because of its gradual nature
despite no new major policies other than DACA and provisional unlawful presence
waivers. Although provisional waiver volumes are not as high as DACA, the number of
hours devoted to their adjudication is significant. The growth in the number of receipts
has outpaced hiring and there is evidence that productivity has decreased over the past 5
years for.many benefit requests (see appendix charts for ~ompletion rates by form type).
The issue of building adjudicative capacity is discussed in a separate issue paper titled
"Building Capacity."
There is no single answer as to the reasons for the decreases in productivity: Possible
factors are increases in benefit request complexity, additional security checks, difficulties
in hiring personnel, and learning curves associated with the need to shift resources to
competing prioritiys. An initiative within the Quality Workplace Program (QWP) .
introduced in December 2013 may have also affected productivity. The QWP initiative
20

Backlogs refer to the volume of cases that fall outside targeted processing times. Pending refers to all cases
waiting a decision. ·. Backlogged cases are a subset of pending cases.
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removed production metrics from annual performance appraisals and switched the rating
emphasis towards quality ofUSCIS work, being centered on USCIS mission, and
designed to foster teamwork and collaboration.
With the growth in backlogs, 11 out of USCIS' 16 major benefit requests are outside of
their respective goals for processing time as of March 2016. The adjustment of status
application goal, for example, is 4.0 months, but it was estimated to take 6.6 months to
process. The major request with the longest processing times is for victims of criminal
activity, U nonimmigrant status, (21.7 months compared to the goal of 4.0 months).

USCIS has also experienced relatively higher increases in humanitarian applications
(refugees, asylees, credibl,e fear, and victims of criminal activity), applications for which
there is no fee. In addition, a growing number of fee waivers are being sought and
granted for fee-based, petitions, and requests. USCIS currently has a Notice of Proposed
Rule Making scheduled to be finalized in December 2016 that will increase fees by 21.7
percent on average. The most recent fee increase took place in 20 I 0. The appendix
includes detailed charts providing data on the number of receipts, completions, pending
requests, backlogged requests, officer hours devoted to adjudication, and hours per
completion (completion rate) for the leading USCIS requests. The data cover the period ..
from October 2009 to May 2016 ..
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lntercountry Adoptions
Background

• USCIS National Benefits Center (NBC) andUSCIS international offices process
applications and petitions related to intercountry adoptions. These adjudications
include:
o Determining the eligibility and suitability of U.S. prospective adoptive
parents looking to adopt a child abroad, and
o Determining the eligibility of an adopted child to immigrate to the United
States under U.S. immigration law.
• The Hague Convention on Protection of Children and Co-operation in Respect of
Intercountry Adoption (Hague Adoption Convention, Convention, or Hague)
entered into force for the United States on April I, 2008. The Convention
establishes safeguards and guidelines for the intercountry adoption process and
requires that decisions be made in the best interests of the child.
• In order to process new immigration petitions filed by U.S. citizens on behalf of
children habitually resident in countries that also have ratified the Hague Adoption
Convention, the Department of State, as the U.S. Central Authority under the
Convention, often in consultation with USCIS, must first certify that the couritry
can meet its Hague obligations. If the country can, the Hague process must
generally be followed. This includes the need for prospective adoptive parents to
work with a U.S. adoption service provider who is accredited or approved to
conduct such services in accordance with Department of State Hague accreditation
standards.
Adoption cases not governed by the Hague Adoption Convention follow a separate
process called the "Orphan" or non-Hague process. The lntercountry Adoption
Universal Accreditation Act of 2012 extended Hague accreditation standards to nonHague cases. The Universal Accreditation Act seeks to enhance the integrity of the
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intercountry adoption process by requiring that adoption service providers comply
with the same accreditation standards as those in Hague Adoption Convention cases.
In countries where USCIS does not have a presence, DHS has delegated limited
authority to the Department of State to approve clearly approvable orphan petitions on
behalf of USCIS.
Current Status

• Intercountry Adoption Statistics: ·
o In FY2012, the Department of State issued 8,668 intercountry adoptionrelated immigrant visas.
o In FY20I3, the Department of State issued 7,094 intercountry adoptionrelated immigrant visas.
o .In FY2014, the Department of State issued 6,441 intercountry adoptionrelated immigrant visas.
o In FY 2015, the Department of State issued 5,648 intercountry adoptionrelated immigrant visas.
• For FY2015, the top three Hague countries from which U.S. citizens adopt are: 21
o China (2,354 Incoming Adoptions)
o Bulgaria (185 Incoming Adoptions)
o Latvia (170 Incoming Adoptions)
• For FY2015,the top three non-Hague countries from which U.S. citizens adopt
are: 22
o Ethiopia (335 Incoming Adoptions)
o South Korea (318 Incoming Adoptions)
o Ukraine (303 Incoming Adoptions)

21

Statistics represent vi.sas issued by the Department of State and may not align directly with the number of
~Dplications and petitions adjudicated by USCIS .
. llbid.
.

.

.
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Challenges

· • Some stakeholders have expressed concern that the U.S. implementation of the
Hague Adoption Convention and the Universal Accr~ditation Act have contributed
to the decline of intercountry adoptions to the U.S. Other potential reasons for the
decline include countries imprnving their own child welfare systems and domestic
adoption options, the impact of certain countries (e.g., Russia) prohibiting U.S.
citizens from adopting children from their country, and increased utilization of
assisted reproductive technologies by U.S. citizens.
• The number of intercountry adoptions has decreased in the last decade. There is
significant Congressional and stakeholder interest to reverse this trend and make
overall improvements to the intercountry adoption system in the United States.

Milestones

Recent and future milestones related to the intercountry adoptions include:
• There is a proposal to reorganize intercountry adoption processing and policy
development within USCIS. The NBC is responsible for all Hague cases and
domestically filed orphan cases. USCIS International Operations Division is
responsible for processing some orphan cases that are filed abroad. All policy
development, form ownership, regulation creation and updates, and procedu)ilo_ _.,
(b)(5)
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USCIS Information Sharing and Privacy-Related Issues
Background
The USeIS Office of Privacy is responsible for ensuring that personally identifiable
information users collects, maintains, and uses is protected and disclosed within the
'
bounds of law, policy, and mission necessity. users receives requests for data from
internal and external partners. The Office of Privacy plays a critical role in ensuring the .
data collected and stored in USeIS systems of records is protected under the Privacy Act
of 1974, statutory, regulatory, and DHS policies.

Current Status
• USCIS actively shares information with DHS and external partners. users
enters into information sharing agreements with federal and state agencies, federal
law enforcement, intelligence, foreign government, and benefit granting agencies.
The Office of Privacy supports the development of the agreements and any
alterations to the agreement through the lifecycle of the arrangement.
Requests for Information (RFis) meeting certain criteria established by DHS are
processed through the Single Point of Service (SPS) with DHS Office of Intelligence and
Analysis (I&A) as the lead and the USeIS Fraud Detection and National Security
Directorate (FDNS), Intelligence Division (ID) as the designated data steward.
FONS
'
.
.
consults with the Office of Privacy on non-routine requests.
'

USeIS also shares information through ad-hoc requests made by partners from federal,
state, local, tribal, and territorial authorities through our Field Operations. Requests are
typically for application status, either directly by the affected individual or by third party
representation, to include legal representation.
• Data sharing needs to continue to increase and evolve. Protecting the country
from ever-evolving, transnational threats requires a strengthened homeland
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· security enterprise that shares information across traditional organizational
boundaries. DHS continues to enter into information sharing agreements with
additional partners to ensure that it uses all available permissible information·
available for a secure homeland. DHS and DHS Components are expected to
reciprocate by making DHS information available to information sharing partners.

Challenges
Special Protected Classes. USCIS administers benefits for certain individuals who are
afforded additional statutory, regulatory, and policy restrictions on disclosure beyond the
Privacy Act of 1974. With the expanding sharing of data through automated methods,
USCIS is challenged to develop the appropriate controls and filtering for each data set.

• Sharing immigration information for purposes beyond the immigration
process. One challenge for the Office of Privacy is ensuring the data collected for
immigration purposes is shared appropriately and in compliance with the Privacy
Act of 1974.
• Ensuring that information shared is continually protected by the partner.
Privacy protections must extend to all data sharing partners. While information
sharing agreements outline the restrictions on use, without effective auditing of the
partner's handling of the data, USCIS cannot guarantee the partner is in
compliance. RFl .data exchanges rarely include restrictions on use of the data.
• One DHS Policy: The DHS Policy for Internal Information Exchange and
Sharing, known as "One DHS," presumes that DHS components are considered
one agency for purposes of sharing under the Privacy Act. However, given the
sensitivity of certain USCIS data and restrictions on sharing, USCIS has adopted a
best practice of memorializing certain types of internal sharing through formal
information sharing and access agreements even where there is not a specific .
policy requirement to do so. In doing this, there a remains a risk that program
personnel may be unaware that such agreements exist and may assume that data
Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON~PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
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can be shared per the "One DHS" rule without restriction.

• Consent f~r Third Party Disclosure: Individuals request for their information to
be disclosed to a third party. There is cufrently no approved form for individuals
to consent to this sharing (in cases when there is not an applicable Privacy Act
exception and the reco.rds subject is not available to release the records himself).
Milestones
Recent and future milestones related to the information sharing and privacy-related issues
include:
Recent creation oflnformation Sharing Officer position (Completed FYl6 Q3);
• Domestic Law Enforcement: transition from direct connection to the Department
of Justice's .Next Generation Identification (NGI) to going through IDENT to
(b)(5) _ _ _a.ll11111
ow_m,.o.re11111c.o.n.,tr,.ol111110.v,.er.,d.a.ta.....
sh.a.riioilnoiil··---------------
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K-1 Visa Program Review

Background
On December 2, 2015, Syed Rizwan Farook and Tashfeen Malik used firearms to attack a
holiday office party in San Bernardino, California. The attack resulted in the deaths of 14
individuals. A post-attack review of the assailants' identity and citizenship status showed
that Tashfeen Malik entered the United States on a K-1 nonimmigrant visa based on her
being the fiancee of Syed Rizwan Farook, who was a U.S. citizen.
The K-1 visa program allows a U.S. citizen to seek admission of a foreign national
fiance(e) living abroad to the United States to marry. The K~l visa process is initiated
when the U.S. citizen petitioner files Form I-129F, Petition for Alien Fiance(e). The
petition is filed centrally at the USCIS Lockbox facility in Dallas, Texas. The Form I129F must include ev.idence showing:
• The petitioner's identity and U.S. citizenship;
• The termination of all prior marriages for the U.S. citizen petitioner and his/her
fiance(e);
• The intent of the U.S. citizen and fiance(e) to marry within 90 days of the
fiance(e)'s admission into the United States as a K-1 nonimmigrant;
• That the U.S. citizen petitioner and his/her fiance(e) have met in person in the two
years prior to filing the Form I-129F (although USCIS may waive this requirement
if the petitioner establishes that meeting in person would violate.strict and longheld customs of the U.S. citizen petitioner or his/her fiance(e)'s foreign cultural or
social practice or would result in extreme hardship to the U.S. citizen petitioner);
and
'

'
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• If the petitioner was convicted of certain crimes, court and police records showing
the charges and disposition of every such conviction. The petitioner may request
waiver of filing limitations due to these convictions by submitting a signed, dated
letter and supporting evidence demonstrating why a waiver should be granted.

· In addition to the Form I-129F and supporting evidence, the U.S. citizen petitioner must
· file Form G-325A, Biographic Information, for both himself or herself and his or her
fiance(e).
An initial review of the Form I-l29F, and all supporting documentation is done by
USCIS. If the relationship appears valid and there are no indicators of fraud or other

derogatory information based on a review of the documents and a check ofTECS, the
Form I-l29F generally is approved. Approved Forms I-129F are then sent to the U.S .
. Department of State for overseas processing at the embassy with jurisdiction over the
fiance(e)'s place of residence. The parties must marry within 90 days of the fiance(e)'s
admission into the United States as a K-1 nonimmigrant. Upon marriage to the
petitioning U.S. citizen, the K• i nonimmigrant immediately becomes eligible to apply for
.
adjustment of status.
.

"

Applications for adjustment of status, including those based on an underlying Form Il29F, which present fraud indicators or other derogatory information, are subject to
additional scrutiny, including interviews, site visits, and additional background checks to
verify the information provided.

I

Current Status
DHS, in coordination with the U.S. Department of State, has undertaken a review of the
K-1 nonimmigrant visa process to identify and develop strategies to strengthen
processing for K-1 nonimmigrant visas and subsequent adjustment of status. cases
following the San Bernardino attack of December 2, 2015. USCIS' Field Operations
Directorate (FOO) has jurisdiction over applications for adjustment of status to lawful
permanent residence filed by K-1 nonimmigrant visa entrants cind has begun ·
implementing the recommendations of the joint working group. FOD has begun
implementing recommendations across four areas:

\
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•
•
•
•

Form and infomrntion collection,
Officer training,
K• l interview techniques, and
Use of social media.

Challenges
USCIS is working on the logistics for mandating the interview for certain K. J
nonimmigrant adjustment of status applications, particularly for applicants from countries
designated as a country of concern.
USCIS is developing guidance on how to use the results of social media'searches in K·l
visa petitions, adjustments of status, and other USC IS benefit applications, including
determining when the information is derogatory and may be used to support further
inquiry or a potential denial. This guidance wiU form .the basis for broader guidance for
social media use. USCIS is also developing
. pilots. to test the lead-based use of social
media for all types of adjudications, not just K-1 visa petitions. Additionally, as semiautomated processes and tools for social media screening are developed and made
available through the DHS Social Media Center of Excellence (COE), USCIS will
increasingly tum to the COE to assist USCIS in its social media vetting of immigration
applicants.

I
I

;
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Mass Migration and Caribbean Steady State

Background
The United States seeks to transform the historic pattern of irregular Caribbean boat
departures into a safe, legal and orderly migration flow. U.S. migration policy in relation ·
to its neighbors is an outgrowth of the policy considerations each country represents.
U.S. migration policy in relation to Cuba has two complementary goals: to encourage
legal migration through the expanded opportunities provided under the Joint
Communique of September 4, 1994; and to deter illegal boat departures through the
direct return of irregular Cuban migrants under the Joint Statement of May 2, I 995.
U.S. migration policy in relation to its other Caribbean neighbors is rooted in the desire to
balance safety of life at sea while also protecting those migrants in accordance with the
principles of our internationaj, humanitarian obligations.
Current Status
The United States has a long-standing policy of providing all migrants interdicted at sea,
whether in the Caribbean region or elsewhere, with a meaningful opportunity to seek
protection from persecution or torture. It is U.S. practice to provide a credible fear
screening for any interdicted migrant who expresses or indicates, verbally or physically, a
foar of return to their country of origin.
USCIS does not have nationality specific screening standards. The credible fear standard
is applied uniformly to any interdicted migrant who claims to fear return or torture.
There are, however, t\vo exceptions to U.S. policy ofrequiring migrants to affirmatively
identify themselves as fearing return. In the case of Cuban and Chinese migrants, the
U.S. Government has adopted individualized processes for identifying individuals who
may fear return as a result of the unique circumstances under which these two interdiction
programs developed.

I

\.
''
I

I
I
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Cubans nationals are interviewed by a USCIS official and given the opportunity to state
why they" believe Ibey cannot be returned to Cuba. This practice was introduced as part
of the implementation of the 1995 direct return agreement signed with the Government of
Cuba and, as a result, all Cubans interdicted at sea are provided credible fear screenings.
In the case of Chinese migrants, USCIS has adopted individualized processes for
identifying individuals who may fear return. Questionnaires are administered to
interdicted Chinese migrants who are being smuggled into the United States arid who are
unlikely to come forward for fear of retribution from their smugglers.
For other nationals, the U.S. Coast Guard will refer a migrant to USCIS upon
manifestation of fear of returning to country of origin. This manifestation of fear applies
to all interdicted migrants, including migrants from Haiti and the Dominican Republic.
Refugee Affairs Division coordinates closely with the U.S. Co.ast Guard to co.nduct
protection screening of interdicted migrants. USC IS maintains a constant presence in
Key West, Florida, where a trained Protection Screening Officer is on call with the U.S.
Coast Guard 24 hours a day to conduct protection screening interviews of migrants
interdicted at sea. Generally, there is one officer stationed in Key West, and this staffing
level is adequate for steady state migration interdictions.
Individuals found to have protection concerns on board a cutter in the Caribbean region
are transferred to the Naval Station Guantanamo Bay for further screening and
processing. There, USCIS officers conduct an interview to determine whether the
migrants have a well-founded fear of persecution or torture. Those who demonstrate
such well-founded fear are referred to the care and custody of the Department of State at
Naval Station Guantanamo Bay, pending the identification of a third country which will
accept them for resettlement. Such individuals are not brought to the United States in
order to reduce the incentive for inherently dangerous irregular maritime departures .
. Mass Migration Planning
USCIS works regularly with several other DHS components to plan for a possible
"surge" or mass migration event in the Caribbean. The Homeland Security Task Force

\
\
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Southeast (HSTF-SE)- an interagency task force established by Secretary Ridge in 2003
- has the lead to oversee and coordinate a unified response. Operations Plan (OPLAN)
Vigilant Sentry, or OVS, is HSTF-SE's single, comprehensive, integrated national plan
for a rapid, effective, and unified response by federal, state, and local capabilities to a
mass migration in the Caribbean .. HSTF-SE provides the organizational framework to
facilitate the deployment of resources and assignment of forces to participating agencies.
The primary objectives of OVS are to protect the safety of life at sea; to deter illegal or
unsafe migrant departures; and to interdict, screen, protect or repatriate, and det~in
migrant populations as necessary and appropriate to maintain the security of the United
States. OVS reaffirms the U.S. government's longstanding commitment to preserve the
availability of meaningful protection screening for interdicted migrants by adapting
screening practices to address a dynamic migratory flow: OVS identifies the resources
necessary to ensure that protection screening of migrants can be continuously maintained.
USCIS' goal is to ensure that with the screening mechanisms and assets executed under
OVS, there will be no need to abandon, even temporarily, protection screening of
migrants intercepted at sea.

Challenges
The number of Cuban migrants interviewed by Refugee Affairs Division is increasing,
from 1,912 in FY 2014 to 2,779 in FY 2015. In FY 2016, as of July 12, 2016, 3,201
Cuban migrants have been interviewed at sea. Despite intensified U.S. prosecution of
maritime smugglers and continued overland migration;irregular maritime migration by
Cuban migrants is expected to continue.

\
\

Milestones

\

Recent and future milestones related to the issue include:

\

In FY 2016, the Refugee Affairs Division updated the Mass Migration Emergency List.
Currently 106 Asylum officers have volunteered to be tasked together with Refugee
officers in the event of a migration surge.

\

I
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Military Naturalization

Background

Since October 1, 2001, USCIS has naturaliied over 100,000 members of the military,
with approximately 11,000 of those service members becoming citizens during USCIS
naturalization ceremonies in 34 foreign countries: Afghanistan, Albania, Australia,
Bahrain, China (Hong Kong), Cuba (Guantanamo), Djibouti, El Salvador, Georgia,
Germany, Greece, Haiti, Honduras, Iceland, Iraq, Italy, Jamaica, Japan, Jordan, Kenya,
Korea, Kosovo,Kuwait, Kyrgyzstan, Libya, Mexico, the Philippines, Qatar, South Korea,
Spain, Thailand, Turkey, United Arab Emirates and the United Kingdom. These numbers
include totals from FY15.
USCIS established the Naturalization at Basic Training Initiative in August 2009 with the
Army to give noncitizen enlistees the opportunity to naturalize when they graduate from
basic training. Under this initiative, USCIS conducts all naturalization processing
including the capture of biometrics, the naturalization interview and administration of the
Oath ofAllegiance on the military installation. Since 2009, USCrS has expanded the
initiative to all the military branches, _giving enlistees of all branches equal opportunity to
complete basic training as U.S. citizens, in most cases.
Current Status

Currently, USCIS provides support for military installations nationwide either on base or
through our outreach
efforts. Thus.~far, our on base support. includes: Sacramento, Fresno, .
.
and San Diego, CA; Chicago (Great Lakes Naval Base), IL; Ft. Leonardwood, MO; Ft.
Lee, VA; Ft. Benning, GA; Ft. Jackson, SC; and Ft. Sill, OK. USCrS also provides
support to Kirtland, NM_and Lackland Air Force Bases, TX as well as surrounding
military bases near Buffalo, NY.
'

Furthermore, USCIS provides continuous support to the U.S. Armed Forces through
quarterly meeting with members of the U.S. Department of Defense.
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Challenges

Current challenges that USCIS is faced with include transitioning the pre-processing of·
naturalization applications from those serving in the military from the Nebraska Service
Center to the National Benefit Center.· We are also working to update our online
publications as well as the military publications to reflect the most current and accurate
information to be distributed to our service members nationwide
and
abroad. Through
.
.
collaboration within the agency and with the various entities involved in military
naturalization, a plan has been put in place to make the transition as smooth as possible.
.

USCIS continues to face challenges regarding the timely processing.of required
background checks. This can impact processing of a service member's application and
may hinder USCIS' ability to naturalize a service member prior to his or her completion
of basic training. However, USCIS makes every effort to ensure that those service
members who met the requirements are naturalized while they attend Advanced
Individual Training (AIT) or before they move to their permanent duty station.
Milestones

Recent and future milestones related to the military naturalization include:
USCIS is working to establish on base support to Ft. Sill, OK supported by the Oklahoma
· City Field Office. On June 22, 2016, the U.S. Department ofDefense and USCIS
completed a Memorandum of Agreement. USCiS anticipates becoming a permanent
presence on Ft. Sill by December 2016.
The Nebraska Service Center (NSC) is currently engaged in data entry for Form N-400
applications. As of June 2016, the National Benefits Center (NBC) completes preprocessing for those cases before they are forwarded to field offices for completion. As·
early as December 21, 2016, FOD hopes to completely transfer the pre-processing
workload from the NSC to the NBC.
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USCIS Policy Manual Overview

Background

The USCIS Policy Manual is the agency's comprehensive and centralized repository for
adjudication and customer service policies. 23 The Policy Manual will ultimately replace
the Adjudicator's Field Manual (AFM), the USCIS Immigration Policy Memoranda site,
and other policy repositories. USCIS created the Policy Manual as the result of an
extensive and ongoing comprehensive review of our adjudication and customer service
policies to improve quality, transparency, and efficiency.
The Policy Manual is designed to ensure that USCIS policies and decision-making
standards are transparent and easily readable. The Policy Manual is organized into
different volumes, parts, and chapters that present policies in a logical and sequential
manner. The fonnat is designed to adapt easily to structural changes in immigration law
and policy. The Policy Manual includes charts, graphs, and process flow maps to
facilitate decision-making and transparency iri adjudicative and customer service
practices.
Current Status

USCIS continues to work on drafting the remaining unpublished sections of the Policy
Manual and to update sections of existing content as needed.
Challenges

Currently, USCIS policies reside in many different repositories, including:
• Federal Register Publications, including notices and supplementary information
explaining legacy INS and USCIS rulemakings
• The Adjudicator's Field Manual
• Affirmative Asylum Procedures Manual
• Refugee Adjudications Manual
23

USC!S released the Policy Manual through its website in January 2013, see
https://www.uscis.gov/policymanual/HTMLIPolicvManual.html
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• USCIS and legacy INS policy memoranda
• Legacy INS Operations Instructions and Interpretations
• . Legacy INS letters to constituents addressing particular policy topics
Consequently, USCIS officers encounter difficulties accessing policy guidance pertinent
to their particular cases and reconciling conflicting and fragmented policy guidance.
Equally important, past policy guidance was not written in plain language making it
difficult for officers and the public to understand. USCIS continues to work on updating
agency guidance in plain language and to supersede and consolidate policies that
currently reside in different repositories.

Milestones
Recent and future milestones include:
• Since January 2013, USCIS has published 24 parts in 6 volumes of the Policy
Manual, plus 25 subsequent updates to those published parts. 24 .

(b)(5)

24

See USCIS Policy Manual Updates page, https://www.uscis.gov/policvmanual/HTML/PolicvManualUpdates.html
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Reasonable Fear Claims

Background
Similar to credible fear determinations in expedited removal, reasonable fear
determinations serve as a screening mechanism to identify potentially meritorious
protection claims for further consideration by an IJ. Interim regulations 25 require asylum
officers to make reasonable fear determinations in two types of cases referred by other
DHS officers: in the case of an alien against whom a final administrative order of
removal is issued (INA Section 238(b); or in the case of an alien subject to re-instatement
of a prior order of exclusion, deportation, or removal (INA Section 24 l(a)(S)). These
classes of aliens are ineligible for all forms of relief from deportation, or removal and
would be removed without being placed in removal proceedings before an immigration
judge. Nevertheless, they may be entitled to withholding of removal or deferral of
removal, two forms of protection from removal under the U.S. laws that implement the
non-refoulement provisions of the Refugee Convention and the Convention Against
Torture.
When an individual enters the United States illegally after having been removed or after
having left the United States voluntarily under an order of exclusion, deportation, or
removal, DHS may reinstate that prior order. ff an individual is deportable because they
were convicted of an aggravated felony after admission to the United States, then DHS
may issue a final administrative removal order. When an individual is subject to one of
these administrative
orders and expresses a fear of return, the. individual will be referred
.
.
to a USCIS asylum officer for a reasonable fear screening.
o. If the asylum officer finds that an individual has established reasonable fear, the
individual is afforded the opportunity to apply for withholding of removal and/or
protection under the Convention Against Torture before an immigration judge.

25

8 C.F.R. 208.31; 64 Fed. Reg. 8478 (February 19, 1999)
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o If the asylum officer finds that an individual has not established a reasonable fear,
the individual may ask an immigration judge to review the USCIS determination.
If the immigration judge reviews the USCIS determination and determines that the
individual has established a reasonable fear, the individual is afforded the
opportunity to apply for withholding of removal and/or protection under the
Convention Against Torture. If the immigration judge concurs with the asylum
officer's negative determination, no further review is available and the individual
may be removed.
o If the asylum officer finds that the individual has not established a reasonable fear
and the individual does not ask for an immigration judge to review the USCIS
determination, the individual is subject to removal.
To ensure integrity in the screening context, DHS institutes numerous measures to
prevent abuse of the system. These measures include mandatory biographic and
biometric checks prior to referral and during the reasonable fear process, mandatory
supervisory review of all determinations, and an assessment of the individual's
credibility.
Individuals who are subject to reinstatement of removal or a final administrative removal
order are generally subject to detention throughout the reasonable fear process.
Current Status

On October 27, 2015, the United States District Court for the Northern District of
California granted final approval of the settlement agreement for Alfaro Garcia. et. al. v.
Johnson. et. al.. Case No. 4: l 4-cv-01775-YGR (N.D. Cal.). The agreement provided that
absent exceptional circumstances, USCIS will achieve a 10.49 court day national average
for processing reasonablefear determinations and any case over 20 court days must be
reported to the Asylum Division Chief. USCIS has decreased the average reasonable fear
determination timeframe from 62.4 calendar days in fiscal year 2013 to the current
processing time frame of 7.3 court days.
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USCIS continues to see an annual increase in reasonable fear referrals from CBP and
ICE. The Asylum Division received approximately 9,632 reasonable fear referrals in
fiscal year 2016. For individuals residing in ICE's family residential centers, the Asylum
Division received' approximately 971 reasonable fear referrals in fiscal year 2016. The
Asylum Division, in fiscal year 2016, also made approximately 710 positive reasonable
fear determinations and approximately 235 negative reasonable fear determinations for
individuals residing at the ICE family residential centers.
Challenges

Since DHS opened new FRCs at Dilley and Karnes, USCIS has been sending asylum
officers to these sites to conduct credible and reasonable fear interviews. The high
volume of individuals asserting fear claims in the expedited removal, reinstatement of
removal, and administrative removal processes has placed a strain on DHS resources.
USCIS has prioritized the processing of these detained credible fear and reasonable fear
cases, often at the expense of its affirmative asylum caseload, which has grown 499%
since fiscal year 2013 to approximately 194,986 pending cases in fiscal year 2016.
Milestones

Recent and future milestones related to the reasonable fear claims include:
At the time the reasonable fear rule was promulgated in 1999, the number of eases
subject to the reasonable fear process was far smaller than today. The number of
reasonable fear referrals increased from 205 referrals in fiscal year 2001 to 9,632
referrals in fiscal year 2016, a 4,599% increase.
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Non-Delivery of Secure Documents

Background
The USCIS Customer Service and Public Engagement Directorate (CSPED) manages the
agency's intake and resolution of millions of customer inquiries, oversees a multifaceted
engagement platform with a broad variety of customers and stakeholders, and develops
new technology to foster a positive customer experience.
In FY 2015, USCIS mailed more than 4 million Permanent Resident Cards (Green Cards)
and Employment Authorization Documents to customers. Currently, users mails, most
· secure documents. through the U.S.. Postal Service (USPS) Priority Mail with Delivery
Confirmation, which allows USCIS customers to stay up-to-date on the delivery status of
their documents.

users customers, however, are not required to sign for their documents. Further, the
current process only tracks the delivery of the document to the d_estination city, state, and
zip code - not to the street address. Therefore, issues such as mail delivered to the wrong
mailbox, misinterpreted delivery address, misplacement/loss of a mail piece, mailbox
theft, and loss of mail due to mishandling/damage by the carrier cannot be entirely
avoided.
The non-delivery of secure documents is a significant issue for customers who do not
I
receive their documents. Not only do they lack proof of status that the docume~t
provides, they often must reapply for the document, and in many cases pay the fee again.
Additionally, secure documents that are lost or stolen could fall into the hands of
unscrupulous individuals who could use the documents for illicit purposes. This poses a
threat to the integrity of the immigration system.
The users National Customer Service Center (NCSC) receives about 14 million.
telephone calls each year. Non-delivery ofs'ecure documents is one of the top three
reason~ for customer inquiries. In the last four years, the number of service requests for
non-delivered documents rose 42 percent from 220,235 in 2012 to 312,860 in 2015. Each
year, non-delivery accounts for about 22 percent of aH service requests_ In FY 2015,
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92,645 service requests were created just for non-delivery of Green Cards, a 119 percent
increase over FY 2013.

Current Status

In 2014, CSPED began to take a closer look at the non-delivery of secure documents:
CSPED examined several USPS delivery options, including signature confirmation,
certified mail, restricted delivery, and hold for pickup. Hold.for pickup was the only
option that increased delivery security at no additional cost to the customer.

(b)(S

Agency leadership ultimately approved a 6-month pilot using the hold for pickup option
for Form I-90 filers. Participation in the pilo
available to both electronic and a er filers.
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Challenges

(b)(5)

Customers-Convincing customers that having a secure document held for pickup at the
post office is in their best interest may be the greatest challenge. It is convenient to .have a
secure document mailed to your house. It is less convenient to go to the post office to
pick it up. Only when faced with the prospect of paying the filing fee again to replace a
missing card may customers see the value of the hold for pickup option. As a resuit,
promoting the pilot and explaining the benefit in having the card held for pickup will be
1,-pv
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Refugee Processing

Background

The United States Refugee Admissions Program (USRAP) is a complex interagency
effort involving a number of governmental and non-governmental partners both overseas
and in the U.S., including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Department of State/Bureau of Population, Refugees and Migration (PRM)
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)
Resettlement Support Centers (RSC)
Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
Department of Health and Human Services/Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR)
International Organization for Migration (IOM)
Domestic Non-Governmental Organizations

An annual refugee admissions ceiling is established by the President, in consultation with
the Congress. The process leading to that annual determi~ation was established by the
Refugee Act of 1980, incorporated into Section 207 of the Immigration and Nationality
Aet (INA). The Secretary of State traditionally serves as the Cabinet member presenting
the President's proposal at. the.Consultations. The Department of Homeland Security
(DHS) has. been represented by the USCIS Director and has been accompanied by the
directors of the Refugee, Asylum, and International Operations Directorate, Refugee
Affairs Division, and Congressional Relations, along with a representative of the Office
of Chief Counsel.
Following the Consultations, the Department of State (DOS) drafts a Presidential
·Determination for signature by the President, which establishes the overall admissions
levels and regional allocations. The Department of State has the lead in arranging the
Consultations.
Also on an annual basis, processing priorities are established that determine which of the·
world's refugees are "of special humanitarian concern to the United States," i.e., eligible
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to be considered for possible resettlement in the United States. The priorities currently in
use are:

P-1: UN High Commissioner for Refugees, U.S. Embassy, or non-governmental
organization (NGO) identified cases, including persons facing compelling security
concerns, women-at-risk, victims of torture or violence and others in need of
~~~~

~

P-2: groups of special concern identified by the U.S. refugee program (e.g.,
Bhutanese in Nepal}
P-3: family reunification cases (i.e., spouses, unmarried children under 21, and ·
parents of persons lawfully admitted to the U.S. as refugees or asylees or persons who
are legal permanent residents or U.S. citizens who previously had refugee or asylum
status)

Eligibility for refugee status is decided on an individual, case-by-case basis. A USC IS
officer conducts a personal interview of the applicant that is non-adversarial and designed
. to elicit information about the applicant's claim for refugee status. During a refugee
interview, an officer confirms the basic biographical data of the applicant; verifies that
the applicant was properly given access to the USRAP; determines whether the applicant
has suffered past persecution or has a well-founded fear of future persecution, on the
basis of political opinion, religion, nationality, race, or membership in a particular social
group in their home country; determines whether the applicant is firmly resettled and is
admissible to the United States; and assesses the credibility of the applicant.
Current Status

For FY 2016, the .Presidential
Determination (PD)
set an admissions ceiling of 85,000
.
.
.
individuals, which was 15,000 higher than the ceiling set in FY 2015. For FY 2017, the
White House has announced an admissions ceiling of 110,000.
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Challenges

. The nature and location of refugee processing activities often lead to unexpected delays
or cancelations, as many processing locations have volatile security situations and host
eountry processing limitations. The proportion of complex cases (e.g., Syrian) has
increased, requiring more time to interview and process, while less complex cases with
historically high approval rates (e.g., Nepal and Thailand) have declined. The Refugee
Affairs Division also faces challenges with. staffing levels as admissions ceilings increase,
which it is addressing with aggressive hiring efforts.

Milestones

Recent and future milestones related to refugee admissions include:
• In an effort to reach the goal of 10,000 Syrian refugee admissions in FY 2016, the
USCIS Refugee Affairs Division successfully completed a large scale operation in
Amman, Jordan in which USCIS officers interviewed 11,648 individuals. As of June
3, 2016, of the 79,925 interviews conducted worldwide by USCIS officers in FY
2016, 19,004 were Syrians.
• From FY 2013 to FY 2015, USCIS admitted approximately 99.9% of its target ..
admissions ceiling of70,000, admitting 69,926 refugees in FY 2013, 69,986 refugees
in FY 2014, and 69,933 in FY 2015.
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Social Media

Background

USCIS use of social media is governed by DHS Directive 110-01, "Privacy Policy for
Operational Use of Social Media." This policy requires USCIS to receive approval from
. the DHS Privacy Office regarding the privacy implications of any planned operational
use of social media. USCIS use of social media also requires authorization from senior
agency leadership.
FDNS, in collaboration with the USCIS Refugee, Asylum, and International Operations
Directorate(RAIO) and the USCIS Field Operations Directorate (FOD), and DHS
partners, including Science and Technology (S&T) and the Office oflntelligence and
Analysis (I&A), has als.o conducted several pilots leveraging the use of social media. in
the screening and vetting process for certain refugees and certain applicants for
adjustment of status. Pilot efforts to date include:
• · Refugee Pilot I: During QI of FYI 5, USCIS, in collaboration with DHS I&A, the
Intelligence Community, and the Department of Defense (DOD), implemented
social media review on 35 denied Syrian Refugee cases.
(b)(5)

• Refugee Pilot 3: USCIS tested the use of a social media tool creat7d by the
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) to screen against
Instagram, Twitter, and the deep and dark webs. USCIS screened 200 pending
FY16 QI Syrian refugee cases (approximately 1,200 individuals) identified for
enhanced screening through the DARPA tool in order to assess its capabilities.
FDNS encountered a number of challenges, limitations, and inefficiencies with the
tool and concluded.that it did notmeet USCIS needs for social media screening.

I
\
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o Refugee Pilots I, 2, and 3 Results: Although applicant data was
successfully used identify some applicants' social media accounts, the
information in the accounts did not yield clear, articulable links to national
security concerns, even for those applicants who were found to pose a
potential national security threat based on other security screening results.

to

• K-1 Pilot: In January 2016, USCIS conducted social media research on certain Kl (fiance) adjustment cases in three ways:
o Approximately 1,469 cases of K-1 applicants for adjustment of status were
reviewed using the Giant Oak commercial social media screening
applications under an ICE contract.
o The same 1,469 cases were initially screened with the support of DHS S&T .
using Babel Street, a commercial application. Forty-one of these cases that
were pending an interview with a USCIS Field Office were subsequently·
prioritized for analyst review and evaluation.
o Staff at the USC IS National Benefits Center manually searched and
reviewed Twitter, Facebook, and Google on 245 K-1 adjustment applicants.
• The results of this vetting, including the Giant Oak review, the Babel
Street review, and the manual review, were compiled in a final
report that identified a number of lessons learned and detailed the
challenges in utilizing social media for screening purposes.
•. 50-50 Pilot/Refugee Pilot 4: In January 2016, in collaboration with DHS S&T,
USCIS ran data from 50 Iraqi and 50 Syrian refugee applicants and their family
members through Babel Street to review social media. The pilot found that this
group of individuals had minimal pre·sence on U.S.-based social media platforms
accessible through Babel Street (or other social media applications), No
derogatory information was identified or associated with the pilot data set.
o The results of this vetting were compiled iri a final report that identified a
number of lessons learned and detailed the challenges in utilizing social
media for screening purposes.

'
I

\

I

\
I
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(b)(5)

Current Status
In accordance with the Social Media Expansion Plan for Refugees Concept of Operations
(CONOPS), FONS continues to deploy a risk-based phased approach for the expansion·
of social media review for refugees. Currently, FONS relies on a manual process to
review Facebook for cases referred to FONS for Syrian enhanced review. In July 2016,
FONS will begin manually reviewing Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram accounts for
cases referred to FONS for Syrian enhanced review and for Syrian and Iraqi Controlled
Application Review and Resolution Program (CARRP) cases.
As of November 4, 2016, USCIS has conducted social media screening on approximately
2,898 refugee cases or approximately 11,971 individuals. At this time, no refugee
applications hav.e been denied solely based. on social media information.·
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FDNS, a part of the DHS Social Media Task Force, continues to collaborate with partner
components and agencies to explore semi-automated solutions. DHS S&T is currently
undergoing an acquisition process to evalu'atc a number of commercially-available tools
to determine if any meet the operational requirements of USCIS and other DHS
components that possess a need to access social media information for lawful purposes.
USCIS, for both manual searches and semi-automated searches currently in operation,
only seeks access to publically available social media information for the purposes of
screening and vetting, in accordance with privacy, civil rights, and civil liberties
oversight.
As of November 4, 2016, no immigration benefits have been denied solely or primarily
because of information uncovered through social media vetting. In a small number of
cases, information discovered through social media screening had limited impact on the
processing of those cases - specifically in developing additional lines of inquiry. In cases
of benefit denial, the denial was based on information found outside of social media, such
as through rou'tine security and background checks, or uncovered during an interview.

Challenges
• . The process of social media screening and vetting necessitates a labor intensive,
manual review in which officers inust first attempt to assess whether the content
relates to an individual with a pending immigration benefit request. Even if .
information that definitively relates to such an individual is found, authenticity,
veracity, social context, and whether the content evidences indicators of fraud,
public safety, or national security concern are often difficult to determine with any
level of certainty, but may be helpful in developing additional lines of inquiry
when adjudicating the benefit request.
• There are several technical challenges
to semi-automated use and access of social
.
media that OHS is working to overcome, such as employing and collating social
.media data for large numbers of applicants; efficiently automating search
· algorithms; automated language translation; and resolving a person's .online
identity. In addition, there are further technical limitations. Specifically, USC IS
cannot access messages in peer-to-peer messaging systems or the back-end data of
.

'

,.
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social media platforms, nor does it seek to access this information ..
• The social media review that FONS currently conducts is relatively limited
because FONS does not have the same authorities as other components, which
limits our searches and the value derived from them.
• Having FDNS personnel dedicated to mass social media screening diverts them
away from conducting the more targeted enhanced vetting they are well trained
and equipped to do. USCIS is working now on developing greater social media
vetting capability on that kind of case-by-case referral basis.
• Content obtained from soeial media is often in languages other than English and
requires translation support.
Milestones

Future milestones related to the Soeial Media include:.

• FDN
(b)(5)
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Special Immigrant Juveniles
Background

Special Immigrant Juvenile (SIJ) is an immigration clas~ifieation for eertain foreign-born
children present in the United States who have been abused, neglected, or abandoned by a
parent. SIJ classification is sought by filing a Petition for Amerasian, Widow( er), or
Special Immigrant (Form I-360). Petitioners may eoncurrently file an Application to
Register Permanent Residence or Adjust Status (Form I-485) provided a visa is available
and they are otherwise eligible.
SIJs are subject to the employment-based fourth preference (EB-4) numerical limits,
which is shared with other categories of special immigrants (e.g., religious workers).
Visas for special immigrants may not exceed 7.1 percent of the annual worldwide
employment-based immigration limit. In addition, no more than 7 percent of visas in a
given eategory can be issued to beneficiaries from a particular country.
The Citizenship and Immigration Services Ombudsman (CISOMB), in its 2014 and 2015
Annual Reports, recommended the centralization of SIJ adjudications io improve quality
and consistency of decisions. During April 2015, USCIS' Senior Policy Council endorsed
centralization of the SIJ program.
Current Status
'

USCIS' Field Operations Directorate (FOD) has jurisdiction over SIJ petitions (Form I360) and SIJ-based adjustment of status application (Form I-485). On November l,
2016, USCIS implemented centralized adjudication ofSIJ based Form I-360 and Form I485 at the National Benefits Center (NBC) while retaining discretion to refer to Field
Offices for interview as necessary.
Preparations for centralization included the development of:
• Updated policy guidance related to both the petition and application to adjust
status; ·
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• Updated operational guidance for publication in the Consolidation Handbook of
Adjudication Procedures (CHAP); and
• New training materials related to the adjudication of SIJ based petitions and
applications to adjust status.

Challenges
The number ofSIJ petitions filed with USCIS has been steadily increasing. In 2010,
USCIS received 1,646 SIJ petitions, compared with 19,532 during FY 2016. This has
resulted in a significant increase in Employment Based 4th Preference (EB4) visa usage
by SIJs. The Department of State (DOS) issued 3,174 EB4 visas to SIJs in FY 2014 and
4,742 in FY 2015. During FY 2016 DOS issuance of EB4 visas reached the allotted cap
of approximately 10,000 ..
• The increased demand of visa usage has resulted in EI Salvador, Honduras, and
Guatemala exceeding their yearly visa allotment by mid-April 2016, with Mexico
exceeding by June 30th, and India exceeding by July 31st. As a result, the final
action date (priority date) for the affected countries regressed to January 1, 2010.
For FY 2017, the October visa bulletin indicated El Salvador, Guatemala, and
Honduras' final action date advanced to June 15, 2015, and Mexico and India
became current in the EB4 category. The November visa bulletin advanced El
Salvador, Guatemala, and Honduras' final action date. to July I 5, 2015 and Mexico
and India remained current.
• For October and November 2016, USCIS instructed EB4 applicants to .use the
"Dates for Filing Employment Based Preference Applications" and which shows
all countries as current in the EB4 category. All EB4 applicants, including SIJs,
regardless of final action date are able to file Form T.AS!,,I

(b )(5)
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(b)(5)

• Recently, there have been instances of fraud related to certain SIJ filings. users
became aware of petitioners who presented false information to state judges to
obtain a court order showing that they were abused, abandoned, or neglected. The
USCIS Fraud Detection and National Security Directorate (FONS) has been
vigilant in investigating fraud in the SIJ program, which has strengthened the
integrity of the SIJ program.
• Stakeholders have expressed concern that users adjudicators sometimes seek.
clarification when information in the applicant's immigrntion record differs from
information contained in a court order. Stakeholders believe that this is
overreaching and USCIS should not review the factual findings made by state
courts and that USCIS give deference to state court orders. Extensive guidance has
been provided to adjudicators as to when it may be appropriate to request
additional evidence or clarification in these circumstances.

Milesto·nes

Recent milestones related to the SIJ Program include:
• Expanded outreach initiatives and updated informational resources made
available;
• Publication of updated policy guidance and CHAP procedures;
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• Delivery of updated training materials; and ·
• Centralization of the adjudication of SIJ petitions and applications.
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Terrorism-Related Inadmissibility Grounds (TRIG)
Background
Individuals who engage in terrorist activity as defined in section 212(a)(3)(B) of the
Immigration and Nationality Act (INA) are barred from admission to the United States
and from receiving many immigration benefits. "Engaging in terrorist activity" can range
from provision of material support 26 to a terrorist organization to committing acts
including, but not limited to, the use of weapons, explosives, or dangerous devices (other
than for mere monetary gain), with intent to endanger the safety of individuals.

The Secretaries of Homeland Security and State, in consultation with each other and with
the Attorney General, may exercise discretionary authority to exempt certain individuals
from a number of inadmissibility grounds under specific circumstances. The Secretaries
of Homeland Security and State have issued individual, group-based, and situational
· exemptions to-date. 27
Terrorist organizations may be "designated" by the Department of State (DOS) in
accordance with section 219 of the INA, or may be "undesignated" but still fall within the
definition of a terrorist organization under the INA. The INA defines an undesignated
terrorist organiz.ation as a group of two or more individuals who, whether organized or
not, engage in terrorist activity or has a subgroup that engages in terrorist activity.·
Armed resistance groups, including those fighting oppressive regimes, generally fall
within the definition of terrorist organizations, 28 even where the group has not been
explicitly designated a terrorist organization by DOS.
26

Under section 212(aX3)(B)(iv)(VI), an applicant who commits an act that he or she knows or reasonably should
know, "affords material support" for the commission of a terrorist activity, or to (1) an individual the actor knows or
reasonably should know has plan to commit or bas committed a terrorist activity; (2) to a designated terrorist
organization; or (3) ID an undesignated terrorist organization (unless the actor did not know'or reasonably should not
have known that the organization was a terrorist organization)has engaged in terrorist activity. "Material support"
includes, but is not limited to, providing "a safe house, transportation, communications, funds, transfer or funds or
other material financial benefit, false documentation or identification, weapons (including chemical; biological or
radiological weapons), explosives, or training." Material support has been interpreted extremely broadly to include
almost any transaction with or activity in connection with a designated or undesignated terrorist organization,
regardless of intent.
27
INA§ 212(d)(3)(B)(i).
21
INA§ 212(a)(3)(8)(vi)(lll).
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Through March 31 2016, U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) has
. '
granted 20,358 terrorism-related inadmissibility grounds (TRJG) exemptions to
individuals beeause who pose no danger to the safety and security of the United States.
These exemptions were only granted after extensive security checks were conducted,
including checks coordinated across multiple agencies, and after a careful case-by-case
review of the totality of the circumstances.
'

Current Status
Individual, Situational, and Group-Based Exemptions
• USCIS has cumulatively granted 20,358 discretionary TRJG exemptions. These
exemptions are designed for individuals who pose no danger to the safety and seeurity
of the United States and who merit an exereise of the Secretary's discretionary
authority. Often, such exemptions serve important policy, humanitarian, and national
security interests. The Secretary of Homeland Security has delegated the
implementation of situational and group-based exemptions to USCIS, in consultation
with U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE).
• . Since 2007, USCIS, ICE, DHS OGC, and DHS Policy have participated in a National
Security Council (NSC)-led interagency group, with DOS and the Department of
Justice (DOJ), to consider situational or group-based exemptions. Exemptions have
been exercised for the following categories:
I. Applicants who: ( 1) solicited funds on behalf of, or persons for membership in, a
terrorist organization while under duress; (2) provided material suppci"rt to a
terrorist organization under duress; (3) received military-type training from a
terrorist organization under duress; (4) provided voluntary medical care to a
terrorist organization or to members of terrorist organizations;
2. Applicants who carried out certain activities, under specified circumstances, with
specific undesignated groups; 29
'

'

29

Exemptions have been issued for applications who had activities or associations with one of the following ten ,
groups named in the ConsoHdated Appropriations Act of 2008: Karen National Union/Karen National Liberation
Army (KNU/KNLA); Chin National Front/Chin National Army (CNF/CNA); Chin National League for Democracy
(CNLD); Kayan New Land Party (KNLP); Arakan Liberation Party (ALP); Tibetan Mustangs; Cuban Alzados; ·
Karemi National Progressive Party (KNPP); appropriate groups affiliated with Hmong; and appropriate groups
affilialed with the Montagnards. Exemptions have also been issued for certain activities with the: Iraqi groups that
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3. Certain qualified aliens 30 with existing immigration benefits under the Limited
General Exemption 31 who: provided material support to, solicited funds for,
solicited individuals for membership in or received military-type training from
'
certain qualified undesignated terrorist organizations. Under this exemption,
USCIS has released a significant number of cases from hold for adjudication. The
majority of applicants benefitting from this exemption are asylees and refugees
applying for adjustment of status;
4. Certain applicants who provided certain limited material support or insignificant
material support t<;> undcsignated terrorist organizations; and
5. A limited number of applicants not eligible for existing categorical exemptions
granted by either the Secretary of Homeland Security or the Secretary of State, in
consultation with one another and the Attorney General. .

Hold Categories
As of March 31, 2016, there are 2,067 TRIG cases that remain on hold. These cases,
involving certain categories of applicants who arc ineligible for benefits sought due to
TRIG, are placed on hold to allow them to be considered for exemptions that may
become available in the future. The hold categories currently include:
1. Applicants with certain voluntary activities or associations with an undesignated
terrorist organization not otherwise eligible for an exemption;
2. Applicants with certain activities or associations with designated or undesignated
organizations under duress for which an exemption does not currently exist; and

.,
opposed the Saddam Hussein regime (Iraqi National Congress (INC), the Kurdistan Democratic Party (KDP), and
the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan (PUK)); All India Sikh Student Federation - Bittu Faction (AISSF-Bittu); All
Burma Students' Democratic Front (ABSDF); certain Salvadoran groups (Farabundo Marti National Liberation
Front (FMLN), Nationalist Republican Alliance (Alianza Republicana Nacionalista or ARENA)); cenain Ethiopian
and Eritrean groups (Oromo Liberation Front (OLF), Eritrean Liberation Front (ELF), Democratic Movement for
the Liberation ofEritrean Kunama (DMLEK), Ethiopian People's Revolutionary Pany (EPRP), Tigray People's
Liberation Front (TPLF)); Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA); and the Iraqi Uprisings in 1991.
Jo Qualified aliens are those who currently possess lawful status in.the United States, other than a nonimmigrant
status, and who are not in removal proceedings or subject to a final order of removal. The exemption also applies to
beneficiaries ofasylees or refugees who have filed a Form l-730 Refugee/Asylee Relative Petition. The exemption
does not apply to applicants for refugee or asylum status.
JI Issued by the Secretary of Homeland Security and published in the Federal Register on August 10, 2012.
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3. Applicants who are inadmissible as the spouses or children of aliens described
directly above, whether or not those aliens have applied for an immigration ·
benefit.

Exemptions/or the Provision of Certain Limited or Insignificant Material Support
On February 5, 2014, the Secretaries of Homeland Security and State, after consultation
with the Attorney General, published notices announcing two new exemptions. 32 The
USCIS policy memoranda for these exemptions were i.ssued on May 8, 2015, and
application of these exemptions to eligible cases is ongoing.
• The Certain Limited Material Support Exercise of Authority authorizes exemption for
.certain applicants who provided limited amounts of material support to an
undesignated terrorist organization or to a member of such an organization.
Exemption is permitted for routine commercial transactions, routine social
transactions, certain humanitarian assistance, and material support provided under
substantial pressure that did not rise to the level of duress (referred to as sub-dur~
pressure). The applicant must establish that he or she did not know and reasonably
should not have known that the support he or she provided could be directly used to
engage in violent or terrorist activity, and that he or she did not intend to support an
undesignated terrorist organization.
• The Insignificant Material Support Exercise of Authority authorizes exemptions for
certain applicants who provided insignificant amounts of material support to an
undesignated terrorist organization. The applicant must establish that he or she did
not know and reasonably should not have known that the support he or she provided
could be directly used to engage in violent or terrorist activity and that he or she did
not intend to further the undesignated terrorist organization's violent or terrorist
activities.
Challenges
Existing TRIG ex.emptions are vital to advancing the U.S. Government's goal of ensuring
national security, public safety, and the necessary flexibility to grant protection or other
benefits, including visas, to those whom the United States, after careful analysis, does not
32

The exemptions were not dated when signed by the Secretaries of Homeland Security and State and th~ Attorney
General; they were published in the Federa!Register on February 2, 2014.
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consider a threat. Existing exemptions were fastidiously crafted to allow us to consider
benefit applicants; including refugee and asylum applicants, who pose no danger to the
safety and security of the United States. Extensive security checks are required for all
individuals who are considered for TRIG exemptions, including checks coordinated
across multiple agencies. Moreover, these exemptions are only applied on a case-by-case
basis after careful individualized review, and after all required security checks have
cleared. Finally, the exemptions are only granted if warranted under the totality of the
circumstances in the case being considered.
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Unaccompanied Alien Children and Asylum

Background

The William Wilberforce Trafficking Victims Protection Reauthorization Act of2008
(TVPRA) provided USCIS with initial jurisdiction over asylum applications filed by
unaccompanied alien children (UACs) in removal proceedings. UACs in removal
proceedings may file the Form I-589 asylum application with USCIS instead of the
Executive Office.for Immigration Review (EOIR). Under the TVPRA UACs receive a
non-adversarial interview with a USCIS Asylum Officer in the first instance. IfUSCIS
finds the UAC ineligible for asylum, the UAC, just as any referred applicant, can renew
his or her asylum application before an EOIR Immigration Judge in an adversarial
proceeding.
A UAC is defined by statute as a child under 18 with no lawful immigration status in the

United States for whom there.is no parent or legal guardian available to provide care and
physical custody in the United States. In cases where U.S. Customs and Border
Protection (CBP) or U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) has already
determined that the applicant is a UAC, and that determination is still in place on the date
the asylum application is filed, USCIS Asylum Officers generally adopt that
determination and assume jurisdiction over the application. Asylum Officers do not.
conduct further fact finding about whether the applicant may have turned 18 years of age
or whether a parent or legal guardian later became available to provide care for the child.
Prior to 2013, before adjudicating a UAC's asylum claim, USCIS Asylum Officers
determined in every case whether an applicant who entered the United States as a UAC
was still a UAC on the date offiling for asylum. Because this was a difficult and time
consuming determination that created perverse incentives for parents·and children to
· avoid or conceal reunification, USCIS Asylum Officers no longer re-determine UAC
status before taking jurisdiction over the asylum claim of a child who was previously
determined to be a UAC.
·
If CBP or ICE has not already made a determination that an applicant in removal
.

.
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proceedings is a UAC, USCIS Asylum Officers make UAC determinations for the
purpose of deciding whether USCIS has initial jurisdiction over the asylum application.
Asylum Officers determine whether the applicant was a UAC on the date of the initial
filing of the asylum application by examining an applicant's age, immigration status, and
whether the applicant had a parent or legal guardian in the United States available to
provide care and physical custody to hirri or her on that date.
All Asylum Officers receive specialized training on child-appropriate interview
techniques and guidelines for children's asylum claims.
In recognition ofthe particular vulnerability ofUACs, the TVPRA amended the
Immigration and Nationality Act to state that the one-year filing deadline does not apply
to them ..
UACs are not subject to expedited removal or other streamlined removal processes and
are therefore notsubject to the credi.ble or reasonable fear processes. Instead, UACs
whom DHS seeks to remove are placed into removal proceedings before an Immigration
Judge. While the Immigration Judge has jurisdiction over the removal proceedings,
USCIS has initial jurisdiction over any asylum application filed by a UAC.

Current Status

Most UACs who apply for asylum are from Central America. From fiscal year (FY) 2009
·. through the third quarter (Q3) of FY 2016, 93 percent ofUACs in removal proceedings
who applied for asylum were nationals of El Salvador, Guatemala, or Honduras.
Of all UAC applications filed in FY 2016 through Q3, 68% were filed by UACs who
entered the United States on or after May 1, 2014. Of those 65%, 25% entered in FY
2014, 60% entered in FY 2015, and 15% entered in FY2016.
'

'

.
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Challenges

The high volume of individuals asserting fear claims in the expedited removal,
reinstatement of removal, and administrative removal processes has placed a strain on
USCIS Asylum Division resources. The Asylum Division has priori!ized the processing
of these detained eases, often at the expense of its affirmative asylum caseload, which has
grown 424% since the end of FY 2013 to over 170,000 pending cases at the end of FY
2016 Q3. Within the affirmative asylum caseload; the Asylum Division currently
prioritizes applications filed by UACs for interview scheduling ..

Milestones

Recent and future milestones related to UACs and asylum include:

The USCIS Asylum Division is experiencing an increase in the number of asylum
applications filed by UACs. In FY 2016 through Q3, USCIS has received a total of
11,140 asylum applications filed by UACs. This is approximately 13% of the total
nwnber of asylum applications received by USCIS during the same time period.
In FY 2015, 14,218 UACs applied for asylum with USCIS. This was approximately 17%
of the total number of asylum applications received by USCIS in FY 2015. In FY 2014,
2,739 UACs applied for asylum with USCIS. This was approximately 5% of the total
nwnber of asylum applications received by USC IS in FY 2014:
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Directorate and Program Office Overviews

.Customer Service and Public Engagement Directorate
Summary of Component

USCIS.' Customer Service and Public Engagement Directorate (CSPED) manages the
agency's intake and resolution of customer inquiries thr?ugh a centralized, multi-tiered
system designed to provide clear, accurate and timely responses to complex immigration
issues; seeks to proactively explain immigration benefits through community and
stakeholder outreach; and develops new technology to support the customer experience.

Customer Service

The USCIS customer service program is comprised of three customer-facing entities that
directly engage with customers and stakeholders via phone, email, and written
correspondence. Most inquiries to USCIS are from customers seeking more information
on pending applications or resolution of issues that have arisen during the adjudication
process. The USCIS points of customer service intake are:
• The National Customer Service Center-this is a toll free number and is the
primary avenue where customers engage with users.
o The Center provides telephOIIIC assistance to customers calling from within
the United States about immigration services and benefits. Service is
available in English and Spanish. Customers can engage with three levels
of support:
• Prerecorded Interactive Voice Response (IVR).
• Tier 1 Customer Service Representatives (contractors) who handle
basic inquiries.
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• Tier 2 Immigration Services Officers who handle case-specific and
complex inquiries.
o In FY2015, the Center received more than 14 million calls, with about half

of the calls resolved by the IVR. About 6.5 million calls were elevated to
Tier I representatives and 1 million calls were referred to Tier 2 officers for
resolution.
o When an inquiry is beyond the Center's scope, the case is referred to the

appropriate USCIS field office or service center for resolution. These
referrals or "service requests" can also be created by officers in the field,
usually when more information is needed to address an applicant's
question. The Center created 913,796 service requests in FY2015.
• The Customer Contact Center (CCC)-this is the primary channel for inquiring
about electronically filed applications. Customer inquiries are received and
responded to primarily through email.
o In FY2015, the CCC responded to more than 6,000 email inquiries, 1,000

telephonic inquiries, and 8,000 internal service requests. It also serves as a
technical help desk that responds to system-related customer inquiries.
• The Customer Assistance and Liaison Office-this team is the lead for resolving
sensitive and complex cases and inquiries received from the White House, DHS
headquarters and components, users leadership, and other federal agencies.
Inquiries are received through email, telephone; and written correspondence.
o Senior analysts, adjudicators, and team leaders collaborate directly with

field offices, service centers, and operational directorates to address
customer inquiries and policy/systemic issues. In FY2015, the office
addressed more than 9,000 complex customer inquiries and provided direct
assistance to the USCIS Ombudsman in resolving inquiries and issues.
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Public Engagement

The USCIS public engagement program consists of a centralized, headquarters-led
national outreach effort, which is supported by field offices in communities around the
country. Every week, CSPED headquarters staff plan and lead webinars, social media
engagements, teleconferences, and in-person meetings on a full spectrum of immigration
topics. Periodie in-person conferences with immigration advocates and stakeholders are
also coordinated with the participation of the Director and other key USCIS leadership.
CSPED headquarters staff and Community Relations Officers in the field conduct
thousands of engagements each year to inform the public about a variety of business and
family-based immigrant classifications, humanitaria.n programs, family reunification
initiatives, and the citizenship process. Outreach is conducted in English and other
languages to ensure access for Limited English Proficient communities. Within the
federal comm~nity, CSPED leads efforts to raise awareness about and help combat
predatory immigration scams and human trafficking that threaten vulnerable
communities.
Major Supporting Initiatives

CSPED has been recognized as a leader in the use of innovation and technology to
transform the way in which the federal government interacts with customers and partners
with the private sector. CSPED aims to create an enhanced online customer experience
by shifting away from traditional call center servi.ces to modernized, user-centric, cloudbased digital services and collaborates with federal government and private sector
partners to build tools and services that meet the needs of the customer.
Through myUSCIS, a one-stop shop that helps customers navigate the immigration
process, CSPED has launched a number of online, mobile-responsive tools:

• Explore My Options allows customers to enter a small amount of general
information about who they are and what they want to accomplish through the
immigration process to narrow down the amount of options available to them
under immigration law.
Warnin~! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PU8UC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
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• Help Center offers customers an easy-to-search knowledgebase to ask general
immigration questions in their own words, get the answers they need, access to
other helpful resources, or inform USCIS if responses were useful.
• Find a Doctor provides customers a list of all USC IS authorized doctors in their
area.
• Locate a Class lets customers to find.the resources in their ,community that will
help them prepare for their English and civics tests.
• Civics Praciice Test helps customers test their U.S. government and history
knowledge, in English and Spanish, in preparation for the naturalization interview
and recommends additional resources.

In addition, CSPED manages a number of self-help tools that have improved customer
service in recent years:

• Emma is an online virtual assistant that answers customers' questions in plain ·
English or Spanish in real-time.
• Case Status Online provides an easy-to-use platform to check current case status
as well as a logged in option for additional information on case history and future
actions.

• A vir.tual hold option that allows customers to receive a call back, saving them
from having to wait in a calling queue.
• A new appointment scheduler that will allow customers to quickly and easily
schedule an appointment with any domestic or international USCIS field office
from a desktop or mobile device .
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Challenges

USCIS strives to ensure that all customers get the information they need in a timely and
appropriate manner so that_ they obtain the services and benefits for which they are
entitled.
Iri addition to its customer base, CSPED serves a variety of stakeholder communities who
support and assist customers, including state, local, tribal, and territorial governments,
advocates, community-based organizations, and national associations.
Key Senior Executive Officials

Mariela Melero, Associate Director, mariela.melero@uscis.dhs.gov, (202) 272-1318
Debra Rogers, Deputy Associate Director, debra.a.rogers@uscis.dhs.gov, (202) 272-8532
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USCIS Field Operations Directorate

Summary of Component
The USCIS Field Operations Directorate oversees the operations of more than 80
domestic field offices, which are each charged with administering and enforcing the
immigration laws of the United States. Specifically, field offices interview applicants for
immigration benefits to determine eligibility and provide in-person customer assistance.
Each field office is managed by one of 26 districts offices, and each district is overseen
by one of four regional offices. The Field Operations Directorate oversees the National
Benefits Center in Missouri, whose mission is to prepare immigration benefit applications
and petitions for interview in a field office, and to adjudicate a variety of cases such as
international adoptions and provisional waivers for unlawful presence. Also, the
Directorate manages the Immigrant Investor Program Office which administers the
employment-based fifth preference (EB-5) visa program. Field Operations Directorate
staffing includes 6,032 federal employees and 2,121 contractors.

Mission
The Field Operations Directorate mission is to ensure efficient adjudication of all
applications and petitions for immigration benefits requiring face-to-face interviews,
timely action on related ancillary applications and other assigned product lines, provision
of direct customer service, immigration information, ensuring the integrity of the
immigration system and assistance to applicants, petitioners and beneficiaries.

Key Initiatives
Immigrant Investor or "EB-5''. Program: The Immigrant Investor Program Office (IPO)
administers the employment-based fifth preference (EB-5) visa program. Congress
established the EB-5 Program in 1990 to bring new investment capital into the country
and to create new jobs in the United States. The program expanded in 1992 when
Congress promulgated legislation to create.the Immigrant Investor Pilot Program, which
allowed for indirect job creation through pooled investment into regional centers. As of
May 2, 2016, there were 834 regional centers throughout the United States. USC IS
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estimates more than $15B in investments (based on Form I-526 approvals) and 84,000
jobs (based on Form. I-829 Petition by Entrepreneur to Remove Conditions approvals)
have been created since program inception through September 2015. USCIS is focused
on reducing the risk for fraud, preserving our national security, increasing the
transparency and consistency ofEB-5 adjudications, and further strengthening the
operations and integrity of the EB-5 program.
Military Naturalization at Basic Training Program: USCIS has established a process to
conduct all aspects of the naturalization process on several US military installations,
which allows recruits in basic training to complete the entire naturalization process
·without having to travel to a USCIS Field Office. USCIS officers conduct the entire
process within 8 to 10 weeks, including the oath ceremony, so recruits are sworn in as US
citizens before they are deployed overseas and placed in harm's way. Military readiness
is improved as members become citizens at the earliest point possible of their military
career and are able to petition for benefits for their families.
·
• In 2011, FOD established the very first USCIS office on a military installation at
Ft. Jackson, SC. USCIS now provides Naturalization at Basic Training at all
Army, Navy, and Air Force basic training sites. USCIS recently entered an
agreement with the US Marine Corps to implement this initiative at Parris Island,
SC later this year.
• Since implementation, over 11,000 enlistees have been naturalized through this
process.
• On-site USCIS personnel at each installation provide informational services to
military and Department of Defense personnel and their families, including
education materials and seminars on eligibility requirements and how to apply for
immigration.benefits.
Challenges

• Field Operations Domestic Footprint: The Field Operations Directorate is
reviewing the location of its field offices across the United States. As the primary
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source for in-person customer service, field offices should be strategically situated
based on USCIS and customer needs. As immigrant centers have changed over
· time, there are now concentrations of immigrants in areas that are not near any
field office. As a result, those customers must travel long distances for in-person
services, including interviews.
• With an ever increasing volume of immigration petitions and applications, the
demand for services and additional USCIS personnel has also grown. This
workload increase directly impacts the need for hiring new staff and
(re)configuring space. Developing the internal capability and structure to match
demand for our services requires vigilance and cooperation from multiple levels
and organizations.
• A possible constraint on increasing the number of local offices is 0MB Memo 1212, which precludes the building of new offices until another office is closed ("no
net new").
Key Senior Executive Officials
•

Daniel M. Renaud, Associate Director, Field Operations, 202-272-8110

•

Michael Valverde, Deputy Associate Director, Field Operations, 202-272-9176

•

Lori Pietropaoli, Regional Director, Northeast Region, 802-660-5000

•

Kathy Redm~n, Regional Director, Southeast Region, 407-237-881 l

•
•

Robert Looney, Regional Director, Central Region, 972-893-5495
'
Carolyn Muzyka, Regional Director, Western Region, 949-360-2995

•

Nicholas V. Colucci, Chief, Immigrant Investor Program Office, 202-35.7-9210

•

Robert Cowan, Center Director, National Benefits Center, 816-251-2222
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Fraud Detection and National Security Directorate

Summary of Component
Created in 2004, the Fraud Dete,ction and National Security Directorate (FONS) is the
USCIS component responsible for leading agency efforts aimed at detecting those who
seek to exploit or abuse our nation's immigration system. FONS does this by providing
guidance, operational support, and oversight to programs and activities relating to
national security, public safety, fraud detection and deterrence, and information sharing.
Originally created as an office within a directorate, FDNS became a stand-alone
directorate in 20 IO to reflect its critical role in meeting the agency's mission to help
safeguard our nation's security and protect the integrity of the immigration system.
FONS Immigration Officers are posted in USCIS Service Centers, Regional Offices,
District Offices, Field Offices, and Asylum Offices across the United States, as well as
Frankfurt, Germany, Monterrey, Mexico, and New Delhi, India. FDNS Immigration
Officers are also located in, or support, other government agencies, including Customs
and Border Protection's (CBP) National Targeting Center for Passengers, Immigration
and Customs Enforeeinent's (ICE) Document and Benefit Fraud Task Forces, the
Forensic Document Laboratory, the National Counterterrorism Center, the Department of
State's Kentucky Consular Center and National Visa Center, the Federal Bureau of
Investigation's Terrorist Screening Center and National Joint Terrorism Task Force, and
INTERPOL's U.S. National Central Bureau.
Number of Federal employees by direct and matrix management (as of Pay Period 9 in
FY16):

•
•
•
•
•
•

Headquarters: 178
Headquarters Refugee and International Operations (RAIO): 12
FDNS/Field Operations Directorate: 518
FDNS/RAIO (Asylum Offices): 34
FDNS/Service Center Operations: 189
Total: 932
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Mission

FDNS leads agency efforts to determine whether individuals or organizations filing for
immigration benefits pose a threat to national security, public safety, or the integrity of
the nation's immigration system. FDNS issues operational guidance and procedures on
national security, fraud, and public safety issues, and manages screening policy and
procedures across all users components.
Mission Essential Functions:
• Develop and implement efficient and effective security screening practices,
programs, and procedures, integrated across USCIS.
• Provide USCIS-wide intelligence services, and serve as primary conduit for
information sharing and collaboration with law enforcement and the
Intelligence Community.
• Establish guidance and oversee process for identifying, reviewing, vetting, and
adjudicating cases involving national security concerns.
• Provide framework for senior leadership review of cases with national security
concerns.
• Oversee the processing and adjudication of certain law enforcement-c~nnected ·
immigration benefits, including but not limited to: benefits linked to the S-visa
program, issuance of notional documents to support law enforcement, and all
adjudications connected to .the Federal Witness Security program.
• Enhance the integrity of the U.S. imrr1igration system by deterring, detecting,
and administratively investigating immigration-related fraud.
• Develop innovative technical platforms to support capabilities to enhance the
abilities of adjudicators and Immigration Officers to match names, verify
identities, and uncover links to suspect individuals.
• Develop effective data collection and analysis protocols to support agency
national security, fraud detection, and intelligence operations.
Major Supporting Efforts/Initiatives
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National Security Division:
.
• Establishes operational policy and provides operational support on national
security issues.
• Partners with U.S. law enforcement and intelligence entities to identify trends
related to immigration and national security.
• Manages an overarching screening framework encompassing policy-making,
strategic policy-making, strategic planning, training, and liaison activities.
• Facilitates communications within USCIS, and between USCIS and oth_er
government agencies, to identify, obtain, and vet derogatory information.
Fraud Division:
• Develops, manages, and maintains anti-fraud programs, training, and
procedures.
• Manages the Administrative Site Visit and Verification Program (ASVVP).
Under ASVVP, unannounced pre- and post-adjudication site inspections are
conducted as part of a Compliance Review (CR) to verify information
contained in certain visa petitions (Religious Workers, H-IB and L-lA
temporary non-immigrant professional workers).
• Manages the External Source Site Visit Program (ESSVP). Under ESSVP,
Department of State (DOS) Consular Offieers request site inspections to verify
statements and documents originating overseas.
Intelligence Division:
• Informs USCIS senior leadership and USC IS directorates of intelligenee on
significant national security issues.and threats.
• Manages the processing, analysis,
production, and .dissemination of USCIS
.
immigration data to enhance national security efforts and identify trends and
patterns in immigration fraud, national security, and public safety.
• Produces Intelligence Assessments on select national security cases.
• Serves as the USCIS lead for coordinating information sharing and
collaboration efforts between USCIS, DHS, and the Intelligence Communities,
and facilitates the completion of Requests for Information received from
.
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outside of' USCIS through the DHS Single Point of Service
• Conducts Syrian refugee enhanced review.
Public Safety Division:
• Serves as the USCIS point of contact for biographic data sharing inquiries from
Canadian immigration officials under the U.S. 0 Canada Beyond the Border
agreement.
• Develops and implements biometric screening rules and associated processes,
in collaboration with FDNS Program Management Office (PMO).
• Participates in interagency efforts in support of the July 2011 Strategy to
Combat Transnational Organized Crime (TOC) and helps mitigate the national
security threats posed by TOC in the United States. Represents USCIS in the
interagency proeess to add known TOC actors to the Terrorist Screening
·Center watchlist.
• Adjudicates certain benefit requests in support oflaw enforcement and
oversees agency-wide activities related to these programs.
EB-5 Division:
• Support the work performed by the adjudicators and economists in the
Investment. Prqgram Office (IPO) by performing background and security
check activities associated .with all forms included under the EB-5 program.
• Partners with ICE, FBI, and the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) to
identify and analyze fraud and enforcement issues, including inter~gency
review ofEB-5 processes and the enhancement of referral protocols.
• Investigates and resolves fraud and national security concerns encountered
during the review and adjudication ofEB-5 applications and petitions. .
• Coordinates responses to requests for assistance from partner agencies such as .
ICE, the SEC, and the Department of the Treasury.
• · Identifies systemic vulnerabilities affecting the immigrant investor program
and develops measures to mitigate and manage risk.
Social Media Program:
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• Pioneers social media screening and vetting efforts for OHS by leading pilots
and testing emerging tools and technology.
• Conducts manual social media review on certain refugee cases in accordance
with the risk-based phased approach outlined in the Social Media Expansion
.Plan for Refugees.
• Produces Social Media assessments for cases with relevant social media
information.
• Develops procedures and training for social media screening and vetting
implementation.
Program Management Office:
• Serves as the directorate's steward for market research, analysis of alternatives,
defining programs, developing acquisition strategies; capturing requirements,
managing the acquisition lifecycle, and investment formulation arid execution.
• Develops initiatives to improve business process areas that directly impact key
agency, component, and directorate objectives.
• Manages the FONS-Data Systell! (FDNS-DS).
• Oversees the implementation of System Generated Notification (SGN) rules,
which automatically identify and alert USCIS Officers to certain potential
National Security, Fraud, and Public Safety concerns.
Mission Support Division:
• Provides administrative support to all FDNS Components, including budget,
human resources, and employee on-boarding.
• Conducts statistical reporting and analysis, tracks reporting on Annual
Operating Plan and Government Performance and Results Act perfonnance
measures, and uses data from FDNS-DS and other internal and external data
sources to develop Staffing Allocation Models and generate reports.
Training Division:
• Produces and delivers targeted training products for FONS staff based at
· Headquarters and in the Field.
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• Produces modules to be included in other USCIS training courses and provides
training to external partner agencies including DHS, CBP, and.the Department
of State.
Knowledge Management Group:
• Enhances information-sharing across FDNS:
• Standardizes business practices, preserves information, and promotes
transparency.
Major Challenges/Key Issues

• Optimizing the fraud referral process.
• Ensuring training needs are met as FDNS continues to grow.
• Conducting comprehensive social media reviews without the ability to safely
creat.e social media accounts because of limited legal authorities.
Key Senior Executive Officials

Matt.hew Emrich, Associate Director, matthew.d.emrich@uscis.dhs.gov, (202) 272-1394
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Immigration Records and Identity Services Directorate
Summary of Component

The Immigration Records and Identity Services Directorate (IRIS) was established within
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USC IS) in January 2010. It is comprised of
four programs: Biometrics, the National Records Center (NRC), Records, and
Verification.
IRIS's work supports several of, the missions outlined in the. Quadrennial Homeland
Security Review Report (QHSR). IRIS supports Mission 1: Preventing Terrorism and
Enhancing Security, through its biometrics capture and providing background checks to
identify
individuals who are not eligible
for immigration benefits. IRIS also supports
.
.
Mission 3: Enforcing and Administering Our Immigration Laws, by serving as the
custodian of citizenship and immigration information. IRIS supports Goal 3.2 of Mission
3: Prevent Unlawful Immigration, by administering the E-Verify and SAVE programs
that provides a means for employers to identify employees who are work authorized and
identifying individuals eligible for immigration benefits. Through these programs, IRIS
provides the following services:
• Oversees the capture, transmission, and storage of biometric and biographic
data of applicants seeking immigration benefits. Provides biometrics as a .
service (BaaS) to the United Kingdom and Canada, and possibly Ireland in the
near future. Oversees batch and manual name check processing to the FBI for .
background checks.
• Provides storage, management, and integrity of immigration and receipt files.
used throughout USCIS, Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE), and
Customs and Border Protection (CBP).
• Processes Freedom oflnforrnation Act (FOIA) and Privacy Act requests for
USCIS.
• Oversees the development, implementation monitoring compliance, and
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training ofUSCIS records management policies.
• Administers and oversees Form I-9, used for verifying the identity and
employment authorization of individuals hired for employment in the U.S.
• Administ.ers and oversees the E-Verify program, which compares information
the employer enters from Form 1-9 to records available to the U.S. Department
of Homeland Security (DHS).
• Administers and oversees m'yE-Verify, a free website service available to all
employees in the U.S. myE-Verify provides services, such a~ Self Check, Self
Lock and Case History, Case Tracker, Resource Center, and
Rights/Responsibilities·ofE-Verify users to U.S. workers and job seekers.
• Administers and oversees the Systematic Alien Verification for Entitlements
(SAVE) program, an internet-based service that provides federal, state and
local benefit-granting agencies, institutions, and licensing bureaus immigration
status information to assist agencies with determining benefit eligibility.
Mission

IRIS's mission is to provide trusted and timely immigration, employment, and identity
information through a culture of efficiency and creativity. IRIS achieves this mission by
accomplishing its five goals: (1) Customers; (2) Data; (3) Employees; (4) Processes; and
(5) Technology.
Major Program Initiatives
Person-Centric Biometric Processing: IRIS is building the capability to utilize
biometric verification to confirm the identity of applicants across multiple visits to
users offices.
Support for Secure Real Time Platform: IRIS is leading USCIS' role in expanding
international information sharing with the Five Country Conference (FCC)
partners, with the goal of sharing biometric data.
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8.6%. The current backlog is at 34,000 FOIA requests, and has taken proactive
steps to reduce this backlog.
FOIA Electronic Processing System: The NRe is capitalizing on new
technologies by procuring a new system that will provide electronic processing of
FOIA requests.

Major Challenges
Data Integrity: IRIS relies on the integrity of information managed by outsides
agencies to perform its mission. When the data is not properly managed by IRIS's
partners, it can have consequences on employees,employers, and benefit seekers .
. Space Management: . users is facing a records storage crisis. The increasing size
of the A-file, continued growth in the number of A-files, significant rise of
workload, and limited file storage capacity in offices throughout the field
(including O-eONUS) ~ave all resulted in larger populations coming to the NRC.

The Harrisonburg File Storage Facility (HBG/FSF) is the primary repository for nonpermanent USCIS receipt files that document decisions made in response to
various alien petitions for benefits. For the past two years, the volume of paper
holdings has substantially increased. This is because the transformation of users
business processes from paper to digital documents has encountered significant
delays, and the volume of paper holdings and files continue to increase. As a
result, HBG/FSF is at 125% of its designed capacity.
Key Senior Executive Officials ,

·Tammy Meckley, Associate Director, Immigration Records and Identity Services
Directorate, Tammy.M.Meckley@uscis.dhs.gov, 202-272-1116
Andrew Davidson, Deputy Associate Director, Immigration Records and Identify
Services Directorate, Andrew.J.Davidson@uscis.dhs.gov, 202-256-3761
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Management Directorate

Summary of Component

The overall success ofUSCIS depends on the efficacy of the support functions provided
by the Management Directorate. The users Management Directorate is responsible for
procurement; investment management; management of facilities, property, equipment,
and other material resources; planning, budget and performance, strategic and
competitive sourcing, and financial and capital asset management; IT systems
infrastructure and support; ensuring equal employment opportunities and inclusion for
current and potential USCIS employees; human resources and personnel recruitment,
hiring, training, leadership development, employee benefits, and work-life programs;
immigration forms, print services, and receipt and intake of immigration benefit
applications; management of security and emergency operations; statistical and data
analyses of agency programs and operations; and the monitoring, assessing, and
developing benefits processing and staffing models.
Mission

Engage customers to design and implement innovative, cost effective solutions to
effectively fortify and sustain USCIS business operations and service delivery.
Fiscal Year 2016 Directorate Strategic Goals

1. Enhance the internal control environment to provide for greater accountability, process
improvement and reporting across USCIS. Implement financial system modernization,
improve contract performance, and use of Lean Six Sigma.
2. Develop a plan to reduce the USCIS
footprint while accommodating increased.I
•
workload and supporting staff and increased hiring surge.
3. Drive IT efficiency across USCrS and the Department, delivering major customer
initiatives such as: FOIA Replacement System; Customer Engagement Center launch;
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Tracy.L.Renaud@uscis.dhs.gov, 202-272-1739
• !(evin J. Kerns, Deputy Associate Director, Management Directorate
Kevin.J.Kerns@uscis.dhs.gov, 202-272-2990
• Dana C. Compton, Chief of Staff, Management Directorate
Dana.C.Compton@uscis.dhs.gov, 202-272-1198
• Michael D. Gibbs, Chief Administrative Officer, Office of Administration
Michael.D.Gibbs@uscis.dhs.gov, 2002-272-1570
• Amanda K. Duquette, Chief, Office of Contracting
Amanda.K.Duquette@uscis.dhs.gov, 802-872~4642
• Joseph D. Moore, Chief Financial Officer, Office of the Chief Financial Officer
Joseph.Moore@uscis.dhs.gov, 202-272-1701 ,
• Kathy T. Hochman, Chief, Office of Human Capital & Training
Kathy.T.Hochman@usics.dhs.gov, 202-233-2541
• Ernest DeStefano, Chief, Office oflntake & Document Production
Emest.DeStafano@uscis.dhs.gov, 202-272~ 1079
• Mark A. Schwartz, Chief Information Officer, Office of Information Technology
Mark.A.Schwartz@uscis:dhs.gov, 202-272-1700
• Michael D. Hoefer, Chief, Office of Performance and Quality
Michael.D.Hoefer@uscis.dhs.gov, 202-272-1258
• Inga Dawson, Chief Security Officer, Office of Security and Integrity
lnga.I.Dawson@uscis.dhs.gov, 202-272-1225
• Timothy R. Smith, Chief, Investment Management Division
Timothy.R.Smith2@uscis.dhs.gov, 202-272-0968

.

.
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Refugee, Asylum and International Operations Directorate

Summary of Component

The Refugee, Asylum, and International Operations (RAIO) Directorate is responsible for
extending protection and humanitarian assistance, and providing other immigration
benefits and services to eligible persons both domestically and overseas, while combating
fraud and protecting national security. RAIO interacts with the United States and foreign
governments, international organizations, and private entities worldwide.
RAIO is comprised of three operational divisions, the Refugee Affairs Division, the
Asylum Division and the International Operations Division, as well as a directorate
management support unit, including Fraud Detection and National Security. RAIO has a
glol:Jal presence at 24 U.S. Emb~ies and Consulates in 21 countries within three
Districts. Additionally, RAIO performs refugee interviews in more than 60 international
locations. Domestically, there are eight Asylum offices, three Asylum sub-offices, and
three International Operations components, as well as Headquarter functions in
Washington, DC.

Mission

RAIO leverages its domestic and overseas presence to provide protection, humanitarian,
and.other immigration benefits and services throughout the world, while combating fraud
and protecting national security.

Major Policy/Program Initiatives
The Refugee Affairs Division (RAD) is the DHS entity responsible for administering the
U.S. Refugee Admissions Progran!'(USRAP) along with the Department of State and
other stakeholders. In addition to its Headquarters program components in Washington,
DC, RAD is comprised of the Refugee Corps, a specially-trained cadre of adjudicators
Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON"PUB~fC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
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Division's workloads. The lack of capacity may lead to an increase in the existing
affirmative asylum backlog which currently exceeds 140,000 eases. It also may
create delays in credible fear and reasonable fear processing which could lead to
the prolonged detention of potential asylees and rising detention and litigation
costs for OHS.
• The deteriorating security situation overseas in many refugee processing locations
may lead to delayed or canceled deployments of circuit ride teams, making it
difficult to achieve refugee processing goals in affected loc.ations.
• While progress has been made to address security screening delays for refugee,
applicants, RAD must continue to refine, streamline and modernize security check
procedures with its vetting partners to gain processing efficiencies.
• Given the time and cost of positioning international staff, International Operations
has a fixed staffing profile, making it difficult to address fluctuations in workload
or other emergency workload demands.

Key Senior Executive Officials
Joseph Langlois, Associate Director, RAIO, joseph.langlois@uscis.dhs.gov, (202) 2721617
Jennifer Higgins, Deputy Associate Director, RAIO, jennifer.b.higgins@uscis.dhs.gov,
(202) 272-0979
'
Barbara Strack, Chief, Refugee Affairs Division, barbara.l.strack@uscis.dhs.gov, (202)
272-1675
John Lafferty, Chief, Asylum Division,john.l.lafferty@uscis.dhs.gov, (202) 272-1758
Joanna Ruppel, Chief, International Operations Division, joanna.ruppel@uscis.dhs.gov,
(202) 272-1625
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Service Center Operations

Summary of Component
The Service Center Operations Directorate ensures that infonmition and benefits
decisions are provided to domestic customers in a timely, accurate, consistent, courteous
and professional manner.
. Mission
Through our dedicated staff of professionals established across 5 geographically diverse
Service Centers, Service Center Operations effieiently provides quality services for
persons seeking immigration benefits while ensuring the integrity and security of our
immigration system

Major Supporting Efforts
With respect to major supporting efforts, the USCIS Service Center Operations continues
to work to support the adjudication of the high volume of multiple different immigration
benefit types received annually. Of the nearly 7 million petitions received annually by
USCIS, USCIS processes nearly 4 million petitions each year through its Service Centers.
In addition to this standard workload, the Service Center Operations works to ensure its
readiness to implement additional workload capacities imposed by executive decision or
legislation. [NB: Suggest we hold including further specifics until after the DAPA ruling
and any implementation decisions as appropriate].
Major Challenges
With receipt of nearly 4 million applications per year in its Service Centers, the balancing
of workloads is an ongoing challenge to avoid a "backlog" of cases. The "backlog" is the
number of cases that are pending adjudication and are outside of the cycle time goal (that

Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON~PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may-contain ccinfidential,
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is, outside the number of months
.take).

users expects an adjudication of that fonn type to

The backlog has increased over the last six months from approximately 270,000 in
October 2015 to approximately 289,000 in April 2016. Backlogs have grown over the
past year, in part due to increased filings and a gap in the number of resources necessary
to complete the work. The current backlog elimination plans rely upon increasing staff,
rebalancing workloads among staff/work units, and utilizing overtime.
·In order to ensure that that type of backlog does not develop again, SCOPS will continue
to prioritize this important workload and routinely monitor receipt and adjudication rates
to avoid large backlogs developing. SCOPS will reallocate resources as needed to
address any filing surges that may arise.
When implementing new programs, there is always a possibility that backlogs will
develop or increase, due to the increased workload and rebalancing new and existing
workloads among new and existing staff. USCIS and SCOPS are always looking for
ways to vigorously make quality improvements in the administration of the immigration
system, while not sacrificing processing times for application and petition adjudication.
Key Senior Executive Officials

• Donald W. Neufeld, Associate Director, Service Center Operations,.
Donald.W. Neufeld@uscis.dhs.gov, 202-272-1020
• James W. McCament, Deputy Associate Director, Service Center Operations,
James.W.McCament@uscis.dhs.gov, 202-272-1571

Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may conti.lin confidential,
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Administrative Appeals Office

Mission
The AAO conducts appellate review of denied applications for immigration benefits to
promote consistency and accuracy in .the interpretation and application of immigration
law and policy.
Mission Essential Functions
Conduct de novo review and write appellate decisions on matters both appealed by
customers as well as certified by USCIS service cen.ters and field offices.
Issue precedent and adopted decisions to announce new legal interpretations or agency
policy, or to reinforce existing law and policy by demonstrating its application to a
unique factual record.
Leverage subject matter expertise and adjudication experience to inform agency
deliberations on matters oflegal interpretation arid policy.
Produce final agency decisions of high quality to dissuade, or prevail in, federal comt
litigation.
Reports to:
Deputy Director, USCIS
Organizational Chart
Appeals officers are assigned to one of six adjudication branches that specialize in certain
immigration benefit types. Appeal adjudication activities are supported by the Chief of
Staffs Management Branch as well as the Appeals Fraud Branch.

1
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Chief

I
Deputy Chief
.

I

6 Adjudication
Branches by
Subject Matter

I
I

I

Appeals Fraud
Branch

Management
Branch
(Chief of Staff)

Geographic Office Locations

The AAO is a headquarters component, located at 2121 Crystal Drive, Suite 302,
Arlington, VA.
Resources

Federal Employees: 113

Contractors: 12 (file room management)

Key Unit Activities

The six adjudication branches write appellate decisions and engage in agency
deliberations on matters of legal interpretation and policy.
The Management Branch, under the direction of the Chief of Staff, performs a range of
functions, including mission support, training, quality assurance, and performance
management.
The Appeals Fraud Branch supports the adjudication branches in the identification and
resolution of issues of fraud, national security, and public safety.
Challenges
Precedent decision issuance:

• Before publication, AAO precedent decisions (PDs) are vetted through USCIS, ·
Warning! This document along with any attachments, contains NON.PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to th~ public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
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DHS, and then DOJ. This bi-departmental elearanee process is thorough and thus
often protracted. During the lengthy vetting
appeals may be withdrawn or
.
.
become moot. Vetting timeframes limit the Department's ability to issue PDs that
bind the immigration sector and command Chevron deference in court.
• Given this challenge, USCiS has elected to "adopt" AAO non-precedent decisions
to more quickly clarify policy or legal interpretations .. While a PD legally binds
all components responsible for enforcing immigration laws, an adopted decision
(AD) articulates guidance that binds USCIS personnel as a matter of agency
policy.

p~o~ess;

.

Appeals tracking: When an appeal is filed, the USCIS service center or field office that
denied the benefit conducts an initial field review (IFR) within 45 days. That office may
take favorable action or forward the appeal to the AAO. Competing adjudication
priorities may delay IFR. When IFR is completed as resources permit, large numbers of
appeals may be forwarded at once, generating backlogs downstream. Delays may
discourage customers from appealing to AAO, in favor of costly federal court review.
The proposed rulemaking (described below) would eliminate IFR. In the meantime,
USCIS needs to continue to develop stronger tracking and performance management ·
measures to ensure timely, two-step appeal processing.

(b)(5)
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Office of Communications
Mission
The Office of Communications (OCOMM) oversees and coordinates official USCIS
communications with audiences inside and outside the agency. OCOMM:
• Ensures a consistent agency message supporting the goals ofUSCIS and DHS leadership
• Provides guidance, counsel and editorial support to program offices and the Director's
Office to create effective communications
• Infonns the public, in English and Spanish, about immigration benefits and USCIS
policies and services, and promotes the use of plain language in agency materials
• Executes high-level communications plans through digital engagement, media outreach,
videos and still images, live events, printed materials and more
• Manages employee communication and engagements whh the USCIS workforce

Mission Essential Functions
•

Provide crisis communications support and ongoing media management by public affairs
officers
• Manage USCIS' English and Spanish websites, social media and email outreach
• Edit agency materials for clarity and accuracy, and teach plain language training classes
for USCIS employees; provide Spanish translation services

Reports to
Deputy Director, USCIS

Geographic Locations
Headquarters Washington, DC
Public affairs officers are located in:
• Atlanta, GA
• Boston, MA
• Burlington, VT
• Chicago, IL
• Dallas, TX

•
•
•

•
•

Denver, CO
Los Angeles, CA
I
Miami, FL
Minneapolis, MN
New York, NY

Warning! This document, along with any att~chments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the pub Ii~ by federal law, It may contain confidential,
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•
•
•

•
•

Orlando, FL
Philadelphia, PA
Phoenix, AZ

San Francisco, CA
Seattle, WA

Resources
Federal Employees: 77 (includes one Schedule A and one Schedule C)
Contractors: 1

Key Unit Activities
Strategic Communications

Multimedia

• Planning and key message development

• Live streaming and on-demand video

• Agency priority alignment

• Meeting/event services (Tomich Center)

• Coordination with USCIS program offices
and directorates on communication product
development and clearance.

• Video production

• Director's Office communications briefings
and product clearance

• Off-site video services
• Graphic design
• Photography
• Visual branding
• Digital signage

Media Relations

Plain Language & Cont.ent

• Active and reactive media outreach

• Editorial services for program offices,
directorates and working groups

• Managing media interactions at HQ and the
field in both English and Spanish

• Content development

• Develops and coordinates agency, OHS and
White House clearance of press statements,
news releases and talking points

• Review of agency materials for Plain
Writing Act compliance

• Provides media training, as needed, for
subject matter experts and agency
executives

• Lead USCIS Plain Language Prngram

• Spanish translation services
o

Plain language training classes for
entire agency. Training for DHS
components upon request.

o

Plain Language Awards (annual) .

• Manages field-level Twitter engagement

Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
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o Chair USCIS Plain Language
Committee
o

E-Communications

• Communicate major announcements online.
• Manage English and Spanish websites,
developing innovative features and guiding
program offices' content
• Lead USCIS audience engagement via
social media, using both one-way and twoway communications
• Use email outreach to reach inajor
subscriber groups and engage audiences
• Analyze and enhance online
communications effectiveness; help other
offices analyze their efforts
• Coordinate with OHS and component
agencies on best practices for online
communications to reduce costs and
redundancies

Liaise with OHS Plain Writing working
group

Employee Communications and
Engagement

• Partner with program offices and
directorates to develop strategic internal
communications campaigns (such as FEVS,
Public Service Recognition Week,
Combined Federal Campaign, etc.)
• Issuance of Leadership Guidance messages,
Messages from the Director and Employee
Broadcasts
• USCIS Today
• In The Loop (internal video program)
• Product owners for USCIS Innovation
(ldeaScale-based ideation platform)
• USCIS PULSE Poll (based on enterprise
license with Survey Monkey)
• Product owners for USCIS Connect
(intranet)
• Employee Town Halls

Mission Support
• Manages and coordinates key
administrative support for the office in the
areas of budget, human resources, space,
equipment, and performance management
• Leads office-wide employee training and
engagement efforts

Key Challenges
• USCIS' increasingly decentralized external affairs structure
• Volatility and uncertainty surrounding immigration issues
Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON~PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may cont.a.in confidential,
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• Misinformation, copycat websites and immiwation scams
• Speed of news reporting vs. pace of clearing responses
• Large, geographically dispersed agency workforce largely comprised of case adjudicators
with little time for email
• Limited headquarters space
• Limited travel budget
• Cumbersome approval proces·s for new communications mechanisms

Milestones
• Continued transition to electronic immigration system - process and culture change for
customers and employees
• Top to bottom scrub of all website content in English and Spanish
• Launch of new social media platforms
• Promoting new online forms, coordinating with all of USCIS

Key Senior Executive Officials
Dolline Hatchett, Chief, 202-272-1224

Warning! This document,. along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATlON exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
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Office of Equal Opportunity and Inclusion

Mission
To develop and deliver quality programs and services to achieve equality, foster
workplace inclusion, and promote the value of diversity utilizing data-driven, strategic
and collaborative approaches.
Mission Essential Functions
Maintaining an efficient, fair, and impartial EEO complaint resolution process.
Supporting USCIS' efforts and initiatives to recruit,
. manage, and retain a competent,
engaged and diverse workforce at all levels of the organization.
.

Providing information, training, and tools to USCIS leaders and employees to increase
awareness and understanding of EEO principles and the value of a diverse workforce.
· Reports to
Deputy Director, USCIS
Organizational Chart

I

'I·
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Geographic Office Locations
Headquarters

Management Twin Cities

1200 Ist Street, NE, 3rd Floor

9360 Ensign Ave. South

,Washington, DC 20002

Bloomington, MN 55438

Resources

Federal Employees: 29

Contractors: None

Key Unit Activities

• Investigating and assisting in resolving EEO complaints and providing technical
assistance to ensure compliance with Federal anti-discrimination laws and
policies.
• Providing guidance to employees and management on disability accommodation
request processing issues.
• Conducting comprehensive EEO and diversity studies of USCIS recruitment,
hiring, promotion, career development, and employee retention practiees.
• Developing and implementing programs, including training; workshops, outreach
and special emphasis programs, to promote diversity awareness and inclusion
throughout USCIS.
• Assisting in the identification and elimination of barriers to the recruitment and
advancement ofindividuals with disabilities and target disabilities.

Key Challenges

• Identifying causes for lower than expected workforce participation certain
demographics groups in the overall users workforce and in higher grades.
• Identifying and addressing causes of the most prevalent bases raised in EEO
complaints, including retaliation.
• . Increasing the settlement rate for EEO complaints where the agency's alternative
dispute resolution process has been utilized.
• Fostering an inclusive work environment.

Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION ~xempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
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Milestones/Key Decisions to Be Made During 2016

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Expanding utilization of the Alternative Dispute Resolution Program
Conducting barrier analysis studies addressing low workforce participation rates ·
Expanding targeted recruitment of individuals with targeted disabilities
Increasing partnerships with Minority Serving Institutions
Conducting a second EEO and Diversity Climate Survey
Completing an diversity and inclusion strategic plan
Developing and utilizing an EEO program assessment
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Office of the Executive Secretariat

Mission

To deliver prompt, quality customer service to USCIS program offices and directorates as
well as to OHS components using a consistent and efficient clearance process to
effectively coordinate tasks. The Office of the Executive Secretariat (EXSO) manages the
agency's top-level written communications which form a key component of the agency's
interaction with the White House, Congress, other governmental agencies, state and local
agencies, and the public.
Mission Essential Functions

• Manages the clearance and coordination of Agency policy and guidance.
• 'Manages the clearance and coordination of Executive Congressional
correspondence, Congressional Authorization Reports, and VIP correspondence.
• Liaises with OHS HQ and Components on intra-, and inter-Departmental
clearances and taskings.
• Manages classified intra-Departmental taskings.
• Maintains the official record of these clearance activities.
Reports to
Chief of Staff, USCIS
Organizational Chart
.CHIEF
.

l
DEPUTY CHIEF

I
I

l

l

,L

ADMINISTRATIVE
TEAM

EXECUTIVE
CONGRESSIOIIAl
AND VIP
CORRESPONDENCE

STRAlEGIC
COMMUNICATIONS

OPERATIONS
LIAISON
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Geographic Office Locations

Headquarters, Washington, DC
Resources

Federal Employees: 20
Key Unit Activities

• Administers the official HQ Clearance Process for Agency policy and guidance.
• Manages Executive Congressional correspondence, Congressional Authorization
Reports, and VIP correspondence.
• Facilitate DHS classified taskings.
· • Manages responses to USCIS' priority written communications, and
correspondence addressed to the Director, Deputy Director, or Chief of Staff as
well as those delegated to USCIS by the DHS Executive Secretariat on behalf of
the Secretary.
• Ensures clarity, consistency, and accuracy in responses prepared for the Secretary,
Deputy Secretary, Director Deputy Director, or Chief of Staff.
• Maintains the official record for the USCIS Director, Deputy Director, and Chief
,
of Staff.

Key Challenges

• Providing adequate staff coverage in a variable workload environment for the
various clearance and record maintenance activities.
• Inadequate and ad hoc technology used to track and record the official HQ
clearance processes.
•· Transforming manual reporting and record keeping to an electronic environment.
• Insufficient Resources.
• Meeting DHS timeliness standards while ensuring a quality and accurate response
or Congressional report is prepared and thoroughly vetted within USCIS and the
Department.
·
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• Capturing Metrics for Agency's responsiveness to DHS timeframes.
(b)(5)

I
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Office of Policy and Strategy

Mission

The Office of Policy and Strategy (OP&S) was created pursuant to the Homeland
Security Act of 2002 to serve as the principal policy advisor for the Director and USCIS,
as well as perform research and analysis on immigration issues and program evaluations.
In addition, OP&S is charged with chairing and moderating the Senior Policy Council
(SPC), developing and managing the Policy Manual, and coordinating regulatory
· development to ensure compliance with the policy goals ofUSCIS and OHS.

Mission Essential Functions

• Develop national immigration policy recommendations .
• Coordinate and manage policy and regulatory development for USCIS
• Perform research, evaluation, and analysis on immigration policy, programs,
services, and trends
• Assist USCIS headquarters and field offices in developing sound methodology for
conducting policy-oriented research and evaluations and for collecting baseline
data needed for evaluation
• Consult and liaise within and outside ofDHS to include both Headquarters and
Field offices, component agencies, other Federal agencies, NGOs, non-profit
research organizations, and professional societies
• Manage information collections of USCIS to comply with the Paperwork·
Reduction Act
Reports to

Deputy Director, USCIS
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Organizational Chart
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Geographic Office Locations
USCIS Headquarters, Washington, DC
'

Resources
Federal Employees: 106
Key Unit Activities

• Functions as the principal advisor for the agency and Director on immigration
policy matters, regulations, and research issues
• Identifies and prioritizes policy, regulatory, and program activities for USCIS.
• Leads the agency regulatory development process
• Chairs, moderates, and sets the agenda for Senior Policy Council meetings
• Leads the USCIS Policy Manual and Policy Review initiative
• Conducts policy consultation at all levels within and outside ofUSCIS and DHS
• Oversees research, studies, and .evaluations of immigration and citizenship issues
to facilitate well-informed policy decision making
Deputy Chief
• Advises the Chief in developing sound and efficient immigration policy and
regulations
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• Provides guidance and direction to Division Chiefs to identify policy, regulatory,
program and research priorities, and ensures resource support to complete and
implement these initiatives
• Reviews and updates office resource needs; identifies budgetary and staffing
shortfalls, and advocates for allocation to support required policy functions and
initiatives
• Manages staff and resources to ensure effective and efficient administration of
programs and operations
Key Challenges

Obtaining prompt review and concurrence of regulations, information collection request
packages, and policy guidance from USCIS, DHS, and other components.
Milestones/Key Decisions to Be Made in FY2016 - FY2017

Fourth Quarter FY20 I 6
•
•
•
•
•
•

Publish the I-140 /AC-21 final rule
Publish the International Entrepreneurs Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
Publish the provisional waiver final rule
Launch the USCIS Social Media Pilots for the Approved Operational Use Cases
Publish new Form I-765V for victims
Publish the revised Notice to Appear (NTA) policy and extreme hardship policy
memorandum

(b)(5)
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Office of Privacy
Mission

The mission of the USCIS Office of Privacy is to preserve and enhance privacy
protections for individuals and to promote transparency of USCIS operations. In keeping .
with this mission, the Office of Privacy provides guidance and technical assistance to
leadership and management to ensure privacy protections are implemented throughout
USCIS programs, systems, processes and operations, and ensure USCIS' adherence to
federal, regulatory, statutory, Departmental and Component privacy requirements,
mandates, directives and policies. The privacy staff evaluates USCIS programs, systems,
information sharing agreements, and operations to identify privacy sensitivities;
recommend mitigation strategies to reduce potential privacy impact; and provide
guidance and global assistance to USCIS program offices and directorates in meeting
such requirements.
Mission Essential Functions .

• Ensure that personal information maintained in Privacy Act systems of record are
handled in full compliance with 5 U.S.C. § 552a, as amended, statutes,
regulations, and OHS implementing policies and directives
• Provide Privacy Awareness training to. USCIS employees and contractors.
• Conduct site visits and audits at 100 percent ofUSCIS facilities. Advise USCIS
senior leadership, management, and staff on matters with privacy impact to ensure
privacy protections are implemented throughout USCIS programs, systems,
processes and operations, and ensure USCIS' adherence to federal, regulatory,
statutory, Departmental and Component privacy requirements, mandates,
directives and policy.
• Develop and issue USCIS privacy policies.
• Provide advice and technical assistance in the development ofUSCIS systems
and/or applications through privacy compliance documentation.
• Establish policy memos to ensure proper guidance to meet DHS and USCIS
privacy needs and requirements.
Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATIO~ exempt from release to the pubnc by federal law. It may contain confidential,
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• Review all Rules and Notice of Proposed Rulemaking to ensure proper privacy
protection is given to those impacted.
• Ensure all OHS and USCIS policies and procedures are followed by USCIS
personnel for the operational use of social media.
• Lead the investigation and mitigation of privacy incidents consistent with the DHS
Privacy Incident Handling Guidance and OMB-07-16 including notifying the DHS
Security Operations Center of any privacy incident.
• Review all USCIS data sharing agreements and assist in the development of
information sharing agreements.
.
• Monitor and review all contracts involving personally identifiable information
(PII), and contracts that have a potential.impact on the privacy of individuals to
ensure privacy requirements are met.
• Investigate privacy complaints·that may originate for USCIS staff and/or
applicants,
• Review and approve all Computer Matching Agreements, Information Sharing
Agreements, and Memorandums of Understanding/Agreement with data sharing
partners.
• Review all Requests for Information (RFis ), to ensure sharing of information is
appropriate and not in violation of the Fair Information Practice Principles
(FIPPs).

Reports to
Deputy Director, USCIS
Organizational Chart
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USCIS, OFFICE OF .PRIVACY ORGANIZATIONAL CHART
JI,Chief

Regional.Branch

lncidentRespon~e

Chief

Manager

Privacy Officer

..

..

Privacy
i ransformation

PriV?CV

tnfor~llt_ion

CompHance

'VerifiCation

·Shilring Officer

Branch Chief

"

II

-

Compliance
Branch

Aegior,al Branch

Geographic Office Locations
Headquarters
20 Massachusetts
Ave., NW
Washington, D.C.
20529

Northeast
70 Kimball Ave.
South Bmlington,
VT 05403

Southeast
390 N. Orange
Ave.
Orlando, FL
32801-168

Central
4500 Fuller Dr.
Irving, TX
75038

Western
24000 Avila Rd.
Laguna Niguel,
CA 92677

Resources

Federal Employees: 22

Contractors: None

Key Unit Activities

• Identify and take action on locally developed applications (LOA) to ensure that
USCIS'. systems are not being compromised by malicious activity.
• Ensure that all Computer Readable Extracts (CRE) are documented, and not in
violation of the Privacy Act or other federal privacy statutes.
• Ensure A-files are properly handled to reduce identity theft by providing training
and guidance to USCIS personnel on privacy policies for protecting sensitive files,
and by working with internal stakeholders on ensuring USCIS personnel are
following the procedures to prevent reportable privacy incidents.
• Ensure Enterprise Content Management (ECN) sites are not in violation of the EGovemment Act of 2002.
• Review Privacy Threshold Analysis (PTA) to ensure all USCIS systems are in
Warning I This document, along with any attachments, contains l'CON·PUBUC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
legally privileged,·proprietary or deliberative process lnteVi\gem:y/intra-agency material. You are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying, or further distribution of this
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•

•
•

•

•

compliance with privacy regulations, and determine if additional privacy
documentation is required, such as a new or updated (PTA), System of Re.cords
· Notice (SORN), and/or Privacy Act (e)(3) Statement.
Monitor the operational use of Social Media within USCIS and provide best
practices and training to all USCIS personnel for appropriately sharing and
collaborating on social media within USCIS and with external partners, consistent
with.legal authorities and privacy, civil rights, and civil liberties protections.
Manage and provide oversight to the Privacy Incident Response Program to ensure
reportable privacy incidents are reported, evaluated, remediated and closed.
Provide guidance to all ofUSCIS on the requirements to protect information that
has been entrusted to the agency, the importance of safeguarding PII/SPII to
prevent future incidents, and work with internal and external stakeholders on
major reportable incidents/breaches.
Ensure compliance with the new guidance issued by DHS Chief Procurement.
Officer: Class Deviation 15-01 from the Homeland Security Acquisition
Regulation (HSRA): Safeguarding of Sensitive Information issued on March 9,
2015, to determine contracts that are considered to be high risk and if the HSRA
clause should be added in coordination with the Office oflnformation
Technology; Office of Security and Integrity, and Program Manager.
Review all information sharing agreements where USCIS information is impacted.

Key Challenges

• Providing limitations on the collection and use of PII to only what is needed to
adjudicate benefit applications.
• Ensuring one hundred (100) percent ofUSCIS employees are aware of privacy
protections relating to the collection, use, dissemination, and maintenance of
personal information throughout the Department, and to ensure that employee's
handle PU in full compliance with the fair infonnation practice principles set forth
in the Privacy Act.
• Ensuring information sharing arrangements protect individuals afforded additional
confidentiality protections through statute, regulation, or policy. ·
• · Ensuring that the operational use of social media is used in accordance with
USCIS authority and operations and does not vioh.1te the privacy of individuals ..
.

.

.
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Office of Transformation Coordination

Mission

Transition the agency from a fragmented paper-based operational environment to an .
environment that allows for electronic processing and storage of immigration benefit
requests.
Mission Essential Functions

• Modernize USCIS business processes by implementing the Electronic
Immigration System (ELIS).
• Implement a case management system that presents data regarding a person's
immigration history and curr.ent benefit request; processes security background
checks and allows for the sharing of the information on the benefit seeker while
protecting the privacy rights of individuals doing business with the agency.
• Work with subject matter experts from across USCIS to develop requirements,
provide immediate information and feedback to developed functionality and to
support ongoing testing aetivities.
• Continuously solicit feedback on system functionality for improvements.
Reports to
Deputy Director, USCIS
Organizational Chart
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Geographic Office Locations

USCIS Headquarters, Washington, DC
Resources
• Federal Employees: The program has 104 permanent federal assigned positions
that are responsible for day to day program management activities. The program
also receives support from federal staff within the USCIS Offices oflnformation
Technology, Privacy and Chief Counsel in the day to day activities of managing
the requirements and development activities. The program is also supported by
Business Advisors and Subject Matter Experts from operations throughout the
development cycle ..
• Contract Support Services: The program has 33 contractors supporting the
federal staff with oversight of program management activities, requirements
development, and ELIS training.
• Other Contractors: The program has 216 contractors supporting the
development, testing, integration, infrastructure, quality and deployment of
functionality in ELIS. All of these contracts are managed by the Office of
Information Technology. However the Office of Transformation Coordination
team sets priorities for the development work to be done, accepts the work done
by the development contractors and provides feedback to the development
contractors for improvements.

Key Office Activities
• Business Integration Division: Coordinates and collaborates with the USCIS
operational dir,ectorates to reengineer processes, document requirements and
ide~tify core standardized functionality for product lines that will be built in ELIS.
• Capability Delivery Division: Manages the end-to-end system development and ·
delivery lifecycle from designing the solution, development and testing,
deployment, and sustainment..
• Stakeholder Engagement Division: Engages internal and external stakeholders to
facilitate understanding and acceptance of the electronic application~- This effort
is accomplished in partnership with affected USCIS Directorates, the Office of
Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
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Communication, the Office of Legislative Affairs and USCIS Training and
Customer S~rvice organizations.
• Program and Resource Management Division: Manages and evaluates
program risks and program controls to ensure a high level of quality in the
transformation effort. The division also manages human resources, budget,
logistics, life cycle cost, and acquisition efforts for the program which includes
coordination with DHS oversight offices. Assist with front office operations,
governance coordination, audit reviews and quality workplace initiative.
• Office of Information Technology: Partners with Office of Transformation
Coordination in the development, testing, quality, and deployment of functionality
in USCIS ELIS

Major Challenge

• Managing the expectations of a Level 1 Program that is high cost and high
visibility and tagged with a previous failure.
• Maintaining ongoing discussions and transparency with oversight and audit
organizations.
• . Managing expectations of internal users. The program pulls many internal staff
for their expertise and de-conflicting expertise is challenging.
• Working with all offices in USCIS to move from a "paper" based environment, to
understand the need to operate under a new business model
• Managing resources and process that provide more assurance of a quality coded
product upon delivery and responsiveness when problem are found.
• Managing the expectations of internal and external stakeholders and oversight
organizations when results of the transformation ofUSCIS will be achieved
• Insuring that USCIS ELIS meets the needs of USCIS and its partner agencies by
providing access to the information required to support areas on US immigration
policy that intersect with USCIS ELIS.
• De-conflicting schedules with the Department of Treasury Lockbox and the
Paperwork Reduction Act requirements when there are changes to USCIS forms.
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USCIS Leadership Biographies
Headquarters Leadership
Director
Deputy Director

Chief of Staff
Directorate Leadership
Associate Director, Customer Service and Public Engagement Directorate
Associate Director, Field Operations Directorate
Associate Director, Fraud Detection and National Security Directorate
AssociateDirector, Immigration Records and Identity Services Directorate
Associate Director, Management Directorate
Associate Director, Refugee Affairs, Asylum, and International Operations Directorate
Associate Director, Service Center Operations Directorate

Program Office Leadership
Chief, Administrative Appeals Office
Chief. Office of Chief Counsel
Chief, Office of Citizenship
Chief, Office of Communication
Chief, Office·of Equal Opportunity and Inclusion
Chief, Office of the Executive Secretariat
Chief. Office of Legislative Affairs
Chief, Office of Policy and Strategy
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Chief, Office of Privacy
Chief, Office ofTransformation Communication

Field Operations Leadership
Field Operations Headquarters Leadership
Daniel M. Renaud, Associate Director, Field Operations Directorate.
Michael Valverde, Deputy Associate Director, Field Operations Directorate

Immigrant Investor Program Office Leadership
Nicholas V. Colucci. Chief, Immigrant Investor Progra·m Office

National Benefits Center Leadership
Robert Cowan. Director. National Benefits Center

Regional Leadership

\

Lori Pietropaoli, Regiona.l Director. Northeast Region
Kathy Redman, Regional Director. Southeast Region
Robert Looney, Regional Director, Central Region
Carolyn Muzyka, Regional Director, Western Region

Field Leadership-District 1 (Boston).
Denis Riordan, District Director, District 1 (Boston)
Michael McCleary, Field Office Director, Boston Field Office
Luis A. Chaves, Field Office Director, Lawrence Field Office
Adam N. Bergeron, Field Office Director. Providence Field Office
Andrea Rogers, Field Office Director, Manchester Field Office
Sally Blauvelt. Field Office Director, Portland, ME Field Office

Field Leadership-District 2 (Buffalo)
Edward. Newman. District Director, District 2 (Buffalo)
Carmen Whaling, Field Office Director, Buffalo Field Office
Warning! This document, along with ~ny attachments, contains .NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative process inter-agency/lntra~agency material. You are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying, or further distribution o~ this
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Gwynne Dinolfo. Field Office Director, Albany Field Office
Nieves Cardinale. Field Office Director. Hartford Field Office
Michael Paul. Field Office Director. St. Albans Field Office

Field Leadership-District 3 (New York City)
Phyllis A. Coven. District Director. District 3 (New York City)
Wilhelm F. Bierman, Field Office Director, New York City Field Office
Bryan Christian, Field Office·Director, Queens Field Office
Elizabeth Miller, Field Office Director, Long Island Field Office

Field Leadership-District 4 (Newark)
John Thompson. District Director, District 4 (Newark)
Randi Borgen. Field Office Director, Newark Field Office
Ya-Mei Chen. Field Office Director. Mt. Laurel Field Office

Field Leadership-District 5 (Philadelphia)
Michael Borgen, District Director, District ·s (Philadelphia)
Kathy Bausman. Field Office Director. Philadelphia Field Office
Michael Horvath. Field Office Director. Pittsburgh Field Office

Field Leadership-District 6 (Baltimore)
Greg Collett. District Director. District 6 (Baltimore)
Conrad J. Zaragoza. Field Office Director, Baltimore Field Office

Field Leadership-District 7 (Washington, DC)
Sarah Taylor. District Director. District 7 (Washington. DC)
Kimberly J. Zanotti. Field Office Director, Washington Field Office
Frank C. Reffel, Field Office Director, Norfolk Field Office

Field Leadership-District 8 (Atlanta) .
Denise Frazier, District Director, District 8 (Atlanta)
Brett R. Rinehart, Field Office Director, Atlanta Field Office
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Kristian Parker, Field Office Director, Charleston Field Office
Leander B. Holston. Field Office Director. Charlotte Field Office
Jay Weselmann, Field Office Director, Raleigh Field Office

Field Leadership-District 9. (Miami)
Linda Swacina, District Director, District 9 (Miami)
Yeseira Diaz, Field Office Director, Miami Field Office
Enid Stulz, Field Office Director, Hialeah Field Office
· Randell M. Akins. Field Office Director, Kendall Field Office
Emigdio F. Martinez, Field Office Director, Oakland Park Field Office
Deliana Gonzalez, Field Office Director, San Juan Field Office
Lorelie C. Conner. Field Office Director. Charlotte Amalie (USVil Field Office

Field Leadership·District 10 (Tampa)
Tony R. Bryson, District Director, District 10 {Tampa)
Leslie A. Meeker, Field Office Director, Tampa Field Office.
Shelley Randall, Field Office Director, Fort Myers Field Office
Lisa D. Bradley. Field Office Director, Jacksonville Field Office
Kimberly D. Dean, Field Office Director, Orlando Field Office
Wendy M. Wilcox, Field Office Director, West Palm Beach Field Office

Field Leadership·District 11 (New Orleans)
Cindy N. Gomez, District Director, District 11 (New Orleans)
Stanley W. Crockett. Field Office Director. New Orleans Field Office
Lynuel W. Dennis. Field Office Director, Memphis Field Office
Christina Olguin, Field Office Director, Fort Smith Field Office

Field Leadership-District 12 (Detroit)
Mick Dedvukai. District Director. District 12 (Detroit)
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Michael J. Klinger, Field Office Director, Detroit Field Office

Field Leadership-District 13 (Cleveland)
Mark B. Hansen, District Director, District 13 (Cleveland)
Karyn M. Zarlenga, Field Office Director, Cleveland Field Office
Benjamin A. Wenger. Field Office Director, Cincinnati Field Office
Stephanie Reither, Field ~ffice Director. Columbus Field Office
Kam sing V. Lee, Field Office Director, Indianapolis Field Office
Arthur Schat. Field Office Director. Louisville Field Office

Field Leadership-District 14 (Chicago)
Thomas M. Cioppa, District Director, District 14 (Chicago)
Martha Medina-Maltes. Field Office Director, Chicago
Kay F. Leopold, Field Office Director, Milwaukee

Field Leadership-District 15 (Kansas City)
David M. Douglas, District Director. District 15 (Kansas City)
Michelle c. Perry, Field Office Director. Kansas City Field Office
Marta Maya Nickols, Field Office Director, Des Moines Field Office
William Connor, Field Office Director, Omaha Field Office
Chester S. Moyer. Field Office Director, St. Louis Field Office
Leslie D. Tritten, Field Office Director, St. Paul Field Office
(Vacant), Field Office Director, Wichita Field Office

Field Leadership-District 16 (Dallas)
Lisa M. Kehl, District Director, District 16 (Dallas)
Tracy Tarango, Field Office Director, Dallas Field Office
Mark T. Siegl. Field Office Director, Oklahoma City Field Office

Field Leadership-District 17 (Houston)
Sandy M. Heathman, District Director, District 17 (Houston)
Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON·PUBUC INFORMATIOf':J exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain co~fidential,
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Ricky Hamilton, Field Office Director, Houston Field Office

Field Leadership-District 18 (San Antonio)
Mario R. Ortiz, District Director, District 18 (San Antonio)
Elaine M. Mueller:cantu, Field Office Director, San Antonio Field Office
Margaret A. Hartnett, Field Office Director, El Paso Field Office
Norma A. Limon, Field Office Director, Harlingen Field Office
Jesse X. Mendez, Field Office Director, Albuquerque Field Office

Field Leadership-District 19 (Denver)
Angela K. Barrows, District Director, District 19 (Denver)
Andrew M. Lambrecht, Field Office Director, Denver Field Office
Jodi Bard, Field Office Director, Helena Field Office
John W. McCarthy, Field Office Director, Boise Field Office
Laura K. McNeer, Field Office Director·, Salt Lake City Field Office

Field Leadership-District 20 (Seattle)
Anne Arries Corsano, District Director. District 20 (Seattle)
(Vacant), Field Office Director, Seattle Field Office
TerryJ. Charbonneau, Field Office Director, Anchorage Field Office
Michael Hickman, Field Office Director, Portland, OR, Field Office
Chrysta D. Stock, Field Office Director, Spokane Field Office
Keith M. Brown, Field Office Director, Yakima Field Office

Field Leadership-District 21 (San Francisco)
John Kramar, District Director, District 21 (San Francisco)
Robin L. Barrett, Field Office Director, San Francisco Field Office
James Wyrough, Field Office Director, Sim Jose Field Office

Field Leadership-District 22 (Sacramento)
Monica E. Toro. District Director, District 22 (Sacramento)
Warning[ This document, along with any attachments, contains NON~PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may c0nta1n confidential,
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(Vacant), Field Office Director, Sacramento Field Office
Lynn Feldman, Field Office Director, Fresno Field Office

Field Leadership-District 23 (Los Angeles)
Susan M. Curda, District Director, District 23 (Los Angeles)
Corinna A. Luna, Field Office Director, Los Angeles Field Office
Nancy Alby, Field Office Director, Los ·Angeles County Field Office
(Vacant), Field Office Director, San Fernando Valley Field Office ·
.Qavid Lester, Field Office Director, Santa Ana Field Office
Irene Martin, Field Office Director, San Bernardino Field Office

Field Leadership-District 24 (San Diego)
Alanna Y. Ow, District Director, District 24 (San Diego)
Melissa W. Maxim, Field Office Director, San Diego Field Office
(Vacant), Field Office Director, Imperial Fiel_d Office

Field Leadership-District 25 (Phoenix)
Al Gallmann Ill, District Director, District 25 (Phoenix)
John M. Ramirez, Field Office Director, Phoenix Field Office
Jeanne M. Kent. Field Office Director, Las Vegas Field Office
Walter L. Haith, Field Office Director, Reno Field Office
Julie Hashimoto, Field Office Director, Tucson Field Office

Field Leadership-District 26 (Hawaii)
David G. Gulick, District Director: District 26 (Hawaii)
(Vacant), Field Office Director, Honolulu Field Office
Stephen P. Green, Field Office Director, Guam, Field Office
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Service Ce.nter Operations Leadership
Donald Neufeld, Associate Director, Service Center Operations Directorate
James Mccament, Deputy Associate Director, Service Center Operations Directorate
Laura Zuchowski, Director. Vermont Service Center
Barbara Velarde. Director. Potomac Service Center
Mark Hazuda, Director, Nebraska Service Center
Gregory Richardson, Director, Texas Service Center
Kathy Baran, Director, California Service Center
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Refugee, Asylum, and International Operations (RAIO} Leadership

RAIO Headquarters Leadership
Joseph Langlois, Associate Director, Refugee, Asylum, and International Operations Directorate
Jennifer Higgins, Deputy Associate Director, Refugee, Asylum, and International Operations Directorate

Refugee Affairs Division
Barbara Strack, Chief, Refugee Affairs Division

Asylum Division
John Lafferty, Chief, Asylum Division
Jedidah M. Hussey, Director, Arlington Asylum Office
Kenneth Madsen, Director, Chicago Asylum Office
Robert Daum, Director, Houston Asylum Office
David M. Radel, Director. Los Angeles Asylum Office
Varsenik Papazian, Director, Miami Asylum Office
Patricia Menges, Director, New York Asylum Office
Susan Raufer, Director, Newark Asylum Office
Emilia Bardini, Director, San Francisco Asylum Office

International Operations Division
Joanna Ruppel, Chief, International Operations
Donald J. Monica, District Director,'Asia/Pacific District
Gregory Sanders. Field Office Director, Bangkok, Thailand
James Chiang, Field Office Director, Beijing, China
Kevin Riddle, Field Office Director, Guangzhou, China
Tom Curley, Field Office D.irector, Manila, The Philippines
Kenneth Sherman, Field Office Director, New Delhi, India
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Carl Risch, Field Office Director. Seoul, South Korea
(Vacant), District Director, Europe, Middle East, and Africa District
Aster Zeleke, Field Office Director, Accra, Ghana
Sarah Schoener, Field Office Director, Amman, Jordan
James Fletcher, Field Office Director, Athens, Greece
Karen FitzGerald, Field Office Director, Frankfurt, Germany.
Mark Baxter, Field Office Director, Johannesburg, South Africa
Laurie O'Bryon, Field Office Director. Rome, Italy
Joseph Hackbarth, Field Office Director, London, England
Emery Moore, Field Office Director, Moscow. Russia
Charles Wright, Field Office Director, Nairobi, Kenya
Erin Fatica. District Director. Latin America, Canada, and the Caribbean District
Miguel Chavez, Field Office Director, Ciudad Juarez, Mexico
Kristen Smith, Field Office Director, Guatemala City, Guatemala
Marilyn Rebatta, Field Office Director, Havana, Cuba
W. Patrick Lujan. Field Office Director, Lima, Peru
Rodolfo Nunez, Field Office Director, Mexico City, 'Mexico
Joel Miramontes, Field Office Director, Monterrey, Mexico
Margarette Nicolas, Field Office Director, Port-au-Prince, Haiti
Claudia Guevara, Field Office Director, San Salvador, El Salvador
(Vacant), Field Office Director, Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic
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Leon Rodriguez·
Director
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Le6n Rodriguez was confinned by the Senate in June 2014 and sworn in on July 9, 2014, as
the director ofUSCIS.
He previously served as the director of the Office for Civil Rights at the Department of Health
and Human Seryices, a position he held from 20 ~ 1 to 2014. From 2010 to 201 t he served as
chief of staff and deputy assistant attorney general for civil rights at the Department of Justice
(DOJ).
Previously, Rodriguez was county attorney for Montgomery County, Maryland from 2007 to
2010. He was a principal at Ober, Kaler, Grimes & Shriver in Washington, D.C. from 2001 to
2007. He served in the United States Attorney's Office for the Western District of
Pennsylvania from 1997 to 2001, first as chief of the White Collar Crimes Section from 1998
to 1999 and then as first assistant U.S. Attorney until his departure. Before joining the U.S.
Attorney's Office, Rodriguez was a trial attorney in the Civil Rights Division at DOJ from
1994 to 1997 and a senior assistant district attorney at the Kings County District Attorney's
Office in New York from 1988 to 1994.
Rodriguez is the son of immigrants who came from Cuba in 1961, and was raised speaking
Spanish at home. He received a B.A. from Brown University and a J.D .. from Boston College
Law School and now lives in Maryland.
Wa:mingl This documel')t, along with any attachments, contains NON~PUBUC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
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Lori Scialabba
Deputy Director
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Lori Scialabba has served as the deputy director ofUSCIS since May 2011.
From December 2013 to July 2014, she served as acting director of USC IS. From 2006 to 2011,
Scialabba was the associate director ofUSCIS' Refugee, Asylum and International Operations. From
2007 to 2009, she concurrently served as a senior advisor to then-Secretary of Homeland Security .
Michael Chertoff on issues affecting Iraqi refugees. In 2009, Scialabba received a Meritorious
Executive Presidential Rank Award for sustained accomplishment~, one of the highest awards for·
federal employees
Before joining the Department of Homeland Security, Scialabba worked for the Department of Juslice
(DOJ). She began her career with DOJ in October 1985 through the Attorney General's Honors
Program. She worked as a trial attorney forthe Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) in
Chicago, where she litigated deportation cases. From 1986 to 1989, she worked as the assistant
general counsel for INS Headquarters. In 1989, she joined the Civil Division in DOJ's Office of
Immigration Litigation, where she defended immigration cases in federal courts ..
In 1994, Scialabba joined the Senior Executive Service as deputy general counsel for INS.
· In 1998, she was selected as a member of the Board of Immigration Appeals (BIA) in the Executive
Office for Immigration Review. She became vice chairman in 1999 and served as chainnan from ·
2003to 2006. During her BIA tenure, she was responsible for day-to-day operations and managed the
BIA's reorganization and the streamlining of more than 120,000 cases.
Scialabba received her bachelor's degree in 1982 from the University of Maryland and her Juris
Doctor in 1985 from Memphis State University. She also attended the Senior Managers in
Government program at Harvard University's John F. Kennedy School of Government..

I
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Juliet K. Choi
Chief of Staff
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Juliet K. Choi was appointed USCIS chief of staff on July 9, 2014.
From 2011 to 2014, Choi was appointed as the chief of staff and senior advisor for the Office
. for Civil Rights in the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS). Her areas of
responsibility included civil rights policy, intra-HHS coordination, legislative and
intragovernmental affairs, outreach and stakeholder relations. From 2006 to 2011, Choi was a
member of the Disaster Services executive leadership team at the American Red Cross
National Headquarters. Under her leadership, she helped to steward critical new partnerships
with several groups, including the Legal Services Corporation, the National Disability Rights
Network, and the National Baptist Convention, USA.
From 2004 to 2006, Choi served at the Asian American Justice Center as the inaugural
National Asian Pacific American Bar Association (NAPABA) Partners Community Law
Fellow and staff attorney. She focused her legal and policy expertise on Title VI and language
access, with an emphasis on health care, disasters, and the courts. Before her legal career,
Choi spent seven years with the corporate division of Gannett Broadcasting ( 1992-1999) and
worked subsequently as the policy director with the National Mental Health Association
(1999-2000).
Choi is the daughter of immigrants from South Korea. A certified mediator, she served as a
judicial law clerk to the Honorable Dennis M. Sweeney (retired) of the Circuit Court for
Howard County, Maryland (2003-2004). Choi received her bachelor's degree in economics
from the University of Virginia and law degree from the University of Maryland School of
Law.
Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBUC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
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Mariela Melero
Associate Director
· Customer Service and Public Engagement Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Mariela Melero is the Associate Director of the Customer Service and Public Engagement
Directorate (CSPED) for U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS). She assumed
this role in May 2012.
Before her appointment, Melero was the chief of the Office of Public Engagement where she
directed national stakeholder relations and intergovernmental affairs and worked closely with
DHS components, the White House; and other cabinet-level agencies. Melero began federal
service in 1987 as director of Public Affairs for the former Immigration and Naturalization
Service in Houston. She also served as director of the agency's Central Regional Office for ·
Congressional and Public Affairs in Dallas. In 2003, Melero moved to the agency's
headquarters office in Washington as deputy chief of the newly established USCIS Office of
Citizenship. In 2006, she transitioned to the Office of Communications as deputy director.
Melero obtained her undergraduate degree in Journalism and Mass Communications
Research from New York University in New York. She also has a Master's in International
Service from American University in Washington, and a Master's in Hemispheric Defense
and Security from the Universidad del Salvador in Buenos Aires, Argentina,. and the Inter
American Defense College in Washington, DC.
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Daniel M. Renaud
Associate Dirtttor, Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Daniel M. Renaud began serving as the Associate Director of the Field Operations Directorate
on February 22, 2015. Prior to this position, Mr. Renaud was the Deputy Associate Director
of Field Operations. In this position, he managed the daily operations of the more than 80
offices nationwide that speak with the public, carry out interviews, conduct citizenship tests,
and hold naturalization ceremonies for more than 600,000 citizens a year.
Since November 2012, Field Operations has. been responsible for the Immigrant Investor
Program (IPO). From March 2013 through No:'ember 2013, Mr. Renaud was the Acting
Chief of the Immigrant Investor Program. This period marked an unparalleled time of
scrutiny and change and the establishment of the IPO as a stand-alone office which relocated
from California to Washington, D.C.
In September 2008, Mr. Renaud was selected as the fourth Director of the Vermont Service
Center (VSC), which was one of the four centers responsible for the adjudication of more than
100 USCIS forms. His prior leadership USCIS experience includes serving as the Chief of the
Transformation Program and Director of the Performance Management Division.

Mr. Renaud has served as a federal immigration professional since 1988, and a manager since
1996. He has a Bachelor's Degree in Economics and Political Science from the University of
Vermont in Burlington, VT.
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Matthew D. Emrich
Associate Director
Fraud Detection and National Security Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Matthew Emrich was selected as the Associate Director of the Fraud Detection and National
Security Directorate (FDNS) on November 15, 2015. Prior to this position, Emrich was the
Deputy Associate Director ofFDNS and has been a member of the Senior Executive Service
since November 2012.
Emrich began his civilian government career in 1997 as a Special Agent for the legacy
. Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) Chicago District. Foilowing Sept. 11, 200 l, he
was detailed to the National Security Unit at INS headquarters and later selected for
assignment to the Chicago Joint Terrorism Task Force. Emrich also served as a Supervisory
Special Agent and Assistant Irrunigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) Attache at the
U.S. Embassy in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, to help establish the. first permanent ICE Visa
Security Program post. In February 2008, Emrich headed ICE's headquarters-based analytic
units as a Deputy Assistant Director in ICE's Office Intelligence.

of

Emrieh served for eight years on active duty in the Marine Corps in infantry and
counterintelligence. He was also deployed to Baghdad, Iraq, as a Senior Human Intelligence
Analyst for multinati.onal forces. He has a Master's degree in Strategic Intelligence from the
Defense Intelligence Agency's National Intelligence University, a graduate certificate in
Applied Management from the Australian Institute of Police Management and.a Bachelor's
degree in Criminal Justice Administration from Park University.
· Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON·PUBUC INFORMAllON exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
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Tammy M. Meckley
Associate Director
Immigration Records and Identity Services Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Tammy M. Meckley has over 15 years of experience with U.S. Federal Government in the
Departments of Homeland Security and Justice, as well as service in the private sector,
serving in key executive positions. Tammy holds a Bachelor of Science in Business
Management from George Mason University.
As a Senior Executive, she's the Associate Director of the Immigration Records and Identity
Services Directorate (IRIS). Prior to becoming the AD, Tammy served a four year term as the
Deputy Associate Director for IRIS.
Ms. Meckley has also held several positions within Imrnigration and Customs Enforcement
(ICE). There she served as Assistant Director, Office of Professional Responsibility,
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE), from April 2010 to N_ovember 20 IO; Acting
Assistant Director, Detention and Removal Operations (DRO) Mission Support, ICE from
October 2009 to April 20 IO; and Chief of Staff for Management, ICE Headquarters from July
2007 to October 2009..
From February 1996 to August 2004, Ms. Meckley served in various positions with the U.S.
Department of Justice, including the Office of the United States Trustee, the United States ·
Attorney's Office for the Southern District of Florida, and the Executive Office for United
States Attorneys (EOUSA).
Warning! This document, along with any attachments, Contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confident'tal, ·
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Tracy L. Renaud
Associate Director, Management Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Tracy 1. Renaud is the Associate Director of the Management Directorate (MGT) for the U.S.
Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS). Ms. Renaud assumed this role November 2,
2014, having formerly served as the Deputy Associate Director of the Management·
Directorate. She has responsibility for the operations ofUSCIS' Office of Administration,
Office of the Chief Financial Officer, Office of Contracting, Office of Human Capital and
Training, Office of Information Technology, Office oflntake and Document Production,
Office of Performance and Quality, Office of Security and Integrity, and the Investment
Management Division.
Ms. Renaud began her distinguished career with the Immigration and Naturalization Service
in 1982, at the Vermont Service Center (VSC) and has more than 30 years of experience in
the area of immigration benefits and services. her tenure at Headquarters, Ms. Renaud served
in a variety of positions, including Chief of Field Operations and Deputy Associate Director,
Refugee Asylum and International Operations. Also while at Headquarters, Ms. Renaud
worked in the Services Modernization Program (now known as the Office of Transformation
Coordination). She also served as a Senior Adjudications Officer within Service Center
Operations Directorate during which time she was notably responsible for the implementation
of the agency's Premium Processing program.

In April 2008, Ms. Renaud returned to Vermont as the USCIS Northeast Regional Director
where she was responsible for the District and Field Offices in the northeastern quadrant of
the United States. Ms. Renaud held this position until she rejoined Headquarters as the
Deputy Associate Director of the Management Directorate in July 2013.
Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
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Joseph Langlois
Associate Director
Refugee, Asylum, and International Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Joe Langlois is the associate director of the Refugee, Asylum, and International Operations
Directorate.
Langlois has spent more than 33 years working on asylum, refugee and immigration issues. In
1991, he joined the Immigration and Naturalization Service as an asylum officer at the San
Francisco Asylum Office. He later became a supervisory asylum officer in San Francisco and
the director of the Newark Asylum Office. In June 1997, Langlois was appointed as the first
deputy director of the Asylum Division. He served as its acting director until his appointment
as director in January 2001. In April 2012, Langlois was selected to serve as deputy associate
director for RAIO.
In 2008, Langlois w.as the recipient of the Securing America's Promise Award. This award is
the highest and most prestigious award granted within users. In 2009, he received the
Presidential RankAward, Distinguished Executive. This is the nation's highest civil service
award.
Langlois has been a member of the Senior Executive Service since January 2001. He is a
graduate of Georgetown University's School of Foreign Service in Washington, D.C.
Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
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Donald Neufeld
Associate Director, Service Center Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Donald Neufeld currently manages Service Center Operations (SCOPS) Directorate as the
Assoeiate Direetor since January 2010. He oversees all policy, planning, management and
execution functions of SCOPS. Mr. Neufeld began his career with the Immigration and
Naturalization Service (INS) in 1983. Initially hired as a clerk in the Los Angeles District, he .
also served as an Information Officer, then Immigration Examiner. He also performed
inspections of arriving passengers at Los Angeles International Airport.

Mr. Neufeld joined the INS management team in 1991. Over the next several years, he held
progressively responsible management positions in the field, including Deputy Assistant
District Director, Adjudications for the Los Angeles District, and Assistant District Director,
Adjudications for the Miami District. He later joined Headquarters' Immigration Services
Division to serve as the Director of Production Management.
In 2002, Mr. Neufeld was appointed Director of the California Service Center. In 2005 he

served as tl1e Acting Director of the Nebraska Service Center, and later as the Acting Director
of the Miami District.
In January 2006 he joined USCIS Headquarters' o.ffice of Domestic Operations, serving first
as Chief of Field Operations. In January 2008 he became tile Deputy Associate Director,

Domestic Operations, and fuen serving as tile Acting Associate Director, Domestic
Operations.
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Ron Rosenberg
Chief, Administrative Appeals Office
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Ron Rosenberg currently serves as the Chief of the U.S. Citizenship and hnmigration
Services (USCIS) Administrative Appeals Office.
Mr. Rosenberg has previously served as the Director ofUSCIS' Arlington Asylum Office;
Special Assistant within USCIS' Refugee, Asylum, and International Operations Directorate;
USCIS Field Office Director at the U.S. Interests Section in Havana, Cuba; and Associate
Counsel with the USCIS Office of the Chief Counsel.
Mr. Rosenberg began his public service as an attorney advisor with the Executive Office for
Immigration Review in Miami, Florida. He has a B.A. from the University of Texas at
Austin, a J.D. from the University of Virginia, and a M.A. in International Affairs from the
Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy at Tufts University.
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Ur Mendoza Jaddou
Chief, Office of the Chief Counsel
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

On June 30, 2014, Ur Mendoza Jaddou was appointed as C::hief Counsel for USCIS.
Previously, Ms. Jaddou served with the U.S. Department of State, Bureau ofLegislative
Affairs, where she was Deputy Assistant Secretary. While there, she was responsible for
developing and executing congressional strategy for the Department of State, including
critical work on the reauthorization of the Iraq special immigrant visa program. Before that,
Ms. Jaddou served as Chief Counsel for the Subcommittee on Immigration and Border
Security, U.S. House of Representatives, and as senior counsel to Representative Zoe
Lofgren.
Ms. Jaddou is a graduate of the University of California, Los Angeles School of Law and
Stanford University. She is married and has two daughters.
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Laura Patching
Chief, Office of Citizenship
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

•
Laura Patching is the chief of the Office of Citizenship. In this capacity, she leads federal
initiatives to promote the rights, responsibilities and importance of U.S. citizenship. She also
oversees the development of citizenship education resources, training and outreach initiatives,
and agency engagement with governmental, non-governmental, and international institutions
on immigrant integration. Additionally, she leads efforts to enhance and coordinate
interagency initiatives to support citizenship education and immigrant integration.
She joined the Immigration and Naturalization Service in 200 I and helped manage the
Service's transition into USCIS after the passage of the Homeland Security Act of 2002.
Patching has been part of the Office of Citizenship since it was created in 2003.
Before joining the federal government, she served in several positions in the Australian
Department of Immigration and Citizenship (now referred to as ~e Australian Department of
Immigration and Border Protection) both in Washington, D.C. and Santiago, Chile.
Patching received her B.A. from American University in Washington, D.C. and a postgraduate diploma from the University of Chile's Institute for International Studies in
Santiago, Chile.
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Dolline Hatchett
Chief, Office of Communications (OCOMM)
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Director Le6n Rodriguez is announced the appointment ofDolline Hatchett as the Chief
of Office of Communications July 11, 2016.
Hatchett previously served as vice president of communications at the Export-Import
(EXIM) Bank of the U.S., where she managed its digital practice, media relations,
marketing, events and strategic communications. Before joining the EXIM Bank, she
served as the director of media relations for AREVA, Inc., the world's largest nuclear
energy provider. Before AREVA, Hatchett was the director of communications and
public affairs at the U.S. Department ofEnergy.
_Hatchett has more than 20 years of federal and corporate experience including a tour at
the Department of Labor where she was the director of public affairs and field services.
In earlier roles, Hatchett served as a public affairs advisor and spokesperson to two ·
cabinet-level secretaries. She was also an on-camera spokesperson for the Department of
Navy; she represented a two-star admiral for all communications issues.
Hatchett graduated with honors from Norfolk State University. She graduated from the
Defense Information School at Fort Benjamin Harrison, Indiana, and completed the
Department of Defense Public Affairs Officer course. Additionally, H.atchett completed
the Executive Development courses at Harvard Unive~sity, John F. Kennedy School of
Government and the Federal Executive Institute in Charlottesville, Virginia.
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Paula Thomas
Chief, Office of Equal Opportunity and Inclusion
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Paula Thomas, Chief, Office of Equal Opportunity and Inclusion has over 20 years of
leadership experience in EEO and Diversity Management. Prior to joining USCIS in 20 I0,
she served as the EEO and Diversity Director for the IRS National Taxpayer Advocate and
the Deputy Director of Equal Opportunity Programs at the University of Virginia in
Charlottesville, VA. She holds a Bachelor of Science Degree in Public Administration from .
the City University of New York, Medgar Evers College and a Master of Public
Administration Degree from John Jay College of Criminal Justice.
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Maria "Gemma" Button
Chief, Office of the Executive Secretariat
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Maria Gemma Button entered on duty June 30, 2014, as chief of the USCIS Office of the
Executjve Secretariat, and is responsible for managing USCIS' top-level written
communications.
From 2005 to 2014, Ms. Button served at the Department of Veterans Affairs ('IA) as Deputy
Executive Secretary in the Office of the Executive Secretariat, the central coordination point
for all correspondence to and from the VA secretary and deputy secretary. Prior to Ms.
Button's appointment as Deputy Executive Secretary for VA, Ms. Button served as the Team
Leader for Executive Support Services in the Office of Enterprise Architecture Management,
Office of Information and Technology.
Previous to VA, Ms. Button served at the Department of Justice (DOJ) as the Assistant
Director ofDOJ's Executive Secretariat. Ms. Button began her Federal career in July 1990
working for the Department of Transportation, Office of the Secretary, in both policy and
operations.
Ms. Button holds a Bachelor's of Science in Information Management Systems from the
University of Maryland- Baltimore County. She is also a 2013 graduate of the Federal
Executive Institute, Leadership for a Democratic Society program. Ms. Button is the daughter
of immigrants from the Philippines, and she resides in Maryland with her husband and two
young daughters.
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· Angelica Alfonso-Royals
Chief, Office of Legislative Affairs
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

On May I, 2016, Angelica Alfonso-Royals was appointed chief of the Office of Legislative
Affairs. She oversees the work of 160 employees who manage USCIS' interaction with
members of Congress and their staff on matters of legislative development, immigration
policy, agency operations and individual .cases of interest.
Alfonso-Royals previously served as the chief of the Office of Communications (OCOMM).
In this role, she provided oversight for the office to provide the users workforce and the
public with consistent, clear, and timely information about the agency and the nation's
immigration system. Alfons<rRoyals began serving as the deputy chief ofOCOMM in 2009,
became the acting chief in April 2012, and was named permanent chief in November 2014.
She oversaw the successful communications launch of major initiatives including the
Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals program, the redesign of uscis.gov, the 2014
executive actions on immigration reform, and the redesign of the USCIS Today: She also
spearheaded the use of social media at users.
Alfonso-Royals has served four USCIS directors, providing advice and counsel on national
and international issues. She has been with OCOMM since joining users in 2004,
previously serving as press secretary and as the first chief of strategic communications:
Before joining users, Alfonso-Royals worked as a press secretary on Capitol Hill .. She
graduated from the University of Miami with a Bachelor of Science in political science and
journalism.
Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
legally privileged, proprietary or d€1lberative process inter-agency/intr<Htgency material. You are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying, or further distribution of this
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Denise A. Vanison
Chief, Office of Policy and Strategy .
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Denise A. Vanison was appointed as the Chief of the Office of Policy and Strategy for U.S.
Citizenship and Immigration Services on February 12, 20 I0.
Ms. Vanison was previously an associate and partner for over 18 years in the Washington,
D.C. office of the law firm Patton Boggs LLP where she practiced immigration law.
Additionally, Ms. Vanison has served on Patton Boggs' Management and Executive
Committees and was chair of the Pro Bono Committee. An advocate for pro bono work and
community service for over 18 years, she was a volunteer for Human Rights.First, Capital
Area Inunigrants' Rights Coalition, the D.C. Bar Pro Bono Program, the Washington
Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights and Urban Affairs, and the Whitman Walker Clinic
Legal Serviees. She has served on the Board of Directors of the Center for Justice and
Accountability and as Co-chair of the Board of the Washington Lawyers' Committee for
Civil Rights and Urban Affairs and was the recipient of the 2003 Washington Lawyers'
Committee Outstanding Aehievement Award in the field of Inunigration and Refugee Rights.
Ms. Vanison has also served as a volunteer at Francis Junior High School. in Washington, OC,
for almost 15 years.
Ms. Vanison received her Bachelor's degree from the University of Virginia, and her Juris
Doctorate from Georgetown University Law Center. Ms. Vanison was. an Adjunct Professor
for a course on immigration law at American University Washington College of Law and has
been a Guest Lecturer for a seminar course, International Protection of Refugees and
Displaced Persons.
, Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON~PUBLIC lNFORMATION exempt from release to the public by fedE!ral law. It may contain confidential,
legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative process inter.agency/intra-agency material. You are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying, or further distribution of this
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Donald Hawkins
Chief, Office of Privacy
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Donald K. Hawkins was appointed Chief Privacy Officer ofUSCIS in November 2007. Mr.
Hawkins leads agency-wide efforts to ensure USCIS adheres to federal privacy Jaws,
regulations, and OHS policy.
Under Mr. Hawkins' executive leadership, the Office of Privacy sustains privacy protections
and transparency ofUSCIS' operations at a global level, while supporting the mission of
USCIS and the Department. Mr. Hawkins' spearheads a diverse and quality-driven
workforce, delivering extensive privacy knowledge and a broad-range of experiences that has
equipped him for mastering resolutions to challenges that are presented while leading privacy
efforts within the agency.

Mr. Hawkins has held federal positions with the Department of Justice; Federal Bureau of
Prisons; the Executive Office of the President; the Office ofManagemeilt and Budget; and the
Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Secret Service. In addition, he served in the U.S. Air
Force from 1980 to 2003.
Mr. Hawkins completed a Master of Science degree in Organizational Leadership, is a
Certified Information Privacy Professional in Government (CIPP/G) as well as a licensed
teacher, trainer, and speaker. Mr. Hawkins is a native Mississippian and is married with two
children.

Warning! This docurnent, alOng with any attachments, contain~ NON-PUBUC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
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Kathleen Stanley
Chief, Office of Transformation Coordination
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Kathleen "Kath" Stanley was appointed as the Chief of the Office or'Transfonnation
Coordination on Oct. I, 2012. As chief, she is responsible for ensuring that the new electronic
immigration system, USCIS ELIS, provides superior service to USCIS customers, staff, and
stakeholders.
Previously, Slanley served as the first chief of the USC IS Office of Intake and Document
'
Production, where she led the consolidation of forms design, printing, document distribution,
card production and the intake process for immigration benefits into one office.
During her 24 years with USCIS and the legacy Irrunigration and Naturalization Service,
Stanley has worked in several offices. As the division chief for Lockbox Operations within
the Office ofthe ChiefFinancial Officer, she was responsible for centralizing the form and fee
intake process to a secure, lockbox environment.
Kath's extensive career as a public servant also includes service with the Department of
Defense's Office of the Inspector General and the Government Accountability Office. In
conjunction with this ,Kath has raised two wonderful daughters with her husband.
Warning! This document, a!Ong witbiany att;ichments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
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Michael Valverde
. Deputy Associate Director, Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Michael Valverde was appointed Deputy Associate Director of the Field Operations
Directorate on September 20, 2015.
From August 2013 until May 2015, Valverde served as Deputy Chief of the Refugee Affairs
Division, which processed ~early 70,000 refugee admissions in both fiscal years 2013 and ·
2014. In September 2012, Valverde was selected as Refugee, Asylum and International
Operations' Chief of Performance Management and Planning. He also served as the USCIS
senior liaison officer to the United Kingdom Border Agency in London. .
Valverde has worked in a federal immigration professional capacity since 1997. His federal
career began as a Presidential Management Intern with legacy Immigration and Naturalization
Service's Office of Adjudications. He has served in various roles and offices during his
career, ineluding the Administrative Appeals Office, the INS Office of Congressional
Relations, and the International Operations Division.
Valverde was the valedictorian of his immigration academy BASIC class, attended the Senior
Executive Fellows Program at Harvard University and graduated from the DHS SES
Candidate Development Program. He holds Bachelor's Degrees in Latin American Studies
and Government from the College of William and Mary and a Master's Degree in
International Relations from the University of Delaware.

Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains .NON-PUBUC INFORMATION exempt frol1'1 release to the public by federal law: It may contain confidential,
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Nicholas V. Colucci
Chief, Immigrant Investor Program Office
Field Operations Directorate
Nicholas V. Colucci is the Chief of the Immigrant Investor Program Office (IPO), a position
he assumed in December 2013.
In this role, Mr .. Colucci leads IPO's staff of adjudicators, economists, and program support
specialists in administering the employment-based, fifth preference (EB-5) program.
Mr. Colucci joined USCIS with more than 21 years of experience with the Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco, Fireanns and Explosives (ATF) and the Department of the Treasury. Most recently
he served as the Associate Director for the Analysis and Liaison Division at Treasury's
Financiai Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN), Prior to FinCEN, Mr. Colucci served as
ATF's Deputy Assistant Director in the Office of Public and Government Affairs.
Mr. Colucci brings a fonnidable amount of law enforcement and regulatory experience. He
has managed diverse teams dedicated to combatting fraud, money laundering, and terrorist
financing.
)

Mr. Colucci received his B.A., Magna Cum Laude, from Long Island University and his
M.B.A. from Loyola University.
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Robert Cowan
Director, National Benefits Center
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Robert Cowan became the director of the National Benefits Center in October 2003. The
NBC processes applications for legal permanent residency and naturalization to prepare them
for interview at USCIS field offices.
Cowan previously served as the first director of the legacy Immigration and Naturalization
Service's National Records Center, which currently manages nearly 20 million A-Files.
Cowan oversaw all NRC operations, which included Freedom oflnformation Act/Privacy Act
processing, records management activities, and immigration status verification for
governmental benefits granting agencies.
Cowan also served in a variety of positions in both public and private sector organizations,
including the U.S. Department of Justice's Community Relations Service and the U.S. Peace
Corps.
Cowan holds a Master of Business Administration from the University of Maryland, with a
concentration in information technology and a Bachelor of Science in business administration
from Southern Illinois University.
Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exerript from release to the public by federal law. lt may contain con~dential,
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Lori Pietropaoli
Regional Director, Northeast Region
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Lori Pietropaoli became the Regional Director for the Northeast Region on April 6, 2014.
As Regional Director, she manages immigration services and infonnation in 12 states,
focusing on improving customer service, increasing openness and transparency and
· developing employees. Pietropaoli became a member of the Senior Executive Service in
2012 when she served as the District Director in Chicago, lllinois.
Pietropaoli began her career with the Immigration and Naturalization Service in 1993 as
an immigration inspector in Montreal, Quebec, Canada. She was a District Adjudications
Officer in Boston, Massachusetts, before transferring to INS Headquarters. She served in
the Rome District Office as the Deputy District Director from 2007 - 2010, Acting
District Director from November 2007 March 2008 and Field Office Director from
2005 - 2007. Pietropaoli was the Southeast Region's Associate Regional Director for
Operations from 20 IO - 2012.
Pietropaoli received her bachelor's degree at Canisius College and master's degree from.
Boston University. She attended the Federal Executive Institute's Leadership in a.
Democratic Society in 2012 and Harvard University's Senior Executive Fellows program
in 2007.
Willlning! This document, along with .iny attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORM~TtON exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
leg;dty privileged, proprietary or deliberative process inter-agency/intra-agency material. You are hereby notified that anydissemiiiation, copying. or further distribution of this
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Kathy Redman
Regional Director, Southeast Region
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Ms. Kathy Redman is the Regional Director for the Southeast Region. Prior to her current
assignment;Ms. Redman was the District 10 District Director. Prior to that Ms. Redman was
the Officer-in-Charge of the New Delhi, India Sub-Office for four years, covering all
immigration benefits related matters throughout India, Sri Lanka; Bangladesh, Nepal, Bhutan
and the Maldives.
Prior to serving in the New Delhi sub-office, Ms. Redman served for fQur years in
Headquarters. During that time she served as the Acting Assistant Director, directing the.
writing of Immigration regulations; as Special Assistant to the Associate Director for
Adjudications; and as the Acting Associate Director for Domestic Operations. Prior to going
to headquarters, Ms. Redman was the Deputy District Director in Detroit, Michigan; the
Assistant District Director for Adjudications in St. Paul, Minnesota; and a Supervisory
District Adjudications Officer in Las Vegas, Nevada and Baltimore, Maryland. Ms. Redman
began her career with Immigration in 1978 as an Inspector at JFK airport in New York. She
moved to Baltimore as an adjudicator and then moved to Headquarters as the editor of the
Administrative Appeals Unit.
Ms. Redman received her Bachelor of Arts degree in Criminal Justice from the University of
Baltimore. She also has a Master of Public Administration and a Juris Doctorate from the
same University. Ms. Redman is a member of the Maryland Bar Association.
Warning! This document,. along_with any attachments, contains NON~PUBUC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
· legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative process inter~agency/intra~agency material. You are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying, or further distribution of this
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Robert Looney
Regional Director, Central Region
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
'

Robert V. Looney·entered on duty as Central Regional Director on April 21, 2013. The
Central Region includes twenty-one states from the Canadian to Mexican borders within
central United States. Prior to entering on duty as the Central Regional Director, Robert was
the San Francisco District Director, beginning in August 2011.
Robert began his USCIS and legacy INS career as an Immigration Inspector in El Paso, Texas
in 1978 and was promoted to the Supervisory Immigration Inspector position in 1983. He
later served as an Immigration Officer and then Assistant Officer in Charge in Seoul, Korea.
Other permanent assignments included Asia Desk Liaison Officer at INS Headquarters;
Officer in Charge in Vienna, Austria; Assistant District Director for Examinations in El Paso;
Director of the Los Angeles Asylum Office; and District Director of the Bangkok, 'Ibailand
District. He also completed temporary assignments in Miami, and in Afghanistan, Egypt,
Macedonia, Turkey, and Saudi Arabia. ·
As part of his regional responsibilities in USCIS and Legacy INS service, Robert has traveled

·extensively in the U.S. and in many other countries. He speaks Spanish and studied Korean,
Tagalog, and German during his overseas assignments. He earned his Bachelor of Arts
Degrees in History and Journalism from the University ofNew Mexico and completed the
U.S. Department of Agriculture Executive Potential Program inl998 as well as the
Leadership in a Democratic Society curriculum in 2009 from the Federal Executive Institute.
· Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
legally privileged; proprietary or deliberative process inter-agency/lntra~agency material. You are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying, or further distribution of this
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Carolyn L. Muzyka
Regional Director, Western Region
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Ms. Carolyn Muzyka was appointed Regional Director of the Western Region of U.S.
· Citizenship and Immigration Services in September 2003. In this capacity, she oversees the
management of complex immigration services to thousands of customers a year. She has
regional oversight over 29 field offices and greater than 1,300 employees in the seven western
states of California, Arizona, Nevada, Hawaii, Oregon, Washington, Alaska, the Territory of
Guam and the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands. Ms. Muzyka has more than
38 years of immigration experience, including more than 27 years as a senior manager. She
became a member of the Senior Executive Service in 2005.
Ms. Muzyka began her career with the legacy Immigration and Naturalization Service as an
Immigration Inspector at LAX. She transferred to the Western Region Office in Laguna
Niguel where she served in a variety of positions including the Program Manager for
Inspections and the Associate Regional Director. As the first Regional Director for Western
Region under USCIS, she played a key role in the standing up of the new agency and the
transition of Western Region offices into USCIS.
· Ms. Muzyka is a native Californian. She graduated from California State University in
Fullerton with a dual major in German and Russian/Eastern European Studies.
Warning! This document, along wlth any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exem~t from release to th~ public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative process inteN1gency/intra~agency material. You are hereby· notified that any dissemination, copying, or further distribution of this
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Denis C. Riordan.
District Director, Boston
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

In January 2004, Mr. Riordan was appointed District Director of U.S. Citizenship and
Immigration Services District 1, Boston. Prior to that time he served as Deputy District
Director responsible for INS operations in the States of Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode
Island and New Hampshire.

After receiving an undergraduate degree from the University of Detroit, Mr. Riordan began
his career.with INS in ·1978 as an immigration inspector in the Detroit District. He was
promoted to an immigration examiner position in the Baltimore District in 1983. In 1987, he
was selected as the first seqior immigration examiner in INS. From 1988 to 1998, Mr.
Riordan held the position of Area Port Director/Immigration Attache assigned to inspections
and adjudications activities in the Republic oflreland. During this period, Mr. Riordan also
served a term as the Acting Officer-in-Charge of the INS office London and Acting Deputy
District Director INS Rome District, and headed multiple refugee processing assignments to
. locations in the Middle East and Europe. Mr. Riordan was promoted to Deputy District
Director in Boston in 1998. He served as the Acting District Director in Boston during the
period September2001 through February 2003.

Mr. Riordan resides in Braintree, Massachusetts with his wife, Mary, and five children.
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Michael McCleary
Field Office Director, Boston
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Michael J. McCleary entered on duty August 21, 2016, as the Field Office Director (FOD) in
Boston. The Boston Field Office serves southern Massachusetts and the greater Boston
area. Prior to being appointed FOD, Mr. McCleary served as a Section Manager in the
Boston Field Office beginning in April 2013.
Mr. McCleary started his career as a District Adjudications Officer in the Providence, RI Field
Office in June 2004. In 2008, Mr. McCleary was selected as a Supervisory Adjudications
Officer in the Providence, RI Field Office. In 2010-2011, Mr. McCleary also served as the
acting FOD in the Providence Field Office for 9 months. In 2011, Michael was then assigned
to the Boston Field Office as Supervisory Immigration Services Officer.

Mr. McCleary is a native of Massachusetts. Michael graduated Magna Cum Laude from
Bridgewater State College; Bridgewater, MA with a degree in Criminal Justice. Michael
resides in Mansfield, Massachusetts with his wife, Ckistine, and two children, Stephen and
ML

.
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Luis Chaves
Field Office Director, Lawrence
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Luis "Lou" Chaves is the new Field Office Director at the Lawrence Field Office of United
States Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS). The Lawrence Field Office is part of
District 1 (Boston) and the Northeast Region of USCIS.
Chaves is a naturalized citizen who.emigrated to the U.S. from the small island of Santa.
Maria in the Azores in 1967 when he was ten years old. He naturalized at historic Faneuil
Hall in Boston, Massachusetts. In 1975, at age 18, he joined the U.S. Navy and proudly
serve9 until 1998 when he retired as a Chief Petty Officer.
Chaves began his immigration career in 2002 at the Phoenix Field Office of"Legacy INS" as
a District Adjudications Officer. From 2002 to 2007, he adjudicated various applications and
petitions for immigration benefits. In 2007, when his term appointment ended, he. went to
work for the Internal Revenue Service as a Revenue Officer until 2008, when he returned to
USCIS as a permanent District Adjudications Officer and later served as a Senior
Immigration Services Officer. In March 2009, he was selected as a Supervisory Immigrations
Services Officer for the Lawrence Field Office in Lawrence, Massachusetts. While preparing
for that office to officially open in July 2009, he worked as a SISO at the Boston Field Office.
Warning! .This document, along with any attachments, contains NON~PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
legalty privileged, proprietary or .deliberative process Jnter-agency/intra~agency mate(ial. You are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying, or further distribution of this
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Adam Bergeron
Field Office Director, Providence
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Adam Bergeron is the Field Office Director of the Providence Field Office. He entered
on duty with USCIS in 2008 as an Immigration Services Officer (ISO), and became a
Supervisory ISO in 2010. Adam began his new position as Field Office Director on May
5, 2013 after serving details as the Acting Field Office Director in Providence and Acting
Section Chief at the Boston Field Office.
Prior to joining USCIS, Adam worked as a musician, teaching and performing on the
trumpet. He received a Bachelor's degree from Western Michigan University, and
worked .as a teaching assistant while attending graduate school at Illinois State University
and the University of Connecticut.
Adam resides in Sterling, Connecticut, with his wife, Zoila, their daughter, Ella, and son,
Samuel. He spends the majority of his free time taking his kids to their activities.
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Andrea Rogers
Field Office Director, Manchester
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Andrea Rogers was selected as the Field Office Director, Manchester, New Hampshire on
August 10, 2015.
Ms. Rogers joined U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) following 14
years of service
. in numerous capacities within U.S. Immigration and Customs
Enforcement (ICE). From 2001 until 2004 she represented the legacy INS and ICE as an
Assistant Chief Counsel in Miami, Florida. From 2004 until 2010, she served the ICE
Office of the Principal Legal Advisor in Washington D.C. as an Associate Legal Advisor,
a Deputy Chief, and as Chief ofICE's National Security Law Division. In 2010 she
joined ICE's Enforcement and Removal Operations program, also in Washington, D.C.,
serving in various positions, including Chief of Staff and Senior Advisor for Field ·
Operations.
.

Ms. Rogers received her undergraduate degree in Applied Economics from the University
ofMinnesota and is an honors graduate of the William Mitchell College of Law.
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Sally Blauvelt
Field Office Director, Portland, ME
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Sally Blauvelt is the Field Office Director of the Portland Field Office in US Citizenship 1111d
Jnunigration Services (USCIS) District 1. Ms. Blauvelt previously served as the Deputy
Chief for the Office of Public Engagement (OPE) within USCIS ..
. Ms. Blauvelt began her work in outreach in 200 I under legacy INS with the former
Community Relations Program. Since that time, the Community Relation5 Program has been
housed within the Office of Policy and Strategy, the Office of Citizenship, and the Office of
Communications. Fonner USCIS Director Alejandro Mayorkas created the Office of Public
Engagement in September 2009. At that time, the Community Relations program was moved
into OPE as one of the three divisions under this new office.
Ms. Blauvelt began her federal career in 1996 as an asylum officer for the Arlington Asylwn
office. Prior to that, she spent several years in the refugee camps of Thailand, Malaysia, and
Hong Kong working with unaccompanied minors and victims of violence for the United
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees and the.International Rescue Committee. Ms.
Blauvelt was a Peace Corps volunteer in Kenya in the mid- l 980s. She received her
Bachelor's degree in Political Science from San Jose State University and her Master's
Degree in International Management from the American Graduate School of International
Management. .
Warning! This document, along with any attachments, con~ains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public bvfederal law. It may co'*1.in cof1fidential,
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Edward Newman
District Director, Buffalo
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Edward A. Newman began his U.S. Government career in 1988 with the Immigration and
Naturalization Service. He worked as an Immigration Inspector at land-border ports-of-entry
in Niagara Falls and Buffalo, New York. He later became an Adjudications Offic;er at the
Buffalo District Office and in 2000 was promoted to Supervisory Adjudications Officer,
where he served until April 2007, when he became the first Field Office Director for the
newly fanned Buffalo Field Office under US Citizenship and Immigration Services, and now
currently serves as the District Director for D02.

Mr. Newman was honored with a USCIS Commissioner's award, "Supervisor of the
Year" in 2006. He is a native Western New Yorker with a Bachelor of Arts Degree in
Communication from the State University of New York at Buffalo.

Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidentia(
legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative process inter-ag~ncy/intra-agency material. You are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying, or further distri9ution of this
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Carmen Whaling
Field Office Director, Buffalo
U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration
Services
.
'

Cannen M. Whaling was selected as the Field Office Dire_ctor of the Buffalo Field Office
on February 21, 2016.
Ms. Carmen Whaling began her career with U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services in
April 2005 as a District Adjudications Officer at the Charlotte, NC Field Office. In
March 2012 she accepted the challenge of serving in the capacity of Supervisory
Immigration Services Officer in Charlotte .. This position afforded her the opportunity to
train and mentor those around her, assist them in the identification of career goals and
provide support in their efforts to achieve while re-enforcing the USCIS mission and core
values. Ms. Whaling has also participated in various assignments to include the
Hurricane Sandy assi.stance mission in New York and details in Service Center
Operations at the Texas Service Center, the Office ofTransfonnation, and HQ Field
Operations Directorate. In July 2015 Ms. Whaling transferred to the Atlanta Field Office
where she served as a Section Manager. In February 2016 Ms. Whaling joined the
Buffalo Field Office team where she is currently serving as the Field Office Director.
Ms. Whaling graduated from the University of North Carolina at Charlotte with a BSBA
degree having majored in International Business. Ms. Whaling also obtained an .
Executive Lead~rship Certificate from Cornell University.
Warning! lhis document, along wlth any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC lNFORMAT10N exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative process inter··agency/tntra•agency material. You are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying, or further distribution of this
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Gwynne Dinolfo
Field Office Director, Albany
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Gwynne Dinolfo began her career with the Immigration and Naturaliz:ation Service in May
1997 as a college intern. She served as an Immigration Services Officer at the Albany Field
Office from May 1998 until February 2007, and was promoted from within the office to
Supervisory Immigration Services Officer in February 2007. She now serves as the Albany
Field Office Director. She is a graduate from Southern Vermont College located in
Bennington, Vermont with a degree in Criminal Justice.

Warning! This document, along with any attachrncnts, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exert¢ from release to the pt~bliC by federal law. It may contai~ cor1fidential,
legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative process inter-agEncy/intra-agency materi.il. You a(etereby notifie.d that any dissemination, copying; or further distribution of th!S
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Nieves Cardinale
Field Office Director, Hartford
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Nieves Cardinale has 32 years of government service with the legacy Immigration and
Naturalization Service (INS), U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP), and currently with
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS). Mrs. Cardinale was promoted to Field
Office Director at the Hartford Field Office on April 4, 2016.
Mrs. Cardinale
began her career as an Immigration Inspector at JFK Airport in NY in June
.
1984, promoted to Special Operations Officer in 1992 and promoted to Supervisory
Immigration Officer in 1994. In 1997, Mrs. Cardinale was promoted to Supervisory
Deportation Officer at NYC. In May 2001, she was appointed Area Port Director and.
Assistant District Director for Inspections at Philadelphia International Airport. While in
Philadelphia she assumed the additional role of Acting Deputy District Director and Acting
District Director from September 200 I through May 2003. Mrs. Cardinale returned to the
Philadelphia airport and was the Branch Chief for Passport Control with Customs and Border
Protection. In April 2007, Ms. Cardinale was appointed Supervisor Immigration Officer with
USCIS at the Mount Laurel, New Jersey, Field Office 'imd in January 2008 she was promoted
. to Field Office Director at the Mount Laurel Office.
.

.

Mrs. Cardinale is married to Joseph Cardinale and has two grandchildren.
Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release tO the public b~ federal law. It m.-v contain confidential,
legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative process lnter-agency/intra~agency material. You are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying, or further distribution of this
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Michael Paui
Field Office Director, St. Albans
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Michael J. Paul began his position as Field Office Director of the St. Albans Field Office,
St. Albans, Vermont on January 25, 2016.
Michael began his federal service career in 1992 with legacy INS as an immigration
inspector at the Los Angeles International Airport. Over his 24 year career, he has held
various officer corps, supervisory, and management positions within legacy INS and
USCIS. More recently, he served as an Assistant Center Director from 2007 to 2011 at
the Vermont Service Center, an Adjudications Officer at USCIS headquarters from 2011
to 2012, and a Supervisory Immigration Services Officer in the National Security Unit at
the Vermont Service Center from 2012 through 2015.
Miehael is a graduate of Illinois State University completing a Bachelor's degree in 1985
and a Master's degree in 1989.

Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federa( law. It may contain confidential,
legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative process inter~agency/intra,agency material. You are hereby notified that any dissemination, copyin& or further distribution of this
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Phyllis Coven
District Director, New York, NY
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
.Phyllis A. Coven entered on duty as District Director for the New York District Office on
March 24, 2014. Ms. Coven has two decades of experience working for both the federal
government and international organizations, leading a wide range of immigration and refugee
·initiatives. She is known internationally for her work on refugee and migration emergencies,
and is credited with having created a group methodology for resettlement which now accounts
for more than one half of the referrals UNHCR makes to resettlement partners. She is one of
the few members of the Department who has worked for Immigration Naturalization Services
(INS), U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS), Immigration and Customs
Enforcement, the Department of Justice (DOJ), the United High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR), and the International Organization for Migration.
Ms. Coven began her federal service as a Deputy Associate Attorney General at DOJ where
she was responsible for the immigration portfolio (1993-1995). She later served as the
Director of INS, Office of International Affairs (1995-1998), where she was the key policy
and operational official responsible for implementing the reform of the United States asylum
system. She also served as the primary point of contact with the National Security Council
for DOJ and INS in handling the Haitian and Cuban boat emergencies during the mid-I990s.
In addition, Ms. Coven played a pivotal role in in creating the first regional consultative
process on migration, and established unprecedented cooperation with Mexico and Central
American governments on returns and smuggling.
Warning\ This. document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative p'rocess inter-agency/intra-agency material. vOu are hereby notified that any dissemination, coPving, or further distribution of this
information to unauthorized individuals (including unaulhoriZed members of the President-elect Transition Team) is strictly prohibited. Unauthorized disclosure or release of
this information may result in loss of access to inform~tion, and civil and/or criminal fines and penalties.
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Wilhelm Bierman
Field Office Director, New York, NY
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Wilhelm F. "Will" Bierman has been selected as the Field Office Director. He began his
new role on June 12, 2016.
Mr. Bierman joined USCIS in November 2006, as an Asylum Officer with the Houston

Asylum Office. He quickly became a subject matter expert in the Credible
Fear/Reasonable Fear Expedited Removal processes, and became a Supervisory Asylum
Officer in April 2007. He served as a Supervisory Refugee Officer with Refugee,
· Asylum, and International Operations (RAIO) in April 2009. During his time in the
Refugee Corps, Mr. Bierman led Refugee Officers in Iraq, Egypt, Kuwait, UAE, Yemen,
Jordan, Libya, Thailand and Malaysia. In September 2013, Mr. Bierman became the
Supervisory Immigration Officer for the Fraud Detection and National Security
Directorate in USCIS District 25, covering Arizona and Nevada. He left District 25
FDNS to become the Deputy Field Office Director for the New York City Field Office in
USCIS District 3 in October 2014. Prior to joining USCIS, Mr. Bierman was a .
commonwealth attorney for the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands (CNMI)
on the island ofSaipan, an attorney the State ofWyoming,_and an officer and attorney .
with the United States Army Judge Advocate Generals' Corps.
Mr. Bierman received _a Bachelor's Degree from the University of Wyoming, in Laramie,

· Wyoming.· He obtained his Juris Doctorate from the University of Wyoming College of
Law.
·

\-Yarning! This document, along with. any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may'contafn confidential,
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Bryan Christian
Field Office Director, Queens
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Bryan P. Christian has been the Field Office Director of the Queens Field Office since
November 2014. Since December 2015, he has also served as the Field Office Director
of the New York Field Office Adjustment of Status Unit and has had oversight of the
New York City Customer Service Unit. Mr. Christian began his career with the legacy
Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) in March 2000 as an Asylum Officer in the
Chicago Asylum Office. In October 2003; Mr. Christian became a Program Manager at
Asylum Division Headquarters. In March 2007, he became the Deputy Director of the
Arlington Asylum Office. In March 2009, Mr. Christian became the Branch Chief for
Adjustment and Naturalization in the Service Center Operations Directorate (SCOPS). In
2011, he served as the Acting Field Office Director of the Washington Field
Office. From July 2012 until March 2014, he represented SCOPS in USCIS
Transformation and served as P_roduct Owner for the USCIS Electronic Immigration
System (USCIS ELIS). Between March and November 2014, Mr. Christian was the
Branch Chief for Law Enforcement Support Operations (LESO) in the Fraud Detection
and National Security Directorate (FDNS).
He holds a Bachelor of Arts from Drew University and a Master of Arts from
Georgetown University. Mr. Christian was a Fulbright Research Scholar in Germany.

Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON·PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may cont.iin confidential,
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Elizabeth Miller
Field Office Director, Long Island
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Elizabeth Miller entered on duty as the Field Office Director for the Long Island Field Office
in April 2013.
Eliz.abeth Miller began her government career in 1980 in the United States Air Force. After
serving on active duty for 8 years she continued her military service in the United States Air
National Guard while also attending the University of the Air Force.
In 1989, Ms. Miller began her civilian government career with the Legacy Immigration and
Naturalization Service as an Immigration Inspector at John F. Kennedy International Airport
in New York where she was later promoted to Supervisory Immigration Inspector in 1995.
Then in 1999, Ms. Miller transferred to Adjudications at the Garden City Field Office in New ·
York assuming the role of Supervisory District Adjudications Officer. In 2007, she became a
·Section Manager in the Garden City Field Office.
In 2010, Ms. Miller became the first Section Manager of the brand new Long Island Field
Office, the first full-service field office of its kind on Long Island, located in Holtsville, New
York. Then in 2013, with over 20 years of military service and 24 years of civilian service,
Ms. Miller was selected to lead the Long Island Field Office as its Field Office Director.

Warning! This document, along with any att,.:ichments, contaifis NON-PUBUC INFORMATION exempt frorn release to the publlc by federal law. I~ may contain confidentia_l,
legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative process inter-agency/intra~ageocy material. You are hereby notified that any dis~ernination, ·copying, or further distribution of this
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John Thompson
District Director, Newark
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

John Thompson has approximately 36 years of experience with the Immigration and
Naturalization Service (INS), U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP), and most recently
with U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS). Dr. Thompson began his latest
appointment as the CIS District Director for Newark New Jersey on February 04, 2007.
John Thompson began his career with the Federal Government in June 1975 as an
Immigration Inspector for the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service on the Northern ·
Border. He transferred to JFK International Airport (JFKIA) in June 1977. He became a
Supervisory hnmigration Inspector at JFKIA in 1985 and. was promoted to Assistant Area
Port Director in 1990. Dr. Thompson transferred to Newark International Airport in February
1996 as the Area Port Director/Assistant District Director of the Inspections Branch of the
Newark, New Jersey District. Iri October 2000, he was designated the Acting Deputy District
Director of the Newark District. With the creation of U.S. Customs and Border Protection
within the Depill'.(ment of Homeland Security in March 2003, he was designated the Acting
Assistant Director for Immigration Policies and Procedures for the New York Field Office. In
October 2004, he was promoted to the position of CBP Assistant Director Field Operations,
Border Security and Facilitation for the New York Field.Office.
John Thompson has a Bachelor of Science degree in psychology from Brockport State
University (1975), a Master's of Science in psychology from Rutgers University (1978) and a
PhD in psychology from Rutgers University ( 1983).
W~rning! This document, along with any attachments, cont.iins NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal Jaw. It may contain confidential,
legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative process inter-agency/!ntra-agency material. You are hereby notified that any dissemlnat/on, copying, or further distribution of this
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Randi Borgen
Field Office Director, Newark
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

On July 3,2011, Ms. Borgen was promoted to the position of Field Office Director of the

Newark Field Office.

·

She began her career as an Office Automation Clerk in October 1992 in the New York City
District in the Naturalization Unit. In October 1995, she was promoted to District
Adjudications Officer (DAO). In 1998, Ms. Borgen was a I>AO in the Refugee and Parole
Unit. In July 2000, she was promoted to Supervisory District Adjudications Officer (SDAO)
in the Naturalization Unit in the New York City District. In November 2001, Ms. Borgen
transferred to the Newark District Office as a Supervisory District Adjudications Officer. In
April 2003 she worked in the Adjustment of Status Unit. She worked as an SDAO in the
Adjustment of Status Unit until she was promoted to Section Manager in December 2006.
On December I0, 2006, Ms. Borgen was promoted to Section Manager overseeing the CIS .
employees at the Application Support Center as well as the Records Department, Information
Unit and our Special Projects Unit. Shortly thereafter, Ms. Borgen took over as Section·
Manager for the Adjustment of Status Unit. She worked as a Section Manager in the
Adjustment of Status Unit until her current promotion as Field Office Director in July 2011.
Ms. Borgen received a Bachelor of Arts Degree in Liberal Arts from Hunter College in 1992.
Warning! This document, along w·1th any attachments, contains NON-PUBUC tNFORMAT10N exempt frorri release to the public by federal law. tt may contain confidential,
legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative process iriter-agency/intra~agency material. You are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying, or further distribution of this
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Ya-Mei Chen
Field Office Director, Mt. Laurel
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Ya-Mei Chen started as the Field Office Director on March 20, 2016.
Ya-Mei Chen began her career with USCIS as an Application Adjudicator at the National
Benefits Center in 2005. She was promoted to Immigration Service Officer II in 2007.
In 2010 Ya-Mei was selected as the first Community Relations Officer at the NBC. YaMei was promoted to Supervisory Immigration Service Otftcer in 2012. In 2013, Ya-Mei
served as USCIS Academy adjunct faculty and taught Immigration Service Officer Basic
courses at Lee's Summit, Missouri location. She then served as Supervisory Immigration'
Services Officer at Background Check Unit at NBC Overland Park office. She is a
certified mediator providing Alternative Dispute Resolutions service to federal agencies
in Kansas City Metropolitan area.
Before working for the NBC, Ya-Mei worked for the Internal Revenue Service as a Tax
Examiner. Ya-Mei was a reporter covering Kansas City local news for the World Journal
which is the largest Chinese newspaper in North America. Ya-Mei spent ten years
volunteering in the Chinese School of Greater Kansas City. She served as a language
instructor, secretary, vice principal, and eventually principal for a school, where she.
managed more than 140 students and 20 teachers and staff. Ya-Mei holds a Master's
degree in Journalism with an emphasis in Public Relations from the Ohio State
University. She is an immigrant from Taiwan and proudly became a U.S. citizen in 2002.
Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law: n may contain confidential,
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Michael Borgen
District Director, Philadelphia
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Michael Borgen started as the District Director of the Philadelphia District on October 18,
2015. Mr. Borgenjoined the Immigration & Naturalization Service in October 1995 a5 a
.District Adjudications Officer, at the New York District. In December 1996, Mr. Borgen
assumed the duties of the Staff Officer to the A5sistant District Director for Adjudications and
as the New York District's Law Enforcement Liaison Officer. In September 2000, Mr.
Borgen was selected as a Supervisory District Adjudications Officer for New York's
Adjustment of Status Section. In November 2001, Mr. Borgen transferred to the Newark
. District Office and became the supervisor of the unit. In February 2003, Mr. Borgen was
detailed to the Cherry Hill Office and remained there as the Acting Officer in Charge.in the
absence of the incumbent, guiding the office through a major re.novation. In July 2004, Mr.
Borgen was selected as the Officer in Charge for Cherry Hill. In October 2006, Mr. Borgen
moved his staff from the Cheny Hill office to their new office in Mount Laurel. He later
assumed the title of Field Office Director upon reclassification of the position. In October
2007, Mr. Borgen transferred to District 3 in New York, as the Chief of Staff. In January
2012, Mr. Borgen was promoted to the position of the Deputy District Director.
A native of Michigan, Mr. Borgen enlisted in the U.S. Navy in 1986. His job assignments
ranged from personnel specialist to Personnel Officer, he rose through th~ enlisted
ranks. Through the length of his naval career, Mr. Borgen traveled to Europe and Asia, and
transited the Arctic Circle, the Equator, and the Suez Canal.

as
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Kathy Bausman
Field Office Director, Philadelphia
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Kathleen Bausman has been selected as the Field Office Director of the Philadelphia
Field Office on June 12, 2016.
Ms. Bausman began her government career in 1992 with the legacy Immigration and
Naturalization Service as an Immigration Examiner, was promoted to Supervisor in 2001,
and then to Section Chief in 2008. During her tenure, she has had a wide range of
experiences and has managed the A~justment of Status Unit, Naturalization Unit,
Records Department, Customer Service Unit, and Application Support Centers.
Additionally, she served as Special Assistant to the Associate Director for Field
Operations from June 2014 through September 2014.
Ms. Bausman is a native of Philadelphia and has a bachelor's degree from Temple
University.

Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contain.s NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
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Michael Horvath
Field Office Director, Pittsburgh
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Michael Horvath started as the Field Office Director of the Pittsburgh Field Office on
August 23, 2015.
Michael began his career with USCIS in July 2005 as a term District Adjudications
Officer. He also served as an Immigration Information Officer and Immigration Services
Officer before becoming a Supervisory Immigration Services Officer in 2012. Michael
has extensive experience in adjudication of immediate relative petitions, family based
adjustment of status, and naturalization and citizenship applications. In the spring of
2015, Michael was selected to be an Adjunct Instructor at the USCIS Academy. Prior to
joining USCIS, Michael held positions as a paralegal focusing on employment based
immigration and as a consultant working with foreign students and scholars.
Michael holds a Bachelor of Science in Psychology from the University of Pittsburgh and
a Master of Science in Legal Studies from California University of Pennsylvania, He is a
graduate of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, Center for Leadership Management,
New Leaders Program and has completed numerous immigration law and
leadership courses through the USCIS Academy and the Federal Law Enforcement
Training Center.
Warning! TMs document, along with any attachments, contains NON·PUBLIC lNFORMATJON acempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
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Gregory Collett
.
District Director, Baltimore
.
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Mr. Gregory L. Collett was selected in June of2010 to return as the District Director for
District 6 (Baltimore). Mr. Collett previously served as District Director of District 6 from
2007 - 2008. Until his appointment as District Director, Mr. Collett served as the Chief of the
Office of Transformation (OTC). Mr. Collett was appointed Chief of the OTC in November
2008.
Mr. Collett's immigration career began in 1989 with legacy Immigration and Naturalization

Service (INS) in the Baltimore District Office's Asylum Branch. He subsequently held
several field office positions, including Examiner and Inspector, and.worked on a range of
adjudications portfolios, until transferring to Headquarters in 1995. While at Headquarters,
Additionally, he worked on technical policy and process issues with the Office of
Congressional Affairs for two years before joining the Office of Field Operation's Fingerprint
Unit in 1997. Prior to becoming District Director for the Baltimore District, Mr. Collett, as
Branch Chief for the Application Support Centers (ASCs), led the team responsible for
operating over 134 ASCs and 54 Designated Law Enforcement Agencies across the country.

Mr. Collett graduated from Towson University with a Bachelor ofArts degree in English.
Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. lt may contain confidential,
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Conrad Zaragoza
Field Office Director, Baltimore
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Conrad J. Zaragoza was selected as the Baltimore Field Office Director on August 12, 2013.
Zaragoza, a native of Los Angeles, California, began his career with INS in 1993. Prior to
joining INS, Zaragoza, a veteran of the first Gulf War, served twelve years in the United States
Marine Corps and was Honorably Discharged in October of 1992.
Conrad J. Zaragoza has over twenty years oflmmigration Officer experience and leadership with
the fonner INS, and with CBP and USCIS. He has served in progressively challenging
· assignments as District and Center Adjudications Officer; FLETC Law Instructor; Application
Support Center Manager;Supervisory District Adjudications Officer; Port Director; Officer-in
Charge; Field Office Director; Associate Regional Director; Deputy Chief, Office of Field
Operations; Chief of the Biometrics Division; and Chief of Staff of the Fraud Detection and
National Secudty Directorate.
Zaragoza attended Southern Illinois University. In 2008 he graduated from the Federal Executive
Institute where he completed the Leadership for a Democratic Society program and in 2009 he .
attended the Center for Leadership Development and completed the Dynamics of Public Policy
program. In 2011, he attended and completed the School of Public Affairs, American University,
Key Executive Program ..
Warning! This. document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the.public by federal law, lt may contain confidential,
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Sarah Taylor
District Director, Washington, DC
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
In August, 2009, Ms. Taylor became District Director for the Washington District ofUSCIS.

For 5 years prior to coming to the District, Ms. Taylor served as Chief, Office of
Congressional Relations (OCR), U. S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS). Sarah
had been with legacy INS for 16 years in Congressional Relations; most recently as Acting
Director of Congressional Relations.

Ms. Taylor began her career with the Federal Government in 1987 as a Congressional Liaison
in the INS Office of Congressional Relations. While working, she earned a Master's Degree
in Public Administration with a concentration in Executive, Legislative and Regulatory
Management from The George Washington University. Ms. Taylor graduated from Cornell
University in 1986, with a Bachelor of Arts in American Government.
She is married to Sam Taylor Jr. and has two children, Caitlin and Sam.
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Kim Zanotti·
Field Office Director, Washington, DC
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Mrs. Zanotti began her career as an Immigration Inspector in 1991 working pre-flight
inspection at Dorval Airport in Montreal, Canada. In early 1993, she transferred to the INS
Newark district as a District Adjudications Officer. In late 1998, Mrs. Zanotti became a
Supervisory District Adjudications Officer in the Adjustment of Status unit. In April 2003,
Mrs. Zanotti was transferred to the naturalization unit to supervise officers for N-400
Applications for Naturalization.
In August 2005, she was promoted to the position as Section Manager over the naturalization
unit In April 2007, she became the Newark Field Office Field Office Director where she has
oversight over all operational and support functions of the office. She also successfully
completed the 2008 DHS Fellows Program. In July 201 !, she was transferred to the
Washington Field Office in Fairfax, Virginia where she has oversight over all operational and
support functions of the office.
She has a Bachelor of Arts Degree in Modem Languages (Spanish) and a minor in Secondary
Education from St Bonaventure University in May 1991.
Mrs. Zanotti is married to Immigration and Customs Enforcement Program Manager William
Zanotti and they have two children, Dan and Kelly.
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Frank C. Reffel
Field Office Director, Norfolk
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Frank C Reffel is the Field Office Director for.the Norfolk Field Office. He began his
new role on January 25, 2015.

Mr. Reffel was born in Brooklyn, NY and grew up in Connecticut. Mr. Reffel joined the
U.S. Army straight out of high school and after his return embarked on a successful
· career as a professional chef. In the following years he worked for the U.S. Postal
Service, first as a clerk and then as an Acting Postmaster in several locations throughout
Connecticut.
In 2002 Mr. Reffel started with the U.S. Customs Service at JFK International Airport.

After the creation ofDHS, he became a Customs and Border Protection Officer at the
same port of entry, During the transition, Mr. Reffel began working with the legacy
Immigration Primary/Passport Control and quickly progressed to working 'in Secondary. ·
Mr. Reffel joined USCIS at the Hartford, CT Field Office in late 2005 as an
Adjudications Officer/ISO-II. In 2012, he took a promotion to an ISO-III at the Norfolk
Field Office, and in June of2014 started a one year detail at the Raleigh-Durham Field
Office as a supervisor. The detail was cut short by his promotion to the Field Office
Director's position back at the Norfolk Filed Office effective January 2015.
Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON·PUBUC INFORMATION exempt from release to the Public by federal law. lt may contain confidential,
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Denise M. Frazier
District Director, Atlanta
. U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
On August 2, 2009 Ms. Frazier entered on duty as the District Director for District 8Atlanta. In this capacity Ms. Frazier overs~es the USCIS operations for District 8, which
encompasses all of Alabama, Georgia, North Carolina and South Carolina. In addition,
District 8 has a USCIS military operation on Ft. Benning, and on the Parris Island Marine
Corp base.
Denise M. Frazier began her federal career in 1987 with _USINS a, an Applications Clerk
in the Western Adjudications Center (now known as the California Service Center). In
December 1988, she was promoted to the position of Center Adjudications Officer at the
California Service Center. From 1992 tol999 she was promoted to several supervisory
and managerial positions within the California Service Center. In May 1999, Ms. Frazier,
transferred to the San Francisco District Office as a Supervisory District Adjudications
Officer. In January, 2000 she was promoted to Director of Benefits for the San Jose SubOffice. In M_arch 200 I Ms. Frazier was promoted to Assistant District Director,
Adjudications (ADDA) for the San Francisco District. In January, 2004 Ms. Frazier was
selected as the Field Office Director for the St. Paul Field Office.
Ms. Frazier has a bachelor's degree in Public Administration from National University in
California. She is a graduate ofOPM's Federal Executive Institute and the Harvard
·
Kennedy Executive Education program. ·

I

I
I
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Brett R. Rinehart
Field Office Director, Atlanta
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Brett R. Rinehart began his role as the Field Office Director in Atlanta, Georgia on October
19, 2014.
Brett began his civil service career in 1996 with the Immigration and Naturalization Service
(INS), where he served for four years as an Immigration Inspector. As an Inspector, he
worked the ports of entry in Miami, Florida, and Tampa, Florida. Brett was selected in 2006,
as a Senior ISO at the Tampa Field Office. Within two years he was promoted to serve as
Tampa's Bran<::h Chief. Brett has served in the capacity of Acting Field Office Director at
both the Tampa and West Palm Beach Field Offices, as well as, Acting Branch Chief at the
Oakland Park Field Office.
In December 2011, he began serving as Special Assistant to the Regional Director at the
Southeast Region located in Orlando, Florida. In 2013, Brett was selected for the Department
of Homeland Security's (DHS) Fellows Program designed to strengthen leadership skills
through a proven combination of innovative coursework and Department-wide networking
that are tailored to DHS's unique operating environment.
Prior to his career in public administration, Brett proudly served in the United States Army
from 1987 to 1995. He earned numerous awards while serving his country.
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Kristian M. Parker
Field Office Director, Charleston
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Kristian M. Parker has been selected as the Field Office Director of the Charleston Field
Office in South Carolina. She began her new role on March 6, 2016. Ms. Parker is proud
to be part of the inaugural cohort of the FOO Field Operations Director in Training (FIT)
Program.
She began her career with USCIS as an Immigration Services Officer (ISO) in 2008. As
an ISO, she led a team to create an electronic resource library called District 3
Adjudicative Resources and Tools. From April 2012 to November 2014, Ms. Parker was
a Supervisory Immigration Services Officer (SISO) in the New York Field Office. She
·. also served as a Special Assistant to the Section Chief and developed a collaborative,
team-based scheduling system. She served as Section Chief for the Adjustment of Status
Unit i_n the New York Field Office from November 2014 through March 2016. In that
capacity she led her. team of more than sixty staff to develop and implement process
improvements that dramatically improved adjudication process efficiency.
Ms. Parker received her Juris Doctorate from Duquesne University School of Law in
Pittsburgh, PA, where she was inducted into the Musmanno Honor Society for
· Excellence in Oral Advocacy. She also studied international law in Ireland at University
College Dublin and Queen's University Belfast. She is admitted to the Bars of
Pennsylvania and New Jersey. Her Bachelor of Arts degree is from Chatham University.
\ Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON·PUBUC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federa1'1aw. It may contain confidential,
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Leander Holston
Field Office Director, Charlotte
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Mr. Leander B. (Lee) Holston entered on duty as the Field Office Director, Charlotte
. Field Office ofU.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) in March of2014.
On September 30, 2002, Mr. Holston began his career with th.e former Immigration and
Naturalization Service (INS). For two years he worked as an Immigration Inspector in
San Diego, California, .first assigned to the San Ysidro Port of Entry and later.the Otay
Mesa Port of Entry.

Mr. Holston transferred to Phoenix as a District Adjudications Officer in October of
2004. In May 2008, Mr. Holston was selected as Supervisory Immigration Services
· Officer (Temporary) and subsequently selected permanently in September of 2008. In
December of 2009, Mr. Holston was selected as the Field Office Director for the New
· Orleans Field Office in Metairie, Louisiana.
Prior to joining INS, Mr. Holston served in the U.S. Marine Corps. He enlisted in May
1971.and attended basic training at Parris Island,.South Carolina. He retired from the
Marine Corps on February 1, 2002, having attained the rank of Master Gunnery Sergeant,
the highest enlisted rank. He attended McKenzie Business College where·he received a
diploma in Junior Executive Duties in March of 1971. He obtained a BS in
Management/Computer Information Systems in 2004 and a Master of Public
Administration Degree in 2006, both from Park University.
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Jay Weselmann
Field Office Director, Raleigh-Durham
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

On May 4, 2014, Mr. Jay Weselmann entered on duty as the Field Office Director of the

USCIS facility in Durham, North Carolina. The Raleigh-Durham field office serves
Eastern and Central North Carolina's rapidly growing immigrant population.
Mr. Weselmann began his federal eareer with United States Citizenship and Immigration

Services in 2003 as a Center Adjudications Officer with the Vermont Service Center. In
2005, Officer Weselmann took a position in the Hartford Field Office as an !~migration
Services Officer Level II and subseq~ently, served in the same capacity at the Saint Paul
Field Office. In June of 2008, he began working in the Raleigh-Durham Field Office
where he has served as an Immigration Services Officer Level II, Immigration Services
Officer Level III, and Supervisory Immigration Serv_ices Officer.
Mr. Weselmann holds a Bachelcir of Arts degree from the University oflowa and a

Master of Arts degree in International Studies from the University of Washington in
Seattle, WA.
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Linda M. Swacina
District Director, Miami
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
On July 24, 2006, Linda M. Swacina began serving as the District Director for the Miami
and Caribbean District of the Department of Homeland Security's U.S. Citizenship and
Immigration Services in Miami, Florida.
Prior to joining USCIS, Ms. Swacina served as the Executive Director of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture's Food Safety Institute of the Americas (FSIA) in Miami,
Florida. From 2002 to 2004,.Ms. Swacina was the Deputy Administrator for USDA's
Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS) in Washington, D.C. Ms. Swacina also
previously served as FSIS Assistant Administrator for Staff Services. From 1992-2001,
she was the FSIS director of the congressional & public affairs office. She joined FSIS in
March 1988.
'

'

'

Before coming to FSIS, Ms. Swacina worked as a legislative assistant for various
Members of Congress, where she handled mainly defense and foreign affairs issues. She
also worked for the Vice President in the Office of Domestic Policy.
Ms. Swacina received a B.A. in Political Science/Latin American Studies from the
University of Arkansas. She received her J.D. from George Mason University School of.
Law and is a Member of the Florida Bar.
1
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Yeseira Diaz
Field Office Director, Miami
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Yeseira A. Diaz became the director of the Miami Field Office in June 2016.
Prior to her current assignment, Ms. Diaz served as the Acting Field Office Director and
Acting Section Chief for the Miami Field Office. Ms. Diaz started her career with
USCIS at the Miami District Office as the Quality Management Specialist for the USCIS
· Miami and Caribbean District in 2013.
Ms. Diaz started her career as an auditor for the U.S. Department of the Navy. She has
fifteen years of experience evaluating and improving federal government programs and
operations. She worked at the U.S. Department of Homeland Security Office of Inspector
General for over seven years, five of those as an audit manager.
Ms. Diaz received her Bachelor of Arts degree, summa-cum laude, in Business
Administration from the University ofSagrado Corazon in Puerto Rico in 2001. She
earned her Master of Business Administration from Florida International Univer:sity in
2009, graduating in the top five percent of her class. Ms. Diaz is currently an examiner
for the Florida Sterling Council, a program designed to assess organizational excellence.
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Enid Stulz
Field Office Director, Hialeah
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

·Ms.Enid S. Stulz serves as the Hialeah Field Office Director of the Miami and Caribpean
District. Previously, she was the Acting Field Office Director of the San Juan Field
Office. Ms. Stulz' career with USCIS spans for over twenty years, joining the U.S.
Immigration and Naturalization Service in Miami in 1984.
She has occupied a wide variety of positions that have taken her from Miami to the
American Embassy in Santo Domingo, Dominicari Republic where she worked in
· partnership with the U.S. State Department and Dominican officials to curb illegal
migration and assist with third party nationals, in a country with the third largest
. consulate in the world. She also worked with other Federal La,v Enforcement agencies as
a member of the interagency country team.
From overseas, Ms. Stutz transferred on to the San Juan District O'ffice as the Assistant
District Director for Adjudications where she has forged liaison with other DHS
components in the pursuit of common national security goals. She is very much
enthusiastic as to the challenges that such a vibrant District as the Miami District presents
and embraces such challenges with great commitment to public service.
Ms. Stulz is a graduate of Barry University in Miami Shores. She was born and raised in
Mayaguez, Puerto Rico, and is the youngest of five siblings. Ms. Stulz has two children.
Warning! This document, along.with any att"chment:s, contains NON~PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may conlainmnfidential,
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Randell Akins
Field Office Director, Kendall ·
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Randell M. Akins was selected as the Field Office Director of the Kendal Field Office in
Miami, Florida in March 2016. Mr. Akins.served as the Section Chief for the Analysis .
and Integrity Division at the National Benefits Center from July 2013 through March
2016. In May 2015 he was selected for an ELIS N400 detail as a reporting subject
matters expert. Mr. Akins severed as Acting Assistant Center Director for Analysis and
Integrity Division from September 2014 through February 2015.
Mr. Akins began USCIS career in April 2006 at the Kansas City Field Office as Records
and Information Supervisor. In 2008, he was promoted to an Immigration Services
Analyst for District 15 - Kansas City where he supported and provided analysis for five
field offices and one satellite office. In 2010, he came to the NBC as an Immigration
Services Analyst and was promoted in 2011 to Supervisory Immigration Services Analyst
for the Data Analysis Team. Prior to working for USCIS, Mr. Akins served over fourteen
years in the United States Air Force as an Information Manager. His assignments
included many CONUS assignments as well as Osan AB Korea, Aviano AB Italy, and
Prince Sultan Air Base, Saudi.
Mr. Akins possesses a Master's of Business Administration degree from the University of
Phoenix, a Bachelor's of Science degree in Management/Human Resources from Park
University. He also earned an Associate of Applied Science degree iri Information
Management from the Community College of the Air Force.
Warning! This docume"nt, along with any attachments, contains NON~PUBUC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. lt may contain confidential,
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Emigdio Martinez
Field Office Director, Oakland Park
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Emigdio F. Martinez began his role as Field Office Director for the Oakland Park Field
Office on March 23, 2015. Mr. Martinez has been serving as an Assistant Region.al
Director for the Office of Fraud Detection and National Security (FDNS) at the Southeast
Region in Orlando, Florida since April 2011. He managed the'Administrative Site Visit
Verification Program (ASVVP) and the Quality and Analysis units for FDNS at the
Southeast region.

Mr. Martinez started his INS/USCIS career in 1998 at Miami, Florida. He worked as a
. District Adjudications Officer in Miami for 6 years. He became the first FDNS officer in
Jacksonville, Florida in May 2006. In June 2007, Mr. Martinez was selected to work at
the Frankfurt Field Office as an Overseas Adjudications Officer.
He served as the Acting Field Office Director in Frankfurt, Germany fiom November
2007 to May 2008. In September 2008, Mr. Marti.nez began serving as the Field Office
Director in Tegucigalpa, Honduras. He coordinated the first naturalization ceremony of a
U.S. Service Member in Latin America in June 2009. Mr. Martinez led his team and
continued to serve USCIS customers during the Honduran Coup D'etat in June 2009 and
the subsequent constitutional crisis.

Mr. Martinez served in the United States Navy and is a Gulf War Veteran. He has a
Bachelor's degree in International Business from Barry University and a Master's Degree
in Public Administration from Florida Atlantic University.
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Deliana Gonzalez .
Field Office Director, San Juan
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Deliana Gonzalez is the Field Office Director for San Juan Field Office. She is one of
five field office directors comprising the Miami and Caribbean District (District 9).
Mrs. Gonzalez began her government career as a District Adjudications Officer (DAO) in
2003. At the beginning of her tenure as a DAO, she worked mainly with applications for
adjustment of status and family visa petitions.
In August of 2009, she was selected to lead the newly created Customer Service Team
dealing with customers' inquiries, · congressional inquiries, and high profile. cases in
Puerto Rico. She managed the development of the Community Outreach Program in San
Juan, achieving strong collaborative relationship with stakeholders, including
commWJity-based organizations, federal and state agencies, and other DHS Components.

In 2010 became a Supervisory Immigration Services Officer (SISO) for the San Juan
Field Office overseeing the Adjudications Unit, Information Unit, Records, and
Application Support Center. During her tenure as a SISO she was awarded with the
Leadership in Action Award by the Miami and the Caribbean District (District 9), the ·
Supervisor of the Year Award by the Southeast Region, and the Director's Manager of
the Year Award by the USCIS Director. In 2014 she was selected as the Field Office
Director for San Juan.
Mrs. Gonzalez is a native of Puerto Rico and graduated with a Bachelor's Degree in
Business Administration from the University of Puerto Rico.

.

.
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Lorelie C. Conner
Field Office Director, US Virgin Islands
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Lorelie C. Connor became the Field Office Director for the Charlotte Amalie, St.
Thomas, U.S. Virgin Islands Field Office in July 2016. Previously, she served as the
Section Chief and Supervisory Immigration Service Officer for the Charlotte Amalie
Field Office.
Ms. Connor served in the United States Army from 1989 to 1995 and was hired as an
Immigration Inspector in 1996 with Legacy Immigration and Naturalization Service
under the VRA program. She worked in both airport and seaport operations in all three
Virgin Islands Ports of Entry. In 2000 she was selected as a Special Operations Inspector
and in 2002 as a Supervisory Immigration Inspector and became a CBP Supervisor when
DHS was established in 2003.

In 2004 Ms. Conner was transferred to the Charlotte Amalie Field Office when she was
· selected as the Application Support Center Manager/Adjudications Officer, then
Immigration Service Officer. During her tenure as Immigration Service Officer she also
served as Acting Supervisory Immigration Service Officer. In January 2010, she was
selected as the Supervisory Immigration Service Officer.
Ms. Conner received her certification in Interior Design from the Art Institute of
Pittsburg in 2006. She is blessed with two beautiful daughters·.
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Tony Bryson
District Director, Tampa
U;S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Mr. Tony Bryson was appointed as the Tampa District Director in June 2015.
In January 201 I, Mr. Bryson was appointed District Director in Philadelphia.
Immediately prior to this appointment he served as Deputy Director and Acting Director,
over the Academy Training Center in Dallas, Texas, that cultivates employees, managers,
and leaders by developing a mission-focused workforce. InJanuary 2006, Mr. Bryson
was appointed Field Office Director in Norfolk that services 35 counties in Southeastern
Virginia.

Mr. Bryson began his career with Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) in 1998 ·
as an Immigration Inspector at Dallas Fort Worth International Airport. He was
promoted to District Adjudications Officer in February 2000 at the Dallas District
Office. In April 2004, he was then promoted to Supervisory District Adjudications
Officer in Dallas; a position he held until his appointment as the Field Office Director in
January 2006.

Mr. Bryson holds a Bachelor's degree in Political Science from the University of North
Texas, in Denton; Texas, and is a member of Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc. In addition,
he graduated from the Department of Homeland Security Fellows Program in 2008.

Warning! This document,along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law, lt may contain confidential,
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Leslie Meeker
Field Office Director, Tampa
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Leslie Meeker is the USCIS Field Office Director for the Tampa Field Office. She joined
the Tampa Management team in February 201 I after serving as the Field Office Director
in the Virgin Islands since 2008.
Ms. Meeker was the Field Offiee Director 2005-2007, South Africa. She was responsible
for USCIS immigration matters in 13 countries in Southern Africa. She was previously
the Deputy Director of the USCIS San Francisco Asylum Office and has held several
supervisory and officer positions with the Service since 1996.
Before joining USCIS, Ms. Meeker was employed by two overseas agencies which
processed refugee and immigration applicants for INS under the auspices of the
Department of State. She has also worked in the publishing and public relations fields for
private companies.

Warning! This document.. along with any attachments, contains NON~PUBUC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
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Shelly D. Randall
Field Office Director, Fort Myers
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Shelly Randall became director of the Fort Myers Field office in March 2016. This is a
new Field Office for District I 0.

Ms. Randall started her career with legacy Immigration and Naturalization Service in
August 1996 as an Application Clerk with the Denver Field Office. During her time as an
Application Clerk, she worked in multiple sections. This provided her several
opportunities to develop her skills. Ms. Randall was promoted to a District Adjudications
Officer in October 1998; she was responsible for adjudicating all application types
processed at the Denver Field Office.
In September 2007, Ms. Randall was promoted to the ne,vly created Senior Immigration
Services Officer position. She handled the more complex cases within the Denver Field
Office. Ms. Randall reached her goal of becoming a supervisor in January 2008 when she
was promoted to be a SISO in the Denver Field Office. She relocated to the Tampa Field
Office to become a Branch Chief in May 2012. She initially oversaw the Records and
Customer Service Section, and then transitioned to the Adjudications section.
She started her government career in August 1989 by serving in the US Navy. She
obtained a Bachelor of Science from Regis University in May 2006.
Warning I This document, along with any attachments, contains NON~PUBUC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by .federal law. It may contain confidential,
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Lisa Bradley
Field Office Director, Jacksonville
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Lisa Bradley joined District 10 as the Jacksonville Field Office Director, effective September
8, 2013.
She began her career with the federal government in 200 I as a District adjudications officer in
the Atlanta Field Office. In 2006, she transferred to the Miami Field Office as a District
Adjudications Officer. In 2007 she began work for The Refugee, Asylum, and International
Operations Directorate (RAIO) as an Asylum Officer in the Miami Asylum Office.
· In 2008, she was promoted to Supervisory Immigration Services Officer in the Miami Field

Office. She has over four years' experience as a Supervisory Immigration Services Officer
serving in both the Miami and Atlanta Field Offices. Director Bradley obtained a Bachelor of
Science degree in Criminal Justice from Colwnbus State University in Columbus, Georgia.

.

.
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Kimberly Dean
Field Office Director, Orlando
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Kimberly Dean entered her role as Field Office Director of the Orlando Field Office in
November 2015.
Ms. Dean federal career begari in 1991 working for INS' Buffalo District as an
Inunigration Inspector and then Supervisory Immigration Inspector in Toronto, Canada.
During this time she was also detailed to Otjawa, Canada where she served as Port
Director. In 2002, she accepted a position as a Supervisory Center Adjudications Officer
at the Vermont Service Center to help create and manage a newly formed team
overseeing the new post 9/11 requirements for background checks. Ms. Dean was part of
a nation-wide team assembled to create policy and standard operating agreements relating
to IBIS check requirements for Service Centers and Field Operations. In 2004, she was
selected as the very first Fraud Detection and National Security Immigration Officer (IO)
at the Vermont Service Center. Ms. Dean was selected to serve as a Supervisory
Immigration Officer in 2006 for what was then kriown as the Fraud Detection Unit at the
Vermont Service Center. In addition to her work at USCIS, Ms. Dean is also on the
faculty of Strayer University as an Adjunct Professor of Criminal Justice and Homeland
Security Studies.
Ms. Dean holds Bachelor's Degrees in International Studies and French from Niagara
University and a Master's Degree in Justice Administration from Norwich University.

Warning! This document, along wlth any attachments., contains NON·PUBUc; INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
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Wendy M. Wilcox
Field Office Director, West Palm Beach
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Wendy Wilcox began her role as Field Office Director in the West Palm Beach Field
Office in January 2016.
Ms. Wilcox began her federal government career in July 2003 as a Center Adjudications
Officer in the Nebraska Service Center and in November 2006 transferred to the Portland,
Maine Field Office as a District Adjudications Officer. In April 2008, she completed a
detail to the Raleigh-Durham Field Office playing a vital role with the opening of this
new field office and in May 2008 transferred to that office as an Immigration Services
Officer II. In January 20 I0, Ms. Wilcox completed a detail to the Field Operations
Directorate and the Enterprise Services Directorate as the Project Manager for the ASC
Refresh Project.
In September 2010, she was promoted to Senior Immigration Services Officer in the
Charlotte Field Office and served as a subject matter expert in the adjudications section
and worked on various adjudicative and customer service initiatives. From April 2012
through January 2016, she served as the Charleston Field Office Director. During this
period, the Ft. Jackson Office grew as a stand-alone sub office dedicated to serving
recruits on the U.S. Army Base in the Naturalization at Basic Training Initiative.

Warning! This document, <llong with any attachments, contains,NON~P1UBUC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It m:ay contain confldentlal,
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Cindy Gomez
District Director, New Orleans
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
District Dire'ctor Cindy Gomez has been honored to serve at the New Orleans District
Office since October 2007. She officially entered on permanent duty, September 2008.
Ms. Gomez has held various positions with the Immigration and Naturalization Service
(INS) since entering on duty as an Immigration Inspector in Laredo, Texas, in 1978,
including positions in Inspections and Adjudications, in Miami, Dallas, and Washington,
D.C. One of the many highlights of her career included being a member of the .
Legalization taskforce after the Immigration Refonn and Control Act was signed in late
1986. She also worked at the Department of Health and Human Services, National
Institutes of Health (NIH) from 1992-1995, where she led the 16 institutes at the NIH in
· all immigration-related communications and issues, and provided the processing of legal
status for all foreign scientists and physicians who were on-site at the Bethesda location.
In 1995, Ms. Gomez returned to INS to serve as an Immigration Examiner at the
Administrative Appeals Office (AAO). She also took on several other temporary
assignments, including the "Green Card" Renewal Program and the lead for the Prevent
Departure Unit in Inspections from 2001-2002, after the travesty of September 11,
2001. Her last position before coming to New Orleans was as a. Branch Chief at the
AAO.
Ms. Gomez holds a Bachelor of Arts in Psychology and I;:nglish, from the University of
Texas at San Antonio (1977), and a Master of Science in Organizational Counseling and
Clinical Counseling from Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland (2006).
WJrningl This document, along with anv attachments, contains NON·PUBUC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law, It may·contain confidential,
legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative process inteVi~gency/!ntra-agency material. You are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying, or further distribution of this
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Stanley Crockett
Field Office Director, New Orleans
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Stanley Crockett EOD as Field Office Director in New Orleans in December, 2012.

Mr. Crockett began his.federal career in January of 1991 with USCIS as an Immigration
Service Officer at the New Orleans Field Office. In October 2005 he was promoted to a
Supervisory Immigration Service Officer at the New Orleans Field Office,
Stanley graduated from Southern University in Baton Rouge, L.A with his BS in Business
Administration. Stanley is a native of New Orleans and enjoys jogging, biking, investing
in financial markets, volunteering as a youth worker at a local church and being a Sunday
school teacher.

Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from relea~e to the public by federal law. It may contamconfidential,
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Lynuel W. Dennis
Field Office Director, Memphis
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Lynuel W. Dennis, Memphis Field Office Director (FOD), began her tenure begin in June
2009 in an acting capacity and on August 17, 2009, as the permanent Dire_ctor. She has
over 29 years of experienee with the Service. During her tenure as FOD she has initiated
several new initiatives that have increase effieiency and reduce processing times to within
4 months for residency applications and 5 months for citizenship applications.
Ms. Dennis began her career, in June 1982, as an Application Clerk in the Western
Adjudication Center. She became an Immigration Inspector, at one of the largest land
border ports, San Ysidro, CA, POE, from October 1985 until March 1988. Ms. Dennis
accepted a position, in 1988, as an Immigration Examiner in New Orleans, LA., which
continued as a District Adjudication Officer until her promotion as supervisor in
· 2000. During her time in New Orleans, as a DAO, Ms. Dennis was responsible for all
facets of adjudicatioh and conducted inspections at both the airport and seaport. During
her tenure she was detailed to conduct Cuban asylum interview in Miami in 1988.
· In October 2000, Ms. Dennis was selected as Supervisory District Adjudication Officer,
Memphis, TN, of the then legacy INS. She served as Interim Officer in Charge of the
Memphis Field Office for U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Serviees from March 2003
until September 2003 and Acting Field Offiee Director in 2008 for Ft. Smith, AR. Ms.
Dennis supervised both the Examination and Naturalization Units until July 2001, and
has supervised the Examination Unit until her selection as FOD.
Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUB.UC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
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Christina Olguin
Field Office Director, Fort Smith
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Christina Olguin began her career with legacy INS in January 2002 at the Oklahoma City
Sub-Office as a term District Adjudications Officer (DAO). Ms. Olguin transferred to
Fort Smith, Arkansas Sub-Office in 2004 as a permanent DAO. In 2006, she was sel_ected
for a staff ofiicer at CIS Headquarters where she worked in the Field Operations Branch.
Ms. Olguin spent seven months as an instructor at the USCIS Academy in Dallas, Texas
before her selection in 2009 as Supervisory Immigration Services Officer at the Memphis
Field Office. In 2010, Ms. Olguin returned home to the Fort Smith Field Office as the
Supervisory Immigration Services Officer, and assumed the role as the Acting Field
Office Director in February 2011. She was selected as the Fort Smith Field Office
Director in September 2011. ,
Ms. Olguin earned her Bachelor of Science degree in Criminal Justice at Lamar
University, Beaumont, Texas in 1992. In 1995 she completed her Masters in Criminal
Justice Administration at Oklahoma City University in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
Ms. Olguin has been married to her husband, Danny, for sixteen years and they have a
son, Joseph "Joey." In her spare time, she enjoys playing golf with Danny and Joey.

.

.
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Mirash "Mick" Dedvukaj
District Director, Detroit
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Mr. Mick Dedvukaj began his career with INS as an Asylum Officer in the New York
Asylum Office in August 1997. Prior to that, Mr. Dedvukaj was an attorney in private
practice in New York. Mr. Dedvukaj was selected as a Supervisory Asylum Officer in 2000
and then as Deputy Director of the New York Asylum Office in 2002. Mr. Dedvukaj was
appointed as the District Director for the Detroit district in the summer of 2007.
Mick Dedvukaj is a first generation immigrant and a naturalized United States citizen. He was
born in Yugoslavia to Albanian parents and immigrated with his family to the United States at
the age of one.
.Mick Dedvukaj received his undergraduate degree in 1989 from St. John's University and bis
Juris Doctorate in 1992 from Touro Law School.
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Michael Klinger
Field Office Director, Detroit Field Office
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services·
Michael Klinger is the Field Office Director of U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(USCIS) for Detroit, Michigan providing jurisdiction over the entire state ofMichigan.
Prior to his appointment in Detroit, Mr. Klinger worked in th.e Pittsburgh Field Office,
Philadelphia District ofUSCIS, as the Field Office Director. In Pittsburgh, Mr. Klinger was
responsible for the day to day operations of the field office which held jurisdiction over
Western Pennsylvania and the State of West Virginia. Mr. Klinger began his career with the
former Immigration and Naturalization Service in Chicago in 2002 as a District Adjudications
Officer and a Temporary Supervisory Adjudications Officer in the adjustment of status section ·
and the naturalization units in Chicago. In 2008, Mr. Klinger left Chicago and began working
as a Supervisory Adjudications Officer "'.ith the USCIS Albuquerque Field Office and in May
of 2010 joined the Pittsburgh Field Office as the Field Office Director. While working in the
Philadelphia District, Mr. Klinger was also afforded the opportunity to be the Actmg District
Director.
Klinger received his Bachelors of Science in Political Science/ Social Science from Eastern
Michigan University and completed masters' courses at Wayne State University in Detroit,
Michigan where he wrapped up a 12 year stint as a football coach, having coached at the
junior high, high school, and college levels.
Warni~g! This docume~t, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from rnlease to the public by federal law, lt may contamconfidentlal,
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Mark Hansen
District Director, Cleveland ·
U.s: Citizenship and Immigration Services

. In September 2003, Mr. Hansen was appointed District Director, U.S. Citizenship and
Immigration Services, Cleveland. Prior to that time he served as District Director responsible
for INS operations in the State of Ohio. These operations included the inspection of persons
arriving at airports and seaports, the processing of applications for benefits such as permanent
residence and naturalization, the investigation of criminal and administrative violations, as
well as detention and removal operations.

Mr. Hansen began his career with INS in 1983 as an Immigration Inspector in St. Paul. He
also served in New Orleans from 1985 to 1987 as an Immigration Inspector. He was then
assigned to the position Immigration Examiner in Salt Lake City from 1987 to 1988. Mr.
Hansen served as a Senior Criminal Investigator in Laguna Niguel from 1988 to 1991. In
May 1991, he began his service with the Examinations Branch in Cleveland where he held
several positions including Senior Immigration Examiner, Supervisory lmmigration
· Examiner, and Assistant District Director, Examinations. In 1998 .he was promoted to Deputy
District Director and in 1999 he became the District Director
Mr. Hansen holds an undergraduate degree in Criminal Justice from the University of St.
Thomas in St. Paul, Minnesota.
Warning! This document, ulong with any att3chments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
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· Karyn M. Zarlenga
Field Office Director, Cleveland.
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Karyn Zarlenga was appointed to Field Office Director for the Cleveland Field Office in July
2015 ..
Ms. Zarlenga began her career with legacy Immigration and Naturalization Service in 1992,
where she served as an Applications Clerk and later as Secretary to the District Director. In
April 1995, she began her officer career as an Immigration Inspector. She transitioned to
position of District Adjudications Officer later that same year. She served as an
Adjudications Officer for ten years before being promoted to Supervisory Adjudications
Officer in August 2005. Ms. Zarlenga has served her government career with legacy INS and
USCIS in Cleveland, Ohio.
Ms. Zarlenga holds a bachelor's degree in Criminal Justice/Political Science from the
University of Akron.
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Benjamin Wenger
Field Office Director, Cincinnati
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Ben Wenger was appointed as the Field Office Director for the Cincinnati Field Office on
April 6, 2015.

Mr. ~enger joined USCIS in March 2008, as an Immigration Services Officer with the
Phoenix Field Office. While in Phoenix, Mr. Wenger worked primarily in the adjustment of
status unit. Additionally, he completed rotations into the naturalization unit and also served as
the Loca.l Security Officer.
In October 2011, Mr. Wenger transferred to the Columbus Field Otlice where he continued to
serve as an Immigration Services Officer. In February 2013, Mr. Wenger began serving as a .
Supervisory Immigration Services Officer in Columbus, and from August to November 2014,
he served as the Acting Field OtliceDirector in Columbus.

Mr. Wenger received his bachelor's degree in political science from The Ohio State
University.
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Stephanie Reither
Field Office Director, Columbus
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

In November 2014, Stephane Reitherwas appointed as the Field Office Direetor, Columbus
Field Office. Prior to her current role, Ms. Reither served as the Field Office Director in the
Norfolk Field Office from 2011 until 2014.
Ms. Reither began her career with U.S Citizenship and Immigration Services in 2003 as an
adjudications officer at the St. Paul Field Office, and later transferred to the Columbus Field
Office in the same position. In 2008 she was promoted to a Supervisory Immigration
· Services Officer position at the Indianapolis Field Office. In 2010 she was promoted to the
position of Section Manger at the Atlanta Field Office .
. Ms. Reither holds a bachelor's degree in criminology and sociology from Ohio State
University an.d has successfully completed the USDA's Executive Leadership Program.
Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PU81JC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It r;nay contain confidential,
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KamsingLee
Field Office Director, Indianapolis
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

In October 2008, Mr. Lee was appointed Field Oftice Director, U.S. Citizenship and
Immigration Services, Indianapolis, Indiana.
· Mr. Lee began his eareer with legacy Immigration and Naturalization Service in 1999 as a
District Adjudications Officer in Garden City Sub-Office, New York City District. In July
2003, Mr. Lee transferred to Columbus Field Oftice. He was later promoted to Supervisory
Adjudications Officer in 2006.
Prior to his federal career, Mr. Lee served as an International Student Advisor at Duke
University, Durham, North Carolina.

Mr. Lee holds a Bachelor's degree in Business Administration from the State University of
New York at Buffalo and a Master's degree in College Student Personnel Administration
from the State University of New York Buffalo State College. ·
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Arthur Schat
Field Office Director, Louisville
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Arthur Schat naturalized as a U.S. Citizen in 1999 and began his service with USCIS in
2005 as an Adjudications Officer in the Manchester, NH Field Office. He transferred to
the Louisville Field Office in 2007 and was promoted to the Supervisory Immigration
Services Officer position in 2013.
Mr. Schat served in the SISO II capacity until his promotion to the Louisville Field ·

Office Director position in September 2016.
Mr. Schat is bilingual in English and French and holds a Master of Science in Resource

Management and Administration.
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Thomas Cioppa
District Director, Chicago
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Thomas Cioppa became the.Chicago District Director in August 2014.
He previously served as the director of the National Records Center. Ibere, he oversaw the
administration ofUSCIS Freedom oflnforrnation Act requests, management of more than 22
million immigration records, storage and destruction of receipt files, and 24/7 access for DHS
components to information from immigration records. He has also served as the Acting
Director of the Vermont Service Center.
Cioppa retired in August 2011 with more than 26 years of service in the United States Army,
including combat tours in support of Operation Iraqi Freedom and Operation Enduring
Freedom. Cioppa began his career in 1985 upon graduation from the UnitedStates Military
Academy.
Cioppa holds a Bachelor of Science degree from the United States Military Academy, a
Master of Science degree and a Ph.D. in operations research from the Naval Postgraduate
School. He also holds a Master of Arts degree in national security and strategic studies from
the U.S. Naval War College.·
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Martha Medina-Maltes
Field Office Director, Chicago
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Ms. Medina-Mailes began her Federal career with U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) in
1980 as a clerk-t)pist. In September 1980, she accepted a position with legacy Immigration
and Naturalization Service, Chicago, Illinois as a secretary for the Anti-Smuggling Unit,
Investigations. Ms. Medina-Maltes also worked as the secretary to the Deputy District
. Director for INS and as an INS Interpreter. ·
..

'

'

'

.

In 1987, Ms. Medina-Mailes became an Immigration Inspector at O'Hare International
Airport and then later detailed to the District Office. While at the District Office, she worked
·in the Deferred Inspection Unit, Employment Authorization Document Unit, on a variety of
cases which included but were not limited to CSS-Newman cases. In 1996, she was assigned
as a District Adjudications Officer for the Citizenship USA Program. In 2007, she was
promoted as the Customer Service Branch Chief. In March 2009, Ms. Medina-Maltes
completed the Executive Potential Program in March 2009.

Prior to becoming the Field Office Director for Chicago. in November 2011, Ms. Medina Maltes was provided the opportunities to be the Acting Field Office Director and Acting
District Director for District 14, the Acting Field Office Director in Des Moines, and the
Acting Assistant Director for Mission Support at the Chicago District Office..
Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON·PUBU~ INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidentlal,
legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative process inter-agency/intra-agency material. You are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying, or further distribution of this
information to unauthorized individuals (including unauthorized members of the President~elect Transition Team) is strictly prohibited. Unauthorized dfsclosure or release of
this information may result in loss of access to information, and civil and/or criminal fines an4 penalties.
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Kay Leopold
Field Office Director, Milwaukee
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Kay Francis Leopold became the pennanent Field Office Director, then Officer-in-Charge of
the Milwaukee Field Office in January 2004. This assignment is the pinnacle of her life-long
career.in the Milwaukee, Wisconsin office. She began her career with the U.S. Immigration
and Naturalization Service in February 1978 as a clerk typist. As she advanced through the
ranks, among many adjudication assignments, she also held the position of Port Director of
the Port ofMilwaukce from February 1998 through July 2003.
Ms. Leopold was honored in 2003 with the very prestigious award of The Black Excellence
A~ard which is awarded to Milwaukee residents who are leaders in their various fields of
employment. Her outstanding achievements in government service has resulted in many
Certificates of recognition from leaders at the federal, state, county and local levels including
United States Senator Feingold, Unites States Congressman Jerry KJeczka, Wisconsin
Governor Jim Doyle, Wisconsin Legislature Common Council members and the Mayor of
Milwaukee .
. Ms. Leopold earned her undergraduate degree in Criminal Justice and Management in May
1998, graduating "cum laude." She is currently pursuing an advanced degree in Divinity.
Warning I This document, along with ;my attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It. niay contain confidential,
legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative process inter-agency/intr.a-agency material. You are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying, or further distribution of this
information to unauthorized individuals (including unauthOrized members of the President~elect Transition Team) is strictly prohibited. Unauthorized disclosure or release of
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David M. Douglas
District Director, Kansas City
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
i

Mr. Douglas began serving as the District Director for the "Heartland District" ofUSCIS in

Kansas City, Missouri in June, 2012.
David Douglas is originally from San Diego, California. He graduated from the University.
of California, Riverside in 1992 with a Bachelor of Arts degree in Political Science and
Administrative Studies. In 1992, he began his career with the federal government as a U.S.
Border Patrol Agent assigned to the Temecula, California Station.
In 1995, Mr. Douglas took a position as a Center Adjudications Officer with the California.
Service Center (CSC) in Laguna Niguel. After a lead role in the stand-up of the N-400
direct mail program at the Center, he was later promoted to Supervisor Center Adjudications
Officer.
In 1998, Mr. Douglas was assigned to the Western Regional Office as an Adjudications
Officer, where he worked until April, 2007. While at the region, Mr. Douglas had a number
of significant details and temporary assignments including Special Assistant to the Chief of
Staff, INS HQ (2002); Assistant Center Director at the CSC (2002-2003); and Acting
District Director, Honolulu District (2006). From April 2007 to June 2012, David Douglas
served as the first Field Office Director for the Los Angeles Field Office within District 23.
.

.
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Michelle Perry
Field Office Director, Kansas City
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Mrs. Michelle Perry, Kansas City Field Office Director, entered on duty with the Department
of Justice, Immigration & Naturalization Service on January 23, 1978. During her career, she
has served as a Paralegal, an Immigration Examiner, a Chief Legalization Officer, a
Supervisory Immigration Examiner, and an Assistant District Director. She was assigned as
the Acting District Director of the Kansas City, Missouri District Office during 20022003. From this position, she was appointed to serve as the Kansas City Field Office
Director.
Mrs. Perry currently serves as the Field Office Director and is responsible for a workforce of
employees in the Adjudications, Applications Support Center, the Fraud Division, Records
and Information, Congressional Division, and the Administrative Support in the Kansas City
Field Office as well as the USCIS employees in the Field Service Office in Wichita,
Kansas. The Kansas City Field Office is responsible for the States ofKansas and the Western
District of Missouri.
Mrs. Perry is responsible for the administration of immigration and naturalization adjudication
functions, providing administrative and logistical support for fraud detection and national
security services, and establishing immigration services policies and priorities.

Mi Perry holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Interdisciplinary Social Science from
Kansas State University.

'
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Marta Nickols
Field Office Director, Des Moines
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Ms. Marta Maya Nickols entered on duty as Director of the Des Moines, Iowa Field
Office on April 3, 2016.
Marta began her career with the Immigration Service as an Immigration Services Officer
Level 2 at the Des Moines, Iowa Field Office. She later became the Supervisory
Immigration Services Officer at the Des Moines; Iowa Field Office.
Marta was Acting Field Office Director at the Des Moines Field Office for a total of over
nine months between October 2014 and March 2016. She is responsible for a workforce
of employees in the Adjudications, Applications Support Center, the Fraud Division,
Records and Information, Congressional Division, and the Administrative Support in the
Des Moines office. The Des Moines Field Office is responsible for most of the State of
Iowa and Western District of Illinois.
Marta holds a Bachelor's Degree in Psychology and a Master's Degree in Law
. Enforcement and Justice Admiriistration, both from Western Illinois University.
Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBUC INFORMATION exempt from release to the putific by federal law, It may contain confidential,
legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative process inter-agency/intra-agency material. You are hereby notified that anydssemination, copying. or further distribution of this
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William "Bill" Conner
· Field Office Director, Omaha ·
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

William Connor is originally from Omaha, Nebraska. Mr. Connor served in the United States
Army on active duty from 1988 to 1991 as a Military Police Officer and served in the Army
Reserve, the Nebraska National Guard and the Washington State National Guard from 1991
to 1995.
Mr. Connor started his career with legacy INS in 1993 as an Immigration Inspector in Omaha,
Nebraska. Over the next ten years Mr. Connor served as an Immigration Inspector in Blaine,
Washington, Victoria, British Columbia, Oroville, Washington, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
and Winnipeg, Manitoba. From 2003 to 2007, Mr. Connor served as a Senior Intelligence
Research Specialist with Immigration and Customs Enforcement in Omaha, Nebraska. From
2007 to 2009, Mr. Connor served as a Supervisory Intelligence Research Specialist with
Citizenship and Immigration Services at the Nebraska Service Center's Fraud Detection Unit
in Lincoln, Nebraska.

From January 2009 to December 2013, Mr. Connor held the Supervisory Immigration Officer
(FDNS}position. Mr. Connor supervised 12 Fraud Detection and National Security
Immigration Officers located throughout District 15.
·

In December 2013, Mr. Connor accepted the Field Office Director
. position at the Omaha .
Field Office.
Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON· PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal laW. It may contain confidential,
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Chester Moyer
Field Office Director, St. Louis
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Chester Moyer entered on duty as an Immigration Inspector in 1972 at Buffalo, N.Y. In
early 1976 he transferred to the Washington District Office as a Deportation Officer.
In 1978 he transferred to examinations in the same office where he was promoted to
Supervisory Immigration Examiner and then Assistant District Director for
Examinations. In 1984 he transferred to St Louis as the Officer in Charge of the
Immigration and Naturalization Service.
After the creation of the Department of Homeland Security, he was appointed Officer in
Charge of Citizenship and Immigration Services in St Louis. He is now the Field Officer
·
Director of the St Louis Office.

Warning! This ·document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION E'xempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
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Leslie Tritten
.Field Office Director, St. Paul
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Leslie Tritten began her federal career with the Immigration and Naturalization Service in
2001 at the National Record Center, where she perfonned various functions related to
immigration records and SAVE verification.
·
In 2002, she became a Center Adjudications Officer at the National Benefits Center and was
later promoted to Supervisory Adjudications Officer and then Assistant Center Director of the
Adjustment of Status Division. During this time, she completed detail assignments to the
USCIS Director's Office and the Office ofTransfonnation, where she was the Domestic
Operations lead of the Benefit Case Management team. She transferred to USCIS
Headquarters in 2010 as the Chief of the Project Liaison Team, where she served as the
USCIS liaison to the CIS Ombudsman's Office and the DHS Office of Civil Rights/Civil
· Liberties. Since September 2011, she has worked in the Field Operations Directorate as
Special Assistant to the Associate Director, where she acted as the Directorate's primary
·liaison with the Office of Legislative Affairs and the Public Engagement Division, as well as
with other offices that work with Field Operations staff.
Leslie holds Bachelor's degrees in Political Science and Russian from the University of
Missouri-Columbia and a Master's degree in Public Administration from the University of
Missouri-Kansas City.
Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-~UBUC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law, tt may contain confidential,
legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative process inter-agency/intra-agency material. You are hereby no~ified that any disseminat10n, copying, or further distribution of this
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Lisa Kehl
District Director, Dallas
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Lisa Kehl is the District Director for United States Citizenship and lnunigration Services
(USCIS) Dallas Office.
Ms. Kehl began her career with the Immigration and Naturalization Service and has held
positions in different activities and offices. Through the years, she has served on numerous
details covering a wide range of activities throughout the United States. Ms. Kehl joined the
Texas Service Center management team beginning as a supervisory aqjudications officer.
Over the next several years, she held progressively responsible management positions,
including Assistant Service Center Director and Deputy Service Center Director. for the Texas
Service Center. She joined Service Center Operations Division on detail in Washington, D.C.
the aeting Deputy Director.
.
0

as

Ms. Kehl was appointed to District Director of the Dallas Office ofUSCIS in 2008. In this
role, she oversees a workforce of government and contract employees adjudicating thousands
of petitions and applications for immigration benefits annually. The Dallas District Office
includes two field offices, one in Dallas covering north Texas and one in Oklahoma City,
covering the entire state of Oklahoma.
Warning! This. document, along with any attachments, contains NON~PUBUC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
legally privileged, proprieta.ry or deliberative process inter-age~cy/intra-agency material. You are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying, or further distribution of this
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Tracy Tarango
Field Office Director, Dallas
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Tracy Tarango has served as a federal immigration professional since 1991. She joined
the Legacy Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) as an Immigration Examiner at
the Newark District Office. Since that time Ms. Tarango has held several positions with
Legacy INS and USCIS at the San Diego District Office, the Los Angeles District Office,
and the Central Region Office in Dallas, TX. She became the USCIS Dallas Field Office
Director on April I, 2007.
·
·
·
Ms. Tarango is committed to upholding the integrity of the U.S. immigration system and
providing outstanding customer service. As the field office director, she has two favorite
duties. The first is presiding over naturalization ceremonies, followed closely by meeting
with users stakeholders.

Warning! This document, along wlth any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
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Mark Siegl
Field Office Director, Oklahoma City
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Mark Sieg! began his career with legacy INS in February 2002 at the Denver District
Office as a term District Adjudications Officer and soon transferred into a pennanent
position. In April 2008, he was promoted to Supervisory Adjudications Officer. In .this
position he supervised all aspects of adjudications, primarily the adjustment of status
section, the Application Support Centers (ASCs) and the Controlled Application Review
and Resolution Program (CARRP). From February through April 2012, he served as
Acting Field Office Director in the Oklahoma City Field Office. He currently serves as
· the Field Office Director of the Oklahoma City Field Office, since September 2012. The
Oklahoma City Field Office has jurisdiction over the state of Oklahoma. His current
projects include opening an office on the Fort Sill Anny Base in Lawton, OK and
planning the relocation of the current field office.
Prior to his career with the agency, Mark ~erved as a Navy Corpsman and was stationed
at the Orlando Naval Hospital .and the Marine Corps' Second Marine Division in Camp
Lejeune, North Carolina. He holds a Bachelor. of Science Degree in Criminal Justice
from the University ofWisconsin-Milwaukee and is a 2011 graduate of the federal
government's Executive Leadership Program.
When not at work, Mark enjoys spending time with his wife, Eileen, and son, Erich, a
very energetic fourth-grader.
Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from rele.ise to t~e public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
legally privileged, ptoptietaty or deliberativ~ process lnter~agency/intra-agency material. You are· hereby notified that any dissemination, coPying, or further distribution of this
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Sandy Heathman
District Director, Houston
J U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
.

.

Sandra M. Heathman has been the District Director of the Houston District Office of
Citizenship and Immigration Services since May 2009.
Sandy M. Heathman has a distinguished government service beginning in 1987 with the .
Immigration and Naturalization Service in Houston, Texas. Her service began as an
Investigations Assistant. Within 18 months she was promoted to Immigration Inspector at the
George Bush Intercontinental airport where she served there lllltil 1994. In 1995, Ms.
Heathman continued to pursue her goals with legacy INS and was selected as a District
Adjudications Officer. In 2000, Ms. Heathman went back to Inspections as an Assistant Port
Director at George Bush Intercontinental.airport. In 2004, Ms. Heathman returned to the
Citizenship and Immigration as an Immigration Officer with the newly formed Fraud
Detection and National Security Unit. In 2005 she was selected as the Deputy District ·
Director for the Houston District Citizenship and Immigration Service. In March 2007, she
was selected as the Field Office Director for the Houston District Office.

Ms. Heathman attended Canal Zone College, Balboa Canal Zooe where she obtained her
Associate Degree. She later attended St. Leo College in Florida and the University of Houston
majoring in Biology. She is married and has one teenage daughter.

Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains N~N-PUBUC INFORMATION exempt from re least to the public by feder.al law. It may contain confidential,
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Ricky W Hamilton
Field Office Director, Houston
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Mr. Hamilton entered on duty as the Houston Field Office Director on November 8;
2009. From June 2007 - November 2009 he was the Field Office Director in Salt Lake
City.
He began his career with the Service in June 1992 as an Immigration Inspector in Dallas,
TX. After which he was assigned as an Immigration Inspector in Nassau Bahamas for
two years. Following the Bahamas, he served as a District Adjudications Officer and
Supervisory Adjudications Officer in Miami, FL. In September 2006 he was detailed to .
be the District Director's Special Assistant.
From 1973 to 1988, he served in both the U.S. Army and the U.S. Marine Corps. Prior
to starting with the Service, Mr. Hamilton was a Quality Engineer for Shelby AAT. He
has received both graduate and under graduate degrees from Texas A&M.

Warning! This document, al?ng with any attachments, contains NON·PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
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Mario Ortiz
District Director, San Antonio
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Mr. Mario Ortiz is the District Director for a region that encompasses central Texas, the

entire south Texas border region, and the state of New Mexico.
Mr. Ortiz began his career with the former Immigration and Naturalization Service in
Dallas, Texas, serving as Regional Director for Congressional and Public Affairs from
1985-1998. He was responsible for all media, congressional, and community liaison
activities over a 13-state region. Mr. Ortiz later became the Assistant Officer in Charge in
Albuquerque, N.M.
Prior to his appointment in San Antonio, Mr: Ortiz was the District Director in Denver,
Colorado. He also previously served as the Immigration Attache assigned to the
· American Embassy in Singapore. During his four-year diplomatic assignment in
Southeast Asia, Mr. Ortiz handl.ed benefits and enforcement issues.
Under Director Ortiz' leadership, the USCIS district headquartered in San Antonio has
garnered national recognition for community relations outreach, inter-agency partnership
efforts, and military assistance programs.
Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt frolTI ;elease to th,e public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative process inter-agency/intra-agency material. You are hereby notified that any dissE!mination, copying, or further distribution of this
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Elaine Mueller-Cantu
Field Office Director, San Antonio Field Office
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Ms. Elaine Mueller·Cantu is the Field Office Director (FOD) for an area that includes 78·
counties in central and south Texas.
Previously, Ms. Mueller·Cantu was the Chief of Staff for the San Antonio District that has an
area covering central and south Texas, the Texas border region, and New Mexico. Ms.
Mueller-Cantu was an Immigration Analyst for the San Antonio District 18 Office and a
supervisor in the San Antonio Field Office where she worked on projects that helped fonn
and change national policy.
In the 1990s, Ms. Mueller·Cantu worked as an adjudicator. Earlier, she was an Immigration
Inspector in El Paso, Texas, and also worked in the Legaliz.ation Office as an adjudicator and
supervisor from 1987-1990.
Ms. Mueller~Cantu began her federal career in 1976 as a clerk with the fonner Immigration
and Naturali;,,ation Service office in her hometown of Helena, Montana.
With Ms. Mueller·Cantu's leadership, the San Antonio Field Office is known for its strong
military programs, far-reaching community relations efforts, and commitment to customer
service.

Warning! This document, along with an¥ attachments, contains NON-PUBLI~ INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It rn.ty contain confidential,
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C

Field Office Director, El Paso
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Ms. Margaret Hartnett is the Field Office Director (FOD) for an area that encompasses 16
counties in west Texas and the southern one-third ofNew Mexico.
I

Before becoming the El Paso FOD, Ms. Hartnett served as a Supervisory Immigration
Services Officer for several years. She came to the El Paso Field Office in 2005 as an
Immigration Services Officer. Ms. Hartnett started her career with the former Immigration
and Naturaliz.ation Service (INS) in the San Antonio Field Office as an Adjudications Officer
in 2002.
The native of Fort Davis, Texas, Ms. Hartnett was raised iri El Paso. She was a secondary
school teacher for ten years prior to .her career with the former INS and current USCIS.
Ms. Hartnett has built solid relationships and developed networks. within USCIS, the
Department of State, and foreign consulates. Under her leadership, the·El Paso Field Office
coordinates naturalization ceremonies with the Federal Court, Department of State, and local
community volunteers.

Warning! lhis document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
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Norma Limon
Field Office Director, Harlingen
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Ms. Nonna Limon is the Field Office Director (FOD) overseei~g USCIS activities in the Rio
Gnmde Valley of south Texas.
Recently, Ms. Limon served an Assistant Service Center Director for customer relations at the
National Benefits Center (NBC) in Lee's Summit, Missouri. She began her federal service in
2002 with the former Immigration and Naturalization Service as a Service Center
Adjudications Officer at the NBC, where, until her appointment to Harlingen, she had thus far
served most of her career.
The Brownsville, Texas native has a bachelor's degree in Business Administration with a
major in Management from the University ofTexas at Brownsville. She also holds a master's
degree in Project Management from Keller Graduate School of Management in Kansas City,
Missouri.
.

.

The Harlingen Field Office is known for its community outreach efforts in the Rio Grande
Valley, its connection with Department of Homeland Security partners, and its understanding
of complex immigration issues affecting the U.S.-Mexico border.
Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NO~·PUBUC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by feeler.ii law. lt may contilin confidential,
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Jesse Mendez
Field Office Director, Albuquerque
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Mr. Jesse Mendez is the Field Office Director (FOD) overseeing USCIS activities in central

and northern New Mexico.
Previously, Mr. Mendez was a Supervisory Immigrations Services Officer in Harlingen,
Texas. He was also an Adjudicator in the Dallas Field Offiee and in Harlingen. As an
adjudicator, he spent almost a year in Backlog Reduction details to the Baltimore, Maryland
and Washington, D.C. Field Offices.
Mr. Mendez began his federal career with U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) and the

former Immigration
and Naturalization Service in August, 2002. He. was a CBP Officer and
.
Immigration
Inspector atI the Roma, Texas Port of Entry for three years. Mr. Mendez received
.
the 2005 CBP Commiwoner's Integrity Award for his participation in an enforcement
operation that investigated bribery attempts.
.

.

Under Mr. Mendez' leadership, the Albuquerque Field Office continuously develops and
maintains relationships with local, state, and Federal stakeholders, tribal organizations, and
military assistance programs. The Albuquerque office recently earned the Partnership Award
with the National Park Service for joint achievement conducting naturalization ceremonies in
national parks.
Warning] ·This document, along with any attachments. contains NON-PU8UC INFORMA1:lON exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
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Angela "Kristi" Barrows
District Director, Denver
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Mrs. Barrows entered on duty in July 2014, as the District Director of the U.S. Citizenship and
Immigration Services in Denver, Colorado. Previously, she was assigned as the Deputy Director of the
Texas Service Center (TSC), which is within the Service Center Operations Directorate (SCOPS) of
the US Citizenship and Immigrations Services, under the Department of Homeland Security
(USCIS/DHS). She oversaw the work of more than 450 government employees and 300 contract
employees in the adjudication of employment and refugee permanent residence cases, employment
cases, and travel benefit cases, as well as immigrant visa processing.
Ms. Barrows joined the federal sector in 1990 as an Immigration Examiner for the former
Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) at the Texas Service Center. She then joined the
Department of Justice, Office of Inspector General as a Special Agent, but later rejoined the INS as an
Adjudications Officer in Boston, Massachusetts. She worked in the agency's Houston, Texas Office
as the Public Affairs Officer and as a Supervisory District Adjudications Officer. In 2002,,she
relocated to Dallas, Texas where she became the first District Director for the Dallas District Office
under USCIS. In 2008, Kristi rejoined the TSC as the Deputy Director.
Ms. Barrows holds a degree in Speech Communication from Oklahoma Christian University and is an
alumnus of the USDA Executive Potential Program and the Federal Executive Institute.
Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It Olay contain confidential,
legally privileged, pro'prietar'1/ or deliberative proc~ inter-agency/intra-agency material. You are hereby notified that any disseminotion; copying, or further distribution of this
inform?tion to unauthorized individuals (in~luding unauthorized members of the President-elect Transition Team} is strictly prohibited, Unauthorized 'disclosure or release of
this information may result. in loss of access to information, and civil and/ortriminal fines and penalties,
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Andrew Lambrecht
Field Office Director, Denver
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Andrew Lambrecht entered on duty on January 28, 2013, as the Director of the Denver Field
Office of U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS).
·

Mr. Lambrecht began his career in 200 l as a District Adjudications Officer with legacy INS
in the Milwaukee Field Office. He joined the Denver Field Office as an Immigration Services
Officer in 2006. He was promoted to Supervisory Immigration Services Officer in 2007 and
served in that position for over four years. Prior to entering on duty as Denver's Field Office
Director, Mr. Lambrecht served as the Chief of Staff for the Denver District Office.
Mr. Lambrecht graduated from Marquette University in 2001 with a Bachelor of Arts degree
in Political Science and History. While at Marquette, Mr. Lambrecht studied at the Les Aspin
Center for Government in Washington, DC and completed an internship working for.a
Member of Congress. He is also a graduate ofthe USDA Graduate School's Executive
Leadership Program (June 20 I 0).
Mr. Lambrecht is married and has two wonderful children. In his free time, he enjoys playing
and watching sports, reading, playing board games, and listening to music.

Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,

legally privileged, prnptietary or deliberative process inter~agency/intn'h)gencv material. You are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying, or further distribution of this
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Jodi Bard
Field Office Director, Helena
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Ms. Bard is the Field Office Director in Helena, Montana. The Helena Field Office
encompasses the entire state of Montana.
Ms. Bard began her career in 1999 at the Vermont Service Center occupying positions in
adjudications, administration, and human resources. In August of 2003, Ms. Bard became
an Adjudications Officer with the Salt Lake City Field Office and was promoted to
Supervisory Adjudications Officer in December of 2008. As supervisor, she enhanced
relationships with local Department of Homeland Security associates, congressional
representatives, AILA members and local community based organizations. She served as
an employee representative to enhance employee management relations from relations
from 2004 through 2008. Ms. Bard is a graduate of USDA Aspiring Leadership Program.
Prior to her career with legacy Immigration and Naturalization Service, Ms. Bard was a
customer service representative for 10 yean; within the private sector.
.

.

.

.

Ms. Bard has advanced the Helena Field Office into one that is known for excellent customer
service, fresh partnerships with the National Park Service; enhanced relationships with
District Courts, and increased outreach to local communities within Big Sky Country.
· Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON~PUBLIC tNFORJ\IJATlON exempt from release to the publlc by federal law. It may contain confidential,
legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative process Inter-agency/intra-agency material. You are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying, or further distribution of this
inform;:ition to unauthorized individuals (including unauthorized mem~ers of the Presi:fent-elect Transition Team) is strictly prohibited. Unauthodzed disclosure or release of
this information may result in loss of access to information, and civil and/or criminal fii;:es and penalties.
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John McCarthy
Field Office Director, Boise
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Mr. McCarthy was entered on duty as the Field Office Director for the Citizenship and
Immigration Servicesoffice in Boise, Idaho on March 22, 2015.
Jack began his career in the Immigration Service in 1995 as an Immigration Inspector and
Special Operations Inspector with legacy INS, conducting airport, seaport, and land border
operations at .the San Diego Ports of Entry. He later became a District. Adjudications Officer
and Supervisory District Adjudications Officer at San Diego, CA. While at SND, Jack also
served as District Ombudsman, Records and Infonnation Manager, and Contracting Officer's
Representative.
In 2007, Jack spent the better part of the year as Acting Field Office Director in the U.S.

Virgin Islands, overseeing operations in Charlotte Amalie, St. Thomas and Christiansted, St.
Croix; In 2008, he was detailed to the Mexico City District ,Office and served as Acting
District Director and Acting Field Office Director. Since 2009, Jack has been Director of the
Mexico City Field Office and has completed numerous TDY assignments as AFOD at
various posts throughout Latin America and the Caribbean.
Warning! This document, along with any attac.hmentS, con ta.ins NON-PlJsuc INFORMATION exell'lpt from release lo the public by federal law. It may cootain confidential, ·
legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative process inter-agency/intra-agency material. You are hereby notified that any dissemiJl:.tti.on, copying, or fmther distribution ot this
'information to unauthorized individuals (including unauthorized members of the President-elect Transition Team) is strictly prohibited. Unauthorized disclosure or release of
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Laura McNeer
Field Office Director, Salt Lake City
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
On August 24, 2014, Laura McNeer became the Field Office Director of U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services (USCIS) for Salt Lake City, Utah. The Salt Lake City Field
Office encompasses the state of Utah and a southwestern .portion of Wyoming.
Ms. McNeer began her career with USCIS in 2004 as an Immigration Services Officer in
Columbus, Ohio. In 2010, she became a Supervisory Immigration Services Officer and
was appointed as Field Office Director of the Columbus, Ohio field office in 2012. She
.has served details in Washington, D.C., Cincinnati, Cleveland, and Kingston, Jamaica.
Prior to USCIS, Ms. McNeer worked as a Personnel Security Specialist for the Defense
· Office of Hearings and Appeals. She holds an undergraduate degree in Economics and
German from Xavier University in Cincinnati, Ohio and a Master's degree in Labor and
Human Resources Management from The Ohio State University in Columbus, O.hio
'

'
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Anne Arries Corsano
District Director, Seattle
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Ms. Corsano entered on duty as the District Director for USCIS' District 20 in Seattle in
2007. District 20 encompasses five field offices in the states of Washington, Oregon and
Alaska.
Originally from Chicago, Ms. Corsano received a BA in 1978 in International Affairs and
Sociology from Colgate University. After her undergraduate education, she served as a Peace
Corps Volunteer in the Philippines and subsequently remained there to work for the
International Catholic Migration Commission (ICMC). After 5 years in the Philippines, she
returned to the U.S. to attend law school and received a JD from Antioch School of Law in
1986.
After completing law school, Mr. Corsano worked as an Assistant General Counsel for the'
legacy Immigration &Naturalization Service's (INS) Office of the General Counsel and then
as a federal litigator for Department ofJustice's Civil Division, Office oflmmigration
Litigation. Ms. Corsano's operational positions with legacy INS and USCIS include: Field
Office Director positions at the U.S. Embassies in London and Moscow; Chief Inspector for
legacy INS Headquarters responsible for air and land border inspection operations; Assistant
Regional Director for Detention and Removal Operation in Burlington, Vermont; and Deputy
District Director of the Rome Dis_trict Office at the U.S. Embassy in Rome.
She has two adult children and is an avid tennis player.
Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
legaUy privileged, p~oprietal)' or deliberative process inter-agency/intra-agency ~aterial. You are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying, or further dlstributfon of this
information to unauthorized individuals (including unauthorized members of the President-elect Transition Team) is strictly pro~ibite~. Unallthorized disclosure or release of
this information may result in loss of access to information, and civil and/or criminal fines and penalties.
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Terry J. Charbonneau
Field Office Director, Anchorage
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Mr. Terry Charbonneau entered on duty as the Anchorage, Alaska Field Office Director
on April 19, 2015. Prior to accepting the Field Office Director position Terry served as
the Supervisory Immigration Services Officer in the Anchorage Field Office.
Mr. Charbonneau's earee.r commenced on October 9, 1973, as a Border Patrol Agent in
Presidio, Texas, and El Cajon, California. Mr. Charbonneau moved into inspections
serving as an Immigration Inspector at the Port of Entry in Danville, Washington before
joining the legacy Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) at Anchorage, Alaska in
July of 1.982, as the District Adjudications Officer. Mr. Charbonneau has served as a
member of the INS Philippine World War II Veterans processing team in Manila,
Philippines, as the Acting Director of the Western Telephone Center, and on many
occasions as the Acting Field Office Director.

The Anchorage Field Office serves the needs of the entire Immigration Community in the
State of Alaska. In addition, employees of the USCIS Anchorage offic.e travel to Dutch
Harbor, Fairbanks, Juneau, Ketchikan and Kodiak as the need arises, to conduct
interviews, collect biometrics and oversee judicial, and administrative naturalization
ceremonies.

Warningl This document, along with any attachments, contains NON~PUBUC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public

bv federal law. It may contain confidential,
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Michael Hickman
Field Office Director, Portland, OR
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Michael Hickman is the Portland, Oregon, Field Office Director. He began this role on
January 25, 2015.
·
Michael joined the Western Region Leadership Team in July 2013 as the Field. Office
Director in Anchorage, Alaska.
Before this position, he served almost 2 years as the Field Office Director in Beijing,
China. In this role,
he served as the director as well as the. USCIS Attache.. Michael has
.
over 12 years of adjudications experience having previously worked at the Nebraska
Service Center as the Special Assistant to the Director and as an Immigration Services
Officer and Supervisor.
Before joining USCIS, he was a private practice attorney in Phoenix, Arizona. He
received a Bachelor of Science Degree in Business Administration from the University of
Nebraska and a Juris Doctorate Degree from the University of Arizona.
Michael is a native of Nebraska and a member of the State Bar Associations for Arizona
and Nebraska. He is also a graduate of the Graduate School's Executive Potential
Program for senior-level public service employees.

Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC 1NFORMAT10N exfmpt from release to the public by feder~I Jaw. It may contain confidential,
legally privileged, proprfetary or deliberative process inter-agency/intra-agency material. You
h·ereby notified that any dissemination, copying, or further distribution of this
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Chrysta D. Stock
Field Office Director, Spokane
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Ms. Stock began her career with the United States Citizenship and Immigration Service
in 2003 working at the California Service Center. From that time she has served in many
locations across the nation in a variety of positions that range from Center Adjudications
Officer, Immigration Services Officer, Supervisory Immigrations Services Officer, and
Community Engagement Officer. Additionally, as a supervisor, she served as an adjunct
faculty member at the USCIS Academy Training Center. This experience has given Ms.
Stock a diverse background in immigration laws ranging from humanitarian programs,
non-immigrant status, legal permanent resident status, naturalization and citizenship. In ..
addition to these areas of knowledge, she served on a national program with the USCIS
Headquarters Office of Transformation Coordination.
In September of 2013, Ms. Stock was selected to become the Fi_eld Office Director with.
the USCIS Spokane Field Office where she currently manages the daily operations of a
local Field Office servicing the immigrant community in 12 counties throughout
Washington and IO counties in the northern panhandle ofldaho.
Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempl from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidentlal,
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Keith M. Brown
Field Office Director, Yakima
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Mr. Brown was born in Tacoma, Washington and moved to Tekoa, Washington in 1968.
After graduating high school, Mr. Brown entered the United States Army and served in a
variety of positions including Infantry Squad Leader, Platoon Sergeant, Drill Sergeant,
First Sergeant, and Sergeant Major. His career included tours in Germany, Korea, and the
Mideast. In 1997, Mr. Brown retired from the United States Army as a Sergeant Major
after almost 26 years of service.
In November 1997, Mr. Brown was selected as a District Adjudications Officer in the
Seattle District Office. He was selected as a Supervisory District Adjudications Officer in
May 2001 and served in that position until selection to his current position in November ·
2004. On November 3, 2004 Keith Brown became the Field Office Director in Yakima
Washington for U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) under the
Department of Homeland Security.
Mr. Brown holds a Bachelor of Arts degree in Political Science Cum Laude from Saint
Martins College, Lacey, Washington, and an Associate in Technology from Pierce
College, Fort Lewis, Washington. He is a graduate of the Stanford University Strategic ·
Decision and Risk Management Certificate Program and is a Senior Fellow of the
. Department of Homeland Security Excellence in Government Program. Mr. Brown
resides with his wife Karen in Yakima, Washington.

Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON~PUBUC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidentlal,
legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative process tnteH1gency/intra~agency material. You are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying, or further distribution of this
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John Kramar
District Director, San Francisco
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

John Kramar became the San Francisco District Director on March 10, 2014. The district
serves 16 Northern California counties, from Monterey County in the south to Del Norte
County in the north, and has two field offices located in San Francisco and Santa Clara.
Before joining the San Francisco District Office, Mr. Kramar primarily directed districts in
the Western Region, including Districts 25 and 26. He has also served temporary duty
assignments including acting district director in Denver, Colorado, and interim deputy
director of the California Service Center in Laguna Niguel.

Mr. Kramar joined the Los Angeles Asylum Office in 1992, under the Immigration and
Naturalization Service, as an Asylum Officer, and adjudicated naturalization cases with the
Los Angeles District Office. He was named the Deputy and Acting Director with the
Arlington Asylum Office from April 2003 to October 2006.
Mr. Kramar is a third generation Californian, graduating from the University of California,
Hastings College of Law, in San Francisco in 1991. He is a member of the California Bar
Association. He earned his bachelor's degree in history, political science, and mathematics
from Van guard University in California, and was awarded a graduate certificate in global
migration from the Georgetown University in 2012. He was elected the San Francisco Federal
Executive Board chair in 2015 and works collaboratively with Bay Area agencies.

'\ Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
legalty prWileged, proprietary or deliberative process lnter.ageney/int,a-agency material. You are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying, or.further distribution of this
information to unauthorized in~lviduals (including unauthorized members of the President~elect Transition Team) is strictly prohibited. Unauthorized disclosure or release of
this information may result in loss of access to information, and civil and/or criminal fines ,1nd penalties.
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Robin Barrett
Field Office Director, San Francisco
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Robin Barrett was selected as the Field Office Director for the San Francisco Field Office in
April 2007. Ms. Barrett is responsible for the day-to-day operations of the field office, which
. includes oversight ofNaturalization and Adjustment of Status Units, Information, Application
Support Centers, and Mission Support.
Ms, Barrett worked for 25 years in the private sector prior to joining the public sector. She
joined the legacy Immigration and Naturalization Service in 1994 and began her career with
the government as an Inspector at the San Francisco International Airport. From 1995 until
1999, Ms. Barrett worked as a District Adjudications Officer in the San Francisco District
Office. Since 1999 she has served in various supervisory and managerial roles.
Barrett began her college career in midlife and graduated with distinction from the University
of California in 1994 with a B.A. in International and Area_Studies. She is also a graduate of
U.S. Department of Agriculture's Executive Potential Program and the Federal Executive
Institute's "Leadership for a Democratic Society." Ms. Barrett has participated in ·
developmental details with the California Service Center, and the former Information
Customer Services at headquarters. She has also served as the Acting Associate Regional
D;ector at the Southeast Regional Office and has served s.everal times as the Acting District
Director for San Francisco.
\ Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON..f>UBLlC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidentlal,
:\ legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative process inter-agency/intra-agency matetial: You :are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying, or funher distribution of this
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James Wyrough
Field Office Director, San Jose
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Jim Wyrough entered on duty as San Jose Field Office Director on July 29, 2012. Prior to
this, he served as Albany Field Office Director from October 26, 2008.

Mr. Wyroughjoined the former Immigration and Naturalization Serv.ice in November 1994 as
an Asylum Officer with the Los Angeles Asyhnn Office. He was a member of the training
team, served as acting supervisor and chief steward for AFGELocal 1200. In February 1998,
he became a Headquarters Asylum Officer assigned to the Quality Assurance team. He was
detailed to serve as the Acting Deputy Director of the Los Angeles Asylum office in 2000 and ..
served as the Acting Chief of the ResoOrce Information Center in 2005. For more than ten
years in DC, Mr. Wyrough was an Administrative Appeals Officer and a Refugee Officer in
addition to serving in many roles for the Asylum Division.
Before joining federal service Mr. Wyrough practiced law as an immigration attorney for The
Catholic Legal Immigration Network, Inc. in Washington DC and Miami, FL. He worked on
their Master Exhibit on Haiti, assisted in training immigration practitioners and represented
individuals before EOIR as well as Immigration and Naturafu.ation Service district and
asylum offices. Mr. Wyrough is member of the Maryland Bar and a past member of the
American Immigration Lawyers Association. He graduated from Catholic University
Columbus School of Law in 1991 and from Rutgers University in 1984.

Warning! This document, along with any attachments, cOnlains NON-PUBLIC IN.FORMATION exempt from release to the public ~Y fed~ral law. It may contain confidentiai,
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Monica Toro
District Director, Sacramento
· U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Monica Toro accepted the position ofD22 District Director in Feb. 2016. She began her
career with the former Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) in May 2001 as a
District Adjudications Officer in the New Ymt Garden City Office. She became a
Supervisory District Adjudications Officer in 2005 and served in that role until accepting the
position ofFOD in Reno in 2008. During her tenure in Reno, Ms. Toro was asked to serve in
numerous leadership positions in an acting capacity, including lead for the Redesign Team at
the USCIS Academy; Associate Chief, Outreach Branch for the Office of Legislative Affairs;
Field Office Director Los Angeles Field Office; District Director for D25; and District
Director for D19 (Denver). She then accepted the position of Field Office Director in
Sacramento .in 2014. During her various leadership assignments, she has demonstrated strong
management skills and an ability to effectively connect with the community and inspire and
motivate her staff. She· is known for being an innovator and a results-driven l.eader.
Ms. Toro graduated Magna Cum Laude from Marymount Manhattan College and holds a
Doctorate Degree from Columbia University.
Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMAitON exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential, ·
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Lynn Feldman
Field Office Director, Fresno
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Lynn Quin Feldman became the Fresno Field Office Director.in Mareh, 2016. Prior to
that, she joined the Fresno Field Office as Section Chief in November 2013. She comes
to Fresno after serving a 2.5-year special assignment from USCIS to an international
organization in Geneva, Switzerland. Prior to that, she had worked in the Bangkok Field
Office, Senate Judiciary Committee, USCIS Headquarters (within Service Genter
Operations and the Office of Poliey and Regulations Development), and the Vermont
Service Center where she started her career in 2001. She received her law degree from
Chicago-Kent College of Law.

Warning! This d~cument, along with any attachments, contains NON~PUBUC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law, It may co~n Confidential,
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Corinna A. Luna
Field Office Director, Los Angeles
· U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Corinna A. Luna was selected to serve as the Los Angeles Field Office Director (FOD} in
November 2012. She has over thirty years of Federal service. Ms. Luna began her Federal
career with the Department of Defense in 1986 as a Special Agent, where she remained until
she joined the legacy Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) in 1997 as an Asylum
Officer at the Los Angeles Asylum Office. She also served at the California Service Center as
a Center Adjudications Officer, Supervisory Center Adjudication Officer and Acting·
Assistant Center Director before transitioning to HQ Service Center Operations, Ms. Luna
served as a Federal Bureau of Investigation Senior Intelligence Analyst for Counterterrorism/
Counterintelligence. She was responsible for developing, implementing and monitoring
special projects involving national security issues.
Additionally, Ms. Luna served as both Imniigration Anti-Fraud Officer/Acting Supervisory
Immigration Officer with the HQ Fraud Detection and National Security. She served with
·International Operations as the Field Office Director, New Delhi, India from June 2008 to
June 2011. She was then selected as Branch Chief (BC) for HQ Service Center Operations,
.During her tenure, she was detailed to the San Jose Field Office for several months to serve as ·
. Acting Field Office Director.
Ms. Luna holds a MA in National Security Studies with an emphasis in International
Relations and a BA in Criminal Justice from California State University San Bernardino,
California.
Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law, a may contain confidential,
legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative process inter-agency/intr.i-agency material. You are hereby notified ·that any dissemination, copying, or further distribution of this
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Nancy J. Alby
Field Office Director, Los Angeles County
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Nancy J. Alby is currently serving as the Field Office Director for the Los Angeles
County Field Office in District 23. Prior to this position, she served for two years as the
Director of the USCIS National Customer Se.rvice Center at the Western Telephone
Center in Los Angeles. She has completed a detail as the Acting Branch Chief for the
Content Management Office for the Infonnation and Customer Service Division in
Washington DC.
Prior to her position i.n Los Angeles, Ms. Alby was detailed to the Western Region Office
of Adjudications as part of the Management Rotation Program. She previously held the
position of Assistant Center Director at the California Service Cente~ in Laguna Niguel,
California. She h.as also served as a Supervisory Center Adjudications Officer and
Supervisory Immigration Examiner. She has extensive experience as a Training Officer
with the Export Training Program in Glynco, GA, and has worked as an Adjudications
Officer and Immigration Examiner at the California and Nebraska Service Centers.
Ms. Alby began her career with legacy Immigration and Naturalization Service in 1987
as a Mail File Clerk. She attended the University of Nebraska in Lincoln.
Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC tNFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
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Irene Martin
Field Office Director, San Bernardino
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Ms. Irene Martin was appointed Field Office Director of the San Bernardino Field Office,
District 23 ofUSCIS in September 2003.

Beginning in Jan. 2000 and prior to her current appointment, Ms. Martin served as the .
Officer in Charge of the former Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS). Ms.
Martin had the opportunity to build and establish a full service office in San Bernardino,
CA. Ms. Martin has established and maintained a liaison with local, state and federal
agencies as well as many of the community based 'organizations throughout Riverside and
San Bernardino Counties.
Ms. Martin began her career with the federal government in 1984 as an Investigator with
the U.S. Office of Personnel Management. In 1991, she transferred to INS as an Asylum
Officer at the Los Angeles Asylum Office. She was promoted to a supervisory position in
1993 and in 1997; she was appointed the Deputy Director of the Los Angeles Asylum
Office where she was responsible for the oversight and direction of the nation's largest.
Asylum Office.

Ms. Martin graduated from California State University in Fullerton with a Bachelor's
Degree in Criminal Justice .
.Warning! This d0cument, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative process inter-agency/intra~agency material. You are hereby notifi_ed that any dissemination, copying, or further distribution of this
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Alanna Ow
District Director, San Diego
.
U..s. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Alanna Ow serves as the District Director for District 24, overseeing operations in San Diego
and Imperial Counties. She entered on duty on January 25, 2015.
Alanna began her public service career in 2000 with the Immigration and Naturalization
Service as a District Adjudications Officer in Los Angeles, CA. In 200), she participated .in
the Aspiring Leaders Program, detailed to Headquarters. This turned into a seven-year
experience where Alanna served in various capacities to include: Congressional Liaison,
Adjudications Officer, Special Assistant to Director Emilio T. Gonzalez, and Acting Chief of .
International Operations.
While at Headquarters, Alanna contributed to the expansion of electronic lockbox processing,
the institution ofICMS, and the establishment of the National Benefits Center. Additionally,
she led agency efforts to revamp BASIC and completed USCIS' first international footprint
review. In 2008, Alanna accepted her first field leadership position as the Field Office
Director in Miami, FL. Two years later, she became the Chief ofStafffor District 9, Miami
& Caribbean District. In 2012, she returned to.Washington, D.C to participate in the DHS
Senior Executive Service Candidate Development Program, and served as the Chief of Staff
for DHS International Affairs and the Principal Director of Immigration Policy for the DHS
Office of Policy.
Alanna holds a Master of Arts in Public Admin.istration from American University.
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Melissa Maxim
Field Office Director, San Diego
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Melissa Maxim serves as the Field Office Director for the San Diego Field Office. She
oversees all adjudications and naturaliz.ation programs and related functions, to include
managing all administrative programs, activities and operations within the San Diego Field
Office. She entered on duty on March 6, 2016.
Ms. Maxim began her career with USCIS at the Vermont Service Center (VSC) as an
Adjudications Officer in 2007. In 2011, Ms. Maxim accepted a position with Field
Operations Directorate at the Northeast Region (NER) as an Officer on the Adjudications
Team and was subsequently selected as the first NER Training Officer. While at the NER, she
served in several long-term details, most notably as a Supervisory Immigration Services
Officer in the Newark Field Office and as an Adjudications Officer in the Citizenship Branch
of Field Operations Directorate Headquarters. In 2013, she joined Refugee, Asylum &
International Operations as an Adjudications Officer.
Before joining USCIS, Ms. Maxim was a practicing attorney. She received her undergraduate
degree from Hamilton College (NY), and her law degree from Case Western Reserve
University.

Warning! This document, aiong with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confide,ntial,.
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Al Gallmann III
District Director, Phoenix.
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(

Mr. Al Gallmann was appointed U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS)
District Director for District 25 on March 9, 2014.
Immediately prior to his appointment in Arizona, Mr. Gallmann was the USCIS Tucson
Field Office Director. In 2012, he served as Acting District Director for the Sacramento,
California District for 5 months. In July 2006, Mr. Gallmann retired from federal service, ·
but returned to USCIS in July 2008. He resumed permanent duty status on April 12,
2009, when he was selected as the Field Office Director in Tucson, Arizona.
Gallmann was selected as the Assistant District Director, Adjudications of the former
Immigration and Naturalization Services (INS) Phoenix District and subsequently served
in the same capacity in USCIS' Phoenix District 25 when it was established in 2003. Mr.
Gallmann began his career with legacy INS in March, 1976, as a Border Patrol Agent in
Yuma, Arizona. He served as a Border Patrol Agent in Yuma and Tucson Sectors until he
was promoted to Immigration Examiner in Lincoln, Nebraska in 1984. Subsequently, he
became a Supervisory Immigration Examiner at the Southern Regional Service Center in
Dallas, Texas and later Deputy Director and then Director of the Service Center. He
transferred to Tucson, Arizona as Supervisory ImmigrationExaminer in 1989, where he
remained until moving to Phoenix in.March 2000.
Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative process inter·agency/intra-agenc.y material. You are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying, or further distribution of this
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John Ramirez
Field Office Director, Phoenix
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
John Ramirez became the Field Office Director for the Phoenix Field Office in January
2009. He is responsible for the operation and administration of this office, which has
jurisdiction over the following Arizona counties: Apache, Coconino, Gila, Greenlee, La
Paz, Maricopa, Mohave, Navajo, Yavapai, and Yuma ..
During the two years prior to arriving in Phoenix, Mr. Ramirez was the Field Director for·
USCIS' Tucson Field Office. From September 2000 until January 2007, Mr. Ramirez
was the Supervisory District Adjudications Officer, for the Tucson Sub-office. He was
the first Supervisory District Adjudications Officer in the Reno Sub-office of the former
Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) from June 1999 to August 2000 ..
In October 1995, Mr. Ramirez was selected as a District Adjudications Officer in the
Tucson Sub-Office. His first.full-time position with the former lNS was an Immigration
Inspector at the Tucson International Airport, starting in April I991.
While a university student, Mr. Ramirez began his immigration career as part of the
Student Cooperation Program in May 1988. Mr. Ramirez was born and raised in Tucson,
Arizona. He graduated from the University of Arizona in December 1990 with a major in.
Business and Public Administration.
Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON~PU.BLIC INFORMATION exempt fro in release to the public by federal law. It may cont.iin confidential,
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Jeanne M. Kent
Field Office Director, Las Vegas
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Ms. Jeanne Kent began her tenure in Las Vegas on June 29, 2014 as the Field Office
Director ofLas Vegas. She returned to District 25 following a four-year tour of duty as
the Field Office Director of Salt Lake City, which she began in March 2010. Previously,
she was the Senior Immigration Services Officer for the Phoenix Field Office.
Jeanne began her career with legacy INS in May 1997, as a Temporary District
Adjudications Officer in Tucson, Arizona. Six months later she moved to Reno, Nevada,
to serve as a pennanent District Adjudications Officer. She served in Reno, Nevada,
until May of 2003, and then transferred to Phoenix, Arizona, to serve as the Special
Assistant to the District Director for the Phoenix District. In January of 2005, she took
the Supervisory District Adjudications Officer position and served in that capacity unt.il
November of 2008, when she took the position of Senior Adjudications Officer. While
serving in that position, she also was detailed as a Supervisory immigration Services .
Officer until her promotion to Field Office Director in March 2010.
Prior to joining legacy INS, Ms. Kent was an attorney in private practice in.
California. She has a Bachelor of Arts degree from Augustana College and a Juris
Doctor degree from California Western S_chool of Law: She is also a graduate of the
USDA Executive Potential Program.
Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law.
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Walter Haith
Field Office Director, Reno
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Walter Haith commenced his tenure as the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(USCIS) Field Office Director in Reno, Nevada; on September 7, 2014; Prior to this
assignment, he held the position ofField Office Director at the U.S. Embassy in Seoul, Korea,
with jurisdiction in Korea and Japan.
Preceding his assignment in Seoul, Walter served as the USCIS Field Office Director in
Guam and the Northern Mariana Islands. Additionally, he performed duties as an Inunigration
Officer at the American Consulate in Frankfurt, Germany, and as an Adjudications Supervisor
at the Nebraska Service Center in Lincoln, Nebraska. Mr. Haith began his career with the
U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) in 1995. lbe years 1998-2000 found
Walter conducting naturalization interviews for Filipino World War WII Veterans while
serving as the lead adjudication officer on details to the Philippine Islands.
Preceding his immigration career, Mr. Haith spent over 20 years in the law enforcement field,
mostly in his home State of Nebraska. In January 2000, Mr. Haith retired from military
service having served 8 years on active duty and over 13 years with the National Guard/Anny
Reserve. While in the U.S. Army, he completed his degree in Criminal Justice from
University of Hawaii.

Warning! This document, along with any attachments., contains NON-PUBllC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
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Julie Hashimoto
Field Office Director, Tucson
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

.Julie Hashimoto serves as the Field Office Director, for the Tucson Field. Office, U.S.
Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS), within the Department of Homeland
Security, since July 2014. Prior to accepting this position, she served as the Section alrief for
the West Palm Beach Field Office, District 10. Before heading to the Southeast Regi<Jlll, she
was a Supervisory Immigration Services Officer for the Tucson Field Office.
Julie's career with USCIS began in April of 1996 as an Adjudications Officer with the San
Francisco Field Office. She adjudicated both Naturalization and Adjustment of Status
applications. In July of 2001, she relocated to Tucson, Arizona, as the Application Support
Center Manager. Prior to accepting her position as Supervisory Immigration Services Officer,
Julie was detailed to the Application Support Division at Headquarters as a Subject Mrt:ter
Expert (SME) for the Application Support Centers.
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David G. Gulick
District Director, Honolulu
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

David G. Gulick was initially appointed District Director in January 2004. From July
2006 to June 2008 he served as Chief of Staff for Domestic Operations in Headquarters.
He resumed the duties of District Director for District 26 in July 2008. Mr. Gulick began
his service in 1972 as an Immigration Inspector at Detroit, Michigan. He subsequently
served as an Immigration Inspector at Chateauguay, New York; Immigration Examiner,·
Milwaukee, Wisconsin; and Supervisory Immigration Inspector, Dulles International
Airport, Washington, DC. In 1984, he was promoted to Assistant District Director for
Examinations, Washington, DC. He transferred to Honolulu, Hawaii in 1986 as Assistant
District Director for Examinations and has remained there since. In May 2008, Mr.
Gulick was also appointed as the USCIS Lead for implementation of Public Law I 10229. PL 110-229 applies most of the provisions of the Immigration and Nationality Act to
the Commonwealth ofNorthem Mariana Islands (CNMI). Mr. Gulick is a native of Baton
Rouge, Louisiana. He graduated from Louisiana State University in 1971 with a B.S ..
degree in General Studies. He is married and has a son and a daughter.
W~rning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON~PUBUC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may cont.1in confidential,
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Stephen P. Green
Field Office Director, Agana
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Stephen P. Green began as the Agana, Guam Field Office Director in January 2012. As
Director, Mr. Green oversees Guam and the Northern Mariana Islands. Before this
appointment, he served as a Supervisory bnmigration Officer at the Las Vegas Field
Office, where he was also Acting Field Office Director on multiple occasions. Mr. Green
began his career with the former Immigration and Naturalization Services (INS) in 1998
as an Immigration Inspector in San Francisco. In 200 l, he was selected as an
Adjudications Officer in Las Vegas and was promoted to a supervisory position in 2006.
Before joining the legacy INS, Mr. Green worked in the private sector as a manager and
customer service representative at the Aloha Tower Market Place and Harbor Court in
Honolulu, Hawaii. He also spent 16 years in the U.S. Navy as an Aviation Acoustic
Analyst in Honolulu, Hawaii, an4 had multiple temporary duty assignments in locations
. from Panama to the Persian Gulf.

I!
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James Mccament
Deputy Associate Director
Service Center Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services.
Since March 2016, James McCament has served as Deputy Associate Director, Service Center
Operations.
He served in an acting capacity since Aug~st 2015, while continuing to serve as the chief of the Office
of Legislative Affairs (OLA) since January 2009. From May 2014 to August 2015, Mccament served
as acting Chief of Staff, then as acting Deputy Chief of Staff, in the Office of the Director. From 2008
to 2009, he served as OHS Field Office Director (FOO) in Havana, Cuba. From 2006 to 2008,
McCament. served as the senior counselor to the Director ofUSCIS. From September 2003 until
joining USCIS in 2006, McCament served as a special advisor to Department of Homeland Security
Secretaries Tom Ridge and Michael Chertoff. Prior to joining DHS upon its first day in 2003, from
2001-2003 Mccament served as an honors attorney in the Department of the Treasury Office of the
General Counsel. From 2000-2001 McCament served as law clerk to the Honorable William C. Lee,
Chief Judge of the United States District Court for the Northern District of Indiana..
McCament received his Juris Doctor from the University of Notre Dame Law School, and his
bachelor's degree from Mount Vernon Nazarene College. A Harvard Kennedy School Senior
Executive Fellow and Federal Executive Institute graduate, McCament is bar licensed in Ohio and is
adjunct professor oflaw for the Antonin Scalia Law School at Geo.rge Mason University.

l
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Lynn Feldman
Field Office Director, Fresno
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services.

.

\

Lynn Quan Feldman became the Fresno Field Office Director.in March, 2016. Prior to
that, she joined the Fresno Field Office as Section Chief in November 2013. She comes
to Fresno after serving a 2.5-year special assignment from USCIS to an international
organization in Geneva, Switzerland. Prior to that, she had worked in the Bangkok Field
Office,
Senate Judiciary Committee, USCIS Headquarters (within Service Center
.
.
Operations and the Office of Policy and Regulations Development), and the Vermont
Service Center where she started her career in 200 I. She _received her law degree from
Chicago-Kent College of Law.
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Susan Curda
District Director, Los Angeles
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Susan M. Curda became the District Director for Los Angeles on Oct. 20, 2014.
Ms. Curda has more than 30 years of immigration experience and was appointed to the
Senior Executive Service in 2014. She previously served as the District Director in San
Diego and Director of the Rome Field Office. As the USCIS attache at the U.S. Embassy
in Rome, Italy, Ms. Curda was responsible for 16 countries in Europe and Northern
Africa. Before moving overseas, Ms. Curda was the USCIS District Director in
Sacramento, California, overseeing immigration services for 33 counties in Northern and
Central California. Before 2003, she served as the officer in charge of the Immigration
and Naturalization Service sub-office in Sacramento, responsible for the fuH range of
immigration programs, including criminal investigations and detention and deportation.
Ms. Curda began her career as an immigration inspector in Chicago, Illinois. She served
as a supervisory inspector in Houston, Texas, and as an assistant chief inspector in
Washington, D.C. Ms. Curda held several other positions in INS, completing her
Headquarters career as the Assistant Commissioner for Planning. Ms. Curda is the
reeipient ofthree high level agency awards. She graduated summa cum laude from
Illinois State University and holds a Bachelor of Arts degree.
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Laura B. Zuchowski
Director, Vermont Service Center
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Serving as the Vennont Service Center director since June 2014, Laura Zuchowski leads the
VSC's daily effort to align with excellence in determining eligibility for immigration benefits.
She began her federal government career with the hnmigration and Naturalization Service in
1993. In 2000, Zuchowski served as the director of procurement and property management
. under the INS Eastern Region.
In 2005, Zuchowski became the chief of the Office of Contracting, directing the agency-wide
contracting portfolio. In that role, she led the USCIS-wide contracting portfolio responsible
for over $1 billion annually and an investment contract portfolio of $4 billion.

Zuchowski graduated from the University of Vermont in 1993. During her tenure as chief, she
graduated from the Harvard Kennedy School Senior Executive Fellows Program in 2012. She
also previously held a DHS Level III Federal Acquisition Certification.
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Barbara Velarde
Director, Potomac Service Center
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Barbara Velarde became the director of the Potomac Service Center on July 26, 2015.
Velarde began her federal career in.November 1994 as an asylum officer at the Los Angeles
Asylum Office. From 1998 to 2003, she served as a supervisory asylum officer and later as an
assistant center director at the California Service Center. In 2003, she moved to Washington,
D.C., where she served in several positions; including branch chief for Service Center
Operations, chief for the Performance Management Division and chief of Fraud Operations in·
FDNS. In 2007, Velarde was promoted to chief of Service Center Operations and later in
2010 to deputy associate director for the newly formed Service Center Operations Directorate.
Velarde has a Bachelor of Arts from the University of California, Irvine, and received her
Juris Doctor from Western State University, College of Law in Fullerton, California. She is
licensed in the state of California. Recently, she attended the intensive "Senior Executives in
National and International Security" program at Harvard Kennedy School of Government. In
2014, she received her International Coaching Federation license as an executive coach after
completing the one-year Executive Leadership Coaching program at the Georgetown
University School of Continuing Studies.
' contains NON·PUBUC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
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MarkHazuda
Director, Nebraska Service Center
. U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Mark J. Hazuda was named director of the Nebraska Service Center in September 2011. He
is charged with leading the 900 federal employees in accurately processing in excess of 1.7
· million immigration applications and petitions annually.
Hazuda previously served as the deputy director of the Vermont Service Center for USCIS
where he was responsible for managing day-to-day operations.
Hazuda began his federal career with the Department of Agriculture's National Finance
Center based in New Orleans, Louisiana. As the director of the Government Employees
Services Division, he led all e-Government initiatives including the Human Resource Line of
Business. His division provided all human resource and payroll applications, operations and
accounting services to more than 600,000 federal employees.
Before his federal government service, Hazuda enjoyed a successful career in the private
sector, where he held various senior-level positions with companies including Automatic Data
Processing Inc., First Data Corporation and Paychex, Inc. .
Hazuda earned both a Masters of Business Administration degree and a Bachelor of Science
degree in business administration from State University of New York at B.uffalo.
,
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Gregory Richardson
Director, Texas Service Center
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Gregory A. Richardson has served as the Texas Service Center (TSC) director since
September 2011. The Texas Service Center is comprised of 665 federal employees who
adjudicate employment and asylum adjustments for permanent residence, as well as other
immigration applications and petitions for. immigration benefits.
· In 1988, Richardson started his federal career with the Internal Revenue Service. He joined
the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) as an enforcement officer and in 1992,
became an adjudications and inspections officer. Before his current position, he was the chief
of the Adjudications Division with SCOPS. His other roles include chief of staff of SCOPS,
the acting deputy director of the Nebraska Service Center, and a supervisory immigration
· officer and acting branch chief of Fraud Detection Operations. He has also worked in the
Field Operations Directorate as a supervisory center adjudications officer and acting assistant
center director of adjudications at the National Benefits Center.

Mr. Richardson received his Bachelor of Science degree in Criminal Justice Administration
and Minor in Management from the University of Central Missouri. Over his career he has
attended several lNS and USCIS Basic and Advanced Officer Academies. Mr. Richardson
attended the National Security Leadership and Decision-Making in 2007; the US Coast Guard
Executive Change Leadership course and the Federal Executive Institute course in 2012.
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Kathy Baran
Director, California Service Center
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

On June 16, 2013, Kathy A. Baran was appointed Director of the California Service.
Ms. Baran joins USCIS from the U.S. Navy's Pacific Fleet Headquarters in Pearl Harbor,
Hawaii, where she served as the principal advisor to the Commander. Ms. Baran was selected
for appoinlment to the Senior Executive Service (SES) in September 20 I I.
From 1982 to 2011, Ms. Baran served as a naval officer, retiring in the grade of Captain after
29 years of service. Ms. Baran holds a Bachelor of Arts degree in Psychology from the State
University of New York at Albany, a Master of Arts degree in Education Administration from
San Diego State University, and a Master of Science degree in National Resource Strategy
from the Eisenhower School at National Defense University. She has beeri certified as a
Senior Professional in Human Resources by the Society for Human Resource Management
since 2006.
Ms. Baran's military decorations include three awards 9fthe LegionofMerit, three awards of
the Merirorious Service Medal, three awards of the Navy Commendation Medal;
and the
.
Navy Achievement Medal. Her civilian awards include the Superior Civilian Service Award,
the second highest honorary award under the Department of the Navy Civilian Awards
program.
.
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Jennifer Higgins
Deputy Associate Director
Refugee, Asylum, and International Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Jennifer B. Higgins currently serves as the Deputy Associate Director for the USCIS Refugee,
Asylum and International Operations Directorate (RAIO).
She first joined the hnmigration and Naturalization Service's (INS) Office oflnternational Affairs in
1999 as a Presidential Management Fellow after completing her Master's Degree in Comparative
Politics at American University. Upon completion of her Fellowship in 2001, Ms. Higgins joined the
INS Refugee Affairs Division as an Immigration Officer where she served as a regional desk officer.
In 2007, Ms. Higgins accepted a position with the USCIS Office of Congressional Relations. Later
that year, she returned to RAIO and since that time has served in several leadership positions, first
as the Branch Chief for Asylum Operations and next as the Deputy Chief for the Refugee Affairs
Division. Following her promotion to the Senior Executive Service in January 2014, Ms. Higgins
was selected to serve as a Senior Advisor to USCIS Director; Leon Rodriguez. Since April
2016, Ms. Higgins has been on temporary assignment serving as the Chief of Staff for the
Deputy Secretary of the Department of Homeland Security.
Ms. Higgins is the recipient ofthc 2016 Director's Exceptional Service Award which is USCIS'
highest award, as well as the 2010 USCIS Director's Manager of the Year Award, the 2006
USC!S Director's Compass Award, and the 2002 INS Commissioner's Challenge Award.
Warning! This document, along with any attachm€nts1 contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
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Barbara Stack
Chief, Refugee Affairs Division
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Barbara Strack joined USCIS as chief of the Refugee Affairs Division in Noveniber 2.005.
She manages the Refugee Corps and headquarters staff to support the U.S. refugee admissions
program by conducting overseas adjudications and through related policy, training, quality
assurance, anti-fraud and national security efforts. Previously, she directed a project on
immigrant integration at the National Immigration Forum; served in the policy office at the
legacy Immigration and Naturalization Service; worked as counsel to a U.S. Senate
subcommittee; and practiced law in Washington, D.C. at O'Melveny & Myers. In 2010, she
received a Presidential Rank Award for excellence in public service.
Strack attended the International Summer School in Forced Migration at the University of
Oxford, and she is a graduate of the University of Michigan Law School and Brown
University.
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John Lafferty
Chief, Asylum Division
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

John Laffertyjoined the legacy Immigration and Naturalization Service as an asylum officer
in San Francisco in November 1994. He served in various positions in
the Asylum Division in
.
San Francisco and Washington, D.C., until his selection to serve as the deputy director of the
Los Angeles Asylum Office in 2000. He returned to Washington, D.C. in April 2004 as head
of the Asylum Division's Quality Assurance and Training Branch. In December 2005,
Lafferty joined the USCIS Refugee Affairs Division as a deputy chief, and held that position
until he entered on duty as th~ district director for the Rome District Office in March 2008. He
returned to headquarters in 2013 as the chief of the Asylum Division.
'

'

Lafferty received his bachelor's degree from Knox College and his.law degree from the
University_ofSan Diego School Of Law. After law school, he served in the Peace Corps in
Niger, West Africa. Upon returning to the United States, he worke(j for nearly five years as a
staff attorney with the Catholic Charities Refugee Immigration Program in San Jose, CA.
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J edidah M. Hussey
Director, Arlington Asylum Office
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Jedidah Hussey became the director of the Arlington Asylum Office in February 2014.
Previously she served as the chief of the Training and Career Development Division with
· the USCIS Office of Human Capital and Training where she led development ofUSCIS .
training policies, managed corporate training programs, and created mechanisms for
employee career development. Prior to TCDD, Ms. Hussey held a range of positions
within the Refugee, Asylum and International Operations Directorate, including deputy
chief of the Asylum Division (2008 - 20 IO}, chief of the Asylum Division's Training,
Research, and Quality Branch (2005 2008), and an asylum officer supporting research,
training, and quality assurance functions (1999 - 2005). From 2007 to April 2009, she
chaired the Asylum and Refugee Working Group of the Intergovernmental Consultations
on Migration, Asylum and Refugees (JGC) based out of Geneva, Switzerland. Ms.
Hussey joined the legacy Immigration and Naturalization Service in I997 through the
Presidential Management Fellow Program. She holds a B.S. in Russian language, a M.A.
in Russian and East European studies, and a J.D: from Georgetown University.
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Kenneth S. Madsen
Director, Chicago Asylum Office
U.S. Citizenship and immigration Services

Kenneth Madsen became director of the Chicago Asylum Office in October 2005. He
has served with the Chicago Asylum Office nearly since its inception, starting in 1992.
Prior to being selected as director, Madsen served as an asylum officer for over five years
and as a supervisory asylum officer for more than seven years.
Before joining the legacy Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS), Madsen served
as a commissioned officer in the United States Navy. Serving on active duty for over
seven years, he completed two tours at sea on surface combatants and ashore as a school
director at Naval Training Center, Great Lakes.
· Madsen has bachelor's degrees in economics and history from Purdue University, and a
Juris Doctor from DePaul University College of Law.
'

'
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Robert Daum
Director, Houston Asylum Office
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services.

Robert Daum entered on duty as Director of the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(USCIS) Houston Asylum Office in June of 2014. Mr. Daum joined the Houston Asylum
Office from the USCIS Asia-Pacific District Office in Bangkok, Thailand, where he was the
Deputy District Director. In that position, Mr. Daum managed the operations of the 6 USCIS
field offices in the Asia-Pacific region. Prior to that, Mr. Daum was the Field Office Director
of the USCIS field office in Rome, Italy, where he was responsible for immigration benefits
matters, including military naturalization and refugee processing, in the 16 countries under the
jurisdiction of the Rome Field Office. Mr. Daum previously served in various positions at
USCIS headquarters including Deputy Chief of the Transformation Program Office. Mr.
Daum joined the legacy Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) as a Presidential
Management Fellow in 1999. Prior to joining INS, Mr. Daum attended the Elliott School of
International Affairs at George Washington University where he earned a Master's Degree in
International Development. He is also a graduate of John Carroll University in Cleveland,
Ohio. Other previous experience includes service as a volunteer teacher and coach in the
Federated States ofMicronesia with Jesuit Volunteers: International.
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David M. Radel
(

Director, Los Angeles Asylum Office
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

David Radel has served as directo,r of the Los Angeles Asylum Office since September 2014 .. ·
Radel first joined users and the Los Angeles Asylum Office as an asylum officer in 2003.
He was appointed as a supervisory asylum officer in 2004, asylum office deputy director in
2006, and acting asylum office director in March 2014. He has also served as acting chief of
the users Asylum Division's Operations Branch and as acting officer-in-charge of the
users sub-office in Port-au-Prince, Haiti. He has conducted overseas refugee processing
details to the Ivory Coast, Cuba, Ecuador, Costa Rica, Egypt, and Nepal. From 2009-2012,
he traveled to Israel on several occasions to develop and provide training at the Israel's first
Refogee Status Determination Officer (RSDO) training courses and to lead an Asylum
Division team responsible for assisting Israel in its development of an asylum protection
program.
Prior to joining the Asylum Program, Radel worked as an immigration attorney for Morrison
& Foerster, and as a staff attorney at Neighborhood Legal Services of Los Angeles County.
Radel has a bachelor's degree from The American University, a master's degree from
Slllnford University, and a Juris Doctor from Stanford Law School.
Warning! This document, along with o;lny att.ic:hments; contains NON~PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal !aw. It may contain confidential,
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Varsenik Papazian
Director, Miami Asylum Office
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Varsenik "Vamy" Papazian serves as the Dif\:ctor of the Miami Asylum Office, a position
that she has held since July 2012.
Papazian's extensive career in immigration law and public service includes both goverrunent
and non-government work. Prior to joining government service, she worked as a Staff
Attorney for Catholic Legal Immigration Network (CLINIC), where she represented asylum
seekers and immigrants applying for other benefits, including affirmative asylum. Papazian
later became the managing attorney for the Miami office of Church World Service, where she
led a team of attorneys and para-professionals providing legal representation to South
Florida's low-income and indigent immigrant population. In January 2000, she joined the
Miami Asylum Office as an Asylum Officer. From 2002-2008, she served as a Supervisory
Asylum Officer, a position that she held until her promotion to Deputy Director in 2008.
Papazian holds a law degree from the University of Miami and is a member in good-standing
of the Florida Bar.

,
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Patricia A. Menges
Director, New York Asylum Office
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Patricia Menges was appointed director of the New York Asylum Office in 1999. She
entered the office shortly after its inception in 1995 as a supervisory asylum officer. She
held this position until 1997 when she became the office deputy director.

Menges established a strong career foundation with the legacy Immigration and
Naturalization Service. Starting in 1984, she entered the field as an immigration inspector
atJohn F. Kennedy International Airport in New York. Her responsibilities included
inspecting persons arriving at the airport. In 1991, Menges became a supervisor in the
adjudications branch in the New York District Office, where she managed Manhattan's
naturalization application caseload. In 1993, Menges transferred to the nonimmigrant/marriage fraud unit. She remained there until 1995, when she joined the
asylum corps.
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Susan Raufer
Director, Newark Asylum Office
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Susan Raufer was appointed Director of the Newark Asylum Office in September 1999.
Prior to her appointment, she was the deputy director of the same office.
Raufer began her career with the legacy Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) in
1994 as an asylum officer, responsible for the adjudication of applications for asylum.
She became a supervisory asylum officer in 1996 and deputy director in 1998. Prior to
joining the INS, Raufer worked for 13 years for Lutheran Social Ministries of New
Jersey. She was initially responsible for the resettlement
. of refugees through church or
agency sponsorship. While there, Raufer co-founded the immigration program for the
agency, a New Jersey affiliate of Lutheran Immigration and Refugee Services, and
became the program's first accredited representative. She wrote an article on In-Country
Processing of Refugees that appeared in the Georgetown Immigration Law Journal
(Spring 1995). Raufer began her career as an English teacher for Save the Children
Foundation in a refugee camp in Phanat Nikhom, Thailand, teaching English to
Cambodian, Laotian and Vietnamese refugees bound for resettlement in the United
States.
.

Raufer has a Juris Doctor from Rutgers University School ofLaw in Camden, NJ, and an
undergraduate degree in international studies from the School for Internatio.nal Training
in Brattleboro, VT.
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Emilia Bardini
•

Director, San Francisco Asylum Office .
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services I

Emilia Bardini joined the Asylum Corps in 1992 as an Asylum Officer in the San Francisco
Asylum Office. In 1999 she was selected as Director. Prior to government service Emilia
worked as an advertising executive and chose public interest/service law as a second career.
Emilia practiced law in the field of employment discrimination, along with pro bono work in
immigration law. While part of the asylum office Emilia has been fortunate to have traveled
to Moscow, Russia and Anunan, Jordan for the Refugee division.
Emilia has a BA in Journalism and MA in EnglishLiterature from the University of
California, Berkeley, and a JD from The University of San Francisco Kendrick School. of
Law. She is a member of the California Bar Association.
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Joanna Ruppel
Chief, International Operations Division
Refugee, Asylum, and International Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Joanna Ruppel is the chief of the International Operations Division in the Refugee Asylum
and International Operations Directorate.
In January 2008, Ruppel was selected to join the Senior Executive Service as chief of
International Operations for US Citizenship and Immigration Services. From January 21,
2008, to May 19, 2008, she served as the acting district director for the Mexico City District.
Prior to joining the Office of International Operations, Ruppel served as deputy chief of the
USCIS Asylum Division, supervisor for the Operations Branch in the Asylum Division, and
asylum officer. From 1990-1992, she clerked for a U.S. District Court Judge in Denver,
Colorado.
Ruppel received a JD from the University of California School of Law (Boalt Hall) in 1990.
Ruppel also studied International Human Rights Law at the Institute for Human Rights in
Strasbourg France and Humanitarian Law at the Dunant Institute in Geneva Switzerland, and
completed the Senior Executive Fellows Program at the Kennedy School of Government.
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Donald Monica
District Director, Asia/Pacific District
· U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Don Monica began his. government career in 1980 with the legacy Immigration and
Naturalization Service (INS), serving for eight years as an Immigration Inspector and Senior
Immigration Inspector at ports of entry in Toronto, Montreal,.Champlain, NY, and Niagara Falls,
NY. He then transferred to the Buffalo District Office where he served as the District
Intelligence Officer and later as an Immigration Examiner. Monica thereafter transferred to the
INS Office in Nairobi, Kenya as the Assistant Officer in Charge and was promoted after one year
to the Officer in Charge. After five years in Nairobi, Monica transferred to Philadelphia to serve
as Assistant District Director for Examinations, which included oversight of the adjudications,
records, and information and immigration inspection programs. He returned overseas from 1999
to 2001 as the Officer in Charge in Moscow. From Moscow, Monica transferred to Miami as the
Assistant District Director for Adjudications.
After INS was abolished and USCIS was established in 2003, Monica was appointed as interim
District Director in Chicago for one year and was then assigned to sel'.Ve as the District Director
in Philadelphia. He was briefly the District Director in Atlanta before accepting an assignment as
the Southeast Regional Director in Orlando, Florida. In_ 20 I 0, Monica moved to headquarters as
the Deputy Associate Director for the Field Operations Directorate and then assumed the
Associate Director position in 2011.
Monica is a native of Cleveland and has a bachelor's degree from Cleveland State University. He
holds a Master of Arts from the University of St: Michael's College in Toronto.
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Gregory Sanders
Field Office Director, Bangkok
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Greg Sanders is currently the Bangkok USCIS Field Office Director. Prior to this position, he
was a Supervisory Refugee Officer with RAD who has lead details to Thailand, Nepal,
Malaysia, Syria, Turkey, and Jordan. He has held several positions in American and
overseas voluntary agencies (ICMC, IOM) before joining the government as an asylum
officer and supervisory asylum officer in San Francisco (ZSF) in 1997. He served as Director
of Unaccompanied Minors foster care program in central Illinois which resettled over 500
refugee minors with American families. He then was a UNHCR interviewer based in
Thailand for the Orderly Departure Program (ODP) in Vietnam. For several years, Greg was
a para-consular officer interviewing Amerasians and immigrant visa applicants in Vietnam
pre-diplomatic relations for DOS. After serving with ZSF, he returned to Bangkok under
legacy INS and eventually became the leading supervisor for the Vietnam Orderly Departure
program which he closed in 1999.
· Greg obtained his BA in Education from Illinois State University, thereafter joined the US Air
Force, learned Vietnamese at the Defense Language Institute, and then MA in Teaching
English as a Second Language.from Southern Illinois University.
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James Chiang
Field Office Director, Beijing
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
On February 24, 2014, James Chiang entered on Duty as the US Citizenship and
Immigration Services (USCIS) Beijing Field Office Director (FOD). James began his
civil service career with USCIS in 200.1 as an Asylum Officer for the Los Angeles
· Asylum Office. In 2003, he worked as an Immigration Adjudications Analyst and later
became a Supervisor at the California Service Center. James moved to Service Center
Operations HQ in 2004 and later served as the Branch Chief of the Systems Quality
Assurance and Training Branch. From 2008 to 2010, James worked for International
Operations Division within Refugee Asylum International Operation Directorate
(RAIO) as the FOD for USCIS Beijing. In January 2011, James became the first RAIO
Directorate's Fraud Detection and National Security Branch Chief.
James received his Bachelor's Degree in Mechanical Engineering from the California
Polytechnic University and his Juris Doctorate Degree from the Whittier College of
Law. Prior to becoming a career civil servant, James worked as a staff attorney for the
Asian Pacific American Legal Center where he consulted and represented indigent
immigrants on family law and immigration cases. James is married to Carol and has two
sons named Justin and Christopher.
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Kevin Riddle
Field Office Director, Guangzhou
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Kevin Riddle began his career with USCIS in 2007 as a Refugee Officer. After that he
spent three years working as a Supervisory Refugee Officer where he managed teams of .
offieers on refugee processing trips. During his career Kevin has travelled to over 20
countries for refugee related work. In 2013 Kevin was competitively selected for and
successfully completed the DHS Fellows Program. During his fellowship he participated
in a rotation at DHS Headquarters with the Program Analysis and Evaluation division of
the DHS Office of the Chief Financial Officer. Kevin joined International Operations as
an Overseas Adjudications Officer with the Bangkok Field Office in 2014. He is
currently serving as the Field Offiee Director for the Guangzhou Field Office.
· Kevin completed his unµergraduate education at the University of Illinois in Urbana. Champaign, receiving a B.A . .in Political Science. After graduating, he spent two years as
a Peace Corps volunteer living in arural Samoan village. After Samoa, Kevin moved to
Hawaii to begin graduate school at the University of Hawaii, Manoa. There, he
completed an M.A. in Pacific Islands Studies in 2006 before relocating to Washington,
DC.
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Thomas Curley
Field Office Director, Manila
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Thomas Curley is the USCIS Field Office Director in Manila, Philippines. A native of upstate .
New York, he began his federal immigration career in 1997, as an INS Immigration Inspector
in Montreal, Canada. In 2001, he moved to the INS Asylum
Corps,
working
in both New
V
.
,
York (ZNY) and New Jersey (ZNK). From 2005-2007, Thomas served as an overseas
adjudications officer mid acting Field Office Director at the USCIS Moscow Field Office.
From2007-2009 and from 2011-2013, Thomas worked at USCIS Headquarters within RAIO
Directorate's International Operations Division. From 2009-2011, Thomas served as the
USCIS Liaison Officer to Citizenship and Immigration Canada (CIC) while concurrently
assigned as USCIS attaehe at the U.S. Embassy in Ottawa, Canada. He began his current
FOD assignment in the Philippines in December 2013. Prior to his federal immigration
career, he was a Peace Corps Volunteer in Bulgaria ( 1994-1996) and resettled refugees in
New York State. Thomas is a graduate of New York University and alumni of the DHS ·
Fellows Program.

Warning I This document..along with any att ..chrnents, contains NON~PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
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Kenneth J. Sherman
Field Office Director, New Delhi
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Kenneth J. Shennan entered on duty September 4 as director of the New Delhi Field Office
within the Asia Pacific District. Sherman's previous position was director of the Boston Field
Office from 2013 Wltil his current appointment.
He served as director of the Honolulu Field Office from 2011 to 2013, and Seoul Field Office in
South Korea from 2007 to 2011. Sherman started his USCIS career in 1996 as an immigration
inspector. In 1998, he was promoted to adjudication officer.. He became a supervisory
adjudication officer in 2003. In 2005, Sherman was assigned to the Bangkok Field Office in
Thailand as an overseas adjudication officer. His temporary assignments abroad included Accra,
Ghana; Guangzhou, China; Ho.Chi Minh City, Vietnam; Kabul, Afghanistan; Kuala Lumpur,

Malaysia; Manila, Philippines; Nairobi, Kenya; Phnom Penh, Cambodia; Seoul, South Korea;
and Tokyo. Shennan also presided over naturalization ceremonies overseas and aboard U.S.
naval vessels at sea.
(

Sherman is a native of New Hampshire and served honorably in the U.S. Air Force from I 986 to
1990. He graduated from the State University New York in Plattsburgh, New York, in 1990
with a bachelor's degree in political science. He is married and has two daughters.
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Carl Risch
Field Office Director, Seoul
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Carl Risch has been the Field Office Director in Seoul since February 2015. Prior to serving
in Seoul, Mr. Risch was the overseas adjudications officer in Manila, Philippines, from July
2013 until he entered on duty as the Field Office Director in Seoul.
Before joining the International Operations Division, Mr. Risch worked at the Administrative
Appeals Office in Washington, DC, first as an adjudicator, starting in 2006, and later as a
supervisor, focusing on employment-based immigration matters. He is also a licensed
attorney and fonner State Department consular officer.

Mr. Risch is a native of Pennsylvania. He currently lives in Seoul, Korea, with his spouse and
two daughters.
·
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Aster Zeleke
Field Office Director, Accra
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Aster Zeleke has.been the Field Office Direc;tor of the USCIS Field Office in Accra, Ghana
since December 2012. Prior to servinglL'IField Office Director, Aster had been the Deputy
Director of the Newark Asylum Office, which she had joined as an asylum otlicer in
November 1994. She served the office in various capacities as an Asylum Officer, Acting
Supervisory Asylum Officer, Quality Assuranceffrainer, and Deputy Director. As part of her
work with the USCIS Asylum Division, she has participated in number of refugee processing
details in Croatia, East and West Africa,and Yemen. She also served as Acting Field Office
Director in New Delhi, India and Johannesburg, South Africa. Before joining the Asylum
Office, Aster worked as Case Manager and Fiscal Supervisor with Presbyterian Refuge and
Immigration Ministry Efforts (PRIME) - Affiliate office of Church World Service in
Pennsylvania. She resettled and provided case management services to arriving refugees
from different regions of the world. Aster has a Master's degree in Economics from
University ofTimiasoara, Romania.
Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC lNFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
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Sarah Schoener
Field Office Director, Amman .
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
· Sarah Schoener entered on duty as Field Office Director of the USCIS Amman Field Office
in September 2016. Previously, she had been serving as an Overseas Adjudications Officer in
the New Delhi Field Office since September 2014. Shortly after her arrival in New Delhi,
Sarah served as Acting Field Office Director from January to May 2015.
Prior to joining International Operations, Sarah served for three years as the Domestic Desk
Officer with the Refugee Affairs Division, where she was responsible for developing policy
and procedures for the P-3 refugee family reunification program, DNA testing, congressional
inquiries, FOIA requests, records management, and supporting refugee circuit rides to
Africa. She originally joined RAD in May 2008 as a Refugee Officer and has adjudicated
refugee cases throughout Africa, the Middle East, and Asia.
Sarah received a Master'.s degree in Public International Law and Forced Migration from the
Fletcher School of Law.and Diplomacy and worked as a protection intern with UNHCR in
Conakry, Guinea. She was a Fulbright Scholar in South Korea and received a Bachelor of
Arts degree in International Studies and French from the University of South Carolina.
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James C. Fletcher
Field Office Director, Athens
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
th

On January 24 , 2016, Mr. James C. Fletcher entered on duty as the Field Office Director of
the Athens Field Office.

Prior to being selected as the Field Office Director in Athens, Mr. Fletcher served as the fust
Field Office Director of the newly created Wichita Field Office:' Mr. Fletcher began his civil
service career with USCIS in 2003 ·as an Applications Adjudicator at the Missouri Service
Center (now the National Benefits Center) in Lee's Swnmit, Missouri. In 2004, Mr. Fletcher
became a District Adjudications Officer in the Employment Authorization and Legalization
Unit at the New York District Office. Mr. Fletcher has subsequently held positions as a
Refugee Officer, an Intelligence Research Specialist with FDNS at the National Benefits
Center, an FDNS Immigration Officer at Headquarters, a Management & Program Analyst
with the Office of the Chief Financial Officer, and Supervisory Immigration Services Officer
(Branch Chief) for the Adjudications Section of the Orlando Field Office. Frain October
2009 through May 2010, Mr. Fletcher was detailed to the Office of Transformation and in
2010 Mr. Fletcher was selected for a permanent position with the Office of Transformation
Coordination as a Supervisory Management & Program Analyst.
Mr. Fletcher received his Bachelor's Degree from the University ofKansas in 2001 with a

double major in History and Political Science.
· Warning! This document, along with any attachmen'ts, contains NON·PUBUC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. lt may contain confidential,
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Karen FitzGerald
Field Office Director, Frankfurt
· U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Karen L. FitzGerald has served as the Field Office Director of the USCIS Frankfurt Field
Office since February 2014.
Before moving to Frankfurt, FitzGerald was the deputy director of the Vermont Service
Center. In that role, she spent two months at Headquarters as part of the Deferred Action
for Childhood Arrivals Working Group. Previously, FitzGerald served as the district
director in Philadelphia. From 2004 to 2008, she was the field office director .and USCIS
attache at the American Embassy in London.
Before moving to London, FitzGerald spent nearly 10 years at Headquarters in various
positions, including special assistant to the associate director and deputy associate
direetor for operations. In these mies, she managed and developed policies for multiple
programs, including the Violence Against Women Act program, the Protection for
Victims of Trafficking program and the Inter-Country Adoption program.
FitzGerald graduated from Boston University and has a master's degree in European
politics from the University of Essex.
Warning I This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the. public by federal law. It may emttaln confidential,
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Mark Baxter
Field Office Director, Johannesburg
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

· Mark Baxter is currently the Field Office Director at the USCIS Johannesburg Field
Office. He previously served as an Overseas Adjudications Officer in New Delhi, a
Supervisory Refugee Officer and Refugee Officer with the USCIS Refugee Affairs Division
in Washington, DC, and an Adjudications Officer in New York City. He also previously
served as a community and youth educator in the Peace Corps in West Africa and has a RA.
and a J.D. from Michigan State University.
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Laurie E. O'Bryon
Field Office Director, Rome
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Laurie E. O'Bryon entered on duty as the Field Office Director of the USCIS Rome
office on October 5, 2014: Previously, she was the Chief of the Training and Quality
Assurance Branch of the Refugee Affairs Division (RAD). Prior to joining RAD in
2006, she served as an adjudications officer in the Administrative Appeals Office,
where she adjudicated complex Hand L visa appeals. O'Bryon joined the federal
government in 200 I as an asylum officer at the Arlington Asylum Office.
Before joining_ USCIS, she practiced law for several years in Washington, DC. She
then took a pro bono position with Legal Assistance for Vietnamese Asylum Seekers
(LA VAS), a non- governmental organization in the Philippines, representing
Vietnamese asylum seekers in their political asylum appeals. When she returned to the
United States, she worked for LAVAS as the Executive Director before becoming the
associate director of Jesuit Refugee Service/USA. She worked at JRS/USA from 19942000.
O'Bryon graduated from Gettysburg College, Boston University School of Law, and
received certificates from the University of Oxford's Refugee Studies Centre and
Georgetown University's International Migration Studies Program.
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Joseph Hackbarth
Field Office Director, London
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Joseph Hackbarth became the director of the London Field Office on Dec. 19, 2013.
Hackbarth began working for the legacy INS in 1993 and brings to his current position a
wealth of experience from Headquarters, the San Francisco District Office, the FBI
Liaison Office in Clarksburg, WV, the California Service Center, and the Rome Fieid
Office. Before rejoining the Europe, Middle East and Africa District, Hackbarth worked
as the field office director at the San 1uan and Kendall Field Offices and as the Miami
District Office acting chief of staff.
Hackbarth has a bachelor's degree in Business Administration from National University in
San Diego, California.
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Emery Moore
Field Office Director, Moscow
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
. Emery Moore entered on duty as the Field Office Director in Moscow, Russia, in March
2014.
He began his federal career with the Immigration and Naturalization.Service in 1998 as an
Adjudications Officer at the Vermont Service Center (VSC). Since 2004, he assumed various
supervisory and management roles; his most recent position at the VSC was that of a Fraud
Detection and National Security Supervisory Immigration Officer. In 2012, Emery joined the
Field Operations Directorate in Washington, DC as a Supervisory Adjudications Officer in
Transformation.
Emery is a recipient of the Director's Pioneer Award for Ingenuity and Innovation for
exploring ways to better serve USCIS customers and to promote economic prosperity and job
creation for his work as a Tactical Team member in the Entrepreneurs in Residence program
sponsored by the White House. Emery has a Bachelor's Degree in Secondary Education and
Social Studies from Johnson State College, and a Master's Degree in Diplomacy from
Norwich University. He is a graduate of the USDA Graduate School Executive Leadership
Program, and holds a Government Strategic Leader Certification from the National Defense
University. Emery is proficient in Hungarian, German, and Russian.
\ Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATt?N exempt from release to the Public by f~deral law. It may contain confidential,
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Charles Wright
Field Office Director, Nairobi
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Charles Wright is the Field Office Director for the USCIS Field Office in Nairobi,
Kenya. In this position he is responsible for immigration petition and application
adjudication, public and government-facing customer service, consultations and
· trainings with regional consular and law enforcement offices, overseas.
document verification, and DNA collection.
.

.

Prior to his role as Attache, Wright served as the supervisory officer for the
congressional unit of the California Service Center, the largest adjudicative USCIS
office. He also worked in and supervised customer service, green card, and
naturalization components of the USCIS Washington Field Office located in Fairfax,
Virginia. His other previous work experience within USCIS includes working with
refugees, humanitarian parolees, and ELIS (the Electronic Immigration System).
Wright holds a M.S: in Foreign ·service from Georgetown University and is a graduate
of Georgia Institute of Technology (Georgia Tech).

1

i
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Erin Fatica
District Director, Latin America, Canada and the Caribbean
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Erin Fatica has served as District Director of the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(USCIS) Latin America, Canada, and Caribbean District (LACC) since June 2014. She was
previously Deputy District Director for LACC from 2012-2014. She began working on
immigration issues in 1995, when she was sekcted for a joint Jesuit Refugee Service-Catholic
Legal Immigration Network, Inc. (CLINIC) fellowship as a staff attorney representing Haitian
asylum seekers in Miami. After two years with CLINIC, she joined legacy INS in 1997 as an
Asylum Officer at the Miami Asylum Office. She became a Supervisory Asylum Officer in
19.99. In 2001, she moved to Headquarters Asylum in Washington, DC, where she
specialized in asylum procedures and finalized the Affirmative Asylum Procedures Manual.
She then briefly left the Asylum Division to work for the Administrative Appeals Office,
specializing in waivers of inadmissibility. In 2005, Erin returned to the Miami Asylum Office
as Deputy Director and was promoted to Director in February 2008, where she served until
joining International Operations in 2012. Erin has a Bachelor of Arts degree from University
of Minnesota and a Juris Doctor from Georgetown University, where she served on the
editorial board for the Georgetown Immigration Law Journal. Erin speaks Haitian Creole.
Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON~PUBUC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It rnay contain confidential1
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Miguel "Mike" Chavez
Field Office Director, Ciudad Juarez
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Mike Chavez has been the Field Office Director in Ciudad Juarez since May 2015. Before
arriving, Mike was an Overseas Adjudications Officer at the Mexico City field office where
he was very active in outreach events, office adjudications and providing technical support to
the consular section at the U.S. Embassy. Before coming to International Operations, Mike
was an Immigration Services officer in El Paso, Texas. He was the military liaison where he
was recognized for providing valuable information and services to the Fort Bliss military
· community. Before CIS, Mike began his governrrient service career with almost 26-years in
the Air Force where he served throughout the world. His most memorable assignments were
in Micronesia, Europe: the Middle East and before retiring, at Fort Bliss, Texas where he was
an instructor at the Sergeants Major Academy. He also served with Border Patrol and as a
Customs Inspector in Douglas, Arizona. Mike holds degrees from the Community College of
the Air Force and with State University ofNewYork.

bv
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·Kirsten Marie Smith
Field Office Director, Guatemala City
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Kristen has served at the Guatemala City Field Office since September 201 L In January 2014
she was promoted to the Field Office Director and Dual.Hat DHS Attache. During her tenure
she has played an instrumental role in moving forward the pending transitional adoption cases
that were left in limbo when Guatemala joined the Hague Convention on Adoptions on
December 31, 2007. Kristen is part of the technical team that meets regularly with members
of the Guatemalan government to discuss the remaining pending cases.
Kristen has worked at numerous USCIS offices across the country, including: Phoenix, the
National Benefits Center in Lee's Summit, Missouri; and the Office of Transformation at HQ.
Kristen, a Kansas City, Missouri native, graduated from San Diego State University with a
B.A. in International Business and a minor in Latin American Studies. She studied abroad in
Buenos Aires, Argentina Kristen graduated from the USDA's Executive Leadership Program
in June of 2009.
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Marilyn H. Rebatta
Field Office Director, Havana
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Marilyn H. Rebatta is the Field Office Director of the USCIS Havana Field Office and DHS
Attache in Cuba. She began her career with USCIS in 2005 as an Adjudications Officer at the
West Palm Beach Field Office in Florida. In 2009, Marilyn joined the Refugee Affairs
Division where she initially served as a Refugee Officer and later as a Supervisory Refugee
Oft'icer. She adjudicated refugee applications in Malaysia, Nepal, Turkey, Egypt, Tunisia,
Jordan, Iraq, Kuwait, Austria, Kenya, Cuba, Key West and U.S. Naval Station Guantanamo
Bay; and, supervised teams in Nepal, Ecuador and Cuba. Marilyn briefly worked with
Service Center Operations as an Adjudications Officer, specializing in issues of terrorismrelated inadmissibility grounds (TRJG). Prior to joining USCIS, she served as a Bilingual
Speech-Language Pathologist for the University of Miami. She earned a B.S. in Special
Education-Mental Retardation from Florida International University and an M.S. in
Communication Disorders-Speech-Language Pathology from Florida Atlantic University.
Marilyn is a veteran of the U.S. Navy. She has been awarded a Navy Unit Commendation
and three USCIS Director's awards-Heritage Award (2011), Cornerstone Award (2012) and
Golden Door Award (2013).
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Patrick Lujan
Field Office Director, Lima
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Patrick Lujan has been the USCIS Field Office Director in Lima, Peru since February, 2014.
His region includes South America and he also serves as the dual-hat OHS Attache.
Patrick was an adjudicator and Acting Chief of the Project Liaison Team in the Office of the
USCIS Director from 2011 to 2014. From2007 to 2011, Patrick was a Latin America and
Caribbean desk officer with Refugee Affairs Division, responsible for managing the regional
program, including protection screening on board USCG cutters and in Guantanamo Naval
Station and for regional refugee processing. He was also responsible for Caribbean mass
migration contingency planning and training, engaging with interagency partners to develop
mass migration plans at the DHS and White House levels.
Patrick joined USCIS in 2003 as an Asylum Officer and was promoted to Supervisory
Asylum Officer in 2006 . Patrick has adjudicated asylum cases in Guam, and has conducted
. refugee interviews in Russia, Colombia, F.cuador, Costa Rica, Pakistan, and Bangkok.
Patrick is a gracjuate of Santa Clara University School of Law and the University of
California, Santa Barbara.
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Rodolfo Nunez
Field Office Director, Mexico City
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Rodolfo Nunez began working with USCIS (fonner INS)as an Adjudications Officer in 1997
where his first experience was in Naturalization. He worked in the Miami Naturalization Unit
from March 1997 until November.1999 at which time he transferred to the Miami Field
Office to work in the Adjustment of Status Unit. From 2005 until 2007, he was an Overseas
Immigration Services Officer at the Rome Field Office. In August of2007 he returned to the
Miami Field Office to work as an Adjudicator and temporary Supervisory Adjudicator. From .
2008 until 201 I he was an FNDS Officer in the Fraud Detection and.National Security
Directorate. In this capacity he assisted Immigration and Customs Enforcement in the
investigation of several large-scale immigration fraud rings. From 2011 until March 2015 he .
was the Section Chief in the Miami Field Office where he was in charge of both the
Adjudication and Records Units. Since March of2015 he has been working with
International Operations as the Field Office Director of Mexico City.
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Joel R. Miramontes
Field Office Director, Monterrey
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Joel R. Miramontes currently serves as the Field Office Director (FOD) of the USCIS office
at the U.S. Consulate in Monterrey, Mexico. Wilh his current position at Monterrey, Mexico,
Mr. Miramontes has served twice at an overseas USCIS office. In August 2005, he served for
three year as the FOD of the USCIS office at the U.S. Embassy in Tegucigalpa, Honduras.
Mr. Miramontes began his civilian federal service as an Asylum Officer with the U.S.
Immigration and Naturalization Service in Novanber_ 1994. Thereafter, he served as a
Supervisory District Adjudications Officer for four years. In April 2002, he was selected to
the position of Deputy Assistant Regional Director, Adjudications at the Western Region
Office. After serving three years as the FOD at the USCIS office at the U.S. Embassy in
Tegucigalpa, Honduras, Mr. Miramontes served almost seven years as Section Manager at the
San Bernardino Field Office.

Prior to his civilian federal employment, Mr. Miramontes served three years in the U.S.
Army. After his military service, Mr. Miramontes earned a B.A. Degree in BusinessEconomics at the University of California at Santa Barbara, California. Thereafter, he earned
a Juris Doctor and a Master's Degree in Law at the University of San Diego School of Law.
Mr. Miramontes is a member of the California Bar Association.
Warni~gl This document, along with any attachments, contains NON~PUBUC tNFORMAlllN exempt from release to the public, by fede.ral law. It may contain confidential,
le~r1Uy privileged, proprietary or deliberative process inter-agency/intra,a·g~ncy material. You are hereby notified that .any diss~mination, copying, or further distribution of this
information to unauthorized individuals (induding unauthorized members of the Presidett-elect Transition Team) is strictly prohibited. Unauthorized disclosure or release of
this information may result in loss of acces;":»tO informatlon, and civil and/or criminal fine.and penalties .
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Services

Margarette Nicolas
Field Office Director, Port !lU Prince
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Margarette Nicolas has over 12 years of experience in the field of immigration that includes
both public service and private practice. She is currently serving in Port-au-Prince, Haiti, as
the Field Office Director and the DHS Attache with the LMC District. Margarette began her
federal career in 2004, as an Asylum Officer in the Miami Asylum Office and also as an
Asylum Pre-Screening Officer (APSO), where she conducted Credible and Reasonable Fear
interviews. She has served in Athens, Greece as an Overseas Adjudication Officer. ·
Margarette has served in Haiti for a short period of time in 2009, and was also deployed to
Port-au-Prince, Haiti after the 20 IO earthquake, to help expedite the adoption process. For her
services in Haiti, she was awarded the 2010 USCIS Director's Exceptional Service Award.
She is married and has two children and two stepchildren. She enjoys reading, sewing.
Margarette graduated from the Executive Leadership Program (ELP) in
20 I I. Margarette holds a B.S. in Business Management from the University of
Maryland; a.M.S. in Project Management from the George Washington University, and a
J.D. from the American University, Washington College of Law.

Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative process inter-agency/intra-agency material. You are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying, or further distribution of this
information to unauthorized individuals (including unauthorized members of the President-elect Transition Team) is strictly prohibited. Unauthorized disclosure or release of
this information may result in ~oss of access to informdtiOn, and civil and/or criminal fines and penalties.
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Claudia Guevara
Field Office Director, San Salvador
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Claudia Guevara joined U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services as an Asylum Officer in
November 2007. In that capacity, she adjudicated asylum claims presented by individuals
from all over the world including China, Iraq, El Salvador, Guatemala, Mexico, Indonesia,
and various countries in Africa. In August 2009, she transferred to the Refugee Affairs
· Division (RAD) as a Refugee· Officer where she travelled to the Middle East, Africa, Asia,
and Latin America to conduct refugee processing. She later took a position within RAD as
Supervisory Refugee Officer and led teams throughout the world to process refugees. Ms.
Guevara's previous experience includes work in. the non-profit sector, with a specialization in
immi~tion and refugee law and policy. Before joining the Department of Homeland
· Security, she worked with The Coalition for Humane Immigrant Right~ of Los Angeles,
American Civil Liberties Union of Los Angeles, and Legal Aid of Los Angeles. Ms. Guevara
is a graduate of the University of California Berkeley School of Law and Wells College.

Warning! This document, along with ~ny attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential,
legally privileged, proprietdty or deliberative process inter-agency/intra-agency material. You are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying, or further distribution of thls
information to unauthorized indiv.iduals (including unauthorized members of the President.elect Transition Team) is strictly prohibited. Unauthorized disclosure or release of
this Information may result in loss of access to information, and civil and/or criminal fines and penalties".
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Glossary ofAcronyms
MO
ABQ
ACG.
AD

AFGE
AFM
AGA
ALB
AMM
ANC
ARD
ASC
ATI-I
ATL
BAL
BEi
BIA
BKK
BOI
BOS
BUF
CAM
CARRP ·
CBO
CBP
CFR
CHA

1

CHAP
CHI
CHL
CIN
CIS

"

Administrative Appeals Office
Albuquerque Field Office
Accra, Ghana
Associate Director .
AmericanFederation of Government Employees
Adjudicators Field Manual
Agana, Guam Field Office
Albany Field Office
Amman, Jordan Field Office
Anchorage Field Office
Associate Regional Director
Application Support Center
Athens, Greece Field Office
Atlanta Field Office
Baltimore Field Office
Beijing, China Field Office
Board of Immigration Appeals
Bangkok, Thailand Field Office
Boise Field Office
Boston Field Office
Buffalo Field Office
Central American Minors
Controlled Application Review and Resolution Program
Community-Based Organi2:ation i
Customs and Border Protection
Code of Federal Regulations
· Charlotte Amalie, USVI Field Office
Consolidated Handbook of Adjudication Procedures ·
Chicago Field Office
Charleston Field Office
Cincinnati Field Office
Central Index System

Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law, lt may contain confidential, .

legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative process inter-agency/intra~agency material. You are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying, or fu~ther distribution of this
information to unauthorized individuals (including unauthorized members of the President-elect Transition Team) is strictly prohibited. Unauthorized disclosure or release of
this information may result in loss of access to information, and civil and/or criminal fines and penalties,
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CISOMB
CJS
CLE
CLM
CLT
CNMI
COE
CONOPS

cow
CRO

csc
CSPED
DACA

DAD
DAL
DARPA
DD
DDD
DEN

DET
DHS
DOD
DOJ
DOL
DOS
DSM

EAD
EB
ELIS
ELP
EOIR
ERO
FBI
FDNS
FinCEN

Citizenship and Immigration Services Ombudsman
Ciudad Juarez, Mexico Field Office
Cleveland Field Office
Columbus Field Office
Charlotte Field Office
Commonwealth of Northern Mariana Islands
Center of Excellence
Concept of Operations
.Central Office Washington
Central Region Office
California Service Center
Customer Service and Public Engagement Directorate
Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals
Deputy Associate Director
Dallas Field Office
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
District Director
Deputy District Director
Denver Field Office
Detroit Field Office
Department of Homeland Security
Department of Defense
Department of Justice
Department of Labor
Department of State
Des Moines Field Office
Employment Authorization Document
Employment-Based
·Electronic Immigration System
El Paso Field Office
Executive Office for Immigration Review
Enforcement and Removal Operations
Federal Bureau of Investigations
Fraud Detection and National Security Directorate
Financial Crimes Enforcement Network

Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON~PUBLIC INFORMATION exemPt from release to the public by ~ederal law. It may contain confidential,
legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative process inter-agency/intra-agency material. You '1re hereby notified that any dissemination, copying, or further distribution of this
information to ooauthorized individuals !including unauthorized members of the President-elect Transition ream) is strictly prohibited. unauthorized disclosure or release of
this information ma'y result in loss of iKtess to information, and civil and/or criminal fines and pen~ltles.
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FKG
FLErc·
FOD
FOD
FOIA

FRE
FSA
FY
GAO
GMT
ORR
GSA
GZH
HAR

HAV
HBO

HEL
HFE
HHS
HHW

HIA
HLG

HOU.
HSI
HSTF-SE
I&A
IAFIS
IC
ICE

ID
IJ
IMP

INA
IDENT
INP

Frankfurt, Germany Field Office
Federal Law Enforcement Training Center
Field Office Director
.Field Operations Directorate
Freedom of Information Act
Fresno Field Office
Fort Smith Arkansas
Fiscal Year
Government Accountability Office
Guatemala City Field Office
Greer Field Office
General Services Administration
·Guangzhou, China Field Office
Hartford Field Office
Havana, Cuba Field Office
Harrisonburg, Virginia File Storage Facility
Helena Field Office.
Historical Fingerprint Enrollment
Department of Health and Human .Services
Honolulu Field Office
Hialeah Field Office
Harlingen Field Office
Houston Field Office
Homeland Security Investigations
Homeland Security Task Force-Southeast
Intelligence and Analysis
Integrated Automated Fingerprint Identification System
Intelligence Community
Immigration and Customs Enforcement
Intelligence Division
Immigration Judge
· Imperial Field Office
Immigration and Nationality Act
Automated Biometric Identification System
Indianapolis Field Office

Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal l;Jw. 1t may cont.fin confidential,
legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative process inter-agency/intrawagency material. You are hereby notified that any dlsseminati9n, copying, or further distribution of thi~
information to unauthorized individuals (including unauthorized members of the President~elect Transition Team) is strictly prohibited. Unauthorized disclosure or release of
this information may result in loss of access to information, and civil and/or criminal fines and penaltie.s.
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INS
IO
IOM
IPO

IRIS
ISO
JAC
JHS
KAN
KND

LAC
LAW
LDN

LMA

LNY
LOS
LOU
LPR
LVG

MAN
MEM
MGMT
MIA
MIL
MOS

MPH
MTL

MTR
NBC
NBO

NCISC

NDI
NER
NEW
NGI

Immigration and Naturalization Service
International Operations Division
International Organization for Migration
Immigrant Investor Program Office
Immigration Records and Identity Services Directorate
Immigration Services Officer
Jacksonville Field Office
Johannesburg, South Africa Field Office
Kansas City Field Office
Kendall Field Office
Los Angeles County Field Office
Lawrence Field Office
London, England Field Office
Lima, Peru Field Office
Long Island Field Office
Los Angeles Field Office
Louisville Field Office
Lawful Permanent Resident
Las Vegas Field Office
Manchester Field Office
Memphis Field Office
Management Directorate
Miami Field Office
Milwaukee Field Office
Moscow, Russia Field Office
Manila, The Philippines Field Office
Mt. Laurel Field Office
Monterrey, Mexico Field Oflice
National Benefits Center
Nairobi, Kenya Field Office
National Citizenship and Immigration Services Council
New Delhi, India Field Office
Northeast Region Office
Newark Field Office
Next Generation Identification

Warn·mg! Th·1s document, along wit Ii. any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC lNFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may conta'm confidential,
legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative process inteH1gency/intr~·agency material. You are hereby notified that any· disseminattol'.', copying, or further distribution of this
information to unauthorized individuals (including unauthorized members of the P(esident•elect Transition Team) is strictly prohibited. Unauthorized disdosure or release of
this Information may result in loss of access to information, and ~ivil and/or criminal fines and penalties.
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NGO
NOL
NOR
NRC
NSC
NVC
NYC

occ
OCOMM
OEOI
OFM
OGC
OIG
OIT
OKC

OKL'
OLA
OMA
OoC
OPLAN
OPQ
OPS
OP&S
ORL
ORR
OSI
OTC

ovs
PA

PAP
PHI
PHO
PIT
POM
POO

Non-Governmental Organization
New Orleans Field Office
Norfolk Field Office
National Records Center
Nebraska Service Center
National Visa Center
New York City Field Office
Office ofChiefCounsel(USCIS)
Office of Communication
Office of Equal Opportunity and Inclusion
Fort Myers Field Office
· Office of General CoUIL'iel (DHS)
Office of Inspector General
Office of Information Technology
Oklahoma City Field Office
Oakland Park Fie.Id Office
Office of Legislative Affairs
Omaha Field Office
Office of Citizenship
Operations Plan
Office of Performance and Quality
Office of Operations Coordination
Office of Policy and Strategy
Orlando Field Office
Office of Refugee Resettlement
Office of Security and Integrity
Office ofTransformation Coordination
Operation Vigilant Sentry
Privacy Act
Port-au-Prince, Haiti Field Office
Philadelphia Field Office
Phoenix Field Office
Pittsburgh Field Office
Portland, Maine Field Office
Portland, Oregon Field Office

Warning! This document, along.with any attachments, contains NON-P\.)BUC tNmRMATlON exempt from release t,? the public by federal law. lt may contain conf1dentlal, ,
leg~lly priviteged1 proprietary or deliberative process inter-agency/infra-agency material. You are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying, or further distribution of this
information to unauthorized individuals (including unauthorized members of the President-elect Transition Team) is strictly prohibited. Unauthorized disclosure or release of
this information may resuit in loss of access to information, and civil and/oratm1nal fines and penalties.
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PRM
PRO
PSC
QNS
RAD

RAIO
RAL

RD
REN
RFI
RIDE
RSC
S&T
SAA
SAC
SAN
SAVE
SBD
SCOPS
SDM
SEA
SEK
SER
SFR
SFV
SISO
SLC
SNA
SND
SNJ
SNJ
.SPM
SPO
SPS
STA

Bureau of Populations,Refugees, and Migration
Providence Field Office
Potomac Service Center
Queens Field Office
Refugee Affairs Division
Refugee, Asylum, and International Operations Directorate
Raleigh Field Office
Regional Director
Reno Field Office
request for Information
Records and Information from DMVs for E-Verify
Resettlement Support Centers
Science and Technology Directorate
Santa Ana Field Office
Sacramento Field Office
San Salvador, El Salvador Field Office
Systematic Alien Verification for Entitlements
San Bernardino Field Office
Service Center Operations
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic Field Office
Seattle Field Office
Seoul, South Korea Field Ofllce
Southeast Region Field Office
San Francisco Field Office
San Fernando Valley Field Office
Supervisory Immigration Services Officer
Salt Lake City Field Office
San Antonio Field Office
San Diego Field Office
San Jose Field Office
San Juan Field Office
St. Paul Field Office
Spokane Field Office
.Single Point of Service
St. Albans Field Office

W~rning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBI.IC INFORMATION exempt from reiease to th€ public by federal law. lt may contain confidential,
legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative process inter-agency/intra-agency material. You are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying, or further distribution of this

information to unauthorii:ed individuals (including un.authorized member5of the President.elect Transition Team) is strictly prohibited. Unauthorized disclosure or release of
this information may result in loss of access to information, and civil and/ot criminal fines and penalties.
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SIL

TAM
TPS
TRIG
TSC
TUC
TVPRA

UAC
UNHCR
USC
USC

users
USRAP
VAWA
VE~OD

vsc
WAS
WIC

WPB
WRO
YAK
ZAR
ZBO
ZCH
ZHN
ZLA
ZMI
ZNK
ZOL
ZSF

St. Louis Field Office
Tampa Field Office
Temporary Protected Status
Terrorism-Related Inadmissibility GroW1ds
Texas Service C,enter
Tucson Field Office
Trafficking Victims Protection Reauthorization Act
Unaccompanied Alien Children
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
United States Citizen
United States Code
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
U.S. Refugee Admissions Program
Violence Against Women Act
Verification Modernization
Vermont Service Center
Washington, DC Field Office
Wichita Field Office
West Palm Beach Field Office
Western Region Office
Y akirna Field Office
Arlington Asylum Office
Boston Asylum Sub-Office
Chicago Asylum Office
Houston Asylum Office
Los Angeles Asylum Office
Miami Asylum Office
Newark Asylum Office
New Orleans Asylum Office
San Francisco Asylum Office

Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to the public by federal law. It may cont;,1in confidential,
legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative process inter-agency/intra-agency material. You are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying, or further distribution of this
information to unauthorized individuals (including unauthorized members of the President-elect Transition Team) is strictly prohibited. Unauthorized disclosure or release of
this information may result ln loss of access to Information, and civil and/or criminal fines and penalties.
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U.S. Department of Ilomelanc.l Security

Washington. DC 20528

Homeland
Security
..

ACQUISITION DECISION MEMORANDUM
.

'

MEMORANDUM FOR: . Leon Rodriguez
· Director
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
FROM:

SUBJECT:

Chip Fulghum
Deputy Under Secretary for Management and
Chief Financial Officer
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services Transformation
Program Notification of Acquisition Program Baseline Schedule
· Breach, dated October 4, 2016

DECISION:
On October 4, 2016, the Acquisition Decision Authority (ADA) and the Executive Director,
Office of Program Accountability and Risk Management (PARM) received the U.S.
Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) Transformation program Notification of
Acquisition Program Baseline (APB) Schedule Breach. The breach memorandum states that
the program did not achieve two APB threshold schedule milestones. Additionally, on
November 4, 2016, the ADA received the breach remediation plan for consideration. The
DHS Acquisition Review Board (ARB) recognizes that over the past two years significant
capability has been deployed, and this capability supports the goal of transforming how
USCIS processes benefits. The ARB is further aware of the proposed USCIS reorganization
effort designed to support completion of this large, 'complex capability.
Based on a review of the breach memorandum and remediation plan, as well as becoming
aware of the recent proposed organizational changes around the program the following
decisions were made:
1. The USCIS Transformation remediation plan is approved.
Until approved by the ARB, USCIS is directed to stop planning and development work not
related to (a) improvements to existing product lines in production, aml(b) deployed·
infrastructure, andkr (c) business process and reorganization efforts. and/or~ (d) work that
may be required by the new administration.

I
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2.
3. As part of the re-baseline, USCIS will provide the ARB with details of the reorganization and a proposal for the new governance structure.
4. Submit updates to the necessary acquisition documents fur approval in accordance with
Acquisition Management Directive (MD) 102-01-001 Rev I.
BACKGROUND:
I. The Transfonnation program failed to achieve the threshold date of September 30, 2016,
as required by the APB, which was approved on April I, 2015. The date refers to
delivery of the Citizenship Line of Business (LoB) and 1he conducting an Acquisition
Decision Event (ADE).
.
2. The notification memorandum states that the causes oftllrt breach were system defects
and critical operating issues that delayed implementing afil product lines as scheduled.
The program office and Field Operations Directorate (FOD) identified various issues.
The FOD adjudicators encountered various issues that impacted their ability to fully
process the Application for Naturalization (N-400) workload, including completion of the
naturalization adjudication process within the Electronic Immigration System (ELIS).
3. Due to the ELIS operational concerns and FOD's requirement to maintain N-400
throughput, USC IS made a decision to stop transmitting applications through ELIS and
switch to the legacy system CLAIMS 4. USC IS executelll the switch on August 26, 2016.
Work has been ongoing to expand N-400 ELIS intake and execution.
4. USCIS, with the assistance of the U.S. Digital Service, 1he Department of Homeland
Security (DHS) Chief Technology Officer, and PARM, are developing measures that will
focus the program of efforts to increase operational efficiency and effectiveness. Such
measures will inform decision making for setting priorities and measuring impact of field
capability. The schedule breach initiated an effort within USCIS to shift away from a
schedule driven by lines of business and product line development to one of focusing on
defining and prioritizing a key set of processes and technology investments that support
operational product lines that will improve efficiencies. USCIS will detail this shift·
through the acquisition documents and governance structure defined within those
documents.

ACTIONS:
The following action items are assigned:
1. Re-baseline the relevant acquisition documents: The USCIS Transformation program
will re-baseline to align with the current acquisition strategy. At a minimum, the.
LCCE, ORD, TEMP, and APB will be submitted t()the relevant DHS approval
authorities. These documents are to be submitted no later February 28, 2017.

2
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2. Acquisition Review Board: USCIS will return to the Acquisition Review.Board
(ARB) for a review of the new operating model and acquisition strategy. The
presentation will include a review of the new programmatic and governance approach
as well as the USCIS organizational changes to include how USCIS will operate
under the new model. The ARB will occur no later than February 28, 2017.
This Acquisition Decision Memorandum (ADM) has beeri coordinated with all ARB
members, and US Digital Service. It is the responsibility of USCIS to ensure that the results
of this ADM are communicated to the affected stakeholders. PARM will provide support
and assistance. Send action items, status, and supporting documentation to ·
PARMExecSec@hq.dhs.gov. Should you have any questions, please contact Mr. Jeremy
Dusina, PARM, at (202) 343-4550 or jeremy.dusina@hg.dhs.gov.
Attachment:
l. U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services Transformation Program Notification of
. Acquisition Program Baseline Schedule Breach, dated October 4, 2016
·
2. Schedule Breach Remediation Plan for the USCIS Transformation Program, dated Nov 4,
2016
Cc:
Acting Deputy Secretary ·
Under Secretary for Science and Technology
Assistant Secretary for Policy
Deputy General Counsel
Chief Financial Officer
Chief Information Officer
Chief Procurement Officer
Chief Readiness Support Officer
Chief Human Capital Officer
Chief Security Officer
Executive Director, Office of Program Accountability and Risk Management
Director, Office of Test & Evaluation, Science and Technology
Director of Legislative Affairs for the Management Directorate, Office of Legislative Affairs
Director, Budget Division, Office of the Chief Financial Officer
Chairman, Joint Requirements Council
Component Acquisition Executive, USCIS
Chief Financial Officer, USCIS
Chief Infr.mnation Officer, USCIS
Program Manager, Transformation Program, USCIS
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From:

To:

Stewart Bion
PIO Master Oistro

)

Subject:

RE: Presidential Tran~tion - WARNING ORDER - Landing Team Engagement Update .

Date:

Thursday, December 01, 2016 6:13:40 PM

Attachments:

Landing Team comooneot Brief FrameworkV4,PDbc

Minor update to the attachment.

Bion Stewart
Deputy Presidential Transition Officer
Department of Homeland Security
202-282-9125

From: Stewart, Bion
Sent: Thursday, December 1, 2016 6:30 PM
To: PTO Master Distro <PTOMasterDistro@hq.dhs.gov> ·
Subject: Presidential Transition - WARNING ORDER - Landing Team Engagement Update
Importance: High

Transition Colleagues,
The following are projected overview meetings planned for next week. We will be reaching out to
SCAOs/CAOs for specific coordination individually'. As we are planning multiple meetings each day,
absorbing time for travel is going to be problematic so we will be requesting externally-located
briefers to come to the NAC. Overview briefings are intended to be presented by your Designated
Career Successor; however this does not preclude political leadership from attending. SCAOs may
also attend. Please coordinate briefers with the PTO prior to the engagement. All additional
attendees must be cleared by the PTO; however, please be mindful these briefings are meant to be
senior leadership-level only and attendance will be tightly controlled by the PTO.
The purpose of these briefs is to provide the Landing Team with an overview of your Component/
Directorate/ Office and insights on the opportunities and challenges facing your organization from
your leadership's perspective. You may assume the Landing Team has read the Overview materials
in preparing yo~r brief. Please focus on your key activities, issues, priorities, and objectives.
Please note your presentation should not include any discussion about resources or policy issues
that are considered pre-decisional. A general framework is attached for guidance. You may adapt
the framework as appropriate to your organization/mission, and as desired by your leadership. As a
reminder - ALL briefing materials, including publically available materials you intend to provide to
the Landing Team must be cleared by the PTO prior to the engagement.

458
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In addition to these overview meetings, we anticipate targeted issue briefs and RFls from the
Landing Team. Additional guidance will be provided as necessary.

(b)(' )

V/R,
Bion
Bion Stewart
Deputy Presidential Transition Officer
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Department of Homeland Security
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[Component/Di recto rate/Office] Brief ·
Agency Review Team
[date]

[Briefer]
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Highleve Description
• Assume· they have read the .overview provided in the briefing ·
. materials.
• Highlight unique characteristics or authorities driving your mission set
and/or organizational structure.
·
• You may provide amore detailed breakdown of your internal
structure highlighting programmatic/ functional alignments.

462 ·

Current Events
• Brief summary of major ·operations/activities (highlight activities of.
· significant impact to homeland security, vour mission set, GAO/ OIG
audits, or related to the current news cycle) ·

463

Linkage to DHS Priorities/Missions
• Emphasize your components role in (as appropriate)
• Counterterrorism
• 'Border Security .
• Immigration (enforcement/ administration)
• Disaster/Incident Response
• Cyber-security

...
'
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Other areas of ~ocus
.• Offer key areps of focus for your organization not already captured. .
~for' example:
,
,

• Trade
• Safety and stewardship
• Community outreach and partnerships ·
•. Business process improvements/ oversight

465

Leadership Perspective:
·Concerns/Cha enges/Opportunities
• "Whatkeeps your component head awake at night?" ·.
• What immediate problems may be of interest to the new.
Administration?
\

· • What are the top priorities for FYl 7? What gap do these priorities fill
· and what is the expected outcome (in high level terms)?

466

Cosing
• What is the most important thing the new President needs to know
· about ·your organization. ·
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From:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Farnam June E
Pons, Luis A: Renaud, Tracy l
Moreno Miriam E

Date:

RE: Discussion items for Dl-CISOMB Nov 30 meet (Transition)
Tuesday, November 22, 2016 9:42:20 AM

Attachments:

Pl -CISOMB Briefi9g Tonics for Nov 30 ITraositfon) docx

Here you go, Luis. If you need anything additional, please let me know.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monltored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Cit'rzenship
and 1.mmlgration Services. If the reader of this message is not ~he intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
~istributbn, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If yOu have received this in error, please delete this message and all
· attachments and immedialely notify the sender ..

From: Pons, Luis A
.
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 4:58 PM
To: Farnam, Julie E; Renaud, Tracy L
Cc: Moreno, Miriam E
Subject: Discussion items for D1-CISOMB Nov 30 meet (Transition)
Good afternoon Julie and Tracy:
The Director and the CISOMB will meet on Wednesday November 30. In their agenda for this
meeting, the CISOMB submitted a list of discussion items, one of which pertains to Leadership
Transition. I have forwarded this item to you at the suggestion of Emilie Hyams at the Director's
Office.
I have included this item in the attached. Please respond with detailed responses that address the
items as fully as possible .
. This being a short-fused matter put forth during the time of a major holiday, please respond as soon
as possible and no later than close of business Friday, November 25.
I truly appreciate your assistance with this. Please let me know immediately if I have reached ou~ to
the wrong office. Also, please let me know if you have any questions.
Respectfully,
Luis

468

Luis A. Pons
Management and Program Analyst .
Liaison and Coordination Branch
Customer Service and Public Engagement Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Washington, DC
Office: 202-272-1267
Cell: 202-697-0708

'
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From:

Choi Juliet K

To:

Farnam, Julie E: Renaud, Tracy L
B0drim1ez I eon: Scialabba I oci L

Cc:

Subject:
Date:

RE: POTUS Transition
Monday, November 21, 2016 5:20:45 PM

Thank you!

From: Farnam, Julie E
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 5: 16 PM
To: Choi, Juliet K; Renaud, Tracy L
Cc: Rodriguez, Leon; Scialabba, Lori L
Subject: RE: POTUS Transition

DHS said they are aware of these names and the article. They've seen these names associated
with other Landing Teams on previous lists, but not DHS. While it is possible these will be
the DHS Landing Team leads, they.have not been officially provided by the WH. Tracy and
I will be sure to keep everyone posted as soon as we hear something officially.
Julie

From: Choi, Juliet K
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 5:04:59 PM
To: Renaud, Tracy L; Farnam, Julie E
Cc: Rodriguez, Leon; Scialabba, Lori L
Subject: FW: POTUS Transition
Hi, could you confirm. Is OCOMM's information correct?

From: Hatchett, Dolline L
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 3:28 PM
To: Carter, Jeffrey T (Jeff); Choi, Juliet K
Subject: RE: POTUS Transition
Thanks Jeff. I flagged this for Lori and Tracy as well.

From: Carter, Jeffrey T (Jeff)
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 3:23 PM
To: Hatchett, Dolline L; Choi, Juliet K
Subject: RE: POTUS Transition
James Carafano is the director of the Douglas and Sarah Allison Center for Foreign Policy Studies and
the deputy director of the Kathryn and Shelby Cullom Davis Institute for International Studies at The
Heritage Foundation.
Michael Dougherty is the CEO of the Identification Technology Association and formerly worked at
OHS.
Jeff
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Jeff Carter
Acting Deputy Chief, Office of Communications
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(202) 272-1556 (office)
(202) 815-5370 (cell)
Jeffrev.T.Carter@uscis dhsgov
Please visit www.uscis.goy for news and information:
From: carter, Jeffrey T (Jeff)
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 3:16 PM
To: Hatchett, Dolline L; Oloi, Juliet K
Subject: POTUS Transition

The n_ames of the domestic issues landing team leads for Homeland Security: James Carafano and
Michael Dougherty. ·
.

.

http· //www.govexec.com/ma nageme nt/2015/11 /trump-team -wont -sav-~b eth er-o ewadministration-will-cut-or-close-a ov-federal-agencies/133318/?oref-govexec today pm al
Jeff
Jeff Carter
Acting Deputy Chief. Office of Communications
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(202) 272-1556 (office)
(202) 815-5370 (cell)
Jeffrev.TCarter@uscis.dhs.gov
Please visit www.uscis.goy for news and information.
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From:

To:
Ct:

Subject:
Date:

Farnam Julie E
Otoi. Juliet K: Renaud Tracy L
Roddauez, Leon: Scialabba Lori L
RE: POTUS Transition
llonday, November 21, 2016 5:15:43 PM .

DHS said they are aware of these names and the article. They've seen these names
associated with other Landing Teams on previous lists, but not DHS. While it is
possible these will be the DHS Landing Team leads, they have not been officially
provided by the WH. Tracy and I will be sure to keep everyone posted as soon as
we hear something officially.
Julie

From: Choi, Juliet K
Sent: Monday, Nm,ember 21, 2016 5:04:59 PM
To: Renaud, Tracy L; Farnam, Julie E
Cc: Rodriguez, Leon; Scialabba, Lori L ·
Subject: FW: POTUS Transition
Hi, could you confirm. Is OCOMM's information correct?

From: Hatchett, Oolline L
Sent: Monday, Nmiember 21, 2016 3:28 PM
To: carter, Jeffrey T (Jeff); Choi, Juliet K
Subject: RE: POTIJS Transition
Thanks Jeff. I flagged this for Lori and Tracy as well. ·

From: carter, Jeffrey T (Jeff)
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 3:23 PM
. To: Hatchett, Dolline L; Choi, Juliet K
Subject: RE: POTIJS Transition
James Carafano is the director of the Douglas and Sarah Allison Center for Foreign Policy Studies and
the deputy director of the Kathryn and Shelby Cullom Davis Institute for International Studies at The
Heritage Foundation.
Michael Dougherty is the CEO of the Identification Technology Association and formerly worked at
DHS.
Jeff
Jeff Carter
Acting Deputy Chief, Office of Communications
U.S. Citizenship.and Immigration SeNices

(202) 272-1556 (office)
(202) 815-5370 (cell)
Jeffrey.T.Carter@uscis.dhs gov
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Please visit www.11scis.gov for news and information.

From: carter, Jeffrey T (Jeff)
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 3: 16 PM
To: Hatchett, Dolline L; Choi, Juliet K
Subject: POTUS Transition
The names of the domestic issues landing team leads for Homeland Security: James Carafano and
Michael Dougherty.

http://www.goyexec com/ma nagement/2016/11/trum p-tea m-wont -say-whether-new- ·
administration-will-cut-or-close-a ny-federal-agencies/133318/?oref=govexec today pm al
Jeff
Jeff Carter
Acting Deputy Chief, Office of Communications ·
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(202) 272-1556 (office)
(202) 815-5370 (cell)

.ca

Jeffrev. T rter@uscis. dhs.gov
Please visit www,uscis gov for news and information.
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From:

To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Strack Barbara l
Renaud, Iracv ·L: Farnam, Julie E

Stone. Marv M
RE: Transition questions
Wednesday, November 16, 2016 6:59:50 PM

Thanks- just having responses from the transition team will help staff feel like we're paying
attention to their concerns and doing what we can..

From: Renaud, Tracy L
Sent: Wednesday, November 16, 2016 5:55 PM
To: Strack, Barbara L; Hochman, Kathleen T; Farnam, Julie E
Cc: Langlois, Joseph E; Stone, Mary M
Subject: RE: Transition questions
Barbara,
I agree with what you and Kathy have said in the message chain below.
Tracy L. Renaud
· Associate Director
Management Directorate
US Citiienship & Immigration Services

Department of Homeland Security
ZOZ-272-1739 (desk/

From: Strack, Barbara L
Sent: Wednesday, November 16, 2016 4:45 PM
To: Hochman, Kathleen T; Renaud, Tracy L; Farnam, Julie E
Cc: Langlois, Joseph E; Stone, Mary M ·
Subject: RE: Transition questions
Thanks, Kathy. I did have this conversation w/staff this a.m. Not being able to anticipate the future, I
think some people are focusing on the "fine print," so to speak, so the technical info. you've
provided is helpful.

From: Hochman, Kathleen T
Sent: Wednesday, November 16, 2016 4:40 PM
To: Strack, Barbara L; Renaud, Tracy L; Farnam, Julie E
Cc: Langlois, Joseph E; Stone, Mary M
Subject: RE: Transition questions

Barbara, .
With or without this transition, it is always possible for a temporary appointment to be
terminated before the NTE date. However, I think it is important to communicate to
our employees that until the new administration is in place we cannot speculate what
will happen. The interns should understand that unless there is a performance or
misconduct issue, their jobs are safe in the meantime. ltis too early to predict how·
any directives from the new administration will impact any of our jobs, if at all. I realize
people are neNous but we need to try to allay their concerns until we can react to
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actual facts.
Hope this helps,
Kathy
Kathleen Hochman I Chief, Office of Human Capitll and Training, USCIS 1202-233-2541 (office) 1202-355-4525 (mobile) I

Vlei 6602190
From: Strack, B_arbara L
Sent: Wednesday, November 16, 2016 4:20 PM
To: Renaud, Tracy L; Farnam, Julie E
Cc: Langlois, Joseph E; Stone, Mary M; Hochman, Kathleen T
Subject: Transition questions
Hi, Tracy - I've had 2 new questions from RAD staff about the transition that I wanted to
run past you. Please know that I've spoken with my folks and let them know that none of
us can predict the future, so that there is no point in asking speculative questions. I thought
that these 2 questions, however,. were w·orth further discussion.
1) "For RAD staff who work extremely closely with our processing partners, particularly
RSCs and PRM, is there specific messaging that we should employ if the topic of
transition or processing changes arise?" I understand that State's talking point is
along the lines of: 'We ca~'t speculate on what the next Administration will do.' Do
you agree that this is a suitable response?
2) From our Pathways interns: ·our current ·,not to exceed' date is listed as May 30 th ,
2017. Recognizing that we are temporary employees, how is the contract written?
Is the job guaranteed until May 30 th , or is it a job that legally could be dissolved
before the NTE date?" I suspect that the answer is a temp. job could be terminated
before the NTE date, but wanted to be'sure.
Thanks for your help ..
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Renaud, Tracy L

Strack, Barbara l; Hochman, Kathleen I; Farnam, Julie E

Laoa!ois, Joseoh E: stone Marv M
RE: Transition questions
Wednesday, November 16, 2016 5:55:00 PM

Barbara,
I agree with what you and Kathy have said in the message chain below.
Tracy L. _Renaud

Associate Director
Management Directorpte
US Citizenship & Immigration Setvices
Department of Homeland Security

202-272-1739 /desk/

From: Strack, Barbara L

Sent: Wednesday, November 16, 2016 4:45 PM
To: Hochman, Kathleen T; Renaud, Tracy L; Farnam, Julie E
Cc: Langlois, Joseph E; Stone, Mary M
Subject: RE: Transition questions
Thanks, Kathy. I did have this conversation w/staff this a.m. Not being able to anticipate the future, I
think some people are focusing on the "fi~e print," so to speak, so the technical info. you've
provided is helpful.
From: Hochman, Kathleen T

Sent: Wednesday, November 16, 2016 4:40 PM .
To: Strack, Barbara L; Renaud, Tracy L; Farnam, Julie E
Cc: Langlois, Joseph E; Stone, Mary M
Subject: RE: Transition questions

Barbara,
With or without this transition, it is always possible for a temporary appointment to be
terminated before the NTE date. However, I think it is important to communicate to
our employees that until the new administration is in place we cannot speculate what
will happen. The interns should understand that unless there is a performance or
misconduct issue, their jobs are safe in the meantime. It is too early to predict how
any directives from the new administration will impact any of our jobs, if at all. I realize
people are nervous but we need to try to allay their concerns until we can react to
actual facts .
.Hope this helps,
Kathy
Kathleen Hochman I Chief, Office of Human Capital and Training, USCIS J 202-233-2541 (office) 1202-355-4525 (mobile) I
Vlei 6602190
.
'
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From: Strack, Barbara L
Sent: Wednesday, November 16, 2016 4:20 PM
To: Renaud, Tracy L; Farnam, Julie E
Cc: Langlois, Joseph E; Stone, Mary M; Hochman, Kathleen T
Subject: Transition questions

Hi, Tracy - I've had 2 new questions from RAD staff about the transition that I wanted to
run past you. Please know that I've spoken with my folks and let them know that none of
us can predict the future, so that there is no point in asking speculative questions. I thought
that these 2 questions, however, were worth further discussion.
1) "For RAD staff who work extremely closely with our processing partners, particularly
RSCs and,PRM, is there specific messaging that we should employ if the topic of
transition or processing changes arise?" I understand that State's talking point is
along the lines of: 'We can't speculate on what the next Administration will do.' Do
you agree that this is a suitable response?
2) From our Pathways interns: "our current''not to exceed' date is listed as May 30 th ,
2017. Recognizing that we are temporary employees, how is the contract written?
Is the job guaranteed until May 30 th , or' is it a job that legally could be dissolved
before the NTE date?" I suspect that the answer is a temp. job could be terminated
before the NTE date, but wanted to be sure.
Thanks for your help.
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Cc:

Strack Barba@ L
Hochman, Kathleen L Renaud. Tracy L: Farnam, Julie E
l analois Josenh f; Stone Matv M

Subject:
Date:

RE: Transition questions
Wednesday, November 16, 2016 4:45:25 PM

From:
To:

Thanks, Kathy. I did have this conversation w/staff this a.m. Not being able to anticipate the future, I
think some people are focusing on the "fine print," so to speak, so the technical"info. you've
provided is helpful. ·
From: Hochman, Kathleen T
Sent: Wednesday, November 16, 2016 4:40 PM .
To: Strack, Barbara L; Renaud, Tracy L; Farnam, Julie E
Cc: Langlois, Joseph E; Stone, Mary M
Subject: RE: Transition questions

Barbara,
With or without this transition, it is always possible for a temporary appointment to be
terminated before the NTE date. However, I think it is important to communicate to
our employees that until the new administration is in place we cannot speculate what
will happen. The interns should understand that unless there is a performance or
misconduct issue, their jobs are safe in the meantime. It is too early to predict how
any directives from the new administration will impact any of our jobs, if at all. I realize.
people are nervous but we need to try to allay their concerns until we can react to
actual facts.
·
Hope this helps,
Kathy
'

'

Kathleen Hochman I Chief, Office of Human Capital and Training, USCIS 1202-233-2541 (office) 1202-355-4525 (mobile) I
Vtel 6602190

From: Strack, Barbara L
Sent: Wednesday, November 16, 2016 4:20 PM
To: Renaud, Tracy L; Farnam, Julie E
Cc: Langlois, Joseph E; Stone, Mary M; Hochl11illl, Kathleen T
Subject: Transition questions

Hi, Tracy

I've had 2 new questions from RAD staff about the transition that I wanted to

run past you. Please know that I've spoken with my folks and let them know that none of
us can predict the future, so that there is oo point in asking speculative questions. I thought
that these 2 questions, however, were worth further discussion.
1) "For RAD staff who work extremely closely with our processing partners, particularly

RSCs and PRM, is there specific mes.~aging that we should employ if the topic of
transition or processing changes arise?" I understand that State's talking point is
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along the lines of: '.We can't speculate on ,what the next Administration will do.' Do
you agree thatthis is a suitable response? ·
2) From our Pathways interns: "our cur~ent 'not to exceei date is_ listed as May 30 th ,
2017. Recognizing that we are temporary employees, how is the contract written?
Is the job guaranteed until May 30 th , or is it a job that legally could be dissolved
before the NTE date?" · 1 suspect that the answer is a temp. job could be terminated
before the NTE date, but wanted to be sure.
Thanks for your help.
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From:

To:
Cc:

Subject:

Date:

strack, Barbara l
Renaud, J@cy l: Hochman, Kathleen I
Lanalois, Joseoh E: Stone, Marv M: Farnam, Julie E
RE: questions from job candidates ~ Transition guidance?
Thursday, November 10, 2016 12:59:31 PM

Thanks.

From: Renaud, Tracy L
Sent: Thursday, November 10, 2016 12:45 PM
To: Strack, Barbara L; Hochman, Kathleen T
Cc: Langlois, Joseph E; Stone, Mary M; Farnam, Julie E
Subject: RE: questions from job candidates - Transition guidance?
Barbara,
You are correct, the offers are good. Throughout this period we need io continue to remember
.
.
that we report to one Secretary and one President and their policies reign until such time that
someone changes them. If policies do change in the future we would do whatever we can to limit
negative impact on employees. You and l·know that, the reality is'that we have so much affirmative
asylum work that even if the priorities changed we have adequate work to keep many more staff
busy.
In short, I would keep it simple and say that the job offer is valid and that we cannot predict what
policy changes might be forthcoming under a new administration.

Tracy L. Renaud
Associate Director
Management Directorate
US Citizer'lship & Immigration Services

Deportmen·t of Homeland Security
202-272-1739 (desk)

From: Strack, Barbara L
Sent: Thursday, November 10, 2016 12:27 PM
To: Renaud, Tracy L; Hochman, Kathleen T
Cc: Langlois, Joseph E; Stone, Mary M
Subject: questions from job candidates • Transition guidance?
Hi, Tracy and Kathy- My Refugee Corps branch chief has gotten a few calls (and I suspect we'll get
more) from job candidates to whom we have made offers to.join the Refugee Corps. We currently
have over 90 selections pending, s.ome of them quite recent sci people are weighing whether to
accept, as well as those already in the medical/security clearance process. In light of the election,
the question is whether the job offers are (1) good and will be honored or (2) if they can be
rescinded prior to EOD if, for example, the new Administration decides on a different approach to
refugee resettlement processing.
I believe that the short answer is that the job offer is good, which is what my branch chief told the
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callers yesterday. I don't know what the personnel rules are about rescinding job offers before a
person EOD's, due to changed circumstances. Can you provide us with a recommended response to
such queries?
Thank you,

Barbara
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Stewart Binn
Pet:vo, Briana; Farnam, Julie E
Renaud Tracy L: Burriesci. Kem

From:

To:
Cc:

Date:

RE: Presidential Transition Office • Immigration Areas of Focus
Wednesday, November 02, 2016 10: 19:40 AM

Attachments:

Immiaration Areas of Focus.OGC.POCX

Subject:

And this should be the last one ....
. Thanks.
Bion

From: Stewart, Bion
Sent: Wednesday, November 2, 2016 10:17 AM
To: Petyo, Briana <Briana.Petyo@hq.dhs.gov>; Farnam, Julie E<Julie.E.Farnam@uscis.dhs.gov>
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L<Tracy.L.Renaud@uscis.dhs.gov>; Burriesci, Kelli <kelli.burriesci@hq.dhs.gov>
Subject: RE: Presidential Transition Office - Screening and Vetting Paper
Same request for the attached as well.

Thanks.

Bion

From: Stewart,'.Bion.
Sent: Wednesday, November 2, 2016 9:58 AM
To: Petyo, Briana <Briana.Petyo@hq.dhs.gov>; Farnam, Julie E<Julie.E.Farnam@uscis.dhs.gov>
· Cc: Renaud, Tracy L <Tracy.L.Renaud.@uscis.dhs.gov>; Burriesci, Kelli <kelli.burriesci@hq.dhs.gov>
Subject: Presidential Transition Office - Watch listing Paper

OGC had some late comments/edits on the attached. Please adjudicate and send back the clean
document as soon as possible.
OGC POC is Kaiya Pontin en if you need to reach back.
f.

Thanks.
Bion
Bion Stewart
Deputy PresidentialTransition Officer
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Department of Homeland Security
202-282-9125 .
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Homeland
Security·

DHS Career Successors,
With the Presidential election approaching, the Department completed a comprehensive
review of the succession plan for key officials. This process was completed with the
Secretary's approval on September 14. A key aspect of this process has been to identify
career successors for all key leadership positions within the Department. You are one of
the career leaders who serves in a successor position.
Part of a smooth transition is to ·enl!ure that the career employees who may step in to act
·are prepared for the challenges that they may face. To ensure all career successors are
Ready to Act, the Presidential Transition Office has worked with several Components and
good government partners to provide executive briefing sessions for you.·

Partjcjpatjon io the session is a mandatory requirement for you as a career .
successor. This 9~inute session will include an update on the Department's
Presidential Transition preparations and how they impact you. Also, a brief overview of
· Continuity of Operations, Continuity of Government, and Incident Response responsibilities
for successors will be provided. The session will conclude with a discussion on preparing
and managing the arrival of the new Administration leadership within your organization.
The Ready to Act: Successor Executive Briefing will be offered four times during the month
of October. Please select the session that best fits your schedule. The session dates are:
•
•
•
•

October 14, 2016-10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. at OCHCO, 1201 New York Ave., NW
October 20, 2016-10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. at OCHCO, 1201 New York Ave., NW
October 21, 2016-10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. (Webinarfor field staff outside of the
National Capital Region)
October 31, 2016 - 1:30 p.m. to 3 p.m. at Nebraska Avenue Complex, room
NAC0.1-044

Please RSVP to Transjtjon2017@bQ dhs gov with the date of the session you wish to
attend. Once the RSVP is received, an Outlook calendar invitation will be sent to you for
the executive briefing.
·
· Every day, DHS employees help to safeguard our Nation. With your support, we will
continue to deliver our mission - with honor and integrity, safeguarding the American
people, our homeland, and our values. Thank you for your hard work.
Sincerely,
Russ Deyo
Under Secretary for Management
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From:
To:
Subject:

Date:
Attachments::

Stewart Bion
Renaud, Tracy I
·RE: REMINDER! 2016-17 Presidential Transition Ready to Act Training
Monday, October 17, 2016 10:37:51 AM

imaaeoo 1ona

Thanks. I'll make sure we have it recorded.
Bion

From: Renaud, Tracy L
Sent: Monday, October 17, 2016 10:37 AM
To: Stewart, Bion <bion.stewart@hq.dhs.gov>
Subject: RE: REMINDER! 2016-17 Presidential Transition Ready to Act Training

He attended last Friday - I can vouch since I sat next to him!

Tracy L. Renaud
Associate Director, Management
U.S. CitiZC111ship and Immigration Services
Departmelll: of Homeland Security
202-272-1739 (office)
From: Stewert, Bion
Sent: Monrllay, October 17, 2016 8:31:12 AM
To: Renaud, Tracy_L
Subject: FW: REMINDER! 2016-17 Presidential Transition Ready to Act Training
Tracy,
Per Vince's email, following up to let you know we have not yet received an RSVP to register for a
Ready to Act Executive Brief from Daniel Renaud. If you could please follow up with him to register
·
for one of tile remaining dates, we'd appreciate it.
Thanks.
Bion

Bion Stewart
Deputy Presidential Transition Officer
Department of Homeland Security
202-282-9125
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From: Micone, Vincent
Sent: Friday, October 14, 2016 1:21 PM

Subject: FW: REMINDER! 2016-17 Presidential Transition Ready to Act Training
SCAOs,
Your account exec will provide you information for your component on who has registered To date and
who has not. Would appreciate nudges from you, as I need to report out on our .numbers to the front
office.
Thanks,
Vince

Vince Micone
OHS Presidential Transition Officer
and Senior Counselor
Management Directorate
U.S. Department of Homeland. Security
(202) 447-3400

From: Office of the Under Secretary for Management

Sent: Friday, October 14, 2016 1:18 PM
Subject: REMINDER! 2016-17 Presidential Transition Ready to Act Training

--a~
Homeland
i.
Security

Colleagues,
I would like to thank all of you who have confirmed your attendance for a Ready to Act:
Successor Executive Briefing Session. Our first session was held today.·
The Ready to Act: Successor Executive Briefing will be offered three additional times
during the month of October. Please select the session that best fits your schedule. The
session dates are:
•
•

October 20,'2016-10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. - OCHCO, 1201 New York Avenue, NW.
October 21, 2016 - 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m.-: Nebraska Avenue Complex, Room
NAC01-044 and by webinar for field staff outside of the National Capital Region
• October 31, 2016 - 1:30 p.m. to 3 p.m. - Nebraska Avenue Complex, Room
. NAC01-044
As a reminder, attendance at a session is mandatory. Please RSVP to
Transition2017@hq dhs gov with the date of the session you wish to attend. Once the
RSVP is received, an Outlook calendar invitation will be sent to you for the executive
briefing.
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If you have any questions about the Presidential Transition, please contact me by email at
viocent mjcone@bq dhs gov or by telephone on (202) 447-3400 .
. Thanks,
Vince Micone
DHS Presidential Transition Officer and Senior Counselor
Management Directorate

From: Office of the Under Secretary for Management
Sent: Tuesday, October 4, 2016 10:28 AM
Subject: 2016-17 Presidential Transition Ready to Act Training

DHS Career Successors,
With the Presidential election approaching, the Department completed a comprehensive
review of the succession plan for key officials. This process was completed with the
Secretary's approval on September 14. A key aspect of this process has been to identify
career successors for all key .leadership positions within the Department. You are one of
the career leaders who serves in a successor position.
Part of a smooth transition is to ensure that the career employees who may step in to act
are prepared for the challenges that they may face. To ensure all career successors are
Ready to Act, the Presidential Transition Office has worked with several Components and
good government partners to provide executive briefing sessions for you. .
·

Participation in the session is a mandatory requirement for you as a career
successor This 90-minute session will include an update on the Department's
Presidential Transition preparations and how they impact you. Also, a brief overview of
Continuity of Operations, Continuity of Government, and Incident Response responsibilities
for successors will be provided. The session will conclude with a discussion on preparing
and managing the arrival of the new Administration leadership within your organization.
The Ready to Act: Successor Executive Briefing will be .offered four times during the month
of October. Please select the session that best fits your schedule. The session dates are:
•
•
•
•

October 14, 2016 - 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. at OCHCO, 1201 New York Ave., NW
October 20, 2016- 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. at OCHCO, 1201 New York Ave., NW
October 21, 2016 -10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. (Webinar for field staff outside of the
National Capital Region)
October 31, 201.6 - 1:30 p.m. to 3 p.m. at Nebraska Avenue Complex, room
NAC01-044
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Please RSVP to Transition201 Z@bq dhs gay with the date of the session you wish to
attend. Once the RSVP is received, an Outlook calendar invitation will be sent to you for
the executive briefing.
Every day, OHS employees help to safeguard our Nation. With your support, we will
continue to deliver our mission - with honor and integrity, safeguarding the American
people, our homeland, and our values. Thank you for your hard work.
Sincerely,
Russ Deyo
Under Secretary for Management
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From:

To:
Subject:

Stewart Bion
Renaud, Tracy L

Date:

FW: REMINDER! 2016-17 Presidential Transition Ready to Act Training
Monday, October 17, 2016 8:31:14 AM

Attachments::

imaoeOOl,ona

Tracy,
Per Vince's email, following up to let you know we have not yet received an RSVP to register for a
Ready to Act Executive Brief from Daniel Renaud. If you could please follow up with him to register
for one of the remaining dates, we'd appreciate it
Thanks.
Bion

Bion Stewart
Deputy Presidential Transition Officer
Department of Homeland Security
202-282-9125

From: Micone, Vincent
Sent.: Friday, October 14, 2016 1:21 PM
Subject: FW: REMINDER! 2016-17 Presidential Transition Ready to Act Training

SCAOs,
Your account exec will provide you information for your component on who has registered To date and
who has not Would appreciate nudges from you, as I need to report out on our numbers to the front
office.
Thanks,
Vince

Vince Micone
DHS Presidential Transition Officer
and Senior Counselor
Management Directorate
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
(202) 447-3400
From: Office of the Under Secretary for Management
Sent: F(iday, October 14, 2016 1:18 PM
Subject: REMINDER! 2016-17 Presidential Tra·nsition Ready to Act Training
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Cc:

Schamberger. Jill w
Farnam, Julie E: Renaud, Tracy L
Conklin Jeffery A' Schamberaer rn W

Subject:
Date:

FW: CIGIE Releases "Presidential Transition Handboo.k"
Thursday, October 13, 2016 9:47:28 AM

Attachments:

CIGIE Presidential Transition Handbook Web October 2016 odf

From:

To:

Hi there.
FYI.
j ii I

Jill W. Schamberger
Audit Liaison Team Leild
Office of Security and Integrity
US Citizenship and Immigration Services
Office: (202)272-1621
Cell: (202) 330-1526

From: Crumpacker, Jim
Sent: Thursday, October 13, 2016 9:24 AM
To: Bibo, David; Boulden, Laurie; Bruce, Melissa; BUSTER ROBERT P; canevari, Holly; carver, Jonathan;
Conklin, Jeffery A; Cribbs, carol; Gottfried, Jordan; Heinz, Todd; Hess, David; Kruger, Mary; Lewis,
Donald R; McDaniels, Thomas (OGA); Metzler, Alan; MILDREW, SEAN; Nichols, Kate; Passow, Richard;
Ramanathan, Sue; Savage, Brian; Tiongson, Andrew J RDML; Tippie, Tammy; Venture, Veronica;
Blumenthal, Nathan; Brzozowski, Christa; Fulghum, Chip; Guttentag, Lucas; Hakim, Neema; Higgins,
Jennifer; Hoy, Serena; Johnson, Tia; Kuepper, Andrew; Maher, Joseph; Manfra, Jeanette; McNamara,
Phil; Pino, Lisa; Ramanathan, Sue; Rosen, Paul; Russell, Michael; Swain, Donald; Ulloa, Isabella; Micone,
Vincent
·
Cc: Almy, Michael; Anderson, Rose; Bailey, Angela; Balliet, Eric; Benecke, Michelle; Bennett, Craig A
SES; Bobich, Jeffrey; cassidy Bianchino, Amy; Corbin, Susan; Correa, Soraya; Cox, Debra; Fahmy, Nasr;
Gleason, Eddie; Harper, Jerald; Harris, Mark E (DHS CFO); Howard, Tammy; Johnson, Kim R; Kouters,
Angela; LaRossa, Connie; Marcott, Stacy; Martin, Cynthia; Mathias, Susan; McComb, Rich; McCormack,
Luke; Nowak, Philip A; O'Connor, Kimberly; Orner, Jeffery; Palmer, David; Readinger, Jeff; Rezmovic,
Jeffrey; Schneider, Katelyn E; Smiley, Dennis; Stough, Michael; Tamarkin, Eric; Watkins, Trae;
Amendolia, Deana; Backfield, Mitchell; Bauman, Joshua D CDR; Beitel, Kari; Chester, Lisa; Cooch, Shila;
Crawley, Ayn; Cuneo, Edward; DeAntonio, Robert F; Debnam, Sandra; Eames, Seth; Edwards, Toni;
Elliott, Mike; Evans, Matthew; Feltrin, Thomas; Gehrcke, Taylor; Hahn, Linda;. Hamidi, Heela; Hattis,
Daniel; HOFFMAN, SHERRI LEE; Johnson, Kim R; Karau, Michael; Kulwicki, Mark; Leonard, Clarissa;
Malenab, Jennifer; Mason, Robert W; Mathias, Susan; Mckeon, Gary; Moy, Michael C; NAU BRENDA M;
NEGLIA, CECELIA; Nemeth, carmen M; Norman, Keanna; Norton, Gina; OC!Oaudits; PAmN EMILY S;
Petyo, Briana; PICHON LESLIE C; Plaza, David; Readinger, Jeff; Schaeffer, Shelly; Schamberger, Jill w;
Schamberger, Steven; Staine, Stella; Steedley, Sonya; Tagay, Maxine; Taylor, Sandra; Tippie, Tammy;
Venture, Veronica; Vernon, Morgan; Warkentin, Gary; WHITE, ROBIN A; Wilson, Laura C.T.; Wood,
Susan; Yi, Jennifer H (Jen); DHS Additional CALS; DHS DAL
Subject: CIGIE Releases "Presidential Transition Handbook".

As information, the Council of the Inspectors General on Integrity and Efficiency (CIGIE) ·
has released the subject Handbook describing the role of Inspectors General and the transition ·
to a new Administration (see attached). More specifically, the Handbook addresses:
v' The Role of Inspectors General

}
}
}
}

The Inspector General Act
Role and Authorities of Inspectors General
Inspector General· Independence
Inspector General Reports and Processes
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>- Recoveries and Cost Savings
>- CIGIE
./ Transition Issues Relating to Inspectors General
>- The Role of !Gs in the Transition to a New Administration
>- New Administration Officials' Interaction with !Gs
>- Filling Inspector General Vacancies
Also of note is a chart in the appendix of the Handbook which outlines many of the recurring
major reporting requirements applicable to most O!Gs:
./ OIG Semiannual Report to Congress
./ Financial Statement Audit
./ Annual Federal Information Security Management Act Reviews
./ Agency Management and Performance Challenges
./ Purchase and Travel Card Oversight Report
./ Improper Payment Reporting
./ Report on Federal Entities Cyber Threat Indicators
./ Council of Inspectors General on Financial Oversight Annual Report
./ Accountability for Federal Funding Report
v/r
Jim

JIM H. CRUMPACKER, CIA, CFE
Director
Departmental GAO-OIG Liaison Office
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
(202) 447-5939 (office)
(202) 262-6776 (cell)
7

"Liaison = Relationshi(),~s'-+--'C:::.o=cm=m=uccnccic'-'a'-'t"'ioc:n:..."---------

\
IMPORTANT: This e~mail, Oiclllding all attachments, constitutes Federal Government records and property that is intended only for
· the use of the individual or cniity to which it is addressed. It may also contain information that is privileged, confidential, or
otherwise piotected from disclosure under applicable law, If the reader of this e~mail transmission is not the intended recipient or the
employee or agent responsible for delivering the transmission to the intended recipient, you are h~reby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, copying or use of this e~mail or its contents. is strictly prohibited., If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify
the sender by responding to the e~mail and then delete the e~mail immediately,
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MISSION, VISION, AND VALUES
Improving i,:,vernment-wide efficiency, efllectiveness,
and integrity and enhancing the professiomlism
of CIGIE members.

VISION
'

Advancing good government through collaboration.

VALUES

I'

•

lntEgrity

•

Accountability

•

Tral!!Sparency

•

Colll3boration

•

Excellence.
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Presidential Transition Handbook CJGJE

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Role of Inspectors General
In accordance with the Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended (IG Act),' virtually
every federal agency has an Inspector General (IG). There are 73 federal IGs.
Approximately half'are appointed by the President subject to Senate confirmation,
and approximately half are appointed

by the

agency head.

According to the IG Act, the role of an IG is to prevent and detect waste, fraud, and

The role of an
JG is Ill prevent
and detect
waste, fraud,
and abuse
relating to
each agency's
programs and
ope111tions,
and f1J promote
economy,
efficiency, and
effectiveness
in the agency's
ope111tions
and programs.

abuse relating to each agency's programs and operations, and to promote economy,
efficiency, and effectiveness in the agency's operations and programs.
IGs are nonpartisan and are selected without regard to political affiliations. They have
a dual reporting requirement-to their agency heads and to Congress. IGs are required
by the IG Act to keep both their agency heads and Congress fully and currently
informed about problems and deficiencies in their agencies' programs and operatioms,
as well as the necessity for and progress of corrective action.
Offices of Inspector General (OIGs) are located within their agencies but must
conduct their audits, investigations, evaluations, and special reviews independently
from their agencies. For example, agency heads may not prevent the IGs from

West Front of the U.S. Capitol Building, Washington, D.C. (Source: iStock/
1

Pub. L. No. 95 452, 92 Stat. 1101 (codified at S U.S.C. app. 3, §§ 1-13).
Council of th_e Inspectors General on lntegrity andEfflctency
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initiating, carrying out, or completing any audit, evaluation, or investigation, except
in limited circumstances. IGs must maintain their independence, in both reality and
in appearance, to provide credible oversight.
. Under the IG Act, IGs are given broad statutory authorities, including access to all'
agency records and information. IGs also have the authority to subpoena relevant
documents and information from non-federal organizations and individuals.
IGs should meet regularly with the heads of each agency to foster effective
communications. According to the IG Act, IGs must have direct and prompt access
to agency heads.
The Council of the Inspectors General on Integrity and Efficiency (CIGIE), to which all
73 IGs belong, provides training for OIG employees; develops policies, professional
standards, best practices, and common approaches for the work of the OIGs; and
coordinates reviews by OIGs on issues that span multiple agencies.
In 2016, CIGIE established the CIGIE Presidential Transition Working Group to
coordinate on behalf of the IG community with eligible Presidential candidates'
transition teams and to provide information about the role of.federal IGs to the
transition teams and to appointees in the new Administration. The CIGIE Presidential
Transition Working Group drafted this handbook.

To sustain the
independent
role of/Gs
during the
Presidential
transition,
transition
teams should
consider
scheduling
separate
. briefings by the
/Gs, parallel
to briefings by
other senior
leaders in
their agencies.

Transition Issues Relating to Inspectors General
Reflecting their independent, nonpartisan role, unlike other political appointees, IGs
typically remain in office when Presidential Administrations change. This practice has
been followed for the past 35 years.
To sustain the independent role of IGs during the Presidential transition, transition
teams should consider scheduling separate briefings by the IGs, parallel to briefings
by other senior leaders in their agencies. The transition teams should also pay close
attention to the IGs' congressionally mandated management challenges reportsan annual document that explains what the IGs consider as the most important
management and performance challenges facing their agencies .
The transition teams should also focus attention, in coordination with the Office of
Presidential Personnel, on promptly filling any vacant IG positions. The IG within each
agency is a critically imP.ortant position, and vacant positions should be filled with a
permanent IG as quickly as feasible.

2 Council of the Inspectors General on Integrity and Efficiency
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To promote an effective relationship with the IG and to support the mission of the IG,

after taking office the head of each agency should consider:
•

Scheduling a meeting with the IG to discuss issues affecting the agency,
including, significant ongoing and completed IG audits, investigations,
and evaluations;

•

Establishing a regular meeting schedule with the IG; and

•

Sending the agency workforce a message of support for the IG's mission,
underscoring IG independence, the IG's right of access to information,
employees' duty to cooperate with the IG, and their duty to report
illegal conduct and suspected waste, fraud, and abuse to the IG.

IGS ARE NONPARTISAN AND ARE
SELECTED WITHOUT REGARD TO
POLITICAL AFFILIATIONS. THEY
HAVE A DUAL REPORTING
REQUIREMENT-TO THEIR AGENCY
HEADS AND TO CONGRESS. IGS ARE
REQUIRED BY THE IG ACT TO KEEP
BOTH FULLY AND CURRENTLY
INFORMED ABOUT PROBLEMS AND
DEFICIENCIES IN THEIR AG ENCi ES'
PROGRAMS AND OPERATIONS, AS WELL
AS THE NECESSITY FOR AND.PROGRESS
OF CORRECTIVE ACTION.
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THE ROLE OF INSPECTORS GENERAL
The lnspect<>r General Act
Following a series of scandals involving fraud in federal programs, Inspectors
General {IGs) were created by statute in a few civilian agencies, including the
Department of Agriculture (in 1962) and the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare (the predecessor tci the Department of Health and Human Services)
(in 1976). After congressional hearings in the mid-1970s that exposed waste and fraud
in executive agencies, Congress enacted the Inspector General Act of 1978 {IG Act),
which established IGs in 12 agencies.' Since 1978, the IG Act has been amended
several times to provide IGs more authority and to establish IGs throughout the
federal government, in virtually every federal agency. To view the current version
of the IG Act, visit www.ignet.gov/content/ig-act.
The purpose of the IG Act was to create independent, obJective IGs whose
responsibility is to prevent and detect waste, fraud,. and abuse and to promote
economy, efficiency, and effectiveness in each agency's operations.
Currently, there are 73 federal IGs.' Approximately half are appointed by the President
subject to Senate confirmation (called Establishment IGs or PAS IGs), and approximately
half (called Designated Federal Entity or DFE IGs) are appointed by the head of the
agency, which can be an individual, a board, or a commission. See the Appendix for
CIGIE's current membership list, which also identifies Establishment IGs and DFE IGs.
IGs are nonpartisan. According to the IG Act, they must be selected without
regard to political affiliation, based solely on "integrity and demonstrated. ability
in accounting, auditing, financial analysis, law, management analysis, public
administration, or investigations.".

2

Pub. L No. 95-452 (Oct. 12, 1978), 92 Stat. 1101 (codified at 5 U.S.C. app. 3, §§ 1-13). See Congressional Research
Service, Federal Inspectors General: History, Characteristics, and Recent Congressional Actions (Ju.ne 2016), available

3

There is one addltlonal federal IG, the IG for the House of Representatives, who is not a member of CIGIE.

at www.fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R43814.pdf.

Council of the Inspectors .General (?n Integrity and Efficiency
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IGs do not have a term of office.' Establishment IGs can be removed by the President,
and DFE IGs can be removed by their agency head. Unlike other political or high-level

The IGAct

political appointees, IGs typically remain in office when Presidential Administrations

contains

change. Moreover, the IG Act contains congressional notification procedures regarding

congressional
notification
procedures
regarding the

the removal of IGs. If the President it]tends to remove or transfer an Establishment IG,
or an agency head intends to remove a DFE IG, they must communicate the reasons
for the action in writing to both Houses of Congress at least 30 days before the

removal of /Gs.

removal or transfer. This provision has only been invoked once. ·

Role and Authorities of Inspectors General
IGs have a dual reporting requirement-to both the agency"head and to Congress.
IGs are required to keep both "fully and currently informed" about problems and
deficiencies relating to agency programs and operations.
IGs typically brief their agency heads on important audits, investigations, evaluations,
and other reviews they conduct. In addition, IGs often testify _before congressional
committees, and they regularly receive requests from, provide briefings to, and
participate in meetings with congressional members and their staffs.
To fulfill their mission, IGs are granted broad authorities. Among other powers,
IGs are authorized to:
•

Obtain access to information and documents within their agency in relation
to any program or operations over which the IG has responsibility;

4

•

Request information or assistance from any Federal, State, or local, agency;

•

Subpoena records and documents from any non-federal entity or individual;

•

Take statements under oath;

•

Have direct and prompt access to the agency head
to the IG's responsibilities; and

•

Select, appoint, and employ officers and employees as necessary to carry out
the functions, powers, and duties of the OIG.

for any purpose pertaining

lhe exceptions are the U.S. Postal Service IG (a seven-year term) and the U.S. Capitol Police IG (a five-year term,
and mav be reappointed for not more than two additional terms).

6 Counctl of the Inspectors General on lntegdty and Efficiency
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Inspector General Independence
IGs must perform their audits, investigations, evaluations, and special reviews
objectively and independently from the agency.
Several key provisions of the IG Act seek to ensure IG independence, in both reality
and appearance. For example, according to the IG Act, an agency head may not
prevent the IG from initiating, carrying out, or completing any audit or investigation,
except in. very limited circumstances.'
Moreover, IGs report only to the agency head or the officer next in rank below the
agency head. The IG Act specifies that each IG !'shall report to and be under the
'
general supervision of the head of the establishment involved or, to the extent such
authority is delegated, the officer next in rank below such head, but shall not report
to, or be subject to supervision by, any other officer of such establishment."
There is no statutory definition of "general supervision." However, this supervision is
limited and may not be exercised in a way that would inhibit IGs' discretion to perform
their mission, to undertake an audit or investigation, t.o issue subpoenas, or to see
these matters through to conclusion.'
The Inspector General Reform Act of 2008 contained language to be used in'setting
the pay of all IGs.' Establishment IGs are compensated at an amount equivalent to
level. Ill of the Executive Schedule plus 3 percent. Pay for DFE IGs is set by a formula
detailed in the Inspector General Reform Act of 2008, which ensures that the agency
head cannot reduce the IG's pay based on a disagreement with the IG's work.
In addition, the IG Act requires the IG to have direct and prompt access to the agency
head for any purpose related to the performance of the IG's responsibilities.

5

Under the IG Act 1 the heads of seven agencies (the Departments of Defense, Homeland Security, Justice, and Treasury; ,
the Federal Reserve Board; the' Consumer Financial Protection Bureau; and the U.S. Postal Service) ffiay prevent their ,
respective IGs from initiating or completing an lnvestigation or audit, or lssuing a subpoena, but only for reasons
specified in the IG Act (see, e.g .. lG Act,§ 8). These reasons include, among others, presen1ing national security
interests, protecting ongoing criminal prosecutions, or limiting the disclosure of information that could significantly
influence the economy or market behavior {see, e.g., IG Act,§ 80). If agency heads invoke this power, they must send an
explanatory statement to certain congressional committees within 30 days.

6

Although a few court decisions have analyzed the "general supervision" language of the IG Act, One case in particular,
·united States Nuclear Regulatory Commission v. Federal Labor Relations Authority, 25 F.3d 229, 235 (4 1h Cir. 1994),
reviewed the legislative history of the "general supervision" language and described the agency head's supervisory
authority over the IG as "nominal."

Pub. L. No. 110-409, 122 Stat. 4302.

Council of the Inspectors General on Integrity and Efficiency. 7
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To ensure independence, each OIG is considered "a separate agency" for certain
administrativ~ purposes. For example, many. IGs operate their own personnel offices
and determine the recruitment, screening, selection, promotion, and discipline of
their employees. In addition, many of the larger IGs operate their own information
technology networks, separate from the agency's computer networks.
IGs are also required by law to obtain legal counsel independent of the agency
counsel. Specifically, the IG Act requires an IG to obtain legal advice from a counse!
who reports directly to the IG, to another IG, or from the organization of federal IGs
(the Council of the Inspectors General on Integrity and Efficiency {CIGIE)).
According to the IG Act, an IG's budget requests must be separately identified
within their agency budgets when submitted to the Office of Management and
Budget (0MB), and by 0MB to Congress. Also, IGs may· comment to Congress on the
sufficiency of their budgets if the amount proposed in the President's budget would
."substantially inhibit the [IG] from performing the duties of the office."
In addition, to ensure IGs' access to relevant information, the IG Act requires
IGs to report to their agency heads "without delay" the circumstances of any
unreasonable refusal of their information requests. The IG Act also empowers IGs
to request information or assistance from any Federal, State, or local government.
To ensure IGs have sufficient resources, the IG Act authorizes IGs to enter into
contracts and other arrangements to support their work.

· Inspector General Reports and Processes
IGs are provided broad latitude to determine the reviews they conduct and the
reports they issue.
The IG Act requires Establishment IGs to appoint only two officials-an Assistant
Inspector General for Auditing and an Assistant Inspector General for Investigations.
There. is no .corresponding requirement that DF.E IGs appoint these officials; in
practice, however, this is the model followed by many DFE IGs.
IGs regularly conduct audits of their agency's programs and operations, including
congressionally mandated audits, such as annual Financial Statement Audits and the
annual evaluation of information security and privacy programs under the Federal
Information Security Modernization Act (FISMA) of 2014. OIG audits also cover the
performance of agency contractors and grantees. OIG audits, which are conducted

8
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in accordance with Generally Accepted Government Auditing Standards (called the
"Yellow Book"), 0MB guidance, CIGIE guidance, and other professional standards,

0/G audits, which
are conducted

can help reduce waste, fraud, abuse, and mismanagernent. OIG audits often result

in accordance.

in significant taxpayer savings, improved agency effectiveness, and other efficiencies.
Many IGs have also established offices that perform inspections or evaluations of
their agency's programs and operations, which can also improve the performance
and effectiveness of agency operations, as wel,I as reduce waste, fraud, abuse, and
mismanagement. These reviews are conducted according to CIGIE's Quality Standards

for Inspection ond Evaluation (called the "Blue Book").
IG audits and evaluations often make. recommendations to management for
improvement. Although an IG cannot compel agency management to implement any
recommendation, the agency is required to respond to each IG recommendation
and state whether it agrees or disagrees with the recommendation. Tlie status
of an IG's recommendations must be included in each IG's Semiannual Report to
Congress. In addition, IG recommendations are often the subject of congressional
inquiry and hearings. IGs regularly testify before Congress about their reports, their

. with Generally
Accepted
Government
Auditing
Standards
[called the
"Yellow Book'),
0MB guidance,
CIGIE guidance,
and other
professional
standards, can
. help reduce
waste, fraud,
abuse, and
mismanagement

recommendations, and their view of management cor_rective actions in response to
IG recommendations.
IGs also conduct criminal, civil, and administrative investigations related to the
employees, programs, operations, grants, and contracts of their agencies. The
subjects of an investigation may be agency employees, contractors, or consultants,
or any person or entity involved in alleged wrongdoing affecting the agency's
programs or operations ..
With regard to criminal investigations, the IG Act gives many, but not all, OIGs law
enforcement authority to assist in such criminal investigations.' These. authorities
include the ability to carry firearms while engaging in official duties; to make arrests
without a warrant; and to seek and execute warrants for arrests, searches of premises,
and seizures of evidence. OIGs refer evidence of criminal violations to the Department
.•

of Justice for possible prosecution or recovery of monetary damages and penalties.

8

Some IGs are granted law enforcement authority through the IG Act, while other IGs require an Initial determination of
eligibility by the Attorney Gener~I. See IG Act,§ 6(e). A small number of IGs were granted law enforcement authority
· through other _laws.

Council of the Inspectors General on Integrity and Efficiency
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With regard to administrative investigations, IGs report the results of these
investigations to agency management officials for consideration of disciplinary or
remedial action.
In addition, several IGs have created offices that conduct special reviews, combining
the multidisciplinary skills of investigators, auditors, evaluators, and lawyers. These
special reviews are often hybrid reviews, involving potential misconduct by agency
employees as well as systemic evaluations of an agency program or operation.
Examples of such special reviews are the Department of Justice OIG's review of the
treatment of detainees after the 9/11 attacks and the Peace Corps IG's review of the
death of a Peace Corps volunteer in China.
Each IG is authorized to receive complaints relating to potential misconduct or waste,
fraud, or abuse in connection with agency programs and operations. The IG may not
disclose the identity of an agency employee who makes such a disclosure without the
employee's consent, except when disclosure is "unavoidable" during the course of the
investigation. Other laws ~lso restrict the disclosure ~f complainants' identities, and

Under the
IGAct, 0/Gs
also help
protect
whisdeblowers
from retaliation.
for protected
disclosures.
Federal law
explicitly
prohibits
government
personnel from
retaliating
against an
employee
who acts as a
whistleblower
by reporting
suspected
waste, fraud,
or abuse to
the 0/G.

most IGs allow complainants to request confidentiality or file complaints anonymously.
Many OIGs manage an OIG Hotline to receive and process complaints about fraud,
waste, or abuse related to agency programs and operations. Although some of the
tens of thousands of cans made each year to IG Hotlines a're misdirected, frivolous,
or otherwise not productive, many lead to IG investigations and audits that result in
prosecutions, cost savings, and efficiency recommendations.
Under the IG Act, OIGs also help protect whistleblowers from retaliation for protected
disclosures. Federal iaw explicitly prohibits government personnel from retaliating
against an employee who acts as a whistleblower by reporting suspected waste, fraud,
or abuse to the OIG. In addition, the IG Act requires Establishment IGs to appoint
a Whistleblower Protection Ombudsmen to educate agency employees about the
prohibitions on retaliation for protected disclosures.
To further facilitate the reporting of waste, fraud, or abuse to IGs, each agency
homepage must contain a direct link to the Web site of the agency's IG.
Transparency is a key attribute of IG work. The IG Act requires OIGs to post public
audit and evaluation reports (or portions of them) on the OIG's website. IG reports
must be posted on their public websites not later than three days after being made
publicly available.

10 Council of the Inspectors General on·1ntegrity and Efficiency
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Each IG also must issue Semiannual Reports to Congress detailing, among other
items, significant problems and deficiencies identified by the IG during th.e preceding
six-month period, listing current and .pending OIG recommendations, identifying cost
savings from their reports, and summarizing prosecutorial referrals made during the
period. As noted above; under the IG Act, the report also must describe any
disagreement with significant management decisions.

©
----~
.....

SEMIANNUAi. R£PORT
TO 111£ CONGRESS

Agency /Gs must issue Semiannual Reports to Congress detailing significant problems and
deficiencies during the precrding sikmonth period.

In additio.n to the Semiaooual Report to Congress, IGs have other mandatory
reporting requirements, such as annual audits of agency financial statements, annual
evaluations of information security programs and practices, annual discussion of the
top management challenges in their agencies, and annual reports on agency improper
payments. A list of the most significant recurring mandatory reporting requirements,
including the source of 1fle requirement and the due dates ' for the required reports,
is contained in the App~ix to this handbook.
Council of the Inspectors General on Integrity and Efficiency
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Several congressional committees have standing requests to OIGs to report
periodically on the status of open and unimplemented OIG recommendations,
matters referred to the Department of Justice for possible prosecution, and. any
challenges OIGs are encountering involving agency delays or refusals to provide
access to information.
The IG Act also authorizes an IG to report "immediately" to the agency head when
the IG becomes aware of "particularly serious or flagrant problems, abuses, or
deficiencies relating to the administration of programs and operations." In turn,
the agency head must transmit the report-and any comments-to the appropriate
committees or subcommittees of Congress within seven calendar days. In practice,
this so-called "Seven-Day Letter" is a powerful tool available to the IG in compelling
circumstances requiring immediate congressional attention, but it has rarely
been used.

Recoveries and Cost Savings
IG reports and investigations regularly contribute to significant recoveries and
cost savings to taxpayers. CIGIE's FY 2015 annual-report to the President will
report that the combined work of approximately 13,000 federal OIG employees
resulted in significant improvements to the economy and efficiency of programs
government-wide, with potential savings totaling approximately $36.5 billion.'
Based on the OIG community's aggregate budget of approximately $2.7 billion,
these potential savings represent about a $14 return on every dollar invested
in OIGs.
The potential savings total includes: $26.3 billion in potential savings from audit
recommendations agreed to by management and $10.2 billion fiom investigative
receivables and recoveries.
In addition, OIGs strengthened agency programs through:
•

5,280 audit, inspection, and evaluation reports issued;

•

24,246 investigations closed;

• . 545,504 hotline complaints processed;

9

12

•

5,717 indictments and criminal information;

•

5,553 successful prosecutions;

Compiled from CIGIE's Fiscal Year 2.015 information.
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•

1,861 successful civil actions;

•

7,244 suspensions or debarments; and

•

4,501 personnel actions.

In addition, IGs regularly make recommendations to agency management for
improvement int.he operations and programs of the agency. Although the agency is
not required to implement the recommendations, the agency must respond to the
recommendations, and !Gs report open recommendations in their Semiannual Report
to Congress. IG recommendations regularly result in more efficient and effective
programs, in addition to the monetary recoveries discussed above.

The Council of the Inspectors General on Integrity
and Efficiency {CIGIE)

Congress
established
CIGIE asan
independent
entity within
the Executive
Branch with
passage of
the Inspector
General Reform
Acto/2008.

CIGIE is the coordinating e.ntity for federal IGs. Congress established CIGIE as an
independent entity within the Executive Branch with passage of the Inspector
General Reform Act of 2008.
CIGIE's mission is to address integrity, economy, and effectiveness issues that transcend
individual Government agencies. For example, CIGIE. coordinates cross-cutting projects
among OIGs on issues that span multiple agencies. CIGIE also seeks to increase the
professionalism and effectiveness of OIG personnel by developing policies, standards,
and common approaches among OIGs. A key initiative in this area is the CIGIE Training
Institute, which includes an Audit, Inspection & Evaluation Academy, an Inspector
General Criminal Investigator Academy, and a Leadership and Mission Support
Academy, which train employees from throughout the OIG community ..
CIGIE has also established a series of committees to coordinate among IGs.
One such committee is the CIGIE Integrity Committee, which is responsible for
investigating allegations against IGs, their senior staff, and OIG employees acting
with the knowledge of the IG or whose alleged misconduct is related to an allegation
against the IG.
CIGIE has a panel to recommend to the Office of Presidential Personnel and to agency
heads suitable candidates for vacant IG positions. For a list of vacant IG positions as of
September 19, 2016, see .page 18.

Council of the Inspectors General on Integrity and Efficiency
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Another key
C/GIE function
is to oversee
periodic
external
peer reviews
of the 0/Gs'
investigations .
and audit work
by another
0/G. These peer
reviews ensure
that these core
0/G activities
are conducted
in accordance
with
professional
standards.

Another key CIGIE function is to oversee periodic external peer reviews of the OIGs'
investigations and audit work by another OIG. These peer reviews ensure that these
core OIG activities are conducted in accordance with professional standards.
CIGIE also coordinates and communicates an OIG position to Congress on potential
legislation affecting the IG community. For example, CIGIE has advocated for full OIG
·access to information necessary to accomplish IG responsibilities. In June 2016,
the House of Representatives passed the Inspector General Empowerment Act of

2016, H.R. 2395, which clarifies that IGs must have full and prompt access to all
agency records, allows IGs to subpoena fe'deral contractors and former government
employees under certain circumstances, and allows IGs to match data across agencies
to help uncover wasteful spending. A similar bill, S.579, is under consideration by
the Senate.
OIGs work closely with the 0MB. The 0MB Deputy Director for _Management serves
as CIGIE's Executive Chair, signifying the strong partnership between the Executive
Branch's management and performance mission with the OIG's independent
oversight mission. Through CIGIE,
the OIG community also meets
periodically with the Government
Accountability Office to share
work plans, deconflict work
projects, and discuss matters
of mutual interest.

CIGJE annually reports to the
President on the combined work
of approximal£/y 13,000 federal
0/G employees, which results
in significant improvements to
the economy and efficiency of
programs government-wide.
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TRANSITION ISSUES RELATING TO
INSPECTORS GENERAL
Historically, because of their nonpartisan, indepen'dent status, IGs have remained
in office when Presidential Administrations change.
The first Presidential Administration change after the passage of the IG Act was in
1980, when President Reagan was elected. His Administration asked for the resignation
of all Presidential appointees, and did not make an exception for IGs. This created
controversy and concern that the removal of IGs gave the appearance of an attempt
to politicize these independent, nonpartisan offices. Congressional representatives
explained, for example, that it was not intended the IGs be automatically removed
on a wholesale basis without regard ta their individual merits whenever there was
a change in Administrations. In response, the Reagan Administration decided to
reappoint several of the dismissed IGs.

Since that time,
every President
has exempted !Gs ·
as a group from
the requirement
that political
appointees
resign when
Administrations
change.

Since that time, every President has exempted IGs as a group from the requirement
that political appointees resign when Administrations change.

The Role of Inspectors General in the Transition to a.
New Administration
IGs can perform, and have performed in the past, a valuable role during Presidential
transitions. Based on their experience and ongoing work, IGs are a valuable source
of information about _the key issues that will confront the new Administration's
management team. They, and their staffs, have deep institutional and historical
knowledge about the challenges facing their agencies.
In the past, the transition teams for many agencies have met individually with the
IG of that agency for a briefing on. the IG's ongoing and recently completed work, as
well as the IG's view of the important issues within the agency _that will confront the
new Administration. It is useful for the transition teams to meet with the IG of th.at
agency early in the'transition process. Reflecting the IGs' independence and unique
perspective on their agency, transition teams should meet with the IGs separate from
their meetings with other management officials from that agency.
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· A critical document for the transition team to review is an annual document created

/Gs can perform,
and have
performed in the

by many IGs on the top management challenges wit.hin their agency. The Reports
Consolidation Act of 2000 requires most IGs to report annually on their agencies' top
management and performance challenges. This IG document typically provides a list of
addressing each challenge, and a summary of ongoing and completed OIG work that

past, a valuable
role during
Presidential

relates to the challenge. This document can provide an extremely useful overview for

transitions.

the top challenges, the !G's.description of the challenges and the agency's progress in

the transition team and new Administration appointees in understanding the scope of
the.issues they will confront in each agency. CIGIE encourages transition teams, and
new leadership of each agency, to. obtain this document and discuss with IGs their
assessment of these challenges.

New Administration Officials' Interaction with
Inspectors General
Once a new Administration takes office, it is critical for each IG and the agency's
leadership to have regular and candid communications. After leadership of an agency
is appointed, it is important that they establish regular communications with the IG of
the agency.
Many agency heads and deputy agency heads meet monthly with their IG. Those
meetings enable the IG to inform the agency leadership about ongoing· OIG work, the
results of completed work, the status of open recommendations from IG audits and
evaluations, and the scope and status of major investigations. IGs are also able to
answer questions about the processes and procedures the OIGs use in their work. In
addition, the agency heads are able to discuss their priorities and their views on IG
reviews that could be valuable for agency programs. IGs can raise any impediments to
their work or any areas that the IG believes management needs to focus attention on
for corrective action. On these and other issues, effective and regular communication
between agency leadership and the IG is important to establish an effective and
candid relationship.
In this regard, agency cooperation with the IG, including full access to agency
I

information and employees, is essential for an IG to be effective. The new agency
head should consider sending the agency workforce a message of support for the role
of the OIG, emphasizing the duty of agency employees to cooperate with OIG audits,
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evaluations, and investigations; the OIG's right of access to information; and each
employees' .duty to report illegal conduct and suspected waste, fraud, and abuse to
the IG. The tone of agency cooperation and support for the role of the IG is set from
the top of an agency.

Filling Inspector General Vacancies
The IG is a critically important position within each agency. Although the IG has the

The JG is a
critically
important
· position within
each agency.

potential to significantly improve the performance of each agency, the IG may not be
among the first po~itions that transition teams or the new Administration act to fill
when taking office. However, it is important for the new Administration to focus on
filling vacant IG positions expeditiously. In the past, IG positions have often remained
vacant for significant periods of time, generating concern and criticism. Although
Acting IGs have performed admirably in many cases, a confirmed IG is in a much
better position to effectively fulfill the responsibilities of the office.
Pursuant to a requirement in the IG Act, CIGIE provides recommendations ta the
White House or the appropriate appointing authority for the vacant IG positions.
· CIGIE has established a committee that reviews potential IG candidates and submits
recommendations of qualified candidates for vacant IG positions.
The following is a list of current IG vacancies,
Agency

by date vacated (as of September 19, 2016).

Appointment
Type

Date Vacated

Department of the Interior

PAS

December 2011

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

PAS

September 2013

Export-Import Bank of the United States

PAS

June 2014

Central Intelligence Agency

PAS

February 2015

Dep_artment of Commerce

PAS

June 2015

Department of Energy

PAS

October 2015

Department of Defense

PAS

January 2016

U.S. Postal Service

DFE

February 2016

Office of Personnel Management

PAS

February 2016

Social Security Administration

PAS

May 2016

National Security Agency

PAS

May 2016

Committee for Purchase From People
Who Are Blind or Severely Disabled

DFE

Created in FY 2016 Omnibus

.
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APPENDIX
CIGIE Inspector General Offices
CIGIE's public website provides contact information·for most OIGs, including links to each OIG's
public website: https://www.ignet.gov/content/inspectors-general-directory,

0/Gs in Establishment Agencies
.ncy7o~lnt:rnational. Development

Department of Veterans Affairs

poration for National

Environmental Protection Agency and

nd Community Service
1

Department of Agriculture

the Chemical Safety and Hazard
Investigation Board

Department of Commerce

Export-Impart Bank of the United States

Department of Defense

Federal Dep·osit Insurance Corporation

Department of Education

Federal Housing Finance Agency

Department of Energy

General Services Administration

Department of Health and Human Services

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Department of Homeland Security

National Reconnaissance Office

Department of Housing

National Security Agency

and Urban Development

Office of Personnel Management

Department of the Interior

Small Business Administration

Department of Justice

Social Security Administration

Department of Labor

Tenness~e Valley Authority

Department of State and the Broadcasting

Treasury Inspector General for

Board of Governors
· Department of Transportation
Dep·artment of the Treasury

Tax Administration
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

u.s:

Railroad Retirement Board

20 I Council of the· Inspectors General on Integrity and E~rtiency
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0/Gs in Designated Federal Entities
Amtrak

Federal Maritime Commission

Appalachian Regional Commission

Federal Trade Commission

Board of Governors of the Federal

Legal Services Corporation

Reserve System and Consumer Financial

National Archives and Records Administration

Protection Bureau

National Credit Union Administration

Committee for Purchase From People Who
Are Blind or Severely Disabled

National Endowment for the Arts
National Endowment for the Humanities

Commodity Futures Trading Commission

National Geospatial-lntelligence Agency

Consumer Product Safety Commission

National Labor Relations Board

.Corporation for Public Broadcasting

National Science Foundation

Defense Intelligence Agency

Peace Corps

Denali Commission

_Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation ·

Election Assistance Commission

Postal Regulatory Commission

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission

Smithsonian Institution

Farm Credit Administration

' U.S. International Trade Commission

Federal Communications Commission

· U.S. Postal Service

Federal Election Commission

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission

Federal Labor Relations Authority

Councll of the Inspectors Gener.'11 on Integrity and Efficiency I 21
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Other OIGs
There are also Inspectors General established pursuant to statutes other than the IG Act.
These statutes may incorporate some, but not necessarily all, of the provisions of the IG Act
OIGs

Authorizing Legislation

Architect of the Capitol

2 u.s.c. § 1808

Central Intelligence Agency

50

Government Printing Office
Library of Congress

u.s.c. § 3517
44 u.s.c. § 3901
2 u.s.c. § 185

Office of the Inspector General of the
Intelligence Community

50

Special Inspector General for
Afghanistan Reconstruction

National Defense Authorization Act for FY 2008, Pub. L.
No. 110-181, § 1229(b) (Jan. 2008)

Special Inspector General for the
Troubled Asset Relief Progr'am

Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008, Pub. L.
No. 110-343, § 121 (Oct. 3 2008)

U.S. Capitol Police

2 U.S.C. § 1909

U.S. Government Accountability Office

31

u.s.c. § 3033

u.s.c. § 705

22 I Council of the Inspectors General on Integrity and Efflciency
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Office of Inspector General Major Reporting Requirements
The following list sets forth many of the recurring reporting requirements applicable to most OIGs.
OIGs are required to post publically available repo'rts on their websites within 3 days of issuance.
Report/RequirelTll!flt
Source

Subject Matter

OIG Semiannual Report
to Congress
Inspector General Act of
1978, as amended

Semiannual report summarizing
the activities of the OIG during
the immediately preceding
six-month period.

Financial
Statement Audit
Chief Financial
Officer Act of 1990,
Accountability ofTax
Dollars Act of 2002, ·
and Government
Management Reform
Act of 1994

Frequency

Next Report

Deadline

Semiannual
Report: April 30
and October 31
to the Agency
Head; who must
transmit the
report to the
.appropriate
Congressional
Committee no
later than 30 days
after receipt by
the agency head.

October 31, 2016

Agencies that have an IG shall audit
each financial statement prepared in
acrnrdance with applicable generally
accepted government auditing
standards covering all accounts and
associated activities of each office,
bureau, and activity of the agency.

Annual

November 15, 2016

Annual FISMA Reviews
Federal
Information Security
Management Act

Report results of OIG annual IT
security reviews of agency programs
and systems.

Annual

November 2016

Agency Management and
Performance Challenges
Reports Consolidation
Act of 2000

Report or statement summarizing
the .most serious management and
performance challenges facing the
agency, and briefly assess the agency's
progress in addressing those challenges.

Annually

November 15, 2016

Purchase and Travel C..rd
Oversight Report
Government Charge
Card Abuse Prevention
Act of 2012

The IG is required to: (1) Submit a joint
(1) Semiannually
report on purchase card violations
in January and
semi-annually; (2) conduct periodic
July; (2) Annually;
(minimum annually) risk assessments
and (3) Annually
of the agency's purchase card program;
and (3) submit an annual purchase
'
and travel card audit recommendation
status report.

-,

I

January 31, 2017

'
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Report/Requirement
Source

Subject Matter

Frequency

Next Report
Deadline

Improper
Payment Reporting
Improper Payments
Elimination and
Rernvery Act of 2010

Report determining whether the
agency is in compliance with:
(1) publishing an annual financial
statement; (2) if required, conducted a
program specific assessment for each
program or activity; (3) if required,
published improper payment estimates
for all programs and activities; (4)
published programmatic corrective
action plans; (5) published improper
payment reduction targets; (6) reported
an improper payment rate of less
than 10 percent for each program
and activity for which an estimate
was published.

Annually

May 2017

Report on Federal
Entities Cyber
Threat Indicators
. Con.solidated
Appropriations
(FY 2016) , Cybersecurity
Information Sharing
Act of 2015

The IG ofthe appropriate Federal
entities, in consultation with the IG
of the Intelligence Community and
The Council of Inspectors General on
Financial Oversight, jointly submit to
Congress an interagency report on
the actions of the executive branch of
the Federal Government relating to
cybersecurity information sharing.

Every two years

December 18, 2016

Council of Inspectors
General on Financial
Oversight Annual Report
The Dodd-Frank
Wall Street Reform
and Consumer
Protection Act

The Council of Inspectors General
on Financial Oversight is required
to report annually about concerns
and recommendations, as well as
issues that may apply to the broader
financial sector.

Annually

2017

Accountability for
Federal Funding Report
Digital Accountability
and Transparency Act
of 2014 (DATA Act)

The IG, in consultation with the
Comptroller General, issues a report
assessing the completeness, timeliness,
quality, and accuracy of data sampled
and the implementation and use of data
standards by the Federal agency.

Every two years
(Last reporting
deadline
November 2021)

November 15, 2017

··-··-·-1 - - - · ·
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From:
To:
Subject:

RWlld Tracy l
Prater, Jocelyn s

,

RE: 2016-l?Pre~dential Transition Ready to Act Training
Wednesday, October 12, 2016 2:16:21 PM

Date:

Thx

Tracy L. Renaud
Associate Director, Management
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Security
202-272-1739 (office)
From: Prater, Jocelyn S
.
Sent: Wednesday, October 12, 2016 1:53:53 PM
To: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: 2016· 17 Presidential Transition Ready to Act Training

Tracy,
Lori will be attending the Webinar training.
Thank you,

fi,-~f;;)I
Jocelyn S. Prater I Lead Scheduler I Office of the Deputy Director I
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) I Department of Homeland Security (OHS)

(o) 202-272-1637 (c) 202-740-4636 (m) 202-272-8000 I joce!yn,s.prater@uscis.dhs.gov
This email may contain privileged or sensitive information for the intended individual or
entity to which it is addressed. Any review, duplication, transmission, dissemination, other
use or action taken upon this information by persons or entities other than the intended
. recipient is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient or believe you received this .
communication in error, please notify the sender and destroy the material immediately."
'

'

'

'

From: Renaud, Tracy L
Sent: Wednesday, October 12, 2016 10:59 AM
To: Prater, Jocelyn S
Subject: RE: 2016-17 Presidential Transition Ready to Act Training
Jocelyn,
I know you were looking for a session that would suit Lori's calendar and you said the 10/21 session
that is a webinar was the best time. DHS said that if people in the NCR need to attend the 10/21
session due to calendar conflicts it is fine but they need to attend in person (NAC 044) they can't use
one of the webinar lines, those are reserved for attendees outside NCR.
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Tracy L. Renaud
Associate Director
Mtmogement Directorate
US Citizenship & Immigration ~ervices

Department of Homeland Security
202-272-1739 (desk)

From: Prater, Jocelyn S
Sent: Tuesday, October 04, 2016 4:20 PM
To: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: 2016-17 Presidential Transition Ready to Act Training

Sure.
Thank you,

yr(:e(!l11, .
Jocelyn S. Prater I Lead Scheduler I Office of the Deputy Director I
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) I Department of Homeland Security (OHS)
(o) 202-272-1637 (c) 202-740-4636 (m) 202-272-8000 I.joceJyn.s.praJer@uscjs.dhs.gov
This email may contain privileged or sensitive infonnation for the intended individual or
entity to which it is addressed. Any review, duplication, transmission, dissemination, other
use or action taken upon this information by persons or entities other than the intended
recipient is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient or believe you received this
communication in error, please notify the sender and destroy the material immediately."
From: Renaud, Tracy L

Sent: Tuesday, October 04, 2016 4:16 PM
_To: Prater, Jocelyn S
Subject: FW: 2016-17 Presidential Transition Ready to Act Training
Jocelyn,
It is mandatory for Lori to attend one of these sessions. Can you RSVP to this email on her behalf
and let them know which session best suits her schedule?

Tracy t. Renaud
Associate Director
Management Directorate
US Citizenship & lmmigtotion Services

Department of Homeland Security
202-272-1739 (desk)

From: Office of the Under Secretary for Management
Sent: Tuesday, October 04, 2016 10:28 AM
Subject: 2016-17 Presidential Transition Ready to Act Training

529

OHS Career Successors,
With the Presidential election approaching, the Department completed a comprehensive
review of the succession plan for key officials. This process was completed with the
Secretary's approval on September 14. A key aspect of this process has been to identify
career successors for all key leadership positions within the Department. You are one of
the career leaders who serves in a successor position.
Part of a smooth transition is to ensure that the career employees who may sJep in to act
are prepared for the challenges that they may face. To ensure all career successors are
Ready to Act, the Presidential Transition Office has worked with several Components and
good government partners to provide executive briefing sessions for you.

Participation ia the session is a mandatory requirement for you as a career
successor. This 90-minute session will include an update on the Department's
Presidential Transition preparations and how they impact you. Also, a brief overview of
Continuity of Operations, Continuity of Government, and Incident Response responsibilities
for successors will be provided. The session will conclude with a discussion on preparing
and managing the arrival of the new Administration leadership within your organization.
The Ready to Act: Successor Executive Briefing will be offered four times during the month
of October. Please select the session that best fits your schedule. The session dates are:
•
•
•
•

October 14, 2016- 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. at OCHCO, 1201 New York Ave., NW
October 20, 2016 - 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. at OCHCO, 1201 New York Ave., NW
October 21, 2016 - 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. (Webinar for field staff outside of the
National Capital Region)
October 31, 2016 - 1:30 p.m. to 3 p.m. at Nebraska Avenue Complex, room
NAC01-044

Please RSVP to Transmon2017@hq,dhs gov with the date of the session you wish to
attend. Once the RSVP is received, an Outlook calendar invitation will be sent to you for .
the executive briefing.
Every day, OHS employees help to safeguard our Nation. With your support, we will
continue to deliver our mission - with honor and integrity, safeguarding the American
people, our homeland, and our values. Thank you for your hard work.
Sincerely,
Russ Deyo
Under Secretary for Management
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From:

To:

Stgwart, Bion
ROACH, LEWISS: Rahillv,·lvn M: Yoot. Anthony) RPM\; Hess, Davfd: Scanlon June: Bibo David: PARAMORE
.EAR.O.ri.K; Renaud, Tracy l

Cc:

Btm EB AMY ] : WI! $ON CORY P: Wiemecs Todd CCAPT: SoeJI Alliwo: Mellendick, Theresa: Farnam WIie
nm: SCHORR STEPHEN· Micone Vincent: Halter, Grea:
Beaales, James: Horowitz Scott; I ee, Charmaine

f; McKean. Wendy C: Bartholomew, Heather: Baden

Subjecll

Date:

Presidential Transition Office • Operational Component Agency Review Team Briefings
Wednesday, October 12, 2016 11:29:53 AM

Attadnnents:

ARI Comoonent Bdef FrameworkY2,PPtx

Transition Colleagues,
As discussed, attached is-a framework for the briefs we'll be proposing for the ART in the first week
or so after they arrive. The content is based on our discussion from a few weeks ago,
Please adapt, stylize, and augment as you see fit with a target of no more than an hour for the brief
and Q&A
The PTO would like to see your draft brief. If you can please send your draft brief to me by
November 1st, we'd appreciate it
Please let me know if you have any questions.
Thank you,·
Bion

BionStewart
Deputy Presidential Transition Officer
Department of Homeland Security

202-282-9125
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[Component] Brief
Agency Review Team
[date]
[Briefer]

Ul

w
N

High Level Description
• Assume they have read the overview provided in the briefing
materials.
• Highlight unique characteristics or authorities driving your mission set
and/or organizational structure.
• You may provide a more detailed breakdown of your internal
· structure highlighting programmatic/ functional alignments.

Vl

w
w

•

Current Events
• Brief summary of major operations/activities either in the current
news cycle or of significant impact to homeland security and your
mission set. (e.g., Hurricane MATTHEW response, terrorism
response/investigations, NSSE support)

Vl

w

~

Linkage to DHS Priorities/Missions
• Emphasize your components role in.
•
•
•
•

Counterterrorism
Border Security
Immigration (enforcement/ administration)
Disaster/Incident Response

• Cyber-security

Vl

w

Vl

Other areas of Focus
• Offer key areas of focus for your organization not already captured.
For .example:
.
• Trade
• Safety and stewardship
• Commu,nity outreach and partnerships

Ul

w

O"\

Leadership Perspective:
Co nee rns/Cha 11 enges/Oppo rtu n iti es
11
•

What keeps yqur component head awake at night?"

• What immediate problems do you need the new Administration 1 s
help/support to resolve?
·
· • What are the top 2 budget priorities for FY18? What gap do these
. priorities fill and what is the expected outcome (in high level terms)?

Ul

w

-....J

Closing ·
• What is the most important thing the new President needs to know
about your organization.

Ul

w

0)

Cc:

Renaud, Tracy L
Savina, Jennifer P (CTR): Biorndahl, Jami A: Patrick, Shirley A {CTR)
Farnam Julie E·
.

Subject:
Date:

FW: 2016~ 17 Presidential Transition Appointee Town Hall, October 18
Tuesday, October 04, 2016 4:55:00 PM

From:
To:

Jami, Jenni and Shirley,
All of the political appointees should have received the email below and they should plan to attend.
Since it did not come out as a calendar invite I wanted to pass the email along so you can block note
the calendars accordingly.

Tracy L. Renaud
Associate Director
Management Direct~
US Citizenship & lmmign,tion Services

Deportment of Homeland Security
201·172-1739 (desk)

From: Micone, Vincent
sent: Monday, OdDber 03, 2016 3:26 PM
Subject: FW: 2016-17 Presidential Transition Appointee Town Hall, October 18
SCAOs:
Below is the message sent to non-career appointees a short time ago.

Thanks,
Vince

Vince Micone
OHS Presidential Transition Officer
and Senior Counselor
Management Directorate
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
(202) 44 7-3400

·From: Office of the Under Secretary for Management
Sent: Monday, October 03, 2016 3:08 PM
Subject: 2016-17 Presidential Transition Appointee Town Hall, October 18

Fellow Presidential Appointees:
With the·election now six weeks away, I thought it would be helpful to provide an overview
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of our efforts to prepare for the Presidential Transition.
Earlier this year, we established the Presidential Transition Office and DHS Transition
Council. This effort is led by a career SES, Vince Micone, and the DHS Transition Council
is comprised of career representatives from the Department's Operational Components,
Directorates, and Headquarters Offices. There has been close collaboration on key efforts
to ensure that we are prepared to efficiently and effectively process departing appointees,
and welcome and support the new Administration.
The Presidential Transition Office, in coordination with the White House Liaison Office, has
scheduled a Town Hall for all appointees on October 18th at 1:00 p.m. in the NAC
~
Chapel. The focus of the town hall is to inform all appointees on what they can expect,
and will need to accomplish, as part of the transition process. The meeting is mandatory,
· so please schedule accordingly ..
The upcoming Town Hall will provide comprehensive guidance for departing appointees to
support them during their transition.
Thank you for your continued support of the Department and our efforts to secure our
homeland.
Sincerely,
Russ Deyo
.
.
Under Secretary for Management ·
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From:

To:
Subject:

Date:

Prater Jocelvo s·
Renaud. Tracy l
RE: 2016-17 Presidential TransiUon Ready to Act Training
Tuesday, October 04, 2016 4:20:21 PM

Sure.
Thank you,

,faee(y11
Jocelyn S. Prater I Lead Scheduler I Office of the Deputy Director I
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) I Department of Homeland Security (OHS)

I

(o) 202-272-1637 (c) 202-740-4636 (m) 202-272-8000 I joceJyn.s.prater@uscis.dhs.gov
This email may contain privileged or sensitive information for the intended individual or
entity to which it is addressed. Any review, duplication, transmission, dissemination, other
use or action taken upon this information by persons or entities other than the intended
recipient is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient or believe you received this
communication in error, please notify the sender and destroy the material immediately."
From: Renaud, Tracy L
Sent: Tuesday, October 04, 2016 4: 16 PM
To: Prater, Jocelyn S
Subject: FW: 2016-17 Presidential Transition Ready to Act Training

Jocelyn, ·
It is mandatory for Lori to attend one of these sessions. Can you RSVP to this email on her behalf
and let them know which session best suits her schedule?

Tracy L. Renaud
Associate Director
Management Directorate
US Citizenship & Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Sewrity
202-272-1739 (desk)

From: Office of the Under Secretary for Management
Sent: Tuesday, October 04, 2016 10:28 AM
Subject: 2016-17 Presidential Transition Ready to Act Training

DHS Career Successors.
With the Presidential election approaching. the Department completed a comprehensive .
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review of the succession plan for key officials. This process was completed with the
Secretary's approval on September 14. A key aspect of this process has been to identify
career successors for all key leadership positions within the Department. You are one of
the career leaders who serves in a successor position.
Part of a smooth transition is to ensure that the career employees who may step in to act
are prepared for the challenges thatthey may face. To ensure all career successors are
. Ready to Act, the Presidential Transition Office has worked with several Components and .
good government partners to provide executive briefing sessions for you.

Partjcjpauon in the session is a mandatoey requirement for you as a career
successor. This 90-minute session will include an update on the Department's
Presidential Transition preparations and how they impact you. Also, a brief overview of
Continuity of Operations, Continuity of Government, and Incident Response responsibilities
for successors will be provided. The session will conclude with a discussion on preparing
and managing the arrival of the new Administration leadership within your organization.
The Ready to Act: Successor Executive Briefing will be offered four times during the month
of October.. Please select the session that best fits your schedule. The session dates are:
•
•
•
•

October 14, 2016- 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. at OCHCO, 1201 New York Ave., NW
October 20, 2016 - 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. at OCHCO, 1201 New York Ave., NW
October 21, 2016 - 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. (Webinar for field staff outside of the
National Capital Region)
October 31, 2016 - 1:30 p.m. to 3 p.m. at Nebraska Avenue Complex, room
NAC01·044

Please RSVP to Transjtjon2017@bQ dhs gov with the date of the session you wish to
attend. Once the RSVP is received, an Outlook calendar invitation will be sent to you for.
the executive briefing.
Every day, DHS employees help to safeguard our Nation. With your support, we will
continue to deliver our mission - with honor and integrity, safeguarding the American
people, our homeland, and our values. Thank you for your hard work.
Sincerely,
Russ Deyo
Under Secretary for Management
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From:

Renaud, Tracy L

P@ter, Jocelvo s

To:
Subject:

FW: 2016-17 PresidentialTransition Ready to Act Training
Tuesday, October 04, 2016 4:15:00 PM

Date:

Jocelyn,
It is mandatory for Lori to attend one of these sessions. Can you RSVP to this email on her behalf
and let them know which session best suits her schedule?

Tracy L Renaud

Associate Director
Management Directorate

US Citizenship & lmmi!/ration Services
Department of Homeland Security
202-272·1739 (desk)

From: Office of the Under Secretary for Management
Sent Tuesday, October 04, 2016 10:28 AM
Subject: 2016-17 Presidential Transition Ready to Act Training

OHS Career Sucoossors,
With the Presidential election approaching, the Department completed a comprehensive
review of the sucoossion plan for key officials. This process was completed with the
Secretary's approval on September 14. A key aspect of this process has been to identify
career successors for all key leadership positions within the Department. You are one .of
the career leaders who serves in a successor position.
Part of a smooth transition is to ensure that the career employees who may step in to act
are prepared for the challenges that they may face. To ensure all career successors are
Ready to Act, the Presidential Transition Office has worked with several Components and
good government partners to provide executive briefing sessions for you.

Participation in the session is a mandatory requirement for you as a career
. successor. This 90-minute session will include an update on the Department's
Presidential Transition preparations and how they impact you. Also, a brief overview of
Continuity of Operations, Continuity of Government, and Incident Response responsibilities
for successors will be provided. The session will conclude with a discussion on preparing
· and managing the arrival of the new Administration leadership within your organization.
The Ready to Act: Successor Executive Briefing will be offered four times during the month
of October. Please select the session that best fits your schedule. The session dates are:
•

October 14, 2016 - 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. at OCHCO, 1201 New York Ave., NW
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•
•
•

October 20, 2016 - 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. at OCHCO, 1201 New York Ave., NW
October 21, 2016 - 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. (Webinar for field staff outside of the
National Capital Region)
October 31, 2016 - 1:30 p.m. to 3 p.m. at Nebraska Avenue Complex, room
NAC01-044

Please RSVP to Transition2017@hq dhs gov with the date of the session you wish to
attend. Once the RSVP is received, an Outlook calendar invitation will be sent to you for
the executive briefing.
Every day, OHS employees help to safeguard our Nation. With your support, we will
continue to deliver our mission - with honor and integrity, safeguarding the American
people, our homeland, and our values. Thank you for your hard work.
Sincerely,
Russ Deyo
Under Secretary for Management
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From:
To:
Subject:

Renaud, Tracy L

Transition 2017
2016·17 Presidential Transition Ready to Act Training
Tuesday, October 04, 2016 11:45:00 AM

Date:

October 14th session, please.

Tracy L. Renou~
Associate Director
Management Directorate

US Citizenship & Immigration Sennces
Department of Homeland Security
202-272-1739 (desk}

OHS Career Successors,
With the Presidential election approaching, the Department completed a comprehensive
review of the succession plan for key officials .. This process was completed with the
Secretary's approval on September 14. A key aspect of this process has been to identify
career successors for all key leadership positions within the Department You are one of
the career leaders who serves in a successor position.
Part ofa smooth transition is to ensure that the career employees who may step in to act
are prepared for the challenges that they may face. To ensure all career successors are
Ready to Act, the Presidential Transition Office has worked with several Components and
good government partners to provide executive briefing sessions for you,

Participation io the session is a mandatory requirement for you as a career
successor. This 90-minute session will include an update on the Department's
Presidential Transition preparations and how they impact you. Also, a brief overview of
Continuity of Operations, Continuity of Government, and Incident Response responsibilities
for. successors will be provided. The session will conclude with a discussion on preparing
and managing the arrival of the new Administration leadership within your organization.
The Ready to Act: Successor Executive Briefing will be offered four times during the month
of October. Please select the session that best fits your schedule. The session dates are:
•
•
•
•

October 14, 2016 - 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. at OCHCO, 1201 New York Ave., NW
October 20, 2016 - 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. at OCHCO, 1201 New York Ave., NW
October 21, 2016 - 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. (Webinar for field staff outside of the
National Capital Region)
October 31, 2016 - 1:30 p.m. to 3 p.m. at Nebraska Avenue Complex, room
NAC01-044

Please RSVP to Transjtjon2017@hq,dhs.gov with the date of the session you wish to
attend. Once the RSVP is received, an Outlook calendar invitation will be sent to you for ·
the executive briefing. ·
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Every day, OHS employees help to safeguard our Nation. With your support, we will
continue to deliver our mission - with honor and integrity, safeguarding the American
people, our homeland, and our values. Thank you for your hard work.
Sincerely,
Russ Deyo
Under Secretary for Management
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From:
Subject:

Micone Vincent

Date:

Tuesday, October 04, 2016 10:48: 12 AM

FW: 2016w17 Presidential Transition Ready to Act Training

SCAOs:

Below is the successor message that went out this morning. Please make sure your
successors register for the mandatory session.
This is the last group stakeholder. message until next week!

Thanks,
Vince

Vince Micone
OHS Presidential Transition Officer
and Senior Counselor
Management Directorate.
U.S. Department of Homeland Security

(202) 447-3400

From: Office of the Under Secretary far Management
Sent: Tuesday, October 04, 2016 10:27:47 AM
Subject; 2016· 17 Presidential Transition Ready ta Act Training

OHS Career Successors,
With the Presidential election approaching, the Department completed a comprehensive
review of the succession plan for key officials. This process was completed with the
Secretary's approval on September 14. A key aspect of this process has been to identify
career successors for all key leadership positions within the Department. You are one of
the career leaders who serves in a successor position.
Part of a smooth transition is to ensure that the career employees who may step in to act
are prepared for the challenges that they may face. To ensure all career successors are
Ready to Act, the Presidential Transition Office has worked with several Components and
good government partners to provide executive briefing sessions for you.·

Participation in the session is a mandatory requirement for you as a career
successor. This 90-minute session will include an update on the Department's
Presidential Transition preparations and how they impact you. Also, a brief overview of
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Continuity of Operations, Continuity of Government, and Incident Response responsibilities
for successors will be provided. The session will conclude with a discussion on preparing
and managing the arrival of the. new Administration leadership within your .organization.
.
The Ready to Act: Successor Executive Briefing will be offered four times during the month
of October. Please select the ses~ion that best fits your schedule. The session dates are:
•
•
•
•

October 14, 2016 - 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. at OCHCO, 1201 New York Ave., NW
October 20, 2016 - 10:30 a.m. to 12 p:m. at OCHCO, 1201 New York Ave., NW
October 21, 2016 - 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. (Webinar for field staff outside of the
National Capital Region)
October 31, 2016 - 1:30 p.m. to 3 p.m. at Nebraska Avenue Complex, room
NAC01-044

Please RSVP to Transition2017@hq dhs gov with the date of the session you wish to
attend. Once the RSVP is received, an Outlook calendar invitation will be sent to you for
the executive briefing.
Every day, OHS employees help to safeguard our Nation. With your support, we will
continue to deliver our mission - with honor and integrity, safeguarding the American
people, our homeland, and our values. Thank you for your hard work.
Sincerely,
Russ Deyo
Under Secretary for Management
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From:

ootce of the Under Serretarv for Management

Subject:

2016~ 17 Presidential Transition Ready to Act Training
Tuesday, October 04, 2016 10:27:50 AM

Date:

OHS Career Successors,
With the Presidential election approaching, the Department completed a comprehensive
review of the succession plan for key officials. This process was completed with the
Secretary's approval on September 14. A key aspect of this process has been to identify
career successors for all key leadership positions within the Department. You are one of
the career leaders who serves in a successor position. .
Part of a smooth transition is to ensure that the career employees who may step in to act
are prepared for the challenges that they may face. To ensure all career successcrs are
Ready to Act, the Presidential Transition Office has worked with several Components and
good government partners to provide executive briefing sessions for you.

Participation in the session is a mandatory requirement tor you as a career
successor. This 90-minute session will include an update on the Department's
Presidential Transition preparations and how they impact you. Also, a brief overv'eM of
Continuity of Operations, Continuity of Government, and Incident Response respoosibilities
for successors will be provided. The session will conclude with a discussion on preparing
and managing the arrival of the new Administration leadership within your organization.
The Ready to Act Successor Executive Briefing will be offered four times during the month
of October. Please select the session that best fits your schedule. The session dates are:
•
•
•
•

October.14, 2016 -10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. at OCHCO, 1201 New York Ave.• NW
October 20, 2016 - 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. at OCHCO, 1201 New York Ave.• NW
October 21, 2016 - 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.rn. (Webinar for. field staff outside of the
National Capital Region)
October 31, 2016-1:30 p.m. to 3 p.m. at Nebraska Avenue Complex, room
NAC01-044

Please RSVP to Transilion2017@hq dhs gov with the date of the session you wish to
attend. Once the RSVP is received, an Outlook calendar invitation will be sent to you for
the executive briefing.
Every day, OHS employees help to safeguard our Nation. With your support. we will
continue to deliver our mission..:. with honor and integrity, safeguarding the American
people, our homeland, and our values. Thank you for your hard work.
Sincerely,
Russ Deyo
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Under Secretary for Management
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From:
To:
Cc:

Renaud, Tracy L

Subject:

FW: Successors Message and Ready to Act Executive Brief
Tuesday, October 04, 2016 9:27:00 AM

Malter Greg; Horowitz Scott

Micane, Vincent: Farnam. Julie E

Date:
Attachments:

Delegation 0106, Revision 06, OHS Orders of Succession and De)eaations o , odf
Coov of RSvP List for Executrve 5essions 2016 09 29v2,xlsx

All - the names listed for USCJS are correct and I gave them all a heads up last week that they should
be expecting invitations,
Tracy L. Renaud

Associate Director
Management Directorate
US Citizenship & Immigration Servi_ces
Deportment of Homeland Security

ZOZ-272·1739 (desk)

From: Micone, Vincent
Sent: Monday, October 03, 2oi'6 10:14 AM
Subject: Successors Message and Ready to Act Executive Brief

FOR QEBCIAL USE ONLY
SCAOs:
Today and tomorrow, you will see several messages related to the Presidential Transition transmitted
under the USM's signature.
•
•

•

An email was to all senior leaders this morning and an a/I-employee message outlining the
Department's transition efforts will be sent early this afternoon.
An email will be sent to all non-career officials appointees late this afternoon inviting them to
attend the Town Hall that will provide them with transition guidance and information specific to
departing appointees. The Town Hall will be held on October 18th at the NAC Chapel from 1
to 3 pm.
·
Additionally, a series of articles in the Connected e-newsletter will begin with this month's
edition and continue through February. The October connected will be sent by Wednesday of
this week.
·

Copies of the senior leader and non-career emails will be forwarded to you.
Tomorrow, we wilrsend out an invitation for all career successors to participate in a mandatory
Ready to Act: Executive Brief.
·
·
·
•
•

•

•

All personnel identified in the attached list are required to attend one of the four sessions being
offered this month (details will be included in the invitation).
The invite list reflects career positions and names identified in the attached Order of
Succession Delegation signed by S1 on September 14th and the organization charts you
submitted for RFI 1 respectively.
SCAOs are also required to attend one of the sessions.

Please review your organiZatjon's section and verify the names a·nd associated
positions are accurate. Please notify Greg Halter and Scott Horowitz if you see any
discrepancies ASAP.

The Succession Delegation has been posted on Connect as of today. The list of names should not be
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distributed and is for your use in validating your components successors. Please note that you are
included in this list: If you receive any questions about the delegation, please reach out to Bion, Jim,
or myself.
Thanks for your assistance!
Vince

Vince Micone
· DHS Presidential Transition Officer
and Senior Counselor
Management Directorate
U.S .. Department of Homeland Security
(202) 447-3400
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Department of Homeland Security
DHS Delegation Number: 0106
·
Revision Number: 06

Issue Date: 9/14/2016

OHS ORDERS OF
SUCCESSION AND
DELEGATIONS OF
AUTHORITIES FOR
NAMED POSITIONS

I. Purpose
This is a succession order for named positions and a delegation of authority for the
continuity of essential functions of officials at the Department of Homeland Security
(DHS) in case of absence, the inability of the incumbent to act during disasters or
catastrophic emergencies, or vacancies in offices.

II.

Succession Order/Delegation
A.
In case of the Secretary's death, resignation, or inability to perform the
functions of the Office, the orderly succession of officials is governed by
Executive Order 13442 (August 13, 2007).
B.
I hereby delegate to the officials occupying the identified positions in the
order listed (Annex A), my authority to exercise the powers and perform the
.
functions and duties of.my office, to the extent not otherwise prohibited by law, in
the event I am unavailable to act during a disaster or catastrophic emergency.
C.
The order of succession for the named positions, other than the Office of
the Secretary, are provided in Annexe.s B through AD.
D.
I hereby delegate authority to the officials occupying the identified
positions in the orders listed in Annexes B through AD to exercise the powers
and perform the functions and duties of the named positions in case of death,
resignation, inability to perform, absence, or inability to act during a disaster or
catastrophic emergency until that condition ceases.
E.
In terms of named positions in which appointment is required to be made
by the President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate (PAS), if
positions are vacant as thatterm is used in the Federal Vacancies Reform Act of
1998, the First Assistant shall act as the incumbent until a successor is ·
appointed, unless otherwise designated by the President. The individual serving
Delegation# 0106
Revision # 06
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in the position identified as the first to succeed is designated the "First Assistant"
for the purposes of the Federal Vacanci.es Reform Act of 1998. If the First
Assistant position is vacant, the next designated official in the order of
succession may exercise all the powers, duties, authorities, rights, and functions
authorized by law to be exercised by the incumbent, but may not perform any
function or duty required by law to be performed exclusively by the office holder.
F.
For all other positions that are not subject to the Federal Vacancies
Reform Act of 1998, any official in the order provided for in the succession order
may exercise all the powers, duties, authorities, rights, and functions authorized
to be performed by the incumbent, to the extent not otherwise limited by law.
G.
Only officials specifically designated in the order of succes~ion for each of
the named positions in Annexes B through AD are eligible, subject to modification
in accordance with Section II.I. Unless formally appointed by the Secretary,
persons appointed on an acting basis, or on some other temporary basis, are
ineligible to serve as a successor; therefore, the order of succession would fall to
the next designated official in the approved order of succession.
H.
The prohibition on any re-delegation of powers, authorities, functions, and
duties contained in Departmental Delegations, Directives, Management
Directives, Instructions, Manuals, or similar internal documents is not applicable
to restrict the authority of any individual who is exercising the authority of a
vacant position under this Delegation. Such an individual shall, however, be
bound by such Departmental Delegations, Directives, Management Directives,
Instructions, Manuals, or similar internal documents, and shall not further redelegate powers to any individual.
I.
Each Annex may be updated separately. A Component head seeks
modification of his/her order of succession by forwarding a proposed updated
Annex to the Office of Operations Coordination (OPS), Continuity Division and
the Office of the Under Secretary for Management (MGMT), Program Manager,
Delegations and Dfrectives; Annexes are processed by MGMT, in consultation
with the Office of the General Counsel (OGC), for approval of the Secretary. At a
minimum, the Annex is coordinated with OGG and the White House Liaison.
Where possible, Component orders of succession should be at least three
positions deep and geographically dispersed.
J.
The Office of the Executive Secretary, MGMT, and OPS are responsible .
for maintaining a current list of incumbents holding all positions identified in
Annexes B through AD.

K.
Nothing in this delegation is intended to limit my discretion as Secretary to
depart from this delegation.

2
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Title 5, [Jn,it$q $tat~s Cci,i.je (U.S.C.} §§3345~49 (Federai"Vacancies
Refodn Act of 19~8. as itlmended)
·

A,

B.

6. U.S.C. §, 1·12 (~ecrefar)'.;'functions)

ORS and .MGMT is.the offic:e of pri111c1ry iptere$t for maiJ1J?i.~ir,g:a}1d updating the
Anne~es;to t~is [)~leg1,lt[orJ..
·

V. Cancellation·
o·Hs Delegatimi 0106, "OHS Orders ofSuccession and Delegations·of'Authoritiesfor
Named Positions," Revision.d's;, is superseded,

..,,,"I..L. arles
. . . .-~~!!"!!!..--Johnson
Homeland Security

Legend
Limited term AP.fl:.::co:.:.:in"'tm""'e"'ntc....--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ - - - - - ' - ' L ' M
-~--=Mi=lita=ry Officer
Non-Career inJhe Senior'ExecutiveService or Schedule c·
N
p
Pieside11tial.AP.~Oin,_te~e_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Presiaential·Appointee:.with1Senate.Confirmation
-~~---

.S

----=-Sc=ie'-'ri=tifi=1c._Pr-"-of-"e.::.:ss~ioc.cna""1--------~--------T
•
FirstAssistant;pursuant to theFeaeralVacahcies Refdrm Act
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ANNEX A

ORDER FOR DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY BY THE
SECRETARY OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND
SECURITY
Pursuant to Executive Order 13442 (August 13, 2007)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Deputy Secretary of Homeland Security
Under Secretary for National Protection and Programs
Under Secretary for Management
Assistant Secretary of Homeland Security (Policy)
Under Secretary for Science and Technology
General Counsel
Assistant Secretary of Homeland Security (Transportation Security
Administration)
8. Administrator of the Federal Emergency Management Agency
9. Commissioner of U.S. Customs and Border Protection
10.Assistant Secretary of Homeland Security (U.S. Immigration and Customs
Enforcement)
11. Director of U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
12. Chief Financial Officer
13. Regional Administrator, Region V, Federal Emergency Management Agency
14. Regional Administrator, Region VI, Federal Emergency Management Agency
15.Regional Administrator, Region VII, Federal Emergency Management Agency
16.Regional Administrator, R,egion IX, Federal Emergency Management Agency
17. Regional Administrator, Region I, Federal Emergency Management Agency

A-1
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ANNEX B
ISSUE DATE: 9/14/2016

APPROVAL: 9/14/2016

OHS ORDERS OF SUCCESSION AND
ORDERS FOR DELEGATIONS OF AUTHORITIES
Career Status

Position

Deputy Secretary, Office of the
1

Deputy Secretary

2

Under Secretary for Management*

3

Administrator, Federal Emergency Management Agenc

s
s
s

4

Under Secretary, National Programs and Protection Directorate

s

5
6

Under Secretary, Science and Technolog1

7

Commissioner, U.S. Customs and Border Protection

8 '

Assistant Secretaey/Administrator, Transportation Securi!Y Administration

9

Assistant Secretary, U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement

10

Director, U.S. Cilizenshi(:I and Immigration Services

11

Assistant Secretary, Office of Policy

12

General Counsel

s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

13

Deputy Under Secretal)' for Management

C

14

Deputy Commissioner,· U.S. Customs and Border Protection

C

15

Deputy Administrator, Transportation Security Administration

C

16

Depu!Y Director, U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement

C

17

Deputy Director, U;S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

C

18

Director, Federal Law Enforcement Training Center

C

Under.Secretary, Intelligence and Analysis

B-1
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ANNEX C
ISSUE DATE: 9/14/2016

APPROVAL: 9/14/2016

OHS ORDERS OF SUCCESSION AND
ORDERS FOR DELEGATIONS OF AUTHORITIES
Career Status

Position

Citizenship and Immigration Services Ombudsman
1
2

Ombudsman

N

Deputy Director

C

3

Senior Advisor
of Staff

L

6

of
Chief of Casework

C

C-1
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ANNEXD
ISSUE DATE: 9/14/2016

APPROVAL: 9/14/2016

DHS ORDERS OF SUCCESSION AND
ORDERS FOR DELEGATIONS OF AUTHORITIES
Career Status

Position

Citizenshi and lmmi ration Services, United States
1
Director

s

2

Deputy Director*

C

3

Associate Director, Management Directorate

C

4

Associate Director, Refugee Asylum and International Operations Directorate

C

5

Associate Director, Service Center Operations Directorate

C

6

Associate Director, Field Operations Directorate

C

7

Director, National Benefits Center

C

D-1
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ANNEXE
ISSUE DATE: 9/14/2016

APPROVAL: 9/14/2016

DHS ORDERS OF SUCCESSION AND
ORDERS FOR DELEGATIONS OF AUTHORITIES
Position

Career Status

Civil Ri hts and Civil Liberties, Office for
p

1

Civil Rights and Civil Liberties Officer

2

Deputy Officer, Programs and Compliance

3

Deputy Officer, Equal Employment Opportunity Programs

C

4

Executive Officer

C

E-1

·c
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ANNEX F
ISSUE DATE: 9/14/2016

APPROVAL: 9/14/2016

DHS ORDERS OF SUCCESSION AND
ORDERS FOR DELEGATIONS OF AUTHORITIES
;

Position.

Career Status

Coast Guard, United States
2

M

3-4

Vice Commandant
Deputy Commandant for Mission Support or Deputy Commandant for Operations
in Jlrecedence of their grade

5-6

Other Vice Admirals in J:>recedence of their grade

M

M

F-1
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ANNEXG
ISSUE DATE: 9/14/2016

APPROVAL: 9/14/2016

OHS ORDERS OF SUCCESSION AND
ORDERS FOR DELEGATIONS OF AUTHORITIES
Position

Career Status

Customs and Border Protection, United States
1
2

Commissioner

s

Dei:iut~ Commissioner•

C

3

Executive Assistant Commissioner Office of Field Oi:ierations

C

5

Executive Assistant Commissioner, Air and Marine Operations

C

6

Executive Assistant Commissioner, Trade

C

7

Executive Assistant Commissioner, Operations Support

C

8

Executive Assistant Commissioner, Enterprise Services

C

G-1
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ANNEX H
ISSUE DATE: 9/14/2016

. APPROVAL: 9/14/2016

DHS ORDERS OF SUCCESSION AND
ORDERS FOR DELEGATIONS OF AUTHORITIES
Position

Career Status

Domestic Nuclear Detection Office
Director
1.

p

3

Assistant Director, Assessments Directorate

C

4

Assistant Director, Operations Support Directorate

C

5

Chief of Staff

c·

6

Assistant Director, Transformational and AQPlied Research

C

H-1
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ANNEX I
ISSUE DATE: 9/14/2016

APPROVAL: 9/14/2016

DHS ORDERS OF SUCCESSION AND
ORDERS FOR DELEGATIONS OFAUTHORITIES
Position

Career Status

Executive Secretariat

'

·2

Dee!!!Y. Executive Secretary_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___;;_C

3

Assistant Executive Secretary, Briefing Books/lnteragencY.~C=o~or=di~na=tio~n_ _ _ _C~

1-1
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ANNEXJ
ISSUE DATE: 9/14/2016

APPROVAL: 9/14/2016

DHS ORDERS OF SUCCESSION AND
ORDERS FOR DELEGATIONS OF AUTHORITIES
Career Status

Position

Federal Emergency Management Agency

3

Dei:iuty Administrator, Protection and National Preparedness

'

.

S

4
5

Associate Administrator, Response and Recovery
N
FEMA B§J}on IX Admin_is_tr_at_or_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _C_

6

FEMA Region VI Administrator

C

J-1
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ANNEXK
ISSUE DATE: 9/14/2016

APPROVAL: 9/14/2016

OHS ORDERS OF SUCCESSION AND
ORDERS FOR DELEGATIONS OF AUTHORITIES
Position

Career Status

Federal Law Enforcement Training Center
1

Director

2

Dee!!!y Director for Training
Deputy Director for Management ·

3

4
5
6
7

Assistant Director, Mission and Readiness Support
Assistant Director, Regional and International Training

C
C
C
C
····-····--·C
·----

Assistant Director Chief Financial Officer

C

Assistant Director, Glynco Training

C

8

Assistant Director, Centralized Training Management

C

8

Assistant Director, Washington Operations

C

9

Assistant Director, Chief Information Officer

10

Chief of Staff

....

___C
C

K-1
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ANNEX L
ISSUE DATE: 9/14/2016

APPROVAL: 9/14/2016

DHS ORDERS OF SUCCESSION AND
ORDERS FOR DELEGATIONS OF AUTHORITIES
Position·

Career Status

General Counsel, Office of the
1

General Counsel

s

2

Principal DeE)UtY. General Counsel*

C

3

De!Jll!Y. General Counsel

[Senior ranking.J2.Y. time in position and in DHS]'

4

Deputy General Counsel

[Senior ranking.J2.Y. time in position and in DHS)

N

__5__D_e~p_uty_~_G_en_e_ra_l_C_o_un_s~e_l_ _,[~S~en~io~r_ra_n_k_ing.J2.Y. time in position and in DHSJ
6 Chief of Staff

N

_

N __ _

C
7 Associate General Counsel, Operations and Enforcement
C
8 Associate General Counsel, General Law
C
9 Chief Counsel, Trans[>ortation Security< Administration
· - - ~ ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - ~C1O Chief Counsel, Federal Law Enforcement Training Center
c

--~---------

1

For the Deputy General Counsel positions identified in lines 3-5, seniority is determined by length of
time in the position. In the event more than one Deputy General Counsel has the same appointmert
date, time in service in the Department is the second determining factor for seniority.
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ANNEXM
ISSUE DATE: 9/14/2016

APPROVAL: 9/14/2016

DHS ORDERS OF SUCCESSION AND
ORDERS FOR DELEGATIONS OFAUTHORITIES
Position

Career Status

Health Affairs, Office of
1

Assistant Secretary for Health Affairs and Chief Medical Officer

p

2

Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary and Deputy Chief Medical Officer
Associate Chief Medical Officer and Division Director, Workforce Health and

C

4

Deputy Assistant Secretary and Division Director, Health Threats Resilience

C

M-1
·
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ANNEXN

ISSUE DATE: 9/14/2016

APPROVAL: 9/14/2016

DHS ORDERS OF SUCCESSION AND
ORDERS FOR DELEGATIONS OF AUTHORITIES
Career Status

Position

Immigration and Customs Enforcement, United States
1

Assistant Secretar:y_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--"--s

_::.2_...::D:.=e~ Director•
········-···········-··········---C
3
Executive Associate Director, Homeland Security Investigations
----·--- C
4
Executive Associate Director, Enforcement and Removal Operations
.C .

5

Executive Associate ·Director, Manag,.:::e:.:cm.=:en.:ot.=a:.:cnd:.,Ac,:d~m"'i"'ni::.:st:.=ra"'lio:::.n.:......_ _ _ _ _ _C=-

6

7

Principal Legc::alccA.:::d.:.:vi.:cso:::.r_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~-------'N..,__
Special Agent in Char:g,.;;;e_-_,Dc..:e:.;,,;n°"ve""r_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.;;:._C

8

Field Officer Director - San Antonio

C

N-1
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ANNEXO
ISSUE DATE: 911412016

APPROVAL: 9/1412016

DHS ORDERS OF SUCCESSION AND
ORDERS FOR DELEGATIONS OF AUTHORITIES
Career Status

Position

Inspector General, Office of
2

Deputy Insf.!ector General*

C

3

Counsel to the lnsJ)ector General ____·_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _C~

4

Assislant lnsJ)ector General, Audits

C

5

Assistant Inspector General, Inspections

C

6

Assislant Inspector General, Emergency Management Oversight

C
'-

0-1
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ANNEX P
ISSUE DATE: 9/14/2016

APPROVAL: 9/14/2016

DHS ORDERS OF SUCCESSION AND
ORDERS FOR DELEGATIONS OF AUTHORITIES
Career Status

Position

Intelligence and Analysis, Office of
1
2
3

Under Secretary for Intelligence and Analysis/OHS Chief Intelligence Officer

S

Principal Deputy Under Secretary for Intelligence and Analysis*

C

Deputy Under Secretary for Intelligence Operations

C

4

Deputy Under Secretary for Mission Support

C

5

Associate Deputy Director, El Paso Intelligence Center/ Strategic Analysis Section

C

P-1
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ANNEXQ
ISSUE DATE: 9/14/2016

APPROVAL: 9/14/2016

DHS ORDERS OF SUCCESSION AND
ORDERS FOR DELEGATIONS OF AUTHORITIES
Position

Career Status

Legislative Affairs, Office of
1
Assistant Secretary for Legislative Affairs
Deputy Assistant Secretary (Senate)
2

p
N

3

Deputy Assistant Secretary (House)

N

5

Director, Management Team

C

6

Director, FEMA Team
Director, Borders and Immigration

C
C

7

Q-1
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ANNEX R
ISSUE DATE: 9/14/2016

APPROVAL: 9/14/2016

DHS ORDERS OF SUCCESSION AND
ORDERS FOR DELEGATIONS OF AUTHORITIES
Position

Career Status

Management Directorate
1
Under Secretary for Management
2
Depu!}' Under Secretary for Management*
Chief Financial
4
Chief Information Officer
Chief Human Capital Officer
5
6
Chief Procurement Officer
7
Chief Readiness Supl)ort Officer
Chief Security Officer
8

10

Dei:,u!}' Director, Federal Law Enforcement Training Center

R·1

s
C

p
C
C
C
C
C
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ANNEX S
ISSUE DATE: 9/14/2016

APPROVAL: 9/14/2016

OHS ORDERS OF SUCCESSION AND
ORDERS FOR DELEGATIONS OF AUTHORITIES
Position

Career Status

National Protection and Programs Directorate
1

Under Secretary

s

2

Deputy Under Secretary for NPPD*

N

3

Deputy Under Secretary for Cybersecurity

N

4

Chief of Staff

5
6

Assistant Secretary, Office of Infrastructure Protection

C
p

Assistant Secretary, Office of Cybersecurity and Communications

N

7

Director, Federal Protective Service

C

8

Director, Office of Biometric Identity Management

C

9

Director, Office of C)lber and Infrastructure Analysis

10

Director of Management

11

Federal Protective Service Assistant Director for Field Operations - West

C
C
C

s.1
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ANNEX T
ISSUE DATE: 9/14/2016

APPROVAL: 9/14/2016

. DHS ORDERS OF SUCCESSION AND
ORDERS FOR DELEGATIONS OF AUTHORITIES
Care.er Status

Position

Operations Coordination, Office of
2

Deeutx_D_irect_o_r_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _C~

3

Director, Current Operations Division

C

4

Director, National Operations Center

C

T-1
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ANNEX U
ISSUE DATE: 9/14/2016

APPROVAL: 9/14/2016

DHS ORDERS OF SUCCESSION AND
ORDERS FOR DELEGATIONS OF AUTHORITIES
Career Status

Position

Partnership and Engagement, Office of
1

Assistant Secreta

2

Assistant Secretary for State and Local Law Enforcement

N
N

3

Dei:iuty Assistant Secretary, lnterg,~ov~e~rn=m~e=nt=a'-'-1A-"-ff"'aic..crs'-----------"'-C-

4

Deputy Assistant Secretary, Private Sector Office

N

U-1
·
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ANNEXV
ISSUE DATE: 9114/2016

APPROVAL: 9/14/2016

DHS ORDERS OF SUCCESSION AND
ORDERS FOR DELEGATIONS OF AUTHORITIES
Career Status

Position

Policy, Office of
2

Assistant Secretary for International Affairs and Chief Dif2lomatic Officer•

N

3

Principal Dei:,uty Assistant Secretary

N

4

Assistant Secretary for Threat Prevention and Security Policy

N

5

. Assistant Secretary for Border, Immigration, and Trade

N

6

Assistant Secretary for Cyber, Infrastructure, and Resilience

N

7

Assistant Secretary for Strategy, Plans, Analysis, and Risk

C

8

Deputy Assistant Secretary for Screening Coordination Office

C

9

Deputy Assistant Secretary for International Affairs

C

V-1
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ANNEXW
ISSUE DATE: 9/14/2016

APPROVAL: 9/14/2016

OHS ORDERS OF SUCCESSION AND
ORDERS FOR DELEGATIONS OF AUTHORITIES
Position

Career Status

Privacy Officer, Chief

W-1
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ANNEXX
ISSUE DATE: 9/14/2016

APPROVAL: 9/14/2016

DHS ORDERS OF SUCCESSION AND
ORDERS FOR DELEGATIONS OF AUTHORITIES
Position

Career Status

Public Affairs, Office of
1
Assistant Secretary
2
PrinciJJal Deputy Assistant Secretary

p
C

···---····-····-

3

Deputy Assistant Secretary for Media OJJerations/Press Secretary

N

4
5

De]Juty Assistant Secretary for Strategic Communications

N

Director of Communications

N

6

Chief of Staff

C

7

Director, lncidentCammunicatians

C

\

X-1
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ANNEX Y
ISSUE DATE: 9/14/2016

APPROVAL: 9/14/2016

DHS ORDERS OF.SUCCESSION AND
ORDERS FOR DELEGATIONS OF AUTHORITIES
Position

Career Status

Science and Technology
1

s

2

Under Secretary
Dee_l!!Y. Under Secretary•

C

4

Director, Finance.and Budget Division

C

5

C

6

Director, Homeland Security Advanced Research Projects Agency
Director, Office of Support to the Homeland Security Enterprise and First
Responders Division

7

Director, Capability Development Support Division

C

8
9
10
11
12

Director, Research and Development Partnerships
Director, Administrative Support Division

C

C

Deputy Chief of Staff

C
C

Deputy Director, Finance and Budget Division

C

Deputy Director, Homeland Security Advanced Research Projects Agency
Deputy Director, Office of Support to the Homeland Security Enterprise and First

C

14

Deputy Director, Capability Development Support Division ·

C

15

Deputy Director, Research and Development Partnerships

C

'
Y-1
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ANNEX Z
ISSUE DATE: 9/14/2016

APPROVAL' 9/14/2016

DHS ORDERS OF SUCCESSION AND
ORDERS FOR DELEGATIONS OF AUTHORITIES
Position

Career Status

Secret Service, United States
Director
Deputy Director
2
Chief
Operating Officer
3
Assistant Director" Protective
Assistant Director - Investigations
5
Assistant Director Government and Public Affairs
6
7
Assistant Director" Human Resources
----------------·-----8
Assistant Director - Professional Responsibility
·9
Assistant Director.- Strategic Intelligence and Information
1O Assistant Director- Training
11 Chief - Unifonned Division
Chief Counsel
Chief
Officer
Chief Financial Officer
15 Chief" Strategic Planning and Policy
16 Deputy Assistant Director(s)" Protective Operations
Assistant
18 Deputy Assistant Director(s) - Government and Public Affairs
19 Deputy Assistant Director(s) - Human Resources
20 · Deputy Assistant Director( s) " Professional Responsibility
21 Deputy Assistant Director(s) - Strategic Intelligence and Information
22 Deputy Assistant Director(s) - Training
23 Deputy Assistant Director(s) - Technical Development and Mission Support
24 Deputy Assistant Director(s) - Strategic Planning and Policy
25 Special Agent in Charge - Washington
26 Special Agent in Charge - New York
27 Special Agent in Charge Miami
28 Special Agent in Charge Los Angeles

Z-1

p
C
C

C
C
C
C

C
C

C
C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
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ANNEX AA
ISSUE DATE: 9/14/2016

APPROVAL: 9/14/2016

DHS ORDERS OF SUCCESSION AND
ORDERS FOR DELEGATIONS OF AUTHORITIES
Career Status

Position

Transportation Security Administration
1
2

Assistant Secretary/ Administrator

s

3

Chief of Operations

C

4

Assistant Administrator, Office of Securi!Y. Operations

C

5

Assistant Administrator, Office of Law EnforcemenUFederal Air Marshal Service

6

Assi5.tant Administrator, Office of Global Strategies

7

Regional Director, Atlanta, Office of Security Operations

8

Regional Director, Dallas, Office of Securitl'..Qeeratl9ns

9
10

Federal Securi!Y. Director, Denver International Airport
Federal Air Marshal/Supervisory Air.Marshal in Charge, Los Angeles

AA-1

.C
C
C
C
C
C
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.. ANNEX AB .
ISSUE DATE: 9114/2016

APPROVAL: 9/1412016

DESIGNATION OF FIRST ASSISTANTS fOR NON-COMPONENT HEAD PRESIDENTIAL
APPOINTEES WITH SENATE CONFIRMATION POSITIONS

Career Status

Position

Chief Financial Officer (OHS)
1

Chief Financial Officer

s

2

Deputy Chief Financial Officer*

C

AB-1
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ANNEX AC
ISSUE DATE: 9/14/2016

APPROVAL: 9/14/2016

DESIGNATION OF FIRST ASSISTANTS FOR NON:coMPONENT HEAD PRESIDENTIAL
APPOINTEES WITH. SENATE CONFIRMATION POSITIONS
"

\

Career Status

Position

Deput Administrator, Federal Emergenc Management Agency (FEMA)
1
DeputY. Administrator, FEMA
3

DeQ.LJ!Y. Administrator, Protection and National Preparedness•
Associate Administrator, Mission Support

4

Deputy Associate Administrator, Office of Policy and Program Analysis

5

Region IX Administrator
Region VI Administrator

2

6

AC-1

s
s
c·
C
C
C
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ANNEX AD
ISSUE DATE: 9/1412016

APPROVAL: 9/14/2016

DESIGNATION OF FIRST ASSISTANTS FOR NON:-COMPONENT HEAD PRESIDENTIAL
APf>OINTEES WITH SENATE CONFIRMATION POSITIONS

Career Staius

Position

1
2

Dee!:!._ty Administrator, Protection and National Preearedness

s

Assistant Administrator, National Preparedness Directorate*

C

3

Assistant Administrator, Grant Programs

p

4

Assistant Administrator, National Continuity Programs

N

AD-1
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From:
Subject:
Date:

Mfcone, v1acent
FW: 2016·17 Presidential Transition Appointee Town Hall, October 18
Monday, October 03, 2016 3:26:19 PM

SCAOs:
Below is the message sent to non-career appointees a short time ago.
Thanks, ·
Vince

Vince Micone
OHS Presidential Transition Officer
and Senior Counselor
Management Directorate
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
(202) 447-3400

From: Office of the Under Secretary for Management
Sent: Monday, October 03, 2016 3:08 PM
Subject: 2016-17 Presidential Transition Appointee Town Hall, October 18

Fellow Presidential Appointees,
With the election now six weeks away, I thought it would be helpful to provide an overview
of our efforts to prepare for the Presidential Transition.
Earlier this year, we established the Presidential Transition Office and OHS Transition
Council. This effort is led by a career SES, Vince Micone, and the OHS Transition Council
is comprised of career representatives from the Department's Operational Components,
Directorates, and Headquarters Offices. There has been close collaboration on key efforts
to ensure that we are prepared to efficiently and effectively process departing appointees,
and welcome and support the new Administration.
The Presidential Transition Office, in coordination with the White House Liaison Office, has
scheduled a Town Hall for all appointees on October 18th at 1:00 p,m. in the NAC
Chapel. The focus of the town hall is to inform all appointees ori what they can expect,
and will need to accomplish, as part of the transition process. The meeting is mandatory.
so please schedule accordingly.
·
The upcoming Town Hall will provide comprehensive guidance for departing appointees to
support them during their transition.
Thank you for your continued support of the Department and our efforts to secure our

587

homeland.
Sincerely,
Russ Deyo
Under Secretary for Management
,.
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From:

Mkone. Vincent

Subject

FW: 2016-17 Presidential Transition
Monday, October 03, 2016 12: 19:02 PM

Date:

SCAOs,
This is the leader alert transmitted to SES, TSES, SL, ST, and USCG Flag Rank.. The all employee
email will hit your email boxes shortly.
·
Thanks,
Vince

Vince Micone
DHS Presidential Transition Officer
and Senior Counselor
Management Directorate
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
(202) 447-3400

From: Office of the Under Secretary for Management
Sent: Monday, October 03, 2016 9:17 AM
Subject: 2016-17 Presidential Transition

•7~~ Homeland

~- Security:
Dear Colleagues,

With the election now six weeks. away, I thought it would be helpful to provide an overview
of our efforts to prepare for the Presidential Transition.
·
·
Earlier this year, we established a Presidential Transition Office (PTO) and DHS Transition
Council. The PTO is led by a career SES, Vince Micone, and the DHS Transition Council
is comprised of career representatives from the Department's Operational Components,
Directorates, and Headquarters (HQ) Offices. The PTO has been working closely with
component counterparts on a number of key efforts to ensure we are prepared to welcome
and support the new Administration.
Through these efforts, we have made great progress. We have completed drafting
overview briefing materials and strategic issue papers for the President-Elect's Agency
Review Team and new appointees. Operational Components, Directorates, and HQ
Offices are now preparing internal transition materials. We have also reviewed and
updated the line of succession for all key leadership positions within the
Department. During October, we will provide ex_ecutive briefing sessions for career
successors so they are prepared to act.
The Presidential Transitions Improvements Act, which passed Congress and was signed
by the President this year, provides a structure for candidates to formally begin preparing

589

for a smooth transition well in advance of Eleciion Day. Candidates have already identified
leadership for their efforts and teams are being assembled. These actions will allow the
President-elect to.make key decisions and to prepare to govern earlier than in prior
. elections.

(

Later today I will be sending an email to all employees providing them with'an update
similar to the one I am providing to you. Also, an update will be provided on our transition
· efforts in Connected, the Department's monthly workforce newsletter.
I encourage you to include transition issues in your discussions with your subordinate
leaders and employees. Given the operational nature of the Department, the daily work of
our employees will be unaffected. However. a change in executive leadership can cause·
concern. It will also be helpful for you to remind employees of ethics guidance regarding
activities during election periods. This guidance is available through Connect and your
Ethics Official.
Finally, in late October, we plan to heist a webinar to provide you with an update on
transition efforts. Registration information will be sent to you in a few weeks.
Thank you for your continued support of the Department's Presidential transition efforts.
Sincerely,
Russ Deyo
Under Secretary for Management
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From:

Office of the Under Secretary tor Manaaement

Subject:

2016-17 Presidential Transition
Monday, October 03, 2016 12:18:02 PM

Date:

Dear Colleagues,
On November 8, 2016, the American people will elect our next President. Seventy-three
days later, that President will take office in a peaceful transfer of power that is a hallmark
of our American democracy.
To ensure that the Presidential transition is efficient and organized, every federal agency is
undertaking a meticulous planning process. This includes preparing materials to guide the
incoming Administration, as well as preparing the organization for any changes that may
occur when the next President takes office.
Early this year, we established a Presidential Transition Office and Departmental
Transition Council to undertake this challenging but essential task. In the coming weeks
and months, transition leadership will prepare materials for the incoming leadership,
ensure a smooth transition for outgoing and incoming non-career Presidential appointees,
and welcome the President-elect's review team so they may prepare the new
Administration to govern. Through these efforts, we will ensure continuity of operations
and facilitate a seamless transition from the current Administration to the next
· Administration.
Employees in OHS contribute every day to safeguard our nation during this election
season. For example, the U.S. Secret Service protects the candidates and their families
every day. FEMA is working with interagency partners to prepare training exercises for the
new Administration. NPPD is providing assistance to state and local officials to protect
election systems from cyber intrusions. Employees from all Components contribute to
these and other mission-critical efforts.
During the coming months, updates on transition preparations will be shared in our monthly
employee e-newsletter, Connected. You can also visit Connect and your Component's
intranet page for additional information.
Your support will enable the Department to continue to deliver our mission - with honor
and integrity, safeguarding the American people, our homeland, and our values. Thank
you for your continued hard work and support.
Sincerely,
Russ Deyo
Under Secretary for Management
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Micooe vrnceot

From:
Subject:

Date:
Attachments:

Successors Message and Ready to Act Executive Brief
Monday, October 03, 2016 10:14:04 AM

Deleoat!on OJ 06 Revision 06, PHS Orders of Succession and PeleaaMns o adf
Copy of RsvP list for Executivr:i sessions 2016 09 29y2,xtsx

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
SCAOs:
Today and tomorrow, you will see several messages related to the Presidential Transition transmitted
under the USM's signature.
•
•

•

An email was to all senior leaders this morning and an a/I-employee message outlining the
Department's transition efforts will be se.nt early this afternoon.
An email will be sent to all non-career officials appointees late this afternoon inviting them to
attend the Town Hall that will provide them with transition guidance and information specific to
departing appointees. The Town Hall will be held on October 18th at the NAC Chapel from 1
to 3 pm.
Additionally, a series of articles in the Connected e-newsletter. will begin with this month's
edition and continue through February. The October connected will be sent by Wednesday of
this week .

. Copies of the senior leader and non-career emails will be forwarded to you.
Tomorrow, we will send out an invitation for all career successors to participate in a mandatory
Ready to Act: Executive Brief. ·
•
•

•

•

All personnel identified in the attached list are required to attend one of the four sessions being
offered this month (details will be included in the invitation).
The invite list reflects career positions and names identified in the attached Order of
Succession Delegation signed by S1 on September 14th and the organization charts you
submitted for RFI 1 respectively.
SCAOs are also required to attend one of the sessions.

Pltase reyiew your organizatjon's section and verify the names·and assocjated
positions are accurate. Please notify Greg Halter and Scott Horowitz if you see any
discrepancies ASAP.

The Succession Delegation has been posted on Connect as of today. The list of names should not be
distributed and is for your use in validating your components successors. Please note that you are
included in this list. If you receive any questions about the delegation, please reach out to Bion, Jim,
or myself.
Thanks for your assistance!
Vince

Vince Micooe
DHS Presidential Transition Officer
and Senior Counselor
Management Directorate
· U.S. Department of Homeland Security
' (202) 447-3400
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Russ Deyo
Under Secretary for Management
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From:

Office of the Under secretary for Management

Subject:

2016·17 Presidential Transition
Monday, October 03, 2016 9: 16:54 AM

Date:

Homeland
Security, .

Dear Colleagues,
With the election now six weeks away, I thought it would be helpful to provide an overview
of our efforts to prepare for the Presidential Transition.
Earlier this year, we established a Presidential Transition Office (PTO) and DHS Transition
Council. The PTO is led by a career SES, Vince Micone, and the DHS Transition Council
is comprised of career representatives from the Department's Operational Componerits,
Directorates, and Headquarters (HQ) Offices. The PTO has been working closely with
component counterparts on a number of key efforts to ensure we are prepared to welcome
and support the new Administration.
Through these efforts, we have made great progress. We have completed drafting
overview briefing materials and strategic issue papers for the President-Elect's Agency
Review Team and new appointees. Operational Components, Directorates, and HQ
Offices are now preparing internal transition materials. We have also reviewed and
updated the line of succession for all key leadership positions within the
Department. During October, .we will provide executive briefing sessions for career
successors so they are prepared to act.
The Presidential Transitions Improvements Act, which passed Congress and was signed
by the President this year, provides a structure for candidates to formally begin preparing
for a smooth transition well in advance of Election Day. Candidates have already identified
leadership for their efforts and teams are being assembled. These actions will allow the
President-elect to make key decisions and to prepare to govern earlier than in prior
elections.
·

Later today I will be sending an email to all employees providing them with an update
similar to the one I am providing to you. Also, an update will be provided on our transition
efforts in Connected, the Department's monthly workforce newsletter.
I encourage you to include transition issues in your discussions with your subordinate
leaders and employees. Given the operational nature of the Department, the daily work of
our employees will be unaffected. However, a change in executive leadership can cause
concern. It will also be helpful for you to remind employees of ethics guidance regarding
activities during election periods. This guidance is available through Connect and your
Ethics Official.
Finally, in late October, we plan to host a webinar to provide you with an update on
transition efforts. Registration information will be sent to you in a few weeks:
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Thank you for your continued support of the Department's Presidential transition efforts.
Sincerely,
Russ Deyo
Under Secretary for Management
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From:

Renaud, Tracy l

To:

soaiabba l ori L

Subject:

RE: Executive Briefing for Successor<
l!vnday, September 26, 2016 8: 14:54 PM

Date:

Great.. .I can't wait.

Tracy L. Renaud
Associate Director, Management
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Security
202-272-1739 (office)
From: Scialabba, Lori L
Sent: Monday, September 26, 2016 7:53:50 PM
To: Renaud, Tracy L
subject: RE: Exerutive Briefing for Successors
CTABs are scary as hell.

From: Renaud, Tracy L
Sent: Friday, Sejtember 23, 2016 1:36 PM
To: Scialabba, Leri L
Cc: Farnam, Julie E; Prater, Jocelyn S
SUbject: FW: Executive Briefing for Successors
Lori,
In addition to the prep session below, you will also be receiving an invitation for a mandatory 30miriute session in early November that will be for career successors for heads of components where
you will receive guidance and direction from the Secretary. I have added Jocelyn to this message for
her awareness. They are also working with l&A on putting together a CTAB prep session which will
occur in October. I don't know that you need it for yourself, but in my opinion your attendance
could be. beneficial to others as you would be able to provide some real-life input since you routinely
attend CTAB. I believe I will need to attend the CTAB session as the Acting D2 designee.

Tro,:y L. Renoud
Associate Director
Management DirectOIDte
US Citizenship & Immigration Services

Oepartment of Homelulld Security
201.-272:1739 (desk/

From: Renaud, Tracy L
Sent: Friday, September 23, 2016 1:15 PM
To: 'Scialabba, Lori L (Lorj.Scia!abba@uscjs.dhs gay)'; Langlois, Joseph E
(Joseph,Langlois@uscis,dhs,gov); Neufeld, Donald W; 'Renaud, Daniel M
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/

(Daniel.M.Renaud@uscis.dhs.gov)';

Cowan; Ri51lert M

Cc: USCIS Presidential Transition; Farnam, Julie E
Subject: Executive Briefing for Successors

Lori, Joe, Don, Dan and Rob,
I was informed today that the Secretary signed off on the Department's Leadership Succession
earlier this month and it has been sent on to WH/OMB. The Secretary did not take this task lightly
and what was scheduled to be a 15-minute briefing with him on the targeted successor plan ended
up lasting about 75 minutes. I was verbally informed that the USCIS order of succession was not
modified. For your awareness, the succession planning that USCIS has had in place for the last
couple of years continues to be the order of succession for times when the Director is unable or
unavailable to perform his duties is as follows:

2.
3.
4.

Deputy Director (Lori Scialabba)
Associate Director Management (Tracy Renaud)
Associate Director RAIO (Joseph Langlois)
Associate Director SCOPS (Donald Neufeld)

5.
6.

Associate Director FOD (Daniel Renaud)
Director, NBC (Robert Cowan)

1.

While this order of successors is not directly related to Presidential Transition you can easily
understand why it is important to have this in place during the transition and have all those
identified as successors ready to act should any event occur during the transition and as we prepare
for transition. To that end, the DHS Presidential Transition Te.am will be hosting a 90-minute session
to provide an executive briefing to all career successors across DHS which will include: transition
update, COOP, COG, emergency management and preparing for the ~ew Administration. There will
be four opportunities throughout the month of October for you to participate in one of these
sessions, currently the planned dates are as follows:
•

October 14 th at 10:00 in the DHS OCH CO conference room

•

October 20 th at 10:00 in the DHS OCHCO conference room

•

October 21 st at 10:00 Webinar
October 31 st at 1:30 atthe NAC

•

You will be receiving the invitation directly but I wanted to give you a heads up so you understand
why you have been invited to at_tend when the invitation comes to you. If you have any questions
· please let me or Julie know.

Tracy L. Renoud
Associate Director
Management Directorate
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US Citizenship & Immigration Services
·Department of Homeland Security
202·272-1739 (desk/
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From:

Beagles lames

To:

PTO Master Distro

Subject:

Ready to Act Framework

Date:

fnday, September 23, 2016 3:37:53 PM

Attachments:

Beadv to Act Framework 9~23~16 dooc

Attached is the ready to Act Framework we discussed at today's SCAO meeting.
Have a great weekend,
Jim
James M. Beagles
Chief of Staff
DHS PresidentialTransition Office
Office: 202-282-9392

Cell: 202-577-5238
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From:

Renaud, Tracy L

'To:
SUbject:

vaoisoo, Denise

Date:

RE: PreSidential Transition
Friday, September 23, 2016 1:39:00 PM

Yes, I wanted you to be aware but it isn't mandatory that the politicals attend,

Trocy L. Renaud
Associate Director
Management Dir~ate
US Citizenship & Immigration Services

Deportment of Homeland Security
202-272-1739 (desk/

From: Vanison, Denise Sent: Friday, September 23, 2016 1:38 PM
To: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: Presidential Transition

Are the political SESs exempted from this, Tracy?

Denise Vanison
Chief, Office of Policy and Strategy
U.S Citizenship and Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Security
(202) 272-1496
From: Renaud, Tracy L
Sent: Friday, September 23, 2016 6:30:22 PM
To: usas SES ALL
Cc: USOS-Presidential Transition; Farnam, Julie E
Subject: Presidential Transition
USCIS Executives,

As you know, I have been designated as the USCIS Senior Component Accountable Official (SCAO)
for the Presidential Transition efforts and Julie Farnam has been designated as the USCIS
Component Action Officer (CAO), To date, our activities have been primarily revolving around ,
preparation of documentation that we would use to in-brief the new Administration on the state of
the agency, agency mission and key issues that we are dealing with, Howe_ver, we do anticipate that
there will be increased activity as we enter into the month of October, As part of the Departmentwide efforts related to transition, the DHS Presidential Transition Office will be hosting a Webinar
for DHS Senior Leaders during the month of October. That group will include all SES members from
USCIS, The topic will be "Preparing for a New Administration" and will include discussion
surrounding how career executives can prepare for a change_in administration; how executives can
· prepare their staff and general strategies for effectively working with the new administrati.on,
When the date/time is firmed up you should receive an invitation directly from DHS, but I wanted to.
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give you a heads up so you understand why you are receiving the invitation. Please bear in mind
that this will include all N700 executives across Dl;IS so when you receive the invitation it should not
be further disseminated to non-executive staff.
If you have any question regarding this or transition efforts in general please feel free to reach out to
me or Julie directly or through our mailbox at USCISPresidentalTransition@uscis.dhs.gov.

Tracy L. Renaud

Assoa'ote o;,ector
Management Directorate
US Citizenship & Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Security
202-271-1739 (desk)
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From:

To:
Subject:

Date:

Stewart Bion
·Scanlon June: Vogt Anthony J RDML: Hess,- David; Rabmv I vn M: Bibo David; Reoa11d Tracy I; B.OAC1:L.. ,
.LEWIS...S.; Mirooe Vincent: Baden, Tim: Wiemers, Todd CCAPT· PARAMORE FARON K: Bartholomew Heather:
FRIEL. MICHAEL l: McKean Wmdv C
Presidential Transition Office ~ ART leadership Briefs
Friday, September 23, 2016 9:04:59 AM

Thank you all for takingttie tir:ie to discuss the leadership briefs yesterday. I found it very helpful to
frame our approach and recommendations for the ART. I will be pulling together the framework in
the next week or so to share with the group and we can move forward from there to refine and
standardize for your and your principal's use.
For the Coast Guard and Secret Service -one thought that popped into my head yesterday (because
obviously I have nothing better to think about) which may or may not be of value is the other
Components will have trusted champions of the .new Administration and the Department placed
into senior leadership_ positions. In many ways this will be an advantage in terms of influencing and
aligning priorities with the new Administration. You will not have the same "advantage" when it
comes to leveraging an established relationship and particularly trust with the new Administration
from the onset. This may make the first engagements you have with the ART even more critical to
ensure you not only inform the new Administration of your organization's priorities and challenges,
but begin the process of building trust and influence moving forward. Just a random thought.

V/R,
Bion
Bion Stewart
Deputy Presidential Transition Officer
Department of Homelal'ld Security

202-282-9125
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USCIS Presidential Transition
llSCIS Exec Soc
Sutton Mada G(Gemma); Renaud, Tracv l

From:

fo:
Cc:
Subject
Date:

FW: Presidential Transition Office • Strategic Issue Papers
Monday, September 19, 2016 12:42:03 PM

Attachments:

Strateak Issue Paper Assianments,x!sx

Is.sue Paper Eorrnatv3 dog

Presidential Trar$tion strateaic Issue eaoer Tooic ListY2,doo:.

Hi Johnetta,
Here's the original tasking from DHS. Although all of the issue papers listed in the attachment will
likely be sent through the Exec Sec for final clearance we would like to make sure our leadership is
. good with our joint USCIS/CBP and USCIS/l&A papers now
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489·8802
This commun!Cation, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covere~ by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services, If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this mes.sage is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.

From: Stewart, Bion
Sent: Monday, August 15, 2016 2:02 PM
To: PTO Master Distro
Subject: Presidential Transition Office - Strategic Issue Papers
Transition Colleagues,
As previously conveyed, the PTO is providing you with an advance look at the DMAG·approved
Strategic Issue Paper topic list. We are providing this advance look so co-leads may identify
appropriate program leads, plan coordination, and begin drafting at your discretion. The PTO is
working on scheduling time to brief Sl/52, and once the list receives final approval, a formal tasking
will be sent out via ExecSec. The PTO will also highlight any Sl / S2 changes to the list at that time.
The projected due date for the issue paper drafts is COB September 21 st (a change from our
original timeline of 9/15).· We are still targeting finalizing all issue papers by October 15\ and will
continue to monitor workload and timelines and make adjustments as necessary.'

Guidance:
The attached spreadsheet identifies the issue paper topics (as modified/ amended by the
DMAG), co-leads, a brief description of the paper based on the nominations, and requested
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. consultations. Co-leads were identified based cin the subject matter, nomination
submi.ssions, and assessment by the PTO. Requested consultations were identified in a
similar fashion. SCOAs are responsible for coordinating paper development in consultation
with their co-lead counterparts and working with consulting.
Components or Offices who wish to change the designated co-leads for any topic may
request a change after consultation with the designated or prospective co-leads as
appropriate and an agreement is reached. The PTO will not entertain a unilateral request ·
for a change of co-leads .. Please notify the PTO via email of the agreed-upon change with all
involved SCAOs included.
Components or Offices who wish to provide input or request to consult on any strategic
issue paper may request so through the designated co-leads. Co-leads are encouraged to
collaborate with requested.consulting Components and Offices to the greatest extent
practicable.
Co-leads are responsible for the content of the strategic issue papers including accepting or

I

rejecting input from other Components and Offices at their discretion. Co-leads are also
responsible for ensuring the draft is cleared by the designated requested consulting
Components and Offices ata minimum pri.or to submitting .to the. PTO. Co-leads may
coordinate review/clearance with other Components and Offices at their discretion. Due to
the volume of papers and the timeline, not all Components and Offices will have an
opportunity to review and dear on all strategic issue papers. This "pre-clearance" process
will help facilitate a reasonable review and clearance process within the available timeline.
Additional information regarding finalizing strategic issue papers will be provided at a later
date.
Issue papers are limited
. to three pages of text using the. attached. format unless otherwise
noted. Co-leads are encouraged to include graphs, tables, and/or pictures as appropriate,
which will not be counted against the page limit. The strategic issue paper format is based
largely on the format used for Sl hearing preparations. The purpose of these papers is not
'to make the reader a subject matter expert, but to provide the incoming leadership with the
most critical information they should know on these topics in their first 30-60 days. Please
ensure the papers focus only on the key components of the issue and are drafted for Sl / 52
or Component/ Office Head consumption. If it is not possible to reasonably convey the
critical information in three pages of text, please contact the PTO to discuss options. The
expectation is the incoming leadership will request additional detail and briefings on these
topics as desired.
These·papers are not intended for the transition team, but for incoming appointees so the
papers may be FOUO or LE Sensitive if necessary (unclassified preferred if possible). If a co·
lead determines an issue paper must be classified, please contact the PTO to discuss.
The PTO will send an invite for a conference call in the next couple of days to discuss the way ahead
and answer any questions you may have about the strategic issue papers.
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I've also attached a briefing paper capturing all the feedback received from the DMAG as well as a ·
bucketed list of topics and co-leads for easier reference.
Thank you once again for your support and tremendous efforts.

V/R,
. Bion
Bion Stewart
· Deputy Presidential Transition Officer
Department of Homeland Security
202-282-9125
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· DHS Transition Issue Paper Format
"Topic"
OVERVIEW

• Key bullets describing the issue, including the outcomes we hope to achieve for the
American public
• Briefly describe why this issue is important for leadership visibility
• What are the trends/drivers requiring a change in operational posture, policy, and/or
resource allocation?
} Trend I- legislative changes,'OIG/GAO findings, etc:
} Trend 2 - evolving threats, strategic environment, etc.
• What are the major risks associated with this issue space?
• Briefly describe the potential courses of action to address this issue and when
action is needed
}, Course of Action I
} Course of Action 2
}, Course of Action 3

DETAILED DISCUSSION

Role ofDHS in "topic:·
• Where do DHS missions align with or impact this issue?
} Mission/ relationship
} Mission/ relationship
}, Mission/ relationship .
Issue Background
• Present relevant qualitative and quantitative information I data to support an
understanding of the issue (e.g.; flows, demographics, trends)
Courses ofAction
• More fully describe the potential courses of action to address this issue, its
pros, cons, and associated risks (e.g., Qperational, policy, partnerships, and
resources). Consider changes to existing legislative authorities, regulations,
and/or policies needed to better address this issue. Present quantitative data to
support an understanding of the potential courses of action
} · Status Quo
} Course of Action I
} Course of Action 2
} Course of Action 3
Key Partnerships
• What key stakeholders / partners are affected by this issue and how?
Consider:
} Federal

} SLTT
} International
» NGO
} Public/ Private
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From:
To:
Subject: .

Date:
Attachments:

lJOCIS Presidential Transition
Renaud Tracv 1
FW: Presidential Transition Office· Strategic Issue Papers
Monday, September 19, 2016 12:19:49 PM

Strateoic Issue Paper Assiaoments xtsx
Twre Paoer formatV3 dog
Presidential Irans.itioo Strategic Issue eaoer Tonic LifilY2,dooc

Tracy,
Sorry to bug you on your vacation. It looks like the issue papers will come back around to all the
components through the Exec Sec process in the next week or so, but before we send our final
drafts to OHS, I was thinking that we'd still want our leadership to clear on them before returning to
the PTO. Should we send these for Lori and Leon's clearance now before we send them back to DHS
orwait? Thanks!
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272·1102
(c) 202-489-8802
I
This communication, along with any attachments, rnay contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
J

electronic communicatjons. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citiienship
and lmm'igration Services. tf the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissem·ination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately n_otify the sender.

From: Stewart, Bion
Sent: Monday, August 15, 2016 2:02 PM
To: PTO Master Distro
Subject: Presidential Transition Office - Strategic Issue Papers

Transition Colleagues,
As previously conveyed,' the PTO is providing you with an advance look at the DMAG·approved
Strategic Issue Paper topic list. We are providing this advance ·1ook so co-leads may identify
appropriate program leads, plan coordination, and begin drafting at your discretion. The PTO is
working on scheduling time to brief S1/S2, and once the list rece.ives final approval, a formal tasking
will be sent out via ExecSec. The PTO will also highlight any 51 / S2 changes to the list at that time.
The projected due date for the issue paper drafts is COB September 21 st (a change from our
original timelineof9/15). We are still targeting finalizing all issue papers by October 151, and will
continue to monitor workload and timelines and make adjustments as necessary.

Guidance:
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The attached spreadsheet identifies the issue paper topics (as modified/ amended by the
DMAG), co-leads, a brief description of the paper based on the nominations, and requested
consultations. Co-leads were identified based on the subject matter, nomination
submissions, and assessment by the PTO. Requested consultations were identified in a
similar fashion. SCOAs are responsible for coordinating paper development in consultation
with their co-lead counterparts and working with consulting.
Components or Offices who wish to change the designated co-leads for any topic may
request a change after consultation with the designated or prospective co-leads as
appropriate and an agreement is reached. The PTO will not entertain a unilateral request
for a change of co-leads. Please notify the PTO via email of the agreed-upon change with all.
involved SCAOs included.
Components or Offices who wish to provide input or request to consult on any strategic
issue paper may request so through the designated co-leads. Co-leads are encouraged to
collaborate with requested consulting Components and Offices to the greatest extent
practicable.
Co-leads are responsible for the content of the strategic issue papers including accepting or
rejecting input from other Components and Offices at their discretion. Co-leads are also
responsible for ensuring the draft is cleared by the designated requested consulting
Components and Offices at a minimum prior to submitting to the PTO. Co-leads may
coordinate review/clearance with other Components and Offices at their discretion. Due to
the volume of papers and the timeline, not all Components and Offices will have an
opportunity to review and clear on all strategic issue papers. This "pre-clearance" process.
will help facilitate a reasonable review and clearance process within the available timeline.
Additional information regarding finalizing strategic issue papers will be provided at a later.
date.
Issue papers are limited to three pages of text using the attached format unless otherwise
noted. Co-leads are encouraged to include graphs, tables, and/or pictures as appropriate,
which will not be counted against the page limit. The strategic issue paper format is based
largely on the format used for 51 hearing preparations. The purpose of these papers is not
to make the reader a subject matter expert, but to provide the incoming leadership with the

most critical information they should know on these topics in their first 30-60 days. Please
ensure the papers focus only on the key components of the issue and are drafted for S1 / S2
or Component/ Office Head consumption. If it is not possible to reasonably convey the
critical information in three pages of text,· please contact the PTO to discuss options. The
expectation is.the incoming leadership will request additional detail and briefings on these
topics as desired.
These papers are not intended for the transition team, but for incoming appointees so the
papers may be FOUO or LE Sensitive if necessary (unclassified preferred if possible). If a colead determines an issue paper must be classified, please contact the PTO to discuss.
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The PTO will send an invite for a conference call in the next couple of days to discuss the way ahead
and answer any questions you may have about the strategic issue papers.
l'.ve also attached a briefing paper capturing all the feedback received from the DMAG as well as a
bucketed list of topics and co-leads for easier reference.
Thank you once again for your support and tremendous efforts.

V/R,
Bion
Bion Stewart
Deputy Presidential Transition Officer
Department of Homeland Security

202·282-9125
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,from:

users Presidential Transition

. To:

Baran Amanda: Immiaration Policy
Renaud, Tracy I

Cc:
Subject:

Date:

RE: Transltlon Paper - Key Immigration Areas of Focus
Friday, 5epternber 16, 20164:01:03 PM

Attachments:

lmmioration Areas of Foctts l&:IS Edits Redlined do0<

Amanda,
We received a couple more edits in from our Office of Chief Counsel. Most of the edits pertain to
·the "litigation" section. I've add them to our previously submitted edits.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102

(c) 202-489-8802
This communicat'ion, along with any attachments, may contain confidential inFormation and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Qepartment of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this In error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.

From:

usas Presidential Transition

Sent: Wednesday, September 14, 2016 10:40 AM
To: Baran, Amanda
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
.
Subject: RE: Transition Paper • Key Immigration Areas of Focus
This is what we have for now, but we may have more edits and comments depending on what I
receive later today. We'll send our final version as soon as we can.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, alOng with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal taws governing
electronic communlcations. Electron le communications may also be monitored by the Depurtrnent ~f Homeland Security, U,S, Citizenship .
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message ts strictly proh'1bited. If you have rece·1ved this ·1n error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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· From: Baran, f,manda
Sent: Wednesday, September 14, 2016 10:31 AM
To: usas Presidential Transition
Subject: RE: Transition Paper - Key Immigration Areas of Focus
Hi Julie, unfortunately this is due to my leadership by COB today, so please send me edits/comments
ASAP. Thanks.
From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Wednesday, September 14, 201610:02 AM
To: Baran, Amanda <amanda.baran@hg.dhs.gov>;. ICE Exec Sec <ICEExecSec2@ice.dhs.gov>;
OGC
.
Exec Sec <OGCExecSec@HO.DHS,GOV>; Snell, Allison <Allison.Snell@HO DHS.GOV>; ROACH, LEWIS

S <LEWIS.S.ROACH@cbp.dhs.gov>
Cc: Giovagnoli, Mary <mary.giovagnoli@hq.dhs.goy>; Renaud, Tracy L
<Tracy.LRenaud@uscis.dhs.gov>
Subject: RE: Transition Paper Key Immigration Areas of Focus
Good morning, Amanda.
Thank you for taking the lead on this issue paper. Comments and edits from our operational
components are due back to me today and then I will need to send the paper to our agency
leadership for review. I will have final edits to you by Friday.
Julie Farnam
Senior.Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any iittachments, may contain confidenti;11 information and is covered by federal l.iws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and !mmigratlon Services. If the reader of this' message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have recei..ied this in error, pleaSe delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.

From: Baran, Amanda

Sent: Wednesday, September 14, 2016 9:44 AM
To: USOS Presidential Transition; ICE Exec Sec; OGC Exec Sec; Snell, Allison; ROACH, LEWIS S
Cc: Giovagnoli, Mary ,
Subject: RE: Transition Paper Key Immigration Areas of Focus
All,
I have not received your comments/edits to this paper and will need them ASAP. Please let me know
if you have any questions.
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Thanks,
Amanda
From: Baran. Amanda

Sent: Sunday, September 11. 2016 8:53 PM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition <uscispresidentialtransition@uscjs.dhs.gov>; ICE Exec Sec
<ICEExecSec2@ice dhs gov>; OGC Exec Sec <OGCExecSec@HO OHS.GOY>; MGMTExecSec
<MGMTExecSec@HO PHS GOY>; PRIV Exec Sec <PRIYExecSec@HO.DHS GOY>; CRCL Exec Sec
<crclexecsec@HO.DHS GOY>; Shore, Stacy <Stacy.Shore@HO.DHS.GQV>; Snell, Allison
<Al!ison.Snell@HO PHS GOV>; ROACH, LEWISS <LEWISS ROACH@cbp dhs gov>; Harris, Mark E
(OHS CFO) <mark.harris@HO.DHS GOY>
.
Cc: Giovagnoli, Mary <Mary Giova1moli@hq dhs gov>
Subject: Transition Paper - Key Immigration Areas of Focus
All,
Attached, please find a Presidential transition paper entitled, "Key Immigration Areas of Focus."
Please forward any edits/comments toamanda.baran@hq.dhs.gov by COB Tuesday, September
13th,

Thanks,
Amanda

(

Amanda Baran
Principal Director, Immigration Policy
OHS Office of Policy
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Drake, Johnetta on behalf of usas Exec Sec

From:

To:

users Presidential Transition; usas Exec sec

Cc:
Subject:

Renaud Tracv L: Button, Maria G(Gemma)
RE: Issue Paper Review D_ue COS 9/14 - Key Immigration Areas of Focus

Oate:
Attachments:

Friday, September 16, 2016 12:04:56 PM

occ - Issue eaoer · rmmia@tioo Areas of FoclJs users Edits Redlined,docx
OoC ~ Issue Paoer · Immiaration Areas of Focus · lJSCIS Edits Redlioed docx
oes ~ Issue eaoer ~ Immiaratioo Areas of foqm tJSCIS Edits dog
RAIO - Issue Paoer · Immiaration Areas of Focus lJSCIS Edits Redlrned RAD edits,docx

Hi Julie,
Attached are edits/comments from OCC, OoC, OP&S, and RAIO. When you submit the final to EXSO,
please let

us know if it will need to be cleared by the Director's Office. ·

°Johnetta Drake
USCIS Office of the Executive Secretariat
ZOZ-236-4246 (Cell)
.
ZOZ-272-0998 (Desk)
202-272-0990 (Office)

EXSO Connect Page
EXSO ECN Page

Please upload all actions for which Forms G-1056 are used to Qt.LS'..
Please send all official actions to USCTS-Ewc-Sec@mcis,dhs.f{QY.
From: USCTS Presidential Transition
Sent: Monday, September 12, 2016 8:37 AM
To: USCTS Exec Sec
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L; Button, Maria G (Gemma)
Subject: Issue Paper Review Due COB 9/14
Importance: High
Good morning,
Attached is an issue paper providing an overview of immigration within the Department that OHS
Policy drafted. This paper will be included along with other briefing materials as part of the
presidential transition.
We request review/clearance from RAIO, FDNS, SCOPS, FOO, OCC, OP&S, OoC, by COB on.
Wednesday and clearance from the front office by noon on Friday. l'v.e made edits to PLCY's original
draft and have attached both a red lined and clean version of the document. Please note that the
paper may not exceed three pages and the tone should be politically neutral.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

(d) 202-272-1102
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(c) 202-489-8802
Th'1s communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential infor'mation and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship

and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby nof1fied that any dissemination 1
distribution, use, or copying of this message ls strictly prohilited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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From:
To:

Stewart Bion
PIO Master Distro

Subject:

Presidential Transition Office • Strab,!Jic ls.sue Paper Spreadsheet
Friday, September 16, 2016 !0:21:14AM

.Date:
Attachments:

Strategic Issue Paper Assignments 9.15,16 xlSX

Transition Colleagues,
Updated spreadsheet attached with changes in red. Please note the addition of a paper 6n the
Department's R&D programs lead by S&T and CG. This was a particular point ofinterest from
congressional appropriators, and the PTO'concurred with their recommendation to include the
paper in the portfolio.
In addition, based on feedback from OHA, the PTO approved breaking out the Infectious Disease,
Biological, and Chemical threats papers into three separate papers.
As always, thank you for the excellent work coordinating and drafting these papers. Please let me
know if you hal(e any questions. Looking forward to seeing the drafts next week.

V/R,
Bion

Bion Stewart ·
Deputy Presidential Transition Officer
Department of Homel~nd Security
202-282-9125
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From:
To:
Cc:

Stewart, Bioo
Stewart Bioo
Halter Gcea; Horowitz Scott: Beaak:s James

Subject:

Presidential Transition Office • Ready to Act: Panel Featuring Leaders from the 2008 Transition
Thursday, September 15, 2016 9:54:17 AM

Date:

Transition Colleagues,
Just a reminder the Ready to Act panel featuring leaders from the 2008 transition is this Friday from
1:00 to 2:30 in the NAC large Conference room (NAC 01-01-044). The original invite is below. You,
your career successor, and a plus-one were invited. If you have not already confirmed your
Component's attendance with Greg, we would appreciate it if you could reach out to confirm today.
Thank you,

V/R,
Bion

Bion Stewart
Deputy Presidential Transition Officer
Department of Homeland Security
202-282°9125

From: Micone, Vincent
Sent: Monday, September 12, 2016 4:59 PM
Subject: Ready to Act: Panel Featuring Leaders from the 2008 Transition, September 16, 1 pm
Career Successors and SCAOs:
You are invited to attend a high-level discussion with previous DHS senior officials on their
experiences in the 2008 Presidential transition. This panel, the first of our Ready to Act executive
sessions, will be held on Friday, September 16, 2016, 1-2:30 pm, in the NAC Large Conference
Bo.om. Distinguished panelists (in alphabetical order) will include:
·
• Rand Beers, Former Acting Secretary and Under Secretary for NPPD. Mr. Beers was a leader
of the 2008 OHS agency review team for then President-Elect Obama.
• Noah Kroloff, Former Chief of Staff to Secretary Napolitano. Mr. Kroloff assisted then Governor
Napolitano through the confirmation process and was one of the first appointees at OHS afte'r
the Inauguration.
·
• Chad Sweet, Former Chief of Staff to Secretary Chertoff. Mr. Sweet ensured a smooth transition
from Secretary Chertoff to Secretary Napolitano.
• Paul Schneider, Former Deputy Secretary and Under Secretary for Management. Mr. Schneider
provided executive leadership to the 2008 DHS transition program.
This will be an exceptional opportunity to understand the sprin·t that takes place after the Presidential
election through the Inauguration and into the first months of a new administration.
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Attendance will be limited to the Career Successors to Component Heads, Senior Component
Accountable Officials for Transition, and one additional participant from each Opera\ional Component,
Directorate, HQ Office and LOB such as an Action Officer or other transition lead.
An Outlook scheduler has been sent to you. To participate, please RSVP by 12 noon on Wednesday,
September 13, to Greg Halter at greg halter@hq dhs gov.
Thanks,
Vince

Vince Micone
OHS Presidential Transition Officer
and Senior Counselor
Management Directorate
U,S. Department of Homeland Security
(202) 447-3400
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From:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Attachments:

lJSCIS Presidffil Transition
Baran Amanda
Rernrnd Tracy I
RE: Transition Paper ' Key Immlgratjon Areas of Focus
Wednesday, september 14, 2016 10:39:49 AM
Issue Paoer ~ tmmia@tion Areas of Focus USCIS Edits Redlined.docx

This is what we have for now, but we may have more edits and comments depending on what I
receive later today. We'll send our final version as soon as we can.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, rn~y ~ontain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electroni:ccommunicat1ons may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of.this message is strictly prohibited. 1f you have received this in error, please delete this m·essage and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.

From: Baran, Amanda
Sent: Wednesday, September 14, 2016 10:31 AM
To: usas Presidential Transition
Subject: RE: Transition Paper· Key Immigration Areas of Focus

Hi Julie, unfortunately this is due to my leadership by COB today, so please send me edits/comments
ASAP. Thanks.
From: USCIS Presidential Transition

Sent: Wednesday, September 14, 2016 10:02 AM
To: Baran, Amanda

<amanda.baran@hQ dhs,gov>; ICE Exec Sec <ICEExecSec2@ice.dhs.gov>; OGC

Exec Sec <OGCExecSec@HO,DHS.GOV>; Snell, Allison <Allison.Snell@HO.DHS.GOV>; ROACH, LEWIS
S<LEWIS.S,ROACH@cbp.dhs.gov>
Cc: Giovagnoli, Mary <mary,gioyagnoli@hq.dhs gov>; Renaud, Tracy L
<Tracy. L. Renaud@uscis.ci hs.gov>
Subject: RE: Transition Paper· Key Immigration Areas of Focus
Good morning, Amanda.
Thank you for taking the lead on this issue paper. Comments and edits from our operational
components are due back to me today and then I will need to send the paper to our agency
· leadership for review. I will have final edits to you by Friday.
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Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communicat'1on, along with any attachments, may contain confidentjal infOrmation and is covere.d by federal laws governing
electronic communicef1ons. Electronic coinmunications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disseminar1on,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and an
attachments and immediately notify the sender.

From: Baran, Amanda
sent: Wednesday, September 14, 2016 9:44 AM
To: usas Presidential Transition; ICE Exec Sec; OGC Exec Sec; Snell, Allison; ROACH, LEWIS s
Cc: Giovagnoli, Mary
·
Subject: RE: Transition Paper - Key Immigration Areas of Focus

All,
I have not received your comments/edits to this paper and will need them ·ASAP. Please.let me know
if you have any questions.
Thanks,
Amanda
From: Baran, Amanda

Sent: Sunday, September 11, 2016 8:53 PM

To: usc1s Presidential Tr.ansition <uscispresidentialtransition@uscis.dhs.gov>; ICE Exec Sec
<ICEExecSec2@icedhs.gov>; OGC Exec Sec <OGCExecSec@HO.DHS.GOV>; MGMTExecSec
<MGMTExecSec@HO DHS.GOV>; PRIV Exec Sec <PRIVExecSec@HO.DHS.GOV>; CRCL Exec Sec
<crclexecsec@HO OHS.GOV>; Shore, Stacy <Stacy Shore@HO DHS GOV>; Snell, Allison
<Allison Snell@HQ.DHS GOV>; ROACH, LEWISS <LEWISS ROACH@cbp.dhs.gov>; Harris, Mark E
(OHS CFO) <mark harris@HO.DHS.GOV>
Cc: Giovagnoli, Mary <M.ary Gioyagnoli@hq.dhs gov>
Subject: Transition Paper - Key Immigration Areas of Focus
All,·
Attach~d, please find a Presidential transition paper entitled, "Key Immigration Areas of Focus."
Please forward any edits/comments to amanda baran@hg.dhs.gov by COB Tuesday, September
13th,

Thanks,
Amanda
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Amanda Baran
Principal.Director, Immigration Policy
DHS Office of Policy
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From:

To:
Subject:

Date:

USCTS Presfdential Transition
Renaud, Tracv L
RE: Ready to Act: Panel Featuring Leaders from the 2008 Transition, September 16, 1 pm
Tuesday, September 13, 2016 1:22: 18 PM

Sorry about that. I haven't heard from Dea, but I believe everyone else is·not in this week, so
hopefully my invitation didn't cause too much trouble. ®
From: Renaud, Tracy L
Sent: Tuesday, September 13, 2016 1:16 PM
To: usas Presidential Transition; McCament, James W; Levine, Laurence D; carpenter, Dea D
Subject: RE: Ready to Act: Panel Featuring Leaders from the 2008 Transition, September 16, 1 pm

JulieI don't think this is for everyone who will be a successor in an acting capacity behind a
political because there are just too many - I think it is only for those who will be acting in the
number 1 or 2 position in each component, but you can clarify with DHS to be certain. They
did use our list to send the invites.

Tracy L. Renaud
Associate Director, Management
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Security
202-272-1739 (office)
From: usas Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, September 13, 2016 12:24:37 PM
To: Mccament, James W; Levine, Laurence D; Carpenter, Dea D
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L ·
Subject: FW: Ready to Act: Panel Featuring leaders from the 2QOB Transition, September 16, 1 pm .
I'm not sure if you received this message, but if not, I wanted to pass this along to you. You should
have received an invite, but if you did not, please let me know. I already have a car reserved to go to
the NAC, so if you'd like to join, please let me know and I'll make sure the car does not leave without

you.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-48~·8802
· This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential inform«tlon and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communi~ations. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Gtizenshlp
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and Immigration Services. If the reader of this mesS,age i$ not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of thls message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete thi) message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.

)

From: Micone, Vincent
Sent: Monday, September 12, 2016 4:59 PM

Subject: Ready to Act: Panel Featuring Leaders from the 2008 Transition, September 16, 1 pm
Career Successors and SCAOs:
You are invited to attend a high,level discussion with previous DH$ senior officials on their
experiences in the 2008 Presidential transition. This panel, the first of our Ready to Act executive
sessions, will be held on Friday. September 16, 2016. 1-2:30 pm. io the NAC Large Conference
&w.m. Distinguished panelists (in alphabetical order) will include:
•
•

•
•

Rand Beers, Former Acting Secretary and Under Secretary for. NPPD. Mr. Beers was a leader
of the 2008 DHS agency review team for then President-Elect Obama.
Noah Kroloff, Former Chief of Staff to Secretary Napolitano. Mr. Kroloff assisted then Governor
Napolitano through the confirmation process and was one of the first appointees at DHS after
the Inauguration.
Chad Sweet, Former Chief of Staff to Secretary Chertoff. Mr. Sweet ensured a smooth
transition from Secretary Chertoff to Secretary Napolitano.
Paul Schneider, Former Deputy Secretary and Under Secretary for Management. Mr.
Schneider provided executive leadership to the 2008 DHS transition program.

This will be an exceptional opportunity to understand the sprint that takes place after the Presidential
election through the Inauguration and into the first months of a new administration.
Attendance will be limited to the Career Successors to Component Heads, Senior Component
Accountable Officials for Transition, and one additional participant from each Operational Component,
Directorate, HQ Office and LOB such as an Action Officer or other transition lead.
An Outlook scheduler has been sent to you. To participate, please RSVP by 12 noon on Wednesday,
September 13, to Greg Halter at Q[eQ halter@hg dhs QPY.
Thanks,
Vince

Vince Micone
DHS Presidential Transition Officer
and Senior Counselor
Management Directorate
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
(202) 447-3400
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From:
To:

usas PresideoWil Transition
Renaud, Tracy I: McCament. James W; Levine, Laurence P; Carpenter, Dea o

Subject

RE: Ready to Act: Panel Featuring Leader, from the 2008 Transition, september 16, 1 pm
Tuesday, september 13, 2016 1: 16:39 PM

Date:

Thanks, Tracy, I will confirm. ·

from: Renaud, Tracy L
Sent: Tuesday, September 13, 2016 1:16 PM
.
To: users Presidential Transition; Mccament, James W; Levine, Laurence D; carpenter, Dea D
Subject: RE: Ready ID Act: Panel Featuring Leaders from the 2008 Transition, September 16, 1 pm

JulieI don't think this is for everyone who will be a successor in an acting capacity behind a
political because there are just too many - I think it is only for those who will be acting in the
number I or 2 position in each component, but you can clarify with DHS to be certain. They .
did use our list to send the invites.

Tracy L. Renaud
Associate Director, Management
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Security
202-272-1739 (office)
from: usas Presidential Transition
Sent Tuesday, September 13, 2016 12:24:37 PM
To: McCament, James W; Levine, Laurence D; carpenter, Dea D
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: FW: Ready ID Act: Panel Featuring Leaders from the 2008 Transition, September 16, 1 pm
I'm not sure if you received this message, but if not, I wanted t~· pass this along to you. You should
· have received an invite, but i,f you did not, please let me know. I already have a car reserved to go _to
the NAC, so if you'd like to join, please let me know and I'll make sure the car does not leave without
you.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attilchments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic c:omrnurf1cations. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
;:ind Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any ·dis_semination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
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attachments and immediately notify the sender.

From: Micone, Vincent

Sent: Monday, September 12, 2016 4:59 PM
Subject: Ready to Act: Panel Featuring Leaders from the 2008 Transition, September 16; 1 pm
Career Successors and SCAOs:
You are invited to attend a high-level discussion with previous DHS senior officials on their
experiences in the 2008 Presidential transition. This panel, the first of our Ready to Act executive
sessions, will be held on Friday, September 16, 2016 1-2:30 pm io the NAC Large Conference
·Boom. Distinguished panelists (in alphabetical order) will include:
•

Rand Beers, Former Acting Secretary and Under Secretary for NPPD. Mr. Beers was a leader
of the 2008 DHS agency review team for then President-Elect Obama.
• . Noah Kroloff, Former Chief of Staff to Secretary Napolitano. Mr. Kroloff assisted then Governor
Napolitano through the confirmation process and was one of the first appointees at DHS after
the Inauguration.
• Chad Sweet, Former Chief of Staff to Secretary Chertoff. Mr. Sweet ensured a smooth
transition from Secretary Chertoff ta Secretary Napolitano.
• Paul Schneider, Former Deputy Secretary and Under Secretary for ·Management. Mr.
Schneider provided executive leadership to the 2008 DHS transition program.
This will be an exceptional opportunity ta understand the sprint that takes place after-the Presidential
election through the Inauguration and into the first months of a new administration.
Attendance will be limited ta the Career Successors to Component Heads, Senior Component
Accountable Officials for Transition, and one additional participant from each Operational Component,
Directorate, HQ Office and LOB such as an Action Officer or other transition lead.
An Outlook scheduler has been sent to you. To participate, please RSVP by 12 noon on Wednesday,
September 13, to Greg Halter at greg halter@hq dhs gov.
Thanks,
Vince

Vince Micone
DHS Presidential Transition Officer
and Senior Counselor
Management Directorate
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
(202) 44 7-3400
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From:
To:
Subject:.
Date:

Renaud I@cv L
users Presidential I@ositioo: Mctiment. James w: I evine, I a11rence D: Carneotec Pea D
RE: Ready to Act: Panel Featunng leaders from the 2008 Transition, 5eptember 16, I pm
Tuesday, 5eprember 13, 2016 1:15.."40 PM

JulieI don't think this is for everyone who will be a successor in an acting capacity behind
a political because there are just too many - I think it is only fort.hose who will be
acting in the number 1 or 2 position in each component, but you can clarify with
DHS to be certain. Toey did use our list to send the invites.

Tracy L. Renaud
Associate Director, Management
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Security
202-272-1739 (office)
I
'

From: usas Presidential Transition ·
Sent: Tuesday, September 13, 2016 12:24:37 PM
To: McCament, James W; Levine, Laurence D; Carpenter, Dea D
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
.
Subject: PN: Ready to Act: Panel Featuring Leaders from the 2008 Transition, September 16, 1 pm
I'm not sure if you received this message, but if not, I wanted to pass this along to you. You should
have received an invite, but if you did not, please let me know. I already have a car reserved to go to
the NAC, so if you'd like to join, please let me know and I'll make sure the car does not leave without
you.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may CO{ltain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of ·Homeland Security, U.S. Citizen5hip.
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is oot the "intended redp'1ent, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.

From: Micone, Vincent
Sent: Monday, September 12, 2016 4:59 PM
Subject: Ready to Act: Panel Featuring Leaders from the 2008 Transition, September 16, 1 pm
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Career Successors and SCAOs: ·
You are invited to attend a high-level discussion with previous DHS senior officials on their
experiences in the 2008 Presidential transition. This panel, the first of our Ready to Act executive
sessions, will be held on Friday, September 16. 201s. 1-2:30 pm. io the NAC Large Conference
&!Qm. Distinguished panelists (in alphabetical order) will include:
·
'

•
•
•

•

Rand Beers, Former Acting Secretary a~d Under Secretary for NPPD. Mr. Beers was a leader
of the 2008 DHS agency review team for then President-Elect Obama.
Noah Kroloff, Former Chief of Staff to Secretary Napolitano. Mr. Kroloff assisted then Governor
Napolitano through the confirmation process and was one of the first appointees at OHS after
the Inauguration.
Chad Sweet, Former Chief of Staff to Secretary Chertoff. Mr.. Sweet ensured a smooth
transition from Secretary Chertoff to Secretary Napolitano.
Paul Schneider, Former Deputy Secretary and Under Secretary for Management. Mr.
Schneider provided executive leadership to the 2008 OHS transition program.

I

!'

This will be an exceptional opportunity to understand the sprint that takes place after the Presidential
election through the Inauguration and into the first months of a new administration.
Attendance will be limited to the Career Success.ors to Component Heads, Senior Component
Accountable Officials for Transition, and one additional participant from each Operational Component,
Directorate, HQ Office and LOB such as an Action Officer or other transition lead.
An Outlook scheduler has been sent to you. To participate, please RSVP by 12 noon on Wednesday,
September 13, to Greg Halter at greg halter@hq dhs gov.
Thanks,
Vince

Vince Micone
OHS Presid_ential Transition Officer
and Senior Counselor
Management Directorate
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
(202) 447-3400
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From:

To:
Subject:
Date:

Renaud Tracv I
McCament James W: lJSCIS Presidential Transition: I evine l r11rence D; Carpenter Df!a D
RE: Ready to Act: Panel Fealllling Leaders from the 2008 Tran~tlon, September 16, 1 pm
Tuesday, 5eptember 13, 20161:13:02 PM

It is it for all Actings. I think only those that will acting in the number 1 or 2 slot in
each component.

Tracy L. Renaud
.
Associate Director, Management
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Security
202-272-1739 (office)
Fron;i: McCament, James W
Sent: Tuesday, September 13, 2016 12:35:09 PM

To: usas Presidential Transition; Levine, Laurence D; carpenter, Dea D
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: Ready to Act: Panel Featuring Leaders from the 2008 Transition, September 16, 1 pm

Julie, thank you for sending the invitation. I don't appear to have received it separately (unless I'm
not on the distribution list?) I would love to attend-the line up of speakers will share a lot of great
insight I know. Unfortunately, I'm out of town on Friday (personal) so will be unable to attend.
Thanks again,
James
James W. McCament
Deputy Associate Director, Service Center Operations
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Security
Washington, DC 20529-2150
(202) 272-1571 (Office)l(202) 341-9757 (Cell)

james wmccament@uscjs dhs gov
This email /including any attachments) is intended solely for the use of the addressee(s) and may contain information
that is sensitive or otherw/s,, protected by applicable law. If you are not the in.tended recipient, your disclosure,
copying, distribution or other use of (or reliance upon) the information contained in this email is strictly prohibited. If
you are not the intended re,;ipient, please ntmfy the sender immediately and delete or destroy all copies. Thank You.

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
·sent: Tuesday, September 13, 2016 12:25 PM

To: Mccament, James W; Levine, Laurence D; Carpenter, Dea D
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: FW: Ready to Act: Panel Featuring Leaders from the 2008 Transition, September 16, 1 pm

I'm not sure if you received this message, but if not, I wanted to pass this along to you. You should
have received an invite, but if you did not, please let me know. I already have a car reserved to go to
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the NAC, so if you'd like to join, please let me know and I'll make sure the car does not leave without
you.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communkatlon, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Ci~izenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination.
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohlblted. If you h;:we received this in error, please delete th'1s message and all

attachments and irnmediat~Jy notify the sender.

From: Micone, Vincent
Sent: Monday, September 12, 2016 4:59 PM
Subject: Ready to Act: Panel Featuring Leaders from the 2008 Transition, September 16, 1 pm

Career Successors and SCAOs:
You are invited to attend a high-level discussion with previous DHS senior officials on their
experiences in the 2008 Presidential transition. This panel, the first of our Ready to Act executive
sessions, will be held on Friday, September 16. 2016 1-2:30 pm. io the NAC Large Conference
Bo2.oi. Distinguished panelists (in alphabetical order) will include:
•
•

•
•

Rand Beers, Former Acting Secretary and Under Secretary for NPPD. Mr. Beers was a leader
of the 2008 DHS agency review team for then President-Elect Obama.
Noah Kroloff, Former Chief of Staff to Secretary Napolitano. Mr. Kroloff assisted then Governor
Napolitano through the confirmation process and was one of the first appointees at DHS ·after
the Inauguration.
Chad Sweet, Farmer Chief af,Staff to Secretary Chertaff. Mr. Sweet ensured a.smooth
transition from Secretary Chertoff to Secretary Napolita.no.
·
Paul Schneider, Former Deputy Secretary and Under Secretary for Management. Mr.
Schneider provided executive leadership to the 2008 DHS transition program.

This will be an exceptional opportunity to understand the sprint that takes place after the Presidential
election through the Inauguration and into the first months of a new administration.
Attendance will be lim~ed to the Career Successors to Component Heads, Senior Component
Accountable Officials for Transition, and one additional participant from each Operational Component,
Directorate, HQ Office and LOB such as an Action Officer or other transition lead.
An Outlook scheduler has been sent to you. To participate, please RSVP by 12 noon on Wednesday,
September 13, to Greg Halter at greg halter@hg dhs goy.
Thanks,
Vince
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Vince Micone
OHS Presidential Transition Officer
and Senior Counselor
Management Directorate
· U.S. Department of Homeland Security
(202) 447-3400
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From:

~"'' 'Mc:Cameot James W

To:
Cc:

USCIS Presidential Transition: l evine, Laurence D; Caroenter: Dea D
Renaud. Tracy L

Subject:
Date:

RE: Ready to. Act: Panel Featuring Leaders from the 2008 Transition, September 16, 1 pm
Tuesday, September 13, 2016 12:35:10 PM

Julie, thank you for sending the invitation. I don't appear to have received it separately (unless I'm
not on the distribution list?) I would love to attend-the line ·up ·of speakers will share a lot of great
insight I know. Unfortunately, I'm out o.f town on Friday (personal) so will be unable to attend.
Thanks again,
James

James W. McCament
Deputy Associate Director: Service Center Operations
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Security
Washington, DC 20529-2150
(202) 272-1571 (Office)l(202) 341-9757 (Cell)

iames wmccament@uscis dhs gov
This email (including any attachments) is intended solely for the use of the addressee/s) and may contain information
that is sensitive or otherwise protected by applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient, your disclosure,
copying, distribution or other use of (or reliance upon) the information contained in this email is strictly prohibited. . If
you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately and delete or destroy off copies. Thank You.

From: usas Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, September 13, 2016 12:25 PM
To: McCament, James W; Levine, Laurence D; Carpenter, Dea D
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L ·
Subject: FW: Ready to Act: Panel Featuring Leaders from the 2008 Transition, September 16, 1 pm
I'm not sure if you received this. message, but if not, I wanted to pass
this along to you. You should
.
have received an invite, but if you did not, please let me know. I already have a car reserved to go to
the NAC, so if you'd like to join, please let me know and I'll make sure the car does not leave without
you.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102

(c) 202-489-8802
This commun1cation, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security. U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this mE!ssage is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of thi5 message is strictly pro~ibited. If you have received this ln error, please.delete this message and all
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attachments and immediately notify the sender.

From: Micone, Vincent

Sent: Monday, September 12, 2016 4:59 PM
Subject: Ready to Act: Panel Featuring Leaders from the 2008 Transition, September 16, 1 pm
Career Successors and SCAOs:
You are invited to attend a high-level discussion with previous OHS senior officials on· their
experiences in the 2008 Presidential transition. This panel, the first of our Ready lo Act executive
sessions, will be l'eld on Friday. September 16. 2016. 1-2:30 pm, io the NAC Large Conference
Bol2m.. Distinguislled panelists (in alphabetical order) will include:
•
•

•
•

Rand Beers. Former Acting Secretary and Under Secretary for NPPD. Mr. Beers was a leader
of the 2008 OHS agency review team for then President-Elect Obama.
Noah KrolDlf, Former Chief of Staff to Secretary Napolitano. Mr. Kroloff assisted then Governor
Napolitano through the confirmation process and was one of the first appointees at OHS after
the Inauguration.
Chad Sweet, Former Chief of Staff to Secretary Chertoff. Mr. Sweet ensured a smooth
transition from Secretary Chertoff to Secretary Napolitano.
Paul Schneider, Former Deputy Secretary and Under Secretary for Management. Mr.
Schneider provided executive leadership to the 2008 DHS transition program.

This will be an exceptional opportunity to understand the sprint that takes place after the Presidential
election through the Inauguration and into the first moriths of a new administration.
Attendance will be limited to the Career Successors to Component Heads, Senior Component
Accountable Officials 'for Transition, and one additional participant from each Operational Component,
Directorate, HQ Office and LOB such as an Action Officer or other transition lead.
An Outlook scheduler has been sent to you. To participate, please RSVP by 12 noon on Wednesday,
September 13, to Greg Halter at greg halter@hq dhs gov.
Thanks;
Vince

Vince Micone
DHS Presidential Transition Officer
and Senior Counselor
Management Directorate
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
(202) 447-3400
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From:

users Presidential Transition

To: ·

YotJoa, Todd P: Walters, Jessica

Cc:

Renaud Tracy L

Subject:

FW: Ready to Act: Panel Featuring Leaders from the 2008 Transition, September 16, I pm
Tuesday, September 13, 20.16 12:25:56 PM

Date:

s.

I don't know if Lori has received this invite or if she'd want to attend this discussion, but I am passing
this along as she is a career successor.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This Communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communicat'1ol1s may also be mon'itored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are here~y notified that ~ny dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.
·

From: Micone, Vincent
Sent: Monday, September 12, 2016 4:59 PM
su.bject: Ready to Act: Panel Featuring Leaders from the 2008 Transition, September 16, 1 pm
Career Successors and SCAOs:
You are invited to attend a high-level discussion with previous OHS senior officials on their
experiences in the 2008 Presidential transition. This panel, the first of our Ready to Act executive
sessions, will be held on Friday, September 16, 2016, 1-2:30 pm, io the NAC Large Conference
Bi:!2Jn. Distinguished panelists (in alphabetical order} will include:
•
•

•
•

Rand Beers, Former Acting Secretary and Under Secretary for NPPO. Mr. Beers was a leader
of the 2008 OHS agency review team for then President-Elect Obama.
Noah Kroloff, Fonner Chief of Staff to Secretary Napolitano. Mr. Kroloff assisted then Governor
Napolitano through the confirmation process and was one of the first appointees at OHS after
.the Inauguration.
Chad Sweet, Former Chief of Staff to Secretary Chertoff. Mr. Sweet ensured a smooth ·
transition from Secretary Chertoff to Secretary Napolitano.
Paul Schneider, Former Deputy Secretary and Under Secretary for Management. Mr.
Schneider provided executive leadership to the 2008 OHS transition program.

This will be an exceptional opportunity to understand the sprint that takes place after the Presidential
election through the Inauguration and into the first months of a new administration.
Attendance will be limited to the Career Successors to Component Heads, Senior Component
Accountable Officials for Transition, and one additional participant from each Operational Component,
Directorate, HQ Office and LOB such as an Action Officer or other transition lead.
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An Outlook scheduler has been sent to you. To participate, please RSVP by 12 noon on Wednesday,
September 13, to Greg Halter at greg halter@hq dhs gov.
Thanks,
Vince

Vince Micone
OHS Presidential Transition Officer
and Senior Counselor
Management Directorate
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
(202) 447-3400
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From:
To:

l/SCIS Presidemial Transition
Mccament James w: I evine I at,reoce D: cameoter Pea D

Cc:

Renaud Traer l

Subject:

fW: Ready to Act: Panel Featuring Leaders from the 2008 Transition, September 16, l pm

Date:

Tuesday, Seimnber 13, 2016 12:24:39 PM

I'm not sure if you received this message, but if not, I wanted to pass this along to you. You should
have received an invite, but if you did not, please let me know. I already have a car reserved to go to
the NAC, so if you'd like to join, please let me know and I'll make sure the car does not leave without
. you.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489·8802

(

This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and ls covered by federal laws governing
electronic co~munications. Electronitcommuni~ations may also be monitore? by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Cltlzenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this mess.age is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that aray dissernina:tion,
dlstribution, use. or copying of th·1s message is strlctly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.

From: Micone, Vincent

Sent: Monday, September 12, 2016 4:59 PM
\_
Subject: Ready to Act: Panel Featuring leadersfrom the 2008 Transition, September 16, 1 pm
Career Successors and SCAOs:
You are inv~ed to attend a high-level discussion with previous DHS senior officials on their
experiences in the 2008 Presidential transition. This panel, the first of our Ready to Act executive
ses!!ions, will be held on Friday September 16, 2016, 1.2-30 pm io the NAC La!lle Conference
&&m. Distinguished panelists (in alphabetical order) will include:
•

Rand Beers, Former Acting Secretary and Under Secretary for NPPD. Mr. Beers was a leader
of the 2008 DHS agency review team for then President-Elect Obama.
• Noah Kroloff, Former Chief of Staff to Secretary Napolitano. Mr. Kroloff assisted then Governor
Napolitano through the confirmation process and was one of the first appointees at DHS after
the Inauguration.
• Chad Sweet, Former Chief of Staff to Secretary Chertoff. Mr. Sweet ensured a smooth
transition from Secretary Chertoff to Secretary Napolitano.
• Paul Schneider, Former Deputy Secretary and Under Secretary for Management. Mr.
· Schneider provided executive leadership to the 2008 DHS transition program.
This will be an exceptional opportunity to understand the sprint that takes place after the Presidential
election through the Inauguration and into the first months of a new administration.
Attendance will be limited to the Career Successors to Component Heads, Senior Component
Accountable Officials for Transit.ion, and one additional participant from each Operational Component,
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Directorate, HQ Office and LOB such as an Action Officer or other transition lead.
An Outlook scheduler has been sent to you. To participate, please RSVP by 12 noon on Wednesday,
September 13, to Greg Halter at area halter@hq dhs gov.
Thanks,
Vince

Vince Micone
DHS Presidential Transition Officer
and Senior Counselor
Management Directorate
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
(202) 44 7-3400 ·
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From:
Subject:
Date:

Micone Vincent

.

Ready to Act: Panel Featuring Leaders from the 2008 Transition, September 16, 1 pm
Monday, September 12, 2016 4:58:50 PM

Career Successors and SCAOs:
You are invited to attend a high-level discussion with previous DHS senior officials on their
experiences in the 2008 Presidential transition. This panel, the first of our Ready to Act executive
sessions, will be held on Friday, September 16 2016 1-2·30 pm, io the NAC Large Conference
&!Qm. Distinguished panelists (in alphabetical order) will include:
•
•

•
•

Rand Beers, Formef Acting Secretary and Under Secretary for NPPD. Mr. Beers was a leader
of the 2008 DHS agency review.team for then President-Elect Obama.
Noah· Kroloff, Former Chief of Staff to Secretary Napolitano. Mr. Kroloff assisted then. Governor
Napolitano through the confirmation process and was one of the first appointees at DHS after
the Inauguration.
Chad Sweet, Former Chief of Staff to Secretary Chertoff. Mr. Sweet ensured a smooth
transition from Secretary Chertoff to Secretary Napolitano.
Paul Schneider, Former Depu,ty Secretary and Under Secretary for Management. Mr.
Schneider provided executive leadership to the 2008 DHS transition program.

This will be an exceptional opportunity to understand the sprint that takes place after the Presidential
election through the Inauguration and into the first months of a new administration.
·
Attendance will be limited to the Career Successors to Component Heads, Senior Component.
Accountable Officials for Transition, and one additional participant from each Operational Component,
Directorate, HQ Office and LOB such as an Action Officer or other transition lead.
An Outlook scheduler has been sent to you. To participate, please RSVP by 12 noon on Wednesday,
September 13, to Greg Halter at greg halter@hQ dhs gov.
Thanks,
Vince

Vince Micone
DHS Presidential Transition Officer
and Senior Counselor
Management Directorate
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
(202) 447~3400
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From:

To:

Cc:
Subject:

Date:

IJSCIS Presideatiat I@OSitiQn
lJSOS Exec Sec
Renaud T@cv L: Button Maria G«&:mrna}
Issue Paper Review Due COB 9/14
Monday, September 12, 2016 8:37:00 AM .

Attachments:

tss11e eaoer ~ Immigration Areas it Focus USCIS Edits Clean.doo:
Issue Paoer ~ Immlaration Areas of Focus USCIS Edits Re<Jlioed d00<

Importance:

High

Good morning,
Attached is an issue paper providing an overview of immigration within the Department that OHS
Policy drafted. This paper will. be included along with other briefing materials as part of the
presidential transition.
We request review/clearance from RAIO, FDNS, SCOPS, FOD, OCC, OP&S, OoC, by COB on
Wednesday and clearance from the front office by noon on Friday. I've made edits to PLCY's original
draft and have attached both a redlined and clean version of the document. Please note that the
paper may not exceed three pages and the tone should be politically neutral.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications, Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this '!lessage is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message a.nd all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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From:

Stewart. Bion

To:

PIO Master Dlstro

Subject:

Date:

Presidef'ltial Transition Office Strategic Issue Paper Review Process Update
Friday, September 09, 2016 12:S0:33 PM

Attachments:

StrateQic Jg;ue Prmer Assi{mment:s 9 6 16 xlsx

Transition Colleagues,
This is an update to the review and clearance process we a're implementing for the Strategic Issue
Papers. As noted previously the purpose of the co-lead/consult process is to provide an
opportunity for broad collaboration up front in the drafting process and to allow interested
stakehol.ders an opportunity to review drafts prior to submission to the.PTO to help minimize the
review and clearance time typically required for these broad, cross-cutting issues. Recognizing the
role of certain offices responsible for department-wide policies and standards, and the unique
requirements of the Senate confirmation process which these papers will directly support, the PTO
will be coordinating a review process for all strategic issue papers with MGMT, OGC, OLA, and PLCY.
MGMT, OGC, OLA, and PLCY are also serving as co-leads and may be consulting in the initial drafting
process for several of the strategic issue papers. This update to the review and clearance process
does not change those roles. However, if MGMT, OGC, OLA, and PLCY would like to defer
consultation on issue papers to the final review process, the PTO has no objection:
We know this is a challenging endeavor and we appreciate everyone's willingness to work together.
The PTO participated in a roundtable with DOJ and their Bureaus as well as our law enforcement
Components this morning, and one of the takeaways was it is clear DHS and all of you are well
ahead of the curve in preparing for the transition. Furthermore, the draft papers we've previewed
thus far have
been excellent and reflect the unity of effort concepts we've
been working toward as.
.
.
a foundational component of our transition activities.
There have been a few updates to the spreadsheet this week (highlighted in red). As always, please
don't hesitate to reach out to the PTO with any questions you may have.
Thank you.
V/R,
Bion
Bion Stewart
Deputy Presidential Transition Officer
Department of Homeland Security
202-282-9125
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From:

To:
Cc:

USC15 Presidential Transition
Baran. Amanda
ReQiJJd Tracv t

Subject:

FW: Presidential TransitionN strategic Issue Paper Tasking NPLCY led

Date:
Attachments:

Wedllesday, 5eptember 07, 2016 2:39:49 PM

·

Issue Paoer EormatV3 dacx
ecemtentialir:ansitioo OfficeNStrateaic Issue Paoer Assiaoments PL cy Tracker xlsx

Hi Amanda,
Emilie forwarded your message to me. Please feel free to reach out to me or our SCAO Tracy
Renaud, copied on this message, in coordinating the drafting of issue papers. We have an
immigration overview paper drafted and it is with our counsel now. Of course, our paper is only a
piece of the whole.immigration picture, but it should provide you with some useful stats regarding
immigration. I hope to have the paper cleared to send to you either a little later today or sometime
tomorrow. If you'd like to discuss fu_rther, please give me a call.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102

r

(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws govern·1ng
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citi2enship
and lmmigrat.ion Services. If the reader of this message ·1~ not the ·intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.

From: Baran, Amanda
Sent: Wednesday, September 07, 2016 2:54:26 PM
To: Hyams, Emilie R
Subject: FW: Presidel1tial Transition- Strategic Issue Paper Tasking - PLCY Led
Hi Emilie,

As you can see from the attached, PLCY and USCIS have been tasked with drafting a transition paper
entitled, "Immigration Overview." I will be leading this effort for.PLCY and wanted to connect to
discuss who_ at USCIS I should be in touch with regarding this paper.
Let me know if you have any questions.
Thanks!
Amanda

Froin: Petyo, Briana
Sent Tuesday, September 6, 2016 6:58 PM
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To: Monarez, Susan <susan.monarez@hq.dhs.gov>; Sobel, Ted <ted,sobel@HO OHS GOV>; Les.ter-

Saura, Victoria <Victoria LesterSaura@HO DHS GOV>; Giovagnoli, Mary
<mary giovagnoli@hqdhs.gov>; Baran, Amanda <amanda,baran@ha.dhs.gov>; Rogal, Leah
<leah,rogal@ha.dhs.gov>; Pejic, Gregory <gregorv peiic@hci.dhs,gov>; Kuepper, Andrew
<andrew.kuepperlalhg.dhs,gov>; King, Matthew <matthew.kin13:@hq dhqmv>; Scardaville, Michael
<Michae1Scardaville@HO,DHS.GOV>; Shelton, Paul <paul.shelton@hqdhs.gov>
Cc: Burriesci, Kelli <kelli.burriesci@hq.dhs.gov>; Canevari, Holly <bolly,canevari@HO.DHS GOV>
Subject: Presidential Transition- Strategic Issue Paper Tasking - PLCY Led
All,
We have received the first round of issue paper tasking from the Presidential Transition Office. If
you are receiving this email, you are designated a co-lead on a paper for DHS. Attached please find
the issue paper template and a spreadsheet that will outline the papers topics, assignments across
the Components, and a detailed breakdown of internal PLCY leads and required coordinators.
Please be proactive in reaching out to your co-leads sooner rather than later to ensure you have a
path forward and our input is included given the uncertainty of the co-lead construct. Be sure to
coordinate closely with others in PLCY who have equities prior to circulating with other
Components. Please let me know if you are having difficulty identifying the right POC for a co-lead
and I can facilitate. Additionally, please remember that these are meant to be very high-level and
only the most criti_cal information for a Principal should be included. They should be no more than 3
. pages in length and should be unclassified if possible but may be FOUO or LES, if necessary.
Papers are due to me and Kelli Ann by 9/14.
Thanks,
Briana
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From:,

To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Stewart Bion
em Master Distro
Pre~dential Transition Office - Strategic Issue Paper Spreadsheet (update)
Fnday, September 02, 2016 12:35:26 PM

Strateoic Issue Paoer Asslanments 9,1,16 xlsx

Transition Colleagues,
Attached is an updated version of the issue paper spreadsheet with the changes I have received
(highlighted in red). Please let me know if yo_u have additional changes or corrections.
I've seen a couple of draft papers that were provided to the PTO as an FYI, and they are both
excellent. Thank you for the continued exceptional work on these products.
Please have a pleasant and safe Labor Day weekend.

V/R,
Bion
Bion Stewart
Deputy Presidential _Transition Officer
Department of Homeland Security
202-282-9125
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

l2MAG.
l2MAG.
DMAG - Thursday September I (FY19-23 Winter Studies and Resource Planning Priorities)
Monday, August 29, 2016 5: 12:45 PM

Handout A~ DMAG Aaeoda Seotember 1docx
Handout B· DMAG Decision Brief - FY19·23 RPG Winter Studies pptx
Handout c · DMAG Decision Brief ~ FY19-23 RPG RPPs,ootx

DMAG Members:
Please find the agenda and decision briefs for the Deputy's Management Action Group
(DMAG) to be held from 11:15 AM to 12:45 PM on Thursday, September 1 in NAC 5,
Conference Room 5107. The purpose of this meeting is to provide the Secretary with
recommendations on 1) Winter Study topics and 2) Resource Planning Priorities to
include in the FY2019-2023 Resource Planning Guidance (RPG).
You may read about DMAG procedures and recent "Summary of Conclusions" on the

DMAG Website
Please direct your questions to the DMAG Executive Agent, ,DMAG@hq,dhs.gov / 202447-3632.

-DMAG Executive Agent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

PTO Master Distro
RE: Presidential Transition Office ~ Updated 16sue Paper Spreadsheet
Thursday, August 25, 2016 12:06:54 PM

Attachments:

Strateaic Issue Paoer Assianm·eots 8 25 16.xtsx

Stewart Blan

Please refer to this version, which includes a few additional updates I missed. My apologies.
Bion
From: Stewart, Bion
Sent: Thursday, August 25, 201611:23 AM
To: PTO Master Distro <PTOMasterDistro@hq.dhs.gov>
Subject: Presidential Transition Office- Updated Issue Paper Spreadsheet

Transition Colleagues,
The attached spreadsheet is updated with changes in red based on feedback and communications
being tracked by the PTO.
Most of the changes are related to consultation requests already made known to the PTO. There
are two noteworthy changes related to the paper topics and co-leads:

(b)(5)

As was discussed last Thursday and again yesterday, those wishing to consult on a paper do not
require approval or documentation by the PTO to work with the respective co-leads. Please
continue to reach out and collaborate directly with your counterparts. The PTO will continue to
track additions (and subtractions as appropriate) as they are made aware to us, arid we will send out
· updates of this spreadsheet as necessary.
As a follow up to yesterday's discussion about attribution, as you wrap up your drafts, please note at ·
the end of the paper the Component/Office and program most directly involved in drafting as well
as those Components and Offices who consulted on and/or reviewed the paper.
'Please let me know if you have any questions, and as always thank you for the tremendous work all
of you are doing.

V/R,
Bion
Bion Stewart
Deputy Presidential Transition Officer
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From:

Oark Alaina

lo:

Renaud Iracv L

Cc:

E1Jrst Hata; Oad< Alaina

Subject:

FW: Presidential Transition Office~ Updated Issue'Paper Spreadsheet USOS Issue Paper

Date:

Thursday, August 25, 2016 11:57:34 AM

Attachments:

Strateg!c tsme Pirner Assianrneots a 25 16 xlSX

Good Afternoon David,

(b)(5)
As a follow up to the PTO's instructions, the Office of Partnership & Engagement would like to be
added as a "requested consultation" to the following_ issue paper that USCIS has lead on:

Regards,
Alaina·

From: Stewart, Bion

Sent: Thursday, August 25, 2016 11:24 AM
To:·PTO Master Distro <PTOMasterDistro@hq.dhs.gov>
Subject: Presidential Transition Office - Updated Issue Paper Spreadsheet
Transition Colleagues,
The attached spreadsheet is updated with changes in red based on feedback and communications
being tracked by the PTO.
Most of the changes are related to consultation requests already made known to the PTO. There
are two noteworthy changes related to the paper topics and co-leads:

(b)(5)

As was discussed last Thursday and again yesterday, those wishing to consult on a paper do not
require approval or documentation by the PTO to work with the respective co-leads. Please
continue to reach out and collaborate directly with your counterparts. The PTO will continue to
track additions (and subtractions as appropriate) as they are made aware to us, and we will send out
updates of this spreadsheet as necessary.
As a follow up to yesterday's discussion about attribution, as you wrap up your drafts, please note at
the end of the paper the Component/Office and program most directly involved in drafting as well
as those Components and Offices who consulted on and/or reviewed the paper.
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,. ,1·

Please let me know if you have any questions, and as always .thank you for the tremendous work all
of you are doing.·

V/R,
Bion
Bian Stewart

I

Deputy Presidential Transition Officer
Department of Homeland Security

202-282-9125
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From:

To:

Stewart Bioo
PTO Master Distro

Subject:

Presfdentfal Transition Office - Updated Issue Paper _Spreadsheet

Date:

Thursday, August 25, 2016 11:23:33 AM

Attachmenls:

Strat;eair Issim Paper Assianmeots 8-2S.t6 xlsx

Transition Colleagues,
The attached spreadsheetis updated with changes in red based on feedback and communications
being tracked by the PTO.
Most of the changes are related to consultation requests already made known to the PTO. There
are two noteworthy changes related to the paper to"pics and co-leads:

(b)(5)

I

I

As was discussed last Thursday and again yesterday, those wishing to consult on a paper do not
require approval or documentation by the PTO to work with the respective co-leads. Please
continue to reach out and collaborate directly with your counterparts. The PTO will continue to
track additions (and subtractions as appropriate) as they are made aware to us, and we will send out
updates of this spreadsheet as necessary. .
As a follow up to yesterday's discussion about attribution, as you wrap up your drafts, please note at
· the end of the paper the Component/Office and program most directly involved in drafting as well
as those Components and Offices who consulted on and/or reviewed the paper.
Please let me know if you hav.e any questions, and as always thank you for the tremendous work all
of you are doing.

V/R,
Bion
Bion Stewart
Deputy Presidential Transition Officer
Department of Homeland Security

202-282-9125
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Attachments:

Sbore Stacv
Renaud Tracy I : Ea'mam lu!ifl f; Bmdesd Kelli
Horowitz Scott: Stewart Blan; Beaares James
FW: Presidential Transition Office ~ Strategic Issue Papers ·
Thursday, August 25, 2016 10:56:01 AM

Strntealc Issue eaoer Assignments xlsx
Issm eaoer FormatYJ,docx
Prnsidential Transition Srutcgic Issue Paper Took I fst\12 dog

Good morning,
CISOMB would like to be added.as a consultant on the Immigration Overview Issue Paper.
Thank you,

Stacy Shore
Acting Deputy Director
Office of the Citizenship and Immigration Services Ombudsman
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
(202) 357 -8397

stacy.shore@hq.dhs.gov
• Likf..JJ,s, on Facebaok'

'Si(Jn uo on our website to receive email updates for our site•

This communication, along with any attachments, is covered by federal and state low governing electronic
communications ond moy contain confidential and legally privileged information. tf the reader of this message is
not the intended recipient, you ore hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, use or copying of this
message is strictly prohibited. If you hove received this in error, please reply immediately to the sender ond delete
this message, Thank you.

From: Stewart, Bion

Sent: Monday, August 15, 2016 2:02 PM
To: PTO Master Distro
Subject: Presidential Transition Office - Strategic Issue Papers

Transition Colleagues,
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,As previously conveyed, the PTO is providing you with an advance look at the DMAG-approved
Strategic Issue Paper topic list. We are providing this advance look so co-leads may identify
appropriate program leads, plan coordination, and begin drafting at your discretion. The PTO is
working on scheduling time to brief Sl/S2, and once the list receives final approval, a formal tasking
will be sent out via ExecSec.· The PTO will also highlight any 51 / 52 changes to the list at that time.
The projected due date for the issue paper drafts is COB September 21 st (a change from our
original timeline of 9/15). We are still targeting finalizing all issue papers by October 1•t, and will
continue to monitor workload and timelines and make adjustments as necessary.

Guidance:
The attached spreadsheet identifies the issue paper topics (as modified/ amended by the
DMAG), co-leads, a brief description of the paper based on the nominations, and requested
consultations. Co-leads were identified based on the subject matter, nomination
submissions, and assessment by the PTO. Requested consultations were identified in a .
similar fashion. SCOAs are responsible for coordinating paper development in consultation
with their co-lead counterparts and working with consulting.
Components or Offices who wish to change the designated ca-leads for any topic may
request a change after consultation with the designated or prospective ca-leads as
appropriate and an agreement is reached. The PTO will not entertain a unilateral request
far a change of ca-·leads. Please notify the PTO via email of the agreed-upon change with all
involved SCAOs included .
. Components or Offices who wish to provide input or request to consult on any strategic
issue paper may request so through the designated co-leads. Co-leads are encouraged to
collaborate with requested co.nsulting Components and Offices to the greatest extent
practicable.
Co-leads are responsible for the content of the strategic issue papers including accepting or
rejecting input from other Components and Offices at their discretion. Co-leads are also
responsible for ensuring the draft is cleared by the designated requested consulting
Components and Offices at a minimum prior to submitting to the PTO. Co-leads may
coordinate review/clearance with other Components and Offices at their discretion. Due to
the volume of papers and the timeline, not all Components and Offices .will have an
opportunity to review and clear an all strategic issue papers. This "pre-clearance" process
will help facilitate a reasonable review and clearance process within the available timeline.
Additional information regarding finalizing strategic issue papers will be provided at a later
date.
Issue papers are limited to three pages of text using the attached format unless otherwise
noted. Co-leads are encouraged to include graphs, tables, and/or pictures as appropriate,
which will not be counted against the page limit The strategic issue paper format is based
largely on the format used for S1 hearing preparations. The purpose of these papers is not

to make the reader a subject matt.er expert, but to provide the incoming leadership with the
most critical information they should know on these topics in their first 30-60 days. Please
ensure the papers focus only on the key components of the issue and are drafted for 51 / 52
or Component/ Office Head consumption. If it is not possible to reasonably convey the
critical information in three pages of text, please contact the PTO to discuss options. The
expectation is the incoming leadership will request additional detail and briefings on these
topics as desired.
These papers are not intended for the transition team, but for incoming appointees so the
papers may be FOUO or LE Sensitive if necessary (unclassified preferred if possible). If a co·
lead determines an issue paper must be classified, please contact the PTO to discuss.
The PTO will send an invite for a conference call in the next couple of days to discuss the way ahead
and answer any questions you may have about the strategic issue papers.
I've also attached a briefing paper capturing all the feedback received from the DMAG as well as a
bucketed list of topics and co-leads for easier reference.
Thank you once again for your support and tremendous efforts.

V/R,
Bion
Bion Stewart
Deputy Presidential Transition Officer
Department of·Homeland Security
202-282-9125
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From:

Andrwccbio Miranda

To:

Stewart Bion; PIO Master Distro

Cc:

Yeomr Jose: I ascv Jeffrey; Stefano Beoiamio; t»ttoev Teresa; Currv Timothy; Rohde Brian· Ylslocky I oci:
Anderson Chdstooher; Buss Nathaniel; Yackel lames e; Button Cbrlst:PQber; Boncella Renee; Jones Rodne:,,:

Reifer Chad: Soeocer, WIiiiam: Marvin Scott

Subject:

RE: Presidential Transition Office ~ Strategic Issue Papers

Date:

Wednesday, August 24, 2016 1:40:37 PM

Attachments:

St@tgqic Issue Paoer Assignments (IA POCs) xlsx

All: Apologies for the multiple emails. Once, slight change, we are not requesting co-lead on the
transportation threats paper, consultation is sufficient. Please use the updated spreadsheet
attached.
Thanks,
Miranda
Miranda J. Andreacthio
Branch Chief, Executive Secretariat
Office of Intelligence and Analysis
Department of Homeland Security
(202) 282-9149

l&AExecsec@ha dhs.gov
From: Andreacchio, Miranda
1
Sent: Wednesday, August 24, 2016 1:29 PM
To: Stewart, Bion <bion.stewart@hq.dhs.gov>; PTO Master Distro <PTOMasterDistro@hq.dhs.gov>
Cc: Venzor, Jose <Jose.Venzor@hq.dhs.gov>; Lasov, Jeffrey <Jeffrey.Lasov@HQ.DHS.GOV>; Stefano,
Benjamin <Benjamin.Stefano@HQ.DHS.GOV>; Downey, Teresa <Teresa.Downey@hq.dhs.gov>;
Curry, Timothy <Tlmothy.Curry@HQ.DHS.GOV>; Rohde, Brian <Brian.Rohde@HQ.DHS.GOV>;
Vislocky, Lori <lori.vislocky@hq.dhs.gov>; Anderson, Christopher
<Christopher.Andersonl@hq.dhs.gov>; Buss, Nathaniel <nathaniel.buss@HQ.DHS.GOV>; Vockel,
James P<James.P.Vockel@HQ.DHS.GOV>; Button, Christopher
<Christopher.Button@HQ.DHS.GOV>; Boncella, Renee qenee.boncella@HQ.DHS.GOV>; Jones,
Rodney <rodney.jones@HQ.DHS.GOV>; Reifer, Chad <Oiad.Reifer@HQ.DHS.GOV>;°Spencer, William
<William.Spencer@HQ.DHS.GOV>; Marvin, Scott <Scott.Marvin@HQDHS.GOV>
Subject: RE: Presidential Transition Office - Strategic Issue Papers

Transition team members:
Please find attached l&A and CT POCs and their email addresses listed next to each paper where we
have a role.
Please note, we are requesting to be added as a co-lead along with TSA and CSP to "Persistent
Threats to Transportation Security." Additionally, we are requesting to be added as consultation on
the following papers: ·
"Security and Faciiitation of Travel"
"Cybersecurity Policy and Authority"
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"Countering Violent Extremism"
"ScreeningNetting"
"Emerging Infectious Disease, Biological, and Chemical Threats to the Homeland"
"Enforcement, Facilitation, and Security of Trade"
CT Staff, as the primary co-lead for the CT paper, will work on an initial draft an I will send to the colead POCs (and their respective transition POCs) to add input and clear before we send to those
requesting consultation to review. For papers were w.e are a secondary co-lead, please have your
lead POCs cc me when they send drafts to our POCs to add input to these paper so that I can ensure
we also get our leadership review on those drafts. For papers where we are required consultation,
please feel free to send direct to the POCs I have listed to gather their comments/edits.
Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns.
Thanks,
Miranda

Miranda J. Andreacchio
Branch Chief, Executive Secretariat
Office of Intelligence and Analysis
Department of Homeland Security
(202) 282-9149
l&AExecSec@ha.dhs.gov
From: Stewart, Bion
Sent: Monday, August 15, 2015 2:02 PM
To: PTO Master Distro <PJOMasterDistro@hq dhs gov>
Subject: Presidential Transition Office - Strategic Issue Papers
Transition Colleagues,
As previously conveyed, the PTO is providing you with an advance look at the DMAG-approved
Strategic Issue Paper topic list. We are providing this advance look so co-leads may identify
appropriate program leads, plan coordination, and begin drafting at your discretion. The PTO is
working on scheduling time to brief 51/52, and once the list receives final approval, a formal tasking
will be sent out via ExecSec. The PTO wi.11 also highlight any 51 / 52 changes.to the list at that time.
The projected due date forthe issue paper drafts is COB September 21 st (a change from our·
original timeline of 9/15). We are still targeting finalizing all issue papers by October 1st, and will
continue to monitor workload and timelines and make adjustments as necessary.
Guidance:

The attached spreadsheet identifies the issue paper topics (as modified/ amended by the
DMAG), co-leads, a brief description ·Of the paper based on the nominations, and requested
consultations. Co-leads were identified based on the subject matter, nomination
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submissions, and assessment by the PTO. Requestea consultations were identified in a
similar fashion. SCOAs are responsible for coordinating paper development in consultation
with their co-lead counterparts and working with consulting.
· Con:,ponents or Offices who wish to change the designated co-leads for any topic may
request a change after consultation with the designated or pr"ospective co-leads as
appropriate and an agreement is reached. The PTO will not entertain a unilateral request
for a change of co-leads. Please notify the PTO via email of the agreed-upon change with all
involved SCAOs included.
Components or Offices who wish to provide input or request to consult on any strategic
issue paper may request s_o through the designated co-leads. Co-leads are encouraged to
collaborate with requested consulting Components and Offices to the greatest extent
practicable.
Co-leads are responsible for the.content of the strategic issue papers including accepting or
rejecting input from other Components and Offices at their discretion. Co-leads are also
responsible for ensuring the draft is cleared by the designated requested consulting
Components and Offices at a minimum prior to submitting to the PTO. Co-leads may
· coordinate review/clearance with other Components and Offices at their d·iscretion. Due to
the volume of papers and the timeline, not all Components and Offices will have an
. opportunity to review and clear on all strategic issue papers. This "pre-clearance" process
will help facilitate a reasonable review and clearance process within the available timeline.
Additional information regarding finalizing strategic issue papers will be provided at a later
date.
Issue papers are limited to three pages of text using the attached format unless otherwise
noted. Co~leads are encouraged to include graphs, tables, and/or pictures as appropriate,
·which will not be counted against the page limit. The strategic issue paper format is based
largely on the format used for Sl hearing preparations. The purpose of these papers is not
to make the reader a subject matter expert, but to provide the incoming leadership with the
most critical information they should know on these topics in their first 30-60 days. Please
ensure the papers focus only on the key components of the issue and are drafted for Sl / S2
'
\ .
or Component/ Office Head consumption. If it is not possible to reasonably convey the
critical information in three pages of text, please contact the PTO to discuss options. The
expectation is the incoming leadership will request additional detail and briefings on these
topics as desired.
'

·These papers are _not intended for the transition team, but for incoming appointees so the
papers may be FOUO or LE Sensitive if necessary (unclassified preferred if possible). If a colead determines an issue paper must be classified, please contact the PTO to discuss.
The PTO will send an invite for a conference call in the next couple of days to discuss the way ahead
and answer any questions you may have about the strategic issue papers.
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I've also attached a briefing paper capturing all the· feedback received from the DMAG as well as a
bucketed list of topics and co-leads for easier reference.
Thank you once again for your support and tremendous efforts.

V/R,
Bion
Bion Stewart
Deputy Presidential Transition Officer
Department of Homeland Security

202-282-9125
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From:
To:
SUbject:
Date:

Beoai Id I@cy I
USCIS Ptesidential Transition
RE: DUE 7/20: Presidential Transition Tasking 2
Thursday, July 28, 2016 8:54:00 AM
·

Yes. Thanks.

Troc:y t.. Renaud
Associate Director
Management Dfrtw')rate
US Citizenship & Immigration Services

Deportment of Homeland Security
102-272-1739 (des/(/

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Thursday, July 28, 2016 8:09 AM
To: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: FW: DUE 7/20: Presidential Transition Tasking 2
Since Leon and Juliet aren't here, are we okay to send this list. to DHS?
From: Young, Todd P
Sent: Wednesday, July 27, 2016 3:43 PM
.To: users Presidential Transition
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L; Kerns, Kevin J; Walters, Jessica S; Farnam, Julie E
Subject: RE: DUE 7/20: Presidential Transition Tasking 2
Hi Julie,
On behalf of Lori, I am clearing the below top ten list of non-OHS partners. Apologies for the
delayed response.
·Todd

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Friday, July 22, 2016 2:25 PM
To: Young, Todd P
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L; Kerns, Kevin J; Walters, Jessica S; Farnam, Julie E
Subject: RE: DUE 7/20: Presidential Transition Tasking 2
Hi Todd,
,I

DHS has requested that we narrow our non-DHS partner's list down to our top ten. I've updated the
spreadsheet with the following partners (in alphabetical order, not ranking in significance of the
partnership):
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(b )(5)

I'm resubmitting for Lori's clearance. Thank you for your help with this.
Julie Farnam
Special Assistant
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
•
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, a!ong wi,th any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by fed era! Jaws governing .

electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Securily, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distributi_on, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited, Jfyou have received this in error, please delete this message and all

attachments and immediately notify the sender.

From: Young, Todd P
Sent: Tuesday, July 19, 2016 4:31 PM
To: Farnam, Julie E; Walters, Jessica S
Cc: Renaud, Trac.y L; users Presidential Transition; Kerns, Kevin J
Subject: RE: DUE 7/20: Presidential Transition Tasking 2
Hi Julie,
Lori was briefed on the transition documents earlier today and she's fine with submitting them to
the Department. Thank you for coordinating the list of key non-.DHS partnership_s with the
directorates and program offices!
Todd

From: Farnam, Julie E

Sent: Monday, July 18, 2016 3:17 PM
To: Young, Todd P; Walters, Jessica S
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L;

users Presidential Transition
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Subject: DUE 7/20: Presidential Transition Tasking 2

Todd/Jessica,
Our next presidential transition tasking is due to the Department on Wednesday. This tasking
requests four things from USOS:
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

Photos from USCIS. OCOMM is compiling these photos now. The photos will be used in a
briefing booklet that:DHS is compiling for the new administration.
Key non-DHS partnerships. These are ncin-DHS partners or stakeholders that have
"frequent and significant impact on mission execution, policy development, resource
management, and/or mission-focused research and development." I have attached a
spreadsheet compiling the significant and frequent pari:nership responses from the
directorates and program offices. I kindly ask that you assist in having Lori review and to let
me know if there any she would like removed from the list or added to the list.
Biographies of directorate/program office heads, deputies, and acting career successors (for
· positions that will be vacated by a political).
An overview of an average day within USCIS. This is taken directly from the PAG OCOMM
has on the day in the life of_ USCIS.
A heat map of USCIS's personnel and assets.

The full tasking instructions are attached for your reference. These materials are due to DHS on
Wednesday and we are hoping you can help to have them reviewed and cleared. If Lori would like
an in-person briefing of the materials, please let me know ..
. Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Special Assistant
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attadtments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal.laws governing

electronic communications. EleCtronicca:nmunications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader dthis message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby nolified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of t~is meS5ilGe ls strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender,
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(

From:
To:

Frederick Predm,s A
Renaud Trarv I

Subject:
Date:

FW: Questions for Discussion with Tracy on July 28
Tuesday, July 26, 2016 4:58:09 PM

At:13chments:

Questions that mav be asked of Jracv docx

Please see the attached for your meeting on Thursday with OIDP Leadership,

Precious A,Frederick
USCIS Management Directorate
(202) 272-.1704
From: Destefano, Ernest

Sent: Tuesday, July 26, 2016 7: 16:00 AM
To: Frederick, Precious A
Cc: Anderson, Erik C
Subject: Questions for Discussion with Tracy on July 28

Precious:
Attached you will find a list of questions I solicited from those in the OIDP Leadership Summit

· Ernest DcStefano
ChiefOIDP
202-320-2484
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PAGE WITHHELD PURSUANT TO
(b)(5)

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY/NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
A DAY IN THE LIFE OF USCIS
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services is the federal agency that oversees lawful immigration to the
United States. USCIS began operations on March I, 2003, as part of the newly established Department of
Homeland S~curity. Congress disbanded the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service in the Justice
Department and transferred its functions to three new agencies in DHS: USCIS, U.S. Immigration and
Customs Enforcement, and U.S. Customs and Border Protection.
USCIS officers adjudicate requests for immigration benefits, including lawful permanent residency
(Green Cards), family- and employment-based immigration, and naturalization. Combatting fraud and
safeguarding national security are agency priorities.
USCIS also plays key roles in the U.S. Refugee Admissions Program and in other areas including:
• Determining asylum eligibility for those claiming to face persecution in their home countries;
• Providing relief for victims of human trafficking and violent crimes; ·
• Enabling inter-country adoptions for U.S. parents; and
• Verifying the employment eligibility of new hires in the United States.
In a nation of immigrants, the employees ofUSCIS are proud to play a vital role in this country's long
tradition of enrichment and renewal through immigration. USCIS's mission is to secure America's
promise as a nation of immigrants by providing high quality customer service, promoting an
understanding of the privileges and obligations of U.S. citizenship and ensuring the integrity of the U.S.
immigration system. The USC IS workforce consists of about 19,000 government workers and
contractors, locat~d at 223 offices across the world and entrusted to uphold the agency's core values of
integrity, respect, ingenuity and vigilance.
On an average day USCIS:
• Processes 200 refugee applications around the world and grant asylum to 45 people already in the
United States.
• Screens 146 people for protection on the basis of credible fear.
• Answers 50,000 phone calls to our toll-free customer service line and serve 2,200 customers at our
83 field offices.
·
• Ensures the employment eligibility of more than 80,000 new hires in the United States.
• Fingerprints and photographs 13,000 people at our 137 application support centers.
• Adjudicates more than 26,000 requests for various immigration benefits.
• Processes 3,700 applications to sponsor relatives and future spouses.
• Helps American parents adopt 25 foreign-born orphans.
• Processes about 2,000 petitions filed by employers to bring workers to the United States.
• Grants permanent residence to about 2, I 00 people and issue approximately 7,000 Permanent
Resident Cards (Green Cards),
• Welcomes nearly 2,500 new citizens at naturalization ceremonies. Typically, 36 of these new ·
,. citizens are already serving their adopted country iti the U.S. armed forces.
• Receives 335,000 visitor sessions to www.uscis.gov.

Prepartd by: Office of Communications
Updated: March I. 2016
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Presidential Transition: Request for Information #2
Information Request and Guidanee
The Department of Homeland Security (OHS) Presidential Transition Office (PTO) is
coordinating transition efforts across the Department in cooperation with all Operational
Components, Headquarters Offices, and Directorates. Your office has identified a Senior
Component Accountable Official (SCAO) that has been briefed on the efforts of this tasking, and
future Presidential Transition efforts. Information requests will be processed through the OHS
Executive Secretariat (ExecSec) process with specific routing directions to your SCAOs as
identified in a separate attachment to the ExecSec tasker.
Agencies are encouraged to use existing, senior leadership-approved information and documents
to the greatest extent possible. Please ensure the information provided addresses the specific
content requirements and format specified, and is approved by the senior leadership within your
organization. Please imbed answers within this document unless otherwise specified.

Input is due 7110/16

* Component Phtltograph PowerPoint (please provide a separate file as an attachment)
1. Please provide a I0-slide PowerPoint presentation with official, OHS owned/copyrighted
photographs (no photo limit) representing your Component's missions, activities, area of
operations, assets, and workforce.

a. Include photo credit as appropriate embedded within each photograph
b. Photos should be formatted for imbedding and scaling within Word document text.
c. Include a brief caption for each photograph describing the person, asset and/or
activity/operation.

* Partnerships
I. Please identify your key non-DHS partnerships/stakeholders. Focus ori partnerships with
frequent and significant impact on mission execution, policy development, resource
management, and/or mission-focused research and development such as:
• Other Federal departments and gencies
• Interagency coordinating groups (e.g., NSC IPCs, JIATF-S)
• State, Local, Territorial, and Tribal entities and organizations
• Advisory councils (FACA and non-FACA)
• National or regional homeland security-and/or mission-focused
consortiums and associations
• Centers of Excellence and academic institutions
2. Organize your key non-DHS partnerships in the following categories:
a. DoD, military, and interagency relationships
b. Stakeholder groups and FACAs
c. Industry relationships and ship/plane builders
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d. International engagements
e. Organized labor
3. Foreach entry please identify the name of the organization and the following:
a. Primary QHSR mission(s) supported
b. Brief statement of equities/dependencies - why this partnership is important to your
mission success
Please use the following format for each partner entry:
Category: (e.g. DoD, FACA, International)
Partner Name:
Primary QHSR Mission Supported:
Equities/Dependencies:

*Personnel-Leadership Biographies
I. Provide a one-page biography with photograph of your Component/Office/Directorate
head and Deputy/Assistan_t and/or, designated acting career successor.
Operational Components Only -

*"Average [Component/ Day"
I. Please provide an "Average [Component) Day" overview of your Components mission
activities. Example:
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-

Average Coast Guard Day:
Conducts 45 search and rescue cases;
Saves 10 lives;
Saves over $ l .2M in property;
Seizes 874 pounds of cocaine and 214 pounds of marijuana

'

!

Conducts 57 waterborne patrols of critical rnaritiinc infrastructure;

Interdicts 17 illegal migrants;
Escorts 5 higtHapacity passenger vessels;

Conducts 24 security boardings in and around U.S. ports;
Screens 360 merchant vessels for potential security threats prior to arrival in U.S. ports;

Conducts' 14 fisheries conservation boardings;
Services 82 buoys and fixed aids to navigation;

Investigates 35 pollution incidents;
Completes 26 safety examinations on foreign vessds:

Conducts I05 marine inspections;
·•

lnv·estigates 14 marine casualties involving commcrcia1 vessels;
Facilitates movement of S8.7B worth of goods and commodities through the Nation's Maritime T11U1sportation System.

'operational Components Only,:)
* Force Laydown Graphic

L Please provide a map of your Component's major regional operating areas. Overlaid on
this map, please include a "heat map" representation of your Component's major
concentrations of personnel and assets. (Please ensure the map can be imbedded and
manipulated within Word for formatting JPEG, PPT, etc). Note: The map does not
have to reflect every person or asset in every city, but should provide a high-level, quick
look of where the majority of your workforce and assets are located.
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-

2. For Components with a permanent international presence, please include a similar
presentation of your international force laydown.
Example (not an official CBP presentation) 1- your presentation does not have to be
identical, but should display similar information:
11.®.:>1Hom~land
'~Secunty

o,

U.S. Customs and Bord.er Protection

...

~--...,__
·-lUll~P

o--o--

USCG & CBP only3

* Asset Table
1. Please provide a table identifying your primary operational assets including aircraft,
cutters (CG-only), boats, unmanned assets, and vehicles (CBP-only).
a. The table may include pictures, but must fit on a single 8 ½ X 11 page (landscape or
portrait).
b. Include total number of each asset type.
c. Please ensure the table can be imbedded and manipulated for format within a Word
document.
·
·
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From:
To:

Cc:

I JSOS Presidential Transition
Stemrt, Bfon
Benmd Tracy I

Date:

RE; Presidential Transition Office ~ Strategic Issue Paper Ranking
Monlll;, July 18, 2016 12:33:59 PM

Attachments:

\JSCJ5 Nomination Spreadsheet Consolidation Banking xlsx

Subject:

Sorry about that, Bioo. Please see the attached document. If you need anything additional, please
let me know.
Julie Farnam
Special Assistant
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication. along mth any attachments, may contain confidential informar1on and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored bY the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and tmrl1igration SeNices, · rfthe reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying at this message is strictly prohfbited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediat.notify the sender.

From: Stewart, Bion

Sent: Monday, July 18, 2016 12:09 PM
To: users Presidential Transition
Cc Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: FW: Presidmtial Transition Office - Strategic Issue Paper Ranking

· USCIS Transition Colleagues,
We appreciate you sending this over, but part of the instructions were to not alter the spreadshe~i
in any other way than adding your rankings in the designated column. Because I'm calculating
rankings for all nominations across all Components and Offices (literally 3900 calculations), I need all
of the columns and rows to be uniform so Excel can run the formula properly.
Can you please populate the original spreadsheet with your rankings without any other changes and
resend?
Thanks.

)

Bion

From: Button, Maria G (Gemma) On Behalf Of USCIS Exec Sec
Sent: Friday, July 1S, 2016 10:08 AM
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To: Stewart, Bion <bion stewart@ha dhs gov>; Horowitz, Scott <Scott Horowitz@HO DHS GOV>;
Beagles, James <lames Beagles@HO.DHS.GOY>
Cc: Rinehart, Kalee <Kalee Rinehart@ha dhs gov>; USCIS Exec Sec <USCIS-Exec-Sec@uscis dhs.goy>
Subject: RE: Presidential Transition Office - Strategic Issue Paper Ranking

.Good Morning,

Attached is USCIS' response to this tasking.

Have a good day.

~emma
Maria Gemma Button
Chief
US Citizenship and Immigration Services
Office of the Executive Secretariat
202-272-8568

·e-mail: usc1s-Exec-Sec@uscis,dhs,gov
e-mail: connect: http://connect,uscis.dhs.gov/org/EXSO/Pages/default.aspx

From: Rinehart, Kalee
Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 2016 4:19 PM
To: C!SOMBExecSec; CRCL Exec Sec; ONDO Exec Sec; FLETC Exec Sec; ESEC·lntemal Liaison; !&A
Exec Sec; PRIV Exec Sec; OGC Exec Sec; ohaexecsec; OIG Execsec; OLA Exec Sec; OPE Tasking;
OPE_Tasking; OPA Exec Sec; OPS Exec Sec; Plcy Exec Sec; S&T Exec Sec; CBPEXECSEC; FEMAExecSec;
ICE Exec Sec; NPPDExecSec; TSAExecSec; EXEC, USCG SMB; USCIS Exec Sec; CFO Exec Sec;
CHCOExecSec; OCIO ExecSec; CROEXECSEC; CRSO_ExecSec; CSOEXECSEC; PARMExecSec,; Comans,
Mary Francis; USSS Exec Sec
·
·
Cc: Stewart, Bion; Horowitz, Scott; MGMTExecSec
Subject: Presidential Transition Office • Strategic Issue Paper Ranking
~

.

Sorry- I didn't mean to recall this message. This tasking still stands!

To All DHS Component'and LOB ESEC See's
Please see tasker from the DHS Transition Office
"The Presidential Transition Office (PTO) requests Component, Office, Directorate & MGMT LOB
review and ranking of Presidential Transition Strategic Issue Papers. The attached spreadsheet
includes over 100 transition strategic issue paper topics submitted by OHS Components, Offices,
Directorates, and MGMT LOBs. Please review and indicate your top 30 strategic issue papers by
ranking them from 1 (most important) to 30 in the "Rank" column on the far right of the document.
Please do not alter the spreadsheet in an'y other way. Please include your Component/Office in the
file name of spreadsheet upon return.
This is the next step in the process to recommend a list of transition strategic issue papers to the
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DMAG and ultimately 51 for final approval. Request this tasker be routed to
Component/Office/Directorate & MGMT LOB SCAO's as identified in the attached Transition SCAO
list. Please deliver responses by cos 15 July 2916 to bjon stewart@hQ,dhs.gov,
scott.horowitz@ha.dhs gov & James Beagles@ha.dhs.gov.
For questions regarding.this request, please contact Bion Stewart, 202-282-9125 or Scott Horowitz,
202-282-8152"

I
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From:
'To:

Cc:
Subject:

Date:
. Attachments:

Button Maria G(Gemma)
IJSOS PJ:e:side'.ntial Transit'Km
\JSCIS Exec sec; Reoatd.. Tracy L; Farnam lune E
FW: Presidential Transitm Office - Strategic Issue Paper Ranking
Friday, July 15, 2016 lll:lB:32 AM
.

LJSCJS Nomination SotMfsheet Consolidation Ranking x:lsx

Good Morning,
I am confirming that USCIS' submission was sent. Please note that I changed the file
name to include USCIS, as requested in the original tasking.
·
Thank you.
(gemma
Maria Gemma Button
Chief
US Citizenship and Immigration Services
Office of the Executive Secretariat
202-272-8568

e-mail: USCIS-Exec-Sec@uscis,dhs,gov
e-mail: Connect: httQ'//connectuscis.dl!s,goy/org/EXSO/Pages/defaultaspx

From: Button, Maria G (Gemma) On Behalf Of USCIS Exec Sec

Sent: Friday, July 15, 2016 10:08 AM
To: Stewart, Bien; Horowitz, Scott; Beagles, James
Cc: Rinehart, Kalee; 'uscis exsec (USCIS-Exec·Sec@usds.dhs.gov)'
Subject: RE: Presidential Transition Office · Strategic Issue Paper Rankln.g

Good Morning,
Attached is USCIS' response to this tasking.
Have a good day.
(gemma
Maria Gemma Button
Chief
US Citizenship and Immigration Services
Office of the Executive Secretariat
202-272-8568.

e-mail: usc1s-Exec-Sec@uscis.dhs,gov .
e-mail: connect: htu,;//connect.uscis.dhs.gov/org/EXSO/Pages/default aspx

. From: Rinehart, Kalee
· Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 2016 4:19 PM
To: CISOMBExecSec; CRCL Exec'Sa:; DNDO Exec Sec; FLETC Exec Sec; ESEC-Intemal Liaison; !&A
Exec Sec; PRIV Exec Sec; OGC Exec Sec; ohaexecsec; OIG Execsec; OLA Exec Sec; OPE Tasking;
OPE_Tasking; OPA Exec Sec; OPS Exec Sec; Plcy Exec Sec; S&T Exec Sec; CBPEXECSEC; FEMAExecSec;
ICE Exec Sec; NPPOExecSec; TSAExa:Sec; EXEC, USCG SMB; USCIS Exec Sec; CFO Exec Sec;
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CHCOExecSec; OCIO ExecSec; CPOEXECSEC; CRSO_Exec.Sec; CSOEXECSEC; PARMExecSec,; Comans,
Mary Francis; USSS Exec Sec
·
Cc: Stewart, Bion; Horowitz, Scott; MGMTExecSec
Subject: Presidential Transition Office - Strategic Issue Paper Ranking

Sorry- I didn't mean to recall this message. This tasking still stands!

To All OHS Component and LOB ESEC See's
Please see tasker from the OHS Transition Office
"The Presidential Transition Office (PTO) requests Component, Office, Directorate & MGMT LOB
review and ranking of Presidential Transition Strategic Issue Papers. The attached spreadsheet
includes over 100 transition strategic issue paper topics submitted by OHS Components, Offices,
Directorates, and MGMT LOBs. Please review and.indicate your top 30 strategic issue papers by
ranking them from 1 (most important) to 30 i_n the "Rank" column o_n the far right of the document.·
Please do not alter the spreadsheet in any other way. Please include your Component/Office in the
file name of spreadsheet upon return.
This is the next step in the process to recommend a list of transition strategic issue papers to the
DMAG and ultimately Sl for final approval. Request this tasker be routed to
Component/Office/Directorate & MGMT I.OB SCAO's as identified in the attached Transition SCAO
list. Please deliver responses by COB 15 July 2016 to bion.stewart@hq dhs,gov
scotthorowitz@ha.dhs.gov & lames,Beagles@ha.dhs.gov.
For questions regarding this request, please contact Bion Stewart, 202-282-9125 or Scott Horowitz,

202-282-8152"
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From:

To:
Cc:
Subjoct:
Date:
Attachments:

!JSCIS Presidential Irnositioo
I JSCIS Exec Sec
Button Mada G(Gemma); Farnam Julie E; Renaud Tracy L
RE: Presidential Transition Office - Strategic Issue Paper Ranking DUE 7/15
Frtday, July 15, 2016 6:49:13 AM

Nomination 5orem1sheet Consolidation Ban!dno,xtsx

Good· morning,
It looks like this is ready to go then. Here's both spreadsheets (the original and USCIS's rankings)
consolidated into one document. Thank you for your assistance with this.
Julie Farnam
Special Assistant
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
202-489-8802
From: Renaud, Tracy L
Sent: Friday, July 15, 2016 6:21 AM
To: use1s Presidential Transition; users Exec Sec
Cc: Button, Maria G (Gemma); Farnam, Julie E
Subject: RE: Presidential Transition Office - Strategic Issue Paper Ranking DUE 7/15

DI and COS are out of country and out of communication. Since the transition team
· indicated clearance required at COS level or higher I think we are fine to send wiih only D2
concurrence.

Tracy L. Renaud
Associate Director, Management
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Security
202-272-1739 (office)
From: users Presidential Transition
Sent: Thursday, July 14, 2016 8:54:56 PM
To: users Exec Sec
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L; Button, Maria G (Gemma); Farnam, Julie E
Subject: RE: Presidential Transition Office - Strategic Issue Paper Ranking DUE 7/15

Good evening,
Attached is our response to this tasking. It has been reviewed and cleared by D2 and we would also
ask for your assistance in obtaining COS or Dl's concurrence. This tasking is due to the Department
tomorrow, July 15 th .
This tasking is where the Department did the data call to collect five cross-component issues for
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potential issue papers related to the transition. Each component and DHS HQ program se.nt in their
list.and the compiled them into a document (there is some overlap between some of the items).
The second attachment is the full list that was collected. The DHS Presidential Transition Office has
asked each component to rank their top 30 of the 120+ issues to assist them in determining what
goes forward for consideration by USM and then Sl/S2. The first attachment is our attempt to
identify top DHS issues, which is synopsized below.
When you are reading the tables, the first column is the component that nominated the potential
issue paper - that is the only relevance of that column, although it is assumed that the nominating
component has a role in the ide.ntified issue. The fourth column is the list of stakeholders. If the
issue is determined to move forward to have an issue paper prepared, the primary stakeholder
would be assigned to produce the issue paper and will need to collaborate with the othe.r
stakeholders on the final product
Here is a summary of the topics, rank, and lead agency:

(b)(5)
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(b)(5)

Thank you for your assistance.
Julie Farnam
Special Assistant
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
202-489-8802
From: Drake, Johnetlil On Behalf Of USCJS Exec Sec
Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 2016 3:46 PM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition; Renaud, Tracy L; Farnam, Julie E .
Cc: USCIS Exec Sec
. .
Subject: FW: Presidential Transition Office - Strategic Issue Paper Ranking ·

Please handle as appropriate. The last attachment is the second tasking.
Johnetta Drake
USC/5 Office of the Executive Secretariat
202-236-4246 (Cell}
202-272-0998 (Desk}
202-272-0990 (Office}
EXSO Connect Page

EXSO ECN Page
Please upload all actions for which Forms G-1056 are used to CtJIS..
Please send all offu:ial actions to USCTS-Exec-Sec@u5ci5.dl1tgov.

F:rorri: Rinehart, Kalee
Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 2016 3:36 PM
To: CISOMBExecSec; CRCL Exec Sec; DNDO Exec Sec; FLETC Exec Sec; ESEC·Internal Liaison; !&A
Exec Sec; PRIV Exec Sec; OGC Exec Sec; ohaexecsec; OIG Execsec; OLA Exec Sec; OPE Tasking;
OPE_Tasking; OPA Exec Sec; OPS Exec Sec; Plcy Exec Sec; S&T Exec Sec; CBPEXECSEC; FEMAExecSec;
ICE Exec Sec; NPPDExecSec; TSAExecSec; EXEC, USCG 5MB; usas Exec Sec; CFO Exec Sec;
CHCOExecSec; 000 ExecSec; CPOEXECSEC; CRSO_ExecSec; CSOEXECSEC; PARMExecSec,; Comans,
Mary Francis; .usss Exec Sec
· Cc: Stewart, Bion; Horowitz, Scott; MGMTExecSec
Subject:. Presidential Transition Office· Strategic Issue Paper Ranking
To All DHS Component and LOB ESECSec's
Please see tasker from the DHS Transition Office
''The Presidential Transition Office (PTO) requests Component, Office, Directorate & MGMT LOB
review and ranking of Pres.idential Transition Strategic Issue Papers. The attached spreadsheet
includes over 100 transition' strategic issue paper topics. submitted
by DHS Components, Offices,
.
Directorates, and MGMT LOBs. Please review and indicate your top 30 strategic issue papers by
ranking them from 1 (most important) to 30 in the "Rank" column on the far right of the document.
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Please do not alter the spreadsheet in any other way. Please include your Component/Office in the
file name of spreadsheet upon return.
This is the next step in the process to recommend a list of transition strategic issue papers to.the
DMAG and ultimately Sl for final approval. Request this tasker be routed to
Component/Office/Directorate & MGMT LOB SCAO's as identified in the attached Transition SCAO
list. Please deliver responses by COB 15 July 2016 to bion stewart@)hadhs.gov.
scott.horowitz@ha.dhs gov & James Beagles@ho dhs gov.
For questions regarding this request, please contact Bion Stewart, 202-282,9125 or Scott Horowitz,
202-282-8152"
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Farnam Julie E

From:
To:
.Cc:
Subject:

Renaud Tracy L
!JSCJS Presidential Iransltioci

Date:

Tuesday, July 12, 2016 12:18:50 PM

Attachments:

Nomination Spreadsheet COOS9lidatian BanPISl xlsx

Presidential Transition OHS Is.sue Paper Topic Rankings

. Attached is USCIS's ranking of the top 30 issue paper topics for the Oepartment as part of the
oresidential transition. Here is a summarv of the tooics rank. and lead agencv:

(b)(!

If you'd like any additions, eliminations, or change in rankings to the list, please let me know. The
full list of all 130+ issue paper topics can be found on the first tab of the attached spreadsheet.
· Julie Farnam
Special Assistant
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Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102

(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federa'I laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
;md Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify.the sender.
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From:

To:

Farnam June e
Renaud Tracy L

Date:

Issue Paper Nomination Rankings
Frtday, July 08, 2016 10:12:45 AM

Attachments:

Nomination Soreadsheet.Consolldation Ranking xlsx

Subject:

Hi Tracy,
I went through the issue paper list that the Department sent and pulled 40 that I thought could. be
on our final list of 30. I noticed there was quite a bit of overlap on several topics (e.g., cyber
security, vetting, etc.). Please let me. know ii°you have any additions or if there are any topics you
would like removed from the list.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Special Assistant
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, ,1long with any i.lttachments, may contain confident'1al information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications m~y also be monit6red by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Senices. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
d1suibution, use, Ottopying of this'message is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
atlachments and immediately notify the sender.

'e
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From:

To:
Cc:

Benal!d Tracy I
Sdalabba Lori l OAri Scia!abba®uscis dhs.aovl
Ymroo Todd P: Walters Jessica S (lesslra SWalter,@1mris dhs gov}: Farnam l111Je E

Subject:

FW: Presidential Transition Office Stra~ Issue Paper Ranking

Date:

Thursday, July 07, 2016 3:19:00 PM

Attachments:

Nomination Spreadsheet Consolidation Banking xlsx

Lori,
Here is our next tasking from the OHS PT.O - we. now need to rank all of the proposed issue paper
submissions into our priority 1 through 30 due next Friday. Do you want to discuss and we can
decide together or is it easier for you if we take a shot at ranking and get it to you for clearance?

Tracy l. Renaud
Aslociate Director

Management Directorate
US Citizenship & Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Security
l02-27Z-1739 (desk)

From: Drake, Johnetta On Behalf Of USOS Exec Sec
Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 2016 3:46 PM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition; Renaud, Tracy L; Farnam, Julie E

Cc: USCIS Exec Sec
Subject: FW: Presidential Transition Office - Strategic Issue Paper Ranking
Please handle as appropriate. ·The last attachment is the second tasking.
Johnetta Drake
USCIS Office of the Executive Secretariat
202-236-4246 (Cell)
202-272-0998 (Desk)
202-272-0990 (Office)

EXSO Connect Page
EXSO ECN Page

Please upload all actions for which Form~ G-1056 are used to CA.IS..
Please send all official actions to USCIS-Exec-Sec@uscfr.tl/1s,gov.
(

From: Rinehart, Kalee
Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 2016 3:36 PM
To: CISOMBExecSec; CRCL Exec Sec; ONDO Exec Sec; FLETC Exec Sec; ESEC-Intemal Liaison; I&A
Exec Sec; PRIV Exec Sec; OGC Exec Sec; ohaexecsec; OIG Execsec; OLA Exec Sec; OPE Tasking;
OPE_Tasking; OPA Exec Sec; OPS Exec Sec; Plcy Exec Sec; S&T Exec Sec; CBPEXECSEC; FEMAExecSec;
ICE Exec Sec; NPPDExecSec; TSAExecSec; EXEC, USCG 5MB; USCJS Exec Sec; CFO Exec Sec; ,
CHCOExecSec; OCIO ExecSec; CPOEXECSEC; CRSO_ExecSec; CSOEXECSEC; PARMExecSec,; Comans,
Mary Francis; USSS Exec Sec
Cc: Stewart, Bion; Horowitz, Scott; MGMTExecSec
Subject: Presidential Transition Office - Strategic Issue Paper Ranking
To All OHS Component and LOB ESEC See's
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Please see tasker from the OHS Transition Office
"The Presidential Transition Office (PTO) requests Component, Office, Directorate & MGMT LOB
review and ranking of Presidential Transition Strategic Issue Papers. The attached spreadsheet
includes over 100 transition strategic issue paper topics submitted by OHS Components, Offices,
Directorates, and MGMT LOBs. Please review and indicate your top 30 strategic issue papers by
ranking them from 1 (most important) to 30 in the "Rank" column on the far right of the document.
Please do not alter the spreadsheet in any other way. Please include your Component/Office in the
file name of spreadsheet upon return.
This is the next step in the process to recommend a list of transition strategic issue papers to the
DMAG and ultimately Sl for final approval. Request this tasker be routed to
Coinponent/Office/Directorate & MGMT LOB SCAO's as identified in the attached Transition SCAO
list. Please deliver responses by COB 1s July 2016 to bioo stewart@hq,dhs.gov.
scott.horowitz@hg.dhs.gov & James.Beagles@hQ dhs gov.
For questions regarding this request, please contact Bion Stewart, 202·282·9125 or Scott Horowitz,
202-282-8152"

.,
'
'

'
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Worley, Jordan P
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Rinehart. Kalee
Wednesday, July 06, 2016 2:38 PM
CISOMBExecSec; CRCL Exec Sec; DNDO Exec Sec; FLETC Exec Sec; ES EC-Internal Liaison;
!&A Exec Sec; PRIV Exec Sec; OGC Exec Sec; ohaexecsec; OIG Execsec; OLA Exec Sec; OPE
Tasking; OPE_Tasking; OPA Exec Sec; OPS Exec Sec; Plcy Exec Sec; S&T Exec Sec;
CBPEXECSEC; FEMAExecSec; ICE Exec Sec; NPPDExecSec; TSAExecSec; EXEC, USCG SMB;
USCIS Exec Sec; CFO Exec Sec; CHCOExecSec; OCIO ExecSec; CPOEXECSEC;
CRSO_ExecSec; CSOEXECSE(;PARMExecSec,; Comans, Mary Francis; USSS Exec Sec
Stewart, Bion; Horowitz, Scott; MGMTExecSec
Presidential Transition Office - Request for Information #2

To All DHS Component and LOB ESEC See's
Please see tasker from the DHS Transition Office. This should be routed· to the Senior Component Accountable Officials
as identified in the attached "SCAO" document.
"The Presidential Transition Office (PTO) requests Component, Office, Directorate, and MGMT LOB responses to the
attached PTO Request For Information #2. Responses to the attached will be included with responses to RFI #1 to build
out the DHS Overview briefing materials. Please note some requested items are identified and highlighted as
Operational Components Only and/or for USCG and CBP Only. Responses for this RFI will be imbedded within the
attached document unless otherwise specified. Request this tasker be routed to Component/Office/Directorate &
MGMT LOB SCAO's as identified in the attached Transition SCAO list. Please deliver responses by COB 20 July 2016 to
bion.stewart@hg.dhs.gov; scott.horowitz@hq.dhs.gov; James.Beagles@hq.dhs.gov
For questions regarding this request, please contact Bion Stewart, 202-282-9125 or Scott Horowitz, 202-282-8152"
Thank you.
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DHS Presidential Transition
Senior Component Accountable Officials {SCA Os) and
Line of Business Senior Accountable Officials {SA Os)
As ofJune 23, 2016

(@ ,1§.e
CIS Ombudsman

Stacy Shore

Acting Deputy Director

CRCL

Veronica Venture

Deputy Officer

ONDO

Joel Rynes

Assistant Director

FLETC
Front Office

Connie Patrick
Jennifer Higgins

Director
Deputy Chief of Staff

I&A

Mary Peterson

Chief of Staff

PRIV

James Holzer

OGC

Meghan Ludtke

Deputy ChiefFOIA
Officer·
Chief of Staff

OHA

Larry (Dave) Fluty

OIG

Louise McGlathery

OLA
OPE

Susan Corbin
Alaina Clark

OPA

Tammy L..Howard

Principal Deputy
Assistant Secret
Assistant Inspector
General, Office of
Mana ement
Chief of Staff
Deputy Assistant
Secreta
Chief of Staff

OPS

Todd Heinz

Chief of Staff

PLCY

Kelli Ann Burriesci

S&T

Keith Holterrnann

Acting Assistant
Secretary for Threat
Prevention and Security
Polic
Senior S&T Advisor to
FEMA for RDT &E

rP.none Wwn'/iei:
·202-357-8397 (o)
202-617-9712 C
202-357-1270 (o)
202-697-0872 C
202-254-7608 (o)
202-549-4130 C
912-267-2501 o)
202-282-8261 (o)
202-836-1566 c)
202-282-8821 (o)
571-216-4725 C
202-343-1756 (o)
202-997-1624 c)
202-282-8889 (o)
202-680-4900 C
202-254-8836 (o)
281-638-2281 c)
202-254-5408 (o)
202-345-4342 (C)

202-253-0177
202-447-3101 (o)
202-281-8135 (C
202-282-9264 (o)
202-557-6422 C
202-282-8432 (o)
202-380-7512 (c
202-447-3814 (o)
202-510-1386 (c)

202-254-6019 (o)
202-646-4099 (o)
202-306-7619 C
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FEMA

David Bibo

ICE

Lyn Rahilly

NPPD

David Hess

TSA

Julie Scanlon

USCG
·USCIS

usss

Deputy Director, Policy
and Plannin
Acting Associate
Administrator, Office of.
Policy & Program
Anal sis
Assistant Director for
Privac and Records
Chief of Staff

202-212-4771 (o)
202-495-8892 (C)

202-732-3301 (o)
703-298-7734 C
703-235-2090 (o)
202-557-6021 C
571-227-3008 (o)

Deputy Assistant
Administrator
RDML Anthony Vogt Assistant Superintendent 860-444-8286 (o)
907-957-0639 c)
202-272-1739 (o)
Tracy Renaud
Senior Executive and
Associate Director for
202-445-0986 (C)
Mana ement
Assistant Director
Faron Paramore

Jf.h~
OCHCO

Kirstin Austin

OCIO
OCPO

Shila Cooch
Anthony Bell

Manager, Workforce
Develo ment Strate
Chief of Staff
Procurement Analyst

OCRSO

Laurie Boulden

Chief of Staff

ocso

Robert McRae

Deputy Division Chief

PARM

David Patrick

Director, Acquisition
0 erations

202-447:5757 (o)
202-557-0507 C
202-357-8502 (o)
202-207-8718 C
202-447-0063 (o)
202-573-6705 C
202-343-4048 (o)
703-999-2237 C
202-282-9864 (o)
202-507-2337 C
202-570-9583 (o)
202-343-4558 (c

Joint Requirements
Council
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From:

YPP09 Todd P .

To:

Renaud, Tracy L: Farnam Julie E

Subject:
Date:

FW: [D!RECTOR"S OFFICE CLEARANCE REQUEST ]Presidential Transition Improvement Act Threats and
Vulnerabilities
Monday, June 13, 2016 2:23:35 PM

Attachments:

DHS Congressional Reoort Transition Threats Yuloeratuties DHS Clearance RAIO edits doc

I believe you've seen this, but passing it along just in case.

From: Sahai, Rawn S On Behalf Of USOS Exec Sec
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 11:37 AM
To: DDCLEAR
'-

Cc: Sdalabba, Lori L; Krebs, Kristie L; Walters, Jessica S; Swanson, Toni; Young, Todd P; Adeleye,
David; Prelogar, Brandon B; Hyams, Emilie R; Allred, Esther R; Bacon, William H; Button, Maria G
(Gemma); Carter, Constance L; Davis, Marla J; Williams, Lee D; USCIS.Exec Sec
Subject: [DIRECTOR'S OFFICE CLEARANCE REQUEST )Presidential Transition Improvement Act Threats
and Vulnerabilities

Good morning,
The Department has tasked USCIS to review & cl!:)ar the Presidential Transition
Improvement Act Threats and Vulnerabilities, WF1124072. ·
SCOPS, OP&S, and OCC, has cleared without comments. RAIO cleared with comments
(refer to attachment pg. 9.)

Clearance/Comments are due.to DHS by COB Tuesday, June 14, 2016.

Thank you,
Rawn Sahai.
Office of the Executive Secretariat
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Oj'fice: (202) 272-1848
Cell: (202) 308-2551
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From:
To:

llMAG.
lll1&i

Subject:

DMAG • Thursday June 9 (Missions 1 and 5 C>Jevlew)

Date:

Tuesday, lune 07, 2016 5:07:09 PM .

Attachments:

Handout A~ PMAG AQenda June 9 docx
Haodol!t B~ FY 2018~2022 PmQ@m and B1Jdget Review Mission

f~s Overview ppb;

DMAG Members:
Please find the agenda and decision brief for the Deputy's Management Action Group
(DMAG) to be held from 11: 15 AM to 12: 15 PM on Thursday, June 9 in NAC 5, Conference
Room 5107. The purpose of this meeting is for the OHS CFO to solicit DMAG guidance on
select offsets and enhancements for Missions I (Prevent Terrorism and Enhance Security)
and 5 (Strengthen National Preparedness and Resilience).
You may read about DMAG procedures and recent "Summary of Conclusions'' on the
DMAG Website.
Please direct your questions to the DMAG Executive Agent, DMAG@hq,dhs,gov / 202-4473632.

0

-DMAG Executive Agent

178

~Homeland

V

Security

Deputy's Management Action Group (DMAG) Agenda
June 9, 2016, 11:15 AM-12:15 PM
Meeting Location: NAC 5, Conference Room 5107
Meeting Objectives:
• Solicit DMAG guidance on select offsets and enhancements for both Missions 1
(Prevent Terrorism and Enhance Security) and 5. (Strengthen National Preparedness and
Resilience)
Members:
• Alejandro Mayorkas, Deputy Secretary
(Chair)
• Russ Deyo, MGMT (Alternate Chair)
• Paul Rosen, Chief of Staff
• Kevin McAleenan, CBP
• Joseph Nimmich, FEMA
• Daniel Ragsdale, ICE
• VADM Charles Michel, USCG
• Lori Scialabba, USCIS
• Craig Magaw, USSS
• Dr. Huban Gowadia, TSA
• Dr. Reggie Brothers, S&T
• Suzanne Spaulding, NPPD
• BrigGen Frank Taylor, I&A
• Chip Fulghum, MGMT
• Kelli Ann Burriesci, PLCY

Other Invitees:
• Steve Bunnell, OGC
• Dr. Wayne Brasure, DNDO
• Dr. Katherine Brinsfield, OHA
• Karen Neuman, PRIV
• Megan Mack, CRCL
• Mark Dolan, JRC
• Jonathan Lee, Deputy Chief of Staff
• Jennifer Higgins, Deputy Chief of Staff
• Peter Verga, Defense Advisor to the Secretary
• Drew Kuepper, Deputy Assistant Secretary,
PLCY/UOEI
• Michael Stough, Director, CFO/PA&E
(Presenter)

Read-Ahead Materials:
Handout - FY2018-2022 Missions 1 and 5 Overview (Decision Brief)
Agenda:
Time
11:15am

Opening Remarks

Presenter
Deputy Secretary Mayorkas

11:20 am

DHS Integrated Product Teams

Michael Stough, Director, PA&E

12:10 pm

Wrap-Up

Deputy Secretary Mayorkas

12:15 pm

Conclusion

Tooic

Executive Agent: Unity of Effort Integration
· (Staff POC-Gregory Pejic, 202-447-3632)
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From:

To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Kerns Kevin l
Sda!abba I ori I • Moore lnsenb D
Renaud I@cv 1· Remv Richard M
RE: DMAG

Tuesday, June 07, 2016 3:55:35 PM

(b)(5)

Kevin J. Kerns
Deputy Associate Director
Management Directorate
US Citizenship and Immigration Services
(202) 272-2990 Keyjn I Kerns@lJSCIS.DHS.GOV
From: Scialabba, Lori L
Sent: Tuesday, June 07, 2016 2:13 PM
To: Kerns, Kevin J; Moore, .Joseph D
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: FW: DMAG

(b)(5) ·

Joe,

I

Thanks Joe,

I

Lori

From: DMAG
Sent: Tuesday, June 07, 2016 1:04:59 PM
To: DMAG
Subject: DMAG

DMAG Members and Support Staff:
The attached is a "Paper DMAG" information briefing on the FY2018-2022 Program and
Budget Review.
·
CFO/PA&E and the DMAG Executive ·Agent requests that you review these materials prior

208

to the start of a series of in-person DMAG decision briefings which begin on Thursday,
June 9 (concerning Mission 1 and Mission 5 Overview). Be advised that "Read ahead"
materials for the June 9 DMAG will be sent to you via separate correspondence.
If you have any questions please contact the DMAG Executive Agent, 202-447-3632.

-DMAG Executive Agent

209

From:

SCialabba I od I

To:
Cc:

Kerns Kevin J· Moore Joseph D
Renaud Tracv l
FW:DMAG

Subject:
Date:

Attachments:

(b)(5)

Tuesday, June 07, 2016 2:13:07 PM

20160607 DMAG BM EY18·22 RAP Summary docx
Attachment A Paoer DMAG EY1a~22 Summary Comoonent RAP Brief om

I'. ."_,.___________.I
Thanks Joe,
Lori
I

II

From: DMAG

Sent: TIESday, June 07, 2016 1:04:59 PM
To: DMAG

.

Subject: DMAG
DMAG Members and Support Staff: .
The attached is a "Paper DMAG" information briefing on the FY2018·2022 Program and
Budget Review.
CFO/PA&E and the DMAG Executive Agent requests that you review these materials prior
to .the start of a series of in-person DMAG decision briefings which begin on Thursday,
June 9 (concerning Mission 1 and Mission 5 Overview). Be advised that "Read ahead"
materials for the June 9 DMAG will be sent to you via separate correspondence.

If you have any questions please contact the DMAG Executive Agent, 202·447-3632.

-DMAG Executive Agent
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From:
To:
Subject:

Renaud Tracy I
Atkinson Ronald A

Date:

Tuesday, May 17, 2016 8:22:00 AM

Attachments:

1605·06·2086 tcrP Inout transition JCD clean 05122016 l002l-CT Staff chas·HTP uQdate dOQi
WE 1124072 - Public t aw 114-136 tasked for draft of UJe Presldeotfal Transition Improvement Act Threats and
Vulnerabilities (Ad Hoc) 05 0616 Qdf

FW: President transition ·report to congress. WF1124072

Alan - FYI. This has been cleared with no edits and retuned to DHS but wanted you to have for
awareness.

Tracy L R~naud

Associate DiffftDr
Management Dilldorate
US Citizenship a immigration Servir:e5

Department oJ Homeland Security
20Z.Z72-1739~si<)

From: Drab!, Johnetta On Behalf Of USCIS Exec Sec
Sent: Mondily, May 16, 2016 11:28 AM
To: RenaOO: Tracy L; Sahai, Rawn S; Francis, Gregory I; Williams, Lee D; Davis, Marla J
Cc: USCIS Exec Sec
Subject: President transition report to congress. WF1124072
President transition - Congressional report·
Johnetta Droke
USC/S Office of the Executive Secretariat
202-236-4246 (Cell)
202·272-0998 (Desk)
202-272~0!190 (Office)
EXSO Connect Page

. EXSO ECN Page

Please upload all actions for which Forms G-1056 are used t o ~ ·
Please selUI all official actions to USCTS-Erec-Sec(jj)mch,d"5,gov.
From: Almont, Yohanna On Behalf Of !&A Exec Sei:
· Sent: Monday, May 16, 2016 11:09 AM
To: usss f.xec Sec; EXEC, USCG SMB; users Exec Sec; CBPTASKING; TSAExecSec; Plcy Exec Sec; OGC
Exec Sec; MGMTExecSec; ICE Exec Sec
Cc: !&A Exec Sec; WAITE ALFRED D; Belzak, Brad
Subject: President transition report to congress. WF1124072
Components,
Please seethe attached draft report to congress on threats during the Presidential Transition.
Please review and provide any additional infornnation by 10:00 am tomorrow May 17, 2016.
Thank you,
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Yohanna Almont
Staff Officer
Executive Secretariat
Office of Intelligence and Analysis
Desk 202-447-3194
Mobile 202-440-3895
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from:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Date:

Attachments:

Beam ,ct I@cv L
Choi, Juliet K
U5CI5 fxec Sec
FW: President transition report to congress. WF11240'72
Tuesday, May 17, 2016 7:24:01 AM

1605-06-2086 tITP Input transition JCP dean 05122016 (002)::CI Staff cbas~HID 11Ddate dorx
WE 1124072 ~ Public law l 14· 136 tasked for draft: of the Pa::ztotial Traosttioo ImoCPYerneot Act Threats and
VUinerabiiities £Ad Hoc) OS 06 16 odf
·

Juliet,
Can you please clear on this? It has been reviewed by FDNS and Matt had no
edits/comments. All transition documents require my dearance and COS or higher
clearance.

From: Drake, Johnetta on behalf of

users Exec Sec

Sent: Monday, May 16, 2016 11:27:32 AM
To: Renaud, Tracy L; Sahai, Rawn S; Francis, Gregory I; Williams, lee D; Davis, Marla J

cc: users Exec Sec
Subject: President transition report to congress. WF1124072
President transition - Congressional report

Johnetta Droke .
USCIS Offia of the Executive Secretariat
202-236-4246 (Cell)
202-272-0998 (Desk)
202-272-(1.19() (Office)

EXSO Connect Page
EXSO ECN Page
Please up/JJad all actions for which Forms G-1056 are used tD CALS..
Please se,ul all official actions to l1SCTS-Exec-Sec@u5cioulhs,gpv.
From: Almont, Yohanna On Behalf Of J&A Exec Sec
Sent: Monday, May 16, 2016 11:09 AM

usss Elcec Sec; EXEC, USCG SMB; users Exec Sec; CBPTASKING; TSAExecSec; Plcy Exec Sec; OGC
Exec Sec; MIGMTExecSec; ICE Exec Sec
Cc: !&A EJCB: Sec; WAITE ALFRED D; Belzak, Brad
Subject: President transition report to congress. WF1124072

To:

Components,
Please see the attached draft report to congress on threats during the Presidential Transition. ·
Please review and.provide any additional information by 10:00am tomorrow May 17, 2016.
Thank you,
Yohanna Almont

Staff Officer
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Executive Secretariat
Office of Intelligence and Analysis
Desk 202-447·3194 ·
Mobile 202-440-3895
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From:
To:

Renaud Tracy I
Young Todd P

Subject:

FW: President transition report to congress. WF1124072
Monday, May 16, 2016 3:46:27 PM

Date:

Attachments:

1605-06-2086 HIP Ioout traosttlon lCD dean 05122016 (002)-CT Staff chas·HJP uodate docx

WE 1124072 ~ Public I aw 114~ 136 tasked for draft: of the Presidential Transition Improvement Act Threats and
Vulnerabilities (Ad Hoc) os 0616 odf

For your awareness and passing to Lori as you deem appropriate. I have FDNS
reviewing for any comments.
·

''
From: Drake, Johnetta on behalf of users Exec Sec
Sent: Monday, May 16, 2016 11:27:32 AM
To: Renaud, Tracy L; Sahai, Rawn S; Francis, Gregory I; Williams, Lee D; Davis, Marla J
Cc: usas Eicec Sec
·
Subject: President transition report to congress. WF1124072

President transition - Congressional report
Johnetta Dmke

USC/S Office of.the Executive Secretariat
202-236-4246 {Cell}
202-272-09!18 (Desk}
202-272-0!190 (Office}

EXSO conned Page
EXSQ ECN Page
Please uplOlld all actions for which Forms G-1056 are used to .cd,L£
Please send all official actions to l!SCIS-Exec-Sec@11scis.dl11·.gov.
From: Almoot, Yohanna On Behalf Of !&A Exec Sec

Sent: Monday, May 16, 2016 11:09 AM
To: usss Exec Sec; EXEC, USCG SMB; usas Exec Sec; CBPTASKING; TSAExecSec; Plcy Exec Sec; OGC
Exec Sec; MGMTExecSec; ICE Exec Sec
Cc: l&A Exec Sec; WAITE ALFRED D; Belzak, Brad
Subject: President transition report to congress. WF1124072
Components,

Please see the attached draft report to congress on threats during the Presidential Transition.
Please review and provide any additional information by 10:00 am tomorrow May 17, 2016.
Thank you,
Yohanna Almont
Staff Officer
Executive Secretariat
Office of Intelligence and Analysis
Desk 202-447-3194
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Mobile 202-440-3895
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Renaud Irncv L
Emrich Matthew D
Earnam lt1he E
FW: President transition report to congress. WF11240n

Monday, May 16, 2016 3:44:36 PM
16QS~Qfi~2086 tfIP Inout traQSition JCD dean 05172016 (002}-CT Staff chgs-HTD update docx
WE 1124072 ~ Public Lew 114-136 tasked for draft of the Presidential Transition Imorovement Act Threats and

· Y1JtoecahHities (Ad Hoel 05. 0616 odf

Matt - Please review the draft report and let me and Julie know as soon as possible
if you have any edits/comments so we can get them back to the transition team.
Thanks.

From: Drake, Johnetta on behalf of usas Exec Sec
Sent: Monday, May 16, 2016 11:27:32 AM
To: Renaud, Tracy L; Sahai, Rawn S; Francis, Gregory I; Williams, Lee D; Davis, Marla J
Cc: USCIS Exec Sec
Subject: President transition report to congress. WF1124072
President transition - Congressional report

Johnetta Drake
· USC/S Office of the Executive Secretariat
202-236-4246 (Cell}
202-272-0998 (Desk).
202-272-0990 (Office)

EXSO Connect Page
EXSO ECN Page
Please upload all actions for which Forms.G-1056 are used to !LI.I£
Please send all official actions to USQS-Exec-Sec@usd5.dhs.g,ov.
From: Almont, Yohanna On Behalf Of !&A Exec Sec
Sent: Monday, May 16, 2016 11:09 AM
To: USSS Exec Sec; EXEC, USCG 5MB; USCIS Exec Sec; CBPTASKING; TSAExecSec; Plcy Exec Sec; OGC
Exec Sec; MGMTExecSec; ICE Exec Sec
Cc: !&A Exec Sec; WAITE ALFRED D; Belzak, Brad
Subject: President transition report to oongress. WF1124072
Components,
Please see the attached draft report to congress on threats during the Presidential Transition.
Please review and provide any additional information by 10:00 am tomorrow May 17, 2016.
Thank you,
Yohanna Almont
Staff Officer
Executive Secretariat
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From:

To:

Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Drake Johnetta on behalf of USOS Exec Sec
Renaud Tracy l: Sahai Rawn 5: Eumds Gregory Ii Williams lee D: Pavis Mada J
USCIS Ex« 5ec
President transition report to coogress. WF1124072
Monday, May 16, 2016 11:27:lSAM

1605·06:2086 HID Inout traO@n lCP clean 05122016 (002)-CT Staff chas-HTD 1mdate docx
WE 1124072 - Public I aw 114-136 tasked for draft of the Presidential rraosiboo lmomvemeot Act Jhreat.s and

YIIIOe@hilitles (Ad Hoel 05 06 J&,pdf

President transition Congressional report
I

Johnetta Drake
USCIS Office of the Executive Secretariat

''

202-236-4246 (Cell)
202-272-0998 (Desk)
202-272-0990 {Office}

Exso connect Page
EXSO ECN page
Please upload all actions for which Forms G-1056 are used to CJI.S.,
. Please send all official actions to UAC1£Exec-Sec@uscis.dhs.gov.
From: Almont, Yohanna On Behalf Of !&A Exec Sec
Sent: Monday, May 16, 2016 11:09 AM
To: usss Exec Sec; EXEC, USCG SMB; usas Exec Sec; CBPTASKING; TSAExecSec; Plc.y Exec Sec; OGC
Exec Sec; MGMTExecSec; ICE Exec Sec
.
Cc: l&A Exec Sec; WAITE ALFRED D; Belzak, Brad
Subject: President transition report to congress. WF1124072
Components,
Please see the attached draft report to congress on threats during the Presidential Transition.
Please review and provide any additional information by 10:00 am tomorrow May 17, 2016.
Thank you,
Yohanna Almont
Staff Officer
Executive Secretariat
Office of Intelligence and Analysis
Desk 202-447-3194
Mobile 202-440-3895
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Date:

(b )(5)

Ne1 rfeJd Donald W
Moore lcseoh D: Reoa11d Iracv I: f,cialabha l od l; Walters lessi[a 5: MtCament fames W
Youpq,Todd e· Hoefer Michael O; McConnell James E
RE: SCDPS Staffing
Friday, May 06, 2016 10:14:04 AM

I

I
Sent with Good (www.good.com)
From: Neufeld, Donakl W

Sent: Friday, May 06, 2016 9:58:41 AM
To: Moore, Joseph D; Renaud, Tracy L; Scialabba, Lori L; Walters, Jessica S; McCament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P; Hoefer, Michael D; McConnell, James E
Subjed:: RE: SCOPS Slaffing

I

I
Sent with Good (www.good.com)
From: Moore, Joseph 0

Sent: Friday, May 06, 2016 9:19:24 AM
To: Neufeld, Donald W; Renaud, Tracy L; Scialabba, Lori L; Walters, Jessica S; McCament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P; Hoefer, Michael D; McConnell, James E
Subjed:: RE: SCOPS Slaffing

i

i
Joseph Moore
ChiefFmancial Officer
U.S. Cilizcnship and Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Security

·

loseph,m0ore®11sds dbs em'
(p) 202172.170 I

From: Neufeld, Donakl W
Sent: Friday, May 06, 2016 9: 16 AM
To: Moore, Joseph D; Renaud, Tracy L; Scialabba, Lori L; Walters, Jessica S; McCament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P; Hoefer, Michael D; McConnell, James E
Subjed:: RE: SCOPS Staffing

r

1
......_ _ _ _ _ _......1
Sent with Good (www.good.com)
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(b)(5)

From: Moore, Joseph D
Sent: Friday, May 06, 2016 8:16:32 AM
To: Neufeld, Donald W; Renaud, Tracy L; Scialabba, Lori L; Walters, Jessica S; McCament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P; Hoefer, Michael D; McConnell, James E
Subiect: RE: SCOPS Staffinq
·

Joseph Moore
· Chief Financial Officer
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Security
Joseph moore@uscis dhs ~
(p) 202.272.1701

From: Neufeld, Donald W
Sent: Thursday, May OS, 2016 2:33 PM
To: Moore, Joseph D; Renaud, Tracy L; Sdalabba, Lori L; Walters, Jessica S; McCament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P; Hoefer, Michael D; McConnell, James E
Subject: SCOPS Staffing

(b)(5)

From: Neufeld, Donald W
Sent: Thursday, May 05, 2016 1:03 PM
To: Moore, Joseph D; Renaud, Tracy L; Scialabba, Lori L; Walters, Jessica S; McCament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P; Hoefer, Michael D; McConnell, James E
·
Subject: RE: Bi-weekly w/ Don Neufeld

(b)(5)
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From: Moore, Joseph D

Sent: Thursday, May OS, 2016 12:36 PM
To: Renaud, Tracy L; Neufeld, Donald W; Sdalabba, Lori L; Walters, Jessica S; McCament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P; Hoefer, Michael D; McConnell, James E
Subject: RE: Bi-weekly w/ Don Neufeld

(b)(5)

Joseph Moore
Chief Financial Officer
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Security

Joseph moore,a,usds dbs 1;ov
(p) 202.272.170 I

From: Renaud, Tracy L

Sent: Thursday, May OS, 2016 12:18 PM
To: Neufeld, Donald W; Scialabba, Lori L; Walters, Jessica S; McCament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P; Moore, Joseph D; Hoefer, Michael D; McConnell, James E
Subject: RE: Bi-weekly w/ Don Neufeld

Tracy L Rtn(lud
Associate.Director

Monagement Directorate
US cmienship & Immigration Servir:es
Department of Homeland Security
201-1n-i139 /desk)

From: Renaud, Tracy L

Sent: Thursday, May OS, 2016 11:57 AM
To: Neufeld, Donald w;' Sdalabba, Lori L; Walters, Jessica S; McCament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P; Moore,Joseph D; Hoefer, Michael D; McConnell, James E
Subject: RE: Bi-weekly w/ Don Neufeld

240

Lori,

(b)(5)

Tracy L. Renaud
Associate Director

Management Directorate
US Citizenship & lmmigrc,tion Setvic:es

Department of Homeland Security
202·272·1739 /desk}

From: Neufeld, Donald w
Sent: Thursday, May OS, 2016 11:42 AM
To: Scialabba, Lori L; Walters, Jessica S; McCament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P; Renaud, Tracy L; Moore, Joseph D; Hoefer, Michael D; McConnell, James E
Subject: FW: Bi-weekly w/ Don Neufeld

Don

From: Neufeld, Donald W
Sent: Thursday, May OS, 2016 10:23 AM
To: Scialabba, Lori L; Scheduler, Sdalabba; Wal.ters, Jessica S; McCament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P; Renaud, Tracy L; Moore, Joseph D; Hoefer, Michael D
Subject: RE: Bi-weekly w/ Don Neufeld

(b)(5)

241-

I have copied Tracy, Joe and Mike as well.
Thanks,
Don

Sent with Good (www good com)
From: Neufeld, Donald W
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2016 3:55:22 PM
To: Scialabba, Lori L; Scheduler, Sdalabba; Walters, Jessica S; McCament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P
Subject: RE: Bi-weekly w/ Don Neufeld

I had asked last week for a meeting to include Joe and Tracy so that would be great if it can be

(b)(5)

/ '"''""'
From: Scialabba, Lori L
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2016 3:51 PM
To: Neufeld, Donald W; Scheduler, Sdalabba; Walters, Jessica S; McCament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P
Subject: RE: Bi-weekly w/ Don Neufeld

I

Don,

I

(b)(5)1.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Lori

From: Neufeld, Donald W ·
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2016 3:30:57 PM
To: Scheduler, Scialabba; Sdalabba, Lori L; Walters, Jessica S; McCament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P
Subject: RE: Bi-weekly w/ Don Neufeld

242

.(b)(5)

Lori and Jocelyn,

·····Original Appointment·····
From: Prater, Jocelyn S On Behalf Of Scheduler, Scialabba
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2016 2:04 PM
To: Scialabba, Lori L;- Walters, Jessica S; Neufeld, Donald W; McCament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P
Subject: Canceled: Bi-weekly w/ Don Neufeld
When: Thursday, May 05, 2016 ·2:00 PM-2:45 PM (UTC·OS:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).
Where: Deputy Director's Office
Importance: High
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From:
To:

c.c::

Neufeld Donald W
bre Joseob D; Renaud Tracy L· Scialabba Lori L; Walters Jessica S· McCament James W
Young Todd P: Hoefer Mlchael P; McConnell lames E

Subject:

Rf: SCOPS Staffing

Date:

Friday, May 06, 2016 9:58:43 AM

Sent with Good (www.good.com)
From: Moore, Joseph D
Sent: Friday, May 06, 2016 9:19:24 AM
To: Neufeld, Donald W; Renaud, Tracy L; Sdalabba, Lori L; Walters, Jessica S; McCament, James W

(b)(5)

Cc: Young, Todd P; Hoefer, Michael D; McConnell, James E

Subject: RE: SCOPS Staffing

I

Joseph Moore

I

Chief Financial Officer
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Security

Jooeph moore@usds dtts gov
(p) 202.272.1701

From: Neufeld, Donald W
Sent: Friday, May 06, 2016 9:16 AM
To: Moore, Joseph D; Renaud, Tracy L; Sdalabba, Lori L; Walters, Jessica S; McCament, James W
Cc Young, Todd P; Hoefer, Michael D; McConnell, James E

subject: RE: SCOPS Staffing

I___________________\

(b)(5) ..

Sent with Good (www.good com)
From: Moore, Joseph D
Sent: Friday, May 06, 2016 8:16:32 AM
To: Neufeld, Donald W; Renaud, Tracy L; Sdalabba, Lori ·L; Walters, Jessica S; McCament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P; Hoefer, Michael D; MC.COnnell, James E
Subject: RE: SCOPS Staffing
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(b)(5)

Joseph Moore
Chief Financial Officer
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Security

Joseph moorcr'@mwis dbs cov
(p) 202.272.1701

From: Neufeld, Donald W
Sent: Thursday, May OS, 2016 2:33 PM
To: Moore, Joseph D; Renaud, Tracy L; Scialabba, Lori L; Walters, Jessica S; McCament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P; Hoefer, Michael D; Mc.Connell, James E
Subject: SCOPS Staffing

(b)(5)

From: Neufeld, Donald W
Sent: Thursday, May 05, 2016 1:03 PM
To: Moore, Joseph D; Renaud, Tracy L; Scialabba, Lori L; Walters, Jessica 5; McCament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P; Hoefer, Michael D; McConnell, James E
· ·
·
Subject: RE: Bi-weekly w/ Don Neufeld

I

· From: Moore, Joseph D
Sent: Thursday, May 05, 2016 12:36 PM
To: Renaud, Tracy L; Neufeld, Donald w; Scialabba, Lori L; Walters, Jessica S; McCament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P; Hoefer, Michael D; McConnell, James E
Subject: RE: Bi-weekly w/ Don Neufeld ·

I

(b)(5)
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Joseph Moore
Chief Financial Officer
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Security

Joseph mooretij)uscis dha e:nv
(p) 202.272.1701

From: Renaud, Tracy L
Sent: Thursday, May 05, 2016 12: 18 PM
To: Neufeld, Donald W; Scialabba, Lori L; Walters, Jessica S; McCament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P; Moore, Joseph D; Hoefer, Michael D; McConnell, James E
Subject: RE: Bi-weekly w/ Don Neufeld

(b)(5)

Trocy L. Renaud
A.$sociate Director

Management Directorate
US Citizenship & lmmigrrtion Services

Department of Homehmd Security
202-272-1739 /desk)

From: Renaud, Tracy L
Sent: Thursday, May 05, 2016 11:57 AM
To: Neufeld, Donald W; Scialabba, Lori L; Walters, Jessica S; McCament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P; Moore, Joseph D; Hoefer, Michael D; McConnell, James E
Subject: RE: Bi-weekly w/ Don Neufeld
Lori,

(b)(5)
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about why it is ·different.
Tracy L. Renaud

Associate Director
Management Directorate
US Citizenship & Immigration Services

Department of Homeland Security
201-272-1739 (desk)

From: Neufeld, Donald W
Sent: Thursday, May OS, 2016 11:42 AM
To: SCialabba, Lori L; Walters, Jessica S; McCament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P; Renal.II, Tracy L; Moore, Joseph D; Hoefer, Michael D; McConnell, James E
Subject: PN: Bi-weekly w/ Don Neufeld

(b)(5)

Don

From: Neufeld, Donald W
Sent: Thursday, May OS, 2016 10:23 AM
To: SCialabba, Lori L; Scheduler, Scialabba; Walters, Jessica S; Mc.Cament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P; Renal.II, Tracy t:; Moore, Joseph D; Hoefer, Michael D
Subject: RE: Bi-weekly w/ Don Neufeld

(b )(5)

I would like to get going as soon as possible and am happy to meet to discuss as soon as we
can.

I have copied Tracy, Joe and Mike as well.
Thanks,
Don

247

Sent with Good

(www.good.com)

From: Neufeld, Donald W

Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2016 3:55:22 PM.

(b)(5)

To: Scialabba, Lori L; Scheduler, Scialabba; Walters, Jessica S; McCament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P
·
Subject: RE: Bi-weekly w/ Don Neufeld

From: Scialabba, Lori L

· Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2016 3:51 PM
To: Neufeld, Donald W; Scheduler, Scialabba; Walters, Jessica S; McCament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P
Subject: RE: Bi-weekly w/ Don Neufeld
n.--

Lori

From: Neufeld, Donald W

Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2016 3:30:57 PM
To: Scheduler, Sdalabba; Sdalabba, Lori L; Walters, Jessica S; McCament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P
Subject: RE: Bi·weekly w/ .Don Neufeld

Lori and Jocelyn,

(b)(5)
-----Original Appointment·····
From: Prater, Jocelyn S On Behalf Of Scheduler, Scialabba
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2016 2:04 PM
To: Scialabba, Lori L; Walters, Jessica S; Neufeld, Donald W; McCament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P
·
Subject: Canceled: Bi-weekly w/ Don Neufeld
When: Thursday, May 05, 2016 2:00 PM-2:45 PM (LJTC·OS:00) Eastern lime (US & canada).
Where: Deputy Director's Office

248

Importance: High .

249

Office of Intelligence and Analysis .
Desk 202-447-3194
Mobile 202-440-3895

250

From:
To:
Subject:

Date:

Renaud Tracy I
Kerns Kevin 1
RE: Bi-weekly w/

Don Neufeld
Thursday, May 05, 201612:53:00 PM

Back to your normal question: what are they doing to help themselves?

Tracy L. Renaud
Associate Director
Management Directorate
US Citizenship & Immigration Services

Departrryent of !'fomeland Security
202-272-1739 (desk)

From: Kerns, Kevin J
Sent: Thursday, May 05, 2016 12:53 PM
To: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: Bi-weekly w/ Don Neufeld

1
(b)(5)

1
Kevin J. Kerns
Deputy Associate Director
Management Directorate
US Citizenship and Immigration Services
(202) 272-2990 Kevin) Kerns(cillJSCIS.DHS GOV

From: -Renaud; Tracy L
Sent: Thursday, May 05, 2016 12:44 PM
To: Kerns, Kevin J
Subject: FW: Bi-weekly w/ Don Neufeld

Trocy L. Ren'1ud
Associate Director

Management Directorate
US Citizenship & Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Security
202-272-1739 (desk)

From: Moore, Joseph D
Sent: Thursday, May 05, 2016 12:36 PM
To: Renaud, Tracy L; Neufeld, DOllilld W; Scialabba, Lori L; Walters, Jessica 5; McCament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P; Hoefer, Michael D; McConnell, James E
Subject: .RE: Bi-weekly w/ Don Neufeld

(b)(5)

251

(b)(5)

Joseph Moore
Chieffinancial Officer
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Department ofHomeland Security

loscpb mMrc@ns;;is <lbs 0v
0

(p) 202.272.1701

From: Renaud, Tracy L
Sent: Thursday, May OS, 2016 12: 18 PM
To: Neufeld, Donald W; Sdalabba, Lori L; Walters, Jessica S; McCament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P; Moore, Joseph D; Hoefer, Michael D; McConnell, James E
subject: RE: Bi-weekly w/ Don Neufeld

(b)(5

Tracy L. Renaud
Assodate Director
Management Directarate
US Citizenship & Immigration Services
Deportment of HO/Mlond Security
Z112•272•1739 (d"'*)

From: Renaud, Tracy L ·
Sent: Thursday, May 05, 2016 11:57 AM
To: Neufeld, Donald W; Scialabba, Lori L; Walters, Jessica S; McCament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P; Moore, Joseph D; Hoefer, Michael D; McConnell, James E
subject: RE: Bi-weekly w/ Don Neufeld
Lori,

(b)(5)
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i

.

Tracy L. Renaud
Associate Director
Management Directorate

US Citizenship & Immigration Services
Deportment of Homeland Security
1DZ·Z72-1739 (desli}

From: Neufeld, Donald W
Sent: Thursday, May 05, 2016 11:42 AM
To: Scialabba, Lori L; Walters, Jessica S; McCament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P; Renaud, Tracy L; Moore, Joseph D; Hoefer, Michael D; McConnell, James E
SUbject: FW: Bi-weekly w/ Don Neufeld

(b)(5)

Don

From: Neufeld, Donald W
Sent: Thursday, May 05, 2016 10:23 AM
To: Scialabba, Lori L; Scheduler, Scialabba; Walters, Jessica S; McCament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P; Renaud, Tracy L; Moore, Joseph D; Hoefer, Michael D
SUbject: RE: Bi-weekly w/ Don Neufeld

(b)(5
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I have copied Tracy, Joe and Mike as well.
Thanks,
Don
,
Sent with Good

(www.good.com)

From: Neufeld, Donald W
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2016 3:55:22 PM
To: Scialabba, Lori L; Scheduler, Scialabba; Walters, Jessica S; McCament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P
·
Subject: RE: Bi-weekly w/ Don Neufeld
I had asked last week for a meeting to include Joe and Tracy so that would be great if it can be
arranged. I will send you shortly the analysis of our staffing needs that have been validated by OPQ.

(b)(5)

1

1

From: Scialabba, Lori L
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2016 3:51 PM
To: Neufeld, Donald W; Scheduler, Scialabba; Walters, Jessica S; McCament, James W
~~~~p
'
Subject: RE: Bi-weekly w/ Don Neufeld

Don

Lori

From: Neufeld, Donald W
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2016 3:30:57 PM
To: Scheduler, Sdalabba; Scialabba, Lori L; Walters, Jessica 5; McCament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P
·
Subject: RE: Bi-weekly w/ Don Neufeld
Lori and Jocelyn,
. I was_planning to use this time to present ciur OPQ validated staffing numbers and hopefully finalize
a target for incre~sed hiring. Can we find tim·e either later today or another time tomorrow? I'm
out on Friday and I know next week is no good.
-----Original Appointment-----
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From: Prater, Jocelyn S On Beha.lf Of Scheduler, Scialabba
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2016 2:04 PM
·
To: Scialabba, Lori L; Walters, Jessica S; Neufeld, Donald W; McCament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P
Subject: Canceled: Bi-weekly w/ Don Neufeld
When: Thursday, May OS, 2016 2:00 PM-2:45 PM (LfTC-05:00} Eastern 1ime (US & Canada).
Where: Deputy Director's Office
Importance: High
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From:

Moore Joseob D

To:

Subject:

Renaud. Tracy I: Ne11fe!d PoruM W; Scialabb.1 Lori l; waiters Jessica S: MCC1meot James W
xouog Todd e· Hoefer Michael D; McConnell James E
RE: Bi-wee~y w/ Don Neufeld

Date:

Thur:sday, May 05, 2016 12:36:03 PM

Cc:

(b )(5)

Joseph Moore
Chief Financial Officer
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Security

Joseph moore0)usris dhs gov
(p) 202,272J701

From: Renaud, Tracy L
Sent: Thursday, May OS, 2016 12: 18 PM
To: Neufeld, Donald W; Sdalabba, Lori L; Walters, Jessica S; Mc:Cament; James W
Cc: Young, Todd P; Moore, Joseph D; Hoefer, Michael D; McConnell, James E
Subject: RE: Bi-weekly w/ Don Neufeld

(b)(5)

Tracy L. Renaud
Associate Director

Management Directorate
US Citizenship & Immigration Service$

Department of Homeland Security
201·171-1739 /desk).

From: Renaud, Tracy L
Sent: Thursday, May 05, 2016 11:57 AM
To: Neufeld, Donald W; Sdalabba, Lori L; Walters, Jessica S; Mc:Cament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P; Moore, Joseph D; Hoefer, Michael D; McConnell, James E
Subject: RE: Bi-weekly w/ Don Neufeld
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Lori,

(b)(5)

Tn:rcy L. Renaud
Jw:.oc:iate Director
Management Directorate

US Citizenship & Immigration Services

Drportment of Homeland Security
lOZ-272-1739 (desk)

---------------------------'------

From: Neufeld, Donald W
Sent: Thursday, May OS, 2016 11:42 AM
To: Sdalabba, Lori L; Walters, Jessica S; McCament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P; Renaud, Tracy L; Moore, Joseph D; Hoefer, Michael D; Mc(:onnell, James E
Subject: FW: Bi-weekly w/ Don Neufeld

(b)(5)

Don

From: Neufeld, Donald W
Sent: Thursday, May OS, 2016 10:23 AM
To: Scialabba, Lori L; Scheduler, Scialabba; Walters, Jessica S; McCament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P; Renaud, Tracy L; Moore, Joseph D; Hoefer, Michael D
· Subject: RE: Bi-weekly w/ Don Neufeld
·
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I have copied Tracy, Joe and Mike as well.
Thanks,.
Don

Sent with Good (www,good com)
From: Neufeld, Donald W
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2016 3:55:22 PM
To: Scialabba, Lori L; Scheduler, Scialabba; Walters, Jessica S; Mc.Cament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P
Subject: RE: Bi-weekly w/ Don Neufeld

(b)(5)

From: Scialabba, Lori L
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2016 3:51 PM
To: Neufeld, Donald W; Scheduler, Scialabba; Walters, Jessica S; McCament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P
Subject: RE: Bi-weekly w/ Don Neufeld

Don,

Lori

From: Neufeld, Donald W
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2016 3:30:57 PM
To: Scheduler, Scialabba; Scialabba; Lori L; Walters, Jessica S; Mc.Cament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P
Subject: RE:. Bi-weekly w/ Don Neufeld
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. Lori and Jocelyn,

(b )(5)

-··--Original Appointment----From: Prater, Jocelyn S On Behalf Of Scheduler, Scialabba
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2016 2:04 PM
To: Scialabba, Lori L; Walters, Jessica S; Neufeld, Donald W; McCament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P
Subject: canceled: Bi-weekly w/ Don Neufeld
When: Thursday, May 05, 2016 2:00 PM-2:45 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).
Where: Deputy Director's Office
Importance: High
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From:
To:

Melero Macieta
Inouye 5binidti CSbiol: Nino Teresa; Roddouez l eon: Hiooins Jennifer B; Beoatid Icacv I; Renaud DaoieJ
Ix Yanison Devise· Guttentac;i Lu@· Neufeld Donald W· Jaddou Ur M· Moore Joseob o· Alfonso, Anaeltca M

Cc:
Subject: .

Sdalabba I Qri t · Choi Juliet K: Mc:Qmeot James W
RE: OMS Cloalment for Review

Date:

Thursday, No,ember 13, 2014 2:54:39 PM

Attachments:

@.

. De.ar Jennifer,
.Attached, please find

an edit and

a comment for your consideration.

Best,
Mariela

Mariela Melero
Associate Director
Customer Service and
Public Engagement Directorate
US Citizenship and Immigration Services

202 272 1318 office
202 528 5809 cell

From: Inouye, Shinichi (Shin)
.Sent: Thursday, November 13, 2014 1:14 PM
To: Nino, Teresa; Rodriguez, Leon; Higgins, Jennifer B; Renaud, Tracy L; Renaud,
Daniel M; Vanison, Denise; Guttentag, Lucas; Neufeld, Donald W; Jaddou, Ur M; Moore,
·
Joseph D; Melero, Mariela; Alfonso, Angelica M
Cc: Scialabba, Lori L; Choi, Juliet K; McCament, James W
Subject: RE: OM B Document for Review

(b )(!:i)

.

Shin Inouye
Press Secretary and Advisor for Intergovernmental and External
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From:·
Subject:

Office of the Under Secretary for Maaeaement

Date:

Monday, October 03, 2016 12:18:02 PM

2016M 17 Presidential Transition

Homeland
Security

Dear Colleagues,
On November 8, 2016, the American people will elect our next President. Seventy-three
days later, that President will take office in a peaceful transfer of power that is a h.allmark
of our American democracy.
·
To ensure that the Presidential transition is efficient and. organized, every federal agency is
undertaking a meticulous planning process. This includes preparing materials to guide the
incoming Administration, as well as preparing the organization for any changes that may
occur when the next President takes office.
Early this year, we established a Presidential Transition Office and Departmental
Transition Council to undertake this challenging but essential task. In the coming weeks
and months, transition leadership will prepare materials for the incoming leadership,
ensure a smooth transition for outgoing and incoming non-career Presidential appointees,
and welcome the President-elect's review team so they may prepare the new
Ad.ministration to govern. Through these efforts, we will ensure continuity of operations
·and facilitate a, seamless transition from the current Administration to the next
Administration.
Employees in OHS contribute every day to safeguard our nation during this election,
season. For example, the U.S. Secret Service protects the candidates and their families
every day. FEMA is working with interagency partners to prepare training exercises for the.
new Administration. NPPD is providing assistance to .state and local officials to protect
election systems from cyber intrusions. Employees from all Components contribute to
these and other mission-critical efforts.
During the coming months, updates on transition preparations will be shared in our monthly
employee e-newsletter, Connected. You can also visit Connect and your Component's
intranet page for additional information.
Your support will enable the Department to continue to deliver our mission - with honor
and integrity, safeguarding the American people, our homeland, and our values. Thank
you for your continued hard work and support.
Sincerely,
Russ. Deyo
Under Secretary for Management

1

From:
Subject:

Office of the !Jodet Secretaoi for Manaoement

Date:

Tuesday, October 04, 2016 10:27:50 AM

2016-17 Presidential Transition Ready to Act Training

~,,,,.C"IJ,.,,

1-Iomeland
Security·

OHS Career Successors,

,

With the Presidential election approaching, the Department completed a comprehensive
review of the succession plan for key officials. This process was completed with the
Secretary's approval on September 14. A key aspect of this process has been to identify
career successors for all key leadership positions within the Department. You are one of
the career leaders who serves in a successor position.
Part of a smooth transition is to ensure that the career employees who may step in to act
are prepared for the challenges that they may face. To ensure all career successors are
Ready to Act, the Presidential Transition Office has worked with several Components and
good government partners to provide executive briefing sessions for you.

Participation in'the session is a mandatory requirement for you as a career
successor. This 90-minute session will include an update on the Department's
Presidential Transition preparations and how they impact you. Also, a brief overview of
Continuity of Operations, Continuity of Government, and Incident Response responsibilities
for successors will be provided. The session will conclude with a discussion on preparing ·
and managing the arrival of the new Administration leadership within your organization.
The Ready to Act: Successor Executive Briefing will be offered four times during the month
of October. Please select the session that best fits your schedule, The session dates are:
•
•
,
,

October 14,.2016- 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. at OCHCO, 1201 New York Ave., NW
October 20, 2016 - 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. at OCHCO, 1201 New York Ave., NW
October 21, 2016-10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. (Webinarforfield staff outside of the·
National Capital Region)
October 31, 2016-1:30 p.m. to 3 p.m. at Nebraska Avenue Complex, room
NAC01-044

Please RSVP .to Jransjljon2017@hq,dh~ with the date of the session. you wish to
attend. Once the RSVP is received, an Outlook calendar invitation will be sent to you for
the executive briefing .
. Every day, OHS employees help to safeguard our Nation. With your support, we will .
continue to deliver our mission - with honor and integrity, safeguarding the American
people, our homeland, and our values. Thank you for your hard work.
Sincerely,
Russ Deyo

2

Under Secretary for Management

3

From:
· Subject:
Date:

Office of the Under Secretary' for Man,;!Qemeot
2016·17 Presidential Transition
Monday, October 03, 2016 9:16:54 AM

Hom.eland

Security
Dear Colleagues,

With the election now six weeks away, I thought it would be helpful to provide an ·overview
of our efforts to prepare for the Presidential Transition.
·
Earlier this year, we established a Presidential Transition Office (PTO) and DHS Transition
Council. The PTO is led by a career SES, Vince Micone, and the DHS Transition Council
is comprised of career representatives from the Department's Operational Components,
Directorates, and Headquarters (HQ) Offices: The PTO has been working closely with
component counterparts on a number of key efforts to ensure we are prepared to welcome
and support the new Administration. .
·
Through these efforts, we have made great progress. We have completed drafting
overview briefing materials and strategic issue papers for the President-Elect's Agency
Review Team and new ·appointees. Operational Components, Directorates, and HQ
Offices are now preparing internal transition materials. We have also reviewed and
updated the line of succession for all key leadership positions within the
Department. During October, we will provide executive briefing sessions for career
successors so they are prepared to act.
The Presidential Transitions Improvements Act, which passed Congress and was signed
by the President this year, provides a structure for candidates to formally begin preparing
for a smooth transition well in advance of Election Day. Candidates have already identified
leadership for their efforts and teams are·being assembled. These actions will allow the
President-elect to make key decisions and to prepare to govern earlier than in prior
elections.

Later today I will be sending an email to all employees 1xoviding them with an update
similar to the one I am providing to you. Also, an update will be provided on our transition
. efforts in Connected, the Department's monthly workforce newsletter.
I encourage you to include transition issues in your discussions with your subordinate
leaders and employees. Given the operational nature of the Department, the daily work of
our employees will be unaffected. However, a change in executive leadership can cause
concern. It will also be helpful for you to remind employees of ethics guidance regarding
activities during election periods. This guidance is available through Connect and your
Ethics Official.
·
Finally, in late October, we plan to host a webinar to provide you with an update on
transition efforts. Registration information will be sent to you in a few weeks.

4

Thank you for your continued support of the Department's Presidential transition efforts.
Sincerely,
Russ Deyo
Under Secretary for Management

/

5

From:
To:
Subject:

QJ::lA!i. ·
QMAG.
DMAG ·

Date:

Tuesday, June 07, 20161:05:05.PM

Attachments:

20160607 DMAG BM FY18·22 RAP Summarv.docx
' Attachment A Pacer DMAG EY18·22 Summary Comooneot RAP Brief,ootx

DMAG Members and Support Staff:
The attached is a "Paper DMAG" information briefing on the FY2018-2022 Program and
Budget Review.
CFO/PA&E and the DMAG Executive Agent requests that you review these materials prior
to the start of a series of in-person DMAG decision briefings which begin on Thursday,
June 9 (concerning Mission 1 and Mission 5 Overview). Be advised that "Read ahead"
materials for the June 9 DMAG will be sent to you via separate correspondence.
If you have any questions please contact the DMAG Executive Agent, 202·447-.3632,

-DMAG Executive Agent
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From:

Micone Vincent

Subject:

FW: 2016-17 Presidential Transition
Monday, October 03, 2016 12:19:02 PM

Date:

SCAOs,
This is the leader alert transmitted to SES, TSES, SL, ST, and USCG Flag Rank. The all employee
em_ail will hit your email boxes shortly.
Thanks,
Vince

Vince Micone
DHS Presidential Transition Officer
and Senior Counselor
Management Directorate
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
(202) 447-3400
From: Office of the Under. Secretary
for Management
.

Sent: Monday, October 03, 2016 9:17 AM
Subject: 2016-17 Presidential Transition

Dear Colleagues,
With the election now six weeks away, I thought it would be helpful to provide an overview
of our efforts to prepare for the Presidential Transition.
· Earlier this year, we established a Presidential Transition Office (PTO) and OHS Transition
Council. The PTO is led by a career SES, Vince Micone, and the OHS Transition Council
is comprised of career representatives from the Department's Operational Components,
Directorates, and Headquarters (HQ) Offices. The PTO has been working closely with
component counterparts on a number of key efforts to ensure we are prepared to welcome
and support the new Administration.
Through these efforts, we have made great progress. We have completed drafting
overview briefing materials and strategic issue papers for the President-Elect's Agency
Review Team and new appointees. Operational Components, Directorates, and HQ
Offices are now preparing internal transition materials. We have also reviewed and
updated the line of succession for all key leadership positions within the
Department. During October, we will provide executive briefing sessions for career
successors so they are pre.pared to act.
·
The Presidential Transitions Improvements Act, which passed Congress and was signed
by the President this year, provides a structure for candidates to formally begin preparing

99

for a smooth transition well in ad~ance of Election Day. Candidates have already identified
. leadership for their efforts and teams are being assembled. These actions will allow the
President-elect to make key decisions and to prepare to govern earlier than in prior
elections.
·
Later today .1 will be sending an email to all employees providing them with an update
similar to the one I am providing to you. Also, an update will be provided on our transition
efforts in Connected, the Departmerit's monthly workforce newsletter.
I encourage you to include transition issues in your discussions with your subordinate
leaders and employees. Given the operational nature of the Department, the daily work of
our employees will be unaffected. However, a change in executive leadership can cause
concern. It will also be helpful for you to remind employees of ethics guidance reg~rding
activities during election periods. This guidance is available through Connect and your
Ethics Official.
·
Finally, in late October, we plan to host a webinar to provide you with an update on
transition efforts. Registration information will be sent to you in a few weeks.
Thank you for your continued support of the Department's Presidential transition efforts.
Sincerely,
Russ Deyo
Under Secretary for Management
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From:

Micooe Vincent

Subject:

FW: 2016·17 Presidential Transition Appointee Town Hall, October 18
Monday, October 03, 2016 3:26:19 PM

Date:

SCAOs:
Below is the message sent to non-career appointees a short time ago.
Thanks,
Vince

Vince Micone
OHS Presidential Transition Officer
and Senior Counselor
Management Directorate
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
(202) 447-3400

From: Office of the Under Secretary for Management
Sent: Monday, October 03, 2016 3:08 PM
Subject: 2016-17 Presidential Transition Appointee Town Hall, October 18

,7~f\ Hom.eland

· ~~ Security

Fellow Presidential Appointees,
With the election now six weeks away, I thought it would be helpful to provide an overview
of our efforts to prepare for the Presidential Transition.
Earlier this year, we established the Presidential Transition Office and DHS Transition
Council. This effort is led by a career SES, Vince Micone, and the OHS Transition Council
is comprised of career representatives from the Department's Operational Components,
Directorates, and Headquarters Offices. There has been close collaboration on key efforts
to ensure that we are prepared to efficiently and effectively process departing appointees,
and welcome and support the new Administration.
The Presidential Transition Office, in coordination with the White House Liaison Office, has
scheduled a Town Hall for all appointees on October 18 th at 1:00 p.m. in the NAC
Chapel. The focus of the town hall is to inform all appointees on what they can expect,
and will need to accomplish, as part of the transition process. The meeting is mandatory,
so please schedule accordingly.
The upcoming Town Hall will provide comprehensive guidance for departing appointees to
support them during their transition.
Thank you for your continued support of the Department and our efforts to secure our

101

Renaud Tracy L
Kerns Kevin J

From:
To:
Subject:

FW: Bi-weekly w/ Don Neufeld
Thursday, May OS, 2016 12:44:00 PM

Date:

rracy L Renaud
Associote Director
Management Directorate
US Citilenship & lmmlgratlof'I Services
Deportment of H_omefond Security
202-272-1739 /desk)

From: Moore, Joseph D

Sent: Thursday, May 05, 2016 12:36 PM
To: Renaud, Tracy L; Neufeld, Donald W; Scialabba, Lori L; Walters, Jessica S; McCament, James W
· Cc: Young, Todd P; Hoefer, Michael D; McConnell, James E
Subject: RE: Bi-weekly w/ Don Neufeld

.r,.-------------

I'll just add that the budget process for FY 2017 will be very_complicated given it's a transition
"i:>t'.lr

::incl thlc

+,,,. ... ~,,.
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~
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•

(b)(5)

Joseph Moore
Chief Financial Officer
U.S. Citizenship and Immigralion Services.
·ocpartmenl of Homeland Security
Jqsqpb moorc@uscis dhs eov
(p) 202.272.170 I

From: Renaud, Tracy L

Sent: Thursday, May 05, 2016 12:18 PM
To: Neufeld, Donald w; Scialabba, Lori L; Walters, Jessica S; Mccament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P; Moore, Joseph D; Hoefer, Michael D; McConnell, James E
·

Subject: RE: Bi-weekly w/ Don Neufeld

Sorry, I also want to level set everyone on the funding issue. I know that the question was asked
whether Premium money could be used for backlog and the reaction was that we have before and
under our current interpretation of appronriate use of nrernium that we could look to usinP
Premium to fund positions for backlogs. I
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Tracy L. Renavd
Associate Director
Management Directorate
US Citizenship & Immigration Services

Departmel'lt of Homeland Security
20Z·ZlZ·l739 (desk)

From: '"''"'""- Tracy L .
Sent: Thursday, May 05, 2016 11:57 AM
.
_
To: Neufeld, Donald w; Scia1abba, Lori L; Walters, Jessica S; McCament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P; Moore, Joseph D; Hoefer, Michael D; McConnell, James E
Subject: RE: Bi-weekly w/ Don Neufeld
Lori,

(b)(S)

Tracy L. Renaud
Associate Director
Management Directorate
US Citizenship & Immigration Services

Department of Homeland Security
202·272·1739 (desk)

From: Neufeld, Donald W
·sent: Thursday, May OS, 2016 11:42 AM
_
To: Scialabba, Lori L; Walters, Jessica S; McCament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P; Renaud, Tracy L; Moore, Joseph D; Hoefer, Michael D; McConnell, James E
Subject: FW: Bi-weekly w/ Don Neufeld

(b)(S)
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Don

From: Neufeld, Donald W
Sent: Thursday, May OS, 2016 10:23 AM
To: Scialabba, Lori L; Scheduler, Scialabba; Walters, Jessica S; Mccament, James W
Cc: .Young, Todd P; Renaud, Tracy L; Moore, Joseph D; Hoefer, Michael ·D
Subject: RE: Bi-weekly w/ Don Neufeld

Hi Lori - attached is a revised draft SAM 17 we received from OPQ yesterday as well as a
document outlining our staffing requirement to make us whole in FYl6 and address our
backlogs (also vetted by OPQ).

(b )(5)

I would like to get going as soon as possible and am happy to meet to discuss as soon as we
can.
I have copied Tracy, Joe and Mike as well.

Thanks,
Don

Sent with Good (www good com)
From: Neufeld, Donald W
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2016 3:55:22 PM
To: Scialabba, Lori L; Scheduler, Scialabba; Walters, Jessica S; McCament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P
Subject: RE: Bi'.weekly w/ Don Neufeld

I had asked last week for a meeting.to include Joe and Tracy so that would be great if it can be.
arranged I will send vou shortlv the analysis of our staffing needs that have been validated by OPQ

(b)(5)
From: Scialabba, Lori L
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2016 3:51 PM
To: Neufeld, Donald W; Scheduler, Scialabba; Walters, Jessica S; Mccament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P
·
·
Subject: RE: Bi-weekly w/ Don Neufeld ·
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Don,

(b )(5)

Jt~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~l"
0

.,::~l:iJ:15:l:sa:1:v:th:·:d:r:aft::S:O:':f:r:11:122:h:s::s:::r:1c:1.z•
Lori

From: Neufeld, Donald w
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2016 3:30:57 PM
To: Scheduler, Scialabba; Scialabba, Lori L; Walters, Jessica S; McCament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P
Subject: RE: Bi-weekly .w/ Don Neufeld

· Lori and Jocelyn,

·····Original Appointment·····
From: Prater, Jocelyn S On Behalf Of Scheduler, Scialabba
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2016 2:04 PM
To: Scialabba, Lori L; Walters, Jessica S; .Neufeld, Donald W; McCament, James W
Cc: Young, Todd P
·
Subject: Canceled: Bi-weekly w/ Don Neufeld
When: Thursday, May 05, 2016 2:00 PM-2:45 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).
Where: Deputy Director's Office
Importance: High
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From:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Scbamberoer Jill W
Farnam. Julie E; Renaud Tracy L
Conklin lefferv A; $<:harnberner Jill W

Oate:

FW: CIGIE Releases "Presidential Trans1~on Handbook"
Thursday, October 13, 2016 9:47:28 AM

Attachments:

CIGIE Presidential Transition Handbook Web October 2016 pdf

Hi there.
FYI.
ji II

Jill W. Schamberger
Audit Lmison Teum Lead
Office of Scctirity and lnkgrity
US Citizenship and Immigration Servkc11
Office: (202) 272-1621
·
Cell: (202i 330-1526

From: Crumpacker, Jim
Sent: Thursday, October 13, 2016 9:24 AM
To: Bibo, David; Boulden, Laurie; Bruce, Melissa; BUSTER ROBERT P; canevari, Holly; Carver, Jonathan;
Conklin, Jeffery A; 0-ibbs, carol; Gottfried, Jordan; Heinz, Todd; Hess, David; Kruger, Mary; Lewis,
Donald R; McDaniels, Thomas (OGA); Metzler, Alan; MILDREW, SEAN; Nichols, Kate; Passow, Richard;
Ramanathan, Sue; Savage, Brian; Tiongson, Andrew J RDML; Tippie, Tammy; Venture, Veronica;
Blumenthal, Nathan; Brzozowski, Christa; Fulghum, Chip; Guttentag, Lucas; Hakim, Neema; Higgins,
Jennifer; Hoy, Serena; Johnson, na; Kuepper, Andrew; Maher, Joseph; Manfra, Jeanette; McNamara,
Phil; Pino, Lisa; Ramanathan, Sue; Rosen, Paul; Russell, Michael; Swain, Donald; Ulloa, Isabella; Micone,
Vincent
Cc: Almy, Michael; Anderson, Rose; Bailey, Angela; Balliet, Eric; Benecke, Michelle; Bennett, Craig A
SES; Babich, Jeffrey; Cassidy Bianchino, Amy; Corbin, Susan; Correa, Soraya; Cox, Debra; Fahmy, Nasr;
Gleason,.Eddie; Harper, Jerald; Harris, Mark E (OHS CFO); Howard, Tammy; Johnson, Kim R; Kouters,
Angela; LaRossa, Connie; Marcott, Stacy; Martin, Cynthia; Mathias, Susan; McComb, Rich; McCormack,
Luke; Nowak, Philip A; O'Connor, Kimberly; Orner, Jeffery; Palmer, David; Readinger, Jeff; Rezmovic,
Jeffrey; Schneider, Katelyn E; Smiley, Dennis; Stough, Michael; Tamarkin, Eric; Watkins, Trae;
Amendolia, Deana; Backfield, Mitchell; Bauman, Joshua D CDR; Beitel, Kari; Chester, Lisa; Cooch, Shila;
Crawley, Ayn; Cuneo, Edward; DeAntonio, Robert F; Debnam, Sandra; Eames, Seth; Edwards, Toni;
Elliott, Mike; Evans, Matthew; Feltrin, Thomas; Gehrcke, Taylor; Hahn, Linda; Hamidi, Heela; Hattis,
Daniel; HOFFMAN, SHERRI LEE; Johnson, Kim R; Karau, Michael; Kulwicki, Mark; Leonard, Clarissa;
Malenab, Jennifer; Mason, Robert W; Mathias, Susan; Mckeon, Gary; Moy, Michael C; NAU BRENDA M;
NEGLIA, CECELIA; Nemeth, Carmen M; Norman, Keanna; Norton, Gina; OC!Oaudits; PATIEN EMILY S;
Petyo, Briana; PICHON LESLIE C; Plaza, David; Readinger, Jeff; Schaeffer, Shelly; Schamberger, Jill W;
Schamberger, Steven; Staine, Stella; Steedley, Sonya; Tagay, Maxine; Taylor, Sandra; Tippie, Tammy;
Venture, Veronica; Vernon, Morgan; Warkentin, Gary; WHITE, ROBIN A; Wilson, Laura C.T.; Wood,
Susan; Yi, Jennifer H (Jen); OHS Additional CALS; OHS DAL
.
Subject: CIGIE Releases "Presidential Transition Handbook"

As information, the Council of the Inspectors General on Integrity and Efficiency (CIGJE)
has released the subject Handbook describing the role of Inspectors General and the transition
to a new Administration (see attached). More specifically, the Handbook addresses:
,/ The Role of Inspectors General
>, The Inspector General Act
;., Role and Authorities of Inspectors General
> Inspector General Independence
> Inspector General Reports and Processes
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. > Recoveries and Cost Savings

> CIGIE

./ Transition Issues Relating to Inspectors General
> The Role of !Gs in the Transition to a New Administration
> New Administration Officials' Interaction with !Gs
> Filling Inspector General Vacancies
Also of note is a chart in the appendix of the Handbook which outlines many of the recurring
major reporting requirements applicable to most OIGs:
./ OIG Semiannual Report to Congress
./ Financial Statement Audit
./ Annual Federal Information Security Management Act Reviews
./ Agency Management and Performance Challenges
./ Purchase and Travel Card Oversight Report
./ Improper Payment Reporting
./ Report on Federal Entities Cyber Threat Indicators
./ Council of Inspectors General on Fii:iancial Oversight Annual Report
./ Accountability for Federal Funding Report
v/r
Jim

JIM H. CRUMPACKER, CIA, CFE
Director
Departmental GAO-OIG Liaison Office
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
(202) 447-5939 (office)
(202) 262-6776 (cell)

i" · ,· ·., ·-,"·.--· - .."Liaison= Rela'tio'nsh(s + Communication" .- -·-:· --.,.,. ·' -.]
.. -- -· -- ... ---~- ·-· - · ---- --~- P. ----·--- ----------· -"-- ------IMPORTANT: This e-mail, including all attachments, constitutes Federal Government records and property that is intended only for
the use of the individual or entity to which it is ilddrcssed. It may also co.ntain infonnation th~t is privileged, confidential, or
other.vise protected fro'rn disclosure Under applicable law. If the reader of this e-mail transmission· is not t~c intended recipient or the
employee or agent responsible for delivCring the transmission to the intended r~i.:ipicnt, you arc hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, copying or usc of this e-mail or its contents is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify
the sender by resPonding to the e-mail and then delete th"e e-mail immediately.
·
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From:

To:
Subject:

Date:
Attachments:

Farnam, Julie E
Renaud Tracy L
FW: Discussion items for D1 ~CISOMB Nov 30 meet (Transition)
Tuesday, November 22, 2016 8:46:31 AM

Pl -CISOMB Briefing Topics for Nov 30 (Transition) docx
Dl-CISOMB Briefing Topics for Nov 30 Crt-aositiool docx

How about this response? Please let me know if you'd like any additions or changes.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration.Services
{d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202,489-8802
.

.

This communication, along with any"attachmen't$, m;:1y contain confidential inform,1tion and is covered by federal ln;s goven111,g
electronic communications. Electronic comrnunications may also be monitored by th.e OepartrMnt of Homeland Security, U.S. Cillzenship
and Immigration Services. lfthe re;1der of tl1is tness.:ige is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified th;:it any d1s~er11ir)ation.
distribution, use, or copying of this messagJ? is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this rness,.;ge and illl
c1ttacllrnents and immediately notify the sender,

From: Pons, Luis A

Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 4:58 PM
To: Farnam, Julie E; Renaud, Tracy L
Cc: Moreno, Miriam E
Subject: Discussion items for Dl ·CISOMB Nov 30 meet (Transition)
Good afternoon Julie and Tracy:·

The Director and the CISOMB will meet on Wednesday November 30. In their agenda for this
meeting, the CISOMB submitted a list of discussion items, one of which pertains to Leadership
Transition. I have forwarded this item to you at the suggestion of Emilie Hyams at the Director's
Office.
I have included this item in the attached. Please respond-with detailed responses that address the
items as fully as possible.
This being a short-fused matter put forth during the time of a major holiday, please respond as soon
as possible and no later than close of business Friday, November 25.
.

.

I truly appreciate your assistance with this. Please let me know immediately if I have reached out to
the wrong office. Also, please let me know if you have any questions.
Respectfully,
Luis
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.Luis A. Pons
Management and Program Analyst
Liaison and Coordination Branch
Customer Service and Public Engagement Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Washington, DC
Office: 202-272-1267
Cell: 202·697-0708 .
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\ From:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Date:

Choi Juliet K

Renaud

Tracy

L; Farnam

Julie

E

Bodriqqez I eon; Scialabba Lori L ·
FW: POTUS Transition
Monday, November 21, 2016 5:05:01 PM

Hi, could you confirm. Is OCOMM's information correct?
From: Hatchett, Dolline L
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 3:28 PM
To: Carter, Jeffrey T (Jeff); Choi, Juliet K
Subject: RE: POTUS Transition

Thanks Jeff. I flagged this for Lori an.d Tracy as well.
From: carter, Jeffrey T (Jeff)
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 3:23 PM
To: Hatchett, Dolline L; Choi, Juliet K
Subject: RE: POTUS Transition

James Carafano is the director of the Douglas and Sarah Allison Center for Foreign Policy Studies and
the deputy director of the Kathryn and Shelby Cullom Davis Institute for International Studies at The
Heritage Foundation.
Michael Dougherty is the CEO of the Identification Technology Association and formerly worked at
DHS
Jeff
Jeff Carter
Acting Deputy Chief, Office of Communications
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(202) 272-1556 (office)
(202) 815-5370 (cell) ·

Jeffrey I Carter@uscis dhs €PY
uscjs gov for news and information.

· Please visit www

From: Carter, Jeffrey T (Jeff)
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 3:16 PM
To: Hatchett, Dolline L; Choi, Juliet K
Subject: POTUS .Transition
'

'

.

.

The names of the domestic issues landing team leads
Michael Dougherty.

'
for Honieland se'curity: James Carafano and
.

'

btto ·//www, eovexec com Im an age me ot/2016/11 /trump-team-woo t-say-whether -o ewadmi oistratioo-wil l-cut-or-close-aov-federal-agencjes/J 3331 seoref-eovexec today om al
Jeff
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Jeff Carter
Acting Deputy Chief, Office of Communications
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(202) 272-1556 {office)
(202) 815-5370 (cell)

Jeffrey T.Carter@uscis,dhs.gov
Please visit www uscjs.goy for news and information ..
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From:

Renaud Tracy L

To:

Atkinson Ronald A
FW: President transition report to congress. WF1124072
Tuesday, May 17, 2016 8:22:00 AM

Subject:

Date:
Attachments:

1605·06~2086 HID loout transition JCD dean 05122016 l002)~CT Staff chas~HTD uodate docx

Wf 1124072 · Piiblic Law 114~136 tasked for draft of the Presidential Transition Irnorovement Act Threats and
Yllloecabilities (Ad Hoc) 05 06 16 odf

Alan - FYI. This has been cleared with no edits and retuned to OHS but.wanted you to have for
awarene~s.

Tracy L. Renaud
Associate Director
Management Directorate
US Citizenship & Immigration SeNlces

Department of Homeland Security
202·272·1739 (desk/

From: Drake, Johnetta On Behalf Of USCIS Exec Sec
Sent: Monday, May 16, 2016 11:28 AM
To: Renaud, Tracy L; Sahai, Rawn S; Francis, Gregory l; Williams, Lee D; Davis, Marla J
Cc: users Exec Sec
Subject: President transition report to congress. WFl 124072

President transition - Congressional report
lohnetto Drake
USC/S Office of the Executive Secretoriot
202-236-4246 (Cell) .
202-272-0998 (Desk)
202-272-0990 (Office)

exso Connect Page
EXSO ECN Page
Please upload all actions for which Forms G-1056 are used t o ~ .
Please send all official actions to USC/S-Exec-$ec(jj)nscis.dh5,1:11v.
From: Almont, Yohanna On Behalf Of I&A Exec Sec
Sent: Monday, May 16, 2016 11:09 AM
To: USSS Exec Sec; EXEC, USCG SMB; USCIS Exec Sec; CBPTASKING; TSAExecSec; Plcy Exec Sec; OGC
Exec Sec; MGMTExecSec; ICE Exec Sec
Cc: !&A Exec Sec; WAITE ALFRED D; Belzak, Brad
Subject: President transition report to congress. WF1124072

Components,
Please see the attached draft report to congress on threats during the Presidential Transition.
Please review and provide any additional information by 10.:00 am tomorrow May 17, 2016.
Thank you,
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Yohanna Almont .
Staff Officer
Executive Secretariat
Office of Intelligence and Analysis

Desk 202-447-3194
Mobile 202-440~3895
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From:

To:
Subject:
D111te:
Attachments:

Renaud, Tracy L
Young, Todd P
FW: President transition report to congress. WF1124072
Monday, May 16, 2016 3:46:27 PM .

1605-06-2086 t:ITD lnout transition JCD clean 05122016 (002l-CT Staff chas-HTD uodate doo:
WE 1124072 - Public law l 14-136 tasked for draft of the Presidential Transition Irnorovemeot Act Threats and
· Y11loernbilities (Ad Hoc) 05,06 16,pdf

For your awareness and passing to Lori as you deem appropriate. I have FDNS
reviewing for any comments.

From: Drake, Johnetta on behalf of ·users Exec Sec
Sent: Monday, May 16; 2016 11:27:32 AM
,
To: Renaud, Tracy Li Sahai, Rawn S; Francis, Gregory I; Williams, Lee D; Davis, Marla J
Cc: USCIS Exec Sec
Subject: President transition report to congress. WF1124072

President transition Congressional report
Johnetta Drake
USC/5 Of/ice of the Executive Secretariat
202-236-4246 (Cell}
202-272-0998 (Desk)
202-272-0990 (Office)

EXSO Connect Page
EXSO ECN page
Please upload 111/ actions for which Forms G-1056 are used to.~.
Please senda/1 official actiom to USCIS-Exec-Sec@l1scis.dlts.gov.
From: Almont, Yohanna On Behalf Of I&A Exec Sec
Sent: Monday, May 16, 2016 11:09 AM
To: usss Exec Sec; EXEC, USCG SMB; users Exec Sec; CBPTASKING; TSAExecSec; Plcy Exec Sec; OGC
Exec Sec; MGMTExecSec; ICE Exec Sec
·
Cc: !&A Exec Sec; WAITE ALFRED D; Belzak, Brad
Subject: President transition report to congress. WF1124072

Components,
Please see the attached draft report to congress on threats during the Presidential Transition.
Please review.and provide any additional information by 10:00 am tomorrow May 17, 2016.
Thank you,
Yohanna Almont
Staff Officer
Executive Secretariat
Office of Intelligence and Analysis
Desk 202-447-3194
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Mobile 202-440-3895
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From:

To:
Cc:

Renaud Jracv L
Emrich Matthew D
Farnam· Julie E

Subject:

FW: President transition report to congress. WF1124072
Monday, May 16, 2016 3:44:36 PM

Attachment;:

1605·06·2086 HID roout transition JCD clean 05122016 (002)-CT Staff chas·HTD uodate dog
WE 1124072 - Public Law 114-136 tasked foe draft of the Presideobal Transition Imorovemeot Act Threats and
Vuloer:abWties (Ad Hoc) D?,06 16 odf

Matt - Please review the draft report and let me and Julie know as soon as possible
if you have any edits/comments so we can get them back to the transition team.
Thanks.
·

From: Drake, Johnetta on behalf of USCIS Exec Sec
Sent: Monday, May 16, 2016 11:27:32 AM
To: Renaud, Tracy L; Sahai, Rawn S; Francis, Gregory I; Williams, Lee D; Davis, Marla J ·
Cc: USCIS Exec Sec
Subject: Pr~sident transition report to congress. WF1124072
President transition - Congressional report
· Johnetta Droke
· USCIS Office of the Executive Secretariat
202-236-4246 {Cell)
202-272-0998 (Desk)
202-272-0990 {Office)

exso Connect Page
EXSO ECN .em.
Please upload all actions for wlticlt Forms G-1056 are used to .c:1.LS.
Please send all ofjiciul actions to USC/S-Exec-Sec@uscis.dlts.gov.
From: Almont, Yohanna On Behalf Of !&A Exec Sec

Sent: Monday, May 16, 2016 11:09 AM
To: USSS Exec Sec; EXEC, USCG SMB; USCIS Exec Sec; CBPTASKING; TSAExecSec; Plcy Exec Sec; OGC
Exec Sec; MGMTExecSec; ICE Exec Sec
Cc: !&A Exec Sec; WAITE ALFRED D; Belzak, Brad
Subject: President transition report to congress, WF1124072
Components,
Please see the attached draft report to congress on threats during the Presidential Transition.
Please review and provide any additional information by 10:00 am tomorrow May 17, 2016.
Thank you,
Yohanna Alm.ant
Staff Officer .
Executive Secretariat
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Office of Intelligence and Analysis
Desk 202-447-3194
Mobile 202-440-3895
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
.Date:
Attachments:

Button Maria G(Gemma)
USCIS Presidential Transition

users Exec Sec; Renaud Tracv L; Farnam Julie E
FW: Presidential Transition Office • Strategic Issue Paper Ranking
Friday, July 15, 201610:18:32 AM

USCIS Nomination Soreadsheet Coosohdatioo Ranklna xlsx

Good Morning,
I am confirming that USCIS' .submission was sent Please note that I changed the file
name to include USCIS, as requested in the original tasking.
Thank you.
§'emma
Maria Gemma Button
Chief
US Citizenship and Immigration Services
Office of the Executive Secretariat
202,272,8568
e.mail: usc1S·Exec·Sec@uscis dhs,gov
e·mail: Connect: http://connect.uscis dhs.goy/org/EXSO/Pages/default,aspx

From: Button, Maria G (Gemma) On Behalf Of users Exec Sec
Sent: Friday, July 15, 2016 10:08 AM
To: Stewart, Bion; Horowitz, Scott; Beagles, James
Cc: Rinehart, Kalee; 'uscis exsec (USC!S·Exec-Sec@uscis.dhs.gov)' ·
Subject: RE: Presidential Transition Office • Strategic Issue Paper Ranking ·

Good Morning.
Attached is USCIS' response to this tasking.
Have a good day.

Gemma
Maria Gemma Button
Chief
US Citizenship and Immigration Services
Office of the Executive Secretariat
202,272,8568
e-mail: USCIS·Exec·Sec@uscis,dhs,gov
e·mail: Connect: http://connect uscis dhs,goy/org/EXSO/Pages/default,aspx

From: Rinehart, Kalee

Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 2016 4:19 PM
To: CISOMBExecSec; CRCL Exec Sec; DNDO Exec Sec; FLETC Exec Sec; ESEC·lnternal Liaison; !&A
Exec Sec; PRIV Exec Sec; OGC Exec Sec; ohaexecsec; OJG Execsec; OLA Exec Sec; OPE Tasking;
OPE_Tasking; OPA Exec Sec; OPS Exec Sec; Plcy Exec Sec; S&T Exec Sec; CBPEXECSEC; FEMAExecSec;
ICE Exec Sec; NPPDExecSec; TSAExecSec; EXEC, USCG SMB; USCIS Exec Sec; CFO Exec Sec;
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CHCOExecSec; OCIO ExecSec; CPOEXECSEC; CRSO_ExecSec; CSOEXECSEC; PARMExecSec,; Comans,
Mary Francis; USSS Exec Sec
Cc: Stewart, Bion; Horowitz, Scott; MGMTExecSec
Subject: Presidential Transition Office - Strategic Issue Paper Ranking
Sorry- I didn't mean to,recall this message. This tasking still stands!

To All OHS Component and LOB ESEC See's
Please see tasker from the OHS Transition Office
"The Presidential Transition Office (PTO) requests Component, Office, Directorate & MGMT LOB
review and ranking of Presidential Transition Strategic Issue Papers. The attached spreadsheet
includes over 100 transition strategic issue paper topics submitted by OHS Components, Offices,
Directorates, and MGMT LOBS. Please review and indicate your top 30 strategic issue papers by
ranking them from 1 (most important) to 30 in the "Rank" column on the far right of the document.
Please do not alter the spreadsheet in any other way. Please include your Component/Office in the
file name of spreadshee_t upon return.
This is the next step in the process to recommend a list of transition strategic issue papers to the
DMAG and ultimately Sl for final approval. Request this tasker be routed to
Component/Office/Directorate & MGMT LOB SCAO's as identified in the attached Transition SCAO

cos 1s

list Please deliver responses by
July 2016 to bioo stewart@bq dhs gov,
scott horowitz@ha.dhs gov & James Beagles@ha,dhs.gov.
For questions regarding this request, please contact Bion Stewart, 202:282-9125 or Scott Horowitz,

202-282-8152"
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From:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Renaud, Tracy L
Scialabba Lori L(Lori Sclalabba@uscis dbs,arul
Youno 'Todd P; Walters Jessica s (Jessica s Walters@1iscis dbs aov}; Farnam l1Jlie E

Date: ·

FW: Presidential Transition Office· Strategic Issue Paper Ranking
Thursday, Ju!y 07, 2016 3:19:00 PM

Attachments:

Nornlnatioo Sareadsbeet.CoosoUdatioo,Raokina.xlsx

Lori,
Here is our next tasking from the DHS PTO we now need to rank all of the proposed issue paper
submissions into our priority 1 through 30 due next Friday. Do you want to discuss and we. can
decide together or is it easier for you if we take a shot at ranking and get it to you for clearance?

Tracy L. Renaud
Associate Director
Management Directorate
US Citizenship & Jmmigrotion Services
Department of Homeland Security
202-272-1739 /desk/

From: Drake, Johnetta On Behalf Of USCIS Exec Sec
Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 2016 3:46 PM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition; Renaud, Tracy L; Farnam, Julie E
Cc: USCIS Exec Sec
Subject: FW: Presidential Transition Office - Strategic Issue Paper Ranking
Please handle as appropriate. The last attachment is the second tasking.

Johnetta Droke
USCIS Office of the Executive Secretariat
202-236-4246 (Cell)
202-272-0998 {Desk)
202-272-0990 (Office)
EXSO connect page

EXSO ECN Page

P/e"se "pload all "ctlons for which Forms G-1056 are used to .<::d.L5:.
Please send all official actions to USCIS-Exec-Sec@uscis.dh~;gov.
From: Rinehart, Kalee
Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 20.16 3:36 PM
To: CISOMBExecSec; CRCL Exec Sec; DNDO Exec Sec; FLETC Exec Sec; ESEC-Internal Liaison; !&A
Exec Sec; PRIV Exec Sec; OGC Exec Sec; ohaexecsec; OIG Execsec; OLA Exec Sec; OPE Tasking;
OPE_Tasking; OPA Exec Sec; OPS Exec Sec; Plcy Exec Sec; S&T Exec Sec; CBPEXECSEC; FEMAExecSec;
ICE Exec Sec; NPPDExecSec; TSAExecSec; EXEC, USCG SMB; USCIS Exec Sec; CFO Exec Sec;
CHCOExecSec; aero ExecSec; CPOEXECSEC; CRSO_ExecSec; CSOEXECSEC; PARMExecSec,; Comans,
Mary Francis; USSS Exec Sec
Cc: Stewart, Bion; Horowitz, Scott; MGMTExecSec
Subject: Presidential Transition Office - Strategic Issue Paper Ranking
To All DHS Component and LOB ESEC See's
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Please see tasker from the DHS Transition Office
"The Presidential Transition Office (PTO) requests Component, Office, Directorate & MGMT LOB
review and ranking of Presidential Transition Strategic Issue Papers. The attached spreadsheet
includes over 100 transition strategic issue paper topics submitted by DHS Components, Offices,
Directorates, and MGMT LOBs. Please review and indicate your top 30 strategic issue papers by
ranking them from 1 (most important) to 30 in the "Rank" column on the far right of the document.
Please do not alter the spreadsheet in any other way., Please include your Component/Office in the
file name of spreadsheet upon return.
This is the next step in the process to recommend a list of transition strategic issue papers to the
DMAG and ultimately 51 for final approval. Request this tasker be routed to
Component/Office/Directorate & MGMT LOB SCAO's as identified in the attached Transition SCAO
list Please deliver responses by COB 15 July 2016 to bjon stewart@hq dhs gov,
scott borowitz@hq dhs gov & James Beagles@hq.dhs gov.
For questions regarding this request, please contact Bion Stewart, 202-282-9125 or Scott Horowitz,
202-282-8152"
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DHS Presidential Transition
Senior Component Accountable Officials (SCAOs) and
Line of Business Senior Accountable Officials {SAOs)
As of June 23, 20 I6
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CIS Ombudsman

Stacy Shore

Acting Deputy Director

CRCL

Veronica Venture

Deputy Officer

ONDO

Joel Rynes .

Assistant Director

•,
FLETC
Front Office

Connie Patrick
Jennifer Higgins

Director
Deputy Chief of Staff

l&A

Mary Peterson

Chief of Staff

PRIV

James Holzer

OGC

Meghan Ludtke

Deputy ChiefFOIA
Officer
Chief of Staff

OHA

Larry (Dave) Fluty

OIG

Louise McGlathery

OLA
OPE

Susan Corbin
Alaina Clark

OPA

Tammy L. Howard

Principal Deputy
Assistant Secretary
Assistant Inspector
General, Office of
Management
Chief of Staff
Deputy Assistant
Secretary
Chiefof Staff

OPS

Todd Heinz

Chief of Staff

PLCY

Kelli Ann Burriesci

S&T

Keith Holtermann

Acting Assistant
Secretary for Threat
Prevention and Security
Policy
Senior S&T Advisor to
FEMA for RDT &E

. . tebQh~:NWnQerJa
202-357-8397 (o)
202-617-9712 (c)
202-357-1270 (o)
202-697-0872 (c)
202-254-7608 (o)
202-549-4130 (c)
912-267-2501 (o)
202-282-8261 (o)
202-836-1566 (C)
202-282-882 I (o)
571-216-4725 (c)
202-343-1756 (o)
202-997:1624 (c)
202-282-8889 (o)
202-680-4900 (c)
202-254-8836 (o).
281-638-2281 (c)
202-254-5408 (o)
202-345-4342 (c)
....

-

202-253-0177
202-447-3 IOI (o)
202-281-8135 (c)
202-282-9264 (o)
202-557-6422 (c)
202-282-8432 (o)
202-380-7512 (c)
202-447-3814 (o)
202-510-1386 (c)

202-254-6019 (o)
202-646-4099 (o)
202-306-7619 (c)
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Operational Components
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CBP
Lewis Roach
Deputy Director, Policy 202-4 I7-4185
and Planning
FEMA
David Bibo
Acting Associate
202-212-4771 (o)
Administrator, Office of 202-495-8892 (C)
Policy & Program
Analysis
ICE
Lyn Rahilly
Assistant Director for
202-732-3301 (o)
Privacy and Records
703-298-7734 (c)
NPPD
David Hess
Chief of Staff
703-235-2090 (o)
202-557-6021 (c)
TSA
Julie Scanlon
Deputy Assistant
571-227-3008 (o)
Administrator
USCG
RDML Anthony Vogt Assistant Superintendent 860-444-8286 (o)
907-957-0639 (c)
USCIS
Tracy Renaud
202-272-1739 (o)
Senior Executive and
Associate Director for
202-445-0986 (c)
Management
usss
Faron Paramore
Assistant Director
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OCFO

Stacy Marcott

OCHCO

Kirstin Austin

OCIO
OCPO

Shila Cooch
Anthony Bell

Deputy Chief Financial
Officer
Manager, Workforce
Development Strategy .
Chief of Staff
Procurement Analyst

OCRSO

Laurie Boulden

Chief of Staff

ocso

Robert McRae

Deputy Division Chief

PARM

David Patrick

Director, Acquisition
Ooerations

Other Offices/OHS Entities
.·~ ;,Poi~lo. Con/dct:';·.
Joint Requirements
Council

202-447-5757 (o)
202-557-0507 (cl
202-357-8502 (o)
202-207-8718 (c)
202-447-0063 (o)
202-573-6705 (c)
202-343-4048 (o).
703-999.-2237 (c)
202·282-9864 (o)
202-507-2337 (c)..202-570-9583 (o}
202-343-4558 (c)
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Mary Comans
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Jaynes, Thomas A (Allen)
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:

Rinehart, Kalee
Wednesday, July 06, 2016 2:38 PM
CISOMBExecSec; CRCL Exec Sec; ONDO Exec Sec; FLETC Exec Sec; ESEC-lnternal Liaison;
!&A Exec Sec; PRIV Exec Sec; OGC Exec Sec; ohaexecsec; OJG Execsec; OLA Exec Sec;
OPE Tasking; OPE_Tasking; OPA Exec Sec; OPS Exec Sec; Plcy Exec Sec; S&T Exec Sec;
CB~EXECSEC; FEMAExecSec; ICE Exec Sec; NPPDExecSec; TSAExecSec; EXEC, USCG 5MB;
users Exec Sec; CFO Exec Sec; CHCOExecSec; OCIO ExecSec; CPOEXECSEC;
CRSO_ExecSec; CSOEXECSEC; PARMExecSec,; Comans, Mary Francis; USSS Exec Sec
Stewart, Bion; Horowitz, Scott; MGMTExecSec
Presidential Transition Office - Request for Information #2 .

To All DHS Component and LOB ESEC See's
Please see tasker from the DHS Transition Office. This should be routed to the Senior Component Accountable Officials
as identified in the attached "SCAO" document.
"The Presidential Transition Office (PTO) requests Component, Office, Directorate, and MGMT LOB responses to· the
attached PTO Request For Information #2. Responses to the attached will be included with responses to RFI #1 to build
out the DHS Overview briefing materials. Please note some requested items are identified and highlighted as
Operational Components Only and/or for USCG and CBP Only. Responses for this RFI will be imbedded within the
attached document unless otherwise specified. Request this tasker be routed to Component/Office/Directorate &
MGMT Lo'B SCAO's as identified in the attached Transition SCAO list. Please
deliver responses. by COB 20 July 2016 to
.
bion.stewart@hq.dhs.gov; scott.horowitz@hg.dhs.gov; James.Beagles@hq.dhs.gov
For questions regarding this request, please contact Bion Stewart, 202-282-9125 or Scott Horowitz, 202-282-8152"
Thank you.
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From:

USCIS Presidential Transition

To:
Cc:

Ba@n Amanda
Renaud rrncv 1

Subject:
Date:

Wednesday, September 07, 2016 2:39:49 PM

Attachments:

FW: Presldential Transition- Strategic Issue Paper Tasking - PLCY Led

Issue Paoer FocmatY3,docx

· Presidential Irnositioo Offici~·StrateoiL Issue Pacer Assicoooeots Pl CY Tracker xlsx

Hi Amanda,
Emilie forwarded your message to me. Please feel free to reach out to me or our SCAO Tracy
Renaud, copiec on this message, in coordinating the drafting of issue papers. We have an
immigration overview paper drafted and it is with our counsel now. Of course, our paper is only a
piece of the whole immigration picture, but it should provide you with some useful stats regarding
immigration. I hope to have the paper cleared to send to you either a little later today or sometime
tomorrow. If you'd like to discuss further, please give me a call.
. Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communicar'1on, along with any attachment~, may contain confidential information ,rnd is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic.Communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citlzenslf1p
and Immigration Services. !f the reader of this message is not the intende? redp·1ent, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited If ydu have receivc(1 this in r.rror, pleuse delete this rm:ssage ,i"nd all

attachments and imrrwdiately notify the sender.

From: Baran, Amanda
Sent: Wednesday, September 07, 2016 2:54:26 PM.
To: Hyams, Emilie R
Subject: FW: Presidential Transition- Strategic Issue Paper Tasking - PLCY Led
Hi Emilie,
As you can see from the attached, PLCY and USCIS have been tasked with drafting a transition paper
entitled, "Immigration Overview." I will be leading this effort for PLCY and wanted to connect to
discuss who at USCIS I should be in touch with regarding this paper.
Let me know if you hav_e any questions.
Thanks I
Amanda

From: Petyo, Briana
. Sent: Tuesday, September 6, 2016 6:58 PM
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To: M_oriarez, Susan <susan.monarez@hq.dhs.gov>; Sobel, Ted <ted sobel@HO DHS GOV>; LesterSaura, Victoria <Vjctoria.LesterSa11ra@HO DHS GOV>; Giovagnoli, Mary
<marv giovagnoli@hqdhs.gov>; Baran, Amanda <amanda.baran@badhs.gov>; Rogal, Leah
<leah rogal@ha dhs gov>; Pejic, Gregory <gregory pejjc@hq dhs gov>; Kuepper, Andrew
<andrew kuepoer@hq dhs gov>; King, Matthew <matthew.king@ha.dhs gov>; Scardaville, Michael
<Michael scardaville@HO DHS GOV>; Shelton, Paul <oa11I shelton@ha dhs gov>
Cc: Burriesci, Kelli <kelli.bmriesci@hq dhs gov>; Canevari, Holly <holly raoevari@HO DH$ GOV> ·
Subject: Presidential Transition- Strategic Issue Paper Tasking- PLCY Led

All,
We have received the first round of issue paper tasking from the Presidential Transition Office. If
you are receiving this email, you are designated a co-lead on a paper for OHS. Attached please find
the issue paper template and a spreadsheet that will outline the papers topics, assignments across
the Components, and a detailed breakdown of internal PLCY leads and required coordinators.
Please be proactive in reaching out to your co-leads sooner rather than later to ensure you have a
path forward and our input is included given the uncertainty of the co-lead construct. Be sure to
coordinate closely with others in PLCY who have equities prior to circulating with other
Components. Please let me know if you are having difficulty identifying_the right POC for a co-lead
and I can facilitate. Additionally, please remember that these are meant to be very high-level and:
only the most critical information for a Principal should be included. They should be no more than 3 ·
pages in length and should be unclassified if possible but may be FOUO or LES, if necessary.
Papers are due to me and Kelli Ann by 9/14.
Thanks,
Briana
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From:

USCIS Pres!dential Transition

To:

Youoa Todd Pi waiters Jessica S

Cc:

Renaud, Tracy· L

Subject:

FW: Ready to Act: Panel Featuring Leaders from the 2008 Transition, September 16, 1 pm
Tuesday, September 13, 2016 12:25:56 PM

Date:

I don't know if Lori has received this invite or if she'd want to attend this discussion, but I am passing
this along as she is a career successor,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202 272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
Ttiis cornrnunlcation, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws goverriing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Depurtment of Homeland Security, U.S, Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the mad er of thls message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that ar,y dissemination,
distribl1tion, use, or copying of this mess,;1ge is strictly ri~ohibited. If you have ·received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender,

From: Micone, Vincent
Sent: Monday, September 12, 2016 4:59 PM
Subject: Ready to Act: Panel Featuring Leaders from the 2008 Transition, September 16, 1 pm
Career Successors and SCAOs:
You are invited to attend a high-level discussion with previous DHS senior officials on their
experiences in the 2008 Presidential transition. This panel, the first of our Ready to Act executive
sessions, will be held on Friday. September 16, 2016. 1-2:30 pm. io the NAC Large Conference
Bo.Qm. Distinguished panelists (in alphabetical order) will include:
•
•

•
•

Rand Beers, Former Acting Secretary and Under Secretary for NPPD. Mr. Beers was • leader
of the 2008 OHS agency review team for then President-Elect Obama.
Noah Kroloff, Former Chief of Staff to Secretary Napolitano. Mr. Kroloff assisted·then Governor
Napolitano through the confirmation process and was one of the first appointees at DHS after
the Inauguration.
Chad Sweet, Former Chief of Staff to Secretary Chertoff. Mr. Sweet ensured a smooth
transition from Secretary Chertoff to Secretary Napolitano.
Paul Schneider, Former Deputy Secretary and Under Secretary for Management. Mr.
Schneider provided executive leadership to the 2008 DHS transition program.

This will be an exceptional opportunity to understand the sprint that takes place after the Presidential
election through the Inauguration and into the. first months of a new administration.
Attendance will be limited to the Career Successors to Component Heads, Senior Component
· Accountable Officials for Transition, and one additional participant from each Operational Component,
Directorate, HQ Office and LOB such as an Action Officer or.other transition lead.
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An Outlook scheduler has been sent to you. To participate, please RSVP by 12 noon on Wednesday,
September 13, to Greg Halter at greg halter@hq dhs gov.
Thanks,
Vince

Vince Micone
DHS Presidential Transition Officer
and Senior Counselor
Management Directorate
U.S. Department of Homeland Security ·
(202) 447-3400
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Date:

USCIS Presidential Transition
Mct:ament James W; Levine Laurence D; Carpenter Dea D
Renaud Tracy L·
FW: Ready to Act: Panel Featuring Leaders from the 2008 Transitlcin, September 16, 1 pm
· Tuesday, September 13, 2016 12:24:39 PM
·
·

I'm not sure if you received this message, but if not, I wanted to pass this along to you. You should
have received an invite, but if you did not, please let me know. I already have a car reserved to go to

the NAC, so if you'd like to join, please let me know and I'll make sure the car does not leave without
you.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S Citizenship and Immigration Services

Id) 202-212-1102

lei 202-489-8802
This comrnuniGit.ion, along with any attachments, may contain confidential inforrnat"ior1 and is cover cd by federal laws governing
electronic communications. £!ectronic communlcat'1ons may also be monitored by the Department or Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and lmmigrntion Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient you are hereby r1otifled U1at any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete thi~ message and all
attachments and imriediately notify the sender.

From: Micone, Vincent
Sent: Monday, September 12, 2016 4:59 PM
Subject: Ready to Act: Panel Featuring Leaders from the 2008 Transition, September 16, 1 pm

Career Successors and SCAOs:
You are invited to attend a high-level discussion with previous DHS senior officials on their
experiences in the 2008 Presidential transition. This panel, the first of our Ready to Act executive
sessions, will be held on Friday. September 16, 2016. 1-2:30 pm. jn the NAC Large Conference
Bl2lml. Distinguished panelists (in alphabetical order) will include:
•

Rand Beers, Former Acting Secretary and Under Secretary for NPPD. Mr. Beers was a leader
of the 2008 DHS agency review team for then President-Elect Obama.
, Noah Kroloff, Former Chief of Staff to Secretary Napolitano. Mr. Kroloff assisted then Governor
Napolitano through the confirmation process and was one of the first appointees at DHS after
. the Inauguration.
, Chad Swee( Former Chief of Staff to Secretary Chertoff. Mr. Sweet ensured a smooth
transition from Secretary Chertoff to Secretary Napolitano.
, Pa.ul Schneider, Former Deputy Secretary and Under Secretary for Management. Mr.
Schneider provided executive leadership to the 200.8 DHS transition program.
This will be an exceptional opportunity to understand the sprint that takes place after the Presidential
election through the Inauguration and into the first months of a new administration.
Attendance will be limited to the Career Successors to Component Heads, Senior Component
Accountable Officials for Transition, and one additional participant from each Operational Component,
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Directorate, HQ Office and LOB such as an· Action Officer or other transition lead.
An Outlook scheduler has been sent to you. To participate, please RSVP by 12 noon on Wednesday,
September 13, to Greg Halter at greg halter@hq dhs gov.
Thanks,
Vince

Vince Micone
DHS Presidential Transition Officer
and Senior Counselor
Management Directorate
U S Department of Homeland Security
(202) 44 7·3400
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From:
To:
Subject:

Stewart, Bion

Renaud Iracv L

Date:

FW: REMINDER' 2016·17 Presidential Transition Ready to Act Training
Monday, October 17, 2016 8:31:14 AM

Attachments:

imaaeoo1.ooa

Tracy,
Per Vince's email, following up to let you know we have not yet received an RSVP to register for a
Ready to Act Executive Brief from Daniel Renaud. If you could please follow up with him to register
for one of the remaining dates, we'd appreciate it.
Thanks.
Bion

Bion Stewart
Deputy Presidential Transition Officer
Department of Homeland Security
202-282-9125

From: Micone, Vincent
Sent: Friday, October 14, 2016 1:21 PM
Subject: FW: REMINDER! 2016-17 Presidential Transition Ready to Act Training
SCAOs,
Your account exec will provide you information for your component on who has registered To date and
who has not. Would appreciate nudges from you, as I need to report out on our numbers to the front
office.
Thanks,
Vince

Vince Micone
DHS Presidential Transition Officer
and Senior Counselor
Management Directorate
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
(202) 447-3400

From: Office of the Under Secretary for Management
Sent: Friday, October 14, 2016 1:1_8 PM
Subject: REMINDER! 2016-17 Presidential Transition Ready to Act Training
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Colleagues, ..
I would like to thank all of you who have confirmed your attendance for a Ready to Act:
Successor Executive Briefing Session. Our first session was held today.
The Ready to Act: Successor Executive Briefing will be offered three additional times
during the month of October. Please select the session that best fits your schedule. The
session dates are:
•
•
•

October 20,
October 21,
NAC01-044
October 31,
NAC01-044

2016 - 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. - OCHCO, 1201 New York Avenue, NW
2016.:. 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. - Nebraska Avenue Complex, Room
and by webinar for field staff outside of the National Capital Region
2016 - 1:30 p.m. to 3 p.m. - Nebraska Avenue Complex, Room

As a reminder, attendance at a session is mandatory. Please RSVP to
Transition2017@hq.dhs,goy with the date of the session you wish to attend. Once the
RSVP is received, an Outlook calendar invitation will be sent to you for the executive
briefing.
·
If you have any quei;tions about the Presidential Transition, please contact me by email at
vincent micone@hq,dhs,gov or by telephone on (202) 447-3400.
Thanks,·
Vince Micone
OHS Presidential Transition Officer and Senior Counselor
Management Directorate ·

From: Office of the Under Secretary for Management
Sent: Tuesday; October 4, 2016 10:28 AM
Subject: 2016-17 Presidential Transition Ready to Act Training

OHS Career Successors,
With the Presidential election approaching, the Depa(tment completed a comprehensive
review of the succession plan for key officials. This process was completed with the .
Secretary's approval on September 14. A key aspect of this prqcess has been to identify
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career successors for all key leadership positions within the Department. You are one of
the career leaders who serves in a successor position.
Part of a smooth transition is to ensure that the career employees who may step in to act
are prepared for the challenges that they may face. To ensure all career successors are
Ready to Act, the Presidential Transition Office has worked with several Components and
good government partners to provide executive briefing sessions for you.

Participation in the session Is a mandatory requirement for you as a career
successor. This 90-minute session will include an update on the Department's
Presidential Transition preparations and how they impact you. Also, .a brief overview of
Continuity of Operations, Continuity of Government, and Incident Response responsibilities
for successors will be provided. The session will conclude with a discussion on preparing
and managing the arrival of the new Administration leadership within your organization.
The Ready to Act: Successor Executive Briefing will be offered four times during the month
of October. Please select the session that best fits your schedule. The session dates are:
•
•
•
•

October 14, 2016-10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. at OCHCO, 1201 New York Ave., NW
October 20, 2016 - 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. at OCHCO, 1201 New York Ave., NW
October 21, 2016 - 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. (Webinar for field staff outside of the
National Capital Region)
October 31, 2016- 1:30 p.m. to 3 p.m. at Nebraska Avenue Complex, room
NAC01.-044

Please RSVP to Transition2017@hq,dhs.gov with the date of the session you wish to
attend. Once the RSVP is received, an Outlook calendar invitation will be sent to you for
the executive briefing.
Every day, DHS employees help to safeguard our Nation. With your support, we will
continue to deliver our mission - with .honor and integrity,' safeguarding the American
people, our homeland, and our values. Thank you for your hard work.
Sincerely,
Russ Deyo
Under Secretary for Management
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From:

Micone Vincent

Subject:

FW: REMINDER! 2016~ 17 Presidential Trensibon Reedy to Act I raining

Date:

Friday, October 14, 2016 1:20:55 PM

Attachments;

imaaeOOJ ona

SCAOs,
Your account exec will provide you information for your .component on who has registered To date and
who has not. Would appreciate nudges from you, as I need to report out on our numbers to the front
office.
Thanks,
Vince

Vince Micone
DHS Presidential Transition Officer
and Senior Counselor
Management Directorate
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
(202) 447-3400

From: Office of the. Under Secretary for Management
Sent: Friday, October 14, 2016 1:18 PM
Subject: REMINDER! 2016-17 Presidential Transition Ready to ActTraining

· Colleagues,
I would like to thank all of you who have confirmed your attendance for a Ready to Act:
Successor Executive Briefing Session. Our first session was held today.
The Ready to Act: Successor Executive Briefing will be offered three additional times
during the month of October. Please select the session that best fits your schedule. The
session dates are:
•
•
·•

October 20,
October 21,
NAC01-044
Octobe.r 31,
NAC01-044

2016-10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. - OCHCO, 1201 New York Avenue, NW
2016-10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. - Nebraska Avenue Complex, Room
and by webinar for field staff outside of the National Capital Region
2016-1:30 p.m. to 3 p.m. - Nebraska Avenue Complex, Room
.

As a reminder, attendance at a session is mandatory. Please RSVP to
Transition2017@hq.dhs gov with the date of the session you wish to attend. Once the
RSVP is received. an Outlook calendar invitation will be sent to you for the executive
briefing. ·
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If you have any questions about the Presidential Transition, please contact me by email at
yincent micone@hq dhs gov or by telephone on (202) 447-340Q.
Thanks,
Vince Micone
OHS Presidential Transition Officer and Senior Counselor
Management Directorate

From; Office of the Under Secretary for Management
Sent; Tuesday, October 4, 2016 10:28 AM
Subject: 2016-17 Presidential Transition Ready to Act Training

OHS Career Successors,
With the Presidential election approaching, the Department completed a comprehensive
review of the succession plan for key officials. This process was completed with the
Secretary's approval on September 14. A key aspect of this process has been to identify
career successors for all key leadership positions within the Department. You are one of
the career leader~ who serves in a successor position.
Part of a smooth transition is to ensure that the career employees who may step in to act
are prepared for the challenges that they may face. To ensure all career successors are
Ready to Act, the Presidential Transition Office has worked with several Components and
good government partners to provide executive briefing sessions for you.

partjcjpatjon In the session is a mandato,:y requirement for you as a career
successor. This 90-minute session will include an update on the Department's
Presidential Transition preparations and how they impact you. Also; a brief overview of
Continuity of Operations, Continuity of Government, and Incident Response responsibilities
for successors will be provided. The session will conclude with a discussion on preparing
and managing.the arrival of the new Administration leadership within your organization.
The Ready to Act: Successor Executive Briefing will be offered four times during the month
of October. Please select the session that best fits your schedule. The session dates are:
•
•
•
•

October 14, 2016- 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. at OCHCO, 1201 New York Ave, NW
October 20, 2016 - 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. at OCHCO, 1201 New York Ave., NW
October 21, 2016 - 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. (Webinar for field staff outside of the
National Capital Region)
October 31, 2016- 1:30 p.m. to 3 p.m. at Nebraska Avenue Complex, room
NAC01-044
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Please RSVP to Transition2017@hq.dhs.gov with the date of the session you wish to
attend. Once the RSVP is received. an Outlook calendar invitation will be sent to
you for
.
the executive briefing.
'

Every day. OHS employees help to safeguard our Nation. With your support, we will
continue to deliver our mission - with honor and integrity, safeguarding the American
'people, our homeland, and our values. Thank you for your hard work.
Sincerely.
Russ Deyo
Under Secretary for Management ·
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From:

Renaud, Tracy L

lo:

Halter Greg; Homwitz Scott
Micooe Vincent; Farns,rn Julie E

Cc:
Subject:

FW; Successors Message and Ready to Act Executive Brief

Date:

Tuesday, October 04, 2016 9:27:00 AM

Attachments:

Delegation 0106 Revision 06 DHS Orders of Succession and Delegations o odf
Coov of RSVP I ist fm Execiitive sessions 2016 09 29v2 xlsx

All - the names listed for USCIS are correct and I gave them all a heads up last week that they should
be expecting invitations.
Tracy L Renaud

Associate Director
Management Directorate
US Citizenship & Immigration Services

Department of Homeland Security
202·272·1739 /desk/

From: Micone, Vincent
Sent: Monday, October 03, 2016 10: 14 AM
Subject: Successors Message and Ready to Act Executive Brief

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
SCAOs:
Today and tomorrow. you will see several messages related to the Presidential Transition transmitted
under the USM's signature.
• · An email was to all senior leaders this morning and an all-employee message outlining the
Department's transition efforts will be sent early this afternoon.
• . An email will be sent to all non-career officials appointees late this afternoon inviting them to
attend the Town Hall that will provide them with transition guidance and information specific to·
departing appointees. The Town Hall will be held on October 18th at the NAG Chapel from 1
to 3 pm.
• Additionally, a series of articles in the Connected e-newsletter will begin with this month's
edition and continue through February. The October connected will be sent by Wednesday of
this week.
Copies of the senior leader and non-career emails will be forwarded to you.
T9morrow, we will send out an invitation for all career successors to participate in a mandatory
Ready to Act: Executive Brief.
,
•

•

All personnel identified in the attached list are required to attend one of the four sessions being
offered this month (details will be included in the invitation).
The invite list reflects career positions and names identified in the attached Order of
Succession Delegation signed by S1 _on September 14th and the organization charts you
submitted for RFI 1 respectively.
SCAOs are also required to attend one of the sessions.

'.!=Pleaser:eview your organlzatjon'ssectlonani(vfrityihenames and associated
positlQns are accurate, Please notify Greg Halter and Scott Horowitz if you see any
ij1screpanc1es ASAP, 1

The Succession Delegation has been posted on Connect as of today. The list of names should not be
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distributed and is for your use in validating your components successors. Please note that you are
included in this list. If you receive any questions about the delegation, please reach out to Bion, Jim,
or myself.
Thanks for your assistance!
Vince

Vince Micone
OHS Presidential Transition Officer
and Senior Counselor
Management Directorate
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
(202) 447-3400
.
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Sincerely,
Russ Deyo
Under Secretary for Managemeni
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From:

tJSCIS Presidential Transition

To:

USCIS Exec Sec

Cc:

Renaud Tracv l; Button Maria G(Gemma}

Subject:

Issue Paper Review Due COB 9/14

Date:
Attachments:

Monday, 5eptember 12, 2016 8:37:00 AM

Issue 'eaoer · lmmiaratioo Areas of Focus lJSCIS EWtS ciea5 Qci~x

Issue Paper • Immigration Areas of Focus USCIS Edits Redlloed doc:x
Importance:

High

Good morning,
Attached is an issue paper providing an overview of immigration within the Department that DHS
Policy drafted. This_paper will be included along with other briefing materials as part of the
presidential transition.
We request review/clearance from RAIO, FONS, SCOPS, FOD, OCC, OP&S, OoC, by COB on
Wednesday and clearance from the front office by noon on Friday. I've made edits to PLCY's original
draft and have attached both a red lined and cl~an version of the document. Please note that the
paper may not exceed three pages and the tone should be politically neutral.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202·489-8802
This comrTlunication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. tf You have recelved this in error, please delete this message and al!
attachments and immediately notify the sender,
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enc 1r\undrcd jourtcrntlt ltongrrss
of the
~n(tcd ,States of 9.mcrirn
AT THE SECOND SESSION
llf'glm t.md held al lllf' Ci,y /Jf lf'<ultit1,ti10t1 011 Mmulny,,
1111' fullrtl, ,lay of )ulWl/1)', flt'() tlw11$11/lll 1mrl 1i.tl!!l':11

21n 21ct
To improve the ptl!ee.a ofpre&identiel tran6itlon,

Be it enacted by the Sen.ale a11.d House of Represwtatiues of
the United States of America in. Congress assembled,
SECTlON t. SHORT TITLE.

This Act may be cited as the "Edward 'Ted' Kaufman and
Michncl Leavitt Presidential Transitions Improvements Act of

2015".
SEC, 2, PRESIDENTIAL TRANSITION 1MPR0VEM£N1S,

(a) IN GENERAL.-The Presidential Transition Act of 1963 (3
U.S.C. 102 note) is amended(!) by redesignating sections 4, 5, and 6 as sections 5,
6, and 7, respectively; und

(2) by inserting after section 3 the following;
''SEC, 4, TIL\NSITTON SERVICES AND ACtMt1ES 11EFORE ELECTION,

"(a) DEF!N!TlONS.-In this ecction"(1) the term 'Administrator' means tho Administrator of
General Services;
"(2) tho term 'agency' means an Executive ngoncy, as
dC!fincd in section 105 of title 5, United States Code:
"(3) the term 'eligible candidate' ha$ the meaning given
that temi in section 3(h)(4); and
"{4) the tcnn 'Presidential election' means a general election
held to determine the electors of President and Vice President
under section 1 or 2 of title 3, United States Code.
"(b) GF.NBRAL DUTIES.-The President shall take such actions
the
President determines necessary and t1ppropriatc t-0 plan
as
and coordinate activities by tho Executive branch of the 1''ederal
Government to facilitate an efficient transfer of power to a successor
President, including by"(l) establishing ·and operating a White House transition
coordinating council in accordance with subsection (d); and
"(2) establishing and operating an agency trunsition direc·
tors council in accordance with subseetion (e).
"(c) FEDER.AL TRANSITION CoORO!NATOR.-Thc Administrator
shall dcsignnte an employee of the General Services Administration
who is a senior tareer appointee to"(1) carry out the duties and authorities of the General
Services Administration relating to Presidential transitions
under this Act or any other provision of law;
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"(2) serve os tho Federal Trunsition Coordinator with
responsibility for coordinating transition planning o.cross agencies, including through the agency transition directors council
established under subsection (c);
"(3) ensure agencies comply with nil statutory requirCments
relating to transition planning end reporting; and

"(4) act as a liaison to eligible candidates.
"(d) WHITE HOUSE TRANSITJON COORDINAT!NG COUNCIL.-

"(1)

ESTABLISHMENT.-Not later than 6 months before tho

dntc of a Presidential election, the President shnll establish
a White House transition coordinating council for purposea
of facilitating the Presidential transition.
"(2) DUT!ES.-Thc White House transition coordinating

council shall~
·
''(A) provide guidance to agencies and the_ Federal
Transition Coordinator regarding preparations for the
Presidential transition, including succession planning and
.
preparation ofbriefing materials;
"(B) facilitate communication and information sharing
between the trnnsition representatives of eligible can·
didates and senior employees in agencies and the Executive
Office of tho President; and
"(C) prepare and host intcrugency emergency prepared•
· ness and response exerd$el:i.
"(3) MEMBERSHIP.-The members of the White. House
transition coordinating council shall include-.
"(A) senior employees of the Executive branch selected
by the President, which may include the Chief \'.lf Staff
to th(! President, any Cabinet officer, the Director of the
Office of Management and Budget, the Administrator, the
Director of the Office of Personnel Mam1gcment, the
Director of the Office of Government Ethics, and the
Archivist of the United Statea;
"(B) the Federal Ttansition Coordinator;
"(C} the transition representative for each eligible candidate, who shall serve in an udvisory capacity; and
''(D), any other individual the President determines
appropriate.
·
"(4) CHAIRPERSON.-The Chairperson of the White House
transition coordinating council shall be a senior employee in
the Executive Office of the President, designated by the Pre$ident.
"(e) AGENCY TRANS!T!ON DIRECTORS COUNC/L,''(1) IN GENERAI..-The President shall

establish and
operate an agency transition directors council, which shall"(A) ensure the Federal Government has an integrated
strategy for nddrcssing inWragency challenges and responsibilities around Presidential transitions and turnover of
noncarcwr appointees;
"(B) coordinate transition octivities· between the Executive Office of tho President, agencies, and the transition
team of, eligible candidates and the President-elect and
Vice-President-elect; and
"lC) draw on guidance provided by the White House
transition coordinating council nnd lessons learned from
previous Presidential transitions in carrying out its duties.
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"(2) Durn:s.-As part of carrying out the responsibilities
under paragraph (1), tho agency transition directors council

shall-

"(A) assist the Federal Transition Coordinator in
id1,mtifying and carrying out the msponsibilities of the Fed•
oral Transition Coordinator relating to a Presidential
transition;
"(B) providn guidance to agencies in gathering briefing
materials and information minting to the Presidential
transition that may be requested by eli¢ble candidates;
"(C) ensuN! materials and information dcsctibcd in
subparagraph (B) are prepared not laror than November
1 of a year during which a Presidential election is held;
"(D) ensure agencies adequately prepare career
employees who ure desi~natcd to fill non-career positions
under subsection (0 dunng a Presidential transition; und
"{E) consult with the President's Management Council,
or any successor thereto, in carrying out the duties of
the agency transition directors council.
"(3) MEMBERSHIP.-The members of the agency transition
directors council shull include''(A) the Federal Transition Coordinator and the
Deputy Director for Management of the Office of Management and Budget, who shall serve as Co-Chairpersons uf
the agency transition directors council;
.
u{B) othur senior employees serving in the Executive
Office of the President, as determined by the President;
"(C) a senior representative from each agency described
in section 901(b)(l) of title 31, United States Code, the
Office of Personnel Management, the Office of Government
Ethics, and the National Archives and Records Administrntion whose responsibilities include lending Presidential
transition efforts within the agency;
"{DJ a senior representative from any other ag(!ncy
determined by the Co-Chairpersons to be an agency that
has significant responsibilities relating to the Presidential
transition process; and .
"(E) during a year during which a Presidential election
will be held, a transition representative for each eligible
cnndidate, who llhall serve in an advisory capacity,
"(4) MEETINGS.-The agency transition directors council
'
shall meet"{A) subject to subparagraph (B), not less than once
per year; and
"(B) during the period beginning on the date that is
6 months before a Presidential election and ending on
tho dare on which the President-elect is inaugurated, on
a regular basis as necessary to carry out the dutiea ond
authorities of the agency transition directors council.
"(O INTERIM AGENCY LEADERSHIP FOR 1'RANS!TIONS."{1) 0VERSIOHT A>'-ID !MPt.EMENTATlON OP TRANSITION.-Not
later than 6 months before the date of a Presidential election,
the head of each ugency shall designate a senior career
employee of the agency and a senior career employee of each
ma,Jor component and subcomponent of the ogcncy to oversee
and implement the activities of the afcncy, component, or subcomponent relating to the Presidcntia transition,
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"(2) ACTING OFFICERS.-Not later than September 15 of
a year during which a Presidential election occurs, and in
accordance with subchapter III of chapter 33 of title 5, United
States Code, for each noncareer position in an agency that
the head of the ogency determines is critical, the head of
the agency shall designate a qualified career employee to serve
in the position in an acting capacity if the position becomes

vacant.
"(g) MEMORANOUMS OF UNDERSTAND!NG.-

"(l) IN OEN"ERAL.-Not later than November 1 of a year
during which a Presidential election occurs, the President
(acting through the Federal Transition Coordinator) shall, to
the maximum extent practicable, negotiate n memorandum of
understanding with the transition representative of each
eligible candidate, which shall include, at a minimum, the
conditions of access to employees, facilities, and documents
of agencies by transition staff.
·
. "(2) EXISTING RESOURCES.-1'0 the maximum extent practicable, the memorandums of understanding negotiated under
paragraph (1) shall. be based on memorandums of under•
standing from previous Presidential trnneitions.
"(h) EQUtTV lN Ass1STANCE.-Any information dr olher assistance provided to eligible candidates under this section shall be
offered on an equal basis and without regard to political affiliation.
"(i) REPORTS."{l) IN GENERAt..-Thc President, acting through the Fed•

eral Transition Coordinator, shall submit to the Committee
on Oversight and Government Reform of the House of Representatives and the Committee on Homeland Security and
G<ivernmental Affairs of the Senate reports describing the
activities undertaken by the President nnd agencies t.o prepare
for the transfer of power to a new Pn:sidcnt.
"(2) T!M!NG.-The reports under paragraph (1) shall be
provided 6 months and 3 months before the date of a Prcsi•
dentiul election.".
,
(bl OTHER 1Ml'ROV8MEN'l'S.-Scction 3 of the Presidential
Transition Act of 1963 (3 U.S.C. 102 note) ls amcnded-

{ll in subsection (o)-

·
(A) in paragraph (8),--(i) in subparagraph (A)(i}-.

(I) by inserting "and during the term of a
President" after "during the transition~; and
(II) by striking "after inauguration": and
(ii) in subparagraph (B), by inserting "or Executive
agencies fas defined in section 106 of title 5, United
States Code)" before the period; and
(8) in paragraph (10), by inserting "including, to tho
greatest extent practicable, human resource management .
system software compatible with the software used by the
incumbent President and likely to be used by the Presidentelect and Vice President-elect" before the period;
(2) in subsection (b)(2), by striking ''30 days" and inserting
"180 days";.
(3) in subsection (g), by inserting "except for activities
under subsection (a)(S)(A)," before ''there ahnll be no''; and
(4) in subsection (h)(2), by adding at the end the following:
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'

'

11 right to the sc~ices
and facilities described in this paragraph until the date on which

"(D) Al1 eligible candidate shall have

the Administrator is able to determine tht! apparent successful

candidates for the office of President and Vice President.".
(c) TECHNICAL AND CONTI)RMINC AMENDMENTS.(!) Section 3 of the Prt:i-Election Presidential

Transition

Act of2010 (3 U.S.C. 102 note) is repealed,

(2) The Presidential Transition Act of 1963.(3 U.S.C. 102

now) is amended(A) in section 3(i) in subsection (a){4XBJ, by striking "section 6"
and inserting "section 7";
(ii) in subsection (b), in the matter preceding parawaph (1), by striking "section 3 of this Act" and

mserting "this section"; and
(iii) in subsection {h)(3}(Bl(Hi), by striking "section
5" each pince it appcnrs nod inserting "section 6"·
(B) in section 6, as rcdesignated by subsection (a) of
this section, by striking "section 6(a)(l)" each place it
appears and inserting ''section 7(n)(lJ''; and
(C) in section 7(a)(2), as rcdesi!fDated by subsection
(a) of this section, by striking '.'sect10n 4'' and inserting
"section 5'',

(3) Section .8331(1)(K) of title 5, United States Code, is
amended by striking "sect.ion 4" and inserting "section 5",
(4) Section 870HnX10l of title 5, United States Code, is
a.mended by striking "section 4" and inserting "section 5". ·
(5) Section 8901(1)(1) of title 5, t;nitlld States Code, is
amended by striking "section 4" and inserting "section 5".
SEC. 3. NATIONAL ARCHTVF.S PRESIDENTIAL 'l'RANS1Tt0N,

Section 2203(g) of title 44, United States Code, is amended-

(1) by redesignnting paragraph (3) as parnrp-aph (4); and
(2) by inserting after paragraph (2) the fol\owmg:
"(3) When the President considers it practicable and in the
public interest, the President shall include in the President's budget
transmitted to Congress, for each fiscal )'ear in which the term

of office of the President will expire, such funds as may be necessary
for carrying out the authorities of this subsection,",
·
SEC. 4. REPORTS 0~ POLITICAL APPOINTEES APPOINTED TO NON,
POLITICAi. PERMANENT POSTTJONS.

(a) DEFINITIONS.-ln this section(1) the term "agency" has the meaning given the tcnn
"Executive agency" in section 105 of title 5, United States

Code;

(2) the term "covered civil service position" means a position
in the civil service (as defined in section 2101 of title 5, United
States Code) that is not-

(A) a temporary position; or

(3)

(B) a political position;
the term "former political appointee'' means an indi-

vidual who-

(A) is not serving in an appointment to a poli,tical
position; and
(B) served ns a political appointee during the 5.year
period ending on the date of the request for an appointment
to a covered civil service position in any agency;
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(4) the term "Political appointee" means an individual
serving in un appointment to a political position;·and
(5) the term "political position" means(A) u r,osition described under sections 5312 through
5316 of tit c 5, United States Code (relating to the Exctu·

tive Schedule);
(B) a noncareer appointment in the Senior Executive
Service, as defined under paragraph (7) of section 3132(a)

of title 5, United States Code; or
(C) a position in the executive branch of the G-Overnment of u confidential or policy-determining character
under schedule C of subpart C of part 213 of title 5,

Code of Federal Regulations.
.
(b) REPORTING ON CURRENT OR RECENT POLITICAL APPOINTEES
Al'roINTED fO COVERED CIVIL SERVICE POS!TIONS.(1) ANNUAL REPORT.-Except as provided in paragraph (21
the Director of the Office of Personnel Management shall
submit to the Committee on Homeliind Security and Governmental Affairs of the Senate and the Committee on Oversight

and Government Reform of the House of Representatives an
annual report regarding requests by agencies to appoint po\it·
ital appointees or formor political appointees to tovered civil
service positions. Each report shall cover one calendar year
and shall(A) for each request by an agency that a political
appointee be apdointed to a covered civil service position
during the perio covered by the report, provide(i) tho date on which the request Willi received
by the Office of Personnel Management;
(ii) subject to subsection (c), the no.me of the indi, vidual and the political position held by the individual,
including title, office, und agency;
(iii) the date on which the individual was first
appointed to a political position in the ugency in which
the individual is serving as a political nppointee;
(iv) the ,grade and rate of basic pay for tne indi·
vidual as a political appointee;
(v) the proposed covered civil service position,
including title, office, and agency, and the proposed
grade and rate ofbosic pay for the individual;
(vi) whether the Office of Personnel Management

approved or denied the request; und

(vii) the date on v1hich the individual was
appointed to a covered civil service position, if
applicable; and
{BJ for each request by an agency that a former political
appointee be appoinU!d to_a covered civil service position
during the period covered by the report, provirle(i) the date on which the request was received
by the Office of Personnel Management;
- (ii) subject to aubsection (c), the name of the indi,
vidual and the politico.I position held by tho individual,

including title, office, and agency;

(iii) the date on which the individual was first
appointed to uny political position;
(iv) the grade and rnte of bask pay for the individual as a political appointee;
,
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(v) the date on which the individuul ceased to
serve in a political position:
(vi) the proposed covered civil service position,
including title, office, and agency, and the proposed
grade and rate of basic _pay for the individual;
(vii) whether the Office of Personnel Management
approved or denied the request; and

(viii) the date on which the individunl was first
appointed to u covered civil service position, if
applicable.
(2) QuARfERLY kEPORT IN CERTAIN YEARS.-[n the last year'

)

of the term of a President, or, if applicable, the la.st year
of the second consecutive term of a President, the report
required under paragraph (1) shall be submitted quarterly and
shall cover ench quarter of the year, except that the last quarterly report shall also cover January 1 through 20 of the foJ.
lowing year.
(cl NAMES AND TliU:.'l OF CEH'l'A!N APPOINTEES,-If determined
appropriate by the Director of the Office of Personnel Mnnngcmcnt,
a report submitted under subsection (b) may excludn the name
or title of a political appointee or former political nppointee(1) who-

(A) was requested to be appointed to a covered civil
service position; and
(B) was not appointed to a covered civil service position;

°'
(2) relating to whom a request to be appointed to a covered
civil service position is pending nt the end of the period covered
by that report.
.
SEC. ti, REPORT ON REGULATIONS PROMULGATED NEAR THE ~:ND
OF PRESTUENTIAL TEitMS.
(al DEFINITIONS.-ln this section:

(1) The t(!nn "covered presidential trnnsition period" means
each of the following:
,
(A) The 120-day period ending on January 20, 2001.
(B) ThQ 120-dny period ending on January 20, 2009.
(C) The 120-dny period ending oil January 20, 2017.'
(2) The term "covered regulation» means a final significant
regulatorv action promulgated by an Exccutivo department.
(3) 'I'he term "significant regulatory nction" means nny
regulatory action that is likely to result in a DJIC that mny(A) have an annual effect on the economy of
$100,000,000 or more or adversely affect in a material
way the economy, o sector of tho economy, productivity,
competition, j'obs, the environment, public health or safety,
or State, loca , or tribal governments or communities;
, (BJ create a serious inconsistency or otherwise interfere
with an action taken or planned by another agency;
(C) materially alter the budget.ary impact of entitlements; grunts, user fees, or loan programs or the rights
and obligotiona of recipients thereof; or
(D) raise novel legal or policy issues.
, (4) The term "Executive department" has the meaning
given that tcnn under section 101 of title 5, United States
Code.
,

(b) Rr:PORT.-
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(l)

IN G£NE:RAL.-Thc Comptroller Genernl of the United

States shall submit to tht? Committee on Homeland Security
and Governmental Affairs of the Senate and the Committee

on Ov<Jrsight and Government Reform of the House of Representatives a report regarding covered regulations promulgated during each covered presidential transition period. '
(2) CONTENTS OF REPORT,-Thc report required under paragraph (1) shall, to the extent feasible, for each covered prcsi-

dentiul transition period__:
(A) compare the number, scope, and impact of, and
type of rulemaking procedutc used for, covered regulations
promulgated during the covered presidential transition
pericid to the number, scope, and impact of, and typo of
rulcmaking procedure used for; covered regulations promu].
gated during the 120-duy periods ending on January 20
of each year after 1996, other than 2001, 2009, ond 2017;
(B) determine the statistical significance of any differences identified under subparagraph (A) and whether
"and to what extent such differences indicate any patterns;
(C) evaluate the size 1 scope 1 and effect of the covered
regulations promulgated during the covered presidential
transition period; and
(D) assess the extent to which the regularly required
processes for the promulgation of covered regulations were
followed during the covered presidential transition period,
including compliance with the requirements undcr(i) chapter 8 of title 5, United States Code (commonly known as the "Congressional Review Actn);
(ii) the Smull Business Regulatory Enfor<:cment
Fairness Act of 1996 (5 V.s.c: 601 note);
(iii) sections 202, 203, 204, and 205 of the
Unfunded Mandates Reform Act of 1995 (2 U.S.C.
1532... 1535);
(iv) chapter 6 of title 5, United States Code (commonly known as the "Regulatory Flexibility Act"); and
(v) chapter 35 of title 44, United States Code (com·
manly known. as the "Paperwork Reduction Act").
SEC. 6, ANALYSIS OF THREATS AND VULNERABILITIES,

(n) IN GENERAL.-Not later than February 15, 2016, the Sec·
retary of Homeland Security shall submit to the Committee on
Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs of the Senate and
the Committees on Oversight and Government Reform and Homeland Security of the House of Representatives a report unalyzing
the threats and vulnerabilitics fating thu United Stutes during
a prm1identi11l transition, which(1) shall identify and discuss vulnerabilities related to
border aecurity and threats related to terrorism, including from
weapons of mass destruction:
(2) shall identify steps being taken to address the threats
and vulnerabilities during a presidential transition; and
(3) may include recommendations for actions by components afld agencies within the Department of Homclnnd Secu·
rlty,
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(b) FORM.-The report submitted under subsection (n) shnll
be prepared in uncla.ssificd form, but may contain a classified
annex.

Speake/' of the Ilouse of Representatives'.

Vice Presidf.!nt ofthe United States and

President of the Senate.
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Renaud Iracv L

From:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

users ses ALL

users ecesideotisl Transition; Farnam Julie E
, Presidential Transi.tion

Date:

Friday, September 23, 2016 1:30:24 PM

USCIS Executives,
As you know, I have been. designated as the USCIS Senior Component Accountable Official (SCAO)
.
for the Presidential Transition efforts and Julie Farnam has been designated as the USCIS
· Component Action Officer (CAO). To date, our activities have been primarily revolving around
preparation of documentation that we would use ·to in-brief the new Administration on the state .of
the agency, agency mission and key issues that we are dealing with. However, w·e do anticipate that
there will be increased activity as we enter into the month of October. As part of the Departmentwide efforts related to transition, the OHS Presidential Transition Office will be hosting a Webinar
for DHS Senior Leaders during the month of October. That group will include all SES members from
USCIS. The topic will be "Preparing for a New Administration" and will include discussion
surrounding how career executives can prepare for a change in administration; holl'. executives can
prepare their staff and.general strategies for effectively working with the new administration.
When the date/time is firmed up you should receive an invitation directly from DHS, but I wanted to.
give you a heads up so you understand why you are receiving the invitation. Please bear in mind
that this will include all -700 executives across DHS so when you receive the invitation it should not
be further disseminated to non-executive staff.
If you have any question regarding this or transition efforts in general please feel free to reach out to
me or Julie directly or through our mailbox at USCISPresidentalTransition@uscjsdhs.gov.

Tracy L. Renaud
Associate Director

Management Directorate
US Citizen$hip & Immigration Services

Department of Homeland Security
202-272-1739 (desk/
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From:

Stewart Blan

lo:

PIO Master Ristro

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:
Importance:

Presidential Transition - WARNING ORDER - Landing Team Engagement Update·
Thursday, December 01, 2016 6:30:01 PM
·

Landing Team Component Brief FrameworkY3·PPtx
High

.

Transition Colleagues,
The following are projected overview meetings planned for next week. We w·ill be reaching out to
SCAOs/CAOs for specific coordination individually. As we are planning multiple·meetings each day,
absorbing time for travel is going to be problematic so we will be requesting externally-located
briefers to come to the NAC. Overview briefings are intended to be presented by your Designated
Career Successor; however this does not preclude political leadership from attending. SCAOs may
also attend. Please coordinate briefers with the PTO prior to the engagement. All additional
attendees must be c.leared by the PTO; however, please be mindful these briefings are meant to be
senior leadership-level only and attendance will be tightly controlled by the PTO.
The purpose of these briefs is to provide the Landing Team with an overview of your Component/
Directorate/ Office and insights on the opportunities and challenges facing your organization from
your leadership's perspective. You may assume the Landing Team has read the Overview materials
in preparing your brief. Please focus on your key activities, issues, priorities, and objectives.
Please note your presentation should not include any discussion about resources or policy issues
that are considered pre-decisional. A general framework is attached for guidance. You may adapt
the framework as appropriate to your organization/mission, and as desired by your leadership. As a
reminder - ALL briefing materials, including publically available materials you intend to provide to
the Landing Team must be cleared by the PTO prior to the engagement.
In addition to these overview meetings, we anticipate targeted issue briefs and RFls from the
Landing Team Additional guidance will be provided as necessary.
Rough schedule outline (subject to change):

•
•
•
•
,

9:00
9:30
11:15
11 :45
1:00

Arrival and travel to St Es ·
USCG Meet and Greet and St Es Tour (Mr. Dougherty and Dr. Garafano) .
TraveltoNAC
Hold for Mr. Dougherty and PTO
CVE and Office of Community Partnership Overview
• Presenters George Selim and David Gersten// Landing Team Ms. Gorka and Mr.
DiNanno

D.!K..5.
• CBP Overview
• ICE Overview
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• Office of the Secretary Overview
, OUSM and MGMT Overview

Olitl.
• NPPD Overview
• OGC Overview

.c.itl
• CHCO Overview
, CFO Overview
~

, PLCY Overview
• Hold to schedule

·'

Initial meetings to be scheduled the week of 12 Dec:

• usss
CPO
• USCIS
• TSA
• FEMA

V/R,
Bion
Bion Stewart
Deputy Presidential Transition Officer
Department of Homeland Security

202-282-9125
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from:
To:

Stewart Bion

scaoioo, Julie; voat Anthony J RDML; Hess David; RahillY, Lvn M; Bibo David; R·eoaud Iracv L; B.QAQ:L,
~ ; Micone, Yiocent; Badeo Tim; Wiemers Todd CCAPT; PARAMORE FARON K; Bartholomew Heatheri
FRIEL MICHAEi ]; McKean. Wendy C

Subject:
Date:

Presidential Transition Office • ART Leadership Briefs
F'.iday, September 23, 2016 9:04:59 AM

Thank you all for taking the time to discuss the leadership briefs yesterday. I found it very helpful to
· frame our approach and recommendations for the ART. I will be pulling together the framework in
the next week or so to share with the group and we can move forward from there to refine and
standardize for your and your principal's use.
For the Coast Guard and Secret Service - one thought that popped into my head yesterday.(because
obviously I have nothing better to think about) which may or may not be of value is the other
Components will have trusted champions of the.new Administration and the Department placed
into senior leadership positions. In many ways this will be an advantage in terms of influencing and
aligning priorities with the new Administration. You will not have the same "advantage" when it
comes to leveraging ari established relationship and particularly trust with the new Administration
from the onset. This may make the first engagements you have with the ART even more critical to
ensure you not only inform the new Administration of your organization's priorities and challenges,
but begin the process of building trust and influence moving forward. Just a random thought.

V/R,
Bion
Bion Stewart
Deputy Presidential Transition Officer
Department of Homeland Security
202-282-9125
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To:

Stewart Blan
PTO Master Disteo

Subject:

Presidential Transition Office - Strategic Issue Paper · Review Process Update ·

From:

Date:

Friday, September 09, 2016 12:50:33 PM

Attachments:

Stratea cIssue Paoer Assianrnents 9,6 15.xisx
1

Transition Colleagues,
This is an update to the review and clearance process we are implementing for the Strategic Issue
Papers. As noted previously the purpose of the co-lead/consult process is to provide an
opportunity for broad collaboration up front in the drafting process and to allow interested
stakeholders an opportunity to review drafts prior to submission to the PTO to help minimize the
review and clearance time typically required for these broad, cross-cutting issues. Recognizing the
role of certain offices responsible for department-wide policies and standards! and the unique
requirements of the Senate confirmation process which these papers will directly support, the PTO
will be coordinating a review process for all strategic issue papers with MGMT, OGC, OLA, and PLCY.
MGMT, OGC, OLA, and PLCY are also serving as co-leads and may be consulting in the initial drafting
process for several of the strategic issue papers. This update to the review and clearance process
does not change those roles. However, if MGMT, OGC, OLA, and PLCY would like to defer
consultation on issue papers to the final review process, the PTO has no objection.
We know t~is is a challenging endeavor and we appreciate everyone's willingness to work together.
The PTO participated in a roundtable with DOJ and their Bureaus as well as our law enforcement
Components this morning, and one of the takeaways wa_s it is clear DHS. and all of you are we11 ·
ahead of the curve in preparing for the transition. Furthermore, the draft papers we've previewed
thus far have been excellent and reflect the unity of effort concepts we've been working toward as
a foundational component of our transition activities.
There have been a few updates to the spreadsheet this week (highlighted in red). As always, please
don't hesitate to reach out to the PTO with any questions you may have.
Thank you.
V/R,

Bion
Bion Stewart
Deputy Presidential Transition Officer
Department of Homeland Security
202·282-9125

'
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From:

Stewtirt BiQO

To:.

PIO Master Distro

Subject:

Presidential Transition Office~ Strategic 1Ssue Paper Spreadsheet (update)

Date:

Friday, September 02, 2016 12:35:26 PM

Attachments:

Strateoic Issue Paoer AssiqomeOt$ 9 1 16 xl$x

'

Transition Colleagues,
Attached is an updated version of the issue paper spreadsheet with the changes I have received
(highlighted in red), Please let me know if you have additional changes or corrections.
I've seen a couple of draft papers that were provided to the PTO as an FYI, and they are both
excellent Thank you for the continued exceptional work on these products,
Please have a pleasant and safe Labor Day weekend.
V/R,

Bion
Bion Stewart
Deputy Presidential Transition Officer
Department of Homeland Security

202-282-9125
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From:
To:

Stewart Blon
PTO Master Distro·

Subject:
Date:
Attach merits:

Presidential Transition Office ~ Updated Strategic Issue Paper Spreadsheet
Monday, August 29, 2016 2:50:36 PM
Strategic Issue Paper Assignments s.29 1§.xlsx

Transition Colleagues,
Updated spreadsheet attached for everyone's awareness. Again if you have already made
arrangements to participate (or not participate) on any issue paper, please continue forward
whether or not the change is reflected in the spreadsheet. I will continue to try to capture all
changes as they come in and will periodically send updates for everyone's awareness.
Once your paper is drafted and reviewed please reflect the co-lead Component/Office and the
reviewing/contributing Components/Offices at the bottom of your issue paper using the following
format:

"Issue paper drafted by: [Componerit/Office, Component/Office]
Reviewing
and
contributing
Component/Office, etc.]"

Components/Offices:

[Component/Office,

At this time we will not be capturing individuals or program leads on these papers at the PTO level;
however we recommend co-lead SCAOs/CAOs maintain an inventory of primary drafters for
reference if needed.
As always, please reach out to anyone in the PTO if you have any questions.
Thank you.

V/R,
Bion
Bion Stewart
Deputy Presidential Transition Officer
Department of Homeland Security
202-282-9125
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From:

Renaud Tracy I

To:
Subject:

Fam-am, Julie E ·

Date:

Tuesday, October 18, 2016 4:14:15 PM

RE: 2016~ 17 Presidential Transition Ready to Act Tralni~g

No, it is reserved for individuals in positions listed in the departmental succession
plan that the secretary signed and the WH approved,

Tracy L. Renaud
Associate Director, Management
U,S, Citizenship and Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Security
202-272-1739 (office)
From: Farnam, Julie E
Sent: Tuesday, October 18, 2016 4:04:46 PM
To: Renaud, Tracy L
·
Subject: FW: 2016-17 Presidential Transition Ready to Act Training
I know Mariela isn't on our succession list, but she is asking if she can attend one of the sessions
below.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship an·d Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This comrnunica\'ion, alo11B with <my attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by fcdernl laws governing
electron le communications. Electronic communicat'ions may also be mon'1tored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, vou are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this ill error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender,

From: Office of the Under Secretary for Management
Sent: Tuesday, October 04, 2016 10:28 AM
Subject: 2016-17 Presidential Transition Ready to Act Training

Homeland
Secur.ity

DHS Career Successors,
With the Presidential election approaching, the Department completed a comprehensive
review of the succession plan for key officials. This process was completed with the
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Secretary's approval on September 14. A key aspect of this process has been to identify
career successors for all key leadership positions within the Department. You are one of
the career leaders who serves in a successor position.
Part of a smooth transition is to ensure that the career employees who may step in to act
are prepared for the challenges that they may face. To ensure all career successors are
Ready to Act, the Presidential Transition Office has worked with several Components and
good government partners to provide executive briefing sessions for you.

Participation in the session is a mandatory requirement for you as a career
successor. This 90-minute session will include an update on the Department's
Presidential Transition preparations and how they impact you. Also, a brief overview of
Continuity of Operations, Continuity of Government, and Incident Response responsibilities
for successors will be provided. The session will conclude with a discussion on preparing
·. and managing the arrival oft.he new Administration leadership within your organization.
The Ready to Act: Successor Executive Briefing will be offered four times during the month
of October. Please select the session that best fits your schedule. The session dates are:
•
•
•
•

October 14, 2016 - 10:30 a.m to 12 p.m. at OCHCO, 1201 New York Ave., NW
October 20, 2016 - 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. at OCHCO, 1201 New York Ave., NW
October 21, 2016 - 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. (Webinar for field staff outside of the
National Capital Region)
October 31, 2016-1:30.p.m. to 3 p.m. at Nebraska Avenue Complex, room
NAC01-044

Please RSVP to Transition2017@hq dhs,gov with the date of the session you wish to
attend. Once the RSVP is received, an Outlook calendar invitation will be sent to you for
· the executive briefing.
Every day, OHS employees help to safeguard our Nation. With your support, we will
continue to deliver our mission - with honor and integrity, safeguarding the American
people, our homeland, and our values .. Thank you for your hard work. ·
Sincerely,
Russ Deyo
Under Secretary for Management

..
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Prater, l6celvri s
. Renaud Tracy L
RE: 2016~17 Presidential Transition Ready to Act Training

Wednesday, October 12, 2016 1:53:54 PM

Tracy,
Lori will be attending the Wcbinar training.
Thank you,

fl,·rlrm
,/
Jocelyn S. Prater I Lead Scheduler I Office of the Deputy Director I
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) I Department of Homeland Security (DHS)

(o) 202-272-1637 (c) 202-740-4636 (mJ 202-272-8000 I jocclyn,s.prater@uscis,dhs,gov
This email may contain privileged or sensitive information for the intended individual or
entity to which it is addressed. Any review, duplication, transmission, dissemination, other
use or action taken upon this information by persons or entities other than the intended
recipient is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient or believe you received this
communication in error, please notify the sender and destroy the material immediately."
From: Renaud, Tracy L

Sent: Wednesday, October 12, 2016 10:59 AM
To: Prater, Jocelyn S
Subject: RE: 2016-17 Presidential Transition Ready to Act Training
Jocelyn,
I know you were looking for a session that would suit Lori's calendar and you said the 10/21 session
that is a webinar was the best time. DHS said that if people in the NCR need to attend the 10/21
session due to calendar conflicts it is fine but they need to attend in person (NAC 044) they can't use
one'of the webinar lines, those are reserved for attendees outside NCR.

Tracy L. Renaud

Associate Director

Management Directorate
US Citirenship & Immigration Services

Department of Homeland Secudty
Z02·272·1739 /desk)

From: Prater, Jocelyn S

Sent: Tuesday, October04, 2016 4:20 PM
To: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: 2016-17 Presidential Transition Ready to Act Training

Sure.
Thank you.
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Jocelyn S. Prater I Lead Scheduler I Office of the Deputy Director I

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) I Department of Homeland Security (DHS) I

(o) 202-272-1637 (c) 202-740-4636 (mJ 202-272-8000 I jocc!yn,s,prater@uscis,dhs,gov
This email may contain privileged or sensitive information for the intended individual or
entity to which it is addressed. Any review, duplication, transmission, dissemination, other
use or action taken upon this information by persons or entities other than the intended
recipient is prohibited. If you arc not the intended recipient or believe you received this
communication in error, please notify the senderand destroy the material immediately."
From: Renaud, Tracy L

Sent: Tuesday, October 04, 2016 4: 16 PM
To: Prater, Jocelyn S.
Subject: FW: 2016-17 Presidential Transition Ready to Act Training
Jocelyn,
It is mandatory for Lori to attend one of these sessions. Can you RSVP to this email on her behalf

and let them know which session best suits her schedule?

Tracy L Renaud

Associate Director
Monogement Directo_rate ·
US Citizenship & Immigration Services

Deportment of Homeland Security
202-272-1739 /desk)

From: Office of the Under Secretary for Management

Sent: Tuesday, October 04, 2016 10:28 AM
Subject: 2016-17 Presidential Transition Ready to Act Training

OHS Career Successors,
With the Presidential election approaching, the Department completed a comprehensive
review of the succession plan for key officials. This process was completed with the
Secretary's approval on September 14. A key aspect of this process has been to identify
career successors for all key leadership positions within the Department. You are one of
the career leaders who serves in a successor position.·
Part of a smooth transition is to ensure that the career employees who may step in to act
are prepared for the challenges that they may face. To ensure all career successors are
Ready to Act, the Presidential Transition Office has worked with several Components and
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good government partners to provide executive briefing sessions for you.

Participation In the session is a mandatory requirement for you as a career
successor. This 90-minute session will include an update on the Department's
.Presidential Transition preparations and how they impact you. Also, a brief overview of
Continuity of Operations, Continuity of Government, and Incident Response responsibilities
for successors will be provided. The session will conclude with a discussion on preparing
and managing the arrival of the new Administration leadership within your organization.
· The Ready to Act: Successor Executive Briefing will be offered four times during the month
of October. Please select the session that best fits your schedule. The session dates are:
•
•
•
•

October 14, 2016 - 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. at OCHCO, 1201 New York Ave., NW
October 20, 2016-10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. at OCHCO, 1201 New York Ave.; NW
October 21, 2016 - 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. (Webinar for field staff outside of the
National Capital Region)
October 31, 2016-1:30 p.m. to 3 p.m. at Nebraska Avenue Complex, room
NAC01-044

Please RSVP.to Transition2017@hq,dhs.gov with the date of the session you wish to
attend. Once the RSVP is received, an Outlook calendar invitation will be sent to you for
· the executive briefing.
Every day, DHS employees help to safeguard our Nation. With your support, we will
continue to deliver our mission - with honor and integrity, safeguarding the American·
people, our homeland, and our values. Thank you for your hard work.
Sincerely,
Russ Deyo
Under Secretary for Management
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From:

To:
Subject:
Date:

Prater Jocelvn s
Renaud, Tracv L
RE: 2016-17 Presidential Transition Ready to Act Training
Wednesday, October 12, 2016 11:19:16 AM

Thank you, Tracy,
I will have to check with Lori since she has something on her calendar for the 21 51 •
Thank you,

y;:1·r:f;11
Jocelyn S. Prater I Lead Scheduler I Office of the Deputy Director I
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) I Department of Homeland Security (OHS)
(o) 202-272-1637 (cJ 202-740-4636 (m) 202-272-8000 I joce!yn,s,prater@uscis,dhs gov

This email may contain privileged or sensitive information for the intended individual or
entity to which it is addressed. Any review, duplication, transmission, dissemination, other
use or action taken upon this information by persons or entities other than the intended
recipient is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient or believe you received this
communication in error, please notif)' the sender and destr?y the material immediately."
From: Renaud, Tracy L
Sent: Wednesday, October 12, 2016 10:59 AM
To: Prater, Jocelyn S
Subject: RE: 2016-17 Presidential Transibon Ready to Act Training

Jocelyn,
I know you were looking for a session that would suit Lori's calendar and you said the 10/21 session
that is a webinar was the best time. DHS said that if people in the NCR need to attend the 10/21
.session due to calendar conflicts it is fine but they rieed to attend in person (NAC 044) they can't use
one of the webinar lines, those are reserved for attendees outside NCR.

TrOCy L. Renaud
Associate Direc:tor

Management Directorate·
US Citizenship & Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Security
202-272-1739 (desk/

From: Prater, Jocelyn S
Sent: Tuesday, October 04, 2016 4:20 PM
To: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: 2016-17 Presidential Transition Ready to Act Training

Sure.
Thank you,
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a,
Jr.,1•r:f;11
Jocelyn S. Prater I Lead Scheduler I Office of the Deputy Director I
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) I Department of Homeland Security (DHS) I
(o) 202-272-1637 (c) 202-7.40-4636 (m) 202-272-8000 I jocelyn.s.prater@uscjs dhs gov

This email may contain privileged or sensitive information for the intended individual or
entity to which it is addressed. Any review, duplication, transmission, dissemination, other
use or action taken upon this information by persons or entities other than the intended
recipient is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient or believe you received this
communication in error, please notify the sender and destroy the material immediately."
From: Renaud, Tracy L
Sent: Tuesday, October 04, 2016 4: 16 PM
To: Prater, Jocelyn S
Subject: ·FW: 2016-17 Presidential Transition Ready to Act Training

Jocelyn, ·
Itis ·mandatory for Lori to attend one of these sessions. Can you RSVP to this email on her behalf
and let them know which session best suits her schedule?

Tracy L. Renaud
Assocfr,te Director

Management Directorate
US Citizenship & Immigration Se,vices
DepClrtment of Homeland Security
202-272·1739 {desk)

From: Office of the Under Secretary for Management
Sent: Tuesday, October 04, 2016 10:28 AM
Subject: 2016-17 Presidential Transition Ready to Act Training

DHS Career Successors,
With the Presidential election approaching. the Department completed a comprehensive
review of the succession plan for key officials. This process was completed with the
Secretary"s approval on September 14. A key aspect of this process has been fo identify
career successors for all key leadership positions within the Department. You are one of
the career leaders who serves in a successor position.
Part of a smooth transition is to ensure that. the career employees who may step in to act
are prepared for the challenges that they may face. To ensure all career successors are
Ready to Act, the Presidential Transition Office has worked with several Components and
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good government partners to provide executive briefing sessions for you.

Participation io the session is a mandatory requirement for you as a career
successor. This 90-minute session will include an update on the Department's
Presidential Transition preparations and how they impact you. Also, a brief overview of
Continuity of Operations, Continuity of Government, and Incident Response responsibilities
for successors will be provided. The session will conclude with a discussion on preparing
and managing the arrival of the new Administration leadership within your organization.
The Ready to Act: Successor Executive Briefing will be offered .four times during the month
of October. Please select the session that best fits your schedule. The session dates are:
•
•
•
•

October 14, 2016- 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. at OCHCO, 1201 New York Ave., NW
October 20, 2016- 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. at OCHCO, 1201 New York Ave., NW
October 21, 2016 - 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. (Webinar for field staff outside of the
National Capital Region) .
October 31, 2016-1:30 p.m. to 3 p.m. at Nebraska Avenue Complex, room
NAC01-044

Please RSVP to Transition2017@hq,dhs.gov with the date of the session you wish to
attend. Once the RSVP is received, an Outlook calendar invitation will be sent to you for
the executive briefing.
Every day, DHS employees help to safeguard our Nation. With your support, we will
continue to deliver our mission - with honor and integrity, safeg'uarding the American
people, our homeland, and our values. Thank you for your hard work.
Sincerely,
Russ Deyo
Under Secretary for Management
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Youoa Todd e
Farnam Julie Ei Walters Jessica S

From:

To:
Cc:

Renaud Tracy Li

Subject:
Date:

users Pcesideotial Iraositioni Kerns

Kevlo

J

RE: DUE 7/20: Presidential Transition Tasking 2
Tuesday, July 19, 2016 4:30:53 PM

Hi Julie,
Lori was briefec on the transition documents earlier today and she's fine with submitting thern to
the Department. Tha.nk you for coordinating the list of key non-DHS partnerships with the
directorates and program offices!
Todd

From: Farnam, Julie E
Sent: Monday, July 18, 2016 3:17 PM
To: Young, Todd P; Walters, Jessica S
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L; users Presidential Transition
Subject: DUE 7/20: Presidential Transition Tasking 2

Todd/Jessica,
Our next presidential transition tasking is due to the Department on Wednesday. This tasking
requests four things from USCIS:
1.

2

3.
4.
5.

Photos from USCIS. OCOMM is compiling these photos now. The photos will be used in a
briefing booklet that DHS is compiling for the new administration.
Key non-DHS partnerships. These are non-DHS partners or stakeholders that have
"frequent and significant impact on mission execution, policy development, resource
management, and/or mission-focused research and development." I have attached a
· spreadsheet compiling the significant and frequent partnership responses from the
directorates and program offices. I kindly ask that you assist in having Lori review and to let
me know if there any she would like re~oved from the list or added to the list.
Biographies of directorate/program office heads, deputies, and acting career successors (for
positions that will be vacated by a political).
An overview of an average day within USCIS. This is taken directly from the PAG OCOMM
has on the day in the life of USCIS.
A heat map of USCIS's personnel and assets.

The full tasking instructions are attached for your reference. These materials are due to DHS on
Wednesday and we are hoping you can help to have them reviewed and cleared. If Lori would like
an in-person briefing of the materials, please let rne know.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
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Special Assistant
Field Operations Directorate
US. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272:1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with ·any attachments, may con~.iin confident,ial information and is covered by federal laws governing

electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Hofneland Security, U.S. Citizenship

and lmrrii8ration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this \n error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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From:

Yrnmg Todd P

To:

Farnam Julie E; waiters Jessica s

Cc:

Renaud T@cv l; USCIS Presidential Transition

Sobject:
Date:

RE: DUE 7/20: Presidential Transition Tasking 2

Monday, July 18, 2016 3:23:57 PM

Thanks Julie. We'll take a look and get back to you tomorrow.

From: Farnam, Julie E

Sent: Monday, July 18, 2016 3:17 PM
To: Young, Todd P; Walters, Jessica S
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L; USCIS Presidential Transition
Subject: DUE 7/20: Presidential. Transition Tasking 2
Todd/Jessica,
Our next presidential transition tasking is due to the Department on Wednesday. This tasking
requests four things from USCIS:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Photos from USCIS. OCOMM is compiling these photos how. The photos will be used in a
briefing booklet that DHS is compiling for the new administration.
Key non-DHS partnerships. These are non-OHS partners or stakeholders that have
· "frequent and significant impact on mission execution, policy development, resource
management, and/or mission-focused research and development." I have attached a
spreadsheet compiling the significant and frequent partnership responses from the
directorates and program offices. I kindly ask that you assist in having Lori review and to let
me know if there any she would like removed from the list or added to the list.
Biographies of directorate/program office heads, deputies, and acting career successors (for
positions that willI • be vacated by a political).
.
An overview of an average day within USCIS. This is taken directly from the PAG OCOMM
has on the day in the life of USCIS.
A heat map of USCIS's personnel and assets.

The full tasking instructions are attached for your reference. These materials are due to OHS on
Wednesday and we are hoping you can help to have them reviewed and cleared. If Lori would like
an in-person briefing of the materials, please let me know.
(

Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Special Assistant
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202·489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information ii rid is covered by federal laws governing
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electronic communications. EICctronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and lmmlgrat'lon Service.s. If the reader of this message is not ;he 1ntended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this rriessage is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this fTle.ssage and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Renaud Tracy l
Scialabba, Lori l
RE: Executive Briefing for Successors
Monday, September 26, 2016 8:14:54 PM

Great. .. ! can't wait.

Tracy L. Renaud
Associate Director, Management
U.S. Citizenship and I.mmigration Services
Department of Homeland Security
202-272-1739 (office)
From: Scialabba, Lori L
Sent: Monday, September 26, 2016 7:53:50 PM
To: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: Executive Briefing for Successors
CTABs are scary as hel I.

From: Renaud, Tiacy L·
Sent: Friday, September 23, 2016 1:36 PM
To: Scialabba, Lori L
Cc: Farnam, Julie E; Prater, Jocelyn S
Subject: FW: Executive Briefing for Successors
Lori,
In addition to the prep session below, you will also be receiving an invitation for a mandatory 30·
minute session in early November that will be for career successors for heads of components where
you. will receive guidance and direction from
the Secretary.
I have added
Jocelyn to this message
for
.
.
.
.
her awareness. They are also working with l&A on putting together a CTAB prep session which will
occur in October. I don't know that you need it for yourself, but in. my opinion your attendance
could be beneficial to others as you would be able to. provide some real-life input since you routinely
attend CTAB. I believe I will need to attend the CTAB session as the Acting D2 designee.

Tracy L. Renaud

AssociOte Director
·Management Directorate
US Citizenship & Immigration Services

Department of Homeland s'ecurity
202-272-1739 /desk)

From: Renaud, Tracy L
Sent: Friday, September 23, 2016 1:15 PM
To: 'Scialabba, Lori L (Lorj.Scjalabba@uscis,dhs.gov)'; Langlois, Joseph E ·
(Joseph,Langlois@uscjs,dhs,gov); Neufeld, Donald W; 'Renaud, Daniel M
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(Danjel.M.Renaud@uscjs.dhs.gov)'; Cowan, Robert M
Cc: USCIS Presidential Transition; Farnam, Julie E
Subject: Executive Briefing for Successors

Lori, Joe, Don, Dan and Rob,
I was informed today that the Secretary signed off on the Department's Leadership Succession
earlier this month and it has been sent on to WH/OMB. The Secretary _did not take this task lightly
and what was scheduled to be a 15-minute briefing with him on the targeted successor plan ended
up lasting about 75 minutes. I was verbally informed that the USCJS order of succession was not
modified. For your awareness, the succession planning that USCIS has had in place for the last
couple of years continues to be the order of succession for times when the Director is unable or
unavailable to perform his duties is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Deputy Director (Lori Scialabba)
Associate Director Management (Tracy Renaud)
Associate Director RAIO (Joseph Langlois)
Associate Director SCOPS (Donald Neufeld)
Associate Director FOO (Daniel Renaud)
Director, NBC (Robert Cowan)

While this order of successors is not directly related to Presidential Transition you can easily
understand why it is important to have this in place during the transition and have all those
identified as successors ready to act should any_ event occur during the transition and as we prepare
for transition. To that end, the DHS Presidential Transition Team will be hosting a 90-minute session
to provide an executive briefing to all career successors across OHS which will include: transition
update, COOP, COG; emergency management and preparing for the new Administration. There will
be four opportunities throughout the month of October for you to participate in one of these
sessions, currently the planned dates are as follows:
•

October 14 th at 10:00 in th·e DHS OCH CO conference room

•
•

October 20 th at 10:00 in the OHS OCHCO conference room
October 21 st at 10:00 Webinar

•

October 31st at 1:30 at the NAC

You will be receiving the invitation directly but I wanted to give you a heads up so you understand
why you have been invited to attend When the invitation comes to you. If you have any questions
please let me or Julie know.

Tracy L. Renaud
Associate Director

Management Directorate
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US Citizenship & Immigration Services

Oepartment of Homeland Security
202-272-1739 {desk)
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From:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Date:

Renaud, Tracy L ,

Downs Cvotbia B
Comoton Dana C; Frederick Precious A; Keros, Kevin J
RE; invitation to present on Feb. 16 at PDSS
Monday, December 05, 2016 9:47:00 AM

Sure, Cynthia, no problem.

Tracy L. Renaud
Associate Director
Management Directorate
US Citizenship & Immigration Se,vices
Oepartmen.t of Homeland Security
202-271-1739 {de,k)

From: Downs, Cynthia R

Sent: Friday, December 02, 2016 12:05 PM
To: Renaud, Tracy L·
Cc: Compton, Dana C; Frederick, Precious A; Kerns, Kevin J

Subject: invitation to present on Feb. 16 at PDSS
Hi Tracy,
As you know, Human Capital and Training hosts the Professional Development Speaker Series(PDSS}
to promote career development for USCIS employees and supervisors.
An upcoming panel "Successful Change Management" will be held on February 16, 2017 at the
Tomich Center and by Adobe Co.nnect from noon -1:00 ET. Based on your experience at USCIS with
a variety of transitions, and I think you would. be a notable and timely panelist on this topic!
Please let me know if you are interested and available to be a panelist.
The topic idea for the panel came as many employe·es voiced concerns about "looming" changes new building/location, new administration, new learning management system, transformation of
the application system and on and on ..... ·
The panel will be made up of myselfas the moderator and 2- 3 panelists. Ernie Destefano has
agreed to be one of the panelists, I would like the panelists to focus on their personal experience
regarding their role at USCIS with management of change and getting buy-in from all those involved
in the change. I think employees will appreciate real-life examples and advice of what to do and not
do when they encounter change. Will they be a resister or a leader of the change? And how an
employee's reaction to change impact their c'areer potential?
Each panelist will have 10-12 minutes to present after my introduction and foilowing the
presentations, we will open it up to questions: I will create a powerpoint that we will use to start
the presentation and I will ask you to add information for additional slides related to your portion of
the program.
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Participants will attend in-person and via Adobe Connect from· USCIS offices across the.country.
For more context, feel free to review past panel tab/descriptions at the Professional Development

Speaker Series.
Thank you for your consideration.
Regards,

Cynthia Downs
Prog'ram Manager, Leadership and Career Development Branch
USCIS Office of Human Capital and Training
633 Third St. MS-2070
Washington DC 20529-2070
Harmony IEmpathy Iindividualization IArranger IDeveloper

Office: 202-233-2j54
Mobile: 202-360-6701

Training connect page I HCJ Newstetterl l:I.CIM
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From:

To:
Cc:

Subject:
Date:

Attachments:

Peake Johnetta on behalf of LJSCIS Exec Sec
USCIS Presidential Transition: users Exec sec
Renaud Tracy L; Button Maria G{Gemma}
RE: Issue Paper Review Due COB 9/14 • Key Immigraoon Areas of Focus
Friday, September 16, 2016 12:04:56 PM

occ · Issue Paoer Immiaratioo Areas of Focus users Edits Redlined,docx
OoC · Issue Paoer · Immiaration Areas of Focus · USCIS Edits Red!ined docx
OPS · Issue Paoer · ImmiaCation Areas of Focus USCIS Edits doG<
RAIO ~ Issue Paoer ~ Jmmigratioo Areas of Focus IJSCIS Edits Bedlined RAD edits doo:
#

Hi Julie,
Attached are edits/comments from OCC, OoC, OP&S, and RAIO. When you submit the final to EXSO,
please let us know if it will need to be cleared by the Director's Office.
Johnetta Drake
USC/S Office af the Executive Secretariat
202-236-4246 (Cell)
202-272-0998 (Desk)
202-272-0990 (Office)
EXSO Connect Page
EXSO ECN Page

. Please upload all 11ctionsfor which Forms G-1056 are used to .G:ILS:,
Please send all official actions to USCJS-Exec-Sec(fjJ11scis.dhs.gov.

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Monday, September 12, 2016 8:37 AM
To:

users Exec Sec

Cc: Renaud, Tracy L; Button, Maria G (Gemma)

Subject: Issue Paper Review Due COB 9/14
Importance: High
Good morning,
Attached is an issue paper providing an overview of immigration w_ithin the Department that OHS
Policy drafted. This paper will be included along with other briefing materials as part of the
presidential transition.
we· request review/clearance from RAIO, FONS, SCOPS, FOD, OCC, OP&S, OoC, by COB on
.
Wednesday and clearance from the front office by noon on Friday. I've made edits to PLCY's original
draft and have attached both a redlined and clean version of the document. Please note that the
paper may not exceed three pages and the tone should be politically neutral.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d)202-272-1102

.204

(c) 202·489·8802
0

This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is c'overed by federal laws govern'1ng
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monit~red by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and lmm'1gration Servlces. If the reader of this message is not th_e intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution. use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and imm'edlately notify the sender.
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Fram:

To:

Melero Mariela
Ioouve Shloicbi (Shio); Nino Teresa; Rodriquez Leon; Hiaains Jennifer B: Renaud Tracv L; Renaud Daniel
t:1; Vaoison Denisei Gutteotaa Lucas: Neufeld Donald W; Jaddou Ur M; Moore Joseph D; Alfonso Anoelrca M
Scialabba Loci L; Choi l!Jiiet K; Mccament lfimeS w
RE; OMS Document for Review

Cc:
Subject:
Date:

ThurSday, November 13, 2014 2:54:39 PM

Attachments:

J.li!

Dear Jennifer,
Attached, please find an edit and a comment for your consideration.

Best,
Mariela

Mariela Melero
Associate. Director
Customer Service and
Public Engagement Directorate
US Citizenship and Immigration Services

202 272 1318 office
202 528 5809 cell

From: Inouye, Shinichi (Shin)
·Sent: Thursday, November 13, 2014 1: 14 PM
To: Nino, Teresa; Rodriguez, Leon; Higgins, Jennifer B; Renaud, Tracy L; Renaud,
Daniel M; Vanison, Denise; Guttentag, Lucas; Neufeld, Donald W; Jaddou, Ur M; Moore,
Joseph D; Melero, Mariela; Alfonso, Angelica M
Cc: Scialabba, Lori L; Choi, Juliet K; Mccament, James W
Subject: RE: 0MB Document for Review

(b)(5),
I

Shin Inouye
Press Secretary and Advisor for Intergovernmental and External

1

From:

IOOllYA Sbioichi (Shin}

To:

Nino, Teresa: Rodriguez Leon; Hiaains, Jennifer B; Renaud Iracv L; Renaud Daniel M; vaoisoo Denise;
Guttentao Lucas; Neufeld, Donald W; Jaddou Ur M; Moore Joseoh O; Melero Mariela; Alfonso Anae11ca M
Sci1;1labba l ori I ; Choi lllliet K; Mccament James W

Cc:
Subject:
Date:

RE: 0MB Document for Review

Thursday, November ll, 2014 1:13:59 PM,

(b)(5)

Shin Inouye
Press Secretary and Advisor for Intergovernmental and External Affairs
U.S: Citizenship and Immigration Services

202-272'.1000 (Main)
202-272-8012 (Direct)
Shin.Inouye@uscis:dhs.gov
Twitter: @lnouyeUSCIS <https://twitter.com/InouyeUSCIS>

From: Nino, Teresa
Sent: Thursday, November 13, 2014 12:26 PM
To: Rodriguez, Leon; Higgins, Jennifer B; Renaud, Tracy L; Renaud, Daniel M; Vanison,
Denise; Guttentag, Lucas; Inouye, Shinichi (Shin); Neufeld, Donald W; Jaddou, Ur M;
Moore, Joseph D; Melero, Mariela; Alfonso, Angelica M
Cc: Scialabba, Lori L; Choi, Juliet K; Mccament, James w
Subject: RE: 0MB Document for Review

I've also added a comment.
Teresa

From: Rodriguez, Leon
Sent: Thursday, November 13, 2014 10:02

I

I
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Ftorn:
To:
Cc:
S_ubject:

Stewart Bion
Petvo, Briana; Farnam, Julie E
Renaud, Tracy I; Burriesci Kern

Date:

RE: Presidential rransition Office · Immigration Areas of Focus
Wednesday, November 02, 2016 10: 19:40 AM

Attachments:

Jmmiar~tioo Areas of Forns OGC DOCX

And this should be the last one ....
Thanks.
Bion
From: Stewart, Bion
Sent: Wednesday, November 2, 201610:17. AM
To: Petyo, Briana <Briana.Petyo@hq.dhs.gov>; Farnam, Julie E <Julie.E.Farnam@uscis.dhs.gov>
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L <Tracy.L.Renaud@uscis.dhs.gov>; Burriesci, Kelli <kelli.burriesci@hq.dhs.gov>
Subject: RE: Presidential Transition Office· Screening·and Vetting Paper
Same request for the attached as well.·

Thanks.

Bion

From: Stewart, Bion
Sent: Wednesday, November 2, 2016 9:58 AM
To: Petyo, Briana <Briana.Petyo@hq.dhs.gov>; Farnam, Julie E<Julie.E.Farnam@uscis.dhs.gov>
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L <Tracy.L.Renaud@uscis.dhs.gov>; Burriesci, Kelli <kelli.burriesci@hq.dhs.gov>
Subject: Presidential Transition Office· Watch listing Paper
OGC had some late comments/edits on the attached. Please adjudicate and send back the clean
document as soon as possible.
OGC POC is Kaiya Pontin en if you need to reach back.
Thanks.
Bion
Bion Stewart
Deputy Presidential Transition Officer

3

Department of Homeland Security
202-282-9125

I
I

. ;
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From:
To:·

Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

USCIS Presidential Transition
Stewart, Blan
RenatJd Tracy I
RE: Presidential Transition Office ~ Str.ategic Issue Paper Ranking

Monday, July 18, 2016 12:33:59 PM

USCIS Nomination Soreadsbeet CoosoHdatioo Ranklna,xtsx

Sorry about that, Bion. Please see.the attached document. If you need anything additional, please
let me know.
Julie Farnam
Special Assistant
Field Operations Directorate
U.S: Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102

(c) 202-489-8802
This cornm1mication, 3long with al)y .'.'lttachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by feder;il laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic comn.,unications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S Citizenship
and Immigration Serv(ces. If the reader of this message is·not the intended recipient, you are hereby notifled that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prot)ibited. If you have received this in error, plea.se delete this message and all
attachments and lmrr1ediately notify the sender.

From: Stewart, Bion
Sent: Monday, July 18, 2016 12:09 PM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: FW: Presidential Transition Office - Strategic Issue Paper Ranking
USCJS Transition Colleagues,
We appreciate you sending this over, but part of the instructions were to not alter the spreadsheet
in any other way than adding your ran.kings in the designated column. Because I'm calculating
rankings fo1· all nominations across all Components and Offices (literally 3900 calculations), I need all
of,the colum,ns and rows to be uniform so Excel can run the formula properly.
Can you please populate the original spreadsheet with your rankings without any other changes and
resend?
Thanks.
Bion

-------------------·----·--·--·-·

.

-----------

From: Button, Maria G (Gemma) On Behalf Of USCIS Exec Sec
Sent: Friday; July 15, 2016 10:08 AM
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To: Stewart, Bion <bion stewarl@hq

dhs gov>; Horowitz, Scott <Scott Horowitz@HO DHS GOV>;

Beagles, James <James.Beagles@HO DHS GOV>
Cc: Rinehart, Kalee <Kalee.Rinehart@hq dhs.goy>; users Exec Sec <l/SCIS-Exec-Sec@uscis dhs gov>
Subject: RE: Presidential Transition Office - Strategic Issue Paper Ranking

Good Morning.
Attached is

usc1s· response to this tasking.

Have a good day.

<;:;ernma.
Maria Gemma Button
Chief
US Citizenship and Immigration Services
Office of the Executive Secretariat
202-272-8568
e-mail: USCIS-Exec-Sec@uscis dhs gov
e-mail: Connect: http://connect.uscis.dhs.gov/org/EXSOIPages/defauft.aspx

From: Rinehart, Kalee
Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 2016 4:19 PM
To: ClSOMBExecSec; CRCL Exec Sec; ONDO Exec Sec; FLETC Exec Sec; ESEC-Internal Liaison; !&A
Exec Sec; PRIV Exec Sec; OGC Exec Sec; ohaexecsec; OIG Execsec; OLA Exec Sec; OPE Tasking;
OPE_Tasking; OPA Exec Sec; OPS Exec Sec; Plcy Exec Sec; S&T Exec Sec; CBPEXECSEC; FEMAExeCSec;
ICE Exec Sec; NPPDExeCSec; TSAExecSec; EXEC, USCG SMB; USCIS Exec Sec; CFO Exec Sec;
CHCOExecSec; OCIO ExecSec; CPOEXECSEC; CRSO_Execsec; CSOEXECSEC; PARMExeCSec,; Comans,
Mary Francis; USSS Exec Sec
Cc: Stewart, Bien; Horowitz, Scott; MGMTExecSec
Subject: Presidential Transition Office - Strategic Issue Pap.er Ranking

Sorry- I didn't mean to recall this message. This tasking still stands!

To All OHS Component and LOB ESEC See's
Please see tasker from the OHS Transition Office
"The Presidential Transition Office (PTO) requests Component, Office, Directorate & MGMT LOB
review and ranking of Presidential Transition Strategic Issue Papers. The attached spreadsheet
includes over 100 transition strategic issue pape'r topics submitted by DHS Components, Offices.
Directorates, and MGMT LOBs. Please review and indicate your top 30 strategic issue papers by
ranking them from 1 (most important) to 30 in the "Rank" column on the far right of the. documerit.
Please do not alter the spreadsheet in any other way. Please include your Component/Office in the
file name of spreadsheet upon return.
This is the next step in the process to recommend a list of transition strategic issue papers to the

10

DMAG and ultimately 51 for final approval. Request this tasker be routed to
Component/Office/Directorate & MGMT LOB SCAO's as iden,tified in the attached Transition SCAO
list Please deliver responses by COB 15 July 2016 to bion.stewart@hq.dhs gov,
scott horowitz@bo dhs gov & lames Beagles@hq dhs gov,
For questions regarding this request, please contact Bion Stewart, 202-282-9125 or Scott Horowitz,
202-282-8152"
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From:

To:
Subject:
Date:

Renaud Tracv I
USCIS Presidential I@asitioa; McCament, James W; Levine, Laurence D; Carpenter Dea D
RE: Ready to Act: Panel Featuring Leaders from the 2008 Transition, September 161 1 pm
Tuesday, September 13, 2016 1:15:40 PM

Julie-

I don't think this is for everyone who will be a successor in an acting capacity behind
a political because there are just too many - I think it is only for those who will be
acting in the number 1 or 2 position in each component, but you can clarify with
DHS to be certain. They did use our list to send the invites.

Tracy L. Renaud
.
Associate Director, Management
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Security
202-272-1739 (office)
From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, September 13, 2016 12:24:37 PM
To: McCament, James w; Levine, Laurence D; carpenter, Dea D
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: FW: Ready to Act: Panel Featuring Leaders from the 2008 Transition, September 16, 1 pm

I'm not sure if you received this message, but if not, I wanted to pass this along to you You should
have received an invite, but if you did not, please let me know. I already have a car reserved to go to
the NAC, so if you'd like to join, please _let me know and I'll make sure the car does not leave without
you.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
u:s Ciiizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802

V

This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal !aws governing
eleclronic communications. Electronic communications may als_o be monitored by the Depart1nent of Hornelar1d Security, U,S. Citizenship
an~ Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message Is Strictly prohibited. If you h<w0 received this in error, pl1~;ise delete this rnesscige and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.

From: Micone, Vincent
Sent: Monday, September 12, 2016 4:59 PM
Subject: Ready to Act: Panel Featuring Leaders from the 2008 Transition, September 16, 1 pm

12

Career Successors and SCAOs:

r

You· are invited to attend a high-level discussion with previous OHS senior officials on their
experiences in the 2008 Presidential transition. This panel, the first of ciur Ready to Act executive
sessions, will be held on Friday. September 16, 2016, 1-2;30 pm. in the NAC Large Conference
Bw2m,. Distinguished panelists (in alphabetical order) will include:
,
,

,
,

Rand Beers, Former Acting Secretary and Under Secretary for. NPPD. Mr. Beers was a leader
of the 2008 OHS agency review team for then President-Elect Oba.ma.
Noah Kroloff, Former Chief of Staff to Secretary Napolitano. Mr Kroloff assisted then Governor
Napolitano through the confirmation process and was one of the first appointees at OHS after
the Inauguration.
Chad Sweet, Former Chief of Staff to Secretary Chertoff. Mr. Sweet ensured a smooth
transition from Sec_retary Chertoff to Secretary Napolitano.
Paul Schneider, Former Deputy Secretary and Under Secretary for Management. Mr.
Schneider provided executive leadership to the 2008 OHS transition program.

This will be an exceptional opportunity to understand the sprint that takes place after the Presidential
election through the Inauguration and into the first months of a new administration.
Attendance will be limited to the Career Successors to Component Heads, Senior Component
Accountable Officials for Transition, and one additional participant from each Operational Component,
Directorate, HQ Office and LOB such as an Action Officer or other transition lead.
An Outlook scheduler has been sent to you. To participate, please RSVP by 12 noon on Wednesday,
September 13, to Greg Halter at greg halter@hq dhs gov.
Thanks,
Vince

Vince Micone .
OHS Presidential Transition Officer
and Senior Counselor
Management Directorate
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
(202) 447-3400
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From:
To:

Renaud Icacv L

Subject:

McCameot. Jaffies Wi ·liSCIS Presidential Transition; Levine Laurence D; CarDeoter Dea D
RE: Ready to Act: Panel Featuring Leaders from the 2008 Transition, September 16, 1 pm

Date:

Tuesday, September 13, 20161:13:02 PM

It is it for all fctings, I think only those that will acting in the number 1 or 2 slot in
each component.
.
.

Tracy L Renaud
Associate Director, Management
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Security
202-272· 1739 (office)
.from: McCament, James W
Sent: Tuesday; September 13, 2016 12:35:09 PM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition; Levine, Laurence D; Carpenter, Dea D
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: Ready to Act: Panel Featuring Leaders from the 2008 Transition, September 16, 1 pm
Julie, thank you for sending the invitation. I don't appear to have received it separately (unless I'm
not on the distribution list?) I would love to attend-the line up of speakers will share a lot of great
insight I know. Unfortunately, I'm.out of town on Friday (personal) so.will be unable to attend:
Thanks again,
James

James W. McCament
Deputy Associate Director, Service Center Operations
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Security
Washington, DC 20529-2150
(202) 272-1571 (0ffice)j(202) 341-9757 (Cell)
iames w.mccament@usds,dhs Qov
This email (Including any attachments) Is Intended solely for the use of the addressee(s) and may contain Information

that is sensitive or athen~ise protected by applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient, your disclosure,
copying, distribution or other use of (or re/iance upon) the information contained in this email is strictly prohibited. If
yo1,1 ore not the intended recipient, please notify· the sender immediately Ond delete or destroy all copies. Thank Yau.

From: users Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, September 13, 2016 12:25 PM
To: McCament, James W; Levine, Laurence D;'Carpenter, Dea D
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
·
Subject: FW: Ready to Act: Panel Featuring Leaders from the 2008 Transition, September 16, 1 pm
I'm not sure if you received this message, but if not, I wanted to pass this along to you. Yo·u should
· have received an invite, but if you did not, please let me know. I already have a car reserved to go to
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the NAC, so if you'd like to join, please let me know and I'll make sure the car
you.

does not leave without

Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272 1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communicat1on, along with any attachments, may co11tin confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message ls not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,

distribution, lJSe, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received thls in error, please delete this message and all ·
ilttachmerm and immediately notify the sender

From: Micone, Vincent
Sent: Monday, September 12, 2016 4:59 PM
Subject: Ready to Act: Panel Featuring Leaders from the 2008 Transition, September 16, 1 pm
y

Career Successors and _SCAOs:
You are invited to attend a high:level discussion with previous OHS senior officials on their
experiences in the 2008 Presidential transition. This panel, the first of our Ready to Act executive
sessions, will be held on Friday, September 16. 2016. 1-2;30 pm. in the NAC Large Conference
B.o.oui. Distinguished panelists (in alphabetical order) will include:
•
,

•
•

Rand Beers. Former Acting Secretary and Under Secretary for NPPD. Mr. Beers was a leader
of the 2008 OHS agency review team for then President-Elect Obama.
Noah Kroloff, Former Chief of Staff to Secretary Napolitano. Mr. Kroloff assisted then Governor
Napolitano through the confirmation process and was one of the first appointees at OHS after
the Inauguration.
Chad Sweet, Former Chief. of Staff to Secretary Chertoff. Mr. Sweet ensured a smooth·
transition from Secretary Chertoff to Secretary Napolitano.
Paul Schneider, Former Deputy Secretary and Under Secretary for Management. Mr.
Schneider provided executive leadership to the 2008 OHS transition program.

I

I

This will be an exceptional opportunity to understand the sprint that takes place after the Presidential
election through the Inauguration and into the first months of a new administration.
·
Attendance will be limited to the Career Successors to Component Heads, Senior Component
Accountable Officials for Transition, and one additional participant from each Operational Component,
Directorate, HQ Office and LOB such as an Action Officer or other transition lead.
An Outlook scheduler has been sent to you. To participate, please RSVP by 12 noon on Wednesday,
September 13, to Greg Halter at greg halter@hq dhs gov.
·
Thanks,
Vince

• I

1s

I

I

---------- ---------~---' -----·------·----. ------------------

Vince Micone
DHS Presidential Transition Officer
and Senior Counselor
Management Directorate
· U.S. Department of Homeland Security
(202) 447-3400
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Cc:

Mccament James w
USCIS Presidential TrgqsitiOQi Levine I amen.ce Di Carpenter Dea D
Renaud Tracy L

Subject:
Date:

Tuesday, September 13, 2016 12:35:10 PM

From:
To:

RE: Ready to Act: Panel Featuring Leaders from the 2008 Transition, September 161 1 pm

Julie, thank you for sending the invitation. I don't appear to have received it separately (unless I'm
not on the distribution list?) I would love to attend-the line up of speakers will share a lot of great
insight I know. Unfortunately, I'm out of town on Friday (personal) so will b.e unable to attend.
Thanks again,
James

James W. McCament
Deputy Associate Director, Service Center Operations
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Security
Washington, DC 20529-2150
(202) 272-1571 (0ffice)l(202) 341-9757 (Cell)

iames wmccameot@uscis dbs gov
This email (including any attachments} is intended solely for the use of the addressee(s} and may contain Information

that.is sensitive or ot~erwise protected by applicable law. I/you are not the intended recipient, your disclosure,
copying, distribution or other use of (or reliance Upon) the information contained in this email is strictly prohibited. If
you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately and delete or destroy all copies. Thank You.

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, September 13, 2016 12:25 PM
To: Mccament, James W; Levine, Laurence D; Carpenter, Dea D
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
·
S~bject: FW: Ready to Act: Panel Featuring Leaders from the 2008 Transition, September 16, 1 pm

I'm not sure if you received this message, but if not, I wanted to pass this along to you. You should
have received an invite, but if you did not,. please let me know. I already have a car reserved to go to
the NAC, so if you'd like to join, please let me know and I'll make sure the car does not leave without
you.
Thank you,.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

(d) 202·272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contaln confidential Information and Is c~yered by federal ldws governing
electronic communications. £1ectronic communications may also be mcinltored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citlzen'ship

and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
i'f you have r-ecerved this 1n error, please delete this message and all

distribution, llSe, or cop'/rng of this message is strictly prohibited.
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attc1chnH:nts and irnrnediately"notify the sender.

From: Micone, Vincent
Sent: Monday, September 12, 2016 4:59 PM
Subject: Ready to Act: Panel Featuring Leaders from the 2008 Transition, Septemlier 16, 1 pm
Career Successors and SCAOs: ,,
You are invited to attend a high-level discussion with previous DHS senior officials on their
experiences in the 2008 Presidential transition, This panel, the first of our Ready to Act executive
sessions, will be held on Friday. September 16. 2016, 1-2:30 pm. in the NAC Large Conference
fi22m, Distinguished panelists (in alphabetical order) will include:
,
•

•
,

Rand Beers, Former Acting Secretary and Under Secretary for NPPD,, Mr, Beers was a leader
of the 2008 DHS agency review team for then President-Elect Obama,
Noah Kroloff, Former Chief of Staff to Secretary Napolitano, Mr, Kroloff assisted then Governor
Napolitano through the confirmation process and was one of the first appointees at DHS after
the Inauguration,
Chad Sweet, Former Chief of Staff to Secretary Chertoff, ·Mr, Sweet ensured a smooth
transition from Secretary Chertoff to Secretary Napolitano,
Paul Schneider, Former Deputy Secretary and Under Secretary for Management Mr,
Schneider pro~ided executive leadership to the 2008 DHS transition program,

This will be an exceptional.opportunity to understand the sprint that takes place after the Presidential
election through the Inauguration and into the first months of a new administration,
Attendance will be limited to the Career Successors to Component Heads, Senior, Component
Accountable Officials for Transition, and one additional participant from each Operational Component,
Directorate, HQ Office and LOB such as an Action Officer or other transition lead,
An Outlook scheduler has been sent to you, To participate, please RSVP by 12 noon on Wednesday,
September 13, to Greg Halter at areg halter@hq dhs gov,
Thanks,
Vince

Vince Micone
DHS Presidential Transition Officer
and Senior Counselor
Management Directorate
U,S, Department of Homeland Security
(202) 4,47-3400
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From:

Renaud Iracv L

To:

Stewart Bion

Subject:

RE: REMINDER! 2016-17 Presidential Transition Ready to Act Training

Date:

Monday1 October 17, 2016 10:36:47 AM

Attachments:

imaaeOOl,ona

He attended last Friday - I can vouch since I sat next to him!

:
Tracy L. Renaud
Associate Director, Management
U.S. ·Citizenship and Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Security
202-272-1739 (office)

I.

From: Stewart, Bion
Sent: Monday, October 17, 2016 8:31:12 AM
To: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: FW: REMINDER! 2016-.17 Presidential Transition Ready to Act Training
Tracy,
Per Vince's email, following up to let you know we have not yet received an RSVP to register for a
Ready to Act Executive Brief from Daniel Renaud. If you could please follow up with him to register
for one of the remaining dates, we'd appreciate it.
Thanks.
Bion

Bion Stewart
Deputy Presidential Transition Officer
Department of Homeland Security
202-282-9125

From: Micone, Vincent
Sent: Friday, October 14, 2016 1:21 PM
· Subject: FW: REMINDER! 2016-17 Presidential Transition Ready to Act Training
SCAOs,
Your account exec will provide you information for your component on who has registered To.date and
who has not Would appreciate nudges from you, as I need to report out on our numbers to the front
office.
·
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Thanks,
Vince

Vince Micone
DHS Presidential Transition Officer
and Senior Counselor
Management Directorate
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
(202) 447-3400

From: Office of the Under Secretary for Management
Sent: Friday, October 14, 2016 1:18 PM
Subject: REMINDER! 2016-17 Presidential Transition Ready to Act Training

Colleagues,
I would like to thank all of you who have confirmed your attendance for a Ready to Act:
Successor Executive Briefing Session. Our first session was held today.
The Ready to Act: Successor Executive Briefing will be offered three additional times
during the month of October. Please select the session that best fits your schedule. The
session dates are:
•
•
•

October 20,
October 21,
NAC01-044
October 31,
NAC01°044

201.6- 10:30 a.m. 16 12 p.m. - OCHCO, 1201 New York Avenue, NW
2016-10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. - Nebraska Avenue Complex, Room
and by webinar for fieid staff ouiside of the National Capital Region
2016-1:30 p.m. to 3 p.m. - Nebraska Avenue Complex, Room

As a reminder, attendance at a session is mandatory. Please RSVP to
Transition2017@hg,dhs gov with the date of the session you wish to attend. Once the
RSVP is received, an Outlook calendar invitation will be sent to you for the executive
briefing.
If you have any questions about the Presidential Transition, please contact me by email at ·
vincent micone@hg dhs gov or by telephone on (202) 447.-3400
Thanks,
Vince Micone
OHS Presidential Transition Officer and Senior Counselor

)
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Management Directorate

Fiom: Office of the Under Secretary for Management
Sent: Tuesday, October 4, 2016 10:28 AM
Subject: 2016-17 Presidential Transition Ready to Act Training

DHS Career Successors,'
With the Presidential election approaching, the Department completed a comprehensive
review of the succession plan for key officials. This process was completed with the
Secretary's approval on September 14. A key aspect of this process has been to identify
career successors for all key leadership positions within the Department. You are one of
the career leaders who serves in a successor position.
Part of a smooth transition is to ensure that the career employees who may step in to act
are prepared for the challen·ges that they 'may face. To ensure all career suc.cessors are
Ready to Act, the Presidential Transition Office has worked with several Components and
good government partners to provide executive briefing sessions for you.
·

Participation in the session is a mandatory reguirement for you as a career
successor. This 90-minute session will include an update on the Department's
Presidential Transition preparations and how they impact you. Also, a brief overview of
Continuity of Operations, Continuity of Government, and Incident Response responsibilities
for successors will be provided. The session will conclude with a discussion on preparing
and managing the arrival of the new Administration leadership within your organization ..
The Ready to Act: Successor Executive Briefing will be offered four times during the month
of October. Please select the session that best fits your schedule. The session dates are: •
•
•
•

October 14, 2016 :...10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. atOCHCO, 1201 New York Ave., NW
October 20, 2016 - 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. at OCHCO, 1201 New York Ave., NW
October 21, 2016 - 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. (Webinar for field staff outside of the
. National Capital Region)
.
• October 31, 2016 - 1:30 p.m. to 3 p.m. at Nebraska Avenue Complex, room
NAC01-044
Please RSVP to Transition2017@hq,dhs,goy with the date of the session you wish to
attend. Once the RSVP is received, an Outlook calendar invitation will be sent to you for
the executive briefing:
Every day, DHS employees help to safeguard our Nation. With your support, we will
continu.e to deliver our mission - with honor and integrity, safeguarding the A_merican
people, our homeland, and our values. Thank you for your hard work.
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Sincerely,

Russ Deyo
Under Secretary for Management

I
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From:
To:

Renaud, Tracy L

Subject:
Date:

RE: REMINDER! 2016·17 Presidential Transition Ready to Act Training
Friday, Oc:rober 14, 2016 1:21:00 PM

Attachments:

imaaeOOJ onq

Micone, Vincent

No problem. Nagging has become so much a part of rny job that I'm sure it will be in my PPA this
year I

Tracy L. Renaud
Associcte Director
Management Directorate
US Citizenship & Immigration Services

Deportment of Homeland Security
202-272-1739 (desk)

From: Micone, Vincent
Sent: Friday, October 14, 2016 1:21 PM
Subject: FW: REMINDER! 2016-17 Presidential Transition Ready to Act Training
SCAOs,
Your account exec will provide you information for your component on who has registered To date and
who has not. Would appreciate nudges from you, as I need to report out on our numbers to the front
office.
Thanks,
Vince

Vince Micone
OHS Presidential Transition Officer
and Senior Counselor
Management Directorate
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
(202) 447-3400

-----------

From: Office of the Under Secretary for Management
Sent: Friday, October 14, 2016 1:18 PM
Subject: REMINDER! 2016-17 Presidential Transition Ready to Act Training

Colleagues,
I would like to thank all of you who have confirmed your attendance for a Ready to Act:
Successor Executive Briefing Session. Our first session was held today.
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The Ready to Act: Successor Executive Briefing will be offered three additional times
during the month of October. Please select the session that best fits your schedule. The
session dates are:
,
,
,

October 20,
October 21,
NAC01-044
October 31,
NAC01-044

2016 - 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. - OCHCO, 1201 New York Avenue, NW
2016 - 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. - Nebraska Avenue Complex, Room
and by webinar for field staff outside of the National Capital Region
2016 - 1:30 p.m. to 3 p.m. - Nebraska Avenue Complex, Room

. As a reminder, attendance at a session is mandatory. Please RSVP to
Transjtjon2017@hq dhs,gov with the date of the session you wish to attend. Once the
RSVP is received, an Outlook calendar invitation will be sent to you for the executive
briefing.
If you have any questions about the Presidential Transition, please contact me by email at
·

vincent micone@hq,dhs,gov or by telephone on (202) 447-3400.
Thanks,
Vince Micone
DHS Presidential Transition Officer and Senior Counselor
Management Directorate

From: Office.of the Under Secretary for Management
Sent: Tuesday, October 4, 2016 10:28 AM
Subject: 2016-17 Presidential Transition Ready to Act Training

DHS Career Successors,
With the Presidential election approaching, the Department completed a comprehensive
review of the succession plan for key officials. This process was completed with the
Secretary's approval on September 14. A key aspect of this process has been to identify
.career successors for all key leadership positions within the Department. You are one of
the career leaders who serves in .a successor position.
Part of a smooth transition is to ensure that the career employees who may step in to act
are prepared for the challenges that they may face. To ensure all career successors are
Ready to Act, the Pr~sidential Transitioh Office has worked with several Components and
good government partners to provide executive briefing sessions for you.

Participation In the session is a mandatory requirement for you as a career
successor. This 90-minute session will include an update on the Department's
Presidential Transition preparations and how they impact you. Also, a brief overview of
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Continuity of Operations, Continuity of Government, and Incident Response responsibilities
for successors will be provided. The session will conclude with a discussion on preparing
and managing the arrival of the new Administration leadership within your organization.
The Ready to Act: Successor Executive Briefing will be offered four times during the month ·
of October. Please select the session that best fits your schedule. The session dates are:
•
•
•
•

October 14, 2016 - 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. at OCHCO, 1201 New York Ave., NW
October 20, 2016 -10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. at OCHCO, 1201 New York Ave,, NW
October 21, 2016 - 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. (Webinar for field staff outside of the
National Capital Region)
October 31, 2016 - 1:30 p.m. to 3 p.m. at Nebraska Avenue Complex, room
NAC01-044

I,

Please RSVP to Transition2017@hq,dhs,gov with the date of the session you wish to
attend. Once the RSVP is received, an Outlook calendar invitation will be sent to you for
the executive briefing.
·
Every day, DHS employees help to safeguard our Nation. With your support, we will
continue to deliver our mission - with honor and integrity, safeguarding the American
people, our homeland, and our values. Thank you for your hard work.
Sincerely,
Russ Deyo
Under Secretary for Management
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From:
To:

USCIS Presidential n?lositioo

Cc:
Subject:

Renaud

Baran Amanda; Immiaratioo Policy

Iracv L

RE: Transition Paper • Key Immigration Areas of Focus

Date:

Friday, September 16, 2016 4:01:03 PM

Attachments:

Irorntgratioo Areas of Focus users Edits Bedlioed docx

Amanda,
We received a couple more edits in from our Office of Chief Counsel. Most of the edits pertain to
the "litigation" section. I've add them to our previously submitted edits.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Id) 202-2n- 1102
(c) 202-489-8802
lhis communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and \s covered by federal laws governing
electronic cornrnimications. Electronic communications may abo be nionitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U5. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any tlissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this Jnessage is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please de let~ this message and all

.ittachrnents unc! irnrnediately notify the sender.

From: USCIS Presidential Transition

Sent: Wednesday, September 14, 2016 10:40 AM
To: Baran, Amanda

Cc: Renaud, Tracy L

, Subject: RE: Transition Paper· Key Immigration Areas of Focus
This is what we have for now, but we may have more edits and comments depending on what I
receive later today. We'll send our.final version as soon as we can.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship arid Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, _along with any attachnients, may"contam confident'ial information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. El~ctronic co~municatlons may also be monitored by the Depurtment of Homel11nd Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended r~cipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution,_ use, or copying of _this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and a!I
attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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From: Baran, Amanda
Sent: Wednesday, September 14, 2016 10:31 AM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition
Subject: RE: Transition Paper - Key Immigration Areas of Focus

Hi Julie, unfortunately this is due to my leadership by COB today, so please send me edits/comments
ASAP. Thanks.
From: USCIS Presideniial Transition
Sent: Wednesday, September 14, 2016 10:02 AM

·--------

To: Baran, Amanda <amanda baran@hq dhs gov>; ICE Exec Sec <ICEExecSec2@ice,dhs,gov>; OGC
Exec Sec <OGCExecSec@HO DHS GOY>; Snell, Allison <Allison Snell@HO OHS.GOY>; ROACH, LEWIS
S<I EWIS S,ROACH@cbo dhs,goy>
· Cc: Giovagnoli, Mary <marv,gioyagnoli@ha,dhs.gov>; Renaud, Tracy L

<Tracy L Rena11d@11scis dhs gov>

Subject: RE: Transition Paper Key Immigration Areas of Focus
Good morning, Amanda.
Thank you for taking the lead on this issue paper. Comments and edits from our operational
components are due back to me today and then I will need to send the paper to our agency
leadership fof review. I will have final edits to you by Friday.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
Th'ls communication, along with any attachments, may contair) confidential ll)formation ;md is covered by federal laws governing
electr:3nic communications. Electronic commun·1cations may also be monitored by the Departm.ent of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship

and Immigration Services. If the rea.der of this message is not the Intended rec1p1ent, you are hereby notified that any disserrnnation,
distribution, use, or copying of this messagr. ls strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this mess,1ee and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.

From: Baran, Amanda
Sent: Wednesday, September 14, 2016 9:44 AM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition; ICE Exec Sec; OGC Exec Sec; Snell, Allison; ROACH, LEWISS
Cc: Giovagnoli, Mary
.
Subject: RE: Transition Paper - Key Immigration Areas of Focus

All,
I have not received your com.ments/edits to this paper and will need them ASAP. Please let me know
if you have any questions.
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Thanks,
Amanda
From: Baran, Amanda
Sent: Sunday, September 11, 2016 8:53 PM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition <uscispresjdentialtransition@uscis.dhs.gov>; ICE Exec Sec
<ICEExecSec2@ice dhs gov>; OGC Exec Sec <OGCExecSec@HO DHS GOV>; MGMTExecSec
<MGMTExecSec@HO.DHS.GQV>; PRIV Exec Sec <PRIVExecSec@HO DHS GOV>; CRCL Exec Sec
<crclexecsec@HO,OHS.GOV>; Shore, Stacy <Stacy.Shore@HO.PHS.GOV>; Snell, Allison
<Alljson.Snell@HO OHS.GOV>; ROACH, LEWISS <LEWISS ROACH@cbodhs.gov>; Harris, Mark E
(OHS CFO) <mark.harrjs@HO.DHS.GOV>
Cc: Giovagnoli, Mary <Marv Gjovagnolj@hq dhs.gov>
Subject: Transition Paper - Key Immigration Areas of Focus

'·
All,
Attached, please find a Presidential transition paper entitled, "Key Immigration Areas of Focus."·
Please forward any edits/comments to amanda baran@hq.dhs gov by COB Tuesday, September
13th,

Thanks,
Amanda
Amanda Baran
Principal Director, Immigration Policy
OHS Office of Policy
r,
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from:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

USCIS Presidential Transition
Baran. Amanda
Bena1 id Tracy l

Date:

RE: Transition Paper ~ Key Immigration Areas of Focus
Wednesday, September 14, 2016 10:39:49 AM

Attachments:

Issue Paoer • Immiaration Areas of Focus users Edits ~edlioed docx

This is what we have for now, but we may.have more edits and comments depending on what I
receive later today, We'll send our final version as soon as we can.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
US Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic com111uf1ications. Electronic ro,nm1inic3tions 111ay s1lso b<.: rrionitorcd by the Departrnl:!nt of Hom,~land Security, U.S. Citiz~nshir;i
and Immigration Services, If the reader of this memige is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
· distribution, use, or copving of this message is strictly p(ohibited. lfyo'u hciYe received this in e(ro(, please 9elete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.

From: Baran, Amanda,

Sent: Wednesday, September 14, 2016 10:31 AM
To:

users Presidential Transition

Subject: RE: Transition Paper· Key Immigration Areas of Focus
Hi Julie, unfortunately this is due to my leadership by COB today, so please send me edits/comments
ASAP. Thanks.
From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Wednesday, September 14, 2016 10:02 AM
To: Baran, Amanda <amanda baran@hq dhs gov>; ICE Exec Sec <ICEExecSec2@ice dhs gov>; OGC
Exec Sec <OGCExecSec@HO DHS GOV>; Snell, Allison <Allison Snell@HO DHS GOV>; ROACH, LEWIS
S<LEWISS ROACH@cbo,dhs gov>
Cc: Giovagnoli, Mary <marv,giovagnoli@ha dhs gov>; Renaud, Tracy L
<Tracy,L,Renaud@uscis dhs gov>
Subject: RE: Transition Paper - Key Immigration Areas of Focus ·

Good morning, Amanda.
T.hank you for taking the lead on this issue paper. Comments and edits from our operational
components are due back to me today and then I will need to send the paper to our agency
leadership for review, I "Yill have final edits to you by Friday,
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Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(di 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489 8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader o·f this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,

distribution, use, or copying of this message is stt'lctly prohibite9. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all

attacllments a~d immediately notify the sender.

From: Baran, Amanda
Sent: Wednesday, September 14, 2016 9:44 AM
To: users Presidential Transition; ICE Exec Sec; OGC Exec Sec; Snell, Allison; ROACH, LEWIS S
Cc: Giovagnoli, Mary
Subject: RE: Transition Paper - Key Immigration Areas of Focus

All,
I have not received your comments/edits to this paper and will need them ASAP. Please let me know
if you have any question.s.
Thanks,
Arnanda
From: Baran, Amanda
Sent: Sunday, September 11, 2016 8:53 PM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition <uscispresidentialtransition@uscisdhs.gov>; ICE Exec Sec
<ICEExecSec2@ice,dhs,goy>; OGC Exec Sec <OGCExecSec@HO DHS,GOY>; MGMTExecSec
<MGMTExecSec@HO DHS .GOY>; PRIV Exec Sec <PRIYfxecSec@HO,DHS GOY>; CRCL Exec Sec
<crclexecsec@HO OHS.GOY>; Shore, Stacy <Stacy Shore@HO DHS GOV>; Snell, Allison
<Allison Snell@HO DH$ GOV>; ROACH, LEWISS <I EWIS S ROACH@cbp dhs ~oy>; Harris, Mark E
(DHS CFO) <mark harris@HO OHS GOV>
Cc: Giovagnoli, Mary <Mary Gjoyagnolj@hq dhs goy>
Subject: Transition Paper - Key Immigration Areas of Focus
All,
Attached, please find.a Presidential transition paper entitled, "Key Immigration Areas of Focus."
Please forward any edits/comments to amanda baran@hq dhs ~oy by COB Tuesday, September
13th

Thanks,
Amanda
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Amanda Baran
Principal Director, Immigration Policy
OHS Office of Policy
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Beagles lames
PTO Master Qistro
Ready to Act Framework
Friday, September 23, 2016 3:37:53 PM

Readv to Act Framework 9·23·16 docx

Attached is the ready to Act Framework we discussed at today's SCAO meeting.
Have a great weekend,
Jim
James M. Beagles
Chief of Staff
DHS Presidential Transition Office
Office: 202-282-9392
Cell: 202-577-5238
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Ftom:

Micooe Yioceot

Subject:
Date: ·

Successors Message and Ready to Act Executive Brief
Monday, October 03, 2016 10:14:04 AM

Attachments:

Delegation 0106 Revision 06 DHS Orders of succession and Deleoations o odf

Copy of RSVP List for Exec1Jtive Sessions 2016 09 29v2 xlsx

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
SCAOs:
Today and tomorrow, you will see several messages related to the Presidential Transition transmitted
under the USM's signature.
•
•

,

An email was to all senior leaders this morning and an all-employee message outlining the
Department's transition efforts will be sent early this afternoon.
An email will be sent to all no·n-career officials appointees late this afternoon inviting them to ·
attend the Town Hall that will provide them with transition guidance and information specific to
departing appointees. The Town Hall will be held on October 18th at the NAC Chapel from 1
to 3 pm.
·
·
Additionally, a series of articles in the Connected a-newsletter will begin with this month's
edition and continue through February. The October connected will be sent by Wednesday of
this week.

Copies of the senior leader and non-career emails will be forwarded to you.
Tomorrow, we will send out an invitation for all career successors to participate in a mandatory
Ready to Act Executive Brief.
,
•

,

All personnel identified in the attached list are required to attend one of the four sessions being
offered this month (details will be included in the invitation).
The invite list reflects career positions and names identified in the attached Order of
Succession Delegation signed by S1 on September 14th and the organization charts you
submitted for RFI 1 respectively.
SCAOs· are also required to attend one of the sessions.

~.:-:-e1easereyjew your organjzatjon'ssectioiiaii"dyerjfythe names andassocjated
positions are accurate, Please notify Greg Halter and Scott Horowitz if you seeaiiy
iljscrepancjes-tiS£iP1 .
The Succession Delegation has been posted on Connect as of today. The list of names should not 'be
distributed and is for your use in validating'your components successors. Please note that you are
included in this list. If you receive any questions about the delegation, please reach out to Bion, Jim,
or myself.
Thanks for your assistance!
Vince

Vince Micone
DHS Presidential Transition Officer
and Senior Counselor
Management Directorate
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
(202) 447-3400
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From:
To:

l!SCIS Presidential Transition

Youoa, Todd P: Walters Jessica Si Krebs Kristie L; ereiooar, Brandon B

Iracv I

Cc:

Renaud

S"bjoct:
Date:
Attachments:
Importance:

Clearance Needed Tonight··Lockbox Costs
Tuesday, December 131 2016 7:37:49 PM

Lockbox Costs xtsx
High

Below/attached is a statement regarding lockbox costs. We kindly request clearance tonight as it is
due to DHS tonight Thank you I

(b)(5)

JPMorgan is the Designated Financial Agent that provides Lockbox services for the Department of
Treasury. USCIS leverages those services through an Inter-Agency Agreement (IAA) with the
Department of Treasury, which is a typical service that Treasury provides for other government
agencies and governmental organ.izations. As part of the IAA between Treasury and USCIS, Treasury
covers approximatelt::Jf the costs associated with typical lockbox services (depositing of fees,
scanning hard-copy paper forms for ingestion of data into legacy systems and ELIS, file set-up, etc.).
USCIS required additional IT development costs to support our transition from data capture for
legacy systems, which was a partial data capture and low resolution (200 Dpi) image capture of
supporting documentation that did not conform to NARA's new standard for image resolution of
scanned records, to data capture for ELIS, which is a full data~ and high resolution (300 Dpi)
image capture of supporting documentation.; Treasury coverL..Jif. the Lockbox
· d
with develoorn~t to support ELIS. USCIS costs for Lockbox services in FY16 wer
of
which _ _ _ __.~ere used for ELIS-related development costs, and
1
other costs not related to ELIS.
.__ __.

lj

Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services·
(di 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802 .
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential 'information and 'rs covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may" also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship

and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not ttie intended recipient, you are hereby notined that any dissemination,
d·1stribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message·and all

attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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October
November
December
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September

Total
Note: The totals f

Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from
release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential, legally privileged, proprietary or
deliberative process inter-agency/intra-agency material. You are hereby notified that any dissemination,
copying, or further distribution of this information to unauthorized individuals (including unauthorized
members of the President-elect Transition Team) is strictly prohibited. Unauthorized disclosure or release
of this information may result in loss of access to information, and civil and/or criminal fines and
penalties.
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From:
To:

Inouve Sbioicbi (Shinl
Ade!eve, David; Alfonso, Aoaelica Mi AJlred Esther R; Atkinson Ronald A; Bird John W(WaUv)i ~
~ ; Blando Steve ·E; Bovd Jamilah M(CTR}; Brown Katherine H; Buchan Lesiev L; Caroenter Pea Q;
Cartv·Pratt Kristina E; Chol Juliet K; Deloado Daniel; Hatchett, DoUine L; Emrlcb Matttiew D; Ferreira Joanne
.t:J.; Fischer Maciestella; Groom Mollv M: Herrmann Marv K; Hvams Emilie R; Inouye Shlnlchi (Shin); ll:m.llaL
Lu.z...E.; Jaddou, Ur M; Carter leffrev T (Jeff); Keros Kevin J; Krebs Kristle Li Laoq101s Joseph E; ~
Lakeesbia l; Levine laurence o; Martin Heather A; Mccament James W; McKinney James R(Jim);~
Iir!:!.m:iJ:1; Melero Mariela; Munoz-Acevedo Carlos; Neufetd Donald W; Nimick Cherles l Oockvl;
Ostaoowich Steobanie A; patching Lau@ D; Powen Paul; Preloaar, Brandon B; Renaud, Daniel M; ~
Ir.aQ:J.;. Biadoo Jeny I; Bodriauez !eon; Boaers Deb@ A; Rosenberg BomM MCBoo); Salas Brvan f;
Savina Jennifer PDenni); Scialabba Lori L; Scott Danielle N; Solano, Esther A; Stiefel, Nathaniel I; ,Sws.QO...
B:!.ol; Tintarv, Ruth E; Valverde, Michael; Yaoison, Denise; Walters, Jesstca S; Young Todd P

Subject:

Clip WP: Retired Marine Gen. John F. Kelly picked to head Department of Homeland Security
Wednesday, December 07, 201611:50:57 AM

Date:

https ·//www was bi ngton post com/worl d/natjonal-sewrjty/retired-ma rine-gen-joh n-f-kelly-pjckedto-head-department-of-homeland-secu rjty/20J 5/J 2/07/J 65472f2-bbe6~ J1e6-94ac3d324840106c story html?utm term=,fc93fcae5659&wpisrc=al alert-COMBO-poljtics%252Bnation

Retired Marine Gen.
John F. Kelly picked
to head Department.
of Hollleland
Security
By

lerrv Markon and Dan J ,amothe December 7 at

11 :36 AM.

· President-elect Donald Trump has chosen retired Marine Gen. John
F. Kelly to run the Department of Homeland Security,turning to a
· blunt-spoken border security hawk who clashed with the Obama
administration over women in comb.at and plans to close the prison
at Guantanarrio Bay, according to people familiar with the decision.
Kelly, who retired in February as chief of U.S. Southern Command,
would inherit a massive and often troubled department responsible
for overseeing perhaps the most controversial part of Trump's
'
·agenda: his proposed crackdown on illegal immigration. DHS is the .
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third-largest Cabinet department, with more than 240;000
employees who do everything from fight terrorism to protect the
president and enforce immigration laws.
Kelly, 66, is a widely-respected military officer who served for more
than 40 years, and he 1s not expected to face difficulty winning
Senate confirmation. Trump's team was drawn to him because of
his southwest border expertise, people familiar with the transition
said. Like the president-elect Kelly has sounded the alarm about
drugs, terrorism and other cross-border threats he seems as
emanating from Central and South America.
Yet Kelly's nomination could raise questions about what critics see
as Trump's tendency to surround himself with too many military
figures. Trump has also selected retired Marine Gen. James N.
. . Mattis for defense secretary and retired Lt. Gen. Michael T. Flynn as
national·security adviser, while retired Army Gen. David Petraeus is
under consideration for secretary of state.
Kelly, a Boston native, was.chosen over an array of other candidates·
who also met with Trump after his surprise election victory last
· month. Those in contention included Frances Townsend, a top
homeland security and cciunterterrorism official in the George W.
Bush administration; Milwaukee County sheriff David Clarke and
Kansas Secretary of State. Kris Kobach. Clarke and Kobach are vocal
Trump backers, with Kobach being nationally known for his strong
views on restricting illegal immigration.
In the end, people familiar with the transition said, the choice came
down to Kelly and Rep. Michael Mccaul (R-Tex.), chairman of the
House Homeland Security Committee. Mccaul was considered an
early favorite, but his chances were hurt by opposition from some
conservatives who found him insufficiently tough on border
security, the people said.
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Known inside the Pentagon as a thoughtful man who continued
serving his country even after his son was killed in combat,· Kelly
. has talked in stark terms - much like Trump -- about the threats
America faces in the Middle East and beyond. In speeches, he has
expressed frustration with what he calls the "bureaucrats" in
Washington, and he described the military's counterterrorism
operations abroad as a war against a "savage" enemy who would
gladly launch more deadly attacks.

\

"Given the opportunity to do another 9/11, our vicious enemy would
do it today, tomorrow and everyday thereafter," Kelly said in a 2013
.Memorial Day address in Texas. "I don't know why they hate us,
and I frankly don't care, but they do hate us and are driven
irrationally to our destruction."
· His blunt manner led to conflicts within the Obama administration,
where he served more than three years as Southern Command chief
- overseeing military operations across Central and South America
- and as senior military adviser to defense secretaries Robert M.
Gates and Leon E. Panetta.
Kelly opposed Obama's failed plans to close Guantanamo, people
familiar with his views say, and he has strongly defended how the
military handles detainees. In a 2014 interview, he told The
Washington Post that critkism of their treatment by human rights
groups and others was "foolishness."
He also publicly expressed concerns over the Pentagon's order in
· December that for the first time opened all jobs in combat units to
women, including the most elite forces such as the Navy SEALs.
"They're saying we are not going to change any standards," Kelly
told reporters at the Pentagon. "There will be great pressure,
whether it's 12 months from now, four years from now, because the
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question will be asked whether we've let women into these other
roles,
why aren't they staying in those other roles?"
.
.

· On the personal side, Kelly learned firsthand the pain and loss
suffered by many military families. His son, 2nd Lt. Robert M.
Kelly, died in Afghanistan fighting the Taliban in 2010. Four days
later, the general delivered a passionate and at times angry speech
about the military's sacrifices and its troops' growing sense of .
. isolation from society.
"Their struggle is your struggle," he told a crowd of former Marines
and business people in St. Louis. "If anyone thinks you can
somehow thank them for their service, and not support the cause
for which they fight - our country - these people are lying to
themselves .... More important, they are slighting our warriors and
mocking their commitment to this nation."
.He never mentioned his son by name. The speech has been passed
around the Internet ever since.
As DHS secretary, Kelly would take on what is. considered to be one

of Washington's most challenging jobs, in part because of the ·
agency's persistent management problems and employee morale
that is among the federal government's lowest.
Although DHS was created after the Sept. 11, 2001 attacks primarily
to coordinate the battle against terrorism, it is now perhaps equally
· known for its immigration role. Trump has pledged a crackdown on
illegal im1nigration that would require an expensive and logistically
difficult operation to remove millions from the country.
That work would be overseen by DHS components such as U.S.
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE), which Trump has
proposed to beef up by tripling the number of agents. U.S. Customs
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and Border Protection, also part of DHS, is also likely to come
under increased pressure in the Trump administration to better .
secure the Southwest border.
Perhaps Kelly's most visible role would be to help oversee Trump's .
signature campaign promise: a wall along the U.S.~Mexico border
. to keep out illegal immigrants. Trump has said the construction will
be easy, but experts say the structure would face numerous
obstacles, such as environmental and engineering problems and
fights with ranchers and others who would resist giving up their
· land.
The president-elect and his homeland security secretary appear to
be in synch on cross-border threats.
In congressional testimony last year, Kelly said the Southern
Command was "just barely" able to keep on the "pilot light of U.S.
military engagement" in the border region, and he warnedthat
existing smuggling routes into the United States could be used by
terrorist groups.
"Despite the heroic efforts of our law enforcement colleagues,
criminal organizations are constantly adapting their methods for
· trafficking across our borders," Kelly told the Senate Armed
Services Committee. "While there is not yet any indication that the
criminal networks involved in hu1nan and drug trafficking are
interested in supporting the efforts of terrorist groups, these
networks could unwittingly, or even wittingly, facilitate the
movement of terrorist operatives or weapons of mass destruction
toward our borders."
Kelly's thoughts on other controversial issues, however, have been.
markedly more measured than Trump's. While the president-elect
once called for a ban on all Muslims entering the United States,
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Kelly has said U.S. troops "respect and even fight for the right of
your neighbor to venerate any God he or she damn well pleases."
He has also has stressed the importance of enforcing human rights,
and told military commanders in Latin America that they revert to
the past and overthrow civilian leaders with whom they disagree.
"Since 1945, no one in the U.S. military has liked the end result of
the military conflicts we've been in: Vi('.tnam, Korea, certainly Iraq,
and probably Afghanistan," Kelly said in a 2015 discussion at the
Pacific Council on International Policy: "But in a democracy, you
salute. You suck it up ...You cannot act."
· Earlier in his career, Kelly served as the. assistant commander of the
1st Marine Division under Mattis during the initial invasion of Iraq
in 2003. He returned there again in 2004, and a third time in
. 2008, when he was named the top U.S. commander in western
Iraq. Before becoming a general, Kelly served as a special assistant
to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization's supreme allied
com1nander for Europe, working from Belgium.
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From:
. To:

Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments: · ·
Importance:

lJSCIS Presidential Transition

Stone, Marv M; Strack Barbara L; Davidson Andrew J; Emrich Matthew D; Zellen Lorie A
l aoa!ois loseob E; FDNSExecSec; Renaud Tracy L
Director"s Office Edits

Tuesday, December 06, 2016 10:14:36 AM

Refu9ee Processing Presentation 12-05· 16 TY BP JSW Cornments,PDtx
High

The Director's Office had a couple minor edits to the presentation. Please review and if you are okay
with the edits, I will incorporate them and send it back to the Director's Office for final clearance and
then to OHS for their clearance. If you could let me know today, that would be much appreciated.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and 1·mmigration Services
(di 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. lf the reader of this messa"ge is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any_disseminiltion,
distribution, use, or copy"i°ng of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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From:

To:
Cc:

USCIS Presidential Transition
Schwartz Mark Ar Renaud Daniel M
Renaud, Tracy L: Kerns Kevin J; USCIS MGI Tusks

Subject:

. ELIS Briefing Presentation

Date:

Tuesday, November 29, 2016 3:04:09 PM

Attachments:

\JSCIS El IS Briefing ere:seotatioo ootx

Dan/Mark,
Attached please find the draft presentation for the ELIS transition briefing. If you have any edits,
please let me kno_w as soon as possible so that I may send this to OCC to be cleared.
.'

Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor·
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. CitizenshiR and Immigration Services
Id) 202-2n-1102
(cl 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services, tf the reader of this message ls not the intended recipient, you are hereby notiAed that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and al.I
attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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From:

USCIS Presidential Transition

To:

Young, Todd P; Preioaar Brandon B; Walters Jgg;ica S; Krebs Kcistio L

Cc:
Subject:

ELIS Call Center Information and EMFiled Application InformationwMOUE TODAY

Renaud Iracv t ·

Date:

Tuesday, December 13, 2016 3:47:14 PM

Attachments:

El rs Call o,·orer and E¥Aoolicatinos doCx

Importance:

High

·

The attached has been requested by the transition team and is due to OHS today. OCC has cleared
and we are requesting clearance from your principal.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802 ·
This communication, alorig with any attachments, rTiay contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws goyerning

electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient. you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.·
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From:·
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:
Importance:

USCIS Presidential I@nsitloo
occ~c1e2rance; Jeddcu \Jr M; Groom Molly M; Miles John D; Camenter Dea D
Renaud Iracv L
·EL!S Help Desk··URGENT
Tuesday, December 131 2016 2:49:52 PM

El IS Call Center and E-APPli@PQOS dOP:
High

Attached is the stats for the ELIS help desk and e-filing information for your review. There's not
much legal-y here, but it needs to be cleared by you as well. If. you could review as soon as possible,
I need to have the front office review today as well.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202·489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered

by federal laws governing

electronic communications. Electronic c6mmunicatiqns may_also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citi2ensh'1p
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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From:
To:

Cc:

USCIS Presidential Transition

vouna Todd P; Walters, Jessica S
Renaud Irac;v L

Subject:

FOR CLEARANCE~Backlog Information

Date:

Tuesday, December 13, 2016 2:53:56 PM

Attachments:

users Uodate5 foe 0MB revisions 11·9·16 final ootx
lJSCIS Backlog IP 2016 FINAi docx

Here's the . issue paper and the
on backlogs to 0MB. Is it okay to submit
. presentation we provided
.
to the transition team?
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) _202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, m.iy contain confidential Information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communicatiom. Electronic comrnunicatioi1s may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and lmmigrntion Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments arid imrrediately notify the sender.
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Homeland
Security

J.)f IS Sccrerary /{ri((i11g Hini(er

Warning! This document. along with any attachments. contains NON-PUB~IC INFORMATION exempt from release to the
public by federal law.· It may contain confidential. [cgnlly privileged: proprielary nr dclibc.>rative process intcr-agcncy/intrn~
agency material. You an:: hereby notified that any dissemination. copying. or further distribution of this infonnation to
unautl,olizcd individuals (including unauthorized members of the PresidcnH:lcc1 Tnmsilion Tcurn) is strictly prohibited.
Unauthorized disclosure or release of this infonnation may result in loss of m:ccss to in formation. and civil nnd/or i.::riminul nncs
and penullies.
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·
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Fromr
To:
Subject:

Date:
Att11thmenb;

FYI

BftMl!d TWX I

Farnam lvlic E

-

FW: ... URGENT*·• Transibon Rfl Due Noon Today
Tuesday, Dtcember U, 2016 s:,;9:18 f>M

1maoe®1 eo11

From: FIE!et, Andrea B
.
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 5:40:09 PM
To: Stanley, Kathleen M; Reilly, Richard M
Cc: Kerns, Kevin J; Renaud, Tracy L; USCIS MGT Tasks
Subject: RE: '""'*URGEITTa:*" Transition RA Due Noon Today·
Kath - Once completed, please forward this to Rich (OCFO) for review: Rich please forward the subrnission to Kevin who will get ·1t Julie at

USCIS Presidential Transition mc:isprrsideotiallrnositioo@uscis dbs gov.
I appreciate everyone's diligence to get this done today.

Andrea

Fl'Om: Stanley, Kathleen M
Sent: Tuesday, December 131 2016 5:28 PM
To: Fleet, Andrea 6
Cc: Kerns, Kevin J

Subject: RE: "'**URGENT'"* Transition RFI Due Noon Today
Yes,

The la'st table he needs, I only have in picture format and the footnote i5 blurry.
The member of rny team w!II not be at home uritil 5-45 prn.
She has the request I
Kath

Kathleen "Kath" Stanley
Chief. Office Transfofmation Coordinatron
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
202-272-9401

From: Fleet, Andrea B
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 5:04 PM
To: Stanley, Kathleen M
Cc: Kerns, Kevin J
Subject: FW: -"*'"URGENT*** Transition RFI Due Noon Today
Kath - Rich rneritioned you were going to forward the Updated tables, ccitre~t?

From: Reilly, Richard M
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 4:23 PM
To: Fleet, Andrea B
Cc: Davis, Alecia A; Moore, Joseph D; Frederick.S, Christopher
Subject: RE: *"""URGENT**'" Transition RF! Due Noon Today
Andrea the OTC charts ,ire pictures so I couldn't change them. I talked to Kath and she is going to make the changes and send an updated
version to me. I will send it to you as soon as I receive it

Rich
From: Fleet, Andrea B
Sent: Tuesday; December 13, 2016 3:57 PM
To: Reilly, Richard M
CC: Davis, Alecia A; Moore, Joseph D; Fredericks, Christopher
Subject: FW: ***URGENT*** Transition RFI Due Noon Today
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Rich -Would you mind making the necessary changes a.nd reforwardlng us a· clean copy please? Thanks,

From: Renaud, Tracy L
sent: Tuesday1 December 13, 2016 3:53 PM
To: Fleet, Andrea 6; Kerns, Kevin J
Subject: RE: *""'URGENT"** Transition RFI Due Noon Today

I agree with OCf'O's recommendations.

Trvqrl. Re11a11d
Auodott Director

M1mo9ement 01rector11te
US Clt/1e111hlp & lmmlgrvt1o11Str111,es

Oeportment of Homeland Stwrlty
J0].27l-1739(duk)

From: Fleet, Andrea B
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 3:47 PM

To: Renaud, Tracy L; Kerns, Kevin J
Subject: FW: ***URGENT*** Transition RFI Due Noon Today
Tracv- CFO has questions, please advise.

From: Fleet, Andrea B
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 2:00 PM
,To: Renaud, Tracy L; Kerns, Kevin J
cc: users MGT Tasks
Subject: FW:

0

*URGENT*.** Transition RF! Due Noon Today

Tracy. OCFO has the following questions below concerrling OTC's response, Pltiase advise as to how you would like OCFO to proceed. BTW; I
arn attending tr;:iining from 2-4. Thanks,
Andrea

From: Reilly, Richard M
Sent: Tuesday, Dec:ember 13, 2016 1:55 PM
To: Fleet, Andrea B; USOS MGT Tasks
Cc: Fredericks, Christopher; White, Jacquelyn D; SOlowelgh, Todd L; NaSir, Syed A; Cristlanl, Juan L; Moore, Joseph D
Subject: F½': ***URGENf'"**'.lransition RF! Due Noon Today

(b)(5)

Andrea - OCFO ha$ reviewed the resnonses to the followln 1 two 11uestions·
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Rich

From: Fleet, Andrea B
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 1:40 PM
To: Davis, Alecia Aj Moore, Joseph o; Reilly, Richard M
Cc: USCIS MGT Tasks
S1,.1bjec;t: FW: ,.,....URGENT*""' Transition RF! Due Noon Today
OCr.0 - I am heading to a trciining session shortly, Please forward your· response to the MGT task box who will obtain Tracy and Kev·m 1s

cle·arance before forwarding to the. ?residential Transition clearance box
Thanks again for your quick turnaround on this.

Anrea
From: Stanley, Kathleen M

sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:52 AM
To: Fleet, Andrea B; Schwartz, Mark A; Jones, Keith A; _Wittman, Gregory J; Black, Diane Ei Moore, Joseph D; Reilly, Richard M; Davis, Alecia A;
DeStefano, Ernest; Anderson, Erik C; Becker, Cheryl L
Cc: USCIS MGT Tasks; Renaud, Tracy L; Kerns, Kevin J; Tran, Ramona L; Clark., Levita S; Perryman, Janet J; Van Demark, Henry
Subject: RE: ""URGENfu• Transition RFJ Due Noon Today
Andre<1,

Attached is OTC's input

I

have also att11ched a spreadsheet ttrnt provides more detail for' the cost dat,t

Ramona rran is our lead in pulling this data and I have added her to facilitt1te aMwer'lng any questior1s.
Koth

Kathleen "Kath" Stanley
Chief, Office Transformation Coordination
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

202-272-9401
From: Fleet, Andrea B
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:30 AM
.
To: Stanley, Kathleen M; Schwartz, Mark A; Jones, Keith Ai Wittman, Gregory J; Black, Diane E; Moore, Joseph D; Reilly, Richard M; Davis, Alecia
A; Destefano, Ernesti Anderson, Erik Ci Becker, Cheryl L
Cc: USCIS MGT Tasks; Renaud, Tracy L; Kerns, Kevin J
Subject: PW: "'"URGENT",.,. Transition RF! Due Noon Today

Importance: High
URGENT PRESIDENTIAL TRANSITION REQUEST- DUE NOON TODAY; NO EXTENSIONS

From: USCIS Presidential Transition

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:18 AM
To: USCIS MGT Tasks; Stanley, Kathleen Mi Kerns, Kevin J; Conlns, Anissa A; Clark, Levita S; Hawkins, Donald K; OP&S Presidential Transition;
Vanison, Oenisei FDNSExecSec; Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson, Andrew J; Melero, Mariela; Rogers, Debra Ai Simeon, David Gi Schwartz, Mark A
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: • 0 URGENP*" Transition RFJ Due Noon Today
Impo~ance: High

Good morning,
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We have our first information request from the presldent-elect's transition landing team. lhere is an extremely fast turnaround on these
requests (apologiesl)-it Is due at noon today to allow tJme for the front office to clear today and to get it back to DHS today. Therefore, no
extensions may be granted and lt is imperative that you respond timely.
'
.T .

j~

(b)(5)

Thank you very much for all your help with this and if there are any question.s, I can be reac~ed at the numbers below.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operatiqns Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-282·8277
(cl 202-489-8802
Thi$ commu11lca111:m, along with onv attachments, m~vcontain conf,dential informat,on a!\d Is covtred by fed~ral laws gover~1n@electronleeommuniratlon1>. Electromccornmunic.itloM rnay also
be monitored bv the Departmentol Homeland Se,urlty, U.S. Cltl1ens~1p ~nd 1mrn1gr,nion Services, If the reader of thi1 me)1age is not the Intended recipient, ycu ue here ti'/ not1f~cl that any
dissemination, di1trlbut1on, U«!, or copyine of this meS$~1JE! Is 1trictly prohibited. Uyou hdve received this in error, please delete thh me!i!iage and all attachment! and immediately notify the
sender.
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From:
To:

Renaud Tracy L
USCIS Presidential Transition

Subject:

FW: ***URGENT*** Transition RFI Due Noon Today

Date:

Tuesday, December 13, 2016 12:31:00 PM

Attachments:

USCIS Backlog JP 2016 F!NAL /Bp).docx

users Uodates for 0MB revisions 11·9·16 fioal,PPtx

Julie,
The issue paper doesn't give a good sense of where we have backlogs and any other specific info.
Attached is the powerpoint we used at the meeting with 0MB a couple of months ago. Do you think
any of this info would be helpful to provide?

Tracy L. Renaud
Assodate Director
Management Director(Jte
US CititeMhip & fmmigrotlon Services
Department of Homeland Security
202:212-1739 /desk/

From: Prelogar, Brandon B
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 12:25 PM
To: USCJS Presidential Transition; Young, Todd P; Walters, Jessica S; Krebs, Kristie L
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
·
Subject: RE: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today

Hey, Julie. The asylum backlog info is a bit outdated. Think it best to shoot this back to Asylum to
get updated numbers/material. See comments in the attached. Thanks,

b-

From: users Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10: 11 AM
To: Young, Todd P; Walters, Jessica S; Prelogar, Brandon B; Krebs, Kristie L
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: FW: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today

Importance: High
Just giving you the heads up that I sent out this information request this morning and that these
items will need to be cleared today by the· COS-level or higher. All of these things are not newly
created items, so hopefully this will not be a very heavy lift as your principals should have already
seen them. These items must be provided to DHS today.
In addition to the items below, the team also requested our backlog issue paper (attached-this was
. previously cleared and was updated last month to include the FY16 numbers) and information about
premium processing fees and the new fee rule (will just provide the link to the final rule notice).
I will send items as I receive them to allow you the maximum amount of time to review. Attached is
the ELIS and ATLAS PIAs and SORN.
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Thank you very much for your help with this.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
{d) 202-272·1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with a11y attachments, m,iy contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be rn:mitored by the Department of Homel;,nd Security, U.S. ~itizerishlp
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the lntetlded recipient, you are hereby notified that any disseminat'lon,
distribution, use, or· cppying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and aU

attachments and immediately notify the· sender,

From: users Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9: 18 AM
To: USCIS MGT Tasks; Stanley; Kathleen M; Kerns, Kevin J; Collins, Anissa A; Clark, Levita S; Hawkins,
Donald K; OP&S Presidential Transition; Vanison, Denise; FDNSE:i<ecSec; Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson,
Andrew J (Andrew.lDavjdson@uscis,dhs.gov); Melero, Mariela; Rogers, Debra A; Simeon, David G;
Schwartz, Mark A
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: ***URGENT'** Transition RF! Due Noon Today
Importance: High

I

Good morning,
We have our first information request from the president-elect's transition landing team. There is
an extremely fast turnaround on these requests {apologies! )-it is dye at noon today to allow time
for the front office to clear today and to get it back to OHS today. Therefore, no extensions may be
granted and it is imperative that you respond timely .
... •

L..

"

(b)(5)
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Thank you very much for all your help with this and if there are any questions, I can be reached at.
the numbers below.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
· Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

(di 202-282-8277
(c) 202-489-8802 .
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic commun'ications. Electronic communications may also be monltored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,

distribution, use, or copying of this mes Sage is strictly prohibited. If you have recelved this in error, please delete this ~essage and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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Privacy Impact Assessment
for the
.,
•

USCIS Electronic Immigration System
(USCIS ELIS)
DHS/USCIS/PIA-056
May 17,.2016
Contact Point
Donald Hawkins
Privacy Officer
United States Citizenship and Immigration Services
· (202) 272-8000
Reviewing Official
Karen L. Neuman
Chief Privacy Officer
Department of Homeland Security
(202) 343-1717
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Abstract
The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) United States Citizenship and Immigration
Services (USC!S) operates the users Electronic Immigration System (USCIS ELIS). USCIS
ELIS is an electronic case management system that allows USCIS to process certain immigration
benefit requests. USCIS conducted this PIA to evaluate the privacy impacts of converting legacy,
paper-based. processes to an electronic system. This PIA replaces .all previously-issued users
ELIS P!As, whi~h are: DHS/USCIS/PIA-039 Transformation, DHS/USCISiPIA-041 ELIS-I
Temporary Accounts and Drafi Benefit Requests, DHS/USCIS/PIA-042 ELIS-2 Account and Case
Management, DHS/USCIS/PIA-043 ELJS-3 AutomatedBackground Functions, and DHS-USCrSPIA-056 USCIS ELIS: Form 1-90. As USCIS ELIS expands to additional immigration benefit
types, USCIS will update the Appendix to this PIA:

Overview
users is the Component within DHS that oversees lawful visits and immigration to the
United States. This includes receiving and adjudicating a wide variety of immigration and nonimmigration benefits and requests (hereafter referred to as immigration benefits). Historically,
USeIS has relied on manual, paper processes to perform this function. users ELIS is a
centralized, web-based system designed to transform USCIS business operations from a
"transaction-centric" model to a "person-centric" model using unique customer accounts. users
is expanding its use of USCIS ELIS over the next several years by expanding the immigration
benefit types that USeIS ELIS will process in an incremental fashion. As new immigration benefit
types are made available in USCIS ELIS, all benefit requests within that immigration benefit type
will be processed in USeIS ELIS, including paper and electronic filings. 1
Background and "Legacy USCIS ELIS"

USeIS ELIS originally launched in the spring of 2012. USC IS is conducting this PIA to
describe a new iteration of.the existing users ELIS system: The current users EUS system,
now known as the "Legacy USeJS ELIS" system, is no longer accepting documents arid will be
decommissioned. The two systems are completely separate, including separate login accounts for
customers and employees and a different user interface. However; the new system does follow the
. same general purpose and data collection process as the previously-used system. Each system
·accepts different immigration benefit types,2 which limits the number of customers who have
reason to access b.oth systems.

1 Except

for certain low-volume special circumstances that will not be processed in ELIS.
' Legacy USCIS ELIS processed !he electronic Form l-539, Application to Extend Stay/Change Status as a
Nonimmigrant; electronic Form 1-526, Immigrant Pelition by Alien En\rcprcncur; a Document Library (for EB-5
pclitions associa1ed with Regional Centers); and the ability to pay the $165 USCIS Immigrant Fee.

2
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The primary users of USCIS ELIS are USCIS adjudicators processing benefit requests.
USCIS ELIS also interfaces with other IT systems that conduct other functions, such as customer
service and fraud detection, without subsuming or replacing those functions. Unlike Legacy
USCIS ELIS, USCIS ELIS does not attempt to conduct advanced link-analysis for fraud or
national security purposes. 3 Instead, it interfaces directly with other. USC!S systems that are
operated specifically for those purposes. Therefore, with the publication of this. PIA, USCIS is
retiring the previous USCIS ELIS PIAs.
System Description

Paper Intake
Historically, USCIS has required applicants, petitioners, or benefit requesters submit hardcopy, paper submissions of immigration applications, petitions, or benefit requests to one of its
"Lockbox" facilities. Lockbox facilities are operated by U.S. Department of Treasury financial
agents on behalf of USC!S to receive paper. requests, process payments, and forward the requests
to USCIS Service Centers in paper and electronic format for further processing. As USCIS ELIS
expands to new immigration benefit types, the applicable Lockbox facility will adjust its legacy
delivery process to transmit filings to USCIS ELIS rather than to the legacy system (usually
CLAIMS 3 or CLAIMS 4). It will transmit the data to USCIS ELIS as well as scanned images of
the paper filings to ELIS electronic storage.
The Lockbox will continue to follow existing USCIS guidance to prepare submitted paper
filings. If the paper filing pertains to an individual with a paper Alien File (A-File), 4 then the paper
will be delivered to that file. If it pertains to a customer without a paper A-File (primarily
nonimmigrants), then the paper will be transferred to a Receipt File and delivered to the relevant
USCIS office for temporary retention. This temporary retention is governed by the applicable
National Archives and Records Administration (NARA)-approved retention schedule. As USCIS
expands its use of electronic records, USC IS intends to reduce its storage of paper records when
NARA-approved electronic equivalents exist. All changes to retention of records are coordinated
with NARA, published in the Federal Register, and communicated to the USCIS customer in the
instructions of each immigration form.
Once information from the paper filing is accepted in USCIS Eus; the.system sends the
customer a "USCIS Account Acceptance Notice", via U.S. Postal Service mail. This notice
contains instructions for creating a USCIS Online Account and a passcode for linking the account
with the USCIS ELIS case. lfthe customer opts not to activate his or her USCIS Online Account,
the passcode expires in 30 days as a security measure. The customer, however, may later contact
USCIS customer service to request that a new letter with a new activation passcode be sent.
Customers who file paper applications,, petitions, or requests that are receipted into USC IS ELIS
3

DHS/USCIS/PIA-043, El!S-3 Automated Background Functions (May 16, 20 l 2), available at
h1tp://w\\w.dhs.gov/xlibrnry/asscts/privacyiprivacy pia uscis e\is 3 automatcdbackgroundfunctions.pdf.
4
78 FR 69864 (Nov. 21, 2013).
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will have the opportunity to log in to their USCIS ELIS account to 'check the status of their
application, petition, or request; obtain copies of documents associated with the filing; and respond
electronically to requests for additional information, such as Requests for Evidence (RFEs), if they
create online accounts. Customers who opt not to activate their online accounts can continue to
use the existing paper process and USC IS wiH continue to send notices via hard copy 'mail.
Electronic Intake

Customers may also file benefit requests with USCIS electronically. Customers who
choose to file electronically must first create a USClS Online Account by providing a person·
specific, unique email address. USCIS sends a confirmation email to the provided address to
confirm accuracy. The email address is then stored as the customer's username. Next, the customer
creates a strong password. To establish two-factor authentication, a personal identification number
(PIN) is required in addition to the pass~ord. The customer must choose whether to receive the
one-time PIN either by mobile phone via short message service (SMS), or as a message delivered
by email. If the customer chooses SMS, the system prompts him or her to provide the mobile
number and carrier. Passwords are never sent or reset via email.
The.customer also provides answers to security questions that he or she will answer to reset
the account password in the future. The security questions are "fill-in-the-blank" questions that the
customer provides the answer to at account set-up. ·USCIS provides the customer with a dropdown menu of standard questions, and the customer chooses which ones ·to use as his or her
security questions. 5 USCIS will not use the answers to these questions for purposes other than
assisting with password resets (e.g., the answers would not be available to adjudicators for an
immigration benefit purpose or fraud investigators in the event of a fraud investigation). These
answers are stored by USCIS within the system, but like passwords, are not visible however via
the user interface used by USCIS adjudicators, clerks, and similar users. The answers could be
visible to customer helpdesk personnel who assist users in resetting their passwords and
encountering problems using the system.
Once the online account is set-up, the customer can begin drafting his or her electronic
request in the online filing system. The user interface collects the same information as is collected
· via the corresponding existing paper form, although questions dynamically expand or become
disabled as the customer progresses through the request. In other words, a customer's answer to
one question may prevent a series of additional questions from being necessary. Those would not
be fillable because they would not be applicable.to that customer. This enables the customer to
respond only to applicable questions. Although USCIS ELIS initially saves draft data; the
customer may edit, delete, or update information when it.is in draft state and the system cioes not
keep copies of these previous iterations.

' For example, the applicant may choose, Whal is your favarile 1ype of candy? as a security question.
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The electronic format also provides some advantages to the user, such. as a validation of
mailing address against U.S. Postal Service (USPS) known addresses. The user has the option to
use a corrected address, validated by the USPS Address Standardization Web •Tool, 6 to prevent
address formatting contusion or typographical errors. When the customer enters his or her mailing
address,. the system bounces the address entered against addresses recognized by USPS. If the
USPS tool does not recognize the address, the system will display a pop-up window informing the
customer that the address was not found. The pop-up window will also offer an alternative
recognized address that the USPS tool provides as a close match. If there is no close match, the
USPS tool provides an alternative address as a suggestion. The customer .is given the option to
accept the suggested address or ignore the suggestion and use the address he or she originally
typed. The customer may return to the address fields at any time, which will trigger a re-validation
by the USPS service.
Based on the answers the customer provides, ELIS prompts the customer to upload
evidence. For example, if the customer requests a replacement Permanent Resident Card because
of a legal name change through marriage, the system will prompt the customer to upload evidence
of the legal name change, such as a marriage certificate. Customers upload·evidence by scanning
documents and attaching the scanned images to the USCIS ELIS electro~ic request.
Once the customer completes the request and uploads necessary evidence, USCIS ELIS
requires the customer to electronically sign (e-sign) the request and pay the applicable fee. The
customer can review the information he or she is about to submit, and then e-sign by entering his
or her name. Payment is made using the U.S. Department of Treasury's Pay.Gov service. 7 USCIS
does not collect the fee directly. Rather, the Pay.Gov interface is .imbedded within the USCIS
Online Account user interface, and Pay.Gov collects payment information-either credit card,
debit card, or Automated Clearing House (ACH) debit from a personal bank account. Once
Pay.Gov validates the payment information; applicants are routed back to USCIS ELIS and the
USCIS Online Account confirms to the customer that he or she successfully submitted the request.
USCIS will mail a receipt notice (if applicable) to the customer's physical address and make it
available electronically via a new interface called the USCIS Online Account.
Intake with Attorney or Accredited Representative

Attorneys and· non-attorney representatives accredited by the Board of Immigration
Appeals (BIA) (hereafter referred to as Representatives) may also create a USCIS Online Account
to use USCIS ELIS. These accounts require limited biographic data about the Representative
(based on the USC IS Form G-28, Notice ofAppearance as Attorney or Accredited Representative)
a·nd allow the Representative to draft electronic requests on behalf of his or her clients;

6

Via this service. USPS does not ingest or store the address provided by USCIS ELIS.
U.S. Department of Treasury Financial Management Sen,ices Pay.Gov Privacy fmpacr Assessmenr 2.0 (July I,
201 !), available at, http://fms.trcas.gov/pia/paygov_pia%20.pdf.

7
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electronically transfer draft requests for client review and e-signature; and receive updates about
those requests as they are processed by .USCIS ..
Customers give a Representative permission to represent them on a particular request via
Form 0-28, Notice of Entry of Appearance as Allorney or Accredited Representative, filed
concurrently .with that request. If a paper filing for a USCIS ELIS immigration benefit type is
submitted with a Form 0-28, the Lockbox will transmit the information to USCIS ELIS, which
will search to identify whether that Representative already has a USCIS Representative account in·
the system. If a Representative account already exists, the new filing is linked to the existing
account. However, ifa Representative account does not yet exist, USCIS ELIS will.create a USCIS
Online Account for the Representative. Like customers, Representatives are sent a hardcopy
"USCIS Account Acceptance Notice" via USPS. This letter contains instructions on activating the
account as well as a passcode for linking the new account with the client immigration request in
USCIS ELIS.
Representatives may also electronically file requests in USCIS ELIS. To successfully
submit a represented filing in USC JS ELIS, both the Representative and the Representative's client
(who is the USCIS customer) must have their own, independent USCIS Online Account. The
Representative uses his or her account to draft a request Cor his or her client, and upon completion,
submits it for the client's review. When the Representative· submits the draft benefit request for
client review, the Representative provides USCJS ELIS with the client's email address. USCIS
ELIS then presents the Representative with a passcode that is provided in-person to his or her
client. The client must provide the passcode in order to access to the draft request when he or she
next logs in to the system. USCIS ELIS sends the client an email indicating the pending draft in
his or her existing account, and upon login, the customer is directed, to input the passcode in order
to view the draft. USC IS ELIS gives the client access to the draft case filed by the Representative
if both the email address connected to the client's account and the'.passcode entered by the client
match the client email address and the passcode associated with the filing submitted via the
Representative's account. The client has read-only access to the Representative's draft. The client
is able to reject the draft, which sends it back to the Representative, or accept the draft and e-sign
it together with the electronic Form G-28. ·If the client rejects the draft, the Representative may
overwrite the previous draft. The customer, however, will need a new passcode in order to access
the revised document. USCIS ELIS does not store previous drafts. Once the client reviews the
· request, he or she accepts and e-signs. It is then electronically returned to the Representative, who
will also e-sign, pay filing fees, and submit the request to USCIS. Thereafter, the Representative
will have access to the same request informatio'n and status updates related to the request that the
client does,

Remote Identity Proofing
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USC IS requires in-person identity verification for many of its immigration benefits, either
by requiring customers to appear in-person to submit biometrics, to be intervi.ewed in-person by
an adjudicator, or both. However, there will be some USCIS Online Account holders who never
appear in-person, and require remote identity proofing to assure USCIS that the account holder is
who he or she purports to be. Those requiring remote identity proofing include customers making
requests that do not include in-person appearances for adjudication, and also other users such as
Representatives, who do not appear in person.
.

.

.

USCIS will provide remote identity proofing for those users who require it using two
methods. The first method will use a third-party remote identity proofing service that uses an
individual's commercial and financial data to verify identity using an "out of wallet" quiz. These
services are standard across public and private sector online interfaces and are designed to conform
to applicable Government-wide standards on identity proofing of federal systems. USCIS ELIS
will use those services as described in the DHS £-Authentication System of Records Notice. 8
Those existing services, however, are largely unable to identity-proof individuals who have
not lived or conducted business in the United States, which is a large portion ofUSCIS customers.
For those customers, USCIS has designed Identity Proofing as a Service (IDPaaS.) IDPaaS will
use data on file within USCIS legacy systems or data collected by°the Department of State abroad
to verify that the USCIS Online Account holder is the customer he or she claims to be. IDPaaS
will present a quiz to the account-holder based on the.data in a fashion similar to commercial "outof-wallet" quizzes.
The questions presented to each account-holder are dynamically generated based on the
best information USCIS has about the individual, as well as the most diverse set,of questions
available. This data originally comes from information the Department of State collected in-person
when issuing a visa, information U.S. Custom and Border Protection (CBP) collects in-person
upon entry at the border, and information USC IS has from. the customer based ·on previous
immigration benefit requests, as consolidated by USCIS in its major immigration systems. 9 In
designing the questionnaire, USCIS looked at the breadth of data and categorized it into several
domains based on the type of information, such as travel, contact information, etc. The
questionnaire is designed to dynamically ask the customer questions from different domains to
ensure the customer is showing knowledge of a wide breadth of data about him- or herself, and
also data that would not be known by a different person. IDPaaS may allow customers more than
one attempt to pass the questionnaire, but only if the system has enough reliable data in enough
domains about that individual. Questions are.in multiple-choice format, and include a "none of the
above" option where appropriate.
·
Customers who are required to use IDPaaS are provided noti~e explaining what identity
proofing is and what to expect before launching into the process. If customers are· unable to pass
8
9

DHS/ALL-037 E-Authenticati~n System ol'Rccords, 79 FR 46857 (Aug. 11, 2014). ·
78 FR 20673 (Apr. 5, 2013), 78 FR 69864 (Nov. 21, 2013).
.
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the IDPaaS question.naire, they are presented with instructions on how to proceed, which may be
by confacting Customer Service or appearing in-person. Once the customer passes the identity
proofing quiz, USCIS ELIS retains the fact that the customer has been identity-proofed and does
not require the customer to repeat the process for subsequent immigration benefit requests.
As _IDPaaS is incrementally deployed, USCIS will maintain an internal governance board 10
to review the efficacy of the system, approve new questions and methods of verifying identity, and
evolve the questionnaires as appropriate for each new use case. IDPaaS will only be used internally
within USC1S. Data from sources will be shared as it resides in other systems.
System Process
Automated System Checks·

Upon receipt of a request, the first data element USCIS ELIS validates is the customer's
Alien Registration Number (A-Number), if applicable. When customers list an A-Number on a
benefit request, USCIS ELIS runs an automated comparison of the claimed A-Number against the
USC IS legacy Central Index System (CIS) 11 to verify that: the A-Number exists and is valid and
matches the name and identifying information provided by the customer. If the system cannot
automatically verify this information, USC JS ELIS moves the customer's request into an electronic
work queue where it will be researched and resolved by a USCIS employee or contractor before
proceeding to adjudication.
During the A-Number validation, USCIS also runs a criminal and national security
background check against the CBP TECS system. 12 lfthis check identifies potential criminal or
national security issues, it is referred to another electronic workflow queue for resolution. USCIS
must take measures to address or resolve the presented issues before adjudicating the benefit
request, which may include a referral to the USC1S Fraud Detection and National Security (FDNS)
Directorate.
After the A-Number is validated, USCIS ELIS interfaces with the National Appointment
Scheduling Service (NASS) 13 to schedule an Application Support Center (ASC) appointment for
the customer if required for the particular request. During an ASC appointment, USC IS is able to
verify identity in-person by collecting biometrics. NASS generates an appointment notice that
USCIS mails to the customer. USCIS ELIS holds the customer's request pending completion of
the ASC appointment, if required.

10

Members include designces from USCIS Office of Privacy, Office of Chief Counsel, and Office of the Chief
Information Security Officer, among others.
11
DHS/USCJS/PIA-009, Central Index System PIA (June 22, 2007), available ar,
http:/lw\\W .dhs. gov/xii brurv/assctsiprivacy /privacy pia usci s cis .pd f.
12
DHS/CBP/PIA'.009, TECS System: CBP Primary and Secondary Processing PIA (December 22, 2010), available
al, http://www.dhs.gov/xlibrarv/assets/privacv/privacv pia cbp tees.pd!'.
" Privacy Impact Assessment pending_ publication to http:/lwww.dhs.gov/uscis-pias-and-soms.
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Adjudicmi11g the Application
.

.

.

The customer's case advances once the USCIS Customer Profile Management System
(CPMS) 14 sends notification that the customer has submitted his or her biometrics.at the ASC, if
required. If biometrics are not required, the case advances to the adjudication step immediately
following A-Number validation and resolution of any background check results.
USCIS ELIS automatically places the application in an adjudicator work queue after ANumber validation, completion of the TECS background check, and return of the background and
security check results through the legacy USCIS Benefits Biometric Support System (BBSS) 15
· have occurred. The USCIS adjudicator evaluates all data-the information submitted by the
customer along with the results of the background and security checks-according to existing
standard operating procedures (SOP) that apply to the legacy paper process.
To assist the adjudicator in verifying_information submitted by the customer, ELIS
aggregates and displays information pulled from other USCIS systems via the Person-Centric
Query. System (PCQS). 16 This information includes other names, dates of birth, contact
information, and other A-Numbers that may also be associated with the customer. Following
existing SOPs, the adjudicator is able to identify which data is correct or relevant, and make
updates to the system to record the correct data about a customer. The system documents all
updates made to data about the customer. The adjudicator then renders a decision, and may
electronically submit the decision to his or her supervisor for review:
Once the decision is final, USCIS ELIS uses automated interfaces with existing USCIS IT
systems to send approval or denial notices along with the proof of benefit (such as a Lawful
Permanent Resident card), as applicable. When a proofofbenefit must be produced, and it requires
a photograph, the adjudicator is able to obtain the customer's facial photograph, fingerprint, and
signature via an interface with CPMS solely for proof of benefit production purposes. The facial
photograph and other biometric elements are temporarily displayed in USCIS ELIS and can be
adjusted to improve image quality for printing. USCIS ELIS allows the user to zoom, pan, lighten,
or darken the photo for card production, and then certify for printing. Upon successful card
printing, the facial photograph is automatically deleted from USCIS ELIS and the final adjusted
image is stored as part of the printed card re.cord in CPMS.
System Privacy Impacts

Overnll, USCIS ELIS offers USCIS customers several advantages with respect to da.ta
privacy protections. Once logged into their account, USCIS customers are able to enter their
information directly into the. system or correct data as applicable. In contrast, the paper-based
14

Id

15

DHS/USCIS/PIA-033 Immigration Benefit Background Check System PIA (November 5, 2010) available at,
http://www.dhs.gov/xlibrarv/assctsiprivacy/privacv pia uscis ibbcs.pdf. '
.
16
DHS/USCIS/PIA-010 Person-Centric Query System (PCQS) PIA (June 22, 2007), available at,
http://www.dhs.gov/,librarv/assets/privacv/pl"iv.icv pia uscis pcq.pdf.
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legacy process requires contractors to manually key-in data from paper filings. Allowing
customers to enter or correct their information directly reduces the risk for typographical errors
and generally improves the accuracy, timeliness, and compieteriess of submitted information.
USCIS ELIS customers who have activated their USC1S Online Accounts also enjoy improved
transparency regarding the status of their requests and better access to their data, because that data
is available instantly once they are logged into their account. Although USCJS ELIS initially saves
draft data; the customer may edit, delete, or update information when it is in draft state and the
system does not keep copies of these previous iterations. This preserves the same confidentiality
for an electronic customer as a paper-filer. IDPaaS allows USCIS ELIS to ensur~ many customers
online are who they claim to be. There is a risk that some legitimate customers may be unable to
pass the IDPaaS quiz, and there is a risk that an individual with access to a customer's files could
illegitimately pass. USClS will actively mitigate this risk by monitoring the performance of the
system and assisting with customer help requests, and adjust for needed changes accordingly.
Customers with online accounts also may receive requests for additional information and other
communications more quickly, as information and notices are made available electronically in the
account. This method of communication is faster than sending customers paper notices via USPS
mail. While faster, use of email and the internet creates other risks. Customers may face some
increased data security risk by virtue of submitting data via the Internet. To mitigate this risk,
USCJS ELIS employs several layered IT security and data quality measures, such as establishing
a secure encrypted connection when a customer is entering sensitive personally identifiable
information (PII) and requiring strong two-factor authentication.

.

Section 1.0 Authorities and Other Requirements
1.1

What specific legal authorities and/or agreements permit and
define the collection of information by the project in question?

The primary legal authority supporting the collection of the information provided to USCIS
is 8 U.S.C. § I IOI et seq. Specifically, 8 U.S.C. § 1360 requires a central file of information for·
the security and enforcement agencies of the Government of the United States that contains the
names of all aliens adn1itted or denied admission to the United States and such other relevant
information as required to aid in the proper enforcement of this chapter. The Homeland Security
Act of 2002 17 and the Immigration Nationality Act (INA) 18 charge the Secretary of Homeland
Security with administration and enforcement of the immigration and naturalization laws. The
Secretary of Homeland Security has delegated duties to USCIS pursuant to DHS Management
Directive MD OI 50.1. DHS also has promulgated regulations that permit the collection and
ll
.

18

Pub. L. No. I07-296, 116 Stat. 2135 (2002), 6 U.s.c: § 112 .
8 U.S.C. § 1101 (2004) et seq.
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processing of applications, petitions, and requests online entitled, "Immigration Benefits Business
Transformation, Increment I; 19 " and "Immigration Benefits Business Transformation, I11crement
I; Correction. 20 "
·
·
·
.

I

The Government Paperwork Elimination Act (GPEA) 21 provides that, when possible,
federal agencies should use electronic forn1s, electronic filing, and electronic submissions to
conduct agency business with the public. GPEA establishes the criteria and guidelines for the use
of electronic signatures. Executive Order 13571 22 requires federal agencies to develop plans to
streamline delivery of services and improve customer service by exploring lower-cost, self-service
options accessed by the Internet or mobile phone, and improved processes that deliver services
faster and more responsively, reducing the overall need for customer inquiries and complaints.

1.2

What Privacy Act System of Records Notice(s) (SORN(s)) apply
to the information?
J

The following SORNs cover USCIS ELIS:
•

DHS/USCIS-007 Benefits Information System; 23

•

DHS/USCIS/ICE/CBP-00 I Alien File, Index, and National File Tracking System of
Records, 24 and
DHS/ALL-037 E-Authentication Records System ofRecords. 25

•

1.3

Has a system security plan been completed for the information
system(s) supporting the project?

Yes. USCrS ELIS has been granted an Authority to Operate (A TO), which is continually
being monitored under the users Ongoing Authorization process. USCIS ELIS data also includes
data from the USCIS Identity and Credentialing Account Management system (!CAM) and the
USCIS Online Account system, also under USCIS Ongoing Authorization.

1.4

Does a records retention schedule approved by the.National
Archives and Records Administration (NARA) exist?

Yes: N 1-566-1 1-02, (October 17, 2011) and N1-566-12-05, (April 17, 2013) cover USC IS
ELIS accounts. Each immigration benefit type processed by USCIS ELIS has an additional
existing retention schedule, which USCIS ELIS applies to each particular case.

76 FR 53764 (Aug. 29, 2011). ·
76 FR 73475, (Nov. 29, 2011).
21 44 u.s.c. § 3504 (2004).
12 75 rR 24339 (Apr. 27, 2011).
23
78 FR 20673 (Apr. 5, 2013).
2
' 78 FR 69864 (Nov. 21, 2013).
25
73 FR 56596 (Sept. 29, 2008).
19

20
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If the information is covered by the Paperwork Reduction Act
(PRA), provide the 0MB Control number and the agency number
for the collection. If there are multiple forms, include a list in an
appendix.

The 0MB Control number for on line account setup is 1615-0122 (there is no corresponding
agency number.) Each form processed by USCIS ELIS has an existing 0MB control number that
covers the USCIS ELIS collection. An updated list is available in Appendix A of this document.

Section 2.0 Characterization of the Information
The following questions are intended to define the scope of the information requested and/or collected, as
well as reasons for its collection. ·

2.1

Identify t_he information the project collects, uses, disseminates, or
maintains.

USCIS ELIS collects:
•

Account setup and login information including: ema_il address, password, security
questions, mobile phone number, and mobile phone carrier;

•

Information that is required to adjudicate the request: This will vary for each
immigration benefit type. A full account of what data is requested for each
immigration benefit type can be viewed by referencing the paper forms associated
with each immigration benefit type.in Appendix A;

•

£-signature: check-box attestation, the customer's name 1 Internet Protocol (IP)
address from which the filing is submitted, and time/date stamp;

•

Background and security check information about the customer as described below,
whether the result relates to the individual, and if applicable, memoranda from
adjudicators resolving the results; and

• Temporarily stores biometric_ images to allow proper formatting for printing.

2.2

What are the sources of the information and how is the
information collected for the project?

The majority of information in USCIS ELIS is· obtained directly from the customer or his
or. her Representative. Additionally, USCIS collects data from CBP TECS and USCIS BBSS in
order to conduct background and security checks. USCIS ELIS also receives information from the

12
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Department of State (DoS) Consolidated Consular Database (CCD) 26 for Immigrant Visa data
when applicable. CCD data is transmitted via PCQS and its data is necessary for USC1S 'because
CCD contains immigrant and lion-immigrant visa data. USCIS employees and contractors using
the system may generate data, such as notices, internal case processing notes, and decisions.

2.3

Does the project use information from commercial sources or
publicly available data? If so, explain why and how this
information is used.

No.

2.4

Discuss how accuracy of the data is ensured.

USC1S ELIS ensures data accuracy because the system uses data entered directly by the
individual customers whenever possible. Requests filed using the USCIS Online Accounts are
completed directly by the individual customers. Customers are able to overwrite and correct any
information in their appHcations up to the point that they sign and submit the application. After it
has been submitted, the customer may login to his or her account and automaticaily make changes
that- have no substantive bearing on the adjudication, such as updating an email address or other
contact information. When inputting data from a paper filing, the_Lockbox facilities employ quality
control measures, including levels ~f review to prevent keying errors. In the event of an error, the
·customer is. able to correct certain data using existing legacy correction processes, such as
contacting USCIS Customer Service.
Select data submitted by the individual customers are run through the A-Number validation
process to promote data integrity between USCIS ELIS and legacy US.CIS systems such as the
Central Index System (CIS). USC1S ELIS also enables the adjudicator to check biographical data
entered by the customer (e.g., name, date of birth, place of birth, gender) against data from ClS to
assist the adjudicator in identifying inaccurate data supplied by the customer (or correct inaccurate
data on file in legacy systems.) Finally, USCJS automatically submits data to other federal systems
such as CBP TECS and USCIS BBSS to verify identity and conduct background and security.
checks.

2.5

Privacy Impact Analysis: Related to Characterization of the
Information

Privacy Risk: Because USCIS ELIS houses multiple benefit requests that each require·
different information, there is a risk that customers could submit more information th.an necessary.
Mitigation: USCIS ELIS mitigates this risk in two main ways. First, the system only
collects information pertaining to one request at a time, so that the customer cannot be prompted
26

Dcpartmcni of State Consolidated _Consular Database Privacy Impact Assessment (Dec. I I, 2008), available al
http://www.state.gov/documents/organ izai ton/93 772 .pdf.
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to ente.r information unless it pertains to ihe specific b6riefit request on which the cu§tomer is
· working. Second, the user interface dynamically greys out fields that the customer should not fill
out based on answers to other questions.· For example, when a paper form would instruct the
customer to skip a section of the form based on her answer, USC IS ELIS would "grey out" or
disable the inapplicable section and present the customer only relevant sections and questions. It
is possible for customers to upload more evidence than necessary because they are allowed to
submit "unsolicited evidence" at any point until adjudication. This is a valuable feature to allow
customers the opportunity to provide information initially forgotten or submitted incorrectly,
which partially mitigates the risk that customers may opt to provide too much information. This
risk cannot be fully mitigated because of the "unsolicited evidence" option.
Privacy Risk: Because USCIS ELIS automatically saves draft applications, there is a risk
that adjudicators could later see draft information that the customer deleted or corrected before
submitting his or her electronic request. This could negatively affect USCIS ELIS customers
because they would not receive the same confidentiality online they receiv~ via the paper process.
Mitigation: Although USC IS ELIS initially saves draft data; the customer may edit, delete,
or update information when it is in draft state and the system does not keep copies of these previous
iterations. When the customer submits his or her electronic request, USClS ELIS only stores the
final, signed version. Any previous version, including uploaded evidence that the customer
removed before finalizing, is permanently deleted. users adjudicators only receive the
information that was e-signed and submitted. Similarly, if the customer begins drafting a request
but never submits it (by e-signing and
paying),
then USCIS ELIS automatically deletes the data
.
.
after 30 days, per the approved retention schedule. If the customer later files another benefit
request, the adjudicator has no indication of a previous draft.

Section 3.0 Uses of the Information
The f'ollowing questions require a clear description of the project's use of information.

3.1

Describe how and why the project uses the information.

USCIS collects only the minimum information necessary to fulfill the following purposes:
(I) Establish a secure on/ine accoimt through which to submit an application

Information collected includes email address (used to contact customer and also as·
usemame), password (used to authenticate the user), mobile phone number for sending one-time
PIN to be used as a second-factor in authenticating, and answers to security questions for future
password resets;
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(2) Verify the identity of the requester

Information collected may include A-Number, name, date of birth, piace of birth, Social
Security number, and other information such as date and class of admission into the United States,
and. mother's and father's naines. These data are used to locate the customer in legacy systems;
(3) Facilitate criminal and national security background checks

Information collected includes name, date of birth, and country of birth for ·use by CBP
TECS and USCIS BBSS in running background checks; physical description (eye color, hair color,
height, and weight) required by BBSS; mailing address to provide to USCIS NASS for biometric
appointment scheduling; and results of criminal and national security background checks from
CBP TECS and USCIS BBSS for referral to FONS as needed;
(4) Justify eligibility for benefit requested

Information collected includes the information collected on the applicable request along
with documentation to support the request. The adjudicator uses all of this to follow existing SOPs
on adjudicating the particular request; and
(5) Authorize card production

Information collected includes internal system indicators that record that every step of the
adjudication process was followed, the adjudicator's decision and supervisory review, and the
temporary storage of the applicable biometric images to allow for proper formatting. This also
includes information from Pay.gov confirming that the customer paid the applicable fee and esignature information to record that the customer attests that the information he or she put forth in
the application is· true.

3.2

Does the project use technology to conduct electronic searches,
queries, or analyses in an electronic database to discover or locate
a predictive pattern or an anomaly? If so, state how DHS plans to
·Use such results .

.No.

3.3

Are there other components with assigned roles and
. responsibilities within the system?

USC IS ELIS allows read-only roles for Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) and
U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP), both within OHS because of their shared immigration
missions. Also, USCIS ELIS does share read-only information with the USCIS Enterprise Service
Bus (ESB), 27 which may share information from USC IS ELIS with other Components via PCQS.
21

DHS/USCIS/PIA-010 Person-Centric Query System (PCQS) PIA (June 22, 2007), available al,
·

http://www.dhs.gov/xlibra1·v/asscts/privacv/privacy pia uscis · pcg.pdf.
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The majority of PCQS users are internal to USC1S. However, PCQS does grant user access to
Department of State (DoS) users who have an official need for read-only access to USCIS
customer data. Like CBP and ICE, DoS has a .shared mission with USClS because of. its visaissuing authority, which is part of the immigration process for many USCIS customers.

3.4

Privacy Impact Analysis: Related to the Uses of Information

Privacy Risk: There is a risk that increased availability of information that previously was
only visible to one employee at a time (because it was in a paper file) could result in new,
unauthorized uses of the information.
Mitigation: This risk is partially mitigated. USCIS will mitigate this risk three ways. First,
all users of USC1S ELIS must receive role-based system training, which explains the purpose of
the data and includes reminders about proper PII handling. Second, the system tracks all access
and edits to customer PII, and stores that activity in back-end audit ,logs available to the USC!S
Office of Security Investigations (OSI) for monitoring and action. Finally, USClS ELIS employs
a provisioning process that verifies every user requesting access to the system has a valid need to
view data in the systeni.
Privacy Risk: By retaining data in an active, on line platform, USC!S ELIS poses a risk of
unauthorized exposure because the system could be attacked by an external entity.
Mitigation: USCIS recognizes that retaining data online makes that data potentially more.
available to compromise. As a result, USCIS is building into its retention schedules a timeframe
after which data may be retained offline by the agency but not available Online with public access.
This will allow the agency to preserve records that should be maintained for-their historical value
but adds some security from unauthorized access of outdated accounts. This risk is also mitigated
by IT security measures such as encryption of the data in transit and at risk and requiring secure,
two-factor authentication for login.

Section 4.0 Notice
The folio.wing questions seek information about the project's notice to the individual about the information
collected, the right to consent to uses of said information, and the right to decline to provide information.
.

4.1

'

How does the project provide individuals notice prior to th.e
collection of information? If notice is not provided, explain why
not.

USCIS provides online customers with a Privacy Act statement addressing the collection
of their .information for the creation of an on line account before any information is input by the
customer. USClS also provides a Privacy Act statement covering tlie particular application,
petition, or request at the time of that collection. USCIS ELIS additionally sends paper and
,

I
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electronic notices.pertaining to the customer's request throughout the adjudication process and via
this PIA. Further, USC!S provides the appropriate 0MB control number and Paperwork Reduction
Act Statement for each individual form type available to a customer via the USC IS Online Account
prior to any data being input by the customer.
Finally, customers who are required to use IDPaaS are provided notice explaining what
identity proofing is and what to expect before launching into the process. lf customers are unable
to pass the IDPaaS questionnaire, they are presented with inst.ructions on how to proceed, which
may be by contacting Customer Service or appearing in-person.

4.2

\Vhat opportunities are available for individuals to consent to
uses, decline to provide information, or opt out of the project?

· Once USCIS ELIS incorporates .a particular immigration benefit type, all requests received
for that benefit type will be processed in USCIS ELIS. While customers cannot opt to have their
request processed according to a legacy process or system, they may opt to file via paper rather
than electronically. If the customer opts not to provide answers to some of the information
requested, the system will generally allow the customer to proceed with the request. The,request,
however, may .take
longer to adjudicate because the adjudicator may need to request the
.
information the customer declined to submit with his or her application. If the customer declines
to provide the requested information, the adjudicator may consider the request io be abandoned
and deny the request or consider it abandoned .
'

. 4.3

'

Privacy Impact Analysis: Related to Notice

· Privacy Risk: There is a risk that someone other than the USCJS customer will use the
system to fraudulently obtain an immigration benefit, which could expose the legitimate customer
to identity theft. This could occur without the customer knowing.
Mitigation: In order to mitigate the risk of identity theft or fraud, USCIS has existing·
processes that require most customers requesting an immigration benefit to provide their
biometrics at an ASC, which allows for in-person identity verification. USC!S ELIS leverages this
in-person identity-proofing to ensure the individual who created the online account is who he or
she claims io be. For those processes that do not include an in-person identity verification, USCIS
directs users to a remote identity proofing solution to confirm the user's identity acco'rding to
applicable government-wide stand.ards.

I

•
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Section 5.0 Data Retention by the project
The following questions are intended lo outline how long the project retains the information after the initial
collection.

5.1

Explain how long and for what reason the information is ret.ained.

USC IS has drafted a series of retention schedules to cover different types of data in USC IS
ELIS. Currently, two of those schedules .have been finalized and signed by the Archivist. The
remaining schedules are being actively worked with NARA.
The majority of customer data in USCIS ELIS is not yet c.overed by a finalized retention
schedule, but is pending review at the National Archives. USCIS expects NARA to approve
permanent retention for USCIS ELIS customer data because it replaces data that would have been
in the Alien File (A-file) if filed via pap~r. Data includes individual customer account data of
immigrants, as well as the case data pertaining to their requests. The A-file is permanently retai'ned
for historical purposes.
The approved retention schedules are as follows:
I. ELECTRONIC IMMIGRATION SYSTEM (USCIS ELIS) ABANDONED
DRAFT ACCOUNT AND/OR DRAFT BENEFIT REQUEST DATA, Nl-56611-02, (October 17, 2011 ): This schedule covers customer accounts and draft
applications that customers db not submit to USClS within a 30-day period. The
schedule dictates that the data must be permanently deleted 30 days after creation
of the account or initiation of a draft application.
2. USCIS ELECTRONIC IMMIGRATION SYSTEM (USCIS ELIS)
TEMPORARY ACCOUNTS, Nl-566-12-05, (April 17, 2013): Covers internal
user accounts for USCIS employees; such accounts will be deleted/destroyed 6
years after the account is terminated or when no longer needed for investigative or
security purposes, whichever is later.

5.2

Privacy Impact Analysis: Related to Retention.

There is no privacy risk to retention because USCIS records are retained permanently for
their historical value, such as genealogical research, similar to the A-File.

Section 6.0. Information Sharing
The following questions are intended lo describe the scope of the project information sharing cxtemal to the
Department. External sharing encompasses sharing with other federal, state and local governments, and private sector
entities.

6.1

Is information shared outside of DHS as part of the normal
agency operations? If so, identify the organization(s) and how the

.1
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information is accessed and ~ow it is to be used.
_users ELIS information is shared outside of USC IS in a read-only state over the ESB and
may be viewable by DoS via PCQS. Also, USCIS ELIS feeds data to users BBSS for background
checks, and BBSS uses that data as part of the record that.is forwarded to the Federal Bureau of
Investigations (FBI) to conduct its criminal and national security c_hecks. 28

6.2

Describe how the external sharing noted in 6.1 is compatible with
the SORN noted in 1.2.

Sharing users ELIS data via PeQS to Dos is compatible with the purpose of the system
because the DoS mission, like users, includes ensuring lawful visits and immigration to the
United States as dictated by the INA. This sharing is covered by the Routine Use "I" of the
DHS/USClS-007 SORN, 29 which states that data may be shared with," ... the Department of Staie
for the purpose of assisting in the processing of petitions or applications for benefits under the
Immigration and Nationality Act, and all other immigration and nationality laws including treaties
and reciprocal agreements." Sharing with the FBI is covered by Routine Use 'T' of the
DHS/USCIS-007 SORN, 30 which states that data may be shared with " ... appropriate Federal ... ·
law enforcement... agencies ... during a proceeding within the purview of the immigration and
nationality laws, when DHS deems that such disclosure is necessary to carry out its functions and
statutory mandates to elicit information required by OHS to carry out its functions and statutory
mandates."

6.3

Does the project place limitations on re-dissemination?

users ELIS does not share any data that would not be allowed to be re-disseminated, and
does allow for re-dissemination of information only once it becomes part of the sharing partners'
systems of records.

6.4

Describe how the project maintains a record of any disclosures
outside of the Department..

BBSS and PCQS each automatically log external disclosures of information, as described
in those systems' respective P!As. 31 · If external sharing is authorized, the users employee who
disclosed the information must record the disclosure. The employee records this by typing a note
with the data shared, purpose, and date into the free-text comment field of the system.

28

All DHS Pl As and SORNs are available on www.dhs.gov/privacv. Please consult the PCQS and Background
Check Service SORNs for specific information about when information is shared; for what purposes, and with
whom.
·
·
29 73 FR 56596 ·
JO

Id.

Ji All DHS PIAs and SORNs are available on www.dhs.gov/pri\'acv. Please consult the PCQS and BCS PIAs for
specific information about how external disclosures are recorded.
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Privacy Impact Analysis: Related.to Information Sharing ,

Privacy Risk: There is a risk that data-sharing governance and record keeping designed
for legacy paper processes, such as paper mechanisms for logging records of disclosure and
physical restrictions on paper file sharing, might not translate to the electronic environment.
Mitigation: USCIS is mitigating this risk by working cooperatively with NARA and its
records office to address recordkeeping changes
as new benefit types
are incorporated into the
.
.
system. Updates are regularly briefed out to the highest level of the USCIS ELIS governance
boards, which include USC!S Privacy. To date, recordkeeping issues have not arisen but a
continuous review process continues. As the system is expanded to cover a larger percentage of
overall customers, USCIS will increase data sharing incrementally so that processes for
governance and recordkeeping can be adjusted on a specific basis and documented more formally.
Significant updates will be referenced as appropriate in either an updated PIA or an appendix to
this PIA.

Section 7.0 Redress
The following questions seek information ~bout processes in place for individuals lo seek redress which may
include access to records about themselves, ensuring the accuracy of the information collected about them, and/or
filing complaints.

7.1

\Vhat are the procedures that allow individuals to access their
information?

USCIS ELIS provides USC IS customers the opportunity to access their information on line
by logging in to their account. The information they access includes a copy of the application they
submitted, any notices or notifications generated by USCIS, and information about the status of ·
their application. Certain infor~ation generated by USCIS as part of a criminal or security check
is not automatically accessible by the customer. This information is exempt from access under 5
U.S.C. § 552a(k)(2) of the Privacy Act. 32
·
An individual may also gain access to his or her USC!S records by filing a Privacy Act or
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request. If an individual would like to file a Privacy Act or
FOIA request to view his or her USC!S record the request can be mailed to the following address:
National Records Center
Freedom of Infonnation Act/Privacy Act Program
P. 0. Box 648010 ··
Lee's Summit, MO 64064-8010

32

76 FR 70638 (Nov. 15, 2011).
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The information requested may, however, be exempt from access under the Pri',:acy Act
because records related to fraud, with respect to an individual, may sometimes contain law
enforcement sensitive information. The release of law enforcement sensitive information could·
possibly compromise ongoing criminal investigations. Further information for Privacy Act and
FOIA requests for USCIS records can also be found at http://www.uscis.gov.

7.2

What procedures are in place to allow the subject individual to
correct inaccurate or erroneous information?

USCIS ELIS allows a customer to overwrite and correct any information in his or her
application up to the point that he or she e-signs and submits the application. After it has been
submitted, the customer may log in to his or her account and automatically make changes that have
no substantive bearing on the adjudication, such as change in email address or contact information.
If the customer wants to correct inaccurate information while the benefit is being adjudicated, he
or.she may submit the request in writing and upload the request into USCIS.ELIS as unsolicited
evidence or by mail. It is the adjudicator's decision to incorporate that corrected information,
depending on the timing and validity of the information. For corrections after the application .has
been adjudicated, the customer would use the existing correction processes employed by USCIS,
depending on the type and context of the correction requested.

7.3

How does the project notify individuals about the procedures for
correcting their information?

USCIS ELIS makes multiple notifications to the customer throughout his or her use of the
system, indicating to the customer when the case is in draft, how to update contact information,
and several .other methods of correction. Additionally, USC IS ELIS will publish online Frequently
Asked Questions that address when and how to make corrections. Finally, USCIS has a Customer
Contact Center co~tact listed to which customers are directed if they have questions. Customers
who fail to identity proof using IDPaaS will be given specific instructions on how to proceed,
which may be by contacting Customer Service or appearing· in-person.

7.4

Privacy Impact Analysis: Related to Redress

Privacy Risk: There is a risk that the customer niay be unable to correct certain data, such

as name and date of birth, after tbe application is submitted.

'

. Mitigation: Making changes to certain essential· information such as name or datJ

•

of birth

would require a new criminal and security check, as 'well as a new attestation of the acc~racy of
the data submitted. Therefore, the system cannot allow the customer to automatically update this
important information once the adjudication process has started. USCJS does mitigate this risk by
allowing the adjudicator to consider written requests to change this information, or an in-person
appointment, at his or her discretion within established SOPs. The risk that a customer is unable
I
•

•

t

I
I
.

I
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to correct an error he or she generated is mitigated by the USCIS data quality and _integrity
procedures within the adjudication process.
. Privacy Risk: There is a risk that customers may be unable to access, correct, or amend
their records because the systems used for criminal and national security background checks are
-exempt from the Privacy Act.
Mitigation: Due to the sensitive nature of criminal aiid national security background
checks, customers are not provided with direct access to such records. For many lines of business,
the customer has a formal appeals process through legacy processes for challenging decisions that
they believe io be unfair or based on incorrect information.

Section 8.0 Auditing and Accountability
The following questions are intended to describe technical and policy based safeguards and security
measures.

8.1

How does the project ensure that the information is used in ..
accordance with stated practices in this PIA?

USCIS ELIS has a sophisticated role-based user access for operational users as well as
read-only users. These include roles that separate duties for operators to ensure appropriate
oversight of the adjudication, as well as two levels of read-only roles to protect more sensitive data
about a customer from being accessible to internal users who only have a need for'some of their
data. Additionally, USCIS ELIS captures all user activity, including information changed as well
as viewed, in audit logs, which are reviewed by USCIS OSI.

8.2

Describe w.hat privacy training is provided to users either
generally or specifically relevant to the project.

USCIS trains each USCIS ELIS user on proper handling of PII as well as appropriate use
of data according to each role. Additionally, .all USCIS employees receiv_e privacy and :security
training annually.

8.3

What procedures are in place to determine which users may
access the information and how does the project determine who
I
has access?
·

USCIS ELIS has several levels of operator roles as well as two levels ofread-only roles.
The operator roles are only av~ilable to individuals trained and currently occupying specific jobs
within USCIS, and their supervisors are required to certify that their official duties align with the
role before it is granted to those individuals. Likewise, USCIS will default to assigning the lower-
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level of read-only to users requesting that access, unless they certify with ifupervisor confirmation
that they need to know certain sensitive data. about customers as part of their routine officiJJ duties.

8.4

How does the project review and approve information sharing
agreements, MO Us, new uses of the information, new access to the
system by organizations within DHS and outside?
'·

USCIS ELIS data would be subject to the USCIS fori:nal review process for any data
sharing agreements. That process includes, at a minimum, review by the Privacy Office, Counsel,
and program officials entrusted with security of.the data.

Responsible Officials
Donald Hawkins
Privacy Officer, U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Security

Approval Signature
Original, signed copy on file with the OHS Privacy Office.

Karen L. Neuman
Chief Privacy Officer
Department of Homeland Security
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Appendix A
Immigration Benefit Types Processed in USCIS ELIS
August 17, 2016
Name of lmmigralion Bcncfil Type

Associated Forms and/oi' Collections

Replacement of Pcm1onen1 Resident Card

Paper
Filings

Online
Filings

X

X
''

Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals

l-82 ID, I-765, l-765WS, G-28

,U~CIS lmmigr;"1t Fee
... ,, '
.

,.,

,:,

''

. '

~

'

.

0MB Control Number 1615-0122 (not a.
·.DoS Immigrant Visa Packet 'NIA
. '' ',,., ·(inchidcs'da1a fr~;n DS-260 ~ml 1'864)

form),

'

",-/,1;''1>'~;;'~

Application for Nalllrnlization
,T~!nporary Protected S!~tus
.•,

X

.:',,'

•'

._'·

1-821; 1-765. 1-131, G-28

:~ ~

.

''

'

X

N-400, G-28
;

'. •

X
,,'

'

X
' '

'
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APPENDIX B
Mobile Application and Device Use During USCIS·Conducted In-Person Interviews

May 11, 2016
Summary:

As part of an immigration request, USCJS adjudicators may interview a customer if
required to complete the adjudication. During in-person interviews for cases in USCIS ELIS only,
USCIS adjudicators may use a mobile device equipped with a mobile application developed by
and available only to USCIS. At the time of such interaction, USCIS adjudicators may corroborate
information declared by the customer on a USCIS-issued form (e.g., spelling of a name), collect
new information (e.g., .signature), and collect and verify responses provided by the individual at
.the time of the in-person interaction. The customer will have access to the original submission
when they establish a USCJS online account. The mobile device may also be used to capture and
record the officer's and applicant's required signatures.
The mobile device will be physically connected to and communicate directly to USCIS.
ELIS through a USC IS computer. All data, including any personally identifiable information (Pl!),
will be transmitted through a secured encryption method to ensure that the data is protected.
Data Elements:

. The mobile device and application will not store any collected or presented information,
but will serve as a screen of USCIS ELIS information through which the individual:
Review biographical information;
Review and verify any changes to information on the submitted USCJS form;
Provide responses to any questions related to the in-person interview;
Provide signature when required; and
Certify that any revisions or changes.to the information on the USC IS form are true and
correct.
.

.

The USC IS adjudicator will follow current processes to verify identity of individuals at
an in-person interview or examination.
Population:

Any individual participating in an· in-person interaction, such as an interview, with
USC JS for which the form being reviewed is in USC1S ELIS.
Privacy Risk: There is risk that individuals do not receive notice prior to USCIS collection of
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information via the mobile application.
Mitigation: USCIS is not collecting information through a mobile device or application. USCIS
is using this technology to facilitate the interview process by verifying a customer's submission
to USCIS and changes made during the interview. This technology only presents to the customer
the information already collected by USCIS directly from the customer. The customer will have
notice oftheir'information submitted into USCIS ELIS when they create a USCJS online account
and opt to access the original submission to users.
Privacy Risk: There is risk that information collected by the mobile application will not be
submitted securely back to USCIS ELIS.
Mitigation: USCIS developed the mobile application to serve as screens for individuals at an inperson interview or _examination and is used for USCIS internal use only. It will not be available
in any commercial mobile device application store. The application will not cache or store any
Pl! on the device. The mobile application will serve as a conduit for USC IS ELIS, and allow
customers to review information and responses to questions contained in previously submitted
USCIS applications, petitions, or request forms. This mobile application will transmit the
.
information through a low-level Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) over
a Universal Serial Bus (USB) protocol to a "local host" (i.e., USCIS ELIS communication
software installed on the adjudicator's comp,uter). Removing the mobile device from a computer
or connecting to any computer other than the designated USCIS computer will make the mobile
application inoperable.

All communication funciions, to include global positioning system (OPS) and cellular
that are not needed for the USCIS mobile application to function, are disabled from the mobile
device. Hardware functions that are not required for using the USCIS mobile application, such as
the application marketplace, are also disabled. The mobile device will run in single application or
a remote kiosk mode that will prevent .USCIS adjudicators or customers from going to the device
home page or successfully accessing other functions. USC IS-internal Wi-Fi connection may be
temporarily enabled for finite periods of time only to update the mobile application. Designated
administrators will be able to access device settings and perform updates using a key or
passcode.
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Contact Point
Donald K. Hawkins
Privacy Officer
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Abstract
The Department of Homeland Security (OHS), U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(USCIS), developed the Fraud Detection and National Security Data System (FONS-OS) as the
primary case management system used to record requests and case determinations involving
immigration benefit fraud, public safety, and national security concerns. Since its initial
deployment, USCIS has ,incorporated a new screening functionality into FONS-OS, known as
ATLAS, to more effectively identify and review cases involving fraud, public safety, and national
security concerns. 1 USCIS is updating and reissuing the entire FONS-OS Privacy Impact
Assessment (PIA), originally published on June 29, 2008, to capture these updates.

Overview
Every year, U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) receives nearly 6.4 million
applications for immigration benefits or service requests. USCIS is committed to ensuring the
integrity of the United States (U.S.) immigration system. An integral part of USCIS's delegated
authority to adjudicate benefits, petitions, or requests, and to determine if individuals are eligible
for benefit or services, is to conduct screenings (i.e., background, identity, and security checks) on
forms filed with the agency. USCIS Fraud Detection and National Security Directorate (FONS)
developed the Fraud Detection and National Security- Data System (FONS-OS) to record, track,
and manage the screening processes related to immigration applications, petitions, or requests with
suspected or confirmed fraud, public safety, or national security concerns. FONS also uses FDNSDS to identify vulnerabilities that may compromise the integrity of the legal immigration system.
The 2014-2018 Department of Homeland Security (OHS) Strategic Plan states that OHS
will enforce and .administer the nation:s immigration laws by "ensuring that only. eligible
applicants receive immigration benefits through expanded use of biometrics, a strengthening of
screening processes, improvements to fraud detection, increases in legal staffing to ensure due ·
process, and enhancements of interagency information sharing." 2 Recent events highlight the
· importance of screening immigration benefit applicants for fraud, public safety, and national
security concerns. Within FONS-OS, FONS developed a screening module known as ATLAS.
ATLAS's event-based screening capability increases the timeliness and quality of fraud referrals.
For the purpose of this PIA, the term FONS-OS encompasses both the case management system
· and the screening module, ATLAS.

1

l

ATLAS is not an acronym.
Department ol'Homcland Security. "Fiscal Years 20 I4 - 2018 Strategic Plan."
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FONS-OS receives, tracks, and records infonnation through the following processes:
screening, referrals made to FONS, administrative investigations, and through conducting studies
related to benefit fraud and trends 3, as detailed below.
Screening and Referrals to FONS

The types of screening performed on immigration forms vary by the benefit/request type.
In general, USCIS conducts background checks 4 to obtain relevant information in order to render
. the appropriate adjudicative decision with respect to the benefit or service sought, identity checks
to con.finn the individual's identity and combat potential fraud, and security checks to identify
potential threats to public safety or national security. Standard checks may include:
•

Biometric fingerprint-based checks:
l. Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Fingerprint Check

2. OHS Automated Biometric Identification System (IDENT) Fingerprint
Check 5
3. Department of Defense Automated Biometric Identification System (ABIS)
Fingerprint Check 6
•

Biographic name-based checks:
I. FBI Name Check

2. TECS 7 Name Check
USCIS uses several systems to support the checks identified above, which are described in
detail in the Immigration Benefits Background Check Systems 8 and Customer Profile
Management Service 9 PIAs, as well .as the PIAs associated with USCIS's case management
3 See

DHS/USC1S/PIA-0I3-0 I FONS Program, available at www.dhs.gov/privacy, for more information on the
administrative inquiry process, adjudication, and I3FA Process. FONS completes administrative investigations to
obtain relevant information needed to render the appropriate adjudicative decision.
4
During the adjudication process, USCIS conducts four different background checks; two biometric fingerprintbased and two biographic name-based, which are discussed in detail in the Immigration Benefits Background Check
Systems (IBBCS) PIA. See DHS/USCIS/PIA-033 IBBCS, available at www.dhs.gov/privacv.
5
See DHS/NPPD/PIA-002 Automated Biometric Identification System (!DENT), m•ailable ai
WW\\' .dhs.gov/nri \'a Cy,
..
.
6 For certain bcnclit types in which the beneficiary has a higher likelihood of having previously been fingerprinted
by the U.S. military, USCIS conducts checks against the Department ofDcfense's Automated Biometric
Identification System, as described in the Customer Profile Management System (CPMS) PIA. See
DHS/USCIS/PIA-060 CPMS, available al www.dhs.gov/privacy.
1See DHS/CBP/PIA-009 TECS System: CBP Primary and Secondary Processing (TECS), available at
www.dhs,gov/privacv,
8 See DHS/USC!S/PIA-033 IBBCS, available at wwvv.dhs.gov/privacv.
9
See DHS/USCIS/PIA-060 C:PMS, available at www.dhs.gov/privacy.
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systems. As mentioned in those P!As, USCIS adjudications staff must query multiple systems, in
some cases manually. Through the development of a screening modul.e within FDNS-DS, known
as ATLAS, the need to independently query each system is greatly reduced, thereby streamlining
the screening process and limiting the privacy risks associated with using multiple. systems.
ATLAS interfaces with other systems in order to automate system checks and promotes consistent
storage, retrieval, and analysis of screening results to enable FONS to detect and investigate fraud,
public safety, and national security concerns more timely and effectively. The specific system
interfaces that enable screening through ATLAS are detailed at Appendix A.
Within FONS-OS, ATLAS's automated, event-based screening is triggered when:
I. An individual presents him or herself tci the agency (e.g., when USCIS receives an

individual's benefit request form 10 or while capturing an individual's JO-fingerprints
at an authorized biometric capture siteJor those forms that require fingerprint checks);
2. Derogatory information is associated with the individual in one or more OHS systems;
or
3. FONS performs an administrative investigation.
ATLAS. receives information from the individual's form submission and from the
biographic and biometric-based checks listed above. That information is screened through a
predefined set of rules to determine whether the information provided by the individual or obtained
through the required checks presents a potential fraud, public safety, or national security concern.
The rules help standardize how information is analyzed and help to detect patterns, trends, and ·
risks that are not easily apparent from the form submissions themselves.
Previously, FONS-OS received information primarily through manual referrals of cases
from USC!S adjudications staff. Since the development of ATLAS, cases can now be referred to
FONS for administrative investigation
in the following
manners:
.
.
Referrals through System Generated Notifications (SGNs)

· The screening process described above automates the process of referring cases to FONS
for review. Certain events, such as when USC1S receives a benefit request form or the I 0-print
capture of an individual's fingerprints at a biometric capture center, trigger rules-based screening.
If the benefit request form or .biometric capture matches a rule, ATLAS produces an SGN, which
is elevated in FONS-OS for manual review. Once an SGN is produced, a specially trained FONS
Officer, known as a Gatekeeper, conducts a manual review of the SGN for validity, determines
whether it is "actionable" or "inactionable," and, if"actionable," triages the SGN for further action.

'° See DHS/USCIS/PIA-061 Benefit Request Intake Process, available al www.dhs.gov/privacy.
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If an SGN is "actionable," it enters the formal FDNS-DS case management process. An SGN
found to be "inactionable" may be closed without further action. The SGN itself is not considered
derogatory. SGNs help FONS Officers to detect poten~ial threats earlier in the immigration benefit
application process, to demonstrate the fidelity of the individual's biographic and biometric
information, and to identify discrepancies more efficiently.
Fraud Tip Referrals

Members of the public and other government agencies can voluntarily submit a fraud tip
to USCIS directly by emailing ReportFraudTips@uscis.dhs.gov. In the future, a static page will
be available at www.uscis.gov, where .a link to the mailbox will be provided. The webpage lists
suggested fields that FDNS has deemed useful when p;ocessing the tip. The list serves merely as
a suggestion; a fraud or tip reporter can include as much or as little information as he or she wishes.
More information about the fraud tip reporting process is described in Appendix H to the FDNS
Directorate PIA. 11
Upon receiving a 'tip, FDNS evaluates the tip to determine if it is "actionable" or
"inactionable" for investigation. If FONS deems the tip "actionable," FDNS manually inputs the
information into FONS-DS and prepares the tip for an administrative investigation.
Manual Referrals

USCIS adjudications staff can make manual referrals to FDNS through FONS's Intranet
Fraud Referral System (iFRS). Through this process, adjudications staff complete a fillable
electronic form using the USCIS SharePoint Enterprise Collaboration Network (ECN). 12 FDNS
Officers review the referrals and determine if the referral is "actionable" or "inactionable" and
manually enter the information into FONS-DS. If "actionable," FONS prepares the referral for
administrative investigation.
Administrative Investigations

If FDNS determines an administrative investigation is necessary, FONS conducts further
checks to verify information prior to an adjudicative decision on the immigration benefit or service
requested, to include resolving any potential fraud, public safeiy, or national security concerns. In
conducting an admini.strative investigation, 13 FONS may perform one, or a combination, of the
following:
•

Research in Government and commercial databases and public records;

11

See DHS/USCIS/PIA-013-01 FONS Directorate, available at www.dhs.gov/privacy:
See DHS/ALL/PIA-037.DHS SharePoint and Collaboration Sites, available at w11w.dhs.gov/privacy.
13
See DHS/USCISIPIA-013-01 FDNS Directorate, available al www.dhs.gov/privacy, for more information on
FONS administrative investigations.
12
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•

Internet searches ofopen source information;

•

Searches of publicly available information, including, but not limited to, social
media sites;

•

File reviews;

• Telephone calls;
•

Site visits;

•

Interviews ofapplicants, beneficiaries, petitioners, and others;

•

Requests for evidence;

•

Administrative subpoenas;

•

Requests for assistance from Jaw enforcement agencies;

•

Overseas verifications; and

•

Referral to law enforcement agencies.

FONS may perform administrative investigations or work with partner agencies, as
appropriate, and ultimately produces findings to sufficiently inform adjudications.
Federated Immigration Screening and Application Report (FISAR)

The Federated Immigration Screening and Application Report (FISAR) within FDNs:os
is an advanced search functionality that allows FDNS-DS users io view the entire screening history
on an individual, including records of standard checks, any SGNs produced by ATLAS that relate
to the individual, and administrative investigations performed. if there are SGNs in the individual's
screening history, the FDNS-DS user can easily determine the status of those SGNs (e.g., pending
or triaged). The gatekeeping process described above provides manual oversight to ensure that
SGNs produced by the system are valid and that they relate to the individual.
Enhanced Analytical Capabilities

FONS enhanced ATLAS with analyiical capabilities to enable users to more easily query
and visualize data within the system and to identify individuals who are filing for immigration and
naturalization benefits who may potentially be engaging in fraudulent behavior or pose a risk to
public safety or national security. During the screening process, ATLAS analyzes the results of
biographic and biometric checks, applies rules, and performs link and forensic analysis and entity
. resolution among data received from multiple systems. ATLAS assists in confirming individuals'
identities when individuals are potentially known by more .than one identity by comparing the
identity information provided by the individual with identity information in other systems checked
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against the background, identity, and security check process. As an example, ATLAS can
determine if an individual has applied for benefits using multiple biographic identities or aliases.
ATLAS also visually displays linkages or relationships among individuals to assist in identifying
non-obvious relationships among individuals and organizations with a potential nexus to criminal
or terrorist activities. The results of this analysis may be produced and elevated in FDNS-DS in
the form of an SON ,or obtained through FIS AR.
ATLAS's analytical capabilities do not alter .the source data. All legal and policy controls
around the source data remain in place.
USCJS is continuing to enhance its screening. processes by incorporating seven core
C!\pabilities into ATLAS: (I) Predictive Analytics; (2) Link and Forensic Analysis; (3)
Unstructured and Structured Analytics; (4). Intelligent Investigative Case Management; (5)
Operational Decision Management; (6) Information Sharing and Collaboration; and (7) Entity
Analytics. Before new analytical capabilities are deployed within FDNS-DS/ATLAS, the .USCIS
Office of Privacy will review them to determine additional privacy requirements, which may
i.nclude updating or re-issuing FONS PIAs or SORNs.
· Types of Information Collected and Stored within FDNS-DS

The following information is collected and stored in FDNs:os:
• . Information collected during screening (i.e., background,' identity, and security check
processes) to include information provided by the individual on a benefit request form, in
response to a request for evidence, or during an interview; derogatory information received
in response to checks; and audit trails.or logs reflecting the history of checks conducted on
the individual;
•

Information collected during the adjudicative and administrative investigation process;

•

USC IS investigative referrals to law enforcement agencies· (LEA) of suspected or
confirmed fraud, public safety issues, or national security concerns;

•

Referrals and leads from other government agencies and LEAs related to individuals with
an immigration history with USCIS;

•

Information collected during response to a Request For Information (RF!) from law
enforcement and intelligence agencies;

•

Referrals from the public or other governmental entities or fraud case referrals from the
Benefit Fraud Assessment (BF A) process ("other referrals");

•

Information from cases that are selected for study of benefit frau·d rates or trends;

'

'
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• Adverse . information identified by USCIS from applications, administrative files,
interviews, wr.itten requests for evidence (RFE) or site visits; resolution of any of the
above-described categories of adverse information; and
• Adjudicative summaries and deci.sions.

'
This PIA generally covers the privacy risks and mitigation
strategies associated with the
FONS-OS system and its screening (rules-based referrals) and case management capabilities.
USC!S will maintain operationally sensitive appendices to this PIA that will analyze privacy risks
and mitigation strategies associated with enhanced analytical capabilities that have been approved
for use within FONS-OS.

,

The privacy risks and mitigation strategies associated with the overall administrative
investigation process are described in the FDNS Directorate PIA. Additionally, other published
USCIS PIAs available http://www.dhs.gov/privacy cover the benefit request intake process,
benefit request form analysis and case management, as well as the collection of biographic and
biometric information that is used as part of the screening process. These published P!As provide
an in-depth discussion of these separate processes and evaluate the privacy' risks and mitigation
strategies built into each process.

Section 1.0 Authorities and Other Requirements
1.1

What specific legal authorities and/or agreements permit and
define the collection of information by the project'in question?

The legal authority to collect this information comes from the Immigration and Nationality
Act 8 U.S.C. Section I IO I el seq. In addition, the Secretary of Homeland Security in Homeland
Security Delegation No.0150. I delegated the following authorities to USCIS:
"(H) Authority under section 103(a)(I) of the Immigration and Nationality.Act of 1952, as
amended (INA), 8 U.S.C. §1103(a)(I), to administer the immigration laws (as defined in
section IOJ (a)(l 7} of the INA).
Authority to investigate alleged civil and criminal violations of the immigration laws,
including but not limited to alleged fraud with respect to applications or determinations
within the Customs and Border Protection (CBP) or the CIS and make recommendations
for prosecutions, or other appropriate action when deemed advisable."

I

I
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1.2

What Privacy Act System of Records Notice(s) (SORN(s)) apply to
the information?
.

-

.

.

'

.

Information collected, maintained, used, and disseminated by FDNS-DS is covered under
the following SORNs:
•

DHS/USCIS-006 Fraud Detection and National Security Records (FDNS), August
8, 2012 (77 FR 47411)
o Final Rule for Privacy Act Exemptions, August 31, 2009 (74 FR

45084)
•

1.3

DHS/lJSCJS/lCE/CBP-001 Alien File, Index, and National File Tracking System .
of Records, November 21, 2013 (78 FR 69864)

Has a system security plan been completed for the information
system(s) supporting the project?

Yes. FDNS-DS was approved for entrance into the DHS Ongoing Authorization Program
on August 26, 2014. A system privacy plan is pending the completion of this PIA.

1.4

Does a records retention schedule approved by the National
Archives and Records Administration (NARA) exist?

Yes. NARA approved the FDNS-DS retention schedule, N 1-566-08-18. FONS will retain
the records 15 years from the date of the last interaction between FONS personnel and the
individual for records maintained in FONS-OS. Records related to an individual's A-File will be
transferred to the A-File and maintained under the A-File retention period. USC!S maintains
records on individuals and. all of their immigration transactions and law enforcement and national
security actions (if applicable), in the A-File. A-File records are permanent records in both
electronic and paper form. USC JS transfers A-Files to the custody of NARA 100 years after the
individual's date of birth, in accordance with N l-566-08-011.

1.5

If the information is covered by the Paperwork Reduction Act
(PRA), provide the 0MB Control number and the agency number
for the collection. If there are multiple forms, include a list in an
appendix,

Almost all of the information within FDNS-DS is originally submitted on a benefit request
form that is subject to the PRA. However, there are no forms associated specifically with. the
collection of information in FONS-OS. Please see the benefit request P!As and Appendices for a
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comprehensive list of the various forms that cover the initial collection of information .from the
individual. 14 .

Section 2.0 Characterization of the Information
The following questions are intended to define the scope of the information requested or
collected, as well as reasons for its collection.

2.1

Identify the information the project collects, uses, disseminates, or
maintains.

Due to the nature of the information within FDNS-DS, FDNS-DS contains sensitive
personally identifiable information (SP!l). Depending upon the category of information being
collected in or attached to an FDNS-DS record, the system may co Ile.ct the following SPII:
Information about individuals may include, if applicable:
• Full Name;
• Alias(es);
•

Physical and Mailing Addresses;

• Alien Number (A-Number);
•

USC IS Online Account Number;

• Social Security number (SSN);
•

Date of Birth;

• Nationality;
• Country of Citizenship;
•

Place of Birth;

• Gender;
•

Marital Status;

• Military Status;
•

14

Phone Numbers;

See ()HS/USCIS/PIA-061 Benefit Request Intake Process, available al www.dhs.gov/privacy.
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• Government-issued Identification (e.g., passport, driver's license):
o Document Type;
o Issuing Organization;
o Document Number; and
o Expiration Date.
• Signature;
• Other Unique Identifying Numbers (e.g., Department of State (DOS)-issued Personal
Identification Number, ICE Student and Exchange Visitor Number, USCIS E-Verify
Company Identification.Number);
• Arrival/Departure Information;
• Immigration History {e.g., citizenship/naturalization certificate number, removals,
explanations);
•

Family Relationships (e.g., parent, spouse, sibling, child, other dependents) and
Relationship Practices (e.g., polygamy, custody, guardianship);

•

USCIS Receipt/Case Number;

• Personal Background Information (e.g., involvement with national security threats,
criminal offenses, Communist party, torture, genocide, killing, injuring, forced sexual
contact, limiting or denying others religious beliefs, service in- military or other armed
groups, work in penal or detention systems, weapons distribution, combat trainin.g);
• Medical Information;
• Travel History;
•

Education History;

•

Work Information (contact information, position and relationship to an Organization,
degree(s), membership(s), accreditation(s), license(s) identification numbers);

•

Work History;

•

Bank account or financial transaction history;.

• Supporting documentation as necessary (e.g., birth, marriage, or divorce certificates,
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licenses, academic diplomas, academic transcripts, appeals or motions to reopen or
reconsider decisions, explanatory statements, criminal history documents, and unsolicited
information submitted voluntarily by the applicants or family members in support of a
benefit request);
•

Physical Description (e.g., height, weight, eye color, hair color, race, ethnicity, identifying
marks like tattoos or birthmarks);

•

Photographs from Government-issued Identification (Le., passport, Driver's license, and
. other identification card);

•

Relationships to petitioners, representative, preparers, family m~mbers, and applicants;

• . Case processing information such as date applications were filed or received by USCIS,
application/petition status, location of record, other control number when applicable, and
fee receipt data;
• Organizations associated with applications, petitions or other requests (Place of
business or place of worship, if place of worship is sponsoring the individual);
• Civil or criminal history information;
•

Uniform resource locators (UR Ls) 15 or Internet protocol addresses;

•

Biometric identifiers or associated biographic information (e.g., photographic
facial image, fingerprints, Fingerprint Identification Nuinber (FIN), Encounter
Identification Number (EID), and signature);

• TECS, National Crime Information Center (NCIC), Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBl) Terrorist Screening Database, and any other data and analysis
resulting from the investigation or routine background identity and security checks
performed in support of the adjudication process; or
• Any other unique, identifying information.

2.2

What are the sources of the information and how is the information
collected for the project? .

Information in FONS-OS is collected during the following processes: the screening (i.e:,
background, identity, and security check) process, referrals made to FONS, administrative
investigations, and to conduct studies related to benefit fraud and trends. 16 Much of the information
"The URL is the unique address for a file that is accessible on the Internet.
16
See DHS/USCIS/PIA-013·01 FDNS Program, available at www.dhs.gov/privacy, for more information on the
administrative inquiry process, adjudication, and BFA Process. FDNS completes administrative investigations to·
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collected in the FDNS-DS is taken from the benefit request form submitted to USCIS by the
individual or an authorized representative or preparer, or from systems against which that data is
screened during the screening process. USCIS may also collect information through interviews
and site visits and record this into FDNS-DS. Interviewees may include current/past employers,
family members, applicants, or other authorized.representatives or preparers.
The information can be collected automatically or manually, as described below.
Automatic Collection

FDNS-DS's event-based screening capability through ATLAS is an automatic collection
process that records certain information for review. Screening within ATLAS is triggered when:
I. An individual presents himself/herself to the agency;

2. Derogatory information is associated with the individual in one or more DHS systems;
or
3. Administrative investigations are performed.
ATLAS queries internal and external systems automatically to obtain data relating to an
individual's background, identity, and security check. ATLAS receives biographic data (e.g.,
name, date of birth, alias) associated with the _individual's benefit request form from USCIS case
management systems or biographic data associated with the individual's biometric capture at an
approved biometric collection site (e.g., FIN, A-Number), which may be screened against data in
ID ENT, 17 TECS, 18 or the Terrorist Screening Database 19 and then against FDNS-DS's rules
engine and analytical tools to produce SGNs.
In addition to the automatic collection that occurs during the screening process, FDNS-DS
has a direct connection to the Enterprise Citizenship and Immigration Services Centralized
Operational Repository (eCISCOR) 20 to obtain CLAIMS 21 information about benefit request
forms, applications; or petitions that can be used to automate the population of case information
within FDNS-DS, such as A-Number. This helps to reduce the risk of error from manual data entry
and to preserve the integrity of the information found in source systems.
obtain relevant information needed to render the appropriate adjudicative dccisi_on.
17 See DHS/NPPD/PIA-002 Automated Biometric Identification System (!DENT), available al
W\V\V,dhs.gov/privacy, for more information,
18

See DHS/CBP/PIA-009 TECS System: CBP Primary and Secondary Processing (TECS),_ available al
.dhs.~ov/privacv.
19
See Privacy Impact Assessment for the DHS Watchlist Service available at www.dhs.gov/privacy, for more
informalion.
.
.
20
See DHS/USCIS/PIA-023(a) Enterprise Citizenship and Immigrations Services Centralized Operational
Repository (cCISCOR), available al www.dhs.gov/privacv.
"See DHSIUSCIS/PIA-016(a) CL.AIMS 3, available al www.dhs.gov/privacy, for more information'.
\\'WW
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A comprehensive listing of source systems
updated at Appendix A.

for

this automatic collection is routinely

Manual Collection
FDNS-DS users may query several OHS databases or systems to obtain information.
Information gathered from these systems (e.g., dates of birth, SSN, country of birth, address) may
be added to FONS-OS. A complete list of OHS systems researched during this process is also
included in Appendix A to this PIA.
Federal, State, and Local Government Sources
FONS Officers may obtain informaiion from various external sourc·es, such as:
•

Department of Labor

•

Department of State (DOS)

•

Social Security Administration (SSA) Electronic Verification of Vital Events (EVVE) 22

•

Federal Aviation Administration websites

•

Intelligence and law enforcement communities

•

State and local government agencies

•

Local, county, and state police information networks

•

State motor vehicle administration databases and websites

•

Driver license retrieval websites

•

State bar associations

•

State comptrollers

•

State probation/parole boards or offices

•

County appraisal districts

•

State sexual predator websites

As described in the FONS Directorate PIA, FONS receives information from· external
partners or sources during the administrative inquiry process and as part of referrals, requests for

22

EVVE'system allows verification of vital record information from the states, including birth certificates. See
Electronic Verification of Vital Events Program Operations Manuai System, available ar
https://sec'urc.ssa.gov/poms.nsf, for more information.
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assistance, or requests for information. The type of information collected depends on the specific
context.of a given case within FDNS-DS.

2.3

Does the project use information from commercial sources or
publicly available data? If so, explain why and how this
information is used.

FDNS collects information throughout the course of recording, tracking, and managing the
screening and administrative investigation processes related to immigration benefit requests forms,
applications, or petitions. FDNS may obtain information from commercial sources. or from
publicly available information on the Internet Examples of commercial or publicly available
sources FDNS may access include, but are not limited to:
•

Commercial data brokers (e.g., Choicepoint AutoTrackXP, Lexis/Nexis Accurint,
Thomson Reuters CLEAR)

• General legal research sites (e.g., Legal Information Institute)
•

Internet sites such as university websites and newspapers, news media websites,
United Press International, Reuters, and foreign news media websites

•

Various search engines (e.g., Ask, Google, Yahna, REFDESK)

•

Social media websites (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, Linkedln, Pinterest, Google+) 23

FDNS-DS enables Officers to note the exact URL and include attachments. of any
information collected from commercial sources or publicly available information.
FDNS uses these various commercial and publicly available sources to verify information
provided by the individual, support or refute indications of fraudulent behavior, and identify any
threat to public safety or nexus to known or suspected terrorists in the processing of their benefit
request, consistent with authority granted by the Immigration and Nationality Act. 24 In addition,
the Secretary has delegated USCIS the authority to investigate alleged civil and criminal violations
of the imniigration. laws, not limited to alleged fraud with respect to applications or
determinations. 25

23

FONS Oflicers who seek to access, process, store, receive, or transmit PI! obtained through the Operational Use
of Social Media while conducting investigations arc required to complete a "Rules of Behavior (ROB) for the
Operational Use of Social Media." These R0Bs ensure that users arc acc.ountable for their actions on social media,
are properly trained, and aware of the authorized use of social media sites.
24 8 U.S.C. I IOI ct seq.
.
25
See Secretary of Homeland Security Delegation No. 0150.1, Section II (H) and(!), for more information.
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Compiling this information and taking action to prevent .potentially malfeasant and
sometimes dangerous people from staying in this country supports DHS's mission of preventing
terrorist attacks within the United States and reducing America's vulnerability to terrorism, while
facilitating the adjudication of lawful benefit applications.

2.4

Discuss how accuracy of the data is ensured.

FDNS-DS relies on the accuracy of the information as it is collected from the source'. As
such,· the accuracy of the information in FDNS-DS is equivalent to the accuracy of the source
information-at the point in time when it is collected into FDNS-DS. During this process, FONS
conducts data validation to ensure accuracy of the data.
FONS Officers compare information obtained during the screening and administrative
investigation processes with information provided directly by the individual (applicant or
petitioner) in the underlying benefit request form or in response to Requests for Evidence or
Notices to Appear, to ensure information is matched to the correct individual, as well as to ensure
integrity of the data. As described above, the information contained in benefit request forms,
applications, or petitions may be matched against public records, commercial data aggregators,
and public source information, such as web sites or social media, to validate the veracity of
information provided by the_ individual.
FONS uses public source information only as means to verify information already on file
with USCIS or identify possible inconsistencies. Due to the inherent data accuracy risks of relying
on information from the Internet, USC IS requires that no benefit determination action can be taken
based solely on information received from a public source. The information obtained from a public
source must be corroborated with authoritative information on file with USC IS.
In the event FONS Officers learn that information contained within other systems of
records is not accurate, the Officer will notify appropriate individuals within the USCIS_ Records
Office _or the federal agency owning the data, who will facilitate any necessary notifications and
changes.

2.5

Privacy Impact Analysis: Related to Characterization -of the
Information

Privacy Risk: There is a risk to individual participation because FONS Officers rely on a
considerable amount of information collected from external sources beyond what individual
submitted on his or her benefit request form.
Mitigation: This risk is partially mitigated. FONS collects information from a variety of
sources to verify the information provided by individuals in the course of a review of possible
fraud, public safety, and national security concerns. FONS has determined that in order to have
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the best _evidence available to support the adjudication process, it is necessary to collect large
amounts of sensitive Pl!. This information is required to ensure that FONS makes the correct
determination about the correct individual regarding cases of fraud, criminal activity, public safety,
and national security concerns and sufficiently informs the adjudication of the benefit application.
T_his risk is also partially mitigated in that individuals have the opportunity to provide information
directly to USCIS throughout the adjudication process and through interviews, Requests for
Evidence, or Notices to Appear.
Privacy Risk: Due to FDNS's reliance on external sources, including commercial sources,
public sources, or social media, there is a risk that USCIS will obtain and rely upon inaccurate
data.
Mitigation: The risk is partially mitigated in that FONS considers information derived
from sources other than the individual, but also exercises caution about the information's accuracy.
Due to its inherent lack of data integrity, public source information is not used as the sole basis
upon which to adjudicate an immigration benefit or request, investigate benefitfraud, or identify
· public safety and national security concerns. FONS compares historical, biographical, financial,
and personal information presented by the individual ·against third-party sources; whenever
possible ..

In order to improve the accuracy of the information, USCIS has developed policies and
procedures for safeguarding data aggregated within FONS from several different sources. This
includes using public record data, data from commercial data providers, as well as other publicly
available data including social media and ne\vs and reviewing existing data in USC!S's files with
information outside of USCIS. If inaccurate information is found during the process ofreviewing
a file, FONS will contact personnel within the USCIS Records Division who are authorized to
make the changes to the data .in the source system. FONS will also correct inaccuracies in FONSOS and other locations where FONS records are maintained.
Privacy Risk: Because FONS-OS aggregates information from multiple source systems,
there is a risk of data inaccuracy if the data in the underlying system(s) change.
Mitigation: As noted above, FONS has policies and procedures in place to confirm the
verncity of the data being relied upon in resolving potential fraud, public safety, and national
security concerns. FONS-OS also queries other systems in real time to receive t!1e most timely and
accurate data available fromthe source system. Finally, individuals have opportunities to provide
information directly through the adjudicative process.
Privacy Risk: In some cases, FONS-OS users enter information into the system manually.
There is a_risk of human error, which could result in FONS relying on inaccurate data.
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Mitigation: FONS has a vested interest and responsibility to maintain the most accurate
data possible since the infonnation could be used in support of an adjudicative decision or in
support of criminal investigations undertaken by law enforcement partners. FONS Officers rely
on multiple sources to confirm the veracity of the data and, if discrepancies are uncovered, wil.l
take necessary steps to correct inaccuracies.
Privacy Risk: There is a risk that search functions that previously could only have been
performed through separate searches of individual systems or databases will allow FONS-OS users
(or users of other case management systems that receive data from FDNS-DS) to access to more
data than is necessary to perform their specific roles.
Mitigation: This risk is mitigated in that FONS-OS maintains strict access controls so that
only FDNS-DS users with a role in investigating cases for potential fraud, public safety, and
national security concerns have access to raw data· retrieved as part of the screening process.
FONS-DS interfaces with other systems to help streamline the processes that FDNS-DS users
currently perform manually, and its capabilities are designed to assist officers in obtaining
information needed to confirm an individual's eligibility for the benefit or request sought while
preserving ihe integrity of the legal immigration system. The output to other case management
systems is reasonably tailored to·provide adjudications staff with information relevant to making
a determination on the benefit or request sought.
Privacy Risk: There is a risk of obtaining data from new sources that have not been
reviewed for privacy and legal concerns in determining possible benefit fraud, criminal activity,
public safety, and national security concerns.
Mitigation: The risk is partially mitigated. In order to reduce the risk of new data being
incorporated into FONS that has not been reviewed for privacy and legal concerns, multiple layers
of privacy and legal review have been built into FONS's·processes. The process is memorialized
via the Overarching Integrated Project Team (!PT) Charter, which is in the approval process.
Additionally, new sources are reviewed through the FONS . weekly Screening and Case
Management IPTs with participation from the FONS Privacy Advisor and USCIS Office of
Privacy. FONS must submit a privacy threshol.d analysis and receive approval from the OHS
Privacy Office before adding any new data sources .

.Section 3.0 Uses of the Information
The following questions require a clear description of the project's use of information.

3.1

Describe how and why the project uses the information.
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FONS-OS records, tracks, and manages the screening process, thereby increasing the
effectiveness of the U.S. immigration system in combating benefit fraud, protecting public safety,
identifying potential threats to national security, and identifying vulnerabilities that may
compromise the integrity of the legal immigration system.
Screening

FONS uses FONS-OS to manage the screening (i.e., background, identity, and security
check) process in support of the adjudication of USCIS benefit requests, in a pre-decisional and
deliberative process. The information can be collected as a part of an automatic collection or
manual collection, as described in Section 2.2.
FONS uses commercial and publicly available sources, as well as information from other
federal, state,' and local government sources, to verify information provided by the
individual/applicant or his/her petitioner or representative, support or refute indications ·of
fraudulent behavior, and identify any public safety concerns or nexus to known or suspected
terro,rists in the processing of the individual/applicant's benefit request, pursuant, to the
Immigration and Nationality Act. 26

Case Management
FONS-OS performs case management by recording, tracking, and managing the processes
associated w.ith detecting fraud, egregious or non-egregious public safety, and national security
concerns. FONS-OS is the central repository for all data gathered during the processes of·
performing screening on benefit request forms or applications received, performing administrative
investigations, and conducting studies of benefit fraud rates and trends.
S1udies Related 1/J Benefit Fraud and Trends

FONS uses FDNS-DS data to. produce studies related to benefit fraud and trends. 27
Identification of fraud patterns and trends support operational decision management and inform
future rules-based referrais.28

3.2

Does the project use technology to conduct electronic searches,
queries, or analyses in an electronic database to discover or locate
a predictive pattern or an anomaly? If so, state how OHS plans to
· use such results.

s· U.S.C. Section 1101 et seq.
"See DHSIUSC!S/PIA-013-01 FONS Program, available at w\\w.dhs.govlprivacv, for more information on the
administrative inquiry process, adjudication, and BFA Process. FONS completes administrative investigations to
obtain relevant information needed to render the appropriate adjudicative decision.
28
See DHSIUSCIS/PIA-055 SAS Predictive Modeling Environment, available at www.dhs.uovlprivacv.
26
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Yes. FONS is incorporating predictive analytics into FONS-OS to assist in prioritizing the
workload. Predictive technology is applied to known derogatory holdings (e.g., background check
results) in order to categorize information so that the cases most likely to result in a referral for
criminal action are prioritized for the most immediate review. All cases, regardless of their priority,
are reviewed manually by FONS Officers.

3.3

Are there other components with assigned roles and responsibilities
within the syst~m?

Yes. FONS-OS information is accessed by or shared with employees or contractors of OHS
components on a need-to-know basis. Limited U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
and CBP personnel have been granted read-only access to FONS-OS. Information sharing includes
tracking interactions with ICE to determine iffurther law enforcement activities should be pursued.
ICE and CBP must request USCIS permission to share USCIS data with external third parties.
At the time of publication of .this PIA, FONS is .also working with ICE to establish a
connection to improve t.he quality and exchange of information with ICE, consistent with the joint.
USC IS/ICE anti-fraud strategy discussed in the FONS Directorate PIA. Through this connection,
.FONS-OS will share information \Vith ICE on cases that may involve egregious public safety
concerns or require further criminal investigation.
Furthermore, at the request of OHS, RF!s for national security purposes from external
entities are coordinated through OHS Office of Intelligence and Analysis (I&A) Single Point of
Service (SPS). 29

3.4

Privacy Impact Analysis: Related to the Uses of Information

Privacy Risk: There is a risk that inforination contained within the FD~S-OS system is
not used consistently with its original purpose and authority or that individuals may use the data
inappropriately.
Mitigation: Consistent with FDNS's mission of detecting, deterring, and combating
immigration benefit fraud, all information contained within FONS-OS is used to identify and track
possible benefit fraud, public safety, and national security concerns. These uses are consistent with
the notice provided to individuals in the Privacy Act Statements on all USCIS forms, as well as
this PIA and the correspondi.ng SORN.

Consistent with USCIS and FONS governance, user permissions are managed in a stringent
· manner to ensure users are only granted the privileges and access necessary to perform their job.
29

See DHSIALL/PIA-044 DHS Single Point of Service Request for Information Management Tool; available at
w,vw.dhs.gov/privacv~ for more information.
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User roles within the application will also be managed in a manner that is reflective of the need
for.more restrictive access. Training of users will also incorporate the appropriate use and access
of data.
External users (i.e., CBP and ICE users) are granted read-only access to FDNS-DS only.
USC IS shares FDNS-DS data with ICE, and in some cases with CBP, to determine if further law
enforcement activities should be pursued. ICE and CBP must request USCIS permission to share
USCIS data with external third parties. This ensures sharing is consistent with the routine uses
allowable in the FDNS SORN.
Privacy Risk: There is a risk that SGNs may present FONS Officers with results that may
contain too many false positives, which may render the resulting data unusable or unreliable or
unfairly subject individuals to further scrutiny.
Mitigation: An onboarding phase allows for a period of refining rules before they are
deployed across FDNS. This onboarding phase consists of FDNS-DS users in a limited rollout
receiving rule alerts through e-mail notifications.

USC IS continually tunes the rules to narrow the scope of information provided to FDNS
Officers. Rigorous quality control and assurance procedures are used to adjust rules as necessary
to reduce the potential for false positives. FONS continually monitors and refines rules based on
appropriate metrics. The SGN process also provides for a layer of human review·to confirm SGNs
are actionable prior to routing them for further case management activity.
Privacy Risk: There is a risk of an inappropriate assumption that all individuals listed
within FONS-OS have engaged in fraudulent immigration-related practices or pose a public safety
or national security risk.
Mitigation: Individuals that are listed within FONS-OS have potentially engaged in
activities that require further review for potential fraud, criminal activity, public safety, and
national security concerns. However, the existence of a record in FDNS-OS is not in itself
considered derogatory or a reflection on the individual's eligibility for a benefit, request, or service.
In determinations when potential was not realized, cases are marked with "no fraud found."
Statements of Findings (SOF) or assessments will contain a summary for adjudication's use.
Privacy Risk: For certain benefits or service requests, FONS must share the results of
background, identity, and security checks or other forms of screening with other USCIS case
management systems in order to provide information in support of adjudications. There is a risk
that data will be inaccurately copied or that it may be taken out of context.
Mitigation: The risk is partially mitigated in that FONS-OS, as a standard practice with
A-File handling, allows the ability to copy a non-changing SOF for adjudications. A SOF is an
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unchangeable, PDF document in FDNS-DS. In response to manual referrals made to FDNS-DS,
FDNS users will complete a SOF or assessment, when required. The SOFs or assessments are
shared with adjudications staff. Adjudications staff are trained on how to interpret information in
the S0Fs or assessments and their relevance .in adjudicating immigration benefits and also
coordinate closely with FDNS.
In future releases, FDNS-DS will interface with USCIS immigration case management
systems to fully automate the screening process, as well as provide the background, identity, and
security check results either in the form of a. hit/no
hit response, a summary of past screening.
.
history, or some usable form, in order to provide timely, meaningful information to adjudicative
·staff.The responses sent to the case management systems will be tailored to·present adjudication
officers with information relevant to determining the individual's eligibility for the immigration
benefit or service sought. .
Privacy Risk: With automating the screening process, there is a risk of recurrent screening
or vetting of individuals beyond the original purpose.
Mitigation: USCIS has established a robust governance structure to ensure that screening
rules are compliant with all legal and privacy requirements. New rules undergo several layers of
operational, legal, privacy, and policy review before they are presented to the Deputy Director,
USCIS, for final approval. Through this process, FDNS ensures that all screening activity is·
properly vetted and falls within USCIS's authority. All screening methods deployed are tailored
to provide information that is relevant to the adjudication of a particular benefit or immigration
service request. USC1S may conduct screening in situations in which USC1S has the authority to
rescind, revoke, or otherwise terminate, to issue a Notice to Appear (NTA), or to refer to another
government agency for criminal/civil actions. When USC IS may no longer take action on a benefit,
service, or request, the screening wi II cease.
Privacy Risk: There is a risk that FDNS-DS users will create ATLAS rules without going
through the appropriate mies review process.
Mitigation: The governance process ensures that new rules.are not created or implemented
within the system without review from th·e appropriate stakeholders, including privacy and legal
review. Implementation of rules and generation of SGNs are required to be in compliance with
the Privacy Act of I 974, E-Government Act of 2002, Homeland Security Act of2002 and all DHS
privacy policies. Additionally, the capture, use, and disclosure of PII thrOLigh the rules process .
must be pursuant to applicable system of record notices and available routine uses.
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Section 4.0 Notice
The following questions seek information about the project's notice to the individual about the
information collected, the right to consent to uses of said information, and the right to decline to provide
·information.·

4.1

How does the project provide individuals notice prior to the
collection of information? If notice is not provided, explain why
not.

In addition to the publication of this PIA, USCIS has previously published a programmatic
PIA and SORN for the FONS Directorate. FDNS-DS collects information from other USCJS
systems, which also have their own PIAs and SORNs· published on the DHS website.
All applications for benefits from USCJS have a Privacy Act Statement providing notice
to the individual regarding the use and collection of the information and these forms state the that
information may be used for fraud detection. USCIS forms also notify the individual that
information provided may be checked for completeness, that certain background checks may be
conducted, or that USC IS may request an interview or further evidence.Jo
When FONS conducts interviews and site visits, FONS Officers identify themselves and
· notify the individual or beneficiary of the reason for the interview or site visit. Notice is given to
an individual's attorney when an administrative site visit or interview will occur, unless notice
would jeopardize the site visit or interview.

4.2

What opportunities are available for individuals to consent to. uses,
decline to provide information, or opt out of the project?

USCJS benefit request forms require that an individual provide specific information that
may contain sensitive PII. The failure to submit such information could impact the processing or
adjudication of an application or petition and thus preclude the individual from receiving the
benefit, request, or service. Therefore, through the application process, individuals have consented
to the use of the information supplied in the benefit request form or application to determine their
eligibility for the benefit, request, or service sought. Further, fraud assessments and background,
identity, and security checks are required by regulation on all requests/applications filed with
USCIS. Benefits, requests, or services .cannot be granted until those checks are complete, and the .
information submitted is essential to the conduct of those checks.JI.·

30

Adjudicators arc responsible for making decisions regarding granting benefits.
"As required by Title 8 U.S.C. § 1101 ct seq.
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USCIS provides notice to all individuals at the time of collection through a Privacy Act
Statement on alJ·USCJS forms. Individuals are notified at the point of data collection (generally in
the form itself) of the right to decline to provide the required information; however, such action
may result in the denial of the individual's request.

4.3

Privacy Impact Analysis: Related to Notice

Privacy Risk: There is a risk to notice that benefit requestors will not know that FONS
will collect publicly available information about them, including information posted on public
social media websites and platforms:
Mitigation: The risk has been mitigated to the extent possible because USCIS provides
notice to individuals through an (e)(3) statement, the source system PIAs, the FONS Directorate
PIA, this PIA, and the associated SORNs. USCIS also provides notice of its fraud detection and
national security work through its public website. 32
·

Section 5.0 Data Retention by the project
The following questions are intended to outline how long the project retains the information after
the initial collection.

5.1

Explain how long and for what reason the information is retained.

USCIS retains application information to assist in identifying individuals who threaten
national security and public safety; detecting, pursuing, and deterring immigration benefit fraud;
and identifying and removing systemic vulnerabilities in the process of the legal immigration
system.
USCIS retains FDNS-DS records for 15 years from the date of the last inte'raction between
FDNS personnel and the individual, no matter the determination. Records related to a person's AFile will be transferred to the A-File and maintai.ned under the A-File retention period (N 1-56608-11). Upon closure ofa case pertaining to an individual, any information that is pertinent to the
adjudicative decision (such as a SOF), whether there was or was not an indication of fraud, criminal
activity, public safety and national security concerns, is transferred to the associated A-File.

5.2

Privacy Impact Analysis: Related to Retention

Privacy Risk: There is a risk that data will be retained longer than necessary. This would
increase the risk of unauthorized access, use, and loss of the data.
3
2 See hll ps ://www. use is, gov/about-us/di recto rates-and-program-offices/fraud-detection-and· na ti ona 1-sccu ri ty/ fraud detection-and-national-security-directorate
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Mitigation: FONS mitigates this risk by destroying FDNS-DS data in accordance with
appr9ved NARA records retention schedules. The 15-year retention schedule for FONS data (N l566-08-18) provides access to information that can be critical to research related to suspected or
confirmed fraud, public safety, and national security concerns for individuals who may still be
receiving immigration benefits or services. In addition, should the individual apply for another
benefit, retention of the information can eliminate the need for research on concerns that were
previously addressed.
Privacy Risk: There is a risk that dat.a will be retained in FONS-OS longer than allowed
by the original source system.
Mitigation: This risk is mitigated in that FDNS-DS retains data relevant to the background
check/screening process and to cases of suspected or confirmed fraud, criminal activity, public
safety and national security concerns. The system's master 15-year retention period is shorter than
that of many USC IS case management systems from which application data is derived.

Section 6.0 Information Sharing ·
The following questions lire intended to describe the scope of the project infonnation sharing
external to the Department. External sharing encompasses sharing with other federal, state1 and local
government; and private sector entities.

6.1 Is information shared outside of DHS as part of the normal agency
operations? If so, identify the organization(s) and how the information is
accessed and how it is to be used.
FONS shares information outside of OHS when USCIS receives an RFI, when it
proactively discloses based on information in the record, and when asking ar:i outside organization
for additional information related to an individual. RFis may be received from federal law
enforcement agencies (e.g., Dep~rtment of Justice (DOJ) FBI, DOS), the Intelligence Community,
and authorized state or local law enforcement agencies who are parties to information sharing
agreements managed by OHS. USCJS provides access to the requested data through direct user
accounts or through copying of data to an electronic device or medium.
Requests for information are governed by the DHS/USCIS-006 Fraud Detection and ·
National Security Records (FONS) System of Records 33 , the DHS/USCIS/ICE/CBP-001 Alien
File, Index, and National File Tracking System of Records 34, or in some instances, the originating
33
34

77 FR 47411 (Aug, 8, 2012).
78 FR 69864 (Nov. 21, 2013).
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system of records notice for the underlying USCIS records, e.g., DHS/USCIS-007 Benefits
Information System (BIS). 35 When covered by an applicable routine use and when appropriate,
USC IS may share the sensitive PII listed in Section 2.1 of this PIA with federal, state, tribal, local,
international, or· foreign law enforcement and intelligence agencies,. in response to an RFI in
support of criminal and administrative investigations, and background identity and security checks
involving immigrant benefit fraud, criminal activity, public safety, and national security concerns.
.

.

Through direct user account access, DOS Bureau of Consular Affairs may vie\V a
· comprehensive picture of a visa applicant's status and to reduce the likelihood that an individual
or group might fraudulently obtain an immigration benefit under the INA, as amended. DOS has
read-only access to FDNS-DS.
Proactive disclosure based on information in the system occurs when FONS has an
indication of possible fraud, criminal activity, public safety, and national security concerns. In
these cases,FDNS may proactively share information with other government entities as described
under the FONS and A-File SORNs. 36
RFls for national security purposes from external entities are coordinated through OHS
l&A SPS. USCIS responses are provided via government secure networks. All other requests are
processed by USCIS. Responses provided by field offices are also provided via secure methods.

6.2

Describe how the external sharing noted in 6.1 is compatible with
the SORN noted in 1.2.

Direct account access by DOS Bureau of Consular Affairs is covered by FONS SORN
routine use I and A-File SORN routine use 0, which permits USCIS to share PII with DOS Bureau
of Consular Affairs in the processing of applications for benefits. This is compatible with the
original collection under the INA, which requires USCIS to administer immigration laws.
Information may also be shared with DOS Bureau of Consular Affairs to provide a comprehensive
picture of a visa applicant's status, and to reduce the likelihood that an individual or group might ·
fraudulently obtain an immigration benefit under the INA, as amended.
Proactive disclosures are covered by the FDNS SORN, routine use H, which permits FONS
to share PII with federal and foreign government intelligence or counterterrorism agencies when
USCIS reasonably believes there is a threat or potential threat to national or international security.
Proactive disclosures are also covered by routine use H and II of A-File SORN. Routine
35

73 FR 56596 (Sept. 29, 2008).

36

See DHS/USC\S/ICE/C13P-OOI Alien File, Index, and National File Tracking System of Records, 78 FR 69864

!

(November 21, 2013); DHS/USCIS-006 Fraud Detection and National Security Records (FDNS), 77 FR 47411
{August 8, 2012),
·
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use H permits USCIS to share A-File information \Vith appropriate federal, state, tribal, local, or
foreign governmental agencies or multilateral governmental organiz~tions responsible 'for
investigating or prosecuting the' violations of, or for enforcing or implementing, a statute, rule,
regulation, order, or license, when OHS believes the information would assist in enforcing
·applicable civil or criminal .laws. A-File SORN routine use II permits sharing with a federal, siate,
local, territorial, tribal, international, or foreign criminal, civil, or regulatory Jaw enforcement
authority when the information is necessary for collaboration, coordination, and de-confliction of
investigative matters, prosecutions, or other law enforcement actions to avoid duplicative or
disrnptive efforts and to ensure the safety of law enforcement officers who may be working on
related law enforcement matters.
These disclosures are compatible with the original collection because the INA requires
USCIS to investigate alleged civil and criminal violations of immigration laws, including alleged
fraud with respect to applications or determinations within USCIS. In addition, the INA provides
for terrorist-related bars that may serve as the basis for denial of a requested benefit. The INA also
requires USCIS to make recommendations for prnsecutions or .other appropriate actions when
deemed advisable.

6.3

Does the project place limitations on re-dissemination?

Yes. A Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) between USCIS and DOS Bureau of Consular
Affairs fully outlines responsibilities of the parties, security standards, and limits of use of the
information, including re-dissemination. Methods and controls over dissemination of information
are coordinated between USCIS and DOS Bureau of Consular Affairs prior to information sharing.
Depending on the context of other sharing, OHS may place additional controls on the redissemination of the information. FONS also shares data internally via secure government
networks.
A Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between OHS and the FBI Terrorist Screening
Center (TSC) for real-time screening against_ TSDB records also fully outlines responsibilities of
the parties, security stan_dards, and limits of use of the information, including re-dissemination.
A MOA between OHS and the National Counter Terrorism Center also fully outlines
responsibilities of the parties, security standards, and limits of use of the information, including
re-disse.mination in accordance with the United States Attorney General Guidelines for Access,
Retention, Use, and Dissemination by the National Counterterrorism Center and Other Agencies
oflnformation in Datasets Containing Non-Terrorism Information (March 22, 2012).
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Describe how the project. maintains a record of any disclosures
outside of the Department.

FDNS maintains a record of disclosure ofFDNS-DS .information provided outside of the
Department in FDNS-DS. A record is kept on file of each disclosure, and system audit trail logs
~re maintained to identify transactions performed by both internal and external users,
As mentioned in the FDNS Directorate PIA, FDNS may receive requests for assistance
from external law enforcement partners, These requests are evaluated on a case-by-case basis, and
disclosures must abide by all privacy laws and legal requirements. Some FDNS Officers are
detailed to partner agencies to provide assistance as immigration subject matter experts. All FDNS
Officers must abide by all privacy laws and legal requirements before sharing any immigration
information. Disclosures made pursuant to these requests for assistance are tracked in FDNS-DS.
Further, at the request of DHS, Requests for Information for national security purposes
from external entities are coordinated and tracked through the DHS !&A SPS process. 37

6.5

Privacy Impact Analysis: Related to Information Sharing

Privacy Risk: There is a risk of misuse, unauthorized access to, or disclosure of,
information.
Mitigation: As discussed above, FONS maintains a record of each. disclosure of FDNS
information .made to every agency in accordance with a routine use and with whom it has an
information sharing agreement. Otherwise, FONS does not share its information. A record is kept
on file of each disclosure, including the date the disclosure was made, the agency to which the
information was provided, the purpose of the disclosure, and a description of the data provided.

The electronic sharing of data with external agencies is conducted over government secure
networks. All personnel within the receiving agency and its components are trained on the
appropriate use and safeguarding
data. In addition, each external agency with whom the
information is shared has policies and procedures in. place to ensure there is no unauthorized
dissemination of the information provided by FDNS. Any disclosure must be compatible with the
purpose for which the information was originally collected and only authorized users with a need
to know may have access to the information contained in FDNS-DS.

of

33

See DHS/ALL/PIA-044 DHS Single Point of Service Request for Information Management Tool, available at

www.dhs.gov/privacv, for more information.
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· OHS information is covered by the third-party discovery rule, which precludes agencies·
outside of OHS that have received the information from OHS from sharing with additional partners
without the consent of OHS.
Risks are further mitigated by provisions set forth in MOAs or MOUs with federal and
foreign government agencies. Finally, United States government employees and contractors must
undergo annual privacy and security awareness training.

Section 7.0 Redress
The following questions seek information about processes in place for individuals to seek redress
which may include access to records about themselves, ensuring the accuracy of the information collected
about them, or filing complaints.

7.1

What are the procedures that allow individuals to access their
information?

Because FDNS-DS contains sensitive PII related to possible immigration benefit fraud and
national security concerns, OHS has exempted FONS from the notification, access, and
amendment provisions of the Privacy Act of i974, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552a(k)(2).
Notwithstanding the applicable exemptions, USC!S reviews all such requests on a case-by0 case
basis. When such a request is made, and access would not appear to interfere with or adversely
affect the national or homeland security of the U.S. or activities related to any investigatory
material contained within this system, the applicable exemption may be waived at the discretion
of USC IS, and in accordance with procedures and points of contact published in the applicable
SORNs.
Individuals seeking to access information maintained by FONS should di.reel their requests
to:
National Records Center
·Freedom of Information Act/Privacy Act Program
P. 0. Box 6480 I0
Lee's Summit, MO 64064-80 I0
Requests for access to records must be in writing. Such requests may be submitted by
mail or in person. If a request for access is made by mail, the envelope and letter must be clearly
· marked "Privacy Act Request" to ensure proper and expeditious processing. The requester should
provide his or her full name, date and place of birth, and verification of identity in accordance with
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OHS regulations governing Privacy Act requests (found at 6 CFR Part 5.21), and any other
identifying information that may be of assistance in locating the record.
The information requested may, howeve·r, be exempt from disclosure under the Privacy
Act because FONS records, with respect to an individual, may sometimes contain law enforcement
sensitive information. The release of .law enforcement sensitive information could possibly
compromise ongoing criminal investigations.
Additional information about Privacy. Act and Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)
requests for USCIS records can be found at http://www.uscis.gov.

7.2

What procedures are in place to allow the subject individual to
correct inaccurate o.r erroneous information? .

As stated above, individuals may use the Freedom oflnformation Act/Privacy Act process
to re.quest access to and correction ofrecords maintained about them. The data accessed by FDNSDS from underlying USC IS source systems may be corrected by means of the processes described
in the PIAs and SORNs for those systems. In the event inaccuracies are noted, files
. and FDNS-DS
..
records may be updated.

7.3

How does the project notify individuals about the procedures for
correcting their information?

Individuals. are notified of the procedures
for correcting their information
.
. on USCIS forms,
the USCIS
website, and by
USCIS personnel. who interact
with individuals in the course of
'
.
.
processing requests for benefits or services. Furthermore, this PIA and the respective SORNs serve
as notice to individuals.

7.4

Privacy Impact Analysis: Related to Redress

Privacy Risk: There is a risk that individuals may be able to access, correct, or make
amendments to records in the source systems, but may not be able to do so for their records
maintained in FDNS-DS due to the Privacy Act exemptions claimed.
Mitigation: While FDNS maintains pre-decisional, deliberative information in FDNS-DS,
individuals may still request access to records that USCIS maintains about them. Notice on how
to file a Privacy Act request.about records contained in maintained by FDNS is provided by this
PIA and the FONS SORN. Individuals can request access to information about them through the
Privacy Act and FOIA process, and may also request that their information be amended by
contacting the National Records Center. The nature ofFDNS-DS and the data it collects, processes,
and stores is such that it limits the ability of individuals to access or correct their information. Each
request for access or correction is individually evaluated.
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Section 8.0 Auditing and Accountability.
The following questions are intended to describe technical and policy based safeguards and
security measures.·

8.1

How does the project ensure that the information is used in
accordance with stated practices in this PIA?

Access and security controls have been established to mitigate privacy risks associated with
authorized and unauthorized uses, specifically misuse and inappropriate dissemination of data.
Access to FONS:OS is generally read:only. Some FONS-OS users have "read," "write," and
"modify" privileges. All account access and privileges are approved by the USCIS business owner:
When employment at USCIS is terminated or an employee's responsibilities no longer require
access to FONS-OS, access privileges are removed.
Audit trails are kept in order to track and identify unauthorized uses of FONS-OS
information. The audit trails include the ability to identify specific records each user accesses. A
· warning banner is provided at all access points to inform users of the consequences associated with
unauthorized use of information. The banner warns authorized and unauthorized users about the
appropriate uses of the system, that the system may be monitored for improper use and illicit
activity, and the penalties for inappropriate usage and non-compliance. A user must click on the
agreement to proceed with login.
In addition,. user access to FONS-OS is limited to personnel who need the information to
perform their job functions. Only users with proper permissions, roles, and security attributes are
authorized to access the system. Each user is obligated to sign and adhere to_ a user access
agreement, which outlines the appropriate rules of behavior tailored for FONS-OS. The system
administrator is responsible for granting the appropriate level of access. Finally, all employees are
trained on the use of information in accordance with OHS policies, procedures, regulations, and
guidance. , ..
FONS conducts continuous security assessments ofFDNS-OS in accordance with FISMA
requirements. Furthermore, FONS-OS complies with the OHS 430,0A security guidelines, which
provide hardening criteria for securing netlvorks, computers, and computer services against attack
and unauthorized information dissemination. Additionally, FONS is subject to random Office of
Inspector General (OIG) or any OHS assigned third-party security audits.
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Describe what privacy training is provided to users either generally
or specifically relevant to the project.

FDNS-DS users receive the required annual Computer Security Awareness training and
Privacy Act Awareness training. In addition, users receive training in the use of FDNS-DS prior
to being approved for access to the system. The training addresses the use of the system· and
. appropriate privacy concerns, including Privacy Act obligations (e.g., SORNs, Privacy Act
Statements). FONS Officers also have several mandatory, job-specific training requirements that
include discussions on Privacy Act obligations and other restrictions on disclosure ofinformation.

8.3

What procedures are in place to determine which users may access
the information and how dQes the project determine who has
access?

Users receive access to FDNS-DS only on a need-to-know basis. This need-to-know is
determined by the individual's current job functions. Users may have read-only access to the
information if they have a legitimate need to know as verified by their supervisor a,nd the FDNSDS business owner, and have successfully completed all required training.
A user requesting access must complete and subrnit Forms G-872A and B, USCJS and End
User Application for Access. This application provides the justification for the level of access
requested. Additionally the requestor signs the USC IS Rules of Behavior before access is granted.
The requestor's supervisor and the FDNS-DS business owner will review this request; ifapproved,
the requestor's access l_evel is independently confirmed and the user account established.
Criteria, procedures, controls, and responsibilities regarding FDNS-DS systems access are
contained in the Sensitive System Security plan for FONS-OS: Additionally, there are several
· department and government•wide regulations and directives that provide additional guidance and
direction

8.4 How does the project review and approve information sharing
agreements, MOUs, new uses of the information, new access to the system by
organizations within DHS and outside?
MOAs arid MO Us between USCIS and other components of OHS, as well as MOAs and
MO Us between USCIS or OHS and other agencies, define information sharing procedures for data
maintained by FONS. MOAs and MOUs document the requesting agency or component's legal
authority to acquire such information, as well as USCIS's permission to share in its use under the
legal authority granted. All MOAs and MOUs must be reviewed by the program and all applicable
parties.
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Responsible Officials
Donald K. Hawkins
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service
Privacy Officer
Department of Homeland Security

Approval Signature

Original, signed copy on file with the OHS Privacy Office.

Karen L. Neuman
Chief Privacy Officer
Department of Homeland Security
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APPENDIX A
List of Systems of Records Researched during the Screening Prncesses and
Tracked in FDNS-DS

Below is a list of systems, both internal and external, that exchange data with FDNS-DS, including
those used to support screening through ATLAS.
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) Systems

•

National Benefit Center Process Workflow Repository (NPWR) 38 to facilitate screening
on certain form types· being processed through the National Benefit Center, Background
Check Unit;
o PIA: TBD
o SORN: TBD

•

Service Center Computer Linked Application Information .Management System
(SCCLAIMS) 39 to facilitate screening on forms processed in Computer .Linked Application
Information Management System (CLAIMS 3);
o PIAs:
o FONS Directorate 40
o CLAIMS 341

•

CLAIMS 4;
o PIA: CLAIMS 442 .
o SORN: Benefits Information System (B1S) 43

•

Electr_onic Immigration System (ELIS);
o PIA: ELIS 44

38

NPWR is cov.cred under miSIUSCISIPIA-0 I6(a) Benefits Processing of Applicants other than Petitions for
Naturalization (CLAIMS 3).
39
SCCLAIMS is a mirror copy of CLAIMS 3 data.
40
See DHSIUSCIS/P!A-013(a) FDNS Dircctorale, available at www.dhs.gov/privacy.
41
Sec DHS1USCISIPIA·016(a) CLAIMS 3 and Associated Systems, m•ailable at www.dhs.gov/privacv.
"See DHSIUSCIS/PIA-0 I5 CLAIMS 4 and subsequcn\ updates, available at www.dhs.gov/privacv.
43
73 FR 56596 (Sept. 29, 2008).
44
See DHSIUSCISIPIA-056 USCIS ELIS available at www.dhs.gov/privacv.
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o ~ : Benefits Information System (B1S) 45

•

Case and Activity Management for International Operations (CAMINO);
o . PIA: CAMIN0 46
o SORN:
o A-File, Index, and National File Tracking System 41
o Background Check Service 48
o Intercountry Adoptions Security4 9
o BIS
o Asylum Information and Pre-Screening (AIPS) 50

•

Refugees, Asylum, and Parole System and the Asylum Pre-Screening System
(RAPS/APSS); 51
o PIA: RAPS/APSS 52
o SORN: AIPS 53

•

Marriage Fraud Assurance System (MFAS);
o f!A: CLAIMS 354 ·
o SORN:
o A-File, Index, and National File Tracking System
o Background Check Service
o BIS

•

Adoption Case Management System (ACMS);
o PIA: Forthc.oming ACMS PIA

45

73 FR 56596 (Sept. 29, 2008).
See DHS/USCIS/PIA-051 CAMINO, available at w\\w,dhs.gov/privacv.
47 78 FR 69864 (Nov. 21, 2013).
48
72 FR 31082 (June 5, 2007)
49
72 FR 31086 (June 5, 2007).
so 80 FR 74781 (November 30, 2015).
51
See DHS/USCIS/PIA-027 RAPS/APSS, and subsequent updates, arailable al ~,w.dh5.J!Q,:im:b.'.!!£L
"See DHS/USCIS/PIA-027 RAPS/APSS, and subsequent updates. available ar www.dhs.gov/privacv.
53 80 FR 74781 (November 30, 2015).
54
Sec DHS/USCIS/PIA-016(a) CLAIMS 3 and Associated Systems, available al www.dhs.gov/privacv,
46
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o SORN: lntercountry Adoptions Security55
•

/'

USCIS Lockbox 56 to retrieve data from digitized forms;
o PIA: Benefit Request Intake Process 57
.
o SORN:
o A-File, Index, and National File Tracking System
o Background Check Service
o BIS
o lntercountry Adoptions Security
o AIPS 58
.

--

· o Collections Records--Treasury/Financial Management Service 59

•

Person Centric Query Service (PCQS) to retrieve status information from the Central Index
System (CIS);
o PIA: PCQS 60
o SORN: See PCQS PIA Appendices for associated SORNs

• National File Tracking System (NFTS) to retrieve the physical locations of A-files;
. o PIA: NFTS 61
o SORN: A-File SORN

•

Customer Profile Management System (CPMS) to retrieve data associated with biographic
and biometric screening.
o f.Li: CPMS 61
o SORN:

o Background Check Service

·

"72 FR 31086 (June 5, 2007).
56 See DHS/USCIS/PIA-003(a) Integrated Digitization Document Management Program (IDDMP), available at
www.dhs.gov/privacy.
·
"See DHS/USCIS/PIA-061 Benefit Request Intake Process, available at www.dhs.gov/privacv.
58 80 FR 74781 (November 30, 2015).
·
59
Trcasury/FM.S.O 17 - Revenue Collections Records, 74 FR 23006 (May 15, 2009).
60
See DHS/USCIS/PIA-010 Person Centric Query Service (PCQS), available at www.dhs.gov/privacv.
61
See DHS/USCIS/PIA-032 National File Tracking System (NFTS) available at www.dhs.gov/nrivacy.
62
See DHS/USCIS/PIA·060 Customer Profile Management Service, available at www.dhs.gov/privacv.
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o Biometric Storage System 63
.Other Department of Homeland Security (OHS) Component System Interfaces
•

DHS Automated Biometric ld~ntification System (1DENT 64 ) to retrieve data associated
with biometric screening;
o PIA: IDENT 65
. o SORN: IDENT 66

•

U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) TECS system, to perform screening, including
checks against the Federal Bureau of Investigation, National Crime Information Center
(NCIC);
o PIA: TECS 67
o SORN: CBP TECS 68

•

CBP Automated Targeting System-Passenger (ATS-P) and UPAX;
o PIA: ATS-P 69
o SORN: A TS 70

•

DHS Watchlist Service for real-time screening against Terrorist Screening Data Base
(TSDB) records; and
o PIA: FDNS WLS PIA Update 7 t
o SORN: DHS WLS S0RN 72

63
64

72 FR 17172 (April 6, 2007).
See DHSINPPD/PJA-002 Automated Biometric Identification System (!DENT), available al
See DHS/NPPD/PIA-002 Auto'matcd Biometric Identification System (!DENT), available at

\VWW .dhs,gnv/privucv,

·

66

72 fR 31080 (June 5, 2007).
67
See DHS/CBP/PIA-009 TECS System: CBP Primary and Secondary Processing, available al
www ,dhs.gov/privw:.:v.
68

73 FR 77778 (December 19, 2008).
See DHS/CBP/PIA-006(b) Automated Targeting System (ATS), available at 11ww.dhs.gov/privacv .
.70 77 FR 30297 (May 22, 2012).
11 DHS/USC1S/PIA-027(e) DHS Watchlist Service, available at www.dhs.gov/privacy.
72
81 FR 19988 (April 6, 2016).
69
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DI-IS Email as a Service (EaaS) Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) server for email.
o PIA: E-mail Secure Gateway 73
o SORN:

o General Information Technology Access Account Records System
· (GITAARS) 74
o General Personnel Records 75

Other DHS Component Systems Accessed (Manually)

•

CBP Analytical Framework for Intelligence (AF!)
o PIA: AFI 76 ·
o SORN: AF! for Intelligence System 77

•

CBP Arrival and Departure Information System (ADIS)
PIA: AD1S 78
o SORN: AD1S 79
o

•

ICE Student and Exchange Visitor Information System II (SEVIS)
o PIA: SEVIS ll 80
0

•

SORN: SEVIS 81

ICE ENFORCE Alien Removal Module
o PIA: Enforcement Integrated Database (EID) 82

73

Sec DHS/ALLIPIA-012 E-mail Secure Gateway and subsequent updates, available al .1YJY,Lll.huov/privan:.
77 FR 70792 (November 27, 2012). ·
75 77 FR 73694 (December II, 2012).
76 See DHS/CBP/PIA-010 AFI, available at www.dhs.gov/privacv.
71 77 FR 13813 (June 7, 2012).
·
78
See DHS/CBP/PIA-24 Arrival and Departure System (ADIS), available at www.dhs.gov/privacy.
79
80 FR 7208 I (November 18, 20 I5).
·
80
See DHS/ICE/PIA-OOl(a) Student and Exchange Visitor Information System II (SEVIS), available at
www.dhs,Bov/privacy,
·
81
75 FR412 (January 5, 2010).
82
See DHS/ICE/PIA-015 Enforcement Integrated Database (EID) and subsequent updates, available al
www.dhs'.gov/privacv.
74

·
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o SORN: Immigration and Enforcement Operational Records System
(ENFORCE) 83

"80 FR 24269 (April 30, 2015).
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Contact Point

Donald K. Hawkins
Privacy Officer
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
202-272-8000
· ·, Reviewing Official
Karen L. Neuman·
Chief Privacy Officer
Department of Homeland Security
202-343-1717
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
THE ATTACHED MATERIALS CONTAIN DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY INFORMATION
THAT IS "FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY," OR OTHER TYPES OF SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION REQUIRING PROTECTION AGAINST UNAUTHORIZED DISCLOSURE. THE
ATTACHED MATERIALS Will BE HANDLED AND SAFEGUARDED IN ACCORDANCE WITH DHS
MANAGEMENT DIRECTIVES GOVERNING PROTECTION AND DISSEMINATION OF SUCH
INFORMATION: AT A MINIMUM, THE ATTACHED MATERIALS WILL BE DISSEMINATED ONLY ON
A "NEED-TO-KNOW" BASIS AND WHEN UNATTENDED, Will BE STORED IN A LOCKED
CONTAINER OR AREA OFFERING SUFFICIENT PROTECTION AGAINST THEFT, COMPROMISE,
INADVERTENT ACCESS AND UNAUTHORIZED DISCLOSURE.
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Abstract
The Department of Homeland Security (OHS), U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(USCIS), developed the Fraud Detection and National Security Data System (FDNS-DS) as the
primary case managemen\ system used to record requests and case determinations involving
immigration benefit fraud, public safety, and national security concerns. Since its initial
deployment, USCIS has incorporated a new screening functionality into FDNS-DS, known as
ATLAS, to more effectively identify and review cases involving fraud, public safety, and national
security concerns. 1 USCJS is updating and reissuing the entire FDNS-DS Privacy Impact
Assessment (PIA), originally published on June 29, 2008, to capture these updates.

Overview
Every year, U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) receives nearly 6.4 million
applications for immigration benefits or service requests. USCIS is committed to ensuring the
integrity of the United States (U.S.) immigration system. An integral part of USCIS's delegated
authority to adjudicate benefits, petitions, or requests, and to determine if individuals are eligible
for benefit or services, is to conduct screenings (i.e., background, identity, and security checks) on
forms filed with the agency. USCIS Fraud Detection and National Security Directoraie (FONS)
developed the Fraud Detection and National Security- Data System (FDNS-DS) to record, track,
and manage the screening processes related to immigration applications; petitions, or requests with
suspected or confirmed fraud, public safety, or national security concerns·. FONS also uses FONS- ·
DS to identify vulnerabilities that may compromise the integrity of the legal immigration system.·
The 2014-2018 Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Strategic Plan states that DHS
will enforce and administer the nation's immigration laws. by "ensuring that only eligible
applicants receive immigration benefits through expanded use of biometrics, a strengthening of
screening processes, improvements to fraud detection, increases in legal staffing to ensure due
process, and enhancements of intera!fency" information sharing." 2 Recent events highlight the
importance of screening immigration benefit applicants for fraud, public safety, and ·national
security concerns. Within FDNS-DS, FDNS developed a screening module known as ATLAS.
ATLAS's event-based screening capability increases the timeliness and quality of fraud referrals.
For the purpose of this PIA, the term FDNS-DS encompasses both the case management system
and the screening module, ATLAS.

1

ATLAS is not an acronym.
·
·
'Department of Homeland Security. "Fiscal Years 2014 - 2018 Strategic Pl~n."
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FONS-OS. receives, tracks, and records information through the following processes:
screening, referrals made to FONS, administrative investigations, and through conducting studies
related to benefit fraud and trends 3, as detailed below.
Screening and Referrals to FDNS

The types of screening performed on immigration forms vary by the benefit/request type.
In general, USCIS conducts background checks 4 to obtain relevant information in order to render
the appropriate adjudicative decision with respect to the benefit or service sought, identity checks.
to confirm the individual's identity and combat potential fraud, and security checks to identify
potential threats to public safety or national security. Standard checks may include:
•

Biometric fingerprint-based checks:
I. Federal Bureau oflnvestigation (FBI) Fingerprint Check
2. OHS Automated Biometric Identification System (!DENT) Fingerprint
Check 5
3. Department of Defense Automated Biometric Identification System (ABIS)
Fingerprint Check 6

•

Biographic name-based checks:
I. FBI Name Check
2. TECS 7 Name Check

USCIS uses several systems to support the checks identified above, which are described in
detail· in the Immigration Benefits Background Check ·systems 8 · and Customer· Profile
Management Service 9 P!As, as well as the P!As associated with USCIS's case ·management
'See DHSIUSCIS/PIA-0 !3-01 FDNS Program, available at www,dhs&.QY/nrivacv, for more information on the
administrative inquiry process, adjudication, and BFA Process. FDNS completes.administrative investigations to
obtain relevant in formation needed to render the appropriate adjudicative decision.
4
During the adjudication process, users conducts four difforcnt background checks, two biometric fingerprintbased and two biographic name-based, which arc discussed in detail in the Immigration Benefits Background ehec.k
· Systems (lllllCS) !'IA. See DHS/U.SC!S/PIA-033 lllBeS, available at www.dhs.gov/privacy.
5
See DHS/NPPD/PIA-002 Automated Biometric Identification System (!DENT), available al
www.dhs.gov/privacv.

·

.

6

for certain benefit types in which the beneficiary has a higher likelihood of having previously been fingerprinted
by the U.S. military, users.conducts checks against the Department of Defense's Automated Biometric
· Identification System, as described in the Customer Profile Management System (ePMS) PIA. See
DHSIUSeIS/PIA-060 CPMS, available at www.dhs.gov/privacy.
·
1
See DHS/CBP/PlA-009 TEeS System: eBP Primary and Secondary Processing (TECS), available at
WW\V .dhs. gov/pri vacv,
.
·
8
See DHSIUSC!S/PIA-033 !llBeS, amilable at www.dhs.gov/pfivacy,
9
See DHS/USCIS/PIA-060 ePMS, available al www.dhs.gov/privacv. ·
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systems. As mentioned in those P!As, USCIS adjudications staff must query multiple systems, in
some cases manually. Through the development of a screening module within FDNS-DS, known
as ATLAS, the need to independently query each system is greatly reduced, thereby streamlining
the screening process and limiting the privacy risks associated with using multiple systems.
ATLAS interfaces with other systems in order to automate system checks and promotes consistent
. storage, retrieval, and analysis of screening results to enable FD1'/S to detect and investigate frat1d,
public safety, and national security concerns more timely and effectively. The specific system
interfaces that enable screening through ATLAS are.detailed at Appendix A.
Within FDNS-DS, ATLAS's automated, event-based screening is triggered when:
I. An individual presents him or herself to the agency (e.g., when USCIS receives an

individual's benefit request form 10 or while capturing an individual's JO-fingerprints
at an authorized biometric capture site, for those forms that require fingerprint checks);

2. Derogatory information is associated with the individual in one or more DHS systems;
or
3. FDNS performs an administrative investigation.
ATLAS receives information from the individual's form _submission and from the ·
biographic and biometric-based checks listed above. That information is screened through a
predefined.set ofrules to determine whether the information provided by the individual or obtained
through the required checks presents a potential fraud, public safety, or national security concern.·
The rules help standardize how information is analyzed and help to detect patterns, trends, and
_risks that are not easily apparent from the form submissions themselves.
(U/FOUO) There are currently five event-based screening rules and 11 panerns operational
within· FDNS-DS. A description of each rule is available at FOUO Appendix £3.
Previously, FDNS-OS received information primarily through manual referrals of cases
from USCIS adjudications staff. Since the development of ATLAS, cases can now be referred to
FONS for administrative investigation in the following manners:
Referrals through System Generated Notifications (SGNs)

The screening process described above automates the process of referring cases to FONS
for review. Certain events, such as when USClS receive_s a benefit request form or the I0-print
capture of an individual's fingerprints at a biometric capture center, trigger rules-based screening.
If the benefit request form or biometric capture matches a rule, ATLAS produces an SGN, which
is elevated in FDNS-DS for manual review. Once an SGN is produced, a specially trained FDNS
10

See DHS/USCIS/PIA-061 Benefit Request Intake Process, available a, \\~1~v.dhs.gov/privacy.
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. Officer, known as a Gatekeeper, conducts a manual review of the SGN for validity, determines
l;Vhether it is "actionable" or "inactionable,': and, if"actionable," triages the SON for further action.
If an SGN is "actionable," it enters the formal FDNS-DS case management process; An SGN
found to be "inactionable" may be closed without further action. The SGN itself is not considered
derogatory. SGNs help FONS Officers to detect potential threats earlier in the immigration benefit
application process, .to demonstrate the fidelity of the individual's biographic and biometric
information, and to identify discrep.ancies more efficiently.

Fraud Tip Referrals
Members of the public and other government agencies can voluntarily submit a fraud tip
to USCIS directly by emailing ReportFraudTips@uscis.dhs.gov. lri the future, a static page will
be available at www'.uscis.gov, where a link to the mailbox will be provided. The webpage lists
suggested fields that FONS has deemed usefu.1 when processing the tip. The list serves merely as
a suggestion; a fraud or tip reporter can include as much or as little information as he or she wishes.
More information about the fraud tip reporting process is described in Appendix H to the FONS
Directorate P!A. 11
Upon receiving a tip, FDNS evaluates the tip to determine if it is "actionable" or
"inactionable" for investigation. If FDNS deems the tip "actionable," FDNS manually inputs the
information into FDNS-OS and prepares the tip for an administrative investigation.
Manual Referrals

USCIS adjudications staff can make manual referrals to FONS through FDNS's Intranet
Fraud Referral System (iFRS). Through this process, adjudications staff complete a fillable
electronic form using the USCIS SharePoint Enterprise Collaboration Network (ECN). 12 FONS
Officers review the referrals and determine if the referral is "actionable" or "inactionable" and
manually enter the information into FDNS-DS. If "actionable," FDNS prepares the referral for
administrative investigation.
Administrative Investigations

If FONS determines an adm_inistrative invedtigation is necessary, FONS conducts further·
checks to verify information prior to an .adjudicative decision on the immigration benefit or service
requested, to include resolving any potential fraud, public safety, o(national security concerns. In
conducting an administrative investigation, 13 FDNS may perform one, or a_ combination, of the
following:
11

See DHS/USCIS/PIA-013-01 FDNS Directorate, available al www.dhs.gov/p.rivacv.
See DHS/ALL/PIA-037 OHS SharePoint and Collaboration Sites, available al www.dhs.gov/privacy,
"See DHS/USCISIPIA·OI3-0I FDNS Directorate, available al W\\'W.dhs.gov/privacv, for more information on
12
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Research in Government and commercial databases and public records;
Internet searches of open source information;

• Searches of publicly available information, including, but not limited to, social
• media sites;
•

File reviews;

• Telephone calls;
• Site visits;
•

Interviews of applicants, be·neficiaries, petitioners, and others;

•

Requests for evidence;

•

Administrative subpoenas;,

•

Requests for assistance from law enforcement agencies;

•

Overseas verifications; and

•

Referral to law enforcement agencies.

FONS may perform administrative investigations or work with partner agencies, as
appropriate, and ultimately produces findings to sufficiently inform adjudications. ·
Federated Immigration Screening and Application Report (FISAR)
The Federated Immigration·Screening and Application Report (FJSAR) within FDNS-DS
is an advanced search functionality that allows FDNS-DS users to view the entire screening history
on an individual, including records of standard checks, any SGNs produced by ATLAS that relate
to the individual, and administrative investigations performed. Ifthere are SGNs in the individual's
screening history, the FDNS-DS user can easily determine the status of those SGNs (e.g., pending
or triaged). The gatekecping process described above provides manual oversight to ensure that
SGNs produced by the system are valid and that they relate to the individual.
(U/FOUO)FDNS has developed the FISAR Web Service, which will interface with USCIS
case management systems (e.g .. SCCLAIMS, 14 USCIS Electronic Immigration System (ELIS). 15
Computer Linked Application Information Management System (CLAIMS) 4) 16 in order to
FONS administrative investigations.
SCCLAIMS is used rather than C:3 for cl'licicncy purposes: SCC'l AIMS is an FDNS system and co,itains the
CLAIMS 3 data clements needed to perform screening. SCCLAIMS receives a doily refresh tifCLAIMS 3 data. See
DHS/USC:ISll'IA-016\a) CL/IIMS 3, aw,ilah/e ar www.dhs.gov/privacv. for more information.
15
See DHS/USCIS/PIA-056 USCIS ELIS arnilable at www.dhs.gov/privacv.
"' See DHS/USC!S/l'IA-015 CL/\IMS 4 and subsequent updates, amilah/e at www.dhs.gov/privacv.

· 14
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provide timely, meaningful fDNS-DS/ATLAS information to adjudications staff.. FISAR Web
Service will allow adjudicators to access screening information related to the individual and to
determine if there are pote1itial concerns that may impact the adjudicative decision. f!SAR Web
Service will offer multiple options for invoking the ATLAS screening capability, as well as
accessing the resulting information amf displaying it within the case management system. Those
options may include the following capabilities, or combinations thereof:
•

Option #1: Screen - Performs ATLAS event-based screening and generates SGNs ·

•

Option #2: Quick Check - Provides derogatory data as a result of a background check

,

Option #3: Inquiry - Provides a view of all case and screening information frorri an FDNS
perspective

•

Option #4: Batch· Processes bulk background, identity, and security check activities

(U/FOUO) The specific system interfaces .and information exchanged with FDNSDS/ATLAS are detailed in the fOUO portion of Appendix A.
Enhanced Analytical Capabilities .

FDNS enhanced ATLAS with analytical capabilities to enable users to more.easily query
and visualize data within the system and to identify individuals who are filing for immigration and
naturalization benefits who may potentially be engaging in fraudulent behavior or pose a risk to
public safety or national security. During the screening process; ATLAS analyzes the results of
biographic and biometric checks, applies rules, and performs link and forensic analysis and entity
resolution among data received from multiple systems. ATLAS assists in confirming individuals'
identities when individuals
. are potentially known by more. than one identity by comparing the
identity information provided by the individual with identity information in other systems checked
against the background, identity, and security check process. As an example, ATLAS can
determine if an individual has applied for benefits using multiple biographic identities or aliases.
ATLAS .also visuafly displays linkages or relationships among individuals to assist in identifying
non-obvious relationships among individuals and organizations with a potential nexus to criminal
or terrorist activities. The results of this analysis may be produced and elevated in FONS-OS in
the form of an SGN or obtained through FI SAR.
ATLAS's analytical capabilities do not alter the source data. All legal and policy controls
around the source data remain in place.
USCIS is continuing to enhance its screening processes by incorporating seven core
capabilities into ATLAS: (I) Predictive Analytics; (2) Link and Forensic Analysis; (3)
Unstructured and Structured Analytics; (4) Intelligent Investigative Case Management; (5)
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Operational Decision Management;
(6) Information Sharing and Collaboration; .and (7) Entity
.
Analytics. Before new analytical capabilities are deployed within FONS-OS/ATLAS, the USClS
Office of Privacy will review them to determine additional privacy requirements, which may
include updating or re-issuing FONS P!As or SORNs.
(U/FOUO) FONS-OS/ATLAS. is in an agile development environment with new
capabilities being introduced in an incremental approach based on operational necessity or at the
request of the user community. USCIS FONS will maintain a list of new capabilities in FOUO
Appendix C. This appendix will be routinely updated with ongoing projects, including those that
arc in the onboarding phase, prior to being fully implemented within the FDNS~DS/ATLAS
enviromnent. USCIS FDNS will submit a Privacy Threshold Analysis (PTA) for possible inclusion
in this appendix. In certain instances, a new PIA or SORN may be required.
· Types oflnformation Collected and Stored within FDNS-DS

·rhe following information is collected and stored in FONS-OS:
•

Information collected during screening (i.e., background, identity, and security check
processes) to include information provided by the individual on a benefit request form, in
response to a request for evidence, or during an interview; derogatory information received
in response to checks; and audit trails or logs reflecting the history of checks conducted on
the individual;

• · Information collected during the adjudicative and administrative investigation process;
•

USCIS investigative referrals to law enforcement agencies (LEA) of suspected or
confirmed fraud, public safety issues, or national security concerns;

•

Referrals and leads from other government agencies and LEAs related to individuals with
an immigration history with USCIS;

•

Information collected during response to a Request For Information (RFl) from law
enforcement and intelligence agencies;

•

Referrals from the public or other governmental entities or fraud case referrals from the
Benefit Fraud Assessment (BFA) process ("other referrals"); -

•

Information from.cases that are selected for study of benefit ·fraud rates or trends;

•

Adverse information identified by USCIS from applications, administrative files,
interviews, written requests for evidence (RFE) or site visits; resolution of any of the
above-described categories of adverse information; and

•

Adjudicative summaries and decisions.
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This PIA generally covers the privacy risks and mitigation strategies associated with the
FDNS-DS system and its screening (rules-based referrals) and case management capabilities.
USCIS will maintain operationally sensitive appendices to this PIA that will analyze privacy risks
and mitigation strategies associated with enhanced analytical capabilities that have been approved
for use within FDNS-DS.
The privacy risks and mitigation strategies associated with the overall administrative
investigation process are described in the FONS Directorate PIA. Additionally, other published
USCIS P!As available http://www.dhs.gov/privacy cover the benefit request intake process,
benefit request form analysis and case management, as well as the collection of biographic and
biometric information that is used as part of the screening process. These published PIAs provide
an in-depth discussion of these separate processes and evaluate the privacy risks and mitigation
strategies built into each process.

Section 1.0 Authorities and Other Requirements
1.1

What specific legal authorities and/or agreements permit and
define the collection of information by the project in question?

The legal authority to collect this information comes from the Immigration and Nationality
Act 8 U.S.C. Section 110 I el seq. In addition, the Secretary of Homeland Security in Homeland
Security Delegation No. 0150.1 delegated the following authorities to USCIS:
"(H) Authority under section I 03(a)(I) of the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952, as
a111ended (INA), 8 U.S.C. §I 103(a)(J), to administer the immigration Jaws (as defined in
section 10I(a)(l7) of the INA).
Authority to investigate alleged civil and criminal violations of the immigration laws,
including but not limited to alleged fraud with respect to applications or determinations
within the Customs and Border Protection (CBP) or the CIS and make recommendations
for prosecutions, or other appropriate action when deemed advisable."

1.2

What Privacy Act System of Records Notice(s) (SORN(s)) apply to
the information?

Information collected, maintained, used, and disseminated by FDNS-DS is covered under
the following SORNs:
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DHS/USCIS-006 Fraud Detection and National Security Records (FONS), August
8, 2012 (77 FR 47411)
o Final Rule for Privacy Act Exemptions, August 31, 2009 (74 FR

45084)
•

1.3

DHS/USCIS/ICE/CBP-00 I Alien File, Index, and National File Tracking System
of Records, November 21, 2013 (78 FR 69864)

Has a system security plan been completed for the information
system(s) supporting the project?

Yes. FDNS-DS was approved for entrance into the OHS Ongoing Authorization Program
· on August 26, 2014. A system privacy plan is pending the completion of this PIA.

1.4

Does a records retention schedule approved by· the National
Archives and Records Administration (NARA) exist?

Yes. NARA approved the FONS-OS retention schedule, Nl-566~08-18. FONS will retain
the records 15 years from the date of the last interaction between FONS personnel and the
individual for records maintained in FDNS-DS. Records related to an individual's A-File will be
. transferred to the A-File and maintained under the .A-File retention period. USCIS maintains
records on individuals and all of their immigration transactions and law enforcement and national
security actions (if applicable), in the A-File. A-File records are permanent records in both
electronic and paper form. USCIS transfers A-Files to the custody of NARA I00 years after the
individual's date of birth, in accordance with Nl-566-08-01 I.·

· 1.5

If the information is covered by the Paperwork Reduction Act
· (PRA), provide the 0MB Control number and the agency number
for the collection. If there are multiple forms, include a list in an
appendix.

Almost all of the information within FONS-OS is originally submitted on a benefit request
form that is subject to the PRA. However, there are no forms associated specifically with the
collection of information in FONS-os·. Please s·ee the benefit request Pl As and Appendices for a
comprehensive list of the various forms that cover the initial collection ofinformation from·the
individual. 17

17

See DHS/USCIS/PJA-061 Benefit Request Intake Process, available at www.dhs.gov/privacy.
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Section 2.0 Characterization of the Information
. The following questions are intended to define the scope of the information requested or
collected, as well as. reasons for its collection.

2.1

Identify the information the project collects, uses, disseminates, or
maintains.

Due to the nature of the information within FDNS-DS, FDNS-DS contains sensitive
personally identifiable information (SPll). Depending upon the category of information being
collected in or attached to an FDNS-DS record, .the system may collect the following SPII:
Information about individuals may include, if applicable:
•

Full Name;

• Alias(es);
•

Physical and Mailing Addresses;

•

Alien Number (A-Number);

•

USC!S Online Account Number;

•

Social Security number (SSN);

•

Date of Birth;

•

Nationality;

•

Country of Citizenship;

•

Place of Birth;

.•

Gender;

•

Marital Status;

•

Military Status;

•· Phone Numbers;
•

Email Address;

•

lmmigratiqn Status;

•

Government-issued Identification (e.g., passport, driver's license):
o Document Type;
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. o Issuing Organiz.ation;
9 Document Number; and
o Expiration Date.
•

Signature;

• . Other Unique Identifying Numbers (e.g., Department of State (DOS)-issued Personal
Identification Number, ICE Student and Exchange Visitor Number, USCIS E-Verify
Company Identification Number);
•

Arrival/Departure Information;

•

Immigration History (e.g., citizenship/naniralization certificate number, removals,
explanations);

•

Family Relationships (e.g., parent, spouse, sibling, child, at.her dependents) and
Relationship Practices (e.g., polygamy, custody, guardianship);

•

USCIS Receipt/Case Number;

•

Personal Background Information (e.g., involvement with national security threats,
criminal offenses, Communist party, torture, genocide, killing, injuring, forced sexual
contact, limiting or denying others religious beliefs, service in military or other armed
groups, work in penal or detention systems, weapons distribution, combat training);

•

Medical Information;

•

Travel History;

• · Education History;
•

Work Information (contact information, position and relationship to an Organization,
degree(s), membership(s), accreditation(s), license(s) identification numbers);

•

Work History;

•

Bank account or financial transaction history;

•

Supporting documentation as necessary (e.g., birth, marriage, or divorce certificates,
licenses, academic diplomas, academic trans~ripts, appeals or motions to reopen or
reconsid_er decisions, explanatory statements, criminal history documents, and unsolicited
information submitted voluntarily by the applicants or family members in support of a
benefit request);

•

Physical Description (e.g., height, weight, eye color, hair color, race, ethnicity, identifying
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marks like tattoos or birthmarks);
•

Photographs from Government-issue.ct Identification (i.e., passport, Driver's license, and
other identification card);

•

Relationships to petitioners, representativ.e, preparers, family members, and applicants;

•

Case processing information such as date applications were filed or received by USCIS,
application/petition status, location of record, other control number when applicable, .and ·
fee receipt data;

•

Organizations associated with applications, petitions or other requests (Place of
business or place of worship, if place of worship is sponsoring the individual);

•

Civil or criminal history information;

•

Uniform resource locators (URLs) 18 or Internet protocol addresses;,

•

Biometric identifiers or associated· biographic information (e.g., photographic
facial image, fingerprints, Fingerprint Identification Number (FIN), Encounter
Identification Number (EID), and signature);

• TECS, National Crime Information Center (NCIC), Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) Terrorist Screening Database, and any other data and analysis
resulting from the investigation or routine b.ackground identity and security checks·
performed in support of the adjudication process; or
•

Any other unique, identifying information.

2.2

What are the sources of the information and how is the information
· collected for the project?

Information in FDNS-DS is col.lected during the following processes: the screening (i.e.,
background, identity, and security check) process, referrals made to FONS, administrative
investigations, and to conduct studies related to benefit fraud and trends. 19 Much of the information
collected .in the· FDNS-DS is taken from the benefit request form submitted to USCIS by the
individual or an authorized representative or preparer, or from systems against which that data is
screened during the screening process. USCIS may also collect information through interviews

18

The URL is !he unique address for a file that is accessible on the Internet.
See DHS/USCIS/PIA-013-01 FDNS Program, available at www.dlis.gov/privacv, for more information on the
administrative inquiry process, adjudication, and BFA Process. FDNS completes administrative investigations to
obtain relevant information needed to render the appropriate adjudicative decision. ·
19
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and site visits and record this into FDNS-DS. Interviewees may include current/past employers,
family members, applicants, or other authorized representatives or preparers.
The information can be collected automatically or manually, as described below.

Automatic Collection
FDNS-DS's event-based screening capability through ATLAS is an automatic collection
process that records certain information for review. Screening within ATLAS is triggered when:
I. An individual presents himself/herself to the agency;
2. Derogatory information is associated with the individual in one or more OHS systems;
or
3. Administrative investigations are performed.
ATLAS queries internal and external systems automatically to obtain data relating to an
individual's background, identity, and security check. ATLAS receives biographic data (e.g.,.
name, date of birth, alias) associated with the individual's benefit request form from USCIS case
management systems or biographic data associated with the. individual's biometric capture at an
approved biometric collection site (e.g., FIN, A-Number), which may be s·creened against data in.
IDENT, 20 TECS, 21 or the Terrorist Screening Database 22 and then against FDNS-DS's rules
engine and anal)tical tools to produce SGNs,
In addition to the automatic collection that occurs during the screening process, FDNS-DS
has a direct connection to the Enterprise Citizenship and Immigration Services Centralized
Operational Repository (eC1SCOR) 23 to obtain CLAIMS 24 information about benefit request
forms, applications, or petitions that can be used to automate the population of case information
within FDNS-DS, such as A-Number. This helps to reduce the risk of error from manual data entry
and to preserve the integrity of the information found in source systems.
A comprehensive listing of source systems for this automatic collection is routinely
updated at Appendix A.

20

See DHS/NPPD/PIA-002 Automated Biometric Identification System \IDENT), a\"ailable at

\VW\v .dh:,;.gov/privacy, for more information.
21

See DHS/CBP/PIA-009 TECS System: CBP Primary and Secondary Processing (TECS), available al

www .dhs.gov/privacy.
22

See Privacy Impact Assessment for the DHS Watch list Service available al www.dhs.gov/privacv, for more
information .
23
. See DHS/USCISIPIA-023(a) Enterprise Citizenship and Immigrations Services Centralized Operational
Repository (eCISCOR), available at \\Ww.dhs.govlpriv;icv. ·
"See DHS/USC1S/PIA-016(a) CLAIMS 3, available at IV\\W.dhs.gov/privacv, for more information.
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Manual Collection

FONS-OS users may query several OHS databases or systems to obtain information.
Information gathered from these systems (e.g., dates of birth, SSN, country of birth, address) may
be added to FONS-OS. A complete list of OHS systems researched during this process is also
included in Appendix A to this PIA.
Federal, State, and Local Government Sources

FONS Officers may obtain information from various external sources, such as:
•

Department of Labor

• Department of State (DOS)
• Social Security Administration (SSA) Electronic Verification of Vital Events (EVVE) 25
•

Federal Aviation Administration websites

•

Intelligence and law enforcement communities

• State and local government agencies
•

Local, county, and state police information networks

• State motor vehicle administration databases'and websites
•

Driver license retrieval websites

• State bar associations
• State comptrollers
• State probation/parole boards or offices
• County appraisal districts
• State sexual predator websites
As described in the FONS Directorate P!A, FONS receives information from external
partners or sources during the administrative inquiry process and as part of referrals, requests for
assistance, or requests for information. The type of information collected depends on the specific
context of a given case within FDNS-DS.

25

EVVE system allows verification of vital record information from the states, including birth certificates, See
Electronic Verification of Vital Events Program Operations Manual System, available at
https:/lsccure.ssa.gov/poms.nsf, for more information.
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Does the project use information from commercial sources or
publicly available data? If so, explain why and how this
information is used.

FONS collects information throughout the course of recording, tracking, and managing the
screening and administrative investigation processes related to immigration benefit requests forms,
applications, or petitions. FONS may obtain information from commercial sources or from
publicly available information on the Internet. Examples of commercial or publicly available
sources FONS may access include, but are not limited to:
•

Commercial data brokers (e.g., Choicepoint AutoTrackXP, Lexis/Nexis Accurint,
Thomson Reuters CLEAR)·

•

General legal research sites (e.g., Legal Information Institute)

•

Internet sites such as university websites and newspapers, news media websites,
United Press International, Reuters, and foreign news media websites

•

Various search engines (e.g., Ask, Google, Yahoo, REFOESK)

•

Social media websites (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, Linkedln, Pinterest, Google+) 26

FONS-OS enables Officers to note the exact URL and include attachments of any
information collected from commercial sources or publicly available information.
FONS uses these various commercial and publiciy available sources to verify information
provided by the individual, support or refute indications of fraudulent behavior, and identify any
threat to public safety or nexus to known or suspected terrorists in the processing of their benefit
request, consistent with authority granted by the Immigration and Nationality Act.21 In addition,
the Secretary has delegated USC IS the authority to investigate alleged civil and criminal violations
of the immigration laws, not limited to alleged fraud with respect to applications or
determinations. 28
Compiling this information and taking action to prevent potentially malfeasant and
sometimes dangerous people from staying in this country supports OHS's mission of preventing

26

FDNS Olficers who seek to access, process, store, receive, or transmit PII obtained through the Operational Use
of Social Media while conducting investigations are required to complete a "Rules of Behavior (ROB) for the
Operational Use of Social Media." These ROBs ensure that users are accountable for their actions on social media,
are properly trained, and aware of the authorized use of social media sites.
·
27
8 U.S.C. I IOI ct seq.
18
See Secretary.of Homeland Security Delegation No. 0150.1, Section II (H) and (I), for more information.
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terrorist attacks within the United States and reducing America's vulnerability to terrorism, while
facilitating the adjudication of lawful benefit applications.

2.4

Discuss how accuracy of the data is ensured.

FDNS-DS relies on the accuracy of the information as it is collected from the source. As
such, the accuracy of.the information in FDNS-DS is equivalent to the accuracy of the source
information at the point in time when it is collected into FDNS-DS. During this process, FDNS
conducts data validation to ensure accuracy of the data.
FDNS Officers compare information obtained during the screening and administrative
investigation processes with information provided directly by the individual (applicant or
petitioner) in the underlying benefit request form or in response to Requests for Evidence or
· Not.ices to Appear, to ensure information is matched to the correct individual, as well as to ensure
integrity of the data. As described above, the information contained in benefit .request forms,
applications, or petitions may be matched against public records, commercial data aggregators,
and public source informatio~, such as web sites or ·social media, to validate the veracity of
information provided by the individual.
FDNS uses public source information only as means to verify information already on file
with USCIS or identify possible inconsistencies. Due to the inherent data accuracy risks of relying
on information from the Internet, USCIS requires that no benefit determination action can be taken
based solely on information received from a public source. The information obtained from a public
source must be corroborated with authoritative information on file with USCIS.
In the event FDNS Officers learn that information contained within other systems of
records is not accurate, the Officer will notify appropriate individuals within the USC IS Records
Office or the federal agency owning the data, who will facilitate any necessary notifications and
changes.

2.5

Privacy Impact Analysis: Related to Characterization of the
Information

Privacy Risk: There is a risk to individual participation because FONS Officers rely on a
considerable amount of information collected from external sources beyond what individual
submitted on his or her benefit request form.
Mitigation: This risk is partially mitigated. FDNS collects information from a variety of
sources to verify the information provided by individuals in the course of a review of possible
fraud, public safety, and national security concerns. FDNS has. determined that in order to have
the best evidence available to support the adjudication process, it is necessary to collect large
amounts of sensitive PII. This information is required to ensure that FONS makes the correct .
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determination about the correct individual regarding cases of fraud, criminal activity, public safety,
and national security concerns and sufficiently inf9rms the adjudication of the benefit application.
This risk is also partially mitigated in that individuals have the opportunity to provide information
directly to USCIS throughout the adjudication process and through interviews, Requests for
Evidence, or Notices to Appear.
Privacy Risk: Due to FDNS's reliance on external sources, including commercial sources,
public sources, or social media, there is a risk that USCIS will obtain and rely upon inaccurate
data.
Mitigation: The risk is partially mitigated in that FONS considers information derived
from sources other than the individual, but also exercises caution about the information's accuracy.
Due to its inherent lack of data integrity, public source information is not used as the sole basis
upon which to adjudicate an immigration benefit or request, investigate benefit fraud, or identify
public safety and national security concerns. FONS compares historical, biographical, financial,
and personal information presented by the individual against third-party sources, whenever
possible.

In order to improve the accuracy of the information, USC!S has developed policies and
procedures for safeguarding data aggregated within FONS from several different sources. This
inc.ludes using public record data, data from commercial data providers, as well as other publicly·
available data including social media and news and reviewing existing data in USCIS's files with
information outside of USCIS. If inaccurate information is found during the process of reviewing
a file, FONS will contact personnel within the USCIS Records Division who are authorized to
make the changes to the data in the source system. FONS will also correct inaccuracies in FONSOS and other locations where FONS records arc maintained.
Privacy Risk: Because FONS-OS aggregates information from multiple source systems,
there is a risk of data inaccuracy if the data in the underlying system(s) change.·
Mitigation: As noted above, FONS has policies and procedures in place to confirm the
veracity of the data being relied upon in resolving potential fraud, public safety, and national
security concerns. FONS-OS also queries other systems in real time to receive the most timely and
accurate data available from the source system. Finally, individuals have opportunities to provide
information directly through the adjudicative process.
Privacy Risk: In some cases, FDNS-DS users enter information into the system manually.
There is a risk of human error, which could result in FONS relying on inaccurate data.
Mitigation: FONS has a vested interest and responsibility to maintain the most accurate
data possible since the information c?uld be. used in support of an adjudicative decision or in
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support ofcriminal investigations undertaken by law enforcement partners. FDNS Officers rely
on multiple sources to confirm the veracity of the data and, if discrepancies are uncovered, will
take necessary steps to correct inaccuracies.
Privacy Risk: There is a risk that search functions that previously could only have been
performed through separate searches of individual systems or datahases will allow.FDNS-DS users
(or users of other case management systems that receive data from FDNS-DS) to access to more
· data than is necessary to perform their specific roles.
Mitigation: This risk is mitigated in that FDNS-DS maintains strict access controls so that
only FDNS-DS users with a role in investigating cases for potential fraud, public safety, and
national security concerns have access to raw data retrieved as part of the screening process.
FONS-OS interfaces with other systems to help streamline the processes that FDNS-OS users
currently perform manually, and its capabilities are designed to assist officers in obtaining
information needed to confirm an individual's eligibility for the benefit or request sought while
preservirJg the integrity of the legal immigration system. The output to other case management
systems is reasonably tailored to provide adjudications staff with information relevant to making
a determination on the benefit or request sought.
Privacy Risk: There is a risk of obtaining data from new sources that have not been
reviewed for privacy and legal concerns in determining possible benefit fraud, criminal activity,
public safety, and national security concerns.
Mitigation: The risk is partially mitigated. In order to reduce the risk of new data being
incorporated into FDNS that has not been reviewed for privacy and legal concerns, multiple layers
of privacy and legal review have been built into FDNS's processes. The process is memorialized
via the Overarching Integrated Project Team (JPT) Charter, which is in the approval process.
Additionally, new sources are reviewed through the FONS. weekly Scre.ening and Case
Management JPTs with participation from the FDNS Privacy Advisor and USCIS Office of
Privacy. FONS must submit a privacy threshold analysis and receive approval from the OHS
Privacy Office before adding any new data sources.
·

.Section 3.0 Uses of the Information
The following questions require a clear description of the project's use ofinformaticin.

3.1

Describe how and why the project uses the information.

FDNS-DS records, tracks, and manages the screening process, thereby increasing the
effectiveness of the U.S. immigration system in combating benefit fraud, protecting public safety,
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identifying potential threats to. national security, and identifying vulnerabilities that may
compromise the integrity of the legal immigration system.
Screening

FDNS uses FDNS-DS to manage the screening (i.e., background, identity, and security
check) process in support of the adjudication of USC IS benefit requests, in a pre-decisional and
deliberative process. The information can be collected as a part of an automatic collection or
manual collection, as described in Section 2.2.
FDNS uses commercial and publicly available sources, as well as information from other
federal, state, and local government sources, . to verify information provided by the
individual/applicant cir his/her petitioner or representative, support or refute indications of
fraudulent behavior, and identify any public safety concerns or nexus to known or suspected
terrorists in the processing of the individual/applicant's benefit request, pursuant to the
Immigration and Nationality Act. 29
Case Management .

F.DNS-DS performs case management by recording, tracking, and managing the processes
associated with detecting fraud, egregious or non-egregious public safety, and national security
concerns. FDNS-DS is the central repository for all data gathered during the processes of
performing screening on benefit request
forms or applications received, performing
administrative
.
.
investigations, and conducting studies of benefit fraud rates and trends.
Studies Related to Benefit Fraud and Trends

FDNS. uses FDNS-DS data to produce studies related to benefit fraud and trends.Jo
Identification of fraud patterns and trends support operational decision management and inform
future rules-based referrals. Jt

3.2

Does the project use technology to conduct electronic searches,
queries, or analyses in an electronic database to discover or locate
a predictive pattern or an anomaly? If so, state how DHS plans to
use such results.

Yes. FDNS is incorporating predictive analytics into FDNS-DS to assist in prioritizing the
workload. Predictive technology is applied to known derogatory holdings (e.g., background check
29
30

8 U.S.C. Section 1101 et seq.
See DHS/USClS/PIA-013-01 .FDNS Program, available at www.dhs.gov1privacy, for more information on the

administrative inquiry process, adjudication, and BFA Process. FDNS completes administrative investigaiions to
obtain relevant information needed.to render the appropriate adjudicative decision.
31
See DHSIUSCISIPIA-055 SAS Predictive Modeling Environment, available at wwsv.dhs.govlprivacv.
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results) in order to categorize information so that the cases most likely to result in a referral for
criminal action are prioritized for the most immediate review. All cases, regardless of their priority,
are reviewed manually by FDNS Officers .
.(U/FOUO) Currently, this technology is being used as part of a manual process in
preparation for onboarding within FDNS-DS. A detailed description of how FDNS is using
predictive technology, to include privacy mitigations built into this process, is found in. FOUO
Appendix C.

3.3

Are there other components with assigned roles and responsibilities
within the system?

Yes. FDNS-DS information is accessed byor shared with employees or contracto.rs ofDHS
components on a need-to-know basis. Limited U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) .
and CBP personnel have been granted read-only access to FDNS-DS. Information sharing includes
tracking interactions with ICE to determine if further law enforcement activities should be pursued.
ICE and CBP must request USCIS permission to share USCIS data with external third parties.
At the time of publication of this PIA, FDNS is also working with ICE to establish a
connection to improve the quality and exchange of information with ICE, consistent with the joint
USCIS/ICE anti,fraud strategy discussed in the FDNS Directorate PIA. Through this connection,
FDNS-DS will share information with ICE on cases that may involve egregious public safety
concerns or require further criminal investigation.
Furthermore, at the request of DHS; RF!s for national security purposes from external
entities are coordinated through DHS Office of Intelligence and Analysis (l&A) Single Point of
Service (SPS).32

3.4

Privacy Impact Analysis: Related to the Uses of Information

Privacy Risk: There is a risk that information contained within the FDNS-DS system is

not used consistently with its original purpose and authority or that individuals may use the data
inappropriately.
Mitigation: Consistent with FDNS's mission. of detecting, deterring, and combating

immigration benefit fraud, all information contained within FDNS-DS is used to identify and track
possible benefit fraud, public safety, and national security concerns. These uses are consistent with
the notice provided to individuals in the Privacy Act Statements on all USCIS forms, as well as
this PIA and the corresponding SORN.
"See DHS/ALL/PIA-044 DHS Single Point of Service Request for Information Managem·ent Tool, available at
www.dhs.gov/privacv, for more information.
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Consistent with_USCJS and FONS governance, user permissions are managed in a stringent
manner to ensure users are only granted the privileges and. access necessary to perform their job.
User roles within the application will also be managed in a manner that is reflective of the need
for more restrictive access. Training of users will also incorporate the appropriate use and access
of data.
External users (i.e., CBP and ICE users) are granted read-only access to FDNS-OS only.
USCIS shares FDNS-OS data with ICE, and in some cases with CBP, to determine if further law
enforcement activities should be pursued. ICE and CBP must request USCIS permission to share
USCIS data with external third parties. This en.sures sharing is consistent with the routine uses
allowable in the FONS SORN.
Privacv Risk: There is a risk that SGNs may present FONS Officers with results that may_
contain too many false positives, which may render the resulting data unusable or unreliable or
unfairly subject individuals to further scrutiny.
Mitigation: An onboarding phase allows for a period of refining rules before they are
deployed across FDNS. This onboarding phase consists of FONS-DS users in a limited rollout
receiving rule alerts through e-mail notifications.

USCIS continually tunes the rules to narrow the scope of information provided to FDNS
Officers. Rigorous quality control and assurance procedures are used to adjust rules as necessary
to reduce the potential for false positives. FONS _continually monitors and refines rules based on
appropriate metrics. The SGN process also provides for a layer of human review to confirm SGNs
are actionable prior to. routing them for further case management activity.
(U/FOUO) Once suflicicntly relined, the rule alerts are automatically elevated in FDNSOS so that all users with a need-to-know can access the information.
Privacy Risk: There is a risk of an inappropriate assumption that all individuals listed

within FDNS-OS have engaged in fraudulent immigration-related practices or pose a public safety
or national security risk.
Mitigation: Individuals that are listed within FONS-DS have potentially engaged in
activities that require further review for potential fraud, criminal activity, public safety, and
national security concerns. However, the existence of a record in FONS-DS is not in itself
considered derogatory or a reflection on the individual's eligibility for a benefit, request, or service.
In determinations when potential was not realized, cases are marked with "no fraud found."
Statements of Findings (SOF) or assessments will contain a summary for adjudication's use.
Privacy Risk: For certain benefits or service requests, FDNS must share the results of
background, identity, and security checks or other forms of screening with other USCIS case
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management systems in order to provide information in support of adjudications. There is a risk
th.at data will be inaccurately copied or that it may be taken out of context.
Mitigation: The risk is partially mitigated in that FONS-OS, as a standard practice with
A-File handling, allows the ability to copy a non-changing SOF for adjudications. A SOF is an
unchangeable, PDF document in FDNS-DS. In response to manual referrals made to FDNS-DS,
FONS users will complete a SOF or assessment, when required. The SOFs or assessments are·
. shared with adjudications staff. Adjudications staff are trained on how to interpret information in
the SOFs or assessments and their relevance in adjudicating immigration benefits and also
coordinate closely with FONS.

In future releases, FDNS-DS will interface with USCIS immigration case management
systems to fully automate the screening process, as well as provide the background, identity, and
· security check results either in the form of a hit/no hit response, a summary of past screening
history, or some usable form, in order to provide timely, meaningful information to adjudicative
staff. The responses sent to the case management systems will be tailored to present adjudication
officers with information relevant to determining the individual's eligibility for the immigration
benefit or service sought.
Privacy Risk: With automating the screening process, there is a risk of recurrent screening
or vetting of individuals beyond the original purpose.
Mitigation: USCIS has established a robust governance structure to ensure. that screening
rules are compliant with all legal and privacy requirements. New rules undergo several layers of
operational, legal, privacy, and policy review before they are presented to the Deputy Director,
USCIS, for final approval. Through this process, FONS ensures that all screening activity is
properly vetted and falls within USCIS's authoriiy. All screening methods deployed are tailored
to provide information that is relevant to the adjudication of a particular benefit or immigration
service request. USCIS may conduct screening in situations in which USCIS has the authority to
rescind, revoke, or otherwise terminate, to issue a Notice to Appear (NTA), or to refer to another
government agency for criminal/civil actions. When USCIS may no longer take action on a benefit,
service, or,request, the screening will cease.
Privacy Risk: There is a risk that FDNS-DS users will create ATLAS rules without going
through the appropriate rules review process.
Mitigation: The governance process ensures that new rules are not created or impiemented
within the system without review from the appropriate stakeholders, including privacy and legal
review. Implementation of rules and generation of SGNs are required to be in compliance with
the Privacy Act of 1974, E-Governrtient Act of 2002, Homeland Security Act of2002 and all DHS
.

'
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privacy policies. Additionally, the capture, use, and disclosure of Pll through the rules process
must be pursuant to applicable system of record notices and available routine uses.

Section 4.0 Notice
The following questions seek information about the project's notice to the individual about the
information collected, the right to consent to uses of said information, and the right to decline to provide
information.
4,1

How does the project provide individuals notice prior to the
collection of information? If notice is not provided, explain why
not.

In addition to the publication of this PIA, USCIS has previously published a programmatic
PIA and SORN for the FDNS Directorate. FDNS-DS collects information from other USCIS
systems, which also have their own PIAs and SORNs published on the DJ-IS website.
All applications for benefits from USCIS have a Privacy Act Statement providing notice
to. the individual regarding the use and collection of the information and these forms .?tate the that
information may be used for fraud detection. USCJS forms also notify the individual that
information provided maybe checked for completeness, that certain background checks may be
conducted, or that USCJS may request an interview or further evidence. 33
When FDNS conducts interviews and site visits, FDNS Officers identify themselves and
notify the individual or beneficiary of the reason for the interview or site visit. Notice is given to
. an individual's attorne~ when an administrative site visit or interview will occur, unless notice
would jeopardize the site visit or interview.

4.2

What opportunities are available for individuals to consentto uses,
decline to provide information, or opt out of the project?

USClS benefit request forms require that an individual provide specific information that
I
may contain sensitive PII. The failure to submit such information could impact the processing or
adjudication of an application or petition and thus preclude the individual from- receiving the
benefit, request, or service. Therefory, through the ·application process, individuals have consented
to the use of the information supplied in the benefit request form or application to determine their
eligibility for the benefit, request, or service sought. Further, fraud assessments and background,
identity, and security checks. are required by regulation on all requests/applications filed with
33

Adjudicators are responsible for making decisions regarding granting benefits.
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USCIS. Benefits, requests, or services cannot be granted until those checks are complete, and the
information submitted is essential to the conduct of those checks. 34 ·
USClS provides notice to all individuals at the time of collection through a Privacy Act
Statement on all USCIS forms. Individuals are notified at the point of data collection (generally in
the form itself) of the right to decline to provide the required information; however, such action
may result in the denial of the individual's request.

4.3

Privacy Impact Analysis: Related to Notice

Privacy Risk: There is a risk to notice that benefit requestors will not know that FDNS
will collect publicly available information about them, including information posted on public
social media websites and platforms.
Mitigation: The risk has been mitigated to the extent possible because USCIS provides
· notice to individuals through an (e)(3) statement, the source system PIAs, the FDNS Directorate
PIA, this PIA, and the associated SORNs. USCIS also provides notice of its fraud detection and
national security work through its public website. 35

Section 5.0 Data Retention by the project
The following questions are intended to outline how Jong the project retains the information after
the initial collection.

5.1 . Explain how long and for what reason the information is retained.
USCIS retains application information to assist in identifying individuals who threaten
national security and public safety; detecting, pursuing, and deterring immigration benefit fraud;
and identifying and removing systemic vulnerabilities in the process of the legal immigration
system.
USCIS retains FDNS-DS records for 15 years from the date of the last interaction between
FDNS personnel and the individual, no matter the determination. Records related to a person's AFile will be transferred to the A-File and maintained under the A-File retention period (NI-56608-11 ). Upon closure of a case pertaining to an individual, any information that is pertinent to the
adjudicative decision (such as a SOF), whether there was or was not an indication of fraud, criminal
activity, public safety and national security concerns, is transferred to the associated A-File.

34

As required by Title 8 U.S.C. § 1101 et seq.
htt ps: I/wmv. use is. govIabout-us/di recto rat es-and-pro gram-o ffi ccsl frau d-d ctect ion-and-na ti orial-security/frauddctec ti on-and- nati ona I-secu ri ty-d irecto rate
35 See
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Privacy Impact Analysis: Related to Retention

Privacy Risk: There is a risk that data will be retained longer than necessary. This would
increase the risk of unauthorized access, use, and loss of the data.
Mitigation: FONS mitigates this risk by destroying FONS-OS data in accordance with
approved NARA records retention schedules. The 15-year retention schedule for FONS data (Nl566-08-18) provides access to information that can be critical to research related to suspected or
confirmed fraud, public safety, and national security concerns for individuals who may still be
receiving immigration benefits or services. In addition, should the individual apply for another
benefit, retention of the information can eliminate the need for research on concerns that were
previously addressed.
Privacy Risk: There is a risk that data will be retained in FONS-OS longer than allowed
by the original source system.
Mitigation: This risk is mitigated in that FONS-OS retains data relevant to the background
check/screening process and to cases of suspected or confirmed fraud, criminal activity, public
safety and national security concerns. The system's master 15-year retention period is shorter than
that of many USCIS case management systems from which application data is derived.

Section 6.0 Information Sharing
The following questions are intended to describe the scope of the project information sharing
external .to the Department. External sharing encompasses sharing with other federal, state, and local
government; and private sector entities.

6.1 Is information shared outside of OHS as part of the normal agency
operations? If so, identify the organization(s) and how the information is
accessed and how it is to be used.
FONS shares information outside of OHS when USCIS receives an RFI, when it
proactively discloses based on information in the record, and when asking an outside organization
for additional information related to an individual. RF!s may be received from federal law
· enforcement agencies (e.g., Department of Justice (DOJ) FBI, DOS), the Intelligence Community,
and authorized state or local law enforcement agencies who are parties to. information sharing
agreements managed by OHS. USCIS provides access to the requested data through direct user
accounts or through copying of data to an electronic device or medium.
Requests for information are governed by the DHS/USCIS-006 Fraud Detection and
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National Security Records (FONS) System of Records 36 , the DHS/USCIS/ICE/CBP-00 I Alien
File, Index, and National FileTracking System ofRecords 37 , or in some instances, the originating
system of records notice for the underlying USCIS records, e.g.; DHS/USCIS-007 Benefits
Information System (BIS). 38 When covered by an applicable routine use and when appropriate,
. USCIS may share the sensitive Pll listed in Section 2.1 of this PIA with federal, state, tribal, local,
international, or foreign law enforcement and intelligence agencies, in response to an RF! in
support of criminal and ad.ministrative investigations, and background identity and security checks
involving immigrant benefit fraud, criminal activity, public safety, and national security concerns.
Through direct user account access, DOS Bureau of Consular Affairs may view a
comprehensive picture of a visa applicant's status and to reduce the likelihood that an individual
or group might fraudulently obtain an immigration benefit under the INA, as amended. DOS has
read-only access to FDNS-DS.
.
Proactive disclosure based on information in the system occurs when FONS has an
indication of possible fraud, criminal activity, public safety, and national security concerns. In
these cases, FONS may proactively share information with other government entities as described
under the FONS and A-File SORNs. 39
RFis for national security purposes from external entities are coordinated through OHS·
I&A SPS. USCIS responses are provided via government secure networks. All other requests are
processed by USC!S. Responses provided by field offices are also provided via secure methods.

6.2

Describe how the external sharing noted in 6.1 is compatible with
the SORN noted in 1.2.

Direct account access by DOS Bureau of Consular Affairs is covered by FONS SORN
routine use I and A-File SORN routine use 0, which permits USCIS to share Pl! with DOS Bureau
of Consular Affairs in the processing of applications for benefits. This is compatible with the
original collection under the INA, which requires USCIS to administer immigration laws.
Information may also be shared with DOS Bureau of Consular Affairs to provide a comprehensive
picture of a visa applicant's status, and to reduce the likelihood that an individual or group might
fraudulently obtain an immigration benefit under the INA, as amended.
Proactive disclosures are covered by the FONS SORN, routine use H, which permits FONS
36

77 FR 47411 (Aug. 8, 2012).
78 FR 69864 (Nov. 21,.2013).
38
73 FR 56596 (Sept. 29, 2008).
39
See DHS/USCIS/ICE/CBP·OOI Alien File, Index, and National File Tracking System ofRecord.s, 78 FR 69864
(November 21, 2013); DHS/USCIS-006 Fraud Detection and National Security Records (FONS), 77 FR 474 I I
(August 8, 2012).
·
37
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to share PU with federal and foreign government intelligence or counterterrorism agencies when
USC IS reasonably believes there is a threat or potential threat to national or international security.
Proactive disclosures are also covered by routine use H and II of A-File SORN. Routine
use H permits USCIS to share A-File information with appropriate federal, state, tribal, local, or
foreign governmental agencies or multilateral governmental organizations responsible for
investigating or prosecuting the violations of, or for enforcing or implementing, a statute, rule,
regulation; order, or license, when OHS believes the information would assist in enforcing
applicable civil or criminal laws. A-File SORN routine use II permits sharing with a federal, state,
local, territorial, tribal, international, .or foreign criminal, civil, ·or regulatory law enforcement
authority when the information is necessary for collaboration, coordination, and de-corifliction of
investigative matters, prosecutions, or other law enforcement actions to avoid duplicative or
. disruptive efforts and to ensure the safety of law enforcement officers who may be working on
related law enforcement matters.
These disclosures are compatible with the original collection. because the INA requires ·
USC IS to investigate alleged civil and criminal violations of immigration laws, including alleged
fraud with respect to applications or determinations within USCIS. In addition, the INA provides
for terrorist-related bars that may serve as the basis for denial of a requested benefit. The INA also
requires USCIS to make recommendations for prosecutions or ,other appropriate actions when
deemed .advisable.

6.3

Does the project place limitations on re-dissemination?

Yes. A Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) between USCIS and DOS Bureau of Consular
Affairs fully outlines responsibilities of the parties, security standards, and limits of use of the
information, including re~dissemination. Methods and controls over dissemination of information
are coordinated between USC IS and DOS Bureau of Consular Affairs prior to information sharing.
Depending on the context of other sharing, OHS may place additional controls on the redissemination of the information. FONS also shares data internally via secure government
networks.
A Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between OHS and the FBI Terrorist Screening
Center (TSC) for real-time screening against TSDB records also fully outlines responsibilities of
the parties, security standards, and limits of use of the information, including re-dissemination.
A MOA between OHS and the National Counter Terrorism Center also fully _outlines
responsibilities of the parties, security standards; and limits of use of the information, including
re-dissemination in accordance with the United States Attorney General Guidelines for Access,
Retention, Use, and Dissemination by the National Counterterrorism Center and Other Agencies
of Information in. Datasets Containing Non-Terrorism Information (March 22, 2012).
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Describe how the project maintains a record of any disclosures
outside of the Department.

FONS maintains a record of disclosure of FDNS·DS information provided outside of the
Department in FDNS·DS. A record is kept on file of each disclosure, and system audit trail logs
are maintained to identify transactions performed by both internal and external users.
As mentioned in the FONS Directorate PIA, FDNS may receive requests for assistance
from external law enforcement partners. These requests are evaluated on a case-by-case basis, and
disclosures must abide by all privacy laws and legal requirements: Some FONS Officers are
detailed to partner agencies to provide assistance as immigration subject matter experts. All FONS
Officers must abide by all privacy Jaws ·and legal requirements before sharing any immigration
information. Disclosures made pursuant to these requests for assistance are tracked in FDNS-DS.
Further, at the request of OHS, Requests for Information for national security purposes
from external entities are coordinated .and tracked through the OHS l&A SPS process: 40

6.5

Privacy Impact Analysis: Related to Information Sharing

Privacy Risk: There is a risk of misuse, unauthorized access to, or disclosure of,
information.
Mitigation: As discussed above, FONS maintains a record of each disclosure of FONS
information made to every agency in accordance with a routine use and with whom it has an
information sharing agreement. Otherwise, FONS does .not share its information. A record is kept
on file of each disclosure, including the date the disclosure was made, the agency to which the
information was provided, the purpose of the disclosure, and a description .of the data provided. ·

The electronic sharing of data with external agencies is conducted over government secure
networks. All personnel within the receiving agency and its components ·are trained on the
appropriate use and safeguarding of data. In addition,. each external agency with whom the
information is shared has policies and procedures in place to ensure there is no unauthorized
dissemination of the information provided by FONS. Any disclosure must be compatible with the
purpose for which the information was originally collected·and only authorized users with a need
to know may have access to the information contained in FONS-OS.

40

See DHS/ALL/PIA-044 D~IS Single Point of Service Request for Information Management Tool, available at
www.dhs.gov/privacy, for more information.
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OHS information is covered by the third-party discovery rule, which precludes agencies
outside of OHS that have received the information from OHS from sharing with additional partners
without the consent of OHS.
.

.

.

Risks are further mitigated by provisions set forth in MOAs or MOUs with federal and
foreign government agencies. Finally, United States government employees and contractors must
undergo annual privacy and security awareness training.

Section 7.0 Redress
The following questions seek information about processes in place for individuals to seek redress
which may include access to records about themselves, ensuring the accuracy of the information collected .
about them, or filing complaints.

7.1

What are the procedures that allow individuals to access their
information? ·

Because FONS-OS contains sensitive Pl! rel.atcd to possible immigration benefit fraud and
national security concerns, DHS has exempted FDNS from the notification, access, and.
amendment provisions of the Privacy Act of 1974, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552a(k)(2).
Notwithstanding the applicable exemptions, USCIS reviews all such requests on a case-by-case
basis. When such a request is made, and access would not appear to interfere with or adversely
affect the national or homeland security of the U.S. or activities related to any investigatory
material contained within this system, the applicable exemption may be waived at the discretion
of USC IS, and in accordance with procedures and points of contact published in the applicable
SORNs.
Individuals seeking to access information maintained by FONS should direct their requests
to:
National Records Center
Freedom of Information Act/Privacy Act Program
P. 0. Box 6480 I0
Le(s Summit, MO 64064-8010

Requests for access to records must be in writing. Such requests may be submitted by
mail or in person. If a request for access is made by mail, the envelope and letter must be clearly
marked "Privacy Act Request" to ensure proper and expeditious processing. The requester should
. provide his or her full name, date and place of birth, and verification of identity in accordance with
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. DHS regulations governing Privacy Act requests (found at 6 CFR Part 5.21 ), and any other
. identifying information that may be of assistance in locating the record.
· The information requested may, however, be exempt from disclosure under the Privacy
Act because FONS records, with respect to an individual, may sometimes contain law enforcement
sensitive information. The release of law ·enforcement sensitive information could possibly
compromise ongoing criminal investigations.
Additional information about Privacy Act and Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)
requests for·USCIS records can be found at http://www.uscis.gov.

7.2

What procedures are in place to allow the subject individual to
correct inaccurate or erroneous information?

As stated above, individuals may use the Freedom of Information Act/Privacy A.ct process
to request access to and correction ofrecords maintained about them. The data accessed by FONSOS from underlying USCIS source systems may be corrected by means of the processes described
in the PIAs and SORNs for those systems. In the event inaccuracies are noted, files and FONS-OS
records may be updated.

7.3

How does the project notify individuals about the procedures for
correcting their information?

Individuals are notified of the procedures for correcting their information o.n USCIS forms,
the USCIS website, and by USCIS personnel who interact with individuals in the course of
processing requests for benefits or services. Furthermore, this PIA and the respective SORNs serve
as notice to individuals.

..

7.4

Privacy Impact Analysis: Related to Redress

Privacy Risk: There is a risk that individuals may be able to access, correct, or make
amendments to records in the source systems, but may not be able to do so for their records
maintained in FONS-OS due to the Privacy Act exemptions claimed.
.

.

Mitigation: While FONS maintains pre-decisional, deliberative information in FONS-OS,
individuals may still request access to records that USCIS maintains about them. Notice on how
to file a Privacy Act request about records contained in maintained by FDNS is provided by this
PIA and the FONS SORN. Individuals can request access to information about them through the
Privacy Act and FOIA process, and may also request that their information be amended by
contacting the National Records Center..The nature ofFDNS-DS and the data it collects, processes,
and stores is such that it limits the ability of individuals to access or correct their information. Each
request for access or correction is individually evaluated.
.
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Section 8.0 Auditing and Accountability
The following questions are intended to describe technical and policy based safeguards and
security measures.

8.1

How does the project ensure that the information is used in
accordance with stated practices in this PIA?

Access and security controls have been established to mitigate privacy risks associated with
authorized and unauthorized uses, specifically misuse and inappropriate dissemination of data.
Access to FONS-OS is generally read-only. Some FONS-OS users have "read," "write," and
"modify" privileges. All account access and privileges are approved by the USC IS business owner.
When employment at USCIS is terminated or an employee's responsibilities no longer require
access to FONS-OS, access privileges are removed.
Audit trails are kept in order to track and identify unauthorized uses of FONS-OS
information. The audit trails include the ability to identify specific records each user accesses. A
warning banner is provided at all access points to inform·users of the consequences associated with
unauthorized use of information. The banner warns authorized and unauthorized users about the
appropriate uses of the system, that the system may be monitored for improper- use and illicit
activity, and the penalties for inappropriate usage and non-compliance. A user must click on the
agreement to proceed with login.
In addition, user access to FONS-OS is limited to personnel who need .the information to
perform their job functions. Only users with proper permissions, roles, and security attributes are
authorized to access the system. Each user is obligated to sign and adhere to a user access
agreement; which outlines the appropriate rules of behavior tailored for FDNS-DS, The system
administrator is responsible for granting the appropriate level of access. Finally, all employees are
trained on the use of information _in accordance with OHS policies, procedures, regulations, and
guidance.
FONS conducts continuous security assessments of FONS-OS in accordance with FIS MA
requirements. Furthermore, FONS-OS complies with the OHS 4300A ·security guidelines, which
provide hardening criteria for securing networks, computers, and computer services against attack
and unauthorized information dissemination . Additionally, FONS is subject to random Office of
· Inspector General (OIG) or any OHS assigned third-party security audits.

•I
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..

8.2

Describe what privacy training is provided to users either generally
or specifically relevant to the project. .

FONS-OS· users receive the required annual Computer Security Awareness training and
Privacy Act Awareness training. In addition, users receive training in the use of FONS-DS prior
to being approved for access to the system. The training addresses the use of the system and
appropriate privacy concerns, including Privacy Act obligations (e.g., SORNs, Privacy Act
Statements). FDNS Officers also have several mandatory, job-specific training requirements that
include discussions on Privacy Act obligations and other restrictions on disclosure of information.

8.3

What procedures are in place to determine which users may access
the information and how does the project determine· who has
access?

. Users receive access to FONS-OS only on a need-to-know basis. This need-to-know is
determined by the individual's current job functions. Users may have read-only access to the
information if they have a legitimate need to know as verified by their supervisor and the FONSOS business owner, and have successfully completed all required training.
A use·r requesting access must complete and submit Forms G-872A and B, USCJS and End
User Application for Access. This application provides·the j~stification for the level of access
requested. Additionally the requestor signs the USC IS Rules of Behavior before access is granted.
The requestor's supervisor and the FONS-OS business owner will review this request; if approved,
the requestor's access level is independently confirmed and the user account established.
Criteria, procedures, controls, and responsibilities regarding FONS-DS systems access are
contained in the Sensitive System Security plan for FONS-OS. Additionally, there are several
department and government-wide regulations and directives that provide additional guidance and
direction .

8.4 How does the project review and approve information sharing
agreements, MOUs, new uses of the information, new access to the system by
organizations within DHS and outside?
MO As and MO Us between USCIS and other components of OHS, as well as MO As and_
MO Us between USCIS or OHS and other agencies, define information sharing procedures for data
maintained by FONS. MOAs and MOUs document the requesting agency or component's legal
authority to acquire such information, as well as USCIS's permission to share in its use under the
legal authority granted. All MOAs and MOUs must be reviewed by the program and all applicable
parties.
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Responsible Officials
Donald K. Hawkins
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service
Privacy Officer
Department of Homeland Security

Approval Signature

Original, signed copy on file with the OHS Privacy Office.
'

'

Karen L. Neuman
Chief Privacy Officer
Department of Homeland Security
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(U//FOUO)

APPENDIX A
List of Systems of.Records Researched during the Screening Processes and
Tracked in FDNS-DS

Below is a list of systems, both internal and external, that exchange data with FONS-OS, including
those used to support screening through ATLAS.
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCJS) Systems

•

National Benefit Center Process Workflow Repository (NPWR) 41 to facilitate screening
on certain form types being processed through the National Benefit Center, Background
Check Unit;
(LJ//FOLJO) ATLAS is the conduit to perform TECS checks and return those results to
NPWR.
o ,EM.: TBO
o SORN: TBO

•

Service Center Computer Linked Application Information Management System
. (SCCLAIMS) 42 to facilitate screening on forms processed in Computer Linked Application
Information Management System (CLAIMS 3);
(LJ//FOLJO) Through ,111 automated connection to SCCLAIMS, ATLAS receives
information from both biographic and biometric-based checks and performs screening to
produce system generated notifications (SGNs).
o PIAs:
o FONS Oirectorate 43
o CLAIMS 344

, •

CLAIMS 4;

41

NPWR is covered under DHS/USCIS/PIA-016(u) Benefits Processing of Applicants other than Petitions for
Naturulization (CLAIMS 3).
42 SCCLAIMS is a mirror copy of CLAIMS 3 data.
43
See DHS/USCIS/PIA-013(a) FONS Directorate, available at 11ww.dhs.gov/privacv.
"'.See DHS/USCIS/PIA-016(a) CLAIMS 3 and Associated Systems, available at w11w.dhs.gov/privacv.
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(U//fOUO) At present, ATLAS receives information from biometric-based check.s and
performs screening to produce SGNs. ATLAS does not connect directly to or return
information to CLAIMS 4.
(U//FOUO) FDNS is developing a connection to. CLAIMS 4 to allow further options for
.invoking ATLAS's screening capability as described in this PIA.
o PIA: CLAIMS 445
o SORN: Benefits Information System (BIS) 46

•

Electronic Immigration System (ELIS);
(U//FOUO) At present, ATLAS receives information from biometric-based checks and
performs screening to produce SGNs. ATLAS does not connect directly to or return
information lo ELIS 2.
(U//FOUO) FDNS is developing a connection to ELIS 2 to allow further options for
invoking ATLAS's screening capability as described in this PIA.
o PIA: ELIS 47
o SORN: Benefits Information System (B1S) 48

• Case and Activity Management for International Operations (CAMINO);
(U//FOUO) At present, ATLAS receives information from biometric-b~sed checks and
performs screening to produce SGNs. ATLAS does not connect directly to or return
information to CAMINO.
o fil: CAMIN0 49
o SORN:
o A-File, Index, and National File Tracking System 50
o Background Check Service 51
o lntercountry Adoptions Security52
o BIS
45

See DHS/USCISIPIA-015 CLAIMS 4 and subsequent updates, available at www.dhs.gov/privacv.
73 FR 56596 (Sept. 29, 2008).
.
47
See DHS/USCJS/PIA-056 USC!S ELIS available at www.dhs.gov/privacy.
48 73 FR 56596 (Sept. 29, 2008).
.
49
See DHS/USCIS/PIA-051 CAMINO, available at www.dhs.gov/privacy.
so 78 FR 69864 (Nov. 2t, 2013).
51 72 FR 31082 (June 5, 2007)
52
72FR31086 (June 5, 2007).
46
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o · Asylum Information and Pre-Screening (AIPS) 53
•

Refugees, Asylum,· and Parole System and the Asylum Pre-Screening System
(RAPS/APSS); 54
.
( U//FOUO) At present, ATLAS receives information from biometric-based checks and
performs screening to produce SGNs. ATLAS does not connect directly to or return
information to RAPS/APSS.
o PIA: RAPS/APSS 55 .
o SORN: AIPS 56

•

Marriage Fraud Assurance System (MFAS);
(W/FOUO) At present, ATLAS receives information from biometric-based checks and
performs screening to produce SGNs. ATLAS does not connect directly to or ,return
information to MFAS.
o PIA: CLAIMS 357

o SORN:
o A-File, Index, and National File Tracking System
o Background Che~k Service
o BIS

•

Adoption Case Management System (ACMS);
(U//FOUO) At present,· ATLAS receives information from biometric-based checks and
performs screening to produce SGNs. ATLAS does not connect directly to or return
information to ACMS.
o PIA: Forthcoming ACMS PIA
o SORN: Intercountry Adoptions Security 58

53

80 FR 74781 (Novembcr30, 2015).
See DHSIUSCISIPIA-027 RAPSIAPSS, and subsequent updates, available at www.dhs.gov1privacy.
55
See DHSIUSCISIPIA-027 RAPSIAPSS, and subsequent updates, available at www.dhs.gov1privacv.
56
80 FR 74781 (November 30, 2015).
57
Sec DHS/USCISIPIA-0 l 6(a) CLAIMS 3 and Associated Systems, available at www.dhs.gov1privacv.
58
72F.R31086 (June 5, 2007).
·
54
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USCIS Lockbox 59 to retrieve data from digitized forms;
o PIA: Benefit Request Intake Process 60
·o SORN:
o A-File, Index, and National File Tracking System
o Background Check Service
o BIS
o Intercountry Adoptions Security
o AIPS 61
o Collections Records--Treasury/Financial Management Service 61

•

Person Centric Query Service (PCQS) to retrieve status information from the Central Index
System (CIS);
o PIA; PCQS 63
o SORN: See PCQS PIA Appendices for associated SORNs

• National File Tracking System (NFTS) to retrieve the physical locations of A-files;
o PIA: NFTS 64
o SORN: A-File SORN·
• Customer Profile Management System (CPMS) to retrieve data' associated with biographic
and biometric screening.
o PIA: CPMS 65
o SORN:
o Background Check Service'
c, Biometric Storage System 66

59

See DHS/USCJS/PIA-003(a) Integrated Digitization Document Management Program (IDDMP), available al

www.dhs,gov/privacv.
60

See DHS/USCIS/PIA-061 Benefit Request Intake Process, available at www.dhs.gov/nrivacv.
80 FR 74781 (November 30, 2015).
62 Trcasury/FMS.017 - Revenue Collections Records, 74 FR 23006 (May 15, 2009).
63
See DHS/USCIS/PIA-0 IO Person Centric Query Service (PCQS), m•ailahle al ~'.ll'.,l~lill.\W:!.\'.l!l::C
"'See DHS/USCIS/PIA-032 National File Tracking System (NFTS) available al www.dhs.gov/privacv.
65
See DHS/USCIS/PIA-060 Customer Profile Management Service, available al www.dhs.gov/privacy.
66
72 FR 17172 (April 6, 2007).
61
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'
Other Department of Homeland Security (OHS) Component System Interfaces

,

OHS At1tomated Biometric Identification System (IDENT 67 ) to retrieve data associated
with biometric screening;
o PIA: IDENT 68
o SORN: IDENT 69

•

U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) TECS system, to perform screening, including
checks against the Federal Bureau of Investigation, National Crime Information Center
(NCIC);
o PIA: TECS 70
o . SORN: CBP TECS 71

•

CBP Automated Targeting System-Passenger (ATS-P) and UPAX;
o PIA: ATS-P 72
o SORN: ATS 73

•

OHS Watchlist Service for real-time screening against Terrorist Screening Data Base
(TSDB) records; and
o PIA: FONS WLS PIA Update 74
o SORN: OHS WLS S0RN 75

•

OHS Email as a Service(EaaS) Simple Mail Transfer Protocol{SMTP) server for email.
o PIA: E-mail Secure Gateway 76

61

See DHS/NPPD/PIA-002 Automated Hiometric Identification System (!DENT), available al ·

www.dhs.gov/privacv.
68

See DHS/NPPDIPIA-002 Automated Biometric Identification System (IDENT), available al
w\\w.dhs. gov/pri vacv.
·
09 72 FR 31080 (June 5, 2007).
70
See DHS/CBP/PIA-009 TECS System: CBP Primary and Secondary Processing, available at
www ,dhs.gov/privncv.

11

73 FR 77778 (December 19, 2008).
See DHS1CBPIPIA·006(b) Automated Targeting System (ATS), available at www.dhs.gov1privacy.
73
77 FR 30297 (May 22, 2012).
74
DHSIUSC1S/PIA-027(e) DHS Watchlist Service, available al www.dhs.gov/privacy.
15 81 FR 19988 (April 6, 2016).
16
See DHS/ALL/PIA-012 E-mail Secure Gateway and subsequent updates, available at www.dhs.gov1privacy.
12
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SORN:
o General Information Technology Access Account Records System
(GITAARS) 77
o General Personnel Records 78

Other OHS Component Systems Accessed (Manually)
•

CBP Analytical Framework for Intelligence (AFI)
o PIA: AFI 79
o SORN: AFI for Intelligence System 80

.•

CBP Arrival and Departure Information System (ADIS)
o PIA: ADIS 81
o SORN: ADIS 82

•

ICE Student and Exchange Visitor Information System !I (SEY IS)
o fLi: SEVIS Il 83
o SORN: SEY!S 84

•

ICE ENFORCE Alien Removal Module
o PIA: Enforcement Integrated Database (EID) 85
o SORN: Immigration and Enforcement Operational Records System
(ENFORCE) 86

17

77 FR 70792 (November 27, 2012).
77 FR 73694 (December 11, 2012).
19
See DHSICBP/PIA·O 10 AFI, available at \\'Ww.dhs.gov/privacy.
80
77 FR 13813 (June 7, 2012).
81 See DHS/CBP/PIA:24 Arrival and Departure System (ADIS), available at '"l'W.dhs.gov/privacv.
"80 FR 72081.(November 18, 2015).
·
·
83 See DHS/ICE/PIA-OOI(a) Student and Exchange Visitor Information System 11 (SEVIS), available ar
78

www .dhs.gov/privacv.
84

75 FR4l2 (January 5, 2010).
See DHS/ICE/PIA-015 Enforcement Integrated Database (EID) and subsequent updates, available ar
W\\'W ,dhS. gov/privacv.
86
80 FR 24269 (April 30, 2015).
85
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U//FOUO
APPENDIX B
Rules/Pnttcrns
Background:

FONS has develop_ed a screening module within the Fraud Detection and National·
Security Data System (FONS-OS) called ATLAS. ATLAS uses event-based screening rules
to dc1ect indicators of fraud, public safoty. and national security concerns in forms submitted
to USCIS and to identify potentially derogatory information related to those forms.
When information either provided by the individual or otherwise obtained through the
screening process ,irntches a rule. ATLAS produces an alert in the form of a system generated
notification (SGN), which.is elevated for manual review for val_idity and tria~e prior to entering
the formal FDNS-DS case management process.
There are five event-based screening rules in operation today, which were approved by
the USCIS Deputy Director for deployment in ATLAS. Some rules have multiple Patterns
applied to them, which are associated with known patterns of fraud, criminal, or terrorist
activity.
Rule

:r

.

.

Pattern

..

NIC·T Pottern

182

810 Pattem,KST
810 Pattern-Non·KST

183

Non·810 Pattern
. Retroactive Screening List
(RSS) Hotllst Pattern

210

287

.

Biographic information corresponds to TECS record associated with suspected terrorists.

B.iogrophic informotion corresponds to TECS record msociated with a Known Suspected
Terrorist (KST),

Biographic iofo,motion corre$ponds to TECS record associated with o Notional Security
Concern, but is not a KST.

Biographic information corresponds to TECS record associated with a Notional Security
Concern, but is not a B10

A# ossocioted too benefit filing or biometric enrollment encownter motches on A# on the
Re!rooclive Screening Hollis!.
Biometric information submitted to USCIS corresponds to a Deportment, of Defame !DENT
record with differing biographic informatio11.

DACA EPS

Biometric· information submitted to USCIS corresponds to DACA recipients wl1h a criminal
history or recent arrest by local, stole, ond federcil LEM.

.

ICE·Pl·DSXO

,220

DeScrlptto_n ~

ii

Public Safety 000 Pattern

.

·-·

ATLAS Screening Rulcs/1'111/ems ·

Biom'etric inform?lion or A# submitted to USCIS corresponds to an ICE deported aggravated
felon Hotlis1.

Multiple ldentitie$ f'ottern

Msmotch of biographic information against !he same FIN in IDENT ofter a biomelric
er'cour.ter.

Anders Fraud Scheme·
(AFS/FFS) Hotllst Palt~rn

Alt associated to c benefit filing or biometric enrollment encounter matches on A#
· ossociafed with Jhe Anders/Figueroo Frou(J Scheme.

Operation Fiction Writer
(OFW) Holllst Pattern

A# ossocloted too benefit filing or biometric enrollment encounler matches an A#
associated with the Operation Fic1ion Writer Ftoud Scheme.

Core Capabilities Supported:·
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.

Operational Decision
Making/Complex Event Processing
.
Privac,· Mitigation:

FONS has developed a robust governance process to ensure new rules comply with all
legal, policy, and privacy requirements. Stakeholders identify new rules or enhancements to
existing rules through the Screening and Case Management Integrated Product Team for
validation. New rules are promoted to the Overarching Integrated Product Team / Executive
Steering Committee for review and approval, which includes executive m·embership from the
Oflice of Chief Counsel and Oflice of Privacy'. Finally, new rules must be approved by the Deputy
Director or USCIS prior to development and implementation within FDNS-DS's ATLAS
screening module,
USCIS continually tunes existing rules to narrow the scope or information provided to
FDNS-DS users. Rigorous quality control and assurance procedures are used to adjust rnles, as
necessary, to reduce the potential for false positives.
An onboarding phase allows for a period of refining rules before they are deployed across
FDNS. This on boarding phase consists of FDNS-DS users in a limited rollout receiving rule alerts
through email notifications. Once suflicicntly refined, the rule alerts are automatically elevated in
FDNS-DS so that all users with a need-to-know can access the information. FONS continually
monitors and relines rules based on appropriate metrics.
Finally, to mitigate the risk ofrecurrent vetting of individuals, USCIS policies define when
USC IS may conduct screening on individuals who have pending benefit requests. applications, or
petitions, as well as those instances in which USCIS may conduct screening consistent with the
INA. These policies ensure that sc.reening occurs only when USCIS has the authority to adjudicate
a benelit, service, or request or otherwise has the authority to rescind. revoke, or otherwise
terminate. to issue a Notice to Appear (NTA), or to refer to another government agency for
criminal/civil actions.

•

I
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U//FOUO
APPENDIX C

FDNS-DS/ATLAS is in agile development environment with new capabilities being
introduced in an incremental approach based on operational necessity or at the request of
the user community. USCIS FDNS will submit a Privacy Threshold Analysis (PTA) for
possible inclusion in this appendix. In certain
instances, a new
.
. PIA orI SORN may be
required.

All projects listed in this appendix fall within the seven core capabilities for which FONS
was approved by USCIS leadership lo develop within rDNS-DS's screening module, ATLAS: (I) ,
Predictive Analytics; (2) Link and Forensic Analysis; (3) Unstructured and Structured Analy1ics;
(4) lnlelligent. Investigative Case Management; (5) Operational Decision Management: (6)
. lntormation Sharing and Collaboration; and (7) Entity Analytics.
IDENT Watchlisting
Summarv/Background:

Among FDNS's priorities arc improving the data collection, analysis,· reporting, and
dissemination to identify and mitigate fraud, public safety, and national security risks and ensuring
timely, accurate, and reliable information and intelligence exchange with our internal and external
stakeholders. The FDNS Program tvtanagement Otlicc supports these efforts through
implementing new technologies to optimize the processing of information ..
FDNS has established an interface to allow certain FDNS users to promote individuals (by
USCIS Encountcr 87 ) to the IDENT Watchlist from within the FDNS-DS system. This feature is
only available for ATLAS Rule 220 SGNs (e.g., alerts produced when an individual's biometrics
are· associated with more than one biographic identity in [l)ENT) when an administrative
investigation has been compkted with a Statement of Findings confirm in~ "Fraud Found.''
Core Capabilities Supported:

Operational Decision Management; lnforination Sharing and. Collaboratio11
Data Elements:

This process docs not collect new data clements, blrt does involve review of all case data
available in FDNS-DS. Spccilic data elements used to perform data validatiori include: Encounter
Identification Number (EID), Fingerprint Identification Number (FIN)

87

A USCIS Encounter refers to each time USCIS enrolls an individual's biometrics in !DENT.
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Population:

Any USCIS benefit or request that requires biometric screening.
Vctting/Process:

IDENT Watchlist promotion is the final step in the life ofan ATLAS Rule 220 SGN that
resulted in a Statement of Findings indicating "i'raud found.'' Before a user can promote a USCIS
Encounter to the IDENT Watchlist through FONS-OS . the following must have occurred:.
·•

ATLAS Rule 220 triggered when screening against !DENT revealed more than one
biographic identity associated with a single biometric identifier.

• ATLAS produced Rule 220 SGN that was validated and found to be actionable by afDNS
Gatekeeper and entered into the formal FDNS-DS case management process.
•

t\ FDNS Onie.er performed an administrative investigation, confirmed fraud. and issued

Statement of Findings indicating ·'Fraud Found.'"
• The FDNS Officer confirmed all criteria for watch listing in !DENT has been met.
Once the criteria above have been met the user may proniote the USCIS Encounter record
associated with the SGN to the IDENT Watchlist. The user selects a record in FDNS-DS and then
must visually confirm that the EID and FIN information in that record match the EID and FIN of
the !DENT resronsc. These fields are not editable by the user dt1ring this process; they only serve
to provide validation that the user has selected the correct record for !DENT Watch list promotion.
Once confirmed, the user submits the record and receives a built-in system prompt asking for a
second confirmation prior to performing the watchlist promotion action.
A very limited number of users have been approved to use this ft111ctionality-within FDNSbS. These users are· primarily FDNS Officers and National Benefit Center, Background Check
Unit Officers whose supervisors nominated them for access based on operational need and their
specific job functions and lheir role in resolving Rule 220 cases.
Privacv Mitigation:

FONS recognizes that, once a USCIS Encounter is promoted to the IDENT.Watchlist the
reverse process is not automated. posing a risk to data integrity should it turn out the individual
was erroneously placed on the watchlist. for this reason, only a very limited number of users are
approved to use this. functionality within fDNS-DS. Users are validated by their supervisors to
have a business need based on current job functions and approved by the f'DNS-DS business and
system owner prior to being granted access. Additionally, FDNS follows DHS criteria for
watchlisting in !DENT and has issued specific guidance on procedures for !DENT watchlisting,
as well as how to correct a record in !DENT, which may involve removing an Encounter from the
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!DENT Watchlist.

While FONS cannot make public specific operational prt1cedurcs, individuals are provided
notice through various USC IS Pl As and the DHS !DENT PIA 88 to provide transparency about the
fingerprint check processes and use of that information. lndivid11als may seek redress through the
OHS established redress program, which allows individuals to request a review of their records in
!DENT when it is believed to be inaccurate.

88

See DHS/NPPD/PIA-002 Automated Biometric Identification System (IDENT) PIA, m•ailable at
www.dhs.gov/privacv, for more information.
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C:tse Prioritization and Intelligence Assessment (CPIA) Workflow
. Summarv/Background:

Historically, the FDNS Intelligence Division, Case Prioritization and Intelligence
Assessment (CPIA) Branch has maintained a tracker in the USCIS Enterprise Collaborntion
Network (ECN) 89 used to prioritize Controlled Application Review and Resolution Program
(CARRP) 90 cases that are pending immigration adjudication decisions. CARRP cases are those in
which the background, identity. ·and security check process identified a National Security (NS)
concern, requiring additional review.
A decision was made to build a Cl'IA work/low process into the FDNS-DS case
management system to replace the existing ECN tracker. This will increase collaboration among
the officers in the CPIA Branch and other FDNS stakeholders involved in the itdministrative
review process and eliminate 'the need to maintain the CPIA process tracking information and
related case information in two separate systems.
Core Capabilities Supported:

Intelligent Investigative Case Management
Data Elements:

The following arc data elements captured during the CPIA process:
•

Location (current USCIS oflicc location where the FDNS-DS National Security (NS)
· Concerns record is assigned), including specific region and district;

•

NS Concern Nui°nber (unique auto-generated FDNS-DS NS Concerns reccird number;

•

Subject Alien Registration Number (ARN), Last Name, First Name. and Middle Name;

•

Date and Country of Birth;

•

Form Type (e.g., N-400, 1-485, 1-130);

• Category Code (e.g., Known and Suspected Terrorist (KST), Non-KST. TIP;T99);
•

RFA Information:

•

Case Analysis and Threat Summary (CATS) Number and Published Date;

•

Intelligence Threat Profile (ITP) Number;

''' Sec l'T,\ for FDNS Cl'IA ECN Tracker. adjudicated .lune 16. 2015.
9(, Adcsci·iption of the CARRI' process, which applies to cases for which there is an articulable link to a National
Security concern, is available in t~e Law Enforcement Sensitive version ofthc,DIIS/USCIS/Pl/\-013-01 FDNS
Program.
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• CPIA Status (e.g.,.lncoming, Scoring, Referrals):
·•

Scorecard Information (e.g., Scores, Dates):

•

Dispositi_on and Review Information; and

•

Attachments, which may include the CATS or copies ofunclassilicd message traffic·
related to the subject of the FDNS-DS record.

Po)111Iation:

Any USCIS benefit or request in which, during the routine process of adjudicating any
USCIS benefit, NS concerns arc raised, either based on background, identity, and security checks
or personal interviews or testimony.
Vctting/Proccss:

FDNS has incorporated the CPIA process into the overall FDNS-DS case management
process by developing a specific work flow process to manage the CPIA business process. The
CPIA worktlow manages the process of prioritizing CARRP cases for review, which includes
tracking of status information rdated to the production of two unique products or the CPIA
business process: (I) scorecard; and, if applicable, (2) the Intel Ii gen cc Threat Pro ti le (ITP).
Scorecard: The CPIA Branch prepares a scorecard for each CPIA record in the classified
Homeland Top Secret Network (HTSN). The scorecard is person-centric, and the total score is
used to prioritize NS cases for adjudicative action. The CPIA Branch uses FDNS-DS to track each
phase for processing a case, but the scorecards are processed and stored on HTSN.

ITP: ITPs are classified and used to support USCIS Senior Leadership and th_e Deputy
Director when cases are presented to dctcnnine whether USC IS should grant or deny an
immigration benefit to an individual with conlirmed NS concerns.
ITPs address available derogatory information associated with cases confirmed to have a
national security concern. ITPs do not typically address the in-depth immigration history of a
case, but are intended to review and summarize the derogatory information related to a national
security concern. The intended audience ofan ITP may include, but is not limited to: the
Secretary or DHS (SI): DHS Under Secretary for lntclligcncc: Director,. USCIS (D 1); Deputy
Director, USC IS (D2): ICE Officials; 01' FBI Officials. ITPs are prepared in document form and
are brietecl or distributed via email to a limited number of recipients,
ITPs are primarily used to assist USCIS Senior L'eadership in assessing national·security
risks associated witli individual cases that have tiled for immigration benefits. FDNS Senior
Leadership may also task the CPIA Branch to prepare an ITP on an ad-hoc basis. The ITP is
. prepared and stored on HTSN. The CPIA Branch uses FDNS-DS to track each phase ofan ITP.
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Within FDNS-DS's case management, the CPIA workflow is manually triggered when a
FDNS user working an active, confirmed 91 NS case requests CPIA review. This creates a CPIA
record and produces an ale11 accessible only to CPIA Officers (or CPIA users). All analytical work
occurs outside of FDNS-DS in HTSN, as described above. All results .arc maintained in HSTN,
while status information ma)' be updated in FDNS-DS. Finally, upon conclusion of the CPIA
process, the CPIA user routes the case back to primary user assigned to the case.
Privacv Mitigation:

The addition of a CPIA workllow process in FDNS-DS increases collaboration among
stakeholders in the review process for NS cases and also maintains the security controls that were
in place in the stand-alone process managed through the USCIS ECN. The scorecard and ITP
processes are maintained in HTSN and are not interfiled with FDNS-DS case management data.
The CPIA workllow was added to the NS Concern tab in FDNS-DS, which is only
accessible to CPIA users with a role in reviewing and vetting such cases. Only CPIA users have
access to review and augment the system with the results of their lindi1igs.

91

NS cases that are not connrmcd will not be stored.
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Predictive Analytics:
National Benefit Center, Background Check Unit
Prioritization of FBI Fingerprint Check Results for the Form 1-90
Summary:
FONS is incorporating predictive analytics into ATLAS to assist in prioritizing the FONS
workload. This predictive technology is applied to known derogatory holdings (e.g., background
check results) in order to categorize information so that the cases most likely to result in a referral
for criminal action are prioritized for the most immediate review. As part of the onboarding phase
and prior to implementation within ATLAS's auto1iiated process, FONS is using a manual solution
that applies a predictive algorithm to operationally relevanl data, in a standalone environment. All
cases, regardless of their priority, arc reviewed manually by FDNS Officers.
Background:

It is estimated that close to 80% or organized data is in an unstrnctured environment making
' information from massive amounts of data. As part of USCIS' s plans
it diffict1lt to extract relevant
to enhance its screening capabilities, FONS plans to use unstructured analytics to extract
information, such as entities and patterns, from multiple data sets that can be t1sed for resolution
and visualization, and predictive analytics to determine the likelihood that the data will result in
referral° for further action.
FONS is using both unstructured and predictive analytics iri an isolated environment,

applied to operationally relevant data as pai1 of the onboarding ofa solution that can be deployed
within ATLAS·. This solution is currently being used to support the National Benefit Center
(NBC), which faces a backlog of Form 1-90, Application to Replace Permanent Resident Card
applications and their associated Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Fingerprint Check results.
known as the Identity History Summary (Id HS) and formerly known as the Record or Arrest and
Prosecution (RAP) sheet. The NBC is required to review these results for potemial for crimes
involving moral turpitude (CIMT) 92 , .which could constitute· grounds for inadmissibility. under !NA
scctiop 2I2(a)(2)(A)(i)(I).
Form 1-90 applications, which may be tiled online or in paper form. are processed in the
USCIS Electronic Immigration System (EL1S) 93 system and are routed to the appropriate Service
Center to perform initial validation and background, identity, and security checks. Spe_citically,
Form 1-90 applicants arc screened through TECS and, if the applicant is aged 14 or older, a FBI
Fingerprint Chec_k. If there is a hit or derogatory information resulting from these checks, the

"A detinition for CIMT may be found in the lJSC:lS Policy Mam,al, m-ailoh/e or
http://www. use is.gov/pol icym anual/1 ITM I./Po IicyM anual-Vol umc 12-J>artF-Chaptcr5 .htm 1
93
See DHSIUSClS/PlA-056 USClS ELIS, ·avoi/ohle or 11ww.dhs.govlnrivacv ..
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applications are routed to the NBC for resolution. The 'NflC also works with FONS to resolve
fraud, public safety, and national security concerns,
' Any derogatory information resulting from a FBI Fingcrprinl Check is received in the form
of the Id HS (or RAP) sheet. NBC Background Check Unit (BCU) Officers query Customer Prolile
Management Service (CPMS) 94 to· obtain the Id HS sheets and conduct manual reviews to
determine if there arc crimes that present Egregious Public Safety (EPS) concerns (e.g., murder,
rape, illicit trafficking in firearms, alien smuggling, human rights violators) that would require a
referral to U.S. Immigration and Customs Ei1forcemcnt 95 .
Although the above checks are c'onducted on Form 1-90 upp\icants, they are not used as
criter\a for making an adjudicative decision on the replacement of the Permanent Resident Card;
the Id HS sheet is only used for adjudicative purposes if there is a final' order of removal for the
individual. Consequently, there is a large volume of applications, many of which have already
been adjudicated, and a growing backlog of associated Id HS sheets pending BCU Officers' review.
This has created the need to prioritize the Id HS sheets in the backlog ·with the most seriot1s offenses
elevated for review first.
To assist the NBC with prioritizing the backlog, FDNS has developed an algorithm that
uses predictive analytics to those idHS sheets most likely to,result in a Referral to ICE based on
public safety concerns.
Core Capabilities Supported:

Predictive Analytics; Unstructured Data Analytics,
Data Elements:

. The project uses unstructured data (text) analytics to review text within ldHS (or RAP)
sheets and to categorize and prioritize the sheets for review using key words or terms as indicators
or criminal/public safety concerns. The types of I'll that may be found within a Id HS (or RAP
sheet) indudc FBI Number and the unstructured data contained in the associated FBI ldHS sheet,
which includes name, DOB, gender, race, height, eye color, hair color, weight, birth place,
citizenship: fingerp!·int pattern. The ldHS may also contai'n crimes commiued, arrests, charges,
and their associated detai Is.
Population:

Form 1-90, Applications toRep/acePermanenl Resident Card applicants

4

See DHS/USCIS/Plt\·060 Customer Profile Management Service. avai/11hle m www.dhs.gov/privacv., ,
"' See USCIS Poliev Memorandum '602-0050. "Revised Guid,mcc li1r the Reform I of Cases and Issuance of Notice
to Appear (NTi\s) in Case! Involving lnadmi~siblc and Removable Aliens'' arailub/e at
httr://conncct, usci s.dhs, g,1v/org/O FO/Docu mcnts/P M·602 -0050 .pd r
''
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Vctting/Proccss:
This project does not change the actual screening/vetting process for the Form 1-90. The
proposed process uses predictive analytics in an isolated environment to analyze data found
within the FBI Fingerprint Check results (Id HS) and to prioritize those results for BCU Officers'
review.
NBC BCU Otliccrs reviewiilg the applications and associated Id HS sheets are looking to
classify them into four "buckets" by looking for certain key words that represent different types
of crime. The buckets are prioritized by the level of' egregiousness. An initial batch of'key
words/search. terms and buckets were supplied by NBC BCU Officers to develop the model.
These terms were flirther refined based on testing results by both the NBC and FDNS. New
terms were also identified through the use ofSQL Server to select the terms most closely . ·
associated with each of'the buckets. The initial buckets and their respective key words/search
terms arc as fol lows:

I. Fierv Hot Egregious Public Safety (FHEPS) - represents the most serious of the crimes.
Examples of key words/search terms include, .but are not limited to: "Death'', "Murder·•
and "Abuse''.
2. Egre~ious Public Safetv (EPS) • generally represents physical crimes not covered by
FHEPS. Examples of key words/search terms include, but are not limited to: "Battery",
·'Abduct" and "f'irearm".
3. · Non-EPS or Disqualified (DC)) - includes all JdHS sheets that did not hit ori any FHEPS
or EPS key words/search terms.

4.' Incomplete· identifies ldHS sheets that were incomplete, due to a variety of reasons, and
need to be submitted back to the FBI to obtain u complete response.
The initial implementation makes use ofthe statistical sofiwarc R96 to ensure that those
Id HS sheets. with a high probability of containing the most serious crimes are prioritized for the
· NBC by analyzing a test set ofldHS sheets and their associated out.comes. The software, with·
additional inputs provided by FDNS, developed a decision tree model of the terms that are most
effective at bucketing and prioritizing ldHS sheets. For instance, the model checks if the term
'Assault' is present in the ldHS sheet. lfso, it will theri'check for another term such as 'Battery",
and if both terms arc present, .it classifies the sheet as EPS. However, if only the term 'Assault' is
present, it classifies the ldHS sheet as Non-EPS.
The algorithm can then be relined based on user input to find the appropriate parameters
to balance breadth and volume of prioritized Id HS. Before final implementation in ATLAS, this
96

R i:; an opcn-sourc~ so Ct ware environment for statistical computing and graphics.
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solution is being used to manually prioritize the applications with ldHS .sheets into the
aforementioned buckets for use by NBC BCU Officers. This process creates an mitput product
within Microsoft Excel that may be easily reviewed. Dependent on the existing and changing
business needs, !he prioritization of applications may be changed in accordance.
The first version of the decision tree algorithm works cxciusively with terms identified by
the NBC as relevant to.EPS. Later implementations will also independently suggest additional
terms and weighted combinations of terms that most effoctively identify ldHS sheets or interest.
The model being developed will need to be tuned to both limit the number orterms that it checks
for as well as to ensure that all terms are appropriate and operationally relevant.
Results:

The solution, once fully developed. will be deployed in ATLAS in order to prioritize the
delivery ofSGJ\s. Its use within ATLAS would likely be an enhancement to the existing Public
Safety Rule 210 so that the Rule 210 hits most likely to result in a Referral to ICE are given
higher priority for review. Following the proposed methods will reduce the time spent on manual
review while also increasing efficiency and accuracy of processes.
Privacv Mitigation:

FONS has identified the specific use case described above to begin the process of
on boarding the first use of predictive analytics. To allow for sufficient.testing and tuning of the
solution and process. this work is being performed manually and in an isolated environment. This
limited use will reduce the risk of false positives and allow for sufficient refinement before this
. solution is deployed within ATLAS.
This project does not affect existing screening processes in any way; nor do the results of
predictive analytics render a decision about an individual. The current use is limited to prioritizing
cases, which are then provided to BCU Ol'licers to perform manual reviews following existing
processes. The prioritization of cases is only to assist with addressing a backlog of Id HS results
requiring review so that the cases most likely to result in a Referral to ICE are reviewed first.
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Visuiilizution Tools:
National Benefit Center, Background Check Unit
Summary:

FDNS is incorporating visualization tools into ATLAS to help with link and forensic
analysis and. ultimately support better decision making. FDNS q1rrently uses i2 Analyst's
Notebook, an oft:the-shelf' IBM tool that allows provides FDNS with the ability to take various
data points and display them as a visual report. This tool is currently being used \vi thin t_he work
stream at the National Benefit Center. in a stand-alone capacity, in order to determine its viability
for widespread use within ATLAS.
Background:

As stated in the project description above. it is estimated that close to 80% of organized
data is in an unstructured environment making it difficult to extract relevant information from
massive amounts of data. Visualization tools are needed to assist in analyzing massive _amounts of
data and determining linkages or relationships among entities or individuals.
FDNS Officers at the NBC currently must access data from _multiple USCJS IT systems as
part of their normal background check functions. FDNS Officers will use i2 Analyst Notebook as
a means lo visualize data from multiple data sets in a way that is useful for further analysis. i2 can
use data from various data sets systems such as person . names, company names.
attorney/representative names. dates of birth, SSNs, addresses, visa status, criminal history, and
fingerprint information to visually display criminal and fraud schemes in support of the homeland
security mission.
Core Capabilities Supported:

Link and Forensic Analysis
Data Elements:

The project may use any/all data elements discussed in this PIA, but in partictdar, the
visualization tool wi II make tise of data elements provided by the applicant (e.g., on a USC!S form
submission), as well as criminal history or derogatory information received as a result of.
backgrol111d, identity, and security checks.
Examples of data elements used in i2 visualization/charts include: full nam~, DOB, place
. of birth, address, gender, race, height, eye color, hair color. weight, birth place, citizenship.
employer infonnatioi1, unique identifiers such as fingerprint identification number or Alien
Number, and information about the spouse, family, and petitioner.
·Population:
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Form 1-90, Applications to Replace Permanent Resident Card applicants
Vetting/Process:

FONS Officers receive information from or perform searches of various USCIS and
external systems manually as part of their normal procedures during background, identity, and
security check processes. Oata is either hand-typed or imported into i2 via spreadsheets. There
are no active data linkages to source systems. The output is a visual report or chart illustrating
linkages and relationships among people, organizations, entities, etc.
The visual representations that are created fro111 the various data s.ources help law
enforcement officers, homeland security personnel, and the Otliccs of the United States
Attorneys who are leading the prosecution efforts to better understand the scope of the
investigation. From an administrative investigation perspective, USCIS personnel will also
i,nternally use this information to seek ways to deny or revoke or support determinntion of
eligibility for immigration benefits such as when a USCIS applicant is not entitled to a benefit or
acquired a previous benefit through fraudulent means. Records of administrative investigations
are recorded in FDNS-DS.
Privacv Mitigation:

Similar to the unstructured data analysis used at the NBC, this project does not change
any existing screening/vetting processes. Nor does it involve acquiring new data or altering data
already acquired through ex,isting procedures. This tool simply allows for visualization of the
data in a manner that reveals relationships amo,ig the entities, organization, and individuals
within the.data seis.
As this process currently involves manualdata entry, there is a risk of human error,
which could result in FONS relying on inaccurate data. FONS has a v.csted interest and
responsibility to maintain the most accurate.data possible since the i2 charts could be used in
suppo,1 of a benefit decision or in support of criminal investigations undertaken by law
enforcement partners. While performing administrative investigations. FONS Officers rely on
multiple sources to confirm the veracity of the data and. if discrepancies arc uncovered . will .
manually make changes to ensure the i2 charts rely on data that is accurate and complete. This
risk will also be mitigated when i2 is fully implemented into ATLAS when data will be refreshed
automatically from the original source.
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Enhanced Analytics for Identity Management
Refugee Screening/Syria Enhanced Review
Summary:

FONS is incorporating ~isualization and identity resolution into ATLAS in order to
augment the existing rules-based screening/referral process. Specifically, FDNS is implementing
a solution that uses i2 Fraud Intelligence Analysis (i2) and Info Sphere Identity Insight (ISII) tools.
Prior_ to implementing this solution within ATLAS, FDNS is piloting this solution within the
existing Syria Enhanced Review process for Form 1-590, Registration .fbr C/assificalio11 as
Refugee applicanls.
Background:

The U.S. Refugee Admissions Program (US RAP) is. a cooperative effort among several
governmental and non-governmental partners both overseas and in the United States. Within the
U.S. government, the Depmtment of State (DOS) has overall management responsibility for
USRAP, and the USCIS Refugee Affairs and International Operations (RAIO) Directorate is
responsible for interviewing rcft1gcc applicants and adjudicating applications for refugee status.
In summary, the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees. U.S. Embassy, or
specially trained non-governmental organization (NGO) will refer requests for resettlement as
rclugees to DOS. A Resettlement Support Center (RSC);under cooperative agreement with DOS,
performs initial processing, to include initiating biographic collection and security checks, and
refers the applicant to USCIS to begin the interview process, as well as capture and perform
biometric checks and other required screening. FDNS Otliccrs suppo1ting RAIO and its Refugee
Affairs Division (RAD) arc involved in the initial interview and screening process and perform
adjudications on the Form 1-590, Registr11tion fbi· Cl11ssification as Refugee. When National
Security (NS) Concerns are identified through screening. cases arc routed through the Controlled
Application Review and Resolution Program (CARRP/ 7, administered by Headquarters FDNS.
· Additionally, .Syrian Form 1-590 applications undergo an enhanced review process administered
by the FONS Intelligence Division.

. I

USCIS is transparent about the screening process and the systems used to support refugee
screening, which are described in the lollowing publicly available materials:

97

•

USCIS Refugee Processing and Security Screening Web Page, available from
http://www.uscis.gov/refugeescreen in g: and

•

USCIS Refugee Security Screening Fact Sheet. available from
http://www.uscis.gov/sitcs/dcfault/tiles/USCIS/Refugee%2C%20Asylum%2C%2

,·I
I

See I.ES version of DHS/USCIS/PI.~-0 I3-0 I FDNS_ Program.
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·Oand%201nt%271%200ps/Refugee Security Screening Fact Sheet.pdf.
This ATLAS PIA Appendix covers planned enhancements to support a specific phase in
the rerugee screening process that applies only to applicants in Syria. This enhanced review is
performed by a team of analysts in the HQ FDNS Intelligence Division.
Core Ca1mbilities Supported:

Link and Forensic Analysis, Entity Analytics, Operational Decision Management
./

Data Elements:

ATLAS receives results of biometric screening from !DENT to include the individual's
Identity and Encounter history, which includes identifiers associated with the biometric encounter
(e.g., Fingerprint Ident i11cation Number (FIN), Encounter Identification Number (EID), Cl'MSld),
biographic clements (e.g., Name), as well as any derogatory information that exists on the
individual.
ATLAS also receives information derived from benefit forms, applications, petitions, or
requests, such as names, dates of oirth, addresses, or other biographic data clements relevant to
screening.
Population:

Form 1-590, Regis1ra1io11 for C/assificalion as R4ugee applicants undergoing Syria
Enhanced Review process
Vetting/Process:

The· Syria Enhanced Review process provides intelligence-driven support to refugee
,idjudicators, including threat identi ti cation, and suggesting topics JN questioning. This process
begins prior to the applicant's scheduled interview. FDNS Intelligence Division analysts obtain
information tlli'ough public sources as well as intelligence sources in order to corroborate
information provided by the applicant and to assist RAIO/RAD Officers by providing a roadmap
· (or set of interview questions) to be used to conduct applicant interviews.
The· ATLAS solution will a(1gment the existing Syria Enhanced Review process by
performing identity reso·lution among data already collected during biographic and biometric
screening process against data in the Terrorist Screening Data Base (TSDB) and providing
meaningful results that can be used to confirm identities and relationships among individuals who
arc Known or Suspected Terrorists (KSTs) or Non-KSTs.
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Scre(•ning Process
The USCIS Customer Profile Management Service (CPMS) 98 PIA describes the biometric
screening process. to include how information is collected from the individual (e.g., I0-print
fingerprint capture), and what screening occ.urs .within the DHS Automated Biomeiric
Identification System (IDENT). In summary, CPMS sends the individual's I0-print fingerprints,
photograph, and limited biographic information to !DENT. !DENT returns an Identity Response
to CPMS. as well as to ATLAS through existing interfaces. 99
Screening within ATLAS begins when ATLAS receives the initial Identity Response from
. !DENT. ATLAS extracts the Encounter ID (EID) and queries !DENT the full response, which
includes both the Identity and Encounter history for the individual. The Encounter history includes
biographic information for each Encounter (e.g., Name) and any derogatory information, which is
used to determine the individual's eligibility for admissibility or for the request~d benefit.
ATLAS then screens data retrieved from. IDENT through the rules process described in the
body of this PIA, as well as through the i2/JSII solution, which runs the following additional
checks:
I. ISII compares the Identity information retrieved from IDENTwith Identity information
in the TSDB through the DHS Watch list Service, providing real-time entity resolution
among records within the TSDB.
2. ISII sends the results to i2 to allow for visualizatio11. i2 visually displays any of the
linkages or relationships among individuals within the data sets, in order to identify a
nexus to a KST or Non-KST.
3. i2 produces an alert that is elevated within FDNS-DS/ATLAS for manual review by a
Gatekeeper.
Alerts produced by this identity management solution will follow a review process similar
lo the process in place to provide a layer of manual review, validation . and triage for rules-based
screening. Initially. this identity management solution is being tested with the FDNS Intelligence
Division Syria Enhanced Review team, and only a small group ofFDNS Intelligence analysts will
serve ·as Gatekeepers for SGNs produced by this solution in order to resolve possible matches to
terrorist identities.

98

See DHS/U~CIS/Plt\-060 Customer Pwlile Management Service, uvai/oh/e 01 www.dhs.gov/privacv, for more

information.
'./CJ

·

All requests. responses, and qucri~s flow through th~ Enterprise Service l3us {ESB). :1s described in

DIIS/USCIS/l'Jt\-008 Enterprise Scrvicc.llus (ESll), ,i,,ai/ab/e al wivw.dhs.gnv/privacv, and Risk and l'raud
Support Sc·rvice (RFSS), described in the l'T1\ Update for FDNS Dircctormc and FDNS-DS, aqiudicatcd
~cp1cmbcr 9, 2015. RFSS has been renamed t\l'l.t\S.

as
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Results:

FONS is piloting the i2/ISII solution in the process of screening Form 1-590 applicants.
During this limited production phase, FONS will test its functionality and usefulness in the
· screening process, as well a.s perform tuning necessary to produce accurate results. Results will
inform tuture expansion of this technology within ATLAS to be applied to additional populations.
Privacy Mitigation:

FONS is piloting this solution for a specific population prior to implementing the solution
for all applications that are screened through ATLAS. This limited use is necessary for the chosen .
population, given what little information the U.S. Government has in its systems, in order to more
effectively resolve identities and relatioqships among individuals who may pose a risk to nHtional
security. Use ofthe'data will be consistent with existing, manual processes, and only a small team
within the FONS Intelligence Division will have access to this information.
There is a risk that incorporating the i2/IS 11 solution into the rules-based screening process
may produce an SON with a mismatch or erroneous association to an entity from the TSDB. FONS
Intelligence Division users responsible for gatekceping these SGNs will perform manual reviews
to. confirm the validity ofa match. Also, the production ofan SON docs not result in an automatic
promotion to a Watch list or designation as a KST or Non-KST. FbNS Intelligence analysts review
the SGNs along with information obtained through other soun;es for the purpose of confirming the
facts provided by the applicant on the Form 1,590 and determining the appropriate questions to
ask during the applicant·s interview. The interview process provides. an opponunity for the
applicant lo address any concerns.
There is also a risk that SGNs will be produced erroneously as a result of.errors in the
!DENT database. This risk is partially mitigated by the gatckecping process where a human review
is required to confirm validity of an SGN and is further mitigated in that FDNS has worked with
the Department's Office of Biometric Identity Management (OBIM) to develop procedures for
identifying and correcting !DENT errors. Upon the discovery of an !DENT error, FDNS notifies
OBIM of the nature of the error and justification lor making corrections to records in (DENT.
OBIM then carries out any necessary corrections through existing procedures. If the SON is
determined to be in-actionable, the SGN is closed without fl1rthcr action.
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From:
To:

"'

Subject:

Date:
Attachments:

Beoaod Itacy I:

--

~

USCIS MGI Ia'i!sS

fW: ···URGENT .. ~ TransltiOl'I RFI Due NOO!l Today
Tuesdaf, De<llmbt!r 13, 2016 2:00:13 PM

imageQ'.l4 emz

fo1cy - OCFO has the following questions below concerning OTC's response, Please advise as to how you would like OCFO to proceed. BTW. I
<1m attending training from 2-4, Thanks,
Andrea

From: Reilly, Richard M
sent: Tuesday, December ll, 2016 1:56 PM

To: Fleet, Andrea B; users MGT Tasks

Cc: Fredericks, Christopher; White, Jacauelyn D; Soloweigh, Todd L; Nasir, Syed A; Cristiani, Juan L; Moore, Joseph D
Subject: FW: *-*URGENT*** Transition RFI Due Noon Today

(b )(5)

Thanks I

Rich

From: Fleet, Andrea 6
sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 1:40 PM
To: Davis, Alecia A; Moore, Joseph D; Reilly, Richard M
Cc: USCIS MGT Tasks
Subject: PN; 0 *URGtNP:*' Transition RFI Due Noon Today
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OCFO I am heading to a training se'.'.'.'.ion shortly. Please forward your response to the MGT task box who will obtain Tr.:icy and Kevin's
cle<1rance before forwnrding to the Presidential Transition clearance box.
Thanks again for your quick turnaround on tl1is.
Anrea
From: Stanley, Kathleen M
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:52 AM
To: Fleet, Andrea'B; SChwartz, Mark A; Jones, Keith A; Wittman, Gregory J; Black, Diane E; Moore, Joseph D; Reilly, Richard M; Davis, Aleda A;
Destefano, Ernest; Anderson, Erik C; Becker, Cheryl L
Cc: USCIS MGT Tasks; Renaud, Tracy L; Kerns, Kevin J; Tran, Ramona L; Clart; 1 Levita S; Perryman, Janet Ji Van Demark, Henry.
Subject: RE: H*URGENT"** Transition RFI Due Noon Today
Andre<!,

Attached is OTC's input. I have also attached a spread~heet that provides more detail for the co~t data,
Ramona Tran is our lead In pulling this data and! have added her to fac'ilitate answering any quesflons.

K,ith

Kathleen "Kath" Stanley
Chief, Office Transformation Coordination
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
202-272-9401
From: Fleet, Andrea B
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:30 AM
To: Stanley, Kathleen M; Schwartz, Mark A; Jones, Keith Ai Wittman, Gregory J; Black, Oiane E; Moore, Joseph D; Reilly, Richard M; Davis, Alecia
Ai Destefano, Ernest; Anderson, Erik C; Becker, Cheryl L
Cc: users MGT Tasks; Renaud, Tracy L; Kerns, Kevin J
Subject: FW: n*'URGENP'n Transition RFI Due Noon Today
Importance: High
URGENT PRESIDENTIAL TRANSITION REQUEST - DUE NOON TODAY; NO EXTENSIONS

From: users Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:18 AM
Ta: USCIS MGT Tasks; Stanley, Kathleen M; Kerns, Kevin J; Collins, Anissa A; Clark, Levita S; Hawkins, Donald K; OP&S Presidential Transition;
Vanison, Denise; FDNSExecSec; Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson, Andrew J; Melero, Mariela; Rogers, Debra A; Simeon, David G; Schwartz, Mark A
Cc: Renaud, Traey L
'
Subject: ~**URGENT*** Transition RFl Due Noon Today
lmPortance: High
Good morning,
We have our first information request from the president-elect's transition landing team. There i~ an extremely fast turnaround on these
reque~t~ (apologies!)-it is due at noon today to allow time for the front office to clear today and to get it back to OHS today. Therefore, no
extensiom may be granted a~d it is imperative that you respond timely.
This is what is being requested:

(b)(5)

Thank ·you very much_for all your help with this arid if there are any questions, I can be reached at the numbers below.
Julie Farnam
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Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and lrrmlgration SerVices
ldl 202-2s2-a211
le) 202-489·8802
Thi1 ,ommunic.i!ioll, alo~s with •~v attachmtnU, may i:ontiln ronf1derni~I !nforrnat1on Md ii {OVered by federal law, governingelettronktommuni~atiom. E111ctronir~ommunlcatlon1 may .ibo
b11 monitored by the De1mtrnen1of HPmel~nd !i!!curlty, U.S. C1tiiensh1p and lmrnigr~tion Service 1. II the reader ot thil me$.l~R~ i1 not the intended recipient, you are h~reby notified that any
1fosemlnatlon, dimibu!ion, u:.e, or copying of thl~ me11age i1 strlctty proh1b1ted. If you have rcce1~~d thi> In error, ple>11e d~l~tc this menas~ and all attachmenh and ,mmedlotely notify \he
.1ender
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From:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Boaers Debra A
llSCIS Presklenlla! Traositioai Eilrnam Julie F
Melem Mariela; Renaud Irncv l
FW: H*URGENPH Transition RF! Due Noon Today
Tuesday, Oecembtlr 13, 2016 11:42:08 AM

MORNING Tl El 1$ HelQdesk /13 Dec 16) xlsx
imaoeOOJ PM

Julie, CSl'ED responses below, please Jet us know if you need any additional information,

(b)(5)
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(b)(5)

I

From: USCIS Presidential Transition

I

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:18:08 AM
To: users MGT Tasks; Stanley, Kathleen M; Kerns, Kevin J; Collins, Anissa A; Clark, Levita S; Hawkins, Donald K; OP&S

.
Presidential Transition; Vanison, Denise; FDNSExecSec; Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson, Andrew J; Melero, Mariela; Rogers, Debra
A; Simeon, David G; Schwartz1 Mark A
·
Cc: Renaud, Trac.y L
Subject: ***URGENT"'* Transition RF! Due Noon Today

Good morning,
We have our_ first information request from the president-elect's transition landing team. There iS an extremely fast
turnaround on these requests (apologies!)-it is due at noon today to allow time for the front office to clear today and to
get it back to OHS today. Therefore, no extensions may be granted and it is imperative that you respond timely.

Th'1s is what ls being requested:

(b)(5)

Thank you

very much for all your help with this and if there are any questions, I can be reached at the numbers below.

Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations D!rectorate

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(di 202-282-8277
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and i; covered by federal law~ governing electronic tommi.inications, Electronic
communicaitions may al$o be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citl:tMhip and Immigration Services, If the reader of this message Is riot the
intended redpie.-.t, YOll ~re hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, use, or copying of thi$ mess~ge Is strictly prohibited. If you have :eceived this In error,

plea~e delete th1s· message al"ld all attachmems and immediately notify the sender.
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From:

LJSCIS Pres!dential Transition

To:
Subject:

Renaud T@cv L

Date:

FW: U-*URGENT*** Transition RFI Due Noon Today
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:31:17 AM

Sorry, you weren't copied.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(cl 202-489-8802
1his comrnunicallon, al~ng with any attachments, may contain conf1dEr\tial inforrn'atiori and is covered by federal laws govern'ing
electronic communications. Electron_ic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services, If the reaJer of thi~ message is not the ir1tcndt)d rcc1p1ent, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
dlmibutlon, use, or copying of this messJge is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this mesSa.se and all
anachments and irnme(liately notify the sender.

From: Hamilton, Cristina A
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:26 AM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition; OP&S Presidential Transition
Cc: Levine, Laurence D; Kvortek, Steven P (Steve); Greeley, Kevin A
Subject: RE: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today

Will do, thanks.
Cristina Hamilton
Chief, National Security and
Benefits Integrity Division
Office of Policy and Strategy, USCIS
202-272-1466

This email, along with any attachrn.ents, is intended solely for the use of the addressee(s) and may contain information
that is sensitive or protected by applicable law. Unauthorized i.;se or dissemination of this email and any attachments is
strictly prohibited. If y,ou are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender and delete or destroy all copies. Thank
you.

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, Dec.ember 13, 2016 11:22 AM
To: Hamilton, Cristina A; OP&S Presidential Transition
Cc: Levine, Laurence D; Kvortek, Steven P (Steve); Greeley, Kevin A
Subject: RE:' ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today

. Yes, please include them. I'd .rather err on the side of providing everything that could be in the
scope of the request rather thari them thinking that we are trying to withholding items. Thank you!
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From: Hamilton, Cristina A
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:15 AM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition; OP&S Presidential Transition
Cc: Levine, Laurence D; Kvortek, Steven P (Steve); Greeley, Kevin A
Subject: FW: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today
Importance: High·
As per the tasking regarding Social Media and·my discussion with Julie earlier this morning, OP&$
will soon send the guidance materials discussed (OHS Policy Gui.dance Docs and the Steve Bucher email to FONS), but I wanted to raise another set of documents which might be responsive.
I am not sure that it is technically guidance, but we also have the approved Social Media Use
Templates which were approved by OHS Privacy and which determined that USCIS' proposed use of
Social Media on the various operational uses described satisfied Privacy Act requirements. While
those may not technically be considered guidance, and they have not been issued to the field as ·
such, they did set forth the parameters for our approved use of Social Media for the various uses
identified.
Please advise.as to whether we should consider these within the scope of the current request. If we
do not hear back, we will consider them not to be within the scope of this request but will ensure
that we consider whether they will be responsive
to future transition team requests.
;
Cristina Hamilton
Chief, National Security and
Benefits Integrity Division
Office of Policy and Strategy, USCIS
202-272-1466

This email, along with any attachments, is intended solely for the use.of the addresse~(sJ and may contain information
that is sensitive· or protected by applicable law.' Unauthorized use or dissemination of this email and any attachments is
strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender and delete or destroy all Copies, Thank

you.

From: Renaud, Tracy L
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:29 AM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition; USC!S MGT Tasks; Stanley, Kathleen M; Kerns, Kevin J; Collins,
Anissa A; Clark, Levita S; Hawkins, Donald K; OP&S Presidential Transition; Vanison, Denise;
FDNSExecSec; Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson, Andrew J; Melero, Mariela; Rogers, Debra A; Simeon,
David G; Schwartz, Mark A
Subject: RE: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today
All Highlighting which office has primary responsibility for each task and adding a little context in a
couple of areas. Give me or Julie a call if you have any questions.
Trocy L, Renaud

Associate Dfrector
Management Oi;e,to~ate
US Citizenship & Immigration Services

Department of Homefand Security
ZOZ-272-1739 (desk}
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From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:18 AM
To: USCIS MGT Tasks; Stanley, Kathleen M; Kerns, Kevin J; Collins, Anissa A; Clark, Levita S; Hawkins,
Donald K; OP&S Presidential Transition; Vanison, Denise; FDNSExecSec; Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson,
Andrew J; Melero, Mariela; Rogers, Debra A; Simeon, David G; Schwartz, Mark A
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: *~*URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today
Importance: High
Good morning,
We have our first information request from the president·elect's \ransition landing team. There is

an extremely fast turnaround on these requests (apologies!)-it is dye at noon today to allow time
for the front office to clear today and to get it back to DHS today. Therefore, no extensions may be
granted and it is imperative that you respond timely.
This is what is beine reauested:

(b)(5)

Thank you very much for all your help with this and if there are any questions, I can be reached at
the numbers below.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate ·
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202·282·8277
(c) 202-489-8802
This communlcation, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic con:munications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizemhip
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this messa!ie is not the intended recipient 1 you are hereb\l notified that any dissemination 1
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have receive.d this in error, please delete this messa·ge and air
attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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from:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

\JSCIS Presidential Transition

Youno Todd P; Walters Jessica S; Krebs Kristie Li Preloaar Brandon B
Bena1rd Iw;v l
• FW: ***URGENP.H Transition RFI Due Noon Today
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:44:13 AM

SMOLIT users-Benefits D'etermlnations 20141124 PRIY FINAL PDF
B1Jles of Behavior IJSCIS·EDNS 20141124 FINAi DOC
OHS Picective 110·01 Privacy Pnlicy for Operational Use of Social Media odf
. SMOIIT IISCIS-FDNS 20141124 PRIV FINAL.PDF
FONS Use of Social Media fur Refqgee Pmcessipg • Memo (Signed and Dated odf

/

OHS Instruction 110·01·001 Privacy P91icv for Ooerational Use of Soda! ,odf

Items to be provided to the transition team related to social media usage. Please let me know when
your principal is okay with me submitting to DHS.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with ilny attachments, rnay cont~in confidential information and is ,;vered by federal laws governing
electronic communications, Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you a~e hereby not'lfied that any dlsseminat'ron,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and imrncdiatcly notify the sender

From: Barnes, Aisha On Behalf Of FDNSExecSec
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:41 AM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition ·
Cc: FDNSExecSec
' Subject: RE: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today
Good morning,

FDNS clears with the attached. *Please note: The FNDS SMOUT and Rules of Behavior have
information regarding investigative techniques that may be exempt from FOIA disclosure u~der
7(E), and should be protected from public disclosure.'
Respectfully,

Ai4hcvHcwvie,,
Management and Program Analyst
Office of the ExecJtive Secretariat
On Detail w/FDNS Knowledge Management Group
'li'Oflke: 202-272-8353 I 'li'Fax: 202-.272-834.o
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From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9: 18 AM
To: USCIS MGT Tasks; Stanley, Kathleen M; Kerns, Kevin J; Collins, Anissa A; Clark, Levita S; Hawkins;
Donald K; OP&S Presidential Transition; Vanison, Denise; FDNSExecSec; Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson,
Andrew J; Melero, Mariela; Rogers, Debra A; Simeon, David G; Schwartz, Mark A
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today
Importance: High
Good morning,
We have our first information request from the president-elect's transition landing team. There is
an extremely fast turnaround on these requests (apologies!)-it is due at noon today to allow time
for the front office to clear today and to get it back to DHS today. Therefore, no extensions may be
granted and it is imperative that you respond timely.
This is what is being requested:

(b)(5

Thank you very much for all your help with this and if there are any questions, I can be reached at
the numbers below.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-282:8277
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services, If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you ,1re hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. lfyo,J ha\/e received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and Immediately notify the sender.
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Homeland
Security

The Privacy Office
US Department of Homeland Security

Washington, DC 20528
703,235..0780, pia@dhs.gov
www.<lhs.gov/pdvacy

Version date: June 12, 2012
Page I of8

DHS OPERATIONAL USE OF SOCIAL MEDIA
This template is used to assess the Department's Operational Use of Social Media,
consistent with Management Directive 110-01.
The OHS Privacy Office has created this template to determine privacy compliance with
Management Directive 110,01, Privacy Policy for Operational Use of Social Media. For the purposes of the
Management Directive and this template, "Operational Use" means authorized use of social media to
collect personally identifiable information for the purpose of enhancing situational awareness,
investigating an individual in a criminal, civil, or administrative context, making a benefit determination
about a person, making.a personnel determination about a Deparhnent employee, making a suitability
determination about a prospective Department employee, or for any other official Department purpose
that has the potential to affect the rights, privileges, or benefits of an individual. Operational use does not
include the use of search engines for general Internet research, nor does it include the use of social media
for professional development such as training and continuing education or for facilitating internal
meetings. The following uses of social media are exempt from the Managementpirective and are not
subject to this requirement 1:
a)

Communications and outreach with the public authorized by the Office of Public Affairs
(covered by the existing Pl As: DHS/ALL/PlA-031 - Use of Social Networking Interactions
and Applications Communications/Outreach/Public Dialo~ue and DHS/ALL/PIA-036;
Use of Unidirectional Social Media Applications);

b) The conduct of authorized intelligence activities carried out by the Office of Intelligence
and Analysis, the intelligence and counterintelligence elements of the United States
Coast Guard, or any other Component performing authorized foreign intelligence or
counterintelligence functions, in accordance with the provisions of Executive Order
12333, as amended.
This template shall be used to document the process to be followed by all programs engaging in
operational uses of social media; to identify information technology systems, technologies, rulemakings,
programs, or pilot projects that involve PI! and other activities that otherwise impact the privacy of
individuals as determined by the Chief Privacy Officer; and to assess whether there is a need for
additional Privacy Compliance Documentation. Components may appeal to the Deputy Secretary for
Homeland Security if there is disagreement over the DHS Privacy Office determination of privacy
compliance for the operational use of social media.

1 Gathering information by the Office of Operations Coordination a'nd Planning (OPS) to enhance situational awareness is exempt
from this requiremen.t ;1nd is covered by the existing PIA: DHS/OPS/PIA-004(d) • Publicly Av;:iilable Social Media Monitoring gnd
Situatiqnal Awareness lnitfative Update,
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Homeland

The Privacy Office
U.S. D~p11rt111cu1 of!\11mel~nd .Ss\Clllity
Washington, DC 20528

Security

703-235,0780, pia@dhs.gov
www.dhs.gov/privacy

Version date: June 12, 2012
Page 2 of8

DHS OPERATIONAL USE OF SOCIAL MEDIA
Please complete this form and send it to your Component Privacy Officer.
Upon receipt, your Component Privacy Officer and the DHS P.rivacy Office will review this
form and may request additional information .
. SUMMARY INFORMATION

Date submitted for review: 06.11.13
Name of Component: U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Donald
Contact
Information:
Dona 1d. K. Haw kins@u scis.d hs.gov

Hawkins,

Chief

Privacy

Officer,

USCIS

Counsel' Contact Information: Stephen.H.Legomsky@uscis.dhs.gov
(202) 272-1400.
IT System(s) where social media data is stored: Some information may be stored in FDNS-DS, .
but most retained information is stored in non-electronic form, such as the A-File, or in an AFile that will later be digitized.
Applicable Privacy Impact Assessment(s) (PIA):
• DHS/USCIS/PIA-016, USCIS Benefits Processing of Applicants
other than Petitions for Naturalization, Refugee Status, and Asylum
• DHS/USCIS/PIA-003(a) - Integrated Digitization Document Management Program (IDDMP)
• DHS/USCIS/PJA-025, Reengineered Naturalization Casework System(RNACS)
• DHS/USCIS/PIA-015, Computer Linked Application Information Management System 4
(CLAIMS 4)
• DHS/USCIS/PJA-027(a), Refugees, Asylum, and Parole System and the Asylum Pre-Screening
System
• DHS/USCIS/PIA-044, Frnud Detection and National Security Directorate
DHS/USCIS/PIA-045, Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals
·• DHS/USCIS/PIA-031- Citizenship arid Immigration Data Repository (CJDR)

Applicable System of Records Notice(s) (SORN):
• DHS/USCJS/ICE/CBP-001 - Alien File, Index, and National. File Tracking System of Records
• DHS/USCIS-002 • Background Check Service
• DHS/USCIS-006 • Fraud Detection and National Security Records (FDNS) ·
• DHS/USCIS-007 - Benefits Information System
Counsel listed here must certify that appropriate authority exists to engage in particular operational activities involving social
media.
'
·

2
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.• DHS/USCIS-008- Refugee Access Verification Unit
• DHS/USCIS-010 • Asylum Information and Pre-Screening
, DHS/USCIS-012 - Citizenship and Immigration Data Repository (CIDR)

DHS OPERATIONAL USE OF SOCIAL MEDIA
·SPECIFIC.QUESTIONS
1.

Describe the category of use for collecting personaliy identifiable information from· soda!
media sources. Examples include: law enforcement intelligence, criminal investigations,
background investigations, administrative investigations, professional responsibility
investigations, benefit or employment determinations, or situational awareness. If use does
not fit into one of these categories, please describe in full below. If your component has
multiple categories of use, please submit separate template for each category.
USCIS uses soc_ial media, as defined in the Privacy Policy, to gather information for the purpose
of Benefits Determinations and in,;mpport of administrative investigations'into alleoed
violations of the immigration Jaws. 11

(b){7)(e)
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Applicants will have the opportui:iity to explain or refute any adverse information discovered
through social media.
Examples of information that can be gathered through social media include:

(b )(7)( e)

2.

Based on the_ operational use of social media listed· above, please provide the appropriate
authorities.

•

•
•

Homeland Security Act of 2002, as amended, Pub. L. No. 107-296, 116 _Stat. 2135 (2002)
Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952, as amended,§ 101, 103, 208
8 U.S.C. § 1101, 1103, and 1357, Powers of immigration officers and employees
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•
•
•

8 C.F.R. § 2.1, Authority of the Secretary of Homeland Security; 8 CFR §§ 208, 208.30 and
208.31.
I
Section 203 of the Nicaraguan Adjustment and Central American Relief Act (NACARA §
203),in accordance with 8 CFR § 240.60.
OHS Delegation No. 0150.1, Delegation to the Bureau of Citizenship and Immigration
Services [USCIS]

a) Has Counsel listed above reviewed these authorities for privacy issues and determined
that they permit the Program to .use social media for the listed operational use?

~ Yes.
3.

0No.

Is th.is use of social media in development or operational?

0

~ Operational. Date first launched: Unknown .

In development.

.·

USCIS has

I

'

---li,.,.,.+1nnc

and web-based tools since its

(b )(7)( e)

4.

Please attach a copy of the Rules of Behavior that outline the requirements below.
(See Accompanying USCIS Social Media Rules of Behavior)

5.

Please describe the Rules of Behavior in effect for the listed operational use of social media. If
users do NOT follow a particular Rule, please detail reasoning for not following that Rule:
a)

Equipment. Use only government-issued equipment when engaging in the operational
use of social media;

~Yes.

0

No. If not, please explain:

b) Email and accounts. Use online screen names or identities that indicate an official DHS
affiliation and use OHS email addresses to open accounts used when engaging in social
media in the performance of their duties;
~ Yes.

0

No. If not, please explain:

c) Public i11teractio11. Access publicly available information through social media only by

reviewing posted information without interacting with any individual who posted the
information;

~Yes.

0

No. If not, please explain:
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d)

PrivactJ settings. Respect individuals' privacy settings and access only i~formation that is
publicly available;

[?<;] Yes:

0

No. If not, please explain:

e) P/1 collection: Collect the minimum PI! necessary for the proper performance of their
authorized duties except for systems subject to Final Rules for Exemption from certain
·
aspects of the Privacy Act;

[8J Yes. ,
f)

P/1 safeguards. Protect Pll as required by the Privacy Act (if applicable) and DHS privacy
policy;

[gJ Yes.

0

No. Hnot, please explain:

g) Documentation. Document operational use of social media, including date, site(s) accessed,
information collected and how it was used.

[gJ

Yes.

h) Training. Users complete annual privacy training which has been approved by
Component Privacy Officer (or Privacy Point of Contact) based upon training materials
provided by the DHS Privacy Office. Trai_ning must i_nclude, at minimum: legal
authoritie.s, acceptable operational uses of social media, access requirements, and
requirements for documenting operationill uses of social medi_a.
0Yes.

0

No. If not, please explain:

Mechanisms are (or wtll be) in place to verify that users have completed training.

[gJ Yes, employees sefr-certify that they have read and understood their Component
Rules of Behavior.
·
[gJ Yes, Component Priva~y Officers or PPOCs maintain a record of.employee
attendance at privacy training that includes training on the Rules of Behavior.

0

No. If not, please explain:
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DHS SOCIAL MEDIA DOCUMENTATION
(To be Completed by the OHS Privacy Office)

DATE reviewed by the OHS Privacy Office: 8/1/2014

NAME of the OHS Privacy Office Reviewer: Lindsay Lennon

OHS Privacy Office Determination

IZJ

Program has met requirements to use sociai media for the stated authorized
operational purposes, and must continue compliance with the requirements above.

0

Program has not yet met requirements to utilize social media for operational
purposes.

0 Program authorities do not authorize operational use of social media.
D Rules of Behavior do not comply. <Please explain analysis.>
D Training required.
Additional Privacy compliance documentation is required:

IZJ A PIA is required.
IZJ DHS/USC15/PIA-003(a) Integrated Digitization Document Management
Program (IDDMP)

0
IZJ

New.

Updated. DHS/USCIS/PIA-016 Benefits Processing of Applicants other
than Petitions for Naturalization, Refugee Status, and Asylum (CLAIMS 3);
DHS/USCIS/PIA-015(b) Computer Linked Application Information
Management System (CLAIMS 4); DHS/USCIS/PIA-027 Refugees, Asylum,
and Parole System and the Asylum Pre-Screening System; DHS/USCIS/PIA45 Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA)

IZJ A SORN is required:
IZJ Covered by

existing SORN. DHS/USC!S-006 • Fraud Detection and
.National Security Records (FDNS) August 8, 2012, 77 FR 47411

0
IZJ

New.

Updated. DHS/USCIS/ICE/CBP-001 Alien File, Index, and National
File Tracking System of Records, November 21, 201'3, 78 FR 69864
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OHS PRIVACY OFFICE'coMMENTS

This SMOUT covers the use of social media for benefits determination purposes. DHS
Privacy (PRIV) finds that _USCJS has provided sufficient documentation to meet the requirements of
DHS Directive 110-01.
·
USCJS will follow the standard Rules of Behavior provided in DHS Instruction 110-01-001 for
. use of social media for op~rational purposes when making benefits determinations. The standard
Rules of Behavior apply to Immigration Services· Officers (staff engaged in adjudications or
background check activities), Asylum and Refugee Officers, and other USCIS employees engaged in
· the process of benefits determinations even when engaged in activities that, when done by a FDNS
JO, would foll within the exemption for FDNS !Os, For auditing and accountability purposes, USCIS
must maintain a list of all such employees and their associated screen names.
DHS Privacy requires USCIS to update the CLAIMS 3, CLAIMS 4, RAPS/APSS, and DACA
P!As to include social media.as a source of information and to discuss any privacy risks and
. mitigations associated with the use of social media for benefits determination. The IDDMP PIA also
provides coverage for USCJS's use. of social media for benefits determination purposes. Any
information, whether or not that information is derogatory, that is collected from a social media site
and used as part of the benefits determination process will be saved in the individual's A-File and,
when applicable, FDNS-DS. The A-File SORN should be· updated to include publicly available
information on the internet as a record source category, but this update is not required before USCJS
may access social media for benefits determination purposes. The FDNS SORN covers information
stored in FDNS-DS.
.
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Fraud Detection and National Security Investigations
Rules of Behavior for the Operational Use of Social Media

These Rules of Behavior (ROBs) apply to all Department of Homeland Security (DHS) U.S.
Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCJS) Fraud Detection and National Security (FDNS)
Immigration Officers who seek to access, process, store, receive, or transmit Personally Identifiable
Information (PII) obtained through the Operational Use of Social Media while conducting
investigations.
These ROBs are consistent with information security program policy and procedures within DHS
Directive 140-0 I, "Information Technology Systems Security," DHS Directive 4300A, "Sensitive
Systems Policy," DHS 4300A "Sensitive Systems Handbook," and DHS Directive 110-01, "Privacy
Policy for Operational Use of Social Media!'
·
Accountability
I will engage in the operational use of Social Me.dia only when such activities are authorized by statute,
executive order, regulation, or policy. I will be accountable for my actions while accessing and using
Social Media for operational purposes. When I engage in the operational use of social media I will:
I) Use only government-furnished equipment (GFE); 1
·
·
2) Use only DHS e-mail addresses in correspondence;
3) Use only OHS e-mail addresses to open accounts;
4) Use online screen names or identities that indicate an official DHS affiliation unless this
requirement is waived by my supervisor because the.use ofa OHS affiliation would make the
subject or other material witness aware of the existence of an ongoing investigation or would
jeopardize investigative efforts. When DHS affiliation is not to be indicated in a screen name, I
will use only my own, true name in screen names and never an alias.

I am fully responsible for the protection of PII derived from the operational use of social media and I
will:
I) Protect PII as required by the Privacy Act and DHS Privacy Policy;
2) Collect the minimum Pll necessary for the proper performance ofmy authorized duties,
excepting systems subject to Final Rules for Exemption from the Privacy Act;
3) Access publicly available information through social media only by reviewing posted
information without interacting with any individual who posted the information;
4) Respect individuals' privacy settings and access only information that is publicly available unless
the individual whose information I seek to assess has given consent to access it; and
5) Document all operational use of social media, including date, site(s) accessed, information
collected, and how it was used, in the same manner that USCIS FONS would document
1

GFE generally includes networks, information systems, applications, ·desktop computers, laptop computers, external
drives, thumb drives, and portable electronic devices such as personal digital assistants (PDAs), Palm Pilots, cell phones,
text messaging systems (e.g., Blackberry),plug,in, and wireless peripherals that employ removable media (e.g., CDs,
DVDs), thumb drives, external drives, and diskettes .
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information collected from any source in the normal course of business. For instance, where
information obtained through authorized operational use of social media is used in whole or in
part to make decisions regarding an individual's rights, benefits or privileges, employees
document that fact in relevant records. 2
Disciplinary/Administrative Actions
I understand violation of these ROBs could result in disciplinary/administrative actions up to and
including civil or criminal prosecution, depending· upon the severity of the incident. l agree to and
completely understand that I am accountable for my actions or inactions that result in the unauthorized
· collection or disclosure of privacy-sensitive inform?tion.
Social Media Internet Site Access
· I will be granted access to the DHS and USCIS network to access information only for which l have a
need to know in the official performance ofrny.duties. l will perform my duties in accordance with
OHS and USCIS information systems security policies and will not attempt to access social media
internet sites for operational purposes without permission and certification, as described below in the
Training .and Certification section. If granted access, l understand that it is my responsibility to
maintain the confidentiality of the information, to ensure that access is based on astrict "need to
know," and I will not attempt to access social media for operational purposes beyond my specific
official need to know. I will not attempt to bypass access control measures and l understand that I am
accountable for all actions taken under my User ID.
Training and Certification
l will complete computer security awareness training (CSAT) during new employee orientation and
annually thereafter in order to be granted access to USClS networks and information systems and to
ensure I maintain access to these resources without interruption. In addition, in order to access social
media sites for operational purposes, I will:
I) Complete an initial and thereafter annual Training for the Operational Use of Social Media,
approved by the USCIS Privacy officer, which shall cover, among other topics, appropriate
authorities, privacy concerns, acceptable operational uses of social media, access requirements,
and documentation requirements; and
2) Annually read and certify that I have read and understood the FDNS Rules of Behavior for 1he
Operational Use of Social Media.
Incident Reporting
I will immediately report all observed, suspected, or actual IT security incidents and Pl! spills to the
USCIS Service Desk (lJSCJS.ScrviceDesk@uscis.dhs.gov or l-888-220-5228), my local Information
Systems Security Officer (ISSO), and supervisor. I must cooperate with ·the investigation of any
security incidents and, at the discretion of the USC IS Chief Information Security Officer (CISO), the
USC IS Security/Network Operations Center. (SNOC) personnel. If I am involved in a security or

2

For example, in the context of fraud investigations, the operational use of social media is documented in the FDNS-DS;
whereas operational use of social media pertaining to an alien's case may be documented in the Record of Proceeding
(ROP).
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privacy incident and fail to cooperate I understand that my access to all USCIS information systems
will be suspended.
·
Data Protection
I will protect USC IS sensitive information from disclosure to unauthorized persons or groups. I will
not disclose sensitive but unclassified (SBU) information to any person not having a valid need-toknow. I will safeguard sensitive information from accidental, ·unintentional, or unauthorized disclosure
at any location I am assigned. I will not transmit sensitive information through the use of unsecured
fax machines, e-mail, or other communications devices.
Classified Data
. I will not process classified information on any GFE not specifically approved and marked for the
appropriate level of classified processing. I will report to the USCIS Service Desk, OSI Command
Center (USCIS.C2@dhs.gov or 1-877-225-9046) and the USCIS SNOC (cissnoc@dhs.gov or 1-303542-850 I) any inadvertent or unapproved classified processing on non-classified systems. I will not
process classified information or store classified information on privately-owned (personal) computers
or media.
Software
I will comply with all software copyrights and licenses. I will not install unauthorized software
(including software available for download from the Internet, software available on USCIS networks,
and personally-owned software) on GFE. I will be personally liable for software copyright violations
committed on GFE that are under my control. I will not install authorized software on GFE without
gaining management approval and notifying the USCIS Service Desk. I understand that the use of
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) file sharing software is strictly prohibited on GFE and for transmitting USCIS
information.
Teleworking (Working at Home or at a Satellite Center}
I understand that I must be approved for teleworking before being allowed to use GFE and access
social media for operational purposes remotely. Teleworking policies are described in OHS Directive
123-05, "Telework Directive."
·
·
E-mail Use
. E-mail is provided for official use, with limited personal use allowed. Allowed personal use is
described in OHS Directive 4500, "OHS E-Mail Usage." I understand that the use ofGFE to check
personal webmail or other personal e-mail accounts is strictly prohibited (e.g., AOL, Hotmail,
EarthLink, or G,mail). I understand that I may not send sensitive information over e-mail
unencrypted. I will not send sensitive information to my personal e-mail accounts. I will not autoforward my government e-mails to non-government (commercial) e-mail accounts. I will not provide
personal or official WSCIS information solicited by e·mail to unauthorized personnel. If I receive an email message from any source requesting personal information or asking to verify accounts or security
settings, I will report the incident to the USCIS Service Desk, my ISSO and my supervisor.
Internet Use
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The Internet is provided for official use, with limited personal use allowed. Allowed personal use is·
describe.din OHS Directive 4400.1, "OHS Web and Information Systems," OHS Directive 4600.1,
"Personal Use of Government Office Equipment," and "Standards.of Ethical Conduct for Employees
of the Executive Branch." I will not view websites containing malicious, hostile, threatening, abusive,
vulgar, defamatory, profane, or racially, sexually, or ethnically objectionable text or graphics. When
the network fails to block undesirable websites, I will promptly report sites unintentionally accessed to
the USClS Service Desk. 1 will not engage in Internet activities which inhibit the security ofUSCIS
. information and information systems, or cause degradation of network services. Examples of such
activity include non-business related functions that provide entertainment through the use of streaming·
audio or video, social networking, P2P networking, software or music piracy, on line gaming, publicly
accessible Instant Messaging (IM), chain letter forwarding, greeting card or e-vite sending, and
hacking.
Consent to Monitor
I understand that the use ofGFE, the Internet, intranet, and e-mail constitutes my consent to
monitoring and audit of this use at all times. I understand there is no expectation of privacy when
using or storing data on GFE. This includes but is not limited to, telephone communications, e-mail
communications, personal letters, or other documents/data created on GFE, internet history, etc.
Social Engineering
I understand that social engineering occurs when an attacker uses human interaction (social skills) to
obtain or compromise information about an organization or its computer systems. I will not provide
personal information or information about USCIS, including its structure or networks, unless I am
.certain of a person's authority to have the information.
·
Spam/Virus/Worms
1understand that by adhering to OHS and USCIS information security policies and procedures I will
protect USCIS GFE and information by being wary of unsolicited attachments, even from people I
know, and by scanning any attachments before opening and saving them.
Personally Identifiable Information (PII)
I understand that I must able to identify and properly handle PII in accordance with the Office of
Privacy's PI! policies and procedures at http://osi.uscis.dhs.gov/Privacy.

DHS and USCIS Policies
• OHS Directive 4300A, "Sensitive Systems Policy";
• OHS 4300A, "Sensitive Systems Handbook";
• OHS Directive 4400.1, "OHS Web (Internet, Intranet, and Extranet Information) and Information
Systems";
• OHS Directive 4400.1, "OHS Web (Internet. Intranet, and Extranet Information) and Information
Systems";·
• OHS Directive 4500.1, "OHS E-mail Usage";
• OHS Directive 4600.1, "Personal Use of Government Office Equipment.";
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• DHS Directive 4900, "Individual Use and Operation of DHS Information Svstems/Computers";
• DHS Directive 110-0 I, "Privacy Policy for Operational Use of Social Media"; and
• "U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services Employees' Responsibilities for the Collection, Use. or
Storage of Personally Identifiable Information"

Annual Acknowledgment Statement
.

.

l acknowledge that l have read the FONS Rules of Behavior regarding the operational use of social
media for USCIS FONS investigations. I understand the FONS Rules of Behavior and I will comply
with them. I understand that my refusal to sign this agreement renders me ineligible for access to
social media in the performance of my official duties. I understand that failure to comply with these
Rules may result in administrative sanctions (to include verbal or written reprimand, suspension, or.
removal) and/or removal of access to internet social media.
Instructions: Initial the bottom of each page and fill out the fields below. Keep a copy of these ROBs
for reference and provide the original to your supervisor.

Name:

---------------------------first,

Middle Initial, Lost

-----------------'-------E-mail Address:
-----------------------

Phone Number:

USCIS Office:_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Signature

' Date

I approve this employ_ee's use of online screen names or identities that do not indicate a OHS
affiliation when using social media for investigative purposes:
D Yes. D No.
Supervisor's Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--:,_ _ _ _ _ __

Supervisor's Signature

Date
- FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY -
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Department of Homeland Security
OHS Directives System
Directive Number: 110-01
Revision Number: 00
Issue Date: 6/8/2012

PRIVACY POLICY FOR
OPERATIONAL USE OF SOCIAL
MEDIA

I.

Purpose

This Directive establishes privacy policy for operational use of social media by the
Department of Homeland Security (OHS or Department).

· II.

Scope

This Directive applies throughout D.HS regarding the access to and collection, use,
maintenance, retention, disclosure, deletion, and destruction of Personally Identifiable
Information (PII) in relation to operational use of social media, with the exception of
operational use of social media for: (a) communications and outreach with the public
authorized by the Office of Public Affairs; (b) situational awareness by the National
Operations Center; (c) situational awareness by Components other than the National
Operations Center, upon approval by the Chief Privacy Officer following completion of a.
Social Media Operational U.se Template; and (d) the conduct of authorized intelligence
activities carried out by the Office of Intelligence and Analysis, the intelligence and
counterintelligence elements of the United States Coast Guard, or any other
Component performing authorized foreign intelligence or counterintelligence functions,
in accordance with the provisions of Executive Order 12333, as amended. This
Directive does not apply to the Office of the Inspector General; however, the OIG will
comply with the spirit of the Directive.

Ill. Authorities·
A
Public Law 107-347, "E-Government Act of 2002," as amended, Section
208 [44 U.S.C. § 3501 note]
B.
Title 5, United States Code (U.S.C.), Section 552a, "Records Maintained
on Individuals" [The
Privacy Act
of 1974,
.
.
. as amended]
.
C.

Title 6 U.S.C. Section 142, "Privacy officer"
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D.
Title 44, U S.C., Chapter 35, Subchapter 111, "Information Security" [The
Federal Information Security Management Act of 2002, as amended (FISMA)]
· E.

Delegation 13001, "Delegation to the Chief Privacy Officer"

IV. Responsibilities
·A

The Chief Privacy Officer is responsible for establishing, overseeing the
implementation of, and issuing guidance and providing training on DHS privacy
policy for operational use of social media; and ensuring, in coordination with
Component heads, Component Privacy Officers, and Privacy Points of Contact
(PPOCs), that the Department follows DHS privacy policy, privacy laws
applicable to OHS, and federal government-wide privacy policies on operational
use of social media.

B.
Component Heads are responsible for: determining that their respective
Components' intended operational use of social media is legally authorized prior
to use; establishing guidelines for determining which employees are permitted to
utilize social media for operational purposes during the performance of their
duties; implementing DHS privacy policy and procedures for operational use of
social media as established by the Chief Privacy Officer; ensuring adherence to
DHS privacy policy by employees who use social media for operational
purposes: ensuring adherence to applicable records retention schedules; and
coordinating with the Office of the Chief Procurement Officer to ensure that
Component contracts for activities that involve the operational use of social
media include appropriate language requiring that Department contractors follow
DHS privacy policy and this Directive.
·

V.

Policy and Requirements
A.
The Department engages in operational use ofsocial media only as
authorized by DHS privacy policy, privacy laws applicable to OHS, applicable
federal government-wide policies, and other applicable statutory authorities.
B.
The Chief Privacy Officer determines privacy policy and standards for the
Department's operational use of social media consistent with Directive 047-01,
Privacy Policy and Compliance; oversees compliance with DHS privacy policy,
privacy laws applicable to DHS, and federal government-wide policies as they
relate to the operational use of social media; and provides privacy guidance and
training to DHS personnel regarding operational use of social media. Component
heads work with the Chief Privacy Officer to ensure that Department operational
activities using social media follow DHS privacy policy and procedures, thereby
enhancing the overall consistency of privacy protections across DHS.
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VI. Questions
Address any questions or concerns regarding this Directive to the OHS Privacy Office.

afael Borras
Under Secretary for Management

Date

. 3.
Directive# 110-01
· Revision # 00
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U.S. Department o'r Homeland Security
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Office ofthe Director (MS 21100)
Washington, DC 20529

U.S. Citizenship ·
and Immigration
Services

APR - 7 2015

Memorandum
TO:.

FROM:

Sarah M. Kendall, Associate Director, Fraud Detection and National Security
Joseph E. Langlois, Associate Director, Refugee, Asylum and International
Operations
Le6nRodriguezof~
Direct()r, U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

$;,.~ ./rr'w

SUBJECT: Fraud Detection and National Security Use of Social Media for Refugee Processing
Purpose
Pursuant to the terms of this memorandum and consistent with all Departmental policies, this
memorandum serves as my authorization for certain non-bargaining Fraud Detection and ·
. National Security (FONS) staf'f, as described below, to augment the vetting ofrefugee applicants
by conducting analysis of relevant soci~l media.
· ·
Background
Certain U.S. Citizenship and hnmigration Services (USCIS) non-bargaining unit employees are
permitted to access social media to conduct analysis on this population, pursuant to the guidance
provided below.

These USCIS employees, specifically FDNS employees conducting background checks on
refugee applicants will conduct social media research on refugee applicants pursuant to the ·
Social Media Operational UseTemplate and associated Rules of Behavior, approved by
Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Privacy.
Discussion
Employees who seek authorization to engage in the operational use of social media under this
memo must:
a. Complete the USCIS Privacy Requirements for Operational Use of Social Media training
program and acknowledge they have read and understand the Component Rules of
Behavior, on an annual basis; and .
b. Complete all training for the operational use of social media offered by FDNS and
acknowledge that they have read and understand the Rules of Behavior for that
operational use of social media.
·
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N.o employee may engage in th~ operational use of social media unless such use is consistent
with this memo and all DHS and USCIS policies governing the operational use of social media.
Additionally, employees will limit collection of information related to First Amendment
protected activities that have taken place in the United States or related to activities undertaken
by U.S. Citizens abroad to information that is reasonably related to adjudicative, investigative, or
incident responses matters.
These FDNS employees must also coniinue to coordinate with various U.S. Government entities .
currently conducting.social media research to evaluate current procedures and hest practices for
social media research.
1

I
I

'

I
I

I

I
\
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Department of Homela.nd Security
OHS Directives System
Instruction Number: 110,01-001
Revision Number: 00

Issue Date: 6/8/2012

PRIVACY POLICY FOR
OPERATIONAL USE OF SOCIAL
MEDIA
I.

Purpose

This Instruction implements Department of Homeland Security (OHS) Directive 110-01,
Privacy Policy for Operational Use of Social Media.

II.

Scope

This Instruction applies throughout OHS regarding the access to and collection, use,
maintenance, retention, disclosure, deletion, and destruction of Personally Identifiable
Information (PII) in relation to operational use of social media, with the exception of
operational use of social media for: (a) communications and outreach with the public
authorized by the Office of Public Affairs; (b) situational awareness by the National
Operations Center; (c) situational awareness by Components other than the National
Operations Center, upon approval by the Chief Privacy Officer following completion of a
Social Media Operational Use Template; and (d) the conduct of authorized intelligence ·
· activities carried out by the Office of Intelligence and Analysis, the intelligence and
counterintelligence elements of the United States Coast Guard, or any other
Component performing authorized foreign intelligence or counterintelligence functions,
in accordance with the provisions of Executive Order 12333, as amended. This ·
Instruction does not apply to the Office of the Inspector General; however, the OIG will
comply with the spirit of the Instruction.

Ill. References
A.
Public Law 107-347, "E-Government Act of 2002," as amended, Section
208 [44 U.S.C. § 3501 note]
B.
Title 5, United States Code (U.S.C.), Section 552a, "Records maintained
on individuals" [The Privacy Act of 1974, as amended]
C.

Title 6, U.S.C., Section 142, "Privacy officer"

D.
Title 44, U.S.C., Chapter 35, Subchapter Ill, "Information Security" [The
Federal Information Security Management Act of 2002, as amended (FISMA)J
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E.

Title 6, C.F.R , Chapter 1, Part 5, "Disclosure of records and information"

F.

Directive 047-01, "Privacy Policy and Compliance"

G.

DHS Sensitive Systems Policy Directive 4300A

H.
Privacy-related memoranda issued by the Office of Management and
Budget, including:

'

1.
0MB Memorandum 10-22, "Guidance for Online Use of Web
Measurement and Customization Technologies" (June 25, 2010)
2.
0MB Memorandum 10-23, "Guidance for Agency Use of ThirdParty Websites and Applications" (June 25, 2010)
3.
0MB Memorandum 07-16, "Safeguarding Against and Responding
to the Breach of Personally Identifiable Information" (May 22, 2007)
4.
0MB Memorandum 06-20, "FY 2006 Reporting Instructions for the
Federal Information Security Management Act and Agency Privacy
Management" (July 17, 2006)
'

5.
0MB Memorandum 06-19, "Reporting Incidents Involving
Personally Identifiable Information and Incorporating the Cost for Security.
in Agency Information Technology Investments" (July 12, 2006)
6.
0MB Memorandum 06-15, "Safeguarding Personally Identifiable
Information" (May 22, 2006)
7.
0MB Circular No. A-130, "Transmittal Memorandum #4,
Management of Federal Information Resources" (November 28, 2000)
I.
Privacy policy guidance and requirements issued (as updated) by the
Chief Privacy Officer and published on the Privacy Office website, including:

1.
Privacy Policy Guidance Memorandum 2008-02, OHS Policy
Regarding Privacy Impact Assessments (December 30, 2008)
2.
Privacy Policy Guidance Memorandum 2008-01, The Fair
Information Practice Principles: Framework for Privacy Policy at the
Department of Homeland Security (December 29, 2008)
3.
Handbook for Safeguarding Sensitive Personally Identifiable
Information at DHS (March 2012)
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IV. Definitions
A.
Counsel means the Office of the General Counsel attorney, from either the
Immediate Office of the General Counsel or component counsel, assigned to
provide legal advice to the component covered by this Instruction.
B.
Fair Information Practice Principles means the policy framework
adopted by the Department in Directive 047-01, Privacy Policy and Compliance,
regarding the collection, use, maintenance, disclosure, deletion, or destruction of
Personally Identifiable Information.
C.
Individual means a natural person, including a United States citizen,
Legal Permanent Resident, visitor to the United States, alien, OHS employee, or
OHS contractor.
D.
Operational Use means authorized use of social media to collect
personally identifiable information for the purpose of enhancing situational
awareness, investigating an individual in a criminal, civil, or administrative
context, making a benefit determination about a person, making a personnel
determination about a Department employee, making a suitability determination
. about a prospective Department employee, or for any other official Department
. purpose that has the potential to affect the rights, privileges, or benefits of an
individual. Operational use does not include the use of search engines for
general Internet research, nor does it include the use of social media for
professional development such as training and continuing education or for
facilitating internal meetings.

E.
Personally Identifiable Information (P//J means any information that
permits the identity of an individual to be directly or indirectly inferred, including
other information that is linked or linkable to an individual.
For example, when linked or linkable to an individual, such information includes a
name, Social Security number, date and place of birth, mother's maiden name,
Alien Registration Number, account number, license number, vehicle identifier
. number, license plate number, device identifier or serial number, internet protocol
address, biometric identifier (e.g., facial recognition photograph, fingerprint, iris
scan, voice print), educatio1;al information, financial information, medical
information, criminal or employment information, information created specifically
to identify or authenticate an individual (e.g., a random generated number).
· F.
Privacy Compliance Documentation means any document required by
statute or by the Chief Privacy Officer that supports compliance with OHS privacy
policy, procedures, or requirements, including but not limited to the Social Media
Operational Use Template (Template), Privacy lmpactAssessments (PIAs),
· System of Records Notices (SORNs), Notices of Proposed Rulemaking for
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Exemption from certain aspects of the Privacy Act (NPRM), and Final Rules for
Exemption from certain aspects of the Privacy Act.
G.
Privacy Compliance Review (PCR) means both the OHS Privacy Office
process to be followed and the document designed to provide a constructive
mechanism to improve a OHS program's ability to comply with assurances made
in existing Privacy Compliance Documentation including Privacy Impact
Assessments (PIAs), System of Records Notices (SORNs) and/or formal
agreements such as Memoranda of Understanding or Memoranda of Agreement.
H.
Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA) means both the OHS Privacy Office
process to be followed and the document required whenever an information
technology (IT) system, technology, rulemaking, program, pilot project, or other
activity involves the planned use of Pl I or otherwise impacts the privacy of
individuals as determined by the Chief Privacy Officer. A PIA describes what
information OHS is collecting, why the information is being collected, how the .
information will be used, stored, and shared, how the information may be
accessed, how the information will be protected from unauthorized use or
disclosure, and how long it will be retained. A PIA also provides an analysis of
the privacy considerations posed and the steps OHS has taken to mitigate any
impact on privacy. As a general rule, PIAs are public documents. The Chief
Privacy Officer may, in coordination with the affected component and the Office
c:if the General Counsel, modify or waive publication for security reasons, or to
protect classified, sensitive, or private information included in a PIA

I.
Program Manager means the OHS employee who is responsible for the
planning and operation of a OHS program.
J.
Situational Awareness means information gathered from a variety of
sources that, when communicated to emergency managers and decision makers,
can form the basis for incident management decision making.

K.
Socia/ Media means the sphere of websites, applications, and web-based
tools that connect users to engage in dialogue, share information and media,
collaborate, and interact. Social media take many different forms, including but
not limited to web-based communities and hosted services, social networking
sites, video and photo sharing sites, biogs, virtual worlds, social bookmarking,
and other emerging technologies. This definition does not apply to internal
Department intranets or applications.
L.
Social Media Operational Use Template (Template) means the
document that describes the cu.rrent or proposed category of operational uses(s)
of social media, identifies the appropriate authorities for the current or proposed
category of use(s), describes what PII, if any, is collected (and from whom), and
how that information is used. The Template is used to identify information
technology systems, technologies, rulemakings, programs, or pilot projects that
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involve collecting PII from social media for the proposed category of use(s) and
to assess whether there is a need for additional Privacy Compliance
Documentation. Templates are initially reviewed and adjudicated by the Chief
Privacy Officer, and every three years thereafter for accuracy.
M.
System Manager means the DHS employee identified in a System of
Records Notice who is responsible for the operation and management of the
system of records to which the System of Records Notice pertains.
N.
System of Records Notice (SORN/ means the official public notice of a
DHS system of records as required by the Privacy Act of 1974 (as amended).
The SORN identifies (1) the purpose for the system of records, (2) the individuals
. covered by information in the system of records, (3) the categories of records
maintained about individuals, (4) the source of the records and (5) the ways in
which the information is generally shared by the Department. The SORN also
provides notice of the mechanisms available for individuals to exercise their
Privacy Act rights to access and correct the PII that DHS maintains about them.

V.

Responsibilities
A.
All DHS employees are responsible for complying with Directive 110-01,
with privacy policies and procedures issued by the Chief Privacy Officer, and with
applicable Component policies on operational use of social media and for
protecting PII from unauthorized use or disclosure.
·

B. . Chief Information Officer is responsible for providing web technology
services, security, and technical assistance for the operational use of social
media within the Department.
C.

Counsel is responsible for:

1.
Providing advice to Program Managers or System Managers, as
appropriate, to ensure that appropriate authority exists to engage in
categories of operational use of social media before Component
employees engage in those uses, ahd to ensure that the Template
· generally documents that authority; and
2.
Providing legal guidance to the Component Privacy Officers or
PPOCs and Program Managers or System Managers, as appropriate, in ·
the drafting of Rules of Behavior for operational use of social media.
D.

Component Privacy Officers are responsible for:

1.
Maintaining an accurate accounting of all Component categories of
operational use of social media using the Template to identify collection
and use of PII, and any other attendant privacy impacts, and ensuring
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Components implement OHS privacy policy with respect to the operational
use of social media;
2.
Coordinating with Program Managers or System Managers, as
appropriate, together with the Chief Privacy Officer and counsel to
complete a Template and any other required Privacy Compliance
Documentation (1) for all proposed categories of operational use of social
media, and (2) for any changes to the categories of operational use of
social media;
3.
Developing and reviewing Component policies and directives
related to operational use of social media, and Component Rules of
Behavior consistent with the adJudicated Template, to ensure compliance
with OHS privacy policy, privacy laws applicable to OHS, and federal
government-wide privacy policies;
4.
Overseeing Component privacy training for operational use of
social media and providing educational materials, consistent with privacy
training for operational use of social media developed by the Chief Privacy
Officer.
5.
Reviewing documentation required in Section VI.D.8 to ascertain
compliance with this Instruction as needed; and
6.
Collaborating with the Chief Privacy Officer in conducting Privacy
Compliance Reviews.
E.
Privacy Points of Contact (PPOCs) are responsible for assuming the
duties of Component Privacy Officers in Components that do not have Privacy
Officers.
F.
Pi-ogram Managers, or System Managers, as appropriate, are
responsible for:
1.. .Coordinating with the Component Pri~acy Officer or PPOC to
ensure that privacy is appropriately addressed when proposing,
developing, implementing, or changing any operational use of social
media;
2.
Coordinating with the Component Privacy Officer or PPOC and .
counsel to prepare drafts of the Template and, as appropriate, all Privacy
Compliance Documentation required when proposing, developing, or
implementing or changing any category of operational use of social media;
3.
Monitoring the design, deployment; operation, and retirement of
programs involving the operational use of social media to ensure that the
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use of PII, if any, is limited to those uses c;tescribed in the Privacy
Compliance Documentation;
4.
Ensuring oversight mechanisms are built into the design of
programs and systems involving the operational use of social media;
5.
Coordinating with the Component Privacy Officer or PPOC to
establish administrative, technical, and physical controls for storing and
safeguarding PII consistent with OHS privacy, security, and records
management requirements to ensure the protection of Pl I from
unauthorized access, disclosure, or destruction in the course of
operational use of social media; and
6.
Supporting the Component Privacy Officer or PPOC in developing
.and implementing privacy procedures and job-related privacy training to .
safeguard PII in operational uses of social media.
·

VI.

Content and Procedures
A
Authority to Engage in Operational Use of Social Media: Program
Managers and System Managers consult with counsel to ensure that appropriate
authority exists to engage in categories of operational use of social media before
Component employees engage in those activities.
B.
Privacy Compliance Documentation: Before engaging in, or contracting
for, new or modified categories of operational use of social media (which as
defined includes investigatory purposes), Program Managers and System
Managers, in consultation with Component Privacy Officers or PPOCs and
counsel complete a Template to document the authority and purpose(s) of those
uses as well as a description of those uses, and to determine whether all of the
Rules of Behavior discussed in Section VI.D of this Instruction will apply to the
particular uses(s) covered by the Template. Templates are submitted to the
Chief Privacy Officer for a prompt review and determination as to whether a new
or updated PIA or·soRN is required. Templates are also completed to document
categories of operational use of social media in existence prior to this Instruction
to ensure compliance with this Instruction. Once a Template is approved for a
category of operational use, a Template is not required for additional use of
social media within that category unless there is a material modification of the
Rules of Behavior applicable to that category. Components may appeal to the
Deputy Secretary of Homeland Security if there is a disagreement over the OHS .
Privacy Office determination of privacy compliance for the operational use of
social media.

\

C.
Access: OHS employees who are granted access to use social media by
their Component heads renew their access authority annually, consistent with
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annual trairiin·g requirements. Access is contingent upon an employee's
successfully completing privacy training for operational use of social media.··
0.
Rules of Behavior: Component Privacy Officers or PPOCs, in coordination
with counsel and Program Managers, or System Managers as appropriate, draft
Rules of Behavior for operational use of social media (either separately or as part
of a broader policy document) and submit them. with the Template to the Chief
Privacy Officer for review and approval. Personnel granted access to use social
media certify annually that they have read and understand the Component Rules
of Behavior. Where certification is not practicable, Component Privacy Officers
and PPOCs maintain records of employee attendance at privacy training that
includes training on Rules of Behavior.
·Rules of Behavior include requirements for operational use of social media and
the consequences of failure to adhere to those requirements. Where a federal
policy establishes guidelines that apply to a Component's operational use of
social media, the Component's Rul.es of Behavior incorporate that policy and that
fact is noted in the Template. Unless otherwise noted in the Template
adjudication process, the Rules of Behavior provide, at a minimum, that OHS
employees:

1.

Use social media for operational purposes only when activities are
authorized by statute, executive order, regulation, or policy;

2.

Use only government-issued equipment, government accounts, and
only government email addresses when engaging in the operational
use of social media;

3.

Use online screen names or identities that indicate an official OHS
affiliation and use OHS email addresses to open accounts used
when engaging in social media in the performance of their duties;

· 4.

Access publicly available information through social media only by
reviewing posted information without interacting with any individual
who posted .the information;

5.

Respect individuals' privacy settings and access only information
that is publicly available unless the individualwhose information the
employee seeks to access has given consent to access it;

6.

Collect the minimum PII necessary for the proper performance of
their authorized duties;

7.

Protect PII as required by the Privacy Act and DHS privacy policy;
and
·
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8.

Document operational use of social media, including date, site(s)
accessed, information collected, and how it was used in the same
manner that the Department would document information collected
from any source in the normal course of business. For instance,
where information obtained through authorized operational use of
social media is used in whole or in part to make decisions regarding
an individual's rights, .benefits or privileges, employees document
that fact in relevant records.

E.
Privacy Training: Component Privacy Officers or PPOCs tailor privacy
training for the operational use of social media to Component-specific needs,
based upon training materials provided by the Chief Privacy Officer. Completion
of this privacy training is a prerequisite for obtaining access to social media for
operational use. Upon completion of this training, employees will certify that they
have read and understand their Component's Rules of Behavior. Where
certification is not practicable, Component Privacy Officers and PPOCs maintain
records of employee attendance at privacy training that includes.training on
Rules of Behavior. Employees also complete refresher training and recertify they
have read and understand their Component's Rules of Behavior annually
thereafter. Privacy training content includes, at a minimum, legal authorities,.
acceptable operational uses of social media, access requirements, applicable
Rules of Behavior, and requirements for documenting operational uses of social ·
media.
F.
Retention of PII: Component Program Managers or System Managers
where appropriate, maintain PII collected through a.uthorized operational uses of
social meaia in the applicable Privacy Act system of records in accordance with
approved records retention schedules.
·
·
G.
Privacy Compliance Reviews (PCR): The Chief Privacy Officer, in
collaboration with Component Privacy Officers or PPOCs, conducts PCRs of
approved operational uses of social media periodically, at the sole discretion of
the Chief Privacy Officer, to ascertain compliance with OHS privacy policy and
legal authorities. PCRs may include a determination as to whether the Privacy
Compliance Documentation for a particular operational' use of social media is
accurate and up to date.
H.
Implementation: Measured from the date Directive 110-01 and this
Instruction are signed and posted on OHS Connect: ,
1.

the Chief Pril(acy Officer provides baseline training to the
Components
within
45 days, and ·
·
.
.
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2.

Components complete implementation of this Instruction, including
· obtaining approval from the Chief Privacy Officer of Templates for
categories of operational use of social media in existence prior to
this Instruction, within 120 days, except that Components complete
training of all pertinent employees within 165 days.

VII. Questions
Address any questions or concerns regarding these Instructions to the OHS Privacy
Office or to the relevant Component Privacy Officer or PPOC.

~-Je,,11.a.-~.
~a~

Z.,,/2.,._

Date

Chief Privacy Officer
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From:

To:

Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Importance:

Fleet Andrea B
Stanley Kathleen M; Schwartz Mark A; Jones Keith.Ai Wittman Gregory J; Black Diane E; Moore, Joseoh D:
Reilly Richard M; Davis Alecia Ai DeStefaoo Ernest; Anderson Erik C; Becker Chervl L
\JSCIS MGI Tasks; Renaud Iracv L; Kerns Kevin J
FW: ***URGENT*** Transition RFI Due Noon Today
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:29:59 AM
High

URGENT PRESIDENTIAL TRANSITION REQUEST - DUE NOON TODAY; No" EXTENSIONS

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9: 18 AM

To: users MGT Tasks; Stanley, Kathleen M; Kerns, Kevin J; Collins, Anissa A; Clark, Levita S; Hawkins,
Donald K; OP&S Presidential Transition; Vanison, Denise; FDNSExecSec; Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson,
Andrew J; Melero, Mariela; Rogers, Debra A; Simeon, David G; Schwartz, Mark A
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today
Importance: High
Good morning,
We have our first information request from the president-elect's trans_ition landing team. There is
an extremely fast turnaround on these requests (apologiesl)-it is. due at noon today to allow time
for the front office to clear today and to get it back to DHS today. Therefore, no extensions may be
granted and it is imperative that you respond timely.
This is what is being reouested

(b)( )

Thank you very much for all your·help with this and if there are any questions, I can be reached at
the numbers below.
Julie Farnam
· Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
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U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-282·8277
,
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contaln confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Seruices. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that a'ny dissefnination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message Is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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,rom:
To:
Subject:

oatei
Artachmentsi

-

RenaiJd, Tracy L

11%15 eu:::.ldeotiill TtaO'lltlOO

FW: •••IJR.GENT"u Transit!Ol'I RF! Due Noon Today
Tuesday, Detemtier 13, 2016 7:06:00 PM

lnfnrmarlnn Pt:911est @m Pmidi::olii1I I@a:ii\ioo Team !OTC 12-lNOHi 'rev docx

iOJiW001

ernz

~

Updated documen!
TnJ,yt. Rtriovd
ASSQriato DirtetQr

M()na11emtnr Dirutarat11
US CltlunVllp & lmmignitJon ~Mm
OepQrtmenr Qf Home/()n/1 Si'c1.1rlty
lfJJ-171-17.U (deJtJ

From: Reilly, Richard M
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 7:02 PM
To: Fleet, Andrea B; Kerns, Kevin J; Renaud, Tracy L
Cc: users MGT Tasks; Stanley, Kathleen M; Moore, Joseph D; Fredericks, Christopher; White, Jacquelyn D; SOloweigh, Todd Li Nasir, Syed A
Subject: RE: .. *"URGENT*"* Transition RFl Due Noon Today
Trac:V/l<evin/t.ndrea-Attached ·,s the updated OTC submission.
Please let us know if you need anything else.
Th,Hiksl
Rich
From: Fleet, Andrea B

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 5:40 PM .
To: Stanley, Kathleen M; Reilty, Richard M
Cc: Kerns, Kevin J; Renaud, Tracy L; users MGT Tasks
Subject: RE: ~d'"'URGENP'""' Transition RF1 Oue Noon Today
Katl1 ~ Once completed, ple<1se forward this to Rich ·(OCFO) for rev.iew. Kich plea5e forwilrd the submission to Kevin who will get it Julie at

USC!S Presidential Transition mciwresidentiaJtransitioo@uscis dhs eov
! appieciate everyone's diligence to get this done today,

Andrea

From: Stanley, Kathleen M
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 5:28 PM
To: Fleet, Andrea a
Cc: Kerns, Kevin J
Subject: RE: *•*URGENT•** Transition RF! Due Noon Today
Yes,
The last table he needs, I only have in pictufe format and the footnote ·1s blurry.
The member of my tcJhl will

,wt be ~.t home until 5:45 µm.

She has the request!
Kath

Kathleen "Kath" Stanley
Chief, Office Transformation Coordination
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
202-272•9401

·Fromi Fleet, Andrea 6
Sent: Tuesday, December' 13, 2016 5:04 PM
To: Stanley, Kathleen M
Cc: Kerns, Kevin J
Subject:~: ***URGENT* .. Transition RFI Due Noon Today
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Kath - Rich mentioned you were going to forward the updated tables, correct? ·

From: Reilly, Richard M
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 4:23 PM
To: Fleet, Andrea B
.
.
Cc: Davis; Alecia A; Moore, )oseph D; Fredericks, Christopher
Subject: RE: ***URGENT~** Transition RF! Due Noon Today
Andrea - the O l'C charts are pictures so! couldn't change them. I talked to Kath and she is .going to make the change!> and send an updated
version to me. I will send it to you as soon as I receive it.
Rich

From: Fleet, Andrea B
sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 3:57 PM

To: Reilly, Richard M

.

.

CC: Davis, Alecia A; Moore, Joseph D; Fredericks, Christop~er
Subject: FW: "'**URGENT**' Transition RFl Due Noon Today
Rich-Would you mind making the necessary changes and teforwarding us a clean copy please? Thanks.

From: RenaUd, Tracy L
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 3:53 PM
To: Fleet, Andrea B; Kerns, Kevin J
Subject: RE: ***URGENT*** Transition RFI Due Noon Today
I <.1gree with OCFO's recommendations.

rrocy,L. Renaud,
As.rnclotll' Director
Managemrnf IJ/rectomte
us c1r11:~Mh1p & lmmlgrcrion s~rv1ce'$
Department of H<1me/and $.m1rit~

10J.17l.·11~9 /deih)

From: Fleet, Andrea B

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 3:47 PM
To: Renaud, Tracy L; Kerns, Kevin J
.
Subject: FW: ***URGENT*"* Transition RF! Due Noon Today
Tracy- CFO has que5tions, please advise.

From: Fleet, Andrea B
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 2:00 PM
To: Renaud, Tracy L; Kerns, Kevin J
cc: users MGT Tasks
Subject: FW: ***URGENT*** Transition Rfl Due Noon Today
Tracy. o.cFO has the following questio~s below conccrnirig OTC's response. Ple,:isi; ;1dvise as to how you would like OCFO to pro.:eed. BTVi/, I
am attending training from 2-4. Thanks,
Andrea

From: Reilly, Richard M
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 1:56 PM

To: Fleet, Andrea B; USC!S MGT Tasks
Cc: Fredericks, Christopher; White1 Jacquelyn D; Soloweigh, Todd L; Nasir, Syed Aj Cristlanl, Juan L; Moore, Joseph D
Subject: FW: *'*URGENT'** Transition RFl Due Noon Today
·

(b)(5)

/\ndrea..; OCFO has reviewed the respomes 10 the follow mg tiiJo questions:
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(b)(5)

Let us know 1! you have questions. Also, please let us know 1f you want us to coordinate the changes with OTC,

Th<1nks!
Rich

From: Fleet, Andrea B
Sent: Tuesday, Decemt,er 13, 2016 1:40 PM
To: Davis, Alecia A; Moore, Joseph D; Reilly, Richard M
Cc: users MGT Tasks
·
Subject: FW: H*'URGEITT**" Transition RF! Due Noon Today
OCFD = I am heading.to a training session shortly. Ple,1se forward your re5ponse to the MGf task box who will obtain Tracy ,md Kevin's
clearance before forwarding to the Presidential Transition clearance box.

Thanks again for your quick turnaround on this.

Anrea
From: Stanley, Kathleen M
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:52 AM
.
.
To: Fleet, Andrea B; Schwartz, Mark A; Jones, Keith A; Wittman, Gregory J; Black, Diane E; MoorEi, Joseph D; Reilly, Richard M; Davis, Alecia A;
Destefano, Ernest; Anderson, Erik C; Becker, Cheryl L
CC: USCl,S MGT Tasks; Renaud, Tracy L; Kerns, Kevin J; Tran,.Ramona L; Clark, Levita S; Perrymari, Janet J; Van Demark, Herny
Subject: RE: ***URGENT"'** Transition RFI Due Noon Today
Andrea.

Attached is OTC's input, I hav0 also attached a spreadsheet that provi~es more detail for the cost data.
Ramona 1ran is our lead

'

in

\

'

pulling this data and I have added her to facilitate answering ariy questions.

Kath

Kathleen "Kath" Stanley
Chief,.Office lransformation Coordination
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
202-272-9401

From: Fleet, Andrea B

Sent: Tuesday, December ll, 2016 9:30 AM
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To: Stanley, Kathleen M; Schwartz, Mark A; Jones, Keith A; Wittman, Gregory Ji Black, Diane E; Moore, Joseph D; Reilly, Richard M; Davis, Alecia
A; Destefano, Ernest; Anderson, Erik C; Becker, Cheryl L
Cc: USCIS MGT Tasks; Renaud, Tracy L; Kerns, Kevin J
Subject: PW: *!*URGENT*u Transition RFI Due Noon Today
Importance: High
URGENT PRESIDENTIAL TRANS!TION REQUEST - DUE NOON TODAY; NO EXlf:NSIONS

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent:"Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:18 AM
,
To: USCIS MGT Tasks; Stanley, Kathleen M; Kems1 Kevin Ji Collins, Anissa Ai Clark, Levita S; Hawkins, Donald K; DP&S Presidential Transition;
Vanison, Denise; FDNSExecSec; Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson, Andrew J; Melerci, Marielai Rogers, Debr'a A; Simeon, David G; Schwartz, Mark A
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: ***URGENT*** Transition RFI Due Noon Today
Importance: High

(b)(5)
Good morning,

We have our first information request from the president·elect's transition landing team. There is an extremely fast turnaround on these
requests (apologies!)-it is due gt nOoo todavto allow time for the front o~ice to clear today and to get ·1t back to OHS today lherefore, no
extensions may be granted and it is imperative that you respond timely.

Thank you very much for all your help with this and 1f there are any questions. I can be reached at the numbers below.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-282-8277
(c) 201-489-8802
Thi~ communkation, along with any machments, may contain conl!dentlill Information and ii COVl!red by federal law~ govunlngelectroniccommunlc1tion1. Elettrc:inirrnmmunlcatic:ins m;iy ~110
be monitored by the Department of Homeland S~curlty, U.S. (1tiienship ~nd lmmigratio11 Servic~1. II th~ reader of thi1 me\1age i1 not the intended rndplent, y¢U are ~ere by nO[lfied that any
di~$•mlna1,<in, distr1blltion.'u$e, ()f col)\linB <ii this ~U.ilSe ~ nr1ttly proh1blte<t If you have received thb In error, pleaie delete 1h11 memge and all atta,hmentl and immediately notify the
~ender.
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Information Request from Presidential Transition Team

OTC
December 13, 2016

(b)(S)

Page I of2
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From:

USCIS Presidential Transition

To:

OCC·Cleacance: Jaddou lJr Mi Groom Mollv Mi Miles John Di Caroeoter Dea D

Cc:

Beoa11d Jracy

Subject:

FW: • 0 URGENT0

Date:
Attachments:
Importance:

Tuesday, December 13, 2016 3:25:24 PM

t

* Transition RFI

Due Today

ELIS Costs FY16 xlsx
High

OCC, can you please clear the language below regarding JP Morgan/Lockbox? The attached is a
table of associated costs. This is needed today.
Julie Farnam ·
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

(d) 202-272 1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is cove.red by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications rnav .ilso be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and lrnrnieration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disseminatior1,
~istr 1bution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you hove received this ir1 err?r, please delete this message and all
attachments and Immediately notify the sender.

From: Fleet, Andrea B
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 1: 14 PM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition
Cc: -Renaud, Tracy L; Kerns, Kevin J; USCIS MGT Tasks
Subject: RE: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today

(b )(5)

Julie- In response to bullet 4, see attached and following explanation.

Thank you,
Andrea Fleet. Special Assistant
OHS I USCIS I Management Directorate (MGT)
20 Massachusetts Ave., NW, Suite 3112

170

Washington, DC 20529

(202) 272-1857

Andrea BFleet@uscis dhs,eov

· From: USCIS Presidential Transition ·
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9: 18 AM
To: USCIS MGT Tasks; Stanley, Kathleen M; Kerns, Kevin J; Collins, Anissa A; Clark, Levita S; Hawkins,
Donald K; OP&S Presidential Transition; Vanison, Denise; FDNSExecSec; Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson,
Andrew J; Melero, Mariela; Rogers, Debra A; Simeon, David G; Schwartz, Mark A
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today
Importance: High
·

Good morning,

. (b)(S)

We have our first information request from the president-elect's transition landing team. There is
an extremely fast turnaround on these requests (apologies!)-it is due at noon today to allow time
for the front office to clear today and to get it back to OHS today, Therefore, no extensions may be
granted and it is imperative that you respond timely.

Thank you very much for all your help with this and if there are any questions, I can be reached at
the numbers below.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-282-8277
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with anVattachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be rnonitored by the Departme'nt of Homeland Security, U.S. Citii:enship
and Immigration Services. lf the reader of this message is not th~ intended recipient, you are ~ere by notified that any dissemination,
distribution. use, or copying of th'ts message 1s strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error,_ please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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From:

\JSCIS Presidential Transition

To:

Fmcicb Matthew P: Davidson Andrew J

Cc:
Subject:
Date:

·zelleo l mle A; EDNSExecSec; Renaud Tracy L

Attachments:

Befimee Processing Presentation 12w06· 16 rev RAD ootx

FN: Director"s Office Edits

Tuesday, December 06, 2016 5:13:01 PM

Matt/Andrew, ·
Please see Barbara's comment on slide 8.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
I
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202·489-8802
This communicaflon, along w'1th .iny att.ichrner"lts, may contain confidential 'information and is covered by federal l<1ws governing
electronic commurfrcation.s. Clectronic communication.s may al$O be monitored by the Department of I lameland Security, U.S. Citizenship
sind lmm'igration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any c·issemination,
distribution, use, or copyine, at this message is strictly prohibited. If you h;:ive r·eceived this in error, pleuse ,delete thi5 rnessage and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.

'

From: Strack, Barbara L

Sent: Tuesday, December 06, 2016 5: 11 PM

To: users Presidential Transition
.
Cc: Stone, Mary M; Renaud, Tracy L; Chioraizi, Anne; Lenkowsky, Matthew
Subject: RE: Director's Office Edits

Here's the revised version.
From:

users Presidential Transition

Sent: Tuesday, December 06, 2016 4:26 PM
To: Strack,'Barbara L; Chiorazzi, Anne; Lenkowsky, Matthew
Cc: Stone, Mary M; Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: Director's Office Edits

Sorry to ping again, but I really need this. Thanks!
From: Strack, Barbara L

Sent: Tuesday, December 06, 2016 2:55 PM

To: users Presidential Transition; Chiorazzi, Anne; Lenkowsky, Matthew
Cc: Stone, Mary M; Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: Director's Office Edits
Importance: High

We're OK w/the front office edits, but had some additional points of our own to add/refine. I'm
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adding Anne and Matt to check' on the status of those.
From: users Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 06, 2016 2:53 PM
To: Strack, Barbara L
Cc: Stone, Mary M; .Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: Director's Office Edits

Hi, Barbara. Just following up on this. I was just pinged by the front office. D2 will be out of the
office tomorrow and would like to see this presentation today.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain conf1dential information and Is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. £!ectronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Secl1rity, U.S. Citizenship
and lmmigr.1tion Services. If the render or this message is riot the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of thi5 message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all

..ittach111e11ts and immediately notify the sender

From: Strack, Barbara L
Sent: Tuesday, December 06, 2016 11:21 AM
To:· users Presidential Transition; Stone, Mary M; Davidson, Andrew J; Emrich, Matthew D; Zellen,
Lorie A
Cc: Langlois, Joseph E; FDNSExecSec; Renaud, Tracy L; Chiorazzi, Anne; Lenkowsky, Matthew
Subject: RE: Director's Office Edits

I have some additional·comments on this slide deck and will incorporate them on top of the front
office edits.
From: users Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 06, 2016 10: 15 AM
To: Stone, Mary M; Strack, Barbara L; Davidson, Andrew J; Emrich, Matthew D; Zellen, Lorie A ·
Cc: Langlois, Joseph E; FDNSExecSec; Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: Director's Office Edits
Importance: High

.The Director's Office had a couple minor edits to the presentation. Please review and if you are okay
with the edits, I will inc·orporate them and send it back to the Director's Office for final clearance and
then to DHS for their clearance. If you could let me know today, that would be much appreciated.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
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Senior Advisor
Field Operations. Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(cl 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may co_nta1n confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of t~is message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disseminalion,
distribution, use, or COPY.ins of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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Warning! This document, along with any attachments,::·. ···
cont~ins NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from release to. :.
the public_by federal law. It may contain confidentia_l, legally . _·
privileged, proprietary or deliberative process inter~ ..
agency/intra-agency material. You are hereby notified that any·
dissemination; copying, or further distribution of this .
·· information to unauthorized individuals (including
. unauthorized-members of the President~elect Transitipn.Je_arn}..;.. ,.:. :.,.. is strictly prohibited. Unauthorized disclosure or . release· of this ..
information may result in loss of access to information·, and·
civil and/or criminal fines and penalties.
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From:

Renaud, Trac.y l

To:

Jones Keith A

Subject:
Date:

Thursday, December 08, 2016 9:25:00 AM

FW: ELIS Briefing for President Elect Landing Team

Not sure who is handling Mark's calendar with Jill out but they will be seeing an invite for a meeting
at the NAC 2:30-4:00 on Monday for an ELIS briefing. Mark's internal meetings will need. to be
rescheduled or he will need to have someone else cover. Precious will be reserving a car.
Tracy L. Renaud
Associate Director
Management Directorate
US Citizenship & Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Security

202-272-1739 (de,k/

From: Schwartz, Mark A
Sent: Wednesday, December 07, 2016 2:55 PM
To: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: R.E: ELIS Briefing for President Elect Landing Team

No problem.

From: Renaud, Tracy L
Sent: Wednesday, December 07, 2016 2: 17: 13 PM
To: Schwartz, Mark A
Subject: RE: ELIS Briefing for President. Elect Landing Team

The DHS transition team is requesting the Landing Team move it to Monday afternoon. Precious
checked your cal.endar and you are booked but everything is internal so you may end up needing to
shuffle some of those currently scheduled meetin~ around.

Tr'1cy L, Renaud
Associate Director

Management Directorate
US Citizenship & Immigration Services
Dep'!rtment of Homeland Security

202-272-1739 (desk/

From: Schwartz, Mark A.
Sent: Wednesday, December 07, 2016 1:56 PM·
To: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: ELIS Briefing for President Elect Landing Team

Sorry, I'll be in London and my time

is committed.

From: Renaud, Tracy L
.
Sent: Wednesday, December 07, 2016 1:51:32 PM
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To: Scialabba, Lori L; Renaud, Daniel M; Schwartz, Mark A
Cc: USCIS Presidential Transition; Farnam, Julie E; Prater, Jocelyn S; Young, Todd P
Subject: ELIS Briefing for President Elect Landing Team

.All,
The landing team has requested an ELIS briefing for 1:00 tomorrow. I let them know that Mark is
scheduled for leave tomorrow but am also reaching out to Mark to
see if he is going to be local and,.
.
if so, whether he can work for a couple of hours tomorrow. to accommodate the briefing request I
just wanted to give everyone a heads up about the potential for a 1:00 at the NAC tomorrow and I
will let you know when things are firmed up.· As we discussed, there will be no slide deck, the
expectation is that they read th.e issue paper and the IG/GAO reports and that the briefing will be
more conversational. Attached are the combined talking points for Mark and Dan which highlight
key areas that they would hit upon. Lori has indicated that she would like to attend all briefings to
the e.xtent possible.
Tracy L, Renaud

Associate Director
Management Directorate

US Citizenship & Immigration Servic:es
Department of Homeland Security
202·272·1739 (desk)
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From:

To:

Farnam Julie E
Renaud Tracy L; Renaud, Daniel M

Subject:
Date:

Wednesday, November 30, 2016 9:08:41 AM

Attachments:

USCIS El 1$ Briefing Presentation.ppt;x

FW: ELIS Briefing Presentation

Here's the draft presentation for the ELIS briefing.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(di 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This commun1cation, along with any attachments, may contain confidential 1nfonrn1t1on and Is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any cissemination,
d'istribution, use, or copying of this message Is strictly prohiblled. If yoll have received this in error, please delete this meSsage and all
attachments ai~d immediately notify the sender,

From: USCIS Presidential Transition

Sent: Tuesday; November 29, 2016 3:04 PM
To: Schwartz, Mark A; Renaud, Daniel M
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L; Kerns, Kevin J; USCIS MGT Tasks
Subject: ELIS Briefing Presentation
Dan/Mark,
Attached.please find the draft presentation for the ELIS transition briefing. If you have any edits,
please let me know as soon as possible so that I may send this to OCC to be cleared.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-4_89-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
elewonic communicalions, Electronic corhmunications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services, If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copyins of this message Is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and al\
attachmer1ts and 1mf11ediately notify the sender.
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Fram:

lJSCIS Presidential Iraosltioo

To:

Renaud Tracy L

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

FW: Info for Landing Team/OGC
Thursday, December 08, 2016 3:02:42 PM

Rf.J 002 Ooercitigp Second Look (toPH$ PTO 12 08 2016} docx

Here's ICE's write up and Kaiya with OGC cleared this.

From: McKean, Wendy C

Sent: Thursday, December 08, 2016 2:57 PM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition

Subject: RE: Info for Landing Team/OGC
Julie attached is our cleared response relating to OSL ·which was finalized last night and sent to PTO ·
this morning.
--Wendy
Wendy McKean
Chief of Staff, ICE Presidential Transition Office

wendy c mckeao@ice dbs gov
Desk: 202-732-4722
Cell: 202-507-0179
For more information, please visit the ICE Presidential Transition Office website at

bttps://jnsight ice dhs govlpto/Pagesldefault aspx
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ICE Response to RF! 002

Immigration and Customs Enforcement
Presidential Transition Office
Response to the Presidcnt-Elect's Transition Team (PETT) Request for Information

RFI 002: Please provide the number and status of denaturalization cases being process as a result of incomplete
finger print information.
ICE Subject Matter Experts Cleared by: AD Matt Allen, HSI Investigative Programs

OPLA POC and Cleared By: OPLA POC Michael Falcone, (A) Director, Enforcement and Litigation,.
Cleared by COS Lade Akinbolaji
ICE Approving Official: Deputy Director, Daniel Ragsdale
OGC Cleared By: Attorney Advisor, Kaiya Pontinen and Assistant General Counsel, Strategic Oversight,
Susan Mathias

Trnnsition Mmcrinl!!: Wamilig:! This docurllcflt. :.dong w1'th any a11:1i.::hmcnti;, contains NON-P\JGL!C INFORMATION exempt r'roni J'i.)IC.:Jsc to the public hy fods!ial
law. It may contain Lnw Enforccnw111 Sensitive, cnnfideminL kgally privilt;ged, proprktwy or dclibcrn.1ivc process inter-agcncy/intra-a~ency material. You are hereby
n\1tifi<.>J thut any dissemination, copying, or further distribution of this information 10 unL\uth11rizcd individunls (including unauthorized m~mbrn, of the Presidt:nt-elcct
Transition Team) h !;\rictly prohibited. lJnauthoriz~·d disclosure nr n:le:i:-c 11f this information may result in loss"tif acc~·ss to information, and dril and/or crimin:.tl fines
;rnd pcnalti.::-.
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ICE Response to RFI 002

(b )(7)( e)

Transition Mat.;ri:1ls 1016 I ror Official Use Only

Operation Second Look
Homeland Security Investigations

Page 2 of2
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To:

Stewart ·0100
Renaud, Iracv L; Farnam, Julie E

Cc:

Brown IL Melvin

Subject:

FW: PTO: USCIS Issue Paper~ELIS(Transformation
Monday, December 12, 2016 9:48:25 AM

From:

Date:
Attachments:

USCIS Transformation IP 2016 Edits docx

USCIS Iraosformatioo IP·2016 Clean docx
importance:

High

Tracy and Julie,
The first bullet under "Challenges" re GAO/OIG reads overtly defensive. The PTO recommends the
following replacement language for that bullet.

(b)(5)

If USCIS is OK with the recommended language, please update your clean paper and return to us.
Thanks.
Bion

Bion Stewart
Deputy Presidential Transition Officer
Department of Homeland Security
202-282-9125
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From:

Beaales lames

To:

Harris Mark E(DH$ CfO); Marcott Stacv; eetvo Briana; Burriesci Kelli; Yearrv Jessica; Patrick David
Pootineo Kaivai Mabee Joseob; Stewart Bion; Brown Ir Melvin; Farnam Jlllie E; Renaud Tracy L

Cc:

,

Date:

FW: PTO: USCIS Issue Paper~ELIS{Transformation
Friday, December 09, 2016 4:42:52 PM

Attachments:

users Transformation JP 2016ma dora

Subject:

Apologies if you have already responded;please let me know if you have cl~ared or provided
comments.
James M. Beagles
202-282-9392
From: Pontinen, Kaiya

Sent: Friday, December 9, 2016 4:12 PM
To: Stewart, Bion <bion.stewart@hq.dhs.gov>
Cc: Beagles, James <James.Beagles@HQ.DHS.GOV>; Brown II, Melvin
<Melvin.Brown@HQ.DHS.GOV>; Horowitz, Scott <Scott.Horowitz@HQ.DHS.GOV>; Palmer, David
<David.Palmer@hq.dhs.gov>; Mathias, Susan <Susan.Mathias@hq.dhs.gov>; Pontinen, Kaiya
<Kaiya.Pontinen@HQDHS.GOV>
Subject: RE: PTO USCIS Issue Paper-ELIS/Transformation

Bion: OGC clears with the attached edits made by USCIS OCC. Thanks.
Kaiya Anne Pontinen
Office of the General Counsel

Desk: 202.282.9043
Cell: 202.306.8548

From: Stewart, Bion
Sent: Friday, December 9, 2016 6:14 AM
To: Pontinen, Kaiya <Kaiya.Pontinen@HQ.DHS.GOV>; Marcott, Stacy
<Stacy.Marcott@HQ.DHS.GOV>; B·urriesci, Kelli <kelli.burriesci@hq.dhs.gov>; Maher, Joseph
<Joseph.Maher@HQ.DHS.GOV>; Petyo, Briana <briana.petyo@hq.dhs.gov>; Harris, Mark E (DHS
CFO} <mark.harris@HQ.DHS.GOV>; Cooch, Shila <Shila.Cooch@hq.dhs.gov>; Corbin, Susan
<Susan.Corbin@hq.dhs.gov>
Cc: Beagles, James <James.Beagles@HQ.DHS.GOV>; Brown II, Melvin
<Melvin.Brown@HQ.DHS.GOV>; Horowitz, Scott <Scott.Horowitz@HQ.DHS.GOV>
Subject: FW: PTO: USCIS Issue Paper·ELIS/Transformation

OGC, PLCY, CFO, OLA· Request review and clearance of the attached by COB today.
This will be a table drop for a. follow-on brief on ELIS. Looping in CIO as well.
Jim/Melvin· 1 don't"have the PARM CAO's name handy. Can you please loop them in as
well. Please also log this in the RFI tracker.
Thanks.

209

Bion

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Thursday, December 08, 2016 4:03:39 PM
To: Stewart, Bion
Cc: Horowitz, Scott; Beagles, James; Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: USCIS Issue Paper-ELIS/Transformation
Bion,
Attached is an updated issue paper on USCIS ELIS and the transformation initiative. We will not
have any other materials to provide to the lan'ding team for the briefing on Monday (unless, of
course, they request something else). If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to le.t us
know.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(di 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
C

This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and ls covered by federal laws governing
e_lectronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitor.ed by the Department of Homeland'Security, U.S. Citi2en~hip
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copyi.ng of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all

attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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From:
To:
Cc:

Farnam Julie E
Pootineo Katya; Allen Mark A; Greaorv Peter D
Renaud Iracv L; Stewart Bion; Beaates James

Subject:

Date:

FW: PTO': USCIS Issue Paper·ELIS{rransformatJon
Friday, December 09, 2016 10: 10:46 AM

Attachments:

LJSC1S Transformation IP 2016 docx

Thanks, Kaiya, for flagging this. We don't believe there are.any procurement sensitive.material in ,
the paper, but we are adding Peter and Mark to weigh in on the procurement issue. This paper has
previously been cleared by counsel and agency leadership.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d} 202-272-1102
(c} 202-489-8802
This communicv.tion, along with any attachments, may contain confidential infmmiltion and is covered by federal Jaws governing
electronic cornrmmic<1tions, Electronic communications may also be mor1itmed by th.e Deptntmer1t of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration ServiCes. If the reader of this rness\lge is not the intended recipient, you are _hereby notified that any dissemination,
· distribution, use, or copying of thls message '1s strictly proh1b1te~. If you have receiv(:ld this in error, please delete this message ilnd ,111
attachments and immediately notify the sender.

From: Pontinen, Kaiya
Sent: Friday, December 9,. 2016 9:10 AM
To: Stewart, Bion <bion.stewart@hq dhs.goy>
Cc: Beagles, James <lames Beagles@HO DHS GOV>
Subject: RE: PTO: USCIS Issue Paper-ELIS/Transformation

Bion: We need to know if USCIS counsel has looked at this and whether the document contains
anything that is procurement sensitive. ,Can you put me in touch with the appropriate person over
there so I can discuss?
Kaiya Anne Pontinen
Office of the General Counsel
Desk: 202.282.9043
Cell: 202.306.8548

From: Stewart, Bion
Sent: Friday, December 9, 2016 6:14 AM
To: Pontinen, Kaiya <Kaiya,Pontinen@HO DHS.GOV>; Marcott, Stacy
<Stacy.Marcott@HO DH$ GOV>; Burriesci, Kelli <kelli burriesci@hq dhs gov>; Maher, Joseph
<Joseph Maher@HO DHS GOV>; Petyo, Briana <briaoa petyo@ha dhs gov>; Harris, Mark E(OHS
CFO} <mark.harris@HO.DHS,GOV>; Cooch, Shila <Shila,Cooch@ha.dhs.gov>; Corbin, Susan
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<Susan.Corbin@hq.dhs.gov>
Cc: Beagles, James <James Beagles@HO.DHS GOV>; Brown JI, Melvin
<Melvin.Brown@HO DH$ GOY>; Horowitz, Scott <Scott.Horciwitz@HO DH$ GOY>
. Subject: FW: PTO: USCIS Issue Paper-ELIS/Transformation

OGC, PLCY, CFO, OLA· Request review and clearance of the attached by COB today.
This will be a table drop for a follow-on brief on ELIS. Looping in CIO as well.
Jim/Melvin - 1 don"t have the PARM CAO"s name handy. Can you please loop them in as
well. Please also log this in the RFI tracker.
Thanks.
Bion

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Thursday, December 08, 2016 4:03:39 PM
To: Stewart, Bion
Cc: Horowitz, Scott; Beagles, James; Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: users Issue Paper-ELIS/Transformation

Bion,
Attached is an updated issue paper on USCIS ELIS and the transformation initiative We will not
have any other materials to provide to the landing team for the briefing on Monday (unless, of·
course, they request something else). If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to let us

know.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
.

.

This communication, alons' with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is Covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Cif1zenship
and Immigration Services, If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copyi~g of_this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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From:
To:·

Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:
. Importance:

Fleet Andrea B
Schwartz Mark A; Jones Keith A
Wittman Gregory J; Black Diane Ei l/SCfS MGI Tusks; Kerns Kevin J; Renaud I@cv L
FW: PTO: USCIS Issue Paper-ELIS{Transformation··Due COB Today
Friday, December 09, 2016 1:27:01 PM

USCIS Transformation IP 2016 oarm comments docx
High

Good afternoon OIT . See below. PARM requests your review and edit (as appropriate) on the attached three comments
on the Transformation issue paper. Responses are due by COB today.
Thank you,
Andrea Fleet, Special Assistant
DHS IUSCIS IManagement Directorate (MGT)
20 Massachusetts Ave., NW, Suite 3112
Washington, DC 20529
(202) 272-1857

Anctrea,B Fleet@uscis.dhs.gov

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Friday, December 09, 2016 1:24 PM
To: users MGT Tasks; Stanley, Kathleen M
Cc: Kerns, Kevin J; Renaud, Tracy L; Collins, Anissa A; Clark, Levita S
· Subject: FW: ·PTO: USCIS Issue Paper·ELIS/Transformation··Due COB Today
Importance: High
·

Good afternoon,
We_received three comments from PARM on the Transformation issue paper. Please review and
edit as appropriate and have your edits back to me bv COB today.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Id) 202-2n-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This cornrnunicalion, along Wilh any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing

electronic comn1ur)ications. Electronic comn1L1nk:at1ons nlay also be monitored by the Department of Homeland SecuritV, U.S. Citizenship

and Immigration Services. If the r~ader of thh message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any cissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this rness;.1ge is strictly prohibiteU. If you h.ive received this in error, µlease delete this message and all .
attachments and ·immediately notify tt1e sender.
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From: Brown II, Melvin
Sent: Friday, December 09, 2016 12:40 PM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition
Cc: Beagles, James; Horowitz, Scott; Halter, Greg; Stewart, Bion
Subject: FW: PTO: USCIS Issue Paper-ELIS/Transformation

Julie,
Aitached are comments from PARM for your consideration.
Melvin Brown II
Senior Advisor
Presidential Transition Office
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
Office: (202) 282-8238
Cell: 202-510-6333 (Blackberry)
NAC 01-03-004-B
From: Patrick, David
Sent: Friday, December 9, 2016 12:34 PM
To: Brown II, Melvin <Melvin Brown@HO OHS GOY>
Cc: Beagles, James <James Beagles@HO OHS GOY>; Halter, Greg <greg,halter@bo dhs gov>;
Horowitz, Scott <Scott Horowitz@HO DHS GOV>; Micone, Vincent
<Yincent.Micone@HO DH$ GOV>; Stewart, Bion <bion stewart@ho dhs gov>; Dusina, Jeremy
<Jeremy Dusina@HO DH$ GOV>; PARMExecSec, <PARMExecSec@HO DH$ GOV>
· Subject: RE: PTO: USCIS Issue Paper-ELIS/Transformation

Melvin,
PARM had a few minor comments on the attached
reviewer for the document.

users document. Jeremy Dusina was the PARM

Thanks, ·
David Patrick
Director; Acquisition Operations
MGMT-PARM
Phone: 202-570-9583
Email: David patrjck@hq.dhs €RY
From: Brown 11, Melvin
Sent: Friday, December 9, 2016 10:12 AM

--------------
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To: Patrick, David <David Patrick@HO DHS GOV>
Cc: Beagles, James <James.Beagles@HO.DHS GOV>; Halter, G·reg <greg.halter@ha.dhs gov>;··
Horowitz, Scot! <Scott Horowitz@HO DHS.GOV>; Mi cone, Vincent
<Vincent Micone@HO DHS,GOV>; Stewart, Bion <bjon.stewart@ba dhs gov>; Brown 11, Melvin
<Melyjn Brown@HO DH$ GOV>
Subject: FW: PTO: USCIS Issue Paper-ELIS/Transformation

David.
Attached is the USCIS response for your review and clearance. We need the response by COB.today.
Melvin Brown II
Senior Advisor
Presidential Transition Office
U.S .. Department of Homeland Security
Office: (202) 282-8238
Cell: 202:510:5333 (Blackberry)
NAC 01-03 004-B .
From: Stewart, Bion
Sent: Friday, December 9, 2016 6:14 AM
To: Pontinen, Kaiya <Kajva.Pontinen@HO DHS.GOV>; Marcott, Stacy
<Stacy Marcott@HO DHS GOV>; Burriesci, Kelli <kelli burriesci@ha.dhs gov>; Maher, Joseph
<Joseph Maher@HO OHS.GOV>; Petyo, Briana <briana petyo@ho dhs gov>; Harris, Mark E (DHS
CFO) <mark harris@HO DHS.GOV>; Cooch, Shila <Shila Cooch@hq dbs gov>; Corbin, Susan
<Susan corbin@bo dhs.gov>
Cc: Beagles, James< lames Beagles@HO DHS GOV>; Brown II, Melvin
<Melvin Brown@HO DH$ GOV>; Horowitz, Scott <Scott Horowitz@HO.DHS GOV>
Subject: FW: PTO: USCIS Issue Paper-ELIS/Transformation

OGC, PLCY, CFO, OLA - Request review and clearance of the attached by COB today.
This will be a table drop for a follow-on brief on ELIS. Looping in CIO as well.

I.

Jirn/Me\vin ~ I don't have the PARM CAO's name handy. Can you please loop them in as
well. Please also log this in the RF! tracker.
Thanks.
Bion

From: USCIS Presidential Transition

.Sent: Thursday, December 08, 2016 4:03:39 PM
To: Stewart, Bion

Cc: Horowitz, Scott; Beagles, James; Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: USCIS Issue Paper-ELIS/Transformation
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Bion,
Attached is an updated issue paper on USCIS ELIS and the transformation initiative. We will not
have any other materials to provide to the landing team for the briefing on Monday (unless, of
course, they request something else). If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to let us
know.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This corn(r1unication, alons with any attachments, may contain con~dentlal informatior, and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizens''lip
and lr1migration Services. Jf the reader of this message is not the interided recip'1ent, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,

distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
altachrnents and immediately notify the sender.
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From:

users Presidential Iransitioo

To:
Cc:
Subject:

USCIS MGI Iasks; Stanley Kathleen M
Kerns Kevin J; Renaud T@cv l; Collins Anissa A; Clark l evita 5

Date:

FW: PTO: USCIS Issue Paper-ELIS(rransformation··Due COB Today
Friday, December 09, 2016 1:23:59 PM

Attachments:

tJSCIS Transformation IP 2016 oarm commeots,docx

Importance:

High

•

Good afternoon,
We received three comments from PARM on the Transformation issue paper. Please review and

edit as appropriate and have your edits back to me

by COB today.

Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This cornmun.ication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic comrnunicatior'ls rnny 11lso be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security; U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Servk:e,s. If the rcilder of this message is not the intended recipient, you a1e hereby notified that any dis~emination,
distribution, use, or copying of this rness;;ige is strictly prohibited. If you have recei~ed this in error, please delete this message a11d all
attachments and immediately notify th~ sender.

From: Brown II, Melvin
Sent: Friday, December 09, 2016 12:40 PM
To: users Presidential Transition
Cc: Beagles, James; Horowitz, Scott; Halter, Greg; .Stewart, Bion
Subject: FW: PTO: users Issue Paper-ELIS/Transformation
Julie,
Attached are comments from PARM for your consider,ation.
Melvin Brown II
Senior Advisor
Presidential Transition Office
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
Office (202) 282-8238
Cell: 202-510 6333 (Bl,ackberry)
NAC 01-03-004-B

I

From: Patrick, David
Sent: Friday, December 9, 2016 12:34 PM
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· To: Brown II, Melvin <Melvin Brown@HO OHS.GOV>
Cc: Beagles. James <James Beagles@HO.DHS.GOV>; Halter, Greg <greg halter@hq.dhs gov>;
Horowitz, Scott <Scott Horowjtz@HO DHS GOV>; Micone, Vincent
<Vincent Micone@HO OHS GOV>; Stewart, Bion <bion stewart@hq.dhs gov>; Dusina, Jeremy

<leremv Ousjna@HO OHS.GOV>; PARMExecSec, <PARMExecSec@HO OHS GOV>
Subject: RE: PTO: USCIS Issue Paper-ELIS/Transformation
Melvin,
PARM had a few minor comments on the attached USCIS document Jeremy" Dusina was the PARM
reviewer for the document
Thanks,
David Patrick
Director, Acquisition Operations
MGMT PARM
Phone: 202-570-9583
Email: Davjd.Patrick@bo dhs gov
From: Brown II, Melvin
Sent: Friday, December 9, 2016 10:12 AM
To: Patrick, David <David Patrjck@HO OHS GOV>
Cc: Beagles. James <lames Beagles@HO.DHS GOV>; Halter, Greg <greg balter@ba dhs gov>;
Horowitz, Scott <Scott Horowitz@HO DHS GOV>; Micone, Vincent
<Vincent Micone@HO' DHS GOV>; Stewart, Bion <bion stewart@ha dhs gov>; Brown 11, Melvin
<Melvin Brown@HO DHS GOV>
Subject: FW: PTO: USCIS Issue Paper-ELIS/Transformation
'

David,
Attached is the USCIS response for your review and clearance. We need the response by COB today.
Melvin Brown II
Senior Advisor
Presidential Transition Office
u.s.·oepartment of Homeland Security
Office: (202) 282-8238
Cell: 202-510-6333 (Blackberry)
NAC 01-03-004-B
From: Stewart, Bion
Sent: Friday, December 9, 2016 6:14 AM
To: Pontinen, Kaiya <Kajya Pontinen@HO.DHS GOY>; Marcott, Stacy
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<Stacy Marcott@HO DHS GOV>; Burriesci, Kelli. <kelli burriesci@ha dbs gov>; Maher, Joseph
<Joseph Maher@HO OHS GOV>; Petyo, Briana <brjana petvo@ha dhs gov>; Harris, Mark E(DHS
CFO)
<mark harrjs@HO OHS.GOV>; Cooch, Shila <Shj!a.Cooch@ha.dhs gov>; Corbin, Susan
'
,<Susan Corbio@ha.dhs gov>
Cc: Beagles, James <James Beag!es@HO.DHS.GOV>; Brown II, Melvin
<Melvin Brown@iHO DH$ GOV>; Horowitz, Scott <Scott Horowjtz@HO DHS GOV>
Subject: FW: PTO: USCIS Issue Paper-ELIS/Transformation
'

OGC, PLCY, CFO, OLA - Request review and clearance of the attached by COB today.
This will be a table drop for a follow-on brief on ELIS. Looping in CIO as well.
Jim/Melvin. I don't have the PARM CAO's name handy. Can you please loop them in as
well. Please also log this in the RFI tracker.
Thanks.
Bion

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Thursday, December 08, 2016 4:03:39 PM
To: Stewart, Bion.
·
Cc: Horowitz, Scott; Beagles, James; Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: USCIS IssuePaper-ELIS/Transformation

Bion,
Attached is an updated issue paper on USCIS ELIS and the transformation initiative. We will not
have any other materials to provide to the landing team for the briefing on Monday (unless, of
course, they request something else). If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to let us
know.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) .202·489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. ~lectronic cornmunicationS may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. '1f the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,

distribution, l1Se, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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From:
To:
S•bJe<t:
Date:
Attachments:

USCIS Presidential Transition
Renaud Iracv L
FW: PT6: USCIS Issue P~per-ELIS/Transformation··Due COB Today
Friday, December 09, 2016 4:17:07 PM
USCIS Iransfocmatioo rp 2016 Parm comments OTCdocx

· Are you good with this going back to the PTO. Kath made one minor change and addressed the
comments.

From: Stanley, Kathleen M
Sent: Friday, December 09, 2016 4:01 PM

To: users Presidential Transition; USCIS MGT Tasks
Cc: Kerns, Kevin J; Renaud, Tracy L; Collins, Anissa A; Clark, Levita S
Subject: RE: PTO: USCIS Issue Paper·ELIS(Transformation··Due COB Today
Please see attached

Kathleen "Kath" Stanley
Chief, Office Transformation Coordination
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
202-272-9401

From: users Presidential Transition
Sent: Friday, December 09, 2016 1:24 PM

To: users MGT Tasks; Stanley, Kathleen M
Cc: Kerns, Kevin J; Renaud, Tracy L; Collins, Anissa A; Clark, levita S
.
Subject: FW: PTO: USCIS Issue Paper-ELIS/Transformation-·Due COB Today
Importance: High
·
Good afternoon,
We received three comments from PARM on the Transformation issue paper. Please review and
edit as appropriate and have your edits back to me by COB today.

Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102

(c) 202:489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidentiai" information and 1s covered by federal laws govern mg
electronic communication$. Electronic: communications may also be monitored by the Departn1ent ol Homcl;1nd Secur·ity, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the rrader of thi.s message is not the intended recipient. you are hereby notified that any dissemination,

distribution, \1Se, or copying of th Ls. messi'lge ls strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error·, please delete this message <1nd all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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From: Brown II, Melvin
Sent: Friday, December 09, 2016 12:40 PM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition
Cc: Beagles, James; Horowitz, Scott; Halter, Greg; Stewart, Bion
Subject: FW: PTO: USCIS Issue Paper-ELIS/Transformation

Julie,.
Attached are comments from PARM for your consideration.
Melvin Brown II
Senior Advisor
Presidential Transition Office
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
Office: (202) 282-8238
Cell: 202-510-6333 (Blackberry)
NAC 01-03-004·8

------~

From: Patrick, David
Sent: Fridai December 9, 2016 12:34 PM
To: Brown II, Melvin <Melvin Brown@HO OHS GOV>
Cc: Beagles, James <James Beagles@HO OHS GOV>; Halter, Greg <grefi halter@ha dhs,gov>;
Horowitz, Scott <Scott Horowitz@HO OHS GOV>; Micone, Vincent
<Vincent Micone@HO OHS GOV>; Stewart, Bion <bion stewart@hq,dhs.gov>; Dusina, Jeremy
<Jeremy.Ousina@HO OHS GOV>; PARMExecSec, <PARMExecSec@HO OHS GOV>·
Subject: RE: PTO: USCIS Issue Paper-ELIS/Transformation

Melvin,
PARM had a few minor comments on the attached USCIS document Jeremy Dusina was the PARM
reviewer for the document
Thanks,
David Patrick
Director, Acquisition Operations
MGMT-PARM
Phone: 202-570-9583
Email: Pavid.Patrick@bodhs.gov
From: Brown II, Melvin
Sent: Friday, December 9, 2016 10:12 AM
To: Patrick, David <Dayjd Patrjck@HO PH$ GOV>

Cc: Beagles, James <James.Beagles@HO DHS GOV>; Halter, Greg <greg halter@bo dhs gov>;
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Horowitz, Scott <Scott Horowitz@HO,DHS GOV>; Micone, Vincent
<Vincent Micone@HO DHS GOV>; Stewart, Bion <bionstewart@bq dhs €PY>; Brown 11, Melvin
<Melvin Brown@HO DHS,GOV>
Subject: FW: PTO: USCIS Issue Paper-ELIS/Transformation
David,
Attached is the USCIS response for your review and clearance. We need the. response by COB today.
Melvin Brown II
Senior Advisor
Presidential Transition Office
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
Office: (202) 282-8238
Cell: 202-510-6333 (Blackberry)
NAC 01-03-004-B
From: Stewart, Bion
Sent: Friday, December 9, 2016 6:14 AM
To: Pontinen, Kaiya <Kaiya Pontinen@HO.DHS GOV>; Marcott, Stacy
. <Stacy Marcott@HO DHS GOV>; Burriesci, Kelli <kelli burrjesci@ha dhs gov>; Maher, Joseph
<lose oh Maher@HO.DHS GOV>; Petyo, Briana <briana petyo@ha dhs €PY>; Harris, Mark E (DHS
CFO) <mark harris@HO DHS GOV>; Cooch, _Shila <Shila Coocb@bq dhs gov>; Corbin, Susan

<S11sao Corbio@ba dhs gov>
Cc: Beagles, James <lames Beaeles@HO.DHS GOV>; Brown 11, Melvin
<Melvin Brown@HO.DHS.GOV>; Horowitz, Scott <Scott Horowjtz@HO OHS.GOV>
Subject: FW: PTO: USCIS Issue Paper-ELIS/Transformation

OGC, PLCY, CFO, OLA - Request review and clearance of the attached by COB today.
This will be a table drop for a follow-on brief on ELIS. Looping in CIO as well.
Jim/Melvin - I don't have the PARM CAO's name handy. Can you please loop them in as
well. Please also log this in the RF! tracker.
Thanks.
Bion

From: USCIS Presidential Transition

Sent: Thursday, December 08, 2016 4:03:39 PM
To: Stewart, Bion
Cc: Horowitz, Scott; Beagles, James; Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: USCIS Issue Paper-ELIS/Transformation
Bion, . ,
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Attached is an updated issue paper on USCIS ELIS and the transformation initiative. We will not
have any other materials to provide to the landing team for the briefing on Monday (unless, of
course, they request something else). If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to let us
know.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(di 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by fCderal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citiienship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message Ls strictly prohibited. If you have received this ·,n error, please delete this message and all
attac:hments and irnmediately notify the sender.
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From:
Subject:
D•te:

Micooe Vincent
Po/I/: Track appointments in real time with the Washington Post
Monday, Oecember 05, 20!6 3:39:23 PM

FYI

Thanks,
. Vince

Vince Micone
OHS Presidential Transition Officer
and Senior Counselor
Management Directorate
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
(202) 447-3400

From: Partnership for Public Service

Sent: Monday, December 05, 2016 2:03:27 PM
To: Micone, Vincent
Subject: Track appointments in real time with the Washington Post

View this email in vour browsm

Announcing the first-ever political appointee
tracker
During the past week, President-elect Donald Trump
announced several key appointments to ·his
administration. These are just a handful of the 4,000
·political positions, including about 1,100 requiring Senate
confirmation that he will need to make. It will be
impossible for the president-elect to effectively govern our
country and prepare for the unexpected if these top
leadership jobs remain unfilled by highly-qualified
individuals.
That's why I am excited to announce today our

ADVISORY BOARD

Joshua Bolten
Former White House Chief of

Staff t? President George W
Bush
Clay Johnson

Former Executive Director,
Bush-Cheney Presidential
Transition
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partnership with The Washington Post on a lliaYi
appointments tracker. This first-of-its-kind tracker will
follow the progress· of more than 650 of President-elect
Trump's Senate-confirmed .political appointments. These
positions include Cabinet secretaries, deputy and
assistant secretaries, chief finan.cial officers, general
counsels, heads of agencies, ambassadors and other
critical leadership jobs. The tracker will provide data on
both number of appointments filled and the progress of
candidates as they go through the nomination and
confirmation process.
In administrations past, the road to identifying and
nominating leaders for critical positions and then getting
them confirmed has had its share of potholes. This
appointments tracker will play a key role in holding both
the president-elect and the Senate accountable for
ensuring the top leaders are in place to effectively
manage the federal workforce and move forward on the
administration's policies.

Ted Kaufman

Former Senator

Advisor. Obama-Biden
Transition Project
Michael Leavitt
Former Governor ol Utah

Former Chairman. Romney
Readiness Project
Thomas 11 Mack" Mclarty

Former Chief of Staff to
President
Bill Clinton
Donna Shalala
Former Secretary, U.S.
Department of Health and
Human Services

The Partnership's Center for Presidential
Transition believes that the president-elect should have
the top 100 department and agency leaders confirmed
immediately after Inauguration Day, with 300 more key
pontical positions filled by the August 2017 congressional
recess. While the rate of cabinet picks and White House
staff during past transitions is a useful metric, it shouldn't
be the measure of success. The benchmark should be
· whether or not President-elect Trump will be ready to
govern on day one, not that he meets outdated
standards. We look forward to following the progress
toward these goals through the tracker.
Please visit http-//wapo st/appointee-tracker to start
tracking President-elect. Trump's appointments. I also
hope you will take a moment to visit the Center's
website for more information about the appointments
process, including position descriptions for many of these
leadership positions and critical information about federal
agencies. including the health of the workforce,
technology issues and more.
Best wishes,
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Max Stier

For more information about the Center for Presidential Transition,
please regi.ster today for our weekly newsletter
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The Partnership ·s presidential transition work is made possible with support from
The Bostor'I Consulting Group and the following companies and foundations· Accenture, the Laura and Joh11 Arnold
Fo,mdatiou, Deloitte, the Ford Foundation, the IBM Center for the Business of Govemment, McKinsey & Company.

PricewaterhouseCOopers, and /he Rockefel!er Brothers Fund.

Copyright@ 2016 Partnership for ~ublic

S!IVice. All rights rese1v.ed.

Our mailing address Is:

Partnership for Public Service
1100 New York Ave NW
STE 200 E
Washington,.DC 20005

Add tis to vo1ir address book
Want to change how you receive these· erriails?

You can undate YQIJr preferences or 11osubscribe from this list
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From:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Matthews Tara A
Farnam June E; USCIS Presidential Traasit\oo
Ernrkh Matthew D; Davidson, Andrew J; ze11en Lorie A; Langlois Joseoh E; Strack Barbara Li Stone, Marv M;
Renaud Tracy L

Date:

FW: Transition Team Briefing Request~~Refugee Processing and Vetting
Tuesday, November 29, 2016 4:42:18 PM

Attachments:

Refugee Pmressina and Vetting Presentation PPtx

Please see the attached briefing. Thank you.

V/r,

Special Assistant, FONS

FrL111t

Office

P: 202,272-9329
E: rnra,matthew:,;@uscis.dhs.gov

From: USCIS Presidential Transition

Sent: Tuesday; November 29, 2016 8:53:08 PM
To: Strack, Barbara L; Stone, Mary M; Emrich, Matthew D. ·
Cc: Langlois, Joseph E; Davidson, Andrew J; Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: Transition Team Briefing Request--Refugee Processing' and Vetting

Just a friendly reminder that if you intend to have a PowerPoint or other presentation materials at
this briefing, I will need them today.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Seni.or Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S, Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This cornmlmicatlon, along with any attachments, may contain c9nfidential information and is covered ~Y federal laws governing
electron·1c communicat1ons. Electromc communicauans ·may also be monitored by the Oep;mrnent of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this· message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified tl1at any dissemination,
distribur1on, use, ~r copylng of this message is strictly pfohibited. If you have .received thi5 In error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately riotlfy the sender.

From: Renaud, Tracy L

Sent: Monday, November 28, 2016 3:18 PM
To: Strack, Barbara L; Stone, Mary M; Emrich, Matthew D; USCIS Presidential Transition
Cc: Langlois, Joseph E; Davidson, Andrew J
Subject: RE: Transition Team Briefing Request--Refugee Processing and Vetting
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So far only the two leads for DHS have cleared security so right now·it will only be them
unless others clear within the next day or two. The two leads are Michael Dougherty and Dr
James Carafano.
Please make sure any slide deck you intend to use is given to Julie by COB tomorrow so we
can get OCC clearance before the briefing.

From: Strack, Barbara l
Sent: Monday, November 28, 2016 3:13:40 PM

To: Stone, Mary M; Emrich, Matthew D; users Presidenbal Transition
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L; Langlois, Joseph E; Davidson, Andrew J
Subject: RE: Transition Team Briefing Request··Refugee Processing and Vetting

So it begins ...
Would you let me know the names once you learn who will be there for the transition?
Thanks.

From: Stone, Mary M

Sent: Monday, November 28, 2016 2:29:30 PM

To: Emrich; Matthew D; users Presidential Transition; Strack, Barbara L
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L; Langlois, Joseph E; Davidson, Andrew J
Subject: RE: Transition Team Briefing Request--Refugee Processing and Vetting

Thanks Julie
From: Emrich, Matthew D

Sent: Monday,November 28, 2016 2:14 PM

To: users Presidential Transition; Strack, Barbara L; Stone, Mary M
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L; Langlois, Joseph E; Davidson, Andrew J
Subject: RE: Transition Team Briefing Request-·Refugee Processing and Vetting

I
I

10-4 ..

-'

From:

users Presidential Transition

Sent: Monday, November 28, 2016 2: 10 'PM
To: Strack, Barbara L; Emrich, Matthew D; Stone, Mary M
Cc: Renaud, Trai;y L; Langlois, Joseph E; Davidson, Andrew J
Subject:. Transition Team Briefing Request--Refugee Processing and Vetting
Importance: High

Mary Margaret/Matt,
The president-elect's transition Landing Team has requested a briefing on refugee processing and
vetting. This briefing is tentatively scheduled for Thursday afternoon, but this date/time is s·ubject
to change. Please.be prepared to present for approximately 30 minutes and then have 30 minutes
of discussion and questions. This t_ime may need to be consolidated depending on the Landing
Team'.s schedule. The briefing will likely take place at the NAC. As I receive more information, I will
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let you know. I will also schedule an .internal USCIS-only pre-brief for Wednesday. Thank you for
your work on this and for your flexibility and understanding ..
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services.
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidefltial 'information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic c~mmunicattons may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Cit'1zenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not thC intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,

distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. 1fyou have received t.his irl ~rror, ple~se delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify.the sender.
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Security Vetting in the Refugee Process

Transition Briefing

December 1, 2016

.
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Introduction
USRAP
• An interagency effort involving governmental and nongovernmental partners.
DHS/USCIS role
• Adjudication (Eligibility determination)
• Security checks
Vetting
• Refugee applicants undergo the highest level of background
and security checks of any category of traveler to the
United States.

With respect to the challenges presented the Syrian refugee population because of
limited intelligence holdings, we have for years safely admitted smaller numbers of
Syrian refugees and we have a great deal of experience screen in and admitting
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From:

Mimne Yinreot

Subject:

FW: TranSltion Update: Additional 30 ART members for 14 existing ARTs (E'nergy, HHS, DHS, Labor, State, Interior, Treasury,
Transportiltion, VA, EPA, GSA, 0MB, OPM, and ODNI)
Tuesday, December 06, 2016 3:46:56 PM

Date:

SCAOs,
Please see the additional names for OHS. More will be coming.

Thanks,
Vince

Vince Micone

DHS Presidential Transition Officer
and Senior Counselor

Management Directorate
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
(202) 447-3400

From: Micone, Vincent

Sent: Tuesday, December 06, 2016 2:07 PM
To: PTO Core Team <PTOCoreTeam@hq.dhs.gov>
Subject: FW: Transition Update: Additional 30 ART members for 14 existing ARTs (Energy, HHS, DHS, Labor, State,
Interior, Treasury, Transportation, VA, EPA, GSA, 0MB, OPM, and ODNI)

From: Mayock, Andrew EOP/OMB
Sent: Tuesday, December 06, 2016 I :21 :02 PM
Subject: Transition Update: Additional 30 ART members for 14 existing ARTS (Energy, HHS, DHS, Labor, State, Interior,
Treasury, Transportation, VA, EPA, GSA, 0MB, OPM, and ODNI)

.
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From:
To:

Cc:

USCIS Presidential Transition
Pootineo Kaiva; Mathias Susan
Renaud Tracy L

Date:

tssue Paper~~OIG Report on Incomplete Fingerprint Records
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:49:50 AM

Attachments:

LJSCI5 OlG Report IP 2016 docx

Subject:

Kaiya,

(b)(5)

Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489·8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and 1s covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be mon'1tored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this mess~ge is not the intended recipient, you are hereby not"1fied that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message 1s strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
.attachments and immediately notify the sender,
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(b)(S)

I

Warning! This document, along whh nny aoachrnt-ms. contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exi:mpc from rclensc 10 the
public by federal law, It may contain contidemlal, legally pt'ivilcgcd. propdctary or deliberative proccH ir11er-agency/intnl·
agency material. You arc hcrcby 1101ifkd that any dis5cmination, copying, or furtlwr distnbution of this infonnaliou to
unauthorized individuals (includini miauthorizcd lm:mbci-s of !he Prcsid.-nt•clcct Transition· Team) is s!rictly · p10hibi1ed.
Uuamhorlzcd disclosun: of release tif this infonnation may re$ult in Joss of ucccss to Jufomrntion, and ch·il and/or criminal fines
m·n! penalties,
212
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From:

To:
Cc:.
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Hoefer Michael D
Renaud Iracv L: Keens Kevin J
Frederick Precious A
OPQ Immigration Statistics Transitional Paper
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 1:46:44 PM
.l/SCIS Immimation Statistics and Trends Final doP:

Presidential Transition Trends and Statistics Aooend!x Charts ootx

Tracy,
Here is an electronic copy of the transition paper we did in the summer. I do have an updated
version with.data as of September 2016 which I will send you as soon as possible. I just reviewed
the latest version and some corrections are needed.
Mike
Michael Hoefer
Chief, Office of Performance and Quality
U.S Citizenship and Immigration Services
202 272-1258

Michael P Hoefer@uscis dhs,gov
This email, along with any attachments, is intended solely for the use of the oddressee(s) and may
contain information that is sensitive or protected by applicable law. Unauthorized use or
dissemination of this email and any attachments is strictly prohibited. if you are not the intended
recipient, please notify the sender and delete or destroy all copies. Thank you.
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From:

To:
Subject:
Date:

Stewart BIOO
PTO Master Pistro
Presidential Transition Office - Briefing Material Guidance
Tuesday, November 291 2016 5:13:43 PM
\'

Transition Colleagues,
As a follow up to today's discussion regarding briefing materials for the Landing Team, please ensure
the PTO receives all briefing materials at least 24 hours in advance (48 hour prior if possible) of any
planned engagement. Short notice engagements will be addressed on a case-by-case basis. Briefing
materials will be reviewed by OGC, PLCY, CFO, OLA (as appropriate), DUSM, arid may also be
reviewed by the Front Office.
In addition, please provide the PTO with the name and position of your briefer and additional
attende·es for each engagement.
Finally, please ensure all briefing materials are identified/titled for "Presidential Transition" and
include the standard transition non-disclosure statement (copied below) on page 2 of the slide deck
or in the footer of any documents being provided. ·
These procedures/requirements are to ensure we maintain strict records management and
accountability protocols throughout this process.
Thank you and please let us know if you have any questions.
V/R,

Bion
Bion Stewart
Deputy Presidential Transition Officer
Department of Homeland Security
202-282-9125
Briefing Materials Non-disclosure Statement:

This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from
release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential, legally privileged, proprietary or
deliberative process inter-agency/intra-agency material. You are hereby notified that any
dissemination, copying, or fur1her distribution of this information to unauthorized individuals
(including unauthorized members of the President-elect Transition Team) is strictly prohibited.
Unauthorized disclosure or release of this information may result in loss of access to information,
and civil and/or .criminal fines and penaliies.
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To:

Stewart, Biao
PIP Master Plstrn

Subject:
Date:

Presidential Transition Office· Updated_Landlng Team Briefing Guidance
Tuesd,y, December 06, 2016 6:02:59 PM

From:

Transition Colleagues,.
The PTO continues to gather ·lessons-learned regarding briefings. Based on feedback and
observations thus far we are providing some updated guidance for your briefing materials and
presentations:
The areas identified in the previous framework are largely following the interest areas of the
Landing Teams with respect to current events (high visibility/ high consequence operations
and activities), organizational priorities (these priorities need to be kept tight- no more than
top 5), and key challenges, and opportunities. Please ensure your brief focuses on these
areas up front. To the extent you can align these areas to known focus areas for the
incoming Administration, please try to do so. Landing Team priorities and questions are
driven by the President-elect's stated priorities and campaign platform, so.expect to address
those issues as they relate to your mission and authorities. The "what keeps me awake at
night" discussions have been particularly effective in emphasizing your organization's
priorities.
You may include additional organizational and statistical information that is driving your
current priorities, but please try to minimize data-intensive slides and general overview-type
slides in your primary presentation. These may be included as backup/background slides as
reference and referral as appropriate. The hour goes by fast and thus far we have not
completed an entire slide deck with the exception of one - whi_chwas very tight and issue
. focused. The Landing Team will ten_d to go where you drive them, so it is strongly
recommended you drive them toward your priority issues rather than general overview
information largely captured in the previously prepared briefing materials.
The WH has provided clarifying guidance regarding release of pre-decisional information. We
are prohibited from providing specific, pre-decisional information to the Landing Team
including FY18 budget information. You may still convey FYl 7PB and provide general
statements relat'ed to your organizations budget priorities, but please do not reference any
figures.
We appreciate everyone's effort to keep the briefing teams focused and minimal .. The
agency Designated Career Successor and SCAO remain the default briefing team. Additional
SM E's or leadership MAY be included at the PTO;s discretion. In some cases the Landing
Team may request specific offices or SM Es to join the brief. A request for a specific issue SME
will not automatically include the SM E's Office/Program leadership.
Finally- the schedule _continues to evolve as the Landing Team e_volves. We have·already reached
out to several Components and Offices to schedule last minute briefings. We appreciate everyone's
responsiveness and particularly OGC, OLA, CFO, and PLCY for quickly turning around HQ reviews.
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Below is a rough outline of the schedule for the rest of this week. As always, it is subject to change.
Please reach out to the PTO if you have any questions.

V/R,
Bion
Bion Stewart
Deputy Presidential Transition Officer
Department of Homeland Security
202-282-9125

DHS Presidential Transition Office
Landing Team
Wednesday, December 7, 2016

•

I 0:00 a.m. - 11 :00 a.m.: OGC Brief

•

11 :00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.

•

l 1:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.: OCP Brief

USCIS Brief

12:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.: Hold- Landing Team

•

j

•

2:00 p.m. • ·3:00 p.m.: Landing. Team/ PTO Planning

DHS Presidential Transition Office
Landing Team
Thu rs day, December 8, 2016

•

9:30 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.: OCHCO Brief

•

I0:00 a.m. • 11 :00 a.m.: FEMA Brief
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•

I0:30 a.m. - 11 :30 a.m.: OCFO Brief

•

11 :30 p.m. '. I :30 p.m.: Hold - Landing Team

•

I :30 p.m, - 2:30 p.m.: MGMT Brief

DHS Presidential Transition Office
Landing Team
Friday, December 9, 2016
•

10:00 a.m. - 11:00 a,m,: Coast Guard Brief

•

11 :00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.: Civil Rights and Civil Liberties Brief
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From:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Date:
Attachments:
Importance:

tJSCIS Presidential IraositiOo
OCC·Clearaoce
Miles John O; laddou \Jr M; Caroooter Dea Di Renaud, Tracv L
Presidential Transition-Refugee Processing Briefing Presentation
Wednesday, November 30, 2016 3:59:50 PM

Refugee erocessina Preseotatioo,oOtl{
High

Good afternoon, OCCThe president-elect's landing team has requested a briefing on refugee processing. Attached is a
presentation RAIO and FDNS developed for the briefing and we request your clearance. Because
this must also clear DHS, we would appreciate it if you could have this cleared by COB tomorrow,
December 1st .
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communica,tions. Electronic communicilt'rons may also be monitored by the Department of Horrieland Security, U.S. Citizenship.
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this messa·ge is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissehiination,
distribution, use, or copying of thiS rnessage is strictl.Y prohibited. If you have received ;hi,s in em?r, ple~se delete this message and ~II
ilttachments and immediately notify the sender.
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From:
To:
Cc:

Brown II Melvin
Farnam Julie E; Renaud Iracv L
Beaales James; Brown II Melvin; Halter Greg; Horowitz Scott; Lee, cbarmaioe; Stewart Bton

Date:

PTO RF! • #079 #074 USCIS Briefing
Monday, December 12, 2016 9:16:50 PM

Attachments:

General Bncord of Disc!osure Form DRAFT 2019 ll oz odf

Subject:

USCIS Team The DHS Presidential Transition Office (PTO) has received the following request for information (RFI)
from the President-elect's Landing Team. Please provide a coordinated answer, internally cleared at
the Chief of Staff level or above within 24 hours of receipt unless additional time is negotiated with
the PTO. Operational Components, please also ensure answ·ers are cleared by your General
Counsel. HQ Directorate and Office answers will be cleared by OGC. When you submit your answer
to the PTO, please include the attached General Record of Disclosure form for PTO approval. Please ·
use this email chain only for questions and responses related to this RFI. If you need to forward
internal emails rel~ted to this request, please do so as attachments to this email chain, so as to keep
the subject consistent for tracking purposes. Please let us know if any other office should be the
lead on this request or if you have any questions.

(b)(5)

Due date: COB Tuesday, December 13th.

Melvin Brown II
Senior Advisor
Presidential Transition Office
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
Office: (202) 282-8238
Cell: 202·510·6333 (Blackberry)
NAC 01-03-004-8
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Department of Homeland Security
Presidential Transition Office
Record of Disclosure of Non-Public Information to Authorized Member(s) of
the President-Elect's Transition Team (PETT) ·
Date of Disclosure: From:

To:

Form of Disclosure: Select One
General Description of Categories of Non-Public Information Disclosed:

Name(s) of PETT Member(s) to Whom Non-Public Information was Disclosed:

Name(s) and Title(s) ofOfficial(s) Who Authorized Disclosure:

Name(s) and Title(s) ofOfficial(s) Who Disclosed the Information:

Summary of Steps Taken to Protect Non-Public Information from Unauthorized Disclosure:

· Record of Disclosure Prepared by:.
Filled Out by Approving Official
Signature:
Title:
Date:
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From:

To,
Subject:
Dote:

Att;,chments:

R.enaud, Tracy L
Bret And!ea e: Kerns Kwo l

-

fl.E: , .. URGEITT*"" TranSitlon Rfl Cl.ie Noon Today

Tutsday, Dectmber 13, 2016 3:J2:00 PM
i¥e®l emz

I agree with OCFO's recommendations .

. TttrcyL. Rt/laud
Amu/au Dlrtctor

Mam:r11('me11f Dlrectorau
US Cit/ienJltlp & tm,:,,lgrotlon Strvlt:ts

Deportment vf Homeland Sewr/ty
10J.27Nt3,(dfsk)

From: Fleet,-'Andrea B

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 3:47 PM
To: Renaud, Tracy L; Kerns, Kevin J
Subject: FW; ***URGENT*"'"' Transition RFI Due Noon Today
Tracy-CFO has questions, please advlse.
From: Fleet, Andrea B

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 2:00 PM

To: Renaud, Tracy L; Kerns, Kevin J
Cc: USCIS MGT Tasks
.
Subject: FW: "'**URGENT*,.. Transition RFI Due Noon Today
Tracy OCFO has the following questions below concerning OTC's response, Please advise as to how you would like OCFO to proceed, BTVv, I
am attending training from 2·4. fhanks,

' Andrea
Frorn: Reilly, Richard M
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 1:56 PM
To: Fleet, Andrea 8; USCIS MGT Tasks
CC: Fredericks, Christopher; White, Jacquelyn D; So!oweigh 1 Todd L; Nasir, Syed A; Ctistiani, Juan L; Moore, Joseph D
Subject: FW: ***URGENT"** Transition RFI Due Noon Today

.

(b)(5)

Andrea - OCFO has reviewed the responses to the following two qur.sti1)ns·
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(b )(5)

Let us know 1f you have questions. Also, please let U$ know if you want us to coord'1nate tha changes with OTC.

Thanks!
Rich

From: Fleet, Andrea B

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 1:40 PM
To: Davis, Alecia A; Moore, Joseph D; Reilly, Richard M

Cc: USCIS MGT Tasks
Subject: FW: .-.*URGENT*** Transition RFT Due Noon Today
OCF0-1 arn he,1ding to a training session shortly. Please forward your response to lhe MGr.task box who will obtain Tracy and Kevin's
clearanc~ before forwardine to the Presid0ntial Transition clearance box.

Thanks again for your quick turnaround on this
Anrea

---------------------------------···--·-From: Stanley, Kathleen M
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:52 AM
To: Fleet, Andrea B; Schwartz, Mark A; Jones, Keith Ai Wittman, Gregory J; Black, Diane E; Moore, Joseph D; Reilly, Richard M; Davis, Alecia A;

Destefano, Ernest; AnderSon, Erik c; Becker1 Cheryl L
CC: USCIS MGT Tasks; Renaud, Tracy L; Kerns, Kevin J; Tran, Ramona L; Clark, Levita S; Perryman, Janet J; Van Demark1 Henry
Subject: RE: "'*"'URGENT"'*"' Transition RFl Due Noon Today
Andrea,
Attached is OTC's input. I have ~lso attached a spreadsheet th?t provides more detail for the cost dilta.
RamonJ Tran is our lead in pulling this data and I have added her to facilitate answering ;iny questions.

Kath

Kathleen "Kath" Stanley
Chief, Office Transformation Coordination
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
202·272•9401

From: Fleet, Andrea B
Sent: Tuesday1 December 13, 2016 9:30 AM
. .
To: Stanley, Kathleen M; Schwartz1 Mark A;-Jones, Keith A; Wittman, Gregory J; Black, Diane E; Moore, Joseph D; Reilly, Richard M; Davis, Alecia
A; Destefano, Ernest; Anderson, Erik C; Becker, Cheryl L ·
Cc: USCIS t-'IGT Tasks; Renaud, Tracy L; Kerns, Kevin J
Subject:·FW: *uURGENT'** Transition RFJ Due Noon Today
Importance: High
URGENT PRESIDENTIAL TRANSITION REQUEST- DUE NOON TODAY; NO EXTENSIONS

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:18 AM
To: USCJS MGr Tasks; Stanley, Kathleen M; Kerns, Kevin J; Collins1 Anissa A; Clark, Levita S; Hawkins, Donald K; OP&S Presidential Transition;
Vanison, Denise; FDNSExec:Sec; Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson, Andrew J; Melero, Mariela; Rogers, Debra A; Simeon, David G; Schwartz, Mark A

cc, Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: ***URGENT"** Transition Rfl Due Noon Today
Importance: High
·
Good morning,
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We have our first information request from the president-elect's transition landing team, There ls an extremely fast turnaround on these
requests (apologiesi)-it is due at noon today to allow time for the front'office to clear today and to get it back to OHS today. Therefore, no
extensions may be granted and it is imperative that you respond timely.
This is what ls beine. reouested:

(b )(5)

Thank you very much for all your help with this and if there are any questions, 1can be reached at the numbers below.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Freid Operations Directorate
\J.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(di 202-282-8277

(c) 202-489-8802
ThlJi communi,ati<m, along with any ,mac~menu, may contain oonfidential Information ~nd ii;covered by fedefjl laws sov,mingelectronic ,ommu~icatlcms. Ele~tronit mmmuniUt1ons may abo
be monitored by the OcpMtmeat of Homeland Security, U.S. C1111cn.hip ant! lmmiera\1on 5ervKe~. If.the r~~der of thl5 meii;;igti ii; not the lnie~ded recipient. you are hereby notified that any
din,minalion, diWlbutlon, uw, or copying of tbi) men,1ge I~ 1trictly plohibited, l[you have received thii 1n error, plea1e delete this me11~~e and all att~{hmonll ~nd 1mme.d13t~ly notify t~e
1ender,
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Young Todd P

. from:
To:
Cc:

users presidential Transition; waiters

Jessica S: Krebs Kristie L: Preloaar

Brandon B

Renaud, Tracy L

Subject:

RE: ***URGENT*** Transition RFI Due Noon Today

Date:

Tuesday, December 13, 2016 2:40:44 PM

Yes, please include these as well.

From: USCIS Presidential Transition

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 2: 18 PM
To: Young, Todd P; Walters, Jessica S; Krebs, Kristie L; Prelogar, Brandon B
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today

A few more, similar documents related·to the social media usage that OP&S provided. Okay to
include these as well with our submission?
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship.and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272,1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with

any attachments, may contairi confidential information and is covered by fed0ral laws governinis
the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship

electronic communications. Electronic communications may a!so be monitored by

and lmrnigratlon Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby noti~ed that any di.ssemination,
distribution,

use,

attachments and

or copying of this mess..:ige is strictly prohibited !fyou have received this in errnr, please delete this mess~ge and,.ill
immediately notify the sender.

From: ·Young, Todd P

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 1: 19 PM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition; Walters, Jessica S; Krebs, Kristie L; Prelogar, Brandon B
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today

D2 is fine with submitting these materials to OHS.

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:44 AM
To: Young, Todd P; Walters, Jessica S; Krebs, Kristie L; Prelogar, Brandon B
Cc: Renaud, Tracy .L
Subject: FW: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today

Items to be provided to the transition team related to social media usage. Please let me know when
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your principal i, okay with me ,ubmitting to DHS.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
Thls communication, along with any attachments, may cont,:i'in confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic commun'ications. Electronic communications may aIS(? be monitored by the Department of Homeland Sec~rity, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recip'1ent, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or rnpyirie of this message is ~trictly prohibited. lfyo11 have rccciVcd this in error·, pledse delete thi~ message and all

. attachments and immediately notify the sender.

From: Barnes, Aisha On Behalf Of FDNSExecSec
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:41 AM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition
Cc: FDNSExecSec
Subject: RE: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today

Good morning,
FDNS clears with the attached. 'Please note: The FNDS SMOUT and Rules of Behavior have
information regarding investigative techniques that may be exempt from FOIA disclosure under
7(E), and should be protected from public disclosure.*
Respectfully, .

A ~ Ba,vn.e,,
Management and Program Analyst
Office of the Executive Secretariat
On Detail w/FDNS Knowledge Management Group
'li'ornce: 202·272-8353

j

'li'Fax: 202·272-8340

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9: 18 AM
To: USCIS MGT Tasks; Stanley, Kathleen M; Kerns, Kevin J; Collins, Anissa A; Clark, Levita S; Hawkins,
Donald K; OP&S Presidential Transition; Vanison, Denise; FDNSExecSec; Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson,
Andrew J; Melero, Mariela; Rogers, Debra A; Simeon, David G; Schwartz, Mark A
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today
Importance: High
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Good morning,
We have our first information request from the president-elect's transition landing team. There is
an extremely fast turnaround on these requests (apologies!)-it is dye at noon today to allow time
for the front office to clear today and to get it back to DHS today. Therefore, no extensions may be
granted and it is imperative that you respond timely.
"'l"'l., ;,. ;,.

.l, -,t-

:r

L

'

-'·

(b)(5)

Thank you very much for all your help with this and if there are any questions, I can be reached at
the numbers below.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S .. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-282-8277
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may cont,;1in confidential information arid is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications, Electronic communications may al5o be monitored by the Departm~nt of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship

and Immigration Ser,,ices. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. 1fyou have received this ln error, please delete this ~essage and all
attachments and imrnl':d1ately notify thl': sender
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

IJSCIS Presidential Irnositioo
Young Todd p; Walters Jessica S; Krebs Kristie L; Preioaar Brandon B
Rena11d Iracv L

Date:

Tuesday, December 13, 2016 2:18:02 PM

Attachments:

Steve Bucher December 6 and Z SNS Emails doc
Instruction 1J0·01·001 Privacy Pn!icy for Onerational lJse of Soda! Medi odf
SMOl/T lJSCIS·Beoef1ts DeterroiOa!iQOS 20141124 PBIV FINAi PDF

RE: ***URGENT*** Transition RFI Due Noon Today

SMQL/I usps-os1 JNY 20141124 PRJY FINAL PDF
SMOuT usc1s-ost PSD 20141124 PRIY FINAL PDF

A few more, similar documents related to,the social media usage that OP&S provided. Okay to
include these as well with our submission?
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship arid Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c). 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic·commun1cations. Electrol1ic cornrnunicat1ohs may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not thP. intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or <.:opy1ng of th!s message is strictly prohibited If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.

From: Young, Todd P
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 1: 19 PM
To: users Presidential Transition; Walters, Jessica S; Krebs, Kristie L; Prelogar, Brandon B
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
'
Subject: RE: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today

D2 is fine with submitting these materials to DHS.

From: users Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:44 AM
To: Young, Todd P; Walters, .Jessica S; Krebs, Kristie L; Prelogar, Brandon B
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: FW: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due .Noon Today

Items to. be provided to the transition team related to social media . usage. Please let me know when
your principal is okay with me submitting to DHS.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
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Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Id) 202-272-1102

(cl 202-489-8802
rtiis communication, along with any attachments, may contain confldential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic confrnunications. Electron·ic comrnunii;ation$ may al;o be rnot1itored by the Depar1ment of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. Hthe reader of this message is not the" intended recipient. you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, \Jsc, or copying of this message is strictly pr·ohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.

From: Barnes, Aisha On Behalf Of FDNSExecSec
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:41 AM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition
Cc: FDNSExecSec
Subject: RE: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today
Good morning,
FDNS clears with the attached. 'Please note: The FNDS SMOUT and Rules of Behavior have
information regarding investigative techniques that may be exempt from FOIA disclosure under
7(E), and should be protected from public disclosure.'
Respectfully, ·

A Wu;v 'BcwM;S,
Management and Program Analyst
Office of the Executive Secretariat

On Detail w/FDNS Knowledge Management Group
~Office: 202-272-8353

I 'iii'Fax: 202-272-8340

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9: 18 AM
To: USCIS MGT Tasks; Stanley, Kathleen M; Kerns, Kevin J; Collins, Anissa A; Clark, Levita 5; Hawkins,
Donald K; OP&S Presidential Transition; Vanison, Denise; FDNSExecSec; Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson,
Andrew J; Melero, Mariela; Rogers, Debra A; Simeon, David G; Schwartz, Mark A
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today
Importance: High
Good morning,
We have our first information request from the president-elect's transition landing team. There is
an extremely fast turnaround on these requests (apologies!)-it is d·ue at noon today to allow time
for the front office to clear today and to get it back to DHS today. Therefore, no extensions may be
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granted and it is imperative that you respond timely.
This is what is being requested:

Thank you very much for all your help with this and if there are any questions, I can be reached at
the numbers below.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(di 202-282-8277
(c) 202-489-8802 ·
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic c6mmunications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this· message Is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If vou have received this in error, p!ease delete this message and all

attachments and immediately notify the sender.

--..
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From: Bucher, Steve P
Sent: Wednesday, December 07, 2011 10:36 AM
To: Neufeld, Donald; Monica, Donald J; Langlois, Joseph
Cc: Velarde, Barbara Q; Borgen, Michael R; Scialabba, Lori
Subject: FW: Social Networking Sites
Importance: High
Don/Don/Joe-As a result of the briefing Ali and I received from DHS Privacy on access of social
media sites by FDNS officers, I have issued the following guidance to FDNS personnel until we
have the necessary policy guidance and PIA/SORN issues resolved. Although DHS only cited
FDNS personnel in their report, you may want to consider issuing similar guidance out to the field
as a reminder. Thanks--Steve

From: Scott, Judith J
Sent: Tuesday, December 06, 2011 4:27 PM
To: FDNS·FIELD; Alexis, Michelle; Blitzer, Robert (CTR); Delaney, Daniel (CTR); Dewey, David
(CTR); Edwards, Brant (CTR); Hill, Raymond; Jenkins, callian (CTR); Korchowsky, Sharon (CTR);
Nelson, Meredith (CTR); Rosado, Manuel; Shi, "Ting (CTR); Atkinson, Ronald A; Blackwood,
Robert L; Bucher, Steve P; Crewson, Jean C; Karam, Lauren J; Kellner, Aris R; Miller, Robert;
Rosenstock, Peter; Scott, Judith J; Simeone, Ann; Burdick, William L; Case, Mary Ann; Coffren,
Brenda A; Colic, Mirian E; Cortes, Luis; Delcore, Robert; Embry, Sheila G; Emrich, Matthew D;
Fagan, David W; Freeman, Mark C; Golston, Shari A; Herrera, Al T; Houck, Monique;
Khoudaghoulian, Minas; Lambert, Monda I; Swanson, Toni; Thornhill, Steven C; Dean, Kimberly
D; Alexander, Jeffrey D; Alexis, Melissa; Areas, Julio; Baldwin, Sara K; Banks, Nicole P; Bolanos,
Susana P; Chenevert, Michelle Z; Hess, Karen K; Hill, Larry D; Holder, Laura M; Kostiuk, Damian
D; Mendoza, Elizabeth; Miller, Donn; Nilsen, Arthur; Patel, Ruchi R; Reeder, Amy C; Rosen,
Talisha L; Williams, Pierre L; Armstrong, Sally L; Bittner, Adrian; Braffman, Matthew E; Bullock,
Rebecca A; Celone, Michael A; Chanowitz, Jeffrey S; Davis, Glenn C; Davis, Rebecca J; Dolan,
Michael J; Fortin, Elaine; Hodges, Krystal M; Johnson, Michael D; Legall, Eduardo A; McCabe,
Kevin; Merkovich, Melissa A; Miller, Britney; O'Bryant, Ryan; Oviosu, Esther; Radii, Donald G;
Ryan, Danielle C; Salyer, Robert M; Trujillo, Leonard E; Barefoot, Thomas; Beebe, Heather F;
Blacknell, Chennetta D; Deal, Dean A; Gonzales, Kimberly A; Hernandez, Leticia; Jacobs,
Alexander L; Knafia, Susan J; Lopes, Harrison; McBride, Mark D; Planchard, Emily L; Salcedo,
Marvin W; Smith Shaw, Deborah J; Sobolewski, Cynthia F; Sweeney, Aaron W; Villarreal, Joe;
Vincent, Douglas L; Amador, Marlene; Ayoung, Carlton P; Bianco, Anthony D; Brown-Harris,
Janie; Castillo; Milagros; Chao, Sherman; Cheng, Susan P; Clark, Makesha; Clark, Makesha;
Cornell, Robert K; Ebersole, Jilla; Epperson, Douglas W; Epstein, Sara I; Fineaso, Samson P; Hall,
Joshua; Heffron, Christopher M; Horton, La Verne L; Hunt, Frederick; Huntenburg, Bettina M; · ·
Ibrahim, Salaheldin; lsoldi, John W; Jacks, Marion M; Jaspal, Ravinder S; Jimenez, Rolando R;
Johnson, Erik P; Johnson, Oliver; Kelly, Claire C; Khan, Asma M; Kotkin, Charles R; Lee, Terence
W; Liu, Jerry; Lomeli, Paul; Lutomski, Marie A; Lyday, Kevi.n J; Matthews, Lauren E;. Mohamed,
Fazal X; Navarro, Ross M; Omarson, Olaf; Quinn, Kevin T; Rogers, William R; Ryan, Kelly;
Savarese, lauren; Savarese, Lauren E; Seon, Juneann M; Stein, Jesse; Vogel, Cory I; White,
Robert A; Woydziak, Lester L; Becker, Scott E; Hysmith, Tenner L; Kanwal, Nida; Lambert, Percy
L; Newman, Brandi R; Ravelin, Ellen M; Riebesell, Paul D
Subject:·social Networking Sites
Importance: High
An Important Message from Steve Bucher, FONS Acting Associate Director, to all FONS
Employees
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Dear Colleanues -

Thanks for your patience,
Steve Bucher

Judith J. Scott
Executive Staff Assistant
Fraud Detection and National ·security (FDNS)
202'272-9029 (Office)
·
202·713·0048 (Blad,berry)
202-272-8594 (Fax)
ludith.Scott@dh1.gov
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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From:
To:

LJ$CIS Presidential T@miition

Preloaar Brandon B; Renaud Iracv L; Youoa Todd p; Walters Jessica S; Krebs, Kristie L
RE: *0 URGENP** Transition RFJ Due Noon Today

Subject:
Date:

Tuesday, December 13, 2016 2:15:13 PM

Hi Brandon,
The 4th quarter data isn't published yet. Also this paper was updated on 12/1 by OPQ, so I think we
can be pretty confident that it's as up to date as it can be for now. Thank you for reviewing.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate.
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any awichments, m6y contain confidential information and is covered by tederal laws governing
electronic communications, Electronic communications muy ulso be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this messrigr. is not the' intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disseminatior1,
dist(1bution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this ln error, rilease delete this message and all
attachments and ·,mrnediately notify the sendec

From: Prelogar, Brandon 8

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 1:30 PM
To: Renaud, Tracy L; USCJS Presidential Transition; Young, Todd P; Walters, Jessica 5; Krebs, Kristie L
Subject: RE: *'*URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today

Ok, butstill think we should adjust the second point I flagged, which projects a future
outcome for a FY quarter (Q3 FY 16) that's alrei.idy passed.

From: Renaud, Tracy L

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 12:27:36 PM
To: Prelogar, Brandon B; USCIS Presidential Transition; Young, Todd P; Walters, Jessica S; Krebs,
Kristie L
Subject: RE: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today
.

J

Brandon,·
As a general rule all agencies are using end of FY16 data. Given the short timeframe, and since it is.
noted that it is end of FY16, I suggest we leave it as is. If they ask for a briefing we can verbalize
updated numbers at that time as we have done in other areas.

Tracy L. Renaud
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Associate Director
Management Directorate
US Citizenship & Immigration Services
Department of Homefand Serurity
202·272·1739 /desk/

From: Prelogar, Brandon B
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 12:25 PM'
To: USCIS Presidential Transition; Young, Todd P; Walters, Jessica S; Krebs, Kristie L
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today

Hey, Julie. The asylum backlog info is a bit outdated. Think it best to shoot this back to Asylum to
get updated numbers/material. See comments i.n the attached. Thanks,
b-

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10: 11 AM
To: Young, Todd P; Walters, Jessica S; Prelogar, Brandon B; Krebs, Kristie L
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: PW: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today

Importance: High
_Just giving you the heads up that I sent out this information request this morning and that these
items will need to be cleared today by the COS-level or higher. All of these things are not newly
cr·eated items, so hopefully this will not be a very heavy lift as your principals should have already
seen them. These items must be provided to DHS today.
In addition to the items below, the team also requested our backlog issue paper (attached'--this was
previously cleared and was updated last month to include the FY16 numbers) and information about
premium processing fees and the new fee rule (will just provide the link to the final rule notice).
I will send items as I receive them to allow you the maximum amount of time to review. Attached is
the ELIS and ATLAS PIAs and SORN.
Thank you very much for your help with this.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain conf1dentinl information and 1s covered by federal laws governing

electronic communicat1ons. Electronic communica_tions may also be monitored by the Department of Hornel;md S1>:curitv, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any diss~mination,
distribution, use, or copying of th'1s message is strictly proh'1b·1ted. If you have received this in error, ple;:ise delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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From:

Farnam Julie E

To:

Renaud I@cv L·

Subject: · ·
Date:

RE; ***URGENT*** Transition RFI Due Noon Today
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 2:07:21 PM

Okay, good. I'm going to respond back to Brandon to let him know that OPQ updated the backlog
paper 13 days ago and then submit that with the presentation with the front office. I'm also going
to call you know to give you updates. Too much to type.
From: Renaud, Tracy L
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 1:55 PM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition
Subject: RE: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today

Agreed. Mike has a draft of an updated version that needs a few edits. We will have a new
version in a couple of days but shouldn't delay submission waiting. If they want a briefing
or more info later we can provide it then.

From: users Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 20161:46:29 PM
To: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today

Yes, but this one would need pretty extensive updating. I think we should use the backlog issue
paper with the presentation. That should provide the information they are seeking.
From: Renaud, Tracy L
..
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 12:57 PM
To: use1s Presidential Transition
Subject: RE: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today

Do you have the USCIS Immigration and Statistics and Trends document from Mike Hoefer?

From: Renaud, Tracy L·
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 12:31:37 PM
To: users Presidential Transition
Subject: FW: **'URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today

Julie,
The issue paper doesn't give a good sense of .where we have backlogs and any other specific info.
Attached is the powerpoint we used at the meeting with 0MB a couple of months ago. Do you think
any of this info would be helpful to provide?

Tr(lcy L. Renaud

Associate Director
Management Directorate
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Thank you very much for all your help with this and if there are any questions, I can be reached at
the numbers below.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-282-8277
(cl 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confrde1tial information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communicat'lons. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dlsseminatlon,

distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. Jfyou have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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Warning! This documcm, alm1g with auy attuchmcms. coutains NON-PUBLIC INFOR~IATJON c;,.cmpt from rrlcasc to the
public by frdernl law. It may C()n1ili11 contidcntin!, legally privilcgcd, proprietary <1r dclihcrutivc process imcr-agc11cy/intr::i·
agency material, You nrc hereby notified that any disscminntion, copying, or further distribution of 1his infonnmion to
1u1m1th\1ri;,;cd individuals {including u11a11thoriietl members of the President-elect Trnnsition Team) is stricily prohibited.
Ummthorizcd di~dosurc or rckasc of 1his in formation rnay res uh in km of aci:css 10 i11fon11ation, nnd dvil undlor cximimll fines

and penultic~.
3/3
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From:
To:
Ce:

USCIS Presidential Transition
OP&S Presidential Transition
Renaud I@cv L; Yaoisoo Denise; Hamilton, Cristina A; Greeltw Kevin A

Subject:
Date:

RE:,***URGENT*'*'* Transition RFI Due Noon Today
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 12:00:56 PM ·

Thank you!
From: Levine, Laurence D On Behalf Of OP&S Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13,. 2016 11:54 AM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L; Vanison, Denise; Hamilton, Cristina A; Greeley, Kevin A
Subject: RE: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today

Hi Julie - please see attached from OP&S for "Guidance on how/when social media can be used by
USCIS (OP&S/FDNS}." I've added our social media SMEs Cristina and Kevin to this email.
. Thanks,
Larry
From: users Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9: 18 AM
To: USCIS MGT Tasks; Stanley, Kathleen M; Kerns, Kevin J; Collins, Anissa A; Clark, Levita S; Hawkins,
Donald K; OP&S Presidential Transition; Vanison, Denise; FDNSExecSec; Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson,
Andrew J; Melero, Mariela; Rogers, Debra A; Simeon, David G; Schwartz, Mark A
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today
Importance: High

Good morning,
We have our first information request from the president-elect's transition landing team. There is
an extremely fast turnaround on these requests (apologies!)-it is due at noon today to allow time
for the front office to clear today and to get it back to DHS today. Therefore, no extensions may be
granted and it is imperative that you respond timely. ·
This is what is being requested:

(b)(5)
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From:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Datt!:
Attachments:

Levine Laurence Don behalf of Oe&S Presidential Transition
U5CIS Presidential Transition
Renaud Tracy Li Yanisao Deoisei Hamilton Cristina A; Greeiev Kevin A
RE: ***URGENT*** Transition RFI Due Noon Today
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:54:30 AM

Directive 110~01 Privacy Policv for Ooeratlooal llse of Soda! Media Oodf
Instruction 110~01-001 Privacv Policy for Operational Use of Social Medi odf
Steve Bucher December 6 and 7 SNS Emails dot
SMO\JT USCIS·Beoefits Determinations 20141124 PRIY FINAL.PDF
SMOlff USCIS·Geoeral Use 20150713 PRIY Final pdf
$MOUL USCIS·FDNS 20111121 PBIY FINAi PDE
SMOlIT \JSCIS-051 INV 20141124 PRIV FINAi PDE
SMOIIT IISC!S-OSI PSD 20)41124 PBIY FINAL.PDE

Hi Julie - please see attached from OP&S for "Guidance on how/when social media can be used by
USCIS (OP&S/FDNS)." I've added our social media SMEs Cristina and Kevin to this email.
Thanks,
Larry

From: USCIS Presidential Transition

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9: 18 AM
To: USCIS MGT Tasks; Stanley, Kathleen M; Kerns, Kevin J; Collins, Anissa A; Clark, Levita S; Hawkins,
Donald K; OP&S Presidential Transition; Vanison, Denise; FDNSExecSec; Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson,
Andrew J; Melero, Mariela; Rogers, Debra A; Simeon, David G; Schwartz, Mark A
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today
Importance: High
Good morning,
We have our first information request from the president-elect's transition landing team. There is
an extremely fast turnaround on these requests (apologies!)-it is due at noon today to allow time
for the front office to clear today and to get it back to DHS today. Therefore, no extensions may be
gran_ted and it is imperative that you respond timely.
This is what is beino renuested:

(b)(5)

Thank you very much for all your help with this and if there are any questions, I can be reached at
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the numbers below.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
{d) 202-282-8277
{c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal law5 governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,

distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prOhibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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Information Requ~st from Presidential Transition Team

OTC
December 13, 2016

(b)(5)

Page I of2
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From:
To:
Cc:

Rogers Debra A
Renaud, Tracy l
Melem Mar/ela

Subject:

RE: ***URGENT*** Transition RFI Due Noon Today

Date:

Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:57:34 AM

Thanks, We are working on our part
From: Renaud, Tracy L
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:29 AM
To: users Presidential Transition; users MGT Tasks; Stanley, Kathleen M; Kerns, Kevin J; Collins,
Anissa A; Clark, Levita s; Hawkins, Donald K; OP&S Presidential Transition; Vanison, Denise;
FDNSExecSec; Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson, Andrew J; Melero, Mariela; Rogers, Debra A; Simeon,
David G; Schwartz, Mark A
Subject: RE: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today

All - Highlighting which office has primary responsibility for each task and adding a little context in a
couple of areas. Give me or Julie a call if you-have any questions.
Trpcy l.. Renavd

Associate Director
ManPgement Direc:torc,te
US Citizenship & Immigration Se,vlces
Department a/ Homeland Security

202-272-1739 /desk}

From: users Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9: 18 AM
.
To: users MGT.Tasks; Stanley, Kathleen M; Kerns, Kevin J; Collins, Anissa A; Clark, Levita S; Hawkins,
Donald K; OP&S Presidential Transition; Vanison, Denise; FDNSExecSec; Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson,
Andrew J; Melero, Mariela; Rogers, Debra A; Simeon, David G; Schwartz, Mark A
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today
Importance: High

Good morning,
We have our first information request from the president-elect's transition landing team. There is
an extremely fast turnaround on these requests (apologies!)-it is due at noon today to allow time
for the front office to clear to_day and to get it back to DHS today. Therefore, no extensions may be
granted and it is imperative that you respond timely.
This is what is being requested:

(b)(5)
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Thank you very much for all your help with this and if there are any questions, I can be reached at
the numbers below.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and lmmigration·services
(d) 202·282·8277
(c) 202-489-8802
This comrnun.ication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws !.!Overning
electron·1c communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended (ecipient, you are hereby nOtified that al1y dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this 1n error, please delete this message and all

attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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Hawkins ·Donald K
USCIS Presidential Transition
Renaud Tracv L

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

RE:_ ***URGENT*** Transition RFI Due Noon Today

Date:

Tuesday, Decembe; 13, 2016 9:50:17 AM

Ok will do.
From:

users Presidential Transition

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:50 AM
To: Hawkins, Donald K
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
. Subject: RE: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today

We did not receive the documents. Could you resend? Thank you!
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic cornni11nic.itions. Electronic communica.tions may also be monitored by the Departme:it of Homeland Security, U.S, Citizenship
and lrnmigr·ation Services. If the reader of this mess<1ge is _not the intended recipient, you are hereby notifted that any dissc!mln<1t.ion,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
aw1chn1ents a,nd immediately notify the sender.

From: Hawkins, Donald K

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:32 AM

To: Renaud, Tracy L; users Presidential Transition; USCIS MGT Tasks; Stanley, Kathleen M; Kerns,
· Kevin J; Collins, Anissa A; Clark, Levita S; OP&S Presidential Transition; Vanison, Denise; FDNSExecSec;
Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson, Andrew J; Melero, Mariela; Rogers, Debra A; Simeon, David G; Schwartz,
Mark A
Subject: RE: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today

Thanks Tracy .:.1 submitted all of the requested information for ELIS and ATLAS to the Transition
Team last week. Please let me know if this was not received.
Donald
From: Renaud, Tracy L

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:29 AM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition; USCJS MGT Tasks; Stanley, Kathleen M; Kerns, Kevin J; Collins,
Anissa A; Clark, Levita S; Hawkins, Donald K; OP&S Presidential Transition; Vanison, Denise;
FDNSExecSec; Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson, Andrew J; Melero, Mariela; Rogers, Debra A; Simeon,
David G; Schwartz, Mark A
,
Subject: RE: *~'URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today

All~ Highlighting which office has primary responsibility for each task and adding a little context in a
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couple of areas. Give me or Julie a call if you have any questions.
Tracy L. Renaud
Associate Director
Management Directorate

US Citl:renship & Immigration Services
Deportment of Homeland Security
202-272-1739 (desk)

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9: 18 AM
To: USCIS MGT Tasks; Stanley, Kathleen M; Kerns, Kevin J; Collins, Anissa A; Clark, Levita S; Hawkins,
Donald K; OP&S Presidential Transition; Vanison, Denise; FDNSExecSec; Emrich, Matthew. D; Davidson,
Andrew J; Melero, Mariela; Rogers, Debra A; Simeon, David G; Schwartz, Mark A
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today
Importance: High

Good morning,
We have our first information request from the president-elect's transition landing team. There is
an extremely fast turnaround on these requests (apologies!)-it is due at noon today to allow time
for the front office to clear today and to get it back to OHS today. Therefore, no extensions may be.
granted and it is imperatiye that you respond timely.
T .:,. :. . .

1.

,+-: ..

I.

_,.

(b)(5)

Thank you very much for all your help with this and if_there are any questions, I can be reached at
the numbers below.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
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(d) 202-282-8277
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic cornrnunicatiOns. Electronic communications rnay also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizeriship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disseminatlon,
distribution, use, or copying of this message ls strictly prohiblted. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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From: users Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9: 18 AM
To: users MGT Tasks;-Stanley, Kathleen M; Kerns, Kevin J; Collins, Anissa A; Clark, Levita S; Hawkins,

Donald K; OP&S Presidential Transition; Vanison, Denise; FDNSExecSec; Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson,
Andrew J; Melero, Mariela; Rogers, Debra A; Simeon, David G; Schwartz, Mark A
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: **~URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today
Importance: High
Good morning,
We have our first information request from the president-elect's transition landing team. There is
an extremely fast turnaround on these requests (apologies!)-it is dye at noon today to allow time
for the front office to clear today and to get it back to DHS today. Therefore, no extensions may be
granted and it is imperative that you respond timely.·

(b)(5)

Thank you very much for all your help with this and if there are any questions, I can be reached at ·
the numbers below.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S Citizenship and Immigration Services
. (d) 202-282-8277

(c) 202-489~8802
This conimunication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications·may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, ·u.s. Citizenship

and Immigration Services. If the reader of th,is message is not the intended rec'1p·1ent, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message Is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all

attachments an_d immediately notify the sender.
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From:

To:

Hawkins Donald K

Renaud Tracy L; USCJS Presidential Transition; USCIS MGT Tasks; Stanley, Kathleen M; Kerns Ki::vin'J: ~
Clark Levita Si OP&S Presidential Trans1t100; Yanison Deoisg; EDNSExec5ec; Emricb Matthew D;
Davidson Andrew J; Melero Mariela; Rogers Debra A; Simeon, David G; Schwartz Mark A

~i

Subject:

RE: ***URGENT*** Transition RFI Due Noon Today

Date:

Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:32:10 AM.

Thanks Tracy- I.submitted all of the requested information for ELIS and ATLAs to the Transition
Team last week. Please let me know if this was not received.
Donald

From: Renaud, Tracy L
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:29 AM

To: users Presidential Transition; USCIS MGT Tasks; Stanley, Kathleen M; Kerns, Kevin J; Collins,
Anissa A; Clark, Levita S; Hawkins, Donald K; OP&S Presidential Transition; Vanison, Denise;
FDNSExecSec; Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson, Andrew J; Melero, Mariela; Rogers, Debra A; Simeon,
1
David G; Schwartz, Mark A
·
Subject: RE: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today

All - Highlighting which office has primary responsibility for each task and adding a little context in a
couple of areas. Give me or Julie a call if you have any questions.
Tracy L. Renaud
Associate Director

Management Directorate
US Citizenship & Immigration Services

Department of Homeland Security
202·272-1739 /desk/

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9: 18 AM
To: USCIS MGT Tasks; Stanley, Kathleen M; Kerns, Kevin J; Collins, Anissa A; Clark, Levita S; Hawkins,
Donald K; OP&S Presidential Transition; Vanison, Denise; FDNSExecSec; Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson,
Andrew J; Melero, Mariela; Rogers, Debra A; Simeon, David G; Schwartz, Mark A
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
·
Subject: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today
Importance: High
·

Good moining,
We have our first information request from the president-elect's transition landing team. There is
an extremely fast turnaround on these requests (apologies!)-it is dye at noon today to allow time
for the front office to clear today and to get it back to DHS today. Therefore, no extensions may be
_ granted and it is imperative that you respond timely.
This is what is being reiluested:

(b)(5)
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(b)(5) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Thank you very much for all your-help with this and if there are any questions, I can be reached at
the numbers below.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Id) 202-282-8277
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, a!ong with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship

and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use: or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this In error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify.the sender.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Renaud Iracv l
USCIS Presidential Transition
RE: ***URGENT*** Transitioll RFI Due Noon Today
Tuesday, December 13 1 2016 12:56:53 PM

Do you have the
Hoefer?

users Immigration and

Statistics and Trends document from Mike

From: Renaud, Tracy L
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 12:31:37 PM
To: users Presidential Transition
Subject: FW: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today

Julie,
The issue paper doesn't give a good sense of where we have backlogs and any other specific info.
Attached is the powerpoint we used at the meeting with 0MB a couple of months ago. Do you think
any of this info would be helpful to provide?
·

Tracy L. Ren(11,1d .
Associate Director
Monogement Oirectorote
.US Citlrenship & Immigration Se,vices
Deportment of Homeland Security
202-272-1739 (desk)

From: Prelogar, Brandon B
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 12:25 PM
To: users Presidential Transition; Young, Todd P; Walters, Jessica S; Krebs, Kristie L
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today

Hey, Julie. The asylum backlog info is a bit outdated. Think it best to shoot this back to Asylum to
get updated numbers/material. See com·ments in the attached. Thanks,

b-

From: USeIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10: 11 AM
To: Young, Todd P; Walters, Jessica S; Prelogar, Brandon B; Krebs, Kristie L
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: FW: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today
Importance: High

Just giving you the heads up that I sent out this information request this mornirg and that these
items will need to be cleared today by the COS-tevel or higher. All of these things are not newly
created items, so hopefully this will not be a very heavy lift as your principals should have already
seen them. These items must be provided to DHS today.
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In addition to the items below, the team also requested our backlog issue paper (attached-this was
previously cleared and was updated last month to include the FY16 n(1mbers) and information about
premium processing fees and the new fee rule (will just provide the link to the final rule notice).
I will send items as I receive them to allow you the maximum amount of time to review. Attached is
the ELIS and ATLAS PIAs and SORN.
Thank you very much for your help with this.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
US Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
Tt1is communlcat'ion, along with any attachments, m(ly contain confldentiahnformation and ls covered by tederal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic ~on,munications may also be monitored by the Department of.Homeland Security, U.S. Citi,enship
;;:ind ltnmigi ation Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hem by notified th;;it ar1y dissemination,
· distribution, use, or copying of this message '1s strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
~ttachments and immediately notify the sender

From: USCIS Presidential Transition

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9: 18 AM
To: USCIS MGT Tasks; Stanley, Kathleen M; Kerns, Kevin J; Collins, Anissa A; Clark, Levita S; Hawkins,
Donald K; OP&S Presidential Transition; Vanison, Denise; FDNSExecSec; Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson,
Andrew J (Andrew.J.Dayjdson@uscjs.dhs.gov); Melero, Mariela; Rogers, Debra A; Simeon, David G;
·schwartz, Mark A
·
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today
Importance: High
Good morning,
We have our first information request from the preside"nt-elect's transition"landing team. There is
an extremely fast turnaround on these requests (apologies!)-it is due at noon today to allow time
for the front office.to clear today and to get it back to DHS today. Therefore, no extensions may be
granted and it is imperative that you respond timely.
This is what is being requested:

, (b)(5)
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Thank you very much for all your help with. this and if there are any questions, I can be reached at
the numbers below.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-282-8277
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electron'ic comm~nications, Electron le communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the inlended recipient, you ,are hereby notifred that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message iS strictly prohibited. If you have received this In error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sehder.
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Fleet Andrea B
Clark Levita S; USCIS Presidential Transition;

From:

To:

~ ; Schwsirtz Mark A

users MGI Tasks; Stanley

Cc:

Renaud I@cv L

Subject:

RE: ***URGENT*** Traiisition Rfl Due Noon Today
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 3:51:25 PM

Date:

Kathleen M; Keros Kevin J;

~

Julie -We are awaiting approval-by Tracy and Kevin.
Thanks,
Andrea
From: Clark, Levita S

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 3:50 PM
To: users Presidential Transition; users MGT Tasks; Stanley, Kathleen M; Kerns, Kevin J; Collins,
Anissa A; Schwartz, Mark A
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: *"URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today
Hi Julie,
.
The ELIS costs were provided in the document Kath sent forward and OCFO also sent forward their
comments regarding cost.
LeVita S Clark
Office of Transformation Coordination
Desk: (202) 272-9403

users PresidentiaLTransition

From:

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 3:45 PM
To: USCIS MGT Tasks; Stanley, Kathleen M; Kerns, Kevin J; Collins, Anissa A; Clark, Levita S; Schwartz,
Mark A
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due .Noon Today
Importance: High
·
I believe the only response I'm missing is the ELIS costs (also highlighted below). Please provide
them as soon as possible.

Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship a'nd Immigration Services

(d) 202'272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802.
..

.

This communication, along with any attachments,

.

rmv cont::iin confidential information cind is covered b,i federal

laws governing

electronic co.mmunications. Electronic communications may als9 be monitored by the Depart_ment of Homeland Security, U.S. Ci~ize11ship
and Immigration Services. lfthe reader of th'1s message ·1s not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribut'ion, use,

O(

copying of this message is strictly prohibited. lfYOll have received tli'1s in error, please delete this message and all
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attachm.ents and immediately notify the sender. ·

From: USCJS Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016. 9: 18 AM
To: USCJS MGT Tasks; Stanley, Kathleen M; Kerns, Kevin J; Collins, Anissa A; Clark, Levita S; Hawkins,
Donald K; OP&S Presidential Transition; Vanison, Denise; fDNSExecSec; ·Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson,
Andrew J (Andrew.J.Dayidson@uscjs.dhs.gov); Melero, Mariela; Rogers, Debra A; Simeon, David G;
Schwartz, Mark A
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today.
Importance: High
Good morning,
We have our first information request from the president-elect's transition landing team. There is
an extremely fast turnaround ori these requests (apologies!)-it is due at noon today to allow time
for the front office to
clear today and to get it back
.
. to DHS today. Therefore, no .extensions may be
granted and it is imperative that you respond timely.

(b)(5)
Thie k

,.,h-,f"'

k

hl""\inn

Thank you very much for all your help with this and 1/ there are any questions, I can be reached at
the numbers below.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and lmmigration·services
(d) 202-282-8277
(c) 202-489-8802
This communicat1on, along with any attachments, may conta'm confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing·
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Securjty, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this·message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
. distribution, use, or copying of this message ls strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
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attachments and immediately nOtify the sender.
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From:
lo:

Clark l evita s
USCJS Presidential Transition;

Schwartz, Mark A

users MGI Tasks; Stanley

Cc:

Renaud Icacv L

Subject:

RE: ***URGENT*** lransitlon Rft Due Noon Today
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 3:50:29 PM

Date:

Kathteen M: Kerns Kevin Ji Collins Anissa A;

Hi Julie,
The ELIS costs were provided in the document Kath sent forward and OCFO also sent forward their
comments regarding cost.
. LeVita S Clark
Office of Transformation Coordination
Desk.: (202) 272-9403
·From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 3:45 PM
To: USCIS MGT Tasks; Stanley, Kathleen M; Kerns, Kevin J; Collins, Anissa A; Clark, Levita $; Schwartz,
Mark A
·
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today
Importance: High

I believe the only response I'm missing is the ELIS costs (also highlighted below). Please provide
them as soon as possible.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This commun,ication: along With any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered

r

by federal laws governing

elP.ctronic com1_nunicotion~. Electronic communications may al.so be monitored by ttie Departrne11\ of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services, If the reader of this message is not the i11tended recipient, you are hereby notified that ·any dissemini!tlon,

distributio~, ~s.e, or copying of this mess.ige is strictly prnhibited. If you luive received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and ·immediately notify the sender.

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9: 18 AM
To: USCIS MGT Tasks; Stanley, Kathleen M; Kerns, Kevin J; Collins, Anissa A; Clark, Levita S; Hawkins,
Donald K; OP&S Presidential Transition; Vanison, .Denise; FDNSExecSec; Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson,
Andrew J (Andrew.J,Dayjdson@uscjs,dhs,gov); Melero, Mariela; Rogers, Debra A; Simeon, David G;
Schwartz, Mark A
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: ***URGENT*** Transition·Rfl Due Noon Today
Importance: High

313,

Good. morning,
We have our first information request from the president'elect's transition landing team. There is
an extremely fast turnaround on these requests (apologies!)-it is due at noon today to allow time
for the front office to clear today and to get it back to OHS today. Therefore, no extensions may be
granted and it is imperative that you respond timely.
This is what is being requested:

(b)(5

Thank you very much for all your help with this and if there are any questions, I can be reached at
the numbers below.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship.and Immigration Services
(d) 202-282-8277
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may r0ntaln confidential information and is covered by federal laws goYernlng
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Departmerit of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly pro_hibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately not'1fy the sender.
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From:

lJSCIS Presidential Transition

To:

users MGT Tasks: Stanley Kathleen M; Keens Kevin J; Collins. Anissa A; Clark l evita $; Schwartz Mark 4

Cc:
Subject:

Reooud Trntv I

Date:

Importance:

RE: **"'URGE~** Transition RFI Due Noon Today
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 3:44:40 PM
High

I believe the only response I'm missing is the ELIS costs (also highlighted below). Please provide
them as soon as possible.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Opera_tions Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
Tl1is communication, along with any attachments, may contain confiden(ial information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications, Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland S(;'curity, U.S. Citizenship
and lmmigrntion Servrces. If the reuder ol this.message is not the intended recipientr you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
disttibi.itlof1, u~e, or COJ)Ying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you haye received this in error, please delete t~is message and all

atlilchrnerits a11d "rmrncciiately notify the sender.

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9: 18 AM

To: USCIS MGT Tasks; Stanley, Kathleen M; Kerns, Kevin J; Collins, Anissa A; Clark, Levita S; Hawkins,
Donald K; OP&S Presidential Transition; Vanison, Denise; FDNSExecSec; Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson, ·
Andrew J (Andrew.J.Davidson@uscis.dhs.gov); Melero, Mariela; Rogers, Debra A; Simeon, David G;
Schwartz, Mark A
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today
Importance: High

I
I

I
''

Good morning,
We have our first information request from the president-elect's transition landing team. There is
an extremely fast turnaround on these requests (apologies!)-it is due at noon today to allow time
for the front office to clear today and to get it back to OHS today. Therefore, no extensions may be
granted and it is imperative that you respond timely.
This is what is being requested:

(b)(5)
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(b)(5)

Thank you very much for all your help with this and if. there are any questions, I can be reached at
the numbers below.
·
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-282'.8277 ·
(c) 202-489-8802
This communicatio.n, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security 1 U,S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and alt

attachrTlents and immediately notify the sender.
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From:
To:
Subject:

Prnlooac Brandon B
USCIS Presidential Transition; Renaud, Iracv L; Youoa, Todd Pi Walters, Jessica s: Krebs Kristie L

Date:

Tuesday, December 13, 2016 3:38:04 PM

RE: ***URGENT*** Transition RFI Due Noon Today

Julie, that's fine. My point was that at various points in the paper the present or tutu re tense is
applied to or implied for FY16, and the .future for FYl 7, including in that sentence. See tie re:

(b)(5)

.

From:

users Presidential Transition

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 2: 15 PM
To: Prelogar, Brandon B; Renaud, Tracy L; Young, Todd P; Walters, Jessica S; Krebs, Kristie L
Subject: RE: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today
Hi Brandon,

The 4 th quarter data isn't published yet Also this paper was updated on 12/1 by OPQ so I think we
can be pretty confident that it's as up to date as it can be for now. Thank you for reviewing.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship 2nd Immigration Services
(d) 202:272,1102
(c) 202·489·8802 ·
ThiS communication. along with any attachments, rnay contain confidential information and is. covered by federal taws governing
el(:ctronic commlin1cations, Electronic commu'r11cations may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and lmmlgration Services. If the reader of this rnessage is not the intended recipient. ycl\1 <ire hereby notified th<ll ,my dissemit~ation,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and ;:ill ·
attachments and irnrnedi;,tely notify the sender.

From: Prelogar, Brandon B

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 1:30 PM

To: Renaud, Tracy L; USCIS Presidential Transition; Young; Todd P; Walters, Jessica S; Krebs, Kristie L
Subject: RE: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today

Ok, but still think we should adjust the second point I flagged, which projects a future
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outcome for

aFY quarter (Q3 FY 16) that's
already passed.
'
.

From: Renaud, Tracy L
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 12:27:36 PM
To: Prelogar, Brandon B; USCIS Presidential Transition; Young, Todd P; Walters, Jessica S; Krebs,
Kristie L
Subject: RE: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today

Brandon,
As a general rule all agencies are using end of FY16 data. Given the short timeframe, and since it is
noted that it is end of FY16, I suggest we leave it as is. If they ask for a briefing we can verbalize
updated numbers at that time as we have done in other areas.

Tracy L. Renaud

Associate Director
Management Directorate
US Citizenship & Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Sec1.1rlty
202·272·1739 (desk/

From: Prelogar; Brandon B
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 12:25 PM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition; Young, Todd P; Walters, Jessica S; Krebs, Kristie L
Cc: Renaud,.Tracy L
·
Subject: RE: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today

Hey, Julie. The asylum backlog info is a bit outdated. Think it best to shoot this back to Asylum to
get updated numbers/material. See comments in the attached. Thanks,

b-

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10: 11 AM
To: Young, Todd P; Walters, Jessica S; Prelogar, Brandon B; Krebs, Kristie L
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: FW: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today
Importance: High
Just giving you the heads up that I sent out this information request this morning and that these
items will need to be cleared today by the COS-level or higher. All of these things are not newly
created items, so hopefully this will not be a very heavy lift as your principals should have already
seen them. These items must be provided to OHS today. ·
In addition to the items below, the team also requested our backlog issue paper (attached-this was
previously cleared and was updated last month to include the FY16 numbers) and information about
premium processing fees and the new fee rule (will just provide the link to the final rnle notice).
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I will send items as I receive them to allow you the maximum amount of time to review Attached is
the ELIS and ATLAS PIAs and SORN .
. Thank you very much for your help with this.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This ,·ommunicatlon, along with any attachments, may contain confidential mformation and is covered by feder<1I laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of H.ome!and Security, US Cmzenship
and ln1migrat1on Services. If tile reader of this rnessage is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibiled. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender,

From: users Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9: 18 AM
To: USCIS MGT Tasks; Stanley, Kathleen M; Kerns, Kevin J; Collins, Anissa A; Clark, Levita S; Hawkins,
Donald K; OP&S Presidential Transition; Vanison, Denise; FDNSExecSec; Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson,
Andrew J (AndrewJ.Davidson@uscis,dhs.gov); Melero, Mariela; Rogers, Debra A; Simeon, David G;
Schwartz, Mark A
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
• Subject: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today
Importance: High

Good morning,
. We have our first information request from the president-elect's transition landing team. There is
an extremely fast turnaround on these requests (apologies!.)-it is due at noon today to allow time
for the front office to clear today and to get it back to OHS today. Therefore, no extensions may be
granted and it _is imperative that you respond timely.
This is what is being requested:

(b)(5)
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(b)(5)

I

I

Thank you very much for all your help wi_th this and if there are any questions, I can be reached at
the numbers below:
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
{d) 202-282-8277
{c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information arid is covered by federal laws governing

electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. C1t1zenship
and lmm·1gration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notiDed that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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From:

BetllY BkMrd M· F'ttl AMrea e: ~
l!SCJS MGtWks: S!aolev Kathleen M; Moore 1oscoh P; Eredericll5 CtJdstooh1w White iaco11elvo

To:

-

C<:1'

Q;

Soloweioh Todd I ; ~

Rf:: ... URGENT""* TransltJOn RA Doe Noon Tooav
Tuesday, December JJ, 2016 7:06:00 PM

Subject:

Date:

imane?QJ rrnt

Attachments:

('honks fUch. I will forward t~ the transition mailbox.

Trocyt. fltnr:wd

Am•cli.Hc Qlrt,tor
Mol'Ml9tmtnt Olrtttorutt
VS Ci1!1u1shlp $, 1mmi9rut/011~rvlctr$

tuiportmtnt of Homelcmd Mcv,ity
l01,Jll,17J<J {dtJ*)

From: Reilly, Richard M
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 7:02 PM
To: Fleet, Andrea B; Kerns, Kevin J; Renaud, Tracy L
.
.
Cc: USCIS MGT Tasks; Stanley, Kathleen M; Moore, Joseph D; Fredericks, Christopher; White, Jacquelyn D; Soloweigh, Todd L; Nasir, Syed A
Subject: RE: ***URGENT'*· Transition RFI Due Noon Today
Tracy/Kevin/Andrea-Attached is the t.Jpdated OTC submission.
Please let us know ii you need anything else.

Thanks!
Rich
· From: Fleet, Andrea B
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 5:40 PM
To: Stanley, Kathleen M; Reilly, Richard M
Cc: Kerns, Kevin J; Renaud, Tracy L; USCIS MGT Tasks
Subject: RE: "'**URGENT*** Transition RFI Due Noon Today
Kath - Once colllpleted, pJea.se forward this to Rich {OCrQ) for review. Rich please forward the sub'mission to Kevin who will get it Julie at

usc1s Prer,idential Tn.'ll1Sition uscisoresidentialtraositioo@usds ribs gov.
1 appreciate

everyone's diligence to get this done today.

Andrea
From: Stanley, Kathleen M
.
sent: Tuesday, De<ember 13, 2016 5:28 PM
To: Fleet, Andrea B
CC: Kerns, Kevin J ·
Subject: RE: JUURGENT*** Transition RFI Due Noon Today
Yes,

The last table he needs, l only have in picture format and the footnote is blurry.
The member of my team will not be at home until 5:45 pm.

She has the request!
Kath

Kathleen ''Kath'' Stanle"y
Chief, Office Transformation Coordination
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
202·272-9401
.

Fro"1: Fleet, Andrea 8
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 5:04 PM
To: Stanley, Kathleen M
CC: Kerns, Kevin J
Subject: PW: -'HURGENT'"u Transition RFI Due Noon Today
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Kath~ Rich mentioned you were going to forward the updated t;:1b1es, correct?
From: Reilly, Richard M
sent: Tuesday, December 131 2016 4:23 PM
To: Fleet, Andrea B
Cc: Davis, Alecia A; Moore, Joseph Di Fredericks, Christopher
Subject: RE: ***URGEJ\IT*** Transition RFI Due Noon Today
Andrea~ ihe ore charts are pictures so I couldn't change them. l talked to Kath and she is going to make th~ changes and ~end an updated
version to rne I will send it to you as soon as I receive it.
Rich

From: Fleet, Andrea B

sent: Tu.sday, December 13, 2016 3:57 PM
To: Reilly, Richard M
CC: Davis, Alecia A; Moore, Joseph D; Fredericks, Christopher
Subject: FW! ***URGENT**' Transition RFI Due Noon Today
Rich - Would you mind making the necessary changes and reforwarding us a dean copy please? Thanks.

From: Renaud, Tracy L

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 3:53 PM
To: Fleet, Andrea B; Kerns, Kevin J
.
Subject: RE: •**URGENT**' Transition RFI Due Noon Today
. I agree with OCFO's recommendations.

TmcyL Renoud

Am,cl!lte Olreao,

Moooaem,mt Oir11rtorott
U5 CiliNMllip & lmrnlgtl'IIIOll Suvl(i/$
t>epartme11tof Homtlond Stcurlty
102-211·1139 {de1kJ

From: Fleet, Andrea B

sent: Tuesday, December ll, 2016 3:47 PM
To: Renaud, Tracy L; Kerns, Kevin J
Subject: FW: ***URGENT**• Transition RFI Due Noon Today
Trac:y-. CFO has quesllons, p!ease advise,
From: Fleet, Andrea B
Sent: Tuesday1 December 13, 2016 2:00 PM
To: Renaud, Tracy L; Kerns, Kevin J
Cc: users MGT Tasks
Subject: FW: ***URGENT*** Transition RFI Due Noon TOO'ay
.

.

Tracy. OCFO has the following questions below concerning OTC's response. Pleas~ advise as to how you would like OCFO to proceed. BTW, I
am attending trilining frorn 2-4. Thanks,

Andrea
From: Reilly, Richard M
sent: Tuesday, December 131 2016 1:56 PM
To: Fleet, Andrea B; users MGT Tasks
Cc: Fredericks, Christopher; White, Jacquelyn D; Soloweigh, Todd L; Nasir, Syed A; Cristian/, Juan L; Moore, Joseph D
Subject: FW: •**URGENT*,.. Transition RFI Due Noon Today

(b )(.5)ndrea-o~ro has reviewed the responses to the following two questions:
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Let us know if vm1 have question~ Al50, please let us know if you want us to coordinate the changes with OTC

Thanks!
Rich

From: Fleet, Andrea B"

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 1:40 PM
To: Davis, Alecia A; Moore, Joseph D; Reilly, Richard M
Cc: USCIS MGT Tasks
Subject: f\N: ***URGENT""''' Transition RFI Due Noor Today
OCFO

lam heading toa training session shortly. Please forward your

resPonse io the MGT task box who will obtain Tracy and Kevin's

'clearance before tt:lrwarding to the Presidential Transition clearance box

Thanks again for your quick turnarou1,d on this.
'Anrea

From: Stanley, Kathleen M

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:52 AM
To: Fleet, Andrea B; Schwartz, Mark A; Jones, Keith A; Wittman, Gregory J; Black, D!ane E; Moore, Joseph D; Reilly, Richard M; Davis, Alecia A;
Destefano, Ernest; Anderson, Erik C; Becker, Cheryl L
Cc: users MGT Tasks; Renaud, Tracy L; Kerns, Kevin J; Tran, Ramona Li Clark, Levita S; Perryman, Janet J; Van Demark, Henry
Subject: RE: 0 "URGENP** Transition RFI Due Noon Today
'

Andrea,
Attac.hed is OTC's input. J have also attached a spreadsheet that provides more detail for the cost data,
Ramona Trani~ our lead in 11ulling this data and l have added her to facilitate answering any question~.

Kath,

Kathleen "Kath" Stanley
Chief. Office Transformation Coordination
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
202-272.9401
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Ft-om: Fleet, Andrea 6
sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:30 AM
To: Stanley, Kathleen M; Schwart11 Mark A; Jones, Keith A; Wittman, Gregory J; Black, Diane E; Moore, Joseph D; Reilly, Richard M; Davis, Alecia
A; Destefano, Emest; Anderson1 Erik C; Becker, Cheryl L
Cc: USCIS MGT Tasks; Renaud, Trac.y L; Kerns, Kevin J
Subject: FW: **•URGENT'"** TransitiOn RF1 Due Noon Today
Importance: High
URGENT PRESIDENTIAL TRANSITION REQUEST- DUE NOON TODAY; NO EXTENSIONS

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
sent: Tuesday, December 131 2016 9:18 AM
To: users MGT Tasks; Stanley, Kathleen M; Kerns, Kevin J; Co!lins, Anissa A; Clark, Levita S; Hawkins, .Donald K; OP&S Presidential Transition;
vanison, Denise; FDNSExecSec; Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson, Andrew J; Melero, Mariela; Rogers, Debra A; Simeon, David G; SChwartz, Mark A
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: **'URGENT*** Transition RFJ Due Noon Today
Importance: High

Go.ad momlng,
We have our first information request from the president-elect's transition landing team. There is an extremely fast turnaround on these
requests (apoiOgiesJ)-it is due at OQQO 10dav to allow time for the front office to clear today and to get it back to DHS today. Therefore, no
~xtenslons may be granted ilnd it is impernt'1ve that you respond timely.
This is what is being requested:

(b)(5)

Thank you very much for all your help with this and if there are any questions, I can be reached at the numbers below.
Julie Fafnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Director~te
U.S. Citizenship and lmmigrat'ron Services
{d) 202·282-8277
(c) 202"489'8802
This ~ommunlcat>On. along with any ~rta(hmenl$, may contain confidential Information am:J ,s cOW!ted by leder.~I laws eovernlngel~etronic rommunicati(m~. F.lectronl( rornmunlcetions may ako
be monitored by the Department cf Homel~nd Seeuritv, U.S. C1tl1en~h1p and Immigration Se""ces II the reader cl 1h11 m,mage I~ not the lnte~ded recipleM, \'OU are hereby notified t~M any
dis~emiMtio~, diWlbution, u1~. or copying of this me~sJge Is itrictly prohibited. If you haw received this in error, please del~te thii me11~se and all att~.chments and immediately not,fy thij
,ender.
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from:

l!SCIS Pcesidro!Jill Irnosrtion
Groom Molly M; OC<>Pmarx:r; .liuldou.....l.: PrPWrr Pea p·
Beoa,KI Tmv I

TQ!

"''

Subject:

Date:
Attae;hrl'll!mtl:

~

Mmee BatU9oa I

RE: •uuRGENT• .. Traosltlon Rfl Dve Now

--

Tuesday, Deu:mber 13, 2016 9;34;52 PM

iormmatiQo BN111est fmm Presideottill I@osttinn Wm rorc I?· I 3-2015 re dPCJ

~

Importance:

High

I still need this document tonight. Ramona appears to be offfine. I~ there someone else that can review this now?

(b)(5)

''f

seed the 121121::ins resresss E'rned

i

Thank you,
Julie Farnam

Senior Advisor
Field Opetations Directorate

US. Cif1zenship and Immigration Services
[di 202·2)2·1102

(cl 20H8H802
Thi~ commun1ut,o~. rllong with ,,nv ~ltJchm,mt1, m,,y r.011\~ln tonfids'n\iol ,~!Ml'll~t,o~ .\Od II a,v,.H~d t;y f,·ci~rJI 1.,w~ ~O\:ftroini;:el~f.\r,~nl<:<.ommuo,~.itlon,I. t.r~rnon,, wmmuni<dtkw, m.1y JI~"'
b~ 1~oq1rnr~d llV the l),;twtment ot Homel.lnd Security, U.S. C1tl1~11shil)~11d lmrr"a,~1i,;,n !,,!rvke>. 11 the ,~~d~r ()1 tf,., me,l.l~I; ,~ not the int<'ndeJ ree1p,eflt, yoy Mt' herl'b~ notif~d that anv
(tl~~m11UH011, ,;ilwlb~\i(ln, u~. or tOPVine ot \hi,; 11'11!~!.ilg~ 11 mktfy prohib1tP.d. 1/~ou h~\lle r~terwd th,s in Nror, rd~.i;~ del~IP. 1h11 nw11~,:~ and ~II Mt~1·Mm1tfl1~ ~nd ,rnmedi.1wlv nrit,fy 1h~
~t'1\d~·1.

From: Groom, Molly M
,
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 8:41 PM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition; OCC~Clearance; Jaddou, Ur M; carpenter, Dea D; Miles, John D; Mcgee, Ramona L
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: *0 URGENT 0 .* Transiticin RFJ Due Noon Today

Actually adding her here.

From: Groom, Molly M

sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 8:40:43 PM

,

To: USCIS Presidential Transition; OCC·Clearance; Jaddou, Ur M; Carpenter, Dea o; Miles, John D
O;: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: ***URGENT*** Transition RFI Due Noon Today

Including Ramona. I will forward the attachment separately,

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 7:39:06 PM
To: OCC-Clearance; Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Malty M; carpenter, Dea D; Miles, John D
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
·
Subject: FW: ***URGENT*** Transition RFI Due Noon Today
One more document that needs to be r~viewed tonight. I still have to get Dl/02 clearance tonight on thiS as well, so you Quick turnaround is
·greatly appreciated.
Thank you,

Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor

Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citi2enshlp and Immigration Services
(di 202-272-1102
1,1 202-489·8302
This eomm~niutk>n, !!long w,1t, dny at1JChm!'nli, ma¥ contain (tmlid~ntiJt inlorrnat1on :1n(I Is cowrticl bl' fed,1r3l l,1w1 governing P.l•:ct,oni,. comrnunk>1li11n1 [l,,1,1ro"ir ,:omrnunic,,t;or,s rr,~y also
t,,, rnoroi\(1MI 11•1 till• l)~1MrLn1(•n1 or Hon,,.•lan,/ :,,,ruo ,iy, U},. (lti1,.,1,1l1lp ~nd 1mrnisr,1ti(m S~rvir.w,. If tt,~ 1e~J1,,· <)f lhl\ rr,~~\.l!;i! i~ not the inlen1fad r11cipie"t, you ,1,.., her~b~ !lflti/;,.,1 \h.:,t dlll'
di~~minJtloo, di$lnhution, U)(', or coµvinll. of \hj~ l1W!,,l.lll(l I~ minty proh1bltod. !!you hJw rm:,iiwd 1hl~ in crro,, pll',lS~ del~tr ttil\ ml'>'>~II"' .ind JII ,111ad1!mml\ .ind irnm,,di;,t,,ly notify 1trn

1,:n,Jrr
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From: Reilly, Richard M
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 4:23 PM
To: Fleet, Andrea B
Cc: Davis, Alecia A; Moore, Joseph O; Fredericks, Christopher
Subject: RE: ***URGENT*** Transition RFI Due Noon Today
Andrea- the OTC Charts are pictures so I couldn't change them. I talked to Kath and stie is going to make the changes and se~d an updated
version to me. I will send it to you as soon as I receive it.
Rich
-----------·"-"··-···""'"'"'"""""""''"'""'""'"""'""'"'''""""_,_

From: fleet, Andrea B
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 3:57 PM
To: Reilly, Richard M
Cc: Davis, Alecia A; Moore, Joseph Di Fredericks, Christopher
Subject: FW: •uuRGENT**- Transition Rfl Due Noon Today
Rich··· Would you mind rnak.ing the necesSary 'changes ar1d reforwarding us a clean copy please? Thanks.
From: Renaud, Tracy L
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 3:53 PM
To: Fleet, Andrea B; Kerns, Kevin J
Subject: RE: *""URGENT*** Transition RFI Due Noon Todi.lY
I

agree with OCFO's recommendations

rra,rt. Rer,QurJ

.

Auotkltt Director
Momigemtflt Dirt{rorott
us Cirlren,hlp & lmml{lrorionStrvlcrs
Deportirnrllf of Homt1'mrJ s«ocur/ty
l01·11Z-17J'J/rJeJk)

From; Fleet, Andrea B
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 3:47 PM
To: Renaud, _Tracy Li Kerns, Kevin J
Subject: FW: • 0 URGENT*** Transition RFl Due Noon Today
Tracy- CFO has questions, please advise
Ff'Om: Fleet, Andrea B
Sent: Tuesd,ay, December 13, 2016 2:00 PM
To: Renaud, Tracy L; Kerns, Kevin J
Cc: USCIS MGT Tasks
Subject: FW: 0 *URGENT*** Transition RFI Due Noon Today
Tracy OCFO has t~e following questions below concerning OTC's response. Please advise as to how you woul.d like OCFO to proceed. B1W, I
am atten~ing training from 2-4. Thanks,
Andrea

--·--··-· ··-··--·-·---·····--·-··-·····---··-···------------------From: Rellly, Richard M
sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 1:56 PM
To: fleet, Andrea B; USCIS MGT Tasks
Cc: Fredericks, Christopher; White, Jacquelyn D; Soloweigh, Todd L; Nasir, Syed A; Cristlanl, Juan Li Moore, Joseph D
Subject: FW: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today
Andrea

9cFo has reviewed the responses to the following two questions:

(b)(5)
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Let us know if you have questions. Also. please let us know it yow want

llS

to coordinate the changes

with

OTC.

Thanks I
Rich

From: Fleet,"Andrea B

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 1:40 PM
To: Davis, Alecia A; Moore, Joseph D; Reilly, Richard M
Cc: USCIS MGT Tasks
Subject: FW: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today

OCFO - I arn hcad1r'1g to a training session shortly. Pleas~ forward your response to the MGT task box who will obtain Tracy ~nd Kevin's
clearance before forwarding to the Presidential Transition clearance box.
Thanks aguin for your quick turnaround on this.
Anrea

From: Stanley, Kathleen M
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:52 AM
To: Fleet, Andrea B; Schwartz, Mark A; Jones, Keith A; Wittman, Gregory Ji Black, Diane E; Moore, Joseph D; Reilly, Richard M; Davis, Alecia A;
Destefano, Ernest; Anderson, Erik C; Becker, Cheryl L
.
Cc: users MGT Tasks; Renaud, Tracy L; Kerns, Kevin J; Tran, Ramona L; Clark, Levitas; Perryman, Janet J; Van Demark, Henry
Subject: RE: ***UR~ENT'** Transition RF! Due Noon Today
Andrea,

Attached is OTC's Input. 1have also attached a spreadsheet that p1ovides more detail tor the cost data.
Ramona Tran is our lead in pulling this data and I have added her to facilitate answering any questions.
Kath

Kathleen "Kath" Stanley
Chief, Office Transformation Coordination
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
202-272-9401

From: Fleet, Andrea B
Sent: Tuesday, December 131 2016 9:30 AM
To: Stanley, Kathleen M; Schwartz, Mark A; Jones, Keith A; Wittman, Gregory J; Black, Diane E; Moore, Joseph D; Reilly, Richard M; Davis, Alecia
Ai Destefano, Ernest; Anderson, Erik C; Becker, Cheryl L
·
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Cc: USCIS MGT Tasks; Renaud, Tracy L; Kerns, Kevin J
Subject: FW: **'URGENT**'" Transition Rfl Due Noon Today

Importance: High

· ·

URGE.NT PRESIDENTIAL TRANSITION REQUEST - DUE NOON TODAY; NO EXTEMS10NS

From: users Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:18 AM
To: USCIS MGT Tasks; Stanley, Kathleen M; Kerns, Kevin J; Collins, Anissa A; c1ark, Levita S; Hawkins, Donald Ki OP&S Presidential.Transition;
Vanison, Denisej FDNSExecSec:; Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson, Andrew J; Melero, Mariela; Rogers, Debra Ai Simeon, David G; Schwartz, Mark A
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L

Subject: '*'URGENT~" Transition RF! Due Noon Today
Import.i')nce: High

Good morning,
We have our first information request from the president-elect's transition landing team. There is an extremely fast turnaround on these
requests (apologiesl)-it ls due at noon today to allow time for the front office to clear today and to get it back to DHS today. Therefore, no
extensions may be granted and It is imperative that you respond timely.

T . :r

, ;,.

(b)(5)

Thank you very much for all your help with this and 1f there are any questions, I can be reached at the numbers below.
'Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(di 202'282-8277

(cl 202·489·8802
Thli communl(atlon, ~long with ,my attachments, m~ycontain confldenti.il informa1Kln and i~ cov1Hed by f!Klerill laws governinselttwor,iccommunkallons. E/ei:\ronW:: wmmunitatlons mily aim
be monitored bv the Department ol Homeland Sec1Jrlty, U.5. C1!11enship and lmmigrotlon Services. If the reader of thl:; message Is not the Intended recipient, you ~re hQreby notiflQd that any
dil"1mln~liOn, distrlbuliOn, use, or Copying of thi1 menilgit ii; \lrictly prohibit lid !fVOu haw rlKl!lved thl,; In imot, ple~le delerc this memee and all attachments and 1mmediatety notify !he

$ender.
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Information Request from Preside.n(ial Transition Team

OTC
December 13, 2016

(b)(5)

Page I of2
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, From:
To:

Cc::

Groom Molly M
Renaud Tracv L; Jaddou Ur M; USCIS Presidential Transition; Smith Alice Ji Arroyo Susan K; McCament

· J.a.m.e.s..W.; Neufeld Donald W; SCOPS·Clearance; Hoefer Michael o; eorto Victoria
Moran, Karla; Weller Anaela Y; OCC·ClearnocE!; caroeoter Dea D; MHes John p; BeW; zenaotitabenaoa
~ ; Owens Jessica D; Katz Jooatbao E; Hinds ran G; OoL Maura M;.Whitoev Ronald W

Subject:
Date:

·RE: ***URGENT***Transltio.n Information Request·DACA.

Tuesday, December 13, 2016 8:44:31 PM

We should probably develop a separate piece on the DACA litigation.

From: Renaud, Tracy L
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 6:54:34 PM
. To: Groom, Molly M; Jaddou, Ur M; USCIS Presidential Transition; Smith, Alice J; Arroyo, Susan K; ·
McCament, James W; Neufeld, Donald W; SCOPS-Clearance; Hoefer, Michael D; Porto, Victoria
Cc: Moran, Karla; Weller, Angela V; OCC-Clearance; Carpenter, Dea D; Miles, John D; RALD;
Zengotitabengoa, Colleen R; Owens, Jessica D; Katz, Jonathan E; Hinds, Ian G; Ooi, Maura M; Whitney,
Ronald W
Subject: RE: ***URGENT***Transition Information Request-DACA
Ok. We can send it without the litigation info for now. But let's finalize that language in the next
day ~r two so we are ready with it when the request comes.
Tracy L. Renaud

Associate Director
ManCJgement OirectorQte
US Citizenship & Immigration Services
Dep<1ttment of Hamel(md Secufity
ZOZ-272-1739 (desk/

From: Groom, Molly M
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 6:47 PM
To: Renaud, Tracy L; Jaddou, Ur M; USCIS Presidential Transition; Smith, Alice J; Arroyo, Susan K;
McCament, James W; Neufeld, Donald W; SCOPS-Clearance; Hoefer, Michael D; Porto, Victoria
Cc: Moran, Karla; Weller, Angela V; CCC-Clearance; Carpenter, Dea D; Miles, John D; RALD;
Zengotitabengoa, Colleen R; Owens, Jessica D; Katz, Jonathan E; Hinds, Ian G; Ooi, Maura M; Whitney,
Ronald W
Subject: RE: ***URGENT***Transition Information Request-DACA

Not sure how soon Ur may be able to respond but just adding the that our initial edits on the
overarching paper weren't incorporated. So after discussing with Julie we thought focusing on
the questions asked with some general background was best approach.

From: Renaud, Tracy L
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 6:43:03 PM
To: Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Molly M; USCIS Presidential Transition; Smith, Alice J; Arroyo, Susan K;
McCament, James W; Neufeld, Donald W; SCOPS~Clearance; Hoefer, Michael D; Porto, Victoria
Cc: Moran, Karla; Weller, Angela V; OCC-Clearance; Carpenter, Dea D; Miles, John D; RALD;
Zengotitabengoa, Colleen R; Owens, Jessica D; Katz, Jonathan E; Hinds, Ian G; Ooi, Maura M; Whitney,
Ronald W
Subject: RE: ***URGENT***Transition Information Request-DACA
Thanks Ur. I don't.have any concerns abouryour edits except that it appears you deleted all of the
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litigation portion. Shouldn't we have the language that was originally edited by your team regarding
the status of the expanded DACA litigation included? That would seem to me to be a signification
part of the program status.

Tracy L Renaud
Assocf(Jte Director

ManogefTJent Directorate
US Citizenship & Immigration Sef\fices
Department of Homeland Security
. 202·272-1739 /desk/

From: Jaddou, Ur M
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 5:38 PM
To: Groom, Molly M; users Presidential Transition; Smith, Alice J; Arroyo, Susan K; Mccament, James
W; Neufeld, Donald W; SCOPS-Clearance; Hoefer, Michael D; Porto, Victoria
.
Cc: Moran, Karla; Renaud, Tracy L; Weller, Angela V; OCC-Clearance; Carpenter, Dea D; MIies, John D;
RALD; Zengotitabengoa, Colleen R; Owens, Jessica D; Katz, Jonathan E; Hinds, Ian G; Ooi, Maura M;
Whitney, Ronald w
Subject: RE: ***URGENT***Transition Information Request-DACA

Per discussion with Julie, please see attachment.
From: Groom, Molly M
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 4:22 PM
To: users Presidential Transition; Smith, Alice J; Arroyo, Susan K; Mccament, James W; Neufeld,
Donald W; SCOPS-Clearance; Hoefer, Michael D; Porto, Victoria
Cc: Moran, Karla; Renaud, Tracy L; Weller, Angela V; OCC-Clearance; Jaddou, Ur M; carpenter, Dea D;
Miles, John D; RALD; Zengotitabengoa, Colleen R; Owens, Jessica D; Katz, Jonathan E; Hinds, Ian G;
Ooi, Maura M; Whitney, Ronald W
Subject: RE: ***URGENT***Transition Information Recuest-DACA

We'll have them to you in 20 minutes.

-------------------------------·-·-·····----

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 4:20 PM
To: Smith, Alice J; Arroyo, Susan K; McCament, James W; Neufeld, Donald W; SCOPS,Clearance;
Hoefer, Michael D; Porto, Victoria
Cc: Moran, Karla; Renaud, Tracy L; Weller, Angela V; OCC-Clearance; Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Molly M;
carpenter, Dea D; Miles, John D; RALD; Zengotitabengoa, Colleen R; Owens, Jessica D; Katz, Jonathan
E; Hinds, Ian G; Ooi, Maura M; Whitney, Ronald W
Subject: RE: ***URGENT***Transition Information Req·uest·DACA

Following up on this. Do you have your edits?_ I need them today: Thank you!
From: Smith, Alice J
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 2:33 PM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition; Arroyo, Susan K; McCament, James W; Neufeld, Donald w; SCOPSClearance; Hoefer, Michael D; Porto, Victoria
Cc: Moran, Karla; Renaud, Tracy L; Weller, Angela V; OCC-Clearance; Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Molly M;
carpenter, Dea D; Miles, John D; RALD; Zengotitabengoa, Colleen R; Owens, Jessica D; Katz, Jonathan
E; Hinds, Ian G; Ooi, Maura M; Whitney, Ronald W
Subject: RE: ***URGENT***Transition Information Request-DACA
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OCC is working quickly on our review and will return our edits to you shortly, Julie, et al.

Alice

From:

users Presidential Transition

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:54 AM
To: Smith, Alice J; Arroyo, Susan K; Mccament, James W; Neufeld, Donald W; SCOPS-Clearance;
Hoefer, Michael D; Porto, Victoria
Cc: Moran, Karla; Renaud, Tracy L; Weller, Angela V; CCC-Clearance; Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Molly M;
Carpenter, Dea D; Miles, John D; RALD; Zengotitabengoa, Colleen R; Owens, Jessica D; Katz, Jonathan
E; Hinds, Ian G; Ooi, Maura M; Whitney, Ronald W
Subject: RE: ***URGENT***Transition Information Request-DACA
Two sentences added to the issue paper. OCC-it's all yours.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communicat1on, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is coveted by federal laws governing
electronic comrnun'rcations. Electronic communicatiom may also be monitored by'Lhe D(ipartrnent of Hornel;;ind Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipie~t, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message arid all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.

From: Smith, Alice J

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:43 AM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition; Arroyo, Susan K; Mccament, James W; Neufeld, Donald W; SCOPS
Clearance; Hoefer, Michael D; Porto, Victoria
·cc: Moran, Karla; Renaud, Tracy L; Weller, Angela V; OCC-Cl.earance; Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Molly M;
Carpenter, Dea D; Miles, John D; RALD; Zengotitabengoa, Colleen R; Owens, Jessica D; Katz, Jonathan
E; Hinds, Ian G; Ooi, Maura M; Whitney, Ronald W
Subject: RE: ***.URGENT***Transition Information Request-DACA
0

Adding others on DACA in OCC.
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From: USCIS Presidential Transition

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:40:12 AM
To: Arroyo, Susan K; McCament, James W; Neufeld, Donald W; SCOPS-Clearance; Hoefer, Michael D;
Porto, Victoria
Cc: Moran, Karla; Renaud, Tracy L; Weller, Angela V; OCC·Clearance; Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Molly M;
Carpenter, Dea D; Miles, John D; RALD; Zengotitabengoa, Colleen R; Owens, Jessica D; Smith, Alice J;
Katz, Jonathan E
Subject: RE: ***URGENT***Transition Information Request-DACA

Just checked, the transition team said we can just update the previously cleared issue paper. I
checked yesterday and the FY16, Q4 data is not yet published. Please add the requested
stats/information to the atta.ched. Thank you!
Julie Farnam ·
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Id) 202-2n-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential '1nforrnation and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic commuriication~ may also be monitored by the Department of Homel.:rnd Security, U.S. Citizenship
'
and'!mmigration S~rvices. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby
notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you hiwe received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immed'1alely notify the sender

From:

users Presidential Transition

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:29 AM

To: Arroyo, Susan K (Susan,K.Arroyo@uscis.dhs.gov); McCament, James W; Neufeld, Donald w;
SCOPS-Clearance
Cc: Moran, Karla; Renaud, Tracy L; Weller, Angela V; OCC·Clearance; Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Molly M;
Carpenter, Dea D; Miles, John D
. Subject: ***URGENT***Transition Information Request-DACA
Importance: High

Good morning,
The president-elect's transition landing team just handed me a new information request that
pertains to your office. There is an extremely fast turnaround on these requests (apologies!)-it is
due by 4:00 today to allow time for the front office to clear today and to get it back _to OHS by
tomorrow morning. Therefore, no extensions may be granted and it is imperative that you respond
timely.
The transition team would like to know:

(b)(5)
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Please have your response cleared by OCC before returning to me. Thank you very much for your
assistance with this.
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From:
To:
Cc:

NetJfrM Donald w
USCIS Presidential Transition: Smith Alice J: Arrovo S11sao K; Mccament. James W; SCOPS-Clearance:~
!:1l.C.b.ael..Q; P9rto Victoria
Moran Kaela; Rena11d Iracv I; Weller Anoela Y; OCC·ctearaoce; laddou Uc M; Groom Motlv M: Caroeoter
J2ea...t2; Miles loho D; &ALQ; zeoaotltabeoqoa Colleen R; Owens Jessica Di Katz looatbao E; Hinds tao G;
Ooi Maura M; Wbitoev Rooard W

Subject:

RE: ***URGENT***Transitio'n Information Request~DACA

Date:

Tuesday, December 13, 2016 12:13:26 PM

Ok, then we just need to add the clarification contained in my'Comment.
From: USCIS Presidential Transition

Sent; Tuesday, December 13, 2016 12: 12 PM
To: Neufeld, Donald W; Smith, Alice J; Arroyo, Susan K; McCament, James W; SCOPS-Clearance;
Hoefer, Michael D; Porto, Victoria
Cc: Moran, Karla; Renaud, Tracy L; Weller, Angela V; OCC·Clearance; Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Molly M;
Carpenter, Dea D; Miles, John D; RALD; Zengotitabengoa, Colleen R; Owens, Jessica D; Katz, Jonathan
E; Hinds, Ian G; Ooi, Maura M; Whitney, Ronald W
Subject: RE: ***URGENT***Transition Information Request·DACA
I think it may be better to explain now in case we don't have the opportunity to explain later.
They've (surprisingly} not requested a briefing on DACA yet.
OPQ-please also confirm the stats included in the update.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services.
(d} 202-272-1102
(c} 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential informati6n and is c,overed by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communicJtions may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and lmrnigr ation Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are h~reby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of thls message is strictly prohibited. If you huve received this in error, pleuse delete this message and all

attachments and immediately notify the sender.

From: Neufeld, Donald ·W

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 12:04 PM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition; Smith, Alice J; Arroyo, Susan K; Mccament, James W; SCOPS·
Clearance; Hoefer, Michael D; Porto, Victoria
Cc: Moran, Karla; Renaud, Tracy L; Weller, Angela V; CCC-Clearance; Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Molly M;
Carpenter, Dea D; Miles, John D; RALD; Zengotitabengoa, Colleen R; Owens, Jessica D; Katz, Jonathan
E; Hinds, Ian G; Ooi, Maura M; Whitney, Ronald W
Subject: RE: ***URGENT***Transition Information Request-DACA
Please see my comment on the second added sentence. I think it's easiest to delete rather than
explain.
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From: users Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:54 AM
To: Smith, Alice J; Arroyo, Susan K; McCament, James W; Neufeld, Donald W; SCOPS-Clearance;
Hoefer, Michael D; Porto, Victoria
Cc: Moran, Karla; Renaud, Tracy L; Weller, Angela V; OCC-Clearance; Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Molly M;
Carpenter, Dea D; Miles, John D; RALD; Zengotitabengoa, Colleen R; Owens, Jessica D; Katz, Jonathan
E; Hinds, Ian G; Ooi, Maura M; Whitney, Ronald W
Subject: RE: ***URGENT***Transition Information Request-DACA

Two .sentences added to the issue paper. OCC-it's all yours.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
· (c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may ·contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governi~g
electronic cornmunicatioris. Electronic corllmunicatii:.ir1S may also be mo11itor·ed by the Department of Homeland Secuiity, U.S. Cltlzenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of thi·s _mess.ige is not the intended redµient, you Jre hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of th·1s message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this 1n error, please delete this message and all

attachments and immediately notify the sender.

From: Smith, Alice
· Sent:'Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:43 AM
To: users Presidential Transition; Arroyo, Susan K; McCament, James W; Neufeld, Donald W; SCOPS- ·
Clearance; Hoefer, Michael D; Porto, Victoria
Cc: Moran, Karla; Renaud, Tracy L; Weller, Angela V; OCC-Clearance; Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Molly M;
carpenter, Dea D; Miles, John D; RALD; Zengotitabengoa, Colleen R; Owens, Jessica D; Katz, Jonathan
E; Hinds, Ian G; Ooi, Maura M; Whitney, Ronald W
Subject: RE: ***URGENT***Transition Information Request-DACA

Adding others on DACA in OCC.

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:40:12 AM
To: Arroyo, Susan K; McCament, James W; Neufeld, Donald W; SCOPS-Clearance; Hoefer, Michael D;
Porto, Victoria
Cc: Moran, Karla; Renaud, Tracy L; Weller, Angela V; OCC·Clearance; Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Molly M;
carpenter, Dea D;· Miles, John D; RALD; Zengotitabengoa, Colleen R; Owens, Jessica D; Smith, Alice J;
Katz, Jonathan E
.
Subject: RE: ***URGENT***Transition Information Request-DACA

Just checked, the transition team said we can just update the previously cleared issue paper.
checked yesterday and the FY16, Q4 data is not yet published. Please add the requested
stats/information to the attached. Thank you!
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Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
US Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202•272 1102
(c) 202-489 8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is cOvered by fe'dera! laws govemlng
el.ectronic co~munications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Departffient of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is :i.trictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.

From: USCIS Presid,ential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:29 AM
To: Arroyo, Susan K (Susan.K.Arroyo@uscls.dhs.gov); McCament, James W; Neufeld, Donald W;
SCOPS·Clearance
Cc: Moran, Karla; Renaud, Tracy L; Weller, Angela V; OCC·Clearance; Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Molly M;
Carpenter, Dea D; Miles, John D
Subject: ***URGENT***Transition Information Request·DACA
Importance: High

Good morning,
The president·elect's transition landing team just handed me a new information request that
pertains to your office. There is an extremely fast turnaround on these requests (apologies 1)-it is
due by 4:00 today to allow time for the front office to clear today and to get it back to OHS by
tomorrow morning. Therefore, no extensions may be granted and it is imperative that you respond
timely.
The transition team would like to know:

(b)(5)

I

J_ _ _ _
',

Please have your response cleared by OCC before returning to me. Than.k you very much for your
assistance with this.
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From:
To:

Hoefer Michael D
users Presidential Transition; Neufeld Donald W; Smith Alice J; Arrovo Susan K; McCament James W;

Cc:

Moran, Karla; Renaud Tracy L; Weller Anoela Y: OCC·Oearance; Jaddou !Jr M; Grnom Mollv M: C:ar@nter
Q.e.a.Jl; Miles John D; BALQ; zenaotitabenooa Colleen R; Owens Jessica D: Katz, Jonathan E; Hinds, Ian G:
Ooi. Maura M; Whitney, Ronald W

SCOPS·Clearaocei Porto

Victoria

Subject:

RE: ***URGENT**.-Yransition Information Request·OACA

Date:

Tuesday, December 13, 2016 12:13:09 PM

Julie, We are running a standard DACA report now that will provide the numbers as of November
30. We expect the report to complete in less than an hour.
Mike
Michael Hoefer
Chief, Office of Performance and Quality
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

202 272-1258

Michael. D.Hoefer@uscis.dhs.gov
This email, along with any attachments, is intended solely for the use of the addressee(s) and may
contain information that is sensitive or protected by applicable low. Unauthorized use or
dissemination of this email and any attachments is strictly prohibited. JI you are not the intended
recipient, please notify the sender and delete or destroy all copies. Thank you.
From:

users Presidential Transition

·

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 12: 12 PM
To: Neufeld, Donald W; Smith, Alice J; Arroyo, Susan K; McCament, James W; SCOPS-Clearance;
Hoefer, Michael D; Porto, Victoria
Cc: Moran, Karla; Renaud, Tracy L; Weller, Angela V; OCC·Clearance; Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Molly M;
Carpenter, Dea D; Miles, John D; RALD; Zengotitabengoa, Colleen R; Owens, Jessica D; Katz, Jonathan
E; Hinds, Ian G; Ooi, Maura M; Whitney, Ronald W
Subject: RE: ***URGENT***Transition Information Request-DACA
I think it may be better to explain now in case we don't have the opportunity to explain later.
They've {surprisingly) not requested a briefing on DACA yet
OPQ-please also confirm the stats included in the update.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
{d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This comrnunlcatiot,, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by te9eral !Jws governing
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eleclronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. CHizcnship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this mernige is not the inlended recipient, you are hereby notified that any di~semination,
distribution, use, or copying of th.is /Tiessage is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.

From: Neufeld, Donald W
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 12:04 PM
To:. users Presidential Transition; Smith, Alice J; Arroyo, Susan K; Mccament, James W; SCOPSClearance; Hoefer, Michael D; Porto, Victoria
Cc: Moran, Karla; Renaud, Tracy L; Weller, Angela V; OCC-Clearance; Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Molly M;
Carpenter, Dea D; Miles, Johri D; RALD; Zengotitabengoa, Colleen R; Owens, Jessica D; Katz, Jonathan
E; Hinds, Ian G; Ooi, Maura M; Whitney, Ronald W
Subject: RE: ***URGENT***Transition Information Request-DACA
Please see my comment on the second added sentence. I think it's easiest to delete rather than
explain.

From: users Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016.11:54 AM
To: Smith, Alice J; Arroyo, Susan K; Mccament, James W; Neufeld, Donald W; SCOPS-Clearance;
Hoefer, Michael D; Porto, Victoria
Cc: Moran, Karla; Renaud, Tracy L; Weller, Angela V; OCC-Clearance; Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Molly M;
Carpenter, Dea D; Miles, John D; RALD; Zengotitabengoa, Colleen R; Owens, Jessica D; Katz, Jonathan
E; Hinds, Ian G; Ooi, Maura M; Whitney, Ronald W
Subject: RE: ***URGENT***Transition Information Request-DACA
Two sentences added to the issue paper. OCC-it's all yours.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential infotmation and is covered by federal !aws governing
el1::ctronic communications. Electronic communica;ions may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and lmmigrntion Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all

attac.hments and immediately notify the sender.

Froni: Smith, Alice J
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:43 AM
To: users Presidential Transition; Arroyo, Susan K; Mccament, James w; Neufeld, Donald W; SCOPSClearance; Hoefer, Michael D; Porto, Victoria ·
.
Cc: Moran, Karla; Renaud, Tracy L; Weller, Angela V; OCC-Clearance; Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Molly M;
Carpenter, Dea D; Miles, John D; RALD; Zengotitabengoa, Colleen R; Owens, Jessica D; Katz, Jonathan
E; Hinds, Ian G; Ooi, Maura M; Whitney, Ronald W
Subject: RE: ***URGENT***Transition Information Request-DACA
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Adding others on DACA in OCC.

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:40:12 AM
To: Arroyo, Susan K; McCament, James W; Neufeld, Donald W; SCOPS-Clearance; Hoefer, Michael D;
Porto, Victoria
.
Cc: Moran, Karla; Renaud, Tracy L; Weller, Angela V; OCC·Clearance; Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Molly M;
Carpenter, Dea D; Miles, John D; RALD; Zengotitabengoa, Colleen R; Owens, Jessica D; Smith, Alice J;
Katz, Jonathan E
Subject: RE: •**URGENT***Transition Information Request·DACA
Just checked, the transiti6n team said we can just update the previously cleared issue paper. I
checked yesterday and the FY16, Q4 data is not yet published. Please add the requested
stats/information to the attached. Thank you 1
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Se1vices
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal 1-:!WS governing
elcctror11c cornmunic;itions. Electronic communications may also be rnon·1tored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citi2ensh'1p
and lmmigriltion Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is .st'rictly prohibited. Jf you have r·eceived this in error, please delete this message and all

attachments and lrnmediately notify the sender.

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:29 AM
To: Arroyo, Susan K (Susan.K.Arroyo@uscis.dhs.goy); McCament, James W; Neufeld, Donald W;
SCOPS-Clearance
Cc: Moran, Karla; Renaud, Tracy L; Weller, Angela V; OCC·Clearance; Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Molly M;
Carpenter, Dea D; Miles, John D
Subject: ***URGENT***Transition Information Request-DACA
Importance: High
·
Good morning,
The president-elect's transition landing team just handed me a new information request that
pertains to your office. There is an extremely fast turnaround on these requests (apologi~s!)-it is
due by 4:00 today to allow time for the front office to clear today and to get it back to OHS by
tomorrow morning. Therefore, no extensions may be granted and it is imperative that you respond
timely.
The transition team would like to know:
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(b)(5)

Please have your response cleared by OCC before returning to me. Thank you very much for your

assistance with this.
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From:
To:
Subject:

Renaud Tracy L ·

Date:

Tuesday, December 13, 2016 12:13:04 PM

USCIS Presidential Transition
RE: ***URGE~**Transition Information Request·DACA

Understood. I've asked OPQ to confirm the data in the latest version_ of the document. Thank you.
From: Renaud, Tracy L

Sent': Tuesday, December 13, 2016 12: 10 PM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition
Subject: RE: ***URGENT***Transition Information Request·DACA
Julie- We should use data from OPQ as official data for any data request for Landing Team
purposes, I'm never sure where SCOPS gets there data and they don't store any results, etc so if we
ever need to go back to the data source .they can't always tell us how they ran it.. I'm sure .
Mike/Victoria will get you data s9on and if it matches great but it likely won't since it is always a
point in time run.

Tracy L. Renaud

Associate Director
Management Directorate
US Citizenship & Immigration Services

Deportment of Homeland Security
202-272-1739 {desk)

From: USCIS Presidential Transition

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:54 AM
To: Smith, Alice J; Arroyo, Susan K; Mccament, James W; Neufeld, Donald W; SCOPS-Clearance;
Hoefer, Michael D; Porto, Victoria
Cc: Moran, Karla; Renaud, Tracy L; Weller, Angela· V; OCC-Clearance; Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Molly M;
Carpenter, Dea D; Miles, John D; RALD; Zengotitabengoa, Colleen R; Owens, Jessica D; Kat2, Jonathan
E; Hinds, Ian G; Ooi, Maura M; Whitney, Ronald W
Subject: RE: ***URGENT***Transition Information Request-DACA
Two sentences aoded to the issue paper. OCC-it's all yours.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor . ·
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
.

.

This communication, along with ,my attachments, may contain confidential info1rnation and ls covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic cornmunications·may also be monitored bV' the Department of Homeland Secl1rity, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notifii?d that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly proh1b1ted. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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From:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Date:
Attachments:

Neufeld, Donald W
USCIS Presidential Iransitiob; Smith Alice J; Arrovo Susan K; Mccament James W; SCOPS·Clearaoce: ~
~ ; Porto Victoria
Moran Kaela: Renaud Tracv L; Weller Angela Y: OCC·Clea@Oce; Jaddrn1 \Ir M: Groom Molly Mi Caroeoter
Qe.a..Q; Miles John D; BALQi Zeoaotitabeoaoa Colleen Bi Owens Jessica D; Katz Jonathan E; Hinds Ian G;
Ooi Maura Mi Whitnev Ronald w
RE: ***URGENP**Transition Information Request-DACA
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 12:04:20 PM

USCJS DACA JP 201612-13-16,docx

Please see my comment on the second added sentence. I think it's easiest to delete rather than
explain.

--------·---·---·--··-------

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:54 AM
To: Smith, Alice J; Arroyo, Susan K; Mccament, James W; Neufeld, Donald W; SCOPS-Clearance;
Hoefer, Michael D; Porto, Victoria
·
·
·
Cc: Moran, Karla; Renaud, Tracy L; Weller, Angela V; DCC-Clearance; Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Molly M;
Carpenter, Dea D; Miles, John D; RALD; Zengotitabengoa, Colleen R; Owens, Jessica D; Katz, Jonathan
E; Hinds, Ian G; Doi, Maura M; Whitney, Ronald W
·
Subject: RE: ***URGENT***Transition Information Request-DACA

Two sentences added to the issue paper. DCC-it's all yours.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(di 202-272-1102

(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, m::iy contain confidential informatio11 and is covered by feder.il laws governing

electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. C1t'1zenship
,1nd Immigration Services. Jfthe rl:'ader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified t~at any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all .
attachments .:ind immediately netify the sender.

From: Smith; Alice J
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:43 AM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition; Arroyo, Susan K; Mccament, James W; Neufeld, Donald W; SCOPSClearance; Hoefer, Michael D; Porto, Victoria
Cc: Moran, Karla; Renaud, Tracy L; Weller, Angela V; DCC-Clearance; Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Molly M;
Carpenter, Dea D; Miles, John D; RALD; Zengotitabengoa, Colleen R; Owens, Jessica D; Katz, Jonathan
E; Hinds, Ian G; Doi, Maura M; Whitney, Ronald W
Subject: RE: ***URGENT***Transition Information Request-DACA

Adding others on DACA in OCC.

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
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Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:40:12 AM ·
To: Arroyo, Susan K; McCament, James W; Neufeld, Donald W; SCOPS-Clearance; Hoefer, Michael D;
Porto, Victoria
.
Cc: Moran, Karla; Renaud, Tracy L; Weller, Angela V; OCC·Clearance; Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Molly M;
Carpenter, Dea D; Miles, John D; RALD; Zengotitabengoa, Colleen R; Owens, Jessica D; Smith, Alice J;
Katz, Jonathan E
·
Subject: RE: ***URGENT***Transition Information Request-DACA
Just checked, the transition team said we can just update the previously cleared issue paper.
checked yesterday and the FY16, Q4 data is not yet published. Please add the requested
· stats/information to the attached. Thank you!·
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communicat1on, along with any at.tachments, may contain confidential inforn1.ition and is covered by federal la.ws gOverning
electronic communicat'1ons. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and lmrnigrat.ion Services_ If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited If you have received thls in error, please delete this message
all

an9

attachments and immediately notify the sender.

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:29 AM
To: Arroyo, Susan K (Susan.K.Arroyo@uscis.dhs,goy); McCament, James W; Neufeld, Donald W;
SCOPS-Clearance
Cc: Moran, Karla; Renaud, Tracy L; Weller, Angela V; occ:clearance; Jaddou, Ur M; Groom,· Molly M;
Carpenter, Dea D; Miles, John D
Subject: ***URGENT***Transition Information Request-DACA
Importance: High
•'

Good morning,
The president-elect's transition landing team just han.ded me a new information request that
pertains to your office. There is an extremely fast turnaround on these requests (apologies!)-it is
due by 4:00 today to allow time for the front office to clear today and to get it back to DHS by
tomorrow morning. Therefore, no extensions may be granted and it is imperative that you respond
timely.
The transition team would like to know:

(b)(5)
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Please have your response cleared by OCC before returning to me. Thank you very much for your
assistance with this.
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(b)(5)
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(b)(5)
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(b)(5)

(b)(5)

· 3S2

From:

To:
Cc:

Subject:
Date:

Hoefer Michael D
Users Presidential Transition; Arrovo Susan Ki MCC:ameot. James W: Neufeld Donald w: SCOPS--Clearance;
Porto Victoria: Banks, Nicole P
·
Moran, Karla; Renaud Iracv L; Weller Anaela Y; OCC·C!ea@oce; laddou Ur Mi Groom Molly Mi Caroeot.n
~ ; Miles John D; ~ ; Zeoootitabeoaoa · Cotleen R; Owens Jessica D; Smith Alice Ji Katz Jonathan E
RE: ***URGENT***Transition Information RequestwDACA

.

Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:45:55 AM

We will provide the number of initials/ renewals that have been approved or are pending as of
November 30, 2016 shortly.
Michael Hoefer
Chief, Office of Performance and Quality
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
202 272-1258

Michael P Hoefer.@uscis dbs gov

This email, along with any attachments, is intended solely for.the use of the addressee(s) and may
contain information that is sensitive or protected by applicable low Unauthorized use or
dissemination of this email and any attachments is strictly prohibited. If you ore not the intended
recipient, please notify the sender and delete or destroy oil copies. Thank you.
From: users Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:40 AM
To: Arroyo, Susan K; McCament, James W; Neufeld, Donald W; SCOPS-Clearance; Hoefer, Michael D;
~~~~a

.

C::c: Moran, Karla; Renaud, Tracy L; Weller, Angela V; OCC-Clearance; Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Molly M;
Carpenter, Dea D; Miles, John D; RALD; Zengotitabengoa, Colleen R; Owens, Jessica D; Smith, Alice J;
Katz, Jonathan E
Subject: RE: ***URGENT***Transition Information Request-DACA
Importance: High
Just checked, the transition team said we can just update the previously cleared issue paper
checked yesterday and the F_Yl6, Q4 data is not yet published. Please add the requested
stats/information to the attached. Thank you!
Julie Farnam
Senior Advis.or
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102 ·
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, al;r1g with an~ attachments, m.iy contain confidential infor~ation and is covere·d by ·federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services, If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution,.use, or copying of this message is !itric:tly prohibited. If you have rec€ived lhis in error, please delete this rnessage· and all
attachments and immediately. notify the sender,
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From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:29 AM
To: Arroyo, Susan K (Susan.K.Arroyo@uscis.dhs.gov); McCament, James W; Neufeld, Donald w;
SCOPS-Clearance
Cc: Moran, Karla; Renaud, Tracy L; Weller, Angela V; OCC-Clearance; Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Molly M;
Carpenter, Dea D; Miles, John D
Subject: ***URGENT***Transition Information Request-DACA
Importance: High

Good morning,
The president-elect's transition landing team just handed me a new information request that
pertains to your office. There is an extremely fast turnaround on. these requests (apologies! )-it is
due by 4:00 today to allow time for the front office to clear today and to get it back to DHS by
tomorrow morning. Therefore, no extensions may be granted and it is imperative that you respond
timely.
The transition team would like to know:

(b )(5)

Please have your response cleared by OCC before returning to me. Thank you very much for your
assistance with this.
I

I
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From:
To:
Cc:

USCIS Presidential Transition
Neufeld Donald W; Arrovo, Susan K; McCameot James w; SCOPS-Clearance
Moran Karla; Beoa11d Tracv I; Weller Angela Y; OCC-Clearaoce; Jaddou Ur Mi GrOPm Mnliv M; caroeotec
~ ; Miles, John D; H11rcbioa5 Pamela G; Kina Alexander B

Subject:

RE: ***URGENT***Transltlon Information Request-DACA
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:44:06 AM

Date:

I'll incorporate.these right now into the issue paper and send for clearance.
From: Neufeld, Donald W

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:42 AM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition; Arroyo, Susan K; McCament, James W; SCOPS-Clearance
Cc: Moran, Karla; Renaud; Tracy L; Weller, Angela V; OCC·Clearance; Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Molly M;
Carpenter, Dea D; Miles, John D; Hutchings, Pamela G; King, Alexander R
Subject: RE: ***URGENT***Transition Information Request-DACA

Please see SCOPS' answers below. I have not cleared with OCC as there is no content requiring legal
review other than the last bullet, for which they need to provide an answer.
From:

users Presidential Transition

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:30 AM
To: Arroyo, Susan K; McCament, James w; Neufeld, Donald W; SCOPS-Clearance
Cc: Moran, Karla; Renaud, Tracy L; Weller, Angela V; OCC·Clearance; Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Molly M;
Carpenter, Dea D; Miles, John D
Subject: ***URGENT***Transition Information Request-DACA
Importance: High

Good.morning,
The president-elect's transition landing team just handed me a new iniormation request that
pertains to your office. There is an extremely fast turnaround on these requests (apologies!)-it is.
due by 4:00 today to allow time for the front office to clear today and to get it back to DHS by
tomorrow morning. Therefore, no extensions may be granted and it is imperative that you respond
timely.
The transition team would like to know:·

(b)(5)

Please have your response cleared by OCC before returning to me. Thank you very much for your
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assistance with this.

V
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From:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Groom Mollv M

Renaud Iracv L; laddou Ur Mi uscis Presldent1a1 Transition; Smith Alice J; Arrovo Susan K; Mccament
~ ; Neufeld Qqneld W; SCOPS·Cleerancei Hoefer Michael Di Porto, Victoria
Moran Kaela; Weller Angela Y; OCC·CJearaore; Caroeoter Dea Di Miles John D; RALI2; zeoaotitabenooa,
.c.c.!J.e.e.n..; Owens Jessica D; Katz Jonathan E; Hinds Ian G; Ooi Maura M; Wh\tnev Ronald W
RE: ***URGENP**Transition Information Request-DACA
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 6:46:47 PM

Not sure how soon Ur may be able to respond but just adding the that our initial
edits on the overarching paper weren't incorporated, So after discussing with Julie
we thought focusing on the questions asked with some general background was best
approach.
·

, From: Renaud, Tracy L
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 6:43:03 PM
To: Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Molly M; USCIS Presidential Transition; Smith, Alice J; Arroyo, Susan K;
McCament, James W; Neufeld, Donald W; SCOPS-Clearance; Hoefer, Michael D; Porto, Victoria
Cc: Moran, Karla; Weller, Angela V; OCC·Clearance; Carpenter, Dea D; Miles, John D; RALD;
Zengatitabengaa, Colleen R; Owens, Jessica D; Kat2, Jonathan E; Hinds, Ian G; Ooi, Maura M; Whitney,
Ronald W
Subject: RE: ***URGENT***Transition Information Request·DACA
Thanks Ur. I don't have any concerns about your edits except that it appears you deleted all of the
litigation portion. Shouldn't we have the language that was originally edited by your team regarding
the status of the expanded DACA litigation included? That would seem to me to be a signification
part of the program status.

Tracy L, Renaud

Associate Director

Manogement Directorate
US Citizenship & Immigration Services
Dept1ttmefft of Homela11d Security
202-272-1739 (desk/

From: Jaddou, Ur M
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 5:38 PM
To: Groom, Molly M; users Presidential Transition; Smith, Alice J; Arroyo, Susan K; Mccament, James
W; Neufeld, Donald w;·scOPS·Clearance; Hoefer, Michael D; Porto, Victoria
Cc: Moran, Karla; Renaud, Tracy L; Weller, Angela V; OCC·Clearance; Carpenter, Dea D; Miles, John D;
RALD; Zengotitabengoa,.Colleen R; Owens, Jessica D; Kat2, Jonathan E; Hinds, Ian G; Ooi, Maura M;
Whitney, Ronald W
(
·
· .
·
Subject: RE: ***URGENT***Transition Information Request·DACA
Per discussion with Julie, please see attachment

From: Groom, ·Molly M
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 4:22 PM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition; Smith, Alice J; Arroyo, Susan K; Mccament, James W; Neufeld,
Donald W; SCOPS-Clearance; Hoefer, Michael D; Porto, Victoria
Cc: Moran, Karla; Renaud, Tracy L; Weller, Angela V; OCC·Clearance; Jaddou, Ur M; carpenter, Dea D;
Miles, John D; RALD; Zengotitabengoa, Colleen R; Owens, Jessica D; Kat2, Jonathan E; Hinds, Ian G;
Ooi, Maura M; Whitney, Ronald W
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.

'

.

Subject: RE: ***URGENT***Transition Information Request-DACA
We'll have them to you in 20 minutes.
From: USCIS Presidential Transition

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 4:20 PM
To: Smith, Alice J; Arroyo, Susan K; McCament, James W; Neufeld, Donald W; SCOPS-Clearance;
Hoefer, Michael D; Porto, Victoria
Cc: Moran, Karla; Renaud, Tracy L; Weller, Angela V; OCC·Clearance; Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Molly M;
Carpenter, Dea D; Miles, John D; RALD; Zengotitabengoa, Colleen R; Owens, Jessica D; Katz, Jonathan
E; Hinds, Jan G; Ooi, Maura M; Whitney, Ronald W.
Subject: RE: ***URGENT***Transition Information Recuest·DACA
Following up on this. Do you have your edits? I need them today. Thank you!
From: Smith, Alice J

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 2:33 PM

To: users Presidential Transition; Arroyo, Susan K; McCament, James W; Neufeld, Donald W; SCOPS·
Clearance; Hoefer, M.ichael D; Porto, Victoria
Cc: Moran, Karla; Renaud, Tracy L; Weller, Angela V; OCC·Clearance; Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Molly M;
Carpenter, Dea D; Miles, John D; RALD; Zengotitabengoa, Colleen R; Owens, Jessica D; Katz, Jonathan
E; Hinds, Ian G; Ooi, Maura M; Whitney, Ronald W
·
Subject: RE: ***URGENT***Transition Information Request·DACA

OCC is working quickly on our review and will return our edits to you shortly, .Julie, et al.
'

We havP one auestion. though that readers mav ask. too.I

(b)(5).

Alice
From:

users Presidential Transition

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:54 AM
To: Smith, Alice J; Arroyo, Susan K; McCament, James W; Neufeld, Donald W; SCOPS-Clearance;
Hoefer, Michael D; Porto, Victoria
Cc: Moran, Karla; Renaud, Tracy L; Weller, Angela V; OCC·Clearance; Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Molly M;
Carpenter, Dea D; Miles, John D; RALD; Zengotitabengoa, Colleen R; Owens, Jessica D; Katz, Jonathan
E; Hinds, Ian G; Ooi, Maura M; Whitney, Ronald w
Subject: RE: ***URGENT***Transitioh Information Request·DACA

Two sentences added to.the issue paper. OCC-it's all yours.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
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(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, n1ay contJin confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electron it communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Dep:1rtment of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizensr1ip
and !mm·1gration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended redpierit, you are hereby notified th,n any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all

attachments and immediately notify the sender.

From: Smith, Alice J

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:43 AM

To: users Presidential Transition; Arroyo, Susan K; Mccament, James w; Neufeld, Donald W; SCOPS·
Clearance; Hoefer, Michael D; Porto, Victoria
Cc: Moran, Karla; Renaud, Tracy L; Weller, Angela V; OCC-Clearance; Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Molly M;
Carpenter, Dea D; Miles, John D; RALD; Zengotitabengoa, Colleen R; Owens, Jessica D; Katz, Jonathan
E; Hinds, Ian G; Ooi, Maura M; Whitney, Ronald W
Subject: RE: ***URGENT***Transition Information Request·DACA

Adding others on DACA in OCC.

From:

users Presidential Transition

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016. 11:40:12 AM
To: Arroyo; Susan K; Mccament, James W; Neufeld, Donald W; SCOPS-Clearance; Hoefer, Michael D;
Porto, Victoria
·
Cc: Moran, Karla; Renaud, Tracy L; Weller, Angela V; OCC-Clearance; Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Molly M;
Carpenter, Dea D; Miles, John D; RALD; Zengotitabengoa, Colleen R; Owens, Jessica D; Smith, Alice J;
Katz, Jonathan E
Subject: RE: ***URGENT***Transition Information Request-DACA

Just checked, the transition team said we can just update the.previously cleared issue paper.
checked yesterday and the FY16, Q4 data is not yet published. Please add the requested
stats/information to the attached. Thank you!
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
T~is communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic cornmunic;Hions. Electronic co1nmunicatio_ns may ;ilso be monitored by the Department of HornelamJ Security;

us Citizenship

and Immigration Services. If the reader of this ,message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distr1but1on, use, or copyins of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please.delete this mess<1ge and all
attachments 2nd immediately notify the sender.
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From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:29 AM
To: Arroyo, Susan K(Susan.K.Arroyo@uscjs.dhs.gov); ·McCament, James W; Neufeld, Donald W;
SCOPS-Clearance
Cc: Moran, Karla; Renaud, Tracy L; Weller, Angela V; OCC·Clearance; Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Molly M;
Carpenter, Dea D; Miles, John D
·
·
Subject: ***URGENT***Transition Information Request-DACA
Importance: High
Good morning,
The president-elect's transition landing team just handed me a new information request that
pertains to your office. There is an extremely fast.turnaround on these requests (apologies!)-it is
due by 4:00 today to allow time for the front office to clear today and to get it back to DHS by
tomorrow morning. Therefore, no extensions may be granted and it is imperative that you respond
ti'mely.
The tr.ansition team would like to know:

(b)(5)

Please have your response cleared by OCC before returning to me. Thank you very much for your
assistance with this.
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From:

Smith Alice l

To:
Cc:

USCIS Presidential Transition; Arroyo, Susan K: McCament. James W: Neufeld, Donald W; SCOPS·Clearaoce;
Hoefer Michael D; Porto Victoria
·
Moran Karla; Renaud Tracv L; Weller Aooela V~ CCC-Clearance; Jaddou tic M; Gmom Mollv M; Camenter
.Qu..Q; Miles lohn D;
Zenaotitabenaoa Colleen R; Owens Jessica Q; Katz looatbao E; Hinds tan G;
OoL Maura Mi Whltnev Ronald w

Subject:
·oate:

RE: ***URGENT***Transition Information Request-DACA
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:43:16 AM

m

Adding others on DACA in

acc.

From: users Presidential Transition.
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:40:12 AM
To: Arroyo, Susan K; McCament, James W; Neufeld, Donald W; SCOPS-Clearance; Hoefer, Michael D;
Porto, Victoria
·
Cc: Moran, Karla; Renaud, Tracy L; Weller, Angela V; OCC·Clearance; Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Molly M;·
Carpenter, Dea D; Miles, John D; RALD; Zengotitabengoa, Colleen R; Owens, Jessica D; Smith, Alice J;
Katz, Jonathan E
Subject: RE: ***URGENT***Transition Information Request-DACA
Just checked, the transition team said we. can just.update the previously cleared issue paper. I
checked yesterday and the FY16, Q4 data is not yetpublished. Please add the requested
stats/information to the attached. Thank you!
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
{d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8.802
This comrm.1:1ication, along with .any att.:ichments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governit)g
electronic commUnicalions. Electronic commu~ications may also be ~onitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and ln'imigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended reclplent, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,

distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited, If you have received this m error, p!ease de[ete this messag~ and all
attachrnents and immediately notify the sender.

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
.·
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:29 AM
.
.
To: Arroyo, Susan K (Susan.K.Arroyo@uscis.dhs.gov); McCament, James W; Neufeld, Donald W; SCOPS·

C-ra=

·

·

Cc: Moran, Karla; Renaud, Tracy L; Weller, Angela V; OCC·Clearance; Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Molly M;
Carpenter, Dea D; Miles, John D.
Subject: ***URGENT***Transition Information Request-DACA
Importance: High

Good morning,
The president-elect's transition landing team just handed me a new information request that
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(b)(5)
pertains to your office. There is an extremely fast turnaround on these reque$tS (apologies!)-it is
due by 4:00 today to allow time for the front office to clear today and to get it back to DHS by
tomorrow morning. Therefore, no extensions may be granted and it is imperative that you respond
timely.
The transition team would like to know:

Please have your response cleared by OCC before returning to me. Thank you very much for your
assistance with this.
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Two sentences added to the issue paper. OCC-it's all yours.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws govmning
electronic communications. Electronic cornmunicat1ons may also be monitored by the Department Of l~omeland Security, U.S. Citizenship

and Immigration Services. If the reader of this messr1ge is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this f!lessage is stl'ictly prohibited. If you fwve r·eceived this in error, ple.:i~e delete this message and all
attachmen_ts and immediately notify the sender.

From: Smith, Alice J

Sent: Tuesday, December 13,.2016 11:43 AM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition; Arroyo, Susan K; McCament, James W; Neufeld, Donald W; SCOPSClearance; Hoefer, Michael D; Porto, Victoria
Cc: Moran, Karla; Renaud, Tracy L; Weller, Angela V; OCC-Clearance; Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Molly M;
Carpenter, Dea D; Miles, John D; RALD; Zengotitabengoa, Colleen R; Owens, Jessica D; Katz, Jonathan
E; Hinds, Ian G; Ooi, Maura M; Whitney, Ronald W
Subject: RE: ***URGENT***Transition Information Request-DACA

Adding others on DACA in OCC.

From: USCIS Presidential Transition

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:40:12 AM
To: Arroyo, Susan K; McCament, James W; Neufeld, Donald w; SCOPS-Clearance; Hoefer, Michael D;
Porto, Victoria
·
Cc: Moran, Karla; Renaud, Tracy L; Weller, Angela V; OCC-Clearance; Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Molly M;
Carpenter; Dea D; Miles, John D; RALD; Zengotitabengoa, Colleen R; Owens, Jessica D; Smith, Alice J;
Katz, Jonathan E
Subject: RE: .***URGENT***Transition Information Request-DACA
Just checked, the transition team said we can just update the previously cleared issue paper.
checked yesterday and the FY16, Q4 data is not yet published. Please add the requested
stats/information to the attached. Thank you!
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(cl 202-489-8802
This communication, along wilh any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electroniC communications. Electronic commuriications may also be monitored by the Departm,ent of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
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and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the.intended reclp1ent, you are hereby not"1fied that any dissemination,
. distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictiy prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message arid all
;:inachments and immediately notify the sender_

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:29 AM
To: Arroyo, Susan K (Susan.K.Arroyo@uscjs.dhs.gov); McCament, James W; Neufeld, Donald W;
SCOPS"Clearance
Cc: Moran, Karla; Renaud, Tracy L; Weller, Angela V; OCC"Clearance; Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Molly M;
Carpenter, Dea D; Miles, John D
·
Subject: ***URGENT***Transition Information Request"DACA
Importance: High
Good morning,
The president"elect's transition landing team just handed me a new information request that
pertains to your office. There is an extremely fast turnaround on these requests (apologies!)-it is
due by 4:0D today to allow ti.me for the front office to clear today and to get it back to OHS by
tomorrow morning. Therefore, no extensions may be granted and it is imperative that you respond
timely.
The transition team would like to know:

(b)(5)
Please have your response cleared by OCC before returning to me. Thank you very much for your
assistance with this.
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(b)(S)
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From:

Chana I in

To:

USCIS Presidenttal Transition; Farnam Julie E; Hoefer Michael Q; Porto Victoria; Howard Rothley L
USCIS MGI Tusks; Kerns Kevin J; Beowid T@tv l

Cc:
Subject:

RE: Backlog Issue Paper Updates

Date:

Thursday, December 01, 2016 3:00:07 PM

Attachments:

USCIS Backlog IP FY16 FINAl docx

Good afternoon Ms. Farnam,
Please see the USCIS Backlog Issue.Paper attached. This updated version includes.inputs from FOO,
RAIO, and SCOPS, as well as the updated statements sent on 11/15.
Please let us know if you have any questions.
Thank you.

Lin Chang
Office of Performance and Quality
Data Analysis & Process Improvement Branch
202-272-9524

lin chaoe@uscis dhs gov
From: Chang, Lin
Sent: Tuesday, November 15, 2016 1:08 PM
To: users Presidential Transition; Farnam, Julie E; Hoefer, Michael D; Porto, Victoria; Howard, Rothley
L
Cc: USCIS MGT Tasks; Kerns, Kevin J; Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: Backlog Issue Paper Updates ·
Good afternoon Ms. Farnam,
Please see the updated statements below per your request. OPQ has been working on updating the
USCIS Adjudication Backlogs paper with FOD, SCOPS, and RAIO. We will forward the updated paper
once all of the Directorates have provided their input.
Please note that the backlogs of Field Operations and Service Center Operations were combined into
one figure, due to the fact that some forms are adjudicated at both Directorates.

Jr

(b)(5)
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(b)(5)

Please let us know if you have any questions.
~

Thank you.

Lin Chang
Office of Performance and Quality
Data Analysis & Process Improvement Branch
202-272-9524

ljn.chang@uscisdhs.gov

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Wednesday, November 09, 2016 4:18:37 PM
Tei: Hoefer, Michael D; Porto, Victoria·
Cc: USCIS MGT Tasks; Kerns, Kevin J; Renaud; :rracy L
Subject: FW: Backlog Issue Paper Updates

Mike/Victoria,
· Would you be able to update the numbers below regarding backlogs? I am updating the issue paper
that was drafted a couple months ago to include in our briefing book for the president-elect's
agency review team. I would need the update as soon as possible.
Thank you,
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Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governlng
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizemhip
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the int~nded recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,

distribution, use, or copying of this message is strh:tly Prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this mes~age and all

atlachments and immediately ~otify the sender.

From·: Arroyo, Susan K
Sent: Wednesday, November 09, 2016 11:46 AM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition; Farnam, Julie E
Cc: Weller, Angela V; Hartmann, Rosemary M
Subject: FW: Backlog Issue Paper Updates
Importance: High
Julie,
Since they are looking for updated numbers, shouldn't this go to OPQ? Jim McConnell was the
original author when he was the Deputy at OPQ.

Susan Arroyo
Chief of Staff
Service Center Operations
DHS/USCIS
202-272- I094
202-425-8846(eel I)
From: USCIS Presidential Transition

Sent: Tuesday, November 08, 2016 11:28 AM
To: RAIO Clearance; Dhabalia, Dimple D; SCOPS-Clearance; Kvortek, Lisette E
Cc: McCament, James W; Arroyo, Susan K; Neufeld, Donald W; Valverde, Michael; Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: Backlog Issue Paper Updates
·
Importance: High
Good morning,
In reviewing the issue paper on backlogs, it looks like a couple items may need to be updated.
Please provide an update the following s_tatements by COB this Friday:

(b)(5)
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(b)(5)

Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential informatl~n and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message. is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any cissemination,

distribution, use, or copy!ng of this message is strjctly prohibited. If you have received this in erfor, please delete this messa'ge and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.

I'
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(b)(5)

Homeland
Security

DI IS Setn•cu,J' Rfh'.fi11g Wnder
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(b)(5)
DI-JS Secr,•tdJ')' Brh:.fi11g !finder
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DI JS Secrcta,J' 8rh'.fi11g Binder
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From:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments: .

Stone Marv M

users Presidential Transition; Strack

Barbara L; Emrich: Matthew D
Laoaiois Joseoh E; Renaud Iracv L; Davidson Andrew J: EDNSExecSec
RE: D2 Requested Revisions on Refugee Transition Presentation
Friday, December.09, 201611:09:33 AM

Refugee erocess\oa Presentation 12-08-16 oost D2 ootx

Hi Julie - here is the updated version. RAD did not clearthis separately with FDNS- we were
originally planning to, but I'm sending now as we're late.

From: users Presidential.Transition
Sent: Friday, December 09, 2016 8:41 AM
To: Strack, Barbara L; Emrich, Matthew D
Cc: Stone, Mary M; Langlois, Joseph E; Renaud, Tracy L; Davidson, Andrew J; FDNSExecSec
Subject: RE: D2 Requested Revisions on Refugee Transition Presentation
Good morning. Following up on this. Thank you!
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d)'202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information <rnd is covered by federal laws governing
. electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship

·and Immigration Services.

If the reader.of this message is noi the intended recipient, you are hereb'v notified that any dis~emination,

distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the ~ender.

From: users Presidential Transition
Sent: Thursday, December 08, 2016 8:50 AM
To: Strack, Barbara L; Emrich, Matthew D
Cc: Stone, Mary M; Langlois, Joseph E; Renaud, Tracy L; Davidson, Andrew J
(Andrew.J,payidson@uscis,dhs,gov); FDNSExecSec
Subject: D2 Requested Revisions on Refugee Transition Presentation
Importance: High
Good morning,
D2 has had the opportunity to review the presentation you drafted. She had the following
comments and requested the following updates:

(b)(5)
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(b)(5)

I wouid appreciate it if you could get m·e these updates by COB today. The ELIS briefing was
recently rescheduled and I anticipate that the refugee briefing will also be rescheduled very soon:
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202:272-1102
(c) 202·489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing

electronic communications. Elewon'ic communications' may also be monitored by the·oepartment of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient; you

are hereby notified that any dissemination,
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distribution, use, or copying ·of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in ~rror, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the s·ender.
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Cc:

USCIS ecesideotlal Transition
Stone Marv M: St@ck Barbara L; Effirich Matthew o
laoa101s Joseoh E; Renaud Tracy L; Davidson, Andrew J; EDNSExecSec

Subject:

RE: 62 Requested Revisions on Refugee Transition Presentation

From:
To:

Date:

Fnday, December 09, 2016 1:16:13 PM

Attachments:

Refuaee Processina Presentation 12·08·16 oost P2 qotx

Thank you. FONS-are you good with these edits?
From: Stone, Mary M

Sent: Friday, December 09, 2016 11:10 AM

To: users Presidential Transition; Strack, Barbara L; Emrich, Matthew D
Cc: Langlois, Joseph E; Renaud, Tracy L; Davidson, Andrew J; FDNSExecSec
Subject: RE: D2 Requested Revisions on Refugee Transition Presentation
Hi Julie - here is the updated version. RAD di.d not clear this separately with FONS
originally planning to, but I'm sending now as we're late.

we were

From: USCIS Presidential Transition

Sent: Friday, December 09, 2016 8:41 AM
To: Strack, Barbara L; Emrich, Matthew D
Cc: Stone, Mary M; Langlois, Joseph E; Renaud, Tracy L; Davidson, Andrew J; FDNSExecSec

Subject: RE: D2 Requested Revisions on Refugee Transition Presentation
Good morning. Following up on this, Thank you!
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c} 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal Jaws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of I lomeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. 1fyou have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments arid immediately notify the sender,

From: USCIS Presidential Transition

Sent: Thursday, December 08, 2016 8:50 AM
To: Strack, Barbara L; Emrich, Matthew D
Cc: Stone, Mary M; Langlois, Joseph E; Renaud, Tracy L; Davidson, Andrew J .
(Andrew,J,Davidsoo@uscis.dhs.gov); FDNSExecSec
. Subject: 02 Requested Revisions on Refugee Transition Presentation
Importance: High

Good morning,

392

D2 has had the opportunity to review the presentation you drafted. She had the following
comments and requested the following updates:

(b)(5)

I would appreciate it if you could get me these updates by COB today. The ELIS briefing was

recently rescheduled and I anticipate that the refugee briefing will also be rescheduled very soon.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
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Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(di 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain Confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic commun!Cations m~y a!so be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of thls message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in errOr, please delete this message and all

attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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From:
To:
Cc:

USCIS Presidential Transition

S"bjoct:

RE: Director"s Office Edits

Date: .

Tuesday, December 06, 2016 5:10:39 PM

Attachments:

Refuaee Processioa PreS€ntatioo 12·06·16 rev. RAD,ootx

Sttack Barbara L
Stone, Marv M; Renaud Tracy l; Chio@zzi Anoe; l eokowskv Matthew

Here's the revised version.
From: users Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 06, 2016 4:26 PM
To: Strack, Barbara L; ehiorazzi, Anne; Lenkowsky, Matthew
Cc: Stone, Mary M;,Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: Director's Office Edits

Sorry to ping again, but I really need this. Thanks!
From: Strack, Barbara L
Sent: Tuesday, December 06, 2016 2:55 PM
To: users Presidential Transition; ehiorazzi, Anne; Lenkowsky, Matthew
Cc: Stone, Mary M; Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: Director's Office Edits
Importance: High

We're OK w/the front office edits, but had some additional points of our own to add/refine. I'm
adding Anne and Matt to check on the status of those.
From: use1s Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 06, 2016 2:53 PM
To: Strack, Barbara L
. Cc: Stone, Mary M; Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: Director's Office Edits

Hi, Barbara. Just following up on this. I was just pinged by the front
office tomorrow and would like to see this presentation today.

office. D2 will be out of the

Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
le) 202-489-8802
This communication, atong with ally attachments, in,ay contain confidentiill inforrnJtion .;ind b covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be m~nitored by the Department ot Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
a·nd !mmigr;itlon Services. If the re<1der of this message is not the intended rec1p1ent, you are hereby rlot1fied that any dissemination,

distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. It you have receiYed this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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From: Strack, Barbara L

Sent: Tuesday, December 06, 2016 11 :21 AM

.
To: users Presidential Transition; Stone, Mary M; Davidson, Andrew J; Emrich, Matthew D; Zellen,
Lorie A
·
Cc: Langlois, Joseph E; FDNSExecSec; Renaud, Tracy L; Chiorazzi, Anne; Lenkowsky, Matthew
Subject: RE: Director's Office Edits
I have some additional comments on this slide deck and will incorporate them on top of the front
office edits.
From:

users Presidential Transition

Sent: Tuesday, December 06, 2016 10: 15 AM
To: Stone, Mary M; Strack, Barbara L; Davidson, Andrew J; Emrich, Matthew D; Zellen, Lorie A
Cc: Langlois, Joseph E; FDNSExecSec; Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: Director's Office Edits
Importance: High
The Director's Office had a couple minor edits to the presentation. Please review and if you are okay
with the edits, I will incorporate them and send it back to the Director's Office for final clearance and
then to DHS for their clearance. If you could let me know today, that would be much appreciated.
Thank you,.
· Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
. (c) 202-489-8802
This commu~ication, along with any attachments, may cont~in confidential informatiOn and is c~vered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic cornmunkat1om may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited, If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Schwartz Mark A
Renaud Iracv I
RE: ELIS Briefing for President Elect Landing Team
Wednesday, December 07, 2016 4:32:40 PM

Got it

From: Renaud, Tracy L
Sent: Wednesday, December 07, 2016 4:29:08 PM
To: Schwartz, Mark A
Subject: RE: ELIS Briefing for President Elect Landing Team

1:00-2:00 Monday atthe NAC.

From: Schwartz, Mark A
Sent: Wednesday, December 07, 2016 2:54:51 PM
To: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: ELIS Briefing for President Elect Landing Team

No problem.

From: Renaud, Tracy'L
Sent: Wednesday, December 07, 2016 2:17:13 PM
To: Schwartz, Mark A
Subject: RE: ELIS Briefing for President Elect Landing Team

The DHS transition team is requesting the Landing Team move it to Monday afternoon. Precious
checked your calendar and you are booked but everything is internal so you may end up needing to
shuffle some of those currently scheduled meeting around.

Tr(Ic;y L. Ren'111d

Associate Director
Management Directorate
US CitizeflShip & lmmigr(Jtfan Services
Department of Homeland Security
202-272-1739 /desk/

From: Schwartz, Mark A
Sent: Wednesday, December 07, 2016 1:56 PM
To: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: ELIS Briefing for President Elect Landing Team

.,'
I
I

Sorry, I'll be in London and my time is committed.

From: Renaud, Tracy L

1

Sent: Wednesday, December 07, 2016 1:51:32 PM
To: Scialabba, Lori L; Renaud, Daniel M; Schwartz, Mark A
Cc: USCIS Presidential Transition; Farnam, Julie E; Prater, Jocelyn S; Young, Todd P
Subject: ELIS Briefing for President Elect Landing Team

All,
The landing team has requested an ELIS briefing for 1:00 tomorrow. I let them know that Mark is
scheduled for leave tomorrow but am also reaching out to Mark to see if he is going to be local and,
if so, whether he can work for a couple of hours tomorrow to accommodate the briefing request. I
just wanted to give everyone a heads up about the potential for a 1:00 at the NAC tomorrow and I
will let you know when things are firmed up. As we discussed, there will be no slide deck, the
expectation is that they read the issue paper and the IG/GAO reports and that the briefing will be
more conversational. Attached are the combined talking points for Mark and Dan which highlight
key areas that they would hit upon. Lori has indicated that she would like to attend all briefings to
the extent possible.
Tracy L. Renaud

Associate Director
Management Directorate .
US Cltl1e11shlp & lmmlgrc,tiOtl Se,vices
Department of Homeland Security
202-272-1739 (desk/

2

\
· From:

USCIS Presidential Transition

To:

Renaud Iracv L

Subject:

RE: ELIS Briefing for President Elect landing Team

Date:

Wednesday, December 07, 2016 3:26:00 PM

Attachments:

USCIS Transformation

re 2016 docx

Did you want to take a quick look'at the ELIS briefing paper again for the briefing on Monday? I
. highlighted one sentence in the attached thinking we may want to change it.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

(di 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489 8802
This cornmunic:ation, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communicatiom. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Oep,:frtment of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Setv1ces. If the re::ider of this message is not the intended recipient. yci.1 are hereby notified thvt any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and JII

attachments and immediately notify the sender.

From: Renaud, Tracy L
Sent: Wednesday, December 07, 2016 1:52 PM
To: Scialabba, Lori L; Renaud, Daniel M; Schwartz, Mark A
Cc: USCIS Presidential Transition; Farnam, Julie E; Prater, Jocelyn S; Young, Todd P
Subject: ELIS Briefing for President Elect Landing Team
All,
The landing team has requested an ELIS briefing for 1:00 tomorrow. I let them know that Mark is
scheduled for leave tomorrow but am also reaching out to Mark to see if he is going to be local and,
if so, whether he can work for a couple of hours tomorrow to accommodate the briefing request I
just wanted to give everyone a heads up about the potential for a 1:00 at the NAC tomorrow and I
will let you know when things are firmed up. As we discussed, there will be no slide'deck, the
expectation is that they read the issue paper and the IG/GAO reports and that the briefing will be
more conversational. Attached are the combihed talking points for Mark and Dan which highlight
key areas that. they would hit upon. Lori has indicated that she would like to attend all briefings to
the extent possible.
TrC1cy L. flenC1ud

Associate Director
Management Dire,torate
us Citizenship & lmmigrC1tion Services

Department of Homeland Se,urity
202·272· 1739./desk/
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From:

To:
Subject:
Date:

Schwartz MMk A
Renaud Tracy L
RE: ELIS Briefing for President Elect Landing Team
Wednesday, December 07, 2016 2:54:51 PM

No problem.

From: Renaud, Tracy L
Sent: Wednesday, December 07, 2016 2:17:13 PM
To: Schwartz, Mark A
Subject: RE: ELIS Briefing for President Elect Landing Team

The DHS transition team is requesting the Landing Team move it to Monday afternoon. Precious
checked your calendar and you are booked but everything is internal so you may end up needing to
shuffle some of those currently scheduled meeting around.

Tracy L. Renaud
Associate Director

Management Directorate
US Citizenship & Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Security
202-272-1739 (desk}

From: Schwa rl2, Mark A
Sent: Wednesday, December 07, 2016 1:56 PM
To: Renaud, Tracy L .
Subject: RE: ELIS Briefing for President Elect Landing Team

Sorry, I'll be in London and my time is committed.

I

From: Renaud, Tracy L
Sent: Wednesday, December 07, 2016 1:51:32 PM
To: Scialabba, Lori L; Renaud, Daniel M; Schw<1rl2, Mark A
.
Cc: USCIS Presidential Transition; Farnam, Julie E; Prater, Jocelyn S; Young, Todd P
Subject: ELIS Briefing for President Elect Landing Team
·

.I

All,
The landing team has requested an ELIS briefing for 1:00 tomorrow. I let them know that Mark is
scheduled for leave tomorrow but am also reaching out to Mark to see if.he is going to be local and,
if so, whether he can work for a couple of hours tomorrow to accommodate the briefing request. I
just wanted to give everyone a heads up about the potential for a 1:00 at the NAC tomorrow and I
will let you know when things are firmed up. As we discussed, there will be no slide deck, the
expectation is that they read the issue paper and the IG/GAO reports and that the briefing will be
more conversational. Attached are the combined talking points for Mark and Dan which highlight
key areas that they would hit upon. Lori has indicated that she would like to attend all briefings to

4

the extent possible.
Tracy l.. Rena1,1d
As$ociate Director

Monage'ment Directorate
US Cltltenship & Immigration Setvfces

Deportment of Homeland Security
202-272·1739 (desk/
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From:
To:
Subject:

Date:

Schwartz Mark A
Renaud, Tracy l
RE: ELIS Briefing for President Elect Landing Team
Wednesday, December 07 1 2016 1:55:35 PM

Sorry, I'll be in London and my time is committed.

From: Renaud, Tracy L
Sent: Wednesday, December 07, 2016 1:51:32 PM
To: Scialabba, Lori L; Renaud, Daniel M; Schwartz, Mark A
Cc: USCJS Presidential Transition; Farnam, Julie E; Prater, Jocelyn S; Young, Todd P
Subject: ELIS Briefing for President Elect Landing Team

All,
The landing team has requested an ELIS briefing for 1:00 tomorrow. I let them know that Mark is
scheduled for leave tomorrow but am also reaching out to Mark to see if he is going to be local and,
if so, whether he can work for a couple of hours tomorrow to accommodate the brieiing request. I
just wanted to give everyone a heads up about the potential for a 1:00 at the NAC tomorrow and I
will let you know when things are firmed up. As we discussed, there will be no slide deck, the
expectation is that they read the issue paper and the IG/GAO reports and that the briefing will be
more conversational. Attached are the combined talking points for Mark and Dan which highlight
key areas that they would hit upon.· Lori has indicated that she would like to attend all briefings to
the extent possible.
Tracy L. ~enaud
Associate Director
Management Directorate
US Citizenship & Immigration Servicf!s

Department of Homeland Security
202·272·1739 (desk)

6

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Renaud, Tracy L

Schwartz Mark A
RE: ELIS Briefing for President Elect I.Jlndlng Team
Wednesday, December 07, 2016 2:17:00 PM

The DHS transition team is requesting the Landing Team move it to Monday afternoon. Precious .
checked your calendar and you are booked but everything is internal so you may end up needing to
shuffle some of those currently scheduled meeting around.

Tracy L. Renaud
Associate Director
Management Directorate
US CitizellShlp & lmmigratiort Services
Department af Homeland Security
ZOZ-271-1739 (desk)

From: Schwartz, Mark A

Sent: Wednesday, December 07, 2016 1:56 PM
. To: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: ELIS Briefing for President Elect Landing Team

Sorry, I'll be in London and my time is committed.

From: Renaud, Tracy L

Sent: Wednesday, December 07, 2016 i:51:32 PM
To: Scialabba, Lori L; Renaud, Daniel M; Schwartz, Mark A
Cc: users Presidential Transition; Farnam, Julie E; Prater, Jocelyn S; Young, Todd P
Subject: ELIS Briefing for Pr.esident Elect Landing Team
All,
The landing team has requested an ELIS briefing for 1:00 tomorrow. I let them know that Mark is
scheduled for leave tomorrow but am also reaching out to Mark to see if he is going to be local and,
if so, whether he can work for a couple of hours tomorrow to accommodate the briefing request. I
just wanted to give everyone a heads up about the potential for a 1:00 at the NAC tomorrow and. I
will let you know when things are fir'med up. As we discussed, there will be no slide deck, the
expectation is that they read the issue paper and the IG/GAO reports and that the briefing will be
more conversational. Attached are the combined talking points for Mark and Dan which highlight
key areas that they would hit upon. Lori has indicated that she would like to attend all briefings to
the extent possible.
Tracy L, Renaud
A5sociate Director
Management Directotate

US Citizenship & lmmigfOtion Services

Department a/ Homeland Security
202-271-1739 /desk}
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I
Renaud, Tracy L·

From:
To:
Subject:

RI:: ELIS Briefing for President Elect Landing Team

Date:

Wednesday, December 07, 2016 2:00:00 PM

Schwartz Mack A.

Ok, thanks.
Tracy L. Renaud
Associate Director

Management Oirectorc:,te
US Citizenship & Immigration Services
Oeportmetlt of Homefond Security
20Z·Z72-l739 (desk/

From: Schwartz, Mark A

Sent: Wednesday, December 07, 2016 1:56 PM
To: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: ELIS Briefing for President Elect Landing Team

Sorry, I'll be in London and my time is committed.

From: Renaud, Tracy L

Sent: Wednesday, December 07, 2016 1:51:32 PM
To: Scialabba, Lori L; Renaud, Daniel M; Schwartz, Mark A
Cc: 'USCIS Presidential Transition; Farnam, Julie E; Prater, Jocelyn S; Young, Todd P
Subject: ELIS Briefing for President.Elect Landing Team
All,
The landing team has requested an ELIS-briefing for 1:00 tomorrow. I let them know that Mark is
scheduled for leave tomorrow but am also reaching out to Mark to see if he is going to be local and,
if so, whether he.can work for a couple of hours tomorrow to accommodate the briefing request. I
just wanted to give everyone a heads up about the potential for_a 1:00·at the NAC tomorrow and I
will let you know when things are firmed up. As we discussed, there will be no slide deck, the
expectation is that they read the issue paper and the IG/GAO reports and that the briefing will be
1
more conversational. Attached are the combined talking points for Mark and Dan which highlight
key areas that they would hit upon. Lori has indicated that she would like to attend all briefings to
the extent possible.
~racy L. Renaud
Associate Director
Management Directorate
US Citizenship & Immigration Services

Department of Homeland Secvrity
202·272·1739 (desk}
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From:

LISCIS Presidential Iransitioo

To:

Kerns Kevin J; Schwartz Mark A: Renaud Daniel M
Renaud Tracy Li users MGI Tusks

Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Attachments:

RE: ELIS Briefing Presentation

· Wednesday, November 30, 2016 9:42:05 AM

lJSCIS ELIS BcteOoa Presentation PPtx

Updates attached. I'll also have hard copies for the pre-brief this morning.

From: Kerns, Kevin J
Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 2016 6:41 PM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition; Schwartz, Mark A; Renaud, Daniel M
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L; USCIS MGT Tasks
Subject: RE: ELIS Briefing Presentation

(b)(S)

Kevin J, Kerns
Deputy Associate Director
Management Directorate
US Citizenship and Immigration Services

(202) 272-2990 Keyin I Kerns@uscjs dhs gov
From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 2016 3:04 PM
To: Schwartz, Mark A; Renaud, Daniel M
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L; Kerns, Kevin J; USCIS MGT Tasks
Subject: ELIS Briefing Presentation
Dan/Mark,
Attached please find the draft presentation for the ELIS transition brieflng, If you have any edits,
please let me know as soon as possible so that I may send this to OCC to be cleared.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

(di 202-272-1102
(cl 202-489-8802
Th.is communication, along with a~y attachments, may ~ontain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing

electronic communications, E!ectron'ic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and lt'l)migration Servic~s. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
C

9

distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this mes~age and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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From:
To:
Cc:

Halter Greg

Subject: ·

RE: ELIS Briefing
Friday, December 09, 2016 11:52:33 AM

Date:
Attachments:

Micone, Vincent; McCormack Luke; Cooch, Shila
Horowitz, Scott; Farnam Julie E; Renaud Tracy L

l/SCIS Transformation IP 2016 docx

Sir, there is not a briefing deck for this meeting. Julie said they will be working from the
Transformation issue paper. (attached)
-Greg

Greg Halter
Deputy Director of Operations ·
Presidential Transition Office
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
Office: (202) 282-8161
Cell (202) 807-8376
NAC 01-03-00
From: Micone, Vincent
Sent: Friday, December 9, 2016 11:20 AM
To: McCormack, Luke <luke.mccormack@hq.dhs.gov>; Cooch, Shila <Shila.Cooch@hq.dhs.gov>
Cc: Halter, Greg <greg.halter@hq.dhs.gov>; Horowi:z, Scott <ScottHorowitz@HQ.DHS.GOV>
Subject: RE: ELIS Briefing

Greg will get you a copy

Thanks,
Vince

Vince Micone
DHS Presidential Transition Officer
and Senior Counselor
Management Directorate
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
(202) 447-3400
.

From: McCormack, Luke
Sent: Friday, December 09, 2016 11:18:52 AM
To: Micone, Vincent; Cooch, Shila

19

Cc: Halter, Greg; Horowitz, Scott
Subject: RE: ELIS Briefing

Can I get a copy of the brief·

From: Micone, Vincent
Sent: Friday, December 09, 2016 8:23:51 AM
To: Cooch, Shila; McCormack, Luke
Cc: Halter, Greg; Horowitz, Scott
Subject: RE: ELIS Briefing
Gregi

Pis add him to the invite.

I

Thanks,
Vince

I

!

Vince Micone
DHS Presidential Transition Officer
and Senior Counselor
Management Directorate
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
(202) 447-3400

------

-----·-------------

From: Cooch, Shila
Sent: Friday, December 09, 2016 8:18 AM
To: Micone, Vincent <Vincent.Micone@HQ.DHS.GOV>; McCormack, Luke
·<luke.mccormack@hq.dhs.gov>
Cc: Halter, Greg <greg.halter@hq.dhs.gov>; Horowitz, Scott <Scott.Horowitz@HQ.DHS.GOV>;
Cooch, Shila <Shila.Cooch@hq.dhs.gov>
Subject: RE: ELIS Briefing
.

Vince - just confirmed
- this works.
.

Shila R. Cooch
Chief of Staff
Office of the Chief lnfonnation Oflicer
Cell: (202) 207-8718
From: Micone, Vincent
Sent: Thursday, December 8, 2016 5:32 PM

To: McCormack, Luke <luke,mccormack@ha,dhs gov>
Cc: Halter, Greg <greg,halter@hQ dhs gov>; Horowitz, Scott <Scott,Horowitz@HO.DHS GOV>;
Cooch, Shila <Shila.Cooch@hq dhs gov>
Subject: ELIS Briefing

20

Luke,
Want you to participate in a briefing with the transition team on ELIS. Are you available on 12/12 from
2:30-4? Will be here at the NAC. Pis advise ASAP.
Thanks,
Vince

Vince Micone
DHS Presidenti.al Transition Officer
and Senior Counselor
Management Directorate
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
(202) 447-3400

21

From:

To:

Pre!ooar Bcaodoo B

USCIS Presidenti@I Transition; Youna Todd P;

waiters Jessica Si Krebs, Kristie Li Hvams Emilie B; ~

lillbfil.R

Cc:

Renaud Tracy L

Subject:
Date:

RE: ELIS Call Center Information and E·Filed Application Informa~on··DUE TODAY
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 4:00:17 PM

Attachments:

ELIS Call Center and E·Applicatlons.docx

Including Emilie and Esther for this one. (And recommend adding them.to the list for clearing these
as a general matter.)
From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 3:47 PM
To: Young, Todd P; Prelogar, Brandon B; Walters, Jessica S; Krebs, Kristie L
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: ELIS Call Center Information and E-Filed Application Information--DUE TODAY
Importance: High ·

The attached has been requested by the transition team and is due to DHS today. OCC has cleared
and we are requesting clearance from your principal.
· Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
·This communiciltiOn, along with any attachrnents, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws goverrung
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete thls message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

lJSCIS Presidential Iraositlan
Preloaar Brandon Bi Youna Todd p; Welters Jessica S: Krebs, Kristie L; Hxams Emilie B; Allred Esther R
Renaud, Tracy L

Date:

RE: ELIS Call Center Information and E-Filed Application lnformaoon--DUE TODAY
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 4:14:44 PM
·

Attachments:

ELIS Call Center and C·Aoolicatioos docx

We a_dded one additional bullet to avoid confusion. We are awaiting OCC's clearance on that added
bullet, but plea~e do start to review as I need to get this to DHS tonight.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272 1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with .:iny attachments, may cont<1in confidential i0formvt1on and is covered by federal laws governing
electrorilc communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Dep~rtment of Hom€.land Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended rec'1pient, you. are hereby notified that any d1s5eminat\on,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you h;,ive received this in error, please delete this message and al!
attachr1',ents a11d 'immediately not'rfV the sender.

From: Prelogar, Brandon B
Sent:·Tuesday, December 13, 2016 4:00 PM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition; Young, Todd P; Walters, Jessica S; Krebs, Kristie L; Hyams, Emilie R;
Allred, Esther R
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
. Subject: RE: ELIS Call Center Information and E-Filed Application Information--DUE TODAY
Including Emilie and Esther for this one. (And recommend adding them to the list for clearing these
as a general matter.)
From: USCIS Presidential Transition

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 3:47 PM
To: Young, Todd P; Prelogar, Brandon B; Walters, Jessica S; Krebs, Kristie L
. Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: ELIS Call Center Information and E-Filed Application Information··DUE TODAY
Importance: High
·
·

I

\

The attached has been requested by the transition team and is due to OHS today. OCC has cleared
and we are requesting clearance from your principal.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
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U.S. Citizenship and Immigration
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802

Services

This commun'1cation, along with any attachments, may contain confidential Information and is coverecl by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S, Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is ni:.it ,the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message ls strictly prohibited. If you have received thls in error, please delete this message and all

attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

\JSCIS Presidential Irnnsttion

Renaud, Tracy L; OCC·Clearance; Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Mollv M; Miles John D; Caroenter, Dea D
Mcgee Ramona L; Renaud Daniel M
RE: ELIS Help Desk-·URGENT
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 4:11:12 PM ,

Et IS Call Center and E·Aoolications,docx

Added an additional bullet that hopefully reduces the confusion, I believe the bullet in question is
accurate, but I can understand why it may be confusing,
From: Renaud, Tracy L
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 3:59 PM
To: OCC·Clearance; USCIS Presidential Transition; Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Molly M; Miles, John D;
carpenter, Dea D
Cc: Mcgee, Ramona L; Renaud, Daniel M
' Subject: RE: ,ELIS Help Desk-·URGENT

Ian,

(b)(S)

Tracy L. Rena1,1d

Associate Oirector
Management Oirectofate
US Citizenship & Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Security

202-272-1739 /desk)

From: Hinds, Ian G On Behalf Of OCC·Clearance
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 3:43 PM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition; Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Molly M; Miles, John D; Carpenter, Dea D
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L; Mcgee, Ramona L
·
Subject: RE: ELIS Help Desk··URGENT

Please see OCC's edits attached,
Ian

From: users Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 2:50 PM
To: OCC·Clearance; Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Molly M; Miles, John D; Carpenter, Dea D
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
·
Subject: ELIS Help Desk-·URGENT
Importance: High

Attached is the stats for the ELIS help desk and e-filing information for your review, There's not
much legal-y here, but it needs to be cleared by you as well, If you could review as soon as possible,
I need to have the front office review today as well,

27,

Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This comrnunicat'1on, along with ari,y attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship.
and lrnmigratior Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,

distribution, use, or_ copying of this message is .strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete th·1s message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender,

I

I
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From:
To:

Cc:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

users Presidential Transition
Pootioen Kalva; Mathias Susan
Renaud, I@cv L; Cheoa Grace
RE: Issue Paper--o'IG Report on Incomplete Fingerprint Records

Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:15:38 AM

USCIS·OIG Reoort IP 2016 FINAL dap;

Thac's correct. Our understanding was that your office would be adding to the paper rather than
just clearing it.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802

\
This communication, along with any attachme11ts, may contain confidential information and is covered by fede~al laws governing
elecuonic cornmun\cntions. ElectroniC cormnwf1cations may also be monitOH?d by the: Department of Homeland Security, U,S. Citizemhip

\

and lmm'1gr;,:ition Servkes. If the reader of this message is not the intended r>Jcipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distri~ution, use, or copying of this message 1s strictly prohibited. If you have received this

'in

error, please delete this message and all

attoc:·,ments .ind.immediately notify the sender.

From: Pontinen, Kaiya
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:03 AM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition; Mathias, Susan
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L; Cheng, Grace
Subject: RE: Issue Paper--OIG Report on Incomplete Fingerprint Records

Susan: this is part of the paper we needed to respond to the OGC tasked on Denatz, I think.

USC IS - is that correct? If so I need to combine with ice part and give to Joe.

Kaiya Anne Pontinen
Office of the General Counsel
202.306.8548

From: USCJS Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:59:00 AM
To: Mathias, Susan; Pontinen, Kaiya
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L; Cheng, Grace
Subject: RE: Issue Paper--OIG Report on Incomplete Fingerprint Records
Will do. Thank you
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From:

.To:

Cc:

YO\J09 Todd P
USCIS Presidential Jransitio~; Preloaar
Rena1Jd Tracv L

Brandon B;

Date:

RE: Issue Paper--OIG Report
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:21:19 AM

Attachments:

DHS

Subject:

waitr:rs Jessica S; Prater Joce!vn Si Krebs Kristie L

Resooose to OIG Reoort 16 EO 12 13 2016,docx

Hi Julie,
..)

Please see a few additional revisions from me and Jess .

From: users Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10: 18 AM
To: Prelogar, Brandon B; Young, Todd P; Walters, Jessica 5; Prater, Jocelyn S; Krebs, Kristie L
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: Issue Paper··OIG Report·

Importance: High

·

Following up on this-Brandon's minor edits have been incorporated. Please let me know when I
can proceed and send this to OGC.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Freid Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration
.
. Services
(di 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communicc1ticns. Electronic comrnu.nic.itlons m.:iy also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S., Citizenship
and Immigration Seri/ices. lf the re,;ider of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
d1str1bution, use, or copying of this message ls strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message alld all
attachments and lmmediate!y notify the sender.

From: Prelogar, Brandon B
Sent: Monday, December 12, 2016 2:01 PM

To: users Presidential Transition; Young, Todd P; Walters, Jessica S; Prater, Jocelyn S; Krebs, Kristie L
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
·
Subject: RE: Issue Paper0 -0JG Report
Quick,light edits in the attached. Defer to D2 team for D2 clearance.

From: users Presidential Transition
Sent: Monday, December 12, 2016 11:38 AM
To: Young, Todd P; Walters, Jessica S; Prater, Jocelyn S; Krebs, Kristie L; Prelogar, Brandon B
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
·
Subject: Issue Paper--OIG Report

Importance: High

35

Good morning,
OGC has requested that we draft an issue paper relating to the OIG's report, "Potentially lneljgible
individuals Have Been Granted u.s. Citizenship Because of Incomplete Fingerprint Records." With
the exception of the last paragraph. the language in the attached document is comprised of
previously drafted language from a couple sources-talking points.USCIS wrote and responses to
QFRs. Because you should have already seen this information, we are requesting that your principal
review and clear by noon tomorrow. We also anticipate that OGC will be adding additional language
and this may need to be recirculated. This paper has been cleared by Field Ops, FONS, and OCC.
Thank you.
Julie Farnam·
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
· (c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with 'any attachments, may contain confrdential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communicat1ons. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Secur;ty, U.S. Citizenship
and lmm\gration Services. 1fthe read.er of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete thls message and ali'

attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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yg1yerde Michael

From:

(b)(5)

USCIS Presidential Transition; OCCwClearancei Renaud Daniel M; Emrich Matthew D; Davidson, Andrew J
. Miles John D; Jaddou Ur M; Groom, Molly M; Rena11d Iracv L; EDNSExecSec; Kvortek l isette E

Ta:

Cc:
Date:

RE: New Issue Paper··O!G Report 16-130 (Janus Cases)
Friday, December 09, 2016 4:28:49 PM

Attachments:

l/SC!S DIG Reoort IP 2016 docx

Subject:

I

I

From: users Presidential Transition
Sent: Friday, December 09, 2016 4: 15 PM
To: ace-Clearance; Renaud, Daniel M; Valverde, Michael; Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson, Andrew J
Cc: Miles, John D; Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Molly M; Renaud, Tracy L; FDNSExecSec; Kvortek, Lisette E
Subject: New Issue Paper--OIG Report 16-130 (Janus Cases)
Importance: High

(b)(5)
Good afternoon,

Thank you

for your assistance with this and have a nice weekend.

Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directoraie.
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202A89-8802
This commllnlcation, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal taws governing
electronic communications. Electronic commurlications may also be monitored by the. Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
a'nd Immigration. Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient,' you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete thiS message and all
attachmen.ts and immediately notify the sender.
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(b)(5)
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L

Cc:

Krebs KrlStie t
Prelooar Brandon B; U5CIS Presidential Transition; Young Todd P; Walters, Jessica S
Renaud Tracv L

Subject:
Date:.

RE: PresidentfaJ Transition Briefing Materials~Refugee Processing and Vetting (Due 12/8)
Tuesday, December 06, 2016 2:51:25 PM

From:·.
To:

Hi Julie - I want to flag that D2 is going to be out tomorrow afternoon so we would like to get this to
her by COB today or first thing tomorrow morning. Anything you can do to nudge RAIO and FDNS
along would be most appreciated:
From: Prelogar, Brandon B
Sent: Tuesday, December 06, 2016 10:02 AM
To: USCJS Presidential Transition; Young, Todd P; Walters, Jessica S; Krebs, Kristie L
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: Presidential Transition Briefing Materials-Refugee Processing and Vetting (Due 12/8)

Julie,
See attached edits from D1/D2. counselors. We would appreciate it if RAIO and FONS could
review and adjudicate these, and then pass back a clean version to us for D2 review by end
of day. We want to pass a clean version that incorporates our edits up to her. Thanks,
Brandon

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Monday, December 05, 2016 10: 15:04 AM
To: Young, Todd P; Walters, Jessica S; Krebs, Kristie L; Prelogar, Brandon B
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: Presidential Transition Briefing Materials-Refugee Processing and Vetting (Due 12/8)
Good morning,
Attached is the presentation on refugee processing and vetting. This presentation will be given
when we brief the president-elect's landing team. The presentation was developed by RAIO and
FDNS and has been cleared by OCC. ·It must also be cleared by the COS or higher before providing to
DHS for their clearance. 'we request your principal's review and clearance by COB Thursday.
Than.k you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102

(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any '1ttachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communicat1ons. Electronic communications may also

be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship

and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message ls strictly prohibited. If you have receive~ this in error, please delete this message and all

40

attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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\

From:
To:
Cc:

Preloaac, Brandon B

users Presidential Transition; Youoa

Todd P; waiters Jessica Si Krebs, Kristie L

Renaud, Tracy l

Subject:

RE: Presidential Transition Briefing Materials•Refugee Processing and Vetting (Due 12/8}

Date:

Tuesday, December 06, 2016'!0:0l:39 AM

.A~chments:

Refugee Processioa Presentation 12¥05· 16 TY BP JSW .comments,PPtx

·

Julie,
See attached edits from Dl/D2 counselors. We would appreciate it if RAIO and FDNS
could review and adjudicate these, and then pass back a clean version to us for D2
review by end of day. We want to pass a clean version that incorporates our edits
up to her. Thanks,
·
Brandon

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Monday, December OS; 2016 10:15:04 AM
To: Young, Todd P; Walters, Jessica S; Krebs, Kristie L; Prelogar, Brandon B
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
.
Subject: Presidential Transition Briefing Materials-Refugee Processing and Vetting (Due 12/8)

Good morning,

I

.

.Attached is the presentation on refugee processing and vetting. This presentation will be given
.

when we brief the president-elect's landing team. The presentation was developed by RAIO and
F.DNS and has been cleared by OCC It must also be cleared by the COS or higher before providing to
DHS for their clearance. We request your principal's review and clearance by COB Thursday.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any a.ttachments, may contain confidentlal information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of.this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of thls message is strictly·prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delet~.·this message and al:

a}tac~ments and immediately notify the sender.
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From:
TO:
Cc:

Subject:
Date:
Importance:

Fleet Andrea B

Stanley, Kathleen Mi Schwartz Mark A; Jones Keith A; Wittman GreaorY J; Black Diane Ei·Moore, Joseph Di
Reilly Richard M; Davis, Alecia A; Destefano, Ernest; Anderson, Erik Ci Becker, Cheryl L
lJSCIS MGI Tasks; Renaud Tracv l; Kerns Kevin J
FW: ***URGENT*** Transition RFl Due Noon Today

Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:29:S9 AM
High

.

URGENT PRESIDENTIAL TRANSITION REQUEST - DUE NOON TODAY; NO EXTENSIONS

From: users Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9: 18 AM

To: users MGT Tasks; Stanley, Kathleen M; Kerns, Kevin J; Collins, Anissa A; Clark, Levita S; Hawkins,
Donald K; OP&S Presidential Transition; Vanison, Denise; FDNSExecSec; Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson,
Andrew J; Melero, Mariela; Rogers, Debra A; Simeon, David G; Schwartz, Mark A
·
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today
Importance: High
·

Good morning,
We have our first information request from the president-elect's transition landing team. There is
an extremely fast turnaround on these requests (apologies!)-it is dye at noon today to allow time
for the front office to clear today and to get it back to DHS today. Therefore, no extensions may be
granted and it is imperative that you respond timely.
This is what is being requested:

(b)(5)

. Thank you very much for all your help with this and if there are any questions, I can be reached at
the ·numbers below.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate

43

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-282-8277
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communkations. Electri;,nic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and !rnmigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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Fromt

Renaud, Tracv L

To:

115Cl5 Presiuronel rcaos1t100

Subject:

FW: u•uRCENT 0 • Ttansition Rfl Due Noon Tod4y
Tue:.day, Del:1!J11t'll!r 13, 2016 7:06:00 PM

tlate:
A.tuchmenbi:

1maoe00snoo
ioformatioo BcoHrst frnm ecrsiaeoUal Iraa:mkm Wm /OIC 12·1H01& rtt doq

imaoero1 em,

in..=
Updated docum€'nt
TnuyL Rtno11d ·
AJJl)(/ofl 0/tfft(lf

M11n1111emtnt Oirtctarntt
U$ Clt!rtmhlp & lmmigrarion Strvlce1
0ep{lrtmMt of H()mt/1md ~Cllrlty
101·J7b17J9 (desk}

-----------------------------·-----From: Reilly, RJchard M
sent: Tuesday, December 13 1 2016 7:02 PM
To: Fleet, Andrea 6; Kerns, Kevin J; Renaud, Trac.y L
Cc: users MG'f Tasks; Stanley1 Kathleen M; Moore1 Joseph D; Fredericks, Christopher; White, Jacquelyn D; Solowelgh, Todd L; Nasir, Syed A
Subject: RE: *"*URGENT*** Transition RFI Due Noon Today
Tracy/~evin/Andrea -Attached

is the updated ·ore sub.mission

Please let us know 1f you need anything else.
Thanks!
Rich

From: Fleet, Andrea B
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 5:40 PM
To: Stanley, Kathleen M; Reilly, Richard M
CC: Kerns, Kevin J; Renaud, Tracy Li USCIS MITT Tasks
Subject: RE: ,*"'*URGENT*** Transition RFI Due Noon Today
Kath - Once completed, please forward this to Rich (OCFO} for review, Rlch pleilse forw,Jrd the submission to KeYin who will get \t Julie at

usc1s Presidential Transition 1Jsi:isrre:.idcotialt[ijp5jtion@usc:is dhs ggy.
I appreciate everyone's diligence to get this done today.
Andrea

From: Stanley,
M
sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 5:28 PM
To: Fleet, Andrea B
·
Kerns, Kevin J
Subject: RE: ***URGENT*** Transition RFt Due Noon Today

ec:

Yes,

The last table he needs, I only have in picture format and the footnote 1s blurry.
The member of my team will not be at home until 5:45 pm.

She has the request!
Kath

Kathleen ''Ka.th" Stanley
Chief, Office Transformation Coordination
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
202-272,9401
From: Fleet, Andrea B

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 5:04 PM
To: Stanley, Kathleen M
CC: Kerns, Kevin J
Subject: FW: **."URGENT*** Transition RFI Due Noon Today

45

Kath - Rich mentioned you were going to forward the updated tables, correct?

From: Reilly, Richard M
sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 4:23 PM
To: Fleet, Andrea 6
Cc: Davis, Alecia A; Moore, Joseph D; Fredericks, Christopher

Subject: RE:,*"*URGENT*** Transition RFI Due Noon Today
Andrea- the OTC ch~rts ;ire pictures so I (,0\!ldn't ch_ange them. I talked to Kath and she is going to make the change~ ands~nd an updated
verSion to me. I wifl se-1d it to you soon as I receive 1t.

as

Rich
From: Fleet, Andrea 6
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 3:57 PM
, To: Reilly, Richard M
Cc: Davis, Alecia A; Moore, Joseph D; Fredericks, Christopher
Subject: FW: ***URGENT*** Transition RFI Due Noon Today
Rich -Would you mine making the necessary changes and 1eforwarding us a clean copy please? Thanks
From: Renaud, Tracy L

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 3:53 PM
To: Fleet, Andrea B; Keros, Kevin J
Subject: RE: ***URGENT*** Transition RFI Due Noon Today
I agree with ocFo·s recommendations.

Trac~£. Re11011d
Arnuloit OirtctOf
Ma11ogtmt111 Dlrti:t(HOtt

US Cltl1tnJ11ip & lmmlifratlon StNictl
~portment of Homel,:md Security
101·1/l·lll!J /dtsk}

From: Fleet, Andrea B
December 13, 2016 3:47 PM
To: Renaud, Tracy L; Kerns, Kevin J
Subject: FW: ***URGENT*** Transition RFI Due Noon Today

sent: Tuesday,

Tracy-CFO has questions, please 3dvise.

From: Fleet, Andrea B
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 2:00 PM
To: Renaud, Tracy L; Kerns, Kevin J ·
cc: users MGT Tasks
Subject: FW: """URGENT*** Transition RFI Due Noon Today
Tracy ·_OCFO has the following qucsti0/1$ below wncerning mes response. Please advise as to how you would like OCFO to proceed. BTW, I
am attending training from 2·4. Thanks,
Andrea

From: Reilly, Richard M

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 1:56 PM
To: Fleet, Andrea B; USCIS MGT Tasks

.

Cc: Fredericks, Christopher; White, Jacquelyn D; Soloweigh, Todd L; Nasir, Syed A; Cristiani, Juan L; Moore, Joseph D
Subject: FW: *"*URGENT*** Transition RFI Due Noon Today
Andrea - aero hils reviewed the resnonses to the foltowino two nuestions:

(b)(5)
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(b)(5)

.

'.

Let Us know it you h.iVe questions. Also, please let us know if you want us to coordinate the changes with OTC

Thanks!
~ich

Ftom: Fleet, Andrea B
sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 1:40 PM

To: Davis, Alecia Ai Moore, Joseph D; Reilly, Richard M
Cc: users MGT Tasks
Subject: FW: n*URGENT*** Transition RFI Due Noon Today
OCFO- I am heading to a training session shortly. Please forward yolJr response to the MGT task box who will obtain Tracy and Kevin's

clearance before forwarding to the Presidential Transition clearance box.
Thanks again for vour quick turnaround on this.
Anrea

From: Stanley, Kathleen M
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:Si AM
To: Flee¼ Andrea B; Schwartz, Mark A; Jones, Keith A; Wittman, Gregory J; Black, Diane E; Moore, Joseph Di Reilly, Richard M; Davis, Alecia A;
Destefano, Ernesti Anderson, Erik Ci Becker, Cheryl L
·
CC: users MGT Tasks;· R.enaud, Tracy Li Kerns, Kevin J; Tran, Ramona L; Clark, Levita S; Perryman, Janet J; Van Demark, Henty
Subject: RE: ***URGENT*** Transition RFI Due Noon Today
,
Andrea,
Attached is OTC's input. I have also attached.a spreadsheet that provides more detail for the cost data.
Ramona Tran is our lead in pulline this data and I have added her to facilitate answering any questions.
Kath

Chief, Office Transformation Coordination
U.S. Citizenship and lm~igration Services
202-272-9401

From: Fleet, Andrea B
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:30 AM
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To: Stanley, Kathleen M; Schwartz, Mark A; Jones, Keith A; Wittman, Gregory J; Black, Diane E; Moore, Joseph Di Reilly, Richard M; Davis, Alecia
A; Destefano, Ernest; Anderson, Erik C; Becker, Cheryl L
·
C<:: users MGT Tasks; Renaud, Tracy L; Kerns, Kevin J
Subject: FW; **•URGENT*"'* Transition RF! Due Noon Today
Importance: High
·
URGENT PRESIDENTIAL TRANSITION REQUEST -DUE NOON TODAY; NO EXTENSIONS

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:18 AM

.

To: USCIS MGT Tasks; Stanley, Kathleen Mi Kerns, Kevin); Collins, Anissa A; Clark, Levlta S; Hawkins, Donald K; OP&S Presidential Transition;
Vanison, Denise; FDNSExecSec; Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson, Andrew J; Melero, Mariela; Rogers, Debra A; Simeon, David G; Schwartz, Mark A
CC: Renaud, Tracy L
·subject: *"*URGENT*** Transition Rf!I Due Noon loday
Importance: High
Good rnorhing,
We ha've our first information request from the president·elect's transition landing team. There' is an extremely fast turnaround on these
requests (3pologies!f-it is due at 0000 today to allow time for the front office to clear today and to get it back to OHS today. Therefore,
extensions may be granted and it is imperative that you respond timely.

~o

(b)(5)

-

Thank you very much for all your help with this and '1f there are any questions, I can be reached at the' numbers b~low,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and lmmigraf1on Services
(d) 202·28H277
(cl 202·489-8802
Thlscommuniciltlon, alone with any anachmena, may contain wnlidentlal inlorrnation and Is cow red by federal law\ gowrnlnselectronic rommunlmtlon1. Eloctronlc communications

mav also

be monitored by the Department of Homeland Socur1ty, U.5. Clt111m~hip and lmmlsraticm Service 1. I/the rnade_r of this me1sage 11 not the intended rec1pi1m\, you are hereby notified that any
dis~~mlnatlon, d1strib,ition, i1"1, or Copying of thl~ muHgi, is ~tridfy prohibit~d. If you h~ve rl'rniv~d thi,; In r.rror, ple~,e delete thi~ me~1age ~nd all atl.-lthmPnts ~nd im111edia1ely no1,ty the

1em1Er.
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Washington, DC 20529
(202) 272-1857

Andrea BFleet@uscis dhs gov

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9: 18 AM

.
To: USC!S MGT Tasks; Stanley, Kathleen M; Kerns, Kevin J; Collins, Anissa A; Clark, Levita S; Hawkins,
Donald K; OP&S Presidential Transition; Vanison, Denise; FDNSExecSec; Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson,
Andrew J; Melero, Mariela; Rogers, Debra A; Simeon, David G; Schwartz, Mark A
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
·
Subject: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today
Importanc~: High
Good morning,
We have our first information request from the president-elect's transition landing team. There is
an extremely fast turnaround on these requests (apologies!}-it is due at noon today to allow time
for the front office to clear today and to get it back to DHS today. Therefore, no extensions may be
granted and it is imperative that you respond timely.
This is what is being requested:

(b)(5)

Thank you very much for all your help with this and if there are any questions, I can be reached at
the numbers below.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d} 202-282-8277
(c} 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachi-nents, may contain confidential information and is c~vered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. tlectronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Horneland Security, U.S. Citizenship·
and !mrnigrat1on Services. If the reader of this meSsage is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissen:i'ination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.
·
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from:

To:

Subject:
Date:

fleet Andrea B
Renaud Tracy L; Kerns Kevin J
· FW: ELIS Cost Analysis
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 12:44:43 PM

How's this?

. From: Becker, Cheryl L
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 12:43 PM
To: Fleet, Andrea B
Cc: Anderson, Erik C
Subject: RE: ELIS Cost Analysis

(b)(5)

From: Fleet, Andrea B
. Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 12:21 PM
To: Becker, Cheryl L
Cc: Anderson, Erik C
Subject: FW: ELIS Cost Analysis
Tracy was looking for an explanation similar to below.

(b)(5)

From: Becker, Cheryl L
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From:

Mame Joseph D
Kerns Kevin J; Renaud Iracv L

To:.
Subject:
Date:

FW: FY 2017 Reprogramming Notification
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 5:01:12 PM

Attachments:

DHS Sec 503 ~ USCIS EYlZ Notification y4,docx

FYI
Joseph Moore
Chief Financial Officer
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Security

Joseph moore®uscis dbs 1rnv
. (pj 202.272.1701

From: White, Jacquelyn D

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 4:52 PM

(b)(5)

To: Blume, Allen
Cc: Burns, Gary; Dorritie, Erin; Nugent, Akeem; Moore, Joseph. D; Reilly, Richard M; Soloweigh, Todd L;
Nasir, Syed A; DHS Budget Coordination
Subject: FY 2017 Reprogramming Notification

Allen,

Best Regards,
Jacquelyn D. White, Deputy Chief
Budget & Planning Division
Office of the Chief Financial Officer
US Citizenship and Immigration Services
Dept. of Homeland Security
(w) 202-272-0939
(bb) 202-308-1067
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Hoefer Michael D
Renaud, Jracv Li Kerns Kevin 1
Frederick Pcecloqs A

From:

· To:

Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Tracy,

OPQ Immigration Statistics Transitional Paper .
Tuesday1 December 13 1 2016 1:46:44 PM

USCIS Immiaratioo Statisr:ics and Trends Final doP:
Presidential Transition Trends and Statistics Aooeodix Charts Potx

l

Here is an electronic copy of the tra·nsition paper we did in the summer. I do have an updated
version with data as of September 2016 which I will send you as soon as possible. I just reviewed
the latest version and some corrections are needed.
Mike
Michael Hoefer
Chief, Office of Performance. and Quality
US. Citizenship and Immigration Services
202 272 1258

Michael DHoefer@uscjs dhs gov
This email, along with .any attachments, is intended solely for the use of the oddressee(s) and may
contain information that is sensitive or protected. by applicable law. Unauthorized use or
dissemination of this email and any attachments is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended
recipient, please notify the sender and delete or destroy all copies. ·Thank you.
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Heintz Craia l
Choi Juliet K
Renaud Iracv l; Hochman Kathleen Ii Griffith Shane J; Harrison Denise N: Pid!JMO Lisa M; McEvov l Isa A;
Martinez Joseph Mi Bvers, Icov D

From:

To:
Cc:

Political Appointee Out·6riefing
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 2:16:50 PM

Subject:

Date:
Attachments:

fedHB Navigator I oa·in March 2016 doc
fiexible-sPeodioQ·acco,,nt·overviCW odf
·Benefits for Pol APP SeoaraQoos · Notes oob\
EEHB Codes for seoaratina Political Aooolntees docx
Items from Political Aooolntee Btiefina,docx
TCC Letter Former Emolovee {Political Anoointeesl doc
Draft separation tetter Track Changes doc
USCIS Pcesideotlal Aooointee Off Board Brief - 122016,docx

Hi JulietThank you so much for your note last week regarding the presentation. We are delighted that it
assisted our leadership team.
Attached is an outline of items from the Political Appointee Transition Briefing with the following
attachments:
•
•

List of separating employee FEHB codes
Copy of the TCC template in the event you would like to issue those to the remaining
people who are separating.
o Lisa Pidgeon provided a TCC template to Director Rodriguez last week.

•

FSAFEDS Information

I've. also attached the following:
•

Agenda from the Meeting

•
•

My edits to Denise's separation letter
My prepared notes (slides) for the briefing

Please feel c~ntact any of us if you have additional questions.

Craig J. Crespo Heintz
Chief of Staff
USCIS Office of Human Capital and Training
Office Phone: 202-233-2510 I Mobile: 202-631-6325
HCT Connect Page I HCT Newsletter Il:iCIA:Z
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L

The Federal Flexible Spending Account Program (FSAFEDS)

FLEXIBLE SPENDING ACCOUNTS
More than 360,000 Feds use pre-tax dollars

to

save an average of30% on their family's health care and dependent

care expenses ..
When your insurance only rnvers.pan of an expense, or doesn't cover it at all, you're stuck with the.bill. Joining
FSAFEDS is like getting a 30%

discount on what you, your spouse, and your eligible children under 2G spend on:

Prescriptions
Deductibles & copayments

Massage Therapy

Eyeglasses
Prescription sunglasses

I

Sunblock
First aid kits

Contact Lenses

Office visits
Lab tests
Ambulance
Transportation (if it's a

'

'

• '1

Laser eye surgery
Orthodontics

Diabetes testing supplies
Hand sanitizer

Birth control pills
In vitro fertilization

Wheelchairs and walkers
And more!

I

i
' .
I

purely medical trip)
You can also use FSAFEDS pre-tax dollars
Ir's like a 30% discount on:

'

io save about 30% on your family's dependent care expenses.

Non-medical care for any adult who is
mentally or physically incapable of
self-care, who you claim as a dependent
on your tax return, and who lives with
you, such as your:
, Parent, grandparent, or in-law
, Spouse, sibling, or adult child

For your children under age 13:
, Day care
• Summer day camp
• Babysitting
, Before and after school care
, Housekeeper whose duties
include child care

· You file claims by mail, fax, or online. Some insurance plans will file claims automatically for you. FSAFEDS quickly
reimburses you for these expenses with pre-tax ·dollars you've set aside from your pay.
· ·n1e annual contribution minimum is $100 for each kind ofFSAFEDS account

· Health care participants have until December 31st to incur eligible expenses and c~n carry over up
funds into another health care account in the subsequent year if requirements arc met

to

$500 of unused

· Dependent care participants have a grace period of an additional 2 ½ months (January I through March 15) to
continue ro incur eligible expenses against their prior year balance if requirements are mer. Dependent care
participants cannot carry over funds from one benefit period into another
· You can enroll during rhc Federal Benefits Open Season and must actively re-enroll each year to remain enrolled

MORE INFO: www.FSAFEDS.com or 1-877-372-3337
For complete information, including terms and conditions, please visit www.FSAFEDS.com.

·~ .

.u

'

.

'
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. U.S. Ocpnrtmcnt of Homeland Security
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Qffice ~f llmnan Capital & 7'rC1ining (MS-2070)
:Wa~hington, D.C 20529~2070

U.S. Citiz~nship

· and Imm1grat10n
Services

January 27, 20.14
Ms. Victoria Lai
2516 17th Street, NW, Unit 4
Washington, DC 20009
Dear Ms. Lai:
This letter is in regard to your resignation from your position of Counselor to the Director with
U.S. Citizenship and immigration Services. Provided below is general information regarding
your benefits based on your separation date of March 13, 2014. You will receive information on
unemployment compensation and a nil benefits package within the next 2-4 weeks after your
separation date with all of the necessary forms needed to convert to individual plans at your
discretion.
Annual & Credit Leave- If you have leave on the books on your last day, you will receive a
lump sum payment for your unused annual and credit leave balances. As of today, the WebTA
system shows that you have a balance of approximately 123 hours annual leave and 24 hours in a
time-off award. The lump sum payment is calcu.lated by multiplying the number of hours of
accumulated and accrued annual leave by your applicable hourly rate of pay. If applicable, you
should receive these payments within 4 weeks after your separation is processed by our payroll
office, the National Finance Center located in New Orleans, LA.

Any sick leave that you have will remain on the books in the event that you return to the federal
government. If and when you return to the federal government, your agency will restore your
previous sick leave balance to your leave account.
Federal Health Benefits Program (FEHB) Your health insurance coverage in the Federal
Employees Health Benefits (FEHB) program ends on March 22, 2014, the last day of the pay
period in whic.h you separate from Federal service, subject to a 31-day temporary extension of
coverage (at no cost to you). This 31-day extension will end on April 22, 2014. During this
period you may convert to an individual contract with your FEHB insurance company.

You also have the right to Temporary Continuation of Coverage (TCC) under the FEHB program
for up to 18 months after your separation instead of converting to an individual contract at this
time. You may select any plan in the FEHB Program in which to continue your coverage if you
are eligible to enroll in the plan. To continue your coverage, you must pay the full amount of the
premium (both the employee and Government shares) plus a 2 percent administrative charge. If
you elect TCC coverage, the effective date of the coverage and due date for the first premium
will be April 23, 20 I4, the day after the 31-day extension of free coverage ends. You will
receive a TCC package 2-4 weeks after separation. If you would like to receive an expedited

www.uscis.gov
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USCIS Presidential Appointee
Off-Board Brief
20 Massachusetts Avenue, Room 5510
December 9, 2016

.

Craig Heintz
Denise Harrison

Welcome & Opening Remarks
Benefits
• Leave
o Annual
o Sick
• · Health Insurance
• Life Insu ranee
• TSP/Pension
Out-Processing
• Resignation Letter
• Documents Authored
• Equipment
o Computer
· i:J Mobile
o I-Pad
Closing

Lisa McEvoy

. Lisa McEvoy ·.
Lisa McEvoy
Lisa McEvoy

)

Craig Heintz
Records/ Ethics··
Records/ Ethics

Craig Heintz
Denise Harrison

Questions will be answered throughout the brief and subject·
matter experts will remain after for questions unique to
individual participants.
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USCIS Presidential Appointee
Off-Board Brief
20 Massachusetts Avenue, Room 5510
December 9, 2016
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From:

To:

Stewart Bron
Renaud I@cv t;

Subject:
Date:

PTO • ELIS Access Options
Wednesday, December 14 1 2016 8:47:35 AM

Farnam Julie E

Tracy and Julie,
Have you been able to identify a solution to allow the. Landing Team to "surf" ELIS?
Thanks.
Bion
Bion Stewart
Deputy Presidential Transition Officer
Department of Homeland Security
202-282-9125
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From:
To:

PTO Master Qistro

Subject:
Date:

PTO • Landing Team Bias
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 7:36:57 AM

Attachments:

Team Bias odf

Stewart, Blan

Transition Colleagues,
Please find attached the bios for the landing team members for use in preparing your briefers. We
· will attempt to provide you with the anticipated landing team attendance list for each meeting;
however, please note attendance may vary based on unanticipated changes in schedule for the
individual landing team members.
V/R,

Bion
Bion Stewart
Deputy Presidential Transition Officer
Department of Homeland Security
202-282-9125
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From:
To:
Subject:

Pate:
Attachments:

Stewart, Bioo
PIP Master Distro
PTO · Landing Team Briefing Calendar Update Additional Guidance
Monday, Oecember 12, 2016 S:SS:03 PM

Team BIOS pdf
16· 11 ·J s~E/Qal Slaned MOU,pdf

Transition Col leagues,
Below is an update to the calendar sent out lasf week. There are a few changes highlighted in red. In
addition, we have attached the latest bios of the Landing Team members, FYI.
With the announcement of a 51-designate (nominee), the transition will straddle the current phase
and the next phase (Sl nominee support) for the next couple of weeks, and will likely then move to
fully supporting the nominee as we approach the holiday. Personnel identified to support the
nominee may be reaching out for information independent of the Landing Team. If this happens,
please contact the PTO immediately for guidance. WH guidance received today reiterated the
information sharing protocols esta.blished within the MOU (attached for reference) remain applicable
for 51 nominee support personnel as well. In other words, if the person is not on the approved list,
the Department is prohibited from sharing information with them.
CAO Support -We are anticipating having the Landing Team working within our spaces here at the
NAC the rest of th_e week and request CAO support as to continue as outlined last week. Forthose
who have contacted me directly with scheduling concerns, there is no need to reiterate those
concerns - I have them. If for some reason the Landing Team does not arrive in our spaces as
planned, we'll remain flexible if you would prefer to return to your office.
We will have a very busy week and appreciate everyone's hard work and support in keeping the
information flow and briefings moving smoothly. If we do not have your briefing decks, please
forward them asap for the rest of the week.
Thank you.
V/R,

Bian
Updated Calendar:

Tuesday, December 1·3, 2016

•

I0:00 - 11 :00: TSA Brief

•

11 :00 - 12:00: CIO

•

I:00 - 2:30: I&A (Overview, CTAB, Fusion)

87

•

2:30 - 3:30: PRIV Brief

Wednesday, December 14, 2016

•

I0:00 - I I :00: S&T Brief

•

I 0:00 - I I :00: HSAC Brief

•

I I :00 - I 2:00: OHA Brief

•

I :00 - 2:00: ONDO Brief

•

1:00 - 2:00: FLETC Brief (Deputy in person)

•

2:00 - 3:00: OPS Brief

•

3:00 - 4:00: Landing Team w/S I

Thursday, December 15, 2016
•

I0:00 - 11 :00: OLA Brief

•

I 0:00

•

11 :00 - 12:00: OPA Brief

•

12:00 - 12:45: OCSO Brief

•

12:45 - I :30: OCRSO Brief

- 11 :30: NPPD Brief

Friday, December 16, 2016

•

10:00-12:00: NTC Visit

88

•

I :00

2:30: CBP Brief (cargo and trade)

Bion Stew art
Deputy Presidential Transition Officer
Department of Homeland Security

202-282-9125
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From:

To:
Subject:
Date:

Stewart Blan
PTO Master Di$1:rQ
PTO • Material Distribution Guidance.
Monday, December 12, 2016 7:07:45 PM

Transition Colleagues,
As the flow of information increases and the PTO is scattered supporting briefing engagements, we
request all materials sent to the PTO (RFI responses, briefing decks, etc.) include the following
distribution:
Bion Stewart
James Beagles
Melvin Brown II
Scott Horowitz
Greg Halter
This way at least one of the PTO staff can start reviewing and processing your products as soon as
possible.
Thank you.

V/R,
Bion
Bion Stewart
Deputy Presidential Transition Officer
Department of Homeland Security
202-282-9125
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users Presidential Transition

From:
To:

Cc:

Hawkins Donald K
Renaud, nacy L

Subject:
Date:

RE:
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:'55:16 AM

Got it. Thank you!

From: Hawkins, Donald K

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:54 AM
To: USCJS Presidential Transition

Subject:

Hello

FW:

users Presidential Transition Team,.

Here is the second PIA you requested. This is the ELIS PIA. Please let me know if any questions.

Donald

94

Hawkins Donald K

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

users Presidential Transition

.

Renaud, I@cv I
RE:

Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:55:46 AM

Your welcome, part two is on its way.
From:

users Presidential Transition

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:55 AM
To: Hawkins, Donald K
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE:
Got it. Thank youi

From: Hawkins, Donald K

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:54 AM
To:

users Presidential Transition

Subject: FW:

·

Hello US.CIS Presidential Transition Team,
Here is the second PIA you requested. This is the ELIS PIA. Please let me know if any questions.

Donald
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From:
To:

lJSCIS Presidential Icaositloo

Neufuld Donald W; Arc6Yd SuSa6 Ki Mccamedt Jarrit?s Yi! scoes-ciearaoce

Cc:

Moran Karla; Renaud Itacv L; Weller Anoela Y: OCC·Clearance; Jaddou Ur M; Groom Molly M; Caroentec
~ ; Miles John D; Hutchings Pamela G; Kina Alexander R

Subject:
Date:

RE: ***URGENT***Transition Information Request·DACA
Tuesday, December 13, 201611:.44:06 AM

I'll incorporate these right now into the issue paper and send for clearance.

From: Neufeld, Donald W
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:42 AM
To: users Presidential Transition; Arroyo, Susan K; McCament, James W; SCOPS-Clearance
Cc: Moran, Karla;· Renaud, Tracy L; Weller, Angela V; OCC-Clearance; Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Molly M;
Carpenter, Dea D; Miles, John D; Hutchings, Pamela G; King, Alexander R
Subj~ct: RE: ***URGENT***Transition Information Request-DACA
Please see SCOPS' answers below. I have not cleared with OCC as there is no content requiring legal
review other than the last bullet, for which they need to provide an answer.

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:30 AM
To: Arroyo, Susan K; McCament, James W; Neufeld, Donald W; SCOPS-Clearance
Cc: Moran, Karla; ·Renaud, Tracy L; Weller, Angela V; OCC-Clearance; Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Molly M;
Carpenter, Dea D; Miles, John D
Subject: ***URGENT***Transition Information Request-DACA
Importance: High
·
Good morning,

(b)(5)

The president-elect's transition landing team Just handed me a new information request that
pertains to your office. There is an extremely fast turnaround on these requests (apologiesl)-it is
due by 4:00 today to allow time for the front office to clear today and to get it back to DHS by
tomorrow morning. Therefore, no extensions may be granted and it is imperative that you respond
timely.
The transition team would like to know:

I
I

Please have your response cleared by OCC before returning to me. Thank you very much for your

\

I

100

I

assistance with this.

\

101

assistance with this.

I
I

I
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I

I
I

I

I
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From:

To:
Cc:

Youoo Todd P
USCIS Presidential Transition;
Renaud, T@CY I

Walters

Jessica S

Subject:

RE: FOR CLEARANCE-Backlog Information

Date:

Tuesday, December 13, 2016 3:10:28 PM

You may provide the presentatio·n to.the transition team. We should be prepared to refresh the
statistics now that PAS data is available for October and November (should be available in the next
few days). I'm.sure we'll be receiving additional asks concerning the backlog situation shortly.

From: USCIS Presidential Transition

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, .2016 2:54 PM
To: Young, Todd P; Walters, Jessica S
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: FOR CLEARANCE-Backlog Information
Here's the issue paper and the presentation we provided on backlogs to 0MB. Is it okay to submit
to the transition team?
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(di 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not t~e intended recipient, you are hereby notified that anyd1sseminat1on 1
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited,. If you have received this in er.ror, please.delete this message and all
a.ttachments and immediately notify the sender.
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From:

usc'1s Presidential Trnositioo

To:

Pontioen Kaiva; Mathias Susan .

Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Renalld Tracy I; CbeoQ ·Grace
RE: Issue PaperhOlG Report on Incomplete Fingerprint Records
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:15:38 AM

Attachments:

USCIS OIG Report IP 2016 EINAl docx

I

That's correct. Our understandingwas that your office would be adding to the paper rathe_r than
just clearing it.

I

Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(di 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802

\
I
I

II

This communiccition, along with any attachments, may contnin confidential information and is covered by fedNal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may .also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any d'rssemination,

I

I
I

distribtition, use, or copying of this message is !itrictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and 'trnmedlJtely notih/the sender.

I
I
I

I
I

I
From: Pontinen, Kaiya
Sent: Tuesday,December-13, 2016 11:03 AM
To:

\

users Presidential Transition;

Mathias, Susan
Ci:: Renaud, Tracy L; Cheng, Grace·
Subject: RE: Issue Paper--OIG Report on Incomplete Fingerprint Records

I
I

Susan: this is part of the paper we needed to respond to the OGC tasked·on Denatz, I think.

I

USCIS - is _that correct? If so I need to combine with ice part and give to Joe.

Kaiya Anne Pontinen
Office of the General Counsel
202.306.8548

From:

users Presidential Transition

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:59:00 AM
To: Mathias, Susan; Pontinen, Kaiya
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L; Cheng, Grace
Subject: RE: Issue Paper--OIG Report on Incomplete Fingerprint Records
Will do.· Thank you:.
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\
From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Mathias S112so
Pootioen Kalva; LJSCIS presidential Transition
Renaud, Tracy L; Cbeoo Grace

I

RE: Issue Paper··OIG Report on Incomplete Fingerprint Records
Tuesday,' December 13, 2016 11:03:58 AM

I

I
I

Ok. Thanks!!

I
I

From: Pontinen, Kaiya

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:03:28 AM.
To: USCIS Presidential Transition; Mathias, Susan
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L; Cheng, Grace
Subject: RE: Issue Paper--OIG Report on Incomplete Fingerprint Records

I
I

I

Susan: this is part of the paper we needed to respond to the OGC tasked on
Denatz, I think. ·

users - is that correct?

\

If so I need to combine with ice part and give to Joe.

\

Kaiya Anne Pontinen
Office of the General Counsel
202.306.8548

\

From: USCIS Presidential Transition

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:59:00 AM
To: Mathias, Susan; Pontinen, Kaiya
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L; Cheng, Grace
Subject: RE: Issue Paper--OIG Report on Incomplete Fingerprint Records
Will do Thank you.

From: Mathias, Susan

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:58 AM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition; Pontinen, Kaiya
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L; Cheng, Grace
Subject: RE: Issue Paper--OIG Report on Incomplete Fingerprint Records
Thanks, could you please send to PTO to task to OGC so we can put through the clearance process?
Thanks. Susan
·
Susan Mathias
Assistant General Counsel for Strategic Oversight
Legal Counsel Division
Office of the General.Counsel·
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
202-282-9731 (ti
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202-568-9805 (m)

I

This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential and legally privileged
information. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hererby no.tified
. that any dissemination, distribution, use or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this in error, please reply to the sender and delete this message.

\

· From: USCIS Presidential Transition

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:50 AM
To: Pontinen, Kaiya <Kaiya Pontinen@HO DHS GOY>; Mathias, Susan <Susan Mathias@hq dhs gov>
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L <Tracy L Renaud@uscisdhs.gov>
Subject: Issue Paper--OIG Report on Incomplete Fingerprint Records
Kai ya,

(b)(5)'

.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ his paper has been cleared internally by USCIS, including
agency leadership and counsel.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services .
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This comm'unication, along with. any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and alt
.

attachments and immediately notify the sender.

'

_;
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Pootioen, Kalva
USCIS Presidential I@ositioo; Mathias Susan
Renaud Tracy L; Cheng Grace

Date:

Tuesday, December 13, 201611:03:28 AM

RE: Issue Paper··OJG Report on Incomplete Fingerprint Records

· Susan: this is part of the paper we needed to respond to the OGC tasked on
Denatz, I.think.

users · is that correct?

If so I need to combine with ice part and give to Joe.

Kaiya Anne Pontinen
Office of the General Counsel
202.306.8548

I
\

I

From:

\

users Presidential Transition

I

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:59:00 AM

I

To: Mathias, Susan; Pontinen, Kaiya
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L; Cheng, Grace
Subject: RE: Issue Paper--OIG Report on Incomplete Fingerprint Records

I

Will do. Thank you.

From:' Mathias, Susan·

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:58 AM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition; Pontinen, Kaiya
Cc: Renaud, Tracy.L; Cheng, Grace
Subject: RE: Issue Paper--OIG Report on Incomplete Fingerprint Records
Thanks, could you _please send to PTO to task to OGC

;o we can put through the clearance process?

Thanks. Susan
Susan Mathias
Assistant General Counsel for Strategic Oversight
Legal Counsel Division
Office of the General Counsel
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
202-282-9731 (ti
202-568-9805 (m)
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential and legally privileged
information. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hererby notified
that any dissemination, distribution,. use orcopying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this in error, please reply to the sender and delete this message.

_____

From: USCIS Presidential Transition

.,....,..,..,

____~--~-·--~--~--·---------

,,

I
I

\
I
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I
I

ll5CIS Presidential Transition

From:

To:

Mathias Susan; P9otinen KaJva

Cc:.

Renaud, T@rv I; Cheng Grace

Subject:
Date:

RE: Issue Paper··OIG Report on Incomplete Fingerprint Records
· Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:59:02 AM

Will do. Thank you.

I

I
\

From: Mathias, Susan
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:58 AM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition; Pontinen, Kaiya
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L; Cheng, Grace
Subject: RE: Issue Paper··OJG· Report on Incomplete Fingerprint Records
Thanks, could you please send to PTO to task to O.GC so we can put through the clearance process?
Thanks. Susan
Susan Mathias
Assistant General Counsel for Strategic Oversight
Legal Counsel Division
Office of the General Counsel
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
202-282-9731 (t)
202-568-9805 (m)

I
I

I

This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential and legally privileged
. information. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hererby notified ·
that any dissemination: distribution, use or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this in error, please reply to the sender and delete this message.

I
'

\
From: USCIS Presidential. Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:50 AM
To: Pontinen, Kaiya <Kaiya,pontinen@HO.DHS.GOY>; Mathias, Susan <Susan Mathias@hq dhs gov>
· Cc: Renaud, Tracy L <Tracy I Renaud@uscis dhs gov>
Subject: Issue Paper--OIG Report on Incomplete Fingerprint Records
Kaiya, ·

(b)(5)

As discussed last

\

I

---""'!'"""!-!"!--'!"'9_""!'_.This paper has been cleared internally by USCIS, including
agency leadership and counsel.

\

Thank you,

'

I
1
\
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I'

I
\'

Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272,1102
(c) 202-489-8802 ·

I

This communiciltion, illong with an'{ attachments, may contain confidential information and 'is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and lmmigr~tion Services. lfthe reader of this r:nessage is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use. or.copying of this·message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in
attachments and immediately notify the sender.

I

I

error, please delete this message and all

\

I
I

\

I

\

I
I

\

I

\

\

\

I
I
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I
I

\

Cc:

Mathias Susan
USCIS Presidential rraositiOOi Pontioen Kaiya
Renaud Tracy L; Cheng G@ce

Subject:

RE: Issue Paper .. QIG Report on Incomplete Fingerprint Records

Date:

Tuesday, December 13, 201611:19:17 AM

From:

To:

I

I

\

I
I

, Kaiya, who should I contact about the paper?

I

Susan Mathias
Assistant General Counsel for Strategic Oversight
Legal Counsei Division
Office of the General Counsel
U.S. Department of Homeland Security

'I

\
I

!
I

202-282-9731 (t)
202-568-9805 (m)

I

\

I

This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential and legally privileged
information. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hererby notified
that any dissemination, distribution, use or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this in error, please reply to the sender and delete this message.

I
I
\
'

\

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 ll:i'6 AM .
To: Pontinen, Kaiya <Kaiya.Pontinen@HQ.DHS.GOV>; Mathias, Susan <Susan.Mathias@hq.dhs.gov>
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L <Tracy.L.Renaud@uscis.dhs.gov>; Cheng, Grace <Grace.Cheng@hq.dhs.gov>
Subject: RE: Issue Paper--OIG Report on Incomplete Fingerprint Records

I

\

I

That's .correct. Our understanding was that your office would be adding to the paper rather than
just clearing it.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272 1102

(c) 202-489-8802
.

.

'

.

.

This communication, along with any altachments, rnay contain confidential information and is c<ivered by feder.::il tc1ws governing
electron le communications. flectronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of! lomeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message i$ not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that anV disseminntion.
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited .. lfyou have received this in error, pl0ase delete this message and all
<1ttachments and immediately notify the sender.
·

From: Pontinen, Kaiya

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:03 AM
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I
'I

\

To: USCIS Presidential Transition; Mathias, Susan
. Cc: Renaud, Tracy L; Cheng, Grace·
·
Subject: RE: Issue Paper··OIG Report on Incomplete Fingerprint Records

Susan:. this

I
I

is part of the paper we needed to respond to the OGC tasked on Denatz, l think. ·

:\

I
I

USCIS. is that correct? If so I need to combine with.ice part and give to Joe.

\
I
I
I
I

Kaiya Anne Pontinen
Office of the General Counsel
202.306.8548

\I

I

I

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday,.December 13, 2016 10:59:00 AM
To: Mathias, Susan; Pontinen, Kaiya
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L; Cheng, Grace
Subject: RE: Issue Paper--OIG Report on Incomplete Fingerprint Records

\
I

I

\

Will do. Thank you.

I

From: Mathias, Susan
.
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 20i6 10:58 AM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition; Pontinen, Kaiya
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L; Cheng, Grace
.
Subject: RE: Issue Paper--OIG Report on Incomplete Fingerprint Records

\I
\,
I

Thanks, could you please send to PTO to task to OGC so we can put through the clearance process?
Thanks. Susan

\

Susan Mathias
Assistant General Counsel for Strategic Oversight
Legal Counsel Division
Office of the General Counsel
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
202-282-9731 (t)
202-568-9805 (m)
'

'

This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential and legally privileged
information. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hererby notified
that any dissemination, distribution, use or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this in error, please reply to the sender and delete this message.

--····-··----·--- . -

·-----····-·-

'

-

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December·13, 2016 10:50 AM

To: Pontinen, Kaiya <Kaiva.Pontinen@HO.DHS.GOV>; Mathias, Susan <Susan Mathias@hq
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L <Tracy I Renaud@uscis dhs gov>

dhs gov>
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\

I'

I
I

Subject: Issue Paper--OIG Report on Incomplete Fingerprint Records

\

I
I

Kaiya,

(b)(5)

'I

As 'discussed last week, attached is the issue pa er USCIS drafted re

i,
I

agency leadership and counsel.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202"489-8802

\

II
I

'

I
I

I

''

\

This communication, along with any attac~ments, n'tay contain confidential information and 1s covered by federal l;iws governing
electronic communications, Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship

'

I

and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message i~· nol the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,

II

distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in errcir, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.

\

.I
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\

I
I

\

I

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Date:
Attachments:

1JSCJS Presidential T@O<:itioo

Youoa, Todd p; Preloaar, B@odon B; Walters. Jessic'a s:
Renaud, Tracy L

Prater

locelvo S; Krebs Kristie L

RE: Issue Paper··OIG Report
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:33:53 AM

USCJS OJG Reoort IP 2016 docx

I
\

\

\
I

I

Edits i.ncorporated
From: Young, Todd P
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:21 AM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition; Prelogar, Brandon B; Walters, Jessica S; Prater, Jocelyn S; Krebs,
Kristie L
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: Issue Paper··OIG Report

\
\
I

I
I

\

I
I

Hi ju lie,
Please see a few additional revisions from me and Jess.

I
I
I

I

From: users Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December ·13, 2016 10: 18 AM
To: Prelogar, Brandon B; Young, Todd P; Walters, Jessica S; Prater, Jocelyn S; Krebs, Kristie L
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: Issue Paper--OIG Report
Importance: High ·

!
\
\

\I

Following up on this-Brandon's minor edits have been incorporated. Please let me know wh'en I
can proceed and send this to OGC.

\

Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachm,cnts, may contain confidential information and is covered by (edera! l::iws governing

electro11ic communications, ElectrOflic communications may also be monitored by the Departm~nt of Homeland Security, U.S. Citilenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of .this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby not'rfred thill any disseminatior,.
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error. please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.

From: Prelogar, Brandon B
Sent:. Monday, December 12, 2016 2:01 PM
.
. ..
.
To: USCIS Presidential Transition; Young, Todd P; Walters, Jessica 5; Prater, Jocelyn S; Krebs, Kristie L
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
·
Subject: RE: Issue Paper:·OIG Report

113 .

I
\

\
Quick, light edits in the attached. Defer to D2 team for D2 clearance.

\

From: USC!S Presidential Transition
Sent: Monday, December 12, 2016 11:38 AM
To: Young, Todd P; Walters, Jessica S; Prater, Jocelyn S; Krebs, Kristie L; Prelogar, Brandon B
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: Issue Paper -0IG Report
Importance: High

i
,,

0

I

I
I

Good morning,

.I

OGChas requested that we draft an issue paper relating to the OIG's repor1\

\

(b)(5)
i

\

,ve a1so ant1c1pate that OGC will be adding additional language
111
l,,...,an"'m111rr"'1"'1s m
. ay"'n"'e
. ..e.,d"!t"'o'!'b"'e"'r"'ec,.ir'"c·u~Ia~te'"d'f".Th is· pap er has been cl ea red by Fie Id Ops, FD NS, and QC C. ·

I

I

I:

Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Ope'rations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

\

I

(d) 202-272-1102

\

(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communicat'lons may also be monitored by the.Department of Homeland Security, U.S, Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this, message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message Is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender,
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From:
To:
Cc:

Youoc Todd P
11sc1s Presidential Transition; Preloaar Brabdon B; waiters Jessica S: Prater, Jocelyn 5; Krebs Kristle L
Renaud Tracy L

Subject:

RE: Issue Paper··OIG Report

Date:

Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:21:19 AM

Attachments:

DHS Response to OIG Beoort 16 EO 12 13 2016 dPCX

Hi Julie,
Please see a few additional revisions from me and Jess.

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10: 18 AM
To: Prelogor, Brandon B; Young, Todd P; Walters, Jessica S; Prater, Jocelyn S; Krebs, Kristie L
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: Issue Paper-·OIG Report
Importance: High
Following up on this-Brandon's minor edits have been incorporated. Please let me know when I ·
can proceed and send this to OGC.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is Covered by federal laws governing
elemon1c communications. Elewonlc communicarions may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
aml Immigration Services. If the reader of this mrm,ige is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination 1
. distribution, use, or copying of this message Is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message a11d all
att;ichments and immediately notify the sender.

From: Prelogar, Brandon B

Sent: Monday, December 12, 2016 2:01 PM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition; Young, Todd P; Walters, Jessica S; Prater, Jocelyn S; Krebs, Kristie L
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L

.

Subject: RE: Issue Paper··OIG Report
Quick, light edits in the attached. Defer to D2 team for D2 clearance.

From: USCJS Presidential Transition

Sent: Monday, December 12, 2016 11:38 AM
To: Young, Todd P; Walters, Jessica S; Prater, Jocelyn S; Krebs, Kristie L; Prelogar, Brandon Ii
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: Issue Paper··OIG Report
Importance: High ·

115

I
I

I
Good morning,

(b)(5)

OGC has requested that we draft an issue

and this may need to be recirculate
Thank you,
Julie Farnam ·
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
. (c) 202-489-8802
This <;:ommunication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential informatiOn and is covered by federal laws governing

electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Se.cunty, U.S. Citizenship
and lmmigratio,n Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. !f you have rece·rved this in error, please delete this message and all

attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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\
From:

Pcelooar Brandon B

To:

USCIS Presidential Transition; Young Todd

Cc,

Renaud Iracv l

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

RE: Issue Paper--OIG Report

P;

Walters Jessica S; P@ter

Jocelyn

\

S; Krebs Kristie L

I

Monday, December 12, 2016 2:01:21 PM

\JSCIS OIG Beoort IP 12·12·16 (BP) dog

Quick, light edits in the attached. Defer to D2 team for D2 clearance.·

\
I

I

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
· Sent: Monday, December 12, 2016 11:38 AM
To: Young, Todd P; Walters, Jessica S; Prater, Jocelyn S; Krebs, Kristie L; Prelogar, Brandon B
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: Issue Paper··OIG Report
Importance: High

I

Good morning,
OGC has requested that we draft an issue paper relating to the OIG's report,(

(b)(S)

\
---•"
':'" ~· '""'" , ,ave a,reaay seen mis 1ntormation, we are requesting that your principal
review and clear by noon tomorrow. We also anticipate that QGC will be adding additional language
and this may need to be recirculaied. This paper has been cleared by Field Ops, FD1NS, and OCC.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration .services

(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
Thls communication, along wlth any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of.this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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From:
To:
.Cc:

Young Todd P
USCIS Presidential Iraos1ti00: Preloaar atandao 8; Walters Jessica S; Prater, locelvo 5; Krebs Kristie L
Renaud Tracy L

Subject:

RE: Issue Paper-~OIG Report

Date:

Tuesday, December ll, 2016 10:40:45 AM

Thanks. Looks good, please pass it along to OGC.
From: USCIS Presidential Tr.a,n<illinn
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:34 AM
.
To: Young, Todd P; Prelogar, Brandon B; Walters, Jessica S; Prater, Jocelyn 5; Krebs, Kristie L
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: Is.sue Paper··OIG Report
Edits incorporated.

--------------------·-···------------------From: Young, Todd P
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:21 AM
To: U5C1S Presidential Transition; ·Prelogar, Brandon B; Walters, Jessica 5; Prater, Jocelyn S; Krebs,
Kristie L
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: Issue Paper··OIG Report
Hi Julie,
Please see a few additional revisions from me and Jess.
From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10: 18 AM
To: Prelogar, Brandon B; Young, Todd P; Walters, Jessica S; Prater, Jocelyn S; Krebs, Kristie L
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: Issue Paper--OIG Report
Importance: High
Following up on this-Brandon's.minor edits have been incorporated. Please let rne know when I
can proceed and send this to OGC.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This ~ommunication, along w'1th any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federa! laws governing

el~ctronic communications.

Electronic communications may also be monitored by thc.Oep;Htment of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship

and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,

distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have re·ceived this in error,·please delete this message and all

attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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From: Prelogar, Brandon B
Sent: Monday, December 12, 2016 2:01 PM
.
To: USCIS Presidential Transition; Young, Todd P; Walters, Jessica S; Prater, Jocelyn S; Krebs, Kristie L
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: Issue Paper··O!G Report
Quick; light edits in the attached. Defer to 0·2 team for D2 clearance ..

From: users Presidential Transition
Sent: Monday, December 12, 2016 11:38 AM
To: Young, Todd P; Walters, Jessica S; Prater, Jocelyn S; Krebs, Kristie L; Prelogar, Brandon B
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: Issue Paper··OIG Report
Importance: High
Good morning,
OGC has.requested that we draft an issue paper relating to the OIG's report,

· (b)(5)
1.,_ _.,,,_~... e you should have already seen this information, we are requesting that your principal

review and clear by noon tomorrow. We also anticipate that OGC will be adding additional language
and this may need to be recirculated. This paper has been cleared by Field Ops, FDNS, and OCC.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802 .
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confrdential information .ind is covered by federai laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic c;mmunications may also be ·monitored by the Department of Hi::imeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, plea5e delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender..
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From:

USCIS Presidential Irnos1tioo

To:
Cc:

Martinez laoette M

Subject:
Date:

RE: New Issue Paper--OJG Report !6·130 (Janus Cases)
Monday, December 12, 2016 10:36:22 AM
·

Renaud Tracv Li Miles, John D
\

As discussed, the last two sentences have been updated to read:

(b)(5)

Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This cornmunica-tion, along with any attachment5, may contain contidential information and i.s covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic comrnunicat1ons may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and lmmigratio11 Services. If the re.:ider of this message 1s not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any diss('mination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is .strictly prohibited. If you have received this in €!nor, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.

From: Miles, John D .
Sent: Monday, December 12, 2016 10:27 AM·
To: USCIS Presidential Transition; Martinez, Janette M
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: New Issue Paper-·OIG Report 16-130 (Janus Cases)
I'm adding Janette. I'm in interviews most of today, so in the interest of time, I'm adding her.

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Monday, December 12, 2016 9: 16 AM
To: Miles, John D
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: New Issue Paper··OIG Report 16-130 (Janus Cases)
Thanks, John.
Are you okay with us keeping the first three sentences of that paragraph under the "Current Status"
section? I think this is helpful to explain the universe of cases we are reviewing·. For the remainder
of the paragraph, I've incorporated your.proposed altern.ate language.
Julie Farnam

120

Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Ci.tizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidenlial inforrnntion and is cOver'ed by federal iaws governing

electronic communications Electronic commuriications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U-5. Cltlzenshlp
and Immigration Scnrn:es. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient. you are hereby notified that any dissemination,

distributi(!n, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received thts in error, please delete this message and all

attachments and immed'1ately notify the sender.

From: Miles, John D
Sent: Monday, December 12, 2016 9:43 AM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition
Subject: RE: New Issue Paper··OIG Report 16· 130 (Janus Cases)
Actually, I was reminded of some previous comments, added in the attached. I add them again just
, to reiterate our previously voiced concerns. Thanks.
John

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Monday, December 12, 2016 8:23 AM
To: Miles, John D
Subject: RE: New Issue Paper--OIG Report 16-130 (Janus Cases)

I

I

Thank you.

I

\

From: Miles, John D
Sent: Friday, December 09, 2016 6:09 PM
To: Renaud, Daniel M; Valverde, Michael; USCIS Presidential Transition; OCC·Clearance; Emrich,
Matthew D; Davidson, Andrew J
.
.
Cc: Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Molly M; Renaud, Tracy L; FDNSExecSec; Kvortek, Lisette E ·
Subject: RE: New Issue Paper·-OIG Report 16-130 (Janus Cases)
OCC is fine with this too: Thanks.

From: Renaud, Daniel M
,
Sent: Friday, December 09, 2016 4:33 PM
To: Valverde, Michael; USCIS Presidential Transition; OCC·Clearance; Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson,
Andrew J
Cc: Miles, John D; Jaddou, Ur M; Groom, Molly M; Renaud, Tracy L; FDNSExecSec; Kvortek, Lisette E
Subject: RE: New Issue Paper··OIG Report 16· 130 (Janus cases)
·

No edits from me. Thanks.
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I
From: Miles, .John D

Sent: Monday, December 12, 2016 10:27 AM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition; Martinez, Janette M

Cc: Renaud, Tracy L

.

Subject: RE: New Issue Paper-·OIG Report 16· i30 (Janus Cases)
I'm adding Janette. l'rn in interviews most of today, so in the interest of time, I'm adding her.
From:

users Presidential Transition

Sent: Monday, December 12, 2016 9:16 AM
To: Miles, John D
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: New Issue Paper--OJG Report 16-130 (Janus cases)
Thanks, John.
Are you okay with us keeping the first three sentences of that paragraph under the "Current Status"
section7 I think this is helpful to explain the universe of cases we are reviewing. For the remainder
of the paragraph, I've incorporated your proposed alternate language.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802

)

This coinmunication, along with any 3ttachments, may contain confiden\ial information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic comm~nicat1ons. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissem'rnation,

distrlbtition, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited If you have received this in e1·ror, please delete this message and all
,attachments and immediately notify the sender.

From: Miles, John D

.

Sent: Monday, December 12, 2016 9:43 AM
To:

users Presidential Transition ·

·

·

Subject: RE: New Issue Paper·-OIG Report 16-130 (Janus Cases)
Actually, I was reminded of some previous comments, added in the attached. I add them again just
to reiterate our previously voiced concerns. Thanks.
John
From:

users Presidential Transition

Sent: Monday, December 12, 2016 8:23 AM
To: Miles, John D .
Subject: RE: New Issue Paper··OIG Report 16-130 (Janus Cases)
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From:
To:
Cc;

Subject:

Oate:

Zeoaotitatwoooa Colleen R
USCIS Pcesideobal Jransitioo;· BALQ

Owens Jessica D; Katz Jonathan E; Gentry Aothonv Ei Carneoter Dea p; Lav Dorothea BCTheaJ; G.coQJl1.
t10llili Hinds, Ian Gi OCC·Qearnnce; Rernrnd I@cv I
RE: Presidential Transition-Refugee Processing Briefing Presentation
Friday, December 02, 2016 3:25:17 PM
I

Julie,
I do have some edits to the new slide 9. I'll get them to you shortly. Thanks,
Colleen
From: users Presidential Transition
Sent: Friday, December 02, 2016 8:40 AM
To: RALD
Cc: Owens, Jessica D; Katz, Jonathan E; Gentry, Anthony E; Carpenter, Dea D; Zengotitabengoa,
Colleen R; Lay, Dorothea B (Thea); Groom, Molly M; Hinds, Ian G; CCC-Clearance; Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: Presidential Transition-Refugee Processing Briefing Presentation
Importance: High

\

I
I

Thank you. Edits have bee.n incorporated. We also made a couple additional changes to slide 9.
Could you take a quick look at that slide again?
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
. Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communic;at1on, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal law~ governing
electronic cornmunicalions. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homel;rnd Security, U.S. Citilenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the 1ntended recipient, you are hereby flotif1ed that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of.this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this 111 error·, please delete lhis message,and all

attachments and immediately notify the sender.

From: RALD
Sent: Thursday, December 01, 2016 6:26 PM·
To: Farnam, Julie E; USCIS Presidential Transition
Cc: RALD; Owens, Jessica D; Katz, Jonathan E; Gentry, Anthony E; Carpenter, Dea D; Zengotitabengoa,
Colleen R; Lay, Dorothea B (Thea); Groom, Molly M; Hinds, Ian G; OCC-Clearance
Subject: RE: Presidential Transition-Refugee Processing Briefing Presentation

Julie,
Please find attached OCC comments and edits to the attached presentation.
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Thanks,
Renata for the RALD Box

· From: Carpenter, Dea D
Sent: Wednesday, November 30, 2016 4:29 PM
To: Groom, Molly M; Hinds, Ian G .
Subject: FW: Presidential Transition-Refugee Processing Briefing Presentation

From:. USCIS Presidential Transition

Sent: Wednesday, November 30, 2016 3:55:30 PM
To: OCC·Clearance
Cc: Miles, John D; Jaddou, Ur M; carpenter, Dea D; Renaud, Tracy L

Subject: Presidential Transition-Refugee Processing Briefing Presentation
Good afternoon, OCCThe president-elect's landing team has requested a briefing on refugee processing. Attached is a
presentation RAIO and FDNS developed for the briefing and we request your clearance. Because
this must also clear DHS, we would appreciate it if you could have this cleared by COB tomorrow,
December 1st .
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102.
(c) 202-489-8802
This commun1cation, along with any attachments, may c:onta'in c6nfidential informat'1on and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communicalions mo1y also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. lfthe reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this ln error, please delete thls message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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From:

USCIS Presidential Transition

To:

~

Cc:

Owens Jessica p; Katz Jonathan E; Geottv Anthony E; Caroenter Dea D; zenaotitabeogoa ColJeen B; J.ax'....
Dorothea B{Thea}; Groom Molly M; Hmds Ian G: OCC·Clearaoce; Renaud Tracy L

Subject:

RE: Presidential Transition-Refugee Processing Brlefing Presentation

Date:

Friday, December 02, 2016 8:39:SO AM

. Attachments:
Importance:

Refimee Processing Preseolstioo PPb<
. High

Thank you. Edits have been incorporated. We also made a wuple additional changes to slide 9.
Could you take a quick look at that slide again'
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
. Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with r,1ny ;1tt;:,chrnents, may cor,tain cont1dential information and is covered by feder;:i! l;,ws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Cltiz1:nship

\

and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended reclplent, you Me hereby notifiic!d that any dis5ernination,
distribution. use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received.this in error, please delete this message and c1II

I

attachments and irnrnE.!diately notify the sender.

From: RALD

Sent: Thursday, December 01, 2016 6:26 PM
To: Farnam, Julie E; USC!S Presidential Transition
Cc: RALD; Owens, Jessica D; Katz, Jonathan E; Gentry, Anthony E; Carpenter, Dea D; Zengotitabengoa,
Colleen R;,Lay, Dorothea B (Thea); Groom, Molly M; Hinds, Ian G; CCC-Clearance

Subject: RE: Presidential Transition-Refugee Processing Briefing Presentation
Julie,
Please find attached OCC comments and edits to the attached presentation.
Thanks, ·
Renata for the RALD Box

. From: Carpenter, Dea D

. Sent: Wednesday, November 30, 2016 4:29 PM
To: Groom, Molly M; Hinds, Ian G
Subject: FW: Presidential Transition-Refugee Processing Briefing Presentation
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From:

I

users Presidential Transition

Sent: Wednesday, November 30, 2016 3:55:30 PM
To: OCC-Clearance

·

Cc: Miles, John D; Jaddou, Ur M; carpenter, Dea D; Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: Presidential Transition-Refugee Processing Briefing Presentation
. Good afternoon, OCCThe president-elect's landing team has requested a briefing on refugee processing. Attached is.a
presentation RAIO and FDNS developed for the briefing and we request your clearance. Because
this must also clear DHS, we would appreciate it if you could have this cleared by COB tomorrow,
December 1st .
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services·
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802

I

I

This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenshlp
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, u5e, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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From:

Cameoter Dea D

TO;

Cc:

USCIS Presidential I@osition; OCC·Clearance
Miles John p; Jaddo11 llr M; Renaud Tracv L: Groom Molly M

Subject;
Date:

RE: Presidential Transition-Refugee. Processing Briefing Presentation
Wednesday, November 30, 2016 4;29:05 PM.

Thank you! Adding Molly Groom.

From: USCJS Presidential Transition
Sent: Wednesday, November 30, 2016 3:55:30 PM
To: OCC·Clearance
Cc: Miles, John D; Jaddou, Ur M; Carpenter, Dea D; Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: Presidential Transition-Refugee Processing Briefing Presentation
Good afternoon, OCCThe president-elect's landing team has requested.a briefing on refugee processing. Attached is a
presentation RAIO and FDNS developed for the briefing and we request your clearance. Because
this must also clear DHS, we would appreciate it if you could have this cleared by COB tomorrow,
December 1st .
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, ~long with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by_the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message ls not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message Is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender
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From:

Renaud, Tracy L

To:
Cc:

Carneotec, Dea D; USCIS Presidential Transition; OCC·C!earance
Miles John o: Jaddou, Uc M: Groom Mollv M

Subject:

RE: Presidential Transition-Refugee Processing Briefing Presentation
Wednesday, November 30, 2016 4:41:00 PM

Date:

Thanks Dea. Just a forewarning to our friends in OCC, this is going to be the norm for turn-around
on these documents. The original 48-hour timeline they gave us to produce and clear documents
n_ow is only 24-hours as the Department transition team needs the other 24-hour period to clear at
the DSH level {OGC, Policy, etc).

Tracy L. Renaud
A!isociate Director
Management Directorate
US Citizen$hip

& Immigration Service!i

Department of Homeland Security
202-212-1139 (desk)

From: Carpenter, Dea D

Sent: Wednesday, November 30, 2016 4:29 PM

To: users Presidenti_al Transition; CCC-Clearance
Cc: Miles, John D; Jaddou, Ur M; Renaud, Tracy L; Groom, Molly M
Subject: RE: Presidential Transition-Refugee Processing Briefing Presentation

Thank you! Adding Molly Groom.

From:

users Presidential Transition

Sent: Wednesday, November 30, 2016 3:55:30 PM
To: OCC-Clearance
Cc: Miles, John D; Jaddou, Ur M; Carpenter, Dea D; Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: Presidential Transition-Refugee Processing Briefing Presentation

Good afternoon, OCCThe president-elect's landing team has requested a briefing on refugee processing. Attached is a
presentation RAIO and FDNS developed for the briefing and we request your clearance. Because
this must also clear OHS, we would appreciate it if you could have this cleared by COB tomorrow,
December 1st .
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
US Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
{c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain Confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
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electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services, If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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From:

Rena·ud, Tracy L

To:

fleet Andrea B; Schwartz Mark A; Jone$ Keith Ai Clark Levita Si Stanley, Kathleen M
(Kathleen M,Staoiev@uscis dhs aov)
Wittmao GreaoN J; Black, Diane f· lJSCIS MGI Tasks· Kerns Kevin J

CC:
Subject:

Date:

RE: PTO: USCIS Issue Paper·ELIS/Transformation--Due COB Today
Friday, December 09, 2016 2:46:00 PM·

Attachments:

\JSCIS Transformation IP 2016 oarm comments docx

Andrea I think OTC had the lead on this paper. Adding them here since they are the historical
experts. I see Julie sent it to OTC well and I don't want us duplicating effort if OTC had the pen on
this document (which I believe is the case).

as

Tracy L. Renaud
Associate Director
Management Directorate
US Citizenship & Immigration Ser'\llces
Department of Homeland Security
202-272-1739 /desk}

From: Fleet, Andrea B
Sent: Friday, December 09, 2016 1:27 PM
To: Schwartz, Mark A; Jones, Keith A
Cc: Wittman, Gregory J; Black, Diane E; USCIS MGT Tasks; Kerns, Kevin J; Renaud, Tracy L
Subject:. FW: PTO: USCIS Issue Paper-ELIS/Transformation··Due COB Today
Importance: High
·

Good afternoon OIT See below. PARM requests your review and edit (as appropriate) .on the attached three comments
on the Transformation issue paper. Responses are due by COB today.

Thank you,
Andrea Fleet, Special Assistant
OHS I USCIS I Management Directorate (MGT)
20 Massachusetts Ave., NW, Suite 3112
Washington, DC 20529
(202) 272-1857
Andrea,B,Fleet@uscis,dhs.gov

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Friday, December 09, 2016 1:24 PM
To: USCIS MGT Tasks; Stanley, Kathleen M
Cc: Kerns, Kevin J; Renaud, Tracy L; Collins, Anissa A; Clark, Levita S
Subject: FW: PTO: USCIS Issue Paper-ELIS/Transformation--Due COB Today
Importance: High

Good afternoon,
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I

We receiv_ed three comments from PARM on the Transformation issue paper. Please review and
edit as appropriate and have your edits back to me by COB today.

I

Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

\

C

(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication. along with any attachments. may contain confidential information ilnd is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communica·tions may also b~ monitored by the Departmient of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
,ind lmmigr ation Services. If the reader of this rnessa'ge is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all

ottachments and immedi:itely notify the sender.

From: Brown II, Melvin

Sent: Friday, December 09, 2016 12:40 PM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition
Cc: Beagles, James; Horowitz, Scott; Halter, Greg; Stewart, Bion
Subject: FW: PTO: USCIS Issue Paper-ELIS/Transformation
Julie,
Attached are comments from PARM for your consideration.
Melvin Brown II
Senior Advisor
· Presidential Transition Office
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
Office:.(202) 282-8238
Cell: 202-510-6333 (Blackberry)
NAC 01-03-004-B
From: Patrick, David
Sent: Friday, December 9, 2016 12:34 PM

To: Brown 11, Melvin <Melvin Brown@HO DHSGOV>
Cc: Beagles, James <James Beagles@HO DH$ GOV>; Halter, Greg <greg halter@hq dhs gov>;
Horowitz, Scott <Scott Horowitz@HO DHS GOV>; Micone, Vincent
<Vincent Micone@HO OHS.GOV>; Stewart, Bion <bion stewart@hq dhs gov>; Dusina, Jeremy
<Iere my Dusina@HO OHS GOY>; PARMExecSec, <PARMExecSec@HO DH$ GOV>
Subject: RE: PTO: USCIS Issue Paper-ELIS/Transformation
Melvin,
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\
PARM had a few minor comments on the attached USCIS document. Jeremy Dusina was the PARM
reviewer for the document.
Thanks,
David .Patrick
Director, Acquisition Operations
MGMT-PARM
Phone: 202-570-9583
Email: Dayld Patrick@ha.dhs gov
From: Brown II, Melvin
Sent: Friday, December 9, 2016 10:12 AM

To: Patrick, David <David,Patrick@HO DHS GbV>
Cc: Beagles, James <James Beagles@HO DHS GOV>; Halter, Greg <greg halter@ha dhs,goy>;
Horowitz, Scott <Scott.Horowitz@HO DH$ GOV>; Mlcone, Vincent
<Vincent Micon°@HO.DHS GOV>; Stewart, Blan <bion.stewart@hq dhs,sov>; Brown 11, Melvin ·
<Melvin Brown@HO OHS.GOV>
Subject: FW: PTO: USCIS Issue Paper-ELIS/Transformation

David,
Attached is the USCIS response far your review and clearance. We need the response by COB today.
Melvin Brown II
Senior Advisor
Presidential Transition Office
U.S Department of Homeland Security
Office: (202) 282-8238
Cell: 202-510-6333 (Blackberry)
NAC 01-03-004·8
From: Stewart, Blon
Sent: Friday, December 9, ·2016 6:14 AM

To: Pontinen, Kaiya <Kaiya.Pontinen@HO.DHS GOV>; Marcott, Stacy
· <Stacy Marcott@HO DHS GOV>; Burriesci, Kelli <kelli burriesci@bq dhs gov>; Maher, Joseph
<Joseph Maher@HO DHS GOV>; Petyo, Briana <briana.petyo@ha.dhs gov>; Harris, Mark E (DHS
CFO) <mark harris@HO OHS GOV>; Cooch, Shila <Shila Cooch@hq dhs gov>; Corbin, Susan
<Susan.Corbio@ba dhs gov>
Cc: Beagles, James <James Beagles@HO OHS GOV>; Brown II, Melvin

<Melvin Brown@HO OHS.GOV>; Horowitz, Scott <Scott Horowitz@HO DH$ GOV>
Subject: FW: PTO: USC!S Issue Paper-ELIS/Transformation
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OGC, PLCY, CFO, OLA - Request review and clearance of the attached by COB today.
This will be a table drop for a follow-on brief on ELIS. Looping in. CIO as well.
Jim/Melvin - I don't have the PARM CAO's name handy. Can you please loop them in as
well. Please also log this in the RF! tracker.
Thanks ..
Bion

From: users Presidential Transition
Sent: Thursday, December 08, 2016 4:03:39 PM
To: Stewart, Bien
Cc: Horowitz, Scott; Beagles, James; Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: users Issue Paper-ELIS/Transformation
Bien,
Attached is an updated issue paper on USCIS ELIS and the transformation initiative. We will not
have any other materials to provide to the landing team for the briefing on Monday (unless, of
course, they request something else). If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to let us
know.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
. Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(di 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communicati.on, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message ts not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibit~d. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and ·immediately notify the sender.
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From: Scialabba, Lori L

Sent: Thursday, December 08, 2016 1:04:04 AM

To: Young, Todd P
Cc: Prater, Jocelyn S; Renaud, Tracy L

Subject: Refugee slides

(b)(S) _ _H_e_y_To-dd_,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..

II
I

l think that's it.
Thanks Todd.
Lori
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From:

tJSCIS Presidential Transition

To: .

Renaud Iracv L

· Subject:

RE; Transition RFI~ELIS Costs

Date:

Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:42:34 PM

Attachments:

\JSCIS ELIS Costs dacx

lsthis correct? I ~lso took out item 4 and the N-400 in process information be~ause this was
answered in a previous RFI response and already submitted to the PTO.
And thank you for all your help with this. Imagine if we have 50 of these .. poor CBP and ICE
(although they both have w.hole offices dedicated to the transition, I'd say we're doing alright for
just the two of us©).
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by tederal laws governing
electronic Communications. f:lectroriic conimurfrcatioris muy also be monitored by the Department of Homelm1d Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited If you have received thig in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.

From: Renaud, Tracy L
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:33 PM
To: Young, Todd P; users Presidential Transition; Krebs, Kristie
Brandon B
·
Subject: RE: Transition RFr-ELIS Costs

L;

Walters, Jessica S; Prelogar,

Will do. thx
Tracy L. Renaud
Associate Director

Management Directorate
US Citizenship & Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Security
202-272-1739 /desk)

From: Young, Todd P
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:32 PM
To: Renaud, Tracy L; users Presidential Transition; Krebs, Kristie L; Walters, Jessica S; Prelogar,
Brandon B
Subject: RE: Transition RFI-ELIS Costs

ThanksTracy. I now understand, but let's go ahead and just delete this portion since it's
unrelated to the issue.'
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From:· Renaud, Tracy L
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:30: 12 PM
.
.
To: Young, Todd P; USCIS Presidential Transition; Krebs, Kristie L; Walters, Jessica S; Prelogar,
·Brandon B
·
Subject: RE: Transition RFI-ELIS Costs
We can just dele.te the portion about migration of data if that makes·
wasn't related to th

(b)(5).
Tracy L. Renaud
Associate Director

Management Directorate
US Citizenship & Immigration Services

Department of Homeland Security
202-272·1739 (desk}

From: Young, Todd P
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:25 PM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition; Krebs, Kristie L; Walters, Jessica S; Prelogar, Brandon B
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: Transition RF! ·ELIS Costs

l_______________. .r

(b)(5..

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10: 15:07 PM .
To: Young, Todd P; Krebs, Kristie L; Walters, Jessica S; Prelogar, Brandon B
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: Transition RFI-ELIS Costs
Here's the last thing that heeds to be reviewed/cleared. It is a summary of costs associated with
ELIS.

Thank you. Apologies for the gazillion emails today and the late emails.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, 'along with any attachnients, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing

electronic communications. Electron le commun'ications may also be monitored.by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. !f the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
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distribution, use, or c;opying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please. delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the s.ender.
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(b)(5)

Information Request from Presidential Transition Team

OTC
December 13, 2016
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(b)(5)

Warning! This document, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt
from release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential, legally privileged, proprietary or
deliberative process inter-agency/intra-agency material. You are hereby notified that any dissemination,
copying, or further distribution of this information to unauthorized individuals (including unauthorized
members of the President-elect Transition Team) is strictly prohibited. Unauthorized disclosure or
release of this information may result in loss of access to information, and civil and/or criminal fines and
penalties.
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From:

To:
Cc:

Lenkowskv Matthew
Stone, Marv M; USCIS Presidential Transition; Matthews Iara A; Farnam, Julie E
Emrich Matthew D; Davidson Andrew J; Zellen Lorie A; Langlois Joseph E; Strack Barbara L: Reoa11d I@cv
l.

Subject:
Date:

RE: Transition Team Briefing Request··Refugee Processing and Vetting
Wednesday, November 30, 2016 9:49:14 AM

Attachments:

Se@dtv Vettloa RAD rnotext -Transition <uod&ted 30 Nov) ootx

Updated slide deck attached (with more program overview info) for discussion at the 1000 prep
session.
Best,

Matt lenkowsky
Security Vetting & Program Integrity
Refugee Affairs Division, US Citizenship and Immigration Services
202 272 9046 (o)

202.7019477 (c)

From: Stone, Mary M
Sent: Wednesday, November 30, 2016 9:06 AM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition; Matthews, Tara A; Farnam, Julie E
Cc: Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson, Andrew J; Zellen, Lorie A; Langlois, Joseph E; Strack, Barbara L;
Renaud, Tracy L; Lenkowsky, Matthew
Subject: RE: Tra_nsition Team Briefing Request--Refugee Processing and Vetting

Yes; Julie - working on this now.
From: USCIS Presidential Transition

Sent: Wednesday, November 30, 2016 8:34 AM
To: Stone, Mary M; Matthews, Tara A; Farnam, Julie E
Cc: Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson, Andrew J; Zellen, Lorie A; Langlois, Joseph E; Strack, Barbara L;
Renaud, Tracy L; Lenkowsky, Matthew
·
Subject: RE: Transition Team Briefing Request--Refugee Processing and Vetting
Thanks, Mary Margaret. Do we have or can we add a few.slides that generally talks about the
process ·1or someone to come to the U.S. as a refugee? Something similar to what's included in the
issue paper your office wrote and then we can get into the vetting piece. I think they need that
context of the overall process because without that, I think they may make assumptions. If you
could provide me with an updated presentation later today, that would be greatly appreciated.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam ·
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102

(cl 202-489-8802
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This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federoi laws governing
.electronic communications. Electronic co~munications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U,S. Citizenship
and ln1migration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified ihat any dissemination,

distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments arid imn1ediately notify the sender.

From: Stone, Mary M
Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 2016 5: 13 PM
To: Matthews, Tara A; Farnam, Julie E; USCIS Presidential Transition
Cc: Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson, Andrew J; Zellen, Lorie A; Langlois, Joseph E; Strack, Barbara L;
Renaud, Tracy L; Lenkowsky, Matthew
Subject: RE: Transition Team Briefing Request--Refugee Processing and Vetting

Julie- here is the combined presentation for OCC clearance. Also - h9s there been a specific time
set for Thursday afternoon? Thank you, Mary Margaret
From: Stone, Mary M

Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 2016 5:00 PM ·
To: Matthews, Tara A; Farnam, Julie E; USCIS Presidential Transition
Cc: Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson, Andrew J; Zellen, Lorie A; Langlois, Joseph E; Strack, Barbara L;
Renaud, Tracy L
. Subject: RE: Transition Team Briefing Request--Refugee Processing and Vetting .

Julie we're combining th~ presentations now and will send our final in shortly ... in the next 20
minutes. Sorry for the confusion! Thanks, Mary Margaret
From: Matthews, Tara A

Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 2016 4:42 PM
To: Farnam, Julie E; USCIS Presidential Transition
Cc: Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson, Andrew J; Zellen, Lorie A; Langlois, Joseph E; Strack, Barbara L;
Stone, Mary M; Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: FW: Transition Team Briefing Request--Refugee Processing and Vetting

Please see the attached briefing. Thank you.
V/r,
''

Special Assistant, FDNS Front Office

P: 202,272-9329

E: tarn mat1he»;s@11scis dbs rov

From: USCIS Presidential Transition

Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 2016 8:53:08 PM
To: Strack, Barbara L; Stone, Mary M; Emrich, Matthew D
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Cc: Langlois, Joseph E; Davidson, Andrew j; Renaud, Tracy L ·

Subject: RE: Transition Team Briefing Request--Refugee Processing and Vetting
Just a friendly reminder that if you intend to have a PowerPoint or other presentation materials at
this briefing, I will need them today.
Thank you,
Ju lie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202A89-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic ~ommunications m;;iy also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services, If the reader of this message is not the in~ended recipient, you .a~e heteby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message ls strictly Proh1b1ted. If you have received this in error, please delete this message a1,d .ill
attachments and immediately notify the sender.

From: Renaud, Tracy L

Sent: Monday, November 28, 2016 3: 18 PM
To: Strack, Barbara L; Stone, Mary M; Emrich, Matthew D; USCIS Presidential Transition
Cc: Langlois, Joseph E; Davidson, Andrew J
Subject: RE: Transition Team Briefing Request--Refugee Processing and Vetting

So far only the two leads for DHS have cleared security so right now it will only be them
unless others clear within the next day or two. The two leads are Michael Dougherty and Dr
James Carafano.
·
·
Please make sure any slide deck you intend to use is given to Julie by COB tomorrow so we
can get OCC clearance before the briefing.

From: Strack, Barbara L

Sent: Monday, November 28, 2016 3:13:40 PM
To: Stone, Mary M; Emrich, Matthew D; USCIS Presidential Transition
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L; Langlois, Joseph E; Davidson, Andrew J
.
Subject: RE: Transition Team Briefing Request-·Refugee Processing and Vetting

So it begins ...
Would you let me know ·the names. once you learn who will be there for the transition?
Thanks.

From: Stone, Mary M

Sent: Monday, November 28, 2016 2:29:30 PM
To: Emrich, Matthew D; USCIS Presidential Transition; Strack, Barbara L
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Cc: Renaud, Tracy L; Langlois, Joseph E; Davidson, Andrew J
Subject: RE: Transition Team Briefing Request--Refugee Processing and Vetting

Thanks Julie.

From: Emrich, Matthew D
Sent: Monday, November 28, 2016 2: 14 PM
To: users Presidential Transition; Strack, Barbara L; Stone, Mary M
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L; Langlois, Joseph E; Davidson, Andrew J
Subject: RE: Transition Team Briefing Request--Refugee Processing and Vetting
10-4.
From: users Presidential Transition
Sent: Monday, November 28, 2016 2: 10 PM
To: Strack, Barbara L; Emrich, Matthew D; Stone, Mary M
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L; Langlois, Joseph E; Davidson, Andrew J
Subject: Transition Team Briefing Request--Refugee Processing and Vetting
Importance: High
Mary Margaret/Matt,
The president-elect's transition Landing Team has requested a briefing on refugee processing and
vetting. This briefing is tentatively scheduled for Thursday afternoon, but this date/time is .subject
to change. Please be prepared to present for approximately 30 minutes and then have 30 minutes
of discussion and questions. This time may need to be consolidated depending on the Landing
Team's schedule. The briefing will likely take place at the NAC. As I receive more information, I will
let you know. I will also schedule an internal USCIS-only pre-brief for Wednesday. Thank you for
your work on this and for your flexibility and understanding.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-27,2-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This commun'ication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federa! laws governing
, electrotlic cor,;munications. Electron le comniunications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, pleas~ delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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From:·
To:

Cc;

Subject:
Date:

•
-Zelleo!QrieA
1
users Presidential Traositioni Stone Marv Mi Matthews Iara A: Farnam Julie E
Emrich Matthew D; Davidson Andrew J; Lanalois Joseoh E; Strack Barbara Li Remwd Tracy t; I enkowskv
~ ; Swift Derrick

RE: Transition Team BrieflnQ Request-~Refugee Processing and Vetting
Wednesday, Ncivember 30, 2016 8:47:41 AM

Adding Derrick Swift who will be available to do discuss enhanced review and social media checks.

Lorie Zellen
Chief of Staff/FDNS
202.272.9291
202.731.8133 (cell)
Sent from mobile device
From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Wednesday, November 30, 2016 8:34: 18 AM
To: Stone, Mary M; Matthews, Tara A; Farnam, Julie E
Cc: Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson, Andrew J; Zellen, Lorie A; Langlois, Joseph E; Strack, Barbara L;
Renaud, Tracy L; Lenkowsky, Matthew
·
Subject: RE: Transition Team Briefing Request--Refugee Processing and Vetting ·
Thanks, Mary Margaret. Do we have or can we add a few slides that generally talks about the process
for someone to come to the U.S. as a refugee? Something similar to what's included .in the issue paper
your office wrote and then we can get into the vetting piece. I think they need that context of the
overall process because without that, I think they may make assumptions. If you could provide me with
an updated presentation later today,_ that would be greatly appreciated.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Dir_ectorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered
by federal laws governing electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored
by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services. If the reader of ·
this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution,
use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in err.or, please delete
this message and all attachments and immediately notify the sender.

From: Stone, Mary M
Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 2016 5: 13 PM
To: Matthews, Tara A; Farnam, Julie E; USCIS Presidential Tra·nsition
Cc: Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson, Andrew J; Zellen, Lorie A; Langlois, Joseph E; Strack, Barbara L;
Renaud, Tracy L; Lenkowsky, Matthew
·
· Subject: RE:.Transition Team Briefing Request··Refugee Processing and Vetting
Julie - here is the combined presentation for OCC clearance. Also - has there been a specific time set
for Thursday afternoon? Thank you, Mary Margaret
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From: Stone, Mary M
Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 2016 5:00 PM
To: Matthews, Tara A; Farnam, Julie E; USCIS Presidential Transition
Cc: Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson, Andrew J; Zellen, Lorie A; Langlois, Joseph E; Strack, Barbara L;
Renaud, Tracy L
·
Subject: RE: Transition Team Briefing Request--Refugee Processing and Vetting
Julie - we're combining the presentations now and will send our final in shortly ... in the next 20
minutes. Sorry for the confusion! Thanks, Mary Margaret
From: Matthews, Tara A
Sent: Tuesday, November. 29, 2016 4:42 PM
To: Farnam, Julie E; USCIS Presidential Transition
Cc: Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson, Andrew J; Zellen, Lorie A; Langlois, Joseph E; Strack, Barbara L;
Stone, Mary M; Renaud, Tracy L
SubJect: FW: Transition Team Briefing Request··Refugee Processing and Vetting
Please 'see the attached b~iefing. Thank you.
V/r,
Tara A. Matthews
Special Assistant, FDNS Front Office
P: 202-272·9329
E: tara. matthews@uscis.dhs.gov <mail to :ta ra. matthews@uscis.dhs.gop

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 2016 8:53:08 PM
. To: Strack, Barbara L; Stone, Mary M; Emrich, Matthew D
Cc: Langlois, Joseph E; Davidson, Andrew J; Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: ,:ransition Team Briefing Request--Refugee Processing and Vetting
Just a friendly reminder that if you intend to have a PowerPoint or other presentation materials at this
briefing, I will need them today. .
·
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202·272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered
by federal laws governing electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored
by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services. If the reader of
this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution,
use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete
this message and all attachments and immediately notify the sender.

From: Renaud, Tracy L .
Sent: Monday, November 28, 2016 3:18 PM
To: Strack, Barbara L; Stone, Mary M; Emrich, Matthew D; USCIS Presidential Transition
Cc: Langlois, Joseph E; Davidson, Andrew J
Subject: RE:'Transition Team Briefing Request--Refugee Processing and Vetting

\
I

So far only the two leads for DHS have cleared security so right now it will only be them unless others
clear within the next day or two. The two leads are Michael Dougherty and Dr James Carafano.
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Please make sure any slide deck you intend to use is given to Julie by COB tomorrow so we can get
OCC clearance before the briefing. ·
·
From: Strack, Barbara L
Sent: Monday, November 28, 2016 3:13:40 PM
To: Stone, Mary M; Emrich, Matthew D; USCIS Presidential Transition
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L; Langlois, Joseph E; Davidson, Andrew J
Subject: RE: Transition Team Briefing Request--Refugee Processing and Vetting
So it begins ...
Would you let me know the names once you learn who will be there.for the transition?
Thanks.
From: Stone, Mary M
Sent: Monday, November 28, 2016 2:29:30 PM
To: Emrich, Matthew D; USC!S Presidential Transition; Strack, Barbara L
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L; Langlois, Joseph E; Davidson, Andrew J
Subject: RE: Transition Team Briefing Request--Refugee Processing and Vetting
Thanks Julie.
From: Emrich, Matthew D·
Sent: Monday, November 28, 2016 2:14 PM
To: users Presidential Transition; Strack, Barbara L; Stone, Mary M
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L;. Langlois, Joseph E; Davidson, Andrew J
Subject: RE: Transition Team Briefing Request--Refugee Processing and Vetting
10·4.
From: USCJS Presidential Transition
Sent: Monday, November 28, 2016 2: 10 PM
To: Strack; Barbara L; Emrich, Matthew D; Stone, Mary M
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L; Langlois, Joseph E; Davidson, Andrew J
Subject: Transition Team Briefing Request··Refugee Processin·g and Vetting
Importance: High
Mary Margaret/Matt,
The president·elect's transition Landing Team has requested a briefing on refugee processing and
vetting. This briefing is tentatively scheduled for Thursday a~ernoon,.but this date/time is subject to .
change, Please be prepared to present for approximately 30 minutes and then have 30 minutes of
discussion and questions. This time may need to be consolidated depending on the Landing Team's
schedule. The briefing will likely take place at the NAC. As I receive more information, I will let you
know.· I will also schedule an internal USC!S-only pre-brief for Wednesday. Thank you for your work on
this and for your flexibility and understanding.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202·272·1102
(c) 202 ·489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered
by federal laws governing electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored
by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services. If the reader of
this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, ·
use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete
this message and all attachments and immediately notify the sender.
·
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From:

Renaud, Tracy L

To:
Cc:

Stone, Marv M; Matthews rara A; Farnam Julie E; USCIS Presidential Irapsit·ion
Emrich, Matthew Q;.QaYidsoo Andrew J; Zelleo Lorie A; Lanalols Jos~oh E; St@ck Berbara L; Leokowskv
t:1llttllfill:

Subject:
Date:

RE: T~ansition Team Briefing Request--Refugee Processing and Vetting
Tuesday, November 29, 2016 5:51:00 PM
·

Things are still in flux, Mary Margaret. We should get something firm by the pre-brief tomorrow.

Tracy,. Rena11d
Associate Director
M(magement Oirector(!te
US Citizenship & Immigration Services
Deportment of Homeland Security
202-272-1739 (desk)

From: Stone, Mary M
Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 2016 5: 13 PM
To: Matthews, Tara A; Farnam, Julie E;" users Presidential Transition
Cc: Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson, Andrew J; Zellen, Lorie A; Langlois, Joseph E; Strack, Barbara L;
Renaud, Tracy L; Lenkowsky, Matthew
Subject: RE: Transibon Team Briefing Request·-Refugee Processing and Vetting
Julie - here is the combined presentation for OCC clearance. Also - has there been a specific time
set for Thursday afternoon? Thank you, Mary Margaret

From: Stone, Mary M
Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 2016 5:00 PM
To: Matthews, Tara A; Farnam, "ulie E; users Presidential Transition
Cc: Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson, Andrew J; Zellen, Lorie A; Langlois, Joseph E; Strack, Barbara L;
Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: Transition Team Briefing Request··Refugee Processing and Vetting
Julie- we're combining the presentations now and will send our final in shortly ... in the next 20
minutes. Sorry for the confusion! Thanks, Mary Margaret

From: Matthews, Tara A
Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 2016 4:42 PM
To: Farnam, Julie E; users Presidential Transition
Cc: Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson, Andrew J; Zellen, Lorie A; Langlois, Joseph E; Strack, Barbara L;
Stone, Mary M; Renaud, Tracy L
·
Subject: FW: Transition Team Briefing Request--Refugee Processing and Vetting

Please see the attached briefing. Thank you.
V/r;
A. rv10.ttVle'NS,
Special Assistant, FONS Front Office
P: 202-272-9329

TCIVO.

E: mra.matthews®uscis dbs,GOY
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From:

users Presidential Transition

Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 2016 8:53:08 PM
To: Strack, Barbara L; Stone, Mary M; Emrich, Matthew D
Cc: Langlois, Joseph E; Davidson, Andrew J; Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: Transition Team Briefing Request--Refugee Processing and Vetting

Just a friendly reminder that if you intend to have a PowerPoint or other presentation materials at
this briefing, I will need them today.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any Jttachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by feder~l laws governing

electronic communications, Electronic co(llmunicarions may also be monitored by the Department of Horneland Security, U.S. Citizenship
<ind lmrTligration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of th·1s message is strictly prohibited, If you have received this in error, please delete this mes.sage and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.
•

From: Renaud, Tracy L

Sent: Monday, November 28, 2016 3:18 PM
To: Strack, Barbara L; Stone, Mary M; Emrich, Matthew D; USCIS Presidential Transition
Cc: Langlois, Joseph E; Davidson, Andrew J
Subject: RE: Transition Team Briefing Request--Refugee Processing and Vetting

So far only the two leads for DHS have cleared security so right now it will only be them

unless others clear within the next day or two. The two leads are Michael Dougherty and Dr
James Carafano.
Please make sure any slide deck you intend to use is given to Julie by COB tomorrow so we
can get OCC clearance before the briefing.

From: Strack, Barbara L

Sent: Monday, November 28, 2016 3: 13:40 PM
To: Stone, Mary M; Emrich, Matthew D; USCIS Presidential Transition
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L; Langlois, Joseph E; Davidson, Andrew J
Subject: RE: Transition Team Briefing Request··Refugee Processing and Vetting

So it begins ...
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Would you let me know the names once you learn who will be. there for the trnnshion?
Thanks. ·
·

From: Stone, Mary M
Sent: Monday, November 28, 2016 2:29:30 PM
To: Emrich, Matthew D; USCJS Presidential Transition; Strack, Barbara L
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L; Langlois, Joseph E; Davidson, Andrew J
Subject: RE: Transition Team Briefing Request--Refugee Processing and Vetting
Thanks Julie.
From: Emrich, Matthew D
Sent: Monday, November 28, 2016 2: 14 PM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition; Strack, Barbara L; Stone, Mary M
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L; Langlois, Joseph E; Davidson, Andrew J
Subject: RE: Transition Team Briefing Request-·Refugee Processing and Vetting

10-4.
From: users Presidential Transition
Sent: Monday, November 28, 2016 2: 10 PM
To: Strack, Barbara L; Emrich, Matthew D; Stone, Mary M
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L; Langlois, Joseph E; Davidson, Andre·w J
Subject: Transition Team Briefing Request··Refugee Processing and Vetting
Importance: High
Mary Margaret/Matt,
The president-elect's transition Landing Team has requested a briefing on refugee processing and
vetting. This briefing is tentatively scheduled for Thursday afternoon, but this date/time is subject
to change. Please be prepared to present for approximately 30 minutes and then have 30 minutes
of discussion and questions. This time may need to be consolidated depending on the Landing
Team's schedule. The briefing will likely take place at the NAC As I receive more information, I will
let you know. I will also.schedule an internal USCIS-only pre-brief for Wednesday. Thank you for
your work on this and for your flexibility and understanding.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489;8802
This commun'rc::ation, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electroni.c commun'ications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citiienship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,

distribution, use, or copying of this message '1s strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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From:

Cc:

Hawkins Ronald K
USCIS Presidential Transttioo
Emrich Matthew D; Renaud Iracv Ii l'5C1S MGI Tasks; Scbwart2 Mark A; Davidson Andrew J; Kerns Kevin l

Subject:

RE: Transition Team Document Request-ELIS and ATLAS

Date:

Friday, December 09, 2016 8:39:09 AM

To:

Thanks Julie - we will get this to you today.

From: users Presidential Transition
Sent: Thursday, December 08, 2016 4:23 PM
To: Hawkins, Donald K
·
Cc: Emrich, Matthew D; Renaud, Tracy L; users MGT Tasks; Schwartz, Mark A; Davidson, Andrew J;
Kerns, Kevin J
Subject: Transition Team Document Request-ELIS and ATLAS
Yesterday at our briefing with the President-Elect's Landing Team, one of the things they mentioned
they'd be interested in seeing is the PIA ai:_d SORN relating to ELIS and ATLAS. The team has not
sub.milted a formal request yet (which triggers the 48 hour turnaround), but I wanted to alert you to
please start gathering this material in anticipation of the formal request. Could we aim for getting
this to Tracy and me by COB next Tuesday understanding that this timeframe may be pushed up if
we do receive a formal request in the interim?
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
.Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
"
(c) 202-489-8802.
This communication, ;liong with.any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
·and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
· attachments and immediately Mtify the sender.
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To:
Cc:

YaOison Denise·
USCIS Presidential Transition; OP&S Presidential Transition; FDNSExecSec
Emrich Matthew D; Davidson Andrew J; ReoatJd I@cv I

Subject:
Date:

Thursday, December 08, 2016 6:53:26 PM

From:

RE: Transition Team Document Request-Soda! Media Guidance

Ok. '

From: users Presidential Transition
Sent: Thursday, December 08, 2016 9:20:27 PM
To: OP&S Presidential Transition; FDNSExecSec .
Cc: Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson, Andrew J; Renaud, Tracy L; Vanison, Denise
Subject: Transition Team Document Request-Social Media Guidance
·
Yesterday at our briefing with the Presi.dent-Elect's Landing Team, one of the things they mentioned
they'd be interested in seeing was guidance that we use regarding social media use and when/how
we can use social media. The team has not submitted a formal request yet (which triggers the 48hour turnaround), but I wanted to alert you to please start gathering this material in anticipation of
the formal request. Could we aim for getting this to Tracy and me by COB next Tuesday
understanding that this timeframe may be pushed up if we do receive a formal request in the
interim?
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102

(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws gove;ning
electronic communlcations. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the. reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby n.otifi_ed that any dissemiriation,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this ·message and all
I
attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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(b)(5)

United States Immigration and Citizenship Services
.

·-·

.
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From:

lJSCIS Presidential Transition

To:

Stewart, Bioo; Bmwn II Melvin

Cc:

Renaud, Tracy L; Halter Grea; Horowitz Scott

Subject:

RE: USCIS RF! Responses to #76, #79, and #113
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 9:44:48 AM

Date:·
Attachments:

El rs Call Center and E·Aoolications.docx

Sorry about that. Please see the updated document attached.
Julie Farnam
Senior.Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(di 202-272-1102.
(cl 202-489-8802
This commurf1cation, along with any attachments, may contain conndential information and Is covered by federal laws governing
electron.ic: communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the D~partment of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
·and lmrnigration Services. If tl1e reader or this messa/N is nor the intended recipient. you are hereby notifii~d that any dissemination.
distribution, use, or copying of this me.ssilgC is strictly prohibited. If you have received this iri error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.

From: Stewart, Bion
Sent: Wednesday, December 14, 2016 7:08 AM
To: USCJS Presidential Transition; Brown II, Melvin
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L; Halter, Greg; Horowitz, Scott
Subject: RE: USCJS RF! Responses to #76, #79, and #113

Julie,
Did you mean to include the call table twice in this document? Second iteration seems out of place
unless I'm reading it incorrectly.
Thanks.
Bion
From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:09 PM
To: Brown 11, Melvin <Melvin Brown@HO OHS GOY>; Stewart, Bion <bion stewart@hq dhs.goy>
Cc: Renaud, Tracy I. <Tracy I Renaud@uscisd.bs gov>; Halter, Greg <greg halter@bo dhs gov>;
Horowitz, Scott <Scott Horowjtz@HO OHS GOY>
. Subject: USCIS RFI Responses to #76, #79, and #113

Attached are USCIS' responses to the landing team's questions on the USCIS ELIS help desk (request

(b)(S)

#761 an _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,.request#
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(b )(5)
quest #113).
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations.Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communicaf1on, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic comtrlunications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U,S. Citizenship

and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are'hereby notified that any dissemination,
dlstributlon, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and lmmedlately notify"the sender.
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From:
To:
Cc:

Renaud Tracy L

Sobject:
Date:

Tuesday, December 06, 2016 8:30:03 PM

Attachments:

Reflmee PmcessinA Presentation 12·06·16 pptx;

tJSCIS Presidential Transition

Krebs Kristie L; Pceloaar Brandon B; Youoa, Todd P; Walters Jessica s
Refugee Briefing

(b )(5)

Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
e_lectronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of th I$ message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby not'1fled that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender,
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From:

l/SCIS Presidential Transition

To:

Youoa, Todd p; Krebs Kristie L; Walters, Jessica S: Preiooac Brandon B.

Cc:
. Subject:

Renaud Iracv L
Transition RFI·ELIS Costs

Date:

Tuesday, December ll, 2016 10:15:08 PM

Attachments:

USCIS ELIS Costs,docx

Here's the last thing that needs to be reviewed/cleared. It is a summary of costs associated with
ELIS.
Thank you. Apologies for the gazillion emails today and the late emails.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic com.munications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, us Citi2enship
and Immigration Services. lf the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby· notified that any dissemination,
~
distribution, use, or copying of this message 1s strictly prohibited. If you have receiyed thi!> in error, please delete this memige and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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From:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Date:

uscts Presidential rcansitioo
Hawkins Donald K
Emrich Matthew Di Renaud Tracv l; tJSCIS MGT Tasks; Schwartz, Mark A; Davidson Andrew J: Keros Kevin l
Transition Team DoCument Request·ELIS and ATLAS
. Thursday, December OB, 2016 4:22:33 PM

Yesterday at our briefing with the President-Elect's Landing Team, one of the things they mentioned
they'd be interested in seeing is the PIA and SORN 'relating to ELIS and ATLAS. The team has not
. ·submitted a fo;mal request yet (which triggers the 48 hour turnaround), but I wanted ta alert you to
please start gathering this material in anticipation of the formal request. Cou.ld we aim for getting
this to Tracy and me by COB next Tuesday understanding that this timeframe may be pushed up if
we do receive a formal request in the interim?
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication. along with any attachments, may contain confidential infor~atlon and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Efe:ctronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader Of this message is not the intended recip'1ent, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distr\b\,ltion, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediate'ly notify the sender.
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From:

To:
Ce:
Subject:

Date:
Attachment,;:

lJSCIS Presidential Transition
Stewart BIQO
Horowitz Scott; BeMles lames; Renaud Tracy L

users Issue Paper-ELIS/Transformation

Thursday, December as, 2016 4:03:40 PM'

LJSCI5 Iraosfocmatico IP 2016 doc;,:

Bion,
Attached is an updated issue paper on USCIS ELIS and the transformation initiative: We will not
have any other materials to provide to the landing team for the briefing on Monday (unless, of
course, they request something else). If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to let us
know.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
· U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272·1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homelrmd Security, U.S. Citizer"lship
and Immigration Services. 1f the reader of this mess·age is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.

From:
To:

users Presidential Transition

Cc:
Subject:

Reoaud Traw l; Halter Gree; Horowitz Scott

Date:

Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:SO;ll PM

Attachments:

General Record of Disclosure Form USCIS #75 odf
USCJS ELIS Costs docx

Brown II Melvin; Stewart Blan

users RF! Response

#7S

Attached is USCIS' response to RFI #75 regarding costs associated with ELIS. I believe this should be
the _last response you were waiting on from USCIS. If anything additional is needed, please let us
know.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(di 202-272-1102
(cl 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confide~tial information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissen;iinatlon, ·
distribution, use, or copying of this message is stri~t!y prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the ser,der.
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(b)(5)

Information Request from Presidential Transition Team

OTC
December 13, 2016
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From:

To:
Cc:
S~bject:
Date:·
Attachments:

\JSCIS Presidential Transition
Brown II Melvin; Stewart Bioo
Halter, Greai Beagles James; Horowitz Scott; Renaud Tracv L
USCIS RFI Response #77
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 3:20:14 PM

l/SCIS Backlog IP 2016 FINA\ dog
General Record of Disclosure Form USCIS #77 Ddf
\JSCIS Uodates for 0MB revisions 11-9-16 fioal,Potx

~ttached please find the response to RFI #77, USCIS backlogs.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(di 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along w·1th any attachm~nts, may contain con~dential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. !fthe reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, ·use, or copying of .this message is strictly prohibited. If y'ou have received this in error, please delete this message and aU
attachments and immediately notify the sender,
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

lJSCIS Presidential Transition
Youoa Todd P; Preloaar, Brandon B; Walters, Jessica S; Krebs Kristie L
Renalld Tracv l
ELIS call Center Information and E·Filed Application lnformation··DUE TODAY

Date:

Tuesday, December 13, 2016 3:47:14 PM

Attachments:

. Importance:

El IS can cemer and E·APPJiCatiCIOS,dOCX
High

The attached has been requested by the transition team and is due to DHS today. OCC has clea.red
and we are requesting clearance from your principal.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This c:ommunication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communicat1ons may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the iritended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message

iS strictly prohibited.

If you have rece"ived this

in

error, please delete this message and all

attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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From:

Renaud, Tracy L

To:
Cc:

HEmrich Matthew D (Matthew.p Emcich@uscis.dhs aovX"i Davidson Andrew J
tAndr.,w J Davidson@uscis dhs goy)
Farnam J1rlie F; tl:SCIS Presidential Transition

Subject:
Date:

Tuesday, Oecember 13, 20~6 11:27:00 AM

FBI Name Check

Matt/Andrew,

(b)(5)

TracyL. Renaud
Associate Director
Management Directorate
US Citizenship & Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Security

202-272-1739{desk)
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Fram:
To:

Cc::
Subject:
Date:'
Attachments:

Rogers Deb@ A
11sc1s Pcesidfotial rraoSitioo; Earnarn 111/ie E
Melero Mariela; Bernmd Trnrv l
FW: *"*URGENT'u Transition RfI Due Noon Today
Tuesday, December 13, 201611:42:08 AM
MORNING T2 El IS HCIPf'.hi:Sk /13 Pee 16) xJsx
im/lQeQOJ POQ

Julie, CSPED responses be.low, please let us kno,v if you need any additional information.

(b)(5)

9

the system, restarts when a user enters new information in their application or uploads additional
evidence.
·

From: USCIS Presidential Transition

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:18:08 AM
To: USCIS MGT Tasks; Stanley, Kathleen Mi. Kerns, Kevin J; Collins, Anissa A; Clark, Levita S; Hawkins, Donald K; OP&S
Presidential Transition; vanlson, Denise; FDNSExecSec; Emrich, Matthew D; Davidson, Andr~w J; Melero, Mariela; Rogers, Debra
A; Simeon, David G; Schwartz, Mark A

Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today
Good morning,
We have our first information request from the president-elect's transition landing team. There is an extremely fast
turnaround on these requests (apologies!)-it is due at

noon today to allow time for the front office to clear today and to

get it back to DHS today, Therefore, no extensions may be granted and it is imperative that you respond timely.
This ·1s what ·1s beinu renuested:

(b)(5)

Thank you very much for all your help with thts and 1f there are any questions, I can be reached at the numbers below.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Id) 202-282-8277
le) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with a:iy attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal !aws governing electronic commvnications, Electronic
communications may also be monitored by the DeP;,rtment of Homeland Security, l).s. Citizenship and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is Mt the
intended recipient, you are hereby notified th~t any dinemination, di5tribution, use, or copving of this m1mage is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error,
please delete this m1mage and ell attachments and immediately notify the sender. ,
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From:

l/SCIS Presidf'Otial T@OSitiQQ

To:

Renaud Iracv I
FW: ***URGENT*** Transition RFI Due Noon Today

Subject:
Date:

Tuesday, December 131 2016 11:31:17 AM

Sorry, you weren't copied.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202°272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contaln confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communicutions. Electronic commun1cation.s mciy also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Secur·ity, U.S. Citizenship
·and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly proh1b1ted. If you have received this in '2rror, please delete this message and all
attachments and Immediately notify the sender.

From: Hamilton, Cristina A

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:26 AM

To: users Presidential Transition; OP&S Presidential Transition
Cc: Levine,Laurence D; Kvortek, Steven P (Steve); Greeley, Kevin A
Subject: RE: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today
·

Will do, thanks.
Cristina Hamilton
Chief, National Security and.
Benefits Integrity Division
Office of Policy and Strategy, USCIS
202-272-1466

This email, along with any attachments, is intended solely for the use of the addressee(s) and may contain information
that ·1s sensitive or protected by applicable law. Unauthor'lzed use or dissemination of th'1s email and any attachments is
strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender and delete or destroy all copies. Thank
you.

From:

users Presidential Transition

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:22 AM
To: Hamilton, Cristina A; OP&S Presidential Transition
Cc: Levine, Laurence D; Kvortek, Steven P (Steve); Greeley, Kevin A
Subject: RE: ***URGENT*** Transition RF! Due Noon Today

Yes, please include them. I'd rather err on the side of providing everything that could be in the
scope of the request rather than them thinking that we are trying to withholding items. Thank yout

11

From:

Renaud, Tracy L

To:

users Presidential Transition; Young, Todd P; Krebs Kristie I; Walters Jessica s; Preloaar Brandon B

Subject:
Date:

Tuesday, December 13, 201610:16:00 PM

RE: Transition RFI-ELIS Costs

.

This is cost information previously prepared by OTC and was cleared/edited by OCFO earlier this
evening.

rracy L. Renaud
Associate Director
Management Directorate
US Citlienship & Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Security.
202-272·1739 (desk)

From: users Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10: 15 PM
To: Young, Todd P; Krebs, Kristie L; Walters, Jessica S; Prelogar, Brandon B
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
·
Subject: Transition RFI-ELIS Costs
Here's the last thing that needs to be reviewed/cleared. It is a summary of costs associated with
ELIS.
Thank you. Apologies for the gazillion emails today and the late emails.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(di 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not,the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is str'rctly prohibited: Jfyou have recei'ved this in error, p!ease delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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United States Immigration and Citizenship Services
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From:

Renaud Iracv l

To:

Scheduler Rodriguez
Tentative: **New Time** "Transformation" Leadership Huddle
Friday, December 16, 2016 11:00:00 AM
Friday, December 16, 2016 11:45:00 AM
USCIS, WILCOXCONFRM 5110

Subject:

Start:
End:
Location:

Mark and I will be at the NAC briefing the Transition Landing Team on ELIS at this time so neither of us will be able to attend.
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users ecesldential Tcaositioo
Brown II, Melvin; Stewart, Bioo
Horowitz Scott; Beaales, James; Halter Greg; Renaud Tracy L

From:

To:

Cc:
Subject:

users RFI #66 Response

Date:

Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:27:06 PM

Attachments:

USC)$ El)S-li)l.AS SORN and PIA #86 pdf
General Record of Disdoswe f Prm \JSCIS #86 Pdf

Here's USCIS response to RFI #86.- Most of these SORNs/PIAs are publicly available. Here are the
links:

USCIS ELIS - PIA:

https: t /www.dhs.gov/sjtes /default/files /publjcatjons /prjyacy-pia-usciseiiseappendixaupdate-august2 O16,pdf
USCIS ELIS- SORNs:
A-File:

https: //www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-20J 3-11-21 /htmI/2013-27895.htm

E-~uthentication: https: //www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2014-08-11 /htm! /2014-18703.htm
BIS: https://www.reguJatjons.gov/document?D-DHS FR DOC 0001-1511
The others are attached.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor.
F_ield Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services.
(d) 202-272-1102
(cl 202-489-8802
This communication, along 'with any attachments, may i:ontain confidential information and is co~ered by feder_al laws gover~ing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U,S. Ci_tizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader Of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hCreby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, Use, or copying of this message ls strictly prohibited. If you have received this 'in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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Warning! This document, along with any
attachments, contains NO.N-PUBLIC
INFORMATION exempt from release to the
public by federal law. It may contain
c~>"nfidential, legally privileged, proprietary or
deliberative process inter-agency/intra..:agency
material. You are hereby notified·that any
. dissemination, co},ying, or further distribution
of this information to unauthorized individuals
(including unauthorized members of the
P,resitjent-elect Transition Team) is strictly
prohibited. Unauthorized disclosure or release
of this: information· may result in loss of access
to informatio·n, a:nd civil and/or crim'inal fine·s
:and-penalties. · ·
I".
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Pr,ivacy l111pact Assess111ent

for the

USCIS Electrolt1lic Immigration System
(USCIS ELIS)
DHS/USCIS/PIA-056
May 17, 2016
Contact Point ·
Donald Hawkins ·
Privacy Officer
United States Citizenship and Immigration Services
(202) 272-8000

Reviewing Official
Karen L. Neuman
Chief Privacy Officer. . 1
· Department of Homeland Security
(202) 343-1717
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· Security

Prirncy Impact Assessment
DHSIUSCISIPIA,056 ELIS
Page I

Abstract
The Department of Homeland Security (OHS) United States Citizcnship·ancl Immigration
Services (USCIS) operates the USCIS Electronic Immigration System (USCIS ELIS). USCIS
ELIS is an·clcctronic cnse manngement,syslcm that·nlJows USCIS to process certain immigration
bcnelit requests. USCIS conducted this.PIA lo evaluate the privacy impacts of converting legacy,
paper-based processes to an electronic system. This PIA replaces. all previously-issued USCIS
ELIS PIAs. which are: DI-IS/USCIS/PIA-039 Trcmifim11a1ion, DHS/USCIS/l'IA-041 EUS-1
Temporw:v .'/cco11111s 1111d Dn1fi Ben4i1 lleq11ests, DHS/USCIS/l'IA-042 ELJS-2 !lcco11111 all(/ Case
Managemem, DHS/USCIS/Pli\-043 EUS-~ A1110111ated Bactground F1111ctions, and DHS-USCISl'li\-056 USCJS ELIS: Form 1-90: As USCIS ELIS expands to additional immigration benefit
types, USCIS will update the Appendix to this !'IA.

Overview.
USCIS is the Component within DI-IS that oversees ·lawful visits ,ind immigr,ition to tl1e
Ui1jtc'd s·tutcs. This indudcs receiving and adjudicating a wide variety of irnrnigration and nonimmigi·ation bcnclits and, rcqu·ests (hereafter referred to as immigration bcnclits). 1-Iistoricnlly.
USCIS has relied on manual, paper processes to perform 1his function. USCIS ELIS is a
centralized. web-based system designed to transform USCIS business. operations from a
"transaction-centric" model to ''pcrson-ccntric".modcl using unique customer accounts. USCIS
is expanding its use of USCIS ELIS over the next several years, by expanding the immigration
benefit types that USC IS ELIS will process in an incrcmcntul.fashioh. Asncw immigration benefit
types urc made available in USCIS ELIS, all benefit requests within that immigration bcnclit type
will be processed in USCIS El~IS, induding paper and electronic 11_1ings. 1

,1

Background and "Legacy USCIS ELIS"
. USC IS ELIS originally launched in the spring of 2012. USCIS is conduciing this PIA to
describe a new iteration or the existing USCIS ELIS system. The current USCIS EL:IS system.
now known as the "Legacy USCIS ELIS'' system, is no longer ucccpting documents and will be
decommissioned. The two systems arc completely separate, iiicluding separate login accoiuits for
customers and employc·es and ii diffe1'cnt user interface. However, the new systc111 does follow the
same gcnci-al purpose imd data collection process as the prcvioi1?ly-uscd system. Each system
accepts different iinn1igratio11 benefit types, 2 which limits the number or custome.rs. who have
rcnson to access both systems.

1

1/xccpt for certain low.volume special circumstances that will not be processed in ELIS, . ·
.
Legacy USCIS ELIS processed the dcctronic Fom1 1;539, Application t!) E.,!end Stay/Change
as a ·
Nonimmigrant; clectronk Form 1-526, lnJmigrantPctition by Al kn Entrepreneur: a.l)ncnment. Library (for EB-5.
petitions am1cialed with Regional Centers); and the ability .to pay !he SI §5 USCIS Immigrant Fee,
·

2

,;wws
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The primary users of USCI.S ELIS nre USCIS ndjliclicmors processing benefit requests.
USC.IS ELIS also interfaces with either IT systems that conduct other functions. such as customer
service and fraud detection, without subsuming. or rcplacihg those functions. Unlike Legacy
USCIS ELIS, USCIS. ELIS does· not altcmpt to conduct ndv,mccd link-ani1Jysis for fraud or
national security purposes.> Instead, it interfaces directly with other USC!S systems that are
opcrnted specifically for those purposes. Therefore, with the. publication of this l'IA, US('.:IS is
retiring the previous USCIS ELIS PIAs.
System Description

Paper Intake
Historically, USCIS has required applicants, petitioners, or benefit rcquestors submit hardcopy, paper submissions of immigration applications, petitions, or benefit requests to one of its
"Lockbox" facilities. Lockbox facilities arc opcrntcd by U.S. Department of Ti·casury financial
agents on bchal f of USCIS to receive paper requests, process payments, and lbrward the requests
to USC!S Service Centers in paper ancl dcctronic forniat for further processing. As USCIS ELIS
expands to ncll' i111migrn1ion benclit types. the applicable Lockbox facility will udjust its legacy
delivery process to transmit filings to USCIS ELIS rather than to tl1e legacy system (usually
CLAIMS 3 or CLAIMS 4) ..lt will transmit the d,ita to USCIS ELIS as well as scanned images of
the paper filings to ELIS electronic sto'ragc.
The Lockb,ox will continue to follow existing USCIS guidance to prepare submi1ted paper
filings. If the paper filing pertains to an individual with a paper Alien File (A·File).'1 then the paper ·
will be delivered to that iilc. 11' it perwins to a customer without :a 1iapcr A·Filc (primarily ·
nonimmigrants), then the paper will be transl'erred to a Receipt File and delivered to the relevant
USC IS ortice for temporary retention. This temporary rctcmion is governed by the applicable
National /\rchivcs and Records Administration (NARA)-approved retention schedule. /\s USC!S
expands its use ol' dectronic records. USC!S intends to reduce its storage or paper records when
NARA-approved electronic equivalents exist. i\11 changes toretcntion of.records arc coordinated
with NARA, published in the Federal Register. and communicated to the USC!S customer in the
instructions of euch immigration form.
Once information. from the paper filing is accepted in .USCIS ELIS, the systeni s'ends the
. customer a ''USCIS Account Acceptance Notice" ,;iii U.S. Postal Service moil. This notice
contains'instructions for creating a USC.JS Online /\ccount and a passcodc for linking the account
ll'ith the USC JS ELIS case. If the customer opts not to activate his or her USC.IS Online Acco uni,
the passcodc expires in 30 days as a security measure. The customer, however, nmy later contact
USC!S customer service to request that a new letter with a new activation passcode be sent.
Cus10111crs who file paper applications, petitions, or requests that me receipted into USC!S EL1S
' DHSIUSCISIPlt\-043, El/S-J ..lutnmiued !Jackgm1111d Fii11c1ions (May 16, 2012), arnilah/e m
hnp://www.dhs.gov/xlibrnrvlasscts/privncy/privacv r,ia ·uscis clis 3 automu1cdbackgroundfunctions.pdf..
1
• 78 FR 69864 (Nov. 21, 2013).
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1

will have the opportunity to log in to their USCIS ELIS account to check the status or their
application, petition, or.request; obtain copies ol'docitments associated with the filing: mid respond
ckctronically to requests for additional information, such as Requests !'or Evidence (RFEs), if they
create onlinc accounts. Customers who opt not to activate their online accounts can continue to
use the existing paper process and USCIS will continue to send notices via hard copy mail.
Electro11ic !make
Customers 1i1ay also fik benclit requests with USCIS clcc\ronically. Customers who
~hotisc to file electronically mus.t first create a USCIS Online J\ccourit by providing a pcrsonspecilic, unique email address. USCIS sends a conlirmation cmai.1 to the provided. addres~ to
con Ii rm \1ccurm;y, The email address is then stored us the customer's usemmnc, Next, the customer
creates a strong password: To establish two-factor authentication, a personal identification number
(PfN) is required in addition to the password, The customer must choose whether to receive the
one-time PIN either by mobile phone via shortnicssage service (SMS), or as a message delivered
by email: If tlic c.ustomcr chooses Si'YIS, the system prompts him or her to provide the mobile
nunibcr' and cart'icr. Passwords arc never sent cir reset.via email.
The customer also provides answers 10 security questions that he or she will answer to reset
the ac~ount password in the future, The security questions arc "fill-in-the-blank" qucstions'tlmt the
customer provides the an·swc~ to ilt accouill se1-up. USCIS priwides the ·customer with a dropdown menu of standard questions, and the customer chooses which ones to use as his or her
security questions. 5 USCIS will not use the answers lo these questions for purposes other than
assisting with password resets (c:g., the answers would not be available to adjudicators lor an
immigration benefit purpose or fraud investigators in the event of a fraud investigation). These
answers arc stored by USCIS within the .system, but like passwords, arc not Visible however via
the user intcrfoce used by USCIS adjudi0ators, clerks, and similar users, The answers could be
visibk to customer hclpdesk personnel who ass.isl users in 'rcsettitig .their passwords and
encountering probJcms using 1hc sys\cm,
Once the onlinc account is set-up; the custotncr cnn begin drafting his or hereleclrohic
request in the online liling's)'stcm. The user interface colkcts the sanie information as i.s collected
1•ia the corresponding existing paper l'onn, although questions dynamically expand or become
disnbled,'as the c\1Ston1cr progresses through the request. !ti other words, a customer's answer to
one question may prevent a series ofadditional questions from bcing:neccssary, Those would not
be Ii liable because they would not be applicnble to that cust'omcr. This enables the customer to
respond. only to applicable questions. Although USCIS ELIS itiitially saves draft data; the
customer may edit delete, or update infom1ation when it is in draft state and the system docs not
keep copies or these previous iterations.

·' For cxaniplc. the applicant may.choose, IV/1111 is yo11rfal'oriteJnic of canr(I'? as n security question,
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The electronic format also provides some advantages to the user, such as a validatio1i of
mailing.address against U,S. Posto! Scrvicc-(USPS) known addresses. The user has.the option to
llSC n corrected address; validated by the.USPS Address Standardization Web 'fool, 6-to prevent
address formatting confusion or typogniphical errors, When the customer enters his cir.hefmailing
address. the s1•stem b6l1nccs the address entered aiwinst addresses rcco!!hi7.cd bv USPS. If the
USPS tool do~s not rcco'gnize the address; the syste1~ will display a pop-u; 11·indci,~ i11f6rming the
customer that the address_ was not found. The pop-up window will also offer an alternative
recognized mldress thau_he USPS to61 provicl_es a~. a close match. If there is no clo_sc match, the
USPS tool provides an alternative address as u suggestion. The customer is given the option to
accept the· suggested address or ignore the suggestion and. use the address he or she, originally
typed. The customer may return to the uddrcss ficids at any time, which 1i'ili trigger a re-validation
by the USPS service.

''
'

Based on the answers the customer provides, ELIS prompts the customer to. upload
cvidc1ice. For example, if the customer requests a replacement Permanent Resident Card because
of a legal name change through marriage, the system will prompt the customer lo upload evidence
ol'thc legal name change, such us a marriage certilicatc. Customers upload cv.idencc by scanning
documcnts·and"tlltaching thc-scmmed images to the USC,:IS ELIS dectronic request.
Once the custo1i1cr completes the request and uploads necessary evidence, USClS ELIS
requires the customer to electronically sign (c-sign) the.request and pa{thc applicable fee. The
customer can review the information he or she is_ about t_o submi1. and then c-sign by entering his
or her name. Payment is made using the U:S. Department of Treasury's Pay:Gov'scrvicc. 7 USCIS
docs not collect the 'fee dirc6tly. Rather, the Pay.Gov interface is imbeddcd within the USCIS
Online Account user interface, and Pay.Gov collects payment information-either credit card,
dchit card, or Autonrnted Clearing House (ACH) debit from a personal bank account. Once
Pay.Gov validates the payment' information, applicants arc routed back to USClS ELIS-and the
USClS Online Account confirms lo the customer that he or she successfully submitted the request.
USClS will mail a receipt notice (if applicahlc) to the customer's physical uddress and make it
arnilable electronically via a hew interlace culled the USCIS Online Account.
{11/ake ll'ilh AIIO/'/Je}' or Accredited Represe111111ire

Attorneys and non,attorncy -rcprcscnt.1tivcs .accrcditccl by the Board or lrhmigration
Appeals (BIA) (hereafter referred to as Representatives) may also create a USCIS Online Account
lo use USClS ELIS. These accounts require limited biographic data about the 'Representative
(based on the USClS Forin G-28, No1ice o/Appec1ra11ce as Allorileyor Accndited Represe111aiive)
and allow the Representative· to draft electronic requests on behalf o( his or her clients:

'' Vin 1his service. USPS does not ingcs1 or s1orc the nddre_ss provided byUSC!S ELIS.
.
7
U.S. Dcpartmcnl of Treasury l'i11a11da/._,1ta,wi;e111e111 Sen•ices Pay.Go,, Privacy /111pac1 Asscssmew2,0 (July I,
20 I I), aw,i/ab/e m. h11p:llllns.1rcns.govlpiaipaygov_pin%20.pdf.
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clectronkally transfer drali requests for clicnl review and e-signaturc; and rcc.eive updates aqoul
those requests as they are processed by USCIS.
·
Customers give a Representative permission lu represent them \11111 particulai· request via
Form G-28, Notice 1!( Emry of Appew:w1ce as Allomey or Accredited Represe11iaiive, filed
concurrently with that request. If a paper liling for a USCIS ELIS immigrution bcnclit iype is
submitted. with a Form G-28. the Lockbo;-; will transmit the information .lo USCIS ELIS, wl*h
will search to idendty whether that Representative already hns a USCIS Representative account in
the system. If a Rcprcscntutivc account already exists, the ne\i' filing is linked to the. existing
accowll. H6\vcver, iftt Representative ac·count does noryet exist, USCIS ELIS will create a USCIS
Online Account f'or the Representative. Like custoiners. Rcprescntutivcs .ire sc1it a li°t1rdc'opy ·
"USCIS i\ccotml i\cccptancc Notice" via USPS. This letter contains instructions on activnting the
accot111l as well as a.passcode for linking the new account with the client immigration request in
USCIS ELIS.
Representatives may also electronically lile requests in USCIS ELIS. To successfully
submit a represented 111ing in US_CJS ELIS. both the Representative and the Representative's diclll
(who is the USCIS customer) must have their own, independent USCIS Online Accorn1t. The
Representative uses his or her qccount lo drat\ a request for his or her client. and upon completion,
·submits it fur the cliem's review. When the Representative submits the· draf'l benefit request 1hr
client review, ·the Representative provides USCIS EI..IS with the client's email address. USCIS
ELIS then presents the Rcpresentntivc with a passcodc that is provided in-person to his or her
client.The ciicnt must provi<kthc pus·scode in order to access to the ·c1ran request when he or she
next logs in to the system. USCIS ELIS sends the client an email indicating the pending draft in
his or her existing acco_unt and upon login, t.hc customer is directed to ippul the passcodc in order
to view the drnlt. US.CJS ELIS gives the client access to the draft cnsc lilcd by the Representative
ifboth the email address.connected to the client's account and the passcode cntcrcil by the client
mntch the client email address and the passcodc associated with the filing submitted via the
Representative's account. The client has read-only access to the Representative's druft ...Thc client
is able to reject the draft which scnds"it back to the Representative. or ace.cpl the drat\ and e0 sign
il together with the electronic Form G-28. If the client rejects the draft. the Repr~seni°ativc may
overwrite the previous drart. The customer, hoivcver, will need a new passcode in order to access
the revised document. USCIS ELIS docs not store previous drafts. Once the client reviews the
request, he or she accepts and e-signs. It is then electronically retunicd to the Rcprcscntative,.who
will also c-sign, pay liling Ices, and submit the request to USPS. Thereafter, the Representative
will have access to the sanic request information and status updates'rclated to the rcqucsHimt the
client docs.

I/emote ldemity !'roofing
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USCIS requires in-person·idcntity verification for many of its irnrnigrntion benclits, either
by requiri1ig cust01i1ers to ilppcnrfo:pcrson to submit biometrics, to be intci-viewcd in-person by
an adjudicator, or botli. However, there will be so1ilc USCIS Online Acc(iunt holders who never
appcm in-person, and require rernotc identity proofing to assure USCIS thut the ac,ount holder is
who he or she purports to be. Those rcqujring i·cmote identity proofing include customers makii1g
requests thmdo not include in-person appearances for adjudicatioit,'and also other users such as
Rcprcscntntivcs, who do not appear in person.
USCIS \\'ill .provide remote identity proofi1~g for th9sc users who require it using two
methods. The !irst n1ethod will use a third-party remote identity proofing service that uses an
individual's commercial and linancial dnta to verify identity usi1ig an ''out of wallet" quiz. These
services arc standard across public and priv.itc sectoronlinc interfaces and arc designed to conform
lo applicable Government-\~'idc standards on identity proofing of federal systems. USCIS ELIS
will use those services as described in tl;c DHS E-/\uthcntication System or Records Notice. 8
Those existing services. however, arc largely unable to idcmity-proofindividual~ who have
not lived or conducted business in the United States, which is a large portion ofUSCIS i;ustomcrs.
Fcir those customers, USClS has designed Identity l'rooling as a Service (IDl'aaS.) IDl'aaS will
use data on lile within USClS legacy systems or data collected b)' the Department of State abroad
to vcril'y that the USCIS Online i\ccou1it hillder is the customer he or she claims to be. lDPaaS
will present a quiz to the account-holder based on the data in a l'nshion similar to commercial "outof-wallet" quizzes.
The questions prcsehted to each account-holder me dynamically generated based on the
best information USC!$ has about the i1\dividuul, us \l'cli as the most-diverse set oi· questions
available. This data originally comes from infonm\tion the Departrri}!nt of State c:ollcc'ted in-person
when issuing a visa, info1111ation U.S. Custom and Border Protection (CBP) collects in°person
upon entry at the border,. and information USCIS has from the custonicr based on previous
immigration benelit requests, as consolidated by USCIS in its 1mDor immigration systems. 9 In
designing the questionnaire, USCIS looked at the breadth of data and categorized it into sevcrul
do1rniiris based on the type of information, -such as trnvcl. contact information, etc. The
questio1inairc is designed to dynamically ask the custonicr question, from different domains to
.ensure the customer is showing kn01vledge of a wide breadth or dalil about him- or hcrsdl; and
also data that would not be knnwnbJ; a different pcrson.'IDPm1~ may allow customers more than ,
one attempt to P!lSS the questionnaire, but only il'the system has enough reliable data in enough
domains abotit that individual. Questions arc in multiple-choice format. and include a "none of the
above" option where appropriat~.
Customers who are required to use lDP:mS arc provided notice explaining \1'hat idehtity
prooling is and what to expect before launching into the process. If customers are unable to pass
8
9

DHS/AU.-037E-A111henlki11ion Syslcm of'Records. 79 FR 46857 (Aug.11.2014).
78 FR 20673 .(Apr. 5, 2013), 78 FR 69864 (Nov. 21, 20 I 3).
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the IDPaaS questionnaire. they arc presented with instructions on how to proceed. which may be
by contacting. Customer Service or appearing in-person. Once the customer passes the identity
prooling quiz, USCJS ELIS retains the fact that the customer lrns b;ee1ridcntity-proofed and docs
not require the customer to repeat thcprocess for subsequent immigration benefit rcquesis .
. As IDPa,1S is incrementally deployed, USCIS will maintain an internal governance b.oard 111
to rcvie~v the efficacy of the system, approve new questions and methods ofvcrilYing identity, and
evolve the questionnaires as appropriate for each new use case. IDPaaS will only be used internally
within .USCIS. Data from sources will be shared as it resides in other S)'stems.
System Process
Automaled Sy.,,eiu Checks
Upon receipt of a request, the lirst di11a clement USCIS ELIS validates is the customer's
Alien Registration Number (A-Number), if api1licablc. When custmi1ers list an A-Number on,i1
benclit request, USCIS ELIS runs nn automated comparison of the claimed A-Number against the
USCIS legacy Central Index System (CIS) 11 to verily that: the A-Number exists and is valid and
matches the name and identifying information provided by the customer. If the system cannot
automatically verify this.information. USC IS ELIS moves the customer's request into an.electronic
work queue where it will be researched and resolved by a USCIS employee or contractor before
proceeding to adjudicmion.
During. the ;\.Number validation, USCIS also runs a criminal and national security
background check against the Cl31' TECS system. 12 II' tliis check idcntilics potential crimiiial or
national secl1rity issues, it is rei'crrcd to another electronic work flow queue l'or resolution. USCIS
must. take measures to address or resolve the presented issues before adjudicating the benclit
rcqucs\, whidnnay include a reli:rral to the USCIS Fraud Detection and National Security (FONS)
Directorate.
Afkr the A-Number is validated. lJSCIS ELIS interlaces with the National Appointment
·Scheduling Service (NASS)13 to schedule Application Support Center (ASC) appointment for
the customer it' required for the particular request. During an 1\SC appointment, USC JS is able to
vcril'y identity in-person by collecting .bio·mctries. NASS gc·ncratcs an appointment notice that
USCIS mails to the customer. USCIS ELIS holds the customer's request pending completion of
the ASC appointment, if' required.

an

'° Members include dcsiunecs from USCIS Otfac of Privacv. Ollice or Chier Counsel. and Otlkc or the Chid' ·
lnf'ornrntiOn Security

orficcr. mno~g.othcrs.

•

-

·

·

11

DI ISIUSCISIPIA-009, Central lridcx System l'IA (June 22, 2007). m·ailable at.
lJiln;//www,dhs.eov/xlibrarviasseL~lprivacy/privacv pia uscis cis.pdr.
12
DHS/CBl'/l'IA-009. TECS System: CBI' Primarynnd Secondary Proccssing.J'I/\ (December 2:l, 2010). 11v11i/11ble
· at. h1tp://www.dhs.gov/xlibrarv/assets/privacv/privacv pia chp lccs.pdf.
.
'' Privacy lntpact /\sscssmcm pending p11blic:t1ion 10 h1tp://www.dhs.gov/uscis•nias-and-soms:
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The customer's cusc ad\:anccs once 1hc USCJS Cus.tomcr Profile Management System
(CPMS) 14 sends notification that the. customer has submitted his or her biometrics at the ASC, if
required. If biometrics arc not required, ·the case advances to ·the adjudicntion step immcdintcly
following A-Number validation and resolution of.any background check.results.
USCIS ELIS nutomatically. places the applkation in an adjudicator work queue. aCter A·
Number valid,ttion, completion oi"the. TECS background check, and return or the background and
security check results through the legacy USC!S I3cnclits Bio111ctric'SupportSystcm(Bl3SS) 15
lmve occurred. The USCJS adjudicator evaluates all data-the information submitted by the ·
customer along with the results 6i the background and security chccks.:_accorcling to existing
standard operating procedures (SOP) that apply to the legacy paper process.
To assist the adjudicator in verifying information submitted by the customer, ELIS.
nggregatcs and ·displays inl'onrn1tilin pulled t'rom other USCIS ·systems via the Person-Centric
Query System (PCQS)Y' This information includes other names, dates of birth, contact
information, and other A-Numbers that may also be a·ssociatcd with the customer. following
existing SOi's, the adjudicator _is able to identity which data is correct or relevant, and make
updates to the system to record the conect data about a customer. The system documents ,ill
updates made to data about the customer. The adjudicator then renders a decision, and may
electronically submit the decision to his or her supervisor 1hr review.
Once the.decision is final, USCIS ELIS uses ,iuto111ated·i1itcrfoces.with existing users IT
systems to send approval or denial notices along with the prooi' of'bcnent (such as a Lawfdl
l'rnnancnt Rcsiclc1it card), as applicable: When a prool'ofbcnetit must be produced, and it requires
a photograph, the adjudicator is able to obtain the customer's focial photograph, lingcrprint, and
signature via m1 intcrfoce with CPMs:·soldy i(lr proof of benefit production purposes. The facial
photograph and other biometric clements. are temporarily displuycd in USCIS ELIS and can be
adjtistccl to in1provc image quality for printing: USCIS ELIS allows the user to zoom. pan. lighten.
or darken the photo for card production, and then certify for printing. Upon successti1! card
printing. the facial photogrnph is automatically deleted from USCI~ ELIS and the linal adjusted
image is stored as part of the printed card record in CPivlS.
System Prirncy l,mpacts

Overall, USCIS ELIS offers USCIS customers several advantages with respect to data
privacy protections. 01icc logged inio their. account, USCIS customers arc able to enter their
infomrntion directly i6tq the system or correct data as applicnblc. In ·contrast, the paper-based

,.,.,d.
'' DHS/USC IS/Pl,\-033 ln\micration llencfii'llnckground:Chcck Svst,•m PIA (Nowmbcr 5. 20 I0) m·ai/ahle w.
h11p://www.dhs.gov/xlihrnrv/n:~,c1s/privncv/privncv• nin use is ihh~s:pd f. .
1'• DHS/USCISll'li\-0 IO Pcrson'Ccntric Query System (PCQS) I'll\ (June 22.,2007),,awii/al,/e 111.
ht1p://www.dhs.gov/xlibracv/as,ctslprivncv/privncv pin uscis pcg.ndf.
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legacy process· requires contractors to· manually key-in data fi'om paper filings.· Allowing
customers to enter or correct their information directly reduces the risk f'or typographical errors
und generally improves the accuracy, timeliness. and completeness of submitted information.
USCIS ELIS ,ustomcrs who have activated their USCIS Online Accounts also enjoy improved
transparency regarding the status of their requests and better' access to their data, because that data
is available instantly once t!wy arc logged into their account.. Although USCIS ELIS initially sa11cs
drnft data; .the customcr'may edit, delete, or update information whc1\ it. is in drafi state and the
s,yslem does not keep copies of these prcvious·itcrations. This preserves the same coritidcntialit)' .
f'or an electronic customer as a paper-filer. IDPaaS allows USCIS ELIS to.ensure many customers
online arc who they claim to b.c. There is a risk that some legitimate. customers may be unable to
pass the IDPaaS quiz. and there is a risk that an individual with access to a·customcr's tiles could
ilkgitimatcly pass. USCIS will actively mitigntc this risk by monitoring the performance.of the
·System and. assisting with customer help requests, and ndjust for needed changes accordingly.·
Custoi11ci's with onlinc accounts also 1iiay receive requests for additional information and other
conmiunic,itions· more quickly, as infonnation and 110ticcs arc niadc available electronically in the
qccotiilLThis method of' communication is laster tlmn sending cus.tomers paper.notices via USPS
mail. While faster, use .of email and the ihtcrnct creates other risks. Customers may face some
increased data security risk by virtue of submitting data via the Ii1tcrnet. To mitigate this risk.
USCIS ELIS employs several layered IT security and data quality measures, such as establishing
H secure encrypted connection when a customer is entering sensitive pcrsonal,ly identifiable
·informmion (PII) and requiring strong two-factor authentication.

Section 1.0 Authorities and Other Rcq uircmcnts
I. 1

\Vhat specific legal authorities and/or agreements permit and
definc·the collection ofinformation by the project in question?

Thc,primary legal authority supporting the collection ol'thc information pr.o.vided to USCIS
is 8 U.S.C. § 1101. e1 seq. Specifically, 8 U.S.C. § l360 requires a central 111c of infomrntion for
· th~ securit): and enforcement agencies or the Gol'ernmcnt ·or the United States that contains the
names ·or all aliens mlinitkd or denied admission to the United Staks and such other relevant
information as required to aid in the proper enforcc·mcnt or this chapter. The Homeland Security
Act ol' 2002 1; and the Immigration Nationality Act (INA) 18 charge the Secretary of Homeland
Sccurit)' with administration and enfo.rce111ent .of the immigration and naturalizm.ion laws. The
Secretary of Homeland Security has delegated duties to USCIS pursuant to DHS i'v!m1agement
Directive MD 0150.1. DHS also has prnmulgatcd regulations that permit the cdllcction and
17

Pub. L. No.1:07-296. 116sm,.2135 (20Q2), 6 u.s.c.
"8 U.S.C. § 1101 {2004) ,·1.seq.

*, 112.
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processing of.applications, petitions, and.requests onlinc entitled, "Immigration Benefits Business
Transformation, Increment I; 19" and "ln1111igration Benefits Business Transformation, Increri1cnt
I;. Corrcc1ion. 20"
The Government Papcr\l'ork _Eli111ina1ion Act (GPEA) 21 provides· that, when. possible,
fedc'i'nl ugcncics should use Clcclrohii:' fornis, electronic filii1g, and clc'cll'onic ·submissions to.
c'onduct agency business·11•ith the public. Gl'EA establishes the criteria ahd. guidelines for the i1sc
or electronic signatures. E_xcctitivc Order 1357 i 22 requires f'edcral agencies to develop plans to
strcumlinc deli1'.Cry of services and improve customer service by exploring lower-cost. self-service
options accessed by the lntcmel or mobile phone, and improved processes that deliver services
foster and more responsively, reducing the ovcrnll .nccd for customer inquiries and complainis.

1.2

What Privacy Act System of Records Notice(s) (SORN(s)) apply
to the information?

The following SORNs cover USCIS.ELIS:
•

DHS/USCIS-007 Benefits Information Sys1em;D

•

DHS/USCIS/ICE/CBP-001 Alien File. Index, and Natiomil File Tracking System of
Recnrds,1; and
DHS/ALL-037 E-Authentication Records System of Rccords. 25

•

1.3

Has a system security plan been completed for the information
system(s) supporting the project?·

Yes. USCIS ELiS has been granted an Auihorityto Operate (ATO), which is continually
bcingmonitored under the USCIS Ongoing Authorization proc.ess. USCIS ELIS data also includes
data from the USCIS ldciltity and Crcdcntialii1g Account Management s~stcm (!CAM) and the
USCIS Online Account syste1i1, also undcrUSCIS Ongoing Authorization.
1.4

Do~s a records retention schedule approved by the .National
Archives and RccordsAdininistrntion (NARA) exist?

Yes: N1-566-11-02, (October I 7, 201 I) and N1-5,66-12-0:i. (Apiil 17, 20 I3) cover USCIS
EUS -accounts. Each inunigri:ltion benclit type processed by USCJS ELIS has nn additioirnl
existing retention schedule,. which USCIS ELIS applies to each particular case.

19

76 FR 53764 {Aug. 29; 201 t).

'° 76 FR 73475. (Nov. 29. 201 I).
21

44

u.s.c. S350,1 (2004).

"75 FR 24339 (Apr .. 27. 2011).
"78 FR 20673 (Apr. 5, 2013).
11
•

1'

78 FR 69864 (Nov. 21.2013).
73 FR 56596 (Sep!. 29, 2008).
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If the information is covered by the P:ipen,•ork Reduction Act
(PRA), provide the 0MB Control number and the agency number
for the collection. If there arc multiple forms, include a list in an
appendix.

1.5

.

.

The OlvllfControl number foronlinc account setup is IG15-0122 (thqre is no corresponding
agency number.) Each limn processed by .USCIS ELIS has an existing Oi'v!B comrof number that
covers the USCIS ELIS collection. An updated list.is available in Appendix A tifthis document.

Section 2;0 Characterization of the Information
The following questions nrc intended· to define the· scope of the in formation requested and/or collected, as
wtll as reasons for its colkt.:tion.

2.1

Identify the information the project collects, uses, disseminates, or
main'tains.

USCIS EI)S collects:
0

Account setup and .login inrormation including: cmuil address, password: security
questions, mobile phone number. and mobile phone carrier;

•

lnfornwtion that. is required to adjudicate the request: This will vary for each
immigration bcnelit type. A full account or what data. is requested ltir each
.immigration benefit type can be viewed by rei'erencing the paper forms associakd
11;ith each iti1migrntion bcn~fit type in Appendix A;

•

E-signature: chcck,box attestation, the custo;ner's name, l11temct Protocol (IP)
address rrt\m which the filing is submitted, arid time/d,lle stamp;

•

Background and security check inronnation abot1t the custonier as described oelow.
whether the result relates to the individt1aL and ·if applicable, mcmprmida from
adjudicators rcsoh•ing the results; and

D

• Temporarily stores biometric inrngcs to.allow proper formatting for printing.

2.2

What arc the sou re.cs of the information atid how is the
information collected for the project'?
;

1.

The 1muority or informatioti in USCIS ELIS is obtained dircctlv- from the custoincr or,his
.
or her Representative. Additionnlly. USCIS collects data from CBP TECS and. USCIS BBSS: in
order to conduct back11:round and sccuritl'. checks. LJSCIS ELIS also receives information
from the
..
'

'

'

'

\

~

''
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Department of State (DoS) Consolidated Consul,ir Database (CCD) 26 !'or Immigrant Visa data
when applicable. CCD·dnta is transmitted via PCQS and its data is necessary for USCIS because
CCI;) co.ritains immigrant and non-immigrant visa dnta. USCIS employees and conlrnctors using
the system may generate data, such as notices, internal case processing notes, and decisions.

2.3

Docs the project use infornuition from comml.!rcial sources or
publicly available data? If so, explain why and how tliis
information is used . .

. No.·

·2.4

Discuss hqw accuracy of the data is ensured.

USCIS ELIS ensures data accuracy because the system uses data entered directly by the
individual customers whcncvi:.:r j)ossible. Requests liled using the USCIS Online Accounts hrc
completed din;ctly ):,y the individual customers. Customers are able to overwrite and correct any
information in their applications up to the point that they sign and submit the application. After it
has been submincd, the customer may login to his or her.account and automatically make changes
tlmt have no substantive bearing on the adjudication, such as updating an email nddress or other
contact information. \\'hen inputting data from a paper filing. the Lock box facilities employ quality
control measures, including. levels of review to prevent keying errors. [11 the event of an error, the
·customer is able lo correct certain data using existing legacy correction processes, such as
contactihg USCIS Cuslomci· Service.
Select data submitted by'thc indh,idual customers arc run through the A-Number.validation
process to promote dath intcgri'ty between USCIS ELIS and legacy USCIS systems such as the
Central Index System (C[S). USCIS !,;US also enables the adjudicillbr to ,heck biographicahlatn
entered by the customer (e.g., nrnne, date of birth, pince ol'birth, gender) against data froth CIS to
assist ihe adjudicator in identifying.inaccurate data supplied by the customer (or correct inaccurate
data on lile in legacy systems.) Finally, USC IS automatically submits data to other ledcrnl systems
such as CBP TECS and USCIS BBSS to verify identity and conduct buckground and security
checks.

2.5

Privacv Impact Analysis: Related to Characterization of the
lnformntion .

l'rirncv Risk: Because USC1S ELIS lwuscs multiple benefit requests that each require
different infonnation, there is a ris~ that customers could.submit more information than necessary.
Mitigation: USC JS ELIS mitigates ihis risk in two main ways. First, the, system only
collects information pertaining to one request at a time, so that the customer cannot'be prompted
Department of State Consolidated. Consular Database Privacy Impact Asscssmc111 (Dec. 11. 2008). al'ailable m
http:llwww.s1n1c.govldocumcn1s/organizaitonl93772.pdf.
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to enter inlc\rnmlion unless it pertains to the _specilic bcnclit request on which the customer is
workinu.
"" Second.. the user interlace dvnamicollv
.
....urcvs out fields that the customer should not Iii!
out based on ansivers.to other questions·. For cxumrle, when ·a paper form ·would instruct the
cu~tomcr to skip a section or the form based on her unswcr, lJSCIS ELIS i1·ould "grey. out'' or
disable the inapplicable section ,ind Jll'CSCill the Cl1Sl01l1C1' only relevant sections ·and questions; ft
'is. possible for custcimcrs to uplqad more evidence than necessary hccausc they arc allowed· to
submit '',unsolicited evidence" at any point until adjudication. This is ,1 valuable. feature to allow
customers the opportunity to provide information initially i'orgoncn or submitted incorrectly,
which partially mi.ligates the risk thm customers may opt to provide too mLl<:h information. This
risk cannot be fully mitigated because of the ;·unsolicited evidence" option.
~

~

Prirncv Risk: Because USCIS ELIS automatically saves d'raft applications. there is a risk
that adjudicators could later see draft information that the customer d~letcd or corrected before
submitting his or her clecmmic request. This could negatively affect USCIS ELIS customers
bemuse they would not receive the same confidentiality onlinc ihcy receive via the paper process. ,
Mitigation: i\lihough USCIS ELIS initially saves drnlt data: the customer may edit, delete.
or update information when it'is in drali state nnd the system docs not keep copies of these previous
.iterations. When the customer submits his or her electronic request, USCIS ELIS only stores the
final. signed version. Any previous version, including uploaded evidence that the customer
rerifovcd before liimlizing. is permanently deleted. USCIS adjudicators only receive the
iriformation tlrnt misc-signed and submitted. Siinilarly, if the customer p~gins drafting a request
butncver submits it (by e-~igning and paying), then USC IS ELIS: ,iutomatically deletes the data
after 3() di1ys,. per the appr<Jve~I retention schedule. If' the customer liiter 111cs. another .benefit
request, the adjudicator has.no indicalio.n or a previous drali.

Section 3.0 Uses of the Information
Thc_lbllowing qm:stions require a t:ka~·<lescription of the projL·ct's use ofinflmnation.

3.1

Describe how and why the project uses the information.

USCIS collects only the minimum inl'ormati.on necessary to fulfill the loll9wing purposes:
(I} Es1cih/ish asec1ire <in/ine acco11ilt 1hro11gh 11•hich 1/1 s11/n11iran.11pplica1io1i'

Information collected includes email address (used to contact customer and· also as
uscrr\ame); password (used to authemicate the user), ·mobile phone number lor sending ol1e-time
PIN lo be used as a second-factor in authenticating. and answers to security questions for l'uti1re
password resets;
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(2) Verif.i, the identity oft he requester

Information collected may include A0 Number, name, date of birth, place of birth, Social
Security.number, and other. information such as date and class ofudmission into the Unilcd Stales,
nnd mother's nnd father's names. These data arc used to Jocnte the customer in legacy systems;
(3J /i'ucilila/e crimii/(// mu! 11wio11al sernrity background checks

Information c6llectcd i1icl(1dcs name; date of birth, imd ·country of birth for utc 'oy CJ3P
TECS and USCIS BBSS in running background checks; physical description (eye color. lmir color,
height, and weight) required by BBS5; mailing address to provide to USCIS NASS l\Jr biometric
,1ppoint111ent scheduling; and results· of criminal and national security background checks from
CBI' TECS and USCJS BBSS for referral to l'DNS as needed;
(4)Justif.i: eligibi/ityjiJr ben~(i(requested

Information collected includes the infoniiation collected on the applicable request along
with documentation to support the request. The adjudicator uses all of this to follow existing SOi's
mi adjudicating the particular request; and ·
(j) A111horize cardpmd11ctio11

lnfonnmion collected includes intcrnalsystcm indicators that record that every step or the
adjudication process was followed, the adjudicator's decision und supervisory review, and the
temporary storage or the applkablc biometric images to allow !'or proper formatting. This also
_includes information from Pay.go\' conlinning that the customer paid the applicable lee and csignature inl'oni1ation to reco1'ci thi1t the cus1omc1' allests that the inl'ormation he or she put forth in
.the application is true.

3.2 · Does the project use technology to conduct electronic seiirches,
queries, or analyses in an electronic database to discover or locate
a predictive pattern or an anomaly? lfso, st:itc how DHS plans to
use such results.
No.
"I .

3.3

Arc there other components with assigned roles and
responsibilities within the system'?

USCIS ELIS allows read-only roles for Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) and
U.S. Customs and Border l'rotection (CBP), both within OHS because oi'their shared immigration
missions. Also, USCIS ELIS docs share read-only infonmition with the USCIS Enterprise Service
Bus (ESB), n which may shnri: information from USC IS EUS with other Components via PCQS.
17

DHSIUSCISIPIA-0 IO Pcrson-Ccnlric Querv Svs1cm (PCQS) PIA (Jtmc 22. 2007), m·11ilabfo a1:
http://www.dhs.gov/xlibrar~iassc1slprivacylp;iva~y pin uscis ncq.pdf.
·
· ·
·
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The m(\jority of PCQS;uscrs me internal to USCIS,}lowever, PCQS docs grant user access to
Department of State (DoS) users who have an official need for rci1d-only access to USClS
ct1ston1er data. Like CBP i\nd ICE, D6S has a shurcd mission \Vith USCIS because or its visaissuing authority, which is part of the immigration process for nmny USClS customers .

. 3.4

Privacv Impact Analvsis: Related to the Uses oflnfornh1tion

Privacv Risk: There is a risk that increased availability or information that previously was
only \;isiblc to one employee al ·a time (because it was in a paper lilc) could result. in new,
unauthorized uses of the information.

Mitigution:This risk.is partially mitigated. USCIS will mitigate this risk three wuys. First,
all users or USCIS ELIS must receive role-based system training, which explains the purpose of
the data and includes reminders i1boutproper Pl! handling. Second, the system.tracks all acccs~
and edits. 10 customer. Pl I, and stores tlmt activity in back-end audit logs available to the USCIS
Oflke of Security Investigations (OSI) for monitoring and action. Finally, USCIS ELIS employs
a provisioning process that verifies every user requesting access to the system has a valid need to
view datn in the system.
Prime,· Risk: By retaining data in an active, onlinc platform, USCIS ELIS poses a risk of
unauthorized exposure because the system could be attacked by an external entity.

Mitigation:·USCIS rccognizcs-tlnit retaining data onlinc makes thatdatu potentially more
available to comproniisc. As a rcstilt, USCIS is building into its retention schcc!t.!lcs a timefrnme
alier which data may be retained oJ'Oinc by the agency but not :ivailablc onlinc. with public uccess.
This will allow the agency to preserve r.:cords that should be maintained for their historical value
but adds some security from unauthorized access of outdated accounts. This risk is.also mitigated
by IT security measures such as encryption of the datu in transit und at risk mid requiring secure,
two-factor authcntidtion frfr login,

Section 4;0 Notice
Th~· following questions seek informiuion abOut the projct:t·s notice to the irldividuJI nbout thl.! informatiOn
collected, tlu.· righ1 to consent to uses of said information, and.the right 10 dcclinl: to provi(lc infornrn1io11.

4. I

How
docs the project
provide individuals notice
prior to the
.
)
.
· collection of information'? If notice is not provided, explain why
not.

USCIS provides onlinc customers with a PrivacyAct statement addressing the collection
. of their information far the crcution of an onlinc account.before ai1y inforriiation is input hy the
· custoincr. USCIS al~o provides a Privacy Act statenicilt covering the particular application,
petition. or request at the time of that collection. USCIS ELIS additionally sends Raper ,and
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electronic notices pertaining to the customer's request throughout the adjudication·proccss and via
this PIA Further. USCIS provides the approp~iatc 0MB control number and Paperwork Reduction
/\ct Statement for each individual form type available to a customer Yia the USCIS Online Account.
prior to any data being input by the customer.
Finally, customers who are required to use IDl'aaS are provided notice explaining what
identity proofing is and what to expect before launching into the ·process. If customers arc unable
to pasnhc IDPaaS questionnaire, they'nrc presented with instructions on how 10 proceed, which
i11ay be by contacting cu·stomer Service or appearing in-person,

<t.2

What opportuniti~s i1rc avuilablc for i.ncli:vicluilis to consent to
uses, decline to provide informaiion, or opt out of the project'?

Once USCIS ELIS incorporates a pai1icular immigration benclit type, all requests received
!'or that benefit type will be processed in USCIS ELIS. While customers cannot opt to have their
request processed accordi'ng to a legiicy process or system, they may opt to lilc via·papcr'rathcr
than electronically. If the customer opts not to provide answers 10 some or' the information
rcqucstecL the system will gcncrnlly allow the customer to proceed with the rcquc.st. The request.
however, may take longer to ,idjudicatc because the adjudicator may need to request the
irfformation the cus10111cr.dcclincd to submit with his or her application. II' the customer declines
to provide the requested information, the adjudicator may consider the request to b.e a~undorwd
and d0ny·thc rcqt1est or consider it ,ibandoncd.

4.3 · Privacy Impact Analysis: Related to Notice
Prirncv Risk: There is a risk that someone other than the USCIS customer will use the
system to fraudulently obtain an inimignition bcnefit.. which could expose the legitimate customer
10 idcntitv
., then. This could occur without the customer knowinu-.
'

,

,

Mitigation: In order to mitigate the risk of identity thel'l or t\·aud,. USCIS has existing
processes that require most customers requesting an immigration benefit 10 provide their
biometrics at an ASC. which·allows for in-person identity \'erilication. USCIS ELIS leverages this
in-person iclc111i1y-prooling 10 ensure the individual who created .the onlinc account is_ who he or
she claims to be. For those processes that do not include an in-person identity veri lication, USCIS
directs users to a remote idcniity proofing solution to conlirm the user's identity according to
applicable government-wide stanclards.
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Section 5.0 Data Retention by the project
The following qnes1ions nre in1cnded 10 outline how long 1he project retains the informntion nflcr the initinl
collection.

5.1

Explain how long and for what reason the information is retained.

USCJS has clrnticd a series of retention schedules to cover different types of dat;t in USCIS
ELIS. Cun·cntly, two of those schedules .have been finalizc·d and signed by the Archivist. The ·
remaining schedules are being actively worked with NARA.
The majority of customer darn in l/SCIS ELIS is not yet covered by a finalized retention
schedule, but is pending review at the National Archives. USCIS expects NARA to approve
permanent retention i'or USCIS ELIS customer data because it replaces data that would have been
in the Alien f-ile (/\-file) if tiled viu paper. Data includes individunl customer nccount data of
immignints, as well as the case data pertaining to their requests. The A'.lilc is permanently retained
for historical purposes.
The approved retention schedules arc

as follows:

L ELECTRONIC IMMIGRATION SYSTEM (USCIS ELIS) ABANDONED
DRAFT ACCOUNT AND/OR !)RAFT BENEFIT REQUEST DATA, Nl-56611-02, (October 17,. 2ff1 I): This .schedule covers customer accounts and clrati
applications that customers do not submit to USCIS within a ~0-day period. The
· schedule dictates that the dat,i must be. pcrn1,111.:ntly deleted 30 days alter creation
of the account or initiation or a tlrnll application.
2. lJSCIS ELECTRONIC . IMMIGRATION SYSTEi\'I (USCIS ELIS)
TEMPORARY ACCOUNTS, Nl-566-12-05, (April 17, 2013): Cowrs internal
user accoums for USCIS employees; such accoums will be deleted/destroyed 6
years after the account istcnninatcd or when no longer needed !'or investigative or
security purposes. whichever is later.

5.2

Privacy Impact Analysis: Related tci Retention

There is no privacy risk to retention because USCIS records arc rclaincd perinancritly for
their hiswrical value, such as gcncnlogic.il research, similar to ihe A-File.

Section 6.0 Information Sharing
The following questions arc intended to.describe rhc scope of the projcci information sharing cxicrnal Ill rhc
Dcpart111cn1. fatcnml sharing cncompnsscs sharing with orhcr federal. slate mid local governments. and private sector
entities.

6.1

Is information shared outside of DHS as part of the normal
agency ppcriltions? lfso, identify the organization(s) and how the
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infoi'iirntion is accessed and how it is to be used.
USCIS ELIS infonnution is shared outside ofUSCIS in a read-only state over the ESB and
may be viewable by DoS via PCQS. Also, USCIS ELIS feeds data to USCIS BBSS for background
checks, and .Bl3SS uses thin data as purt of the record that is forwarded .to the Federal Bureim of
Investigations (FBI) to conduct its c~iminal rind national security checks. 18

6.2

Describe how the external sharing noted in 6.1 is compatible with
the SORN noted in 1.2 ..

Sharing U.SCIS·ELIS data via PCQS to DoS is compatible with the purpose of the system
because the DoS mission. like USCIS, includes ensuring lawful visits and immigration to the
United States as dictated by the INA. This sharing is covered by the Routine Use "I" of the
DHS/USCIS-007 S0RN, 29 which staws that data may be shared with," ... thc Department of Stale·
for the purpose of nssisting in the pro·ecssing or petitions or upplicntions for benefits under the
lmmigrntion and Nationality Act. and nil other immigration and nationality laws including treaties
and reciprocal agreements." Sharing with the FBI is covered by Routine lJsc "J" of the·
DHS/USCIS-007 SORN, 30 which states. that data may be shared with " ... appropriate Fcdcra.l. ..
law enforcement ... agencies ... during a proceeding within the purview of the immigration and
nationality laws, when Di·IS deems that such disclosure is necessary to carry out its functions and
statutory mandates to elicit information required by DI-IS to carry out its· functions and statutory
mandates."

6.3

Docs the project pince limitations on rc-clisscminatio.n'!

USCIS ELIS does not·share any data that would not be allowed lo be re-disseminated, and
docs allow for re:dissemination of information only once it becomes part cil'thc sharing partners·
systems ofrecords .

. 6.4

Describe .how the project
. mainfains-a record ofa.ny disclosures
outside of the Department.

13BSS nnd PCQS each uutomatically log external disclosures or information, as described
in those systems' respective PIAs. 31 . lf external sharing is authorized. the USCIS employee who
disclosed the information must record the disclosure. The cniployce records this by typing a· note
with the data shared. purpose. and date into the free-text commc111 field of the system.

" All DHS PIAs and SORNs n·rc· nvaitablc·on ,vww.dhs.eov/privacv. Please consul! the PCQS and Background
Chedi Service SORNs for spccilic information about when infurmalion·is shared. for what purposes: and with

whotii.
·
''' 73 FR 56596
Jo Id.
11
All DHS Pli\s and SORNs are available on www.dhs.gov/privacv. Please consuit the PCQS and OCS PIAs for
specific information about how external disclosures arc recorded.
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Privacy Impact Analysis: Related to l_nformation Sharing

Prirncv Risk: There is u risk that data-sharing governance and record keeping designed
101' legacy paper processes, such as paper mcchanisnis for logging records or .disclosure and
physical restrictions 011 paper file sharing, might 1101 trnnslatc,to the electronic environment.
~·litigation: USCIS is·mitigating this risk by worki1ig coopcrntivci'y with NARA and its
records office to ,1ddrcss recordkceping changes as· new benefit types me incorpo~ated into the
system. Updates are regularly briefed out to the highest kvcl or the USCIS ELIS go\'crnance
boards, which include USCIS Privacy. To date. rccordkccping issues have not uriscn but a
continuous reviC\\' process continues. As the system is expanded to cover a larger percentage of
overall cttstomcrs, USCIS will increase data sharing incrementally so that processes for
governance and rccordkccping can be adjttstcd on a specific basis and docttmentedmore formally.
Significant updates will be referenced as appropriate in cithcran ttpdated PIA or an appendix lo
this PIA

Section 7.0 Redress
The'l'ollowing qu~stii.rns seek ·information.about procl!sscs in place for indlvichmls to'Seck redress which lllay
include access to rccor~s ubout thcmsdVcs. Cnsuring the accuracy ol' the information collected about 1hcm, ~nd/or
riling complaints.

7.1

'What nre the procedures that allow.individuals to access their
information'?

USCIS ELIS provides·usc1s Ctisto111crs the opportttnity to access their inl'onrnition onlinc
by logging in to th~ir accotmt. The iii formation they access includes.a copy tll'thc application they
submittc(L any notices or notilications generated by USCIS. and information about the stallls of
their application. Certain information generated by USC IS as part ol' a criminal or security check
is not automatically accessible by the customer. This information is exempt from access ·under 5
U.S.C. ~ 552u(k)(2) ol'thc Pri,,acyAct. 32
!\n individual may also gain nccess to his or her USCIS records by filing a Privacy Act or
Freedom or lnfonnation Act ( l'OIA) request. II' an individual would like to file a Privacy Act or
FOIA request to view his or her USCIS record the request can'.be mailed to the following address:
Nmional Re.cords Center
Freedom of lnfonnation Act/Privacy Act Program
. P, 0. Bo~ 648010
Lee's Summit, ~,JO .64064-80 I0

·' 1 76

FR 70638 (Nov. I5. 20 I I).
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The infoniiation requested may, however, be exempt from access under the Privacy Act
because records relat0d to fraud. witli respect to an individual. may sometimes contain law
epfcirccment sensitive infoni1atio1\, The rdeasc of law enforcement. sensitive information could
possibly compromise ongoing criminal investigations. Further information for Privacy Act and
FO.IA rcqucsis !or USCIS records can.also be found at http://www.usci~.ggv:

7.2

\Vha.t procedures are,in place to allow the.subject individirnl to
correct inaccurate or err'oneous information'?

USCIS ELIS allows a q1sltinicr to overwrite and correct any information in his or her
application up to the point that he or she e-signs and submits the application. Alter it has been
submitted. the customer may log in to his or her account and automutically make changes that have
no substanti,•c bearing oil the adjudication, such as change in enrnil address or c.ontact informatiQn.
II' the customer wants to correct inaccuratc'information while the benefit is being udjudicatcd,.he
or she may ·submit the request in writing and upload the request. into \JSCIS ELIS, as unsolicited
evidence or by mail. It is the adjudicator's decision to incorporate that corrcctccl information,
depending on the.timing and validity of the information. Fo.r corrections after the application has·
been adjudicated, the customer \Votdd use the existing correction processes employed by USC!S,
depending 0]1 the type and context of the correction requested.

7.3

How does the project notify individunls about the procedures for
correctiQg their inforination?

\JSC!S ELIS makes mµhiplc notifications to the custo1i1cr throughout his or. her use of the
system, indicating to. the customer when the case is in dral't. how to update contact information,
and several other methods of correction. Additionally, l}SCIS ELIS will publish on line Frequently
Asked Questions that address when and how to make corrections. Finally, USCIS has a Customer
Contact Center contact listed to which customers .arc directed if they have questions. Customers
who foil to identity proof using IDPaaS will be given specific· instruciions on how to proceed.
which may be by contacting Customer Service or appearing in-person.

7.4

Privacy Impact Analysis: Related to Redress

Prime\' Risk: There is a risk that the customer may be unable to corrccrcerwin data, such

.as name and' date of birth, al\cr the applichtion is submitted.
Mitigation: Making changes to certain cssentinlinlormation such as name or date of birth
· would require a new criminal and security check, as well as a new attestation bf the accuracy or
the data submitted. Therefore, the system cannot allowthc customcrto m1toiirntically update this
important information once the adjudication process has started. \JSCIS do.es mitigate this risk by
allowing the .adjudicmor. to consider written requests to change this information, or an in-person
appointment, at his;or her discretion within established SOi's. The risk that" customer is unable
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to correct an error he or she generated is mitigated by the USCIS data quality and integrity
procedures within the adjudication process.
Privacv Risk: There is a risk that rnsto111crs 111ay be unatile·to access. correct, or amend
their records because the systems used !'or criminal and national security background checks arc
exempt from the Privacy ·Act.
Mitigation: Du·e to the sensitive nature of criminal und national. security background ·
checks. customers arc not provided with direct access tostich records, For many lines of business,
the customer has a formal appeals process through legacy processes for challenging decisions that
they believe to be unl\1ir or based on incorrcclinl1mrn1tion.
·

Section 8.0 Auditing and Accountability
~n,e following qut:stiotis ai·c in1c1frled to descrihi: technic.:al .and pO!icy hnscd snfoguards nnd security
mcasur0s,

8.1

i:row docs the project ensure thatthe infornfatiori is. used in
accordance with stated practices in this PIA?

USCIS ELIS has a sophisticated role-bnscd user access for operational users as ll'ell as
read-only users. These include roles that separate duties l11r opcri1tors to ensure appropriate
oversight ol'thc adjudication, as well as two kvcls of read-only roles to prolcct more sensitive data
ab.out a customer from being accessible to internal users who only have a need for some of their
data. Additionally. USCIS ELIS captures all user activity, including inlonnalion changed as well
as viewed, in audit logs, which are reviewed by USC!S OSI.

8.2

Describe what privacy training is provided to users either
generally or specifically relevant to the project.

USCIS trains each USC:IS ELIS tiscr on proper handli11g or I'll as wdl as appropriate use
ol' dut" according to each role. Additionally. all USC!S employees receive prii'acy and security
training
.
. annuallv
,

-

8.3

\Vhat procedures arc in place to determine which users nrny
access the information and how does the projcetdcterminc who
has access?

USC!S ELIS has several levels of operator roles.as well as two levels of read-only roles.
The.operator roles.arc only available to individuals trnined nnd currently occupying specific jobs
within USC!S. and their supervisors are required to certify that their olTicial duties align with the
rok before it is granted to those individuals. Likcwisc,USCIS will dd'ault to ·assigning the lower-
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kvcl ofrcad-onlY to users requesting that actcss, unless the)' certify with supervisor confirmation
that they 1wca to knqw certain sensitive data about customers as part of their routine officiul duties.

8.4

Ho'iv clocs,thc.pfojcct review and approve information 'sharing
ngreeinertts, MO Us, new uses of the information, new access to ,the
system by organizations within OHS nnd outside?

USCJS ELIS data would be subject to the USCIS formal review process for any datu
sharing agreements.Thar proccss,includcs, at a.minimum, review,by the Privacy Oflice, Counsel,
and program oflicials entrusted ,i'ith security of the data:

Responsible dfficials
Donald Hawkins
Priv,1cy Oflicer. U,S. Citizenship and Immigration ScrYicq
Depdrtmcnt of Homeland Security

Appro:val Signatui·c
'Ori!.!inal. si~ncd copv on tile with the OHS l'rivacv Office.

Karen L. Ncumni1
Chief Privacy Ol'Jiccr
Dcpartmciit of Hoincland Security
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Appendix A
lmmignition Benefit Types Processed in USCIS ELIS
August 17, 20/6
~ame of Immigration Benefit-Type

r\$SOci:itctl Forms and/or Cullcctions

R~f}lacCmrnt OCP~h·11ai1d1t,RCSidCnt'C:ird

1-90. u,2x

-

P:qa•r
Filing:s

OnlirH'

X

X

lkfcm:J 1\1:tion for Childhood Arri\'als

1-821 D. 1-i65, 1-765 ll'S. G-28

IJSCIS l111rnigiulit Fee

OMll-Co11frcilN11111her I615-0122,inot .a.
i<)rin). DoS· Immigrant Visa' P:1Cki:1 NIA
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APPENDIX B
Mobile Application and Device Use.During US,CIS-Conductcd In-Pers.on Interviews
Ml{V

11, 20/6

Summary:
As part or an immigration request. USCIS adjudicators may interview a customer if
required to complete the.adjudication. During in-person interviews for cases in USCIS ELIS only,
USCIS adjudicators may use u. mobile .device cquipp~d with a mobile application developed by
and available only to USCIS. At the time or such imcrnction, USCIS adjudicators may corroborate
information declared by the customer on a USC IS-issued form (e.g., spelling of n name), collect
new information (e.g., signature), and collect and veril)' responses provided by the individual HI
the time or the in-pcrson'interiictio·n. The customer will liavc access to the original submission
when they establish n USCIS 61iline account. The mobile dei•ice ii1l1y also be used to capture and
record the officer's and applicant's required signatures.
The mobile device will be physically connected to and communicate.directly to USCIS
ELIS through n USC IS computer. All data, including any personally idcntifh1blc information (I'll),
ll'ill be transmitted through asecured encryption method to ensure that the data is protected.
Dahi Elements:

.The mobile lI°~vicc and application will not store any collected or presented information,
but will serve us a screen orUSCIS ELIS information through which the individual:
Review biographical information;
Review and verify any changes to inlbrmatioti on the submitted USCIS forni;
Provide responses to any questions related to the in-person .interview:
Provide signature when required; u·nd
Certify that any revisions or changes to the information nn the USCIS form arc truc'and
correct
The USCIS 0djudiqitor will follow current proccsse 9.to ve'rify ideillity qf individuals at
an in-pers911 interview or exnmii)ation.

Population:
Any individual participnting in an in-person intcwction, such as an,intervicw, with
USCIS for which the form being rc\'icwcd is in USCJS ELIS.

Privacv Risk: There is risk tlmt individuals do not receive notice prior to USC!S colkction.of
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information via the mobile application.
Mitigation: USCIS is not collecting infonninion through ii inobilc device or application. USCIS
is using this·tcchnology to fudlitutc the in1ervicw process by verifying a customer's submission
to _USC IS and changes made during the in1ervicw. This technology only presents to .1he customer
the inl'ormaiion already collected by USCIS directly from the customer. The customer will have
notice of their infornmtion.submittcd imo USCIS ELIS when they.create a USCIS onlincaccounl
and opt to access 1he original submission to·USCIS.
l'rivacv Risk: There is.risk that information collected by the mobile application will nol be
submitted securely back to USCIS ELIS.
Mitigntion: USCIS developed the ni'obilc applic11tion to serve as screens for.individuals Ht an inperson interview or examination and is used for USCIS internal use only. It will not be available
in any commercial mobile device application s1orc. The aprlication will 1101 cache or store any
I'll on the device. The mobile application will serve as a conduit for USCIS ELIS, and allow
customers 10 review information and responses 10 questions contained in previously submitted
USCIS applications, petitions, or request forms. This mobile application will transmit the
information through a low-level Trmismission Control Protornl/lntcrnet Protocol (TCP/IP) over
n Universal Serial Bt1s (USB) protocol lo a "local. host" (i:c., USCIS ELIS comm;mieation
sofiwarc installed on the adjudicator's computer). Removing lhc mobile device from a computer
or connecting to irny coniputer other than the designated USCIS computer will make the mobile
application inoperable.

All con1munication fu1\ctio11s. to include global positioning system (GPS) and cellular
that arc ,iot needed lor the USCIS n1CJbik applicqtion tn fh1iction,.arc disablcdJrmi1 the mobile
device. Hardware f'i.111c1ions that arc 1101 required for using the USCIS mobile application, such as
the arplicmion marketplace. are also disabled. The mobile device will run in single application or
a rc1i10tc kiosk mode that will prevent use is adjudicators or customers. from going to the device
home page or successfully 'accessing other functions. USC IS-internal Wi~Fi connection may be
temporarily enabled for finite periods or time only to update the mobile application. Designated
administrmors will be able to access device settings and p'erform updates using n kcy or
passcode.
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Abstract
Thc.Departmel)t or Homeland Security (DI-IS), U.S. Citizenship ai1d lmmigrntion Services
(USCIS), developed the frnud Detection and National Security Data System (FDNS-DS) as the
primary case management ,sysicm used to record requests and case. determinations involving
. immigration benefit fraud, public safety, and national security concerns, Since its initial
deployment, USCIS has incorporated a new ·screening-functionality into rDNS,DS, known us
ATLAS, to more effectively identify and review cases involving fraud, public safety,.and national
security concerns.' USCIS is updating and reissuing the entire FDNS-DS Privacy Impact
Assessment (PIA), original!)' published on June 29, 2008, to capture these updates.

Overview
Every yeur, U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) receives neurly 6.4 million
applications for .immigration bcnclits or service requests. USCIS is commined to ensuring the
integrity of the United Sttitcs (U.S.) imrnigriition systc1i1. A1i intcgrnl purl of USCIS's delegated
authority to adjudicate benefits, petitions, or requests, and to dctcrmine·ifindi,,iduals are eligible
for benclit or services, is to c,ondw;t screenings (i.e., background, identity, and security checks) on
forms filed with the agency. USCIS Fraud Detection and National Security Directorate (FONS)
developed the fraud Detection and National Security - Data System ffDNS-DSj to record, track, ·
and nmnagc the screening processes related to immigration applicmions, petitions, or requests with
suspected or confirmed fraud, public s,ifcty, or national security concerns. FDNS also uses FDNSDS to identify vulnerabilities that may co,hpromise the intcg'rity of the legal immigration system, .
The 2014-2018 Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Strategic Plan states that DHS
will enforce and administer the nation's immigration laws by "cnsi1ring that only eligible
applicants receive immigri1tion benefits through cxpaii'dcd use of biometrics, a strengthening of
screening processes, improvements to l'raud detection, incrcasc.s in legal staffing to 'ensure due
process. and enhan~emcnts of intcragency information shming.'' 2 Recent events highlight the
i111por1ancc of screening immigration benefit applicants for fraud, public safety. and national
security concerns. Within FDNS-DS, FDNS developed a screening module known as ATLAS.
ATLAS's event-based screening capabili'ty increases the tinicliness and quality or !bud referrals.
For the purpose of this PIA, the term FONS-OS encompasses both the case managcri1cnt system
and the.screening module, ATLAS.

1

ATLAS is 1101 .an acronym.
.
.
. .
,·Dcpartnient ofHonicland Sccuri1y. ·'Fiscal Years·w14 ~.201.8 S1ra1cgic Plan."
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FDNS-DS receives, tracks, and records information through the following processes:
screening, rcforrals made to FDNS, administrative investigations, and through conducting studies
related to benefit frnud and trcnds 3• as detailed below.
·
Screening and Referrals to FDNS

The types of screening perfonncd cin inimigra1ion forins vary ·by the bcnelit/requcst type.
In general. USCIS conducts background chc'cks~ to obtain relevant information in order to render
the appropriate adjudicativc.dc.cision with respect to the benefit or service sought, identity chc~ks
to confirm the individual's identity and combat potential fraud, and security checks to identify
potential threats lo public safety or n.1lional security. Standard checks may include:
•

Biometric fingerprint-based checks:
I. i'edcrnl B.ureau of Investigation (FBI) Fingerprint Check

2. DHS Automaled Biometric Idciltificntion System (!DENT) Fingcrprim
Che~k 5

3. Department of Dctensc Automated Biometric Identification System (ABIS)
ringerprintChcck 6
•

Biographic.name-based checks:
I. FBI Name Check
2. ·TECS 7 Name Check

USClS uses several systems to support the checks idenlificd above, which are described in
dcwil in the· Immigration Bcnclits Background Check Systems 8 ai;d Customer Protlle
iVlanngemcnt Scrvicc 9 .PIAs, as well as the PIAs ussociatcd with USCIS's case management
; See DHS/USCIS/PIA-013-0 I FONS Progrnm. m·,iilable at www:dhs.eov/privncv, for more information on th~
administrative inquiry process, adjudication, and BFA Process. FDNS completes administratil;c investigations to
obtain relevant information needed 10 'render the appropriate ndjudicative decision.
,, During the ndjudication process, USCIS·conducts four different background checks. two biometric fingerprint,
based rind two biographic name-based. which .ire discussed in detail in the lmmigrntion 13cnelits Background Check
Systems (113BCS) PIA. See DHS1USCIS/P1A·03J IBBCS, m·ailahie'al www.dhs.gov/privacv.
l Sec DHS/NPPD/PIA-002'Automalcd Bio111c1ric.ldcn1ilichtion System (IDENTJ, arni/able at
www ,dhs.gov/pri vacv.
.
6
For certain benefit types in which the bcneticinry has a higher likelihood of lmving previously bc~n lingcrpri111ed
by the U.S. military, USCIS conducts checks against ihc Depanincnl of Defense's Automated Biometric
Identification System, as described ii1the Customer Profile Management System (CPMS)'PIA. See·
DHS/USCIS/PIA-060 CPMS, available at www.dhs.gov/privricv.
'See DHS/CB1'/PIA·009 TECS System: CBP l'rini'ary a·nd Sccotidary.Proccssing.(TECS), awtilable m
www,dhs.go\'/privacv.
,
8
See DHS/USCIS/PIA-033 IBBCS, ,noai/ahlu at www.dhs.uov/privacv.
9
See DHS/USCIS/PIA-060 CPMS, 1m1ilable a1-www.dhs:uov/privacv.
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systems. A.s 1rie11tioncd in those PIAs, USCIS ,tdjudications staff must query multiple systcms,_in
some cases manually. Through the development of a screening module witliin FDNS-DS. kno\\'n
as ATLAS; the need to indepcndcnily query each system is greatly .rcduc.ed, thereby streamlining
the screening process and li111iting th~ privacy ;isks associaicd with .using mtiltipic systems.
ATLAS interfaces with other systems in order to auto111ntc system checks and.promote,s consistem
storage, retrieval; and analysis of screening results to enable FDNS to detect and investigate fraud,
public safety, and national security concerns. more timely and effectively. The specific system
interfaces that enable screening through ATLAS arc detailed ot Appendix A.
Within FDNS-DS, ATLAS's nulomatcd, event-based screening is triggered when:
.

.

.

I. An individual presents him or herself to the agency (e.g., when USCIS receives an
individual's ,benefit request f'tmn 10 or while capturing an indiviclual' s I 0-lingcrprints
nt.an authorized biometric capture site, for ti10sc forms that require t1i1gerprint checks);
2_. Derogatory information is asso.ciatcd with the individtml in.one or more.DI-IS systems;

or
'3. FONS performs an administrntivc it1vcstigatio11.
ATLAS receives . iii formation l'rom the individual's limn submission and from the
bi6gi'.1phic and biometric-based checks listed above. That information is scrceiied through a
predefined set ofrulcs to determine whether the information provided bythc individunJ or obtained
through the required checks· jJrcscnts a potential fratid. public safety, or national security.concern.
The ruks'help standardize how information is rnmlyzcd and help to detect patterns, trends, and
risks that urc not easily apparent from the form submissions themselves:
Previously. FDNS-DS. received information primarily through manual rcferntls of cases.
l'rom USCIS adjudicatior\s staff. Since _the development or ATLAS, cases can no.w be referred to
FDNS for administrntivdnvcstig,ition in the following manners:

R~ferrnls through ,\v.,'tem Generated Notificiaions (SGNs)
The screening.process described above automates the pl'occss of referring cases to FONS
for i·cvic\v. Cerrnin events, such as when USCIS receives a benclit request lorn\ or the JO-print
caplllrc of an individ(ial 's fingerprints at a biomi:tr.ic capture center, trigger rules-based scrceriihg.
If the benefit request form or biometric capture matches a rule, ATLAS produces an SGN, which
is elevated in FDNS,DS.for nmnunl review. Once anSGN is produced, a specially trainc~I FONS
Officer. known as. a Gatekeeper, conducts a rnnnual review of the SGN for validity, dctcnnincs
whether it is ''actionable'' or "inactionable," and, i!'"actionable,'' triages the SGN for Curt her action.

'° Se~ DHSiUSC1Sti'li\-06t Benefit Rcquc~t Intake Proccss"ai•ailab/e £It 11ww.dhs.gov/privncy.
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If an SGN is "actionnble/' it enters the. fonnal FDNS-DS. case management process. An SGN
found to be "inactionnble'' may be closed withoui further action. The SGN itsel is not consitkrcd
dcrogatory,'SGNs help FONS Officers to de1e·c1 potentialthrents earlier in the immigrntion benefit,
application process. to dcmohstratc the fidelity of the 'individual's biographic and biometric
information, and to identify discrepancies more d1icicntly.

r

r

Fraud Tip ti.~/erra/s
Members of the public and other government agencies can volu11tarily submit a fraud tip
to USCJS directly by emailing RcportFrnudTips@uscis.dhs.gov. In the future, a static page will
be available at www.usci·s,go\'., where a link to the mailbox will be provided. The webpage lists
suggested fields that rDNs· has deemed usci'ul when processing the tip. '!'he list serves merely as
a suggestio1i: a fraud or tip rcp.ortcr can include as much or as little information as.he or she wishes.
i\fore inl1:frmation about the fraud tip reporting process is described in Appendix H to the FONS
Directorate PIA. 11
Upon receiving a tip. FDNS evaluates the tip to determine. if' it is "actionable" or
· "inactionablc'.' l'or investigatioti. II' FONS deems the tip ·"actionable,'' FONS manually inputs the
information into FDNS-DS and prepares the tip for an achninistrativc investigation.

Mcm110/ Referrals
USCIS ndjudicmions staff can 'make manual rclcrrals to FONS thr9ugh FDNS's Intranet
Fraud Referral System (iFRS). Through this process, acljudications staff complete a fillable
electronic form using the USCIS Share Point Enterprise Collaboration Network (ECN). 11 EONS
Officers rei'ic\i' the rcf'crrnls and determine if the 1'efcrral is "actionable'' or "inactionablc'' and
manually enter the information into FDNS-DS. If "actionable;' FONS prepares the referral for
administrative investigation.
Adm in istrutivc ·I nvcstigations

II' FDNS determines an administrntive investigation is necessary, FONS conducts fttrthcr
checks to veril'y'information prior to an adjudicative decision on the immigration benefit or service
requested, to include resolving an/potential fraud, public safety; or nntiomil security concerns. In
conducting m\ administrative investigation; 13 FDNS may periorm one, or a combination. ofthe
following:
•

Research in Government and commercial datnbnses and public records;

11

See DHS/USCIS/PIA.O 13·0 I FDNS Directorate. availob/e ar ww\1·.dhs.gov/privacv,
See DHS/ALL/PIA-037 DHS SlmrePoint nnd Collnborntion Sites, aw,i/ah/e at 11'ww.dhs.~ov/privncv.
'·' Sec DHS/USCIS/PIA-013·0 I FDNS Dircctoralc. an,ilable at w1m.dhs.uov/privacv, for more information on
FDNS administrntivc investigations.
11
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•

Internet searches of open source information;

• Scarche.s of publicly available information, including, but not limited to, social
media sites: ·
•

File reviews;

• Telephone calls;.
• Site visits:.
•

Interviews of applicants. beneficiaries, petitioners, and others;

·•

Requests. for evidence;

•

Administmtivc subpoenas;

•

Requests for assistance from law enforcement agencies;

• Overseas verifications: and
•

Referral lo law enforcement agencies.

FDNS may perform adminisiratil;c investigations or work with panncr agencies. as
npproprialc, and ultimately produces lindings to Sltflicicntly inform adjudications,
Federated Immigration Screening and Application Report (FISAR)

The Federated Immigration Screening and Application Report (FISAR) within FDNS-DS
is an advanced scurch l\tnctionality that allows FDNS-DS users to 1'icw the entire s<.:rcening history
on an individual. including records or standard checks, any SGNs produced by ATLAS thm relate
to the individual, and adininistrative investigations perfom1cd. lftherc are SGN.s in the inclil'iclual's
screening history, the FDNS-DS user can easily determine the status of those SGNs (e.g., pending
or triaged), The gatckccping process described above provides manual oversight to ensure that
SGNs produced by the system arc valid and that thcy·relatc to the individual.
Enhanced Analvtical Capabilities

FONS enhancecl ATLAS 1vith analytical capabilities to enable users to more easily query
and visualize data within the system and to identify individuals who arc filing for immigration and
naturali~ation benefits ,i,h6 may potentially be engaging in Ihluclulcnt bcha1;ior or pose a risk to
public safety or national security, During the screc.ning process, ATLAS analyzes the results of
biographic and biometric checks, applies rules, and performs link and forensic analysis and entity
resolution among data rcccivcdJrom multiple systems. ATLAS assists in confirming individuals'
identities when individuals arc potentially known by more than one identity by comp.iring the
identity information provided by the individual with identity infonnation in other systems checked
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against !he background, identity. and security check process·. As an example, ATLAS. can
determine i(an individual has applied for benefits using 111ulliplc biographic identities or.aliases.
ATLAS also visually displays linkages or relationships among individuals 10 assist in idc111i'rying
non-obvious relationships among individuals and organizations with a potential nexus 10 criminal
or lcrroris1 activities. The results of this mialysis may be produced and elevated in FDNS-DS in
!he form of an SGN or obtained through FISAR.
ATLAS\ analytical capabilities do not alter the source data. All legal and policy controls
around the souicc dalhcmain in place.
·
USCIS is cominuing lo enhance its screening processes by incorporating seven core
capabilities into ATLAS: (I) l'rcdic1ivc Analytics; (2) Link and Forensic Analysis·: (3)
Unstructured and Structured Annlytics; (4) Intelligent Investigative Case ,vlanagcmcnt: (5)
Opcriltional Decision Manage1i1ent; (6) Information Sharing ai1d Collabori1tion; and .(7) Entity
Analytics. Before nc1~ analyticalcapubilitics arc deployed within FDNS-DS/ATL1\S, the USCIS
Office qf l'riv~cy will review them to .determine additional privacy rcquircnients, which may
include updating or re.-issuing FDNS P.IAs or SORNs.
Tvpcs oflnf<lrmation Collected and Stored within FDNS-DS

The following information is collcctccl and stored in FONS-OS:
• ·Information collected during screening (i.e., background. identity, and security check
processes) to include information provided by the individual on a bene'rit request form, 'in
response to a request for evidence, or during an interview: derogatory information received
in response to checks; and audit trails or logs reflecting !he history of checks conducted on
the individual:
•

lnformntion collected during the i1djudicativc and (1d111inistrative invcsti'gatio11 process:

•

USCIS investigative referrals to law enforcement agencies (LEA) of suspected or
confimied Trnud, public snl'cty'issucs, or national security-concerns:

•

Rcl'crrals and leads lfoin other goven\mcnt agencies and LEAs related to individuals with
an immigration history with USCIS:

•

Information collected during response to a Request for lnforminion (RFI) from law
cnf'orcemcnt and intelligence ugendc·s;

•

Rcl'crrals from the public or other governmental entities or fraud case referrals from the
Benefit Fraud Assessment (13Ft\) process ("other rcl'errals"):

•

lnfonnation from cases that.are selected for study of benefit l'raud rates or trcilds;

.

.

'
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Adverse infornmtion identified by USCJS from applications, administrative tiles,
interviews. written requests for evidence (RFE) or site visits: resolution of any of the
abovc,described categories of adverse information; und
Adjuclicativc summaries and decisions.

ThisPIA gcil~folly covd's the privacy risks and 1i1itigatio'n strategies [1Ssociafci:l·;\'ith the
1,'DNS-DS system and its screening (rules-based referrals) and casc· managcmcilt capabilities.
US~IS will maintain operntionallyscnsiti~•c appendices to this PIA that will analyze privacy risks
and mitigation strntcgies associated with enhanced analytical capabilities that have been approved
for use within FDNS-DS.
The privacy risks. and mit_igation strntcgics associated with the ovcrnll administrative
investigation pro~ess are described in the FDNS Directorate PIA. Additionally, other publi~hcd
USCJS PIAs available http://www.dhs.gov/privacv cover the benefit: request intake process,
benefit request form analysis and case management. as well as the collection of biographic and
biometricinform,1tion that is used as part of the screening process. Thcse·publishcd Pl1\s provide
an .in-depth discussion of these separate processes and evaluate the privacy risks and mitigation
stri1tcgics built into each.process.

Section 1.0 Authol'itics a.nd Other Rcquircnicnts
I. I

\Vhat specific legal authorities nnd/or agreements permit and
define the collection of information by the project in question?

The legal authorit)' to collect this information.comes from the Immigration and Nationality
t\ct 8 U.S.C Section 1101 el seq. In addition, the Secretary of Homeland Security in Homeland
Security Delegation No. 0150.1 delegated the following authorities to USCIS:.
'i(H) Authority under section I03(a)(l) of' the Immigration and Nationality Act ol' 1952, as
· amended (INA); 8 U.S.C §I 103(a)(I), to administer the immigration laws (as dclined in
section IO I(a)(l 7),of the, INA):
Authority to investigate alleged civil and --criminal violations of ihc immigration ·1aws,
i'ncluding but not limited ,to alleged frnud with respect to applications or determinations
·within the Customs and Border Protection (CBI') or the CIS and make recommendations
for prosecutions, or other appropriate action when deemed advisable.''
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\Vhat Privacy Act System of Records Notice(s) (SORN(s)) apply to
the information?

Informmion collec!cd, maintained,. used, and disseminated by FDNS-DS is ~overcd under
the following SORNs:
• .DHS/USCIS:006 Fraud Dct.ection and Nat_ional Security Records (FONS), August
8, 2012 (77FR 4741 !)
o Final RLilc' for Privacy Act Exemptions, Augtist 31, 2009 (74, FR
45084)
•

1.3

DHS/USCIS/ICE/CBP-001 /\lien File, Index, anfl National File Tracking-System
of Records, November 21, 2013 (78 FR 69864)

Has a system security plan been completed for the information
system(s) supporting the project'?

Yes. FDNS,DS was approved for entrance i1itothe OHS Ongoing Authorizution Program
on August 26, 2014. A sysicm privacy plan is pending the completion of this.PIA.·

1.4

Docs a records retention schedule approved by the National
Archives and Records Administration (NARA) exist'?

Yes. NARA approved the FDNS-DS retention schedule, N!-566-08-18. FDNS will retain
the records 15 years from the date of the last interaction between FDNS personnel and the
individual for records maintained in FDNS-DS. Records related to an individual's A-File will be
transferred to the A-File and maintained under ·the A-File retention period. USCIS maintains .
records on individuals and all of their immigration transactions and law cnl'orcemcnt and national
security acti9ns (ii' applicable), in the Asrilc. A-File records are permanent- records in both
electronic and paper l'orm. USCIS transfers A-Files to the custody oi'NARA 100 years alter the
individual's date of birth, in accordance with N1-566-08-0 II.

1.5

If the information is covered by the Paperwork Reduction Act
(PRA), provide the 0MB Control number nnd the agency number
for the collection. If there are multiple forms, include a list in an
appendix.

Almost all of the information within FDNS-DS is ori~inally submitted on a benefit request .
forni that is. subject to the PRA. However, there arc no forms ussociated speci lically .with the
collection of' information in FDNS-DS. Please sec the benefit request l'IAs'and Appendices for a
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comprehensive list 'of the· various rorms that cover tlie initial collection of information froin the
ihdividual. t·I

Section 2.0 Char~1cterization of the Information
The following questions arc intended to de tine the scope of the information requested or
collected, as well as reasonsJor its collection.

2.1

Identify .the information the projcct·ccillects, uses, disseminates, or
nrnintains.

Due .to the nature of the information within FDNS-DS, FDNS-DS contains sensitive
personally itlcntifiablc informa-tion (SPII). Depending upon the category of information being
collected in or attached to an FDNS-DS record, the system may collect the following SPII:
Information about individuals mav include. if applicable:

14

•

Full Name;

•

Alias(cs);

•

Physical and Mailing Addresses;

•

Alien Number (A-Number):

•

USCIS Orlirie Account Number;

•

Social Security nun\ber (SSN);

•

Date ot' Birth; ·

•

N~tio,mlity;

•

Country of Citizenship;

•

Place or Birth;

•

Gender;

•

Marital s·tatus;

•

Military Status;

•

Phone Numbers:

See Dl·JS/USCJSIPIA:061 Jlenefil Request Intake Process, m·ail;,b/e ill www.dhs.gov/privac;,.
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•

Email Address;·

•

Immigration Status;

•

Government-issued Identification (e.g .. passport. drivcr·.s license):

Pnu~-11
~

o Document Type;
o Issuing Organization;
o

Document Number; and

o Expiration Date.

•

Signatu~c:

•

Other Unique Identifying Numbers (e.g., Department or State (DOS)-issucd Personal
.fdentilication Number, ICE Student and Exchange Visitor Number. USCIS E-Ycrify
Company ldentitic.:atjon Number);

•

AtTival/Dcparturc Information;

•

Immigration .History (e.g., citizenship/naturalizatioti certificate number, removals,
c:,;planations);

•

Family Relationships (e.g., parent·, spouse, sibling, child, other dependents) and
Relationship Practices (e.g., polygamy, custody, guardianship):

•

USCIS Receipt/Case Ni1111bcr;

•

Personal 13ackground Information (c.g,, involvement with national security threats,
criminal offenses, Communist party, torture, genocide, killing, injuring, forced sexual
contact, limiting or denying others religious. belief's, service in military or other urmcd
groups, work in penal or detention systems, weapons distribution, combat training);

•

ivlcdical lnl'onmHion:

• 'Travel HistoIY
.
'
~-

•

Education
' Hislo1'\"
... ,

•

Work lnfornuition (contact in.fonnation, position and relationship lo un. Organization.
degrcc(s), mcmbcrship(s), accrcditation(s), liccnsc(s) idcntific,1tion numbers);

•

Work History;

•

Bank account or financial transaction history:

•

Supporting docu1i1entation ,ts ticccssary (e.g., birtli, marriage, or divci'rce certificates.
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licenses, academic diplcimns, academic transcripts, appeals ·or motions to reopen 'or
reconsider decisions, explanatory statements, criminal history documents, and unsolicited
information submitted voluntarily by th~ applicants or fµmily mcmocrs in suppQrt of a
benefit request);
•

Physical Description (c.g.,·height, weight, eye color, hriit color, race, ethnicity, identil'ying
marks like 1attoos or birthmarks);

•

Photograplis from Government-issued Identification (i.e., passpo11, Driver'? license. and
other identification card);

•

Relationships to petitioners, representative, prcpi1rers, fomily mc'mbers, and applicants;

•

Case proccssit\g information such ·us dmc applications were filed or received by USCIS,
applicution/petition status, location of record, othe.r control number when applicable, and
rec rcceiptchita;

•

Org,miz,llions associated with applications, petitions or other requests (Place of
business or pla.cc of worship, irplacc of worship is sponsoring the individual);

•

Ci.vii or criminal history inlormaiion;

•

Unil<>rm resource loc,1tors (URLs) 1; or lnt~rnci protocol addressc.s:

•

Biometric identifiers or associittcd biographic information (e.g.,. photographic
facial image, fingerprints, Fingerprint l.dcntilication Number (FIN), Encounter
Identification Number (EID). and signature);

•

TECS, National Crime lnlormation Center (NCIC). Federal Bureau or
Investigation (F131) Terrorist Screening Database, and any other data nncl analysis
resulting from the invcstigation·or routine background identity and security checks
performed in support of the adjudicmion process.; or

•

Any other unique. idcnti fying information.

2.2:

\Vhat are the sources of the.information and how is the information
· collceted for the project?

Information in FDNS-DS is collected during the following processes: the screening (Le.,
background, identity, and security check) process, referrals made to FDNS, administrative
inwstigmions, and to conduct studies related to benefit rraud and trcnds. t 6 Much of the information
'

1

16

ThclJRL is the unique address·lor a·file1hat is accessible on the Internet..
See DMS/USCIS/Pli\-013-0 I FONS Pi·ogram. """i/able al ww,~.dhs . gov/privaey. for more informal ion on the

ad111inism11ive inqui1y process. adjudication, and BFA Process. FDNS completes adminimmive i.nvestigaiions to
\
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collected in the FDNS-DS is taken from the benefit request form submitted to USCIS by the .
individual or an aulhorizcd representative or preparer, or from systems against which 1hat di11a is
screened during the screening process. USCIS may also collect information through intervicivs
and site visils mid record 1his into FDNS-DS. Interviewees may include c·urrcnt/past employers,
family mc111bcrs, upplicants, or other authorized rcprcsentalivcs or preparers.
The information cun bi.: collc.;tcdautomatically or munually, as described bdow.
Automatic Collection ·

FDNS-DS's cvent~bascd screening capability through ATLAS is an mttonwtic collection
process that records certain information for rc1iiew. Screening within ATLAS is triggered when:
I.

An individual presents himsel f/hcrsclf to the agency;

2. Derogatory information is associated with the individual in one or more DHS syslcms;
or

·3, Administrative investigmions arc performed.
ATLAS \Jucries i111crnal mid external systems automatically to obtain darn relating to an
individual's b~ckground, idenlity, rind security check. ATLAS receives biogi'aphic data (e.g.,
name. date of birth, alias) associaled with the individual's benefit rcq(1est lorm from USCIS case
managcmclll systems or biographic data associmcd with the individual's biometric capture at tin
approved biometric colleclion site (e.g., f'IN, /\,Number), which may be screened against data in
ID ENT, 17 TECS, 18 or the Terrorist Screening Daiabase 19 and then against FDNS-DS's rules
engine and analytical tools to produce SGNs.
In addition to the automatic collection that occurs during the screening process, FDNS-DS
has a direct connection to the Enterprise Citizenship and Immigration Services Ccntmlized
Operational Repository (eC1SC0R) 20 to obtain CLAIMS'' information about benefit request
forms, applications, or petitions that can be used to au\Omlllc the population ofcas~ infonnation
within FDNS-DS, sucli as A-Number. This helps to reduce the risk or error from mnn(ialdata entry
and tci preserve the integrity of the information found in source systems.
obtain rcievant information needed to render the appropriate adjudi~a1ivc dccisioil.
11
See DHSINPPD/PIA-002 Automated Bimnctric ldcntificntion System (!DENT). m·ai/ahle m
www.dhs.uoviprivacy, for more inl'omrntion.
·
.
18
See·DHSICOP/PIA-009 TECS System: CBP Primary and Secondary Processing (TECS). 11\'aihih/e a,
www.dhs.eov/privacv.
.
.
"Sec Privacy lmpuc·1 Asscssmcm fur thcDHS Watch list Service

,

m>ailabte m. www.clhs.gov/privacv, for more

iilfornrntion.
·
"Sec DHSI\JSCIS/l'lt\-023(uj'Ei11i:rprisc Citizenship a·nct lnunigrations Services Ccntrnlizcd Operational
Rcposilo'ry (eCISCOR), araihit,Je ill www.dhs.gov/privacy.
.
31 Ser DHS/USCIS/PIA-016(a) CLAl~IS 3. m·ai/at,/e al ww1v.dhs.gov/pl'ivacy, for nlorc informmion.
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A rnmprehcnsive listing
updated al Appendix A.

of smm;e systems

for this autom'atic collection is routinely

Ma1111al Co!!ectiiin
· FDNS;os users may query scwral DHS databases 01· systems to obtain information.
Information gathered from these-systems (e.g., dates.ol'birth, SSN, country of birth, address) may
be added to FDNS-DS. A complete list of DHS systems researched during this process i_s also
included in Appendix A to this PIA.

Federnl. Srwe, and Local Govern111e111 Sow;ces
FDNS Ofliccrs may obtain information from various external sources, such as:
•

Department of Labor

•

Department of State (DOS)

•

Social Security Administration (SSA) El.cctronic Verification of Vital Events (EVVE) 22

•

Federal Aviation Administration websites

•

Intelligence.and law enforcement communities

•

State and local government agencies

• Loi:aL county, and state police information networks
•

Stale motor vehicle administration databases tllld websites

•

Driver license retrieval webs.itcs

•

St:ttc bar associations

•

Stute c.omptrollers

•

State probation/parole boards or offices

•

County upprnisal·districts

•

State sex(ial predator websites

As described in the FDNS Directorate PIA, FDNS receives ii1fonnation from cxtcrfial
partners or sources during the administrative inquiry process and as part ·ofreforrals. requests for

:: EVVE system allows vcriticntion of vital record informntion from the Stales, including binh certificates. Sec
Electronic Verification of Vital Events Pmgrnm Operations Manual System, t11•11ilablc m
·
h11ps://secure.ssa.gov/po111s.nsf, for more in format.ion.
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assistnncc, or requests for information. The type of information collected depends
context of a given casnvithin FDNS-DS.

2.3

011

the specific

Does the project use information 'from commercial sources or
publicly aviiilablc data'! If so, explain why and how this
information is used ..

FDNS collccts·information throughout the course of recording: tracking, and managing the
screening und administrative investigation prciccsscsrelatcd to immigratio1i benefit requests forms,
applications. or petitions. FDNS may obtain information from commercial sources or from
pi1blicly available information on the Internet. Examples of commercial or publicly .available
sources FONS may access include, but me not limited to:
• Commercial data brokers (e.g., Choicepoint AutoTrackXP.Lcxis/Ncxis Accurint.
Thomson Reuters CLEAR)
•· General legal research sites (e.g., Legal lnl'ormatio;1 lnstitme)
•

lmcrnet sites such as university websites and newspapers, news .media. websites,
United Press International. Reuters, and foreign news media websites

•

Various search engines (e.g., Ask, Google, Yahoo, REFDESK)

• Social media websites (e.g., f-accbook, Twitter, Linkcdln, !'interest, Ooogle+)iJ
FDNS-DS enables Oniccrs to note the cxa~t URL ai1d include attachments of' any
informntion collected fr(1m.commcrcial sources or publicly available information.

FDNS uses these various ct1mmcrcial .and publicly available sources to verify i11formation
provided by the indi\iiclual, support or rct'ute indications of fraudulent bchi1vicir,. nnd ·identify·any
threat to public safety or ne;rns to known or suspected terrorists in the processing of their benefit
request, consistent with authority granted by·thc Immigration and Nationality Act. ii In ndditio'n,
the Secretary has delegnted USC IS the authority to investigate alleged civil nnd criminal vio.lations
of the immigration laws, not · limited to alleged fraud with respect ·to applications .or
determinations. 25

:, FDNS 011icers who seek to access. process, store, receive, or transmit Ptrobtaincd through the Operational Use
of Social Media while conducting investigations arc required 10 ·complete a ''Rules of Behavior (ROil) for 1hc
Operational. Use of Social Medin." These ROlls ensure 1hn1 users arc'accoi111t(1hlc for their actions on social media;
arc properly trained. and aware oftlw 11111h(>rizcd use of soda! media sites.
:i g LJ.S,C. f lQf Cl seq:
"Sec Sccre1arv. of Homeland Sccltritl'
No. 0 l50.1. Section ll (H) and (l), ior more information.
. Delegation
...
'
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Compiling 'this ii1fonmuion ai1d taking action to prevent potentially malfeasant and
sometimes dangerous people fro,m staying.in this country supports DI-IS's mission of preventing
terrorist attacks within the United Stntcs and reducing America's vulnerability to terrorism, while
facilitating the adjudication of lawful benefit applications.

2.4

Discuss how accuracy of the data is ensured.

FDNS-DS relies on the accurncy of the information as it is collected from the so.urcc. As
such, the accuracy of the infonnatiori ·in FDNS-DS is cquivalcnl to the accuracy of the. source
information at the point itl' time when it is collected into FDNS-DS. During this process, FONS,
conducts data validation to cnsure·accuracy of the data.
FDNS Officers compare inl(1rn\ation obtained during the screening and administrative
investigation processes with information provided directly by the individual (applicant or
petitioner) in the underlying benclit reque,st l'orm or in response to Requests for Evidence or
Notices to Appear. Jo ensure inforination is matched to the correct indii,idual, as well as to ensure
integrity of the datn ..As described i1bove, the information contained in benefit request fo1'ms.
applications, or petitions nmy be matched against public records, commercial data aggregators,
and public source information, such as :veb sites or social media, to validate the veracity of
information provided by the individual.
FDNS uses public source· information only as means to verify information already on file
1l'ith USCIS or identify possible inconsist~ncics. Due lo the inherent data accuracy risks of relying
on informaticin from the Internet, USCIS requires that no benefit determination action can be taken
based solcl)"on information received lrom a public source. The inl'ormation.obtnincd from a public
source must be corroborated with nuthorilalive information on l]lc with USCIS.
In the event FDNS Officers learn thut information contained within other systems o.f
records is not accurate, the Officer will notil'y appropriate indiviclual.s within the USCIS Records
Office or the l'cdcral agency owning the data. who will facilitate any necessary notifications·and
changes .

. 2.5

Privacy Impact Analysis: Related to Characterization of the
Information
I

l'rirncv Risk: There is a risk to 'individual participation because FDNS Ol'licers rely on a
considcrnblc amount of infommtion collected 'from external sources beyond what inclividual
submitted on his or her bcnc!h.requcst form.
Mitigation: This risk is partially mitigated. FDNS collects information from a variety of
sources to veril'y the infonnution provided by individmtls in the course of a review of possible
fraud, public sal'cty, and national security concerns. FDNS has determined that in order to have
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the best evidence ,available to support the adjudication process, it is necessary· to collect large
amounts of sensitive· PII. This information is required to.ensure tliat FONS makes the correct
determination about the correct individual regarding cases of fraud, criminal activity, public safety,
and national security concerns.and sufficiently informs the adjudication of the benclit application.
This risk is also partially mitigated in that individuals have the opportunity to provide information
directly to USCIS throughotit the adjudication process and through intervie\vs, Requests for
Evidence, or Notices to Appear.
Prirncv Risk: Due to FON S's reliance on external sources, including commcrdal sources,
public sources. or social media, there is a risk that USCIS will obtain and rely upon inaccurate
data.
Mitigation: The risk is partially mitigated in that FDNS considers informaiion cbived
frmi1 sources other than the individual.. but also c:,:ercises caution about the. information· s accuracv,
-.
Due to its ·inherent lack of
data
integrity.
pubHc
source
information
is
not
used
as
the
sole
basis
•
.
<
.
upon which to adjudicatc·an iinniigration bc1ielit or request, investigate benefit fraud, or identify
public safety and national scctirity concerns. FONS compares historical, biographical, financial,
and personal information presented by the individual ,against third-party sources, whenever
possible.
'

In order to improve the accuracy of the information, USCIS has dc\'i:lopcd policies arid
procedures for safeguarding data aggregated within FDNS from several dincrcnt sources. Tl1is
includes using· public record data, datafro111 commercial datn providers, as wclhis other publicly
available data including social media and news and reviewing e:,:isting data in USCIS's lilcs with
information outside of USCIS. If.inaccurate information is found during the process or reviewing
a tile, FONS will contact personnel \\'ithin the USCIS Records Division who arc authorized to
make the changes to the data ih the source system. FDNS will also correct inaccuracies in FDNSDS and other 1o·q1tions ivherc FONS records are maintained.
Prirncr Risk: Because FDNS-OS aggre!,\atcs information from multiple source systems,
there is a risk ofdatainaccuracy if the data in the underlying system(s) change.
Mitigation: As noted above, FONS has policies and procedures in place to confirm the
veracity of the data being rcli.ed upon ii1 resolving potential fraud, public safety. and national
security concerns. FDNS-DS also q(1crics other systems in real time to receive the most timely and
accunitc data available from the source system. Finally, individuals hai'c opportimitics to provide
information directly. through the adjudicative process.

Privacv Risk: In some cases, FDNS'.DS users enter information into the system manually.
There is a risk of human error. which could result in FONS relying on inaccurate data.
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Mitigation:. FONS has a vested intercst'ancl responsibility to maintain the 1i1ost accurate
daw possible since the information could be used in support of nn udj\ldicutive d_ecision or ·in
suppon of criminal investigations undertaken by law enforcement partners. FDNS Offic.ers rely
on multiple sources to confirm the veracity or the data and. if discrepancies. arc uncowred. will
take necessary steps to correct inaccurncics.
l'rivi1cv Risk: There is a risk that search functions that previously could only have been
performed through scpnratc scare.bes of individual.systems or databases will allow FDNS'.DS users
(or users of other case management systems that receive data from FDNS-DS) to access to more
data than is necessary to perl'orm their specific roles.
Mitigation: This risk is mitigated in that FDNS-DS maintains st~ict acces.s controls s(i that
only FDNS-DS users with a role in investigating cases for potential fraud. public safety. and
nntional· security concerns have access to raw datn retrieved as part of the screening process.
FDNS-DS interfaces with other systems to help ·streamline 'the processes that FDNS-DS users
currently perform manually, and its capabilities arc designed to assist o!'licers in obtaining
ini\irmation needed to contirm an individual·s eligibility for the bcnclit or request sought 1i·hile
preserving· the integrity of the legal i111111igrntion· system. The output to other case management
systems is reasonably tailored lo provide acijudicaticins staff11'ith infonnation r~levmit to 111aking
a determination o,n the bcnclit or request sought.
Privacy Risk: There is a risk of'obtaining data from new soi1rccs that hnvc not been
reviewed for privacy and legal concerns in determining possible bcnclit fraud, cri1i1inal activity,
public safety. and national security concerns. ·
'
Mitigation: The risk is partially mitigated. In order to reduce the .risk of new data being
incorporated i1ito FDNS that has not been reviewed !hr privacy and legal cohccrns, muhir.le layers
of privacy and legal review have been built into FDNSfproccsses. The process.is memorialized
via the Owrnrching Integrated Project Team (!PT) Charter, which _is in the approval pr,ocess.
Additionally, new sources arc reviewed through the FDNS weekly Screening and Case
Management IPTs with participation from the FDNS Privacy Advisor and USCIS Office of
Privacy. FDNS must submit a privacy threshold analysis and receive approval from the DHS
Pdvacy Oflkc ·bcforc adding any-new darn sources.

Section 3.0 Uses of the Information
The following qu~stions require adcar description ot'the project's use ofinfoni1ation.

3. I

Describe how iincl why the project uses the information.
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· FDNS,DS rec.ords, tracks, and manages the screening process, thereby increasing the
effectiveness of the U.S. immigration system in combtiting benefit fraud, protecting public sa(cty,
identifying potential threats to national security, and identifying vulnerabilities that may
.compromise the.integrity of the legal immigration.system.

Screening, ·
FDNS use~ FDNS-DS. to mimage the screening (i.e .. background, identity, and security
check) process in support o.f the adjudication of USCIS benefit requests, in a pre-decisional and.
deliberative process. The infommtic;m can be collected tis ,\ part of an. ittttoh1µtic collection or
manual collection, as described in Section 2.2.
FONS uses commercial and publicly available sottrccs,·as well as infoniuition from other
federal. state. · and local governmen,t sources. to verify information provided by the
individual/applicant or his/her petitioner or reprcscntatiw. support or refute indications cif
fraudulent behavior, and identify any public safety concerns or nexus 10· known or suspected
terrorists in the processing of the individual/applicant's benefit request, pursuant to the
Immigration and Nationality Act. 26

Case ,\Ianag~mem,
FDNS-DS performs cnsc management by recording, trucking. and managing the processes
associated with detecting fraud, egregious ·or non-egregious public safety. mid national scctirity
concerns. FDNS 0 DS is the central repository for all .data gathered :during the processes of
perl<mning screening on benefit rcqucstfonns or applications rcccil'cd, performingmhi1inistrativc
investigations, and conducting studies of benefit fraud rates and trends.

S111dies Re/a!ed tu Bc114i1 Fraud and 7.'rend1·
17DNS uses FDNS-DS data
to produce studies related to benefit fraud and trends. 27
.
ldcntilication of fraud patterns and trends .support operational dccisioi1 management mid inform
future rules-based rcl'crrals28
.

3.2

Does the project use technology to conduct clcctroriic searches,
queries, or analyses in an electronic database to discover or locate
:1 predictive pattern or an anomaly? If so, state how DHS plans to
use such results.

16

8 U.S.C. Sccliou 1101 el seq ..
See DHSIUSCISIPIA·O 13·0 t FDNS: Program, m'ai/ah/ea/ www.dhs.gov/privacy. for more infor111,nion on the
administratiw inquiry process. adjudication, and 13FA Process. l'DNS completes administrative investigations to
obtain relevint infonnation needed to render the appropriate ndjudicatiw decision.
.
"S"" DHS1USCIS/P1A·055 SAS Predictive Modeling Enviroument. arnilable al www.dhs,gov/privncv.
21
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Yes. FONS is incorporating predictive analytics into FDNS·OS to assist in prioritizing the
workloadJ'rediclivc technology is i1pplied to known ckrogatory holdings (c,g., background check
result~) in order 10 categorize information .so that the cases most likely to result in a referral for
crimitial action arc prioritized for the most immediate review. Al I cases. regardless ol' their priority,
arc reviewed manually.by FONS Orliccrs.

3.3

Arc there other components with assigned roles and responsibilities
within the system?

Yes'. FDNS·DS information is accessed by or shared with employees or contractors ol'DI-IS·
components on ;1 nec.d-to-know basis. Limited U.S. Immigration rind Customs Enf'i:lrccment (ICE)
and CBI' personnel have been grantcd·read-only access to FDNS·DS. lnl'ormation sharing includ~s
tracking interactions with ICE lo determine ir further luw enforcement activities should be pursued.
ICE and CBP must request USCIS pennission to share USCIS data with external third parties .
.At the time of publication of this PIA, FONS is also working with ICE to establish a
connection to improve the quality and exchange of information with IC:E,.consistcnt with the joint
USCIS/ICE anti-fraud strategy discussed.,in the.FONS Directorute PIA. Through this connection,
FDNS-DS will shure information with ICE on cases that may involve egregious public safety
concerns or require further criminal investigation ..
Furthermore, at .the request oi' DHS. RFls !'or national security purposes from external
entities arc coordinated through DHS Of'ficc of Intelligence and Analysis (I&AJ Single Point of'
Service (SPS): 29
·

3.4

Privacy Impact Analysis: Related to the Uses of Infornrntion

Prime\' Risi{: '!'here is a risk that inl'ormation contained 1\'ithin the FDNS-DS system is
not used consistctitly 1\'ith its 'original purpose and m1thority 6r .that individuals may tise the datn
inappropriately.
Mitigatioil: Consistent ·wiih FDNS's inission of clctcctin·g; deterring, and combating
immigration benclit fraud, all information cotitained within FDNS-DS is used to identify and track
possible benefit fraud, public safety, and national security concerns. These uses are consistent with
the noticc·provided to indiv[d\1als in· the Privacy Act Siatemcnts on all USCIS forms, as well as
this PIA and the corresponding S.ORN.
Consistent ivith USCIS atid PONS govcnu\ncc, user permissions arc m\inagcd in a stringent
manner to ensure users arc ti'nly grnnted the privileges and access n~ccssary to perform their job.
,,, See DHSIALUPIA-044 DHS Single Point oJ'Scrvicc RequcsUor Information Management Tool. aw1ilah/e at
W\\'W,dhs.gov/privncv, for n.1orc infor!llntion,

·

·
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\.!ser roles:withii1 the application will also bc,managed in a manner that is reflective of the need
for morc,restrictive access ..Training of users will also .incorporaic the appropriate use and access
of data.

i

Extct'qa\ users (i.e., CBl'and ICE. users) me granicd read-01ily access to FONS-OS only.
USCIS shares f'DNS-DS data 1i-ith ICE, and in some cases with CBP, to determine if further law
enforcement activities should be pursued. ICE and CBI' musi request U$C1S permission to share
USC1S data·with cxterm1I third parties: This ensures sharing is consistent with the routine uses
qllowable in the FONS SORN.
l'rivacv Risk: There is a risk that SGNs may present FDNS Officers with results that may
contain too many false positi\'cs, which may render the resulting data unusable or unreliable or
. unfairly subject,individuals to l'urthcr·scrutiny.
·
Mitigation: An onboarding phase ullows for a period or rdlning rules before they are
deployed across FDNS. This onboarding phase consists of FDNS-DS, users in a limited rollout
·receiving rule alerts through e-mail notifications.

USCIS co1)iimmlly tunes the rules to narrow the scope of information provided to FDNS
Officers. Rigorous quality control and assurance procedures arc used to adjust ruks as necessary
to reduce the potential for false positives. f'DNS continually monitors and refines rules based on.
appropriate metrics.· The SGN process also provides for a layer of human rc1iie;v to confirm SGNs
are actionable prior to routing them for further cnsc management.activity.
Prirncv Risk: There is a risk or an inappropriate assumption that.all individuals listed
within.FDNS-DS have engaged in fraudulent immigration-re luted practices or,posc a public safety
or national security risk.
Mitigation: Individuals that are listed within FDNS-l)S have potentially engaged in
activities thtn require l't111her review lor potential fraud, criminul. activity. public s,tfcty, and
national ·security concerns. However, the existence or a record in FDNS-DS is not in itself
considered dcrogniory ora reflection on.the individual.'s digibility for a benefit, request, or service.
In determinations when potential was not realized, cases arc, marked with "no frmid found."
Statements oi' Pindings (SOP) or ·assessments will contain a summary for adjudication's (isc.
l'ri\'acv Risk: For certain bei1cfits or service requests, FDNS must share the results of
background. identity; and security checks or other forms ·of screciling with other USC IS case
management systems in order to providc:information in support of adjudications. There is a risk
that data will be inaccurately copied orthi1t it 1miy be taken out or context.
Mitigation: The risk is partially mitigated in that FDNS-DS, as a standard prt1cticc with
/\-F:ilc handling; aHows the ability to copy a non-cha1fging SOF for.adjudications. /\ SOF is an
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ui1changeable, PDF document in FDNS-DS. In response to manual referrals made. to FDNS-DS,
FDN.S. users will complete a SOF or assessment. when required: The .SOFs-Or asscs~mcnts arc
slmred with adjudications stnlT. Adjudications staffarc trained mrhoiv to interpret inf9rmation in
.the SOFs or assessments und their relevance in adjudicating immigration bcncl1ts and also
coordinate closely with FONS.
In future releases, FDNS-DS
will interface with USCIS immigrntion case management
.
systems to folly uutonmte the screening process, as well as provickthc background, identity, and
security check results either in the form of a hit/no hit response, a summary or past screening
history; .or some usable. form, in order .to provide timely, meaningful information to adjuclicati ve
· staff. The.responses.sent to the case inanagemcnt systems will be tailored to prcscilt adjudication
officers with information relevant to dcterinining the individuars eligibility for the immigration
bcnclit or service sought:
.

l'riYac1• Risk: With automating the screening process, there is a risk oJ'rccurrcnt screening
or vetting of individuals beyond the origitial purpose.
Mitigation: USCIS.has est_ablished a robust governance structure to ensure that screening
rules are compliant with all legal and privacy requirements. New rules. undergo several layers of
operational. legal, privacy; and policy review before they arc presented to the Deputy Director,
USC°IS, for final approval. Through this process, FDNS ensures that all screening activity is
properly vetted and falls within USCIS's authority. All screening m_cthocls deplo~·cd are tailored
to provide information .that is relevant to the adjudication of a particular bcnclit or immigration
scrvicc,rcqucst. USCIS. may co1iduct screening in, situntions in which USCIS has the authority to
rescind, revoke, .or otherwise terminate, to issue a Notice to Appear (NTA), or·to refer to another
government agency for criminal/civil actions. When USCIS may no longer take action on a bcnelit,
service, or request, the.screening will ccnse .
.Privncv Risk: There is a risk that FDNS,DS users will crcate,ATLAS rules without going
through the appropriate rules review process.
Mitigiitio'n: :n_1e govcrnm1ce proc_ess.cnsures thut new rulcs·ure not created or implemented
within the system without review from the appropriate stakeholders, including privacy and legal
review. Implementation ·of rules and generation of SGNs arc required to be in compliance with
the l'rivac/Act of 1974, E-Govemmcnt Act of 2002, Homeland Security Act of2002 and nil DI-IS
privacy policies. Additionally, the capture, use, and disclosure of PH through the rules process
must be pursuant to applicable system ol'record notices _and available routine-uses.
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Section 4.0 Notice ·
· The folJ01ving qucs1ions seek information about the projccrs notice tQ the individual,about the
inl)lrmati911 c9llc'ctcd, the right' to consent.to uses ofsaid information, and the·right to dedinc to provide
information.

4.1

· How docs the project provide individuals notice prior to the
collection of information? If notice is not provided, explain why
not.

In addition to the publication of this Pit\, USCIS has previously published a programmatic
PIA and SORN for the FDNS Directorate. FDNS-DS .collects information from oJher USCIS
systems, which also have their own Pli\s and SORNs published on the DI-IS website.
All npplicntions•l'or benefits from USCIS have a Privacy Act Statement providing.notice
to the individual reuarding the use.and collection of the information mid these forms state the that.
i'nrormation may be
for fraud detection. USCIS forms also notii)' .the individual that
information provided· may be checked for completeness, that certain background checks nrny be
conducted, or that USCIS may request an inte1'vicw or further evidence. 30

use:!

\Vhcn FDNS conducts interviews and site visits, FONS Ofliccrs identilY themselves and
no.ti l'y the individual or beneficiary of the reason for the interview or site visit. Notice is given to
an individiial's atloriicy· when an administrative site visit or interview will.occur, unless notice
would jeopardize the·sitc visit or interview:

4.2

\\'hat opportunitiesarc nvailable for indi'i'iclual~ to consent to uses,
decline to provide information, or opt out of the project?

USCIS bencfi.t request forms require that an individual pro,,idc specilic information tlmt
may contaiii se·11sitivc I'll. The failure to submit such information could impact the processing or
adjudication of an application or petition and thus preclude the individual from receiving the
· benefit, request, or service. Therefore. thro.ugh the application process. indivicltmlshavc consented
to the use of the information supplied in the benefit request form or application to determine their
eligibility for the benefit, request, or service sought. Further, rraud assessments and background,
identity, and security checks arc required by regulation on all requests/applications filed with
USCIS. Benefits, requests, or services cannot be granted until those checks arc complete: and the
inlopnation submitted is essential to the conduct of those chccks.3 1

;o Adjudicaiors arc responsible for mo king decisions regarding granting bcnelits,
Asrcquircd by Title 8 U.S.C. § I JOI ct seq.

!I
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USCIS pro\;idcs notice to all individuals at the time of collection through a Privacy Act
Statement on all USCIS forms, Individuals are notified nt the point of dnta collection (generally in
the form itscll) of the. riglwto decline to provide the required information; however, such action
may rcsttlt in the denial of the individttal's reqttcsL

4.3

Privacy Impact Analvsis: Related to Notice

Privacv Risk: Thcrcis a risk to notice that bcnclit requestors will not.know .that FDNS
will collect pttblicly nva1lablc information abottt them, including information posted on public
sociui,media websites and platforins,
Mitigation: The risk has·been mitigated to the extent possible because USCIS provides

notice to individuals through an (e)(3) statement, the soun:c system PIAs. the FDNS Directorate
PIA, this PIA, and thc·associatcd SORNs. USCIS also provides notice of its frattd detection and
national security work through its public website,'"

Section 5.0 Data Retention by the project
The following questions arc intended to 011ili11d1ow 1011g the project rcwi11s the i11formatio11 atier
·the initial collection.

5.1

Explain how long and f6r what reason the information is retained.

USCIS retains application information to assist in identifying indil;iduals who threaten
national security and public sal'cty; detecting, pursuing, and deterring immigration benelit l'raud:
and identifying and removing systemic vulncrnbilities in the process of the legal immigration
'system,
USCJS retains FDNS-DS.records for 15 years from the daic of the last interaction between
FDN$ personnel and the indi\,idual, no matter the determination, Records related to a person's A-·
File will be transferred to the A-File and mai11lained under the /\-File retention period (N 1-56608-11 ). Upon closure of a case pertaining to an individual, any information that is pertinent to the
adjudicative decision (such as a SOF), whether there was or was not m1 indication oi'fraud, criminal
activity,.publie safety aild.national security concerns, is trimsferrcd to the ussociatcd A-File,

5.2

Privacv .ln1pact Arialvsis: Related to Retention

Primer Risk: There is a risk
that data will be rctainea lo1111cr
than necessarv,
This would
'.
...,
"
increase the risk of unauthorized access, use; and loss of the _dma.
2

&•,• hllps:1/www, use is. gov/about-usldirectorutcs-and-prograrn-o fliccsifruud-dctcct ion-and-nat_ionnl-sccurit y/ f'rauddctcct ion~and~nat ionn l-~ecurity-d! rcclornte
'
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i\'Iitigation: FDNS mitigates this risk by destroying FDNS-DS data in accordance with
approved NARA records retention schedules. The 15-ycar retention schedule for FDNS data (N l566'.08-i'8) provides acccss·to information tlmt can be critical to research .related to suspected or
confirmed fraud, public safety, and national security concerns for individuals who may still be
receiving iinmigration benc.lits oi· services: 11\ addition, should the individual apply for another
benefit. retention
of.the inl'ormation
.
'•
..can eliminate the need for research on 'concerns that were
previously addressed.
'

'

'

Privacv Risk: There is a risk that data will be retained in FDNS-DS longer than allowed
bv" .the original
source svste111.
._
~

Mitigation:.This risk is mitigated in that FDNS-DS retains data relevant to the background
check/screening process and to cases of suspected or confirmed fraud, criminal activity, public
safety and national sccurit)'. concerns. The system' smastcr 15-ycar retention period is shorter than
th~.\ of many. USCIS case 'n1miagcmcnt systems from which application data is dcriv<'d.

Section 6.0 Information Sharing
The following questions arc intended to··dcscribc the scope of the project information sharing
external to the Department. External sharing encompasses .sharing with .other focleraL state, and local
govcrmnent; ·and private sector c111ities.'

6.1 Is information shared outside of DHS as partofthc normal agency
operations'? Jfso, identify the organizntion(s) and how the informntion is
accessed ancl'how it is to be used.
FDNS iharcs infoimation outside of DHS when USC1s· receives an RFI, when it
proactively discloses based on information in the record, und when asking ·an outside organization
for additional infornmtion related to an individual. RFls may be received from f'cdcrul law
.enforcement agencies (e.g .. Department or Justice (DOJ) FBI, DOS), the Intelligence Community,
mid authorized stnw or local luw cnl'orccmcnt agencies who arc parties to informatio'n sharing
agreements managed· by DHS. USC IS provides m:ccss to the requested data through direct user
accounts or through copying of data to an electronic device or medium.
Requests for information arc govcrn~d by the DI-IS/USCIS-006 Fraud Detection ai1d
National Security Records (FDNS) System of Rccords 33 , the Dl·IS/USCIS/ICE/CBP-001 ;\lien
File.. Index.. and National File Truckinu..., Svstein
of Rccords 3\ ' or in some instances. the oriuinatinl.[
.
....
....
'

"77 FR 47411 (Aug. 8, 2012).
34 78 FR 69364 (Nov. 21. 20 I3).
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system or records notice for the underlying USCIS records, e.g., DHS/USCIS-007 Benefits
lnformntion System (BIS). 35 When covered by an applicable routine use and 1i·hcn uppropriate,
USCI.S mav. share the sensitive I'll .listed in Section 2.1 of this PIA with federal, state.. tribal. local,
international. oi· foreign law enforcement and fotclligcncc agencies. in response to an RFI in
suppon of criminal and administrative investigations, and b.ickground identity and security checks
involving'in1migrant benefit fraud, criminal activity,.public safety, and national security concerns.
Through direct user account access, DOS Bumm of ·consular Affairs may view a
comprehensive picture or a·visa applicant's status and to reduce the likelihood that an individual
or group might i'iaudukntly obtain an immigrution benclit under the INA. as amended. DOS has
read-only access 10 FDNS-DS.
Proactive disclosure based on information in the sysicm occurs when FDNS has an
indication of possible fraud,. criminal activity, public salcty, and national security concerns. In
these cascs,FDNS may proactiv~ly share infonnation.with other government entities as described
under the FONS ahd A-File SORNs. 36
RFls for national security purposes from external entities ure coordinated through DHS
l&A SPS. USCIS responses arc provided via government secure 'networks. All other requests are
processed by USCIS. Responses provided by field offices arc also provided via secmc methods,

6.2

Describe how .the externnl slrnring noted in 6.1 is compatible with
the SORN noted in. 1.2.

Direct ,\ccolmt access by .DOS 13ureau of Consular Affoirs is covered by FDNS SORN
routine use I and A-File SORN routine use 0, which permits USCIS to share Plt'with DOS Bureau
of Ccinsular Affairs in the processing. or applications frir benefits. 'fhis is compatible ll'itli the
original collection under the INA, which requires USCIS to administer immigrntion laws.
lnformatiop.may also be shared with DOS Bureau of Consular t\!Tairs to provid~ .i con1prehensivc
picture of a visa applicant's status. and.to reduce the likelihood that an individual or group might
frnudule'ntly.obtnin an immigration benclit Lmder the INA, as amended.
l'roactiw disclosures arc covered by the FDNS SORN, routiiic use H, ,i,hich pcrniits FDNS
to share I'll with federal and foreign government intelligence or countertcrrorism agencies when
USCIS reasonably believes there is a.threat or potential threat to national or·intcrnational security.
Pronctivc
disclosures· arc also covered
bv• t'outinc use 1-1 and II of' A-File SORN: Routine
I
•
"73 FR 56596 (Sept. 29. 2008)_
.''Sei: DHS/USCIS/ICE/Clll'-001 Alien File. lndc~, and Nmional File Trackinc Svstem of Records, 78 FR 69864
(Nowmbcr 21.2013); DHSIU.SCtS-006 Frnud Detection and Natio,rnl Security R~co,:ds (FONS). 77 FR 47411
(August 8. 2012).
·
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use H permits USCIS lo share A-File information with appropriate federal, st;ne, tribal, local, or
foreign goycrnmentnl agencies or mullilatcrnl goi•crnmcntal organizations responsible for
investigating or prosecuting the violations. o( or for enforcing or implcmcn1ing, a srntutc, rule,
regulation, order, or· license, when OHS believes the informmion would assist in enforcing
applicable civil or criminal Jaws. A-File SORi\l routine use II permits sharing with" feder'al, slate,
local, lCl'ritorial, tribal, intcrntitional. or foreign criminal. civil, or regulatory law en'rotcemcnl
authority when the inforrirntion is necessary for collaboration, coordination,.and dc-conniction of
invcstigati\ie matters, prosecutions. or ·olhe~ law enforcement actions lo avoid duplicative or
disruptive efforts.and to ensure the safety of law-enforcement officers who may be working on
related law enforcement matters.
These disclosures arc compatible with the original collection because the [NA requires
USCIS to investigate alleged civil (111d crin1inal violations of immigration laws, including alleged
fraud with respect to applications or ckwrminations withi'n.USCIS. In iiddiiioii, the IN/\ provides
for terrorist-related bars that may.serve as the basis for denial ofa requested benefit. The INA a_lso
requires USCIS to make recommendations for prosecutions or other appropriate actions when
deemed advisable. ·

6.-3

Does the project place limitations on re-dissemination?

Yes. A iv!emornndu111 of Agreement (MOA) between USCIS ,ind DOS Bureau of Consular
Affair~ fully outlines responsibilities of the parties, scrnrity standnrds, .and limits of use of the
infonnrnion, including re-1lisseminmioi1. Methods irnd controls over dissemination of information
are coordimitcd between USClS-and DOS Bureau of Consular Affairs pi'io'r to irifonnalion sharing.
Depending on the context of other sharing, DI-IS may place additional controls on the re·.'
dissemination of the information. FONS also shares data ·internally yia -secure government
networks.
A Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between DHS and the FBI Terrorist Screening
Center (TSC) !'or real-time screening against TSDB records also fully outlines responsibilities of
the parties, security standards, and limits of use of the inlonnation, including re:dissemination.
A MOA between DHS· and. the National Counter Terrorism Center ·also fully outlines
responsibilities of the parties, security-standards, and limits of use of the infommtion, including ·
re-dissemination in uccordancc with the United States Attorney General Guidelines for Access,
Retention, Use. and Dissemination by the National Countertcrrorism Center and Other Agencies
oflnformation in Da1ascts Containing Non-Terrorism Information (March 22, 2012).
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Describe how the project maintains a record of any disclosures
outside ofthc _Department.

FONS maintains n record or disclosure of FDNS-DS information provided outside or th~
Dcpartnwnt in FDNS-DS. A record is kept on file of each disclosure, nnd system a\1dit trail logs
arc maintained to identify transactions performed by both internal and external users.
As mentioi1ccl in the FDNS Directorate PIA, FDNS may receive re.qucstS'tor assistance
from external law enforcement partners. These requests are evaluated .on a case-by-case basis, and
disclosures must abide by all privacy laws and legal requirements. Some FDNS Ofliccrs arc
detailed to partner agencies to provide assistance as immigration subject matter experts. All FDNS
O!'ticcrs must abide by all privacy laws and legal requirements before sharing any immigration
inCornmtion. Disclosures made pursuant to these requests for ,issistancc ,ire truckcd·in FDNS-DS.
Further, at the request ofDHS, Requests for Information for national security purposes
from external entities are coordinated and tracked throug!Hhe DHS l&A SPS process.37

6.5

Privacy Impact Analysis: Related to Information Sharing

· Privacv Risk: There is a risk ol' misuse, unauthorized access to, or. disclosure ot;

information.
Mitigation:

As discussed above, FDNS maintains a record or each disclosure or FDNS

information made to every agency in accordance with a routine us.c and with whom it has t\11
information sharing agreement. Otherwise, FDNS does not share its information. A record· is kept
on file of each disclosure, including the date the disclosure was maclc. the agency to which the
information \vns provided. the purpose o(thc disclosure. and a description of the data provided.
The dcctronic sharing or data with external agencies is conducted over government sec me
networks. All personnel within the· receiving agency and• its components arc trained on the
appropriate use and safeguarding of data. In addition. each cxtcrn,11 agency with whom the
information is shared has policies and procedures in place ti> ensure there is no unauthorized
dissemination of the information proviclcd by FDNS.·Anydisclosure must be compatible with the
purpose for which the information was originally collc.ctcd and only autliorizcd usefs with a need
to know may have access·to the inl'ormation contained.in FDNS-DS.

31

Se~ DHS/i\LLIPIA-044 OHS Single l'~int of Service Rcqucsl for Information Management Tool, m·ailob/e m
www.dhs.1mv/privacv, for marl! information,
· '
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DI-IS information is covered by the third-party discovery rule, which precludes agencies
outside ol'Dl·IS thut lmvc recciwdthe information fromDl·ISJrom sharing with additional partners
witholll the consent of DHS.
Risks are further mitigated by provisions sel forth in iVIOi\s or MOUs\vith federal and
foreign government agencies. Finally, Unitcd·-States government employees.and contractors must
und_ergo annual privacy qnd scc_urity awareness training.

Section 7.0 Redi·ess
'n1c following questions seek information about processes in place for individuals to seek redress
which may include a_cccss to records about themselves; ensuring the accuracy of the.information collected
about them, or Ii ling complaints.
.

7.1

.

\Vhat are the procedures th;1t allow inclividunls to access their
· information'?

Becaus·e FDNS-DS contains sensitive Pl! related lo possible immigration benelit fraud and
national security concerns, DHS has _exempted FDNS from the notifirntion. access. and
amcndmeiil provisions of the Privacy Act of 1974, pursuant lo 5 U.S.C. ~ .552a(k)(2).
Notwithstanding the upplicablc .exemptions. USCIS reviews all such requests 011 a case-.by-case
basis. When such a request is made, and access would not appear to i1iterl'cre with or adversely
affect the national or homeland.security of the U.S. or activities related tci any iny•cstigatory
matcri:11 contained within this· system, the applicable exemption may be waived at the discn.:tion
of USCIS, and in accorclance wi'th procedures and points or contact published in the applicable
SORNs.
Individuals sc.cking to access information maintained by FDNS should direct their requests
to:
National Records Center
Freedom of Information Act/Privacy Act Program
P. 0. Box 648010
Lee.'s Summit, MO 64064-80 I0
Requests for access to records must be in writing. Such requests may be submitted by
mail or in person. ]fa request for access is made by mail, the envelope and letter must be clearly
marked "Privacy Act Request" to ensure proper and expeditious processing. The requester should
provide his or her full name, date and place ol'bit1h, and verification of identity in accordance with
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DHS 1'egt1latioi1S gov~foing l?rii'acy Act requests (l"ourid Ill_ 6 CFR Part 5:21 }, and any other
ickntifYing information that may be of assistance in locating the record.
'the infornrntion requested may, however. be excrnpt from disclosure under thc\l?rivacy
Act because FDNS records. with respect to an individual, may sometimes contain law enforcement
sensitive inl'onnntion. The release or law enforcement sensitive information could possibly
compromise ong9ing criminal investigations.·
Additional inl"on1rntion ·about Privacy Act and Frcedo·m or Information Act ·(FOIA)
requests for USCIS rec_ords ca1i be found at http://www.uscis.l!civ.

7.2

What procedures arc in plucc to allow the _su~jcct individual to
correct inaccunitc or crr'oneous information'?

J\s s1i1ted above, individuals niay use the Freedom or l1i°f"onnation Act/Privacy Act process
to request access to and correction of records maintained about them. The data accessed b)' FDNSDS from undcrlyii1g USCIS source systems may be corrected by mcuns of the processes described
in the !?!As and SORNs !'or those systems. In the c\'ent inaccuracies arc noted, f11es and FDNS-DS
records may be updated.

7.3

How docs the project notify. individuals i1bout
the procedures for
.
correcting their inforrirntion'!

Individuals are noti11cdofthc procedures for correcting their information 011 usqs fonns_:
the U_SCIS website. and by USCIS personnel who interact with individuals in the coltrsc of
processing requests ltir benclits or services. Furthermore, this PIA and the respective SORNs serve
as notice to individuals.

7.4

Privacv Impact Analv:Sis: Rch1ted to Redress

Prirncv Risk: There is ·a risk that individuals may be able to access, correct, or make

amendments to records in the source systems, but may not be.able to do so for their records
maintained in FDNS-DS due to the Privacy Act e~cmptions claimed.
Mitigation: While FONS maintains pre-decisional, deliberative information in FDNS-DS,
individuals may still request access to records that USCIS maintains about them. Notice on how
to lilc a. Privacy Act request about records cohtuinccl in mni11taii1ed hy FONS is provided by this
PIA and the FDNS SORN. Individuals.can request access to informinion about them through the
Privacy Act and FOIA process, and may also .request that their information be amended by
contacting the N,itionai"Rccords Center.The natureofFDNS 0 DS and the data it collects, processes,
and siorcs is such that it limits the ability or individuals.to access or correct their information: Each
request for access or correction is individually evaluated.
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Section 8.0 Auditing and Accountability'
Tlie following questions are intended to describe technical and policy based safeguards and
security measures.

8.1 · How docs: the. project ensure that the information is used in
acc.ordancc ,vith stated practices in this PIA?
~\ccess .and security controls have been established to mitigate privacy risks associated with
authorized and unauthorized uses, specifically misuse and inapproprialc disscmiiiation ol' datii.
Access to FONS.OS is generally rcad·only. Some EDNS·DS uscis ·have "read,'" "\\'rite," and
'·modify'' privileges. All account access and privileges arc :1pproved by the USCIS btisiness owner.
When employment at USCIS is tenninated or an employee's responsibilities no longer require
,ic·ccss to FDNS-DS, access privileges arc removed.
Audit trails arc kept in order to track and identify unauthorized uses of FDNS·DS
information. The audit trails include the ability to identify speeilic records each user accesses. A
warning banner is provided at nil access points to inl·onn users of the consequences associated with
unauthorized use or infrii'mation. The bmmcr warns authorized and unauthorized users about the
appropriate uses of the system, that the system may be monitored for improper use nnd illicit
activity, and. the pemlities lot' ina'ppropriatc usage and 1101\·compliance. /\ user must click ori the
agreement to proceed with login.
In additioi1, user nccess to FDNS-DS is limited to personnel who need the information to
perform their job t).mctions. Only users with proper pennissions. roles, and security attributes are
mllhoriz.::d to access the system. Each user is obligated to sign and adhere to n user access
agreement, which outlines the appropriate rules of behavior tailored for FDNS-DS. The system
administrator is responsible for granting·the·appropriate:lcvcl or access. Finally, all employees are
trained on the use of infomiation in accordanc.c with DHS policies, procedures. regulations, and
guidanc·c.
FONS conducts continuous security assessments of FDNS·DS in aceordm1ccwith FISMA
requirements. Furthermore, FDNS-DS complies with the DHS 4300A security guidelines, which
provide hurdcniilg criteria for securing networks, con1putcrs, and computer services against :mack
and unauthorized information dissemination. Aoditionally, FDNS is subject to random Office .of
Inspector General (010) or any DHS assigned third-party security audits.
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Describe what privacy training is provided to users either generally
or specifically relevant to the project.

FDNS-DS users receive the rcquired·amnml Computer Security Awareness training and
Privacy Act Awmcncss 1mining. In addition, users rcccil'c training in lhc use or FDNS-DS. prior
10 being upprovcd for access to the system. The training addresses the use of the system and
appropriate privacy concerns. including Privacy Acl obligations (c:g., SORNs. Privacy Act
St,1tcments). FDNS Ofiiccrs ulso lmvc scvcrul mandatory, job-specific training requirements that
. include•discussic>11s on Privacy Act obligations mid other restrictions on disclosure ofinforiimtion.

8.3

\Vhat procedures arc in place.to determine :which users may access
the information and· how docs the project determine who has
access?
.

.

.

'

Users receive access to FDNS·DS only on a nced·to-know 'b.1sis. This .need-to-know is
determined by the individual's current job runctions. Users may hin·c read-only access to the
information if they have a lcgitiinate need to know as verified by their supervisor and the FDNSDS busincss·owncr, and have successfully completed all required training.
A user requesting ac.cess must complete and submit forms G-'872A and B, USC!S and £11d
User' Applimtion Jiir !lccc'.\·.1·. This apjili~ation 1irovidcs the justificutioil for the level of access
requested. Addition,1lly the requcstor signs the USCIS Rules of Behavior before hcccss is grnnted,
The rcqucsto(s supervisor and the FDNS-DS business owner 1,vill review this.rcq(tcst; il'approvcd,
the rcquestor's access level is indcpendcntly_confirmed and ihc user account established.
Critcriti, procedures; controls, and responsibilities regarding FDNS-DS systems access me
contained in the Sensitive Systcni Security phui for FDNS-DS. Additionally, there arc several
dcpa11!11Cnl an\f governmet\t-widc regulations ',md directives that provide additional. guidance and
direction

8.4 How docs the project review and appro, e information sharing
agreements, MO Us, new uses of the information, new ·access to the system by
organizations within DHS and outside?
1

MOAs and MOUs between USC IS and other componctlls of DHS, us well.as MOAs and
MO Us between US.CIS or DHS and other agencies, define information slmring procedures for uata
maintained by FDNS. iv10As and MOUs document the requesting agency or' component's legal
authority to acquire such informittion,,as well as USCIS;s permission to share in its use under the
legal authority granted. All MOAs and MOUs must be rc1'iewcd by the program and all applicable
parties.
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Responsible Officials
Donald K. Hawkins
U.S. Citizenship and.Immigration Service
Privacy Ofliccr
Dcpartmc1it of Homeland Security

Approval Signature

Oriuinal. sianed copv on lile with the DHS Privncv Ol'lice.
\,

Karen L. Neuman
.Chief Privticy Ol'ficcr
Department or Homeland Security
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APPENDIX A

List of.Systems of Records Researched during the Screening Processes and
Tracked in FDNS;DS

Iklow is a !isl o!'systcms, both internal and extCn)al, thm exchange clata with FDNS-DS, including
those used to suppor1 screening through ATLAS.

U.S. Citizenship.and Immigration Scri·t!s (USCIS) S):stcms
•

National 13.:nelit Cehtcr l'rocess Worklliiw Repositot'y (Nl'WR)38 to focilltatc scrccni,ig
on cet1nin form types being processed through the Nt1ti01ml Benefit Center, Background
Check Unit:
o PIA:'TBD
o SORN: Tl3D

·•

Scr,•icc Cctitcr Comptilcr Linked Application Information iVtanagemcnt S)'Stcti1
(SCCL/\liv1S) 39 1o facilitate screcnipgni1 forms processed in Computer Linked Application
Information Management System (CLAIMS 3):
o l'IAs:
o FDNS Dircctqrntc 40
o CLAli'vtS 3•t

•

CLAIMS.4:
o PIA: CLAIMS 4' 12
o SOl{N: Bcnctits lnfornrntion System (131S)'13

•

Electronic lmmigrntion System (ELIS);
ci

PIA: ELIS.44

NP\YR is covered under DHS/USCISIPJA-016(a) Benefits Processing or·AppHcants other tlrnn Petitions for
Nuturalization.(C LA IMS .3 ).
·'' SCCLAIM~ is a mirror copy of Cl.AIMS 3 data.
.
'° See_ DHS/USCIS/PIA-0 I3(a) FDNS Directorate, arnilable at www.dhs.gov/privacv.
11
· See DHSIUSCJS/PJA-016(n) CLAIMS 3 and Associated Svstcms, ai•ailable at www.dhs.gov/privacv.
·" .l'ee DHSIUSCJS/PJA-015 CI.AIMS 4 anti subsequent upd~tcs. ,1\'/ri/ahfr at 11·ww.tlhs.novlprivncv.
1
'· 73 FR 56596 (S~pt. 29, 2008)..
11
' See DHSIUSCJSIPiA'.056 USCIS ELIS arniluble rit www.dhs.cov/privacv.
.1,
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o SORN: Benclits.lnformation System (B1S)' 5

•

Case and Acth;ity Management for lntcri1ationnl Operations (CAMINO);
o PIA: CAMIN0 46
o SORN:
o . A-rile, Index, and National f-ilc Tracking Systen1'17
o 13ackgrourid Check Servicc·18
·
9
o lntercountry Adoptions Sccurit/
o BIS
o Asylum Information and l'rc-Scrccniilg (AJ1'S) 50

•

Refugees, Asylum, and Parole System and the Asylum l're,Scrccni1ig System
(RAPS/APSS); 51
o PIA: RAPS/APSS 52
o SORN: AIPS 5J

•

.

Marriage Fraud Assurnnce System (iv!FAS);
PIA: CLAIMS 35·1
o SORN:
o A-File, Index, and Natiom1l File Tracking System
o .Background Check Service
o BIS
o

•

Adoption Case Management System (ACMS);
o PIA: Fbrthcoming.ACMS PIA

·" 73 FR 56596 (Sept. 29,.2008).
·16 See DHS/USCJS/l'IA·05 I CAMINO, av11i/11hle al www.dhs.gov/privucv.
"78 FR 69S64 (Nov. 21.2013).
"n iR 31082 (June 5. 2007)
1
•' 72FR31086 (June 5. 2007).
so 80 FR 74781 (November 30, 2015).
"Sec DHS/USCIS/PIA-027 R;\PS/APSS. and subsequent updiilcs, al'(ti/(iblc at www:dhs.gov/privacv.
ii Se~ DHS/USCIS/PIA-027 RAPS/A PSS. and subsequenl upda1,·s, m·11ilable"' www.dhs.gov/prjvncv.
53 80 FR 74781 (November 30, 2015).
i, Sec DHS/USCJS1PIA-Ol6(a) CLAIMS 3 and /\ssdciatcd Systems. 111·ailable 111 www.dhs.gov/privacv,
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o SORN: lntcrcountry .:\doptions Security;;·
o

USCIS Lock_box 56 to retrieve data from digitized forms;
o. PIA: Benefit Request Intake Proccss 57

o SORN:
o /\-File, .Index, and Nationai File Tracking System
o lJackground Check Seri•ice
o BIS,
o lntercoumry AdoptiQns Security
o i\lPS 58
o Collections Rccords--Treasury/Financial Management ·scrvicc; 9
• . Person Centric Query S,crvicc (PCQS) to retrieve swtus information .from the Central Index
System (CIS);
o PIA: PCQS 60
o SORN: Sec PCQS PIA Appendices ror associated SORNs

•

Nmional File Trackii1g System (NFTS) to retrieve the physical locations of A-lilcs:
o PIA: NFTS 61

o SORN: A-File SORN
•

Custonicr Profile Managcmc1it System (Cl'i\1S) to i·cti'ievc datn associated.with biographic
and biometric screening.
o PIA: Cf>MS 62
o SORN:
o Background Check Service

" 72 FR 31086 (June 5, :i007).
.
.
!<, See Dl:IS/USCISll'l1\-003(a) t111cgrn1ed Digitizmiqn D0c11men1 Managcmc111 Program (IDDMP), ,m,ilable at
WW\\·.dlrn.gov/privacy.

·

,

"See DHSIUSCIS/l'li\·061 Bene Iii RequeSt Intake Process. rn-ai/able ill www.dhs.gov/privncv.
5' 80 FR 74 78 I (November 30, 2015 ).
'" Treasury/FMS,.O 17 • Revenu.c Colkctions Records, 74 FR 23006 (May 15, 2009):
6
" .~·ee DHSIUSCJS.ll'IA-010 Per~on Cen_tric Query Service (l'CQS). m:ailahle m www:dhs.gov/privacv.
"'See DHS/USCISIPIA;0,31 National F_ile-Trncking System (NFTS) 11l'11ilablc ar www.dhs.eovlprivncv.
•: See,DHSIUSCISil'IA-060 C11stomer Prot11c Mnnagcrnenl Service. rn·ailah/e m www.dhs.gov/privacv.
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o Biometric Stornge System 63
I

Other Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Component System Interfaces

• OHS Automated Biometric ldcntilication Syst~m (IDENT 64 ) to rctricw data associated
with biometric scree1\ing;
o PIA: IDENT 1'5
o SORN: IDENT 66

•

U.S. Customs and lfordcr Prbtcctioti (CBP) Tl~CS systcn1,-to pcrl'om\ screening, including
checks against the Federal Bureau or Investigation, National Crime Information Center
(NCIC);
o PIA: TECS 67
o SORN: CBI' TECS 1'8

•

Cl3P Automated Targeting System-Passenger (ATS-I') and UPAX;
o PIA: ·i\TS-1' 69
o SORN:ATS 70

•

DHS Watchlist Service l'or real-time s.creening agai1ist Terrorist Screening Data Base
(TSDB) rcrnrds; and
o PIA: FONS \VLS PIA Updatc 71
o SORN: DHS WLS S0RN 12

,;, 72 FR 17172 (April 6. 2007).
"'See DHSINPl'D/Plt\-002 Auiomii1cd.13iomctric ldcntiftcmfon System (!DENT). lll'(ii/able <ti
\\'WW ,dhs. go\'/pri\'acv.
') See DHSINl'PD/PIA-002 Autom,11cd Biometric ldcntilication System (!DENT). /1\'(/i/ahle
\\'W\\'.dhs.gov/privacv,
·

m

'" 72 FR 31080 (June 5. 2007).
61
See DHSICIJl'/Plt\·009 TECS Systcm:·Cl31' Primary and Secondary Processing. m·ai/r,h/e ar
www.dhs.gov/pri\•acv.
"73 FR 77778 (December 19, 2008),
.
"See DHSICIJl'/PIA·006(b} Autommcd Targeting Systcin (ATS). 111·ailable m ,,wil':dhs.gol'/pril'acv.
10
77 FR 30297 (Ma)' 22, :2012).
. .
.
.
71
DHSIUSCJSIPIA-027(c)' OHS Watclilist Service, <iw1iluble al www.dhs.gov/privacy:
72
81 FR J9988(April6,2016).
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OHS Email ns a·Servicc.(EaaS) Simple i\fail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) server for cnrnil.
o PIA: E-mail Secw'c Gateway 13
o SORN:
o General Iniormation Tccluiology Access Aci:ouilt Records System
(GITAARS)7'1
o. General. Personnel Records;;

Other OHS Component Systems Accessed (Mannally)

•

CBI' i\11aly1ical Framework for Intelligence (AF!)
o PIA: AFI 1r,
o SORN: !\Fl for Intelligence System 77

• CBP Arri;•al and Departure Information System (ADIS)
o .PIA: ADIS 78

o SORN: ADIS 79

•

ICE Student atid Exchange Visitor lnfornrntion System II (SEVIS)
o
0

•

PIA: SEVIS 11so
SORN: SEVIS 81

ICE ENFORCE Alien Rcmovul Module.
o PIA: Enforcement Integrated Database (EID) 81

Sec DHS/ALUPIA-012 E-rnait Secure Gatcway.,111d subm1ucm t)pdatcs, a,·ailah/e ,11 www.dhs.gov/privacv.
77 FR 70792 (Novembcr.2L2012).
'' 77 FR 7369,1 (December 11.2012).
"Sec DHS/CBl'll'IA·O IO AFI. m·<1i/ah/e at www.dhs.gov/privncv.
"77 FR 13813 (June 7. 2012).
"See DHS/C[ll'/PIA-24 Arrival and,Dcpa11t1rc Sys1em (ADISi, arai/<1/,/e ar www.dhs.uovlprivacv.
''' 80 FR 72081 (November 18. 2015).
80
Sec DHSIICE/PIA-OOl(a) Student and Exchange Visitor lnfonnation Sys1c111 II (SEVIS). a\'/lilable m
,.1

11

\\'WW.dhs.e.ov/pri\'OC\'.

.

"75 FR 412 (January 5, 2010).
"See DHS/lCE/l'IA-0.15 Enforcement lntcgrritcd Database (EID) and snbscquent updates. 11v11ilable at
\\'\\'W .dhs.eov/prh·ac:v.
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o SORN: lnimigrntion nnd Enl'orcemenl Operational Records System
(ENFORCE) 83

'' 80 FR 24269 (April 30, 2015).
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Fraud Detection and National Security Data
System (FDNS~DS)
OHS/USCIS/PIA-013(a)

May 18, 2016
Contact Point
Donald K. 1-hnvkins
Privacy Officer
U:S. Citizci1ship and Immigration Services
202-272-8000 .

Reviewing Official
· Karen L. Neuman
Chief Privacy Officer
Department of Homeland Security
202-343-1717
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
THE ATfACHED i\1ATERIALS CONTAIN DEPARTMENT OF 110i\lELANI> SECURITY INFORMATION
THAT IS "FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY," ()R OHIF:R, TYPES OF SENSITIVE BUT UNCL,\SS1Fl£ll
'
INFORMATION REQUIRING PROTECTION AGAINST UNAUTHORIZED DISCLOSURE. THE,
ATTACHED MATERIALS Will llE HANDLED AND SAFEGUARDED IN ACCORIMNCE WITII DHS ,
MANAGEMENT DIRECTIVES GOVERNING PROTECTION AND DISSEMINATION OF SUCH
INFOl{MATION. AT A MINIMUM, TIIEATTACHED MATERIALS WILL BE DISSEMINATED ONLY ON
, A "NEF.D-TO-KNOW" IIASIS AND WHEN UNATTENl)ED. Will IIF. STORED IN A LOCKED
CONTAINER OR AREA OFFERING SUFFICIENT PROTECTION AGAINST THEFT, COMl'RO~IISE,
INADVERTENT ACCESS AND UNAUTHORIZED DISCLOSURE.
'
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· Abstract
The Department of Homeland Security (DHS), U.S, Citizenship and lmmigrntion Services
(USCIS). dc1'cloped the fraud Detection and National Security Darn System (FDNS,DS) as the
primary case nuu)agcmcnt system used to record requests and case ckterminations involving
immigration benefit fraud, public safety, and national security concerns. Since its initial
deployment. l)SCIS has incorporated a new screening funclionality into FDNS-DS, kno1111 as
ATLAS; to more effectively idcniifY and review cases involving fraud, public safety, and national
security conccms: 1 USC IS is updating and· reissuing the entire fDNS-DS · Privacy Impact
Assessment (PIA), originally published on June 29, 2008. to capture these updates.

Overview
EYery yeur, U.S. Citizenship and lrnmigmtion Services (USC!S) receives nearly 6.4 million
applications l'or imrnigi·ation benefits or service requests. USCIS is committed to ensuriilg the ·
integrity of the United States (U.S.) immigratioil system .. An integral part USCIS's dclcgrited
authority to adjudicate benefits, petitions, or requests, ~nd lo determine if individuals arc eligible
for benefit or services. is to conduct screenings (i.e .. background, identity, and security chc,ks) on
forms filed \1·ith the agency. USCIS Fraud Dctcctionund Nutional Security Directorate (FDNS)
developed the Fraud Detection and National Security- Data System (FDNS-DS) torecord, track,
and manage the.screening processes related to immigration applications, petitions. or requests with
suspected or confirmed fraud. public salcty, or nmiom1! security con,crns. FONS also uses FDNSDS to identilY vulncrabiiitics that n1aycompromise the integrity ol'thc legal immigration system.

or

The 20 I4-20 I8 Department or Homeland Security (DI-IS) Strategic Plan states that DHS
ll'ill enforce and administer the nation's immigration laws by "ensuring that only eligible
applicants receive immigration benefits through expanded use of biometrics, a strengthening or
screening processes, improvements to .fraud detection, increases in legal stalling to ens(1rc due
piocess, and enhancements or interage;1cy infornmtion sharing."' Recent events highlight the
importance of screening immignition benefit applicunts l'or fraud, public.safety, and national
security concerns. Within FDNS-DS. FDNS developed a screening module known as ATLAS.
ATLAS's event-based screening capability increases. the timeliness and quality 01'.fn1ud rclcrrals.
For the purpose or thi,s PIA, the tcnn FDNS-bS encompasses both the case management system
nna the screening module, ATLAS.

1
ATLA°S is 1101 n11 acronym.
1 Department of Homeland Security.

··riscal Years 2014 - 2018 Strategic Plan."
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FONS-OS receives, tracks, and records infonnmion through the following processes:.
screcning,.refcrrnls made to FDNS, administrntivc investigations, and through conducting studies
related to. benefit fraud and trends 3, as detailed below.
Screening and Referrals to FDNS

The typc·s or scrccnfng pcrforincd on iminigration forms vary by the benefit/request type.
In 0ucnet'aL
USC IS conducts backQround
checks·' to obtain relevant· information in order to render.
'
.
the appropriate adjudicative dedsion with rcspc·ct to th(:°bcnclit or service sought, identity checks
to confirm the individual's identity and combat potential fraud, and security checks to identil'y
potential threats to public safety ornational security. Standurd checks may include:
·•

Biometric lingcrprint,bascd checks:
L Federal Bureau of lt\vestigmion (FBI) Fingerprint Check
2. DHS Automated Biometric ldcntilicutio11 System (!DENT) Fingerprint

C:heck 5
3. Department ol'Defcnse Automated Biometric ldcmificntion System (ABIS)
Fingerprint Check"
•

Biographic namc'basecl checks:

1. FBJ'Namc Check
2, TECS 7 Name Check
USCIS uses several systems to support the checks idciltitied above, which.are described in
detail• in the Immigration Benefits Background Check· Systcms 8 and Customer Profile
Management. Scrvicc 9 PIAs, as well as the PlAs associatcil \(·ith USCIS's case management
'See DHSIUSCIS/Pli\·013-01 FDNS Program. arailabf,, al www.dhs.eovlprjvacv. for more information on the
i1dministrmivc inquiry proc~ss. a.djudication and BFA Process. FDNS c~mPlctCs administrntivr:,investigations to
obtain rclcv,111r in formation needed to rcnder.Ihc appropriate ndjudicaiivc decision. ·
·• During the adjudication process. USCIS conducts lour dilkrcnt background d1ccki, two bio111ctric lingerprintbased nnd two biographic name-basc.d, which are discussed in demi! in the Immigration Benefits Background Check
Systems (11313CS) PIA. See DHS/USC1SIPIA-033.IBBCS,aw1i/11b/e ii/ 11·ww:dhs.gnv/privacv.
! See DHS/NPPD/l'IA-002 i\uta,rnitcd Biometric ldcntilicution System (IDENT). available al
www.dhs.2:o\'l[lri\'acv.
,
' For certain bcnclit types in which the beneficiary has a higher likelihood oi· having previously been fingerprinlcd
by the U.S. military. USCIS conducts checks against the Department oi'Dcl'cnsc·, Automated Biometric
ldcntiticntion Syitcm. as dcs~ribcd in .the Cus1on1cr Profile Management System (CPMS) PIA. See
DHSIUSCIS/Pli\·060 CPMS. avi,ilab/e m www.dhs.eovlprivacv,
'Sec DHS/CBP/PIA-009 TECS System: CBI' Primary nnd Secondary Processing (TECS), arni/uble 01
www ,dhs.gov/privncv.
·
·
'See DHSIUSCIS/PI A-033 113BCS, arailah/¢ 111 www,dhs.gov/privacv.
9
St:c DHSIUSCISIPIA-060 CPMS. m·ailahle at www.dhs.gov/privacv.
1
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systems. As mentioned in those Pli\s, USClS. adjudications staff nrnst query multiple systems, in
some cases manually. Through the development of a screening module within FONS-OS, known
as.ATLAS, th~ need to. independently query each system is gm1tly reduced, thereby streamlining
ihc screening process and limiting the privacy risks associated with using multiple systems:
ATLAS interfaces with other systems in order to automate system checks and promotes consistent
stonigc, retrieval. and analysis of screening results to cmtbk FDNS to detect and investigate fraud.
public safety, and national security concenis more timely and effectively. The specific ,system
interfaces that enabk screcning'through ATL1\S are detailed m Appendix A.
Within FDNS,DS, ATLAS\ automated, cvcnt:bascd screening is triggered when:
I. An individual presents him or hcrsdf to the agency (e.g., when USCIS receives an

individual's bcndit request 'ronn 10 or while capturing an'individual's JO-fingerprints
at an authorized biometric capture site, for those forms that require lingerprint checks):
2. Derogatory information is associated with the individual iii one or more DI-IS systems;
or
3; FDNS performs an udministrnti,,e investigation.

i\TLAS receives informution fronl the individual's form submission and from the
biographic hnd biometric-based. checks· listed above. That ihforniation is screened through a
predefined set of-rules to determine whether the informalion prol'i<kd by the indil'idual or obtained
through the required checks presents ,1 polentiul !'mud, public safety, or national securiiy concern.
The rules help standardize holl' information is analyzed and help to detect patterns, !rends, and
risks that nre,not casilyapparcnt from the.form submissions themselves.

(UiFOUO) There arc ct1,n:rnily ·11vc eycnt~bascctscrccning rulcrnnd 11 patterns oncrational
within FDNS-DS. A desc1iption ,of each rule.is availablc,at !:QUO Appendix 13.
Previously, FDNS-DS rccc.ivcd i1lfo.nnation. primarily through maiiual. referrals 61' cases
from USCIS adjudications staff'. Since the development ol' ATLAS. cuses can now be referred to
FONS l<1r administrative investigation in the l'ollowing manners:

1/~/errci/s thr<i11gh Sys1e111 Genemled Notifica1io11s (SGNs)
The screening process described above automates the process of rclcrring cases to FDNS
for review. Certain events, such as whc1i USC!S rcccii·cs a bciiclit request form or the I0-print
captl]rC oJ'an individual's lingerprints al a biomctritca1i.lurc center, trigger ruks-bascd.screeniilg.
lf'thc bcnelit request form or biometric capture matches a rule, ATLAS produces an SGN, which
is elevated in FDNS-DS for mamml re.view. _Once an SGN is produced, a sp.cdally trained FONS
10

See DI-IS/USCISIPIA-061 Benclit Request Imake Proccss,.arni/able at www:dhs.go\'/privncy.
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Officer, known as a Gatekeeper, conducts ,a manual review of the SGN tor validity, determines
whether it is "actiom1!Jlc'' or ··inactionablc," and, if ''actionable.'' triages the SGN for furthci action.
If an SON is ':actionable," it enters the fonnal FDNS,DS ,case management process. An SGN
found to be "inactionablc" may be closed without further action. The SON itself is not considered.
derogatory. SGNs helpFDNS Ofikers to detect potelllial threats earlier in the immigration benefit
application process, to dcmotistratc the [1dclity of the individual's biographic and. biometric
info"rmation, and to identify discrepancies morc·cffieicntly.

Fraud Tip R~fi!rra/.1·
Members of the public and other government agencies c,ln voluntarily submit a fraud tip
to USCIS directly by emailing RcportFraudTips@uscis.dhs.gov. In the future, a static page will
be available at www.uscis.gov, whcre·a'litik to the mailbox will be provided. The webpagc lists
suggested fields that FDNS has deemed useful when processing the tip. The list serves ti1crely as
a.sugg1:stion; a-fraud or tip reporter cmi include :ts much or as.little information as he or she wishes.
More information abourthc fraud tip reporting process is described in Appendix H lo the FDNS
Directorate l'IA. 11
Upon receiving ·a tip, FDNS evaluates the tip to detcnnine if it is "actionable" or
"innctionablc'' for invc·stigation. If FONS 'deems the tip "actionable," FDNS manually inputs the
information into FDNS-DS and prepares the tip for an admipistrativc investigation.
Mm111al Refi!rra/.1·

USCIS adjudications staff can make manual rcforrals to FDNS. through FDNS's Intranet
Fraud Referral System (iFi~S). Through this process, adjudications staff complete a fillable
electronic form using·the USCIS SlmrePoint Enterprise Collaborntion .Network (ECN). 12 FDNS
Omccrs reVicw the referrals and determine if the referral is "actionable" or "innctionnble" and
manually enter .the information into FDNS-DS. If ";1cti9nablc," FDNS prepares the referral for
.telministrntivc investigation.
Administrative Irivcstigatioils

If FONS determines an administrativc·investigation is neccssary,.FDNS conducts further
checks to verily infonnatio'n prior lo an atljudicative dccision on the i1n111igration bcnefit,or service
requested. to'includc resolving any potential fraud, public safoty, or national security concerns, In:
conducting an administrative iti,,cstigation, 13 FONS tiiay pcrlorrn one, or a coml:iination, ol'the
following:
11 See DHS/USCIS/PIA,O 13·0 t FDNS Dircctoraic, G\'aili,hle tit W\\W,<lhs.cov/privncv.
DHS/ALLIPIA-037 DJ.IS SharcPoint.an<l Collaboration Sites, m,ai/able.ot www.dhs.gov/privacv.
1.1 See DHSIUSCJSIPIA-013-01. FDNSDircctorntc, availahle 111 www.<lhs,gov/privacv. for more informatiort on

1
~ See
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•

Research.in Government imd commercial datal:iascs. and public records;

•

li1tcn1ct"scarchcs ofopcn source information;

• Searches of publicly availabic ini'ormation, inciuding, but not limited tci, social
niecliu sites:
•

File reviews;

• Telephone calls;
•

Site visits;

•

lr;tervicws or applicants, hencfi~iarics, petitioners, and others; ..

•

Requests for evidence:

•

Administrntivc subpi>cnas;

•

Requests for assis.tanc;c from law cnl'orccmeni agencies;

•

Overseas vcrilkmi.ons: and

•

Referral to law enforcement agencies.

· FONS may perform administrntivc invcstigi1tions or work with partner agencies, as
appropriate. and ultimately pi·oduccs findings to sunicicntly inform adjudications.
Federated Immigration Screening and Application Report (FISAH)

The Federated Immigration Screening and Application Report (FISAR) within FDNS-DS
is.an advanced search functionaJity thnt allows FDNS,l)S users to view the entire screcnini\ history
on m1 indi\,idm11.incl11cling records of'stnndari:l checks. any SGNs produced by ATLAS tlmt.rel,ite
to the individual. and mlministrntivc investigations performed. If'thci·c arc SGNs in the individt1al's
screening histiiry. the FDNS-DS user can easily determine tlic'status of those SGNs (e.g., pc·nding
or .triaged). The gatckeeping process described above provides manual oversight to ensure that
SGNs produ,ccd by the system are valid and that they relntc to the individual.
(U/FOUO) FDNS has devcfopetl the FISAR \Veb Seh·icc; \i'hich will intc'rf!icc witli USCIS'
case management systems (e.g., SCCL/\IMS; 14 USCIS Electronic lmi11igratio1i System (ELIS), i;
Computer Linked Application Information Management System (CLi\lMS) 4) 16 in .order .to
FDNS administrative invcstiirntions.
"SCCLAIMS is used rnlher~lrnn C3 'ror cflki~ncy.purposcs: ?CCLAl~·tS is ,in FONS .si·s1em ill)d co111uins 1he·
CLAIMS 3 darn clemcn1s needed 10 perform screening. S.CCLAIMS receives a daily refresh of CLAIMS 3-data. See
DHSIUSCIS/l'IA·O 1°6(;1) CLAIMS 3, d\'/1ilable m www.dhs;govinrivucv. for more information.
"S~e l)HS/USCI.S/PIA,056 USC(S EJ.IS arni/ohka_t www:dhs.gov/privacv.
.
16
S"c DHS/USCIS/PIA-015 CLAl1\:1S 4 t111d sub1cq11cn1 updates, aw,iliihle at www:m,~.govlprivacv.
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I

provicfo .tih1cly, 1i1en11ingruLFDNS,QSIA'i'LAS information to ndjudii:atfons staff. FISAR Web
. Sc'rvicc ,,,iHallo:v adjudicators to access screening information related to ihe incll~idual 'and to
determine if there arc potential concerns that may impact the·acljudi~ath•c _decision. FISi'~R Web
,Service will Qffor ,multiple options for invoking·thc ATLAS screening· ca1iabili/X, as well as
ucccs~ingJhc rc~uJting_inli:m.nation unfl displaying it wjthin the _case manqgcm~nt srstcm. Those
options may-include the foilowing capabilities. or .combinations·thcrcof: ·
•

Option #1: S~1:cc1i. Performs AT~A~·cvcnt'basc·c1.scr~c1iing andgcner,ates S(iNs

• Opifon #2: Quicli Che.ck. P1·ovidcs dcroga,tory_dfttu ns n result ofa·backgr6flll_d check
•

Option #3: lnquiry-trovidcs a view ofall ci1~~ aild scrc.ening infonmition from an FONS

perspcctjve
•

Qption #4: B;1tch. ho.ccsscs bulk background, identity, and security check activities

(U/FQUO) The spe'cific system. interfaces ;me! information· cxchimgcd with FDNSDS/ATLAS•are clcfoi!cd in the FOUO.portion of Appcndi,xA.
Enh:tnccu Analvticnl Capabilities

FONS enhanced ATLAS with annlyticnlcapabilitics 10 enable users to 111,ore easily query
. and visualize data within the system and to identify individuals who arc'filing for immigration and
naturnlization bcnei]ts who may potentially be engaging in fraudulent behavior-or pose a risk to
public safety or national security. During the screening process. ATLAS analyzes the results of'
biographic and biometric checks. applies rules, and performs link and forensic analysis and entity
resolution among data received from multiple systems. i\TLAS assists in confi1111ing individuals'
identities when individuals arc· potentially known by more than o'ne identity by comparing the
identity information provided by the individual with identity information. in other systems chcck_cd
againsi the background. identity, and· security check process. As an example. ATLAS can
clc(cnnine if'an individual has applied for bcncfits:using muliiplc biographic identities or aliases.
ATLAS also visually displays linkages or relationships among individuals to assist in identifying
non-obvious relationships among individuals and organizations with a potential nexus to criminal
or terrorist activities. The results or this analysis may be produced and elevated .in l'DNS-DS in
the form ofan SGN or obtained through FISAR.
ATLAS's analytical capabilities do not alter the source data. All legal and polic)'. controls
around the source .data rcinriin in place·.
USCIS is continuing to enhance its screening processes by incorporating seven core
capabilities into ATLAS: (1) Predictive Analytics; (2) Link and Forensic Analysis; (3)
Unstructured ai1d Structured Analytics; (4) Intelligent lilVcstigative Case Management; (5)
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Op"eratiom\l Decision iv!anagcnicnt; (6) Information Sharing and Collaboration; and (7) Entity
.Analytics, Before ncwanalytical capab.ilities are deployed within FDNS-DS/ATLAS, the USCIS
Ofli9e or l'.rivacy will review them to determine additional rrivacy requirements, which may
inclltdc updating or re-issuing FDNS PIAs or SORNs.
(U/FOUO) FDNS-DS/i\TLAS is in an agile development c11viroiunc1it with'. nciv,
capahilitks beitig introduced.in an incremental approach based on opcrntional neccssiiy or at the
request or. the user communit{ USCIS FDNS will maintain a list of new c,1pabilitics in FOUO
Appendix C. This appci1dix will ·be routinely updntcd with ongoi.ng projects, including thos_e that
nrc in the (lnboarditig pliasc, prior
being flilly implcincntcd within the ·FDNS~DS/ATLAS
_environment USCIS FDNS.will subi11it a 1irivacy Threshold Analysis (PTA) for possible inclusion
in this appendix, In cct1ain instariccs,_.a new P.l/\ or ~ORN muy be required.

lo

Tvpcs .of lnl'ormntion Collected
and Stored within· FDNS-DS
.
The following information is collected and stored in FDNS-DS;
•

lnlonnatit~n collec.tcd during screening (i.e .. background, identity, and security check·
processes) to include information provided by the individual on a bcnelit request fom1, in
response to a request for evidence, or during an interview: derog,llory information received
_in response to checks; and audit trails or logs rdlccting the history or checks conducted on
thc'individunl;

•

lnt'ormation collected during the adjudicative and administrative investigation process;

•

USCIS investigative rclcrrals to lmv cnJ'nrccmcnt agencies (LE/\) of suspected or
confirmed fraud, public safety issues. or national security concerns;

.•

Referrals and leads from other government ugcncies und LEAs related to individuals with
nn immigrntion history with US_CIS:

•

lnl'onnation collected during response
cnl'orccmcnt and intelligence a::,0 cncicir,

•

Referrals· from the public or other governmental entities or fraud case referrals from .the
Benefit Fraud Assessment (BFA) process ("other referrals'');

•

Inl\it'mntion from cases that are selected· for study of bcnciit' fraud rutcs or trends;

, •

•

to

a Request For Information (RF!) from law

Adverse inl'ormation identified by USCIS from .ipplications, administrative tiles.
interviews, written requests for c1;idencc (RFE) or site visits; resolution of' any ·Of the
above-described categories cifadvcr,se information; and
Adjudicative summaries and decisions.
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This PIA generally covers the prh•acy risks and mitigation strategics associated with the
FDNS-DS system and its screening (rules-based referrals) mid case management cnpabilitics.
USCIS will maintain operationully sensitive appendices to thi.s PIA that will analyze privacy risks
and mitigation strategics associated with enhanced analytical capabilities that have. been approved
for use within FDNS-DS.
The privacy risks and mitigation strategies ussociatcd 1vi.th the ovcrtill mit11i11istrativc
investigation process arc described in ihc FDNS Dirc.cloratc PIA. Additionally, other publis!1cd
USCIS PIAs available http://w,rn<<lhs.11ov/privacv cover the benefit request intake process.
benefit request forli1 analysis and case 1m111agemcnt. as well as the collection of biographic and
biometric inrormation that is used as pat1 or the screening process. These published Pl As pro vi ck
an in-depth discus~ion of.these separate processes and evaluate the privacy risks and mitigation
strategies built into each process.

Section 1.0 Authorities and Other Requirements
I. I

What specific legal authorities and/or agreements permit and
define the collection of information by the project in question?

The legal authority to collect this ii11'ormation comes from the Immigration and Nationality
,\ct 8 U,S.C. Section 1101 et seq. In addition. the.Secretary ol' Homeland Security in Homeland
Security Delegation .No. 0150.1 delegated the f'ollowing authorities to USCIS:
'·(H) Authority under section 103(u)(l) of the Immigration and Natiom!lity Act of 1952, as
amc1ided (INA), 8 U.S.C. §I 103(a)(I), to administer the immigratioi1 laws (as defined in
section 101(a)(l7)ofthdNA),
Authority- to investigate allc!.!ed civil and criminal violations or the i111111igr11tion laws..
including bur 1101 limited' to. u!lcgcd fraud with respect to applications or determinations
within tlic Custon\s a11d B.cirdcd'rotcctici1i (CBI') cir the CIS and make recomnicnc!adons
for pros~cutions. or·othcr appropriate action when d.ecmcd advisable.''
~

1.2

~

~

What Pri:vacy Act System of Records Notice(s} (SORN{s)) apply to
the information'!

Information collected. maintained, used, and disseminated by FDNS-DS is coveted \mdcr
the following SORJ\!s:
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•

bHS/USCIS-006 Fraud Detection and National SccurityRecords (FONS). August
8. 2012.(77 FR 474.11)

o Final Ruic for Privacy Act Exc111p1ions. August. 31; 20'09 (74 FR
45084).
·.•

DHS/USCIS/ICE/CBl'-001 Alien File, Index, and National File Tracking Syslcrn
of Records. November 21 .. 2013 (78 FR 69864)

1.3

Hns a. system sccuriry plan· been completed for the information
sy~tem(s) supporting .the project'!

Yes. FDNS-DS was approved for e11t1'ancc into the DHS Ongoing Authorization Program
on August 26, 2014. A system privacy plan is pending the completion of this PIA.

1.4

Docs a records retention schedule approved by the National
· Archives and Records Administration (NARA) exist?

Yes. NARA approved .the FDNS-DS retention schedule. N 1-566-08-18. FONS will retain
the records 15 years from the date of the last interaction between FONS personnel and the
individual for rcrnrdsmaintnined in FDNS-DS. Records related to an individual's A-File will be
transferred to· the A-File and maintained under th~ A-File rdcntion period. USCJS 1iiaintains
records on individuals' and nil of thdr immigration
transactions and law enforcement and nati.onnl.
.
security actions (ii' applicable), iii the A-File. A-File rccbrds arc permanent records in both
clcc.tronic and Vi1pcr form. l)SCJS.transl'ers A-Files to the custody ofNAR,\ 100 years nfter 1hc
individual's date of birth. in accordance with Nl-566-08-011.

-

1.5

If the information is covc,;ed by the Paperwork Reduction Act
(PRA), provide the 0MB Control number and the agency number
for the collect.ion. If there arc multiple foniis, inch!de a list in an
appendix.

i\lmost all of the informali(in within FDNS-DS is originally submitted on a benefit request
form that is subject to the PRA. However, there arc ill) fonns associated specifically with the
collection of information in FDNS-DS. Please sec the benefit request l'IAs and Appendices for a
comprd1cnsivc list of the various forms that cover the initial collection of inforn1ation from the
individual. 17

"s,; DHSIUSCISIPI A-06 t Benefit Request Intnkc Process. m·oilable at \\Ww.dhs.gov/pril'ncy.
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Section 2.0 Characterization of the Information
i'he following questions are intended to define the scope of the infornmtion requested or
collected, as well as reasons for its collection.

2.1

Identify the information the project collects, uses, disseminates, or
maintains.

Due 10 the nature of the information. within FDNS-DS. FDNS-DS contains sensiiive
personally identifiable information (Sl;ll). Depending upon the category of information being
collected in or attached to an FDNS-DS record,-the system may collect the following SPII:
.

Information about individunls mav include. if applicable:
• 'Full Name;
• , Alias(cs};
•

Phy'sii:al and Mailing Addresses;

•

Alien Number (A-Number);

•

USC IS Online Account Number;

• Social Security number (SSN):
•

Date ol' Birth;

•

Nationality;

•

Country ofCitizenship;

•

Place of Birth;

•

Gender:

•

rvlarital Status:

•

Military Status;

•

Phone Numbers:

•

Email Address;

•

Immigration Status;

•

Govcrnment-issucg Identification (c,g .. passport, driver's license):
o Docun1ent Type;
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o lssiiing Organiz:iti6t\;
o Document Number: and
o Expiration D,ttc.
•

Signature;

•

Other Unique Identifying Numbers (e:g., Department or State (DOS)-issucd Personal
ldentilication Number, ICE Student and Exchange Visitor Niunber, USCIS E-Vcrify
Company Identification Number):

•

Arrival/Departure lnforma.tion;

•

Immigration .History (e.g., citizcnship/tmturalizntion certificate number, removals,
explanations);.

•

Family Relationships (e.g., parent, spouse, sibling, child, other dcpcndcpls) and
Relationship Prnc1iccs (e.g., polygamy. custody. guardianship):

•

USCIS Receipt/Case.Number;

•

Personal Background lnformmion '(e.g., involvement with national security threats.
crimitrnl offenses, Communist party, torture, genocide, killii1g .. injuring, forced sexual
coninct . limiting or denying others religious beliefs. scrl'icc in military or other armed
groups. work in penal or detention systems, weapons distribution. combat training):

•

J'vlcdical Information;

•

Travel History:

•

Education History;

•

Work Information (contact information, posn1on and rclatio11ship. to an Organization,
Jegrcc(s). mcmbcrship(s), nccrcditation(s), licensc(s) idcntilication numbers):

•

Work History;

•

Bank account or linancial transaction history;

• Supporiing c.locumenunion as necessary (e.g .. birih, marriage, or divorce ccrtilicatcs.
licenses, academic diplomas, ac,idemic transcripts. appeals or motions to reopen or
reconsider.decisions, c~plana10r.y statements, criminal history documents. and .unsolicited
information submitted voluntarily by the applicants or family members in .support ofa
benefit rcqLieSt):
• · Physical Description (e.g., height, weight, eye color, hair c~lor, ra~c, ethnicity, identifying
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marks like tattoos or birthmarks);
•

Photographs from Government-issued Identification (i.e., passp·ort. Dri,·er's license, and
other identification card):

•

Relationships to .petitioners. rcprescntmivc, prcp,\rers; family incmbcrs; ,1rid iippHcants;

o

Case processing information such as date applications w~rc tiled or received. by USCIS,
application/petition :status, .location of record, other control numbc1' when applicable, and
fee receipt data;

•

Orgaiiizations associated with applications, petitions or other requests (Place of
business or pince of worship. if place of worship is sponsoring the individual);
.

•

Civil or criminal history information:
Uniform resource locators (URLs) 18 or Internet protocol addresses;

•
•

Biometric identifiers or associated biographic information (e,g., photogrnphil:
· facial imuge, fingerprints, Fingerprint Identification Number (FIN). Encoumcr
ldcntirication Number (EID). and signature)';

• TECS, National Crime Information Center (NCIC), Federal .Bureau of
Invcstigntion (f'l3I).Tcrrorist Screening Database, and any other duta and analysis
resulting from the investigation or routine background identity and security checks
performed in support of the adjudication process: or
•

Any other uniqttc, identifying information.

2.2

What arc the sources of the information and how is the information
collected for the project?

lnl<mnation 'in FDNS-DS is collected during the foliowing processes: the screening (i.e.,
background, 'identity. and security check) process, rcfc1nls made to FDNS; administrative
investigations. and.to coi1duct studies related to benefit fraud:and trcnds. 19 Much of the infomiation
collcetcd in the FDNS-DS is t,ikcn from the benefit request form submitted to USCIS by the
individual or an authorized reprcscntmivc or preparer, or from systems against which that data is
screened during the screening pro.ccss. USCIS may also coHcct information through interviews

"The URL is the unique address for n 111c thnt is ,icccssiblc··on 1lfo l111cri1C1.
''' See DHS/USCIS/PtA-0 l.l-0 I FDNS.Progrnm, available> at www.dhs:eov/privncv, for more intortnalion on 1hc
administrative imtuiry process. ilujudicalion. aqd BFA Process. FDNS complc1cs adminis1rative invcs1igmions to
obtain reteva111 informmion needed to render the.appropriate adjudica1ive decision.
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and site visits and record ·this into FDNS-DS. Interviewees may include curre_hUpast employers,
family mc1ilbcrs, applicants, or other autho.rizcd representatives
or prcpurcrs.
.
'

The information can be collected autommically or manually. as described below.
ii utomqlic Cullection

FDNS-DS's c1'ent-bi:tscd screening capability through ATLAS is .in auto11H1tic collection
process that records certain information for review. Screening within ATLAS is triggered when:
I. An inclivi,Iual presents himscllthe1'sclf to the agency;

2. DcroQatorv. information is associated with the individual in one or more DHS svstcms:
.
or ,
~

3.. i\dministrativc investigations are performed.
ATLAS queries internal and exkrnal systems automatically to obtain data relating ·to an
individual's background, identity, and security check. ATL1\S receives biographic data (e.g.,
name. date ol' birth, alias) associated with the.individual's benclit request form from USCIS case
management systems or biographic data associated witlnhe individual's biometric capture at an
approved biometric collection site (e.g., FIN, A-Number), which may be screened against data in
IDENT. 20 TECS. 21 or the ;rcrrorjst Screening Di1tabase 22 and thci1 against FDNS-DS's rules
engine and analytical tools to produce SGNs.
In addition to the automatic collection that occurs during the scrccning_proccss, FDNS-DS
has a direct connection to the Enterprise Citizenship and .Immigration Services Centralized
Opcrntionai Rqiository ·(cCISCOR)2 3 to obtain CLAIMS 2·1 information about bcnclit request
forms, applicutions, lir petitions that can be used to autonwtc the population of case infonnati6n
within FDNS-DS. such as A-Number. This helps to reduce the risk of error Crom 111i111ual data entry
and to preserve the integrity-of the information found in source systems.
A comprehensive listing ·of source systems .for 'this autoriiatic collection 1s routinely

updated at Appendix A.

'° See DHSINPPDIPIA-001 Autmnatcd Bionwtric ldcmificaiion Svstem (IDENT). ov11ilable at
\\'WW,dhS,gov/priVilCV, ror more ini'onnation.

~

"See DHS1C8P/P1A·Q09 TECS Sys1em: Cl3P Primary and Secondary Processing (TECS). arnilob/e m
W\\·,,·,dhs.gov/privm.:v.
.
ii See Privacy Impact AsscssmcnI for the, m1s· \Vatch Iisl Service ,n-ailahle al 11ww.clhs.uov/privacv. for 111ore
informmion.
1.1 S,,c DHS1USCIS/l'IA:023(a) Enterprise Ciiizcnship,and lmmigratio,i's Services Centrolized Operational
Repository (~CJSCORJ. umilab/c al \\ww.dhs.gov/privacv.
'' See DIIS/USCISIJ'IA-016(a) CLAIMS 3, 111"11i/11blear www.dhs.eov/privncv. for more infom1atiun.
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M,111110/ Collec1io11

FDNS-DS users ·may query seveml DHS databilses. or systen1s: to obtain· inlorination.
Information gathered l'rom these systems (c.g.,.datcs ol'birth. SSN, country ol'birth; addrcss)iimy
be added to FDNS-DS. A complete list ofDHS systems researched during this proccs~ is also
included in Appendix A to this !'IA.

Federal. Slate, and Local Go1w11111e111 Sources
FDNS Of1iccrs ma)' obtain information from various external sources. such as:

•

Department of Labor

•
•
•

Departmclll ol'State (DOS)
Social Security Administration (SSA) Electronic Vcril1cation or Viial Events (EVVE) 25
Federal Aviation Administration websites
Intelligence and law enforcement communities

..

State and local govcrnmenragcncics

•

Local, county, and state policc'inlonnatio'n networks

•

State motor vehicle administration databtiscs and websites

•

Dril'cr license retrieval websites

• . Stnte b'ar nssociations
•

State comptrollers.

•

Swtc probation/parole boards or,oflices

•

County apprnisal districts

•

State sexual predator websites

1\s dcscrilicd in the FONS Directorate PIA, FONS receives inf'orniation from external
partners or sources cl ming the administrative inquiry proccss·and as part of referrals, requests for
assistance. or requests for·inf'onnation. The type ol' information collected depends on the.specific
context of a given case within FDNS-DS.

"EVVE sys1cm all01v's vcri_lication i>fvital rccord'ililb'm1n1ion from the states, includihg birth'ceh/ficotc,. See
Electronic Verification ofVi1al Events l'rogram Operations Man·ual System, 1n·i1/li1b/e at

ht1ps:/lsccurc.ssa.gov/poms.nsf. for more information.
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Does the project use information froh1 commercial sources or
publicly available data'? If so, explain why and how this
information is used:

FDNS collects inform;1tion·througho11t.the comse or recording, !racking, and managing-the
screening and .administrative investigation processes related to immigration b.enefit requests forms,
.applications, or petitions .. l'DNS may .obtain information from commercial sources or from
publicly available information on the Internet. Examples of commercial or publicly available
sources FDNS. may ucccss·includc, but arc not limited to:
•

Commcrci'al data brokers (e.g., Choiccpoint AutoTrackXl'._LcxisiNcxis Accurint,
Thomson Reuters CLEAR)

•

General legal research sites (e:g., Lcgal.lnlormation Institute)

•

Internet sites such ·,is university websites· and newspapers. news media websites,
United i'rcss International, Reuters, and foreign news media websites

•

Various search engines (e.g., 1\sk, Google, Yahoo. REFDESK)

•

Sociahncdia websites (e.g .. Facebook, Twitter, Linkedln. l'in.terest, Googlc+) 26

FDNS-DS enables Ol'iiccrs. to note the exact URL and include attachments of any
information collected from commercial sources or publicly al'ailable information.

FDNS ti_scs these \'arious commercial and publicly available soqrccs to verity information
proyided by !he ii1dividual, supp_o11 or rcrutc indications o( lh1udulent behavior, and identify any
threat to public sali::ty or nexus to known or suspected terrorists in the processing· ol"their'bcnelit
request. consistent \\'ith auth~rity granted by the Immigration and Nutionality Act. i; In addition;
· the'Sccr0t.1ry has dclcgntecl USCIS the authority tci investigate alleged civi I and criminal violations
of the immigration laws. not limited to alleged fraud with respect to· applications or
dctcrminations. 18
Compiling this information and taking action to prevent potentially malli::asant and
sometimes dangt'rou, people from staying in this country supports DHS's mission or preventing

"FONS omccrs who seek to access. process. s1ore. rci:ei,'c, or trunsmil PII obrnincd lhrough ihe Opera1ional Use
of Social Media \\'hilc conductii1g invcstigaiions :ire required to complelc a "Rules of Behavior (ROO) fonhc
Opcrniional Use of Social Media." These ROlls ensure tlint users arc nccountnblc for 1hcir'ac1ions unsocial media,
·~re properly trained, nnd nwarc of the mnhorizcd use of social mc.dia sites.
'
"8 U.S.C. I t Ot ct seq.
"Sec Secretary of lfomcland s.m,rity Dclcgntion No. 0150.1, Scc1ion II (HJ and (I}. for more informa1io11.
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·terrorist attacks within the United States and reducing.America's vulnerability to terrorism. while
l'aciliiating the adjudication oflawful benclil applications.

2.4

Discuss how accuracy of the data is ensured.

FDNS-DS relics on the accuracy of the inlonnation as it is collected fronnhc source. As ·
such, the accuracy ,of the i1iformation in FDNS,DS is equivalent to the accuracy of the source
information at the point in time when it is,collcctcd illlo FDNS-DS. During this process, FDNS
condticts data validation to ensure accuracy of the data ..
FDNS Officers compare information obtained during the screening and administr.ttivc
investigation processes with information provided directly by the. individual (applicant or
petitioner) in the underlying benefit request form ·or in response to Requests for Evidence or
Notices to 1\ppcar. to ensure information is matched to the correct individual, as well as to c11surc
integrity of the data .. As described above, the information contained in benefit request forms,
applications, or.petitions 1J1ay be matched against public records. commercial data aggregators,
nnd public source information, such as web sites or sociul media. to validate the veracity of
infomiution provided by the individuaL
FDNS uses public s;iurcc information only as means lo verity informiltion already on file
with USCIS or identify.possible inconsistencies. Due to the i.nherent data accuracy risks of relying
on infornrntion from thc.lmernet,'USCIS requires thnt no bcncJit determination action can.b.c.tak~n.
based solely on information received from a public source, The information obtained from a public
source must be corroborntcd with authoritative infonnatioi, ·on file with USClS.
In the event FDNS Officers learn that information contained withii1 other systems of
records is not accurate. the Officer will notity approprimc individuals within the USCIS Rccord.s
Ollicc or the fcdcrnl agcncy,owning the data, who will fodlitale any necessary notifications and
changes.

2.5

Privacy Impact Analysis: Related to Characterization. -of the
.Information

Prime,· Risk:Thcrc is a .risk to individual participation been use FDNS o·fficcrs rely on a

considerable ai1iount of in'ronnation collected from external sources beyond what individual
, submitted on his or her bci1cl!t request form.
Mitigation: This risk is partially mitigated. FONS collects inlom1ation from a variety of

sources to verify ·the inlcirmation provided by individuals in the course or a review of possible
rraud, public safety, ,ind national security concerns: FONS has determined that in order to have
the best evidence available to support the ildjudication process, it is· neccs·sary to collect large
amounts of sensitive I'll. This infori1iation is required to ensure thi1t FDNS mi1kcs the correct
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determination ab\Hil the correct individu,il regarding ca·scs of friiud. cri1hinal ucti\'ity, public sal'cty,
and tiational security concerns and svnicicntly informs the udj\t\lication of the benclil applicalion.
This risk is also partially mitigated in that individuals have the opportunity to provide information
directly .tu USCIS throughout the adj'udicmi.on process and through interviews, Rcqucsls for
Evidence, or Notices to Appear.
Privni:v Risk:.Duc to"FE>NScs rcl.iance on c.xt~rnal soi1rccs, incluclirig con_imcrci,al sour~es,
public sources, or social inedia, there is a risk that USC.IS will oblnin and rely upon inaccurate
duta.
Mitigation: :rite risk is· pi1rtially mitignlcd in that FDNS considers iiiformation derived
from sources other than the individual. but also exercises' cm1tion aliout the.infonnation's.accu1'acv.
.
Due lo ils inherent lack of' data integrity, public sotircc information is not used as the sole basis
upon which to ndjudicatc an immigration benefit or request, investigate bcnclit frnud. or idcmilY
public safety and national security concerns. r:DNS compares historical. biographical, financial,
and pc.rsonal information presented by the individual against third-party sources, whenever
possible.
'

'

'

',,

'

,,

'

In order to imprO\'C the accmacy of the information. USCIS has developed policies and
procedures for safeguarding data aggregated within FDNS from scvernl different sources. This.
includes using pllblic rc·cord dala, data. from commercial data providers, as well as other publicly
available data including social media ai1d news and rci'iewing existing data in USCIS's files wilh ·
information outside ofUSCIS. If inaccurate information is found during lite process of reviewing
a file. FDNS will contact persopnel wilhin the USCIS Records Division who arc authorized to
make the changes to the data in the source system. FONS will also correct inaccurncics in FDNSDS:and other locutions where .FONS records arc main1aincd.

Pd\'llc\' Risk: i3ccnusc FDNS-DS aggregates information from 1nuhiple source syslcms,
there is a risk or data inaccuracy if the dain in ihc underlying systcm(s) change.
Mitigation: /\s noted above, FDNS has policies and procedures in place 10 co1ifinn the

veracity of the data being relied upon in resolving potential fraud. public sgfety. and nalional
.security.con.ccrns. FDNS.-DS nlsn queries other systems in real time to receive the most limcly and
accurate data available from the source system. Finally, individuals have opportunities to,proi,id~
·information dircctly·through the.adjudicative process.
Privacv Risk: 1~·some cases, FDNS-DS users enter information into the system manually.
There is a ri.sk or human error, which could resuli in FDNS relying on inaccurate data.
Mitigation: FDNS has a vested interest and responsibility io maintain t!1e most accurate
data possible since the infonnation, could be t1s.cd in support or an adjudicative decision or in
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support of criminal investigations undertaken by law enforcement partners. EDNS Office.rs rely
on multiple sources. to conflnn the veracity of the data and, i[ discrepancies aie uncovered, will
take necessary steps to correct inaccuracies.
Pdnicv Risk: There is a risk tliat search functions thal previousl}· i:ould only have been
performed through separate searches.of individual systems or dat.;bases will .allow FDNS-DS users
(or users of other.case managemcnt'systcms that rccdvc data from fDNS-DS) to access to more
data than is necessar)' 10 r.erform their spccilic roles.
Mitigation: This risk is mitigated in that FDNS~DS maintnins.strid access controls so Owt
01\ly FDNS-DS users, wit!\ a role in investigating cases for potential fraud, public safety, and
national security concerns· have access to raw data relriewd as part of the screening process.
FDNS-DS iiilerraces with other systems to help streamline the processes that FDNS-DS users
currently perform manually, and its capabilities arc designed to assist officers in obtaining
information needed to continn an indi\,idtiill's eligibilil)' for the benefit or request sought whik
preserving.the integrity of the legal immigration system. The ompi.it to other case management
systems is reasonably tailored lo provide adjudications staff with information relcvnnt to making
a dctennination on the benelit or request
sought.
.
. .t
l'rirncl' Risk: There is a risk tit' obtaining data fro.m nc,i' sources that haw not been

re.viewed for privacy and legal concerns indctermining.possibl~ benelil fraud, criminal activil~'·
public snlcly, and national security concerns.

Mitigation: The risk is partially mitigated. In order to reduce the risk of new data being
·incorpornled into.FDNS that has not been reviewed for privacy and legal concerns, multiple layers
of privacy and legal review have been built into FDNS's processes. The process is memorialized
via the Overarching Integrated P~oject 'rea;n (IPT) Charter, which is in the approl'al process.
Additionally, new sources arc reviewed through the FDNS weekly Screening and Case
1vlanagemcnt IPTs with participation froni the FDNS Privacy Advisor and USCIS Office of
Pril·acy. FDNS must submit a privacy threshold analysis and receive approval from the DHS
Privacy Office before adding any'new data sources.

Section 3.0 Uses of the Information
The following questions require a clear dcscript1011 of the project's use of in'rormaiion.

3. I

Describe how and why the project uses .the information.

FDNS-DS records, trncks, and· manages· the scrccniilg process, thereby increasing the
effectiveness of the U.S. immigrntion· systcni in combating benefit fraud. protecting p\1blic safety.
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identifying potcnliul threats lo ·national security. and idcntif)'ing vulnerabilities that may
compromise the integrity of the legal immigration system.
Scree11i111!,
..

FDNS uses rDNS-DS to mmrngc the screening (i.e., background, identity, and security
check) process in support of the adjudication of USC!s· benefit requests. in a pre-decisional and
deliberative process. The. information can be collected as a part of ui1 automatic collccti.011 or
manuul colkction, us described in Sccti_on· 2.2.
FONS uses commercial and publicly available sources, as well as -information from other
lcdcruL stale. and local government sources, to veri IY infonn'ation provided by the
individui11/applicant or his/her petitioner tir rcprcsc1irntivc. support or refute indications or
frmidulent behavior, and identify any public safety concerns or nexus lo known nr suspected
terrorists in the processing of the individual/applicant's benelit request, pursuant to the
Immigration and Nationality Act. 29
Cc1se Ma11uge111e111

· FDNS-DS performs case management by recording, tracking, and managing the processes
associated with detecting lhflicl,. egregious 01' non-'cgregious public salcty. and,, national security
concerns. FDNS-DS is the centrnl repository for all data gathci·cil during the processes or
.performing screening on benefit request forms or applications received, performing administrative
investigations, and conducting studies ol'b~nelit !'mud.rates and trends.
'

.

S111dies Rdared to /Je114it Fraud uncl Trends

FDNS uses ·r-DNS-DS data to_ produce studies rclutcd to benefit frnud and trcnds, 30
Identification tif l'rnud patterns mfd trcnds.·support-operational decision management and inform
future rules-based referrals. 31

3.2

Docs the project use technology to conduct electronic searches,
queries, or analyses in an electronic database to discover or loc:ltc
a predictive pattern or an anomaly? If so, state how 'OHS plans to
use such results.

Yes .. FDNS is incorporati;,g predictive analytics into FDNS-DS to assist in prioritizing the
workload. Predictive technology is applied to known derogatory holdings (e.g., background check
29 s tJ.S.C. Section 1101 e1'.1·cq.

.

.

Sec DHSIUSCIS/PIA-013-01 FDNS Prograii,, availiib/e 111 www.dhs.gov/privacy. for more informmion on the
adminis1ra1ivc inquiryproccss.adju<lication. and BFt\ Process, FDNS completes administrative investigations 10
obtain relevant information needed 10 render the appropriate adjudicntivc decision.
-'' See DHS/IJSCIS/l'IA-055 StlS l'rcdic1ivc Moclcling,Environmcnt,
arnilahlc al www:dhs.gov/pril'ncv.
.
' 11

.
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results) in order to categorize information so that the cnscs most likely to result in a referral for
·criminili action me' prioritized for themost immcditite review. All cases, regardless or their priorily,
are reviewed manual!)' by FDNS Oniccrs.
(U/FOUO) C11rrcntly, this technology is. bcir1g used as· p,irt of a manual 'process in
preparation for miboarding within FDNS·DS. A dc1nilcd clcscripdon ~I' hinv Fl::JNS is using.
predictive technology,
.to. include.privacy
mitigations btiilt into
tl1is rroccss,·'is.found .in FOUO·
'
.,
.
.
Appcndi?> C
'

3.3

"

Are there other c_onwoncnts with assigned roles and responsibilities
within the sys·tem?

Yes, FDNS-DS inl'oi'mation is accessed by or shared with employees or contnictorn of DHS
components o·n a nced,to-know basis. Liniitcd U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
and CI3P personnel have been granted read-only access 10 FDNS-DS. Information sharingincludcs ·
trackinginternctions with ICE to determine if rurlhcr law en forcemcnt activities should be pursued.
ICE und CBI' must rcqucsl USCIS permission to share USCIS data with external third parties.

j

I

1

I
I
l.

Al the lime ol' publication of tlli's PIA, FONS is also working with ICE to establish a
connection to improve 1he quality and exchange or inl'ormation with ICE,-consistent .with the joint
USCIS/ICE anti-fraud strategy discussed in !he FDNS Dircctornlc PIA. Through .this connection,
FDNS-DS will share information with !CE on cases that may in,•ollic egregious public .safety
concerns or require tltrthcr criminal investiga1ion:
Furthermore, al the request of DI-IS; RFls for national. security. pitrp6ses from external
entities arc co_ardinated through DHS Office ol'lntelligcncc ;ind Analysis (l&A) Single Poim of
Service (SPS). 32

3.4·

Privacy Impact Analysis: Related to ·the Uses of Information

Pr.iv:1cv Risk: There is a risk !hat inl'onnation rnntained within the FDNS-DS system is
not used consistently with its original purpose and authority or !hat individuals may use the data
inappropriately.
Mitigation: Consistent \1'ith FDNS's m1ss1011 or detecting, deterring, and combating
immigrntion bcnclitfraud. all information contained within FDNS.-DS is used to iden1ifY and tmck
possible licnclit fraud, public sa rc1y, and natiomtl security conccnis. These uses are consistent with
the notice provided to individuals in the Privacy Act Statements on all USCIS forms, as well as
this PIA and the corresponding SORN.
·
n See DHS/ALL/PIA·044 DHS Sing10 Point of Service Request for tnformniion Mnnngcmem Tool. al'Clilahle 111
ww\\·.clhs,,mv/privacv. for more information.
·
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Consistent with USCIS and FDNS governance, user permissions arc managed in a stringent
manner to ensure users arc only granted the privileges and access necessary to perform their job.
User roles. within the application will also be manngcd in a nwnner that is reflective ol' the need
for more restric1ivc access. Training of users will also incorporntc the appropriate use and access
of data.
External.users (i.e .. CIJI' and ICE users) arc gramcd read-only access to FDNS-DS only.
USCIS shares FDNS-DS data with ICE. and in some cases with CBP. to determine ifforthcr law
enlorccment activities should be pursued. ICE and CBP must request USCIS pcrmission·to share
USCIS data with external third parties. This ensures sharing is consistent with the routine uses
allowable in the FONS SORN.
l'riv;tcv Risk: There is a risk that SGNs may presentFDNS Ofliccrs with results that may
·contnin too matiy folsc• positives, which may render the resulting data unusable or unreliable or
unfairly subject individuals to further scrutiny.
Mitigation: An onboard111g phase allows for a period o'f ;cllning rules before they arc
deployed across r:DNS. This onbonrding phase consists of' FiJNS-DS users in a limited rollout
receiving rule alerts through e-mail notilications ..

USCIS continually 1uncs the rules to narrow the scope of information provided to FDNS
Ofliccrs. Rigorous quality control and nssurancc procedures arc used to adjust rules as necessary
to rcduei.: the potential for folsc positives. FONS continually monitors and refines rules based on
.appropriate metrics. The EiGN process also provides for a layer ol'human review to confirm SGNs
arc actionable prior to routing them for lttrther cas<.: 111anagcmcnt activity .
. (U/FOUO) 0,1cc s·ulliciently rdined, the
. rtilc al ens :ik. aUtciinatically elevated. i1iFDNSDS so that.all uscrs·with'a need-to-know can ~cccss' 1he inforn,mtiori.
l'rivucv Risk: There is a r'isk or an iiiapprop·riate assu111ption thal all individuals listed
within FDNS;l:)S ha,;c engaged in fraudulent immignitioh-related practices or pose u public safety
or national security risk:.

Mitigation: Individuals that arc listed within FDNS-DS have potentially engaged in
activities that rd1uire further rcvi.ew for potential fraud, ,criminal activity. public safety, and.
i1utional security concerns. However, the existence of a record in FDNS-DS is not in itself
considered derogatory or afclkction on the individua.l's eligibility fora \Jene lit, n,qiiest, or service.
In determinations when potential was not realized. cases ilrc marked with "no lraud found."
Statements.of Findings (SOF) or assessments will contain a summary for adjudication's use.
l'rirncv Risk: For certain benclits oi· service requests: FDNS must share the results lif'
back!!round.
idcntitv.
scrccnin!!... with other USCIS case
.....
.. . and sccuritv. checks or other. fonns
"

or
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· management systems in order to provide information in surrm1 of adjudications. There .is a risk
that data will be inaccurately copied or that it may be taken out of context.
Mitigation: The risk is partially mitigated in that FDNS-DS; as a standard practice with
A-File handling, allows the ability to copy .a non-dwnging SOF for adjudications, A SOF is an
·unchangeable. PDF document in FDNS-DS. In response to 1nanu,il referrals 1m1de to FDNS-DS,
FDNS users will complete a SOF or assessment, when required. The SOFs or assessments arc
shared with adjudications staff. Adjudications staffurc trained on how to interpret infom1ntion in
the S0Fs or assessmcnfs und their relevance in adjudicating. immigration benclits and also
coordinate dosclv with FONS.
<

.

In future releases, FDNS-DS wili intcrfocc with USCIS immigration case management
systems to fully automate the screening process. as well as provide the background, identity, and
security check results either in tlie form of a hit/no hit response, a sun1nuu-y of' past screening
his,tory. or. somc,usablc form. in orckr to provide timely, meaningful information fr1adjudirntive
stall The responses sc11t to the ca,sc management systems will be tailored to present adjudication
officers with infornrntion rdcvant to determining the individual's eligibility for the immigration
benclit or service sought.
l'rirncv Risk: Withnutonrnting the screening process, there is a risk or recurrent screening
or vetting of individuals beyond the.original purpose.

Mitigation: USC JS has established a robust governance structure to "cnsurc..lhat screening
rules arc compliant with all legal and privacy 1'cquirc1nents. New rnlcs ut\dcrgo several layers of
operational, legal, privacy, and policy review b~forc they arc presented to the Deputy Director.
USCIS, !'or linal approval. Through this process, FDNS ensures that all screening activity is
properly veiled and falls 11•ithin USCIS's authority. All screening 111cthods deployed are tailored
to prnvide information that is rdcvant to the adjudication or a particular bcndit or i111migratio11
service request. USCIS may conduct screctiing in situations in which USC IS has the authority to
rescind, revoke, or otherwise terminate. to issue a Noti_ce to Appear (NTA), or to rclcr to·,mother
government agci1cy for criini1ial/civil uctio'ns. \Vheri USG IS may no longer take action on ii benefit,
service, or request, the screening will c·casc_
l'rirncv Risk: There is a risk that FDNS-DS users will create ATLAS n1Ies without going
through the appropriate rules review process.

Mitigation: The governance process ensures that new rules arc not created or implemented
wi_thin the system without review from the appropriate swkcholdcrs, including privacy and legal
review. ln1plcmentatio1i of rules and gcncrntion ·or SGNs are required to be ii\ compliance with
the Privacy Act of I974, £-Government Act of 2002, Homclimd Security Act of2002 and all DHS
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privacy policies. Additiomtlly, the _cupture, use, and disclosure of I'll througlnhc rules process
must be purs1mnt to npplicublc system or record notices and available routine uses.

Section 4.0 Notice
The following .questions seek information about thC· projec1:s notice to the. individual about the

infonnntio.n c·ollccted. the right to c.onsclll to uses of said information. :md.thc right to decline to p1'ovide
·jnformatioii .

. 4. I

How does the project provide individuals notice prior to the
coilcdion of information'? If notice is not provided, explain why
not.

In addition to thc·publication of this PIA, USCIS has previously published a programmatic
PIA and SORN for the FDNS Directorate, FDNS-DS collects information from other USCIS
s):stcn1's, \vhidi also have their own l'li\s and SORNs published on the DHS\vcbsitc.
All applications for benefits from USCIS have a Privacy Act Statement providing notice
to the individual regarding the use and collection of'thc inlormation and these forms stutc.thc that
information may be used lor fraud detection. USCIS forms also notilY the individual that
·information provided may be checked for completeness. that i:crtairi bai:kground i:hccks may be
i:onductcd, or that USCIS may request an interview or further cvidcnce. 33
When FDNS conducts i1itcrvicws and site visits, FONS Officers identi(v themscl\'CS and
noti l'y the individual or bcneliciary of the reason for the interview or site visit. Notice is givci1 to
an individual's utiorncy when an administmtivc site visit or interview will occur. unless notke
would jeopardize the site,visit or interview,

4.2

What oppoitunitics arc available.for individuals to consent to uses,
.decline to pro,;idc information, or opt out of the project?

USCIS benclit request forms require that an individtial provide specific infoni1ation that
may cont,iin sensitive PIL The failure. to submit s;tch information could impact the processing or
adjudic.\tion of an ,1pplication or petition and thus prccluclc the individual from receiving· the
bcnclit rcquc·sL or service. Therefore. through the application process, individuals have consented
to the use of the information supplied in the bcncfkrcqucst form or application to detenninc their
eligibility for the benefit, request, or service sought Further, frm1d assessments 11nd background,
identity, and security checks arc required by regulation on all requests/applications filed with
,~.1

Adjudicn~ors are responsible for making <kcisiOns regarding granting b_cncfits. ·
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USCIS. Bene lits, requests, or,scrviccs cannot be granted until those checks arc complete, •and the
information submitted is essential to the'conduct of those checks: 3'1
USCIS provides notice to all ill(li\dduals at the time or collection through a Privacy Act
Stutcment'on nil USCIS forms;- Individuals arc notified at the point of data collection (gc1icrnlly in
the fonn' itsell) of. the right lo ckcline to provide the required informaiion; however, Stich action
may result in the denial ol'the individual's request.

4.3

Priv<1cy Impact Analvsis: Related to Notice

Privacv Risk: There is a .risk to notice that bcnclit.rcqucstors will not know ihat FDNS
will collect publicly ,ll'ailable information about them, including infornrntion posted on public
social media websites nnd platforms.

..

Mitigation: The risk has been mitigated to the extent possible because USCIS provides
notice to inclividuab through an (c)(3) statement, the source system P!As. the FDNS Directorate
PIA; this .PIA. and the associated SORNs .. USC[S also provides notice of its frau(i' detection and
nationi1! security wo.rk llmiughcits public wcbsite.35

Section 5;0 Data Retention by the project
The i'ollowing qucs1ions arc intended to outline how long the project retains-the. information after
the initial colkction. ·
·

5.1

Expl:iin how long and for what reason the information is _retained.

USCIS retains application information to assist in identifying individuals who threaten
nationai security and public safcl)'; detecting, pursuing, and deterring immigration benefit fraud;
and idcntilYing and removing systemic vulnerabilities in the process of the legal immigration
system.
USCIS retains FDNS-DS records for I 5·years from the date of the last interaction between
FDNSpcrsonncl and the indiviclual, no matter the,dctcnnination. Records related to a person's AFile will be transf'crrcd to the A-File.and maintained under the 1\-File retention period (N 1-566°
08-11 ). Uj:Jori closure of a case pertaining to an individual, any information thnt is pertinent to the
adjudicative decision (such as a SOF), whether there was or was not an indication of fraud, criminal
activity, public safety and national s~cufity c.oncerns;is transferred lo the assodated A-File,

3

' As required by Tille 8 U.S.C. § I 101 cl seq.
. ,
.
.ll See https://w11•1v,11scis.gov/aho'i11-us/dircc1orates-and-progrn111-offices/fraud-detccti6n-and-nntional-securit,;lfrm1ddt:1cct io·1hlild· Ont ional~sccurit y~dircctorntc
·
•
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5.2 · Privacv Impact Analvsis: Related to Retention
Privacy Risk: There is a risk that dnta .will be retained longer
.~ than necessarv. This would
increase thc,risk o'funauthorizcd access, use, and loss of the data.
~

Mitigation: FDNS mitigmcs this risk bv destroying FDNS-DS data in accordance with
approved NARA records retention schedules. The 15-ycar retention schedule for FDNS data (NI·
566-08-18) provides access to 'information that can be critical to research related 'to suspected or
conlirmed fraud. public sal'ety, and national security concerns Car-individuals who may still be
receiving immigration b~nctits or services. In addition. should the individ(ial apply for another
benefit.; rctcmion or the information. can· eliminate the
. . . need l'or rcsem'ch on co,wcrns that were
prcvioi1sly addressed.

Privacy Risk: There is a risk that data will be retained in FDNS-DS longer than allowed
b)' the original sourc~ system.
Mitigation: This risk is mitigutcd in that FDNS-DS retains data relevant to the background
check/screening process and to cases of stispcctcd or conlirmed l'wud. criinintil activity, public
si\lcty and national security co11ccrns. The.s5'stc1h's master 15-ycar retention period is shorter than
lhat or 111a11y USC IS case management systems lh1111 which application dnta is derived.

Section 6.0 Information Sharing
The following questions arc illlcn<led to describe the ,cope of the project information sharing
c~tcrnal to the Department. fatcrnal sharing encompasses sharing with other fcdernl. state. and local
government: and-private sector entities,

6. L Is information.shared outside of DHS as part of the normal agency
operations? Ifso, identify the organization(s) and how the information is
accessed and how it is to be used.
FDNS shares information outside ol' DHS when USCIS rccci,,es an RI\ when it
proactii•cly dis'closcs based on infornrntion in the record, und when asking an outsi_dc organization
l<ir additional information related to an .individual. RFls may be received from lcdcral law
enforcement agencies (e.g., Department ofJusticc(DOJ) FBI, DOS), the Intelligence Community,
and authorized .state or local law enforcement. agencies who are parties to infqrmation sharing
agreements managed by DHS. USCIS provides .iccess to the requested data through direct user
accounts of through copying of data to'itn electronic device or medium.
Requests for information arc governed by the DHS/USCIS-006 Fraud Detection and
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National Security Records (fDNS)System or Rccords 36 • the DHS/USCIS/ICE/CBl'-001 Alien
File; Jnckx, and National. File-Tracking System of Records 37, or in some instances, the originating
system of recoi·ds 1iotice for the undcdying USCJS records, e.g., DHS/,USCIS-007 Bcnclits
Information System (BIS), 38 When covered by tm applicable routine use and when appropriate,
USCIS may share the scr\siti,•e PI! listed in Section 2-.1 ol'this PIA with federal, state, tribal, local.
intc,rnational,. or foreign ·Ja,v enforcement and i1itelligcncc agencies, in response to an RFI in
support of criminal and administrative investigations, and background identity and security.checks
involving immigrant benefit fraud, criminal activity, public safet)', and national security concerns.
Through direct user account acc~ss, DOS Bureau of' Consular Affairs may view a
comprehensive picture ofa visa applicant's status·,md.to reduce the likelil10od that an individual
or group might fraudulently obrnin an.immigrntion bcnclit under the !NA, as amended. DOS has
read-only access to FDNS-DS.
Proactive disclosure bas'ed <i~ infomrntion in the system occurs when fDNS has an
indication of possible fraud, criminal a,ctivity, public salcty, and national security concci·ns. In
these cascs;FDNS may proactively slmrc inlomrntion with other government entities ~s described
under the FDNS and A-File SORNs. 39
.
RFls for national security purposes from external entities arc coordina'ted thr~ugh OHS
l&A SI'S. USC JS responses.are. provided 1iia govcmment secure networks. /\II other requests arc
processed by USCIS. Responses provided by field offices arc also provided via sccl1rc methods.

6.2
(

1

Describe how the external sharing noted in 6.J is compatible with
the SORN notccl'in 1.2.

Direct account access by DOS'Burcau of Co_nsular J\ffoirs.is co.vercd by FDNS SORN
routine use I and /\-J\ilc SORN routine use 0, whicli permits USCJS to share I'll with DOS Bureau
Consular Affoirs in the processing of applic,itions for bcnclits. This is compatible with the
original collection under the JNJ\, which requires USCIS to administer immigration laws.
Information ·may also be shared with DOS Bureau .of Consular Al'foirs to provide a comprehensive
picture of a visa ttpplicant's status, and to reduce the likelihood that an indil'iduul. or group might
frnudulcnily obtaii1 .an immigration .benefit under the INA, as.mnc_ndcd.

of

Proactive disclosures are·covcrcd by the fDNS SORN, routine use H, whicli pennits FDNS
36

77 FR 474 I I (Aug. 8, 2012).
" 78 FR 69864 (Nov. 21, 20 I3). ·
3
' 73 FR 56596 (Sept. 29. 2008).
"Sec DHSIUSC\S/ICEICBP.QO Li\licn,Filc, Index, nnd Nn1ional File Tracking-System of Records, 78 FR 69864
(November 21, 2013): DHSIUSCIS-006 Fraud Dctec1ioli and Nation.ii Security Records (FDNS). 77 FR 474 t t
(Augusts. 2012).
··
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to share I'll with l'cdcrnLand foreign govcrn111cnt intelligence or countcrt~rrorism.agencies when
USClS rcusonably believes there is a threat or potential threat to national or'intcrntitional security.
Proacti,•e disc.losurcs arc .also covered by routjnc use, Hand II of AaFilc SORN. Routine
use H. permits USClS to share A,f-ilc information witli appropriate federal, stntc, tribal, local, or
foreign.· governmental agencies or multilateral govcmmcntal organizations responsible l'or
investigating or prosecuting the .violutions ·or, or lor cni'orcing or implementing, a statute, rule,
regulation, order, or license, when DHS believes the information would assist in enforcing
applicable civil or cri111inal laws. i\-f'ileSORN routine use II permits sharing with a federal, state,
local, territorial, tribal. international; or l'orcign criininal. civil, or regulatory law enforcement
authority whe1i'thc inl'on11atioi1 is necessary for collaboration. coordination, and dc-con'fliction of
invcstigatil'e matters, prosecutions, or other law enforcement actions to avoid duplicative or
di$ntptivi.: efforts.and to ensure the safety or law cnl\irccment ol'lkcrs \\:ho may be working on
related.law enforcement matters.
These clisclosurcs
are. coinpatiblc with the original ' collection
because ihc INA requires
.
'
US.ClS'to investigate alleged civil and criminal violations of immigration Jaws. including alleged
fraud with respect to applications or determinations within USCJS. In addition, the INA provides
for tarorist-rclatcd bars.that may serve as the basis for denial of a requested bcnclit. The INA also
requires USCIS to make reco111mcndations. l'or prosecutions or other iippropriatc actions· when·
deemed advisable.

6.3

Does the project place limitations on re 0 disscmination'?

Yes. A iVlcmorandLim of Agrcemem (i'v!OA) between USC1S and DOS Bureau of Consular
Affairs fully outli,ics responsibilities of the parties; security standards, and limits of use of the
information. including re-dissemination. iVlcthods and controls over dissemination of information
are coordinated between USCIS and DOS.Bureau of Consular Affairs prior to information sharing.
Depending. 01i the conte~t of other sharing, DHS may place additional controls on the. redissemination of the itil'ormntion. FDNS also shares <lat,1 internally via secure government
networks.
i\ ivlemornndum of Understanding (/vi OU) between DHS and the FBI Terrorist Screening

Center (TSC) for real-time screening against TSDB records also folly outlines rcsponsibilitks of
the parties, security standards. ai1d limits of use of.the inl'onnation. including rc-disseminatio'n.
i\ iv!OA between '!)HS and the National Counter Te1Torism Center also fully otttlincs

responsibilities of the parties, security standards, and limits of use of the .information, including
rc,disscmination in accordance with the United States Altorney General Guidelines for Access.
Retention. Use, and Dissemination by the National Countcrtetrcirism Center and Other Agencies
of Information in Datasets Containing Non-Terrorism lnfonimtion (March 22.2012).
\
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Describe how the project maintains a re.cord of any disclosures
outside of the Department.

FDNS maintains a. record of disclosure of FDNS-DS information provided outside of the
Dcparunent,in FDNS-DS. A record is kept on file of each disclosure, and system audit trail logs
arc maintained to identify transact.ions performed by .both internal and external users.
As mentioned in the FDNS Directorate PIA, FDNS may receive requests for assistance
from external luw enforcement partners. These requests arc evaluated on a case-by-case basis, and
disclosures must abide by all privacy laws and, legal requirements, Some 'FJ)NS Oflic.ers. are
detailed to partner agencies to provide assiswnce as'in1migration subject matter experts. All FDNS
OJ'liccrs must abide by all privacy laws and legal requirements, before. sharing any 'immigration
information. Disclosures made pursuant to these requests for assistance arc tracked in FDNS-DS.
Further, at the request of DI-IS: Rcqticsts for lnfonnation tor national security purposes
froni cxtcrnaLentities arc coordinatcd,and tracked through the DHS l&A SPS proccss. 40

6.5

Privacv Impact Analvsis: Related to ht formation Sharing

l'rivacv Risk: There is a risk of misuse, unauthorized :access lo, or disc\osurc of,
information.

Mitigaiinn: As discussed al)ove,FDNS 111ainti1ins a record of each disclosure of FDNS
information made w every agency in accordance with a routine use and with \\"hClm it has an
informution slmring agreement. Otherwise, FDNS docs not share its infornrntion .. A record is kept ,
on lilc ol' each disclosure, including the date the disclosure was mack the agency to which the
information was provided, the: purpose of the disclosure, and a description of tlw data provided.

The electronic sharin~... of data witli external al!cncies
is conducted over [!ovcrnmcnt
secure
....
,_
.
networks. All personnel within the receiving agency and its components arc trained on the
appropriate use and sal'cguarding or data. In addition, each external agency with whom the
information is shared has policies and proccdmcs in place to ensure there is no urntuthorizcd
dissemination of the information provided by FDNS. Any disclosure must be,compatiblc with the
purpose for which the information was.originally collected ai1d only authorized users with a need
to know may have access to the information contained in FDNS-DS.
'

.

'

'

,w See DHS/ALIJPIA-044 DHS Single Point of Service Request for Information Management Tool. Mailable ta

www.dh,.gov/privacv, for more infornrntion.
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DHS information is covered by the third-JJarly discovery rule. which prccludes·agencics
outside lil'DHS that,hawrcccivcd the.information fron1 DHS from sharing with additional partners
without the consent of DHS,
Risks arc further mitigated by provisions set l'orth in MOAs or MOLis ,vith lcdcrul and
· foreign government agencies. Finally, United States government employees and contractors must
undergo nnnual privacy,nnd security awarencss·truining.

Section 7.0 Redress
The 'following questions seek information ribout processes in place for individuals 10 seek redress
which 1111;,,
. indudc.acccss to records about themselves, ensuring"' the acc;,r.icv. of the information colkctcd
about them, or filing complaints.
-

7.1

'

\,Yhat arc ~he procedures that allow individuals to access their
inforrirntion?

13ccausc FDNS-DS contains sensitive PII rclntcdto possible immigration bcnclitfraud and
national security concerns, DHS has exempted FDNS i'rom the notification, access, and
amendment provisions of the Privacy Act oi· 1974, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552a(k)(2).
Notwithstanding the applicable exemptions, USCIS reviews all such r~·quests on a case-by-case
basis. When such a request is made, and access would not appenr to interf,fre with or adversely
affect the national or homeland sernrily of' the U.S. or activities related to any investigatory
material contained within this system. the applirnblc exemption may be waived at the discrctioi1
of.USCIS. and in accordance 1Vith procedures and points of contact published in the ,tpplicablc
SORNs .
. lndividunls seeking to access inl'ormati<in maintained.by FONS should direct their requests
to:

National Records Center
Freedom of lnl'ormation Act/Privacy Act Program
P. 0. Box 648010

Lce·s Summit. MO .64064-8010
Requests for access to· records must be in writing. Such requests may be submitted by
mail oi.in person. II' a request !'or access is madc"by mail. the cnvclbpc and lcttc'rmust be·clcarly
marked ''Privacy Act.Request" to ensure proper ancl cxpeiiitious processing. The requcstershould
provide his or her full nanie.. date and
pluce. of birth.. and verilication
of identitv
.
.
.
. in accordance ll'ith
.
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· DHS regulations governing Privacy Ac! requests (found at 6 CFR· Part· 5.21 ), and an)'. other
ide1itil'ying information thalma~' be oLissislance in locating the record,
The infommtion requested may. however, be exempt from clisclosure under the Privacy
Act because FONS records. wilh respect to an individual, may sometimes contain Jaw enforcement
sensitive informmion. The release of' Jaw enforcement sensitive information could p9ssibly
compt'omisc ongoing criminal investigations ..
Additional infomiation about Privacy Acl .and Fre_edorn ol' lnlimnation Act (FOIAJ
requests for USC JS records can be found at JillP.://www.uscis.uov.

7.2

'What procedures arc in place to allow .the subject individual to
correct inaccura·te or erroneous informutiol)?

As stated above, individuals may use the Freedom of lnfhrmatlon i\ct/Privac/Aciproccss
to request access to and correction of records maintained about them. The data accessed by"FDNSDS from underlying USCJS source systems may be corrected by means of the processes described
in the l'lAs and SORNs for those systc1hs. In the event inaccurncics arc noted, 111es and FDNS-DS
records niay be updated.

7.3

How does· the project notify _individuals about the procedures for
correcting their information?

Individuals me notified of the procedures for correcting their iniormation on USCIS forms,
the USCIS website, mid by USCJS personnel who intcracl with fodividual~ in the course or
processing requests for benelits or services. f\trthcrmorc, this PIA aiid the respective SORNs serve
.. as notice to individuals.

7.4

Privacy Impact Analvsis: Related to Redress

Printcv Risk: There. is a risk that indi.viduals may be. able to access, co1rceL or make
amendments to records in the source systems, but may not be able to do so for their. records
maintnincd in FDNS-DS due to.lhe Privacy Acl exemptions claimed.,
Mitigation: While FDNS maintains pre-decisional,dclibcrative information inFDNS-DS,
individuals may still request access to records that USCIS maintnins about them. Notice on how
to lilc a Privacy Act request about records contained in maintained by FDNS is· prnviclcd by this
!'IA and the FONS SORN. Individuals can request access to inl'ormation about them thrornih the
Privacy Act and FOIA process, and nmy also request that their infon;mtion be amend~d by
contacting the National Records Center. The nature offDNS-DS nnd the data it collects. processes,
and stores is such that itlimits the abilitv.of individmils
or correct
their information.
, ' '
'10. access
.
.
.
. Each
request for access or correction is individually evaluated. ,
~

'

'
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Section 8.0 Auditing and Accountability
Thc·tollowing questions are intended to describe Jcchnical and policy based safeguards and
security nicasurcs .

.8.1

Hqw clocs the project· ensure that the ·information is used m
accordance with stated pr;acticcs in this PIA?

Access and securi1y controls have been esrnblishcd to mitigate privacy risks associated wi1h
authorized and unauthorized uses, specilic,tlly misuse and inappropriate dissemination or data.
1\cccss to FDNS-DS is generally read-only. Some FDNS-DS users have ;'read," '\1ritc,'' and
.··modi I/' privileges. All account access and privileges are approved by the USCIS business Oll'ncr.
When employment at .USCIS is tcnninatcd or an Cl)lployce's responsibilities no longer require
access to FDNS-DS, access 1irivileges arc rc111ovcd.
Audit trails arc kept in order to track and identify unauthorized uses ·of FDNS-DS
infor111ation. The audit trails includc 1hc ability to idcnti(v specilic records each user accesses. A
warning banncris provided m al I m;ccss points to inform users of the consequences associated wi1h
unauthorized use of inl'or111a1ion. The bnnncr warns authorized and unauthorized users about the
appropriate uses of the system. that the system may be monitored for improper use and illicit
activity, and the penalties for inappropriate usage·and non-compliance. A user must click on the
agrec1i1ent to proceed with login.
0

In additio1i, user access to FDNS-DS is limi1cd to personnel who need the ii1formalion to
perform their job functions. Only users with proper permissions, roles, and scc'ti1'ity attributes arc
au1horized to access the system. Each user is obligated to sign and adhere to a user. access
ngrecmcnl, which outlines the appropriate rules of behavior tailored for FDNS-DS, Th~. system
administrator is responsible lor gra111ing the i1ppropriatc level or access. Finally, all cmployccsnrc
trained on the use ofinformation in.accordance with DHS policies, procedures. regulations. and
guidanc·e.
FDNS. conducts continuous security asse~sments of FDNS-DS in accordance with FISMA
requirements. Furthermore. FDNS·D·s complies with the OHS' 4300A security guidelines, which
provide hardening criteria for securing nctworks,·computcrs, and computer services against aitack
and tinauthorizcd infonnaiion dissemination. Acldilionally, FONS is subject to random Oliicc or
Inspector Gcncrnl (OIG) or any.DI-IS assigned third-party security audi1s.
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Describe wlrnt privacy training is provided to users cithcrgencrnlly
specifically relevant to the project.

or

FDNS-DS users receive the required annual Computer Security.Awareness training and
Privacy Act Awareness training . .In addition, users rc,civc training in .the use o!' FDNS-DS prior
to being approved for nc,css to the system. The m1ining addresses the use of the system and
appropriate privacy concerns, including Privacy Act obli'gatirnis (e.g., SORNs, Privacy Act
Statcmetits). FONS Officei·s also have several nrnndatory. job;spceilie training requirements that
include discussions on Privacy Act obligations and other restrictions on disclo~urc of.information.

8.3

\Vhat procedures are in place to determine which users may access
the information and how docs the project determine. who has
access?

Users receive access to·FDNS-DS only on.a need-to-know basis. This need 0 to-know is
determined by the itldividual's current job !'unctions. Users may have read-only access to the
inron\iation if they have a kgitinrntc need to know as vcrilicd by thdr supervisor and the FDNSDS business owner. and have successfully completed ult required training.
· ;\ user r0questing access mustcomplcte and submit Forms G-872A and B. USC'IS am! End
User Applirntion Ji1r Ai:i:ess. This application p·rovidcs the justilication for tht: level or access
requested. Additionally the rcquestor signs the .USCIS Rules of Behavior before access is grant cit.
The rcquesior's supCl'\'isor and the FDNS-DS business owner will review this request; if approved,
the rcquistor's access level is independently conlirnml and the user account cs.tablished.
Criteria. procedures, controls, and responsibilities regarding FDNS-DS systems access urc
contained in the Scnsilivc System Security plan for 'FDNS-DS. Additionally, there are several
department and government-wide regulations and directives that provide additional guiclant:c_and
•direction

8.4 How does the project review and approve information sharing
agreements, MOUs, new uses of the information, new access to the system by
organizatio~s within OHS and. outside?
i'vlOAs and MOUs between USCIS and other components of OHS, as well as MOAs and
MOUs between USCIS or.DI-IS and other agencies, de line information sharing procedures for data
maintained by FDNS. i'vl0As and MOUs document the requesting agency or component's legal
authority to acquire such information. as well as USCIS's permission to share. in its use unckr the
legal authority granted. All l'vlOAs and MO Us must be reviewed by the program and allapplicable
pnrtics.
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Responsible Officials
Donald K.'Hawkins
U.S. Ci1izenship and !in migration Service
Privacy Onicer
Department of Homeland Security

Approval Signature

Oriuinal. siuned copv on Ilk with 1hc DHS Privacv Office.

Karen L. Neuman
Chief Privacy Officer
Department of Homeland Security
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(U/!FOUO)
APPENDIX A
List of Systems o(Rccords Researched during the Screening Processes and
'!'racked in FDNS-DS

Below is a list of systems: both internal.and external. that exchange data ,,•ith FDNS-DS, including
those used io support screening through ATLAS.
U.S. Citizenship and Irnmigraiion Services (JJSCIS)Systcms

•

National Benefit Center Process Workflow Repository (NPWR,ytt to facilitate screening
on certain form types being processed through the National Benefit Center. Background
Check.Unit:
(U//FOUO) ATLAS is the conduit to peifonn TECS checks and r~turn those results to
Nl'\VR,
o

f.!.8:: TBD

,o SORN: TI3D

•

Service Center Computer Linked Application Information iV!anagetncnt System
(SCCLAIMS)i 2 to friciliftik screening on forms processed in Computc1'Linkcd Application
Information Mam1gcment System (CLAIMS 3);
(U//FOUO) Through an automated connection to SCCLA!MS; ATL'AS receives
· information from both biographic titid biomctric-biis~d checks and perfo1111s scrcching'to
produce system,gcncrated notifications (SGNs).
o PIAs:

o FDNS Dircctorate 43
6 ·GLAIMS 3·1•1

•

CLAIMS'4;

11

NPWl\'is covered under DHS/USCIS/l'IA-016(a) Bcneflts.l'roccssing of Applicants 01hcr than Petitions for
Na111ralizi11ion (CLAIMS 3).
12
SCCL1\IMS is a min'or cop)' of CLAIMS 3 darn,
,
,,J See DHSIUSCISll'IA·013(<t) EDNS Directorate. a1'11ilahlc m www,dhs,uov/privacv.
11
' Sc'e DHS/USCIS/PIA-Ol6(a) CLAIMS 3 and Associated Systems. /1\'(/ilable aiwww,dhs.gov/privacv,
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(U//FOUO) 1\t 'present, ATLAS ·receives inf6niiation froi1i .bionictricabdscd checks·.and
·pcifqrms' scrcc1iiqg··tii produce SGNs. ATLAS does not con·ncct.dircctly toor rctui"i1
·infOn\rntion to CLAlrvlS "4.
,(U//FOUO) FDNS· is dci•clojii11g a connccti_on to CLAIMS 4 to allow further.options for
·invokilla..... _.ATL:i\S's sc·rccninu
in this PIA .
.
... cnpiibility as described
.

o PIA: CLA!lv!S 4·1;
o SORN: 13enclits lnfornmtionSystcm (i31S)' 16
•

Electronic.Immigration System (ELIS):
(U//FOUO) At present, ATLAS receives information friim bicimci'ric-bascd checks and
-pcrl<:nn?. screening to produ~c SGNs. ATLAS does no.t connect directly to 6r return
'information to EUS 2.
·
(Ui/FOUOJ° FDNS is developing ¥ connection to ELIS 2 '10 ,,ii low -further options for
· invok.iiig ATLAS's scr"ening.capatiility as described i'n this PIA.
o PIA: E1.1s·41

o SORN: 13cnclits Information System (131S) 48

•

Case and Activity Managcmcm for International Opcrntions (CAMINO):
(U//FOUO) At pic·sc1it, ATLAS recei\'cs information from biometric-based chccks'.-rind
pcrlonhs screening to produce SGNs. ATLAS does not crnincct directly to or return
information toCAi'vilNO. ·

PIA: CAMIN0 4'1
o SORN:
o A-File, Index, and National File Tracking System 50 ·
,o Background Check Service; 1
o lntercountry Adoptions Sccurity 52
o BIS
o

41

S,•e DHS/USCJSIPJA-015 CLAIMS 4 and subscquenl updates, al'llilnble n1 \\ww.dhs.gov/pri\'acv.
"i3 FR 56596 (Sept 29. 200S).
17
• See DHS/USCIS/J~IA·il56 u:,c1s ELIS a\'ailaj,le.ai www.dhs.gov/privacv.
·" 7.1 FR 56596 (Sept. 29. 2008).
.
,
.,,, See DHS/USCJS/PIA·05 I CAMli'iO. arnilable atwww.dhs.oo\'lpri\'acv:
50 78 FR 69864 (Nov, 21. 2013).
'' 72FR31082 (June 5. 2007)
"72 FR 31086 (June. 5, 2007).
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o. Asylum Information and Pre-Screening· (All'S) 53 .
•

Refugees .. Asylum, iu\d Parole System and th:e Asyli1m Pre-Screening System
(RAPS/Al'SS): 5"1
'(U//fOUO) 1\t present; ATLAS recei,,cs irifonni1tio11 froi11 biomctric'bhscd checks and
performs sc'rec1iing. to pri1duc'1i .SGNs.' ATLAS doe~ not connect direct I)' to· or return
ihfonirntion to R,APS/APSS.
o PIA: Rt\PS/APSS 55
o SORN: AIPS 56

•

1vlarriagc fraud Assurance System (iv!FAS);
(U//EOUO) At 1ircsei1t; ATLAS rcceii,cs inforinalimi fnim biometric-bused .checks and
performs screcnii1g .to produce SGNs . .ATLAS does not ,connect directly to or .return
.information.to iv!FAS. '
o PIA: CLAIMS 357
o SORN:
o A-File, Index, and National File Tracking System
o · Background Check Service
o BIS

• . Adoption Case Management.System (ACMS);
(U//FOUO) At·present. ATLAS. receives information .from biometric-based checks and
'performs screening to produce SGNs. /\ TLi\S. docs not connect direct I)'. to or rctum
informutiori to ACMS.
o PIA: Forthcoming ACMS PIA
o SORN: Intcrcountry Adoptions Sccurity;x

80 FR 74781 (Nol'imbcr 30, 2015).
See DHSIUSC1S/PIA·027 RAPSIAl'SS, and subscquc,it updates, arnilable III www.dhs.gov/privacv.
si See DHSIUSCISIPIA-027 RAPS/A PSS, and subsequent updates, m·"ilabl<' "' www:dhs.gov/privn'ci•.
"SO FR 74781 (November 30, 2015).
57
Sec DHS/USC1S/PIA-Ol6{a) CLAIMS 3 and Associ:\tcd Systen1s. /1\'ai/abie 111 www.dhs.gov/privncy,
5" 72 FR 31086 (June 5. 2007).'
.
. .
.
'
i;

51
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•. . USCIS Lockbox 511 to retrieve data from digitized
forms:.
w
o PIA: Benefit Request. Intake Process 60
o· SORN:
o A-Fiic, Index, and ·National FilcTracking System
o 13ackground Check Service
o BIS
o lntcrcountry Adoptions Security
o AIPS 61
o Collections Rccords--Trcasury/Finai1cial 1vlanagemcnt Service 62

• .f'crson Centric Qucry'Ser\iicdPCQS) to retrieve sUnus information
System (ClS):

1'1'0111

the Ccntrnl Index

o l'IA:'PCQS 63
o SORN: Sec PCQS PIA Appendices for associutcd SORNs
•

Nutionnl File Tracking System (NFTS) to rc1ricvc the physical loc,itions ol' A-files;

·:o

l'IA: NFTS"·1
o SORN·: A-File SORN

•

Customer Pro tile Management System (Cl'1v1S) to retrieve data associated with biographic
and biometric.screening.
o . PIA: Cl'MS 65
o SORN:
o Background Check Service
o Biometric Storage Systc111 66

"See Dl1S/USCIS/1'1A·003(a) Jrucg(:llcd Digili%ation Document Managc111e111 Program (IDDMP). amilahle at
www ,dhs. eov/privacv.

·

·

""See DHS/USCIS/l'IA-061. llcncfil Rcqucsl ln1nkc l'ruccss. m·C1ifohle "' www.dhs.gov/privacv.
'" 80 FR 74781 /Nove111b,·r 30, 2015).
.
62 Trcasury/PMS.O 17 - Revenue Collec1io11s Records. 74 FR 23006 (May 15. 2009).
6
· ' See DHS/USCIS/PIA-010 Person Ccnlric Query Service (PCQS),.araii<ib/e a1 www.dhs.eov/privacv .
., See DHS/USCIS/PIA-032 National File Trucking Sys1cm (NFTS) aw,ilable al www.dhs.uoviprivacv.
65
See DHSIUSCIS/PIA-060 Cuslomcr Profile Management Scrvkc, ,n·ailahlu at 11'\i·w.dhs.uov/privacy.
"'72 Fl{ I7 t 72 (April 6. 2007).
. .
. .
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Other Department ofHomclandSccurity (IHIS) Component System Interfaces
•

DHS Automated,I3iometric Identification System (IDENT 1'7) to retrieve data associated
with bioinctric screening;
o PIA: IDENTr, 8
o SORN: 1DENT6'

•

U.S. Customs and Border Protection (C13P) TECS system, to perform screening, including
checks against the Federal Bureau of Investigation, National Crime Information Center
(NCIC);

-

70
o PIA: 'rECS
.
o SORN: CBI' TECS. 71

• .CBP Automated Targeting System-Passenger (ATS-I') and UPAX;
PIA:ATS-P 72
o SORN: ATS 73
o

•

DHS \Vatchlist Service for real-time scrcenim,..... a{!ainst
Terrorist Scrcenin1r.... Data Base
..,
[TSDB)Tecords: and
'

o PIA: FDNS WLS PIA Update 74
o SORN: DHS WLS SORN 7;

0

DHS Email as a Service (EaaS) Simple t-.foil Trnnsi'cr Protocol (SlvlTP) server for email.
o PIA: E-nrnil Secure Gatcway;r,

"See DHSINPPD/l;lt\·001 t\utomated.8iomctric ldc111ilica1io11 System (IDENT). 111·oil/lb/e /II
ww,"·.dhs.gov/priw1cy.
''" See DHS/NPPD/l'IA·002 Automated Biometric ldentilicution System (!DENT), (lvailabh• ht
www.dhs.!:!.'ov/l)rivncv.

".72 FR 31080 (June 5, 2007),
'"See DHS/C8P/PIA·009 ,TEcs System: CllP Prinrnry and Secondary Processing, available at
www .dhs.cov/privncv.
11
73 FR 77778 (December 19, 2008).
;i See DHStCBP/PIA-006(b) Automated Tnrgcting System (ATS). arai/able at 11'ww.dhs.go1•/privacv.
,; 77 FR 30297 (May 22. 2012),
11
' DHS/USC1S/PI/\-027(c) OHS Watch list Scr(•ice.111.·ai/ah/e at invw.dhs:eov/privacy.
n 81 FR 19988 (April 6, 2016).
, ·
76
See DIISIALL/PIA-012 E-mail Secure G.iteway and subsequent updates, m·ailable at www.dhs.eov/privncv,
)

'
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o. S01{N:

o General Information Tcchilology Acccs·s Accmnit Records Systc111
(GITAARS) 77
o Gcnc;al Pcrsoimel Records n
Other DHS Component Systems Accessed (i\'lanunlly)
•

CBI' Analytical .Framework for Intelligence (Al:l)
o PIA: AF! 79
o SORN: /\Fl for Intelligence System so

•

CBI' Arrival and Departure Information System (ADIS)

o PIA: ADIS 11
o SORN: ADIS 82
• · ICE Student and Exchange Visitor Information System II (SEVJS)
o PIA: SEVIS 11 83
o SORN: SEVIS 84

•

ICE ENFORCE Alien Removal lvlodulc
o . PIA: Enll,rccmcnt Integrated Database (EID) s;
o SORN:hnmigrution and · Enforcement. Operational Records System
(ENFORCE) 86

;; 77 FR 70791 (Novc111bcr 17.1011).
"77 FR 73694 (December 11, 2012).
.
"See DHS/Clll'/PIA-0 IO AFt. al'l1ilah/e <1f www.dhs.gov/privacv.
"" 77 FR 13813 (June 7, 2012),
·
!' See Dl·1S/CBP/PIA•2•h\rrivnl nnd Dcpnnure Sys1em,(ADIS). al'ailab/e"' www.dhs.gov/privacv,
"SO FR 710SI (November IS. 2015).
,;See DIISIICE/PIA-00 I(a) S1udcnt nnd Exchange Visitor Information Sys1cm II (SEVIS), tll'ailah/e w
\\'Ww.dhs.gov/privacy.

.

.

·

'' 75 FR 4 t 2 (January 5. 2010).
' 5 See LJHSIICE/Pli\,O I5 En forrnncnrlntcgra1ed Daiabase (El D) nnd sulisequcnt upda1.cs, ril'/liillble af
ww,,·.dhs.gov/privacv.
• 6 80 FR 24269 (April 30. 2015).
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U/iF(iUO
APPENDIX B
Rulcs/P1ittcrns·

Background:
FDNS has developed· a s~rccning mo.dulc within the Fraud Detection and National
Security Datn System (FDNS-DS) culled ATLAS. ATLAS uses event-based screening rules
:to detect, indicators of fraud, public·snfcty. and nationnlsecurity concerns .in rorms submitted
to USCIS and to identify potentially <krogntory information related to those forms ..
When information either provided by the .indi.vidual ·or otherwise obtained through the
screening process matches a rule, ATL1\S p_roclucc_s:an alert in_.thc form or a sy_stem generated
· notification (SON), which is elevated for.manu 91review 19,( validity imd,ll:ingep_riorto cntcrii1g
the formal fDNS-DS.'.Cosc munagemcm process.
·
· · Th¢rc urc five evcnt-l'nis9d scrce1\ii1g n1les in operation today, which wcrc·approved b)1
the. USCIS r;kputy Director lot_ deployment in ATLAS. Some rules have multiple Patterns
applied to them, which are .µss.oci~_tcd with knmrn patterns of.fraud, crimiiml. or terrorist
activity.

...

ATLAS Scree11i111; R11/e.1"/!'11i1ei·11s
'

;-Ruie_JL....'-:''".:!A!!@m,·~~.~' ~ ~~~:.:;::.,~~~~~7:.;.~.-::
NIC-T Po!ll?m

162

.

'·

810 Poller.n:KS!

'

...

'
I

.21Q

Teirorist (KSl).

6i6gro·;:,~!c In(pm,atlon corrospondt 10 r::cs record ossociah;d \'f)lh o _No/ionol Secvr\ly
Concem •. bul is nol o B10.

.•

Rolrooctive Screening Lisi
(iSS) HO!llst rOftem ·

A~ 05sock11ed too benefit li~ng or bi9melric enroUmEml oncounler motches on .A# on the
Re:rOOc:i~e
HOt&st. · ~
·
· ·
· · ·
··

f'~biic Sofety ociq Potf':rn

Biometric informo1ion submillod 10 USCIS COl'rosponds loo Dcporlnient of Defense 1DENT
~€!cord wi:h di!fer!r'lg. biofjfcii)hk: ihformotlon.'
·
· ·
'

DACA EPS

Siomelric.informo1i6n submilled 10 USCIS co1te:sponds to DACA reClpieri:s v,,'lfh o crlrtino1
histoiy·or recent crrcs.: by local.· stoic. ond lederol LEAs.

Mvlliplc ldenllllcs Pottc.,n

267

Biogr9phic: inkirmo1icrl'conesponds to TECS recOrdpi~oclo1odyvjlh o Kno\':n.susp&Cted

NOn-810 Pattern

..

'

Blog,op~ic fnfo.rmoli~I"! conoiponc.h 10 TECS record osso,;;fotod Vllilh su.speclcd lerrorirn.

610 Pott"ern,Non,KS!'

tCE-P1,D5XO·

220

·-::.J!P.!¥>!1~-~.:::-.: · _:~-=- :_~-~: :_;

elogrcphic lnformotloA, corresponds to TECS record ossocioled \.,;:.ho t·JO:ionol Sec_vrity
Concs~r~, lJUI is riot o KST,
"
.

163
.

1··~v~r

,

Anders.fraud Scheme

-~

(AfS/Ffl) Hotlhl Pattern

Qperallon Fiction Wrller
(OFW) Hott1,1 Pollom

sc;eenin9

I

Biometric inlC¥motion or At, submined 10 USC1S,correspon·ds 10 on ICE deportod cggrm·oted
/elon Horns!.
.'.'Jsrnolch of biogiophic information ogcin11 the ~ome ~Mir\ I.DENT allef a biometric
.
encounler,

Ai' msocioted to a bcnt:llit fi!ihg or blomet!ic.enroumorH enCounter matches on A#
O'ii.Ocioted wHh 1t,e Ander,/Figveroo frcuc.J Scheme.

I

A# asmciorod to c1 bon~tit frnng,or blorno1ric enrollment encounter mo1ches.on A#
ossocJatod Vlith the Operotior\ fie lion Writer Proud Scl1eme.

I

Core Capahilitics Si1pportcd:
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Operational Dccisicin tvhiking/Cbmplcx Event Pfocclisi1\g
Prinicv· 1\'litigation:

.
FDNS·has dcvcl9pcd n robust gov.ermmcc process to. cn~ure 1ic\v niks. comply with.all
legal, pn_licy, and privacy requircmcn_t~. Stakeholders identify. new r.ulcs oi· .cnh(_1hcemcnts tb
cxLsting n1l~s through ,the $crec1Jit1g and Cas~ l'v!nrmgcn1ent Integrated Prodt1ct Team for
validation. New rules arc. promoted to the Overnrching Integrated 11roduct Team / Executive
·Steering Commillce for review and approval, whkh includes, executive membership from tl_1c
Office QfChicl'Counsel and o'fficc of.Privacy. Finally,:ncw ndcs mus) be approved by theDcputy
Dirccwr of US.CIS prior to .dc,·elojimcnt ·and implementation )\'ithin FDNS:DS's.. ATLAS
-screening module.
USCIS continually tunes existing niks to narrow the scope or informiHion provided tb
FDNS-DS users. Rigorous quality ~ontrol and assurance proce.dure~.are used-to. adjust rules, as
necessary, to rcdu~c.the potc.111ial fo.r fal~e positives ..
An rnibottrcling j)lmscullo,~s f6r a period of relining rules before they arc deplo):ecl ati'oss.
FONS. This on boarding plrn~~ consists of FDNS-DS users. in a limited roHout receiving rule alerts
1hrot1!.!h cmilil notilications. Once suflicientlv relined. the rule alerts arc automatically elevated in
FDNS-DS so ti;~, all 1iscrs :with a n~cd,t~·kn~w
access the intormntion. FONS contii1uallv
monitors and refines rules bnsec! Oil apprOpfiatc·mctrics.
'

k

,,

••

-

ca,;

·-~

~

•

··~

'

-

Finally. to mitigate tlie fiskofh:currcnt vetting of individuals, USCfS policies define when
USCIS may c~nd11ct scrcc1iing on individuals ,i,110 hnvc ~cnditig benefit rcq11csts, ;1pplii::ations, iir
petitions. as well as those instm1ccs· in whid1 USCIS may conduct scrceni,ng consistci:tt;with tlic
INA. These policies ensure thill-screening·occms only when USCIS has the authority to adjudic,itc
a benefit, service, or rcqticst or otherwise has the authority to resciild, rev,ikc, or otherwise
terminate, to issue a Notice to· Appe~r (NTA), or to refer to another government agency lbr
criminal/civil ac:tiOJ1S:
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U//FOUO
APPENDiX C

FDNS~DS/ATLAS' is· in agile dcrclopmciit cni•ironmcrit 1\'ith. iic,i·. ciipabilitics being
·intro(fuccd in ,in in'cicrncntol :111PrOach based on opcn\'tion,il ncccssity'or at the i·cqucst iif
user ctimmunity,
USCIS: FONS' ,,;ill s~l;mit
Ii l'rir:1cy
.,
..
. Tlircshold 'Analvsis (PTA) for
possible inclusion ·in this :i'ppctidix,.Jn certain ,i.ns_tanccs, ·a. nci,· PIA or SORN may, be
required.

the:

~

'

.

~

'

All projects listed ih this appendix fall within the ~even core capabilities for which FDNS
was approved by USCIS leaderslii1i to develop 1i·ithin FDNS-DS's screening module, ATLAS: (I)
Predictive Analytics: (2) Link and Forensic Analysis; (3) Unstructured and Structured Analytics;
(4) Intelligent Investigative Case l'vlanagcmcnl; (5) Opci·ational Decision Mnnagemcnt: (6)
lnformntion Sharing und Co)laboration; ai1d (7) Entity. Analytics.

!DENT Watchlisting
Sum ma ry/Backgrou nd:

Amoi1g FDNS's 11rioritics ar.e· improvii1g·thc dala colle.ction; an~l)•sis, rcporti1ig. and
dissemination to. iclcntit}.and iliitigatc'fraud, public safety, and national security risks tmd ensuriiig
timely; accurate, ancheliable i1ifor111at[on and inte.Jliget)9c exchange ,vith our internal and external
stakeholders .. The FONS Program Ma11agcme1it Office sttpports .these. efforts through
implementing new technologies t\l optimiz~ the pro~essingofirifornmtion.
FDNS has established an interface to allow certain FDNS use.rs 10 primiotc ihdi'viduals (by
USCIS Eilcountcr 87 ) to the !DENT Watchlist froin withi1i the FDNS-PS svstcm. Tliis feature is
0;1ly ayailabl.~ for ATLAS Rule 220 SGNs (c:g., alerts nroduccd ,vheti an i~diviclual's biomcfrics
are ·associated ,i·ith mlirc than one 5iograrhic identity in !DENT) when· an administrniiw.
investigation has beep completed w[th a $ta!clllen.t of Findings confi1:ming "Frnitd Founcj." ·
Core Capabilities s·upportcil:

Operational .Decision lvlanagement; lnfoi·1hation.Sh:iring and Collaboration

Dnta Ekn1cnts:
This process docs not .collect new data clcments; . burdoes involvc:rcvicw of all case data
available in FDNS-DS; Specific data elements used to pcrform,data validation include: Encounter
Identification Number (EID), Fingerprint ldcntilication Number (FIN) .

"I\ USCIS Encounter refers

10 each time USCIS enrolls an individual's biometrics in !DENT.
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. Populatirln::

-Any USCIS. b,nefit oncqucst that requires biometric screening.
V ctiing'/I>roccs~:

!DENT \Yntchlist'pn:imution is the linnl step'in'thc life ofui1·ATLAS Rule 220 SGN that
·resulted inn Statement of Findings indicating "Fraud l\iui1d,." Bcfc;irc a tiser can promote a.USC IS·
Enwuntcr to the !DENT \Vatchlistthrough FDNS~DS, the following must have occun-edl
• ATLAS Rtll~ 220 -triggered when screening iigainst ]DENT revealed mbrc ·th,in one
hiogra~hic identity assoc,iaied with a single biometric identifier.
'
• ATLAS produced Ruic 220 SGN that was validated and f'o,und 10 be nctionablc by n FDNS'
Gatl:!kccpc'l' and emercd iiitq the !'oi·mal FDNS-DS case nrnnagcmcnt process.
• A FONS Ollicer performed an administrative investigation, ·coi1tin11cd l'raud, and issued
·Statement of Findings indicating "Fraud Found."
• :The FDNS OTfice(cot\lirmed.all criteria for ivatchlisting it1 IDENThas licci1 met.
,Once the criteria aliovc have been met,the user may promote the USCIS Encounter rccc>rd
nssot:iatcd with the SON to the !DENT \Vatclilist. The user selects i1 record in l'DNS-DS·,1tid then
must.visually conlirm that the Ell) and FJN inTaf1mition in that rcctml match the EID and FIN of
ihc'IDENT response: These liclds are not editable by the user during this pro,css: they only serve
to provide validation that the user has'sclccwd the coirct:t record for !DENT \Vatchlist pfomotion.
On'cc coiffirmcd. the user submits the record and rccdvcs ,1 built,in.system pr,1mpt asking for ,1
second conlirmaiiun prior to performing the \Vatchli,st pf·<Hnotion action.
·
·A 1,ery lin\ited·nu111bcr of users ha1;c.bee1fapproved tcfusc this linictioni1li'1y within FDNSDS. These (1scrs (ire prii\iarily FONS Of1iccrs·and National Benclit ce·nte'r. Backgrottnd Check
Unit Officers'wh\isc supe'rviso't'S noinihi116i.l.1hem foi access biiscd on 6pcrntiotial need ,ind their
spccilic job functions anti their n:lc i11rcsolvi1ig Rule 220 cases."
l'rivacv Mitigation:

FONS rcwgnizcs that, once a USCIS Encounter is promotcd'to the IDEN'r \\'mchlist, the
reverse process is not automate<[. posing u risk to data integrity shnul~ it turn· out the. individual
was erroneously placed on the, watchlist For this· reason. only a vcry,limited number of users arc
approved to use this functionality within FDNS-DS. Users are validntcd. by their.supervisors.to·
have a .business need based on cimcnt job functions nnd approved by the FDNS~l)s b.usincss and
system om1cr prior to being granted ac,css, Additiona'ny., FDNS. follows· l)t,iS criteria for
watchlisting in !DENT and has issued specilic:guidnncc on ,procedures for IDENT·watchlisting,
as.well ns how to correct u record in IDl~NT. ;vhich imty involve removing an Encounter.from the ..
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!DENT Watchlist.
While' FDNS ci1tihot millfr flltolic spcci lic'opet'alional proccdurcs/individui\ls:/irc 11r6vidcd
·notice throtigh ,,arious.USC::IS PlAs ·anc! the OHS !DENT PIA 88 to pro,•ide transparcnc'y ali'out tlic
lingcrpritil check proccss~s'and llSC ofthat information, lndj(,jdualSmay seek rcdrcs·s through the
DHS established redress prog'ram, which.allows' individuals to request a review ol'tlieir records in
!DENT ivhcn it is believed.to be in~ccuratc.

'"See DHSINPPD/PIA-002 Automated Biorn.itric ldcntir.cation System (!DENT) PIA, 1n-aili1b/e 111
www.dhs.eov/privacv. for mort! infurmathm.
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Security

Case Pricirltizlltion ;ind ln·tclligcncc Assessment (Cl'IA) Workflow
Sum marv/Background:

Historically. ti;c FONS Intelligence 6ivision, Case. Pri~ritizatiqn and lntclligcncc
Assessment (Cl'lA) 13ranch has maitilaincd a t1'ackcr in th~ USC1S Eilterprisc Collaboi':ttion
Network (ECN/ 9 used to prioritize Controlled Application Review and Resolution Progrum
(QARRP) 90 ~as.c~ th~t ~re pctiding immign;tion a9judication decisions. CARRP cases ar.c those.in
w_liic\1 the backgroun9, identity, m;d security check process icl~,111ificd a Nati.anal ·~ec.urity (NS)
rn\1ccrn, requiring additionpl review ..
A decision was made to btiild a CPiA workllow process into .th~ FDNS-DS case

t11n1inge1i1ent systc1i1 to repl;1cc the existing ECN t1;ackcL 'Q1iswill illCfCI\SC collaboration ainong,
the ol'l1ccrs iii the CPlA Branch and other
FDNS stakeholders
involved in the administrative
.
.
.
rcvk,\· process ·and elimihatc the ·need to maintain thi.: ·cPIA ·procc_ss tracking information _:ind
related case inljmnatioil .iii 1,,•o separate systems.
'

-

'

'

'

,•

Core.Capabilities Sitpportctl:

lntellit?clll
Case Manaucment
·
- ln,;cstiuativc
.....
.... .
'

Data Elements:

'Tlie following arc data clements captured during the CPIAproccss:
•

Locmion (current USCI.S oflice location where the FDNS-DS Naiional. Security (NS)
Concerns rcco,rd is assigned), including spec.ific region and disfrict:

• N,S.Conccrq Number (rn1iquc,auto gc11er~tcd Fl),NS-DS NS Concerns i:ccord number;
0

• · Subjc~.t 1\licn Registration !\'.umber (f\RN), Last Name. First.Name; ~nd Middle Name;
• 'Dat~ and Cou,ntryofBirth:

•

Form lypc (c:g., N-400. 1-485, 1.130):

• Category Code (e.g,, Known ancf Suspected 'i·crrorist (KST), Non:KST, TIP, T99);
• 'RFAlnl'Onnation;
• Case,Analysis and Thrcut .Summi1ry (CATS)Numbcr and Pubiishci:! D:itc;
·•

Intelligence Threat l'rulilc (!TP) Number;

''' Sec l'TA for FDNS CPIA ECN Tracker. adjudicated June 16, 2015,
.
A description oftlie CARRI' process, which upplks to cases for which there is an articulubk link to Nationai
Security concern, is uvuilublc 'in the Law Enforccmeni Sensi1ivc ,;drsion of the DHSll!SCISIPIA-013-0 I FDNS
Pr~,grm11.
·
·
·
·

90

a
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• Clili\ Stntus (e.g., Incoming. Scoring, Rcl~rrals):
• Scorecard ln(onrnition (e.g., Sctm!s, Daics);
•
0

Disposition atid Revie(v Jnfoniiution; and.
Attachments,. which may include _the CATS or copies of' uncl,1ssificd mess.ige tni'ffic
related to the·subjcct of the FDNS:DS record.

Population:

. ·Ady USCIS' bcilclit or rcc1ucst 1n which, ddring the routine process L1f adjudicnting atl)'
USCIS. benefit, NS concern~ arc rni~cd, either bas~d on background: identity, and security checks
or personal ititcrvic1v,~ or testimony.
Vctting/l'hicess:

FDNS has iricorponitcil ihe. CPIA process into the ovt:r;tll FDNS-DS case inanagemcnt
process by dcveloring u spcci lie work flow rroccss to manage the CPIA business' process, Jhc
CPIA 'workl1ow manages the process of prioritizing CARRI' ,cases lor ri:viC\I', which includes
tracking of status informaiion relalcd to the productkln of two unique products of the CPIA
business pr<icess: (I) scorecard: anci: if applicable. (2) the Intelligence Threat Prolilc'(ITP).
Scoi·ccai'd: The CPIA 13ianch prepares a scorecard for each Cl!IArccord i,i the classilicd
Homeland Top Sctret. Network (HTSN), The scorecard is person-centric, and the totul score is
· used to prioritize NS cases for adjudicative ui:tion. The CPIA Branch uses FDNS-DS to tri1ck each
phase for processing a,c:1se, but the scorecards arc processed and stored on HTSN.
!Tl': ITPs ar~ classilicd and used to support USCIS Sc,iior Leadership ai1cl the.Deputy

Dircctor, ivhcn cases arc:prescntcd td determine whether USCIS should grant or deny an
irnn\ignition benefit to an individual with confirmed NS concerns.
ITPs iiclclress avaifablc derogatory inforn1ation .associated with cases confinncd t() have a
tiatiorial security concern. ITP$ do not typically address the in-depth immigration history of a
case, bttl.arc intended to review mid Sttlllmarize the dcrogtttbr)' infonni1tiOJ1 related to .a national
security concern, The intended audie·i1ce. of an ITP may include. but is not limited to: the
Secretary ofDHS (SI); DHS Under Secret/try ft1r-lntelligt:1icc: Directcfr.. USCIS (DI); Dcpu_ty
Director, USCIS (D2); ICE Oflicials: o_r FBI Oflicials. ITPs Mc prepared in clociuncnt fornrand
arc briefed or distributed via cinail to a limited .number of recipients.
!Tl's arc primarily used to assist USCIS Senior Leadership in ·assessing national security
risks associated. with individual cases that hiivc filed lbr immigrntion benefits. EDNS s·enior
Leadership may also ti1sk the. CPIA' Branch to·preparc an ITP on an ad-hoc basis. The ITP is
prcrared and stcircd·on HTSN, The CPIA Branch (tses FDNS-DS tb tr,ickeach phase of an ITP.
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Security

Within FDNS-DS'~ cusc n\anngcment, the.Cl'l1\ workflow is manually triggerci wlicn u
FDNS pscr working an a~ti\'t:, coi1fim1.cd 91 NS case requests CPI/\ rcvig11·- l"liis-creiitcs ,1 Cl'li\
record and pro\lttccs an-alert accessible only to CPIA Officers (of Cl'l1-\ bscrs). /\II analytical \VOrk
oc'ct1rs•t)utside or FDNS-l)S
iis· described
above. All results
arc maintaii1cd
in HSTN..
.
.
. in HTSN.
'
.
'
.
.
\".hile swtus informgti6n may be. update.ct in FDNS-DS, Fitially. upon conclusion or th~ CPIA
pro~gss, tlJc CP_I/\ uier1·91itc,5 th\!,.£iise.~a_ck to. primary _t_tser qssigncd IQ th~,cu!!_e,;
~

"

'

Priva·c<, Mitigatic;·n:
The ai:ldiiion ol' a CP{t\ wo'i\lloiv pi·occss in Fl)NS-DS increases collaboration aniong
stakeholders in tlic review process foH,js cases and also maintai1is the security controls that were
in place in the stand~alonc process matiaged through the USCIS ECN. The scorecard and ITP
processes are maintained itrHTSN and.arc not intcrl11cd wi1h.FD~S-DS'.case·mam1gcmcnt ddta.
The Cl'IA 1i·orkllciw wus added to the NS Concern tub i1\ FDNS-DS, which is only
,1cci::ssililc to CPIA ttscrs with a role in reviewing and vetting such cases. Only CPIA users have
uccess 10 revicwund augnient the S)'S!cmwitl1 the results.of.their lindings .

.\

"NS'cnses th~t are not conr.nncd will nol be scq_rcd.
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Predictive Analytics:•
Natiiinal.Bcncfi't Center, Backgrotind Che.ck Unil
p;:j;;ritization(ifFBI Fingcrprin(Chcck 1icsults·foi thc·Form 1°90

_.Si11i11irnry:
-FONS is incorp'orating predictive analyticidnto ATLAS to·assist in prioritiziag the FON.S
workload .. This prcdictivc.1cd111ology is·applied to known dcrogator~: holdings (e.g., background
chcckrcsi1lts) in ci"fder to cittt':gorizc'ii'ifo'nnation so ilmt·thc cascsmost likely to res.uh in·a referral
for criininal action are· pi:ioritizcd 101' the 1iio·st imnfcdiatc review. f\s part or the onboarding,plmsc
and prior to i111plcrnentation within ATLAS's mnomntcd process; FONS is using a manual solution
tliat'applies a predictive algorithm to opcratio1~aily relevant data. in astandal611e·c11vironment. /\JI
C,t~<:S, regardless of their priority, arc rcvit1i·cd manually by FDNS Of'liccrs.

Background:
It.is cstim~tcd.th~t. cl_os,c tq 80'¼, oforganizcd data is in an unst1:u~turcd environment'l11ak ing. '
. it cJiflicult to c~trnctrelevant information from massiveamt:iunts of data. ,~s part of' U~CIS_'s plans
io enhance iis screening 'capabilities. FDNS plans to use unstructured analytics iq cxtrnct
information, such as Ct)titics and patterns, from multiple chita sets that can bc·.uscd for resolution
and visualization, and predictive analytics to d<.'lcrminc the likelihood that the dat<1 wilLrcsult in
reli;1'i'al for further action.
FONS is using both unstructuryd an1J predictive analytics· in-an isolated ~,ivironmcnt,
. appliecl _to opcratio11aJly rclcvam. data ns part of the onboarding of a solution that crni' be . deploycd
within ATLAS. T_his .sol\ttion is ·currently being used to support the _National Benefit (.;enter
(NBC), which !ilces a backlog of.Form 1-90. Application 10 Replace l'ermanenr Residem Card
. applications .and their nssociated Federal ,Bureau.of Jni,cstigmion (F13 I) fingerprint Chc~k results,
known as the Identity i-listorySumnrnry (li:IHS) and fonnedy known as the Record ol' Arrest and
Prosecution (RAP) sheet. The, N13C is required to review .these results f'or potential for crimes
involving moral turpitude (Cliiff)92• which could constitute grounds.for irmdmissibility under !NA
section 212(a)(2)(,\)(i)(I).
Form 1-90 applications, wliich mny be filed Online or ih paper form, are processed in the
USC!S Electronic Imm ignition System (ELJS) 93 system and arc routed to the appropriate· Service
. Center to perform initiµJ validation an(l, b.~ckground, identity. qnd security checks. Specifically,
Fann J.90 appli~ants nrc_s!,'.reened tl11~ough TECSand,.ifthc appiicant isaged 14 or tilcler, a FBI
r:'ingcrprii1t Check:. If there. is a hit Qr. derogatory info_nnation resulting from these ~h.eck~, the
"' A d~lini1ion for Cltv11' may bdou,nd in 1hc'USCIS Policy Mriniml, m·ailable 1i1
http://www.uscis.gov/po Iicymnnunl/HTM l.ll'ol ic)'Manun I-Vo lunie 12 •l'nri F-Chapicr5, htm I
"Se,, DHS/USC1S/l'IA-o'56 USCIS ELIS. m·ailahle m 11~i·w.dhs:2ov/priv:icv ..
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applications arc routed to the N13C for resolution. The NI3C also 1i•orks with JDNS to resolve
fraud, public:safety, and national, scctirity concerns.
f\ny dcroga19ry informati9nrcsulting lrom.. a FBI Fingerprint Chcck.iucccivcd in the form
o(thc ld!jS (o,r RAP) sheet;. NBC 13,ac~ground G.;hcck Unit (13CU).Ofliccrsquery c·ustomcr Prolilc
Management Service (CPiv!S) 9'1 to obtain the ldHS sheets. and conduct munuaL reviews to
ilcterminc if ihc~c :ire crin)es that present Egregious Public Salcty ([I'S) concerns (e.g .. murder,
rape. illici.t tratlicking in firearms, alien smuggling, human rights violators) thaLwould'requirc·~
rctcrral 10 US: Immigration and Customs·Enforccment 9;.
Although the ah~vc ~hecks .ure conducted on Form 1-90 applicallls, they arc not used as
criteria for prnkipg an (tdjl\dicntivc decision on the replacement of the Permanent Resident Card;
1l,1c JdHS. sheet is only used.. tqr adj1_1dicativc purpos~s if there is n final order of removal for the
ipdi_vidual. Consequently. there.is large volume. of.applications, many of.which have already
been adjudicated. and a growi11g backlog of associated lc!HS sheets pending BCU Officers' review.
This.has.created the need tn prioritize the ldHS sheets in the backlog with the.most serious offenses
elevated for rcvicw'lirst.

,1

To a~~istthc NBC with prioritizing the ~acklog. FIJNS has developed nn algorithm that
uses predictil'e.analytics tci those idHS sheets.most likely. to result in a Referral to ICE based on
public s;ili:ty concerns.
Core Capabilities Si1pportcd:
Predictive Analytics;_ Unsin~ctured Datil A1'.alytics
Dnta Elcmc1its:
Thc ..project uses i.uistrui::turcd oatn (text) tliiai)'tics.to review text \vithin ldHS (or RAP)
slicets'und to categorize aiid'prioritize thc,shccts•fc.ir re\licw using key words or tcrms'as'itidicntors'
or crin1in:il/pi1blic sai'cty conccn1s. The t~·pcs of Pl! that may be. fuund within a Id HS (or RAP
sheet) i11dude FBI Num~cr an'cl the unstructured data'containi:d in thc-ns.sociritcd FBI ldHS sheet,
which includes nnmc, DOB, gender, rac~. height, eye color, hair color. weight,. birth place,
citizenship, lingcrprilll pattern, The Id.HS mai· also conwin crimes comniittcd, arrests, cliurgcs.
und.their associated di:tails ..
Population:
Form.1-90, Applic111ions.·10 Replace Pe1;111a11en1 Resit/en/ Cart! ,lpplicants.

'' :$ee Dl IS/USCIS/l~IA-060 Ctistomcr Pro Ii le Management Service, 11wii/ab/e m www.dhs,gov/11rivi1cv ..
1

Sec USCIS·Policv Mcniornndum 602-0050. "Revised Guidance for the Referral lll'Cases and Issuance of Notice
Appear. (t,J"'t:As) in i::uscs lnl'olving li;admissiblc and Rcn10,:ablc Aliens" m'ailab/e.111
.
.
h11p:/lcon11ec1.!•Sci.s.dhs.gov/org/OFOID\>C11mcnts/PM-002-0050.pdl'

''

10
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Vctting/Proccss':

;

.

TliisJ,rojccl docs·not chimge th~ actual scrceni1ig/vct1ing pro'cessfor tlic Foni1 1-90, The
proposed procds·t1ses predictive analitics in an isolated cnv'ircinment 10 analyzc·tiata fou11d
ivithin the Fl31 Fingerprint Check results (ldHS) and \o prioritize.those results fi:JrBCU Officers'
..
review.

NBC 13CU Officers reviewing the applications and associated Id HS sheets arc iooking lo
classify them inlo'foui "bi1ckcts'' by looking for certain key words that represent different types
of crime! The buckets are pi·ioritized liy the level of egregiousness: An initial batch ol'kcy
worclsls.eurch tcrnis 'and buckets were supplied by NBC BCU Of!icers to develop thc.1i1odcl.
These terms were f'urlhcr l'cfincd based on testing results by both the NBC mid FONS. Nc,i'
tcrnis were also identified through the, use 'of SQL Seri•er to select the terms most closely
associated with each oftlic buckets.The initial huckets•irnd their respective key words/search·
tcri1is arc as' follows:
·
I. ,Fierv Hot, Eurcl!i0L1S Pitblic•Safetv (FHEl?S) - rcjircscnts the most scrious of the crimes,
Exani"plcs oi"key.,vords/scarch lerms include;.but·arc.not limited to: "Death'', "Murder"
and ;'i\busc·•.
·
·
2, El!ri!l!ious Public Safctv (EPS) - generally rcprcssnts physica(crimcs not covered by
FHEl'S. Examples or k~y words/se.irch tcrmsiincludc; but are not .limited.to: "Battery',',
·"Abduct"' and·'·Firearni''.
3. Non-EPS or Disqualified (DQ). includcs.. all ldl-lS sheets thaulid not hit on any FHEPS
or. EPS-kcy words/search terms.
4. Incomplete. identilks ldHS.shccts that were incomplctC, cjuc toa ,;ariety of reasons, and
n~cd to .b.e supnihied back tq the FBI_ to 9l?tai;1 I! complete response .
. The'i1iitialiinplc111c1italit1n 111akcs\1se of the statistical sofovare R91, to ensure that·lhose·
Id HS.sheets with a high probability of'.cont;1ini'ng the mo~,t ~c;io'us c~im~s
pri;ritized for the
NBC by aimlyzing a test set of.ldHS
sheets and their a.ssociatcd
outchmq.
The software,
\vith
.
.·
.
.
ndd.itional inputs provided by FDi:'/S, developed a decision tree model or the terms that arc most
effective at bucketing _and prioritizing Id HS ~beets. For instance; the model chccks'ifthc tcnn
'1\s5ault' is present in the ldHS sheet. Jfso, it will then check for another tcnnsuch as 'Battery',
:ind if both terms are rrcscnt, it c_lassifics.thc she.ct as EPS. However, ifonly the term 'Assault' is
present, ft classjfie~ the ldHS sheet as Non,EPS .

a~c

.The.algorithm cmuhen be refined bas~d on user inplll'to find the appropriate paramet.ers
to balance breadth ~ndvolumc_'ofprioritizcd l<JHS. ~efci~e lin~I ir1Jp!emc11w1ion iii ATL1\S,,tliis:
,r, R is an open-source softivnrc·cnvironmeni for.staiisiicnl compming ,nit! graphics ..
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solution is being used tomnnuall); jiriqrjtize the applications wiih IMfs ,hects,into the
ufor~mentio11cd buckets fqr use;by-NBC 13CU Officers, This process creates an·otttput product
1yithin ivticrosoll Excel that may l?c.cu,ily rcvic.wcd,,Dcpcndcnt on the.existing and changing
.l1qsin_css 11ccds, the pri~ritizmion oJ'.applicntions may bc:dmnged in accordance.
°The first version of the d·ecisiotHrcc algorithm works exclusively with ICnl)S idi:'ntificd by
th9 NBC:a; relevant to EPS. Lat~r implcmc11tations will also ii1dcpqndcmly suggcsiudditional
term~ ,md weighted comliiim\ion~ of terms that mo~t c\Tcctivcly idcntify.ldHS sheets of interest.
The model being developed \Viii nce~I to be twi'ed to both limit the number of terms thut it checks
for as well ns to ensure thnt all ten11S arc,uppropriatc a11d opcrntionnlly relevant.

Results:
The solution, once fully devclpp~d, wiil'b.c dciiloy~d in ATLAS'in order to piioritizc the
delivcryofSGNs. Its use \Vithin ATLAS would likely be an c11hanccmc1it to·thc existing Pt1blic
Safety Rule 2.10 so that the Rule.210 hits most iikcly to result in a Rclcrral to ICE arc gi.vc11
high0r priority for rc11icw.:r-olfowing,thc proposed methods \Viii reduce the time spent on niumml
re1:icw. \VJ{iJe also incrC,}Sing eflicien~y and accurncy of flt'OCCSSes: .. .
. •
.
l'riv;,·cv Mitigntion:

FDNS has. identified the specific use case. clqscribcd _above to begin the process of
Ollbomding the 'first USC of pi·edictil/c an~_lytics. To allow fcir suflk_ient ti.:stiilg and tuning of the
solution and process,: t!1is'lvork is bei1\g pc~forrncd manually iind iii ,in isolated enVi'ronmcnt. This
liniitcd use 11:ill reduce the risk or folsc positives· and allow for sunicicnt refinement bc·ro;c this.
solution is deployed wi_thin ATLAS,
This project docs·not affect existing screeni1ig processes in any way: nor do the results of
predictive aimlyt1csrcndcr a decision about an individual, The current use is limited to prioritizing
cases. which arc then provided to BCU Officers to pcrli.jrm manual reviews following existing
p'rl1ci:sscs, The prioritizution of cases is only to assist with nddressing a backlog of ldHS results
requiring review so that the cases i1mst'likcly to result in a Referrnl to ICE are reviewed lirst.
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Visualization Tools:
National Benefit Ccntci-, Bacl;ground Check Unit
Summ,ir,·:

FONS is incorporating visualization tools into ATL1\S to help with link and forensic
analysis and ultin1ately support bcncr .decision making. FDNS currently uses i2 Analyst's
Notebook, an off-th,c-shelf IB~·I tool. that allows provides FONS. with the ,1bility to-take various
· ch\ta jioillts mid dispby'tlicn1 hs'a visu,tl report. This tool is ·~urrcntly bcing·uscchvithin.the work
stremi\ at the Natiti"nal Benefit Cc1itcr, i1\.a stand-alone "capncity, in order.to determine its viability
forwidcsjircad use ,vithin ATLAS.
Backgrourid:

As.stated in lhe project description above, it is estimated that close to SO% of organized
data is. in nn unst,ructured envirom_11cnt milking it dinicult .to extract relevant information from
massive amounts of',data, Visualization tools are needed to assist in analyzing niassivc amounts of
data and detcrniining linkages or rclaiionships among entities or individuals.
.
.
.
.
FONS Officers ai tl19 NBC curr~ntly must acci:ss clurn from.multiple USCIS,IT systems as
part of theirnormnl bu~kground check !'unctions. FDNS Officers will use i2 i\nalyst Noteb~ok as
a.means to ,·isuaJize data from multiple dpta,setS i~ a l~Q>' tlH\t is.useful for further nnalysis. i2 ,can
·use data, from various data sets systems such as person .names, compmiy names,
:attorney/representative names,, dntcs of' birth, SSNs, addresses; visa ~tritus, criminal history, and
lir1gcrr,rini intonnmion to visually.display crimjnai and rraud schern~s in support of the homeland .
. security mission.
Core Capabilities Supported:

Link nnd Forensic Analysis.

Data Elements:
The· project may Lise any/iii I.data clc1i1cnts discussed iti 'this -PIA, ,but in particular, tlic
visualization tMI will make use of darn clements proi'idcd by thc.applicilnt (c.g ... on a USC!S fonn
submission). as well as criininal history. or derogatory i1ifo111mti01i received as ,1 resuli of
background, identity, and security checks.
Examples of data· elemc'tits used in·i2 visualization/charts include: foll name .. DOB, place
of birth, . address, gc'ndcr,
rncc, height, .eye color, hair color. weight, birth place. citizenship,
.
.
employer information, unique idcntifict~s ·such as fingerprint idcntificdtion number or Alien
Numoer, and in fornfotion abo\tt the ·spouse; family. tind Jii:tilio,icr.
'

'

'

Popuh1tion: ·
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Form 1-90, Appliw1io11s to 1/ep/ace /?em1m1w11 //esicle111 Card,applicanls
Vctt ing/l'rnccss:
J7DNS Offi~crs rcccivc.inlormationfronrorpcrform searches ofvarious.USCIS and
cxlcmal sy_stcms 1i1anunilS'.·;ts 1inrt ofthcii' normal proccdurc,s during bac_kground, identity, and
security d1eck processes. Data is either-liand-typcd or imported· into i2 viawrcndshects. There
arc no active data linkages to SOlll'yC·S)'~tcms. TJ;c (Hilplll' is a.~isual r9poi·J or cht)rt iilqstfot_ing
liilkag,s ,md relationships among p~ople, orgnnizt11io1)~, cillities, etc.
The visual representations that are crcat~d ihim ihc various data sout\cs liclp la,v
enforcement olTiccrs, ho1;1clnnd security personnel. nnd the o·mces of the-United' States
AHorncys who ar~ icnding the prosccutiori efforts to better u;1dc1'stand the _scope of the
invcstigi1tion. Froti1 an achninistrutivc investigation perspective, USCIS pc1'sonnel will also
internally
this information t~ _seek' ways to deny or revoke or support dctcnnin.ttion of
eligibility for i1i1migration bcnclits such ,i's when a USC IS applicant is not'cntitlcdfo a benefit or
acquired a previo"t;s bcnclit 1hrougli fr;n,dulent mcuns.' Records ofaclniinistr.iti1;c invcs1i;ati~ns
arc recorded in FDNS-DS.
.· · · · ,
··· ·
· · ... · · · -

us~

l'ril'acv Mitigation:

Similar to th<: uns1ructurcd dtita·analysis used lll the NBC, tliis proj~ct docs not change
nny existing ~creening/v~ning pr,occsscs.. Nor docs it.involve acquiring new drit,ror altering data
alrcmly acquired through existing procedures. This 1001 siin1ily allows for visualization of1he
data in a ni'tmner that reveals relationships mnong tlic en tit i'cs, organiza1ioi1, anct' individuals
within the data sets.

i\s this process currently involves manual daia entry, there is a risk of human error,
whid1 could result in·FDNs· relying on inaccurmc duta. FDNS has.a vested intcrcsru,id
rc,ponsibility to maintain the most accurnic data 1iossiblc since t)1e i2 charts could be .used iii
support ol'a benefit'dedsion or in support ofcrimihal itn:~stigations undcrt,ikcn by'lnw
cnlorccmcnl pnrtn~rs. ·While pcrlorming.ndmi.nistra1ivdnvcstigations, Fl)NS Orticci's rely on
multipk sources to coiilirm the veracity of,tbc da1a and, if discrepancies arc uncovered, will
manually make changes tn ~nsurc the i2 charls rely on data !hat is accurate and complcle. This
risk will also be mitigated when i2 is fully implcmcmcd into /iTL.~S when data will be refreshed
automaticail)'. fr.om tJiC·?riginaJ S.Ollrce,
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Enhtincccl Annl)'.tics for Identity Mnni1gemcnt
.R~fugcc Scrccning/Syriu .Enhanced Review
Sunimnn•:

FDNS is incorporatinu visualization mid identity resolution into ATL.AS ..in ()rder to
augment the existingrules-bas~d scrccning/rcforrnl process, Specifically, FDNS;[s implemeniing
· a solution than1scs i2 Fraud lntclligcncc Analysis (i2) and Info Sphere ldentitflnsight (!Sli) tools.
Prior to implementing this .solution within ATLAS; FDNS is piloting this solution 1vithin the.
existing S)'l'ia Enhanced Review process for Form .l-590, ·Regis1rmio11 for C/ass/{rcmio1r as
11~/i,gee applicants.
Background:

The L(.S, l~cfugcc Ac!i1iissibii~ Prqgrtim (\)S~t~P) is: a cooperative eff~rt:mnong severnl
gove~nmental and non·gov~rilmcntill partncrs·both overs.eas and in the United States. Within the
U.S. government, the Departq1ent of State (DOS) ha.s oi•cnill managc1ile1\t re,;ponsibiHty for
USRAP, and the IJSC!S Refugee Affairs and International Operntioris.:(RAIO) Director!ltC is.
rc·sponsiblc for interviewing refugee applicams and adjudicating applicatio1~s fCJr refugee status.
In summary, the United N,itions High Commissioner for Refugees, U.S. Embassy, or
specially trained non-governmental organization (NGO) will refer requests for resettlement as
rcfhgees to DOS. A Rcsett)cmcnt Support Cc,iitcr (!~SC), under c.oopcrative agreement with DOS,
perform~ initial processing; to. include initiating biographic ,collection and security checks, and
refers the applicant to USC!S to begin the interview process, ~s well as capture a1;il perforn1 ·
biometric checks and ()t)1er required screening. FDNS Officers supporting l\t\19 arid its:l~cfugce
Affairs Division (RAD) urc·involycd in the initial int.crvicw:and scrc~ning pr9cess. an·d P.erfom1
adjudications on the Fonn lt~.90, 1?egisn:ation for Classi/icat/011 as .R~/i1gee. ·When :-t''.lat[ohal'
Security (NS) Concerns are identified througlVicreening. cases arc routed through .the Conttolled
Application Review and Resolution ProgramJCARRP) 97 • administere,I by Headquaricrs FDNS.
Additionally, Syrian Form 1-590 applications undergo·an enhanced review process administered
by the FDNS Intelligence Division:

uscis is transparent abqut \he ~creenihg proccss,and the;system!> tis~p to support ret~gee·
screening, which are de.scribed ilrthc following publicly•avail.able mtjterials:
•

·

USCIS Refugee Processing nnd Security Screening Web Page, !lvailabl¢ from
http://www. uscis.Qov/refurrcescreenin!.!; ~rid

• USCJS Rcfl1gcc Sccti;·ity Screening Fact Sheet, available from
http:/fow1v.uscis.eov/sites/dcfault/tiles/USCIS/Refui!cc%2C%20Asvlum%2C%2·
91

See LES version bf DHS/USCIS/Pl1\'-01·3-0 I FDNS Program.
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· Oaiid%201m%271%200ps/Rcrugcc Sccuritv Screening Fact Shcct.pdf.
This.ATI... AS l~IA Appendix covcrs.plmrncd cnhani:crnents to support.., specific phase in
the refugee·.screcning ,process \hat applies 01)1)'. to. appli.c.ants in Syria. This t;nhanccd r~view i~
performed bya team analysts in tl1c HQ FDN.S.fotclligc11cc Division. ·

of

Core ca·pabilitics Supportcci:
Link·and Forensic Analysis. Emit;; A11ni)'lics,.Opcrationnl
. . . .
. Decision Mahagcmcnt
'

'

'

Datri ltlcmcn·ts:
ATLAS receives results or bio1i1ctric scl'C'cning ih11n !DENT tii include the individu.il 's
Identity and E1itountcr history, which includes identifiers associated with the biometric encounter
(e.g., Fingerp,'int ldentilication Number (FIN), Encoulltcr ldcntifici1tion.Nu111bi:r ( EID), Ci'lVIS Id),
biographic clc;ncnts (c.g:. Nanii:), .as well as any derogatory information. that exists on the
individual.
ATUAS also receives.information ckrivcd from bcnclit l'orms: applications, petitions,. or"
requests. such as names; daks,ur birth, addresses, or other biographic data clements relevant to
screening.
Population:
Form 1-590, Registril/ion Jcir Class!/]mtiim as Reji1gce appHcant~ unckrgoing Syria
Enhanced Review.process
Vctting/Procc~s:
The Syria 'Enlmn~ed Review process ·provides intelligence-driven support ·10 refugee
adjudicators, including threat idcntilication'. and suggesting topics for questioning. This process
begins prior to the apRlicm1t'S·SChedulcd interview. FDNS lntclligcncc Divisfon nn:tl~;sts obtain
information thro.ugh public so11rccs as wdl as intelligence ;ourccs in order to· corrob.orate
information provided by the applicant anti to assist RAIO/R1\D Oft1cers by providing a roadmap ·
(or set or interview questions) to be used to conduct upplicant interviews.
The ·ATLAS solution will augment the existing Syria Enhanced Review process by
pcrfonning idcn'iity resolution nmong di1ta already collected during biographic .and. biometric .
screening process againsi data in the Terrorist Screening. Dnta Base Cl'SDI3) and ·providing
meaningful results that can be used to conlirm idcntiti~s and rclntio1iships mn'ong'.iildii•iduaJs.wlio
are Known or Suspected Te.n·orists (K~Ts) or Non-KSTs.
· ·
·
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Scree·11i11g Prrice.-is
The USC IS Cuslomed'rolilc Munagemctll.Scrvkc (CPMS) 9x PIA <lcscribcs·thc biometric
scrcci1ing process, to include how int'ormation. is collected from the individual (e.g., I 0-print
lingcrpritit capture), n11d what screening occurs within the OHS Automated Biometric
ldcntitii:titionSystcm (!DENT). In summary, CPMS scncls the individual's lO+print lingcrprints.
photograph. arid limited biographic infonniltion to !DENT. ID ENT rcti1rns an .Identity Rc~ponsc·
. to CP/'v1S, as well Us to ATLJ\S tlfrtiugh existing intcrfaccs. 99
Screening-within ATLAS begins when ATLAS receives the initial. Identity Response from
IDENT. ATLAS extracts the Encounter ID (EID) and queries !DENT the full response. which
indudcs both the ldcntity·and Encounter history for the individual. The Encounter history includes.
biographic information for each Encounter (e.g., Name) and any derogatory information, which is·
Liscd lo dctcnninc the indivic!t:ial's·cligibility.for admissibility or'for the requested benefit.
ATLAS then screens data retrieved from !DENT through the rules process cli::,cribc_d in the
body of this PIA,. as well as through the i2/IS1 I solution .. which run:; the following additional,
checks:

I. ISII compares the ldcqtity.inl'ormatiqn retrieved from IDENT with l~lenl_ity,infonnat.ion
in the T$DB tlirougli the DHS Watch list Service, providingreal-tiine entity rcsolutio11
among records within the TSDB ..
2. 1~11 ·scncJs the results to i2 'to allow for vis1ializalion. i2 visually dispiays any of the
linkages.or rcl.~tiims.hips among individi1als within ihc.,fotascts;in order rnidcntily a
n~xus t() a KSTor N_on~K$T._

. 3. . i2 ,pr6duccs.an.a!e'rt that. is elevated \\'ithiti FDNS-bS/t\TLt.\S.. tof 111anual..rcv1cw by a
Qatekceper.
Akr!s'produccd hy this identity nmnagcmenl solution \Viii follow,h review 1iroc¢SS similar
to the process in place to. provide a layer of manual review; validation, and triage fol' rulcs-b·ased
. scrccn,ing. Initially. this identity management solution is being.tested with the FDNS Intelligence
. Division Syria Enhanced Review tc,i'm, and only a small group or FDNS Intelligence analysls',will
serve as Gatekeepers for SGNs produced by this solution.in order lo resolve possible matches to
.terrorist identities:
.

'

"Set' [)l'IS/USCISll'IA-060 Customer Profile ManagcmcntScivicc. m·i1iiable m www.dhs,uo1•/privncv. ·for more
inform:uion.
·
'/9 All requests. rcsponscs .. and queries no·w through the Emcrprisc ·s_crviec Biis (ESO).·OS descrfbcd 'ii,.
.
DHS/USCIS/PIA-008 Enterprise Service Bti~ (ESB), m'ailtible ai 11·\vw.dlis.~ovipr(\'ncy, and.Risk n.nd Frnud:
Support Service (RFSS), ns described in the PTA Update for rDNS Directorate m1d FDNS-DS. ndjudica1cd
September 9, 2015. RFSS h,is been rcriiuncd ATLAS: · ·
J

•

·-

•

•

_

·

•

•

'
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Results:

rDNS is piloting the i2/ISII solution in the process or scr~cning Form l-5.9(h1p11Iicants.
During this limited pro.duct ion phase, Fl:>NS will test its functionality and usc1'11lncss in the·
screening process; as well as pcrl'orm tuning neccssar)'. to. procluc_c accurate results. Results will
_inl'orn1 futurc·cxpansion of this technology within ATLAS to be applied to additional populntions .

.Prirncv Mitigatio,i:

FDNS is piloting tliis solu119n lor'.a spccilk populatioil prior to in'iplcmctiting·thc solution
l'orall 1i1ii11icatio11S that 11rc sc'r~cnc(I through ATLAS, i'his litiiitcil llSC is ne~essary lor tl;c choseti
pop1;lation, given what liul·c i1ilbr1nati61; the U,S .. Govcri1ment has iii its sy~tcins, in or<lcrto more
. effectively resolve identities ancl relationships nmong individuals who mayposc a risk to national
~ecurity. Use ofthe data 11;ill b,· consistent with existing, manual processes. and 01ily a small team'
within the FDNS lntclligence Division will have access to this information.
There is n risk rhm incorpornting tlic i2/ISII solution into the ruks-basccl screening process
mriy produce ai1 SGN 1vitlrn mis111a1ch or erroneous,association to an entity ·rrom the TSDl3: FDNS
It11elligencc l)ivision users responsible for gntckccping these SCiNs will perform·manual rci;iews
to confom the validity ofa mm~h: Also, the production ofan SCiN docs not r~sult in-an ,iutomatic
promotion ton Wmchlist or dcsignation·~s a KST or Non'.KST. FDNS ilitclligencc. amilysts review
the SGNs along with information obtained througli other sources l'or the purpose of confirming the
lhcts. provided b)·. the·applicant
on the Form
1-590
,\1id deterp1i1iing
the. uppropriatc:'
qi1cstions.
.
.
.
.
.
·.
. . to
ask ·uuring, the applicant's interview, The inlcrl'icw process pro1:i<l~s an opportu1ii1y for: the
applicmit 10 address any, concerns:
'

I

\

'

Tf1crc is ·nl~o a risk tliat s·GNs will be produced erroneously us a resuli of errors in the
IDENT ~ial:tbuse. r,;·is risk is partially 111iilgatcd by the gatckccping p"roccss where a human review
is-rcquiiccl to cimlirnrvaliditv ofan SG.N·und is ru11hcr mitigated in that FONS !ms.worked with
the Depart1\1cnt
's Offi~c
or Y3ionictri~
(OBI M) to develop
.
'
. Identity Mqnai.\emen~
...
,,. . pro~~du;es
'.
. for
identifying and correcting !DENT errors. Upon the discoycry ofan IDENT,cnor, FDNS noti_fies •
0Bli'vl or the nature of the.error and jt!Slificntion for making corrcctioris to records in !DENT.
OBIM 1hci'1 c,1rrics out any necessary conccliCJns through existing proc~dures. ff th~ SON. is
dctennii_lcd 10 be in-actionable, _the S(iN i.s closed without· further u~_tion,
'
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DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

Office of the Secretary
[Docket No. DHS-2012·0018]
Privacy Act of 1974; Department ofH0111eland Security/U.S'. Citizenship and
I

· . Immigration Services - 006 Fraud Detection and National Security Records,
System of Records
AGENCY: Privacy Office, Department of Homeland Security.
ACTION: Notice of Privacy Act system of records.
SUMMARY: In accordance with the Privacy Act of 1974, S U.S.C. § 552a, the

Department of Homeland Security proposes to update and reissue the Department
of Homeland Security system of records notice currently titled," Department of
Homeland Security/U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services - 006 Fraud
Detection and National Security Data -System and renaming it Fraud Detection
and National Security Records." This system of records assists the Department of
Homeland Security/ U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services in performing its
statutory missions including strengthening the integrity of the nation'.s legal
immigration system ·by ensuring that immigration benefits are not granted to
individuals that may pose a threat to national security and/or public safety. In
addition, this system of records assists the Department of Homeland Security/
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services' recording, tracking, and managing
immigration inquires, investigative referrals, law enforcement requests, and case
determinations involving benefit fraud, criminal activity, public safety and
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national security concerns. This system of records is being updated to more
clearly describe the functions of the Fraud Detection and National Security
Directorate and clarify that the system of records contains both electronic and
paper tiles.

DATES: Submit comments on or before [INSERT DATE 30 DAYS AFTER DATE OF
. PUBLICATION rN THE FEDERAL REGISTER]. This revised system will be effective
(INSERT DATE 30 DAYS AFTER PUBLICATION rN THE FEDERAL REG!STERj.

ADDRESSES: You may submit comments, identified by docket number DHS-2012·
0018 by one of the following methods:
• Federal e-Rulemaking Portal: http://www.regulations.gov, Follow the instructions
. for submitting comments.
• Fax: 202-343-40 I0.
• Mail:.Mary Ellen Callahan, Chief Privacy Officer, Privacy Office, Department
of
.
'

'

'

Homeland Security, Washington, D.C. 20528.

INSTRUCTIONS: All submissions received must include the agency name and docket
number for this rulemaking. All comments received will be posted without change to
http://www:regulations.gov, including any personal information provided.·

DOCKET: For access to the docket to read background documents or comments
received go to http://www.regulations.gov.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: For general questions please contact:
)

.

United States Citizenship and Immigration Services, Privacy Officer, Donald Hawkins
(202-272-8000), 111 Massachusetts Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20529. · For privacy
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issues please contact: Mary Ellen Callahan (202-343-4010), Chief Privacy Officer,
Privacy Office, U.S. Department of Homeland Security, Washington, D.C. 20528.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
I. Background

In accordance with the Privacy Act of 1974, 5 U.S.C. § 552a, the Department of
Homeland Security (OHS)/ U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) proposes
to update and reissue the DHS ~ystem of records currently titled, "Department of
Homeland Security/U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services - 006 Fraud Detection
and National Security Data System System of Records" (last published August 18, 2008,
73 FR 48231) and renaming it Fraud Detection and National Security Records. This
system of records notice (SORN) is being updated to better describe the functions of the
Fraud Detection and National Security Directorate (FONS) .
. DHS through USCIS implements immigration law and policy through the
processing and adjudication of applications and petitions submitted for citizenship,
asylum, and other immigration benefits. Benefits may include adjustment of immigration
status (granting lawful pennanent residence), naturalization (granting United States
citizenship), asylum and refugee status, and other immigrant and nonimmigrant benefits.
USC IS supports the DHS ·statutory mandate of protecting the nation by identifying
applicants who threaten national security or public safety and denying them immigration
benefits that would allow them to legally enter or remain in the United States. In
addition, USCIS enhances the integrity of the nation's legal immigration system by
detecting and deterring immigration benefit fraud. In order to support this DHS statutory
mandate, USCIS collects applicant, petitioner, and beneficiary information to adjudicate
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applications and petitions so that immigration benefits are· only granted to eligible
individuals in an accurate, efficient, and timely manner. This information is also used to
determine if and when those benefits should be rescinded or revoked.
In 2004, USCIS established FONS in response to a Congressional
recommendation to establish an organization "responsible for developing, implementing,
directing, and overseeing the joint USCIS- U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement
.

(ICE) anti-fraud initiative and conducting law enforcement/background
checks on every
.
applicant, beneficiary, and petitioner prior to granting immigration benefits." FDNS
fulfills the USCIS mission of enhancing both national security and the integrity of the
legal immigration system by: (1) identifying threats to national security and public safety
posed by those seeking immigration benefits; (2) detecting, pursuing, and deterring
immigration benefit fraud; (3) identifying and removing systemic vulnerabilities in the
process of the legal immigration system; and (4) acting as USCIS's primary conduit for
· information sharing and collaboration with other governmental agencies. FDNS also
oversees a strategy to promote a balanced· operation that distinguishes USCIS's
administrative authority, responsibility, and jurisdiction from ICE's criminal investigative
authority.
FONS serves as the primary liaison between USCIS and the law enforcement
. and intelligence communities. This effort includes establishing and developing
relationships and collaborating with law enforcement, intelligence, and federal, state, and
local agencies to ensure criminals, terrorists, and other individuals who pose a threat to
national security and/or public safety are not able to exploit the immigration system to
gain access to, or remain in, the United States.

In addition, FDNS works with
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Immigration Services Officers (JS0s) on cases of suspected fraud and where the security
vetting process has indicated possible national security or public safety-related concerns.
FDNS uses Fraud Detection and National Security Data System (FDNS-DS) to
"'
record, track, and manage the background check process related to immigration
applications and petitions, as well as infonnation related to beneficiary applications with
suspected or confinned fraud, criminal activity, public safety and/or national security
concerns, and cases randomly selected for benefit fraud assessments. FDNS-DS
maintains ,information on all individuals who have been reviewed for these concerns. In
· instances where no fraud, criminal activity, public safety and/or national security
concerns were found, the information maintained will only be used to demonstrate that an
assessment was conducted so additional resources do not have be used for a second
review.

'
FDNS may share FONS records with law enforcement and intelligence agencies

. in response to Requests for Information (RFls) to support criminal and administrative
investigations and background checks involving immigrant benefit fraud, .criminal
activity, and public safety and/or national security concerns. For example, information
may be shared with the Department of State (DoS), Bureau of Consular Affairs to
provide a comprehensive picture of a visa applicant's status, and to reduce the likelihood
that an individual or group might fraudulently obtain an immigration benefit under the
Immigration and Nationality Act (INA), as amended. Also, selected ICE representatives ·
have access to certain FDNS records for purposes of criminal investigations. This system
of records notice covers no.I only those records maintained in FDNS-DS, but also those
maintained in other IT systems developed specifically for FONS, such as a collaborative
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workspace, and paper files. The controls and rules associated with the data remain
consistent across these differentyhysical types of records.
Separately, DHS is publishing a Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA) on the
functions ofFDNS, which can be found at www.dhs.gov/privacy~
USCIS is republishing this SORN to provide public notice of the following: (I)
the name of the system has been updated to FDNS Records to reflect that it covers not
only records in FDNS-DS but also other information technology systems created
specifically for FDNS and paper records; (2) location of the system has been updated to
include not only FDNS-DS but the records maintained in collaborative workspaces and
paper files; (3) categories of individuals has been updated to clarify that this system only
covers those who are or have been the subject of an inquiry; (4) categories of records has
been updated to clarify what information may be collected on Representatives and
Preparers in the system when there are indicia of fraud or national security concerns
connected with their appearance before USCJS; (5) authorities under which this system
runs have been updated; (6) routine uses have been updated with minor changes to be
consistent with other DHS systems ofrecords; and 7) sources of records have been
updated to include publicly available info~ation on the Internet.
Previously, DHS issued a final rule published on August 31, 2009 at 6 CFR Part

5, Appendix C, paragraph 32 exempting this system from certain provisions of the ·
.
.
Privacy Act pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552a(k)(2). The updates to this SORN do not

necessitate a republication of the exemptions. As noted in the final rule to the extent
FONS mainlllins a record received from a law enforcement system has been exempted in
that source system under 5 U.S.C. § 552a0)(2), DHS will claim the.same exemptions.
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This updated system will be included in DHS's inventory of record systems. , .
JI. Privacy Act

The Privacy Act embodies fair information practice principles in a statutory
framework governing the means by which the federal government collects, maintains,
uses, and disseminates individuals' records. The Privacy Act applies to information that
is maintained in a "system of records." A "system of records" is a group of any records
under the control of an agency for which information is retrieved by the name of an
individual or by some identifying number, symbol, or other identifying particular
assigned to the individual. In the Privacy Act, an individual is defined to encompass U.S.
citizens and lawful permanent residents (LPRs). As a matter of policy, DHS extends
administrative Privacy Act protections to all individuals where systems of records
. maintain information on U.S. citizens, LPRs, and visitors. Individuals may request
access to their own records that are maintained in a system of records in the possession or
under the control of DHS by complying with DHS Privacy Act reg~lations, 6 CFR Part 5.
The Privacy Act requires each agency to publish in the Federal Register a
description denoting the type and character of each system of records that the
agency maintains, and the rouiine uses that are contained in each system in order
to make agency record keeping practices transparent, to notify individuals
)

regarding the uses of their record, and to assist individuals to more easily find
such files within the agency. Below is the description of the DHS/USCIS-006
FDNSSORN.
In accordance with 5 U.S.C. § 552a(r); OHS.has provided a report of this
system of records to the Office of Management and Budget and to Congress.
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System of Records
DHS/USCIS-006
System name: .·
DHS/USCIS-006 Fraud Detection and National Security Records
Security classification:

Unclassified
System location:
Records are maintained in the IT system FDNS-DS, other information
technology systems developed to support FONS, and paper files at the USC IS
Headquarters in Washington, D.C. and field offices.
Categories of individuals covered by the system:
Categories of individuals covered by this system include: (I) individu.als who are the
subjects of administrative and/o.r criminal investigations; (2) individuals who have
submitted potentially fraudulent petitions and applications for immigration benefits; (3)
individuals whose petitions or applications have been randomly selected for assessment
of the effectiveness of fraud detection programs; (4) individuals of concern based on
possible national security reasons, public safety concerns, or crimi.nal activity; (S)
preparers, representatives, and petitioning organizations that'may have submitted
applications or petitions on behalf of individuals noted in the above four categories; (6)
individuals who are associated with an application but are not actually applying for a
benefit; and (7) individuals associated with cases that were investigated but determined
not to pose any concern.
Categories of records in the system:
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Categories of records in this system include:
• Individual's name;
• Alias(es);
• · Social Security Number (SSN);
• Alien Numbef(A-Number); .
. • Associated A-Numbers of close relatives and associates;
• Application Receipt Number;
• Address (home and business);
• Date of birth;
• Place of-birth;
• Driver's License number;
• Country of citizenship;
• Citizenship status;
• Gender;
• Telephone number(s);
• E-mail address;
· • Place of employment and employment history;
• Associated organizations (e.g., corporate information relating to employing
entity if employment-based immigration benefits are being sought, and place
of business or place of worship if such organization is sponsoring the
. applicant);
• Family lineage;
• Bank account information and/or financial transaction history;
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• Marriage record;
• Civil or criminal history infonnation;
·• Information on social media websites and other information publicly available
on the Internet;
• Education record;·
• Information from commercial data providers in order to verify information
·provided on the application;
• Biometric identifiers (e.g., photographic facial image, fingerprints, signature,
etc);
• Investigation or background check information generated by DHS/CBP TECS
National Crime Information Center, other government agencies, and other
data and analysis generated as part of the adjudication process;
• Other unique identifying numbers or characteristics such as passport
number(s), visa number(s), account numbers, and other identifiers associated
with travel; and
• Representative and Preparer information maintained in the G-28, Notice of
· Entry of Appearance as an Attorney or Accredited Representative
o. Name
o Address
o Phone number
o Fax number
o Email address
o Barnumber
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o State of bar membership
o Date of filing
o Associated client case infonnation
NOTE: FONS may gather additional data on Representatives or Preparers that are
the subject or associated with a fraud, public safety, or national security concern
I

based on applications submitted o.n behalf of individuals seeking an immigration
benefit.

Authority for maintenance of the system:
The Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952, as amended (INA), 8 U.S.C. §
.

.

1101, et seq. provides the legal authority to collect infonnation used for the adjudication.
of immigration benefits. In addition to other delegations, the Secretary of Homeland
Security in Homeland Security Delegation No. 0150.1 paragraphs (H), (!), (J), (M), and
(S) has delegated the following authorities to USCIS:
• Authority under section 103(a)(I} of the INA, 8 U.S.C. § I 103(a)(l), to
administer the immigration laws (as defined in section 10\(a)(l 7) of the INA).
• Authority to investigate alleged civil and criminal violations of the
immigration laws, including but not limited to alleged fraud with respect to
applications or detenninations within the Bureau of Citizenship and
Immigration Services (BCIS) [predecessor to USCISJ . and make
recommendations for prosecutions or other appropriate action when deemed
advisable.
• Authority to fingerprint and register aliens.
• Authority to maintain files and records systems as necessary.
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• Authority to talce and consider evidence.
In addition, the joint USCIS-ICE anti-fraud strategy was recommended by the

Conference Report, FY 2005 Appropriations Ac/. The Appropriations Act authorized
USCIS to conduct law enforcement and background checks on every applicant,
beneficiary, and petitioner prior to granting.immigration benefits.
Purpose(s):

The purpose of this system is to support USCIS' efforts to strengthen the·
integrity of the nation's legal immigration system and to ensure that immigration
benefits are not granted to individuals who may pose a threat to national security
and/or public safety. In addition, FONS is responsible for detecting, deterring,
and coinbatting immigration benefit fraud.
Routine uses of records maintained In the system, including categories or
users and the purposes ofsuch uses:

In addition to those disclosures generally pennitted under 5 U.S.C. §
552a(b) of the Privacy Act, all or a portion of the records or infonnation
'contained in this system'may be disclosed outside DHS as a routine use pursuant
to 5 U.S.C. § 552a(b)(3) as follows:
A. To the Department of Justice (including United States Attorney
Offices) or.other federal agency conducting litigation or in proceedings before
any court, adjudicative or administrative body, when it is relevant or necessary to
the litigation and one of the following is a party to the litigation or has an interest
in such litigation:

L OHS or any component thereof;
12
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· 2. Any employee of OHS in his/her official capacity;
3. Any employee ofDHS in his/her individual capacity where DOJ or
DHS has agreed to represent the employee; or
· 4. The United States or any agency
thereof.
.

.

B. To a congressional office from the record of an individual in response
to a written inquiry from that congressional office made pursuant to a Privacy Act
waiver from the individual to whom the record pertains.
C; To the National Archives and Records Administration or General
Services Administration pursuant to records management inspections being
conducted under the authority of 44 U.S.C. §§ 2904 and 2906.
D. To an agency or organization for the purpose of perfonning audit or
oversight operations as authorized by law, but only such infonnation as is
necessary and relevant to such audit or oversight function.
E. To appropriate agencies, entities, and persons when:
I. OHS suspects or has confinned that the securityor confidentiality of
information in the system of records has been compromised;
2. DHS has determined that as a result of the suspected or confirmed
compromise there is a risk of harm to economic or property interests, identity. theft or
fraud, or hann to the security or integrity of this system or other systems or programs
(whether maintained by DHS or another agency or entity) or harm to the individuals who
rely upon the compromised infonnation; and
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3. The disclosure made to such agencies, entities, and persons is reasonably
necessary to assist in connection with DHS's efforts to respond to the suspected or
confinned compromise and prevent, minimize, or remedy such .harm.

F. To contractors and their agents, grantees, experts, consultants, and
.others perfonning or working on a contract, service, grant, cooperative agreement,
or other assignment for DHS, when necessary to accomplish an agency function
related to this system of records. Individuals provided infonnation under this

r'

routine use are subject to the same Privacy Act requirements and limitations on
disclosure as are applicable to OHS officers and employees.

G. To an appropriate federal, state, tribal, local, international, or foreign law
enforcement agency or other appropriate authority charged with investigating or
prosecuting a violation or enforcing or implementing a law, rule, regulation, or order,
where a record, either on its face or in conjunction with other information, indicates a
violation or potential violation of law, which includes criminal, civil, or regulatory
violations and such disclosure is proper and consistent with the official duties of the
person making the disclosure. ·
H.

To federal and foreign government intelligence or counterterrorism agencies

when USCIS reasonably believes there to be a threat or potential threat to national or
'

.

international security for which the infonnation may be useful in countering the threat or
potential threat, when OHS reasonably believes such use is to assist in anti-terrorism
efforts.
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I. To the Department of State in the processing of petitions or applications for

benefits under the Immigration and Nationality Act, and all other immigration and
nationality laws including treaties and reciprocal agreements.
J. To the news media and the public, with the approval ofthe Chief Privacy

Officer in consultation with counsel, when there exists a legitimate public interest in the
disclosure of the information or when disclosure is necessary to preserve confidence in
the integrity ofDHS or is necessary to demonstrate the accountability ofDHS's officers,
employees, or individuals covered by the system, except to the extent it is determined that
release of the specific information in the context of a particular case would constitute an
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy.

Disclosure to consumer reporting agencies:
None.

Policies and practices for storing, retrieving, accessing, retaining, and
\

disposing of records in the system:
Storage:
Records in this system are stored electronically or on paper in secure
facilities in a locked drawer behind a locked door. The records are stored on
magnetic disc, tape, digital media, and CD-ROM.

Retrievability:
Records may be retrieved by utilizing multiple data points that include an
individual's last name, A-Number, Application Receipt Number, Date of Birth, or other
unique identifier..

. Safeguards:
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Records in this system are safeguarded in accordance with applicable rules and
policies, including all applicable OHS automated systems security and access policies.
Strict controls have been imposed to minimize the risk of compromising the information
that is being stored. Access to the computer system containing the records in this system
is limited to those individuals who have a need to know the information for the
performance oft.heir official duties and who have appropriate clearances or permissions.
FDNS-DS maintains a real-time auditing function of individuals who access the system. ·
Retention and disposal:

FDNS records have a retention period of 15 years from the date of the last
interaction between FDNS personnel and the individual after which time the record will
be deleted from FONS. The 15-year retention schedule provides FONS with access to
information that is critical to the investigation of suspected or confirmed fraud, criminal
activity, egregious public safety, and/or national security concerns. Upon closure of a
case, any information that is needed to make an adjudicative decision (such as a
statement of findings report), whether there was or was not an indication of fraud,
criminal activity, egregious public safety, and/or national security concerns, will be
transferred to the A-File and maintained under the A-File retention period of I00 years
after the individual's date of birth.
System Manager and address:

Associate Director of FDNS, United States Citizenship and Immigration Services,
111 Massachusetts Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20529.
· Notification procedure:
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The Secretary of Homeland Security has exempted this system from the
notification, access, amendment, and certain accounting procedures of the Privacy Act.
These exemptions also apply to the extent that infonnation in this system of records is
recompiled or is created from infonnation contained in other systems of records. As
noted below, where a record received from a law enforcement system has been exempted
in that source system under 5 U.S.C. § 552a0)(2), DHS will claim the same exemptions
for those records that are claimed. for the original pdmary systems of records from which
they originated and claims any additional exemptions in accordance with this rule.
Individuals seeking notification of and access to any record·contained in this system of
records, or seeking to contest its conte~t. may submit a request in writing to National
Records Center, FOIA/PA Office P.O. Box 648010 Lee's Summit, MO 64064-8010. If
an individual believes more than one component maintains Privacy Act records
concerning him or her the individual may submit the request to the Chief Privacy Officer,
Department of Homeland Security, 245 Murray Drive, S.W., Building 410, STOP-0655,
Washington, D.C. 20528.
When seeking records about yourself from this system of records or any other
'
Departmental system of records your request must confonn with the Privacy Act
regulations set forth in 6 CFR Part 5. You must first verify your identity, meaning that
you must provide your full name, current address and date and place of birth. You must
sign your request, and your signature must either be notarized or submitted under 28
· U.S.C. § 1746, a law that permits statements to be made under penalty of perjury as a
substitute for notarization. While no specific form is required, you may obtain forms for
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this purpose from the Director, Disclosure and FOIA, http://www.dhs.gov or 1-866-431 •
0486. In addition you should provide:
• Provide an explanation of why you believe the Department would have
information on you;
• Identify which component(s) of the Department you believe may have the
information about you;
• Specify when you believe the records would have been created; and
• Provide any other information that will help the FOIA staff determine which DHS
component agency. may have responsive records.
If your request seeks records pertaining to another living individual, you must include a
statement from that individual certifying his/her agreement for you to access his/her
records.
Without the above bulleted information DHS may not be able to conduct an'
effective search, and your request may be denied due to lack of specificity or lack of
compliance with applicable regulations.
Record access procedures:

See "Notification procedure" above.
Contesting record procedures:

See "Notification procedure" above,
Record·source categories:

Parties who file USCIS applications supply the basic information contained in this
system. Other information comes from petitions,(aw enforcement and intelligence
agencies, public institutions, interviews of witnesses, public records, sworn statements,
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official reports, commercial data aggregators, publicly available infonnation on the
Internet, and from members of the general public.

Exemptions claimed for the system:
The Secretary of Homeland Security has exempted this system from the following
provisions of the Privacy Act pursuant to 5 U.S:C. § 552a(k)(2): 5 U.S.C. §§ S52a(c)(3);
(d); (e)(l), (e)(4)(G), (e)(4)(H), (e)(4)(1); and (t). Additionally, many of the functions in
this system require retrieving records from law enforcement systems. Where a record
received from another system has been exempted in that source system under 5 U.S.C. §
552aG)(2), OHS will claim the same exemptions for those records that are claimed for the
original primary systems of records from which they originated and claims any additional
exemptions in accordance with this rule.
Dated:

· Mary Ellen Callahan
Chief Privacy Officer,
Department of Homeland Security.
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From:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Date:
Attachments:

USCIS ereSidential Transition
Brown n Melvin i Stewart, Bion

Halter Grea; Beaales· Ji!OOes; HOi:owitz

sc;ott; Renaud T@cv L

USCIS RF! Response #77
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 3:20:14 PM

USCIS Backlog lP 2016 FINAi doo;
General Record of Disclosure Form USCIS #77 odf
users \Jodates for 0MB revisions 11 ·9· 16 finaLootx

Atiached please find the response to RFI #77, USCIS backlogs.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communlcation, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications, Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this' message '1s not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited, If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments.and immediately notify the sender.
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Managem'erit'of'Personal
Protective Equipment·{PPE).Data
inSAMS
~·
.
.
.•
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I

,

Role & Responsibilities of
The Sunflower Asset Management
System {SAMS) Program.Office
.
.

'And·
., The· ·oHstomponents PPE Data Owners·

,·

AGuideline Prepared by' the'DHS SAMS Program Offic·e ·
Assets:& Logistics Management (A&L)
Office of the Chief Readiness Support Officer
(CRSO)
.
" ..•

,

December 15, 2016 .

1
December 13,:2016
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I

Dear Colleagues -

I
I

This is a reminder and clarification that all FONS employ,ee~ are prohlbitjiidJrom accessing ·so'cial
Networking Sites from any source foi official government purposes. USp!S is w,orking on pq\icy
and procedures that may permit future access inc the near future: We will.notify if.and when the
current policy changes. ·
·
·

!

Thanks for your patience,
· Steve Bucher

Judith I. Scott
Executive Stoff Assistant
Froud Detection ond Notlonol Security (FDNS)
202-212-9029 (Office) ·
202·713-0048 (Bloc~berry) ·
202·272·8S94 (Fox)

Judlth.Scott@dhs.gov

. .

~

~

'
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from:

To:

Barnes Aisha on beha!f of USCIS Exec Sec
USCIS Exec Sec; #USCIS - IRIS Iaskloo List; #USCIS OLA Clearance: MO-Clearance; Arroyo Susan K; ~
Cox, Sophia; USCIS MGI Tasks: CSPE TMkiD9i Herrmann Mary K; Dennis Morgan C; ~
~ ; Ect!estoa Hermeoe N; Emrich Matthew D; FDNSExecSec; Zellen t ode A; Eokwa Keoane Maisooobe

~i

Gcaziadio losie; Hall Janis Y: Hawkins Donald K; HO Field Ooerations; Kett David R; Moran Karla;
Nimick Charles l {I ockvl; OCC·Clearaoce; OCOMM Clearam:e Taskers; Padilla April Y; Patching laura D:
Perryman, Janet Ji Pqlicy-C!earancei RAIO Clearance; Rix, Donna L: Rosenberg Ronald MtBoo); ~
~ ; staoiev, Kathleen Mi stiefel Nathaniel J; Thomas Paula; l/SCIS Privacy roauicies: ~
Shannon L; Bacon, William H; Button, Maria G(Gemma); Carter. Constance L: Clark Levita S: Wilson, Ola Di
G.ede.Qn;

Cc:

Grammer, Alexandra C; Badovioac Daisy A(CTRl
Carter Jeff®' I fleffi; Neufeld Donald W; Renaud Tracy L; Kerns Kevin J; Valverde Michae'i 5ilwanv, Oscar
Y; Phillips Mark; Kim PaYI S; Gonzalez Weodv M; I in Melissa; Yao Irumo Jenoifer-R; Lomax-LarSon Nikki L;

Cummings Kevin J; Parascaodola Ciro A; Bazaire Kevin J
Subject:

Date:.

[2ND REVIEW PERIOD] • Nonimmigrant Religious Workers Po!Man (PM Vol 2 Part 0)
Friday, June 03, 2016 8:31:48 AM

Good morning,
Please review the updated Volume 2, Part O of the U.S. Citizenship & Immigration Services (USCIS)
Policy Manual (PolMan). The PolMan provides updated and comprehensive guidance _on eligibility
requirements, filing and adjudication of petitions for nonimmigrant religious workers.
To review the updated PolMan, click~Please provide your responses by 5.:00 PM Friday, June 10, 2016.
We request responses from the following program offices and directorates: AAO; OCC; FOD; FONS;
OP&S; OTC; SCOPS
Please note that those not listed above are receiving this for informational purposes, but are
welcome to respond.

tcriiateariewrecori['j

To register your response and view all responses, click~Please note that explanations must accompany concurrences with edits and non-concurrences.
Thank you.
USCIS Office of the Executive Secretariat
(202) 272-0990
usc1S-Exec-Sec@uscisdhs.gov
Use the CATS Dashboard to track the status of active tasks and the CATS Archive to view completed
tasks.
Request CATS training and give us your feedback.
We appreciate your collaboration and input.

From: Drake, Johnetta On Behalf Of users Exec Sec
Sent: Thursday, April 28, 2016 2:08 PM
·
To: #USCIS • IRIS Tasking List; #USCIS OLA Clearance; MO-Clearance; Arroyo, Susan K; Baker,
Tamara L; Cox, Sophia; USCIS MGT Tasks; CSPE Tasking; Herrmann, Mary K; Dennis, Morgan C; Diatta,
Jamie J; Dumas, Jessica L; Eccleston, Hermene N; Emrich, Matthew D; FDNSExecSec; Zellen, Lorie A;
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Fokwa Kengne, Maisonobe Gedeon; Graziadio, Josie; Hall, Janis Y; Hawkins, Donald K; HQ Field
Operations; Kett, David R; 'Maltby, Judy S'; Moran, Karla; Nimick, Charles L (Locky); OCC·Clearance;
OCOMM Clearance Taskers; Padilla, April Y; Patching, Laura D; Perryman, Janet J; Policy-Clearance;
RAIO Clearance; Rix, Donna L; Rosenberg, Ronald M (Ron); SCOPS-Clearance; Stanley, Kathleen M;
Stiefel, Nathaniel I; Thomas, Paula; USCIS Privacy Inquiries; Wheeler, Shannon L; Bacon, William H;
Button, Maria G (Gemma); Carter, Constance L; Clark, Levita S; Wilson, Ola D; Grammer, Alexandra C;
Badovinac, Daisy A (CTR)
·
Cc: Carter, Jeffrey T (Jeff); Neufeld, Donald w; Renaud, Tracy L; Kerns, Kevin J; Valverde, Michael;
users Exec Sec; Silwany, Oscar Y; Phillips, Mark; Kim, Paul 5; Gonzalez, Wendy M; Lin, Melissa; Van
Trump, Jennifer R; Lomax-Larson, Nikki L; Cummings, Kevin J; Parascandola, Ciro A; Bazaire, Kevin J
Subject: [CLEARANCE REQUESn • Nonimmigrant Religious Workers PolMan (PM Vol 2 Part O)

Good afternoon,
Please review Volume 2, Part O of the U.S. Citizenship & Immigration Services
(USCIS) Policy Manual provides updated and comprehensive guidance on eligibility
requirements, filing and adjudication of petitions for nonimmigrant religious workers.
To review the PolMan, click hfml..
Please provide your responses by 5:00 PM Friday, May 13, 2016.
We request responses from the following program offices and directorates: AAO;
OCC;FOD;FDNS;OP&S;OTC;SCOPS
Please note that those not listed above are receiving this for informational
purposes, but are welcome to respond.

To register your response and view all responses, click h!ml.. Please note that
explanations must accompany concurrences with edits and non-concurrences.
Johnetta Drake
USC/S Office of the Executive Secretariat
202-236-4246 (Cell)
202-272-0998 (Desk)
202·272-0990 (Office)

Exso Connect page
Page
Please upload all actions for which Forms G-1056 are ased Id~. Please send all official actions to USCIS-E,ec-Sec@uscis,dhs,g,ov.
. EXSO ECN
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NAME OF MEETING
Date of Meeting

Overview:
Briefing Memo should be in paragraph format Always use plain language and
titles. The overview section should be the highlights of the briefing memo. For example,
the who, what, when, and where of the ineeting. This section should also include
meeting logistics (ex. Need for a translator).

You should provide a general description of the overall goals of the meeting both
for DHS and the expected goals of other participants. This section should also include
any asks of the meeting participant(s).
·
Background on [Foreign Dignitary]: ,
Background on the meeting participant(s) should cover significant recent
.
interaction with DHS. You should mention any important biographic highlights on the
individual and their relevant political history.
Background on Relationship with [Country]:
This section should outline the U.S. relationship with the country the participant(s)
are representing. This should include both the strengths and any issues of disagreement or
. strain. You should discuss any important areas of cooperation or agreements between the·
two countries. You may include the DHS footprint in the country, if relevant. Also,
briefly address any significant interactions between DHS and other representatives of the
country.
Issues that [Foreign Dignitary] is Likely to Raise During the Meeting:
This section should be a summary of key issues likely to be raised to SI/S2.
Issues should be clearly defined without pleasantries, nuances, or unnecessary verbosity.
Keep in mind that these materials are for the Department's most senior leadership-tell
them what they need to know in as concise a paper as possible.

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
Staff recommendation: Following each issue to be raised you should outline the
recommended DHS response to the issue. Express the main arguments and points
that support the recommended position. Do not skirt tough issues.

DHS Priorities for the Meeting:
This section expands on DHS's overall goals for the meeting as indicated in the
overview. It should include a summary of key issues S l/S2 should raise on behalf of
OHS in support of these goals. Include background on the issue, why this issue is
· important to DHS, and the main arguments and points in support of our position on the
issue.
-Talking Points:
• The talking points should be the only bulleted section of the briefing memo and
should be in the third person.
) Do not provide a script as if Secretary will be reading word for word.
• Express thanks and other needed pleasantries with participants.
• Indicate conversational points S I/S2 needs to make in advancement of goals indicated
previously in the briefing memo
• Include appropriate responses to topics likely to arise from other participants
Participants:
OHS
Secretary Johnson
.
Alan Bersin Assistant Secretary, PLCY
Matt King Deputy Assistant Secretary, PLCYJOIE
Foreign Delegation
Marta Stuart, Provincial Governor
Dawn L. Trump, Chief of Staff to the Provincial Governor
Map:

2
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Attachments: (Critical items only - no more than 5, Any attachments longer than 10
pages will not be included, ii1stead please provide a one page executive summary)
A. Additional Materials
·
B. Biography
Staff Responsible for Briefing Memo: Staff-level Drafter, Title, Phone Number
Reviewed and approved by: Chief of Staff or higher, Title, Phone Number
OGC Reviewer: Attorney in Component Counsel or HQ, Title, .Phone Number,

OGC coordinalion is essential. Please ensure that briefing materials have been fiilly
coordinated with OGC. Lead components are now required to coordinate wilh their
Component Counsel and identify in their OGC submission of briefing materials, who in
their component counsel office reviewed and cleared.

3
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FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
Name
(phonetic pronunciation, if necessary)
Title, Organization

Please use paragraph format, notbullet points, and please indent each paragraph.
Biographies should never be more than one page; half a page is ideal. A biography from
the participant's professional website is acceptable, but please be sure it is 'formatted
appropriately.
·· ·
Please do not provide biographies for individuals whom SI already knows, such as
other Cabinet Secretaries. Biographies are only necessary for key participants.
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From:

Farnam Ju11e E

To:
Cc:

McCameot James W

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Renaud Iracv L

ART Briefing Presentation
Thursday, November 03, 2016 9:04:53 AM

ABT Cnmnooeot Brief Framework lJSCIS PPtx

Tracy,
Attached is the updated ART briefing presentation based on the conversation we had with 01 and
Juliet and James earlier this week with talking points for each slide.
Including James to make sure I captured what was discussed at the meeting.
I wanted to give you the opportunity to review before I send it for clearance.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential informarion and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications, Electronic communications may also be mon'ttored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this In error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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From:

Farnam ltJl!e
Renaud I@cv I

To:
Subject:

Briefing Documents
Monday, November M, ,016 2:15:09 PM .

Date:

Attachments:

Aaencv Review Team Briefing Schedule.doo:
ART Comoooent Brief Framework VSCIS EINAl PPbc
Ticktock users All Offices Califotoia docx
ICE Qvev1ew Excerpt odf
usc1s DACA IP 2016 FINAL.DOCX
users oVe,view 8·26·2016 cieaa,docx

Tracy,
Here are the documents you/D2 requested minus CB.P's overview document CBP is looking for their
final version of the document and should be sending it along to me soon.
The USCIS overview attached is the one that is included in the DHS briefing book. The version that
we have in our brieflng book does not include executive actions as a strategic priority.
For the California site visits, the ART can easily tack on another day to visit LAX, the borcer, Coast
Guard operations, etc.
Here's a summary of what's attached:
•
•
•
•

USCIS Overview
USCIS Agency Briefing Presentation
USCIS Agency Briefing Flow-of-Show
California Site Visit Tick-Tock

•
•

DACA .Issue Paper
ICE Overview

Julie Farnam
Component Action Officer
Presidential Transition Office
Department of Homeland Security
(di 202-282-8277
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain con'.idential information arid 1s covered by federal laws governing
electronic com.munica:ions. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of th·1s message ·rs not the intended recipient,'you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message ls strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this rnessage and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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Referred to Immigration and Customs Enforcement
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Referred to Immigration and Customs Enforcement

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Naturalization Ceremony, July 21, 2014 at Mt Rainier National Park Photo: USCIS

U.S, Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) is the Federal agency that oversees
lawful immigration to the United States. USCIS began operations on March I, 2003, as part
of the newly established U.S. Department of Homeland Security (OHS). Congress
disbanded the Immigration and Naturalization Service in the Department of Justice and
transfen-ed its functions to three new agencies in OHS: USCJS,'U.S. Immigration and
Customs Enforc.einent (ICE), and U.S. Customs and Border Prntection (CBP).
USCIS officers adjudicate requests for immigration benefits, including lawful permanent
residence (Green Cards), and naturalization. Combatting fraud and safeguarding national
security are agency priorities.
USCIS also plays key roles in the U.S. Refogee
Admissions Program and in other natio.nal.
security areas including:
• Conducting robust security screening of
potential refugees;
• Detennining asylum eligibility for those
claiming to face persecution., in their home
countries;
• Providing relief for victims of human
trafficking and violent c;imes;
• Enabling inter-country adoptions for U.S.
citizen parents; and
• Verifying the employment eligibility of
new hires in the United States.

USCIS employees check applicants in before their
naturalization ceremony. Photo: USCIS
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In a nation of immigrants, the employees of USClS are proud to play a vital role in this
country's long tradition of enrichment and renewal through immigration. USClS' workforce
consists of approximately I9,000 government workers and contractors, who are located at
223 offices around the world and are entrusted to uphold the agency's core values of
integrity, respect, ingenuity, and vigilance.
·
·

An Average USCIS Day
• Adjudicates more than 26,000 requests for various immigration benefits.
• Processes 3,700 applications to sponsor relatives and future spouses.
• Processes 200 refugee applications around the world and grants asylum to 45
individuals already in the United States.
• Screens 146 people for protection on the basis of credible fear.
• Answers 50,000 phone
r· · ·" · ·
·
calls to our toll-free
customer service line and
serves 2,200 customers at
appointments for
information in its 86
domestic field offices.
• Ensures the employment
eligibility of more than
80,000 new hires in the
United States.
• Fingerprints and
USCIS Director Rodriguez speaking at a naturalization ceremony at
photographs 13,000 people
Mount Vernon, Photo: USCIS
at 13 7 Application Support
Centers.
• Approves applications and petitions to assist American parents in adopting 25
foreign-born orphans.
• Grants lawful perman~nt residence to
approximately 2, I 00 people and issues
approximately 7,000 Permanent Resident Cards
(Green Cards).
• Receives 335,000 visitor sessions to uscis.gov ..
• Welcomes nearly 2,000 new citizens at
naturalization ceremonies. Typically 36 of these
new citizens are members of the U.S. armed forces

Mission

USCIS Immigration Services Officer
intervie,ving a candidate for citizenship.
Photo: USCIS

USCIS will secure America's promise as a nation of immigrants by providing accurate and
useful information to its customers, granting immigration and citizenship benefits,
promoting awareness and understanding of U.S. citizenship, and ensuring the integrity of
the immigration system.
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I
I

. BudgetApproximately 95% ofUSCIS' budget is funded by Immigration Examination Fees .. ·

': '... · USCIS -.Total
J}udget
Authority .
,, .
.
'

,,,

'

*FY 2017 President's budget includc.__ _1!!1!1111 for the enjoined aspects of Executive Action on Immigration.
Congress is expected to subtract this out of USCIS' initial budget authority in the FY 2017 appropriations bill.

(b)(5)

FY17 President's Budget
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• FY 2016. Does not include reimbursable, working capital, or revolving account employees. Authorized and onboard
figures are as of May 14, 2016/Pay Period 9 and only include full-time per.manent employees.

USCIS - 5-.year Workforce Trend _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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*FYI 7 PB includct
for enjoined aspects of Executive Action. Congress is likely lo subtract this out of
USC!S' initial budget authority in the FY 2017 appropriations bill.

Strategic Priorities

acquire their own technology and
develop innovative procedures to
create more efficiencies in the paper
process, but. t.hose local procedures

were not necessarily adopted across
the agency. Additionally, USCIS
recognized that its dependence on
paper files made it difficult to verify
applicants' identities and provide
DHS and other government agencies
USCIS employ'ee sorting paper immigration files Photo:
with the information they need to
USCIS
make informed business decisions.
As part of a comprehensive set of initiatives to modernize, USCIS embarked on an
enterprise-wide effort to transition from a paper-based to a paperless, electronic
operational environment. The new operating environment, referred to internally as
USC IS Electronic Immigration System (ELIS), is being delivered by the .USC IS
Office of Transformation Coordination in partnership with the USCIS Office of
Information Technology. The system is supported by a number of enterprise data
services that ensure the right information is available for the adjudication process.
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The system ev·entually will also serve as USCIS' single case management system for
all immigration benefits and requests. The life cycle cost estimate that was approved
in April 2015 for the re-baselined program
~hich includes all costs
from 2006 - 2033.

isl

• Backlogs - Backlogs at USCJS have grown over the past year, mainly due to increased
filings and. a lack of resources necessary to complete the work in a timely manner. As
USC IS is ·a fee-funded agency, there is a natural mechanism to increase funding
commensurate with the increased workload. However, the workload can expand at a
faster rate than USC IS is capable of matching with personnel, creating a backlog of
cases that are pending adjudication and are outside of the specific cycle time goal (that
is, outside the number of months USC IS expects it will take to adjudicate the specific
form type).
• Verification Modernization - In 2012, USCIS initiated the Verification Modernization
(VER MOD) program to modernize the E-Verify and Systematic Alien Verification
for Entitlements (SA VE) programs, as well as a suite of supporting applications. The
legacy programs are operational but are constrained by a tightly-coupled inforn1ation
technology architecture. Workload volumes for both programs are expected to
continue to increase and are already beyond the current operational pro.gram limits.
Modernization is intended to increase the capacity and flexibility of these programs in
order to enable DHS to meet its mission to enforce and administer the nation's
immigration laws. The projected life cycle cost of VER MOD is $2.7 billion, which
includes operations of both E-Verify and SA VE. The acquisition p·rogram was
cleared by DHS to enter the execution phase in October 2015.
• Executive Actions - On November 20, 2014, President Barack Obama announced a
series of executive actions related to immigration reform. As they relate to USC IS'
,
mission, these initiatives included
expanding access to the provisional
waiver process to any individual who is
,,;
r
statutorily eligible for an immigrant visa
and can meet the requirements for such a
waiver; modernizing, improving, and
clarifying immigrant and nonimmigrant
visa programs to support U.S. highskilled businesses and workers;
promoting chizenship education and
public awareness for lawful pern1anent
residents; and providing an option for
USCJS immigration officer interviews an applicant·.
naturalization applicants to use credit
Photo: usc1s
cards to pay the application fee. The
Presidential directives seek to ensure that all immigrant visa numbers allocated by
Congress are used and to modernize the information technology infrastructure for the
visa processing system .. The President also directed the Secretary of State and the
Secretary of Homeland Security to develop recommendations, in consultation with
stakeholders and experts, to reduce government costs, improve services for applicants,
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reduce burdens on employers, and combat waste, fraud, and abuse in the U.S.
immigration system. In addition, President Obama directed leaders from 16 federal
organizations to create a White House Task Force on New Americans to develop a
coordinated federal strategy to better integrate new Americans into communities and
support state and local efforts to do the same.
• Supporting Immigrant Integration Efforts - Since November 2014, following the
release of the "Creating Welcoming Communities and Fully Integrating Immigrants
and Refugees" Presidential Memorandum,
USCIS and the White House Domestic
Policy Council have. served as co-chairs of
the White House Task Force on New
Americans ("Task Force"). The Task Force
includes I6 federal departments, agencies,
and White House offices and was charged
with developing a coordinated federal ·
strategy to better integrate immigrants into
American communities. In April 2015, the
Task Force issued a Strategic Action Plan
with goals and recommended actions to build
Refugee applicants in Jordan take an oath before
welcoming communities; strengthen existing their interview for refugee resettlement through
pathways to naturalization and promote civic the U.S. Refugee Admissions Program.
engagement; support the skill development,
entrepreneurship, and protect new American workers; expand opportunities for
linguistic integration and education; and strengthen federal immigrant and refugee
integration infrastructure. Under the auspices of the Task Force, the federal
government has made great strides in coordinating and enhancing immigrant
integration activities, including implementing the more than 40 recommendations
included in the Sirategic Action Plan. USCIS seeks to continue these interagency
coordination and implementation efforts to help immigrants integrate into
communities and contribute to society to their fullestpot~ntial.

./
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Key Partnerships I Stakeholders
',,'. ~:' ';'

\~';;

':,'

.>i.*,·,.

,··--r~· ;,,·.:

Partner
U.S. Department of Defense (DOD)

). )

., Intera ienc:v. ',: ,,' ·,• ••,/ '..• "' ,. .·:., ."{\ ;"*'. ::,rrt:,.,';Jll:;;2;,;·,·,,,
1'' .,

"

Description
·--· ---·
USCIS has an interagency agreement to share

biometric data for specific classes of
immigrants through the Automated Biometric
Identification System (ABIS).
USCIS also has interagency agreements
allowing U.S. military facilities to host
immigration operations in support of U.S.
military personnel seeking immigration
benefits.
For the naturalization process, USC IS receives
confirmation from DoD ofan applicant's
military service and whether the applicant was
honorably discharged from the U.S. Armed
Forces.
U:S. Department of Labor (DOL)

USCIS and DOL work collaboratively on
employment-based immigrant and
nonimmigrant visa issues.

U.S. Department of State (DOS)

USCIS retrieves information relating to
individuals receiving immigrant visas for the
purpose of issuing Permanent Resident Cards.
DOS issues U.S. passports and shares the
authority to make decisions on U.S. citizenship
claims.

'

DOS is a data partner with the USCIS
Immigration Records and Identity Services
Directorate and shares information needed to
validate passport and passport card data and
photos for the E-Verify program.
DOS also assists with payroll processing for
overseas allowances
DOS and OHS are partners in the U.S. Refugee
Admissions Program, an interagency effort
involving a number of governmental and nongovernmental partners both overseas and in the
United States who work together towards
refugee admissions each year.
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Partner
U.S. Department of Treasury, Fiscal Service

Description
Treasury's Fiscal Service designates a
Financial Agent (JP Morgan Chase line 12) to
provide Lockbox Services for the collection of
fees and associated immigration forms for
USCIS. Fiscal Service and USCIS jointly
manage the Lockbox Service Provider, through
a Memorandum of Understanding. Treasury is ·
users' partner in managing the lockbox •
operation, which is responsible for the intake
and deposit of approximately 90% ofUSCIS
forms and fees.

Executive Office for Immigration Review
(EOIR)

The immigration courts fall under the
jurisdiction of EOIR and are responsible for
conducting proceedings related to an
individual's removal or deportation from,
and/or admissibility to the United States.

~

\.,

USCIS retrieves data collected by the
immigration courts regarding hearing dates,
results of the hearing, and status of the
individual who is in proceedings before the
court. USCIS also issues Notices to Appear,
placing individuals into immigration
proceedings before EOIR.
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)

users conducts background and security
checks for most requests for immigration
benefits. USCIS works with the FBI to obtain
and complete background and security checks
for individuals seeking immigration benefits.

General Services Ad.ministration (GSA)

..

The GSA acquires and manages all real
property acquisitions and facilities related
projects on behalf of USClS. This directly
supports users• mission, allowing USCIS
employees and customers to conduct business
in safe and professional environments.

Stakeholder Groups and FederarAdvisorv Committees (FACA) ' ·• '
Partner
.I
. Description · ·
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'::- . '..'°' ,..,,, ,., "' ''.Stakeholder-Grouos and Federal Advisorv Committees (FACA.l ,';').\~
.'
.,

Partner ·
'
"
Non-governmental entities, community-based
organizations, and various public and private
associations.

.

::y: Hf,,,,.

Descriotion
There are many public and private entities and
.organizations that.work with individuals
seeking immigradon benefits (e.g., Catholic
Charities, Catholic Legal Immigration Network
(CLINIC), National Council of La Raza,
American Immigration Lawyers Association,
United We Dream). USC1S frequently holds
public outreach sessions with such
organizations on various immigration issues
and offers them an opportunity to provide
feedback on issues such as customer service,
agency policies, and case processing.
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Description
UNHCR refers a vast majority of the refugee
resettlement applicants to the U.S. Refugee
Admissions Program.

! International En2a2ements

. Partner
United Nations High Commissioner fo~
Refugees (UNHCR)
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Or2anizcd Labor/Advocacy Groups·' :"' , \,' ;i \. ' /;."'
Description
Partner '
..
American Federation of Government
AFGE represents USCIS bargaining unit
Employees (AFGE)-National Citizenship and employees. USC1S and AFGE-NCISC work·
together to collaboratively negotiate and
Immigration Services Council (NCISC)
establish procedures for work conditions and
resolve employee grievances.
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Legislative Agenda
• Regional Center Termination Authority- In 1992, Congress created the Immigrant
Investor Program, also known as the Regional Center Program. This sets aside EB~5
visas for participants who invest in commercial enterprises associated with regional
centers approved by USCIS based on proposals for promoting economic growth.
USCIS currently cannot deny EB-5 'regional center program benefits solely due .to
concerns that the regional center, its associated commercial enterprises, or those in
control of the regional center or associated commercial enterprises may be engaged
in fraud or criminal activity, or may pose a threat to public safety or national security.
USCIS wants to have discretion in its EB-5 adjudications to prohibit the participation
or continued participation in the EB-5 program where it is determined there is fraud,
criminal activity, or a threat to national security. USCIS also seeks to preclude
judicial review of determinations made on cases involving public safety and/or
national security as well as the discretionary decisions to permanently bar bad actors
from the program.
• Naturalization Requirements for Elderly Applicants - The redesigned naturalization
test, implemented on October I, 2008, standardized the content and administration of·
the naturalization test; however, elderly test takers .are still at a much higher risk of
not naturalizing because of their.inability to meet the educational requirements for
naturalization. Based on internal analysis ofUSCIS data from October l, 2009
through April 30, 2016, older applicants have a significantly lower pass rate on the
naturalization test compared to younger applicants. Data shows that the pass rate for .
first time test takers ages 18-25 was 98%, and for those ages 25-35 was 96.6%. The
pass rate declines by age group. For applicants ages 65-74, the pass rate was 39.6%,
for those ages 75-84, the pass rate was 26%, and for those ages 85 and over, the pass
rate was 14%. USCJS proposes an amendment to Section 312 ofthe Immigration
and Nationality Act (INA) to provide an additional age and time-as-resident
exemption from the English-language requirements for applicants who are 60 years
old and who have been living in the United States for periods totaling at least I0
years at the time of filing the Form N-400, Application for Naturalization.·
Additionally, this amendment would lift both the English-language and civics
requirements per INA 312 (a)(!) and (a)(2) for individuals who are 65 years old and
who have been living in the United States for periods totaling at least five years at the
time of filing Form N-400.
·
·
• Refugee Fingerprint Collection - Refugee applicants are fingerprinted generally at
the time of the applicant's USC IS interview abroad and are then checked against
electronic databases as part of the background and security progress. The results of
these checks are, therefore, not available to a USCIS officer until after the intervie\v
has been completed: Currently, refugee applicants 14 to 79 years old are required to
submit their fingerprints, along with photographs and biographic information, to
users. Those fingerprints are then checked against electronic databases as part of
the background and security progress. users would like to amend the law to allow
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nongovernmental organizations, working under cooperative agreements with the
Department of State (DOS), to collect fingerprints from refugee applicants during the
pre-screening stage. This amendment will allow greater flexibility for the U.S.
Refugee Admissions Program to collect fingerprints prior to the users interview
while still providing appropriate safeguards to ensure the integrity and security of the
collection, providing users with the opportunity to review fingerprint results prior
to the interview and to address questions pertaining to those results during the
· interview, as appropriate. Refugees are not admitted to the United States until all
required security checks have be.en completed. ·
• Citizenship and Integration Grant Program - Since FY 2009, the Citizenship and
·Integration Grant Program has been authorized by Congress on an annual basis. The
lack of a permanent authorization and need to wait until the appropriations bills are
enacted into law has a significant operational impact on the program each year. In an
effort to address this ongoing uncertainty, this proposal would permanently (or fora
period of six years) authorize users to award immigrant integration grants using
funds from the Immigration Examinations Fee Account (i.e., not appropriations).
Notwithstanding section 1356(n) of Title 8, United States Code, USCIS would like
an allocation of the funds deposited into the Immigration Examinations Fee Account,
up 'to $10,000,000 for FY 2017, and up to $15,000,000 in each fiscal year thereafter,
for .the purpose of providing an.immigrant integration grants program.
• National Crime Information Center (NCIC) Access - USCIS is charged with the
critical mission of protecting the national security and public safety through ensuring
that applicants for a wide variety of immigration and citizenship benefits under the
Immigration and Nationality Act are eligible for the benefit sought, including
determining whether criminal grounds of ineligibility apply. Current statute defines
"immigration and naturalization matters" as "noncriminal justice purposes," which
limits access to orily select portions of the NCIC criminal records database. USCIS
seeks full access to NCIC including: (I) sealed record information, including juvenile
records, and (2) conduct name-based (rather than fingerprint-based) checks to ensure
all criminal records are reviewed prior to validating eligibility for a specific
immigration benefit or request for action. This will significantly improve USCIS'
ability to perform its mission by identifying potentially relevant criminal history,
including in those cases (such as reviewing a previously granted benefit for a
possible basis of revocation) where current fingerprints are not available for
submission.
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Government Accountability Office I Office of the Inspector General
Audits
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Title
"Immigration Benefits
Systems: U.S .. Citizenship
and Immigration Services
·can Improv.e Program
Management"

Refugee Screening Process

Title
OHS Use of Biometric
Information to Detect and
Respond to Naturalization
Fraud
·
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Report.
Number
GA0-16467

N/A(GAO
job code
100527)

Report
Number
NIA
(O!G job
code 14127)

,'
GAO Audits -·.-:.''l,_
Description
'.'
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~

·
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''

House Committee on Homeland Security
requested audit to assess the extent to
which the USC!S Transformation
program uses infonnation technology
program management best practices.
GAO found that software development
and systems integration and testing for
USC!S's Electronic Immigration System
(USCIS ELIS) have not consistently been
managed in line with the program's
policies and guidance or with leading
practices. The report contained I2
recommendations, with which OHS
concurred.
House Committee on Homeland Security
requested audit to determine:(!) What do
data indicate about the characteristics of
refugee resettlement applications to the
United States?; (2) How does the
Department of Homeland Security (OHS)
determine admissibility for'refugees ·
seeking resettlement in the United
States?; (3) To what extent have DHS and
State implemented policies and
procedures for conducting security checks
of applicants for refugee resettlement?;
and (4) How, ifat all, do OHS and State
coordinate with otlier U.S. agencies in
conducting such securitv checks?

. . · Description .
· ·. . .
,
O!G self-initiated audit of the results of
Operation Janus, a OHS study that
identified approximately 1,650 aliens who
may have engaged in naturalization fraud.
Specifically, the Operation Janus study
purports to have identified aliens who
received naturalization, despite OHS
biometric records that associated these
a.liens with multiple identities and Final
Removal Orders.

,1, >1. ~-1.·, "·'. i ,.·:

Final Report
Due
Final report
issued July 7,
2016

.
Projected
report release
date to be
determined.
GAO
announced the
audit in January
2016 and is
currently
conducting
fieldwork.

Final Report
Due
Projected
report release
date to be
determined.
O!G issued the
draft report in
July 20 I6 and
DHS's written
response is due .
in late FY2016
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.. ··c Audits
,., .. ..•·•''i'.. •:·,t. : ......
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,. ·· ... '
. Title·
Report
. Description
Number
' .
'!!'. ··.-'

Asylum: Additional Actions
Needed to Assess and
· Address Fraud Risks

H-2A and H-28 Visa
Programs: Increased
Protections Needed for
Foreign Workers

GA0-1650

GA0-15154
.

' "'~:c:: . ,;:,. .·. ';t::;:/: • :P:,··
Final Report
Due
Report. issued
on December 2,
2015.

House Committee on the Judiciary
requested audit to assess: (I) What do the
Department of Homeland Se.curity's
(OHS) and the Department of Justice
(DOJ) Executive Office for Immigration
Review's (EOlR) data indicate about the
number and characteristics of asylum
claims over the past 5 years? (2) To what
extent have U.S. Citizenship and
Immigration Services (USC1S) and EOlR
developed and implemented policies and
procedures·to detect and prevent fraud in
the asylum process? (3) What federal
public benefits were provided to asylees
who had their status terminated for fraud?
Report issued
Multi-agency audit including the
Departments of Homeland Security, •
on March 6,
Justice, Labor, State, and Health and
2015.
Human Services in response to a
congressional mandate under engagement
.code 131251, between)une2013 and
October 2014. This report examines (1)
the number of H-2A and H-28 workers
who enter the country and the occupations
they fill, (2) how U.S. employers recruit
H-2A and H-28 workers and what abuse
may occur in recruitment and
employment, and (3) how well federal
departments and agenc!es protect H-2A
and H-28 workers.
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IQnl; Tintarv Ruth E; Valverde Michael; Yanisoo Denise; Walters, Jessica S; YQuoa Todd P
Clp • News 96.5: Judge tells new citizens Trump is their president, don"t like it they can go to another country

Subject:
Date:

Friday, November 18, 2016 6:55:10 PM

http: //www news955 com /news/news/national /i ud~e- tel Is-o ew-c itizeo s-trump-their -presidentdon /n s9r9/
Posted: 6:37 a,m, Friday,,Nov. 16, 2016

Judge tells new citizens Trump is their
president, don't like it they can go to
another country
By Natalie Dreier
Cox Media Group National Content Desk
SAN ANTONIO, Texas -

A Texas Judge had some tough words for new citizens of the United_ States.
Judge John Primomo said to those people who recently took their oath of citizenship, "I can
assure you that whether you voted for him or you did not vote for him, if you are a citizen of the
United States, he is your president. He will be your president and if you do not like that, you
need to go to another country."

» Read more trending stories·
The statement was made during the ceremony Thursday night. Primomo is a federal
. judge, KENS

reported.

The judge didn't stop there. He also criticized protesters who have been carrying signs that say
Trump is not their president and NFL players who have been protesting by taking a knee during
the n'ational anthem.
"I detest that, because you can protest things that happen in this country; you have every right
to. You don't do that by offending national.symbols like the national anthem and the flag of the
United States," Primomo said.
He said that his comments were intended to bring the group together and to teach respect when
it comes to the office of the president, KENS
Read

reported. He said he didn't vote for Trump.

more here, including reaction from the new citizens.
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Cllp • WP: Retired Marine Gen. John F. Kelly picked to head Department of Homeland Security .
Wednesday; December 07, 2016 11:50:57 AM

https ·//www wash 1Dgtonpost corn/world/nat1onal-sewnty/ret1rPd-rnari ne-gen-iobo-f-kel ly-plCkedto-head-departrnent-of-horneland-secu rjty/20J 5/J 2/07/J 6$472f2-bbe6- l Je6-94ac3d324S4DJ 06c story htrnl?utrn term= fc93fcae5659&wpisrc=al alert-COMBO-politjcs%252Bnation

Retired Marine Gen.
John F. Kelly picked
to head Department
of Hoineland
Security
By Jcrrv Markon and Dan Lamothe Dcc(\mbcr 7 m 11 :36 t\M

President-elect Donald Trump has choseri retired Marine Gen. John
F. Kelly to run the Department of Homeland Security, turning to a
blunt-spoken border security hawk who clashecl with the Obama
administration over women in combat and plans to close the prison
at Guantanamo Bay, according to people familiar with the decision.
.

as

.

.·

Kelly, who retired in February chief of U.S. Southern Command,
would inherit a massive and often troubled department responsible
for overseeing perhaps the most controversial part of Trump's
agenda: his proposed crackdown on illegal immigration. DHS is the
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third-largest Cabinetdepartn1ent, with more than 240,000 ·
employees who .do everything fron1 fight terrorism to protect the .
president and enforce im1nigration laws.
Kelly, 66, is a widely-respected military officer who served for more
than 40 years, and he is not expected to face difficulty winning
Senate confirmation. Trump's team was drawn to him because of
his southwest border expertise, people familiar with the transition
said. Like the president-elect Kelly has sounded the alarm about
drugs, terrorism and other cross-border threats he seems as
emanating from Central and South America.
Yet Kelly's nomination could raise questions about what critics see
as Trump's tendency to surround himself with too many military
figures. Trump has also selected retired Marine Gen. James N.
Mattis for defense secretary and retired Lt. Gen. Michael T. Flynn as
national security adviser, while retired Army Gen. David Petraeus is·
under consideration for secretary of state.
Kelly, a Boston native, was chosen over an array of other candidates
who also met with Trump after his surprise election victory last
month. Those in contention included Frances Townsend, a top
homeland security and counterterrorism official in the George W.
Bush administration; Milwaukee County sheriff David Clarke and
Kansas Secretary of State Kris Kobach. Clarke and Kobach are vocal
. Trump backers, with Kobach being nationally known for his strong
views on restricting illegal immigration.
In the end, people familiar with the transition said, the choice came
down to Kelly and Rep. Michael Mccaul (R-Tex.), chairman of the
House Homeland Security Committee. McCaul was considered an
early favorite, but his chances were hurt by opposition from some
conservatives who found him insufficiently tough on border
security, the people said.
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. Known inside the Pentagon as a thoughtful man who continued .
serving his country even after his son was killed in combat, Kelly
has talked in stark terms - much like Trump -- about the threats
· America
faces in the Middle East and beyond. In ' speeches, he
has
.
.
expressed frustration with what he calls the "bureaucrats" in
Washington, and he described the military's counterterrorism
operations abroad as a war against a "savage" enemy who would
gladly launch more deadly attacks.
"Given the opportunity to do another 9/11, our vicious enemy would
do it today, tom()rrow and everyday thereafter," Kelly said in a 2013
Memorial Day address in Texas. "I don't know why th~y hate us,
and I frankly don't care, but they do hate us and are driven
irrationally to our destruction."
. His blunt manner led to conflicts within the Obama administration,
where he served more than three years as Southern Command chief
- overseeing military operations across Central and South America
- and as senior military adviser to defense secretaries Robert M. ·
Gates and Leon E. Panetta.
Kelly oppose~ Obama's failed plans to close Guantanamo, people
familiar with his views say, and he has strongly defended how the
military handles detainees. In a 2014 interview, he told The
Washington Post that criticism of their treatment by human rights
groups and others was "foolishness."
He also publicly expressed concerns over the Pentagon's order in
December that for the first time opened all jobs in combat units to
women, including the most elite forces such as the Navy SEALs.
"They're saying we are not going to change any standards," Kelly
. told reporters at the Pentagon. "There will be great pressure,
whether it's 12 months from now, four years from now, because the
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question will be asked whether we've let women into these other
roles, why aren't they staying in those other roles?"
On the personal side, Kelly learned firsthand the pain and loss
suffered by many military families. His son, 2nd Lt. Robert M.
Kelly, died in Afghanistan fighting the Taliban in 2010. Four days
later,the general delivered a passionate and at times angry speech
about the military's sacrifices and its troops' growing sense of
isolation from society.
"Their struggle is your struggle," he told a crowd of former Marines
and business people in St. Louis. "If anyone thinks you can
somehow thank them for their service, and not support the cause
for which they fight - our country - these people are lying to
themselves .... More important, they are slighting our warriors and
mocking their commitment to this nation."
He never mentioned his son by name. The speech has been passed
around the Internet ever since. ·
As DHS secretary, Kelly would take on what is considered to be one
of Washington's most challenging jobs, in part because of the ·
agency's persistent management problems and employee morale
that is among the federal government's lowest.

Although DHS was created after the Sept. 11, 2001 attacks primarily
to coordinate the battle against terrorism, it is now perhaps equally
known for its immigration role. Trump has pledged a crackdown on .
illegal immigration that would require an expensive and logistically
difficult operation to remove millions from the country.
That work would be overseen by DHS components such as U.S.
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE), which Trump has
proposed to beef up by tripling the number of agents. U.S. Customs
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and Border Protection, also part ofDHS, is also likely to come
under increased pressure in the Trump adn1inistration to better
secure the Southwest border.
Perhaps Kelly's most visible role would be to help oversee Trump's
signature campaign promise: a wall along the U.S.-Mexico border
to keep out illegal immigrants. Trump has said the construction will
be easy, but experts say the structure would face numerous
obstacles, such as environmental and engineering problems and
fights with ranchers and others who would resist giving up their
land.
The president-elect and his homeland security secretary appear to
be in synch on cross-border threats.
In congressional testimony last year, Kelly said th~ Southern
Command was "just barely" able to keep on the "pilot light of U.S.
military engagement" in the border region, and he warned that
existing smuggling routes into the United States could be used by
terrorist groups.
"Despite the heroic efforts of our law enforcement colleagues,
criminal organizations are constantly adapting their methods for
trafficking across our borders," Kelly told the Senate Armed
Services Committee. "While there is not yet any indication that the
criminal networks involved in human and drug trafficking are
interested in supporting the efforts of terrorist groups, these
networks could unwittingly, or even wittingly, facilitate the
movement of terrorist operatives or weapons of mass destruction
toward our borders."
Kelly's thoughts on other controversial issues, however, have been
markedly more measured than Trump's. While the president-elect ·
once called for a ban on all Muslims entering the United States,
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Kelly has said U.S. troops "respect and even fight for the right of.
your neighbor to venerate any God he or she damn well pleases."
He has also has stressed the importance of enforcing human rights,
and told military commanders in Latin America that they revert to
the past and overthrow civilian leaders with whom they disagree.
"Since 1945, no one in the U.S. military has liked the end result of
the military conflicts we've been in: Vietnam, Korea, certainly Iraq,
and probably Afghanistan," Kelly said in a 2015 discussion at the .
Pacific Council on International Policy. "But in a democracy, you
salute. You suck it up ...You cannot act."
Earlier in his career, Kelly served as the assistant commander of the .
1st Marine Division under Mattis during th_e initial invasion of Iraq
in 2003. He returned there again in 2004, and a third time in
2008, when he was named the top U.S. commander in western
Iraq. Before becoming a general, Kelly served as a special assistant
to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization's supreme allied
· commander for Europe,· working from Belgium.
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Renaud TrAtv L

Farnam Julie E
Clip
Monday, November 14, 20161:17:00 PM

htto ://www.azcentral.com/storv/news/oolitics/politica Ii nsider/2016/11111 /sb1ozo-author ·kris· ·
kobach-ioins-dona Id· trump-immigration· transition- tea m/936281 ost

Tracy l. Rena1,1d
Associate Director
Munagement Directorpte
US Citizenship & Immigration Services
Deportment of Homeland Sec"rity

202·272-1739 (desk)
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From:

To:

.Renaud Tracy \
Hoefer: Michae1 D; Howard Rothlev L

Subject:

FOIA for DNC re: Trump filings

Date:

Tuesday, August 02, 2016 9:S8:00 AM

Mike/Rothley,
Kevin mentioned that you received a FOIA from DNC requesting information on filings by the Trump .
business enterprises. Can you send me the actual FOIA request please? I just want to alert the
transition team at the Department. Also, I understand from Kevin that in processing these in the
normal first-in/first-out fashion this FOIA would not be completed soon, how far out w?uld you
anticipate getting to it? After election?

Tracy L Renaud
Associate Director
Management Directorate
US Citizenship & lmmigroti011 Services

Deportment of Homeland Security
202-27i-l739 (de,k}
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From:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Date:
Attachments:

Renaud · Tcacv t
Micooe, Vincent; Stewart Blon
Farnam luHe E; users Presidential Transition
FOIA Request from DNC
Tuesday, August 02, 2016 11:27:00 AM

Remiest%20Lettec Pdf

Vince and Bion,
I just want to alert you that last week USCIS received a FOIA request from the DNC asking for
information related to a number of Trump.enterprises (FOIA is attached}. Our FOIA requests are
processed first-in/first-out so under normal processes it could take as much as 3 months. for us to
get to this request using or normal processes. I thought it odd that they are reaching through FOIA
rather than through the transition team so I wanted to bring it to your attention right away. If you
have any questions let me know.

Tracy L. Renaud
Associate Director
M(l1't:tgement Directorate
US Citizenship & lmmigrotion Services
Department of Ho~eland Security
202·272•1739 /desk/
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From:

To:
Cc:
SobJect:
Date:

Farnam. Julie E
simmoos, Tina Y: loseoh Renee l
Bea,idoio Duane Ai IPO EOIA SIG Beq11ests; Coh,cci Ntcho!as Yi·Reoaud Tracv L; Dominquez

Kathleen

P

FOIA Requests
Tuesday, August 02, 2016 2:54:48 PM

Good afternoon,
If you receive any FOIA requests related to Clinton or Trump, please let me know right away because
we will need to alert the presidential transition team at DHS. We've already
same request
. made this
.
of FOIA/IRIS, but just to cover all our bases, it would be helpful if you could also let me know.
'

You can continue to work the cases as you normally would, but please copy nie on any response you
send to FOIA. A.nd particularly for EB-5, I know we've already received several FOIA requests related
to the presidential candidates before they were candidates and to the extent possible we can
always try to recycle previously submitted responses. Thank you for your help on this.
Julie Farnam
Special Assistant
· Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

Id) 202-2n-1102
(c) 202·489-8802
This communication, alorlg with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is cove(ed by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be mo~itored by _the Department of Homeland Security, U,S. Citizenship
and lmmigratiqn Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
· distribution, use, or copying of this message. is strictly prohibited. !f you have rece·,ved this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notity the sender.
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from:
Subject:
Date:

M!Coo\l Ylnceot
FW: Presidential candidates are getting ready to govern now
Thursday, August 04, 2016 12:28:35 PM

FYSA
Thanks,
Vince

Vince Micone
DHS Presidential Transition Officer
and Senior Counselor
Management Directorate
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
(202) 447-3400

From: mail [mailto:mail@ourpublicservice.org]

Sent: Thursday, Augus\ 04, 2016 12:26 PM
To: Micone, Vincent <VincentMicone@HQ.DHS.GOV>
Subject: Presidential candidates are getting ready to govern now
To view this email as a webpage, go here

Center for Presidential Transition

\

This week, the ·federal government started offering assistance,
including office space, briefings and communications services, to the

ADVISORY BOARD
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presidential transition teams for Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump.
This support signals the importance of pre-election transition
planning, and will help the two candidates prepare to govern and
fulfill campaign promises if elected.
We hope you will take a moment to read the following articles about
the Partnership's efforts to ensure a well-executed presidential
transition.
• Behind chaotic presidential campaign, work begins for smooth
transition
The Wall Street Journal
• How candidates prepare to occ_upy the White House- Max
Stier on presidential transition
C-SPAN

Joshua Bolten
Former White House Chief of Staff

to President George W. Bush

Clay Johnson
Former Executive Director,

Bush~Cheney Presidential

Transition

Ted Kaufman
Former Senator
Advisor, Obama-Biden Transitlon

Project

Michael Leavitt
Former Governor of Utah
Former Chairman, Romney
Readiness Project

• Trump transition tests outsider's governing ability
The Associated Press

Thomas "Mack" Mclarty
Former Chief of Staff to President

• Wth White House help, the Clinton and Trump campaigns ·
start transition planning
National Public Radio

Bill Clinton

Donna Shalala
Former Secretary, U.S. Department

• Presidential transition work has already begun
RealClearPolitics

of Health and Human Services

KEEP IN TOUCH

To stay up to date with the Center for Presidential Transition, feel
free to sign up for our newsletter here. You can also join the
conversation on social media (Facebook, lnstagram and Twitter) with
the hashtag #Ready2Govern.

The Partnership's presidential transition work is currently supported by The Boston Consulting Group
and the following companies and.foundations: Accenture, Deloitte, the Ford Foundation,
the IBM Center for the Business of Government, McKinsey & Company,
PricewaterhouseCoopers, and the _Rockefeller Brothers Fund.

Partnership forPublic Service

g

To make sure·this goes to your inbox. plfase add mail@ourpublicservice.org to your address book.
Partnership for Public Service. 1100 New York Avenue NW, Suite 200 East, Washington. DC 20005
Manage your subscriptions
ourpublicservice.org I CFC #1211 O
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From:
To:

Subject:

Date:
Attachments:

Renaud, Tracy L
Frederick Precious A
FW: Transition Prep Meeting
Wednesday, November 16, 2016 12:58:00 PM

ART Comooneot Brief F@mework USPS FINAL OPP:

Aaeocv Review ream Bciefiog Schedule docx

Tracy L. Renaud

Associate Director
Management Directorate
US Citizenship & Immigration Services

Depanment of Homeland Security
202·272-1739 (desk)

From: Farnam, Julie E
Sent: Tuesday, November 15, 2016 3: 11 PM
To: Savina, Jennifer P (CTR)
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: Transition Prep Meeting
Here's the final transition briefing presentation, which we will review at the meeting. The meeting is
still a·go unless the president-elect's transition team arrives tomorrow, but that doesn't look likely.
From: Savina, Jennifer P (CTR)
Sent: Tuesday, November 15, 2016 3:08 PM
To: Farnam, Julie E
Subject: Transition Prep Meeting
Hi Julie,

Just making sure we're set for the transition prep meeting tomorrow. If we need to cancel please let me
know. Thanks!
·
Regards,

Jenni Savina
Special Assistant
Office of the Director
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Security
Direct: (202) 272-8208
Blackberry: (202) 230-3895
Main: (202) 272-1000

Jennifer,P,Savina@uscis,dhs,gov
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date: ·

rnauve Shinicbi (Shin>
Muooz·Acevedo Carlos; Melero Made!a; AltQnso Anaelirn M; Hatchett Pollioe L; Carter Jeffrev I (Jeff);
Ferreira Joanne M; McKinney, James ROim}; Rogers, Debra Ai Hirsch Anaeia Hi Reoaud Jracv L; ~
lUlltl; Herrmann Marv K
FW: Updated Transition TPs
Thursday, November 17, 2016 4:30:05 PM

FYSA
From: Hoffine, Brandi S. EOP/WHO [mailto:Brandi_S_Hoffine@who.eop,gov]
Sent: Thursday, November 17, 2016 4:26 PM
To: Hoffine, Brandi s. EOP/WHO
Cc: Buckingham, Shannon s. EOP/OMB
Subject: ·RE: Updated Transition TPs

Hi all,
We have now received a small set of initial names from the President-elect's transition team for a
handful of government agencies (primarily national security-focused agencies). The vast majority of
your agencies do not yet have transition team counterparts, so for now, we'd suggest that you
continue to point reporters to our topline statement below (and it's fine to continue to acknowledge
that you haven't been contacted, if that's the case). Here is our current guidance:
On the Record; Brandi Hoffine, WH Spokesperson:
"The President has identified a smooth transition to the next administration as a key priority for his
final year in office. Accordingly, administration officials across the government have been preparing
for months to welcome the incoming administration and deliver to the.m the materials and
resources they need to hit the ground running.
"The President-elect's team has now completed the necessary steps for an initial group of
authorized individuals to begin receiving briefings and other materials from our transition teams at
select agencies across the government. We expect to receive additional names for a wider range of
agencies from the President-elect's team as the transition work continues, and we will facilitate
those requests on a rolling basis."
If your agency is one of the ones who will be receiving officials from the President-elect's team ·this
week, I'll follow-up with you directly.
Many thanks,
Brandi
Fr,om: Hoffine, Brandi S. EOP/WHO
Sent: Wednesday, November 16, 2016 10:04 AM

s

To: Hoffine, Brandi S. EOP/WHO <Braqdi
Hoffine@who.eop.gov>
Cc: Buckingham, Shannon S. EOP/OMB <Shannon S Butkingham@omb.eop gay>
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Subject: Updated Transition TPs

Hi all,
First of all, our continued thanks for working with us on the transition incoming you are receiving.
We very much appreciate it.
Second, please see below for an updated statemen: confirming we have received the signed MOU
from the President-Elect's team, but noting there are additional
steps. that still need to occur before ·
.
the agency transition teanis can begin to work with their Obama Administration counterparts.
We understand you guys are getting persistent questions about if any teams have arrived at your
agencies yet. Please continue to point people to this statement below. You are also welcome to let
them know off the record/for their planning that you have not received any teams yet.
Once we're in a position where landing teams will begin to arrive at your agencies, we'll loop back
with you with guidance.
In the meantime, please let Shannon or I know if you need anything.·
Many thanks,
Brandi

On the record, Brandi Hoffine, White House Spokesperson:
"We received the MOU signed by Vice President-elect Pence this evening. The next step is for the .
President-elect's transition team to provide uswith the names of the individuals they have
authorized to represent their transition effort across the government. Once we have received those
names and related materials, those individuals will be able to receive the briefing materials we have
prepared and begin to communicate with their Obama Administration agency counterparts as we
continue our work to facilitate, the transition to the next Administration."

Joplines · Presidential Transition
•
•

The peaceful transition of power is a hallmark of our democracy.
As the President said in the Rose Garden last week, he has instructed his team to follow the
example that President Bush's team set eight years ago, and work to make sure that this is a
. successful transition for the President-elect.

•

To that end, Administration officials· at the White House and across government have been
preparing for months for this transition:
·

•

We are working with the President-elect's transition team to take the necessary steps to
begin briefing their transition officials.
Once that preliminary work is completed, as in past transitions, the President-Elect will

•
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•
•

•
•

designate teams to work alongside government agencies during the post-Election transition
period, called Agency Review Teams.
The President-Elect's Agency Review Teams will receive detailed, agency-specific briefings
that have been prepared by current Administration officials.
Those briefings include organizational charts, budget materials, briefings on key agency
priorities and areas of responsibility, _and other m_aterials describing the essential functions
· of thatagency.
In addition to the initial briefings, designated employees across the Administration will work
closely with their Agency Review Teams in order to facilitate open communication between
the outgoing and incoming Administrations.
Even as we work toward a smooth transition to the next administration, we will continue to
fulfill our responsibilities to the American people and continue to work each of our
remaining days to further the policies put in place by President Obama.

If asked about how specific policies will be impacted by a Trump Administration:
• President Obama remains committed to using each of his remaining days in office to deliver
on his agenda for the American people.
• He is also committed to ensuring a smooth transition and providing the necessary
information and resources to ensure that President-Elect Trump can take over the office
seamlessly on January 20, 2017.
• We are not going to speculate on what sort of policies President-elect Trump may choose to
prioritize or pursue.
If asked about sharing transition materials with the press:
• As has been the case in previous transitions, the materials are developed for the President"
elect's Transition Team to effectuate as smooth a transition as possible and, as such, contain
non-public and in som·e cases sensitive information.

*****
Bran\Ji Hoffine
White House Spokesperson and Assistant Press Secretary
202-456-4669

BHoffine@who eoQ,BPY
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From:

Inouye Shinichl (Shinl

To:

Hatchett DoUioe l; carter, Jeffi"ev I (Jeff); Ferreira, Joanne M; McK!nnev James R(Jim); Meiero Mariela;
Roaers Debra A; Muooz·Acevedo Carlos: Hirsch, Anaela H; Renaud Iracv L; Farnam, Julie E

Subject:

FW: Updated Transition TPs

Date:

Wednesday, November 16, 201610:33:12 AM

,

Sharing for your visibility the latest transition related TPs from the WH.
Noting this in particular:

(b)(5)

.If asked about how specific policies will be impacted by a Trump Administration:
• President Obama remains committed to using each of his remaining days in office to deliver
on his agenda for the American people.
• He is also committed to ensuring a smooth transition and providing the necessary
information and resources to ensure that President-Elect Trump can take over the office
seamlessly on January 20 2017.

I

Thanks,

I

Shin Inouye
Press Secretary and Acting Senior Advisor for Intergovernmental and External Affairs
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
202-272-1000 (Main)

·202-272-8012 (Direct)
Shin lnouve@uscis dbs iOY· ·
Twitter: @10011yeusc1s

From: Hoffine, Brandi S. EOP/WHO [mailto:Brandi_S_Hoffine@who.eop.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, November 16, 2016 10:04 AM
To: Hoffine, Brandi s. EOP/WHO
Cc: Buckingham, Shannon S. EOP/OMB
Subject: Updated Transition TPs
Hi all,
First of all, our continued thanks for working with us on the transition incoming you are receiving.
We very much appreciate it.
Second, please see below.for an updated statement confirming we have received the signed MOU
from the President-Elect's team, but noting there are additional steps that still need to occur before
the agency transition teams can begin to work with their Obama Administration counterparts.·
We understand you guys are getting persistent qu·estions about if any teams have arrived at your
agencies yet. Please continue to point people to this statement below. You are also welcome to let
them know ofi the record/for their planning that you have not received any teams yet.
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Once we're in a position where landing teams will begin to arrive at your agencies, we'll loop back
with you with guidance.
In the meantime, please let Shannon or I know if you need anything.
Many thanks,
Brandi

On the record, Brandi Hoffine, White House Spokesperson:
"We received the MOU signed by Vice President-elect Pence this evening. The next step is for the
· President-elect's transition team to provide us with the names of the individuals they have
authorized to represent their transition effort across the government. Once we have received those
names and related materials, those individuals will be able to receive the briefing materials we have
prepared and begin to communicate with their Obama Administration agency counterparts as we.
continue our work to facilitate the transition to the next Administration."

Toplines · Presidential Transition
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

•

The peaceful transition of power is a hallmark of our democracy.
As the President said in the Rose Garden last week, he has instructed his team to follow the
example that President
Bush's
team set eight years ago, .and work to make sure that this is a
'
.
successful transition for the President-elect.
To that end, Administration officials at the White House and across government have been
preparing for months for this transition.
We are working with the President-elect's transition team to take the necessary steps to
begin briefing their transition officials.
Once that preliminary work is co'mpleted, as in past transitions, the President-Elect will
designate teams to work alongside government agencies during the post-Election transition
period, called Agency Review Teams.
The President·Elect's Agency Review Teams will receive detailed, agency-specific briefings
that have been prepared by current Administration officials.
Those briefings include organizational charts, budget materials, briefings on key agency
priorities and areas of responsibility, and other materials describing the essential functions .
of that agency.
In addition to the initial briefings, designated employees across the Administration will work
closely with their Agency Review Teams in order to facilitate open communication between
the outgoing and incoming Administrations.
Even as we work toward a smooth transition to the next administration, we will continue to
fulfill our responsibil,ities to the American people and continue to work each of our
remaining days to further the policies put in place by President Obama ..

If asked about how specific policies will be impacted by a Trump Administration:
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•
•

•

President Obama remains committed to using each of his remaining days in office to deliver
on his agenda for the American people.
He is also committed to ensuring a smooth transition and providing the necessary
information and resources to ensure that President-Elect Trump can take over the office
seamlessly on lanuary 20 2017.
We are not going to speculate on what sort of policies President-elect Trump may choose to
prioritize or pursue.

If asked about sharing transition materials with the press:
•

As has been the case in previous transitions, the materials are developed for the Pre.sident·
elect's Transition Team to effectuate as smooth a transition as possible and, as such, contain
non-public and in some cases sensitive information.

*****
Brandi Hoffine
White House Spokesperson and Assistant Press Secretary
202·456-4669

BHoffioe@who eop gov
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From:

IDPI/Ye Sbioichi (Shin}

To:

Hatchett Dolline L; Carter Jeffrey I CJefQ; Ferreira Joanne M; Mc;Klnoev, James ROiml: Renaud I@cv L:
Farnam lulie E
·
Rodrlauez Leon; Scialabba Lori L; Choi Juliet K

Cc:
Subject:
Date:

FW: Updated Transition TPs
Wednesday, November 23, 2016 1:59:37 PM

FYI

From: Buckingham, Shannon S. EOP/OMB [mailto:Shannon_S_Buckingham@omb.eop.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, November 23, 2016 10:25 AM

To: Buckingham, Shannon S. EOP/OMB
Cc: Hoffine, Brandi S. EOP/WHO

Subject: Updated Transition TPs
Hi all,
If you're receiving this follow-up note, it means we've received word that yoyr agencies (USDA,
Education, DOE, HHS, DHS, Interior, Transportation, VA, EPA;and GSA) now have counterparts on
the Pfesident-elect's transition team.
Below is some initial suggested guidance for questions you may get. As always, let us know if you
need anything from .us or how we can be helpful, and thanks for keeping us in the loop on the types
of questions you're getting and how you're handling them, so that we can make sure we're getting
that guidance to our officials as well.
Thank you.
Shannon

(b)(5)
Ill

·····Original Message----·
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From: Hoffine, Brandi S. EOP/WHO
Sent: Thursday, November 17, 2016 4:26 PM
To: Hoffine, Brandis. EOP/WHO <Brandi
Hoffioe@who eop gov>
Cc: Buckingham, Shannon s. EOP/OMB <Shannon s Buckingham@omb
Subject: RE: Updated Transition TPs

s

eop gov>

Hi all,

We have now received a small set of initial names from the President-elect's transition team for a
handful of government agencies (primarily national security-focused agencies). The vast majority of
your agencies do not yet have transition team counterparts, so for now, we'd suggest that you
continue to point reporters to our topline statement below (and it's fine to continue to acknowledge
that you haven't been contacted, if that's the case). Here is. our current guidance:

On the Record, Brandi Hoffine, WH Spokesperson:

"The President has identified a smooth transition to the next administration as a key priority for his
final year in office. Accordingly, administration officials across the government have been preparing
for months to welcome the incoming administration and deliver to them the materials and
resources they need to hit the ground running.

"The President-elect's team has now completed the necessary steps for an initial group of
authorized individuals to begin rec.eiving briefings and other materials from our transition teams at
select agencies across the government. We expect to receive additional names for a wider range of
agenci'es from the President·elect's team as the transition work continues, and we will facilitate
those requests on a rolling basis."

If your agency is one of the ones who will be receiving officials from the President·elect's team this
week, I'll follow-up with you directly.

Many thanks,
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Brandi

From: Hoffine, Brandi S. EOP/WHO
Sent: Wednesday, November 16, 2016 10:04 AM
To: Hoffine, Brandis. EOP/WHO <Brandi
Hoffine@who.eoo gov>
Cc: Buckingham, Shannon s. EOP/OMB <Shannon Buckingham@omb eop gov>
Subject: Updated Transition TPs

s

s

.Hi all,

First of all, our continued thanks for working with us on the transition incoming you are receiving.
We very much appreciate it.

Second, please see below for an updated statement confirming we have received the signed MOU
from the President-Elect's team, but noting.there are additional steps that still need to.occur before.
the agency transition teams can begin to work with their Obama Administration counterparts.

We understa_nd you guys are getting persistent questions about if any teams have arrived at your
agencies yet. Please continue to point people.to this statement below. You are also welcome to let
them know off the record/for their planning that you have not received any teams yet.

Once we're in a position where landing teams will begin to arrive at your agencies, we'll loop back
with you with guidance.

In the meantime; please let Shannon 9r I know if you need anything. ·

Many thanks,
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Brandi

On the record, Brandi Hoffine, White House Spokesperson:

"We received the MOU signed by Vice President-elect Pence this evening. The next step is for the
President-elect's transition team to provide us with the names of the individuals they have
authorized to represent their transition effort across the government. Once we have received those
names and related materials, those individuals will be able to.receive the briefing materials we have
prepared and begin to communicate with their Obama Administration agency counterparts as we
continue our work to facilitate the transition to the next Administration."

Toplines - Presidential Transition

•

The peaceful transition of power is a hallmark of our democracy .

•

As the President said in the Rose Garden last week, he has instructed his team to follow the
example that President Bush's team set eight years ago, and work to make sure that this is a
successful transition for the President-elect.
•
To that end, Administration officials at the White House and across government have been
preparing for months for this transition.
•
We are working with the,President-elect's transition team to take the necessary steps.to begin
briefing their transition officials.
Once that preliminary work is completed, as ln past transitions, the President-Elect will
design 9te teams to work alongside government agencies during the post-Election transition period,
called Agency Review.Teams.
*·

·•
The President-Elect's Agency Review Teams will receive detailed, agency-specific briefings that
have been prepared by current Administration officials.

•

Those briefings include organizational charts, budget materials, briefings on key agency
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priorities and·areas of responsibility, and other materials describing the essential functions of that
agency.

•

In addition to the initial briefings, designated employees across the Administration will work
/
closely with their Agency Review Teams in order to facilitate open communication between the
outgoing and incoming Administrations.
'

•
Even as we work toward a smooth transition to the next administration, we will continue to
fulfill our responsibilities to the American people and continue to work each of our remaining days
to further the policies put in place by President Obama.

If asked about how specific policies will be impacted by a Trump Administration:
'
President Obama remains committed to using each of his remaining days in office to deliver on
his agenda for the American people.
'
He is also committed to ensuring a smooth transition and providing the necessary information
and resources to ensure that President-Elect Trump can take ~ver the'office seamlessly on January
20, 2017 <x-apple-data-detectors://22> .

•

We are not going to speculate on what sort of policies .President-elect Trump may choose to
prioritize or pursue.

If asked about sharing transition materials with the press:
As has been the case in previous transitions, the materials are developed for the President·
elect's Transition Team to effectuate as smooth a transition as possible and, as such, contain nonpublic and in some cases sensitive information.

*****
Brandi Hoffine
White House Spokesperson and Assistant Press Secretary
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202-456-4669

BHoffine@who eop.gov
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Farnam, Julie E
Renaud Iracv l
RE: ART Briefing Presenta~on
Wednesday, November 09, 201611:16:10 AM

ART Conrn6oeot BClef Framework USCIS FINALPPtx

Sorry about that. Fixed.
Frcim: Renaud, Tracy L
Sent: Wednesday, November 09, 2016 11: 14 AM
To: Farnam, Julie E ·
~ubject: RE: ART Briefing Presentation

· The speaker's notes on the last page says President Clinton/Trump. You correct the slide itself but
still need to fix the notes section.
Tracy l. Renaud
Associate Director
Management Directorate
US Citirenship & Immigration. Services ·
Department a/ Homeland Security

202-272-1739 /desk}

From: Farnam, Julie E
Sent: Wednesday, November 09, 2016 10:32 AM
To: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: ART Briefing Presentation

Tracy,
The attached presentation has been cleared by OCC.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Servic_es
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, a!cing with any attach~ents, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electrorlic communications. Electronic communicat'rons niay also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. C1ti2enSh1p
and immigration ~ervices. If the reader of this message is not the intended rec1p1ent, you are hereby notified that any dissemiOation,
distribution, use, or copying of this mes~age is strictly prohibited. Jfyou ~ave received this in error, please delete this. meSsage and all

attachments and 'immediately notify the sender,
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From:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

, Renaud, Tracy L

Farnam Julle E:
Mccament. James w
RE: ART Briefing Presentation

Date:

Thursday, November 03, 2016 9:30:00 AM

Attachments:

ART Comoooeot Brief Framework users -IR comments Potx

Thanks Julie. I had a.couple of comments for consideration. I don't feel overly strong about any of
them so if you and James don't feel that my Comments enhance the product or are not where Dl
w~s focused it is okay if we don't incorporate them.

Tracy L. Renaud
Associate Director
Management Dfrectorate
US Citizenship & Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Security
Z02-l72-1739 /desk} ·

From: Farnam, Julie E
Sent: Thursday, November 03, 2016 9:05 AM
To: Renaud, Tracy L
Cc: Mct:ament, James W

Subject: ART Briefing Presentation
Tracy,
Attached is the updated ART briefing presentation based on the conversation we had with D1 and
Juliet and James earlier this week with talking points for each slide.
Including James to make sure.I captured what was discussed at the meeting.
I wanted to give you the opportunity to review before I send it for clearance.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
. Senior Advisor.
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citiz.enship and Immigration Services
{d) 202-272-1102 ·
{c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information ·and 1s covered by federal laws governing.
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Secu(ity, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly proh\b'1ted. If you have received this ·1n error, please delete t.his message and all

attachments and immediately not'1fy the sender.
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To:

Farnam Jul!e E
Renaud, Tracy L

Subject:
Date:

RE: ART Briefing Presentation
Wednesday, November 09, 2016 11:25:14 AM

From:

I dug up the original message and it does look like they want to see a draft of it I can send it now. I
think we also have to be open to the possibility that D2 may want to review and make changes if she
ends up giving the briefing.

From: Renaud, Tracy L
· Sent: Wednesday, November 09, 2016 11:22 AM
To: Farnam, Julie E
Subject: RE: ART Briefing Presentation

Thanks. Do we need to send this to the Department?
Tracy L. Renaud
Associate Director
Management Directorate
US Citizenship & Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Security
202·272·l739 /desk/

From: Farnam, Julie E
Sent: Wednesday, November 09, 2.016 11:16 AM
To: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: ART Briefing Presentation
Sorry about that Fixed.

From: Renaud, Tracy L
Sent: Wednesday, November 09, 2016 11:14 AM·
To: Farnam, Julie E
Subject: RE: ART Briefing Presentation

The speaker's notes on the last page says President Clinton/Trump: You cor-rect the slide itself but
still need to fix the notes section.
Trocy L. Renaud
Associate Director
Management Directorate
US Citizenship & Immigration· Services

Department of Homeland Security
202-272-1739 /desk/

From: Farnam, Julie E
Sent: Wednesday, November 09, 2016 10:32 AM
To: Renaud, Tracy L

·Subject: ART Briefing Presentation
Tracy,
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The attached presentation has been cleared by OCC.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S ..Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws govern_ing
electronic communications. Electronic communications ~ay also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
_ distributlon, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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From:

Renaud, Tracy L

To:
Subject:

Farnam, Ju!le E

Date:

Wednesday, November 09, 2016 1:24:00 PM

RE: 'Article about the Transition

Thanks. I guess this explains why the ART wasn't prepared to engage today.

Tracy l. Renaud

Associate Director
Man'1gement OirectorMe
US Citizenship & Immigration Services
Department of Ho_meland Security
202-272-1739 (desk)

From: Farnam, Julie
Sent: Wednesday, November 09, 2016 1:16 PM
To: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: Article about the Transition
I thought you might find this article interesting about Trump's transition planning:

http://www coo com/2016/11/Q9/politics/donald-trump-transition/index.html.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential informar1on and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electron'tc communications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and lmm1gr.ition Services. lf the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. !fyou have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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From:
To:

Renaud TracY L
Farnam, llllie E

Subject:

RE:: Article about Transition Team

Date:

Wednesday, August 17, 2016 10:08:00 AM

You may be spending a lot of time with these folks!

TrC'J,y L. Renaud
Associate Director
Ma.nagement t;)irectorate
US Citizenship & Immigration Services

Department of Homeland Security
202-272-1739 /desk/

From: Farnam, Julie E

Sent: Tuesday, August 16, 2016 8:00 AM
To: Renaud, Tracy L
.
Subject: Article about Transition Team·

I thought you might find this article interesting about Clinton's transition team:
htto: 1/www coo com/2016/08/16/politics/hillary-clinton-transition-team-ken-salazar /index html. It
looks like from the article that Chris Christie is heading up Trump's transition team.
Julie Farnam
Special Assistant
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
Thi~ communication, along with any attachments, may contain confld.ential information and is covered by federal Jaws governing
electronic communications.. Electronic ~ommunkations may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Cit\zenship
and Immigration Services. tfthe reader of this message is not the intended recipie.nt, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error, please 'delete this message and all
attachr:i:ie.nts and immediately not.ify the sender.
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·from:

Renaud rracv L

To:

MueHer Rhonda D
Hoefer Michael D; Howard, Rothley L; Harris Gert:rnde Z

Cc: .
Subject:

Date:

RE: FOIA for DNC re: Trump filings
Tuesday, August 02, 2016 11:16:38 AM

Thanks Rhonda.

Tracy L. Renaud ·
Associate Director, Management
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Security
202-272·1739 (office)
From: Mueller, Rhonda D

Sent: Tuesday, August 02, 2016 10:36:34 AM
To: Renaud, Tracy L
Cc: Hoefer, Michael D; Howard, Rothley L; Harris, Gertrude Z
Subject: FOIA for DNC re: Trump filings ·
Good morning Tracy, .
Attached is a the original FOIA request. According to the FOIA office, this case will follow FOIA's
regular first-in/first-out process, which means it wiH take a minimum of 3 months to complete.
Additionally, to determine if OPQ is the appropriate office for this request, we've asked the FOIA
office to reach out to the requestor to clarify if they are looking for documents or data. We
explained to FOIA that OPQ provides data and not documents. As soon as we receive a response
from the FOIA office, we will share it with you.
Thank you,
Rhonda

fl/fwnda Jltudf.vt
Chief of Staff

Office of Performance and Quality
DHS/U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Phone: 202-272-8436

rhooda mueller@dhs gov

From: Renaud, Tracy L

Sent: Tuesday, August 02, 2016 9:58:21 AM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada)
To: Hoefer, Michael D; Howard, Rothley L
Subject: FOIA for DNC re: Trump filings

1

Mike/Rothley,
· Kevin mentioned that you received a FOIA from DNC requesting information on filings by the Trump
business enterprises. Can you send me the actual FOIA request please? I just want to a:ert the
transition team at the Department. Also, I understand from Kevin that in processing these in the
normal first-in/first-out fashion this FOIA would not be completed soon, how far out would you
anticipate getting to it? After election?

Tracy L. Renoiid

Associote Director

Management Directorate
US Citizenship & Immigration Services
Department of Homela11d Security
202-272-1739 (desk}
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Renaud Tracv L
Micooe Vincent; Stewart Bion
Farnam June E; lJSCIS Presidential Transition

Date:

Tuesday, August 02, 2016 12:40:00 PM

RE: FOIA Request from DNC

Apparently we are seeing other FOIA requests as well, at least one from CNN requesting info on
Trump filings. Do you want to be made aware of these when they come to us'/ I don't want to
overload you with info but also don't want you to be surprised if info we released is used publically
either in a media report or a campaign speech.

Tracy L. Ref!aud
Associate Director
Management Directorate
US Citizenship & lmmigtation Services

Department of Homeland Secr.Jrity
202-272-1739 (desk)

From: Micone, Vincent
Sent: Tuesday, August 02, 2016 12:38 PM·

To: Renaud, Tracy L; Stewart, Bion
Cc: Farnam, Julie E; USCJS Presidential Transition
Subject: RE: FOIA Request from DNC

Thanks Vince

Vince Micone
DHS Presidential Transition Officer
and s·enior Counselor .
Management Directorate·
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
(202) 447-3400

----------From: Renaud, Tracy L
Sent: Tuesday, August 02, 2016 11:27 AM

To: Micone, Vincent <Yiocent,Micone@HO DHS.GOY>; Stewart, Bion <bion stewart@hQ dhs gov>
Cc: Farnam, Julie E<Julie EFarnam@uscjsdhs.gov>; USCIS Presidential Transition
<uscjspresidentialtraosition@uscis dhs gov>
Subject: FOIA Request from DNC
Vince and Bion,
I just want to alert you that last week USCIS received a FOIA request from the DNC asking for
information related to a number of Trump enterprises (FOIA is attached). Our FOIA requests are
processed first-in/first-out so under normal processes it could take as much as 3 months for us to
get to this request using or normal processes. I thought it odd that they are reaching through FOIA
rather than through the transition team so I wanted to bring it to your attention right away. If you
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have any questions let ml? know.

Tracy L. Reni:Jud
Assoc/at~ Director

Management _Direc~orate
US Citizenship & Immigration Services .

Department of Homeland Security
202-272-l739 /desk)
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ffom:
To;

USCIS Presidential T@OSitioo
Mlcooe Vincent

Cc:

Renaud. Tracy L; Stewart Bioo

-Subject:

Date:
Attachments:

RE: FOIA Request from DNC

Tuesday, August 09, 2016 10:23:48 AM
FW ATTN EOIA Reauest from Toe Associated Press Aug 7 2016 • Irumo Model Management msg
fW ATTN FOIA Beat,est from the Assodated Press Aua. 5 2016,msg
FW Freedom of Information Act Reauest msa
FW FOIA reouest Alien file for Melania Irumo (nee Knavs) D,O,B, 4261970,msa

Four additional requests related to Trump and/or his wife. Please see attached.
Julie Farnam
Special Assistant
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential informcition and is covered by federal laws governing:
electronic communications. Electronic communi<'ation$ may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or c9pving of this message is strictly prohibited, If you huve received this in error, plea5e delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.

From: Micone, Vincent

Sent: Saturday, August 06, 2016 5:42 PM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L; Stewart, Bion
Subject: RE: FOIA Request from DNC

Appreciate the update

Thanks,·
Vince

Vince Micone
DHS Presidential Transition Officer
and Senior Counselor
Management Directorate
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
(202) 447-3400

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
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Sent: Friday, August 05, 2016 10:04:21 PM
To: Micone, Vincent
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L; Stewart, Bion
Subject: R_E: FOIA Request from DNC
Vince;
USCIS has received three additional FOIA requests related to the candidates (one about Trump; one
about both candidates, and one about Trump's wife). They are attached.
Julie Farnam
Special Assistant
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This cornmu11ication, along with illiV attuchments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communicatia'ns. Electronic communic<1tions may ,1lso be monitored

by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citi1eriship

and Immigration Services. If the reader of th'1s message is not the intended recip'1ent, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of Lhis mes~age is str'ictly prohibited. If you have received lhis in error, please delete this message and all

attachments and immediately no(1fy the sender.

From: Micone, Vincent
Sent: Tuesday, August 02, 2016 12:38 PM
To: Renaud, Tracy L; Stewart, Bion
Cc: Farnam, Julie E; USCIS Presidential Transition
Subject: RE: FOIA Request from DNC

. ''

Thanks·
Vince

Vince Micone
DHS Presidential Transition Officer
and Senior Counselor
Management Directorate
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
(202) 447-3400
From:'Renaud, Tracy L
Sent: Tuesday, August 02, 2016 11:27 AM
To: Micone, Vincent <Vincent Micone@HO OHS GOV>; Stewart, Bion <bjon stewart@hq
Cc: Farnam, Julie E<Julie E Farnam@uscjs dhs gov>; USCIS Presidential Transition
<uscispresidentialtransitjon@uscis dhs.gov>
Subject: FOIA Request from DNC

dhs gov>

Vince and Bion,
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I just want to alert you that last week USCIS received a FOIA request from the DNC asking for
information related to a number of Trump enterprises (FOIA is attached). Our FOIA requests are
processed first-in/first-out so under normal processes it could take as'much as 3 months for us to·
get to this request using or normal processes. I thought it odd that they are reaching through FOIA
rather than through the transition team so I wanted to bring it to your attention right away . .If you
have any questions let me know.

Tracy L. Renaud
Associate Director

Management Directorate .
US Citizenship & Immigration Services

Deportment of Homelund Secu;lty
202-272-_1739 (desk/
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Jaynes, Thomas A (Allen)
From:
Sent:.
To:

NRC, FOIAS!G
Monday, August 08, 2016 9:19 AM
USCIS Presidential Transition; Meckley, Tammy M
Sloan, Terry G; Knepper, Tom M; Cole, Ethan R; Eggleston, Jill A; Welsh, Brian J
FW: ATIN: FOIA Request from The Associated Press, Aug. 7, 2016 - Trump Model
Management

Cc:
Subject:

Good morning,
Please see the FOIA request below pertaining to Donald Trump.
Thank you

From: FOIA, USCIS
Sent: Monday, August 08, 2016 6: 19 AM
To: NRC, FOIASIG
Subject: FW: ATTN: FOIA Request from The Associated Press, Aug. 7, 2016 - Trump Model Management

From: Day, Chad [mailto:CDay@ap.org]

Sent: Sunday, August 07, 2016 10:32 PM
To: FOIA, USCIS
Cc: Caldwell, Alicia; Horwitz, Jeff
Subject: ATTN: FOIA Request from The Associated Press, Aug. 7, 2016 - Trump Model Management
Jill Eggleston
FOIA Officer
National Records Center, FOIA/PA Office
U.S. Citizenship & Immigration Services
P.O. Box 648010
Lee's Summit, MO 64064-8010
(800) 375-5283
(816) 350-5785 (fax)

ATTN: Freedom of Information Act request from The Associated Press
Aug. 7, 2016
Dear FOIA Officer,
Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552, I request access to or copies of the following records from
your agency:
1. Any and all petitions for nonimmigrant workers, supporting documentation for those petitions or
nonimmigrant w_orker petition data maintained by your agency or its predecessor, the Immigration and
Naturalization Service, between 1999 and 2007 for the following companies or individuals.
•

Trump Model Management LLC, a New York company
1
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•
•

The Trump Organization, a New York company
Donald Trump, a-New York individual

***To aid in your search, I have provided the record layout for current comparable data now compiled in
electronic format. You will find the field listings at the end of this request.
If possible, I request that these files be provided to me in electronic format.
I certify to be true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief that I am a credentialed reporter employed by
The Associated Press. Because this is a request by a member of the news media for records made in the public·
interest, I ask that you waive any search fees in accordance with§ 552(a)(4)(A)(ii)(II).
If the fee for retrieving or reproducing these records will exceed $50, please notify me before filling this request. I can
be reached at {202) 641-9536 or by ·electronic mail at cday@ap.org.
·
I also

request expedited processing for this request under 32 CFR 299.5 (1)(2).

My request for expedited processing meets criteria for demonstrating a "compelling need" for the following reasons
that I certify to be true and correct to the best of my knowledge:
One, I am a credentialed member of the news media employed by The Associated Press wbo is primarily engaged in
disseminating information.
Two, the records I am seeking are "urgently needed" to inform the public about an actual government activity in that
the value of the information I am seeking will be lost if it is not released before Election Day, Nov. 8, 2016. Federal FOIA
law and regulations afford expedited processing to those who demonstrate "an urgency to inform the public about an
actual o_r alleged federal government activity." My request should also generally be read in light of the holdings in A/Fayed.
This request qualifies for expedited processing because it goes beyond "the public's right to know about government
activity generally" and instead seeks to provide urgent information of "actual government activity" to American voters.
The hard deadline of Election Day elevates the importance of these records as does the type of government activity they
involve.
These records concern applications made to the Immigration and Naturalization Service that will shed light on whether
Melania Trump, who potentially could serve as First Lady, came to the U.S. legally and worked legally as a Slovenian
citizen. These records concern companies and people involved.in her employment as a model during the 1990s and early
2000s.
The Associated Press, as the largest news wire service in the world with more than 1 billion readers, takes its duty to
inform voters very seriously. There is no more important decision made by American voters than choosing a president
and a first lady to represent them before the world. Any information that speak·s to their fitness to lead the country,
including any records pertaining to potential illegal acts, must be released in a timely fashion so that American voters
can make an informed decision in November.
For these reasons, I respectfully request that these records be released on an expedited schedule. As you know, you
must make a· determination about my request for eMpedited pro.cessing within 10 calendars days of receipt of this
request.
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As you know, agencies must redact only what is necessary to protect exempt information and must explain the basis
for any redactions. See Georgacarakos v. FBI, 908 F.Supp.2d 176, 186 (D.D.C. 2012). As well, please provide documents
to me on a rolling basis, rather than waiti_ng for my entire request to be processed before releasing documents.
As a reminder, the president _has directed that the FOIA ''.be administered with a clear presumption: In the face of
doubt, openness prevails." Memorandum for the Heads of Executive Dep'ts and Agencies, 74 Fed. Reg. 15, 4683 (Jan.
26, 2009), emphasis added. This instruction is unambiguous: "All agencies should adopta presumption in favor of
disclosure, in order to renew their commitment to the principles embodied in the FOIA, and to usher in a new era of
open government. The presumption of disclosure should be applied to all decisions involving the FOIA." Id.
The Act, in§ 552(a)(6), grants your office no more than twenty working days in which to respond to this request. See
also Oglesby v. U.S. Dep't of Army, 920 F.2d 57, 65 (D.C. Cir. 1990) ("Congress adopted 'the time limit provision in the
FOIA in order to 'contribute to the fuller and faster release of information, which is the basic objective of the Act."'
(quoting H.R. Rep. No, 93·876, March 5, 1974, reprinted (1974) U.S. Code Cong, & Ad. News 6267 at 6271)).
I certify

that the information provided above is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Thank you for your assistance, I look forward to your prompt reply. My contact information is below,
Sincerely,

ls/Chad Day

Chad Day
Reporter
The Associated Press
Washington Bureau
1100 13th St. NW, Suite 500
Washington, DC 20005-4076
0: 202-641-9536 C: 202-415-7775 @ChadSDay

3
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Jaynes, Thomas A (Allen)
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject;

NRC, FOIASIG
Monday, August 08, 2016 9:16 AM
USCIS Presidential Transition; Meckley, Tammy M
Sloan, Terry G; Knepper, Tom M; Cole, Ethan R; Eggleston, Jill A; Welsh, Brian J
FW: ATIN: FOIA Request from the Associated Press, Aug. 5, 2016

Good morning,
Please see the FOIA request below pertaining to Me.lania Trump.
Thank you .

From: FO!A, USCJS
Sent: Monday, August 08, 2016 6:01 AM
To: NRC, FOIASIG
Subject: FW: ATTN: FOIA Request from the Associated Press, Aug. 5, 2016

From: Caldwell, Alicia [mailto:acaldwell@ap.org]
Sent: Friday, August 05, 2016 4:31 PM
To: Day, Chad
· cc: FOIA, users; Horwitz, Jeff
Subject: Re: ATTN: FOIA Request from the Associated Press, Aug. 5, 2016
Great. Thanks for taking care of this.
Sent from my iPhone
On Aug 5, 2016, at 12:17 PM, Day, Chad <CDay@ap.org> wrote:
Jill Eggleston
FOIA Officer
National Records Center, FOIA/PA Office
U.S. Citizenship & Immigration Services
P.O. Box 648010
Lee's Summit, MO 64064-8010
(800) 375-5283
(816) 350-5785 (Fax)
ATIN: Freedom of Information Act request from The Associated Press
. Aug, 5, 2016
Dear FOIA Officer,
Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552, I request access to or copies of the
following records from your agency:
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1.

Any and air petitions for non immigrant workers, supporting documentation for those petitions .
or nonimmigrant worker petition data maintained by your agency or its predecessor, the
Immigration and Naturalization Service, between 1994 and 2001 for the following companies
or Individuals.
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Metropolitan Models, Inc., a New York company
Metropolitan Model Agency USA, Inc., a New York and Delaware registered
company
Metropolitan International Management, LLC, a New York company
ID Model Management, a New York Company
Paolo Zampolli, a former modeling agent in New York
Thomas Zeumer, a modeling agent in New York
Kenneth Sussmane, a New York attorney ·
. Fay Sussmane, a New York resident

... To aid in your search, I have provided the record layout for current comparable data now
compiled in electronic format. You will find the field listings.at the end of this request.
If possible, I request that these files be provided to me in electronic format.
I certify to be true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief that I am a credentialed reporter
employed by The Associated Press. Because this Is a request by a member of the news media for
records made in the public interest, I ask that you waive any search fees in accordance with §
552(a) (4)(A)(ii )( II).
If the fee for retrieving or reproducing these records will exceed $50, please notify me before filling this
request. I can be reached at (202) 641·9536 or by electronic mail at cday@ap.org.
I also

request expedited processing for this'request under 32 CFR 299.5 (f)(2).

My request for expedited processing meets criteria for demonstrating a "compelling need" for the
following reasons that I certify to be true and correct to the best of my knowledge:
One, l·am a credentialed member of the news media employed by The Associated Press who is primarily
engaged in disseminating information.
·
Two, the records I am seeking are "urgently needed" to inform the public about an actual govern·ment
. activity in that the value of the information I am seeking will be lost if it is not released before Election
Day, Nov. 8, 2016. Federal FOIA law and regulations afford expedited processing to those who
dem·onstrate "an urgency to inform the public about an actual or alleged federal government activity."
My request should also generally be read in light of the holdings in Al-Fayed.
This request qualifies for expedited processing because it'goes beyond "the public's right to know about
government activity generally" and instead seeks to provide urgent information of "actual government
activity" to American voters.
·
The hard deadline of Election Day elevates the importance of these records. as does the type of
government activity they involve ..
These records concern applications made to the Immigration and Naturalization Service that will shed
light on whether Melania Trump, who potentially could serve as First Lady, came to the U.S. legally and
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worked legally as a Slovenian citizen. These records concern companies and people in.valved in her
employment as a model during the 1990s and early 2000s.
·
The Associated Press, as the largest news wire service in the world with more than 1 billion readers,
takes its duty to inform voters very seriously. There is no more important decision made by American
voters than choosing a president and a first lady to represent them before the world. Any information
that speaks to their fitness to lead the country, including any records pertaining to potential illegal acts,
must be released in a timely fashion so that American voters can make an informed decision in
November .
. For these reasons, I respectfully request that these records be released on an expedited schedule. As
you know, you must make a determination about my request for expedited processing within 10
calendars days of receipt of this request.
·
As you know, agencies must redact only what is necessary to protect exempt information and must
explain the basis for any redactions. See Georgacarakos v. FBI, 908 F.Supp.2d 176, 186 (D.D.C. 2012).
As well, please provide documents to me on a rolling basis, rather than waiting for my entire request to
be processed· before releasing documents.
As a reminder, the president has directed that the FOIA "be administered with a clear presumption: In
the face of doubt. openness prevails." Memorandum for the Heads of Executive Dep'ts and Agencies,
74 Fed. Reg. 15, 4683 (Jan. 26, 2009), emphasis added. This instruction is unambiguous: "All agencies
should adopt a presumption in favor of disclosure, in order to renew their commitment to the
principles embodied in the FOIA, and to usher in a new era of open government. The presumption of
disclosure should be applied to all decisions involving the FOIA." Id.
The Act, in § 552(a)(6), grants your office no more than twenty working days in which to respond to
this request. See also Oglesby v. U.S. Oep't of Army, 920 F.2d 57, 65 (D.C. Cir. 1990) ("Congress adopted
the time limit provision in the FOIA in order to 'contribute to the fuller and faster release of
information, which is the basic objective of the Act."' (quoting H.R. Rep. No. 93-876, March 5, 1974,
reprinted (1974) U.S. Code Cong. & Ad. News 6267 at 6271)). ·
I certify that the information provided above is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and
belief.
Thank you for your assistance. I look forward to your prompt reply. My contact information is below.
Sincerely,

ls/Chad Day
Chad Day
Reporter
The Associated Press
Washington Bureau
1100 13th St. NW, Suite 500
Washington, DC 20005-4076
· O: 202-641-9536 C: 202·415-7775 @ChadSDay

3
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Jaynes, Thomas A (Allen)
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

NRC, FO!AS!G
Monday, August 08, 2016 9:13 AM
users Presidential Transition; Meckley, Tammy M
Sloan, Terry G; Knepper, Tom M; Cole, Ethan R; Eggleston, Jill A; Welsh, Brian J
FW: Freedom of Information Act Request

Good morning,
Please see the FOIA request below for information pertaining to Donald Trump.
Thank you

From: FOIA, USCIS
Sent: Friday, August 05, 2016 6:55 AM
To: NRC, FOIASIG
Subject: FW: Freedom of Information Act Re.quest

From: Research Info [mailto:Researchlnfo@dnc.org]
Sent: Thursday, August 04, 2016 11:23 AM
To: FOIA, USCJS
Subject: Freedom of Information Act Request

Dear Freedom of Information/ Open Records Officer:
Pursuant to the Federal Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552, and all other applicable state and federal
statutes, I request from your department all publicly available documents including, but not limited to:
·
•

All publically available documents related to the H-1 B, H-2A, H-2B, E-3, or Permanent programs submitted
since 2000 to USCIS or USCIS approved regional centers mentioning Donald Trump or any of the following
entities:
o H-1B
• Mar-A-Lago
• Trump Model Management
• Trump Miami Resorts Management LLC
• Trump Payroll Chicago
·
• Trump National Golf Cluljl LLC
• Eric Trump Wine Manufacturing
• Madison Avenue Diamonds LLC (d/b/a lvanka Trump)
• Trump International Sonesta Beach Resort
• Trump Corporation
• Trump International Hotel & Tower - New York
• Trump International Hotel & Tower - Chicago
• Trump National Golf Club - Colts Neck
• Trump National Golf Club - Briarcliff Manor
• Trump Plaza Associates (d/b/a Trump Plaza)
• Trump 29 Casino
·
• Trump Management Group LLC
o H-2A
I
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• Trump Vineyard Estates, LLC
o H-2B
. • The MAR-A-LAGO CLUB
• Jupiter Golf Club, LLC
• LAMINGTON FARM CLUB LLC
• International Resorts Management
o E-3
• Trump National Golf Club - Colts Neck
• Trump National Golf Club - Briarcliff Manor
• Trump Hotel Collection
o PERM
~ Trump International Sonesta Beach
• Trump Briarcliff Manor Development LLC
• Trump International Hotel - NYC
• Trump Grande
• Trump TajMahal
If this request would generate a substantial number of documents, I would prefer to have an index of the
documents. Of course, this request for an index does not preclude us from later requesting any or all of the
documents included in the index. Additionally, I request that the information I seek be provided, if possible, in
an electronic format via a personal computer disk or CD-ROM.
I understand that there might be costs associated with this request. I would request a waiver of fees and ask
for you to contact either of us by telephone before making copies if this request will be in excess of $50.
I would appreciate your communicating with us by email at Researchlnfo@dnc.org or by telephone at (202) 7983889, rather than by mail, if you have questions regarding this request. If all or any part of this request is
denied, please cite the specific exemption which you believe justifies your refusal to release the information
and inform us of your agency's administrative appeal procedures available to me under the law. I look forward
to your reply within 20 business days (excluding Saturdays, Sundays and legal holidays), as the statute · ·
requires.
Thank you for your assistance in this matter.
Please send all copies to:
Lauren Dillon
·
430 ~ Capitol Street SE
Washington, DC 20003
Sincerely,
Lauren Dillon

2
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Jaynes, Thomas A (Allen)
From:
Sent:
To:

NRC, FOIASIG
Monday, August 08, 2016 9:11 AM
USCIS Presidential Transition; Meckley, Tammy M
Sloan, Terry G; Knepper, Tom M; Cole, Ethan R; Eggleston, Jill A; Welsh, Brian J
FW: FOIA request: Alien file for Melania Trump (nee Knavs), D.O.B. 4/26/1970

Cc:
Subject:

Good morning,
Please see the FOIA request below for information pertaining to the Melania Trump,
Thank you
From: FOIA, USCIS'

Sent: Friday, August OS, 2016 6:54 AM
To: NRC, FOJASIG
Subject: FW: FOIA request: Alien file for Melania Trump (nee Knavs), D,O.B. 4/26/1970

From: Reilly, Stephen [mailto:sreilly@usatoday.com)

Sent: Thursday, August 04, 2016 11: 19 AM
To: FOJA, USCJS
. . .
Subject: FOIA request: Alien file for Melania Trump (nee Knavs), D.O.B. 4/26/1970

July 14, 2016
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
National Records Center, FOJA/PA Office
P. 0. Box 648010
Lee's Summit, MO 64064-8010
VIA EMAIL: use is.foia@uscis.dhs.gov
Re: Freedom of Information Act request
To whom it may concern: ·
This is a request for records under the Freedom oflnformation Act (FOlA), 5 U.S.C. § 552, et seq. 1am seeking
the following records:
·
•

The complete Alien file, or "A-file," for Melania Trump (nee Melanija Knavs); born April 26, 1970.

For your information and reference in filling this request, Ms. Trump is a public figure in her capacity as a
model/fashion designer and the wife of businessman and presidential candidate Donald J.·Trump. Her place of
birth is Yugoslavia.
For purposes of determining my status with respect to any fees that may be applicable to this request, please be
advised that I am employed full-time as reporter based in McLean, Virginia for USA TODAY and its network
1
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· of more than 90 partner daily newspapers owned and operated by Gannett Co. Inc., coHectively known as the
USA TODAY Network, and that the purpose of this request is to gather information of potential interest to a
segment of the public and use my editorial abilities to turn the raw materials into a distinct work with the intent
to distribute that work to an audience of newspaper readers throughout the United States. Links to my most
recently published material may be found here: http://www.usatoday.com/staftl30847/steve-rei11v/. I hereby
certify that the above is true and accurate to the best ofmy knowledge and ability.
Where possible, please furnish the requested records in an electronic format pursuant to 5 U.S.C. §
552(a)(3)(B)·(C).
Because this is a request by a member of the news media for information of significant public interest, I ask that
you waive any search fees in accordance with §552(a)(4)(A)(ii)(II). lfthere is a cost associated with granting
access to the requested records, please notify me before filling this request. I may be reached by phone at (610)
547-0001, or by electronic mail at sreillv@usatodav.com.
If for any reason any portion of this request is denied, please provide written notice of the specific records or
portions of records that were withheld, and the specific statutory basis for the withholding. Please also provide
the name and address of the officer or .body to which my appeal may be directed.
In addition, I draw your attention to President Obama's January 21, 2009 Memorandum for the Heads of
Executive Departments and Agencies, directing federal agencies to adopt a presumption in favor of disclosure
and stating that government information should not be kept confidential "merely because public officials might
be embarrassed by disclosure, because errors and failures might be revealed, or because of speculative or
abstract fears."
As you know, the Act, in§ 552(a)(6), grants an agency no more than twenty working days in which to respond
to this request. See Oglesby v. U.S. Dep't ofArmy, 920 F.2d 57, 65 (D.C. Cir. 1990) ("Congress adopted the
time limit provision in the FOIA in order to 'contribute to the fuller and faster release of information, which is
the basic objective of the Act."' (quoting H.R. Rep. No. 93-876, March 5, 1974., reprinted (1974) U.S. Code
Cong. & Ad. News 6267 at 627 I)).
I thank you sincerely for your prompt attention to this request and look forward to your timely reply. Please do
not hesitate to contact me at (610) 547-0001 or by email if you have any questions or would like to discuss this
request.
Steve Reilly
Steve Reilly
Investigative Reporter and Data Specialist
USA TODAY Network National News Desk
O: 703 854 3104 I C: 61 o 547 0001
sreilly@usatoday.com I @BySteveReilly
7950 Jones Branch Drive, McLean, VA 22108
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To:
Cc:

Micooe Vincent
IJSCIS Presidential Transition
Renaud Tracy L: Stewart Bion

Subject:
Date:

Saturday, August 06, 2016 5:42:06 PM

From:

RE: FOJA Request from DNC

Appreciate the update

Thanks,
Vince

Vince Micone
DHS Presidential Transition Officer
.and Senior Counselor
Management Directorate
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
(202) 447-3400

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Friday, August 05, 2016 10:04:21 PM
To: Micone, Vincent
Cc: Renaud, Tracy L; Stewart, Bien
"Subject: RE: FOIA Request from DNC
Vince,
USCIS has received three additional FOIA requests related to the candidates (one about Trump, one

about both candidates, and one about Trump's wife). They are attached.
Julie Farnam
Special Assistant.
Field Operations Direc.torate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by feeler al laws governing
elr:ctronic comn1ur1ic;1lions, Electronic commuriications may also be monitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S, Cllizenship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message i~ not the intended recipie~t, you are hereby notified that 11ny dissemination,

distribution, use, or copying qf this rne.ssage is strictly prohibited. If you have received.this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and imme:diately notify the sender.

From: Micone, Vincent
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Sent: Tuesday, August 02, 2016 12:38 PM

To: Renaud, Tracy L; Stewart, Bien
Cc: Farnam; Julie E; users Presidential Transition
Subject: RE: FOIA Request from DNC
Thanks Vince

Vince Micone
DHS Presidential Transition Officer
.and Senior Counselor
Management Directorate
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
(202) 447-3400

From: Renaud, Tracy L
Sent: Tuesday, August 02, 2016 11:27 AM
To: Micone, Vincent <Vincent Micone@HO DH$ GOV>; Stewart, Bion <bion stewart@hq.dhs gov>
Cc: Farnam, Julie E < lu!ie EFarnam@uscis dhs gov>; USCIS Presidential Transition
<uscispresidentialtraosition@uscis dhs gov>
Subject: FOIA Request from DNC
Vince and Bion,
I just want to alert you that last week USCIS received a FOIA request from the DNC asking for
information related to a number of Trump enterprises (FOIA is attached). Our FOIA'requests are
processed first-in/first-out so under normal processes it could take as much as 3 months for us to
get to this request using or normal processes, I thought it odd that they are reaching through FOIA
rather than through the transition team so I wanted to bring it to your attention right away, If you
have any questions let me know.

Tracy L. Renaud

Associate Director
Management Directorate
US Citizenship & Immigration Services

Department of Homeland Security
202-272-1739 (desk}
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From:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Attachments:

USCIS Presidential Transition ·
Micooe, Y!nceot
Renaud Tracv L; Stewart Bion
RE: FOIA Request from DNC
Friday, August 05, 2016 10:04:23 PM .

FW EOIA reauestlJSCIS msa
FW CNN EOIA request (RESENDING) • Visa APPlicatioos.msa
FW Presidential candidate FOIA Reauest msa

Vince,
USCIS has received three additional FOIA requests related to the candidates (one about Trump, one
about both candidates, and one about Trump's wife). They are attached.
Julie·Farnam
Special Assistant
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

(di 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be mon'itored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services, If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, use, or copying of this message is strictly prah'rb'rted. If you have received thls in.error, r1lease delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.

From: Micone, Vincent

Sent: Tuesday, August 02, 2016 12:38 PM
To: Renaud, Tracy L; Stewart, Bion
Cc: Farnam, Julie E; USCIS Presidential Transition
Subject: RE: FOIA Request from DNC

Thanks - .
Vince

Vince Micone
DHS Presidential Transition Officer
and Senior Counselor
Management Directorate
U.S. Department bf Homeland Security
(202) 447-3400

From: Renaud, Tracy L
Sent: Tuesday, August 02, 201611:27 AM ·
To: Micone, Vincent <Vincent Micone@HO.DHS.GOY>; Stewart, Bion <bjon stewarl@hq dhs gov>
Cc: Farnam, Julie E<Julie E Farnam@11scis dhs gov>; USCIS Presidential Transition
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<uscispresidentialtiansition@uscis.dhs.gov>
Subject: FOIA Request from DNC
Vince and Bion,
I just want to alert you that last week USCIS received a FOIA request from the DNC asking for
information related to a number of Trump enterprises (FOIA is attached). Our FOIA requests are.
processed first-in/first-out so under normal processes it could take as much as 3 months for us to
get to this request using or normal processes. I thought it odd that they are reaching through FOIA
rather than through the transition team so I wanted to bring it to your attention right away. If yqu
have any questions let me know.

Trac:y i.. Renaud
Associate Director
Management Directorate

US Citizenship & fmmigrotion Services
Deportment of Homeland Security
202-272-1739 (desk/
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Jaynes, Thomas A (Allen)
. From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Panter, Jarrod T
Thursday, August 04, 2016 8:17 AM
USCIS Presidential Transition; Meckley, Tammy M
Sloan, Terry G; Knepper, Torn M; Cole, Ethan R; Eggleston, Jill A; Welsh, Brian J
FW: FOIA request/USCIS
8.1.16 request DHS USCIS .docx

Sorry all. I routed this to the incorrect Presidential Transition Mailbox. Please see attached.
Thank you,
· Jarrod

From: Panter, Jarrod T
Sent: Wednesday, August 03, 2016 12:45 PM
To: Presidential Transition Mailbox; Meckley, Tammy M
Cc: Sloan, Terry G; Knepper, Torn M; Cole, Ethan R; 'Eggleston, Jill A'; Welsh, Brian J
Subject: FW: FOIA request/USCIS
Good afternoon,
Please see the attached FOIA request pertaining to the presidential candi.dates.
Thank you
From: NRC, FOIASIG
Sent: Wednesday, August 03, 2016 11:42 AM
To: Panter, Jarrod T
Subject: FW: FOIA request/USCIS

Request for presidential candidates .emails
From: FOIA, USCIS
Sent: Monday, August 01, 2016 1:57 PM
To: NRC, FOIASIG
Subject: FW: FOIA request/USC!$

From: Allan Blutstein [rnailto:ablutstein@arnericarisinqllc.com)
Sent: Monday, August 01, 2016 1:56 PM
To: FOIA, USCIS
Subject: FOIA request/USCJS

Attached please find a request for copies of certain emails that may have been sent or received by the agency's
director.
Thank you.

22

Best,
Allan Blutstein
1555 Wilson Blvd., Ste. 307
Arlington, VA 22209
(703) 672-3 776

2
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. A MER IC A R I $ I N Qu,;
1555 Wilson Bo~levard, Suite 307, Arlington,
VA 22209.
.
August 1, 2016
· VIA EMAIL: uscis.foia@uscis.dhs.gov

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
National Records Center
FOIA/PA Office
'.
P.O. Box 648010
Lee's Summit, MO 64064-8010
To whom it may concern:
This is a request pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act for access to all emails
sent by or to Director Leon Rodriguez from July 18, 2016, through July 28, 2016, that
mention Donald Trump or Hillary Clinton. Please note, however, that this request does
not seek any emails received directly from a listserv -- for example, news clippings.
For fee purposes, America Rising should be considered an "all other" requester pursuant
to 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(4)(A)(ii)(III). America Rising is not making this request on behalf
of any client, nor does it intend to use the records for financial gain. Rather, America
Rising intends to inform the public about the existence and content of any disclosed
records. See, e.g., ARCHIVE, www.americarisingarchive.com (America Rising's
document repository).
America Rising agrees to pay up to $25.00 in applicable fees. If fees will exceed $25.00,
please contact me before processing the request further. To reduce the burden of
production, America Rising is willing to accept documents in electronic format and/or
doubled-sided copies.
Thank you in advance for your tLme and assistance. ·
Sincerely,

/s/
Allan Blutstein
Vice President, FOIA Operations
Tel.: (703) 672-3776
Email: abl utstein@am ericarisingll c. com
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Jaynes, Thomas A (Allen)
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Panter, Jarrod T
Thursday, August 04, 2016 2:18 PM
USCIS Presidential Transition; Meckley, Tammy M
Sloan, Terry G; Knepper, Tom M; Cole, Ethan R; Eggleston, Jill A; Welsh, Brian J
FW: CNN FOJA request (RESENDING)· Visa Applications

Good afternoon,
We received a FOIA request today pertaining to Donald Trump'.s spouse. Please see below.

Jarrod Panter, CIPP/G
Supervisor, (FOIA/PA) Significant Interest Group
National Records Center
United States Citizenship and Immigration Service
Jarrod. t. p·a nte r@uscis. dhs .gov
Office: 816-350-5514 ·
Mobile: 816-605-3857

From: NRC, FOIASIG
Sent: Thursday, August 04, 2016 2:07 PM
To: Panter, Jarrod T
Subject: FW: CNN FOrA request (RESENDING) - Visa Applications
Presidential candidate request

From: FOIA, users
Sent: Thursday, August 04, 2016 12:20 PM
To: NRC, FOIASrG
Subject: FW: CNN FOIA request (RESENDING) - Visa Applications

From: Ellis, Blake [mailto:Blake.Ellis@turner.com]
Sent: Thursday, August 04, 2016 12: 18 PM
To: FOIA, users
Cc: Hicken, Melanie
Subject: CNN FOIA request (RESENDING) - Visa Applications
Hi there,
I am an investigative
journalist
at CNN, and this is a request under the Freedom of Information Act.
.
'
I request that a copy of the following documents (or documents containing the following information) be provided to
me: All visa applications or other visa documents (i.e. LCAs) _; or any public information contained in these documents -filed by Trump Model Management between 1990 and 2000.
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In addition, I would like to request any publicly available documents or information about visas filed by Melania Trump
(or Melania Knauss).
If possible, I would like to receive this information in electronic format. But if that is not possible, information can be
mailed to:
· Blake Ellis
19 S. Harrison St.
Denver, CO 80209
I request a waiver of all fees for this request, because disclosure of the requested information to me is in the public
interest.
Thank you for your consideration of this request.
Sincerely,
Blake Ellis
646-430-2916
Blake.ellis@cnn.com

Blake Ellis
Senior Writer

I11vest1gatio11s
CNNMoney
@blakeellis3

2
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From:

USCIS Presidential T@ositioo

To:

Renaud Tracv L

Subject:
Date:

RE: FOIA Request from DNC
Friday, August 05, 2016 10:01:16 PM

Okay, lwill_ forward them. Thanks.
From: Renaud, Tracy L

Sent: Friday, August 05, 2016 9:48 PM
To: USCIS Presidential Transition
Subject: RE: FOIA Recuest from DNC .

I think all.

Tracy L. Renaud

Associate Director, Management
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Security
202-272-1739 (office)
From: USCIS Presidential Transition

Sent: Friday, August 05, 2016 9:37:47 PM
To: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: FOIA Recuest from DNC

Tracy,
Does DHS want to see all the FOIA requests we are getting about the candidates or only the ones
from the DNC or RNC? USCIS has received three additional FOIA requests related to the candidates
(one about Trump, one about both candidates, and one about Trump's wife). They are attached. If
DHS does want to see them ail, then I will make sure to forward them.
Julie
From: Micone, Vincent

Sent: Tuesday, August 02, 2016 12:38 PM
To: Renaud, Tracy L; Stewart, Bien ·
Cc: Farnam, Julie E; USC!S Presidential Transition
Subject: RE: FOIA Request from DNC

Thanks Vince

Vince Micone
DHS Presidential Transition Officer .
and Senior Counselor
Management Directorate
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U.S. Department of Homeland Security
(202) 447-3400

From: Renaud, Tracy L
Sent: Tuesday, August 02, 2016 11:27 AM

To: Micone, Vincent <\!jncent Micooe@HO.DHS.GO\!>; Stewart, Bion <bioo stewart@hq.dhs.gov>
Cc: Farnam, Julie E<Julje EFarnam@uscjs.dhs.gov>; USCIS Presidential Transition
<uscispresjdentialtra ositioo@uscjs dhs.gov>
Subject: FOIA Request from DNC
Vince and Bion,.
I just want to ale'rt you that last week USCIS received a FOIA request from the DNC asking for
information related to a number of Trump enterprises (FOIi\ is attached). Our FOIA requests are
processed first-in/first-out so under normal processes it could take as much as 3 months for us to
get to this request using or normal processes. I thought it odd that they are reaching through FOIA
rather than through the transition team so I wanted to bring it to your attention right away. If you
have any questions let me know.

Tracy L. Renaud

Associate Oirector
Management Directorate
US Citizenship & Immigration Services

Department of Home/on~ Security
202-272-l739 /desk}
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From:

Micone VIOceot

To:
Cc:
Subject: .

Renaud, Jrac:v L: Stewart Bion
Farnam Ju!ie Ei users en;sideotial Transition

Date:

RE: FOIA Request from DNC
Tuesday, August 02, 2016 12:45:37 PM

Thanks - Please keep them coming.
Vince

Vince Micone
OHS Presidential Transition Officer
and Senior Counselor
Management Directorate
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
(202) 447-3400

From: Renaud, Tracy L
Sent: Tuesday, August 02, 2016 12:41 PM
To: Micone, Vincent <Vincent.Micone@HQ.DHS.GOV>; Stewart, Bion <bion.stewart@hq.dhs.gov>
Cc: Farnam, Julie E<Julie.E.Farnam@uscis.dhs.gov>; i.JSCIS Presidential Transition
<u scis preside ntia Itra nsition@usc is. dhs. gov>
Subject: RE: _FOIA Request from DNC
Apparently we are seeing other FOIA requests as well, at least one from CNN requesting info on
Trump filings. Do you want to be made aware of these when they come to us? I don't want to
overload you with info but also don't want you to be surprised if info we released is used publically
either in a media report or a campaign speech.

Tracy L. Renaud

Associate Director
Management Directorate
US Citizenship & Immigration se,,.,ic:es
Dep.crtment of Homel(lnd Sec:vrity,
202-272-1739 /desk)

From: Micone, Vincent
Sent: Tuesday, August 02, 2016 12:38 PM
To: Renaud, Tracy L; Stewart, Bion
Cc: Farnam, Julie E; USCIS Presidential Transition
Subject: RE: FOIA Request from DNC
Thanks Vince

Vince Micone
OHS Presidential Transition Officer
and Senior Counselor
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Management Directorate
U.S. Department of Homeland Security·
(202) 447'.3400

From: Renaud, Tracy L
Sent: Tuesday, August 02, 2016 11:27 AM
To: Micone, Vincent <Vincent Mjcone@HO.DHS CiOY>; Stewart, Bion <bioo stewart@hq dhs gov>
Cc: Farnam, Julie E<Julie.E Farnain@uscis dhs gov>; USCIS Presidential Transition

<uscjspresidentialtraosition@uscis dhs gov>
Subject: FOIA Request from DNC
Vince and Bion,
I just want to alert you that last week USCIS received a FOIA request from the DNC asking for
information related to a number of Trump enterprises (FOIA is attached). Our FOIA requests are
processed first-in/first-out so under normal processes it could take as much as 3 months for us to ·
get to this request using or normal processes. I thought it odd that they are reaching through FOIA ·
rather than through the transition team so I wanted to bring it to your attention right away. If you
have any questions let me know.

Tracy L. Renaud
A5sociate Director

Management Directorate
US Citizenship & Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Secudty

202-272-1739 /desk)
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To:

Renaud, Iracv L
USCIS Presideotlat Traos1t100

Subject:
Date:

Friday, August 05, 2016 9:48:18 PM

From:

RE: FO!A Request from

o·Nc

I think all.

Tracy L. Renaud
Associate Director, Management
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Security
202-272-1739 (office)
From: users Presidential Transition
Sent: Friday, August OS, 2016 9:37:47 PM
To: Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: FOIA Request from DNe
Tracy,
Does DHS want to see all the FOIA requests we are getting about the candidates or only the ones
from the DNC or RNC? USCIS has received three additional FOIA requests related. to the candidates
(one about Trump, one about both candid,tes, and one about Trump's wife). They are attached. If
DHS does want to see them all, then I will make sure to forward them.
Julie

From: Micone, Vincent
Sent: Tuesday, August 02, 2016 12:38 PM
To: Renaud, Tracy L; Stewart, Bion
Cc: Farnam, Julie E; users Presidential Transition
Subject: RE: FOIA Request from DNC
Thanks Vince

Vince Micone
OHS Presidential Transition Officer
and Senior Counselor
Management Directorate
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
(202) 447-3400

From: Renaud, .Tracy L
Sent: Tuesday, August 02, 2016 11:27 A.M
To: Micone, Vincent <Vincent Mjcone@HO DHS GOV>; Stewart, Bion <bjon stewart@hq dhs gov>
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Cc: Farnam, Julie

E< lulje EFarnam@iisi;j_s,ahs gov>; use is Presidential Transition

<usci sp resi dentia Itra ositi on@uscis, db s, gov>
Subject: FOIA Request from DNC

Vince and Bion,
I just want to alert you that last week USCIS received a FOIA request from the DNC asking for
information related to a number of Trump enterprises (FOIA is attached). Our FOIA requests are
processed first-in/first-out so under normal processes it could take as much as 3 months for us to
get to this request using or normal processes. I thought it odd that they are reaching through FOIA
rather than through the transition team so I wanted to bring it to your attention right away. If you
have any questions let me know.

Tracy L. Renaud
Associate Director
Management Directorate
US Citizenship & Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Security

202-271-1739 (desk/
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From:

Pietrooaoli 1ori A

To:

Renaud, Tracy L; Farnam Julie E
Laoalois Joseoh E

Cc:
Subject:

Date:

RE: FOIA Requests
Tuesday, August
2016 3:35:44 PM

oi,

Will do
Lori Pietropaoli
Acting Deputy Associate Director
I Mobile: 407-267-4407
Phone: 202-272,0979

USCIS RAIO

From; Renaud, Tracy L

Sent; Tuesday, August 02, 2016 3:10 PM
To; Langlois, Joseph E; Pietropaoli, Lori A; Neufeld, Donald W; McCament, James W; Arroyo, Susan K
Cc; Farnam, Julie E

Subject: FOIA Requests
Good afternoon,
If you receive any FOIA requests related to Clinton or Trump, please let me and Julie Farnam know
right away because we will need to alert the presidential transition team at DHS. We've already
made this same request of FOIA/IRIS, but just to cover all our bases, it would be helpful if you could
also let us know. You can continue to work the cases as you normally would, but please also copy us
on any response you send to FOIA. If you've already received FOIA requests related to the
presidential candidates and you can easily forward that information, that would be helpful as well.
Thank you for your assistance.

Tracy L. Renaud
Associate D{rector
Management Directoratf! ·
US Citizenship & Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Security
ZOZ-ZlZ-1739 (desk}
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From:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Date:
Attachments:

Renaud, Icacv l

Arrovo, Susan K; Neufeld Ronald Wi Mccament James w
Farnam ll!lle E
RE: FOIA Request,
Tuesday, August 02, 2016 3:55:00 PM

Reauest%20l etter odf

Thanks Susan. I got the one attached from OPQ which sounds similar to what you are saying but has
a different number on it. Do you have a different one?

Tracy L. Renaud

Associate Director
Management Directorate
US Citizenship & Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Security

W1-Z71-J739 (desk)

From: Arroyo, Susan K

Sent: Tuesday, August 02, 2016 3:53 PM
To: Renaud, Tracy L; Langlois, Joseph E; Pietropaoli, Lori A; Neufeld, Donald W; McCament, James W
Cc: Farnam, Julie E

Subject: RE: FO!A Requests
Tracy, .
There is one that came in yesterday that was staffed to OPQ - COW2016000767. The DNC was
requesting information on a long list of Trump companies and H-1/H2- and L-.1 filings.

Susan Arroyo
Chief of Staff
Service Center Operations
DHS/USCIS
202:272.1094
202-425-8845 (cell)
From: Renaud, Tracy L

Sent: Tuesday, August 02, 2016 3:10 PM
To: Langlois, Joseph E; Pietropaoli, Lari A; Neufeld, Donald W; McCament, James W; Arroyo, Susan K
Cc: Farnam, Julie E
Subject: FOIA Requests

Good afternoon,
If you receive any FOIA requests related to Clinton or Trump, please let me and Julie Farnam know
right away because we will need to alert the presidential transition team at DHS. We've already
made this same request of FOIA/IRIS, but just to cover all our bases, it would be helpful if you could
also let us know. You can continue to work the cases as you normally would, but please also copy us
on any response you send to FOIA. If you've already received FOIA requests related to the
presidential candidates and you can easily forward that information, that would be helpful as well.
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Thank you for your assistance.

Tracy L. Renaud
Associate Director
Management Directorate

US Citizenship & Immigration Services

Department of H0meland Security
·202-272-1739 /desk}
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Martin Hramer A

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

RE: He.iring TODAY ijt 10:00am, Wednesday Sept. 28th: USC:IS, 00$-PRM al'ld HHS-ORR
FridilV, September 30, 201610:40:34 AM

CO TAANSCBIPI 5K BeU1ciet: bearing 9-?6·J6dQQ

Here is the unofficial transcript of the hearing.
·----·····-············

From: nntaiy, Ruth E
Sent: Wednesday, September 28, 2016 9:17 AM
.
To: Rodriguez, Leon; SCialabba, Lori L; Chol, Juliet K; Walters, Jessica Si Swanson, lonl; Bird, John W (Wally); Prelogar, Brandon B; MOOre,
Joseph O; Reilty, Richard M; SChwart.21 Mark A; Ri!ey, James M (Mike); Hochman, Kathleen I; Jaddou, Ur M; carpenter, Dea D; Busch, Philip
B; Cox, Rachel M; Vanison, Denise; Levine, Laurence D; Emrich, Matthew o; Melero, Mariela; Rogers, Debra A; Scott, Danielle N; Salas:, Bryan
F; Garner, Angela L; Meckley, Tammy M; McMillan, Howard w (Mac); Lotspeich, Katherine J; Nelson, Jennifer A; Hope, Leslie K; Mcconnell,
James E; Hawkins, Donald K; Alfonso, Angelica M; Langlois, Joseph E; Higgins, Jennifer B; Strack, Bart;iara L; Lafferty, John L; Ruppel,
Joanna; Bannis, Pius D; Roma, Joseph T; Ho, Cheri L; Hussey, Jedidah M; Madsen, Kenneth S; Daum, Robert L; Radel, David M; Papazian,
Varsenik L; Menges, Patricia A; Raufer, Su5an; Bardini, Emilia M; Neufe!d, Donald W; Velarde, Barbara Q; Zuchowski, Laura B; Richardson,
Gregory Ai Baran, Kathy A; Hazuda, Mark J; Monica, Donald J; Renaud, Tracy Li Cowan, Robert M; Muzyka, Carolyn L; Looney, Robert Vi
Redman, Kathy A; Pietropaoli, Lari A; Colucci, Nicholas V; Dedvukaj, Mirash (Mick); Hansen, Mark B; Cioppa, Thomas M; Allred, Esther R;
Douglas, David M; Kehl, Lisa M; Heathman, Sandy M; Ortiz, Mario R; Barrows, Angela K; Corsano, Anne A (Anne Arries); Kramar, John; Chau,
Anna K; Curda, Susan M; Gallmann, Albert Ill; Gulick, David G; Riordan, Denis C; Newman, Edward A; Coven 1 Phyllis A; Thompson, John E;
Bryson, Tony R; Collett, Greg L; Taylor, Sarah T; Frazier, Denise Mi Swacina 1 Linda M; Gomez, Cindy N; Patching, Laura D;·Button, Maria G
(Gemma); Carter, Constance L; Stanley, Kathleen M; Rosenberg, Ronald M (Ron); Thomas1 Paula; Carrie, Mark A; caudlll·Mirillo, Ashley B;
Cox, Sophia; Duell, Kim M; Duffy, Natalie 1:3; Famam,,Julie E; Gallagher, Kevin Ei Germain, Reginai Housden, William C; Limoncelli, Donald J;
Moussa, Ramlah 1; Rash, carol Ai Remillard, Jessica L; Rust, Maureen E; Wright; Emmanuelle D; Inouye, Shinichi (Shln)i Kerns, Kevin J;
Jones, Keith A; Medlock, Kelvin P; Davidson, Andrew J; Ostapowich, Stephanie A; Hyams, Emilie R; Micale,·Jonathan; Hoefer, Michael D;
Fatica, Erin K; Lassen, Brett H; Chavez1 Miguel A; Smith, Kristen; Nunez, Rodolfo P; Miramontes, Joel; Nicolas, Margarette B; Zellen, Lorie A;"
Renaud, Daniel M; Valverde, Michael; 'Harrison, Julia L (Julla,L.Harrison@uscis.dhs.gov)'; Krebs, Knstie L; Allred, Esther R.i carter, Jeffrey T
(Jeff)
Cc: Atkinson, Ronald A; Beppu, Jennifer Mi Brown, Katherine H; Choe, Won J; Dacanay, Arthur J; Dalal, Ankur P (Andy); Evelyn, Heather Di
Francis, Gregory I; Puentes~Rivera, Luis O; Gary~Pee!er, Susan; Glover~Wh!te, Danel; ·Kareem, Hamida Ji Nelson, Angela M; Perdomo, Mildred;
Pettie, Shawan E; Powell, Pauli Rodriguez, Miguel E; Rowe, Monterey; Weller, Angela V; White, Nakia V; Witherow1 Hiroko; Irazabal, Luz F;
Finnegan, Brenda T; Wooden, Janeen Ri Martin, Heather A
Subject: Hearing TODAY at 10:ooarn, Wednesday Sept. 28th: users, DOS·PRM and HHS-ORR
Importance: High

Hello Colleagues,

)

Today at 10:00am, Wednesday Sept, 28th: USCIS, DOS-PRM and HHS-ORR will be
testifying, below is the link, Please feel free to share, Please note that the webcast link often
won't go "live" until the hearing actually starts, which may or may not be exactly by the
time posted.
"Oversight of the Administration's FY 2017 Refugee Resettlement Program"·
Senate ,Judiciary Immigration and the National lnte_rcst Subcommittee
Witnesses:
USCIS Director Leon Rodriguez
DOS-PRM PDAS Simon Henshaw
HHS-ORR Director Robert Carey

10:00 a,m., 226 Dirksen

WEBSITE

Best,
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users Presidential Transition
Stewart Blan
Bene11d, Icacv L

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

RE: Presidential Transition Office • Operational Component Agency Revlew Team Briefings

Date:
Attachments:

ART Comoonent Brief Framework users FINAL oons

Wednesday, November 09, 2016 11:43:47 AM

Bion,
Attached please find a copy of USCIS' ART briefing presentation and related talking points. We look
forward to providing the briefing on 11/16.
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.~. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489-8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidenlial mfoi mat1on .ind is covered by federal laws governing
electronic communications. Electronic communications· m11y al~o be monitored by the Oepartn;ent of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizenship

and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the lnte11ded recipient, you are herebv notiAed that any dissemination, .
distribution, lJSe, or copying of this mess<1ge is. strictly prohibited, If you have received this In error, please delete this message ·and all
i'lttachments and immediately notify the sender.

From: Stewart, Bion
Sent: Wednesday, October 12, 2016 11:30 AM
To: ROACH, LEWISS; Rahilly, Lyn M; Vogt, Anthony J RDML; Hess, David; Scanlon, Julie; Bibo, David;
PARAMORE FARON K; Renaud, Tracy L
.
Cc: BUTLER, AMY J.; WILSON CORY P; Wiemers, Todd C CAPT; Snell, Allison; Mellendick, Theresa;
Farnam, Julie E; McKean, Wendy C; Bartholomew, Heather; Baden, Tim; SCHORR, STEPHEN; Micone,
· Vincent; Halter, Greg; Beagles, James; Horowitz, Scott; Lee, Charmaine .
Subject: Presidential Transiti.on Office - Operational Component Agency Review Team Briefings
Transition Colleagues,
As d,scussed, attached is a framework for the briefs we'll be proposing for the ART in the first week
or so after they arrive. The content is based on our discussion from a few weeks ago.
Please adapt, stylize, and augmen.t as you see fit with a target of no more than an hour for the brief
and Q&A.
The PTO would like to see your draft brief. If you can please send your draft brief to me by
November 1st, we'd appreciate it.
Please. let me know if you .have any questions.
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.Thank you,
Bion

Bion Stewart
Deputy Presidential Transition Officer ·
Department of Homeland Security

202-282-9125
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I
From:
To:
Cc:
Subject: .
Date:
Attachments:

Renaud, Tracy L

"Sdalabba Lori L(Lori Scialabba@uscis dbs aovY'; Farnam, Julie E
Young Todd P; Prater Jocelyn S
RE: USC!S Briefing
Tuesday, December 06, 2016 4:10:00 PM

ARI Comoooeot Brief F@mework USCIS FINAL PPTX

For Lori's book tomorrow. Updated version w/o slide 5 and with modification on cciver page
. regarding who is briefing.

Tracy L. Renaud
Associate Director
Management Directorate
US Citizenship & Immigration Services

Department of Homeland Security
202·272-1739 (desk)

From: Renaud, Tracy L

Sent: Tuesday, December 06, 2016 4:09 PM
To: 'Scialabba, Lori L (Lori.Scialabba@uscis.dhs.gov)'; Farnam, Julie E
Cc: Young, Todd P
Subject: FW: users Briefing

I told him it wos fine to delete slide 5. He is also changing the cover page to reflect Lqri as the
briefer.

Tracy L. Renaud
Associate Director

Management Oirectorote
US Citizenship & Immigration Services
Def)artment of Homeland Security
202-272-1739 (de,k)

From: Stewart, Bion

Sent: Tuesday, December 06, 2016 4:04 PM

To: users Presidential Transition
Cc: Halter, Greg; Renaud, Tracy L
Subject: RE: USeIS Briefing

Tracy,
Quick follow up. I understand the purpose of slide 5, but I think for this audience it is probably not
necessary. I would.like to delete before I send out for HQ review if you don't mind.
Bion

--------··--·--- --------~~------,._---.--,- ·---,-····~ \-----~-

.. .. -·- ··--···----.
From: Stewart, Bion
Sent: Tuesday, December 6, 2016 4:01 PM
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To: USCIS Presidential Transition <uscisoresidentialtransition@uscisdhs.gov>
Cc: Halter, Greg <greg halter@hq.dhs.gov>; Renaud, Tracy L <Tracy L Renaud@uscis dhs gov>.
Subject: RE: USCIS Briefing
Thanks Tracy. This looks good. I recommend moving quickly through the first section and focusing
on the latter section with the expectation they'll want to dive deeper on the issues captured in
slides 6·8.
I'll change the name to the Deputy.
Bion

Bion Stewart
Deputy Presidential Transition Officer
Department of Homeland Security
202-282-9125

'I
•

-----··---

From: USCIS Presidential Transition
Sent: Tuesday, December 6, 2016 3:56 PM

To: Stewart, Bion <bion stewart@ha dhs gov>
Cc: Halter, Greg <greg halter@hq dhs gov>; Renaud, Tracy L <Tracy LRenaud@uscis.dhs.gov>

Subject: USCIS Briefing
Bion,
Attached is the USCIS brief framework for the agency overview briefing tomorrow. There have been
no additional changes since we sent this to the PTO on 11/9. We look forward to meeting with the
landing team members tomorrow at 11:00. The briefing will be led by Lori Scialabba, our Deputy
Director, and Tracy Renaud and I will also be present
If you need.anything additional or if there are any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.
Thank you,
Julie Farnam
Senior Advisor
Field Operations Directorate
U.S. Citizenship anci'lmmigration Services
(d) 202-272-1102
(c) 202-489·8802
This communication, along with any attachments, may contain confidential information and is covered by federal laws goyerning
electronic communications. Electronic communications may also be mOnitored by the Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Citizeriship
and Immigration Services. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that a'nv dissemination,
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distribution, use, or copying of this message ls strictly prohibited: lf'vou have received this in error, please delete this message and all
attachments and immediately notify the sender.
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Renaud, Tracy L

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

"Sdatabba Lod·l (Lori.Scia!abba@uscis dhs aovl"
YPIJOQ Todd P

Date:
Attachments:

Transition documents requested
Tuesday, November 15, 2016 9:18:00 AM

ABT Comoooeot Brief framework USCIS FINALPPtx
ICE Oveview Excecot odf
IISCIS DACA IP 2016 FINAi DOCX
USCIS overview 8·26·2016 Clean docx

Lori,
Here are the documents that were prepared for the transition team that you wanted.
•

The USCIS overview~ this is the version that is in the book that DHS prepared with info on
all components and HQ offices that will be given to the transition team.

•

ICE ove1view - same but for ICE. CBP is having some trouble locating the final version of the
document they sent to DHS but will forward it along to us as soon as they locate it.

•

AAT (formerly called ART) briefing document that Dl or you will follow when conducting the
initial briefing to the Agency Action Team.
DACA ove1view- OCC just cleared this yesterday and since it will likely be a subject that gets
early attention·! wanted you to have this as well.

•

I

We have an ECN page for all USCIS cleared transition documents that I can give you (or Todd) access
.to if you want. If it is just easie1 to ask me or Julie that works too.

Tracy L Renaud
Associate Director
Management Directarate
US Citizenship & Immigration Services

Department of Homeland sei:urity
202-27i-l739 (desk/
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DUS Transition Issue Paper
Screenin2 and Vettin2
OVERVIEW
• Every day, DHS vets millions of individuals traveling to, from, or within the United States;
applying for citizenship and immigration benefits; or seeking credentials, benefits, or access
to secure areas of the nation's transportation or critical infrastructure.
• DHS, in partnership with our law enforcement and Intelligence Community colleagues,
leverages a range of information and processes to conduct vetting and screening that support
the prevention of terrorism and other operational missions.
• DHS utilizes biometric and biographic information collection; in-person interviews; research
and analysis; database vetting and bulk data sharing; and publicly-available information to
make risk determinations and inform decisions.

Currertl Trends/Operational Drivers
• Shared/Enterprise Services: DHS is increasingly sharing vetting services across
components, where appropriate, and utilizing enterprise services. For example, the
Transportation Security Administration (TSA) conducts vetting for the chemical facilities
access security program run by the National Protection and Programs Directorate (NPPD).
DHS also maintains and operates a biometric database (!DENT) that is used broadly by the
interagency.
• Pushing Security beyond the Borders: To support DHS's efforts to identify and address
international threats as early as possible, operational programs (such as CBP's Preclearance
and Trusted Traveler Program) provide opportunities for vetting travelers abroad and prior to
travel to the United States, allowing for more efficient allocation of resources and increased
ability to focus on unknown or potential threats. 1
• Social Media: DHS is working to expand its current uses of social media to enhance existing
vetting processes. Criminals and terrorists, whether intentionally or not, have provided
previously unavailable information via social media that identified their true intentions.
),,, Social media is currently used by DHS Components for different operational or
investigative purposes. OHS established a Social Media Task Force in December 2015 to
examine current and potential uses of social media and how OHS could best expand its
use (for screening and vetting programs).
i,.. In 2016, DHS conducted a number of pilots to automate bulk vetting (with manual
review) of social media information across a number of high priority application
populations, including refugees and Visa Waiver Program travelers.

'CBP's Preclearance program, operating at IS locations worldwide, allows for advance inspection of passengers
before they board U.S.-bound flights. Additionally, CBP's range of international Trusted Traveler programs, such
as Global Entry, provides pre-vetted and approved, low-risk travelers expedited clearance upon their arrival in the
United States.

\\';;1rn111g! Thi~ Uocu1m."nt. aliJng wi1h an~ anachml!nls. C()Jltains NON-PUBLIC INFOK!\1,\TION ~~cmrt from rd..:ai,1; t,) the llUhlic hy l~dcrnl
Ill\\, Ii ma) conrnin conl1dcntia1. legally priYikgi:d, pruptktary l\T Jeliher;uivc prnct:~~ intL"N1.gcncy/i11trn•agenL'Y mutcri.il. You 1.m.· hCTL'h)
11Nilkd Ihm an)' diss"·rninatin11. c01,ying. or fl.1Tlhcr distribution c1fthi:-i i11formaliC111 hl unaullh)tizcd individuals {indudi,ig 11nau1h(1ri1.c<l 1111.:r11hr.:r:nf the Prl'sitkn1..i;h:ct Tr~nsititm Team) is stricL1r r1ohihih:d U11i'luth1)riud disclosure or rdt'asc! Mthi~ inlbnnmhin ma\' result 111 kl~S of :-ii;~'l'S~ tn
infonnatinn. and d\'II and/or criminal lines and Pl•naltic'>
·
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DETAILED DISCUSSION
An April 2015 DHS study estimated that for all its traveler and screening vettin~ programs OHS
spends approximately $7 billion per year utilizing more than 60,000 employees.
• U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP): CBP is tasked with securing the Nation's
borders. CBP has adopted a comprehensive strategy to border management and security,
combining customs, immigration, and agriculture inspection functions. On an average day,
CBP processes, through a combination of vetting and inspections, over J million citizens,
immigrants, and non-immigrant visitors through the U.S. border. CBP uses its vetting
capabilities to screen Trusted Travelers for expedited processing, allowing a more efficient
allocation of officer resources for the identification of unknown or higher risk travelers.
• U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE): ICE works with state and local law
enforcement officials to (a) prioritize the identification, location, and arrest of at-large
criminal aliens who pose a serious threat to national security and community safety; and (b)
to identify and remove criminal aliens in local, state and federal penal institutions and/or
those who are at large in our communities. In addition, to further the integrity of the U.S.
immigration system, ICE has developed, in coordination with CBP and the Department of
State, a pre-visa-issuance screening program to identify subjects who are ineligible to receive
visas for travel to the United States.
• OHS Office of Biometric Identity Management (OBIM): OBIM, a subcomponent of the
National Protection and Programs Directorate (NPPD), is the lead entity within OHS for
storing, matching and analyzing biometric data, and associated biographic and encounter
data. OBIM operates the Automated Biometric Identification System (!DENT), which
contains both derogatory and non-derogatory information received from components and
other Federal partners. OHS uses this biometric database to assist vetting persons seeking
admission to the United States, a visa, an immigration benefit, or a transportation credential
or benefit. It is also available to interagency partners, such as the Department of State, FBI,
DOD and others.
• Transportation Security Administration (TSA): TSA screens individuals to prevent them
from unlawfully carrying a weapon, explosive, or incendiary either into the sterile area of the
airport or onboard a commercial flight. TSA also vets individuals flying to, from, over and
within the United States, and individuals seeking regular access to the transportation
infrastructure against the Terrorist Screening Database. TSA' s risk-based, intelligence
driven screening is designed to promote both national security and lawful travel. This
approach allows TSA to allocate screening resources expeditiously.
• U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS): USCIS is charged with the
adjudication of immigration (and limited non-immigration) benefits. USCIS's mission
includes granting the appropriate immigration benefit to those who qualify and denying
benefits to those who are not qualified. USCIS has longstanding partnerships with screening
agencies within the intelligence and law enforcement communities. USC IS is responsible for
the annual adjudication of over 8 million applications for benefits.
• U.S. Coast Guard (USCG): USCG collects, integrates, and analyzes information concerning
vessels operating on or bound for waters subject to the jurisdiction ofthc U.S., including
' Enterprise Wide Application of Risk Based Security

2
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infonnation related to crew, passengers, cargo, and intennodal shipments to ensure safety
and security of the U.S. maritime domain.
• The Screening Coordination Office (SCO): SCO located with the Office of Policy, has
responsibility to coordinate across DHS Components and with interagency partners on the
development or revision of Department-wide policies related to the screening and vetting of
people, and USG-wide screening and vetting polices with a DHS nexus.

Issue Background
• Screening of International Travelers: The screening and vetting of immigrant and nonimmigrant travelers to the United States is a multi-layered interagency process.
> DHS plays a leading role in the protection of the U.S. border and integrity of the
immigration system, to include review of applications for certain immigration (and
limited non-immigration) benefits such as pennanent residence and naturalization.
> The Department of State (DOS) has responsibility for the adjudication of all visa
applications (immigrant and non-immigrant). 3
> Other federal screening partners, to include the intelligence and law enforcement
communities, work in concert with DHS and DOS to identify travelers who may
represent a threat to national security.
• Refugee Screening: The screening of refugees has been a major effort for DHS and its
partners in FY2016 as the U.S. Government increased its admissions goals in response to the
crisis in Syria.
> The U.S. Government has succeeded in meeting these humanitarian goals while
maintaining a rigorous screening process that protects national security; refugees are now
subject to the most demanding screening and vetting of any applicant for immigration, or
other travel benefits, to the United States. An estimated 85,000 refugees, to include over
I0,000 Syrian refugees, were accepted into the country during FY2016.
Courses ofAction: Screening and Ve/ling Recommendations
• Increase Pro-active and Recurrent Screening: DHS components are pursuing various means
to conduct pro-active and recurrent screening for various populations, such as:
o Certain non-U.S. citizens to whom benefits were granted in the past, but who do not
currently have applications pending, such as pennanent residents who have not filed
naturalization applications.
o TSA-vetted populations, to include credential holders and applicants, who receive
recurrent vetting for potential terrorist connections but not for criminal violations.
• Expand Capacity to Vet against Social Media: Social media is a prominent component of
modem society, and DHS's efforts to protect the homeland must progress and adapt as
society evolves. DHS must continue to invest in developing the technology and processes
needed to make effective use of social media infonnation while protecting privacy, civil
rights, and civil liberties.
• Increase Intra-Departmental Infonnation Sharing: To increase the effectiveness of individual
component mission operations, DHS can benefit from increasing automated processes in
which information on specific individuals is shared for the broadest operational use possible.
3

DHS panicipates in the vening of visas, as well is the lead agency with responsibility for visa policy.
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Key Partnerships (Vetting and Screening)
• Federal Government: Central Intelligence Agency; Department of Defense; Department of
State; Federal Bureau oflnvestigation; National Counterterrorism Center; National Security
Agency; and the Terrorist Screening Center
• State and Local Law Enforcement Agencies
• International Partners
• Private Sector

Additionally, all screening and vetting programs within DHS work closely with the DHS
Office of Policy, Office of Privacy and OHS Office for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties. All
OHS vetting programs build information security, privacy, and civil rights and civil liberties
policies and practices into their operations.
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FY 2016 NONIMMIGRANT ADMISSIONS (1-94 ONLY)
TOTAL
AFGHANISTAN
ALBANIA
ALGERIA
ANDORRA
ANGOLA
ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA
ARGENTINA
ARMENIA
AUSTRALIA
AUSTRIA
AZERBAIJAN
BAHAMAS
BAHRAIN
BANGLADESH
BARBADOS
BELARUS
BELGIUM
BELIZE
BENIN
BHUTAN
BOLIVIA
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
BOTSWANA
BRAZIL
BRUNEI
BULGARIA
BURKINA FASO
BURMA
BURUNDI
CAMBODIA
CAMEROON
CANADA
CAPE VERDE
CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC
CHAD
CHILE
CHINA (MAINLAND)
COLOMBIA
COMOROS
CONGO, REPUBLIC
COSTA RICA
CROATIA
CUBA
CYPRUS
CZECH REPUBLIC
CONGO, DEMOCRACTIC REPUBLIC
DENMARK
DJIBOUTI
DOMINICA

86,723,770
11,074
18,668
23,191
2,319
19,647
27,626
1,554,654
15,257
2,104,565
336,719
13,898
366,614
16,496
74,018
97,234
32,836
481,852
50,968
5,678
11,388
120,758
17,836 .
4,815
3,593,249
2,936
79,131'
11,795
44,407
4,759
8,103
24,336
9,369,999
9,212
1,074
2,009
644,528
5,182,394
1,582,180
309
3,859
464,989
59,385
214,439
18,051
171,783
34,687
539,620
1;362
14,700
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DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
EASTTIMOR
ECUADOR
EGYPT
EL SALVADOR
ERITREA
ESTONIA
ETHIOPIA
~IJI
FINLAND
FRANCE
GABON
GAMBIA
GEORGIA
GERMANY
GHANA
GREECE
GRENADA
GUATEMALA
GUINEA
EQUATORIAL GUINEA
GUINEA-BISSAU
GUYANA
HAITI
HONDURAS
HUNGARY
.ICELAND
INDIA
INDONESIA
IRAN
IRAQ
IRELAND
ISRAEL
ITALY
COTE D'IVOIRE
JAMAICA
JAPAN
JORDAN
KAZAKHSTAN
KENYA
KIRIBATI
KOREA, NORTH
KOREA, SOUT.H
KOSOVO
KUWAIT
KYRGYZSTAN
LAOS·
LATVIA
LEBANON
LESOTHO
LIBERIA
LIBYA

546,696
425
717,439
175, f14
373,606
6,538
38,149
42,012
,18,506
247,049
3,028,093
5,298
4,156
19,846
3,303,413
47,903
145,788
22,384
444,543
6,139
2,826
457
105,492
265,294
360.~56
146,813
84,769
3,306,037
250,508
65,196
43,978
798,311
730,724
1,907,564
15,041
564,894
5,213,374
91,874
46,376
50,639
1,684
225
2,547,536
9,669
131,566
6,600
3,887
38,960
86,423
1,128
8,550
4,183
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LIECHTENSTEIN
LITHUANIA
LUXEMBOURG
· MACEDONIA.
MADAGASCAR
MALAWI
MALAYSIA
MALDIVES
MALI
MALTA
MARSHALL ISLANDS
MAURITANIA
MAURITIUS
MEXICO
MICRONESIA, FEDERATED STATES
MOLDOVA
MONACO
MONGOLIA
MONTENEGRO
MOROCCO
MOZAMBIQUE
NAMIBIA
NAURU
NEPAL
NETHERLANDS
NEW·ZEALAND
NICARAGUA
NIGER
NIGERIA
NORWAY
OMAN
PAKISTAN
PALAU
PANAMA
PAPUA NEW GUINEA
PARAGUAY
PERU
PHILIPPINES
POLAND
PORTUGAL
QATAR
SOUTH SUDAN
ROMANIA
RUSSIA
RWANDA
SAN MARINO
SAO TOME AND PRINCIPE
SAUDI ARABIA
SENEGAL
SERBIA
SEYCHELLES
SIERRA LEONE

3, 17.7
55,495
23,499
19,145
3,100
5,391
170,853
858
7,627
10,299
19,249
3,318
12,282
10,749,854
56,064
23,124
2,012
25,659
11,303
63,518
4,513
4,051
242
60,485
1,144,294
518,3°15
129,667
3,106
357,395
479,282
19,972
214,354
21,974
273,290
2,606
56,828
560,463
838,642
373,014
306,791
35,405
1,083
173,081
506,232
10,327
1,189
161
487,387
18,282
62,716
. 897
5,838
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SINGAPORE
SLOVAKIA
SLOVENIA
SOLOMON ISLANDS
SOMALIA
SOUTH AFRICA
SPAIN
SRI LANKA
SAINT KITIS-NEVIS
SAINT LUCIA
SAINT VINCENT AND THE GRENADINES
SUDAN
SURINAME
SWAZILAND
SWEDEN
SWITZERLAND
SYRIA
TAIWAN
TAJIKISTAN
TANZANIA
THAILAND
TOGO
TONGA
TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO
TUNISIA
TURKEY
TURKMENISTAN
TUVALU
UGANDA
UKRAINE
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
UNITED KINGDOM
URUGUAY
UZBEKISTAN
VANUATU
HOLY SEE
VENEZUELA
VIETNAM
SAMOA
YEMEN
SERBIA AND MONTENEGRO (FORMER)
ZAMBIA
ZIMBABWE
UNKNOWN

242,324
84,657
40,406
700
14,025
241,307
1,742,931
48,914
21,887
33,756
23,284
13,006
· 23,993
1,979
904,430
678,480
39,669
777,736
3,819
15,387
205,047
5,017
6,899
324,320
24,149
403,234
2,904
347
19,543
224,032
70,298
7,395,457
146,561
19,533
407
233
1,065,899
204,103
4,309
7,574
4,036
9,056
18,029
92,444

Source: Customs a,nd Border Protection (CBP).
Note: Data are preliminary. Data show the number of nonimmigrant admissions by country of
citizenship and only includes persons who completed Form 1-94, a subset of all nonimmigrants who
were admitted. Multiple entries on the same Form 1-94 are counted only once for the fiscal year.
Therefore, the number of actual entries with Form 1-94 in Fiscal Year 2016 are greater than the
numbers shown here, and these data are not directly comparable to nonimmigrant statistics published
in DHS Yearbook.
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Transition Tasking USCIS Responses
1. Policy Issues: Please list and provide details on all major policy decisions that are pending
between now and January 20 as well as within the first 100 days of the new administration.
(OP&S)

Response:
• Expansion of USCIS' Use of Social Media under the Social Media Pilot Plan. As part of
the DHS Social Media Task Force, USCIS' Fraud Detection and National Security (FDNS)
Directorate continues to work with DHS Intelligence and Analysis and DHS Science and
Technology, as well as partners in the law enforcement, defense, and Intelligence
Community to develop tools and techniques for social media research. In accordance with
USCIS authorities, FDNS continues to expand social media screening for certain subsets of
refugee populations. USCIS also intends to pilot the expansion of the use of social media to
other cases/benefit request types.
• TPS Haiti. USCIS will make a recommendation to the Secretary on whether Haiti's existing
designation for Temporary Protected Status should be extended, extended and redesignated,
or terminated. The expiration date of the current designation is July 22, 2017.
• Labor Shortages in Guam. USC IS has received reports from various sources of labor
shortages on Guam, particularly with respect to the nursing industry, due to the lack of
available U.S. workers to fill these positions and, in part, the inability of certain employers to
comply with existing statutory requirements for the importation of foreign workers under the
H-28 temporary worker program. In view of the prospective military base relocation from
Japan to Guam, USCIS is considering ways to help alleviate such labor shortages, consistent
with existing statutory and regulatory requirements.
• Commonwealth of the Northern Marianas Islands (CNMl)-Only Transitional Workers
(CW-I). The CW-I nonimmigrant classification was created by the Consolidated Natural
Resources Act of 2008, and is presently set to sunset by statute on December 31, 2019. The
annual cap on CW workers is set by DHS, through Federal Register notice. The number of
CW visas must decrease each year, to reach zero by the end of the program. The caps for FY
2016 and 2017 were both reached, with harmful consequences to the CNMI economy.
USCIS will need to begin efforts to determine the FY 2018 cap early in the next
administration. Also the CW program is likely to continue to be the subject of legislative
interest.
• Interpreters. Policy guidance on the role and use of interpreters in domestic field office
interviews without USCIS-provided interpretation. This policy will advance consistent
standards for interpretation in interviews conducted by USCIS by providing guidance
regarding the role and use of interpreters in certain interviews conducted in USCIS domestic
field offices.
Waming! This document. along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from
release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential. legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative
process inter-agency/in~·a-agency material. You are hereby notified tha1 any dissemination, copying. or ft1rther
distribution of this infomiation to unau1horized individuals (including unauthorized members of the Preside11t-elect
Transi1ion Team) is s1rictly prohibited. Unauthorized disclosure or release of this information may result in loss of
access to information, and civil ancVor criminal fines and penalties.
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•

H-18 Specialty Occupation Nonimmigrant Workers - ACWIA Fees. Policy
memorandum currently under development within the H-1 B nonimmigrant classification
working group. Clarifies how USCIS defines "subsidiary" and "affiliate" for the purpose of
counting the total number of employees for a petitioning employer when determining the
additional petitions fees which are required under the American Competitiveness in the
Workplace Act of 1998 (ACWIA).

• L-1 Intracompany Transferee Nonimmigrant Workers, One in Three Policy. Policy
memorandum currently in the USCIS formal clearance process. Clarifies how USCIS
interprets the requirement that an L-1 beneficiary must have been employed abroad by the
qualifying organization for one continuous year out of "the preceding three years."
• 0-1 Extraordinary Ability Nonimmigrant Workers, Comparable Evidence. Final policy
memorandum currently under review by USCIS senior leadership. This policy memorandum
clarifies how USCIS adjudicators will analyze "comparable evidence" when submitted in
support ofan 0-IA and 0-18 (arts) petition, in instances where evidence required by the
regulations is not readily applicable to the beneficiary's occupation. The policy
memorandum was originally published in draft form in January 2016 for stakeholder
feedback. Once cleare~ by USCIS senior leaders, this policy memorandum will be published
1
as final guidance.
•

0-1 Extraordinary Ability Nonimmigrants and P Nonimmigrant Athletes/Entertainers
Final Policy Memorandum Regarding Agents. Currently under development within the
Performing Arts Working Group for the O and P Nonimmigrant Classifications. Clarifies
situations where an agent may file an O or P nonimmigrant petition on behalf of certain
beneficiaries. This policy memorandum was originally published in draft form in July 2015
for feedback from stakeholders.

•

1-140 Employment-Based Immigrant Workers Policy Initiatives· Standing. Agency

guidance is currently under development that will clarify when an 1-140 beneficiary may be
considered an "affected party" before USCIS in certain.circumstances, and is therefore
entitled to be notified on actions taken with respect to the 1-140 petition. Prior to this
initiative and currently until the working group's objectives are implemented, U.S. employers
file 1-140 petitions on behalf of prospective employment-based immigrants, and such
immigrants have not been considered to be affected parties under USCIS regulations.
•

National Interest Waiver Policy Memorandum. An Administrative Appeals Office
precedent decision is currently under review by the Department of Justice's (DOJ) Executive
Office for Immigration Review for final publication. The decision will clarify the standard
for granting waivers of the job offer requirement when it would be in the national interest of
the United States to certain Second Preference, Employment-Based Immigrant (EB-2)
workers, consistent with existing statutory and regulatory authorities. This precedent decision
has cleared review by USCIS, DHS, and DOJ's Office of Legal Counsel. In addition, the I-'

Warning! This document. along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from
release to the public by fodernl law. It may contain confidential. legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative
process inter-agency/intra-agency material. You are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying. or for1her
distribution of this infomiation to unauthorized individuals (including unauthorized members of the President-elect·
Transition Team) is strictly prohibited. Unauthorized disclosure or release of this infonnation may result in loss of
access t0 information. and civil and/or criminal tines and penalties.
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140 working group is currently developing a companion policy memo which is intended to
be published with or shortly after publication of the precedent decision.

•

Unlawful Presence (ULP) Guidance. USCIS is contemplating a policy memorandum that
addresses how unlawful presence is accrued when an applicant properly filed a request for
deferred action that was not adjudicated timely due to backlogs or-delays that were not the
fault of the applicant.

•

Unlawful Presence and Employment Authorization Documents (EADs) Policy
Memorandum. Currently in the official USCIS clearance process. Clarifies that individuals
with a pending or approved non-frivolous application for an Employment.Authorization
Document due to "compelling circumstances," as defined in the recently published regulation
"Retention of EB-I, EB-2, and EB-3 Immigrant Workers and Program Improvements
Affecting High-Skilled Nonimmigrant Workers," will be considered to be in a period of stay
· in the United States authorized by the Secretary of OHS; The intent is to publish this
memorandum as final guidance by the effective date of the aforementioned regulation, which
is January 17,2017.

'

• The Parole Program for Former Members of the Mujabedin-e Khalq (MEK). As part
of this parole process, a policy decision will need to be made through the inter-agency
process as to whether to continue to parole as refugees certain Iranian nationals who are
former members of the Mujahedin-e Khalq (MeK) and have renounced the group.
•

Immigration and Nationality Ad (INA) Section 289, American Indians Born in Canada
Guidance. Policy memorandum, in coordination with Customs and Border Protection is
currently under development to clarify policies and procedures for determining the status of
claims made by individuals who claim to be American Indians born in Canada under Section
289 of the Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1359) and 8 CFR § 289.

2. Operational Issues: Please list and provide details on all operational issues you will face
between now and January 20 as well as within the first I00 days of the new administration.
(SCOPS/FOO/RAIO/FONS)
.

Response:
• Credible Fear Screening. The volume of individuals and families who are coming to the
southwest border and asserting a fear of return or intention to apply for asylum after being
placed into the expedited removal process continues to cause the diversion ofUSCIS Asylum
Division resources away from the processing of a growing affirmative asylum caseload. The
number of individuals referred to USCIS for credible fear screening in FY2016 was nearly
double the number received the previous fiscal year (FY 16 - 94,048; FY 15 - 48,052), and
the backlog of pending affirmative asylum applications increased by 70% over the course of
the FY2016 as asylum officers continue to be diverted from asylum case processing in order
to conduct protection screening interviews.
Warning' This document. along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION e~empt from
release·to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential. legally privileged, proprietary or delibermive
process inter-agency/intra-agency material. You.are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying. or tiinher
distribution of.1his infomia1ion to unauthorized individuals (including unauthorized members of the President-elect
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• Electronic Referral System. FDNS continues to work collaboratively with Immigration and
Customs Enforcement to establish an electronic referral system to ensure data integrity and
provide accurate information on where individuals with identified public safety concerns are
. in the immigration process. The results of automating referrals to ICE provide operational
transparency and enable real-time reporting on administrative, criminal, and enforcement
activities and investigations related to aliens who may be removable under immigration law.
• EB-5 Compliance Reviews and Site Visits. Fraud Detection and National Security (FDNS)
Immigration Officers continue to conduct compliance reviews and site visits to assist in
promoting the integrity of the lawful immigration system. In addition, FDNS will conduct
Phase 2 of the site visit pilot for EB-5. Phase 2 incorporates additional site visits on EB-5
.cases.
• CBP and NCTC Screening. USCIS' Fraud Detection and National Security (FONS)
Directorate continues to assess the feasibility and utility of CBP and NCTC screening on a
broad set of immigration applications. FONS will produce a final report on the ongoing
NCTC N-400 screening pilot by March 31, 2017.
• Notices to Appear. USCIS is continuing to align USCIS policy with OHS requirements for
enforcement priorities and issuance of Notices to Appear, as well as reporting for Notices to
Appear entered into the ICE EAGLE system.
•

FBI Name Check Backlogs, FBI Background Name Checks are required for most USCIS
benefit applications /petitions. The FBI has not been able to sustain the volume of name ·
checks submitted by USC IS, which has created a backlog for the FBI. The backlog impacts
adjudication timeframes, specifically military naturalization, which requires expeditious
processing. USCIS and FBI have agreed to an interim solution until the FBI is able to reach
normal processing times.

•

Backlogs and Staffing. Backlogs have grown over the past year, mainly due to increased
filings and a gap in the number of resources necessary to complete the work. In the near
term, current backlog elimination plans rely primarily on increasing staff, rebalancing
workloads among staff/work units, and utilizing overtime. In the long-term some
efficiencies will gained through process or technology enhancements as well.

•

Language Services Pilot Expansion. An expansion of the telephonic language services for
the purpose of conducting field office interviews. This proposal outlines the gradual
replacement of existing contracts to allow comparable interpreter services to all four field
office regions. In addition to consolidating existing interpreter services, FOD proposes
. expanding the use of language services in order to offer greater access to professional
interpretation for most field office interviews.

• Extreme Hardship (EH) Policy Implementation. Recently implemented guidance on what
may constitute a finding of extreme hardship and related training to the NBC and field. The
Warning' This document. along with any attachments, conlains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from
release to the public by federal Jaw. It may contain confidential. legally privileged, proprietary or deliberative
process inter-agency/intra-agency material. You are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying. or funher
distribulion of this information to unauthorized individuals (including unauthorized members ofthe President-elect
Transition Team) is strictly prohibited. Unauthorized disclosure or release of this information may result in loss of
access 10 information, and civil and/or criminal fines and penalties.
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operational guidance publication is in progress, which outlines those operational
steps/requirements in support of the EH policy referenced above.

• Provisional Unlawful Presence Waiver Guidance. Recently implemented a new
regulation which expands who may be eligible to apply for this provisional waiver to include
any individual who is statutorily eligible for the unlawful presence waiver, including
individuals seeking immigrant visas in family-based, employment-based and special
immigrant visa categories as well as diversity visas, and all derivatives for these categories.
Also expanded who may be considered a qualifying relative for purposes of the provisional
waiver, consistent with the Immigration and Nationality Act, to include lawful permanent
resident spouses and parents as currently allowed under. USCIS updated training at the
National Benefits Center to address this expansion.
• Military Parole-in-Place and Deferred Action Policy. Recently implemented policy and
operational guidance concerning who may qualify for military parole-in-place and deferred
action.
•

Department of State Petition Routing Tool (PeRT) Implementation. Field Operations
Directorate has been working with Service Center Operations, Immigration Records and
Identity Services and the Department of State on requirements gathering and development of
the PeRT system. Implementation of PeRT will allow USCIS and the Department of State to
electronically route petition information between USCIS offices and Department of State
overseas posts.

•

New Field Office in Montgomery, Alabama. A new USCIS field office is due to open
mid-January 2017 in Montgomery, Alabama. This will be the only USCIS field office in the
state.

• Electronic Forms Receipting System (EFRS). Fewer forms will be receipted directly at
field office locations and more will be receipted at Lockboxes. This will require customers to
be informed of the changes. USCIS is also updating its revenue collections and permitting
manual receipting. EFRS implementation could lead to possible disruption for the customer
and a learning curve for the field offices.
• Notice of Appeal or Motion, Form 1-2908. Policy guidance was issued in November 2015,
which adopted (from 8 Code of Federal Regulations 103.3) the initial field review within 45
days of appeals made to the Administrative Appeals Office. There is an initiative in progress
to track appeals by developing a reporting and tracking mechanism to ensure that the initial
field review occurs timely.
• Denaturalization Project. In response to a USCIS Officer of Inspector General (OIG)
report, USC IS has conducted a review of approximately 1,800 cases in which an applicant
who was previously ordered removed from the United States under a different identity was
granted naturalization at a time when the paper fingerprint records that would have revealed
Wan1ing 1 This do~ument, along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION e.xempt from
release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential. legally privileged, proprietary or deliberatil'e
process inter-agency/intra-agency material. You are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying. or further
distribmion of this information to unauthorized individuals (including unauthorized members of the President-elect
Transition Team) is strictly prohibited. Unauthorized disclosure or release of this information may result in loss of
access to iuformation, and civil and/or criminal fines and penalties.
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the applicant's full immigration history were not available to USCIS. USCIS plans to seek
denaturalization in many of these cases and is working toward preparing the cases for referral
to the Department of Justice.

• Presidential Congratulatory Naturalization Letter and Video Message. A presidential
congratulatory letter is requested to provide to naturalizing citizens. Additionally, a
welcoming video for new citizens is requested, which will be played at naturalization
ceremonies.
Please also note that the policy issues noted in item one and the regulations listed in item three, if
implemented, would also have operational impacts.

(b)(5i)

3. Regulations: Please list and provide details on all regulations that are pending. Please list all
regulations that will advance between now and January 20 as well as within the first I 00 days
of the new administration.

Response: OHS has previously provided a list of pending regulations for the Department.
Below are the USCIS pending regulations that are reflected in that document.

Wnming 1 This document. along with any atmchn1ents, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from
release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential. legally privileged. proprietary or deliberative
process inter-agency/in~·a-agency material. You are hereby notiried that any dissemi11mio11, copying, or fu11her
distribution of this information to unauthorized individuals (including unauthorized members of the Presidem-elect
Transition Team) is strictly prohibited. Unauthorized disclosure or release of this infonnation may result in loss of
access 10 information, and civil and/or criminal tines and penalties.
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(b)(5)

4. Major procurements: Please list and provide details on all major procurements $1 OOM and
above that will advance between now and January 20 as well as within the first 100 days of
the new administration.
Response: In the next two weeks, it is planned that USCJS will be making a source selection
decision in the Field Office Support Services (FOSS) acquisition, which has a maximum period
of performance of three years. The FOSS contract is in support of 30 USCIS Field Offices and 9
USCIS Asylum offices throughout the nation. The contract provides support to the Field
Operations Directorate; the Refugee, Asylum, and International Operations (RAIO) Directorate;
as well as the Fraud Detection and National Security (FDNS) Directorate. This support includes:
correspondence management, file operations and maintenance, data reviews and updates,
interview scheduling, certificate preparation and production, ceremony support, interview
preparation (organizing casework), and file retrieval/maintenance.

5. Human capital: Please list and provide details on all major human capital issues you
currently face. Please include current staffing numbers as well as growth in the offices over
the last four years. Please provide context for any increases or reductions over the last four
years.
Response:
General HR Issues
USCIS is dealing with outdated human resource IT infrastructure and processes. Specifically,
USClS lacks:
• An "end-to-end" Human Resources Information System (HRIS) solution to meet the evergrowing needs of human resources operations which include (but are not limited to):
electronic approval/routing of requests for personnel actions, classification position
description library and generator, recruitment and on-boarding, awards, employee benefits,
and retirement as well as comprehensive and analytical reporting capabilities.
• An automated performance appraisal process that is provides for a variance in ratings among
employees. (USCJS is working to improve the quality of our performance appraisal system,
albeit still paper based.)
• A position classification system that is easy to navigate. There are many position
management issues in working with customers to "right-size" their organizations. Many of
the Position Descriptions are not appropriate for the organizations, frequently outdated or
incorrect given the changing environment.
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In addition, there are some job categories within USCIS, such as our Immigration Services
Officers, Asylum Officers and FONS Immigration Officers, that have a requirement to attend
and pass a BASIC training that is several weeks in duration. When there are hiring surges'within
the agency in these job categories it is difficult for the agency to react to an increased need in
training capacity due to space constraints at our training site and instructor capacity. These job
categories are the backbone of our adjudicative function within the agency and combined make
up a significant portion of our workforce.
Labor and Employee Relations
USCIS and the American Federation of Government Employees, National Citizenship and
Immigration Services Council ("Union") are parties to a new collective bargaining agreement
.("CBA"), which covers all nonprofessional employees of the Agency. The 2016 Master
Agreement is being implemented well, but like any new agreements, issues have arisen on
interpretation of specific items. Most significant of these items relates to use of official, but nonbank hours for meeting preparation. This issue is being discussed and feeds into how USCIS
operates its Labor-Management Forum, scheduled to resume operation in 2QFYI 7.
Staffing Information
The following table provides the current staffing numbers as of the end of FY 2016 as well as the
growth in offices over the past four years, or since the end of FY 2012.
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-,
"'' · 1.1sas:Alithorized S~rijfctiange (F.Y-20u·, FY 2016) ·~· ; ·, ·
· ·, _,: '. *t-,. )·.~ 01~ctD,ate/Pn;gram Office _:-;..:,.:.;,~ •d:1,· .• '. . FY20U ;FY:2016- 'Chan11e·
5,010
6,097
1,087
Field Onerations Directorate
3,31S
3,969
Service Center Operations Directorate
654
1,587
679
Refu11ee, Asvlum, and International Ooerations Directorate
908
Customer Service and Public En11a11ement Directorate
227
324
97
Information Records and ldentitv Services Directorate
1,071
940
131
1,152
Fraud Detection and National Security Directorate
798
354
Mana.,ement Directorate
1,288
1,663
375
Proaram Offices
661
819
158
Office of Adminstrative Appeals
109
113
4
Office of Chief Counsel
204
263
59
Office of Citizenshin
26
28
2
Office of Communications
, 17
77
60
.
Offl ce of the Di rector
24
24
Office of Eaual Opportunitv and Inclusion
18
29
11
Office of the Executive Secretariat
14
25
11
Office of L00 1slative Affairs
23
27
4
Office of Policy and Strat-•
77
107
30
Office of Privacv
12
23
11
Office of Transformation
94
103
9
.
'I 'l3,l47
Total
16,682
3,535
i' i', . ~ : ·_

'

'

Note: In FY 2012, the Office of Equal Opportunity and Inclusion was included within the Management
Directorate and the Office of Performance and Quality was a stand alone program office. Between FY
. 2012 and FY2016 the Office of Equal Opportunity and Inclusion.was mowd out of the Management
Directorate as a stand alone program office and the Office of Performance and Quality was mowd into
the.Management Directorate. For consistency in the comparison, the staffing levels are displa)'ld in
accordance with the current location for both fiscal )'lars.

USCIS is primarily a fee funded organization, The increased staffing is commensurate with the
volume of applications that were projected to be received. During this timeframe, in addition to
normal workload growth there were significant increases in staffing associated with the Deferred
Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) initi_ative, with Asylum filings (Credible Fear,
Reasonable Fear and Affirmative Asylum) and the Refugee program. FY 2017 staffing increases
are contingent on submission of a Congressional reprogramming notification (see response to #6
below) and are, therefore, excluded from the table above.
6. Budget: Please list and provide details on all budget challenges you will face between now
and January 20 as well as within the first I00 days of the new administration.
Response:
USCIS published a final rule in the Federal Register on October 24, 2016, to adjust its fee
schedule for the first time since 20 I0. The new USCIS fee schedule, which will go into effect on
December 23, 2016, reflects a 21 % weighted average increase over the current USCIS fees. As
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a result, the only anticipated budget challenge between now and January 20, as well as within the
first I00 days of the new administration, is implementing the new fee schedule to collect the
additional fee revenue. USCIS expects to submit a Congressional reprogramming notification
within the next 30 days to increase the spending authority of its Immigration Examinations Fee
Account (IEF A) to ensure that sufficient spending authority is available to fully fund the FY
\
2017 USC IS Annual Operating Plan. The IEF A funds approximately 95% of USC IS operations.
7. Please describe any pending reorganizations.
Response:
• USCIS will consolidate its Dallas and Houston, Texas districts into one district. The new
district will consist of three field offices: Dallas, Houston, and Oklahoma City. This
reorganization will commence on December 20, 2016.

• To consolidate the role that the USCIS Electronic Information System (ELIS) plays in the
agency's transformation, the Office of Transformation Coordination (OTC) will be placed
within the Office of Information Technology (OIT), effective January 4, 2017.
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Transition Tasking 141 USCIS Responses
1. Policy Issues: Please list and provide details on all major policy decisions that are pending
between now and January 20 as well as within the first 100 days of the new administration.
~M~
.

Response:
• Expansion of USCIS' Use of Social Media under the Social Media Pilot Plan. As part of
the DHS Social Media Task Force, USCIS' Fraud Detection and National Security (FDNS)
Directorate continues to work with DHS Intelligence and Analysis and DHS Science and
Technology, as well as partners in the law enforcement, defense, and Intelligence
Community to develop tools and techniques for social media research. In accordance with
USCIS authorities, FDNS continues to expand social media screening for certain subsets of
refugee populations. USCIS also intends to pilot the expansion of the use of social media to
other cases/benefit request types.
• TPS Haiti. USCIS will make a recommendation to the Secretary on whether Haiti's existing
designation for Temporary Protected Status should be extended, extended and redesignated,
or tenninated. The expiration date of the current designation is July 22, 2017.
• Labor Shortages in Guam. USC IS has received reports from various sources of labor
shortages on Guam, particularly with respect to the nursing industry, due to the lack of
available U.S. workers to fill these positions and, in part, the inability of certain employers to
comply with existing statutory requirements for the importation of foreign workers under the
H-28 temporary worker program. In view of the prospective military base relocation from
Japan to Guam, USCIS is considering ways to help alleviate such labor shortages, consistent
with existing statutory and regulatory requirements.
• Commonwealth of the Northern Marianas Islands (CNMI)-Only Transitional Workers
(CW-I). The CW-I nonimmigrant classification was created by the Consolidated Natural
Resources Act of 2008, and is presently set to sunset by statute on December 31, 2019. The
annual cap on CW workers is set by DHS, through Federal Register notice. The number of
CW visas must decrease each year, to reach zero by the end of the program. The caps for FY
2016 and 2017 were both reached, with harmful consequences to the CNMI economy.
USCIS will need to begin efforts to detennine the FY 20 I8 cap early in the next
administration. Also. the CW program is likely to continue to be the subject of legislative
interest.
•

Interpreters. Policy guidance on the role and use of interpreters in domestic field office
interviews without USCIS-provided interpretation. This policy will advance consistent
standards for interpretation in interviews conducted by USCIS by providing guidance
regarding the role and use of interpreters in certain interviews conducted in USCIS domestic
field offices.
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•

H-18 Specialty Occupation Nonimmigrant Workers - ACWIA Fees. Policy
memorandum currently under development within the H-1 B nonimmigrant classification
working group. Clarifies how USCIS defines "subsidiary" and "affiliate" for the purpose of
counting the total number of employees for a petitioning employer when determining the
additional petitions fees which are required under the American Competitiveness in the
Workplace Act of I998 (ACWIA).

•

L-1 Intracompany Transferee Nonimmigrant Workers, One in Three Policy. Policy

memorandum currently in the USCIS formal clearance process. Clarifies how USCJS
interprets the requirement that an L-1 beneficiary must have been employed abroad by the
qualifying organization for one continuous year out of"the preceding three years."

• 0-1 Extraordinary Ability Nonimmigrant Workers, Comparable Evidence. Final policy
memorandum currently under review by USCIS senior leadership. This policy memorandum
. clarifies how USCIS adjudicators will analyze "comparable evidence" when submitted in
support ofan 0-IA and 0-IB (arts) petition, in instances where evidence required by the
regulations is not readily.applicable to the beneficiary's occupation. The policy
memorandum was originally published in draft form in January 2016 for stakeholder
feedback. Once cleared by USCIS senior leaders, this policy memorandum will be published
as final guidance.
• 0-1 Extraordinary Ability Nonimmigrants and P Nonimmigrant Athletes/Entertainers
Final Policy Memorandum Regarding Agents. Currently under development within the
Performing Arts Working Group for the O and P Nonimmigrant Classifications. Clarifies
situations where an agent may file an O or P nonimmigrant petition on behalf of certain
beneficiaries. This policy memorandum was originally published in draft form in July 2015
for feedback from stakeholders.
•

1~140 Employment-Based Immigrant Workers Policy Initiatives - Standing. Agency
guidance is currently under development that will clarify when an 1-140 beneficiary may be
considered an "affected party" before USCIS in certain circumstances, and is therefore
entitled to be notified on actions taken with respect to the 1-140 petition. Prior to this
initiative and currently until the working group's objectives are implemented, U.S. employers
file 1-140 petitions on behalf of prospective employment-based immigrants, and such
immigrants have not been considered to be affected parties under USCIS regulations.

•

National Interest Waiver Policy Memorandum. An Administrative Appeals Office
precedent decision is currently under review by the Department of Justice's (DOJ} Executive
Office for Immigration Review for final publication. The decision will clarify the standard
for granting waivers of the job offer requirement when it would be in the national interest of
the United States to certain Second Preference, Employment-Based Immigrant (EB-2)
workers, consistent with existing statutory and regulatory authorities. This precedent decision
has cleared review by USCIS, DHS, and DOJ's Office of Legal Counsel. In addition, the I-
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140 working group is currently developing a companion policy memo which is intended to
be published with or shortly after publication of the precedent decision.

• Unlawful Presence (ULP) Guidance. USCIS is contemplating a policy memorandum that
addresses how unlawful presence is accrued when an applicant properly filed a request for
deferred action that was not adjudicated timely due to backlogs or-delays that were not the
fault of the applicant.·
• Unlawful Presence and Employment Authorization Documents (EADs) Policy
Memorandum. Currently in the official USCIS clearance process. Clarifies that individuals
with a pending or approved non°frivolous application for an Employment Authorization
Document due to "compelling circumstances," as defined in the recently published regulation
"Retention ofEB-1, EB-2, and EB-3 Immigrant Workers and Program Improvements
Affecting High-Skilled Nonimrnigrant Workers," will be considered to be in a period of stay
in the United States authorized by the Secretary of DHS. The intent is to publish this
memorandum as final guidance by the effective date of the aforementioned regulation, which
is January 17, 2017.
• The Parole Program for Former Members of the Mujahedin-e Kbalq (MEK). As part
of this parole process, a policy decision will need to be made through the inter-agency
process as to whether to continue to parole as refugees certain Iranian nationals who are
former members of the Mujahedin-e Khalq (MeK) and have renounced the group.
• Immigration and Nationality Act (INA) Section 289, American Indians Born in Canada
Guidance. Policy memorandum, in coordination with Customs and Border Protection is
currently under development to clarify policies and procedures for determining the status of
claims made by individuals who claim to be American Indians born in Canada under Section
289 of the Immigration and Nationality Act [8 U.S.C. 1359] and 8 CFR § 289.
2. Operational Issues: Please list and provide details on all operational issues you will face
between now and January 20 as well as within the first I00 days of the new administration.
(SCOPS/FOD/RAIO/FDNS)

Response:
• Credible Fear Screening. The volume of individuals and families who are coming to the
southwest border and asserting a fear of return or intention to apply for asylum after being
placed into the expedited removal process continues to cause the diversion of USCIS Asylum
Division resources away from the processing of a growing affirmative asylum caseload. The
number of individuals referred to USCIS for credible fear screening in FY2016 was nearly
double the number received the previous fiscal year (FY 16 - 94,048; FY I 5 -' 48,052), and
the backlog of pending affirmative asylum applications increased by 70% over the c~urse of
the FY2016 as asylum officers continue to be diverted from asylum case processing in order
to conduct protection screening interviews.
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• Electronic Referral System. FONS continues to work collaboratively with Immigration and
Customs Enforcement to establish an electronic referral system to ensure data integrity and
provide accurate information on where individuals with identified public safety concerns are
in the immigration process. The results of automating referrals to ICE provide operational
transparency and enable real-time reporting on administrative, criminal, and enforcement
activities and investigations related to aliens who may be removable under immigration law.
•

EB-5 Compliance Reviews and Site Visits. Fraud Detection and National Security (FONS)
Immigration Officers continue to conduct compliance reviews and site visits to assist in
promoting the integrity of the lawful immigration system. In addition, FONS will conduct
Phase 2 of the site visit pilot for EB-5. Phase 2 incorporates additional site visits on EB-5
cases.

• CBP and NCTC Screening. USCIS' Fraud Detection and National Security (FONS)
Directorate continues to assess the feasibility and utility of CBP and NCTC screening on a
broad set of immigration applications. FONS will produce a final report on the ongoing .
NCTC N-400 screening pilot by March 31, 2017.
• Notices to Appear. USC IS is continuing to align USCIS policy with .DHS requirements for
enforcement priorities and issuance of Notices to Appear, as well as reporting for Notices to
Appear entered into the ICE EAGLE system.
• FBI Name Check Backlogs. FBI Background Name Checks are required for most USCIS
benefit applications /petitions. The FBI has not been able to sustain the volume of name
checks submitted by USCIS, which has created a backlog for the FBI. The backlog impacts
adjudication timeframes, specifically military naturaliz.ation, which requires expeditious
processing. USCIS and FBI have agreed to an interim solution until the FBI is able to reach
normal processing times.
• Backlogs and Staffing. Backlogs have grown over the past year, mainly due to increased
filings and a gap in the number of resources necessary to complete the work. In the near
term, current backlog elimination plans rely primarily on increasing staff, rebalancing
workloads among staff/work units, and utilizing overtime. In the long-term some
efficiencies will gained through process or technology enhancements as well.
•

Language Services Pilot Expansion. An expansion of the telephonic language services for
the purpose of conducting field office interviews. This proposal outlines the gradual
replacement of existing contracts to allow comparable interpreter services to all four field
office regions. In addition to consolidating existing interpreter services, FOO proposes
expanding the use oflanguage services in order to offer greater access to professional
interpretation for most field office interviews.

•

Extreme Hardship (EH) Policy Implementation. Recently implemented guidance on what
may constitute a finding of extreme hardship and related training to the NBC and field. The
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operational guidance publication is in progress, which outlines those operational
steps/requirements in support of the EH policy referenced above.

• Provisional Unlawful Presence Waiver Guidance. Recently implemented a new
regulation which expands who may be eligible to apply for this provisional waiver to include
any individual who is statutorily eligible for the unlawful presence waiver, including
individuals seeking immigrant visas in family-based, employment-based and special
immigrant visa categories as well as diversity visas, and all derivatives for these categories.
Also expanded who may be considered a qualifying relative for purposes of the provisional
waiver, consistent with the Immigration and Nationality Act, to include lawful permanent
resident spouses and parents as currently allowed under. USCIS updated training at the /
National Benefits Center to address this expansion.
• Military Parole-in-Place and Deferred Action Policy. Recently implemented policy and
operational guidance concerning who may qualify for military parole-in-place and deferred
action.
•

Department of State Petition Routing Tool (PeRT) Implementation. Field Operations
Directorate has been working with Service Center Operations, Immigration Records and
Identity Services and the Department of State on requirements gathering and development of ·
the PeRT system. Implementation of PeRT will allow USCIS and the Department of State to
electronically route petition information between USCIS offices and Department of State
overseas posts.

•

New Field Office in Montgomery, Alabama. A new USCIS field office is due to open
mid-January 2017 in Montgomery, Alabama. This will be the only USCIS field office in the
state.

•

Electronic Forms Receipting System (EFRS). Fewer forms will be receipted directly at
field office locations and more will be receipted at Lockboxes. This will require customers to
be informed of the changes. USCIS is also updating its revenue collections and permitting
manual receipting. EFRS implementation could lead to possible disruption for the customer
and a learning curve for the field offices.

• Notice of Appeal or Motion, Form 1-2908. Policy guidance was issued in November 2015,
which adopted (from 8 Code of Federal Regulations I03.3) the initial field review within 45
days of appeals made to the Administrative Appeals Office. There is an initiative in progress
to track appeals by developing a reporting and tracking mechanism to ensure that the initi.al
field review occurs timely.
•

Deoaturalization Project. In response to a USC IS Officer of Inspector General (OIG)
report, USCIS has conducted a review of approximately 1,800 cases in which an applicant
who was previously ordered removed from the United States under a different identity was
granted naturalization at a time when the paper fingerprint records that would have revealed
'
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the applicant's full immigration history were not available to USCIS. USCJS plans to seek
denaturalization in many of these cases and is working toward preparing the cases for referral
to the Department of Justice.
Please also note that the policy issues noted in item one and the regulations listed in item three, if
implemented, would also have operational impacts.
3. Regulations: Please list and provide details on all regulations that are pending. Please list all
regulations that will advance between now and January 20 as well as within the first I 00 days
of the new administration.
(b)(5)

Response: OHS has previously provided a list of pending regulations for the Department.
Below are the I !SC.JS npn,l;no ----,In•:--" thot °'"'

~

. in

thot ,"

.•
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4. Major procurements: Please list and provide details on all major procurements$ IOOM and
above that will advance between now and January 20 as well as within the first I00 days of
the new administration.
Response: In the next two weeks, it is planned that USCJS will be making a source selection
decision in the Field Office Support Services (FOSS) acquisition, which has a maximum period
of performance of three years. The FOSS contract is in support of 30 USCJS Field Offices and 9
USCIS Asylum offices throughout the nation. The contract provides support to the Field
Operations Directorate; the Refugee, Asylum, and International Operations (RAIO) Directorate;
as well as the Fraud Detection and National Security (FONS) Directorate. This support includes:
correspondence management, file operations and maintenance, data reviews and updates,
interview scheduling, certificate preparation and production, ceremony support, interview
preparation (organizing casework), and file retrieval/maintenance.

5. Human capital: Please list and provide details on all major human capital issues you
currently face. Please include current staffing numbers as well as growth in the offices over
the last four years. Please provide context for any increases or reductions over the last four
years.
Response:
General HR Issues
USCIS is dealing with outdated human resource IT infrastructure and processes. Specifically,
USCJS lacks:
• An "end-to-end" Human Resources Information System (HRIS) solution to meet the evergrowing needs of human resources operations which include (but are not limited to):
electronic approval/routing of requests for personnel actions, classification position
description library and generator, recruitment and on-boarding, awards, employee benefits,
and retirement as well as comprehensive and analytical reporting capabilities.

•

An automated performance appraisal process that is provides for a variance in ratings among
employees. (USCIS is working to improve the quality of our performance appraisal system,
albeit still paper based.)

•

A position classification system that is easy to navigate. There are many position
management issues in working with customers to "right-size" their organizations. Many of
the Position Descriptions are not appropriate for the organizations, frequently outdated or
incorrect given the changing environment.

In addition, there are some job categories within USCIS, such as our Immigration Services
Officers, Asylum Officers and FONS Immigration Officers, that have a requirement to attend
and pass a BASIC training that is several weeks in duration. When there are hiring surges within
the agency in these job categories it is difficult for the agency to react to an increased need in
training capacity due to space constraints at our training site and instructor capacity. These job
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categories are the backbone of our adjudicative function within the agency and combined make
up a significant portion of our workforce.
Labor and Employee Relations
USCIS and the American Federation of Government Employees, National Citizenship and
Immigration Services Council ("Union") are parties to a new collective bargaining agreement
("CBA"), which covers all nonprofessional employees of the Agency. The 2016 Master
Agreement is being implemented well, but like any new agreements, issues have arisen on
interpretation of specific items. Most significant of these items relates to use of official, but nonbank hours for meeting preparation. This issue is being discussed and feeds into how USCIS
operates its Labor-Management Forum, scheduled to resume operation in 2QFYI 7.
Staffing Information
The following table provides the current staffing numbers as of the end of FY 2016 as well as the
gro wt h mo
' ffiices over the past ~our years, or smce
. th e end 0 f FY 2012
USCIS Authorized Staffing Change (FY 21112 • FY 2016)
Directorate/Program Office
FY2012 FY2016
5,010
Field Ooerations Directorate
6,097
3,315
3,969
Service Center Ooerations Directorate
1,587
Refu11.ee, Asylum, and International Operations Directorate
908
Customer Service and Public Em!al!ement Directorate
227
324
Information Records and Identity Services Directorate
1,071
940
Fraud Detection and National Securitv Directorate
798
1,152
Management Directorate
1,288
1,663
Pro11ram Offices
661
819
Office of Adminstrative Appeals
109
113
Office of Chief Counsel
204
263
Office of Citizenshio
26
28
Office of Communications
60
77
Office of the Di rector
24
24
Office of Equal Oooortunitv and Incl us Ion
18
29
Office of the Executive Secretariat
14
25
Office of Legislative Affairs
23
27
Office of Polley and Strategy
77
107
Office of Privacy
12
23
Office of Transformation
94
103
Total
13,147
16,682

Chan""
1,087
654
679
97
131
354
375
158
4
59
2
17

.
11
11
4

30
11
9

3,535

Note: In FY2012, the Office of Equal Opportunity and Inclusion was included within the Management
Directorate and the Office of Performance and Quality was a stand alone program office. Between FY
2012 and FY 2016 the Office of Equal Opportunity and Inclusion was moved out of the Management
Directorate as a stand alone program office and the Office of Performance and Quality was moved into
the Management Directorate. For consistency in the comparison. the staffing levels are displayed in
accordance with the current location for both fiscal years.
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USCIS is primarily a fee funded organization. The increased staffing is commensurate with the
volume of applications that were projected to be received. During this timeframe, in addition to
normal workload growth there were significant increases in staffing associated with the Deferred
Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) initiative, with Asylum filings (Credible Fear,
Reasonable Fear and Affirmative Asylum) and the Refugee program. FY 2017 staffing increases
· are contingent on submission of a Congressional reprogramming notification (see response to #6
below) and are, therefore, excluded from the table above.
6. Budget: Please list and provide details on all budget challenges you will face between now
and January 20 as well as within the first I00 days of the new administration.

Response: USC IS published a final rule in the Federal Register on October 24, 2016, to adjust
its fee schedule for the first time since 2010. The new USCIS fee schedule, which will go into
effect on December 23, 2016, reflects a 2 I% weighted average increase over the current USC IS
fees. As a result, the only anticipated budget challenge between now and January 20, as well as
within the first I00 days of the new administration, is implementing the new fee schedule to
collect the additional fee revenue. USCIS expects to submit a Congressional reprogramming
notification within the next 30 days to increase the spending authority of its Immigration
Examinations Fee Account (IEFA) to ensure that sufficient spending authority is available to
fully fund the FY 2017 USCIS Annual Operating Plan. The IEF A funds approximately 95% of
USCIS operations.
7. Please describe any pending reorganizations.

Response:
• USCIS will consolidate its Dallas and Houston, Texas districts into one district. The new
district will consist of three field offices: Dallas, Houston, and Oklahoma City. This
reorganization will commence on December 20, 2016.
•

To consolidate the role that the USCIS Electronic Information System (ELIS) plays in the
agency's transformation, the Office of Transformation Coordination (OTC) will be placed
within the Office of Information Technology (OIT), effective January 4, 2017.

Wan1ing! This document. along with any attachments, contains NON-PUBLIC INFORMATION exempt from
· release to the public by federal law. It may contain confidential. legally privileged, propriernry or deliberative
process inter-agency/intra-agency material. You are hereby notified that any dissemination. copying. or fonher
distribution of this infornrntion 10 unauthorized individuals (including unauthorized members of the Presidem-elec1
Trnnsition Team) is strictly prohibited. Unauthorized disclosure or release ofthis information may result in loss of
access 10 information, and civil and/or criminal tines and penalties.
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DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND
SECURITY

A, Changes In the Finni Rulo

Response to the Initial Regulatory

B. Corroctions

Flexibility Analysis, A Statement of the
Assessment or the Agency of Such
Issues, and A Statement of Any Changes

C. Summary of Final Fees
IV. Public Comments on the Proposed Rule
A. General Comments

8 CFR Pans 103, 204, and 205
[Cl$ No, 25n-1s; OHS Docket No, USCIS-

B, Relative Amount of Fees

2016-0001]

1. Proposed Foos Aro Too High
a.. Barrier to Fwnily Reunification
b. Impact on Low~lucome Individuals: Low
Volume Reallocation
2. Comments on Specific· Fees and

.

RIN 1615-AC09

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration
Services Fee Schedule
AGENCY: U,S, Citizenship and

Immigration Services, DHS.
ACTION: Final rule,
SUMMARY: Tho Department of Homeland

Security (DHS) is adjusting the fee
schedule for immigration and
naturalization benefit requests
processed by U,S, Citizenship and
Immigration Services (USC!S), The fee
schedule was last adjusted on November
23, 2010, USCIS conducted a
comprehensive fee review for the fiscal
year (FY) 2016/2017 biennial period and
determined that current fees do not
recover the full cost of services
provided, DHS has determined that
adjusting the fee schedule is necessary
to fully recover costs and maintain
adequate service, OHS published a
proposed fee schedule on May 4, 2016.
Under this final rule, OHS will
Increase fees by a weighted average of
21 percent: establish a new fee of $3,035
covering USCIS costs related to
processing the Employment Based
Immigrant Visa, Fifth Preference (EB-5)
Annual Certification of Regional Center,
Form l-924A: establish a three-level fee
for the Application for Naturalization,
Form N-400; and remove regulatory
provisions that prevent USCIS from
rejecting an immigralion or
naturalization benefit request paid with
a dishonored check or lacking the
required biometric services fee until the
remitter has been provided an
opportunity lo correct the deficient
payment
DATES: This rule is effective December

23. 2016, Applications or petitions
mailed, postmarked, or otherwise filed
on or after December 23, 2016 must
include the now fee.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Joseph D, Moore, Chief Financial
Officer, U.S . Citizenship and
Immigration Services, Department of
Homeland Security, 20 Massachusetts
Avenue NW.. Washington, DC 205292130, telephone 202-272-1969,
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Table of Contents
I. Execut'ive Summary
ti. Background
Ill, Final Rule

Adjustments
a, Application for Certificate of
Citizenship, Forms N-600/600K
b. Adoption, Forms l-600/600Al800/800A
c. Petition for a Nonimmigrant Worker.

Form 1-129
d, Application To Register Permanent
Residence or Adjust Status, Form 1-465,
and lnterim Benefits
e. Application for Travel Document, Form

1-131
f. Studenls

g, Appli<Jttion for Replacement
Naturalization/Citizenship Certificate,
Form N-565
h. Petition for Alien Relative, Fann 1-130
I. Application To Replace Permanent
Resident Card, Form t-90 '
j, Genealogy, Forms G-1041/1041A
k, Petition To Remove Conditions on
Residence, Form J-751
L Petition for Alien Fianco(e), Form l-129F
m. Petition for Amerasian, Widow(et), or

Special Immigrant, Form 1-360
n, Notice of Appeal or Motion, Fonn I-

290B
o. Application for Civil Surgeon
Designation, Form l-910
p. Application for Advance Permission to

Enter as a Nonlmrnigrant, Form 1-192,
and Application for Waiver of Passport
and/or Visa, Form 1-193
C. Fee Waivers and Exemptions
D. Naturalization
E. Improve Service and Reduce
lnefficiencics
F. Premium Processing
G. Immigrant Investors
\ 1. Application for Regional Center Under
the Immigrant Investor Program, Form 1-

924
2, Immigrant Petition by Alien
E:ntreprenour, Form 1-526

3. Petition by Entrepreneur To Remove
Conditions on Permanent Resident

Status, form 1-829
H. Methods Used To Determine Fee
·Amounts

I. Recovery of Full Cost Without

Appropriations
2. Exclusion of Temporary or Uncertain

Costs, Items, and Programs

3, Setting Fees by Benefit Type

lncome-Based Fee Structure
Reduction in USCIS Costs
I. Dishonored Payments
J, Refunds
K. Visa Allocation
L, Credit Card Payments
4,

5,

V. Statutory and Regulatory Reviews

A. Regulatory Flexibility Act-Final
Regulatory Flexibility Analysis
L A Statement of the Need for, and
Objectives of, the Rule
2. A Statement of the Significant Issues

Raised by tho Public Comments in

Made in the Proposed Rule as a Result
of Such Comments
a. Comments an Form 1-129
b. Comments on Forms 1-360 and 1-485
c. Comments on Forms G-1041 and G-

1041A

.

d. Comments on Form l-924A
3. The Response of the Agency to Any

Comments Filed by the Chief Counsel for
Advocacy of the Small Business

Administration in Response to the
Proposed Rute,,and a Delailed Statement
of Any Change Made to the Proposed
Rule in tho Final Rule as a Result of the
Coniments
4. A Description of and an Estimate of the
Number of Small Entities to Which tho
Rule Will Apply or an Explanation of
Why No Sue~ Estimate is Available
a, Petition for a Nonimmigrant Worker,
Fonn 1-129

b. Immigrant Potllion for an Allen Worker.
fonn l-140
c, Application for Civil Surgeon
Designation, Form l-910
d. Regional Center Designation Under the
Immigrant Investor Program. Form 1-924
and l-924A
e. Petition for Amerasian, Widow(er), or
Special Immigrant, Form l-360
5. A Description of the Projected Reporting;
Recordkeeping and Other Complinnco
Requirements of tho Rulo, Including an
Estimate of the Classes of Small Entities
Which Will Be Subject to the
Requirement and the Type of
Professional Skills Nocessory For
Preparation of the Report or Record
6. A Description of the Steps the Agency
Has Taken To Minimize the Significant
Economic Impact on Small Entities
Consistent With·the Stated Objectives of
Applicable Statutes, lncluding a
Stalem_ent of the Factual, Policy, and
Legal Reasons far Selecting the
Alternative Adapted in the Final Ruic
and Why Each One of the Other
Significant Alternatives to the Rule
Considered by the Agency Which Affect
the lmpact on Small Entities was
Rejected
B. Unfunded Mandates Refonn Act
C. Small Business Regulatorv Enforcement
Fairness Act
·
D. Congressional Review Act
E. Executive Orders (E.O.) 12866 and
13563 (Regulatory Planning and Rovicw)
1. Background and Purpose or the Final

Ruic
2. Amendments and Impacts of Regulatory

Chango
a, Dishonored Payments
b. Failure To Pay the Biometric Services
Fees
c. Reduced Fee for Application for
Naturalization

d, Refunds
F. Executive Order 13132 (Federalism)

G, Executive Order 12988 (Civil Justice
Reform)
H. Family Assessment
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the Office of Citizenship. The final rule
removed all of these costs from the
DHS published a notice of proposed
Changes
USCIS fee structure, instead assuming
(NPRM)
on
May
4,
2016,
rulemaking
1. Request for Reduced Fee, Fonn l-94Z
that these services would be funded
2. Annual Certilication of Regional Center. which proposed adjusting USCJS' fee
Form l-924A
schedule by a weighted average increase using appropriated funds. See 75 FR
of 21 percent. See U.S. Citizenship and 58963. Thal budget request was not
I, Executive Summary
fulfilled, and USCJS was left lo fund the
Immigration Services Fee Schedule;
cost of these programs after having
The Department of Homeland
Proposed Rule, 81 FR 26904. This final
removed the surcharge. See Pub. L. 112Security (DHS) is adjusling the fee
rule establishes the first fee adjustment
10, sec. 1639 (Apr. 15, 2011).•
schedule for U.S. Citizenship and
since 2010. It is a result of a
DHS issues this final rule consistent
Immigration Services (USC!SJ. USCIS
comprehensive fee review conducied by
with the Immigration and Nationality
conducted a comprehensive fee review
USCIS for the FY 2016/2017 biennial
Act (!NA) section 286(m), 8 U.S.C.
for the FY 2016/2017 biennial period,
period. During the fee review, USCIS
1356(m) (authorizing DHS lo charge fees
refined its cost accounting process, and determined that current fees do not
for adjudication and naturalization
determined that current fees do not
recover the full costs of processing
services at a level to ensure recovery of
recover the full costs of services
immigration benefits. This final rule
the full costs or providing all such
provided. DHS has determined that
reflects full cost recovery including
services,
including the costs of similar
adjusting USC!S' fee schedule is
program costs that DHS excluded in the
necessary to fully recover costs and
2010 final rule. USC!S provided the FY services provided withoul charge lo
asylum applicants or olher immigranls)
maintain adeguale service.
2016/2017 Immigration Examinations
and the Chief Financial Officers (CFO)
In this final rule, DHS will:
Fee Account (IBFA) Fee Review
• Adjust fees by a weighted average
Supporting Documentation (supporting Act of 1990, 31 U.S.C. 901-03 (requiring
increase of 21 percent to ensure that fees documentation), which includes budget each agency's CFO lo review, on a
for each benefit type are adequate to
melhodology, and regulatory flexibility biennial basis, the fees imposed by the
cover USCIS' costs associated with
agency for services it provides, and lo
analysis, in the public docket. See
recommend changes lo the agency's
processing applications and petitions, as http://www.regulations.gov, docket
well as providing similar benefits to
fees). The NPRM provides additional
number
USC!S-2016-0001.
asylum and refugee applicants 1 and
information on the legal authority, nonThis final rule includes the addition
certain other immigrants at no charge.
statutory guidance, and background on
of fee surcharges applied to certain
• Establish a new fee of $3,035 to
the fEFA fees. See 81 FR 26906.
immigralion benefits to fully recover
recover the full cost of processing the
costs related to the USCIS Refugee,
III. Final Rule
Employmenl Based Immigrant Visa,
Asylum, and International Operations
Fifth Preference (EB-5) Annual
Directorate (RAIO), the Syslematic Alien A. Changes in lhe Final Rule
Certification of Regional Center, Form l- Verification for Entitlements (SA VE)
This section details the changes made
924A.
program (to the extent not recovered
in
this final rule as compared lo the
• Establish a lhree-level fee for
from users). 2 and the Office of
NPRM.
These changes are summarized
Application for Naturalization, Form N- Cilizenship.' In the 2010 final rule,
as
follows:
400. First, DHS will increase the
1. Application to Register Permanent
standard fee for Form N-400 from $595 users assumed it would continue
Residence or Adjust Status, Form l-485.
funding
for
these
programs
receiving
to $640, Second, DHS will continue lo
DHS has revised the regulatory language
through congressional appropriations.
charge no fee to applicants who meet
regarding the fee for the Application lo
See
U.S.
Citizenship
and
Immigration
the requirements or seclions 328 or 329
Register Perrnanenl Residence or Adjust
Services
Fee
Schedule,
75
FR
58962,
of the Immigration and Nationality Act
Stalus, Form l-485, to clarify that the
58966 (Sept. 24, 2010), The 2010 final
of 1952 (INA) with respect to military
proposed $750 discounted fee is
rule
removed
asylum,
refugee,
and
service and applicants with approved
available for all applicants under 14
costs
from
the
military
naturalization
fee waivers. Third, DHS will charge a
years old who submil their Form l-485
fee structure and assumed that
reduced fee of $320 for naturalization
with that of a parent. These revisions
immigration
fees
would
not
be
used
to
applicants with family income greater
accord the fee regulations with the
recover
the
costs
of
adjudicating
than 150 percent and not more than 200
current Form l-485 instructions and
asylum, refugee, and military
percent of the Federal Poverty
intake practices. See new a CFR
as
well
as
costs
naturalization
requests,
Guidelines.
103.7(b)(l)(i)(U)(2); 61 FR 26919. The
with
the
SA
VE
program
and
associated
• Remove regulatory provisions that
seclion later in this preamble entitled,
prevent USCIS from rejecting an
2 Tho SA VE program wo.s established in 1967 by
of Status, Form l-485, and
"Adjustment
immigration or naturalization benefit
the Immigration Reform and Control Act, Pub. L.
Interim
Benefits,"
provides more details
request paid with a dishonored check or 99-603, sec. 121(c) (Nov. 6, 1986], which required
change.
about
this
lacking the required biometric services
tha Commissioner of the lmmlgrotion and
fee until the remitter has been provided Naturalization Servir.o lo "implement a syslem for
"USCJS received S29.95 million of lhe roquestcd
the verification of immigration stalus ... so thal
an opportunity to correct the deficient
tho sys1em is available to oil States by nol laler than $248 million to fund a portion of the refugee and
asylum processing admini~torod under the RAIO
payment.
Or:1ober 1. 1987." SA VE uses on internet-based
Directorate and mililary naturnliz.atlon processing
• Clarify that persons filing any
service lo ll.i!list Federal. stato, and local benefitin Fiscal Year 2011. USCIS ha, not received any
benefit request may be required to
issuing and licensing agencies, o.nd other
substantial appropriations for those programs !<Ince
govemmenlal entilie!t, in dfllermlning the
appear for biometrics services or an
FY 2011. USCIS receivod $2.5 mllHon for the
im.migmlion
slatu!I
of
banefil
or
license
applicants,
immigrant inlegralion grenls program in FY 2014
interview and may be required to pay
so thal only Lho11e applicants entitled to benefits or
tPub. L. 113-76) and FY 2013 {Pub. L. 113-6). .
the biometrics services fee.
licenses receive them.
I. Paperwork Reduction Act-comments
on the Proposed lnfonnation Collection

1

Although the President bas unnowiced an
increase in lhe refugee admissions ceiling to
110.000, the final foe structwo includes costs for
only 100,000, which was the anlicipalttd ceiling at
the lime that the foo tuview wns conducted.

II. Background

3 The USCIS Office of Citizenship was establishod
by section 451(f) or tho Homeland Security Act of
2002. Pub. L. 107-296. sac. 451(0 {2002). The
statulo lask.s the office With "promoting instruction
and training on citizenship responsibilities for
aliens interested in bocomiog noluralized citizens."

USCIS did not receivo npproptiotions for the
immigrant integration gr11nts program in FY 2015 or
FY 2016, Similarly, USCIS rllt(!ivod no FY 2016
dlscrationary appropriations for th1.1 SAVE program
or for !be Office of Citizenship. S"'e OHS
Appropriations Acl 2016, Pub, L, 114-113. di\·. F'.
(Dec. 18, 2015).
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2. Dishonored payments. DHS has
also clarified the regulations governing
USCJS actions when a check used to pay
the required fee is dishonored by the
remitter's bank. Under this final rule.
USCJS will submit all initially rejected
payments to the applicant's bank a
second limo for it to clear or be rejected.
8 CFR 103.2(a)(7)(ii)(D). If the check is
rejected again following re-submission
by users, ii will reject the case for fee
non-payment. If the case has been
approved, USCJS will send a notice of
intent to revoke the approval. The
section later in this preamble entitled,
"Dishonored Payments," provides more
details about this change.
3. Application for Advance
Permission to Enter as a Nonimmigrant,
Form l-192, and Application for Waiver
for Passport and/or Visa, Form 1-193.
DHS has made adjustments to the
proposed fees in the final rule for the
Application for Advance Permission to
Enter as a Nonimmigrant, Form 1-192,
and the Application for Waiver for
Passport and/or Visa, Form 1-193. For
the reasons outlined in section IV.B.2.p.
of this preamble, the fees that will be
charged for Forms 1-192 and 1-193 will
remain al $585, rather than the
proposed foe of $930 when such forms
are submitted to and processed by the
U.S. Customs and Border Protection

(CBP). See new 8 CFR 103.7(b)(l)(i)(P)(Q).

B. Corrections
DHS inadvertently listed Application
by Refugee for Waiver of Grounds of
Excludability, Form l-602, in the NPRM
preamble and the supporting
documentation. DHS listed Form 1-602
in the NPRM as part of Waiver Forms
in section IV, Fee Review Methodology,
at 81 FR 26916 and tables 8 end 9 at 81
FR 26926-26927. users referenced ii
on pages 24, 47, 49, and 50 of the
accompanying supporting
documentation. The docket of this final
rule includes a corrected version of the
supporting documentation without
references to Form 1-602. Form l-602
has no fee and DHS should not have
included it in these lists or tables. The
NPRM did not assume any fee-paying
workload for Form l-602; therefore,
removing it from the fee schedule does
not affect other fees. DHS continues to
not charge a fee for Form 1-602.
DHS also inadvertently did not
include provisions for what would
occur if a benefit request was approved
before USCIS became aware that the fee
payment was dishonored by the remiller
institution. See proposed 8 CFR
103.2(a)(7)(ii). 103.7(a)(2); 81 FR 2693626937. Specifically, DHS proposed to
remove the requirement that USCIS

provide notification to the requester

whenever an instrument used to pay the
filing fee is returned as not payable,
with 14 days lo cure the deficiency.
However, OHS neglected to propose the
necessary conforming change lo 8 CFR
205.l(a)(2), which provides thal the
approval of a petition or self-petition
made under INA section 204 is
automatically revoked if the filing fee
and associated service charge are not
paid within 14 days of the notification
to the remitler thal his or her check or
other financial instrument used lo pay
the filing fee has been returned as not
payable. The latter provision must be
revised lo conform ii to the proposed
change described previously. That
oversight has been corrected in this final
rule. New 8 CFR 103.7(a)(2)[iii),
205. l(a). This change is discussed in
more detail in the response to tho public
comments regarding dishonored
payments.

C. Summary of Fino/ Fees
The current users fee schedule and
the fees adopted in this final rule are
summarized in Table 1. DHS bases the
final fees on the FY 2016/2017
estimated cost baseline as outlined in
the NPRM. The table excludes fees
established and required by statute and
those that DHS cannot adjust.

TABLE 1-NON-STATUTORY IEFA IMMIGRATION BENEFIT REQUEST FEES
Form No. 5

Title

G-1041 ..... "........................... ..
G-1041A ........................................ ..
G-1041A ....................................... ..
1-90 ............................... ""·"·" ............ .
1-102 .............................................. ..

Genealogy Index Search Request .......................................................... ..
Genealogy Records Request (Copy from Microfilm) ." ............................ ..
Genealogy Records Request (Copy from Textual Record) "" .................. ..
Application to Replace Pennanent Resident Card .................................. .
Application for ReplacemenVlnilial Nonimmigrant Arrival-Departure Doc-

l-129/129CW ................................. .
l-129F ........................... "................. .
1-130 ............................................... .
1-131 6 /l-131A 7 .............................. .
1-140 .............................................. .
1-191 .............................................. ".

ument.
Petition for a Nonimmigrant Worker ............................. ,,.,,, ..................... ,.

Petition for Alien Fiance(e)

...................................................... ..

Current fee

Final fee

$20
20
35
365
330

$65
65
65
455
445

325
340

460
535

Petition for Alien Relative ...................................................... .

420

535

Application for Travel Document ................................. ""•"""""""""""""·"

360
580
585

575
700
930

Immigrant Petition for Alien Worker ........................................................ ..

Application for Advance Pennission lo Return to Unrelinquished Domi•
cile.

1-192 ................................... ".
Application for Advance Pennission to Enter as Nonimmigrant .............. .
1-193 ••" ............................................ . Application for Waiver of Passport and/or Visa ...................................... ..
1-212 ............................................. .. Application for Pennission to Reapply for Admission into the U.S. After
Deportation or Removal.
Notice of Appeal or Motion ................................................ "..................... .
1-2909 """""•"•"" ................... ..
~60 ............................................... . Petition for Amerasian Widow(er) or Special Immigrant .......................... .
l-485 .............................. "................ . Application lo Register Permanent Residence or Adjust Status .......... ..
f-485 ............................................. .. Application to Register Permanent Residence or Adjust Status (certain
applicants under the age of 14 years).
1-526 ........................... ".... "....... "...... . Immigrant Petition by Alien Entrepreneur .............. "................................ ..
1-539 .............................................. .. Application to Extend/Change Nonimmigrant Status .............................. ..
l-600/600A ... "." ................................ " Petition to Classify Orphan as an Immediate Relative/Application for
Advance Petition Processing of Orphan Petition.
l-800/800A ............................... ..
Petition to Classify Convention Adoptee as an Immediate Relative/Application for Detennination of Suitability to Adopt a Child from a Con-

585
585
585

8

5851930
585
930

630
405
985
635

875
435
1,140
750

1,500
290
720

3,675
370

720

n5

585
585

930
630

ns

vention Country.

1-601 ....................... ,...................... .. Application for Waiver of Ground of Excludabilify .....
l-601A ............................................ .. Application for Provisional Unlawful Presence Waiver ........................... ..
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TABLE 1-NON-STATUTORY IEFA IMMIGRATION BENEFIT REQUEST FEES-Continued
Tille

1-812 ............................................. .

Application for Waiver of the Foreign Residence Requirement (Under

Section 212(e) of the INA, as Amended).
1-887 .............. .
Application for Status as a Temporary Resident under Section 245A of
the Immigration and Nalionality AC!.
H,90 .......................................... . Applicafion for Waiver of Grounds of Inadmissibility ............................... .
1-894 .......................................... . Notice of Appeal of Decision ................................................................... .
1-898 ............................................. . Application to Adjusl Slatus From Temporary lo Permanenl Resident
(Under Section 245A of lhe INA).
1-751 ............................................. . Petition to Remove Conditions on Reskfence .........................................
1-765 ............................................... . Application for Employment Authorization ........................................... ".. .
1-800A Supp. 3 ............................... . Request for Action on Approved Form 1-llOOA "" .................................... .
1-817 ............................................... . Application for Family Unily Benefits .......... ,..,.,. ,. .......................... ,.,. ...... .
1-824 ................. ,. ............. ,. ...... ,. .. Application for AClion on an Approved Application or Petition ...... ,.,. ,. .... .
1-829 ............................................... . Petition by Entrepreneur to Remove Conditions ............. ,,, .............. ,, ..... .
1-910 ················································ Application for Civil Surgeon Designation ...................... ,.,.,.,. .................. .
1-924 • ................................. ,. .......... . Application for Regional Center Designation Under the lmmigranl Investor Program.
1-924A ............................................. . Annual Ce~ificatlon of Regional Center ,. ........ ,. "............ ,." ..................... .
1-929 ,,. ......................................... . Petition for Qualifying Family Member of a U-1 Nonimmigrant .............. .
N-300 ............................................. . Applicallon lo File Declaration of Intention .............................................. .
N-336 ............................................ . Request for Hearing on a Decision in Naturalization Proceedings ......... .
N-400 ......................................... .. Application for Nafurallzetion .................................................................. ..
N-470 ........................................... .. Application to Preserve Residence for Naturalizalion Purposes
N-565 .............................. ..
Application for Replacement Naturalization/Cilizenship Document ........ .
N~/N-800K ............................. . Application for Certificallon of Citizenship/Application for Citizenship and
Issuance of Certificate under Section 322.
USCIS Immigrant Fee' 1 ...................................................... ,.,.,. •• ,. .......... .
Biometric Services Fee ............................................................................ .
IV. Public Comments on the Proposed

Rule
'Form, when used. in c:onneclion wllb a benefit
or other requesl 10 be filed with OHS to request an
immigrotion benefit, means a dovice for tbe
collection or infonnation in a standotd format lbat
may be submiuad in a paper format or an olectronic
fonmu 09 prescribed by USCJS on its official
lnlomet Wob sHe. The term "Form" followod by an
immigration form number includes an approved
olccltonk equivEilent or such fonn as made
avnilablo bv USCIS on its official lntomol Web site.
Sou 8 CVR i.2 and 299.t. ihereforo, tho word
''form" is used in this final rule in both the specific

and general sense.
fl

As describad in the NPRM, the Uniled Stale:oi'

obligations under the 1967 Protocol relating 10 tho
Sloltzs or Refugees (incorporalillg by reference
Artir.lo 28 of tba 1951 U.N. Convention roloting to
tho Slatw or Refugees) guide the Application for
Travel Document foo!I for a Refugoo Travel
Document. The USCIS ABC model does not
colculotn those fees. See 8 CFR 103,7(b)(1)(i)(M)(Z)

and (3),
1 On August Jl, 0MB approvod Form t-131A,
Application for Travel Document {Ulrrier
Documentation). The new form will be usod by
l..owful Penmment Residents {LPR.s) who are
lempomrily overseas and hovu lost their Permanent
Residenl Card or Reentry Permit, 10 apply for a
Travel Document. See https://www.uscl$.gov/i·

131a.

nToe foe for Form 1-192 will remnin S585 when
filed with and processed by CBP.
0 OHS removed lhe word "Pilot" from the fonn
tit lo. Sne new 8 CTR t03.7(b)(t)(i](WWJ.
10 Tho current fee for appllcalions filod on b6bal!
or o biologiclll child is $600. Tho fa" for an adopted
child ls $550. There is no foe for any eppllcation
fill!d by ll mi,mbur or veteran of any branch of the
U.S. Anned Forces.
11 DHS changed the ree name to "USCIS

lnunigrant Fee:· See new B CFR IOJ.7{b)(t)(l)(D).

DHS provided a 60-day comment
period following publication of the
NPRM; 436 comments were posted to
regulations.gov. Although 475
comments were received on the docket,
38 were not posted and one was
withdrawn. As noted in the proposed
rule, DHS may withhold information
provided in comments from public
viewing if it determines that such
information is offensive or may affect
the privacy of an individual. 81 FR
26905.
A. General Comments

DHS received comments from a broad
spectrum or individuals and
organizations, including refugee and
immigrant service and advocacy

organizations, public policy groups,
members of Congress, and private
citizens. Some commenters wrote that
they supponed the fee changes while
others were critical of them. Many
commenters wrote that they were
generally unsupportive of the weighted
average increase; others commented on
specific form types. Some commenters
wrote about alternative methods to
reduce costs and inerficiencies.

DHS also received several comments
on subjects that are not related to the
proposed fees and are outside the scope
of the NPRM. With limited exception as
explicitly stated below, DHS has not

Final fee

Current fee

Form No. 5

585

930

1,130

1.130

200
755
1,020

715
890
1,670

505
380

595
410
385
600
465
3,750
785
17.795

360

435
405
3,750
615
6.230

a

215
250
650
595

330
10

345
600/550
165
85

3.035
230
270
700
640
355
555
1,170
220
85

separately summarized or responded lo
these comments.

B. Relative Amount of Fees
Most commenters stated opposition to
the fee increases. Some commonters
suggested that fee increases would
reduce the number of people seeking
immigration benefits. Some commonters
stated that the proposed fees did not
reflect the actual adjudicative workload
or particular benefit types. Several
commenters stated that proposed fees
were too low, but the clear majority
stated that the fees were too high.
Although DHS summarizes and
responds to these concerns in more
detail below, it emphasizes that. as an
initial matter and as ar1iculated in the
NPRM, DHS needs to increase USCIS
fees by a weighted average increase of
21 percent to offset growing costs and
continue lo provide an adequate level of
service, as provided by section 286(m)
of the INA, 8 U.S.C. 1356(m), which
authorizes USCIS to "ensure recovery of
the full costs of providing all such
services, including the costs of similar
services provided without charge." As
reflected in this provision, some USCIS
fees must exceed the cost of
adjudicating the respective benefit types
to cover those benefits provided without
charge, such as refugee benefits, asylum
benefits, and other fee-exempt, feewaived or fee-reduced workloads.
Funhermore, as explained in the NPRM,
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"DHS may reasonably adjust fees based
on value judgements and public policy
reasons where a rational basis for the
methodology is propounded in tho
rulemaking." See 81 FR 26907.
An example is the policy decision lo
include a fee exemption for individuals
who are victims of a severe form of
human trafficking and who assist law
enforcement in the investigation or
prosecution of those acts of trafficking
(who may qualify forT visas). and
individuals who are victims of certain
crimes and are being helpful to the
investigation or prosecution of those
crimes (who may qualify for U visas).
The cost of processing those fee-exempt
visas must be recovered through fees
charged for other benefit requests. See
INA secs. 101(a)(15)(T). (UJ, 214(0), (p),
8 U.S.C. 1101(a)(15)(T), (U), and
1184(0), (p): 8 CFR 214.11, 214.14,
103.7(c)(5)(iii); Adjustment of Status to
Lmvfu/ Permanent Resident for Aliens in
Tor U Nonimmigrant Status, 73 FR
75540 (Dec. 12, 2008). Such a decision
would inevitably cause an
unsustainable reduction in fee revenue
unless DHS spread the cost or the fee
exemption among other fee-paying
applicants and petitioners. Accordingly,
consistent with section 286(m) of the
INA, 8 U.S.C. 1356(m). DHS sets fees for
other fee-paying applicants and
petitioners at a level sufficient to
recover the full costs of providing all

suggested by tho USCIS fee-setting
methodology, without further
adjustment, the associated immigration
benefit request absorbs a portion of the
additional costs associated with the
immigration benefit requests that are
held down to the 8 percent weighted
average increase. These fees recover the
full cost of their respective fee waivers,
plus some of the fee waiver costs for
immigration benefit requests that are
held down to the 8 percent weighted
average increase. 13 These fees also
recover a greater portion of the cost of
fee-exempt services.

.smaller fee increase 12 ), there are

received (and which is expected to

Employnu.m1 Authorization, Form 1-765; o.nd
adopUon-relaled applications, Forms l-600/SOOA/
800/800A. This smaller increase, which in this
rulamo.king nmounts to 8 pen:ent, is the percontoge
difference between the currenl fees and the model
output before reallacalkm, weigh1ed by fee-paying
volume. See 61 FR 26915.

usae Appendix Table 4, Cosl Reallocation ,
column in the supporting dl)Cumentatlon. Thoso
rigures represent e.11 addilionol costs, including lho
cost of fonns th.et are held to lhe 8 percent weighted
average incroruie basod on policy decisions, tho.1
usas applies 10 fees lo ensure full cost rocovoty.

1.

Proposed Fees Are Too High

The largest number of commenters
wrote in opposition to the overall
increase in fees. Several commenters
expressed concern over specific
populations (such as families or
potential adoptive families) that may be
particularly affected by the fee
increases. Some commenters believed
that a steep increase in fees would result
in increased illegal immigration,
particularly for individuals who may
not be able to afford increased costs
associated with existing legal avenues.
Some commenters suggested that the
increase in fees could discourage certain
individuals from attempting to work or
ultimately seeking lawful permanent
residence resident (LPR) status in the
country.
such services.
As an initial matter, DHS notes that as
Similarly, a decision to allow fee
waivers for a particular benefit request. stated in the NPRM. it attributes 17
or a decision to allow a reduced fee, will percent of the 21 percent weighted
also have an impact on other fee-paying average fee increase to the reinstatement
applicants and petitioners. For instance, of the surcharge needed to sustain
when USC!S detennines to hold a fee to current operating levels of RAIO, the
SAVE program, and the Office of
a smaller percentage increase than the
Citizenship, as well as lo account for a
overall methodology suggests (in this
projected loss in fee revenue resulting
rule, DHS uses an 8 percent weighted
from a significant increase in the
average increase for those benefits that
number of fee waivers currently
it determines should be held to a

from July 2010 to July 2016 was 9.5
percent. 14

DHS notes that fees do not merely
cover the cost of adjudication time. Tho
fees also cover the resources required
for intake of immigration benefit
requests, customer support, fraud
detection, background checks, and
administrative requirements. 15 OHS also

reiterates that any rurther fee
adjustments would be zero-sum. Given
the need to recover the full cost of the
services provided. a decision reducing
the fee burden on one population of
beneficiaries will ultimately increase
the burden on others.
a. Barrier to Family Reunification
A number of commenters slated that
an increase in fees could potentially
prevent family reunification for certain
U.S. citizens and lawful permanent
residents (LPRs), especially for
individuals seeking to reunite with
several family members. users
understands the importance of
facilitating family reunification. as well
as the advantages that LPR status and
citizenship provide. DHS acknowledges
that certain individuals may need to file
multiple requests. and thus pay
multiple fees, depending on tho number
of family members they seek lo sponsor.
Nonetheless. users filing fees are
necessary to provide the resources

required to do ihe work associated with
such filings. When fees do not fully
recover costs, users is unable lo
maintain sufficient capacity lo process
requests. Inadequate fees may cause
significant delays in immigration
request processing, which can result in
the burden of longer separation from
family members.
DHS recognizes that fees impose a
burden on fee-paying applicants and
beneficiaries, and it takes steps to
mitigate Lhat burdon as appropriate.

continue throughout FY 2016/2017). See Specifically. after users applies its
cascading effects on other fee-paying
standard fee-setting methodology lo
81 FR 26911. The remaining 4 percent
applicants and petitioners. These foeidentify the Activity-Based Cost
is needed to recover the cost of
reduced immigration benefit requests
(ABC) 16 model output for each benefit
sustaining current operating levels and
may not recover the full cost of their
associated workloads or the fu II cost of to allow for limited, strategic
14 The .!rnmlannual ovcrogo consumer price index
their respective fee waivers. The portion investments necessary to ensure the
ror nll urban consumers (CPI-UJ WO!> 217.5 in July
agency's infonnation technology
of costs Ihat is not recovered is
2010 nnd 238.8 in July 2016. Tho chungo in tho
Index over 9 years was 21.J or 9.5 percent. Sen U.S.
reallocated to other immigration benefit infrastructure is strengthened. Such
Departmen1 or Labor, Bureau or Labor Stal isl ic:s. All
strengthening is needed to protect
requests.
Consumel'S (CPf.. LJ) Semisrumal A\'orage
Correspondingly, when DHS sets a fee against potential cyber intrusions and lo Urban
tables, ovailablo al hlfp:l/www.bls.gov/cpilcpi_
for a given benefit request at the level
build the disaster recovery and back-up dr.htm. OHS has not roccnlly adjusled IEF'A feei, by
CPl-U inflntion. bul providns Ibis figure os o point
capabilities required lo effectively
u In lhi, rule, USCJS applies this inc.reuse too
deliver on the USC!S mission. See 81 FR of comparison.
15 Soe Appendix Tablo 5: Activity Unil Costs by
number of benefit types, including the Application
26910. For comparison, the inflation
for Natumllzation, Form N-400; Application for
Immigration Benefil Requosl After Cost Roallocalion
of Lho supporting documC?ntotion. Pages 19-20
define the activities in Iha appendix table.
1H USCIS uses Ibo ABC model lo delennine the
full cost of processing immigration benofit roquests
and biomotrir. servicm. fhis Is the sumo
methodology used in tho last four foe reviews and
tho basi11 for tho cumml foo slructurc. The ABC
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favor of shifting costs from one benefit
request to others.
Nonetheless. as proposed, in this final
rule, OHS will continue applying Low
Volume Reallocation from the 2010 final
rule to the following forms:
• Notice of Appeal or Motion, Form
l-290B
• Petition for Amerasian, Widow(er)
or Special Immigrant. Form 1-360
• Petition to Classify Orphan as an
Immediate Relative, Form l-600, and
b. Impact on Low-Income Individuals;
Application for Advance Processing or
Low Volume Reallocation
en Orphan Petition. Form [-6QOA
• Petition to Classify Convention
Several commenters stated that the
proposed rule would harm the ability of Adoptee as an Immediate Relative, Form
1-800, and Application for
low-income applicants and petitioners
to afford USCIS services. Some of these Determination or Suitability to Adopt a
commenters suggested that the proposed Child from a Convention Country, Form
l-800A
overall fee increase would result in a
• Petition for Qualifying Family
reduction in overall filings from low·
Member of a U-1 Nonimmigrant Form
income applicants and petitioners.
1-929
Commenters discussed the importance
• Application to File Declaration or
of maintaining an immigration system
Intention, Form N-300
that is accessible to people at all income
• Request for Hearing on a Decision
levels.
in Naturalization Proceedings, Form NOHS is aware of the potential impact
336
of fee increases on low-income
• Application to Preserve Residence
individuals and is sympathetic to these for Naturalization Purposes, Form Nconcerns. As a result, OHS not only
470
offers fee waivers, but also uses its feeAlso as proposed, OHS will apply the
setting discrelion to adjust certain
same calculated 8 percent weighted
immigration benefil request fees that
average increase to the following benefit
USCIS believes may be overly
types:
burdensome on applicants, petitioners,
• Application for Provisional
and requestors if set at the
Unlawful Presence Waiver, Form lrecommended model output levels. As
601A
discussed in the proposed rule and
• Application for Employment
supporting documentation. wid
Authorization, Form l-765
consistent with past practice, USCIS
• Request for Action on Approved
proposed to limit fee adjustments for
Form l-800A, Fonn l-800A Supplement
certain benefit requests to a set
3
OHS believes that the use of Low
percentage increase above current fees.
Volume Reallocation will mitigate the
USCIS determined this figure by
potential burden of this final rule on
calculating tho average percentage fee
increase across all model outputs before certain low-income applicants and
petitioners. 17 OHS intends to continue
cost reallocation. In this rule, that
assessing the affordability of its fees in
calculated figure is 8 percent. This
future fee reviews. This may result in
methodology is referred to as Low
continuing Low Volume Reallocation,
Volume Reallocation.
otherwise reallocating certain costs, and
The use of Low Volume Reallocation
identifying cost savings. For purposes of
frequently results in lower fees for
this final rule, however, OHS has not
certain low-income applicants and
petitioners. but always results in higher materially changed the proposed rule to
address the commenters' stated
fees for other benefit requests. This is
because USCIS relies almost completely concerns wilh the proposed overall fee
on fee revenue to support its operations. increase.
OHS is therefore mindful to use low
2. Comments on Specific Fees and
volume reallocation only where
Adjustments
compelling circumstances counsel in
While many commenters indicated
that
they were opposed to the overall
modal is a business mane.gemcnl tool that a.nign,
increase in fees, some cornmentS
resource cons to operational nc1ivilie!I and than lo
request, USCIS evaluates the model
output and determines whether it
should be adjusted. OHS is mindful that
departures from the standard users fee·
setting methodology result in lower fees
for some and higher fees for others. OHS
discusses these adjustments in more
detail in the remainder of this preamble,
including by reference to certain family·
based benefit requests, such as the
Petition for Alien Relative, Form 1-130.

producl!I and/or services, These nssignments

provide an accurala cost assessment of each major
step towards producing tho individual outputs of en
orsanization. For additional Informal.ion on the
ABC model, soo pages 17-22 of th~ supporting
documenlolion.

1' OHS has not estimated the ovornll effect that
thi:t final rule will have on filing volume Crom lowincorne applicants. USCJS may consider exploring
oplions to collect and analyze this data in the
fuluro.
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focused on increases to particular forms
or to specific groups of applicants,
petitioners, or requestors. Those
comments are addressed below. 1 •
a. Application for Certificate of
Citizenship, Forms N-600/600K
In the NPRM, OHS proposed fee
increases for the Application for
Certificate of Citizenship, Form N-600,
and the Application for Citizenship and
Issuance of Certificate Under Section
322, Form N-600K. Under the proposed
rule, the current $600 fee for
applications filed on behalf of biological
children would be increased by S570, or
95 percent, to $1,170. The proposed rule
also would eliminate the current $50
discount on applications filed on behalf
of adopted children, previously codified
at 8 CFR 103.7(b)(1I(il(AAAJ. thereby
effectively increasing fees for such
applications by $620, or 103 percent. Id.
A number of commenters stated that
OHS should reconsider the proposed fee
increases. Some commenters requested
additional informal ion lo explain the
increases. Certain commenlers who
submitted comments through a form
letter campaign stated that the proposed
increases were troubling considering
that USCJS had not reported e
significant increase in application
volume or processing times.
Some commenters stated that the
proposed fee increase would resull in a
significant additional burden for
potential adoptive families. who already
· invest a great deal or time and money in
the adoption process. Some stated that
Forms N-600 wid N-600K should be
free or discounted for adopted children,
or alternatively maintained at the
current fee. A commenter stated that the
Department of State (DOS] processes
derivative citizens' requests for
passports in substantially tho same
manner that USCJS processes Forms N600 and N-600K, yet DOS only charges
$120 for a passport book for a child
younger than 16 years of age. Other
com mentors stated that many adopted
children automatically derive U.S.
citizenship from their parents when
they enter the United States, while other
children derive U.S. citizenship when
their adoptions are completed. 10 Several
commenters noted that e passport may
be an effective alternative to the
certificate for naturalization.
18 DHS

addresses the comments on specific

immigration benefit requests in o.pproximate order
or the number of commenler.11 who submitted
comments on that subject.
,
10 Soo U.S. Citizenship and lmmigrotion Sorvices:
Before Your Child Immigrates lo the United States
(t t/18/2014). available al https://www.uscis.gov/
adoptionlyour-child-immismtcs•uniled.states.
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As noted previously, USCJS based the
proposed fee increase for the Forms N600 and N-600K on the results of its
comprehensive biennial foe review, a
summary of which was available for
comment in the docket accompanying
the proposed rule. The biennial fee
review helps ensure that fees for USCIS
services cover the full cost of processing
immigration benefits. In the absence of
full cost recovery, USCIS would be
unable to sustain an adequate level of
service, let alone invest in program
improvements.
OHS recognizes that fees impose a
burden on fee-paying applicants and
beneficiaries, and takes steps to mitigate
that burden as appropriate. Specifically,
after OHS applies the standard USCIS
methodology to identify the model
output for each benefit request, OHS
evaluates tho model output and
determines whether it should be
adjusted. In the NPRM, OHS proposed
to limit a small number of fees to an 8
percent weighted average increase for
one or more of the following three
reasons: (1) OHS determined that the
combined effect of cost, fee-paying
volume, and methodology changes since
the previous fee rule would otherwise
place an inordinate fee burden on
individuals requesting these types of
benefits: (2) OHS determined that an
adjustment was necessary to promote
citizenship and immigrant integration or
other policies: or (3) DHS lacked data on
which to base an appropriate fee. See 81
FR 26915. For example, OHS proposed
to limit to the 8 percent weighted
average increase to the Application for
Naturalization and the adoption petition
and application fees (explained in the
sections of this preamble that discuss
those requests).
DHS is mindful that departures from
the standard USCIS fee methodology
result in lower fees for some and higher

fees for others. DHS is careful to use its
fee setting discretion in a way that does
not result in unnecessary or

unjustifiable burdens for fee-paying
applicants and petitioners. Accordingly,
the proposed rule (like past fee rules)
would have set most fees above cost, in

adherence to the fee-setting
methodology. The fee for Forms N-600
and N-600K is one of those fees.
Setting aside the effect of cost
reallocation, 20 OHS attributes the

proposed increase to the fee for Forms
N-600 and N-600K to a significant
increase in the number of fee waivers
granted for such forms. 21 In the 2010
final rule, OHS assumed thal every
applicant would pay the fee for Forms
N-600 and N-600K. However, the foepaying volume estimate for Forms N600 and N-600K decreased from 100
percent in FY 2010/2011 to 67 percenl
in FY 2016/2017 due to applicants
receiving fee waivers. The slandard feesetting methodology provides thal the
costs of waived or exempted fees are lo
be recovered from fee-paying applicants
submitting the same form(s) (in this
case, applicants filing Forms N-600 and
N-600K)." See 81 FR 26922. The
previous fee for Form N-600 was set
under the assumption that 100 percent
or filers would pay the fee; as the NPRM
explained. however, a third of Form N600 filers are receiving fee waivers.
These waivers account for a large
portion of tho costs that must now be
addressed through the proposed fee
increase. In short, the Form N-600 fee
in the proposed rule is the result or
consistent application of USCIS's feesetting methodology. No adjustment was
made to the fee calculated under the
methodology based on other policy

b. Adoption, Forms l-600/600A/800/
800A
In the NPRM, DHS proposed lo
increase the fee for the (1) Petition to
Classify Orphan as an Immediate
considerations.
Relative. Form 1-600; (2) Application for
OHS is setting the fees for several
Advance Processing of an Orphan
other forms at a level that is less than
Petition. Form 1-GOOA: (3) Peli lion to
their projected cost. IfDHS similarly
Classify Convention Adoptee as an
limited the fee for an Application for a
Immediate Relative, Form l-800; and (4)
Certificate of Citizenship, however, it
would need to raise other fees to recover Application for Determinalion of
Suitability lo Adopt a Child from a
these expenses. USCJS estimates that
each such instance would increase other Convention Country, Form l-800A. The
proposed increase would change the fee
fees between $5 and $210, with an
for each of these forms from $720 to
average increase of S21.
$775. See proposed 8 CFR
With respect to comments about the
103.7(b)(t)(i)(Y). (Z), (JJ)(2). (KK); 81 FR
potential impact of the proposed tee
26939. OHS proposed to hold the
increase on adoptive families in
particular, DHS notes that Forms N-600 increase for these benefit types (among
others) lo an 8 percent increase because
and N-600K are not primarily used by
adoptive families. USCIS estimates that the combined effect of cost, fee-paying
edopled children represent less than 10 volume, and methodology changes since
the last fee rule would otherwise place
percenl of the workload related lo
an inordinate fee burden on individuals
Applications for Certificate of
Citizenship." Although DHS could
u OHS will continue ils polii;y of roducing Cee
have established a separate fee for
burdens on adoptive familie11 in other ways. For
adopted children, the cost of such a
insfance, OHS will conlimm to allow foo waivers for
departure from the standard fee-setting
the Form N-600. OHS will also continua to cover
program. and tho Office of Citizenship. USOS
currently distributes lhese costs lo all fonn types
nol set below projected cost. Sm, 81 FR 26915.
21 Sue Appendix Table 4 of tho supporting

documentation.
21 When OHS bolds a foo bolow cost. the costs
Lhat are not covered, including fee wuivi:rs, must be
paid by other fee paying applicnnts. Specifically,

At least one commenter indicalod that the
RAIO surcharge seemed lo be a largo conlributor to
the increase in tha proposed fee for the Form N600. 1ha comm1m1er suggested lhol the RAIO
sun:;hargo should be redistributed to oil mher forms
to reduce the financial burdim of the proposed foo

other immigration benefits wbo!le fees are not held
down recover the additional cost.
n Based on FY 2015 actual revenue date, Jess

increase on adoptive paronts. As outlined in the
NPRM, Fonn~ N-600 and 600K am not lhe only
ronns that recover the cost of RAIO, the SA VE

than to percenl of fee-paying opplicantl'I for Forms
N-600 or N-60DK paid tbo lowor foo for adopted
childten.

20

methodology would be borne by other
fee-paying applicants and potitioners. 24
Similarly, if OHS set the fee for this
benefit request at an equivalent level lo
the DOS passport fee, OHS would be
required to substantially increase olher
fees to ensure full-cost recovery. DHS
agrees with commenlers that in many
cases, a passport will serve the same
purpose as a certificate of citizenship,
and for a lower cost to the applicant.
Finally, OHS notes that adjudicating a
Form N-600 for an adopted child is
similar in workload and difficulty to the
adjudication of an Application for
Certificate of Citizenship for a biological
child. There would be no cost-related
basis for establishing a separate fee for
adopted children.
For the reasons stated above, DHS has
not revised the proposed fee in !his final
rule. Under this final rule, the fee for the
Application for Certificate of
Citizenship, Form N-600, and the
Application for Citizenship and
Issuance of Certificate Under Section
322, Form N-600K, will be SU 70.

costs altributeble to tho adjudicntion of adoption
potltions and applications (Forms l-600/600A/800/
800A} through tha foes colloc.lad from other
requests. This policy is dm1cribed in tho following
section on "Adoption," Note that in 1he NPRM, the

row for Fonns l-600/600A/800/800A wos labeled es
"orphan polltions.'" The lenn "nrphnn" only
applies to Fonns l-600 and Fann l-60DA. The mw
includes da1a for all of the edoption forms.
Tboreforo, OHS changed 1be lnbel for Fonn!I l-600/
600A/8001800A from "orphan pe1itioJ1S'" to
"ridoption petitions end applications" in lho final
rule and in several I.ables within the supporting
documentation. The cbmgey only nffor.:I the labels
for tho rows and do nol reprencnt a change in lhc
data or calculations.
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requesting these types ofbenefils. For
example, if OHS did nol maintain the
proposed foe for the Form l-600, this
benefit request would have a fee of al
least $2,258. OHS believes it would be
contrary lo the public interest to impose
a £ee of this amount on an estimated
15,000 potential adoptive parents each
year.
Some comrnenters wrote in
opposition to the proposed fee increases
associated with inlercounlry adoptions
or slated that OHS should reconsider
these £ee increases. Commenters wrole
that all adoption-related fees should
remain al the current level, be lowered,
or be waived when adopting children
from foster care. Some commenters
stated that these foe increases would
lead lo decreased inlercounlry
adoptions. At least one commenter
wrote that adoptive parents were
specifically targeted by the proposed fee

review, the model output for the Form
l-600 was S2,258. 25 Nonetheless, OHS
proposed setting fees for adoption
petitions al $775. See proposed 8 CFR
103.7(b)[l)[i)[Y). (Z), [JJ). [2). (KK). The
$1,483 difference between the model
output and the final fee will be
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burden to religious workers in small
communities.
Others submitted comments about
processing delays. Some comrpenters

noted that delays in processing Forms 1129 affect the incomes of farmers and
performers. Some commcnlcrs stated
that OHS's proposal to increase the
recovered from other applications,
Form 1-129 fee was undermined by
petitions, end requests. Shifting the
adoption petition and application costs USCIS' failure to process O and P visa
lo other fees is consistent with past OHS requests within the 14 days allotted by
statute for certain petitions. See INA
efforts and is in the public interest to
sec. 214(c)(6)[0). 8 U.S.C.1184(c)(6)(0).
support parents of children adopted
Commenters stated that any fee increase
abroad.
should
be accompanied by
DHS recognizes that fees impose a
improvements in petition processing
burden on individuals seeking
immigration benefits, and it takes steps and policies, particularly as related to
H-IB, L---1, 0 and P visas.'"
to mitigate that burden as appropriate.
As noted previously, OHS is
At the same time, OHS must recover the authorized
to sel fees at a level that
full costs of the services that USCIS
ensures recovery of the full costs of
provides, or else risk reductions in
providing immigration adjudication and
service quality, including potential
naturalization services. Because USCJS
delays in processing. In this case, OHS
increases in the NPRM.
relies almost entirely on fee revenue, in
proposed to apply the reduced (8
OHS greatly values its role in
the
absence of a fee schedule that
inlercountry adoptions and places high percent) fee increase to these benefit
full cost recovery, USCIS would
ensures
requests, for the reasons slated
priority on the accurate and timely
be unable to sustain an adequate level
previously
and
consistent
with
OHS"s
processing of immigration applications
of service, let alone invest in program
practice of holding a number of benefit
and petitions that enable U.S. families
improvements. Full cost recovery means
to
this
reduced
fee
increase.
requests
to provide permanent homes for
not only that fee-paying applicants and
OHS was mindful that although this
adopted children from around the
petitioners must pay their proportionate
departure from the standard fee-setting
world. It also recognizes that the
of costs, but also that at least some
share
methodology results in lower fees for
financial costs, both foreign and
fee-paying
applicants and petitioners
adoptive families, it also results in
domestic, involved in intercounlry
must pay a share of the immigration
higher
fees
for
others.
81
FR
26915.
Any
adoptions can have significant impacts
adjudication and naluralizalion services
on these families. OHS has a history of · further departure would only heighten
that OHS provides for vulnerable
the effect on the rest of the fee schedule,
modifying policies to case burdens
populations on a fee-exempt, foeassociated with international adoption. and would nol be consistent with OHS's reduced, or fee-waived basis. DHS is
overall fee-setting methodology. OHS is
Prior to 2007, USCIS required
therefore finalizing the fee as proposed. therefore mindful to adhere to the
prospective adoptive parents who had
standard USCIS fee-setting methodology
not found a suitable child for adoption
c. Petition for a Nonimmigrant Worker,
as often as possible, and lo avoid
within 18 months after approval of their Form 1-129
overuse of DHS's discretion to eliminate
Application for Advance Processing of
or reduce fees for special groups of
In the NPRM, OHS proposed to
Orphan Petition, Form l-600, to submit
beneficiaries.
increase lhe fee for the Petition for a
a fee with their request to extend their
The proposed fee for the Form 1-129
Nonimmigrant Worker, Form 1-129,
approval. Since 2007, USCIS has
resulted from application of lhe
from $325 to $460. See proposed 8 CFR standard users fee-setting
permitted adoptive parents to request
103.7(b)(l)[i)[I); 81 FR 26937. The
one extension of their Form 1-600
methodology, because DHS did not find
approval without charge. including the proposed fee increase was the resuli of
a compelling reason to shift the burden
the application of the standard USCIS
biometric fee. See 72 FR 29864; 8 CFR
oflhe Form l-129 lee increase onto
103.7[b)(l)(i)[Z). Finally, OHS does nol
fee-setting methodology lo this benefit
other applicants. Following
charge an additional filing fee for an
request.
consideration of the public comments,
adoption petition filed on bohal f of the
Several commenters objected to the
OHS retains the fee level expressed in
first beneficiary child or birth siblings.
proposed fee increase. Most of the
the proposed rule. It is possible that in
See B CFR 103.7(b)[l)(i)[Z) and
comments on this subject were from
a limited number of cases a reduced foe
103.7(b)[I )(i)(JJ)( I).
agricultural groups or farmers who
would be more approprialo, but in the
OHS also has a history of selling
expressed that the new fee would be too interest of fairness to all applicants and
adoption-related fees lower than the
expensive for employers that employ H- petitioners, as well as in the interest of
amount suggested by the fee-setting
2A temporary agricultural workers for
the administration, this final rule sets a
methodology. In the 2010 fee rule, the
seasonal labor. Other commenters
single fee for the Form 1-129 at $460, as
calculated fee for adoption petitions and objected lo the impact lhot the proposed
proposed."
applications (Forms l-600/l-600A and
fee increase would have on performers
l-800/1-SOOA) was $1.455, based on
26 For additional infonnelion. see Ibo section
in the arts. Commenters representing
projected costs. See 75 FR 33461;
religious organizations also opposed the enlitled, Improve Service and Reducn Inefficiencies.
27 Tbo Rogulotory Flexibility Ar.I discussion in
previous 8 CTR 103.7(b)[l)(i)(Y), (ZJ,
increase, staling that it would pose a
the Stalutory end Regulatory Requirements section
(II), (JJ). Instead of using the model
addresses commonts regarding Lho offoct of the rule
output, OHS increased the fee by only
25 Model output Is reflected and furtbar explained
on smn.ll entities. A~ for processing delays, OHS has
$50, to $720. See 75 FR 58972. As noted in Appendix Table 4: Proposed Foos by lmmigralion further addressed the operational and efficiency
previously, in the FY 2016/2017 fee
Benefit Request in tho supporting docwnentation.
Cnntin1111d
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d. Application To Register Permanent
Residence or Adjust Status, Form l-485,
and Interim Benefits
In the NPRM, DHS proposed to
continue offering travel document and
employment authorization renewals free
of charge during the pendency of an
Application to Register Permanent
Residence or Adjust Status, Form l-485,
so long as the applicant filed the
application with the appropriate fee on
or after July 30, 2007. See 8 CFR
103.7(b)(t)(i)(M) (HHJ: proposed 8 CFR
t03.7(b)(t)(i)(MJ, (ll): 81 FR 26937. The
associated forms are the Application for
Travel Document, Form l-131, and
Application for Employment
Authorization, Form l-765. USCIS refers
to travel document and employment
authorization renewals as "interim
benefits" when they are associated with
a pending Form l-485. See 81 FR 26918.
DHS received several comments from
individuals who applied to adjust status
before July 30, 2007, and who thus do
not quality for free interim benefits.
These commenters stated that their
Form l-485 applications have been
pending since before July 30, 2007, and
that because of the annual numerical
visa limits established by Congress, they
would likely need lo request additional
travel document and employment
authorization renewals in the future. 2 •
Some commenters stated that it is unfair
to charge applicants for interim benefits
while they are waiting for visas to
become available. Another commenter
noted that USCIS has recently started
requiring refugees and asylees to pay the
required fee associated with the
Application for Employment
Authorization when concurrently filed
with Form l-485. The commenter stated
that USCIS had not previously required
payment of a fee for such an
application.
users acknowledges that under
current regulations and as proposed,
employment-based Form l-485
applicants who filed before July 30,
2007, must continue to pay fees
associated with interim benefits. Before
the USCIS 2007 fee rule, DHS did not
provide free interim benefits, and the
Form l-485 fee was calculated without
considering the potential costs of
providing such benefits. See 75 FR
58968, 58982. 20 The 2007 final rule
commenL'i in the s(l(;tion of this preamble enlillod,
"lmpro\'e Service and Reduce Inefficiencies."
:z& The U.S. Deportment of State (DOS) man egos
Ibo allocation of villa numbel'!I and Congres.~
establishes tho annunl visa numerical limits.
29 As explained ln the 2007 proposed rule, the
decision to provide free inlerim benelils is intended
lo restructure certain fee arrangements that 9omo
perceh·ed as providing disi.nr:enlives for USCJS to
improve efficiency in processing. See 72 FR 4894.

increased the Form l-485 fee from $325
lo $905, or 178 percent, mostly due to
the decision to permit interim benefits
without additional fees. 72 FR 29861.
Because applicants for adjustment of
status who filed before July 30, 2007,
paid the lesser amount of $325 when
they filed their Form l-465, and because
a decision to provide free interim
benefits to this population would shift
additional costs to other fee-paying
applicants and petitioners, DHS has
decided to not provide free interim
benefits for those pending applicants.
'
USCIS has
taken other actions to
alleviate the filing burden and fees an
those individuals whose applications
are still pending due to the lack of
available visas. For example, DHS now
provides Employment Authorization
Documents (EADs) with 2-year validity
periods, instead of previously issued 1·
year periods, which effectively reduces
the fee per year. 30 In addition, users
adopted a policy in December 201 o
under which an applicant with a
pending Form l-485 that was filed
before August 18, 2007, may receive a
combination advance parole document
and EAD with a 2-year validity period.
See Policy Memorandum, Issuance of
Advance Parole Employment
Authorization Document (Dec. 21,
2010). 31 These longer approval periods
have alleviated some of the burden
described by the commenters.
With regard to the comment that
USCIS is requiring refugees and asylees
to pay for Form 1-765 when filing it
concurrently with Form l--485, current
regulations provide that Form 1-765 has
no fee if filed in conjunction with a
pending or concurrently filed Form 1485 that was filed with a fee on or after
July 30, 2007. See 6 CFR
103.7(b)(l)(i)(MJ(4). There is no fee for
a refugee who is filing Form l--485. See
8 CFR 103.7(b)(1)(i)(U)(3). Therefore,
although USCIS has waived the Form 1765 fee for tho first such application
filed by a refugee, a Form 1-765 filed by
a refugee to renew his or her EAD
costs, USCIS ensured that an applicant for

requires a fee. 32 To renew interim
benefits, a refugee who is filing a Form
l-765 with Form l-485 must pay the
Form l-765 fee or submit a Request for
Fee Waiver, Form 1-912. Similarly, if
the refugee's employment authorization
document expires before the Form l-485
is approved, he or she must file Form 1765 with a fee or request another fee
waiver. Contrary to the commenter's
statement, there has been no change in
practice on this roint.
Like almost al other applicants for
adjustment of status, asylees are
generally required to pay a foe for Form
l-485; if they pay this fee. they receive
free interim benefits as long as their
Form l-485 is pending with USC!S.
Asylees may request that both their
Form l-485 and Form 1-765 fees be
waived. See 8 CFR 103.7(c)(3)(viii) &
(c)(4)(iii). 33 However, if USCIS waives
the fee for the initial Form l-485,
subsequent Form l-765 filings (for
instance, to renew or replace a lost or
expired EAD) require a fee or a new fee
waiver requesl. 34 Because fee waivers
are available, because refugees and
asylees are usually not subject to
lengthy waiting periods associated with
visa availability, and because of the
importance of ensuring full-cost
recovery, DHS did not find a compelling
reason to shift fee burdens onto other
fee-paying applicants and petitioners.
Accordingly, DHS has not revised this
policy in this final rule.
Finally, DHS also proposed to
increase the separate Form l-485 fee
that applies to a child under the age of
14 years who files a Form l-485
concurrently with the application of a
parent seeking classification as an
immediate relative of a U.S. citizen, a
family-sponsored preference immigrant,
or a family member accompanying or
following to join a spouse or parent.
DHS proposed a fee increase from $635
to $750, but did not propose any
substantive changes to eligibility for the
reduced fee. See 81 FR 26919." USCIS
received at least one comment
requesting that the proposed S750
discounted fee apply to all children
under the age of 14 at any time,
regardless of whether their Farm l-485

adjustmanl of status will pay e !lingle £00 ond will
not pay separate fees for interim benefits, no matt(lr
bow long the case remains pending. Ase resull, if
USQS is unnblo to process the base application
within Lbe establishod proce!ISiJl8 goals, an
applicant who nood, to travel or extend his or ber
employment euthoritation is no! finandnlly
disadvantaged by I.he delay.
30
USC1S mey, in Its discretion. detennine the
validity period assigned lo ariy document l11suod
evidencing an individual's eulhorizalion to work in
lhe United Stoles. 8 CfR 274a.12(b),
11 Sec hrtps:l/www.uscis.gov/i;iteslde/ault!files/
USCJS/Lows/Momoranda/201 11Aprillissuanc°'

nseo lnslructions ror 1-765, Application for
Employment Aulhorizalion, availtiblo ol htlps;//
www.uscis.sav/sites/defaultlfifoslfifoslformfi.
765insrr.pdf.
Jl Both foo waivers tnay be roqucsted on one
Requesl for Foe Wai\'er. See lnstruclions for Request
for Fee Waiver at http.~://www.uscis,gnvlsitesl
defaulr Ifiles/filcs/form li-912instr. pdf.
a4 An egyJoo in this situation, liko nil individuals
seek.in~ lo file a Form 1-765. may still 1tpply for a
fee wn1vor. See 8 CFR 103.7{c}(Jl{viii}.
.n Under 1he propo!1ed rule and in this linal rule,
tho standard roo for a form l-485 would increase

advance-parole.pd[

from $985 toSl,140,

By bundling 1ho Form 1-485 and interim bonofit
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was filed concurrently with the
application of a parent. The commenter
noted that such children, like the
children who are currently eligible for
the reduced Form l-485 fee, cannot
work in the United States.
OHS proposed that the discounted
Form l-485 fee would only be available
when the Form l-485 is filed
concurrently with the application ·of a
parent seeking classification as an
immediate relative of a U.S. citizen, a
family-sponsored preference immigrant,
or a family member accompanying or
following to join a spouse or parent. See
proposed 8 CFR 103.7(b)(l](i](U)(2]: 81
FR 26938. OHS has considered the
commenter's suggestion, but is unable to
adopt it. USCIS does not track the
completion rates (i.e., adjudication
limes) for Form l-485 based on the age
of the applicant, so the agency does not
have data showing a difference in the
completion rate correlated lo the
difference in applicant age. In addition,
USCIS does not know the volume of
individual Form l-485 filings by
children on which to base a separate fee.
To set that fee as suggested by the
commenter would require deviation
from the fee-selling methodology and, as
stated previously in this preamble,
require the costs for those applications
to be shifted to other benefit requests.
Therefore, OHS is nol expanding the
child discount to all children in this
final rule.
Nevertheless, while the current and
proposed provisions limited the
reduced fee only to children who are
derivative applicants filing the Form 1485 al the same time as their parent,
USCIS has in practice extended the
reduced fee provision to all immigrant
relative children under the age of 14
who file the Form l-485 at the same
time as their parent (i.e., mailed in the
same envelope), regardless of whether
they are filing as a derivative or a
principal applicant. Therefore, to make
the regulation text consistent with the
form instructions and USCIS practice,
this final rule sets the fee for Form 1485 accordingly. See now 8 CFR
103. 7(b)(1 J(i)(U)(2J.
e. Application for Travel Document.
Form 1-131
In the NPRM, OHS proposed to
increase the fee for the Application for
Travel Document, Form 1-131, from
$360 lo $5 75. See proposed 8 CFR
!03.7(b)(1)(i)(M): 81 FR 23937. The
proposed fee increase was the result of
application of the standard fee-setting
methodology lo this benefit request.
Some commenters objected lo the
proposed increase. Some commenlers
noted that the forecasted fee-paying

volume for Form 1-131 has not changed
significantly from the 2010 fee rule. 36
Additionally, they pointed out that the
Form 1-131 has one of the shortest
completion rates," indicating that it is
not relatively complex adjudication.'"
Some of these commenters wrote that
they have a pending Form 1-485 that
was filed before July 30, 2007, and that
they are thus ineligible for free interim
benefits, including being permitted to
file Form 1-131 without a fee while
waiting for an immigrant visa lo become
available. See previous 8 CFR
J03.2(b)(l)(i)(M)(4). Some commenters
stated that they have paid the Form 1131 fee several limes while wailing for
a visa to become available and that
applicants from countries with Jong visa
wait limes must renew their travel
documents every year, sometimes for
multiple family members. 39
As noted previously, the proposed fee
increase for the Form 1-131 was the
result of application of the standard
USCIS fee-setting methodology to this
benefit request. When OHS departs from
the standard USCIS fee-setting
methodology to reduce fees for one
group, fees for other groups (including,
in this case, the fee for Form 1-131)
must be increased to recover full cost.
With respect to the Form 1-131 in
particular, the proposed fee increase
was also due in part to USCIS
improving its ability to fully account for
the costs of this benefit request. The FY
2016/2017 fee review included more
complete data on the Application for
Travel Document workload than was
included in the 2010 final rule. As
noted in the supporting documentation,
the latest fee review considered the
completion rates for work performed by

a

J6

See 75 FR 26923 for overall work.load in table

International Operations, 40 which
adjudicates some Applications for
Travel Documents, in the overall
completion rates for Applications for
Travel Documents. This information
was not available for the FY 2010/2011
fee review, but it was included in this
review to more accurately represent the
cost of adjudicating an Application for
Travel Document overseas. The
proposed fee increase was due in part to

USCIS including costs and time from
lnlernalional Operations in the model
output for the Applications for Travel
Documents fee. Ultimately, the
proposed fee for Form 1-131 represents
its proportion of users operating costs,
as dictated by the standard USCIS feeselling methodology. If OHS held the foe
for Form 1-131 below the amount
suggested by the FY 2016/2017 feesetting methodology, then the additional
costs would be transferred to other
immigration benefit fees.
Because OHS did not find a
compelling reason lo transfer a portion
of the Form 1-131 fee increase to other
applicants, OHS retains the fee
proposed in the NPRM. OHS recognizes
that this decision will affect different
applicants differently: some applicants
may file this application just once,
while others may file it multiple times.
But in the interest of fairness to all
applicants and petitioners, as well as in
the interest or sound and efficient
adjudications, OHS has decided to not
create additional levels of fees for the
Form 1-131. This final rule sets a fee of
$575 for the Form 1-131, with
appropriate exceptions for refugee travel
documents, as discussed below.
Nevertheless, Form 1-131 requests for
parole filed on behalf of individuals
outside the United States, including
humanitarian parole, remain eligible for
a fee waiver. 8 CFR 103.7(c)(3)(iv).

4 rmd 15 F'R 26924 for foa•poying worklood in 1oblo

5.
USCIS completion rotes are the average hours
per adjudication of nn immig.mtioo benofil roquosl.
31

Adjudication hotll'9 8l'IJ divided by the number of
completiom1 for lhe somo tiruo poriod lo dotennino

on average completion rete. For addilionol
infonnellon on completion rates, see Appendix
IX-Completion Rates on pago S7 of the supporting
document.al ion.
n See Appendix Table 7: Completion Rares
(Projocted Adjudication Hours!Complelions} on

pago 58 of the supporting documentation.
30 Some communlers slated OHS should uso a
validity period of 2 yoars instoad of 1 year when
extensions of Form 1-131 llf'0 approved for this
population. As noted oarlier in this preamble.
however, USCIS may grant an applicant who bas a
ponding Form l-485 and interim bene£ils, such 11S

advance parole, an employrnenl authorizalion
combinalion document withe 2-year vulidity
period if lhe immigrant visa is nol currently
qvailable. Adjudicator's Fit!ld Manual ch. 55.3, pllr.
(a)(2). These longer approval periods have
allovialod some of tho burden on applico.nts wilh
long-pending 1-485 applications.

73301

Finally, at least one commenter

questioned why OHS did not propose a
new fee for refugee travel documents.
As noted in the NPRM, fees for a refugee
travel document are set at a level that is
consistent with U.S. obligations under
Article 28 oflhe 1951 Convention
relating lo the Status of Refugees, as
incorporated by reference in the 1967
Convention relating to the Status of
Refugees. See 81 FR 26917. The fee
must remain set al an amount that is
consislenl with U.S. obligations under
Article 28. Therefore, fees for refugee
travel documents will remain the same
as DOS passport book fees."
•

0

See Intomntional Operations Cost Allocation

on pogo 26 of tho supporting documonlalion.
• 1

Bli

The Refugee Tn:1vel Oocumonl fees aro the some

Lhe sum of !he U.S, pa5sport book upplicalion foe
Cnntlnund
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f. Application for Employment
Authorization, Form 1-765, and
Students
In the NPRM, DHS proposed lo
increase the fee for the Application for
Employment Authorization, Form 1765, from S380 to $410. See proposed 8
CFR 103.7(b)(1)(i)(Il); 81 FR 26938. DHS
proposed to limit the increase for these
benefit types (among others) to 8

Replacement Naturalization/Citizenship
Certificate, Farm N-565, from $345 to
S555, or 61 percent. The proposed fee
increase was the result of application of
the standard fee-setting methodology to
this benefit request.
Commenters mentioned that some
people could lose proof of citizenship or
naturalization due to unforeseen
circumstances, such as natural disasters
or theft, and that a steep increase might
percent for humanitarian and practical
make it more difficult for certain
reasons. Many individuals seeking
ind.ividuals to obtain replacement
immigration benefits face financial
documents. Other commenters noted
obstacles and cannot earn money
that citizens may need a certificate of
through lawful employment in the
naturalization or citizenship due to a
United States until they receive an
name change. Commenters stated that
Employment Authorization Document
the more prohibitively expensive it
(EAD). 81 FR 26916.
becomes for foreign-born U.S. citizens to
At least one commenter objected to
replace documentation of their
the potential effect of the proposed
citizenship, the more difficult it will be
Form 1-765 fee increase on foreign
for them to work, vote, or pursue other
students seeking work authorization
opportunities.
under the Optional Practical Training
Commenters noted that the
(OPT) program. The OPT program
completion
rate for Form N-565
allows an F-1 nonimmigrant student to
increased significantly since the 2010
file a Form 1-765 to request
final rule. Some commenters compared
authorization to work in the United
the completion rate for Form N-565 to
States in a position that is directly
that of the Application to Replace
related lo the F-1 student's major area
Permanent Resident Card, Form l-90,
of study. See BCFR 214.2(0(to)(ii)(C).
and stated that the two adjudications
OPT provides F-1 students with an
opportunity lo apply knowledge gained should be similar. Those commenters
noted that the completion rate for Form
in the classroom to practical work
1-90 decreased since the 2010 final rule,
experience off campus.
OHS places a high value on its role in while the Form N-565 completion rate
increased by 64 percent. Some
attracting international students and
commenters stated that USCIS should
scholars to the United States. Among
further assess why the completion rate
other things, the contributions to U.S.
for Form N-565 increased to this degree.
educational institutions provided by a
OHS acknowledges that the Form Ndiverse international student body are
invaluable. In recognition of these goals, 565 adjudication time has increased
over the years, and attributes this
USCIS devotes many resources to
increase to the amount of research and
delivering immigration benefits to
review
necessary lo adjudicate these
deserving students, including
expending substantial resources. which filings. Form N-565 adjudications
require users to Cully review A-Files
DHS must recover, to adjudicate their
for security check purposes, including
e.lig_lbility for EAOs. In addition. OHS
discovering
name variations or aliases.
hm,ted the proposed EAO fee increase
To
verify
the
naturalization of an
in a manner consistent with a number
applicant,
USCIS
officers must research
of other fees. See 81 FR 26916.
all
available
systems.
Yet many filings
Moreover, F-1 students mey request fee
involve individuals who were
waivers in cases in which they are
naturalized decades ago and whose
unable to afford the lee. In other cases,
information is not contained in
users will continue to charge the full electronic systems, thus requiring
fee based on the effort and resources
extensive paper-based review. users
expended to process this benefit. This
officers may also have to communicate
final rule therefore sets the fee at $410,
with the National Archives and Records
as proposed. See new 8 CFR
Administration
or the Federal courts to
103. 7(b)(1 J(i)(II).
obtain evidence supporting
naturalization. In some cases, paper files
g. Application for Replacement
must be transferred lo a field office to
Naturalization/Citizenship Certificate,
Form N-565
conduct an interview of the applicant.
Changes
in name, marital status, gender,
In the NPRM, OHS proposed to
or
other
facts
require evidentiary review
increase the lee for the Application for
to support requested changes in USCIS
records. No filing fee is required in
plus the ndditiomil exac:ulioo fee lhal the
cases where the Form N-565 is filed to
Departmenl of Stoto charges for nrsMimo
applicants.
request correction of a certificate that

contains an error, but even such filings
require that USCIS fully review the
relevant A-Files. DHS further notes that
the processing of Form N-565 often
requires the same use of time and
resources by USCIS rogardless of the
basis for the request.
Moreover, tbe fee for Form 1-90
differs from the fee far Form N-565
because the adjudication of the two
forms differs. LPRs typically apply for
now permanent resident cards every IO
years. Their information is thus
generally up-to-date and readily
available in an electronic system, thus
eliminating the need for full A-File
reviews when adjudicating Forms 1-90.
In addition, Form 1-90 adjudication is
streamlined and partially automated
because the application exists in an
electronic environment. Filings that
involve infonnation that is up-to-date
and available in an electronic system
generally require less processing time
than filings that require review of
physical records or multiple systems, or
that require the entry of new data.
As noted, the proposed fee for Form
N-565 resulted from application of the
standard USCIS fee-setting
methodology. Because DHS did not find
a compelling reason to shift the burden
of the Form N-565 fee increase onto
other applicants, DHS retains the
position expressed in the proposed rule.
This final rule sets the fee for Form N565 at S555, as proposed. Applicants
who cannot pay the fee may request a
fee waiver. 8 CFR 103.7(c)(3)(xv).
h. Petition for Alien Relative, Form 1130
In the NPRM, DHS proposed lo
increase the fee for the Petition for Alien
Relative, Form 1-130, from S420 to
$535. See proposed 8 CFR
103.7(b)(l)(i)(L); 81 FR 26937. The
proposed fee increase was the result of
application of the standard USCIS feesetting methodology to this benefit
request.
Several commenters stated that they _
generally opposed the proposed
increase in the Form 1-130 fee because
the increase, along with other proposed
increases, would result in a significant
financial burden for certain individuals,
especially for low-income immigrants
and their families. Some commenters
asserted that the proposed increase of
$115 would be disproportionate to the
current adjudication lime of 45 minutes.
Another commenter suggested that fees
be higher for businesses in order to
offset the cost for family-based
applicants. The same commenter
referenced existing additional lees for
H-IB visas and asserted that DHS
should increase fees for O and P visas
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to offset the cost of. and reduce lhe fees
for, family-based immigration benefit
requests. One commenter noted that
Form 1-130 filings are not eligible for
fee waivers.
OHS appreciates the concerns of
commenters, but reiterates that because
USCIS is funded almost exclusively by
fees, it sets the USQS fee schedule
based on a full cost recovery model.
This means that although there is a
relationship between the proposed fee
and the projected adjudication time of
45 minutes. OHS cannot set foes at a
level that would only recover costs for
an individual adjudicator's time. In
order for USCIS to continue to fulfill its
mission, OHS must set fees at a level
that accounts for the total resources
required for intake of immigration
benefit requests, customer support,
fraud detection, background checks, and
administration. Moreover, because OHS
provides some immigration adjudication
and naturalization services (including
for families) on a fee-exempt, feereduced, or fee-waived basis, fee-paying
applicants and petitioners must at times
pay more than their directly attributable
share of costs.
In the case of the Form I-130, the
primary reason for the proposed fee
increase was the increase in USCIS' cost
baseline for FY 2016/2017, and
specifically the need to cover the costs
of certain fee-exempt services. As noted
in the NPRM and in this final rule, the
FY 2016/2017 fee schedule adjusts fees
to recover the costs relaled to RAIO, the
SA VE program, and the Office of
Citizenship. See 81 FR 26910. In the FY
2010/2011 fee review, the model output
for Form I-130 was approximately $368
before cost reallocation. Cost
reallocation was smaller in the FY 2010/
2011 fee review because users assumed
that appropriations would recover
surcharges related lo RAIO, tho SA VE
program, and lhe Office of Citizenship.
In the FY 2016/2017 fee review, the
model output for Form 1-130, before
cost reallocation, was approximately
$383. 42 As mentioned in the NPRM, in
the FY 2016/2017 fee review, USCIS
included RAIO, the SA VE program, and
the Office of Cilizenship in the cost
baseline. As shown in the supporting
documentation, the fee includes $152
above the model output to ensure that
IEFA fees recover full cost." The $152
•i Projectad cost refors to Iha model output
column of Appendix Tablo 4; Propm1od P'ces by
Immigration Benefil Request in tho supporting
document111ion,
0 Tbc arnounl here Is Lbe difference botween the
Modal Ou1put and !he final foe. Amounts shown in
Appendix Table 4; Proposed Fees by Immigration
Benefit Requesl in ihe supporting documentation
nre rounded lo the nl.larast dollur and o.ll lEF A fees

provides revenue for services that do
not otherwise generate revenue (e.g.,
refugee, asylum, and fee-waived
workloads) and for forms that are held
to the 6 percent weighted average
increase based on policy decisions (e.g.,
forms N--400 and l~00/600A/B00/
600A).
OHS recognizes the burden that
proposed fee increases impose on
families and low~income individuals,

and takes steps to mitigate that burden
as appropriate. Specifically, after USCIS
applies its standard fee-selling
methodology to idenlify the model
output for each benefit request, USCIS
evaluates the model output and
determines whether it should be
adjusted. However, downward
adjustments for some groups result in
upward adjustments for o_ther groups.
There are many benefit requests that are
used by families and low-income
individuals, and it would be
unsustainable and arguably unfair for
USQS to consistently shift the costs of
all such requests lo a completely
unrelated subgroup of business
immigration applicants and pelitioners.
Wilh that context in mind, and
following review of the public
comments received, OHS has
determined that the amount
recommended under the fee-setting
melhodology was not inordinately high.
Thus, OHS is adjusting the fee for Form
l-130 in this final rule, as proposed.
Moreover, as slated in the "Fee Waivers
and Exemptions" section of this
preamble, fee waivers are not provided
for forms, such as Fonn 1-130, that
require petitioners to have the ability to
support their intended beneficiary, OHS
believes that this is sound overall
policy, especially in light or the effects
of fee waivers on the fees paid by other
applicants and petitioners.
i. Application To Replace Permanent
Resident Card, Form I-90
In the NPRM, DHS proposed to
increase the fee for the Application to
Replace Permanent Resident Card, Form
1-90, from $365 to $455. See proposed
8 CFR 103.7(b)(l)(i)(G): 81 FR 26937.
The proposed fee increase was the result
of application of lhe standard USCIS
fee-setting methodology to this benefit
request.

A ~umber or commenters objected to
the proposed fee increase. Some
commenters stated that the proposed fee
was unjustified by the projected
completion rate of 13 minutes. The
are rounded to lhe nearesl $5 Increment. Tho sum
or1ha Model Ou1pu1 and the Casi Reallocation
columns mey nol oqual tho proposod foe bocBueo
of rounding,
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commenters noted that although the
proposed fee ropresents a significant

increase, the projected completion rate
had decreased slightly since the 2010
final rule. A commenter stated that the
proposed increase would impose an

unreasonable burden on many low·
income applicants. especially when the
reason for epplicalion may be out of
their control, such as owning a prior
edition of the card, expiration of the
card between the individual's 14th and
16th birthday, a name change, or a
change in commuter status.
Some commenters stated that USClS
guidance advises naturalization
applicants lo file Form l-90 if their
permanent resident cards will expire
within six months of lhe filing or their
naturalization applications, and that

USCIS sometimes requires
naturalization applicants lo file Form l90 before completion of the Form N--400
adjudication. These commenters
suggested that es a result, some
applicants may file a Form 1-90 and a
Form N-400 in quick succession, and
that OHS should reduce the combined
fee burden for these two forms. The
commenters suggested that OHS provide
a discounted or partial fee for
naturalization applicants who are
required to file Form 1-90.
As noted elsewhere in this preamble,
because USCIS is funded almost
exclusively by fees, OHS sels the USCIS
fee schedule based on a full cost
recovery model. This means that
although there is a relationship between
the proposed fee and the projected
adjudication time of 13 minutes, OHS
cannot set fees at a level that would
only recover costs for an individual
adjudicator's time. In order for users to
continue to fulfill its mission, OHS musl
set fees at a level that accounts for the
total resources required for intake of
immigration benefit requests, customer

support, fraud detection, background
checks, and administration. Moreover,

because OHS provides some
immigration adjudication and
naturalization services on a fee-exempt,
fee-reduced, or fee-waived basis, feepaying applicants and petitioners musl
pay more than their direclly attributable
share of costs.
In the case of the Form l-90, the
primary reason for the proposed fee
increase is the increase in tho USCIS
cost baseline for FY 2016/2017, and
specifically the need lo cover lhe costs
of certain tee-exempt services. As noted
in the NPRM and this final rule, the FY
2016/2017 fee schedule recovers cosls
related lo RAIO, the SA VE program, and
the Office of Citizenship. See 81 FR
26910. In the FY 2010/2011 fee review,
the model output fee for Form 1-90 was
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$65. See proposed 8 CFR
103.7[bl(l)(i)(E)-(F); 81 FR 23967. As
applying for naturalization does not
noted in the NPRM. OHS based the
eliminate the need to file Form 1-90
proposed fee increase on the ABC model
when a permanent resident card is
output fee of S46 for genealogy services,
about lo expire. If Form l-90 is properly as well as an additional $19 lo recover
filed, or if Form N-400 is filed at least
the applicable administrative costs
six months before the expiration of the
associated with funding these services,
applicant's permanent resident card, the such as the USCIS Librarian and other
applicant can request an Alien
genealogy research and information
Documentation Identification and
services. 81 FR 26919 (citing INA sec.
Telecommunication (AOIT) stamp in
286(t)(1), 8 u.s.c. 1356(tl(1)}.
lieu of filing for a new card.
Some commenlers objected lo the
DH$ observes that a permanent
proposed fee increase. Some of these
resident card generally does not expire
commenlers compared the genealogy
until 10 years after it is received by the
LPR. For individuals who are familiar
fees to state and local government fees
with the regulatory requirements, 47 this for copies of vital records. Some
should be sufficient lime for the
commenters stated that the quality and
applicant lo lake appropriate action,
efficiency of genealogy services were
including renewing the card or
insufficient to justify the proposed fee
naturalizing before the card expires.••
increase. 49
Generally, LPRs become eligible lo
users does not receive any
naturalize after 5 years of obtaining LPR
appropriations
for its genealogy program
status, see, e.g., 8 CFR 318.2(a)(3). and
and thus depends on genealogy fees to
the average processing time for an
cover costs, without increasing other
app1ication for naturalization is
immigration and naturalization fees lo
approximately 6 months. Therefore,
individuals who receive LPR status have support this work. Genealogy fees have
ample lime during which they may save not been adjusted since USCIS created
the program in 2008, 50 and such foes are
for fees, gather documents, and apply
currently insufficient to cover the full
for naturalization before their
costs of the genealogy program. USCIS
permanent resident card expires.
created the Genealogy Program lo serve
Moreover, creating a new process and
people performing genealogy research,
discounted fee for those Form l-90
including historical researchers,
applicants who wish lo naturalize
would increase the administrative
genealogists, and other members of the
burden of administering both Form l-90 public, without diverting resources from
and Form N-400. For the reasons slated the significant number of Freedom of
above, this final rule sets the Form l-90 Information Act requests to which
fee at $455, as proposed, regardless of
users must respond. 51 USCJS thus
whether the applicant will also file
proposed lo increase the fee to meet the
Form N-400 in the near term.
full costs of tho program and permit
USCIS lo respond lo requests for such
j. Genealogy, Forms G-1041/1041A
historical records and materials.
In the NPRM. OHS proposed to
Notwithstanding the fees charged by
increase fees for the Genealogy Index
other
government agencies, which likely
Search Request, Form G-1041, and
face different operational and runding
that this is not a change in practice.
Genealogy Records Request, Form Gchallenges, USCIS must ensure that it
LPRs are required to have valid,
104 lA, from $20 or $35, depending on
has sufficient funding to fulfill its
unexpired Permanent Resident Cards,
the formal requested, lo a single fee of
mission. Following consideration of the
Forms 1-551, in their possession at all
times, see INA sec. 264(e). 8 U.S,C.
comments on this subject, OHS has
0 F'or odditional infomrntion, see htfps:/1
1304(e), and OHS regulations require
decided lo set the final foe al $65, as
www.uscis.gov/i,90 and https:llwww.uscis.gov/
LPRs lo file Form l-90 when those cards gmen.card/aftcr-sreen·card•gmnledlronew-grocnproposed.
card.
are set to expire in six months, see 8
0 USCIS olso provides edur:nlional products and
CFR 264.5[bl(2), For this reason, an LPR resources to welcome immignmt!l, promote English
Al least one commenter questioned why USCIS
approximately $321 before cost
reallocation. Casi reallocation was
smaller in the FY 2010/2011 fee review,
because USCIS assumed appropriations
that would recover the costs for RAIO,
the SA VE program, and the Office of
Citizenship. In the FY 2016/2017 fee
review, the model output fee for Form
1-90 was approximately S326, also
before cost reallocation. 44 But. as
mentioned in the NPRM, users
included the above mentioned programs
in cost reallocation to recover the full
cost of those programs. As shown in the
supporting documentation, the fee is
S129 above the model output fee to
ensure that IEFA fees recover full cost. 45
The $129 provides revenue for services
that do not otherwise generate revenue
(e.g.. refugee, asylum, and fee-waived
workloads) and for request types that
are held to the 8 percent weighted
average increase based an policy
decisions (e.g., Forms N-400 and 1-600/
600A/800/800A).
DHS recognizes that the proposed
Form I-:90 fee increase would impose an
additional cost burden on filers. Bui the
proposed fee increase results from
application of the standard users feeselling methodology, and a downward
adjustment favoring all Form l-90 filers,
or a subgroup thereof, would result in
upward adjustment of other fees. DHS
has decided lo impose this fee at the
level dictated by the standard USCJS
fee-selling methodology, as proposed. If
applicants cannot afford to pay the
increased Form 1-90 fee, they may
request a fee waiver. 8 CFR
103. 7(c)(3l(ii).
With respect to the comments
concerning naturalization applicants
who are required lo file a Form 1-90 if
their permanent resident card will
expire within six months of filing the
naturalization application, DHS notes

even if the LPR has applied for

with fewer than six months remaining

language learning, educate on rights and
responsibilities of citizenship, end prttpo.ro
immigrants for naturalization ond civic
partkipetion. In addition, USCIS provides grants,
materials and lethnical 11Ssllltance lo organizations
that prepare immigrants for citizenship. Tho USCJS
Citi.zansbip Resource Center helps users heller
understand the citizenship process and gain tho
necessary skills required to be successful during lhe
naturalization interview and lest. See https:/1
www.uscis,sov/us-citi2.enshiplnaturalization•lcst/
appUcant-performance-naturolization-test/uscis•
ci!izeruhip·education•resources-and·initiatives.
48
See https:llwww,uscis.govlgreen·cardlafter8reen-card-grontr.d/ren6w,gNmn,card.

naturalization. 46 In other words,

"I)

on his or her permanent resident card
must generally file Form l-90, with fee,
H See Appendix Table 4: Proposed FeH by
lmmigratlon Benefit Roquest in the supporting
doc:umcnlotion.
0 Amounts shown in Appendix Table 4:
Proposed Feos by Immigration Benefit Requesl in
the supporting documentation am rounded 10 tho

nearest dollar and ell tEFA reos are rounded to lhe
neanisl S5 incremenl. The sum of the Model Output

and thn Cost Realloc:olion columns may not equal
tbe proposed fee becauso of rounding.

propo11od to collect tho biometric services feo for tho
genoulogy workload. While OHS is rovi!iing 8 CFR
103.2(b)(9} lo clarify that any indh•idual filing a
benefit request. or a..ny beneficiary of such a request.
may bo roquired to appear for biometric collection
lllld pay the biometric services fee. OHS did not
propose to and will not collec1 tho biometric
services foe for gonoalogy suarchas or document

roquosts, Stm 81 FR 26917.
so See 81 f'R 26919: Final Rule. Establishmenl of
a Genealogy Program, 73 F'R 28026 (May 15, 2008),
51 Prior lo the establishment of the Genealogy

Program, genealogy researcher.; used the Froedom
of Information Act proca~s lo condur:I their
rosoarch.
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fiance(e) to the United States to marry,
and is sensitive to the extra burden that
the increased filing fee may impose. But
if USClS were to waive or exempt Form
increased costs associated with longer
l-129F rees, then other applicants.
adjudications, OHS believes the
petitioners, and requestors would pay
proposed $90 increase since the foe was higher fees lo cover the cost. Because
last set six years ago is reasonable.
OHS did not find a compelling reason
Although the proposed increase would
to shift the burden of the Form l-129F
impose an additional cost burden on
fee increase onto other applicants, this
filers, it results from application of the
final rule sets the Form l-129F fee at
standard USQS fee methodology. A
S535, as proposed.
downward adjustment in favor of Form
Moreover, as a general mailer, OHS
1-751 petitioners would result in
does not waive fees for petitions that
upward adjustment of other fees.
require the beneficiaries to demonstrate
Furthermore, iftha petitioner cannot
that they will be able to support
pay the fee, they may request that the
themselves financially, or that require
fee be waived. See 8 CFR
the filing of an affidavit of support. A
103.7(c)(3)(vii). Therefore, this final rule citizen who files form I-129F must
sets the Form 1-751 foe at $595, as
document his or her ability lo
proposed.
financially support his or her foreign
national fiance(e). Because a few waiver
I. Petition for Alien Fiance(e), Form loptions would be inconsistent with this
129F
financial support requirement. OHS
In the NPRM, OHS proposed to
increase the fee for the Petition for Alien declines to allow fee waivers for this
Fiance(e), Form l-129F, from to $340 to form.
$535, See proposed 8 CFR
m. Petition for Amerasian, Widow(er).
103.7(b)(1)(i)(KJ; 81 FR 23967. The
or Special Immigrant. Form l-360
proposed fee increase was the result of
In the NPRM, OHS proposed to
application of the standard USClS fee
increase
the fee for the Petition for
methodology lo this benefit request.
Amerasian, Widow(er). or Special
Some commenters objected to the
Immigrant. Form l-360, from $405 to
proposed fee increase, stating that it
$435. Proposed 8 CFR 103.7(b)(l)(i)(T):
could discourage family reunification.
The commenters slated that the increase Bl FR 23968. OHS proposed lo hold the
increase.
increase for these benefit types to an 8
would be particularly burdensome
As noted previously in this preamble, because lhero is no fee waiver option
percent increase" because the
because users operates almost
combined effect or cost, fee-paying
when filing this form.
exclusively on fees, OHS sets the USCIS
volume, and methodology changes since
As noted previously, OHS is
fee schedule based on a standard full
the last fee rule would otherwise place
authorized to set fees at a level that
cost recovery model. This means that
an inordinate fee burden on individuals
ensures recovery of the full costs of
DHS must account for more than just
providing immigration adjudication and requesting these types or benefits. See
projected total receipts when setting the naturalization services. Because USCIS
81 FR 26915.
fee for a given benefit. For instance,
relies almost entirely on fee revenue, in
Some commenters objected to the
OHS must account for the likelihood of the absence of a fee schedule that
proposed fee increase because of its
fee waivers by setting fees based on
ensures full cost recovery, USCJS would potential effect on religious workers.
projected total fee-paying receipts, not
be unable to sustain an adequate level
The commenters slated that religious
just projected total receipts. And OHS
of service, let alone invest in program
workers must file additional forms and
must also account for the costs
improvements. Full cost recovery means pay the required fees lo obtain LPR
associated with adjudicating each
not only that fee-paying applicants and status. The commenters noted that these
benefit request. IfDHS did not account
petitioners must pay their proportionate workers benefit the United Stales by
for fee waivers when setting fees, or for
share of costs, but also that al least some becoming integral parts of their religious
the cost of adjudicating benefit requests, fee-paying applicants and petitioners
ministries, participating in community
OHS would not recover sufficient
must pay a share of the immigration
outreach, and making specific
revenue lo cover the cost of the services adjudication and naturalization services connections with immigrants who speak
that OHS provides. Moreover, because
that OHS provides on a fee-exempt, fee. the same language. For these reasons,
OHS provides some immigration
reduced, or fee-waived basis. OHS is
the commenters requested that the
adjudication and naturalization services therefore mindful lo adhere lo the
agency not finalize the proposed fee
on a fee-exempt. fee-reduced, or feestandard USCIS fee methodology as
increase.
waived basis, fee-paying applicants and often as possible, and to avoid overuse
Form 1-360 may be used lo obtain any
petitioners must pay more than their
of OHS's discretion to eliminate or
of a large number o[ immigration
directly attributable share of costs.
reduce fees for special groups of
benefits.•some of which allow
In addition, in the case of the Form 1- beneficiaries.
petitioners to file the form on a fee751 specifically, although workload
The proposed fee for the Form l-129F exempt basis. 53 Many petitioners may
volume decreased 5.5 percent since the resulted from application of the
2010 final rule, fee-paying volume
standard USCJS fee methodology. OHS
52
Tho propo11od increase was 7.4 percent due lo
decreased at a greater rate of 8.4 percent. values its role in assisting U.S. citizens
roW1ding.
Moreover, the completion rate, or the
who wish to bring a foreign national
~ 1 See https:!/l~,vw,u.~cis.govli"360.
k. Petition To Remove Conditions on
Residence, form 1-751
In the NPRM, OHS proposed to
increase the fee for the Petition to
Remove Conditions on Residence, Form
1-751, from $505 to S595. Proposed 8
CFR 103.7(b)(l)(i)(HHJ; 81 FR 23968.
The proposed fee increase was the result
of application of the standard USQS fee
methodology to this benefit request.
Some commenlers objected lo the
proposed fee increase. These
commentors stated that Form 1-751 is
required for people who were granted
conditional permanent residence
through marriage, including spouses of
U.S. citizens and their children, to
remove the conditions on their status.
The commonters asserted that the new
fee is so burdensome that some
applicants may miss their deadline lo
apply, pulling those applicants al risk of
losing their residency and becoming
subject to removal from the United
States. A commenter slated that in 2010,
OHS increased the 1-751 filing ree by
$40. The commenter slated that to now
increase it again by another $90 is
unjustified, particularly when USCTS
estimates that its projected workload
volume for Form 1-751 will decrease by
10,000 receipts from 2010/2011 levels.
The commenter stated that if 1-751
workloads will decrease, there is no
justification for an 18 percent fee

average hours per adjudication,
increased 39 percent since the 2010
final rule. Given that fewer fee-paying
applicants are now absorbing the
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use the Fonn 1-360 on a fee•exempl
basis. For example, there is no fee for a

Some commenters objected to the
proposed fee increase. Commenters
stated that the resulting fee, though
petitioner seeking classification as an
waivable, 55 could hinder individuals
Amerasian: an individual self·
from receiving benefits for which they
petitioning as a battered or abused
are eligible. The commenters noted that
spouse, parent, or child of a United
the time involved in submitting fee
Slates citizen or LPR: a petitioner
waiver requests jeopardiied the chance
seeking Special Immigrant Juvenile
of meeting the 30-day filing deadline for
status: or an Iraqi or Afghan national
appeals. Commenters also expressed
who worked for, or on behalf of, the
U.S. Government in Iraq or Afghanistan. disappointment in the appeals process
in general, opining that it was
Previous 8 CFR 103.7(b)(1)(i)(T)(t)-(4).
For those petitioners who are not fee· particularly burdensome for those
attempting to rectify USCIS errors.
exempt, DHS recognizes that fee
Commenters also stated that USCIS
increases impose a burden, and OHS
should allow credit card payments for
takes steps lo mitigate such burdens as
filing Form l-2908.
appropriate. At the same lime, OHS
DHS appreciates the concerns of tho
must recover the full costs of the
commenters
and does not intend to
services that USCIS provides. or else
risk reductions in service quality. In this hinder individuals from receiving
benefits for which they are eligible. At
case, DHS proposed to apply the
the same time, OHS must recover the
reduced fee increase (8 percent) to the
full costs of the services that USCIS
Fann l-360, for the reasons stated
provides, or else risk reductions in
previously and consistent with DHS's
service quality. In this case, OHS
practice of holding a number of benefit
proposed to apply the reduced fee
requests to this reduced fee increase.
increase
(8 percent) to these benefit
OHS was mindful that this departure
for .the reasons stated
requests,
from the standard fee methodology
previously
and consistent with DHS's
would also result in higher foes for
practice of holding a number of benefit
others. See 81 FR 26915. Although OHS requests to this reduced fee increase.
acknowledges the importance of the
DHS was mindful that although this
religious worker program to many
departure from the standard fee
communities. any further departure
methodology would result in lower fees
would only heighten the effect on the
for Form I-290B filers, it would also
rest or the fee schedule, and would not
results in higher fees for others. 81 FR
be consistent with DHS's overall fee
26915. Any further departure would
methodology. In addition, unlike many only increase the effect on the rest of the
of the fee-exempt Form l-360
fee schedule. and would not be
petitioners, religious workers [all into
consistent with DHS's overall foe
the category of employment-based
methodology. OHS addresses requests
immigrants for whom petitioners must
for service quality improvements and
demonstrate the ability to pay a salary.
credit card payments later in this
See. e.g., B CFR 204.5(g)(2) (requiring a
preamble. OHS has made no changes lo
petition which requires an offer of
the fee in this final rule as a result of
employment to be accompanied by
these comments, and is finalizing the
evidence that the prospective United
Form l-2908 fee at $675, as proposed.
States employer has the ability to pay
o, Application for Ci\ril Surgeon
the proffered wage). This final rule
Designation, Form 1-910
the
fee
for
Fann
1-360
at
therefore sets
S435, as proposed.
In the NPRM, OHS proposed to
increase
the fee for the Application for
n. Notice of Appeal or Motion. Fann ICivil Surgeon Designation, Fann I-910,
290B
from $615 to $785. See proposed 8 CFR
DHS proposed to increase the [ee for
103.7(b)(l)(i)(TT): 81 FR 26939. Form Ithe Notice of Appeal or Motion. Form I- 910 is used to request recognition of a
290B, from to $630 to S675. Proposed 8 physician as a civil surgeon for
CFR 103.7(b)(1)(i)(S): 81 FR 26938. DHS purposes of perfonning mandatory
proposed to hold the increase for these
medical examinations on intending
benefit types lo 8 percent" because the
:i,s If tbe Fann 1-2908 ill being filed lo appeal or
combined effect of cost, [ea-paying
volume, and methodology changes since reopen lhe denial of an immigration benefit requosl
that is exempt or wbe.ra a fee bas boon waived, tho
the lest fee rule would otherwise place
Form 1-2908 fee may alllo be waived by USCJS if
an inordinate fee burden on the
tho applicant or petitioner domonstrate!I that he or
sho is unable to poy !he foe. 8 CFR 103.?(c)(3}(vi)
particular individuals requesting these
and 103.7(c)(1)(iHJ, Further, there is no feo for Form
types of benefits. See 61 FR 26915.
s, The proposed incre11Se wes 7 .1 percent due Lo

rounding.

1-2908 when en Iraqi or Afghan netionaJ who
worked for, or on behalf of, the U.S. Govornment
in Iraq or Afghanistan appools a denial of a petition

far a special Immigrant vise. 6 CFR 10J.7(b)(l)(iHS),

immigrants to determine whether they
are inadmissible based on health-related
grounds. See 8 CFR 232.2(b). The
proposed fee increase was the result of
application of the standard users fee
methodology to this benefit request.
Al least one commenter stated that the
proposed increase may have a chilling
effect on requests from physicians to
become approved civil surgeons. The
commenter suggested the possibility of
employing a tiered-fee structure, in
which USCIS would offer a lower
application fee in exchange for a
physician's commitment lo discount

fees for vulnerable children and youth
and other indigent applicants.
As noted, the proposed fco increase
for the Form l-910 was the result of
application of the standard users fee
methodology lo this benefit request.
When OHS departs from tho standard
USCIS fee methodology to reduce foes
for one group, fees for other groups
increase to recover full cost. With
respect lo the proposal to establish a
tiered fee structure for the application,
implementing such fees would require
eligibility and evidentiary requirements
for each fee and income level
established. This would add
administrative complexity, and further
increase costs. Additionally, USCIS
would not know whether such civil
surgeons complied with their
commitments to charge lower fees
without regulating and monitoring those
civil surgeons, and incurring the time
and costs to do so. Accordingly, no
changes were made in this nnal rule,
which sets the Form l-910 fee al S785,
as proposed.
p. Application for Advance Permission
To Enter as a Non immigrant, Form l192, and Application for Waiver of
Passport and/or Visa. Form [-193
In the NPRM. OHS proposed lo
increase the fee [or the Application for
Advance Permission to Enter as a

Nonimmigranl, Form l-192, and
Application for Waiver of Passport and/
or Visa. Form l-193, from $585 to S930.
See proposed 8 CFR 103.7(b)(1)(i)(PJ: 81
FR 26938. The proposed feo increase
was the result of application of the
standard users fee methodology to this
benefit request. In the FY 2016/2017 fee
review, USCJS grouped these benefit
requests with other similar benefit
requests, specifically, Fonns l-191, 1212, HlOl, and 1-612.
One commenter stated that for certain
filers, CBP, and not USCIS, adjudicates
the benefit request. 5• The commenter
staled that it would be unfair lo increase
~6

Tho comrnentar ack.nowladged that USCIS

adjudicates Form 1-192 for T and U nonimmigranlS.
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the fee for Form l-192 applications
adjudicated by CBP. because those
adjudications do DOI increase USCJS
cosls. 57 The commenter stated that the
proposed increase in the fee for Form 1192 would burden Canadian and
Bermudan nonimmigranl waiver
applicants in particular, because unlike
other nonimmigrant waiver applicants
who submit their applications at the
same time as visa applications at no
additional charge, Canadians and
Bermudans do not require a visa to enter
the United Stales, and thus pay the full
filing fee to submit the waiver
application. The commenter slated that
an increase in the filing fee will hurt
local economies in border towns
because "every dollar spent on a waiver
application is a dollar not spent on
tourism or retail." The commenter did
not provide further data or analysis on
the potential impact of the proposed fee
increase on such economies.
In response lo this comment. DHS is
not implementing the fee increase
proposed in the NPRM with respect to
those Forms l-192 filed with and
processed by CBP, and all Forms 1-193.
CBP uses the fee revenue from these
forms to defray its own costs related to
such processing. The FY 2016/2017 fee
review and resulting proposed fee
change was based on users·, costs for
processing inadmissibility waivers.
Therefore, under this final rule, DHS
adjusts only the fee for those Forms 1192 filed with and processed by USCIS.
Consequently, Form l-192 will have two
fees-S585 for those filed with CBP and
S930 for those filed with USCIS. New 8
CFR 103.7[b)(l)(i)(P). All filings of Form
l-193 are processed by CBP and thus
DHS will also not adjust the current
$585 fee. New 8 CFR 103.7(b)(l)(i)(Q).
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and human trafficking, and other related
services. users also may allow fee
exemptions based on economic
necessity in the event of incidents such
as an earthquake, hurricane, or other
natural disasters affecting localized
populations by using the authority of
the Director ofUSC!S at 8 CFR 103.7(d).
DHS proposed no new exemptions in
the NPRM, and knows of no compelling
reason for exempting a new group of
applicants, petitioners, or requestors
For example, one commenter
from a fee. Therefore, DHS has added no
recommended that USC!S make fee
new exemptions in this final rule.
waivers available for all applications.
D. Naturalization
DH$ recognizes that some applicants
In the NPRM, DHS proposed lo
cannot pay filing fees, and has
increase the fee for the Application for
established a fee waiver process for
Naturalization, Form N---400, from S595
certain forms and benefit types. USC!S
to $640. Proposed 8 CFR
carefully considers the merits of each
103.7[b)(l)(i)(BBBJ: 81 FR 26939. DHS
fee waiver request before making a
decision. Expansion of fee waiver policy proposed to hold the increase for the
Form N---400 to the reduced fee increase
lo include all immigration benefit
request fees would significantly increase (8 percent) 59 to support naturalization.
DHS also proposed an additional fee
administrative and adjudicative costs.
Although DHS recognizes that filing fees option for those non-military
impose a heavy burden on people of
naturalization applicants with family
limited financial means, the costs of
incomes greater than 150 percent and
allowing fee waivers across the board
not more than 200 percent of the
would be borne by all other fee payers,
Federal Poverty Guidelines. Proposed 8
because the cost of providing services
CFR 103.7(bl(1)(i)(BBB1(1); 81 FR 26939.
with a discount or without a fee must
Specifically. DHS proposed that such
be transferred lo those who pay a full
applicants would receive a 50 percent
fee. Thus, users takes a relatively
discount, resulting in a fee of S320 for
careful position with respect to
Form N---400. DHS proposed this
transferring costs from one applicant lo reduced fee option to limit any potential
another through the expansion of fee
economic disincentives that some
waiver eligibility.
eligible naturalization applicants may
DHS notes that, in response to
face whoo deciding whether or not to
stakeholder concerns about the fee
seek U.S. citizenship. The lower fee is
waiver process and rejections of fee
intended lo help ensure that those who
waiver requests,USC!S recently
have become eligible for naturalization
published a new Request for Fee
are not prohibited from naturalizing due
Waiver, Form l-912. It revised the form to their economic means.
to clarify the instructions, make the
Several commenter, slated that the
form less complex, and reduce the
price of this benefit is already too high.
number of incomplete fee waiver
Another commenter stated that the fee
C. Fee Waivers and Exemptions
requests that arc ultimately rejected. In
for Form N---400 should be increased
DHS proposed no changes to the
addition, because many applicants have based on the value of U.S. citizenship,
USCJS fee waiver policies in the NPRM. had difficulty providing all the
not just the costs associated with
DHS noted, however, lhal the lost
requested information in the spaces
adjudicating the form. And, while
revenue from fee waivers and
provided on the previous form, USCIS
generally opposed lo the fee increase,
also included text boxes that provide
exemptions has increased markedly,
several commenters wrote in support of
from $191 million in the FY 2010/2011 space for explanations. Those boxes
USCIS' efforts to alleviate some of the
reduce the need for attachments, and
fee review to S613 million in the FY
associated burdens by establishing a
make the form more user-friendly.
2016/2017 Fee Review. DHS also
three-level fee for Form N---400.
As for fee exemptions, DHS already
explained the fee waiver process, See 81
including a fee of $320 for certain low·
exempts from fees those requests with
FR 26922. DHS received a number of
income applicants who do not qualify
compelling circumstances. These
comments on its fee waiver and
for the existing fee waiver. The
exemptions include benefit requests for commenters stated that by doing so,
exemption policies. Some commenters
a range of humanitarian and protective
on this subject requested that DHS
users will expand the pool of potential
services, such as refugee and asylum
permit fee waivers for additional
applicants.
processing, assisting victims of crime
immigration benefit requests. Others
DHS agrees with commenters that
asked that DHS make more requests
citizenship
is a benefit that deserves
! 11 USCIS compare9 roe-paying receipts lo the total
exempt from fee requirements.
and promotion.
special
consideration
number of receipts 10 da1ermino a fee-paying
Therefore,
DHS
did
not
propose a fee
percentage for each immigrotlon benefit request

57 The commenter did not mention Form 1-193
applications. but such applicatlons nre simih,rly
affec1ed by lhis rulema.king.

Applicants, petitioners, and
requeslors who pay a fee cover the cost
of processing requests that are feewaived or fee-exempt. Id." While a
number of commenters suggested that
USC1S expand the range of applications
and petitions for which USCIS would
consider a fee waiver, none provided a
compelling argument for why a
particular form that is not eligible for fee
waivers should be made eligible in this
final rule.

See page 16 of tba supporting documentation in 1he

rulemaking dock.et for an explanation or fee-paying
volume and methodology,

u Thn proposed increase was a '1.5 pcrccnl dua
10 rounding,
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that reflected all of the costs associated
with the relative complexity of the
adjudication. The Application for
Naturalization fee has not changed in
nearly a decade. Additionally. the fee
established in this rule for Form N-400
is less than it would be if the 2007 fee
were simply adjusted for inflation.
According to the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, the semiannual average
inflation from July 2007 to July 2016
was 16.1 percent.•• If adjusted only for
inflation, the current $595 fee would be
$690, which is $50 more than the $640
fee set by this rule. DHS has not
previously adjusted Form N-400 by
CPI-U inflation, but provides this as a
point of comparison.
As for the comment requesting that
the Form N-400 fee be based on the
value of U.S. citizenship, doing so
would require quantifying that value,
. which assuming it is appropriate or
even possible to do precisely, would be
beyond the scope established by the
proposed rule. The USC1S ABC model is
based on estimated operational costs.
and DHS has set the fee al a level that
adheres to the fee review methodology,·
which includes full cost recovery. See
new 8 CFR 103.7(b)(l)(i)(BBB). DHS
therefore sets the fee for Form N-400 at
S640, as proposed.
E. Improve Service and Reduce
Inefficiencies
Many of the comments received that
opposed fee increases cited delays in
processing times and dissatisfaction
with customer service. Some of these
commenlers slated that they would
embrace the fee increases if they
resulted in faster processing and
improved customer service. A few
commenter's asserted that ifDHS
implements any type of users fee
increase. then users should guw-antee
that it will reduce benefit request
processing times. Al least one
commenter recommended increasing

the fees further so there would be no
excuse for delays in processing. Other
commenlers wrote about expanding
electronic nling and receipting to
reduce mail handling and shipping of
paper. USCIS acknowledges that since it
last adjusted fees in FY 2010, the agency
has experienced elevated processing
times compw-ed to the goals established
in the 2007 fee rule. See 72 FR 2985829859. These processing delays have
nu The semiannual average consumer price index
for all urban consumel'9 (CPI-U) was 205.7 in July
2001 !1f!d 238.8 in Ju.ly 2016, The change in the
Index over 9 yeani was 33. t or 16.1 percent. Sec
U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, All Urban Consumers (CPI-U}
Semiannual Average Lables, available al http://
WLi'w.bls.govlcpilcpi_dr.htm.

contributed lo case processing backlogs.
This can partially be attributed to
having removed the surcharge
previously applied to the IEFA fee
schedule to recover costs related lo
RAIO, the SA VE program, and the
Office of Citizenship. This was done in
anticipation of congressional
appropriations for these programs,
consistent with the President's budget
requests. As the anticipated budget
request was not granted, since FY 2012
USCIS has used other fee revenue to
support these programs. Under this final
rule, DHS will adjust USCIS fees by a
total weighted average increase of 21
percent; the total 21 percent weighted
average increase will be allocated as
follows:
• To reinstate a surchw-ge in the foe
schedule to sustain the current
operating levels of RAIO, the SA VE
program, and the Office of Citizenship
(approximately 8 percent):
· • To. account for_reduced.reven~e
ste?"m,ng from a~ mcrease m fee
wa,vers.granted since FY 2010
(approximately 9 percent): and
• To recover tho co~ts needed to.
sustain current operating levels while
~llowing for limited, strategic
investments necessary to ensure the
?gency's infor~ation technology
infrastructure IS strengthened to protect
against potential cyber intrusions, and
to build the necessary disaster recovery
and back-up capabilities required to
effectively deliver the USCIS mission
(approximately 4 percent).
Through this final rule, users
expects to collect sufficient fee revenue
to sustain current operating levels of
RAIO. the SA VE program, and the
Office of Citizenship. This change will
allow USCIS lo discontinue diverting
other fee revenue to fund these
programs, thereby increasing the
resources available to fund additional
personnel 61 needed to improve case

processing, reduce backlogs, and move

toww-d processing times that are in line
with the commitments in the FY 2007
fee rule.
While the agency remains committed
to achieving the processing goal
commitments in the 2007 fee rule, it
acknowledges that these goals remain
ambitious. By its very nature, the fee
review cycle uses historical staffing and
workload information to establish future
needs, and as a result, cannot identify
the exact resources necessary to
guarantee future processing goals. In
addition. superseding priorities may
61 For addilional infonnation on steffing. see
second bullet on pg. 13, Alignmenl of USQS
Staffing Allocation Model with Ibo Fee Review on
pg. 26, and Appondbt XID Tablo 12: IEFA Posilions
by Offico in 1ho !lupporting documentalion.

arise, which could not have been known
al the lime fee cycle calculations were
made, that may impact users· ability lo
meet customer expectations. users will
need to continue addressing emergent
issues and their associated costs, which
may impact case processing efficiency
and backlogs. Nevertheless. the agency
holds the 2007 processing goals to be
among its highest priorities and
recommits to achieving them as quickly
as possible.
In addition. USCIS is committed to
providing stakeholders and customers
with the information they need. when
they need it. To that end, users is
transforming how it calculates and posts
processing time information to improve
the timeliness o[ such postings, but
more importantly, to achieve greater
transparency of USCIS case processing.
For instance, to make current published
processing time information more
transparent and less complex for
customers lo interpret, users is
evaluating the feasibility of calculating
processing times using data generated
directly from case management systems.
rather than with self-reported
performance data provided by Service
Centers and Field Offices. Preliminary
findings suggest that USCIS will be able
to publish processing times sooner and
with greater transparency by showing
different processing times for each office
and form type. USCIS is also
considering publishing processing limes
using a range rather than using one
number or date. This approach would
show that, for example, half of cases are
decided in between X and Y number of
months.
USC!S also expects to improve the
cuslomer experience as it continues to
transition to onlino filing and electronic
processing of immigration applications
and petitions. With tho new person·
centric electronic case processing

environment, users will possess the
data needed to provide near-real-time
processing updates to the customer that
will identify the case status and time
period thet has elapsed between actions
for each individual case. This will allow
greater transpw-ency to the public on
how long it will take lo process each
case as it moves from stage to stage (e.g..
from biometrics collection. to interview.
to decision).
DHS appreciates the comments
requesting expansions of electronic
filing, and USClS is actively planning
tho expansion of its onlino case
management system for the submission
and adjudication of immigration
benefits. As of the end of FY 2016,
approximately 17 percent of the
agency's intake was processed through
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online filing and we are striving lo
increase that level.
In sum, DHS appreciates the
commenlers' concerns for timely
service. users continually strives to
meet timely adjudication goals while
balancing security, eligibility analysis,
and integrity in the immigration system.
Fees have not been adjusted since 2010
and that fee rule did not include the
surcharge for RAIO, the SA VE program,
and the Office of Citizenship, which has
resulted in the repriorilization of
resources to cover those program costs.
This fee rule is intended to address such
shortfalls and provide resources
necessary lo ensure adequate service.
USCIS would be unable lo adequately
perfonn its mission ifDHS allowed fee
levels to remain insufficient while
USCIS continued lo develop its search
for additional efficiencies.
F. Premium Processing

Premium processing is a program by
which filers may request 15-calendar·
day processing of certain employment·
based immigration benefit requests if
they pay an extra amount. 8 CF'R
103.7(b)(1){i)(RR) and (e); proposed 8
CF'R 103.7(b)(l)(i)(SS); 81 F'R 26939. In
2000, Congress set the premium
processing fee at $1,000 and authorized
USCIS to adjust the fee for inflation, as
determined by the Consumer Price
Index (CPI). Section 286(u) of the INA,
8 U.S.C. 1356(u). USCIS adjusted the
premium processing fee to S1 ,225 by
using the CPI in the 2010 final
rule. 62 See 75 F'R 58979, DHS proposed
no change lo premium processing fees
or regulations because forecasted
premium processing revenue is
sufficient lo cover the projected costs of
providing the premium service and
other permissible infrastructure
investments.
Several commenters wrote to request
that users expand premium processing
lo other fonns, including family-based
immigration benefit requests,
naturalization, relief for victims of
crimes who assist law enforcement, and

fonns related to the EB-5 Immigrant
Investor Program. Some commenters
staled that using premium processing
revenue may alleviate backlogs. Other
commenters staled that premium
processing is essentially mandatory lo
ensure the timely and efficient
processing of their employment·based
petitions.
Assuming DHS has the general
authority to offer expedited processing
fees to additional forms, the liming
62
Premium proce.~sing fees are increased using
the CPI lhrough statutory authority. See INA sec.
2BBtu), 8 U.S.C. !356{u).
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requirements of many adjudications

proposed to increase the fee for the
Application for Regional Center Under
USC!S' control. For example,
the Immigrant Investor Program, Form
background checks, the timing of which l-924, from $6,230 to $17,795. See
proposed 8 CF'R 103.7(b)(l)(il(WW); 81
are not controlled by USCIS, are
FR 26939. DHS proposed to establish a
required for: The Application for
new fee for the Annual Certification of
Temporary Protected Status, Form I821; the Application for Naturalization, Regional Center, Form l-924A, al
$3,035. See proposed 8 CF'R
Form N-400; the Application for
Provisional Unlawful Presence Waiver, 103.7(b)(l)(i)(X.X); 81 FR 26939. DHS
Fonn l--601 A: and the Application lo
proposed to increase the fee for the
Register Pennanent Residence or Adjust Immigrant Petition by Alien
Entrepreneur, Form 1-526, from $1,500
Status, Fonn l-485. These and many
other forms are not suited for expedited lo $3,675. See proposed 8 CF'R
103.7(b)(l)(i)(W): 81 F'R 26938. Finally,
processing. USCJS already seeks
processing efficiencies where available
DHS proposed lo hold the foe for the
and shifts workload to balance volume
Petition by Entrepreneur to Remove
surges, seasonal demands, and
Conditions, Form l-829, at $3,750. See
competing priorities.
proposed 8 CFR 103.7(bl(1)(i)(PPJ; 81 FR
In addition, where expedited
26939. With the exception of the
processing may be possible, it would be proposed foe for Form I-829, each
extraordinarily lime-intensive lo
proposed EB-5 fee increase was the
determine the appropriate fee amount,
result of application of the standard
target adjudication limeframe, and
USCIS fee methodology to the
staffing levels needed to implement a
applicable benefit request.
new expedited processing program.
Several commenters objected lo the
Expanding the premium processing
proposed increases, noting lhal those are
program would require USCIS to
some of the highest proposed fee
estimate the costs of a service that does increases, while the related benefit
not currently exist with sufficient
requests have some of the longest
confidence that il can deliver the service processing limes. Another commenter
promised and not impair service for
wrote to applaud the increase lo EB-5
other immigration benefit requests.
fees in general, but requested that
Nevertheless, USCIS will continue
USCIS conduct site visits and evaluate
considering additional premium
whether regional centers are
processing services and its ability to
misrepresenting themselves to investors.
As an initial matter, and as noted
improve services without creating new
challenges. DHS made no changes in
previously, DHS is authorized to set fees
this final rule as a result of these
at a level that ensures recovery of the
comments.
full costs of providing immigration
adjudication and naturalization
G. Immigrant Investors
services. Because USCIS relies almost
In the NPRM, DHS proposed a
entirely on fee revenue, in the absence
number of changes lo fees related to the of a fee schedule that ensures full cost
Employment-Based Immigrant Visa,
recovery, USC!$ would be unable to
Fifth Preference (EB-5) "Immigrant
sustain an adequate level of service, let
Investor" Program."' Specifically, DHS
alone invest in program improvements.
Full cost recovery means not only that
63 Tho EB-5 progro.m WD.!I created by Congress in
fee-paying applicants and petitioners
1990 to slimulale !be U.S. or.onomy Lhrough job
must pay their proportionate share of
r.realion and ci'lpilol inve:slmenl by foreign
costs, but also that al least some fee.
Investors. Tho EB-5 "regional cenler progrnrn" wu
later addod in 1992 by the Depllrtmen\.11 of
paying applicants and petitioners must
Commerce, Justico, and Stole, the Judiciary, and
pay a share of the immigration
Reh11od Agenciell Appropriations Act, Hl93. Pub, L,
adjudication and naturalization services
102-395, !lee. 610, 106 Stat 1828 {Oct. 6, 1992), The
that DHS provides on a fee-exempt, [eoEB-5 immigrant clasflification allows qualifying
reduced, or lee-waived basis. DHS is
individua.Jg, and any accompanying or following lo
join spouses and children, lo ob1ain 11,1,wful
therefore mindful to adhere to the
pennenenl msidenl (l..PR) slalus if the qualifying
standard USCIS fee methodology as
individuals have inveslod, or am ectivoly in the
often as possible, and to avoid overuse
proc0lls of investing, St million in a now
involve considerations that are out of

commercial enterprise. Seo rNA sec. 203{b)(S)(A)
and {CJ, 8 U.S.C. 1153(bl(S)IA) and (CJ. To qualify,
the individual's investment musl benefit the U.S.
economy and create full-time jobs for 10 or more
qualifying employees. INA sec. 203{b)(5)(A)(li). 8
U.S.C. 115J(B)(S)(A)(ii). If Iha invostmonl ill in o
Te.rgoted Employment Aron (TEA) (i,e., a rurol llroa
or u.n area that has unemployment or at least 150%
of the national average), the required ct1pi1al
investment amount is $500.000 rather lhan $1
million. !NA ,oc. Z03{b)(5)1CJ{ll). 8 U.S.C.
1tSJ{bl(S)(C){iiJ: 8 CFR 204.6(f)(Z). Entrepreneurs

may meet the job creation requiroments through lhe
creation or indirect jobs by making qunllrying
investment., within o new commarciel anlorprise
o.ssociated with a regiono.1 center approved by
USCJS for pnrticipalion in tho regional c:onter
program. !NA ,ec. 203{b)IS), B U.S.C. I J SJ{b)IS); a
CFR 2D4,6{e) nnd (m)l7). F'or moro information on
lhe EB-5 program, mm h1tps:l/1vww.usr.is.gov/
warldng•united,stateslpermanenf-warkersl
omployment,basp,d,immigmlfrm-fifth-prnfnrrmcfl-ob-

5/about-eb-5-visa.
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ofDHS's discretion lo eliminate or
reduce fees for special groups of
beneficiaries.
The proposed fees for three of the four
EB-5 Program forms resulted from
application of the standard USCIS fee
methodology,•• because DHS did not
find a compelling reason lo shift the
burden of adjudicating these forms onto
other applicants. In addition, the relatively high fees for these requests
result in pert from the high costs
associated with adjudicating them. For
instance. USCIS has recently
implemented several changes to refine
and improve the delivery, security and
integrity of the EB-5 Program. USCIS
established the Immigrant Investor
Program Office ([PO) in Washington, DC
in 2012. Since that lime, !PO has
regularly added staff positions to focus
both on managing the program and
ensuring identification of fraud,
national security, or public safety
concerns within the program. In
addition. USCIS plans to conduct
increased site visits to regional centers
and associated commercial enterprises
to verify information provided in
regional center applications and
investor petitions and lo clarify its EB5 regulations. Currently, USCIS is in the
process of hiring and training additional
adjudicators, economists, and support
staff needed lo adjudicate the benefit
requests associated with the EB-5
program. Part or the increase in fees for
EB-5-related adjudications will bolster
the fraud detection and national
security capabilities of USC!S to
investigate fraud and abuse at all levels
of the EB-5 process, including
investigating projects that receive funds
from EB-5 investors and auditing
regional center annual reports lo
enhance compliance with the program.
See 61 FR 26916. Each of these factors
contributed to the proposed EB-5
Program foes.

In tho immediately succeeding
section, as well as in the Paperwork
Reduction Act section or this preamble,
DHS responds to additional comments
on the proposed EB-5 fees.
1. Application for Regional Center
Under the Immigrant Investor Program,
Form l-924
In the NPRM, DHS proposed lo
increase the fee for the Application for
Regional Center Under the Immigrant
Investor Program, Form l-924, from
$6,230 lo $17,795. See proposed 6 CFR
103.7(b)(1)(i)(WW); 81 FR 26939. The
proposed fee increase was the result of
u4 Th11 proposed foe for tho Form l--829 was above
tha model outpul, es described in the propmmd
rulo.

regional centers in existence for fewer
application of the standard users fee
than 5 years. In addition, users does
methodology to the benefit request.
At least one commenter wrote lo
nol track Form 1-924 completion rates
oppose the proposed Form l-924 fee
based on whether the project involves a
increase due to the possible impact on
rural or urban area, an area of high or
EB-5 regional centers. The commenter
low employment, or an actual or
recommended a possible reduced fee for exemplar project. USCIS also cannot
centers in existence for fewer than 5
commit lo across-the-board processing
years. The same commenter slated
time reductions es adjudications involve
dissatisfaction with the level of
case-by-case review of complex
customer service that users has
applications and related supplementary
provided and suggested that USCIS
information, nor can it implement a
create an electronic platform for EB-5
process lhal automatically approves a
regional centers to monitor their
regional center without a complete
applications and cases. Other
adjudication. Moreover, USCIS does not
commenters stated that the proposed fee prioritize Form 1-924 workloads based
increase were unreasonable and
on whether regional center projects
inflated, especially in light of long
involve a rural or urban area, or an area
processing delays. Al least one
of high or low employment. DHS may
commenter slated that regional centers
consider exploring the feasibility of
in rural and high-unemployment areas
such a change in tho future, but will nol
are less capable of withstanding long
implement a change al this lime.
processing delays. The same commenter
With respect to the commenler that
slated that the proposed 266 percent fee identified the possibility of legislative
increase for the Form 1-924 should be
changes, USCIS greatly appreciates the
accompanied by an assurance that
work of stakeholders towards
processing times would be cut by 75
reauthorization or the Regional Center
percent. The commenter slated that an
Program and reform of the EB-5
alternative to processing time
program more generally. USCIS is
reductions wou Id be lo create a process cognizant of potential legislative
in which regional centers would be
changes to the EB-5 program and is also
automatically approved if USCJS does
aware that such changes may require
not provide a notice of action within 4
adjustments to USCIS adjudication
months, or if USCIS does not summarily processes. In the even! lhal legislative
reject a petition for which there have
changes are enacted, USCIS would
been prior approvals on the same
assess any significant changes and
project. Another commenter stated that reassess program requirements,
DHS could adopt a tiered fee structure
adjudication process, and roquired fees.
for Form l-924 based on whether the
For now, however, and for the reasons
associated investment project was an
staled previously, this rule sets the
actual or exemplar project. At least one Form l-924 fee at Sl 7,795, as proposed.
commenter mentioned the potential for
2. Immigrant Petition by Alien
legislation lo alter the regional center
Entrepreneur, Form l-526
requirements.
In the NPRM, DHS proposed to
USC!S understands the desire of EB5 regional centers to receive prompt and increase the fee for the Immigrant
courteous service, and the agency
Petition by Alien Entrepreneur, Form 1526, from S1 ,500 to $3,675, See
strives to provide the best level of
proposed 8 CFR 103.7(b)(1)(i)(W); 81 FR
service possible. As the program has
grown and applicants and projects have 26938. The proposed fee increase was
the result of application of tho standard
become more advanced, the current fee
level has proven lo be inadequate lo
USCIS fee methodology lo tho benefit
request.
ensure that USCIS has the resources it
Some commcntcrs wrote lo request
needs. The proposed fee increase was
determined using USCIS's standard fee- additional information on the proposed
fee increase. Anolher commenter stated
setting methodology, based on the
number of hours required lo adjudicate that a lack of processing efficiency can
Form l-924. These adjudications require cause problems for Form 1-526
economists and adjudications officers to applicants. Specifically, the commenter
slated that EB-5 project sponsors
thoroughly review extensive business
sometimes agree lo pul an investor's
documents, economic impact analyses,
money in escrow until the Form 1-526
and other project-related documents.
is approved. If the form is denied,
The proposed fee increase was, in part,
project sponsors return those funds Lo
calculated to allow USCIS to hire
the investor; if approved, the project
additional staff to process Forms l-924
sponsor uses those funds on the project.
and provide heller and more thorough
The commenter stated that such projects
service.
Currently, users does not have the
can languish when the investor's money
data to quantify alternative.fees for
is held in escrow for lengthy periods of
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lime. According to the commenter,
although escrow arrangements provide
substantial benefits to program integrity,
they are becoming commercially
untenable due to Form 1-526 processing
times. The commenter also asserted that
projects themselves are also hurt by
lengthy processing times, as projects
may be well underway by the time
USCIS denies the forms.
USCIS has taken multiple steps
towards reducing Form 1-526
processing times. As previously
mentioned, USCIS is in the process of
hiring and training additional
adjudications officers, economists, and
support staff for these form types.
Additionally, USCIS is working to
revise the EB-5 regulations and is
preparing revisions to the EB-5 Policy
Manual. USCIS is also improving tho
forms and form instructions for the EB5 program. The EB-5 program fee
increases will further these agency
efforts with the goal or improving

enhanced review of EB-5 filings, as well
as site visits. This uncertainty makes it
unclear whether EB-5 related fees will
fully fund EB-5 program activities. OHS
therefore proposed to keep the Form 1829 at the current fee, above the full cost
recovery calculation, to shield USCIS
against potential. but likely rising
costs. 6 A
At least one commenter indicated
current USCIS processing times for
Form 1-829 extend beyond the 1-year
automatic extension of the
entrepreneur's conditional residence,

imposing an additional burden on
petitioners traveling outside of the
United States. The commenter stated
that delays in processing Form 1-829
mean that investments must remain at
risk for an extended period of time. The
commenter added that USCIS could
increase the efficiency of Form 1-829
adjudications by consolidating the
business-related portions of multiple
Forms l-829 associated with a single

oporelional erficiencies while enhancing investment project into a single

predictability and transparency in the
adjudication process. USCIS
understands that long delays in Form 1526 adjudications negatively impact
both immigrant investors and the
projects awaiting the release of their
investment funds from escrow. USCIS
strives to process Form 1-526 filings as
soon as practicable. In addition,
regarding the release o[ escrowed funds,
USCIS permits EB-5 financing to
replace interim financing where the
financing to be replaced was
contemplated as temporary financing
that would be replaced. 65 OHS made no
changes to the proposed Form 1-526 fee
as a result of these comments, and is
finalizing the fee at $3,675, as proposed.
3. Petition by Entrepreneur To Remove
Conditions, Form 1-829
In the Nl'RM, DHS proposed to hold
the fee for the Petition by Entrepreneur
to Remove Conditions, Form l-829, at
SJ,750. See proposed 8 CFR
103.7(b)(l)(i)(PP); 81 FR 26939. While
the fee model calculated a fee of $2,353,
OHS proposed to maintain the current
fee for such petitions. See 81 FR 26918.
Because of the recent and continued
growth and maturation or the EB-5
Program, associated costs over the next

few fiscal years are uncertain. Among
other things, the final parameters of the
program are still evolving, such as the
number of USCJS employees and
facilities necessary to carry out
Soe Policy Memorandum, EB-5 Adjudications
Policy (May :rn, 2013) el hrtps://www.uscis.gov/
sites/default /files.I USCIS/LnwJ;/Memomnda/20 I31
115

May/HB,
5%20AdjudicaUom%2DPM%20

IApproved% 20a,%20fina/%205 ·30· 13 /.pdf.

adjudication. Another commenter
recommended that USCIS implement
electronic filing of this and other forms
related to the Immigrant Investor
Program to increase efficiency.
USCIS recognizes that lengthy Form
I-829 processing times place a strain on

EB-5 investors who are awaiting
approval of their applications to adjust
to LPR status. USCIS is working
diligently to add staffing, and the
agency plans to publish regulatory
action, policy guidance, and revised
forms with the goal of improving service
delivery to applicants and improving
the integrity or the EB-5 program. In
part due to the tentative nature of these
plans, OHS has no way to reliably
quantify any potential cost savings that
might be associated with these actions,
and therefore could not propose to
reduce the Form 1-829 fee lo account for
such savings.
DHS appreciates the suggestions for
improving EB-5 processing times. DHS
clarifies that USCIS already has
processes in place to streamline

adjudication of the business-related
portions of multiple Forms 1-829
associated with a single, new

investment project. Specifically, when
USCIS receives a regional centerassociated Form 1-829 that involves a
new commercial enterprise, USCIS
reviews the first two petitions
associated with that new commercial
66 If OHS b11d decided to adjusl the fee c:onsistonl
with tho adjust..rnent that OHS J11ade lo most other
foos, the propoS(ld fee would have decreased lo
$3,280. The propoged fee would have beon higher
than I.ho model output because of Cost Roallocation.

Other fml!i would also bava beon adjusted
accordingly.
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enterprise to determine if there are
specific project-related issues that
would apply to all petitioners associated
with tho new commercial enterprise.
After completing that review, USCIS
commences adjudication of all Forms 1829 associated with that new
commercial enterprise filed within a
given period. Similarly. when users
receives a regional center-associated
Form 1-829 that involves a previously
reviewed commercial enterprise, users
immediately assigns that petition for
adjudication. In other words, USCIS
currently adjudicates Form 1-829
petitions in "first in, first out" order by
now commercial enterprises. USCIS
constantly searches for new ways Lo
increase efficiencies in the
adjudications process, and for that
reason cannot commit to a uniform

queuing practice in this rule, or reduce
associated fees in anticipation of
heretofore unrealized savings.
USCIS does not have immediate plans
to allow electronic filing for EB-5
requests, but appreciates commenters'
desire to avoid voluminous paper
filings. USCIS plans to allow electronic
filing for EB-5 requests in the future.
DHS made no changes to the proposed
Form 1-829 fee, or the policies regarding
EB-5 adjudications, as a result of these
comments. The final rule sets the Form
1-829 fee at $3,750, as proposed.
H. Methods Used To Determine Fee
Amounts

As described previously and in the
Nl'RM. the standard USCIS fee-setting
methodology is intended lo ensure full
cost recovery for USCIS immigration
adjudication and naturalization
services. DHS based the proposed
USCIS fees on the estimated costs or
providing immigration benefit
adjudication and naturalization
services. In addition, to the extent

possible, and with limited exception,
OHS based the proposed USCJS fees on
the relative identifiable costs associated
with providing each particular benolit
or service. This fee methodology is
consistent with govemmenl~wide fee~

setting guidelines outlined by 0MB
Circular A-25, 58 FR 38142 (July 15,
1993); "' the principles or the Chief
Financial Officers Act of 1990, 31 U.S.C.
90Hl3; and the Federal Accounting
Standards Advisory Board (FASAB)
guidelines.•• Additional information
about the fee methodology can be found
in this preamble. the preamble for the
61 Office of Management and Budgol, Circular A25, User Ch11rge.'i, avail11blo al http://

www. whifohousc ,sov/omblcirculars _aa2S /,
66 Hondbook.,

Vor.iion 1'l (06/15), evailoblo al

htfp :Il/i/Bs.far;ob ,govlpdffileslha ndbook_sffas_
4.pdf.
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proposed rule, and the supporting
documentation accompanying this
rulemaking. ••
OHS received a number of comments
regarding the methods that OHS uses to
determine fee amounts. Commenters
made statements·about the need for full
cost recovery without appropriations,
the decision to exclude revenue from
certain benefits in the proposed fee
schedule, potential alternative fee
methodologies. and the potential for
cost reductions. OHS responds to these
comments below.
1. Recovery of Full Cost Without
Appropriations
Some commenter:, suggested that
USCIS seek appropriations to reduce
immigration benefit request fees. Some
commenters opposing the fee increase
mentioned that immigrants in the
United States pay Federal income taxes,
Social Security taxes, and other fees and
questioned whether those are being
accounted for in USCIS fee calculations.
Commenters stated that appropriations
could help reduce processing times or
fund programs that do not recover full
cost on their own, such as RAIO, the
SA VE program, and the Office of
Citizenship.
OHS aclinowledgcs that immigrants
pay both Social Security and various
Federal taxes and foes, but the decision
whether to fund USCIS services through
tax revenues belongs to the U.S.
Congress. And In recent years, such
funding has been unavailable. As noted
in the NPRM, USCIS is almost entirely
funded by fees and must recover the full
cost of its operations. See 81 FR 2690526912. Fees collected from individuals
and entities filing immigration benefit
requests are deposited into the IEFA and
used lo fund the cost of immigration
benefits and naturalization. Id. USCIS
has not received any substantial

SA VE program after FY 2011. USCIS
received $2.5 million for the immigrant
integration grants program in FY 2013
(Pub. L. 113-6) and FY 2014 (Pub. L.
113-76), but the agency did not receive
appropriations for lhal program in FY
2015 or FY 2016. The only USCIS
appropriations for FY 2016 provided
funding for the E-Verify employment
eligibility verification program. See
Consolidated Appropriations Acl, 2016,
Public Law 114--113, div. F, tit. JV (Dec.
18, 2015) (DHS Appropriations Act
2016). Other than as described, USCIS
receives no appropriations lo offset the
cost of adjudicating immigration benefit
requests. Id. As a consequence of this
funding structure, taxpayers do not bear
any costs related to the IEFA and bear
only a nominal burden lo fund USCIS.
However, in the event appropriations
are provided that will materially change
IEFA fees, then OHS could pursue a
rulemaking to adjust fees appropriately.
Finally, one commenter questioned
why SA VE fees charged to local, state,
and Federal agencies do not recover the
full cost of the SA VE program. USCIS
collects SAVE fees from federal
government agencies under the

authority of the Economy Act, 31 U.S.C.
1535, and from state or local
government agencies under the
authority of the Inter-Governmental
Cooperation Acl, 31 U.S.C. 6501. SA VE
fees are included in Memoranda of
Agreement (MOAs) with user agencies,
which are updated based on the
established periods of performance. As
noted in the proposed rule, SA VE lees
impact the IEFA fees established in this
rule only as necessary to fund the SA VE
costs that remain after taking into
account revenue received under the
MOAs. See 81 FR 26911. Fees charged
to SA VE users do not cover the full cost
of the SAVE program; rather, they only
cover the estimated per-query cost of
appropriations since FY 2011. Similarly, operating the verification system. IEFA
funds are used lo cover other costs of
USC!$ received no FY 2016
the program, especially personnel and
discretionary appropriations for the
overhead expenses. In short, then, the
SA VE program or the Office of
funding structure for SAVE is a dual
Citizenship. See OHS Appropriations
one, in which some costs are covered by
Act 2016, Public Law 114-113, div. F.
(Dec. 18, 2015) and 81 FR 26912. USCIS reimbursements, and other costs from
IEFA funds. Congress has supported this
did not receive appropriations for
funding arrangement in the past, noting
refugee and asylum processing or the
ongoing budget constraints. 70 As the
commenter requests, USCIS and DHS
~ 11 The USCIS foe methodology is 001 illlended to
yield a profit for tho e.gency nor the Faden.ii
regularly examine SA VE fees, and may
Government. The sole purpose of USCJS JEF'A fees
modify them in the future.
is to achieve full cosl recovery lo allow the egency
to provide an adequate level or service. USCIS fillng
fees ore not designed lo function as tariffs. to

generat0 general revenue to support broader policy
decision.!!, or to deter certain beb1wlor. As
previously stated in this final rule, filing fees are
generally not intended to influence public policy in
favor or or in opposition lo immigration, suppor1
broader infrastructure. or cover costs beyond
USCJS.

2. Exclusion of Temporary or Uncertain
Costs, Items, and Programs
As noted in the NPRM, OHS excluded
from the fee model the costs and
revenue associated with certain
,o H.R. Rep. No. 112-492 {May 23, 2012).

programs that are time-limited or that
may otherwise be narrowed or
terminated, including because they are
predicated on guidance and not
preserved in regulations or slatute. 71 See
81 FR 26914--26915. This exclusion
applies to the Application for TPS,
Form Hl21; Consideration of Deferred
Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA),
Form l-8210; and Application for
Suspension of Deportation or Special
Rule Cancellation of Removal (Pursuant
lo Section 203 of Pub. L. 105-100)
(Nicaraguan Adjustment and Central
American Relief Act (NACARA)), Form
l-681. As stated in the NPRM, DACA
and TPS are both administrative
exercises of discretion that may be
granted on a case-by-case basis for
particular periods of lime. Both TPS and
DACA, and the individual grants under
each, are subject to intermittent renewal
or extension al DHS's discretion. For
NACARA, the eligible population will
eventually be exhausted due to relevant
eligibility requirements, including the
date by which an applicant was
required to have entered the United
Stales. Given that these initiatives or
programs are temporary by definition
and at the discretion of OHS. users
excluded the associated cost and
workload from the fee review and did
not propose to allocate overhead and
other fixed costs to these workload
volumes. See 81 FR 26915.
Some commenters wrote to question

the rationale for excluding DACA and
TPS from the fee review. Several
commenlers stated that il is a financial
burden to have to renew DACA every 2
years and to renew TPS every 18
months. Other commenters stated that,
by their own estimates, the cost of
administering DACA is less than tho
revenue that the program generates.
Some commenters stated that fee
increases to Forms l-765 and l-131
would deter DACA and TPS renewals
and initial applications.
Following consideration of the
comments received, DHS retains its

earlier position. The practice of
excluding these initiatives or programs
that are temporary by definition from
the fee review mitigates an unnecessary
revenue risk, by ensuring that USCIS
11
As noted in tho proposed rula. for tho purposes
of this ruJemaking, OHS is including all roqucsls
Cundod from lhe tEFA in the lerm '"bonel'il roquest"
or ''immigration bonefit request" although the form

or request may not be to request an immigration
benefit. For example. DACA is solely an exercise of
prosocutorial dhcrclion by DHS nnd not on
immigration benefit, and would fit under tho
definition or "benefit request" solely for purposes
of this rule. For historic receipts and completion

information. sea USCJS immigration and
citiztmship data available al htlps:/lwww.uscis.sov/
toolslreports,studies/immisrnlian-forms-da/a,
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will have enough revenue to recover full in this final rule as a result of this
comment.
cost regardless ofDHS's discretionary
decision to continue these initiatives.
4. Income-Based Fee Structure
This allows OHS to maintain the
Some commenters staled that DHS
integrity of its ABC model. ensure
should generally base fees on the filer's
recovery of full costs, and mitigate
income level or cost of living. Although
revenue risk from unreliable sources.
USCJS is adopting a limited incomeFor those reasons, the cost of
based fee structure in the naturalization
adjudicating requests associated with
context, adjusting all fees based on
these policies was not considered, and
income or cost of living would be
this final rule excludes from the ABC
administratively complex and would
model the costs and revenue associated require even higher costs to administer.
with aforementioned policies, ns
A tiered fee system would require staff
proposed.
dedicated to income verification and
necessitate significant information
3. Setting Fees by Benefit Type
system changes to accommodate
A commenter stated that IEFA fees
multiple fee scenarios for every form.
should be based on the specific
The costs and administrative burden
immigration benefit sought by a filer,
associated with implementing such a
rather than the specific form type used. system would require additional overall
The commenter noted that USCJS tracks fee revenue. As a result, OHS does not
completion rate (i.e., adjudication limeJ support making the entire fee schedule
by form number, and that the agency
contingent on income or cost of living
generally establishes a fee for the form
and OHS has made no changes in this
type rather than the benefit being sought final rule as a result of these comments.
through the filing, even if the same form
5. Reduction in USC1S Costs
can be used to obtain different
immigration benefits. For example,
A number of commenters
Form r-129 is used to request several
recommended that users reduce costs
types of nonimmigrant visa
internally instead of raising fees to fully
classifications. and a different fee could recover costs. For instance, some
conceivably be calculated for each such commenters stated that users
classification."
employees' salaries were too high. No
commenter, proposed a methodology
users already sets some of its fees
that OHS could use to adjust the
based on benefit sought, rather than
proposed fee schedule to account for
form type used. For example, USCJS
unrealized cost reductions.
sets different fees for Form 1-131
USCJS is continually exploring
depending on the benefit sought, and
opportunities
lo increase efficiency and
the agency provides fee exemptions to
reduce unnecessary costs without
certain filers of Form 1-360. For other
negatively affecting the delivery of
forms that have multiple uses, USCIS
benefits.
Although USCJS will continue
has not calculated the completion rate
with enough precision lo determine fees seeking out cost reductions, and may
based on the benefits sought by filers of incorporate the results of such cost
those forms. USCJS officers are required reductions in future fee reviews, DHS
to manually report the time they spend cannot set aside the need for full cost
recovery indefinitely. Accordingly. OHS
on adjudicating forms; requiring
made no changes in this final rule as a
reporHng for sub-uses or lhose ronns
resuh of these comments.
would divert time from processing
requests. In addition, tracking whether
I. Dishonored Payments
filers are submitting the appropriate fees
In the NPRM, in a set of proposals
for the specific benefit sought would
separate and distinct from the proposed
'increase complexity for the agency and
fee schedule, OHS proposed to
the public, potentially adding to
eliminate three rules requiring that
processing delays. Nonetheless, OHS
cases be held while deficient payments
will continue considering this comment
are corrected. See proposed 8 CFR
and may further refine its fee-setting
103.2(a)(7)1ii). 103.7(a)(2J; 81 FR 26936;
methodology in the future to determine
see
also previous 8 CFR 103.2(a)(7)(ii),
if different fees for the same form can be
(a)(2); 8 CFR 103.17(b)(l). Instead, OHS
justified, as well as accurately and
proposed that if a financial instrument
efficiently determined, without causing used to pay a fee were returned as
confusion and delay for adjudicators
unpayable after one re-presentment,
and the public. OHS made no changes
users would reject the filing and
impose a standard $30 charge. The
n Currently, the fee is the same for eitch Form 1purpose
of the proposed change was to
129 filed. Thi!! fee has historically been calculated
reduce tho USCJS administrative costs
based on tho average level of complexity for tho
1tdjudic111ion of lhe form.
for holding and tracking immigration
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benefit requests when the
accompanying payment has already
been rejected.
OHS received several comments
concerning these proposed changes.
Some commenters suggested that USCIS
maintain the current procedure or allow
for several attempts to process a
payment. These commenters noted that
some payment problems are due lo
circumstances beyond the filer's control.
These commenters stated that
dishonored payments may result from
errors at a USCJS Lackbox facility or a
temporary disruption to a bank or
Automated Clearing House (ACH)"
network. These commenters also stated
that the rejection of a benefit request can
have serious repercussions for the filer.
Cammenters asserted thal a payment
failure may be especially disruptive if,
for example, an underlying labor
certification application for Form 1-140
is about to expire, a derivative applicant
is about to age out of eligibility, the
priority date for an application for
adjustment of status is scheduled to
retrogress, or an applicant's current
status will expire imminently and the
pendency and approval of the
application would otherwise result in
an extension of status. These
commenters slated that time-sensitive
immigration benefit requests could be
delayed by months or years because of
the proposed changes. One commenter
also noted that the rejected filings may
require over a month to be returned lo
filers.
OHS agrees that ACH and bank
network outages can sometimes result in
a rejection or delay payments for a few
days. 74 In the past, USCIS has addressed
the possibility of ACH and network
outages by arranging for the Department
of the Treasury (Treasury) to
automatically re-present a rejected
paymonl twice to sco if it clears on the

second or third attempt before sending
the filer the bill for the rejected
payment. 75 Re-depositing a rejected
1.~ The ACH Network is n nationwide electronic
fond transfer system that provido11 for lhe inter-bank
clearing or electronic crodil and debit tro:nsaciions
and for Iha exchange of puymcnt•related
infonna1ion llffiong participating finonciol
institutions.
74 Treasury nolifies USCJS of the reasons thti
payment was dishonored. Sometimes the roo11on is

a lack of funds und sometimos tho ronson ill 11
sys1em outage. OHS will apply tho dishonored
poymont provisions in this rule lo all dishonored
payment/I, regardless of the reason provided by
Treasury. OHS believes that the safeguards
describtid in I.be remainder of this seelion
appropria1ely balance the interests of eppliCllllts
and beneficiaries. on lhe one hand, and USCIS's
lnterost in sound and efficient administration, on

the other.
1 1 USC1S implemented this internal policy in an
effort to rnduce lhe number of bad r:hacb under tho

Gonlinuod
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check, known as "re-presentment," was
not required by the regulations, but
USCIS arranged for Treasury to do this
as a courtesy to filers.'"
To address the concerns raised by
commenters that a dishonored payment
may be due to circumstances beyond the
filer's control, DHS has decided to
continue this practice, and to codify it
(with slight revision) in this final rule.
To make sure that a payment rejection
is the result of insufficient funds and
not duo to USCJS error or network
outages, USCIS (through Treasury) will
re-submit rejected payment instruments
to the appropriate financial institution
one time. See new 8 CFR
103.2(a)(7)(ii)(D). 77 In effect, DHS will
imple_ment as a regulatory requirement
the current practice under which USCIS
re-presents rejected payments, but this
rule will only raquire USCJS to resubmit the payment once. not twice.
USCJS estimates that this change, based
on its experience with how many days
are required for financial instruments to
clear, will provide a total of
approximately 1O days before Treasury
notifies USCJS that the payment
(including re-presentment) has failed.
The change codifies in regulation a
practice that reduces instances in which
requests are erroneously rejected
because a bank erroneously rejects the
relevant financial instrument.
This final rule also corrects an
oversight in the NPRM related to how
USCJS treats benefit requests that have
already been approved when the agency
learns that the financial instrument used
to pay the associated fee is unpayable.
Under current 8 CFR 103.2(a)(7)(ii], if
USCJS has approved a benefit request
before the payment has cleared, and the
filer, having received notice of failed
payment, fails to pay the filing fee and
associated service charge within 14
days, USCJS automatically revokes the
approval, or reopens and denies the
request, due to improper filing. See, e.,g.,
previous 8 CFR 103.2(a)(1) ("Each
benefit request or other document must
be filed with fee(s) as required by
regulation."); 8 CFR 103.5(a)(5). As a
resuH, a filer could not retain an
assumption that lbe payer may deposit fwids
during I.he inlervening period and to preclude lhe

need for USCIS lo hold the bod check case while
the payor bas 14 days to correct it.
16

OHS noles Ihat tho proposed rule ·s preamble

erroneously staled Lhnt "OHS i!!i proposing that
USCIS will nol begin processing the benefil requesl
until the paymont bas cJea.red." See 81 FR 26920.
No provisions were proposed that would require
USCIS lo bold cases. As in the pasl, USCIS strives
lo intake and begin processing every benefit request
os soon as practicable, without regard for whether
or nol the pnymenl has cleared.
11
This policy will not apply lo credit card
paymenl.!l.

approved benefit if the financial
instrument used to pay the fee was
subsequently returned as unpayable.'8
Unfortunately, the proposed rule
erroneously omitted this existing
regulatory authority, see proposed 8
CFR 103.2(a)(7)(ii); 81 FR 26936, and
also erroneously failed to include
conforming updates to a related
provision, see previous 8 CFR
205.1(a)(2] (providing for automatic
revocation of certain petitions "lilf the
filing fee and associated service charge
arc not paid within 14 days of the
notification to the remitter that his or
her check or other financial instrument
used to pay the filing fee has been
returned as not payable"),
As the NPRM and this rule make
clear, however, the ability ofUSCIS lo
collect fees is a fundamental aspect of
its ability lo function. USCIS must be
able lo continue requiring proper fee
payments as a condition of eligibility for
immigration benefits. Individuals who
file a benefit request with a fee payment
that is dishonored should, therefore,
have no expectation that they might
benefit from early processing of their
nling.
Given that background, the only
alternative to continuing to provide for
revocation would be for USCIS to hold
each benefit request until the financial
instrument used to pay the fee has
finally cleared or been rejected. In the
interest of administrative efficiency and
prompt processing of benefit requests,
DHS has rejected that alternative.
Therefore, DHS has provided in this
final rule that if a remittance in payment
of any fee submitted with a request is
not honored by the bank or financial
institution on which it is drawn, and the
request was approved, USCIS will
initiate revocation of the approval by
issuing a notice of intent to revoke
(NOffi). See new 8 CFR 103.7(a)(2)(iiil.'"
The applicant, petitioner or requestor
will be provided an opportunity to
respond to the NOffi with evidence that
the payment was honored and the
revocation would be in error. To assuage
concerns about procedural safeguards in
18 In such a case, USClS would ellhor ( l J revoke
Lho approval automelically, (2) send o notice of
intent lo revoke 1ho appro\·ol. or {3) ruopen the
approved case and deny it. Seo, a,&,, 8 CFR
103.S(al(S) (motion by Setvico officer): 205,1(a)(2)
[automatic revocation of immigrant petilionsJ; 205.2
lrovocotion on nolice); 214.2(b)(t 1)(iii)(A)(5),

{i)t9){iii)tA)t5), {o){8)liii){A)t5), {p)tlO){iii)tA)tS),
{q)t9){iiiltDJ • CrltlB){iiiJIA){SJ; 274a.14{b)
(revocation for erroneous approval); see also, e.g ..
6 U.S.C. 112; INA secs, 103,204,205,214,216,
216A, 244, 274A, and 286; 8 U.S.C. 1103. 1154,

1155, 1184, 1186a, l186h, 1254a. t324a.and 1356.
10
DHS considers an NOIR process 10 provide
superior notice to roquostors, as compared to the
o.utomatic revocation provision in previous 8 CFR

103.2{alt1ltii).

such a situation, USCJS has decided lo
provide a notice in advance of the
revocation in response to public
comments that stated that a mistake by
USCJS or a contractor could result in a
dishonored payment. The applicant.
petitioner or requester may not,
however, pay the rejected fee in
response to the NOJR.
DHS emphasizes that this provision
applies if any fee submitted with a
benefit request is returned as
dishonored.Ha benefit request requires
multiple fees, all fee instruments
submitted with'the request must be
honored by the remitting bank; if any
one fee instrument is dishonored after
approval of the request. USCIS will
revoke the approval after notice and will
retain any filing fees properly paid. For
instance, for the past five fiscal years, an
average of 231 pelilions per year were
submitted with a Request for Premium
Processing Service, Form 1-907,
accompanied by a check that was
dishonored by the remitting bank. If a
benefit approved under these
circumstances is not revoked,

petitioners would have the perverse
incentive to request premium
processing services in order to receive a
swift approval. knowing they would not
suffer any consequences once the bank
dishonors the payment submitted for
premium processing. •0 If the bank
dishonors the Form 1-907 payment after
USCJS has approved the benefit request
underlying the Form 1-907, USC!S may
revoke the approval after notice and, in
that event, would retain the filing fees
for the underlying benefit.•'
In short, USCIS is fee funded and it
must be able lo adjudicate requests,
including those which it has committed
to approve in an expedited manner,
without concerns that the fee payment
will be declined. Accordingly, under
this final rulo, USCJS will intake the
benefit request, deposit the fee, and
begin processing the filing. If the
payment is relected, Treasury will represent the payment instrument on

USCIS's behalf. If the payment is
rejected on the second try, Treasury will
notify USCIS and USCIS, solely under
M°Currently, in tho case or o request for premium
processing, i£ lhe Fann 1-907 chock fa returned for
insurficient fund,. USCJS will procos!I the caso a!!
a regular !lubmission and will not revoke the
approval oven iftbe Form 1-007 check is novur
honored. Unless OHS can also revoke 1he
underlying potilion. !lome premium pror.cssing
requeslef!l. will bemwfil from a swifi adjudicalion for
which lhoy have not paid.
a, Just as USCJS docs not refund Oling fee.s for a
denied benefit, USCIS will not rcfond filing fees for
a revoked benefit Aftor USCIS has folly edjudicatad
the requesl, it will have perfonnad tho sft.Ole amount
of work and expendod tho some resources for lhe
adjudication that It would have expended if the
case had been eppmved or denied,
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its own authorily. will reject the filing
for fee non-payment. If the filing has
been approved, USCIS will initiate
revocation of the approval. See id. The
elimination of the 14-day waiting period
will reduce the need for special
handling of cases involving a
dishonored payment. The requirement
to re-present rejected payments will
address commenters' concerns about
rejections that occur through no fault of
the filer. And the requirement to revoke
an approved request if the payment has
ultimately been rejected will help
ensure the integrity of the benefits
adjudication system.
J. Refunds
In the NPRM, DHS proposed a minor
change in the provision regarding
USCIS foe refunds. See proposed 8 CFR
103.2[a)(1): 81 FR 26936. In general, and
except for a premium processing fee
under 8 CFR 103.7(e)(2)[i). USCIS does
not refund a fee regardless of the
decision on the immigration benefit.
However, USCIS will refund a fee if the
agency determines that an
administrative error occurred resulting
in the incorrect collection of a fee. See
81 FR 26920-26921. DHS proposed to
revise 8 CFR 103.2(a)(1) lo provide that
fees are "generally" not refunded. This
would address concerns that the current
regulatory text does nol explicitly
permit refunds at DHS discretion. DHS
currently grants such refunds because as
electronic filings and associated
electronic payments have increased,
there has been an increase in the
number of erroneous payments where
refunds are appropriate.
Some commonters stated that they
supported the regulatory change to
clarify that USCIS does not generally
allow refunds, but that a refund may
occur es a result of administrative error
or unnecessary payment. See 81 FR
26936. OHS has made no change based
on these comments. DHS is finalizing
this provision as proposed.

K. Visa AJ/ocotion
Some commenters wrote that they
generally opposed the fee increases in
the proposed rule due to Jong waits for
immigrant visas. Although these Jong
waits are due to visa retrogression in

oversubscribed categories, some
attributed ii to USCIS processing
inefficiencies and questioned a fee hike
in the Face of such delays." Some
commenters stated that USCIS should
111

Visa retrogression occurs when mora people

apply for a visa in a particular category or country
!ban !here llre vi.sa!:I available £or thal month htlps:I/
1V1\w.usci,,;,govlgreen-card/green-card-proce$ses,
a~d-pmceduresMsa..avajJabilil_v-priority-dales/
1•1sa-rctrogression.
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be able lo move visa priority dates
forward if fee increascs are
implemented.
Significant improvements have been
made in the visa coordination process
between DHS and the Department of
State (DOS). In September 2015, DOS, in
coordination with OHS, revised the
procedures for determining immigrant
visa availability and authorization for
issuance for both employment-based
and family-sponsored applicants for
adjustment of status in the Uniled
Stales. See Department of State Visa
Bulletin for October 2015.•> These
revisions were made to better align wilh
DOS' immigrant visa overseas consular
processing application procedures and
to enhance DOS' ability to better predict
overall immigrant visa demand and
determine cut-off dates for visa issuance
published in the Visa Bulletin. Id.
DHS appreciates the concerns raised
by individuals who may have been
affected by Jong visa waits and visa

soon as this capability can be made
available.
V. Statutory and Regulatory Reviews
A. Regulatory Flexibility Act-Final
Regulatory Flexibility Analysis
ln accordance with the Regulatory
Flexibility Act (RFA). 5 U.S.C. 601(6).
DHS examined the impact of this rule
on small entilies. A small entity may be
a small business (defined as any
independently owned and operated
business not dominant in ils fiold that
qualifies as a small business per the
Small Business Act, 15 U.S.C. 632), a
small not-for-profit organization, or a
small governmental jurisdiction
[locality with fewer than 50,000 people),
Below is a summary of the small entity
analysis. A more detailed analysis is
available in tho rulemaking docket at
http://www.regulotions.gov.
Individuals rather than entities
submil the majority of immigration and
naturalization benefit applications and
petitions. Entities Ihat will be affected
retrogression. However. requests to
by this rule are those that file and pay
make further revisions to the visa
the fees for certain immigration benefit
allocation process and priority dates
applications and petitions. There arc
must be done in coordination wilh DOS four categories of benefits that DHS
and are outside the scope of this
analyzed in the Initial Regulatory
rulemaking.
Flexibility Analysis (fRFA) for this rule:
Petition
for a Non immigrant Worker,
L. Credit Card Payments
Form 1-129: Immigrant Petition for an
Alien Worker, Form 1-140: Application
Finally, some commenters criticized
for Civil Surgeon Designation. Form 1USCIS for not allowing credil card
910: and the Application for Regional
payments for additional immigration
Center Designation Under the Immigrant
benefit requests. users accepts credit
Investor Program, Form 1-924.••
card payments made in person at all
Additionally, DHS has analyzed as part
domestic field offices that accept
of the following Final Regulatory
payments. 84 USCJS began allowing
Flexibility Analysis (FRFA) requests
credit card payments for paper-tiled
related to genealogy information, Forms
Applications for Naturalization, Forms
G-1041 and G-1041 A, and the Petition
N-400, on September 19, 2015. 85
for Amerasian Widow[er) or Special
Currently, this is the only immigration
Immigrant,
Form 1-360, in response to
benefit that can be paid for with a credit
public comment on the impact to small
card when filed by mail. USCIS also
entities that tile those forms.
accopts credit card payments for
Following the review of available
immigration benefit requests made
data,
DHS does not believe that the
through the electronic immigration
increase in fees in this final rule will
system. DHS made no changes in this
final rule as a result of these comments. have a significant economic impact on
a substantial number of small entities
Nonetheless, in the future, USCIS will
that are filing Form I-129, Form 1-140,
allow credil cards payments for all
or Form 1-910. However, DHS does not
immigration benefit request fees when
have sufficient data on the revenue
they are filed at a Lockbox facility as
collected through administrative fees by
regional centers to definitively
A:1 Available at htlps:l/trovel.state.govkontentl
dotormine tho economic impact on
visas/en/la w-and-policy/buJJolin/20 I6/visasmall entities that may file Form l-924.
bu/letin-for-october-2015 .html.
M See U.S. Citizenship rind Immigration Servir.es,
DHS also does not have sufficient data
Paying Immigration Faes {7/7/2014), aveilobla at
on the requestors that file genealogy
https:!lwww.uscis.sov/formslpaying•immigmlionforms
to determine whether such filings
fees.
were made by entities or individuals,
_ 85 Seo USC1S io Welcome More Than 36,000
Cillzens During Annual Conslilution Dav and

Citizenship Day Celebrations {9/17/2015), available
at https:llwww.uscis.govlnews!naws-re/eases/uscis"'elcome-moro-36000-citizens,dun·ng-annualconslilulion-day-and•cilizonship..cJay-colebratians.

86 Also caplured in tho dntasot fat Form 1~924 is
the Supplement Fonn l-924A, which regional

contars must file annually to curtiry their conlinued
eligibility for regional canter dmlignntion.
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and thus is unable Lo determine if the
fee increase for genealogy searches is
likely to have a significant economic
impact on a substantial number of small
enlilies. Finally, OHS has added in this
FRFA an analysis of the effects on small
entities [rom the [ee increase for Form
1-360 and does not believe that the
increase in fees will have a significant
economic impact on these small
entities. OHS is publishing this FRFA lo
respond lo public comments, and
provide further information on the
likely impact or this rule on small

NPRM. The comments, however, did
not result in any major revisions lo the
small en lily analysis in this final rule
that are relevant to the effects on small
businesses, small organizati'?ns, and

small governmental jurisdictions
presented in this FRFA. OHS
summarizes and responds to these
comments in this Final Rule,

a. Comments on Form l-129
One commenter wrote about the 42percenl increase (S135) of the fee for the
Petition for a Non immigrant Worker,
entities.
Form l-129. The commenter explained
that such a significant increase in visa
1. A Statement orthe Need for, and
fees for H-2A category visas for
Objectives of, the Rule
temporary agricultural workers will
OHS issues this final rule consistent
negatively affect the ability of both large
with INA section 266(m),•' which
and small farmers lo use those visas to
authorizes OHS lo charge fees for
ensure a sufficient and stable work
adjudication and naturalization services force, Form l-129, which is used lo
al a level lo "ensure recovery of the full petition for H-2A workers, is often used
costs of providing all such services,
by a large and an increasing portion of
including the costs of similar services
small business employers according to
provided without charge lo asylum
this commenter. The commenter
applicants or other immigrants," and
discussed the impact this 42-percent
the CFO Act,•• which requires each
increase has on an employer hiring only
agency's CFO lo review, on a biennial
one employee compared lo an employer
basis, the foes imposed by the agency for hiring 100 employees. This commenter
services it provides, and to recommend was especially concerned with the
changes lo the agency's fees, OHS is
impact of this rule on smaller farmers,
adjusting the fee schedule for OHS
many of whom petition for 1 lo 5
immigration and naturalization benefit
workers, but whose farming operations
applications after conducting a
could not continue without these
comprehensive fee review for the FY
workers. This commenter also stated
2016/2017 biennial period and
that the impact of the rule on small
determining that current fees do not
entities was nol quanlilalively
recover the full costs of services
considered and/or disclosed.
provided. OHS has determined that
Several other commenters wrote about
adjusting the fee schedule is necessary
the fee increase for Form l-129 and its
to fully recover costs and main lain
impact on small entities in terms of
adequate service.
small traveling musicians that cross
2. A Statement of the Significant Issues over the border, particularly those along
Raised by the Public Comments in
the United Stales and Canadian border.
Response to the Initial Regulatory
The commenlers slated that these
Floxibilily Analysis, A Statement of the musicians routinely perform in small
Assessment of the Agency of Such
venues or small festivals and il
Issues, and A Statement of Any Changes currently takes about 3 separate
Made in the Proposed Rule as a Result
performances lo recoup the expenses of
of Such Comments
the current fee for Form 1-129. The
OHS published the NPRM along with commenters stated that this increase in
tho IRFA on May 4, 2016 (81 FR 26903) fees presents considerable hardship for
with the comment period ending July 6, these small performers and also
compromises the ability to organize
2016. During the 60-day comment
small lours that would result in breakperiod, OHS received 475 comments
even revenues.
from interested individuals and
Other commenlers also wrote about
organizations. DHS received several
the increase for Form 1-129 and its
comments that directly or indirectly
impact on small religious orders and
referred to aspects of the small entity
communities who petition for foreignanalysis or fRF A presented with the
born religious workers. The commenlers
slated that this increase is particularly
"' See 8 U.S.C. t356(m).
""See 31 U.S.C. 901-03.
burdensome since extensions have to

continually be filed for work
authorizations as well. They noted that
these added costs impact smaller
parishes end lower-income
neighborhoods disproportionately. In
addition to the fee increases for Form 1129, these commenters also expressed
similar concern for Forms l-360 and l465.
OHS respectfully disagrees with the
commenter who slated that the impact
or the rule on small entities was not
quantitatively considered and/or
disclosed. OHS used recent data lo
examine the diract impacts lo small
entities for Forms 1-129, 1-140, I-910,
and 1-924. OHS prepared an !RFA that
complied with the Regulatory
Flexibility Acl (RF A) and that was
published with the NPRM. DHS also
published a more comprehensive small
enlily analysis of the potential impact of
the Form 1-129 fee increase on
1vww.regu/ations.gov in the docket for
this rule along with other supporting
documentation. DHS has also added an
analysis of Forms G-1041, G-1041A,
and 1-360 in this FRFA in response to
public comments.
In terms of the range for Form l-129,
among the 284 small entities with
reported revenue data idenlified in the
small enlily analysis, all experienced en
economic impact of considerably less
than 1.0 percent of revenue in the
analysis, with the exceplion of two
entities. Using the methodology
described in the comprehensive small
entity analysis, the greatest economic
impact imposed by this fee change
totaled 2.55 percent. This small entity
with the highest economic impact
imposed by the fee increase is in the
theater companies and dinner theaters
industry, which submitted 18 oflhe
total 462,190 Form l-129 petitions in
the 12-month period analyzed. The
small entity with tho second highest
economic impact (2.05 percent)
imposed by the [ee increase is in tho
custom computer programming services
industry, which submitted 50 of the
total 482,190 Form 1-129 pelilions. OHS
notes that out of the 10 small en lilies
that face !he highest economic impact
due to this [co increase, a majority are
in industries that are nol related lo
musicians, farmers, or religious
organizations. Table 2 shows the
.
industry in which these lop 10 impacted
small entities belong. as well as the
number of petitions submitted by each
entity.
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TABLE 2-FORM 1-129 NAICS INDUSTRY OF THE SMALL ENTITIES WITH THE HIGHEST ECONOMIC IMPACT IMPOSED BY
THE FEE INCREASE'
Economic

impact on
enlily's

Number of

NAICS Industry

petitions

revenue im·

posed by fee
increase
(percent)

submitted

Theater Companies and Dinner Theaters ...............................................................................................................
Custom Computer Programming Services ..............................................................................................................
All Other Business Support Services ......................................................................................................................
Dance Companies ...................................................................................................................................................
Other Scientific and Technical Consulting Services ...............................................................................................

Computer Syslems Design Services .................................................................. ..
All Olher Business Support Services ................................................................................................................... .

18
2

2.55
2.05
0.90

4
7

0.90
0.53

2

0.46
0.45
0.37

50

Custom Computer Programming Services .............................................................................................................

1
3

All Other Business Support Services ..................................................................................................................... .
All Other Business Support Services ..................................................................................................................... .

2

2

0.34
0.34

Source: OHS. USCIS. Office of Pertorrnance and Oualily.
• North American Industry Classification System (NAICS).
DHS also analyzed the 284 small
entities with reported revenue data in
our sample of Form 1-129 petitions lo
see how many small entities were
specifically in NAICS codes related to

entities, the evidence suggests that the
additional foe imposed by this rule does
not represent a significant economic
impact on most of these types of

internal data on petitioners who file
Form 1-360 for Special Immigrant
Religious Workers provided by the
Office of Performance and Quality for
entities.
this final rule. There were a total of
musicians, farmers, or religious
4,399 religious foreign worker Form lb.
Comments
on
Forms
1-360
and
l--485
organizations. Of these small entities, a
360 petitions submitted in FY 2015 by
DHS also received comments about
total of 26 small entities were found in
1,890 unique entities. Of these 1.890
the impact of this rule on small religious unique entities, approximately 96
one of these related NAICS, 3 or the
organizations who file on behalf of
small entities were in the agricultural
percent were churches, mosques,
religious workers utilizing Forms l--485 synagogues, temples, or other places of
industry: 8 small entities were in the
and l-360. Form l--485, Application to
performing arts, spectator sports, and
worship. Due lo the overwhelming
related industries; and 15 small entities Register Permanent Residence or Adjust number or entities that were places or
Status, was not considered in this small
were religious organizations. Looking
worship and therefore. likely designated
only al this subset of 26 entities, only
entity analysis because ii is submitted
as non-profit organizations, DHS
by individuals seeking to receive
one small entity had an economic
assumed that all 1,890 entities are small.
impact above 1 percent with one other
benefits, not entities. DHS selected
Of the unique entities, about 51
small entity just under 1 percent, both
forms that are filed by entities for the
or which were in the performing arts
small entity analysis in the NPRM. DHS percent or entities had submitted just
one petition in the FY 2015 (Table 3).
industries. The 24 other small entities in recognizes, however, that entities may
these categories had economic impacts
Over 83 percent submitted only one or
also file the Petition for Amerasian,
that were well below 1 percent. Twelve Widow{er), or Special Immigrant. Form two petitions. At the other end of scale,
o[ these small entities had an economic l-360. on behalf of a religious worker
only about half a percent or entities
impact between 0.34 percent and 0.10
submitted more than 20 petitions. An
and acknowledges it is appropriate to
percent, while the remaining 12 small
average of 2.4 potitions per entity was
include Form l-360 in the small entity
entities had economic impacts below
submitted in FY 2015. Based on a $30
analysis for the final rule.
0.10 percent. Therefore, while DHS
The fee for Form l-360 will increase
increase in fees per petition for Form lsympathizes with small farmers. small
from $405 lo $435. a $30 (7 percent)
360. the average additional cost to these
traveling musicians. and small religious increase. DHS was able to obtain
entities is $72. 89
TABLE 3-FORM 1-360 PETITIONS PER ENTITY
Petitions per entity
1 ........................................................................................................................ ,, ....................... .
2 ..........................................................................................................................................,,,
3 ...................................................................................................................................................
4 .................................................................................................................................................
5 .......................................................................,...........................................................................
6 to 10 ....................................................................................................................................... ..

11 lo 20 .................................................................................................................................... .
21 to 50 ...................................................................................................................................... .

Percentage of
total
(percent)

Entities

959
617
91

76
21

87
30
5

Cumulative
percentase

(percent

50.7
32.6

50.7

4.8
4.1
1.1

88.2

4.6

98.0
99.6

1.6

0.3

83.3

92.3
93.4

99.9

ij"Ca.Jculalion: 2.4 average petition.<1 per entily x
SlD incroase in foes= S72 average additional cosl
to onUUes.
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TABLE 3-FORM 1-360 PETITIONS PER ENTITY-Continued

2

0.1

1,690

100.0

51+ ....................... ,,, ...... ""''""'"""""'"""''''

Total .................................................................................................................................. .
Source: DHS, USCIS, Office of Perlormance and Quality.
OHS also analyzed tho costs imposed
by this rule on the petitioning entities
relative to the costs of the typical
employee's salary. Guidelines suggested
by the Small Business Administration
(SBA) Office or Advocacy indicate that
the impact of a rule could be significant
if the cost or the regulation exceeds 5
percent of the labor costs of the entities
in the sector. 00 According to the Bureau
of Labor Statistics (BLS). the mean
annual salary is 548,150 for clergy, 01
S45, 160 for directors of religious
activities and education,"' and $35,160
for all other religious workers. 93 Based
on an average of 2.4 religious workers
petitioned-for per entity, the additional
average annual cost will be $72 per
entity."' Thus, the addilional costs por
entity imposed by this rule represent
only 0.15 percent of the average salary
for clergy, 0.16 percent of the average
salary for directors of religious or
activities and education, and 0.20
percent of the average salary for all
other religious workers. Therefore, using
average annual labor cost guidelines, the

Percentage of
total
(percent)

Entities

Pelitions per entity

additional regulatory compliance costs
imposed by this rule are not significant.
c. Comments on Forms G-1041 and G1041A
Several commenters also expressed
concern about the impact the proposed
increase in fees related to genealogy
searches would have on individual
businesses. The commenters slated that
such large increases in fees would be
prohibitive to many individual
genealogists that submit requests. Some
commenters suggested that the fee
increase should be phased-in over
several years to help mitigate the impact
of this total cost increase.
OHS appreciates the comments on the
impact this fee increase will have on the
individual businesses who request
information from the genealogy
program. The fee for Genealogy Index
Search Request, Form G-1041. will
increase from $20 to $65 (a 225 percent
increase). The fee for Genealogy Index
Search Request, Form G-1041, will
increase from $20 to $65 (a 225 percent
increase). Currently there are two fees
for the Genealogy Records Request,

Cumulative
percentage
(percent)
100.0

Form G-1041A: the appropriate fee
depends on whether the filing requests
copies from microfilm (currently S20) or
copies from textual records (currently
$35). The new [ee for Form.G-104lA
will increase to $65. regardless of the
type of media involved. This represents
a fee increase of 86 to 225 percent over
current foe levels.
Based on OHS records related to the
genealogy program, an average of 4,022
Index Search requests and 2,166
Records requests were made annually
over the 4 calendar year span from 2012
to 2015 (Table 4). However, OHS does
not have sufficient data on these
requests to determine whether they
were submitted by entities or
individuals. Additionally, OHS cannot
break out how many Genealogy Records
Requests are copies from microfilm or
from textual records. The case
management tracking system used by
OHS for these genealogy requests does
not allow for requester data to be readily
pulled, nor does it allow for a break out
in the Form G-1041A requests by record
type.

TABLE 4-GENEALOGY FORM RECEIPTS

(Calendar Year]
Form Type

2012

2013

Genealogy Index Search Request, Form G-1041 ..............
3361
Genealogy Records Request, Form G-1041 A ..... ..............
2066
Source: OHS, USCIS, Immigration Records and Identity Services Direclorate.

2014
3662
2219

2015
4167
2036

Average

4897
2344

4022
2166

OHS has previously determined that
requests for historical. records are
usually made by individuals.•• rr
profossional genealogists and
researchers submitted such requests in
the past, they did not identify
themselves es commercial requesters
and thus could not be segregated in the
data. Genealogists typically advise

clients on how to submit their own
requests. For those that submit requests
on behalf of clients, OHS does not know
the extent to which they can pass along
the fee increases lo their individual
clients. Therefore, OHS does not
currently have sufficient data to
definitively assess the impact on small
entities for these requests. .'
·

OHS has decided to recover tho full
cost of the genealogy program from the
genealogy program fees. As previously
stated in this final rule, reducing the
filing fee for any one benefit request
submitted to OHS simply lransfers the
additional cost ta process this request to
other immigration and naturalization
filing f<:_es. Furthermore, OHS is not able

00
Office of Advocacy. Small Business
Administration. "A Guide fur Government
Agoncios, How to Comply with the Regulatory
Floxibilily Act"': htlps:llwww.sbo,gov/silesldefau/t/

02
Bureau or tabor Statistics, U.S. Dopartment of
Labor, '"Occupational Employmenl S011islic.s. May
2015, "Directors of Religious Activilios and

6-t Calculotion: 2,4 average petitions per cntily x
$30 new pelition foe= $72 addilional lolal cost per
entity.
0 ~ See ''Esleblishment of a Genealogy Program;

fileslrfagoide _0512 _O.pdf.
Pi Bureau of Labor Statistics. U.S. Dopa.rtmenl of
Labor, "'Occupational Employment S1a1islics, May
2015, "Clergy": ht1p:llwww.bls.gov/oeslcummll
oes21201 I.him,

Education'': htrp:llwww.bls.gov/oes/cummtl
oes212021.htm.
111
Bureau of Labor Statislics, U.S. Department of
Labor, "Occupational Employment Statistics, May
2015, "Religious Workot9. All Other": http:!/

Proposed Rul•," B CFR 103, 299 {Apr. 20, 2006),

available al http.,:l/www.tcgulati<ms.gov/doc:ument
?[}.,, USCIS-2006-0013-0001.

WlVW .bls.gov/oes/curnm tlocs212099 .h Im.
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to accommodate a phased-in approach
of costs over several years due to the
statutory guidelines on how DHS is able
to increase its fees.

d. Comments on Form l-924A
One commenter indicated that fees for
the new Form l-924A would create
particular burdens on regional centers
with less than 30 investors. The new fee
for the annual filings of Supplement
Form I-924A is $3,035.
As discussed in the small entity
analysis of this final rule, while OHS
cannot definitively claim that there is
no significant economic impact to these
small entities based on existing
information at the time of this final rule,
DHS would assume existing regional
centers that have revenues equal to or
less than S303,500 per year•• [some of
which OHS assumes would be derived
from administrative fees charged to
individual investors) could experience a
significant economic impact if DHS
assumes a fee increase that represents 1
percent of annual revenue is a
"significant" economic burden under
the RF A. OHS also assumes newly
designated regional centers that have
revenues equal to or less than
S1 ,779,500 per year"' could also
experience a significant impact.
Searching through several public Web
sites, DHS gathers that administrative
fees charged lo investors could range
between S30,000 and SI 00,000 per
investor.•• OHS was able to obtain some
sample data on 440 regional centers
operating 5,886 projects. These 5,886
projects had a total of 54,506 investors,
averaging 124 investors per regional
center.•• Assuming an average of 124
investors is a representative proxy for
regional centers, and that $30,000 is the
minimum administrative fee charged by
regional centers, then such fees would
represent approximately $3,720,000 in
revenue. In that case, DHS expects that

the proposed filing fee increase for Form
1-924 and the creation of a new fee for
Form I-924A would not cause a
significant economic impact to these
entities.
OHS does not currently have
information on how many regional
9
t1CaJculation: 1 percent orS303,500 = S3.035 (lhe
new proposed foe for Fann l-924A).
1)7 Calculation: 1 perceat of $1,179,500 = St 7,995
{the new proposed fae for Fann 1-924).
· ne Yan, Christine et el., "A Report on Source of

Funds: Peril, of the Administrative Fee." EDS
lnveslors Me.gaz.ine (A1,1g. ZO. '.Z015). available at:
h1tp;//1t,'M,'W.eb5investors.comlma8azfae/artjcJe/A-

Report•on,Source"of-Funds; see also Green, Merritt.
'"Th" Costs of on EB-5 Regional Center Project
Investment." (Juna 27, 2014), ovailabla ot: http://
www.gonornlcounsellaw.comlthe-cosl-of-an-eb-5regional-center•projecl-investmont/,
l)fl Departmenl of Homeland Securily, USCJS,
Immigrant Investor Program OfOce,
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centers may have 30 or fewer investors. Application for Civil Surgeon
However, OHS expects that the fee for
Designation, Form J-910, will apply lo
the annual filing or Form I-924A is
physicians requesting such designation,
greater than 1 percent of annual revenue There were 322 small entities in the
for only those regional centers with 10
sample for Form 1-910, consisting of
or fewer investors. 10o Regional centers
two small governmental jurisdictions
with 11 or more investors are not likely and 320 small entities that were either
to experience a significant economic
small businesses or small not-for-profits.
impact due to this rule. While OHS
OHS was unable to further break down
cannot definitively stale the number of
the composition of small entities
regional centers that have fewer than 10 between small businesses and small notinvestors, we do not believe it is a
for-profits due to difficulties in
substantial number of regional centers.
determining the structure of these small
The Form I-924 will apply lo
entities.
3. The Response of the Agency to Any
any entity requesting approval and
Comments Filed by the Chief Counsel
designation as a regional center under
for Advocacy of the Small Business
the Immigrant Investor Program or filing
Administration in Response to the
an
amendment to an approved regional
Proposed Rule, and a Detailed
center
application. Also captured in the
Statement of Any Change Made to the
dataset for Form 1-924 is tho
Proposed Rule in the Final Rule as a
Supplement Form l-924A, which
Result of the Comments
regional centers must file annually lo
No comments were filed by the Chief certify their continued eligibility for
Counsel for Advocacy of SBA.
regional center designation. The Form 1360 will apply lo any entity petitioning
4. A Description of and an Estimate of
the Number of Small Entities To Which on behalf of a religious worker.
DHS does not have sufOcienl data on
the Rule Will Apply or an Explanation
the requeslors for the genealogy forms.
of Why No Such Estimate is Available
Forms G-1041 and G-1041A, lo
Entities affected by this final rule are
determine if entities or individuals
those that file and pay fees for certain
submitted these requests. OHS has
immigration benefit applications and
petitions on behalf of a foreign national. previously determined that requests for
historical records are usually made by
These applications include Petition for
individuals. 101 If professional
Nonimmigranl Worker, Form 1-129;
genealogists and researchers submitted
Immigrant Petition for Alien Worker,
such
requests in the past, they did not
Form 1-140; Civil Surgeon Designation,
identify
themselves es commercial
Form I-910; Application for Regional
requesters
and thus could not be
Center Designation Under the Immigrant
segregated in the data. Genealogists
Investor Program, Form 1-924: and
typically advise clients on how to
Petition for Amerasian, Widow[er), or
Special Immigrant, Form 1-360. Annual submit their own requests. For those
that submit requests on behalf of clients,
numeric estimates of small entities
OHS does not know the extent to which
affected by this fee increase total (in
parentheses): Form I-129 (70,211), Form they can pass along the fee increases to
their individual clients. Therefore, DHS
1-140 [17,812), Form 1-910 (589), Form
does
not currently have sufficient data
1-924 [412), end Form I-360 [1,890).
to definitively assess the estimate of
This rule applies to small entities
small entities for these requests.
including businesses, not-for-profit
organizations, and governmental
a. Petition for a Nonirnmigrant Worker,
jurisdictions filing for the above
Form 1-129
benefits. Form 1-129 and Form 1-140
The foe for the Peli lion for a
will see a number of industry clusters
Nonimmigrant Worker, Form 1-129, will
affected by this rule (see Appendix A of increase from $325 to $460, a S135 (42
the Small Entity Analysis for a list of
affected industry codes), or the total 444 percent) increase. OHS used a 12-monlh
period of data on filings of Form 1-129
small entities in the sample for Form 1- from September 1, 2014 to August 31,
129, most entities were small businesses
2015, to collect internal data for each
(401), with 41 small not-for-profit
filing organization including the name,
entities and only 2 small governmental
jurisdictions. Similarly, of the total 393 Employer Identification Number, city,
small entities in the sample for Form I- slate, ZIP Code, end number/type of
140, most entities were small businesses filings. Each entity may make multiple
filings; for instance, there were 482,190
(364). with 26 small not-for-profit
Form 1-129 petitions, but only 84,490
entities and 3 small governmental
jurisdictions. The fee for the
m• See "Establishment or a Genealogy Program:
Assuming $30,000 odministrntivo foe x 10
investors= $300,000 regional cantor rovonuo,
100

Proposed Rule," 8 CFR 103,299 (Apr. ;:o. 2006),
nvttilablo al: https://www.rogulalions.goi•/documr.nr
?Ch<USCIS-2006-001j"0001.
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rule. OHS makes the conservative
assumption lo consider all of the nonmatched entities as small entities for the
purpose of this analysis. Among the 430
small entities with reported revenue
matches for Fann 1-140, 290 were
data. all experienced an economic
determined to be small entities based on
impact of considerably less than 1.0
their reported revenue or employee
percent in the analysis, with the
count and their NAICS code. Combining
exception of two entities. Using the
non-matches (84), matches missing data
above methodology, the greatest
(19). and small entity matches (290),
economic impact imposed by this fee
enables us to classify 393 of 514 entities
change totaled 2.55 percent and the
as small for Form 1-140.
smallest totaled 0.0001 percent.
With an aggregated total of 393 out of
The evidence suggests that the
a sample size of 514 en lilies searched, ·
additional fee imposed by this rule does OHS inferred that a majority, or 76.5
not represent a significant economic
percent, of the entities filing Form 1-140
impact on these entities.
petitions during the period were small
entities.
Furthermore. 287 of tho 514
b. Immigrant Petition for an Alien
entities
searched
were small entities
Worker, Form 1-140
with the sales revenue data needed lo
The fee for the Immigrant Petition for estimate the economic impact of the
an Alien Worker, Fann 1-140, will
rule. Because these 287 small entities
increase from $580 lo $700, a $120 (21
were a subset of the random sample of
percent) increase. Using a 12-month
514 searches, they were stalislically
period of data on filings of Form l-140
significant in the context of this
petitions from September 1, 2014 to
research. Similar lo the analysis
August 31. 2015, OHS collected internal involving Form 1-129, OHS estimated
data similar lo that of Form 1-129. There the total costs associated with the Form
were 101,245 Form l-140 pelitions, but 1-140 fee increase annually for each
only 23,284 unique entities that filed
entity, divided by the annual sales
those petitions. Again, OHS used the
revenue of that enlily in order to
third party sources of data mentioned
calculate the economic impact of this
previously to search for revenue and
rule.
employee count infonnation.
Among the 287 small entities with
OHS used the same methodology as
reported revenue data, all experienced
with Fann l-129 to conduct the small
an economic impact considerably less
entity analysis based on a representative than 1.0 percent in the analysis. Using
sample of the affected population. To
the above methodology, the greatest
achieve a 95 percent confidence level
economic impact imposed by this fee
and a 5 percent confidence interval on
change totaled 0.68 percent and the
a population of 23,284 unique entities
smallest totaled 0.000002 percent. Tho
for Form 1-140, DHS used the standard
average impact on all 287 small entities
statistical fonnula to determine that a
with revenue data was 0.04 percent. The
minimum sample size of 378 entities
evidence suggests that the additional fee
was necessary. Again, based on past
imposed by this rule does not represent
experience, DHS expected to find about a significant economic impact on these
40 lo 50 percent of the filing
entities.
organizations in the online subscription
Additionally, OHS analyzed any
and public databases. Accordingly, DHS cumulative impacts to small entities
resulting from the Fee increases lo bolh
percent. of the entities filing Form 1-129 oversampled in order to allow for non~
matches (filing organizations that could Forms l-129 and 1-140. OHS isolated
petitions during the period were small
not be found in any of the four
those entities that overlapped in both
entities. Furthennore, 284 of the 534
databases).
samples of Fonns l-129 and 1-140 by
entities searched were small entities
DHS conducted searches on 514
Employer Identification Number (EIN),
with the sales revenue data needed lo
randomly selected entities from the
Only three entities had EINs that
estimate the economic impact of the
population of 23,284 unique entities for overlapped in both samples. Of these
rule. Because these 284 small entities
Fann 1-140. The 514 searches resulted
three en lilies. two of them were small
were a subset of the random sample of
in 430 instances where the name of the entities and one was nol a small entity.
534 searches, they were statistically
filing organization was successfully
Only one entity submilled multiple
significant in the context of this
matched in tho databases and 84
Fann l-129 pelilions, while all three
research. In order to calculate the
instances where the name of the filing
entities submilled multiple Form l-140
economic impact of this rule, OHS
petitions. Due to lillle overlap in en lilies
estimated the total costs associated with organization was not found in the
the fee increase annually for each entity, databases. Based on previous experience in the samples and the relatively minor
conducting regulatory flexibility
impacts on revenue of fee increases of
divided by the annual sales revenue of
Forms 1-129 and 1-140, OHS does not
that entity. 102 Based on the fee increase analyses, OHS assumes filing
organizations
not
found
in
the
online
expect
the combined impact of these
ofS135 for Form l-129, this will amount
databases are likely to be small enlitios. two fonns lo be an economically
In order not lo underestimate the
significant burden on a substantial
1oi Total Cost ID Entity= (Numbor of Polilions x
$135)/Entlty Sales Revenue.
number of small entities affected by this number of small entities.
unique entities that filed those petitions.
Since the filing statistics do not contain
information such as the revenue of the
business, DHS looked for this
information by researching databases
from third-party sources. OHS used the
subscription-based onlino database from
Hoover's, as well as three open-access
databases from Manta, Cortera, and
Guidestar, to help determine an
organization's small entity status and
apply SBA size standards.
OHS devised a methodology to
conduct the small entity analysis based
on a representative sample of the
affected population for each form. To
achieve a 95 percent confidence level
and a 5 percent confidence interval on
a population of 84,490 unique entities
for Form 1-129. OHS used the standard
statistical formula lo determine a
minimum sample size of 382 entities
was necessary. Based on past
experience, OHS expected to find about
40 lo 50 percent of the filing
organizations in the online subscription
and public databases. Accordingly, OHS
selected a sample size approximately 40
percent larger than the minimum
necessary in order to allow for non•
matches (filing organizations that could
not be found in any of the four
databases). Therefore, OHS conducted
searches on 534 randomly selected
entities from the population of 84,490
unique entities for Form l-129.
The 534 searches for Fann l-129
resulted in 444 small entities, 287 of
which were determined to be small
entities based on their reported revenue
or employee count and their NAICS
code. Combining non-matches (130),
matches missing data (27), and small
entity matches (287), enables us to
classify 444 of the 534 entities as small
for Fann 1-129.
With an aggregated total of 444 out of
a sample size of 534 entities searched,
DHS inferred that a majority, or 83.1

to an average impact of 0.08 percent on
all 284 small entities with reported
revenue data.
In terms of range, among the 284
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c. Application for Civil Surgeon
Designalion, Form l-910
The foe for the Application for Civil
Surgeon Designation, Form 1-910, will
increase from S615 lo S785, a $170 (28
percent) increase. Using a 12-month
period of August 1. 2014 to July 31,
2015, OHS collecled inlernal da1a on
applicanls of !his form. There were 719
Form 1-910 applications, bul only 602
unique enlilies that filed such
applications. Again, OHS used 1hird
party sources of dala mentioned
previously lo search for revenue and
employee counl information.
Using the same melhodology
employed with Forms l-129 and l-140,
OHS conducted lhe small entity analysis
based on a representative sample, with
a 95 percent confidence level and a 5
percent confidence interval, of the
population of 602 unique entities for
Form l-910. OHS determined !hat a
minimum sample size of 235 enlities
was necessary. OHS oversampled and
conducted searches on 329 randomly
selecled enlities for Form l-910.
The 329 searches for Form l-910
resulled in 252 inslances in which the
name or the filing organization was
successfully matched in !he dalabascs
and 77 inslances in which the name of
!he filing organization was nol found in
the databases. OHS assumed again that
filing organizations nol found in the
online databases are likely lo be small
enlilies, so OHS considered all of the
non-matched enlilies as small entities
for the purpose or this analysis. Among
I.he 252 matches for Form 1-910, 240
were delermined to be small enlities
based on their reported revenue or
employee counl and their NA!CS code.
Combining non-malches (77), malches
missing dala (5), and small entily
matches (240). OHS classified 322 of
329 entities as small for Form 1-910.
Wilh an aggregated Iota) of 322 out of
a sample size of 329 entities searched,
OHS inferred that a majority, or 97.9
percent, of the entities filing Form 1-910
applicalions were small entilies.
Furthermore. 238 of the 329 entities
searched were small entilies wilh !he
sales revenue data needed in order lo
estimate the economic impact of tho

rule. Because !hose 238 small enlities
were a subsel of the random sample of
329 searches, they were slalislically
significant in the contexl of this
research.
Similar lo the analysis involving
Forms 1-129 and l-140, OHS eslimaled
!he Iola] costs associaled wilh I.he Form
1-910 fee increase for each en lily.
Among the 238 small entities wilh
reported revenue dala, all experienced
an economic impact considerably less

than 1.0 percent in the analysis. The
greatest economic impacl imposed by
this fee change totaled 0.61 percent and
the smallest IOlaled 0.00002 percent.
The average impacl on all 238 small
entities with revenue data was 0.09
percent The evidence suggcsls lhal the
addilional fee imposed by I.his rule docs
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OHS is also clarifying the related
regulations lhal provide for the annual
regional center review related to Form

l-924A. Currcnlly, there is no procedure
for regional cenlers seeking lo withdraw
their designalion and disconlinue !heir
participation in !he program. Formal
lerminolion is currently processed by
OHS issuing a Nolice of Intent lo
not represent a significant economic
Terminalo and a subsequenl terminalion
impact on lhese entilies.
notice. The wilhdrawal procedure will
d. Regional Genier Designation Under
!he lmmigranl Investor Program, Forms allow a regional cooler lo proaclively
request withdrawal wilhoul I.he need for
1-924 and l-924A
the more formal notices sent out by
Congress created !he EB-5 Program in OHS. This procedure will reduce
1990 under section 203(b)(5) of the INA adminislralive costs and lime for !he
to stimulale I.he U.S. economy through
Deparlmenl, while timely clarifying
job creation and capilal investment by
slalus lo tho roquesling regional center.
foreign inveslors. Foreign investors have Over a 13-month period of August 1,
!he opportunily. to obtain LPR slalus in
2014 through August 31, 2015, OHS
the United Slales for themselves, !heir
received a lolal of 412 Form l-924
spouses, and their minor unmarried
applications. 104 These applications
children through a certain level of
include the request for newly
capital inveslment and associaled job
designated regional centers, as well as
creation or preservation. There are two
requests for conlinued designation for
dislinct EB-5 pathways for a foreign
existing regional centers.
investor to gain LPR slalus: The Basic
OHS was not able to determine lhe
Program and the Regional Genier
numbers of regional cenlers that are
Program. Bolh oplions require a capital considered small enlilies. Regional
investmenl from the foreign investor in
cenlers are difficull lo assess because
a new commercial enterprise located
there is a lack of official data on
within the United States. The capital
employment, income, and industry
investment amount is generally set al
classification for these entities. Regional
$1,000,000, but may be reduced lo
centers also pose a challenge for
$500,000 if I.he investment is made in a analysis as their structure is often
"Targeled Employment Area."
complex and can involve many relaled
A regional center is an economic
business and financial activilies nol
enlily, public or privale, that promoles
direclly involved wilh EB-5 activilies.
economic growth, regional produclivily, Regional centers can be made up of
job creation, and increased domeslic
several layers of business and financial
capital investment. Regional cenlers
aclivities that focus on matching foreign
pool funds into development loans or
investor funds lo development projecls
equily for commercial and real estate
to caplure above market relurn
developmenl projecls. As of July 15,
differentials. While DHS allempted lo
2016, !here were 847 OHS-approved
!real the regional centers similar lo the
regional centers. 103 Entities seeking
olher entities in this analysis, we were
designation as regiona) centers file Form nol able to idenlify mos! of !he enlilies
1-924 along wilh supporting materials.
in any of lho on lino databases.
Approved regional centers are currently Furthermore, while regional centers are
required to filo the Supplemcnl to Form an integral component of the EB-5
1-924, Form l-924A, on an annual basis program, OHS does nol collect data on
lo demonstrale continued eligibilily for the adminislralive fees the regional
regional cenler designation. OHS is
centers charge to the foreign investors
proposing lo change !he name of !he
who are investing in one of their
Form l-924A annual filing to "Annual
projecls. OHS did nol focus on !he
Certificalion of Regional Center."
bundled cepital inveslmenl amounls
OHS is increasing the fee for !he
(either S1 million or $500,000 per
Application for Regional Center
inveslor) Iha! the regional center invests
Designation Under the Immigranl
into a new commercial enterprise. Such
lnveslor Program, Form 1-924, from
investment amounts are not necessarily
$6,230 lo $17,795, an $11,565 (186
indicative of whether the regional center
percent) increase. Additionally, OHS
is approprialely characlerized as a small
introduces a filing fee of $3,035 for
enlity for purposes oflhe RFA.
Form l-924A. In establishing this fee,
Due lo !he lack of regional cenler
revenue data, OHS assumes regional
'° USCIS Immigrant Investor Regional Centers:
cenlers collect revenue lhrough !he
hltp:lhnvw.uscis.sovlworking-united-statesl
3

pennanent•workerslemployme11t-based.
immigrotion-fifth·ptefenmc1H1b..Slimmisrantinvestor.regional-centers#1able.

HM Supplomentol Fonn l-924A (Supplement lo
Fann l-924) is cup1urod in lhis dfltaset.
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administrative foes charged lo investors.
Searching through several public Web
sites. DHS gathers that administrative
fees charged to investors could range
between $30,000 and $100,000 per
investor. 10 ' DHS assumes
administrative fees charged lo investors
are $30,000 per investor for the
purposes of this analysis. DHS docs not
know the extent to which these regional

percent) increase. OHS was able to
obtain internal data for FY 2015
showing 1,690 unique entities
submitted 4,399 Form 1-360 petitions

collected for other immigration benefits.
Without an increase in foes, DHS will
not be able to maintain the level of
service for immigration and
for religious workers. Of these 1,890
naturalization benefits that it now
unique entities, approximately 96
provides. DHS has considered the
percent were churches, mosques,
alternative of maintaining fees at the
synagogues, temples, or other places of current level with reduced services and
worship, and DHS thus chose to
increased processing times, but has
consider all 1,890 entities to be small
determined that this will not be in the
entities. Most entities only submitted 1 interest of applicants and petitioners.
centers can pass along fee increases to
or 2 petitions. As previously described, Therefore, this alternative was rejected.
individual investors. Passing along the
While most immigration benefit fees
DHS analysis showed that the costs per
costs from this rule could reduce or
apply to individuals, as described
entity imposed by this rule represent
eliminate the economic impacts to the
previously, some also apply to small
only 0.15 percent of the average salary
regional centers. While DHS cannot
entities. DHS seeks lo minimize the
for clergy: 0.16 percent of the average
definitively state there is no significant
impact on all parties, but in particular
economic impact to these small entities salary for directors of religious of
small entities. Another alternative to the
activities and education, and 0.20
based on existing information, DHS
increased economic burden of the fee
percent of the average salary for all
assumes existing regional centers that
adjustment is lo maintain fees al their
other religious workers. As all of these
have revenues equal to or less than
current level for small entities. The
$303,500 per year 10 • (some of which we are under the 5 percent average annual
labor cost SBA guidelines, DHS
strength of this alternative is that it
assume will be derived from
assures that no additional fee-burden is
determined that the additional
administrative fees charged to
individual investors) could experience a regulatory costs imposed by this rule are placed on small entities: however, small
entities will experience negative effects
not significant.
significant economic impact ifwe
due to the service reductions that will
assume a foe increase that represents 1
5. A Description of the Projected
result in the absence of the fee
percent of annual revenue is a
Reporting, Recordkeeping and Other
adjustments in this final rule.
"significant" economic burden under
Compliance Requirements of the Rule,
Without the fee adjustments provided
the RF A. DHS also assumes newly
Including an Estimate of the Classes of
in
this rule, significant operational
designated regional centers that have
Small Entities Which Will Be Subject to changes to DHS would be necessary.
revenues equal to or less than
the Requirement and the Type of
Given current filing volume and other
51,779,500 per.year 10 ' could also
Professional Skills Necessary for
economic considerations, DHS requires
experience a significant impact.
Preparation of the Report or Record
additional revenue lo prevent
DHS was able to obtain some sample
This final rule imposes higher fees for immediate and significant cuts in
data on 440 regional centers operating
planned spending. These spending cuts
5,886 projects. These 5,886 projects had filers of Forms 1-129, I-140, 1-910, 1would include reductions in areas such
a total of 54,506 investors, averaging 124 924, I-924A, and 1-360. The new fee
structure, as it applies to the small
as Federal and contract staff,
investors per regional center.1oa
entities
outlined
above,
results
in
the
infrastructure spending on information
Assuming an average of 124 investors is
following fees: Form l-129 ($460). Form technology and facilities, and training.
a representative proxy of the regional
I-140 ($700), Form 1-910 [$785), Form
Depending on lhe actual level of
centers, and that $30,000 is the
minimum administrative fee charged by 1-924 ($17,795), Form I-924A ($3,035), workload received, these operational
and Form 1-360 ($435). This final rule
changes would result in longer
regional centers, then such fees will
processing times. a degradation in
represent approximately $3. 7 million in does not require any new professional
skills for reporting.
customer service, and reduced
revenue. In that case, DHS expects that
the filing fee increase for Form 1-924
6. A Description of the Steps the Agency efficiency over time. These cuts would
and the creation of a new fee for Form
Has Taken To Minimize the Significant ultimately represent an increased cost to
small entities by causing delays in
J-924A will not cause a significant
Economic Impact on Small Entities
economic impact to these entities.
Consistent With the Stated Objectives of benefit processing and reductions in
customer service.
Applicable Statutes, Including a
e. Petition for Amerasian, Widow(er). or Statement
of
the
Factual,
Policy,
and
B. Unfunded Mandates Reform Act
Special Immigrant, form 1-360
Legal Reasons for Selecting the
The Unfunded Mandates Reform Act
As previously described in this
Alternative Adopted in the Final Rule
of 1995 [UMRAJ requires certain actions
analysis, the fee for Form 1-360 will
and Why Each One of the Other
to be taken before an agency
increase from S405 to $435, a $30 (7
Significant Alternatives to the Rule
promulgates any notice of rulemaking
Considered by the Agency Which Affect "that is likely to result in promulgation
,o, See Yim. Chrii:tlno et aJ .. "A Report on Source the Impact on Small Entities Was
of any rule that includes any Federal
of Funds: Perils of tho Administrative Fee," EBS
Rejected
lnveNlorn Mogozine (Aug. 20, 2015), available al:
mandate that may result in the
http:llwww.eb5inVBslors.comlmasazinelar1.icla/A.
The INA provides for the collection of expenditure by State, local. and tribal.
Rttport-on-SoutcP.•of.Funds; see also Green, Merritt. fees at a level that will ensure recovery
governments, in the aggregate, or by the
"The Costs of an EB-5 Regional Center Project
of the full costs of providing
private sector, of $100 million or more ·
lnvestmenl." {Juno 27, 2014), available 111: http://
adjudication and naturalization
www.guneroloounsellaw.com/lhe-cast-of-an·eb•5•
(adjusted annually for inflation) in any
rosional-centor,project•inveslmenfl
service,, including services provided
one year. 109 While this rule may result
10"Colculalion: 1 percent 0£ $303,500 = $3,035
without charge lo asylum applicants
in the expenditure of more than S100
(tho new foe for Forni l-924A).
and certain other applicants. In
million by the private sector annually,
107 Cnlcula1ion: t percent of $1,779,500 = St 7,995
addition, DHS must fund the costs of
the rulemaking is not a "Federal
(the new loo for Form 1-924}.
providing services without charge by
IOA OHS. USCIS. lmmignml lnveslor Program
Office.
,on See 2 U.S.C. 1532(a}.
using a portion of the filing fees
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mandate" as defined for UMRA
purposes, 110 as the payment of
immigration benefit fees by individuals
or other private sector entities is, to the
extent it could be termed an enforceable

duty, one that arises from parlicipalion
in a voluntary Federal program,
applying for immigration status in the
United Slales. 111 Therefore, no actions
were deemed necessary under the
provisions of the UMRA.

C. Small Business Regulatory
Enforcement Fairness Act
This rulemaking is a major rule as
defined by section 804 of the Small
Business Regulatory Enforcement Act of
1996. This rulemaking will result in an
annual effect on the economy of more
than S100 million (adjusted annually for
inflation) in order to generate the
revenue necessary to fully fund all
adjudication and naturalization
services. The increased costs will be
recovered through the fees charged for
various immigration benefit requests. As
small businesses may be impacted
under this regulation, DHS has prepared
a RF A analysis.
D. Congressional Review Act
The Congressional Review Act 112
requires rules to be submitted to
Congress before taking effect. DHS will
submit a report regarding the issuance
of this final rule before its effective date,
as required by 5 U.S.C. 801 to Congress
and the Comptroller General of the

United States. This rule is deemed a
major rule w,d will therefore have a 60day delayed effective date.
E. Executive Orders 12866 and 13563
(Regulatory Planning and Review)
1. Background and Purpose of the Final
Rule
Executive Orders 12866 and 13563
direct agencies to assess the costs and
benefits of available alternatives, and if
regulation is necessary, to select
regulatory approaches that maximize
net benefits (including potential
economic, environmental. public health
and safety effects, distributive impacts,
and equity). Exe_cutive Order 13563
emphasizes the importance of
quantifying both costs and benefits, of
reducing costs, of harmonizing rules,
and of promoting flexibility. This final
rule has been designated an
"economically significant regulatory
action" under section 3(0(1) of
Executive Order 12866. Accordingly,
0MB has reviewed this final rule.
DHS projects an annual budget of
$3.038 billion in FY 2016/2017, a $767
million (34 percent) increase ovei the
FY 2010/FY 2011 fee review-adjusted
annual budget of $2.271 billion. This
final rule is estimated la provide DHS
with an average of $546 million in
annual fee revenue above the FY 2010/
FY 2011 levels, based on a projected
annual fee-paying volume of 4.9 million
immigrant benefit requests and 2.6
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million requests for biometric
will use this increase
in revenue under subsections 286(m)
and (n) of the INA, 8 U.S.C. 1356(m) w,d
(n), to fund the full costs of processing
immigration benefit requests and
a_ssociated support benefits; the full cost
of providing similar benefits lo asylum
and refugee applicants at no charge; and
the full cost of providing similar
benefits.to others at no charge.
If DHS does not adjust the current fees
to recover the full costs of processing
immigration benefit requests. it will be
services.1 u OHS

forced to make reductions in services

provided to applicants and petitioners.
These will reverse the considerable
progress DHS has made over the last
several years to reduce the backlogs of
immigration benefit nlings, to increase
the integrity of tho immigration benefit
system, and to protect natior:ial security

and public safety. The revenue increase
is based on DHS costs and volume
projections available at the time the rule
was drafted. DHS has placed in the
rulemaking docket a detailed analysis
that explains the basis for the annual fee
increase.
DHS has included an accounting
statement detailing the annualized
impacts of the rule in T,able 5 below.
DHS makes a correction from the NPRM
by adding in the opportunity costs of
time for filing Form 1-942 as discussed
later in this analysis. Thus, DHS notes
the higher cost in this final rule.

TABLE 5-ACCOUNTING STATEMENT, FY 2016 THROUGH FY 2017
Category

Primary estimate

Maximum estimate

Benefits:

Un-quantified Benefits ......... ·······················
Costs:
Quantified Costs

............

Maintain current level of service with respect to processing times, customer service, and effi·
ciency levels,

····························· $717,724 .......................................................... $717,724

Tmnsters:

546,429,650 ............................. ..... , ... ,... . .. ,, .. ,.
cent.
Annualized Monetized Transfers at 7 per· 546,429,650 .....................................................
cent.

Annualized Monetized Transfers at 3 per•

Category

546,429,650
546,429.850

Effects

Source

Effects on State, local, and/or tribal govem· For those state, local, and/or tribal, govern· Final Rule, Executive Order 12866/13563
ments.
ments that submit petitions for nonAnalysis.
immigrant and immigrant workers, they will
face an increase in filing fees.
Effects on small businesses ...........................
For those small businesses that submit pell· Final Rule, E,ecutive Order 12866/13563
lions for nonimmigrent and immigrant work·
Analysis, Small Entity Analysis.
ers, they will !ace an increase in filing fees.

z U.S.C. 658{6).

1m

Soe

111

See 2

U.S.C. 658(7){A)(ii).

m Sec 5 U.S.C. 801 et seq.

111

This cstimeto is based on FY 2016/fY 2017 r1;m

study volume projections.
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accordance with those current
provisions, when a payment is returned
as not payable, DHS places the
immigration benefit request on hold,
and suspends adjudication. If payment
fails, OHS assesses a $30 penalty and
pursues the unpaid fee and penalty
using administrative debt collection
procedures. 11 • If payment (the unpaid
fee plus $30) is made within the allotted
14 day time period, OHS resumes
processing the benefit request. If a
payment is not corrected by the
applicant. OHS rejects the filing for
required biometric services fee: the
nonpayment.•••
institution of a reduced fee for the
In this final rule, OHS is eliminating
Application for Naturalization, Form Nprovisions that require USCIS to hold
400; and provisions that OHS will
benefit request filings while deficient
provide fee refunds al its discretion.
payments are corrected. Under the
a. Dishonored Payments
amendmenl, if a check or other financial
This final rule changes how OHS will instrument used to pay a filing fee is
subsequently returned as not payable,
treat a benefit request filing
OHS will now reject the filing when
accompanied by fee payment (in the
Treasury notifies OHS that the payment
form of check or other financial
has failed; USCIS will no longer hold
instrument) that is subsequently
the filing and provide 14 days for the
returned as not payable. 11 5 Current
deficient payment to be corrected.
regulations provide that when a check
To ensure that a payment rejection is
or other financial inslrument used to
pay a filing fee is subsequently returned the result of insufficient funds and not
due to ACH and bank network outages,
as not payable, the remitter will be
OHS has made a minor revision to the
notified and requested to pay the filing
fee and associated service charge wilhin proposed amendment in the NPRM.
14 calendar days, without extension.''" Under the final rule, OHS will submit
all rejected payments to the applicant's
If the benefit request is pending and
bank two times (once upon original
these charges are not paid within 14
days. the benefit request will be rejected deposit and once again if the original
as improperly filed. In addition, a
attempt to deposit the payment is
unsuccessful). Based on the typical time
receipt issued by a OHS officer for any
remittance will not be binding upon
required for a payment instrument to
OHS if the remittance is found
clear a financial institution, this will
uncollectable, and legal and statutory
allow approximately 5 additional days
for payments to clear. 120 OHS estimates
deadlines will not be deemed to have
been met if payment is not made within the new mandatory rejected payment re·
10 business days after notification by
presentment requiremenl will therefore
OHS of the dishonored payment. 117 In
provide approximately 10 days for

2. Amendments and Impacts of
Regulatory Change
This rule is intended to adjust current
fees to ensure that OHS is able to
recover lho full costs of the immigration
services ii provides and maintain
adequale service.'" In addition to
increasing fees. this final rule includes
the following provisions: Provisions that
DH$ will reject an immigration benefit
requesl paid with a dishonored check;
provisions that OHS will reject an
application that does not include the

payments to be corrected before OHS
receives notincation that the payment
has failed and rejects the filing or
imposes the $30 returned check fee."'
Under the new process, OHS will
continue to intake benefit requests,
attempt lo deposit fees. and begin
processing filings as soon as possible."'
In cases where the payment is initially
rejected, Treasury will re-attempt to
deposit the payment. However, if tho
payment is rejected a second time.
Treasury will notify OHS and OHS,
solely under its own authority, will
reject the filing for non-payment of the
required fee. In such cases where the
benefit request has already been
approved when OHS is notified of tho
failed paymenl, OHS will send lhe
approved applicant or petitioner a
notice of intent to revoke the approval.

Regardless of the disposition of the
benefit request. if the payment to OHS
is rejected, the remitter will be charged
a S30 returned check service charge. 123
In order to estimate the number of
applicanls who will make a payment
that is ultimately dishonored, OHS
analyzed the count of all returned and
subsequently corrected payments of a
credil card or check from fiscal years
2012 to 2015."' In FY 2015, a tolal of
10.818 payments were returned (Table
6). Of those 10,818 returned payments,
6,399 (59.2 percent) were later
corrected. The average annual number
of returned payments from FY 2012 to
FY 2015 was 9.781 with an annual
average of 6,478 payments (66.2
percent) later corrected. Assuming all
included the current service fee of S30,
the resulting total annual cost to
applicants for returned paymenls is
$293,430. 120

TABLE 6-COUNT OF RETURNED AND CORRECTED CREDIT CARD/CHECK PAYMENTS, FY 2012-2015

Total

returned

Year

payments
2015 ......................................................................................................................................... ..

2014

.................................................................................................... .

2013 ........................................................................................................................................... .
2012 .................................................................................................... .

iu For compari,on ba1wcen c:urrent feei1, USC1S
o!ltim11tes for costs ofunderlyine services. and
changes lo fees, see Appendix VJ. Tabla 4 in the
supporting documentation.
11 ·\ USCIS will immediately reject and not accept
for proces,ing any applications a.nd pelilions
submitted with invalid payments, e,s .. an unsigned

chock or invlllid bank account on o.n electronic
payment. The subsequent identification as not

payable will oreur when an attempl is made lo
process the payment through a hank, but the bank
does not honor the payment (11,s .. because or
insufficient funds}.
1111

See e CFR 103.Z(a)(7){il).

"'See B CFR 103.2(a)l1)(ii). 103.1{,){2).

110

11 9

Sef!8 CFR 103.7(a)(Z).
See 8 CFR 103.2(a)(7)[ii).

'" See 8 CFR 103.2{n)l1){ii)(D).
1 21

A commenter wrote thal a fee payment may

be submitled even when tho appllCBJJI knows lhe
account lacks the funds 10 cover the paymonl
because a documenl is due 10 e,:plro or a deadline
is approaching,
122 USCJS will nol store and bold any case. The
adjudicator will intake and begiri processing every
benefit request as soon as practicable and wlll
preswne that all foo paymenl.S are valid. 1£ the
paymenl is rejected (which could take 10-deys to
know) and lho adjudicator hall no! approved the
request, Treasury will notify USCIS of tho rejoctod

10.818
9.200
9.785
9.322

Total
corrected

payments
6.399
6.467
6.496
6.550

Percentage or
corrected

payments
59.2
70.3
66.4
70.3

poymont, und USaS will colloc:t tho ruqum'II
pack.age nnd reject il. If lhe rees hnve boen
doposited and the benefit request has not yet been
ndjodlcatod, USC1S will process q refund. If lho
request is approved, USCIS may revoko anor notico
without II rnfund.
123 See amended 8 CTR 103.7{al{2),
m Corrected payments include nny paymenl
collcclcd by USCIS after the rolum or an initial
payment.
12 ~ Cnlculnlion: 9,781 (average number or
returned poymontsl x S30 (curront scrvico foe
cbnrgc} = $293.430 (total cost for relumed
pnymant,)).
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TABLE 6-COUNT OF RETURNED AND CORRECTED CREDIT CARD/CHECK PAYMENTS, FY

2012-2015-Continued

Total
returned
payments

Year

Average ............................................................................... ,... ,, ....... ,........ .,,.,,, ...... ,.. ,, .. ,..... ,,,, ... .

73325

9,761

Total

ccrrected
payments

6,478

Percentage of
corrected
payments

66.2

Source: Department of Homeland Security, Immigration and Customs Enforcement, Burlington Finance Center.

As stated previously, with the
implementation of this final rule, the
regulations will no longer require OHS
to hold benefit requests, and applicants
will no longer be allowed to correct
payments directly. Instead, all rejected
payments will be re-presented to the
relevant financial institution a second
lime, which will allow approximately
another 5 days £or it to clear. 126 OHS'
cuITent policy is lo re-present a rejected
payment twice to see if ii clears on the
second or third attempt before sending
the filer the bill for the rejected
payment. Under this final rule, Treasury
will only re.present the payment on one
occasion to save time. The average 9,781
returned payments (Table 6) will now
be rejected unless the payments clear
when re-presented by Treasury. This representation by Treasury has no
additional cost since Treasury cuITently
includes this step in the process to .
deposit OHS fee payments. OHS
anticipates that the prospect of rejection
will encourage filers to provide the
correct filing fees at the time they
submit their benefit requests. However,
OHS recognizes that there will continue
to bo filers who file benefit requests
with incoITect or deficient fees.
For filers, filing fees are a required
and fundamental aspect of the.benefit
being requested. By providing'a 14-day

where the rejected submission is paper•
based. the entire application/petition/
request and supporting documentation
are returned when rejected and can
generally be refiled with the proper
payment instrument.
The changes in this final rule will
provide several benefits to OHS. These
changes lower OHS administrative costs
for holding and tracking benefit requests
during the 14-day period currently
provided to correct dishonored
payments. Tlie holding and tracking of
benefit requests requires physical
storage space that will no longer be
required with these revisions. OHS
cuITently incurs administrative costs
through tracking payments in postage
costs and adjudicator time among other
costs. This change in process also·
provides parity to those individuals
who file benefit requests with the
coITect fees, particularly in programs
that are time sensitive or involve
numerically limited visas.
OHS recognizes the unique impact
that these changes may have in the
context of the H-1B program
regulations, which make visa numbers
available lo petitions in the order in
which the petitions are filed. 127 The H1B regulations allow the final receipt
date to be any of the first 5 business
window to correct dishonored
days on which petitions subject to the
payments, the regulation currently
applicable numerical limit may be
received. DHS then conducts a random
permits a benefit request paid with a
selection among the petitions received
dishonored payment instrument to
secure a place in line aheed of a benefit during any of those 5 business days,
request that was accompanied by a
known as the "H-1B lottery." Currently,
proper payment, including in programs petitions remain eligible for the H-18
that are time sensitive or involve
lottery despite having failed payments,
numerically limited visas. In all cases,
as long as the payments are corrected
rejected filings may be refiled
within the provided 14-day or 10-day
immediately with the proper payment
timefrarne. " 8 Under the changes in this
but there are some slight differences
final rule, however, OHS will remove
depending on whether the submission is petitions from the H-1 B lottery as soon
paper-based or electronically filed. The as OHS receives notification of a failed
OHS online filing system will permit the payment, typically within 10 days of the
rejected applications to remain
receipt date. OHS does not have data al
accessible for the applicant to print and this time to estimate the impact on how
view. The original rejected·electronic
many petitions may be affected by these
submission will not be available for
changes. OHS is also unable to monetize
resubmission with a new payment:
the cost to the applicant of having a
however, the rejected submission may
petition removed from selection for the
be used as a reference when a new
H-1B lottery.
application is being completed. In cases
"' See 8 CFR 103.2(a)(7llii)(DJ.

b. Failure To Pay the Biometric Services
Fees
OHS is also eliminating provisions
governing non-payment of the biometric
services fee in this final rule. CuITontly,
if a benefit request is received by OHS
without the correct biometric services
fee, OHS will notify the filer of the
deficiency and lake no further action on
the benefit request until payment is
received."" Failure to submit tho
. correct biometric services fee within the
time allotted in the notice will result in
denial of the benefit request. If the
required biometric services fee is
missing, OHS suspends adjudication
and places the benefit request on hold.
If payment is made within the allotted
time, OHS resumes processing the
benefit request. If the biometric services
fee is not paid, the benefit request is
denied as abandoned.
Through this final rule, OHS is
deleting the regulatory provisions that
permitted benefit requests to be held
while deficient payments are corrected.
As a result of these deletions, DHS will
reject a benefit request if, for instance,
ii is received without the correct
biometric services fee, as specified in
the foITO instructions.
In order to analyze the number of
people who do not pay the coITect
biometric services fee, OHS updated the
numbers from the NPRM with more
recent data and gathered 7 months of
data from OHS lockbox facililies. 130 The
data covers the period from December 1,
2015 to June 30, 2016. During this 7·
month period, OHS lockbox facilities
accepted 2,624,825 benefit requests. Of
these, a total of6,179 (.24 percent) of
filers were issued a notice alerting them

that their biometric services fees were
missing. Assuming this 7-monlh trend is
typical of the number of deficient
biometric services fee notices, the now
provision will affect less than 1 percent
of all benefit requests received at OHS
lockbox facilities. As previously
mentioned, rejected filings may be
refiled immediately. While filers do not
incur monetary costs (except for

"'Sao 8 GFR 214.2(h)(B)(ii)IB).

mSee8CF'R 103.17(b)(1),
While USQS profors to base ussumplions on
n longe~ time period (ideally 5 yoars), 7 months wns
the longest lime period for which this dnla was

ue Sti(l 8 CFR 103.2(a)(7)(il).

aveilsble,

iJn
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addilional postage fees) associated with
the rejection of a benefit request,
reapplying for benefits with the correct
fees requires time. Again, DHS
anticipates this new provision will
encourage individuals lo file with the
appropriate fees.
Additionally, this change will
streamline DHS' process for handling
benefit requests when biometrics
services fees are not submitted when

required. DHS costs are reduced by
eliminating the administrative handling
costs associated with holding cases
while biometric services fees are
collecled.
c. Reduced Fee for Application for
Naturalization

·'

'

The current fee for the Application for
Naturalization, Form N-400, is $595. In
most cases, applicants must also pay an
$85 bionietrics services fee, so the total
cost for most applicants is $680. If an
applicant cannot pay the fee, he or she
can file a Request for Fee Waiver, Form
l-912. along with their Form N-400.
DHS considers anyone with a household
income al or below 150 percent of the
Federal Poverty Guidelines to be eligible
for a fee waiver. If DHS approves an
applicant's fee waiver, both lhe $595
Form N-400 fee and the $85 biometrics
services fee, where applicable, are
waived.

DHS will increase the Form N-400 fee
from $595 to $640, a $45 (8 percent)
increase in this final rule. The biometric
services fee will remain unchanged al
$85. Therefore, the new costs of Form
N-400 plus the biometric services fee
will total S725. DHS is introducing an
additional fee option for those nonmilitary naturalization applicants with
family incomes greater than 150 percent
and not more than 200 percent of the
Federal Poverty Guidelines.
Specifically, applicants will receive a 50
percent discount end only be required
to pay a filing fee of $320 for the N-400,
plus an additional $85 biometric
services fee (for a total of $405). This
reduced fee option is intended to limit
any potential economic disincentives

BLS, DHS calculated compensation-to·
wage multiplier of 1.46 to cslimale the
full opportunity costs lo applicants.
including employee wages, salaries, and
the full costs o[benefits, such as paid
leave, insurance, and retirement. 134 To
anticipate the full opportunity cost of
time to applicants, we multiplied the
Federal minimum wage rate by 1.46 lo
account for the full cost of employee
benefits for a total of $10.59. The lime
burden estimate was developed by DHS
with an average of 45 minutes (or .75 of
an hour) to complete Form l-942,
resulting in an opportunity cost of time
per petition of S7.94."' This additional
burden is offset by the benefits received
from the S320 fee reduction.

than 150 and not more than 200 percent
of the Federal Poverty Guidelines.
As described in the NPRM, DHS
estimates that approximately 11 percent
of all Form N-400 applicants, excluding
military applicants, could qualify for the
reduced fee. Given the non-military
Form N-400 volume projection estimate
of 821,500 annually, over the biennial
period, DHS expects that 90,365 filers
will be included in the population
eligible for the fee reduction."' While
these 90,365 filers represent only the
CUITent number of applicants who will
be eligible for the fee reduction, DHS
anticipates an increase in Form N-400
filings as a result of the changes in this
final rule. DHS anticipates that the
reduced fee for applicants with
qualifying incomes will remove
economic barriers associated with the
costs of associated fees and thus
encourage more eligible applicants to
file their Form N-400 applications.
While DHS anticipates an increase in
Form N-400 filings due to this fee
reduction, we cannot predict how many
more eligible applicants will file their
N-400 applications at this time.
DHS has factored the estimated
revenue loss from this product line into
its fee model, so those costs are
reallocated over other fee paying benefit
requests. While the costs of the reduced
fee are being reallocated lo other feepaying customers, DHS believes the
benefits of facilitating access lo
citizenship outweighs the cost
reallocation impacts.
As previously mentioned, an eligible
applicant will have to submit a Form l942 along with a Form N-400
application to qualify for this reduced
fee. While DHS is not imposing an
additional fee for Form 1-942,'DHS has
estimated the opportunity cost of time
lo applicants to complete the form. The

DHS is codifying the process of
continuing to provide these refunds in

total annual opportunity cost of time for

cases involving obvious OHS error.

applicants will be $717,724, ifall 90,365
eligible applicants apply !or the reduced
fee. m The Federal minimum wage
rate 133 ofS7.25 was used as the hourly
wage rate because the anticipated
applicants are asserting they cannot
afford to pay the full DHS fee and DHS
thus assumes that such applicants earn
less than average incomes. The BLS
reports the average employer costs for
employee compensation for all civilian
workers in major occupational groups
and industries. Using these dala from

Individuals will continue to request a
refund through the currenl established
process, which requires calling the
customer service line or submitting a
written requesl for a rofund to the office

d. Refunds. DHS is also amending
regulations for fee refunds in this final
rule. In general, and except for a
premium processing fee under 8 CFR
103.7(e)(2J(i), DHS does not refund a fee
regardless of the decision on the
immigration benefit request. DHS makes
very rare exceptions when DHS
determines that an administrative error
occurred resulting in the inadvertent
collection of a fee. DHS errors may
include:
• Unnecessa,y filings. Cases in which
DHS (or DOS in the case of an
immigration benefit request nled
overseas) eJToneously requests that an
individual file an unnecessary form
along with the associated fee; and
• Accidental Payments. Cases in
which an individual pays a required fee
more than once or otherwise pays a fee
in excess of the amount due end DHS
(or the DOS in the case of an
immigration benefit request filed
oversees) eJToneously accepts the
erroneous fee.

having jurisdiction over the relevant

that some eligible naturalization
immigration benefit request.
applicants face when deciding whether
Any DHS refunds provided are
or not to seek citizenship. The lower fee
generally due to obvious DHS eJTors
will help ensure lhel those who have
resulting from electronic system
worked hard to become eligible for
naturalizalion are not limited by their
1J4 Tho compensation-to-wogo multiplier is
celculo!od as follows: (All Workers Total Employoo
economic means. In order to qualify for
Componsalion por bour)/{Wagos and Salaries per
this fee, the eligible applicant will have
hour). Seo Economic Nows Roloose, U.S.
to submit the newly created Form l-942.
mc..a.Jculation: 821,500 ~ 11 percent
Department of Labor, BLS, Table l. Employer Costs
Request for Reduced Fee, along with
mrotal Opportunity Cosls ofTime lo Applicunts per hour worked for employoo compensation and
= Expected Filers (90,365) • (Full Cos! of Employee costs ru. a pert::enl or total compeni;alion: Ch'ilian
their Form N-400. Form l-942 will
Benefits ($10.59) • Timo Burden (.75 hr,)).
workers, by major occupational und industry group
require the names of everyone in the
(Sept. 2015), available at h1tp:l!www.bls.gov/
m U.S. Oepartmenl of Labor, Wage and Hour
household and documentation of the
Division. The minimum wage In effccl as or July 13, news,roleaselpdflecec.pdf
household income to determine if tho
2016. Sfle http://www.dal.gov/generalltopic/wage11/
mCBkulation: S10.59 hourly wogfl rnlr. • ,75
applicant's household income is greater minimumwage.
hourn.
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behavior issues or human error. The
anticipation of increased electronic
filings in the future also spurs the need
for this provision. Currently, DHS

years, DHS issued an annual average of
5,363 refunds, resulting in an average of
$2.1 million refunded. This is
approximately $396 per refund. These

provides fee refunds to applicants as

numbers and amounts of refunds do not

shown in Table 7. Over the past 3 fiscal

include premium processing refunds

73327

regulated under 8 CFR 103.7(e)(2)(i). In
lhe context of the lolal number of fees
collected by DHS across all benefits, this
average amount of refunds is still less
than 1 percent of the total fees collected.

TABLE 7-AMOUNT AND NUMBER OF FEE REFUNDS PROVIDED BY USCIS
Amount

Fiscal year

refunded

Number of
refunds

2013 ....................................................................................................................................................................... .
2014 ........................................................................................................................................................................ .
2015 ........................................................................................................................................................................ .

$2,674,290
1,805,006
1,890,638

7,405
4,198
4.485

Average ...................................................................................................................................................................

2,123,311

5,363

Source: Department ol Homeland Security, U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement, Burlington Finance Center.

The changes in the final rule will
benefit applicants who accidently
submit payments twice. DHS anticipates
this 10 be a bigger issue as more fonns
and associated fees begin to be collected
through electronic means. Applicants
will recoup any fees that were
submitted erroneously due to electronic
systems issues. DHS benefits by having
clear regulatory authority concerning
the relatively few cases in which
refunds are provided.
There may be some administrative
costs associated with the issuance of
refunds. DHS may see a potential initial
increase in requests for refunds due to
the visibilily of Ibis rule; however, DHS
does not anticipate a sustained increase
as DHS is not anticipating any changes
lo the conditions for issuing refunds.
There may also be a potential increase
in the time burden costs for OHS
adjudicators to process these potential
initial increases in refund requests. DHS
does not have cost estimates at this time
indicating the number of hours required
to process and issue these refunds.
There may also be some opportunity
costs of lime to filers who submit refund
requests: however, OHS anticipates this
cost is offset by the benefit gained in
receiving a refund.
F.

Executive Order 13132 (Federalism)

This rulemaking will not have
substantial direct effects on the States,
on lhe relationship between the
National Government and the States, or
on the distribution of power and
responsibilities among the various
levels of government. Therefore, in
accordance with section 6 of Executive
Order 13132, DHS has determined that
this rulemaking does not have sufficient
Federalism implications to warrant the
preparation of a federalism summary
impact statement.

G. Executive Order 12988 (Civil Justice
Reform)
This final rule meets the applicable
standards set forth in sections 3(a) and
3(b)(2) of Executive Order 12988.

Center Designation Under the Immigrant
Investor Program, Form 1-924, to add
the instructions necessary to require lhe
annual feo; and 0MB control number
1615-NEW, Request for Reduced Fee,
Form 1-942, to document the applicant's
eligibility for the reduced fee. OHS
specifically requested public commenls
on the proposed changes to the forms
and form instructions in the NPRM in
accordance with 5 CFR 1320.11 (a). 0MB
reviewed the request filed in connection
with the NPRM and also filed comments
in accordance with 5 CFR 1320.ll(c).
DHS summarized the comments
received from the public and responded
below:

H. Family Assessment
DHS has determined that this rule
will not affect family well-being within
the meaning of section 654 of the
Treasury and General Government
Appropriations Act. 1999, Public Law
105-277, 112 Stat. 2681 (1998). By
increasing immigration benefit request
fees, this action will impose a slightly
higher financial burden on some
families that petition for family
members lo join them in the United
1. Request for Reduced Fee, Form l-942
States. On the other hand, the rule will
USCIS received some commenls on
provide USCIS with the funds necessary
the Request for Reduced Foe. Fann 1to carry out adjudication and
942, which was part of the NPRM
naturalization services and provide
docket. USCIS proposed to require Form
similar services for free to
l-942 for an applicant to request the
disadvantaged populations. including
S320 reduced fee for the Application for
asylees, refugees, individuals with
Naturalization. The common ls indicated
Temporary Protected Status, and
that the Form l-942's sections related to
victims of human trafficking. DH$ has
preparer and interpreter certifications
determined that the benefits of the
action justify the financial impact lhat ii were unnecessarily lengthy, as was tho
section for signatures of additional
will place on some families.
family members. The commcnls staled
I. Paperwork Reduction Act-Comments that these sections make the fonn
on the Proposed lnformation Collection appear longer and more onerous than it
Changes
needs to be. The commenters also
recommended that the form be optional,
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act
of 1995, all Departments are required to similar lo the optional Request for Fee
Waiver, Fann l-912.
submit to 0MB, for review and
approval, any reporting and
USCIS designed the Request for
recordkeeping requirements inherent in Reduced Fee to be very similar to the
a rule. See 44 U.S.C. 3507. This final
Request for Fee Waiver. USCIS
anticipates that preparers will benefit
rule requires changes to 0MB control
number 1615-0052, the Application for from having similar fonns with similar
Naturalization, Form N-400, to collect
fonnats. Additionally, USCIS does nol
information necessary to document the
believe that Fann 1-942 should be
applicant's eligibility for the reduced fee optional for reduced fee requesls in lhe
proposed in this final rule al 8 CFR
same way that Form 1-912 is optional.
103.7(b)(l)(i)(AAA)(I); 0MB control
With respect to Fann 1-912, USCIS
number 1615-0061, Annual
recognizes that applicants may be able
Certification of Regional Center, Form 1- to address certain criteria, such as
924A, and the Application for Regional
financial hardship, in a letter more
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easily than through a form. However,
the proposed sole basis for submitting a
Request for Reduced Fee is the
applicant's household income level. See
81 FR 26916. To qualify for the reduced
fee, an applicant's household income
must be greater than 150 and not more
than 200 percent of the Federal Poverty
Guidelines. Id. USCIS believes that such
income information is more easily
conveyed to the agency, and accessed by
the agency, if it is presented in a
uniform manner through a form, rather
than through a letter. To provide
additional flexibility lo reduced fee
applicants, USCIS has also decided lo
permit multiple family members living
in tho same household who are each
submilling an Application for
Naturalization, and who are each within
the relevant income levels for the
reduced fee, lo jointly submit one Form
1-942 with their naturalization
applicalions. 136 USCIS determined that
permitting multiple requests on one
form would impose less of a burden
overall than requiring multiple members
of the same household lo file separate
reduced fee requests. As a result of these
comments, OHS changed the form to
permit multiple family members lo file
on Form 1-942 with respect to multiple
naturalization applications.
2. Annual Certification of Regional
Center, Form l-924A
At least one commenter

recommended standardizing the
questions for Form I-924A and
indicated that the form provides liule lo
no value lo USCIS. USCIS believes the

List of Subject.s
8 CFR Part 103

Administrative practice and
procedures, Authority delegations
(government agencies), Freedom of
Information, Privacy, Reporting and
recordkeeping requirements, and Surely
bonds.
8 CFR Part 204

Administrative practice and
procedure, Immigration, Roporting and
recordkeeping requirements.
8 CFR Part 205

Administrative practice and
procedure, Immigration.
Accordingly, OHS amends chapter I of
title 8 of the Code of Federal
Regulations as follows:
PART 103-IMMIGRATION BENEFITS;
BIOMETRIC REQUIREMENTS;
AVAILABILITY OF RECORDS
• 1. The authority citation for part 103

continues lo read as follows:
Authority: 5 U.S.C. JOI, 552, 552(a); 6
u.s.c.112. s u.s.c.1101, 110a. 1154, 1155,
1185, 11860, 1186b, t254a, 1304, 1324a,
1356: 31 U.S.C. 9701: Pub. L. 107-296, 116
Stat. 2135 (6 U.S.C. I et seq.I: E.O. 12356, 47
FR 14874, 15557: 3 CFR, 1982 Comp .. p. 166:
8 CFR part 2: Pub. L. I 12-54.

• 2. Section 103.2 is amended by:
•a.Revising paragraph (a)(l):
• b. Revising paragraph (a)(7); and
• c. Revising paragraph (b)(9).
The revisions read as follows:
§ 103.2 Submission and adJudlcation of
benefit requests.
(a) * * •

(A) Signed with valid signature;
(BJ Executed;
(CJ Filed in compliance with the
regulations governing the filing or the
specific application, petition, form, or
request: and
(D) Submitted with the correct fee(s/.
Ir a check or other financial instrument
used lo pay a fee is returned as
unpayable, USCIS will re-submit the
payment lo the remilter institution one
time. If the instrument used lo pay a fee
is returned as unpayable a second lime,
the filing will be rejected and a charge
will be imposed in accordance with 8
CFR 103.7(a)[2).
(iii) A rejection or a r,ling with USCIS
may not be appealed.
(b) •••
(9) Appearance for interview or
biometrics. USCIS may require any
applicant, petitioner, sponsor,
beneficiary, or individual filing a benefit
request, or any group or class of such
persons submilling requests, lo appear
for an interview and/or biometric
collection. USC.IS may require the
payment of the biometric services foe in
8 CFR 103.7(b)(l)(i)(C) or that the
individual obtain a fee waiver. Such
appearance and feo may also be required
by law, regulation, form instruction·s, or
Federal Register notice applicable lo the
request type. USCIS will notify the
affected person or the date, lime and
location of any required appearance
under this paragraph. Any person
required to appear under this paragraph
may, before the scheduled dale and time
of the appearance, either:
(i) Appear before the scheduled dale
and time:
(ii) For good cause, request that the
biometric services appointment be
rescheduled; or
(iii! Withdraw the benefit request.

(1) Preparation and submission. Every
form, benefit request, or other document
must be submitted lo OHS and executed
in accordance with the form
instructions regardless of a provision of
•
previous version of the form. In
8
CFR
chapter
I
to
the
contrary.
The
•
4.
Section
103.7 is amended by
addition, USCIS believes the revised
revising paragraphs (a)(2) and (b)(1) to
forms address the commenter's concerns form's instructions are hereby
incorporated into the regulations
read as follows:
by eliminating many redundant and
requiring its submission. Each form,
lengthy questions and instructions.
benefit request. or other document must §103.7 Fees.
While the form contains new questions, be filed with the fee(s) required by
it is intended lo result in more
regulation. Filing fees generally are non(a)* * "
comprehensive reviews and to require
refundable and, except as otherwise
(2) Remittances must be drawn on a
fewer and simpler follow-up inquiries
provided in this chapter I, must be paid bank or other institution located in the
from USCIS in response lo annual Iwhen the benefit request is filed.
United Stales and be payable in United
924A filings. OHS made no changes to
Stales currency. Remillances must be
the draft ,form or the proposed rule as a
(7) Benefit requests submitted. (i)
made payable in accordance with the
result of these comments. The form and USCIS will consider a benefit request
guidance specific lo the applicable U.S.
foe are finalized as proposed. New CFR received and will record the receipt date Government office when submitting lo a
204.6(m).
as of the actual dale of receipt at the
Department of Homeland Security office
localed outside or the United Stales.
location designated for filing such
1Jll fn such caso9, each family momber who ls
benefit request whether electronically or Remittances to the Board of Immigration
mquosling o roduced fee for thair Applicelion for
in paper formal. '
Appeals must be made payable to the
Neturaliialion musl sign the Fann 1-942.
(ii)
A
benefit
request
which
is
rejected
"United Stales Department of Justice,"
Applicants must submil the Fann 1-942 in the same
will not retain a filing date. A benefit
in accordance with 8 CFR 1003.8. If a
envelope as lho naturaliza1ion applications for
which lhoy are requesting foe waivers.
request will be rejected if it is not:
remillance in payment of a fee or any
revised form and instructions better

explain the annual reporting process
and requirements, and provide more
useful information lo USCIS, than the
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extension.request without having to pay card or to replace one lost, mutilated, or
destroyed, or foi a change in name:
an additional biometric services fee. If
$455.
drawn:
the extension of the approval expires
(i) A charge of $30.00 will be
before the applicant files an associated
(H) Application for Replacement/
imposed;
Initial Nonimmigrant Arrival-Departure
Petition, then the applicant must file
(ii) The provisions of 8 CFR
either a new Application or a Peli lion,
Document, Form l-102. For filing a
103.2(a)(7)(ii) apply, no receipt will be
petition for an application for Arrival/
and pay a new filing fee and a new
issued, and if a re'ceipt was issued, it is
biometric services fee.
Departure Record Form 1-94, or
void and the benefit request loses its
(2) The application or petition fee for
Crewman's Landing Permit Form 1-95,
receipt dale; and
the associated request has been waived
to replace one lost, mutilated, or
(iii) If the benefit request was
under paragraph (c) of this section: or
destroyed: $445.
approved, the approval may be revoked
(3) The associated benefit request is
(l) Petition for a Nonimmigrant.
upon notice. If the approved benefit
one of the following:
Worker, Fotm l-129. For filing a petition
request requires multiple fees, this
(,1 Application for Posthumous
for. a non immigrant worker: $460.
provision will apply if any fee
Citizenship, Form N--M4;
(J) Petition for Nonimmigrant Worker
submitted is not honored. Other fees
(i,) Refugee/ Asylee Relative Petition,
in CNMI, Form r~129CW.. For an
that were paid for a benefit request that Form l-730;
employer to petition on behalf of one or
is revoked under this provision will be .
(ii,] Application for T Nonimmigrant - more beneficiaries: $460 plus
retained and not refunded. A revocation Status, Form l-914;
supplemental CNMI education funding
of an approval because the fee
(iv) Petition for U Non immigrant
fee of Sl 50 per beneficiary per year. The
submitted is not honored may be
Status, Form 1-918;
CNMI
education funding fee cannot be
appealed to the USCIS Administrative
(v) Application for Naturalization,
waived.
Appeals Office, in accordance with a
Form N--400, by an applicant _who meets
(K) Petition for Alien Fiance/e}, Form
CFR 103.3 and the applicable form
the requirements of sections 328 or 329
l-129F.
For filing a petition to classify
inslructions.
of the Act with respect to military
(b) Amounts offees-(1) Established
service under paragraph (b)(l)(i)(WW) of a nonimmigrant as a fiancee or fiance
under section 214(d) of the Act: $535:
fees and charges-(i) USCIS fees. A
this section;
request for immigration benefits
(vi) Application to Register Permanent there is no fee for a K-3 spouse as
submitted to users must include the
Residence or Adjust Status, Form l--485, designated in 8 CFR 214. l(a)(2) who is
the beneficiary of an immigrant petition
required fee as established under this
from an asylee under paragraph
filed
by a United States citizen on a
(b)(l)(i)(U) of this section:
section. The fees esiablished in this
Petition for Alien Relative, Form 1-130.
(vi,1 Application To Adjust Status
section are associated with the benefit,
(L) Petition for Alien Relative, Form lunder Section 245(i) of the Acl,
the adjudication, or the type of request
130.
For filing a petition to classify
and not solely determined by the form
Supplement A to Form l--485, from an
slatus of a foreign national relative for
number listed below. The term "form"
unmarried child less than 17 years of
as defined in 8 CFR part 1, may include age, or when the applicant is the spouse, issuance of an immigrant vi.sa under
section 204(a) of the Act: $535.
a USCIS-approved electronic equivalent or the unmarried child less than 21
(Ml Application for Travel Document,
of such form as users may provide on
years of age of a legalized foreign
Form l-131. For filing an application for
its official Web site at http://
national and who is qualified for and
travel document:
1
has applied for voluntary departure
www.uscis,.s.ov.
(1) $135 for a Refugee Travel
(A) Certification of true copies: $2.00 under the family unity program from an
Document for an individual age 16 or
per copy.
asylee under paragraph (b)(1)(i)(VJ of
older.
(BJ Attestation under seal: $2.00 each. this section; or
(CJ Biometric service_s fee. For
(2) $105 for a Refugee Travel
(viiil Petition for Amerasian,
capturing, storing, and using biometric
Widow(er), or Special Immigrant, Form Document for a child.under the age of
16.
information (Biometric Fee). A service
1-360, meeting the req4irements of
fee of$85 will be charged to pay for
(3) $575 for advance parole and any
paragraphs (b)(1)(i)(T)(J), (2), (3) or (4)
background checks and have their
other travel document.
of this section.
biometric inforroalion captured, stored,
(41 No fee if filed in conjunction with
(DJ USCTS Immigrant Fee. For OHS
and used for any individual who is
a pending cir concurrently filed Form ldomestic processing and issuance of
required to submit biometric
required documents after an immigrant 485 with fee that was filed on or after
information for an application, petition, visa is issued by the U.S. Department of July 30, 2007.
or other request for certain immigration State: $220.
[NJ Immigrant Petition for Alien
Worker, Form 1-140. For filing a petition
and naturalization benefits (other than
(E) Request for a search of indices lo
asylum or refugee status) or actions.
to classify preference status of an alien
historical records to be used in
users will not charge a biometric
on the basis of profession or occupation
genealogical research, Form G-1041:
services fee when:
under section 204(a) of Lhe Act: S700.
$65. The search request fee is not
(l) An applicant under 8 CFR 204.3
refundable.
(OJ Application for Advance
submits to users a written request for
Permission to Return to Unrelinquished
(F) Request for a copy of historical
an extension of the approval period of
Domicile, Form l-191. For filing an
records to be used in genealogical
an Application for Advance Processing research, Form C-1041A: $65. USCIS
application for discretionary.relief
of an Orphan Petition (Application). if
will refund the records request fee only under section 212(c) of the Act: $930.
the request is ,submitted before the
(P) Application for Advance
when il is unable to locate the file
approval period expires and the
previously identified in response to the Permission to Enter as a Nonimmigrant,
applicant has not yet filed a Petition to
Form 1-192. For filing an application for
index search request.
Classify Orphan as an Immediate
(GJ Application to Replace Permanent discretionary relief under section
Relative (Petition) in connection with
Resident Card, Form l-90. For filing an 212(d)(3) of the Act. except in an
the ap·proved Application. The
application for a Permanent Resident
emergency case or where the approval
applicant may submit only one
Card, Form l-551, to replace an obsolete of the application is in the interest of
other matter is not honored by the bank
or financial institution on which it is

a
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Section 212/e) of the Immigration and
Nationality Act, as Amended), Form l612. For filing an applicalion for waiver
of the foreign-residence requirement
under section 212(e) of the Act: S930.
(DD) Application for Status as a
Temporary Resident under Section
245A of the Immigration and
Nationality Act, Form 1-687. For filing
an application For status as a temporary
resident under section 245A(a) of the
Act: $1,130.
(EE) Application for Waiver of
Grounds of Inadmissibility under
Sections 245A or 210 of the Immigration
and Nationality Act, Form l-690. For
filing an application for waiver of a
ground of inadmissibility under section
212(a) aflhe Act as amended, in
conjunction with the application under
sections 210 or 245A of the Act, or a
petition under section 210A of the Act:
$715.
(FF) Notice of Appeal of Decision
under Sections 245A or 210 of the
Immigration and Nationality Act (or a
petition under section 210A of the Act).
Form l-694. For appealing the denial or
an application under sections 210 or
245A of the Act. or a petition under
section 210A of the Act: $890.
(GG) Application to Adjust Status
from Temporary ta Permanent Resident
advance processing of orphan petition.
(Under Section 245A of Pub. L. 99-603),
(When more than one petition is
Form l-698. For filing an application to
submitted by the same petitioner on
adjust status from temporary to
behalf of orphans who are brothers or
permanent resident (under section 245A
sisters, only one fee will be required.):
of Pub. L. 99-603): $1,670. The
$775. No fee is charged if Form l-600
adjuslmenl date is the date of filing of
has not yet been submitted in
the application for permanent.residence
connection with an approved Form Jor the applicant's eligibility dale,
600A subject to the following
whichever is later.
conditions:
(HHJ Petition to Remove Conditions
(I) The applicant requests an
on
Residence, Form 1-751. For filing a
extension of the approval in writing and
to remove the conditions on
petition
the request is received by USC!S before
residence based on marriage: $595.
the expiration date of approval; and
(lll Application for Employment
juvenile status: or
(2) The applicant's home study is
Authorization, Form l-765. $410. No fee
(4) A petition seeking special
updated and USCIS determines that
if filed in conjunction with a pending or
immigrant visa or slat us an Iraqi or
proper care will be provided to an
concurrently filed Form l-485 with fee
Afghan national who was employed by adopted orphan.
that was filed on or after July 30, 2007.
or on behalf of the U.S. Government in
(3) A no fee extension is limited to
(JI) Petition to Classify Convention
Iraq or Afghanistan.
one occasion. If the Form l-600A
Adoptee as an Immediate Relative,
(U) Application lo Register Permanent approval extension expires before
Residence or Adjust Status, Form 1-485. submission of an associated Form 1-600, Form l-800.
(I) There is no fee for the first Farm
For filing an application for permanent
then a complete application and fee
1-800 filed for a child on the basis of an
residenl status or creation of a record of must be submitted for any subsequent
approved Application far Determination
lawful permanent residence:
application.
of Suitability lo Adopt a Child from a
(1) $1,140 for an applicant 14 years of
(AA) Application for Waiver of
age or older; or
Ground of Inadmissibility, Form l-601. Convention Country, Form 1-;-l!OOA,
during the approval period.
(2) $750 for an applicant under the
For filing an application for waiver of
age of 14 years who submits the
(2) If more than one Form 1-800 is
grounds of inadmissibility: $930.
application concurrently with the Form
(BB) Application for Provisional
filed during the approval period for
l-485 of a parent.
different children, the fee is $775 for the
Unlawful Presence Waiver, Form l(3) There is no fee if an applicant is
second and each subsequent petition
601A. For filing an application for
filing as a refugee under section 209(a)
submitted.
provisional unlawful presence waiver:
of the Act.
$630.
(3) If the children are already siblings
(V) Application to Adjust Status
(CC) Application for Waiver of the
before the proposed adoption. however,
under Section 245/i/ of the Act,
Foreign Residence Requirement (under only one filing fee of S775 is required,
the United States Government: S930. If
filed with and processed by CBP: $585.
(Q) Application for Waiver for
Passport and/or Visa, Form 1-193. For
r.Iing an application for waiver of
pass ort and/or visa: S585.
(R Application for Permission to
Reapply for Admission into the United
States After Deportation ar Removal,
Form l-212. For filing an application for
permission lo reapply for an excluded,
deported or removed alien, an alien who
has fallen into distress, an alien who has
been removed as an alien enemy. or an
alien who has been removed at
government expense instead of
deportation: $930.
(S) Notice of Appeal or Motion, Form
1-2906. For appealing a decision under
the immigration laws in any type of
proceeding over which the Board of
Immigration Appeals does not have
appellate jurisdiction: $675. The fee will
be the same for appeal of a denial of a
benefit request with one or multiple
beneficiaries. There is no fee for an
appeal or motion associa1ed with a
denial of a petition for a special
immigrant visa filed by or on behalf of
an individual seeking special immigrant
visa or status as an Iraqi or Afghan
national who was employed by or on
behalf of the U.S. Government in Iraq or
Afghanistan.
(T) Petition for Amerasian, Widow/er),
or Special Immigrant, Form l-360. For
filing a petition for an Amerasian,
Widow(er). or Special Immigrant: $435.
The following requests are exempt from
this foe:
(l) A petition seeking classification as
an Amerasian:
(2) A self-petition for immigrant status
as a battered or abused spouse, parent,
or child of a U.S. citizen or lawful
permanent resident; or
(3) A petition for special immigrant

1

Supplement A to Form l-485.
Supplement to Form 1-485 for persons
seeking to adjust status under the
provisions of section 245(i) of the Act:
$1,000. There is no fee when the
applicant is an unmarried child less
than 17 years of age, when the applicant
is the spouse, or the unmarried child
less than 21 years of age of an
individual with lawful immigration
status and who is qualified for and has
applied for voluntary departure under
the family unity program.
(WJ Immigrant Petition by Alien
Entrepreneur, Form l-526. For filing a
petition for an alien entrepreneur:
$3,675.
(X) Application To Extend/Change
Nanimmigrant Status, Form 1-539. For
filing an application to extend or change
nonimmi~rant status: $370.
(Y) Petition to Classify Orphan as an
Immediate Re/otive, Form l-600. For
filing a pelition to classify an orphan as
an immediate relative for issuance of an
immigrant visa under section 204(a) or
the Act. Only one fee is required when
more than one petition is submitted by
the same petitioner on behalf of orphans
who are brothers or sisters: $775.
(Z) Application for Advance
Processing of Orphan Petition, Form l600A. For filing an application for
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regardless· of the sequence of submission
of the immigration benefit.

(KKJ Application for Determination of
Suitability to Adopt a Child from a
Convention Counl,y, Form 1-SOOA. For
filing an application for determination
of suitability to adopt a child from a
convention country: $775.
(LL) Request for Action on Approved
Application for Determination of
Suitability to Adopt a Child from a
Convention Count,y, Form 1-BOOA,
Supplement 3. This filing fee is not
charged if Form 1--800 has not been filed
based on the approval of the Form f800A, and Form 1--SOOA Supplement 3
is filed in order to obtain a first
extension of the approval of the Form I800A: S385.
(MM) Application for Family Unity
Benefits, Form l--817. For filing an
application for voluntary departure
under the Family Unity Program: $600. ·
(NNJ Application for Tempora,y
Protected Status, Form 1-821. For first
time applicants: $50. There is no fee for
re-registration.
(00) Application for Action on an

Approved Application or Petition, Form
1-824. For filing for action on an
approved application or petition: S465.
(PP) Petition by Entrepreneur to
Remove Conditions, Form 1--829. For
filing a petition by entrepreneur to
remove conditions: $3,750.
(QQ) Application for Suspension of
Depot1ation or Special Rule
Cancellation of Removal (Pursuant to
Section 203 of Pub. L.105-100), Form
l-881:
(I) $285 for adjudication by DHS,
except that the maximum amount
payable by family members (related as
husband, wife, unmarried child under
21, unmarried son, or unmarried
daughter) who submit applications at
the same time will be $570.
(2) $165 for adjudication by the
Immigration Court (a single fee of $165
will be charged whenever applications
arc filed by two or more foreign
nationals in the same proceedings).
(3) The $165 fee is not required if the
Form 1-881 is referred to the
Immigration Court by DHS.
(RR) Application for Authorization to
Issue Certification for Health Care
Workers, Form 1-905: $230.
(SS) Request for Premium Processing
Service, Form 1-907. $1,225. The
Request for Premium Processing Service
fee:
(I) Must be paid in addition to, and
in a separate remittance from, other
filing fees.
(2) May be adjusted annually by
notice in the Federal Register based on
inflation according to the Consumer
Price Index (CPI).

(3) May not be waived.
Application for Civil Surgeon
Designation, Form 1-910. For filing an
application for civil surgeon
designation: S785. There is no fee for an
application from a medical officer in the
U.S. Armed Forces or civilian physician
employed by the U.S. Government who
examines members and veterans of the
Armed Forces and their dependents at
a military, Department of Veterans
Affairs, or U.S. Government focility in
the United States.
(UU) Application for T Nonimmigranl
Status, Form 1-914. No fee.
(WJ Application for U Non immigrant
Stotus, Form 1-918. No fee.
(WW) Application for Regional Center
Designation under the Immigrant
Investor Program, Form 1-924. For filing
an application for regional center
designation under the Immigrant
Investor Program: $17,795.
(XX) Annual Certification of Regional
Center, Form l-924A. To provide
updated information and certify that an
Immigrant Investor Regional Center has
maintained their eligibility: $3,035.
(YYJ Petition for Qualifying Family
Member of a U-1 Nonimmigrant, Form
f-929. For U-1 principal applicant to
submit for each qualifying family
member who plans to seek an immigrant
visa or adjustment or U status: $230.
(ZZ) Application to File Declaration
of Intention, Form N-300. For filing an
application for declaration of intention
to become a U.S. citizen: $270.
(AAA) Request for a Hearing on a
Decision in Naturalization Proceedings
(Under section 336 of the Act}, Form N336. For filing a request for hearing on
a decision in naturalization proceedings
under section 336 of the Act: $700.
There is no fee if filed on or after
October 1, 2004, by an applicant who
has filed an Application for
Naturalization under sections 328 or
329 of the Act with respect to military
service and whose application has been
denied.
.
(BBB) Application for Naturalization,
Form N-400. For filing an application
for naturalization: $640. Except:
(I) The fee for an applicant whose
documented income is greater than 150
percent and not more than 200 percent
of the Federal poverty level is $320.
(2) No [ee is charged an applicant who
meets the requirements of sections 328
or 329 of the Act with respect lo
military service.
(CCC) ·Application to Preserve
Residence for Naturalization Purposes,
Form N-4 70. For filing an application
for benefits under section 316(b) or 317
of the Act: $355.
(DDD) Application for Replacement
Naturalization/Citizenship Document,
(TT)
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Form N-565. For filing an application
for a certificate of naturalization or
declaration of intention in place of a
certificate or declaration alleged to have
been lost, mutilated, or destroyed: for a
certificate of citizenship in a changed
name under section 343(c) of the Act: or
for a special certificate of naturalization
lo obtain recognition as a citizen of the
United States by a foreign state under
section 343[b) of the Act: S555. There is
no fee when this application is
submitted under 8 CFR 338.5(a) or
343a.1 to request correction of a
certificate that contains an error.
(EEE) Application for Certificate of
Citizenship, Form N--£00. For filing an
application for a certificate of
citizenship under section 309(c) or
section 341 of the Act: $1,170. Thero is
no fee for any application filed by a
member or veteran of any branch of the
United States Armed Forces.
(FFF) Application for Citizenship and
Issuance of Certificate under section 322
of the Act, Form N-600K. For filing an
application for citizenship and issuance
of certificate under section 322 of the
Act: $1,170.
(GGG) American Competitiveness and
Workforce Improvement Act (ACWIA)
fee. For filing certain H-1B petitions as
described in 8 CFR 214.2(h)(19] and
USC!S form instructions: S1 ,500 or
$750.
(HHH] Froud detection and
prevention fee. For filing certain H-1B
and L petitions, and S150 for H-2B
petitions as described in 8 CFR
214.2(h)(19): $500.
(lll) 9-11 Response and Biometric
Ent,y-Exit Fee for H-1B Visa. For certain
petitioners who employ 50 or more
employees in the United States if more
than 50 percent or the petitioner's
employees are in H-IB, L-1A or L-1 B
nonimmigrant status: $4,000. Collection
of this fee is scheduled to end on
September 30, 2025. ·
(JI)) 9-11 Response and Biometric
Ent,y-Exil Fee for i-1 Visa. For certain
petitioners who employ 50 or more
employees in the United States, if more
than 50 percent of the petitioner's
employees are in H-lB, L-lA or L-18
nonimmigrant status: $4,500. Collection
of this fee is scheduled to end on
September 30, 2025.

*

• 5. Section 103. 16 is amended by
revising the first sentence of paragraph
(a) to read as follows:
§103.16 Collection, use and storage of
biometric Information.
(a) Use of biometric information. An

individual may be required to submit
biometric information by law.

regulation, Federal Register notice or
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determines that the regional center's
participation in the program should be
terminated, USCIS will state the reasons
for termination. The regional center may
continuing to promote economic
appeal the final termination decision in
• 6. Section 103. I 7 is amended by
growth, including increased export
accordance with 8 CFR 103.3.
revising paragraph (b) to read as follows: sales, improved regional productivity,
(vi) A regional center may elect to
job creation, and increased domestic
withdraw from the program and request
§103.17 Biometric services lee.
capital investment in the approved
a termination of the regional center
geographic area, using a form designated designation. The regional center must
(b) Non-payment. Ir a benefit request
for this purpose; and
notify USCIS of such election in the
is received by DHS without the correct
(CJ Pay tlie foe provided by 8 CFR
form of a letter or as otherwise
biometric services fee as provided in \he
103.7(b)(1 )(i)(XX).
requested by USCIS. USCIS will notify
form instructions, DHS will reject the
(ii) USCIS will issue a notice of intent the regional center of its decision
benefit request.
to terminate the designation or a
regarding the withdrawal request in
regional center in the proll!'am if:
writing.
PART 204-IMMIGRANT PETITIONS
(A) Aregional center ra,ls to submit
the
information required in paragraph
• 7. The authority citation for part 204
(m)(6J(i)(B) of this section, or pay the
continues to read as follows:
PART 205--ffEVOCATION OF
associated fee; or
APPROVAL OF PETITIONS
Authority: 8 U.S.C.1101, 1103, 1151, 1153.
(BJ USCJS determines that the
1154, 1182. 1184. 1186a, 1255. 1641: 8 CFR
regional center no longer serves the
• 9. The authority citation for part 205
part 2.
purpose of promoting economic growth, continues to read as follows:
• 8. Section 204.6 is amended by
including increased export sales,
Authority: 8 U.S.C. 1101, 1103, 1151.1153,
revising paragraph (m)(6) to read as
improved regional productivity, job
1154, 1155, 1182, and 1186a.
follows:
creation, and increased domestic capital
• 10. Section 205.1 is amended by
investment.
§ 204.6 PeUttons for employment creation
. (iii} A notice of intent to terminate the removing and reserving paragraph (a)(2) .
allena.
designation or a regional center will be
•
•
§ 205.1 Automatic revocaUon .
sent to the regional center and set forth
(ml* * *
(e),. * •
the reasons for termination.
(6) Continued participation
(2) !Reserved)
(iv) The regional center will be
requirements for regional centers. (i)
provided 30 days from receipt of the
Regional centers approved for
notice of intent to terminate to rebut the
Jeh Charles Johnson,
participation in the program must:
ground or grounds stated in the notice
Secretary.
(Al Continue to meet the requirements of intent to terminate.
[FR Doc. 2016-25328 Filed 10-21-16; 8:45 aml
or section 6!0(a} or the Appropriations
(v) USCJS will notify the regional
Act.
center or the final decision. Jr USCJS
BIWNG CODE 4410-10-P
the for{ll instructions applicable to the
(BJ Provide USCIS with updated
request type or irrequired in accordance information annually, and/or as
otherwise requested by USCIS, to
with 8 CFR 103.2(b)(9). ' ' '
demonstrate that the regional center is
•
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From: Bucher, Steve P
sent: Wednesday, December 07, 201110:36 AM

To: Neufeld, Donald; Monica, Donald J; Langlois, Joseph
Cc: Velarde, Barbara Q; Borgen, Michael R; Sclalabba, Lori

Subject: FW: Sodal Networking Sites
Importance: High

(b)(5J

From: Scott, Judith l
sent: Tuesday, December 06, 2011 4:27 PM

To: FONS-FIELD; Alexis, Michelle; Blltzer, Robert (CTR); Delaney, Daniel (CTR); Dewey, David
(CTR); Edwards, Brant (CTR); HIii, Raymond; Jenkins, ca111an (CTR); Korchowsky, Sharon (CTR);
Nelson, Meredith (CTR); Rosado, Manuel; Shi, Ting (CTR); Atkinson, Ronald A; Blackwood,
Robert L; Bucher, Steve P; Crewson, lean C; Karam, Lauren J; Kellner, Aris R; MIiier, Robert;
Rosenstock, Peter; Scott, Judith J; Simeone, Ann; Burdick, WIiiiam L; Case, Mary Ann; Coffren,
Brenda A; Colic, Mirian E; Cortes, Luis; Oelcore, Robert; Embry, Shella G; Emrich, Matthew O;
Fagan, David W; Freeman, Mark c;:; Golston, Shari A; Herrera, Al T; Houck, Monique;
Khoudaghoullan, Minas; Lambert, Monda I; Swanson, Toni; Thornhill, Steven C; Dean, Kimberly
D; Alexander, Jeffrey D; Alexis, Melissa; Areas, Jullo; Baldwin, Sara K; Banks, Nlc:ole P; Bolanos,
susana P; Chenevert, Michelle Z; Hess, Karen K; HIii, Larry D; Holder, Laura M; Kostiuk, Damian
D; Mendoza, Elizabeth; Miller, Donn; NIisen, Arthur; Patel, Ruehl R; Reeder, Amy C; Rosen,
Talisha L; Wllllams, Pierre L; Armstrong, Sally L; Bittner, Adrian; Braffman, Matthew E; Bullock,
Rebecca A; Celene, Michael A; Chanowitz, Jeffrey S; Davis, Glenn C; Davis, Rebecca J; Dolan,
Michael J; Fortin, Elaine; Hodges, Krystal M; Johnson, Michael D; Legall, Eduardo A; McCabe,
Kevin; Merkovlch, Melissa A; MIiier, Britney; O'Bryant, Ryan; OViosu, Esther; Radii, Donald G;
Ryan, Danielle C; Salyer, Robert M; Trujillo, Leonard E; Barefoot, Thomas; Beebe, Heather F;
Blac:knell, Chennetta D; Deal, Dean A; Gonzales, Kimberly A; Hernandez, Leticia; Jacobs,
Alexander L; Knafta, Susan J; Lopes, Harrison; McBride, Mark D; Planchard, Emily L; Salcedo,
Mal'lln W; Smith Shaw, Deborah J; Sobolewski, t'ynthia F; Sweeney, Aaron W; VIiiarreai, Joe;
Vincent, Douglas L; Amador, Marlene; Ayoung, Cartton P; Bianco, Anthony D; Brown-Harris,
Janie; Castillo, Milagros; Chao, Sherman; Cheng, Susan P; Clark, Makesha; Oar1<, Makesha;
Cornell, Robert K; Ebersole, Jllla; Epperson, Douglas W; Epstein, Sara I; Flneaso, Samson P; Hall,
Joshua; Heffron, Christopher M; Horton, Laverne L; Hunt, Frederick; Huntenburg, Bettina M;
Ibrahim, Salaheldln; lsoldl, John W; Jacks, Marion M; Jaspal, Ravfnder 5; Jimenez, Rolando R;
Johnson, Erik P; Johnson, Oliver; Kelly, Oaire C; Khan, Asma M; Kotkln, Charles R; Lee, Terence
W; Uu, Jerry; Lomeli, Paul; Lulxlmskl, Marie A; Lyday, Kevin J; Matthews, Lauren E; Mohamed,
Fazal X; Navarro, Ross M; omarson, Olaf; Quinn, Kevin T; Rogers, William R; Ryan, Kelly;
Savarese, lauren; Savarese, Lauren E; 5eon, Juneann M; Stein, Jesse; Vogel, Cory I; White,
Robert A; Woydzlak, Lester L; Becker, Scott E; Hysmith, Tenner L; Kanwal, Nida; Lambert, Percy
L; Newman, Brandl R; Ravelln, Ellen M; Rlebesell, Paul O
Subject: Social Networking Sites
Importance: High
An Important Message from Steve Bucher, FDNS Acting Assoc/ale Director, to all FDNS

Employees
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TABLE 1-ANNUALIZED ESTIMATE OF RESPONDENT BURDEN
Type of respondent
TA requeslor, e-cornmu~

nications recipient. colleague of previous ra·
questor.

Instrument

Total burden

responses

Tolal number
of responses

Hours per

respondenlS

response

hOUl'S

OTAC Customer Feedback
Survey.

200

1

200

0.5

100

Written comments and
recommendations concerning the
proposed information collection should
be sent by November 18, 2016 to the
SAMHSA Desk Officer at the Office of
Information and Regulatory.Affairs,
Office of Management and Budget
(0MB). To ensure timely receipt of
comments, and ta avoid potential delays
in OMB's receipt and processing of mail
sent through the U.S. Postal Service,

Number of

Number of

or nonimmigrant benefit requests,
"hereinafter collectively referred to as
"benefit requests"" to process and
adjudicate all benefit requests submitted
for naturalization, lawful permanent
residence, asylum, refugee status, and
other immigrant and non immigrant
benefits in accordance with U.S.
immigration law. DHS/USCIS also uses
the Benefit Information System to
support national security by preventing
individuals from fraudulently obtaining
commenters are encouraged to submit
immigration benefits arid by denying
their comments lo 0MB via email to:
benefit requests submitted by
0/RA _Submission®omb,eop.gov.
Although commenlers are encouraged lo individuals who pose national security
or public safety threats, This system of
send their comments via email,
records notice was previously published
commenters may also fax their
in the Federal Register on September
comments lo: 202-395-7285.
29, 2008, (73 FR 56596).
Commenters may also mail them to:
DHS/USCIS is updating this system of
Office of Management and Budget,
records to: (1) Update the system
Office of Information and Regulatory
Affairs, New Executive Office Building, location to include international offices
and replicated copies on unclassified
Room 10102, Washington, DC 20503,
and classified networks: (2) update the
Summer King,
category of individuals to include
Statistician.
interpreters, preparers, physicians, and
frR Doc, 201&-25310 Filod 10-16-16: 8:45 amJ
sponsors: (3) expand the categories of
BIWNG CODE 4162-:Zo-P
records to clarify the data elements lhal
USCIS collects from benefit requestors,
beneficiaries, and family members",
benefit sponsors: representatives:
DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND
preparers and interpreters: and
SECURITY
physicians; (4) separate routine use (NJ
Office of the Secretary
into two separate routine uses (i.e., (NJ,
(0)) to provide clarity on information
[Docket No. DHS-201 &--00431
sharing with federal, state, tribal, or
local government agencies and foreign
Privacy Act of 1974; Department of
government
agencies for the repayment
Homeland Security/United States
Citizenship and Immigration Services- of loans; (5) update routine uses (W).
(X). (Y), and (Z) to permit the sharing of
007 Benefit Information System,
information pursuant to a Computer
System of Records
Matching Agreement or other
AGENCY: Privacy Office, Department of
agreement, with the Department of
Homeland Security,
Labor, with the public during the course
of naturalization ceremonies, and with
ACTlON: Notice of Privacy Act system of
the Department of Treasury,
records.
respectively: (6) update retention
SUMMARY:
accordance with the
schedules for each record type: [7)
Privacy Act of 1974, the Department of
expand data elements used to retrieve
Homeland Security (OHS) proposes to
records from the elements listed or a
update and reissue a current OHS
combination thereof; (8) update sources
system of records titled, "OHS/United
of records to include interpreters,
States Citizenship and Immigration
preparers, and physicians; and (9)
Services (USC1S)·007 Benefit
expand lhe system classification lo
Information System" system of records, provide notice that Benefit Information
DHS/USCIS collects, uses, and
System records may be stored on both
maintains tho Benefit Information
DHS unclassified and classified
System records lo administer immigrant network., lo allow for analysis and

vetting consistent with existing OHS/
USCIS authorities and purposes and this
published notice, Additionally, this
notice includes non-substantive changes
to simplify the formatting and text of the
previously published notice.
This updated system will be included
in the Department of Homeland
Security"s inventory of record systems,
DATES: Submit comments on or before
November 17, 2016. This updated
system will be effective November 17,
2016.
ADDRESSES: You may submit comments,
identified by docket number DHS..
2016--0043 by one of the following
methods:
• Federal e·Rulemaking Portal: http://
wwiv.rogulalions.gov, Follow the
instructions for submitting comments,
• Fax:202-343-4010,
• Mail: Jonathan R. Cantor, Aeling
Chief Privacy Officer, Privacy Office,
Department of Homeland Security,
Washington, DC 20528.
tNSTRUCT1DNS: All submissions received
must include the agency name and
docket number for this rulemaking. All
comments received will be posted
without change to http:/!
www.regulations.gov, including any
personal information provided,
DOCKET: For access to the docket to read
· background documents or comments
received, please visit http://
www.regulations.gov.

For
general questions. please contact:
Donald K. Hawkins, (202) 272-8000,
Privacy Officer, U.S. Citizenship and
Immigration Services, 20 Massachusells
Avenue NW., Washington, DC 20529.
For privacy questions, please contact:
Jonathon R. Cantor, (202) 343-1717,
Acting Chief Privacy Officer, Privacy
Office, Department of Homeland
Security, Washington, DC 20528.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

I. Background
In accordance with the Privacy Act of
1974, 5 U.S.C. 552a, the Department of
Homeland Security (OHS) United Slates
Citizenship and Immigration Services
(USCIS) proposes lo update and reissue
a current OHS system of records titled,
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from records covered by the Alien File
(A-File), Index, and National File ·
Tracking SORN (see DHS/USCIS/ICE/
immigration and non-immigration to the CBP--001 Alien File. Index, and
United Stales and is responsible for the National File Tracking System of
administration of immigration, nonRecords, November 21, 2013, 78 FR
immigration. and naturalization
69864). The A-File is the official record
adjudication functions and for
regarding the transactions of an
establishing immigration policies and
individual as he or she passes through
priorilies. In executing its mission,
the U.S. immigration and inspection
DHS/USCIS performs functions that
process. The A-File contains
include the intake, review, and
information relating to immigration
adjudication of the following types of
benefits processing, protection of
benefits:
national security, and administering and
(1) Family-Based: 1
enforcing
immigration and nationality
(2) Employment-Based: 2
laws and related statutes. While USCIS
(3) Humanitarian-Based;'
is the custodian of the A-Filo, the three
(4) Adoption-Based:' and
former
Immigration and Naturalization
(5) Citizenship and NaluralizationService (INS) agencies: USCIS, U.S.
Based.'
Customs and Border Protection (CBPJ,
The Benefits Information System
and U.S. Immigrations and Customs
SORN covers the processing of
Enforcement (ICE), all contribute
immigrant and nonimmigranl benefit
requests and does not cover requests for information to and use A-Files. The A·
asylum and refugee status. The Benefits File SORN covers the paper and
electronic copy A-File and/or Receipt
Information System includes:
Information provided by or on behalf of File, supplemental forms, supplemental
individuals who submit immigrant and evidence, and identity history
summaries (formally known as RAP
nonimmigrant benefit requests;
sheets), but does not include all case
background check results collected as
processing and decisional data. The BIS
part of the USC!S-initiated background
SORN
is specific to USCIS' collection,
check process: and transactional data
use. maintenance, dissemination, and
that indicates which steps of the
storage of benefit request information,
adjudication process have been
including case processing and
completed, such as an appointment lo
decisional data nol included in the Asubmit biometrics for a background
file. USCIS records case processing
check, other pending benefits, whether
the benefit rcqucslor may have engaged information such as date USCIS
received or filed benefit requests;
in fraudulent activity, or activities that
benefit request status: location of record;
adversely impact the national security
other
control number when applicable:
or public safety of the United Stales that
fee receipt data: status of USCIS
could bear on fitness or eligibility for
appointments and interviews: date of
the requested benefits.
issuance of a notice; and whether the
Records covered by this Benefit
benefit request form was referred to the
Information System (BIS) SORN differ
Fraud Detection and National Security
1 An individual may petition for relativos (or
Directorate for review. Decisional data
futuro tulolives: sur.h as a fionc8(a) ore prospective
such as approval/denial code is also
edopled child) to immigrate to the Unitod Stntos.
stored in tho BIS SORN.
aAll foreign workers musl obtain permission 10
USCIS is updating this system of
work logolly in lbQ Unitod Stalos. Each employment
records to (1) update system location lo
category for admbsion has different requil1'lments,
r.ondition~. ond oulhorizod periods of slny, USCIS
include international offices; (2) update
offers tho following cmploymcnl·based cntegories:
category
of individuals covered by this
Temporary lnonimmigran1J worker, permonenl
SORN, to include interpreters,
worker,, stude'n1s and exchange visitors, nnd
preparers, and physicians, and
1emporary visitors for businaM,
J USCIS provides a number of humanitario.n
sponsors: (3) expand the categories of
, program.sand prolection to assisl individun.ls in
records lo clarify the data elements that
need or sheller or aid from disasters. From
,
USCIS collects from benefit requestors,
oppression. for emergency medical issues, and rOr
beneficiaries, and family members;
oiher urgenl circumslances. Including: Asylum;
refugee: parole: deferred action: lemporary
benefit sponsors; representatives:
protective slatus: butlered spouse, children, and
preparers and interpreters; and
pnrenh1; and victims of human trafficking and other
physicians;
(4) separate routine use (NJ
crimes.
has been separated into two separate
"USC1S is responsible for dolennining tho
routine uses (i.e .. (NJ, (OJ) to provide
eligibility and suitabilily of tho Prospective
Adoplive Parent.!I (individuals) looking to adopt and clarity on information sharing of
dotarmining I.he "eligibilily of the child lo immigrate information with federal, stale, tribal, or
to tho Unilad States.
local government agencies and foreign
5 Naturalization is the JDllflner in which a person
government agencies for the,
nol born in the Unilod States \'Oluniarlly becomes
a U.S. citizen.
respectively, in collecting the
"DHS/USCIS-007 Benefit Information
,
System" system of records.
DHS/USCIS oversees lawful

repayment of loans; later routine uses
are being re-lettered for formatting; (5)
update routine uses (W), (XJ. (YJ. and
(Z) to permit the sharing or information
pursuant to a Computer Matching
Agreement or other agreement, with the
Department of Labor, with the public
during the course of natura1izalion

ceremonies, and with the Doparlment of
Treasury, respectively; (6) update
retention schedules for each record
type; (7) expand data elements used to
retrieve records from the elements listed
or a combination thereof; (8) update
sources of records to include
interpreters, preparers, and physicians:

(9) expand the system classification to
provide notice that Benefit Information
System records may be stored on both
DHS unclassified and classified
networks to allow for analysis and
vetting consistent with existing DHS/
USCIS authorities and purposes and this
published notice. Furthermore. this
notice includes non-substantive changes
lo simplify the formatting and text of the
previously published notice.
Consistent with DHS's information
sharing mission, information stored in
the DHS/USCIS--007 Benefit
Information System may be shared with
other DHS components that have a need
lo know the information lo carry out
their national security, law enforcement,
immigration, intelligence, or other '
homeland security functions. In
addition, DHS/USCIS may share
information with appropriate federal,
stale, local. tribal, territorial, foreign, or
international government agencies
consistent with the routine uses set

forth in this system of records notice.
Even when a valid routine use permits
disclosure of information from this
system of records to a third party, in
some cases such disclosure may not be
permissible because of confidentiality
laws and policies that limit the sharing
of information regarding individuals
applying for certain immigration or nonimmigration benefits.
This updated system will be included
in DHS's inventory or record systems.
II. Privacy Act
The Privacy Act embodies fair
information practice principles in a
statutory framework governing the
means by which federal government
agencies collect, maintain, use, and
disseminate individuals' records. The
Privacy Act applies to information that
is maintained in a "system of records."
A "system of records" is a group or any
records under the control of an agency
from which information is retrieved by
the name of an individual or by some
identifying number, symbol. or other
identifying particular assigned lo tho
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individual. In the Privacy Act, an
individual is defined to encompass U.S.
'citizens and lawful permanent
residents. As a matter of policy, OHS
extends administrative Privacy Act
protections to all individuals when
systems of records maintain information
on U.S. citizens, lawful permanent
residents, and visitors.
Below is the description of the OHS/
USCIS-007 Benefit Information System
System of Records.
In accordance with 5 U.S.C. 552a(r),
OHS has provided a report of this
system of records to the Office of
Management and Budget and to
Congress.
SYSTEM OF RECORDS

DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY
(DHS)/UNITED STATES cmZENSHIP AND
IMMIGRATION SERVICES (USCISf-007
SYSTEM NAME:

DHS/USCIS-007 Benefit Information
System.
SECURITY C~ASSIFICATION:

Unclassified, Sensitive, For Official
Use Only. The data may be retained on
classified networks, but this does not
change the nature and character of the
data until it is combined with classified
information.
SYSTEM LOCATION:

Records are maintained in OHS/

users information technology (IT)
systems (e.g., Computer Linked
Application Information Management
System (CLAIMS) 3, CLAIMS 4,
Adoptions Case Management System,
Case and Activity Managemenl for
International Operations) and associated
electronic and paper files located at
USCIS Headquarters in Washington, DC
and in DHS/USC!S service centers and
domestic and international field offices.
Records are replicated from the
operational DHS/USCJS IT systems and
maintained on OHS unclassified and
classified networks.
CATEGORIES OF INDIVIDUALS COVERED BY THE
SYSTEM:

Categories of individuals covered by
this system include (1) persons who
have filed, for themselves or on the
behalf of others [benefit requestors and
beneficiaries), benefit requests for
immigration benefits under the
Immigration and Nationality Act as
amended, and/or who have submitted
fee payments or received refunds from
such benefit requests: (Z) current,
former. and potential derivatives of
benefit requestors (family members): (3)
sponsors (e.g .. employers, law
enforcement officers, individuals): (4)
attorneys and representatives

recognized by USCJS end/or accredited
by the Board of Immigration Appeals
(Representatives); (5) interpreters; (6)
individuals who assist in the
preparation of the benefit request
(Preparers); (7) individuals who make
feo payments on behal£ of the benefit
requestor; and (8) physicians who
conduct immigration related medical
examinations.
CATEGORIES OF RECORDS IN THE SYSTEM:
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• USC!S Receipt/Case Number:
• Personal background information
(e.g.. involvement with national security
threats, criminal offenses, Communist
party, torture, genocide, killing,
,
injuring, forced sexual contact. limiting
or denying others religious beliefs.
service in military or other armed
groups, work in penal or detention
systems, weapons distribution, combat
training);
• Records regarding organization
membership or affiliation;
• Health information (e.g ..
vaccinations, referrals, communicable
diseases, physical or mental disorders,
prostitution, drug or alcohol abuse):
• Travel history;
• Education history;
• Work history;
• Professional accreditation
information:

Information about benefit requestor,
beneficiaries, and family members may
include:
• FullName:
• Alias(es);
• Physical and Mailing Addresses;
• A-Number;
• USCJS Online Account Number;
•. Social Security number (SSN):
• Date o£birth and/or Death;
• Nationality;
• Financial information (e.g .. income,
• Country of Citizenship:
expenses, scholarships, savings, assets,
• Place ofbirth;
property, financial support, supporter
• Gender;
information, life insurance, debts,
• Marital status;
encumbrances. tax records):
• Military status:
• Supporting documentation as
• Phone and fax numbers;
necessary (e.g., birth, marriage, and
• Email address;
divorce certificates: licenses; academic
• Immigration status;
diplomas; academic transcripts; appeals
• Government-issued identification
or motions to reopen or reconsider
(e.g .. passport, drivers' license):
decisions; explanatory statements:
o Document type;
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) results;
o Issuing organization:
and unsolicited information submitted
o Document number:
voluntarily by the benefit requestor or
o. Expiration date:
family members in support of a benefit
o Benefit requested:
request);
• Notices and communications,
• Physical Description (e.g .. height.
including:
· weight, eye color. hair color, race.
o Receipt notices;
ethnicity, identifying marks like tattoos
o Requests for Evidence;
or birthmarks):
o Notices of Intent lo Deny:
• Biometric [i.e .. fingerprints and
o Proofs of benefit;
photographs) and other information
• Signature;
(i.e., race, ethnicity, weight. height, eye
• Benefit request fee payment
color, hair color) collected to conduct
information (e.g., credit card number,
background checks:
Pay.gov Payment Tracking Number);
• Description oF relationships
and
between benefit requesters,
• Audio-visual recordings, including ropresonlative, preparers, and family
interviews and naturalization
members;
ceremonies.
• Information regarding the status of
Benefit-specific eligibility information Department of Justice (DO/), Executive
about benefit requestor, beneficiaries,
Office of Immigration Review (EOJR)
and family members moy include:
proceedings, if applicable; and
• Other unique identifying numbers
• Case processing information such as
(e.g., Department of State (DOSJ-lssued
date benefit requests were filed or
Personal Identification Number, ICE
received by USCIS: benefit request
Student and Exchange Visitor Number,
status; location of record; other control
USCIS E-Verify Company Identification number when applicable; and foe
Number); ,
receipt data.
• Arrival/Departure Information;
Information about Benefit Sponsors
• Immigration history (e.g.,
may include:
ci tizenshi pf naturalization certificate
• Full name:
number, removals, explanations);
• Gender:
• Family relationships (e.g., parent.
• Physical and mailing addresses:
spouse, sibling. child, other dependents)
• Phone and fax numbers:
and Relationship Practices (e.g.,
• Country of domicile:
polygamy, custody; guardianship);
• Date of birth;
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Place or birth:
Citizenship information:
SSN;
A-Number:
USCIS Online Account Number:
Employment information;

• Type or Degree/License (i.e ..
medical doctor, doctor of osteopathy, or
clinical psychologist);
• Type of medical practice:
• Examination dates of the benefit

• Financial information (e.g., income,

• Clinical methods used lo diagnose
benefit requestor:
• Email address; and

expenses, scholarships, savings, assets,
properly, financial support, supporter
information, lifo insurance, debts,

requcstor:

• Signature.

encumbrances, lax records);

• Position and relationship lo an
organization (e.g .. manager or a
company seeking formal recognition by
USCIS):
•
• Family relationships (e.g .. parent,
spouse, sibling, natural. foster, and/or
adopted child, other dependents): and
• Relationship practices (e.g..
poly8amy, custody, guardianship).
Information about Representatives
includes:
·
• Name;

,

• Law Firm/Recognized Organization:
• Physical and mailing addresses:
• Phone and fax numbers;
• Email address;
• Attorney Bar Card Number or
equivalent:
• Bar membership;
• Accreditation date;

• Board of Immigration Appeals
Representative Accreditation;
• Expiration dale;
• Law Practice Restriction
explanation: and
• Signature.
Information about Preparers and
Interpreters may include:
• Full name;
• Organization:
• Business State ill number:
• Employer Tax Identification
Number;
• Physical and mailing addresses;
• Email address:
• Phone and rax numbers:
• Relationship lo benefit requester;
and
• Signature.
Information about individuals who
make fee payments on behalf of the
benefit requestor includes:
• Name;
~ Email address;
• Phone number;
• Mailing address; and
• Payment information.
Information about Physicians may
include:
, • Full name:
• Organization name;
• Physical and mailing addresses;
• Professional experience;
• License number;
• Other Physician Identifying
Number(s);
• Licensing stale and date or
issuance:
,'

AUTHORITY FOR IIAlNTENANCE OF TME SYSTEM:

Authority for maintaining this system
is in Sections 103 and 290 or the INA,
as amended (8 U.S.C.1103 and 1360),
the regulations issued pursuant thereto:
and Section 451 of the Homeland
Security Acl of 2002 (Pub. L. 107-296).
PURPOSE(S):

Tho purpose or this system is lo
permit USCIS' collection. use,
maintenance, dissemination, and

slorage or paper and electronic benefit
request information, including case
processing and decisional data not

included in the A-File SORN (DHS/
USCIS/ICE/CBP-001 Alien File, Index,
and National File Tracking System or
Records, November 21, 2013, 78 FR
69864). These records assist in the
processing or immigrant and
nonimmigranl benefit requests from the
lime when USCIS collects the
information from the benefit requester
until the case reaches a final decision in
· the relevant case management system.

This system of records does not cover
requests for asylum or refugee status.
This system of records notice enables
DHS/USCIS lo process benefit requests
electronically; determine the status of
pending benefit requests: account for
and control the receipt and disposition
or any fees and refunds collected:

wheii a valid routine use permits

disclosure of information from this
system or records to a third party, in
some cases such disclosure may nol be
permissible because of confidentiality
laws and policies that Ii mil the sharing
of information regarding individuals
applying for certain immigration or nonimmigration benefits.
Information.in this syslem of records
contains information relating to persons
who have pending or approved benefit
requests for special protected classes
and should nol be disclosed pursuant lo
a routine use unless disclosure is

otherwise permissible under the
confidentialily stalules, regulations, or
policies applicable to that information.
For example, information relating lo
persons who have pending or approved
benefit requests for protection under the
Violence Against Women Act. Seasonal
Agricultural Worker or Legalization
claims, the Temporary Protected Status
of an individual, and information
relating to nonimmigrant visas protected
under special confidentiality provisions

should nol be disclosed pursuant to a
routine use unless disclosure is
otherwise permissible under tho
confidenlialily statutes, regulation·,. or
policies applicable to that information.
These confidenlialily provisions do not
prevent OHS from disclosing
information lo the U.S. Department or
Justice (DOI) and Offices or the United
States Attorney as parl or an ongoing
criminal or civil investigation.
A. To the DOJ, including Offices of
the United Slates Attorneys, or other
federal agency conducting litigation or
in proceedings before any court,
adjudicative, or administrative body,
when it is rclcvanl or necessary lo lhc

litigation and one of the following is a
conduct searches pursuant to Freedom
party of the litigation or has an interest
of Information Act (FO!A) and Privacy
in such litigation:
Acl requests; and locale related physical
1. DHS or any component thereof:
and automated files to support OHS/
2. Any employee or former employee
USCIS responses to inquiries about
of DHS in his/her official capacity;
these records.
3. Any employee or former employee
DHS/USCIS maintains a replica or
of DHS in his/her individual capacity
some or all of the data in the operating
when DOJ or DHS has agreed lo
system on OHS unclassified and
represent tho employee: or
4. The United States or any agency
classified networks lo allow for analysis
thereof.
and vetting consislenl with the above
B. To a congressional office from the
slated purposes and this published
record or an individual in response lo
notice.
an inquiry from that congressional office
ROUTINE USES OF RECORDS MAINTAINED IN TME
made al the request of the individual to
SYSTEU, INCLUDING CATEGORIES OF USERS AND
whom the record pertains.
THE PURPOSES OF SUCH USES:
C. To the National Archives and
In addition lo those disclosures
Records Administration (NARA) or
generally pennilled under 5 U.S.C.
General Services Administration
552a(b) or the Privacy Acl, all or a
pursuant to records management
portion of the records or information
inspections being conducted under tho
contained in this system may be
authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906.
disclosed outside DHS as a routine use
D. To an agency or organization for
pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(b)(3). Even
the purpose of performing audit or
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oversight operations as authorized by
law, but only such information as is
necessary and relevant to such audit or
oversight function.
E. To appropriate agencies, entities,
and persons when:
1. DHS suspects or has confirmed that
the security or confidentiality of
information in the system of records has
been compromised:

2. OHS has determined that as a result
of the suspected or confirmed
compromise, there is a risk of identity
theft or fraud, harm to economic or
property interests, harm to an
individual, or harm to the security or
integrity of this system or other systems
or programs (whether maintained by
DHS or another agency or entity) that
· · rely upon the compromised
information; and
3. The disclosure made to such
agencies, entities, and persons is

reasonably necessary to assist in
connection with DHS' efforts to respond
lo the suspected or confirmed
compromise and prevent, minimize, or
remedy such harm.
F. To contractors and their agents,
grantees, experts, consultants, and
others performing or working on a
contract, service, granl, cooperative

agreement, or other assignment for OHS,
when necessary to accomplish an ·
agency function related to this system of
records. Individuals provided
information under this routine use are
subject to the same Privacy Act
requirements and limitations on
disclosure as are applicable to DHS
officers and employees.
G. To an appropriate federal, state,
tribal. local. international. or foreign law
enforcement agency or other appropriate
authority charged with investigating or
prosecuting a violation, enforcing, or
implementing a law, rule, regulation, or
order, when a record. either on its face
or in conjunction with other
information, indicates a violation or

potential violation of law, which
includes criminal, civil, or regulatory
violations and such disclosure is proper
and consistent with the official duties of
the person making tho disclosure.
H. To clerks and judges of courts
exercising naturalization jurisdiction for
the purpose of filing applications for
naturalization and to enable such courts
to determine eligibility for
naturalization or grounds for revocation
of naturalization.
I. To the Department of State for the
purpose of assisting in the processing of
benefit requests under the Immigration
and Nationality Act, and all other
immigration and nationality laws
including treaties and reciprocal
agreements.
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J, To appropriate Federal, State, tribal,
P. To a coroner for purposes of
and local government law enforcement
affirmatively identifying a deceased
and regulatory agencies, foreign
individual (whether or not such
governments, and international
individual is deceased as a result of a
organizations, as well as to other
crime],
individuals and organizations during
Q. Consistent with the requirements
the course of an investigation by OHS or of the Immigration and Nationality Act,
tho processing of a matter under OHS
to the Department of Health and Human
jurisdiction, or during a proceeding
Services (HHS), the Centers for Disease
within the purview of the immigration
Control and Prevention (CDC), or to any
and nationality laws, when OHS deems State or local health authorities, lo:
that such disclosure is necessary to
I. Provide proper medical oversight of
carry oul its functions and statutory
OHS-designated civil surgeons who
mandates to elicit information required. perform medical examinations of both
by OHS to carry out its functions and
arriving foreign nationals and or those
statutory mandates.
requesting status as a lawful permanent
K. To an appropriate Federal. State,
resident: and
local, tribal, foreign, or international
2. To ensure that all health issues
agency, if the information is relevant
potentially affecting public health and
and necessary lo a requesting agencies
safely in the United States are being or
decision concerning the hiring or
have been, adequately addressed.
retention of an individual, or issuance
R. To a federal, state, or local
of a security clearance, license, contract, government agency seeking to verify or
grant. or other benefit, or if the
ascertain tho citizenship or immigration
information is relevant and necessary lo
status of any individual within the
a OHS decision concerning the hiring or jurisdiction of the agency for any
retention of an employee, the issuance
purpose authorized by law.
of a security clearance, the reporting of
S. To the Social Security
an investigation of an employee, the
Administration
(SSA) for the purpose of
letting of a contract, or the issuance of
issuing a Social Security number and
a license, grant, or other benefit and
card to an alien who has made a request
whon such disclosure is appropriate lo
for a Social Security number as part of
the proper performance of the official
the
immigration process and in
duties of the eerson making the request.
accordance
with any related agreements
L. To the Office of Management and
Budget in connection with the review of in effect between the SSA, OHS, and the
Department of Stale entered into
private relief legislation as set forth in
pursuant to 20 CFR 422.103(b)(3);
0MB Circular No. A-19 at any stage of
422.103(c):
and 422.106(a), or other
the legislative coordination and
relevant laws and regulations.
clearance process as set forth in the
T. To a former employee of OHS, in
Circular.
accordance with applicable regulations,
M. To an attorney or representative
(as defined in 8 CFR 1.1(j)) who is acting for purposes of responding to an official
inquiry by a federal. state, or local
on behalf of an individual covered by
government entity or professional
this system of records in connection
with any proceeding before DHS/USCJS licensing authority; or facilitating
or the Executive Office for Immigration communications with a former
employee that may be necessary for
Review.
personnel-related or other official
N. To a federal, state, tribal, or local
purposes when the Department requires
government agency to assist such
agencies in collecting the repayment of information or consultation assistance
from the former employee regarding a
loans, fraudulently or erroneously
matter within that persons former area
secured benefits, grants. or other debts
of responsibility.
owed to them or lo the United States
U. To an individual's prospective or
Government, or to obtain information
current employer to the extent necessary
that may assist users in collecting
to determine employment eligibility (for
debts owed to the United Stales
example, pursuant to the Form 1-140,
Government.
Immigrant Petition far Alien Worker).
0. To a foreign government to assist
V. To a federal, state, or local agency,
such government in collecting the
or other appropriate entities or
repayment of loans, fraudulently or
erroneously secured benefits, grants, or individuals, or through established
other debts owed to it, provided that the liaison channels to selected foreign
governments, in order to provide
foreign government in question:
intelligence, counterintelligence, or
1. Provides sufficient documentation
to establish the validity of the slated
other information for the purposes of
intelligence, counterintelligence, or
purpose of its request; and
2. Provides similar information to the antiterrorism activities authorized by
United States upon request.
U.S. law, or Executive Order.
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W. To approved federal, state, and
1966 es amended (31 U.S.C. 3701, el
local government agencies lhal grant
seq.). The purpose of this disclosure is
public benefits. licenses, grants.
to aid in the collection of outstanding
governmental credentials, or any other
debts owed to the Federal Government,
statutorily authorized purpose when the typically, lo provide an incentive for
immigration status of the benefit
debtors to repay delinquent Federal
applicant is legally required and an
Government debts by making these part
approved Memorandum of Agreement
of their credit records.
or Computer Melching Agreement
Disclosure of records is limited to the
(CMA) is in place between OHS and the individual's name, address, E!N/SSN,
and other information necessary lo
entity.
X. To the Department of Labor for
establish the individual's identity: the
enforcement of labor certification
amount, status, and history of the claim:
violations and violations of U.S. labor
and the agency or program under which
Jaws.
the claim arose. The disclosure will be
Y. To the news media and the public
made only after the procedural
during tho course of naturalization
requirements of 31 U.S.C. 371 l[e) have
ceremonies adlJlinistered by USCIS or
been followed.
an Immigration Judge. Pursuant to 8
CFR 337.2 individuals lo be naturalized POLICIES AND PRACTICES FOR STORING,
RETRIEVING, ACCESSING, RETAINING, AND
are generally required lo appear in a
public' ceremony, unless an appearance DISPOSING OF RECORDS IN THE SYSTEM:
STORAGE:
is specifically excused.
Z. To tho Department of Treasury to
DHS/USCIS stores records in this
perform initial processing of benefit
system electronically in the operational
requests and lo accept and resolve
IT systems (such as CLAIMS 3 and
payment and any related issues.
CLAIMS 4), including on OHS
AA. To the news media and the
unclassified and classified networks, or
public, with the approval of the Chief
on paper in secure facilities in a locked
Privacy Officer in consultation with
drawer or behind a locked door. The
counsel, when· there exists a legitimate
records may be stored on magnetic disc.
public interest in the disclosure of the
tape, within cloud service providers,
information, when disclosure is
and digital media.
necessary to preserve confiaenco in the
RETRIEVABIUTY:
integrity of DHS, or when disclosure is
necessary to demonstrate the
Records may be retrieved by any of
accountability of OHS officers,
the data elements listed above or a
employees. or individuals covered by
combination thereof. This may include,
the system, except to the extent the
but is not limited lo, name, dale of birth,
Chief Privacy Officer determines lhal
Alien Number, SSN, USCIS Online
release of the specific information in the Account Number, and Receipt Number.
context of a particular case would
SAFEGUARDS:
constitute an unwarranted invasion of
DHS/USCIS safeguards records in this
personal privacy.
system according lo applicable rules
DISCLOSURE TO CONSUMER REPORTING
and policies, including all applicable
AGENCIES:
OHS automated systems security and
Through the ICE Financial
access policies. DHS/USC!S has
Operations-Burlington at OHS,
imposed strict controls lo minimize the
Benefits Information Systems
risk of compromising the information
information may be shared with credit
that is being stored. Access lo the
reporting agencies. The primary mission computer system containing the records
of the ICE Financial Operationsin this system is limited lo those
Burlington is lo collect debts resulting
individuals who have a need to know
from an individual's participation in
the information for the performance of
OHS benefits programs. USCJS may
their official duties and who have
share Benefits Information System
appropriate clearances or permissions.
information with the ICE Financial
RETENTION AND DISPOSAL:
Operations-Burlington regarding fees
charged during the various benefit
DHS/USC!S stores the physical
requests processes lo ensure collection
documents (paper forms) and
of debts.
supplemental documentation in the
Pursuant lo 5 U.S.C. 552a(b)(12), the
Alien File and processes benefit
Department of Treasury Financial
requests in the respective DHS/USCIS
Management Service, on behalf of
case management system. The A-File
USCIS, may disclose to consumer
records are permanent whether hard
reporting agencies in accordance with
copy or electronic. DHS/USCIS transfers
the provision of 15 U.S.C. 1681. et seq.
the A-Files lo the custody of NARA 100
or the Federal Claims Collection Act of years after the individual's date of birth.

Electronic benefits informal ion is
archived and disposed of in accordance
with NARA-approved retention
schedule for the respective USCIS
systems.
·
• Electronic data pertaining to
applications for naturalization will be
deleted 15 years after the processing of
the benefit being sought is completed.
Information in the master file is
destroyed 15 years after the last
completed action with respect lo the
'application.
• Electronic records pertaining to
benefits other than naturalization
completed by benefit requestors
domestically are destroyed after the data
is transferred lo the electronic master
file and verified. Information in the
master file is destroyed 50 years after
the last completed action with respect to
the benefit.
• Electronic records pertaining to
benefits requests other than
naturalization and are completed by
benefit requeslors inlernalionally are.
destroyed afler the data is transferred to
the electronic master file and verified.
Information in the master file is
destroyed 25 years afler the last
completed action with respect 10 the
benefit.
• Electronic notices and
communications associated with a
benefit request. lo include Approval or
Denial lellers, Requests for Evidence,
Notices of Intent lo Deny, Appeal/
Malian Responses, etc. are retained for
13 years after the last completed action
with respect lo the benefit.
• Electronic appointments with
USC!S are maintained for 60 days after
the date of the appointment.
• Daily reports generated by
associated information technology
systems are maintained in accordance
with the respective retention schedule
and then destroyed.
Records replicated on the unclassified
and classified networks for analysis and
veiling will follow the same retention
schedule.
SYSTEM MANAGER AND ADDRESS:

The OHS system manager is tho Chief,
Immigration Records and Identity
Services, Records Division, U.S.
Citizenship and Immigration Services,
Department of Homeland Security, 20
Massachusells Avenue NW.,
Washington, DC 20529.
NOnflCATION PROCEDURE:

Individuals seeking notification of
and access lo any record contained in
this system of records, or seeking lo
contest its content, may submit a
request in writing to the National
Records Center, Freedom of Information
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Act (FOIA)/Privacy Act (PA) Office, P.O.
Box 648010, Lee's Summit, MO 640648010. Specific FOIA information can be
found at http://www.dhs.gov/foia under
"Contacts." If an individual believes
more than one component maintains
Privacy Act records concerning him or

her, the individual may submit the
request to the Chief Privacy Officer and
Chief FOIA Officer, Department of
Homeland Security, 245 Murray Drive
SW., Building 410, STOP---0655,
Washington, DC 20528.
When seeking records about yourself
from this system of records or any other
Departmental system of records, your
request must conform with the Privacy
Act regulations set forth in 6 CFR part
5. You must first verify your identity,
meaning that you must provide your full
name, current address, and date and
place of birth. You must sign your
request. and your signature must either
be notarized or submilled under 28
U.S.C. 1746. a law that permits
statements to be made under penally of
perji.lry es a substitute for notarization.

While no specific form is required, you
may obtain forms for this purpose from
the Chief Privacy Officer and Chief
FOIA Officer. htlp:/lwww.dhs.gov/foia
or 1-866-431---0486. In addition, you
should:
• Explain why you believe the
Department would have information on
you;
• Identify which component(s) or the
Department you believe may have the
information about you:
• Specify when you believe the
records would have been created; and
• Provide any other information that
will help the FOIA staff determine
which DHS component agency may
have responsive records:
If your request is seeking records
pertaining lo another living individual,
you must include a statement from that
individual certifying his/her agreement
for you lo access his/her records.
Without the above information, the
componenl(s) may not be able lo
conduct en effective search, and your
request may be denied due to lack of
speci ficily or lack of compliance with
applicable regulations.
In processing requests for access to

information in this system. users will
review the records in the operational
system and coordinate with DHS to
address access lo records on the DHS
unclassified and classified networks.
RECORD ACCESS PROCEDURES:

See "Notification procedure" above.
CONTESTING RECORD PROCEDURES:

Seo "Notification procedure" above.

RECORD SOURCE CATEGORIES:

DHS/USCIS obtains records from the
benefit requestor, his or her
Representative, Physician, Preparer, or
Interpreter. DHS/USC!S personnel may
input information as they process a

case, including information from
internal and external sources to verify
whether a benefit requestor or family is
eligible for the benefit requested. BIS
also stores and uses information from
the following USCIS, DHS, and other
federal agency systems of records:
• DHS/USCIS/ICE/CBP---001 Alien
File, Index, and National File Tracking
System of Records, 78 FR 69864
(November 21, 2013);
• DHS/USCIS---002 Background Check
Service, 72 FR 31082 (June 5, 2007);
• DHS/USCIS---003 Biometric Storage
System, 72 FR 17172 (April 6, 2007);
• DHS/USCIS---005 Inter-Country
Adoptions Security 72 FR 31086 (June
5, 2007);
• DHS/USCIS---006 Fraud Detection
and National Security Records (FDNS)
77 FR 47411 (August 8, 2012);
• DHS/USCIS---010 Asylum
Information and Pre-Screening, 75 FR
409 (January 5. 2010);
• DHS/CBP---011 U.S. Customs and
Border Protection TECS, 73 FR 77778
(December 19, 2008);
• DHS/ICE---001 Student and
Exchange Visitor Information System,
75 FR 412 (January 5, 2010);
• DHS/ICE---011 Immigration and
Enforcement Operational Records
System (ENFORCE), 80 FR 24269 (April
30, 2015):
• DHS/CBP---021 Arrival and
Departure Information System (ADIS),
80 FR 72081,(November 18, 2015);
• DHS/NPPD-004 DHS Automated
Biometric Identification System
(!DENT). 72 FR 31080 (June 5, 2007);
• JUSTICE/EOIR---001 Records and
Management Information System, 72 FR
3410 (January 25, 2007);
• JUSTICE/FBI---002 The FBI Central
Records System, 72 FR 3410 (January
25, 2007);
• JUSTICE/FBI---009 Fingerprint
Identification Records System (FIRS). 72
FR 3410 (January 25, 2007);
• DOL/ETA-7 Employer Application
and Attestation File for Permanent and
Temporary Alien Workers, 77 FR 1728,
(January 10, 2012);
• STA TE-05 Overseas Citizens
Services Records, 73 FR 24343 (May 2,
2008);
• STATE-26 Passport Records, 76 FR
34966 (July 6, 2011);
• STATE-39 Visa Records, 77 FR
65245 (October 25, 2012); and
• TREASURY/FMS---017 Collections
Records, 74 FR 23006 (May 15, 2009).

72075

EXEMPTIONS CLAIMED FOR THE SVSTEII:

None.
Doled: October 5, 2016.
Jonalhon R. Cantor,

Acting Chief Privacy Officer, Department of
Homeland Security.
!FR Doc. 2016-25192 Filed 10-18-16; 8:45 aml
BILLING CODE 9111-87-P

DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND
SECURITY
Office ol the Secretary
[Docket No. DHS-20HHl047)

Privacy Act of 1974; Department ol
Homeland Security/United States
Citizenship and Immigration Servlces017 Refugee Case Processing and
Security Screening Information System
ol Records
AGENCY: Privacy Office. Department of
Homeland Security.
ACTION: Notice of Privacy Act system of
records.
SUMMARY: In accordance with the
Privacy Act of 1974, the Department of
Homeland Security (DHS) proposes to
establish a new Department of
Homeland Security system of records
titled, "OHS/United States Citizenship
and Immigration Services (USCIS)---017
Refugee Case Processing and Security
Screening Information" system of
records. DHS/USCIS collects, uses. and
maintains records on individuals
seeking refugee status.
This newly established system will be
included in the Department of
Homeland Security's inventory of

record systems.
OATES: Submit comments on or before
November 18, 2016. This now system
will be effective November 18, 2016.
ADDRESSES: You may submit comments,
identified by docket number DHS2016---0047 by one of tho following
methods:
• Federal e-Rulemoking Portal: http://
www.regulations.gov. Follow the
instructions for submilling comments.
• Fax: 202-343-4010.
• Mail: Jonathan R. Cantor, Acting
Chief Privacy Officer, Privacy Office,
Department of Homeland Security,
Washington, DC 20528.
Instructions: All submissions received
must include the agency name and
docket number for this rulemaking. All
comments received will bo posted
without change lo http://
www.regulations.gov, including any
personal information provided.
Docket: For access to the docket to
read background documents or
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Abstract
The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) United States Citizenship and Immigration
Services (USCIS) operates the USCIS Electronic Immigration System (USCIS ELIS). USCIS
ELIS is an electronic case management system that allows USCIS to process certain immigration
benefit requests. USCIS conducted this PIA to evaluate the privacy impacts of converting legacy,
paper-based processes to an electronic system. This PIA replaces all previously-issued USCIS
ELIS PIAs, which are: DHS/USCIS/PIA-039 Transformation, DHS/USCIS/PIA-041 ELIS-I
Temporary Accounts and Draft Benefit Requests, DHS/USCIS/PIA-042 ELIS-2 Account and Case
Management, DHS/USCIS/PIA-043 El/S-3 Automated Background Functions, and DHS-USCISPIA-056 USCJS ELIS: Form J-90. As USCIS ELIS expands to additional immigration benefit
types, USCIS will update the Appendix to this PIA.

Overview
USCIS is the Component within DHS that oversees lawful visits and immigration to the
United States. This includes receiving and adjudicating a wide variety of immigration and nonimmigration benefits and requests (hereafter referred to as immigration benefits). Historically,
USCIS has relied on manual, paper processes to perform this function. USCIS ELIS is a
centralized, web-based system designed to transform USCIS business operations from a
''transaction-centric" model to a "person-centric" model using unique customer accounts. USCIS
is expanding its use of USCIS ELIS over the next se,veral years by .expanding the immigration
benefit types that USCIS ELIS will process in an incremental fashion. As new immigration benefit
types are made available in USCIS ELIS, all benefit requests within that immigration benefit type
will be processed in USCIS ELIS, including paper and electronic filings. 1
Background and "Legacy USCIS ELIS"

USCIS ELIS originally launched in the spring of 2012. USCIS is conducting this PIA to
describe a new iteration of the existing USCIS ELIS system. The current USC[S ELIS system,
now known as the "Legacy USCIS ELIS" system, is no longer accepting documents and will be
decommissioned. The two systems are completely separate, including separate login accounts for
customers and employees and a different user interface. However, the new system does follow the
same general purpose and data collection process as the previously-used system. Each system
accepts different immigration benefit types, 2 which limits the number of customers who have
reason to access both systems.

1

Except for certain low-volume special circumstances that will not be processed in ELIS.
'Legacy USCIS ELIS processed the electronic Form 1-539, Application to Extend Stay/Change Status as
Nonimmigrant; electronic Form 1-526, Immigrant Petition by Alien Entrepreneur; a Document Library (for EB-5
petitions associated with Regional Centers); and the ability to pay the $165 USCJS Immigrant Fee.

a
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The primary users of USCIS ELIS are USCIS adjudicators processing benefit requests.
users ELIS also interfaces with other IT systems that conduct other functions, such as customer
service and fraud detection, without subsuming or replacing those functions. Unlike Legacy
uSeIS ELIS, USCIS ELIS does not attempt to conduct advanced link-analysis for fraud or
national security purposes. 3 Instead, it interfaces directly with other USC IS systems that are
operated specifically for those purposes. Therefore, with the publication of this PIA, USCIS is
retiring the previous USCIS ELIS PIAs.
System Description
Paper Intake

Historically, users has required applicants, petitioners, or benefit requestors submit hardcopy, paper submissions of immigration applications, petitions, or benefit requests to one of its
"Lockbox'' facilities. Lockbox facilities are operated by U.S. Department of Treasury financial
agents on behalf of use1s to receive paper requests, process payments, and forward the requests
to USCIS Service Centers in paper and electronic format for further processing. As USCIS ELIS
expands to new immigration benefit types, the applicable Lockbox facility will adjust its legacy
delivery process to transmit filings to USCIS ELIS rather than to the legacy system (usually
CLAIMS 3 or CLAIMS 4). It will transmit the data to USCIS ELIS as well as scanned images of
the paper filings to ELIS electronic storage.
The Lockbox will continue to follow existing USCIS guidance to prepare submitted paper
filings. If the paper filing pertains to an individual with a paper Alien File (A-File),4 then the paper
will be delivered to that file. If it pertains to a customer without a paper A-File (primarily
nonimmigrants), then the paper will be transferred to a Receipt File and delivered to the relevant
USCIS office for temporary retention. This temporary retention is governed by the applicable
National Archives and Records Administration (NARA)-approved retention schedule. As USCIS
expands its use of electronic records, USC IS intends to reduce its storage of paper records when
NARA-approved electronic equivalents exist. All changes to retention of records are coordinated
with NARA. published in the Federal Register, and communicated to the USCIS customer in the
instructions of each immigration fonn.
Once information from the paper filing is accepted in USCIS ELIS, the system sends the
customer a "USCIS Account Acceptance Notice" via U.S. Postal Service mail. This notice
contains instructions for creating a USCIS Online Account and a passcode for linking the account
with the USCIS ELIS case. If the customer opts not to activate his or her USCIS Online Account,
the passcode expires in 30 days as a security measure. The customer, however, may later contact
USCIS customer service to request that a new letter with a new activation passcode be sent.
Customers who file paper applications, petitions, or requests that are receipted into USCIS ELIS
' DHSIUSCIS/PIA-043, ELIS-3 Automated Background Functions (May 16, 2012), available at
http://www.dhs.gov/xlibrary/assets/privacyiprivacv pia uscis elis 3 automatedbackgroundfonctions.pdf.
' 78 FR 69864 (Nov. 21, 2013).
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will have the opportunity to log in to their USCIS ELIS account to check the status of their
application, petition, or request; obtain copies of documents associated with the filing; and respond
electronically to requests for additional information, such as Requests for Evidence (RFEs), if they
create online accounts. Customers who opt not to activate their online accounts can continue to
use the existing paper process and USCIS will continue to send notices via hard copy mail.

Electronic Intake
Customers may also file benefit requests with USCIS electronically. Customers who
choose to file electronically must first create a USCIS Online Account by providing a personspecific, unique email address. USCIS sends a confirmation email to the provided address to
confirm accuracy. The email address is then stored as the customer's usemame. Next;the customer
creates a strong password. To establish two-factor authentication, a personal identification number
(PIN) is required in addition to the password. The customer must choose whether to receive the
one-time PIN either by mobile phone via short message service (SMS), or as a message delivered
by email. If the customer chooses SMS, the system prompts him or her to provide the mobile
number and carrier. Passwords are never sent or reset via email.
The customer also provides answers to security questions that he or she will answer to reset
the account password in the future. The security questions are "fill-in-the-blank" questions that the
customer provides the answer to at account set-up. USCIS provides the customer with a dropdown menu of standard questions, and the customer chooses which ones to use as his or her
security questions. 5 USCIS will not use the answers to these questions for purposes other than
assisting with password resets (e.g., the answers would not be available to adjudicators for an
immigration benefit purpose or fraud investigators in the event of a fraud investigation). These
answers are stored by USCIS within the system, but like passwords, are. not visible however via
the user interface used by USCIS adjudicators, clerks, and similar users. The answers could be
visible to customer helpdesk personnel who assist users in resetting their passwords and
encountering problems using the system.
Once the online account is set-up, the customer can begin drafting his or her electronic
request in the on line filing system. The user interface collects the same information as is collected
via the corresponding existing paper fonn, although questions dynamically expand or become
disabled as the customer progresses through the request. In other words, a customer's answer to
one question may prevent a series of additional questions from being necessary. Those would not
be fillable because they would not be applicable to that customer. This enables the customer to
respond only to applicable questions. Although USCIS ELIS initially saves draft data; the
customer may edit, delete, or update information when it is in draft state and the system does not
keep copies of these previous iterations.

5

For example, the applicant may ~hoose, What is your favorite type ofcandy? as a security question.
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The electronic format also provides some advantages to the user, such as a validation of
mailing address against U.S. Postal Service (USPS) known addresses. The user has the option to
use a corrected address, validated by the USPS Address Standardization Web Tool, 6 to prevent
address formatting confusion or typographical errors. When the customer enters his or her mailing
address, the system bounces the address entered against addresses recognized by USPS. If the
USPS tool does not recognize the address, the system will display a pop-up window informing the
customer that the address was not found. The pop-up window will also offer an alternative
recognized address that the USPS tool provides as a close match. If there is no close match, the
USPS tool provides an alternative address as a suggestion. The customer is given the option to ·
accept the suggested address or ignore the suggestion and use the address he or she originally
typed. The customer may return to the address fields at any time, which will trigger a re-validation
by the USPS service.
Based on the answers the customer provides, ELIS prompts the customer to upload
evidence. For ex,ample, if the customer requests a replacement Permanent Resident Card because
of a legal name change through marriage, the system will prompt the customer to upload evidence
of the legal name change, such as a marriage certificate. Customers upload evidence by scanning
documents and attaching the scanned images to the USCIS ELIS electronic request.

· .,

Once the customer completes the request and uploads necessary evidence, USClS ELIS
requires the customer to electronically sign (e-sign) the request and pay the applicable fee. The
customer can review the information he or she is about to submit, and then e-sign by entering his
or her. name. Payment is made using the U.S. Department of Treasury's Pay.Gov service. 7 USCIS
does not collect the fee directly. Rather, the Pay.Gov interface is imbedded within the USCIS
Online Account user interface, and Pay.Gov collects payment information-eith~r credit card,
debit card, or Automated Clearing House (ACH) debit from a personal bank account. Once
Pay.Gov validates the payment information, applicants are routed back to USCIS ELIS and the
USC IS Online Account confirms to the customer that he or she successfully submitted the request.
USCIS will mail a receipt notice (if applicable) to the customer's physical address and make it
available electronically via a new interface called the USCIS Online Account.
Intake with Allorney or Accredited Representative
Attorneys and non-attorney representatives accredited by the Board of Immigration
Appeals (BIA) (hereafter referred to as Representatives) may also create a USCIS Online Account
to use USCIS ELIS. These accounts require limited biographic data about the Representative
(based on the USCIS Form G-28, Notice ofAppearance as Attorney or Accredited Representative)
and allow the Representative to draft electronic requests on behalf of his or her clients;

6

Via this service, USPS does not ingest or store the address provided by USCIS ELIS.
U.S. Department ofTreasury Financial Management Services Pay. Gov Privacy lmpacl Assessmenl 2. 0 (July I,
2011 ), available al, http://fms.treas.gov/pia/paygov_pia%20.pdf.
7
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electronically transfer draft requests for client review and e-signature; and receive updates about
those requests as they are processed by USCIS.
·
Customers give a Representative permission to represent them on .a particular request via
Form G-28, Notice of Entry of Appearance as Allorney or Accredited Representalive, filed
concurrently with that request. If a paper filing for a USCIS ELIS immigration benefit type is
submitted with a Form G-28, the Lockbox will transmit the information to USCIS ELIS, which
will search to identify whether that Representative already has a USCIS Representative account in
the system. If a Representative account already exists, the new filing is linked to the existing
account. However, if a Representative account does not yet exist, USCIS ELIS will create a USCIS
Online Account for the Representative. Like customers, Representatives are sent a hardcopy
·'USCIS Account Acceptance Notice" via USPS. This letter contains instructions on activating the
account as well as a passcode for linking the new account with the client immigration request in
USCIS ELIS.
Representatives may also electronically file requests in USCIS ELIS. To successfully
submit a represented filing in USCIS ELIS, both the Representative and the Representative's client
(who is the USCIS customer) must have their own, independent USCIS Online Account. The
Representative uses his or her account to draft a request for his or her client, and upon completion,
submits it for the client's review. When the Representative submits the draft benefit request for
client review, the Representative provides USCIS ELIS with the client's email address. USCIS
ELIS then presents the Representative with a passcode that is provided in-person to his or her
client. The client must provide the passcode in order to access to the draft request when he or she
next logs in to the system. USCIS ELIS sends the client an email indicating the pending draft in
his or her existing account, and upon login, the customer is directed to input the passcode in order
to view the draft. USCIS ELIS gives the client access to the draft case filed by the Representative
if both the email address connected to the client's account and the passcode entered by the client
match the client email address and the passcode associated with the filing submitted via the
Representative's account. The client has read-only access to the Representative's draft. The client
is able to reject the draft, which sends it back to the Representative, or accept the draft and e-sign
it together with the electronic Form G-28. If the client rejects the draft, the Representative may
overwrite the previous draft. The customer, however, will need a new passcode in order to access
the revised document. USCIS ELIS does not store previous drafts. Once the client reviews the
request, he or she accepts and e-signs. It is then electronically returned to the Representative, who
will also e-sign, pay filing fees, and submit the request to USCIS. Thereafter, the Representative
will have access to the same request information and status updates related to the request that the
client does.

Remote Identity Proofing
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USC IS requires in-person identity verification for many of its immigration benefits, either
by requiring customers to appear in-person to submit biometrics, to be interviewed in-person by
adjudicator, or both. However, there will be some USCIS Online Account holders who never
appear in-person, and require remote identity proofing to assure USCIS that the account holder is
who he or she purports to be. Those requiring remote identity proofing include cu_stomers making
requests that do not include in-person appearances for adjudication, and also other user~ such as
Representatives, who do not appear in person.

an

USCIS will provide remote identity proofing for those users who require it using two
methods. The first method will use a third-party remote identity proofing service that uses an
individual's commercial and financial data to verify identity using an "out of wallet'' quiz. These
services are standard across public and private sectoronline interfaces and are designed to conform
to applicable Government-wide standards on identity proofing of federal systems. USCIS ELIS
will use those services as described in the DHS E-Authentication System of Records Notice. 8
Those existing services, however, are largely unable to identity-proof individuals who have
not lived or conducted business in the United States, which is a large portion of USC IS customers.
For those customers, USCIS has designed Identity Proofing as a Service (IDPaaS.) IDPaaS will
use data on file within USCIS legacy systems or data collected by the Department of State abroad
to verify that the USCIS Online Account holder is the customer he or she claims to be. IDPaaS
will present a quiz to the account-holder based on the data in a fashion similar to commercial ;;outof-wallet" quizzes.
The questions presented to each account-holder are dynamically generated based on the
best information USCIS has about the individual, as well as the most diverse set of questions
available. This data originally comes from information the Department of State collected in-person
when issuing a visa, information U.S. Custom and Border Protection (CBP) collects in-person
upon entry at the border, and information USCIS has from the customer based on previous
immigration benefit requests, as consolidated by USCIS in its major immigration systems. 9 In
designing the questionnaire, USC IS looked at the breadth of da.ta and categorized it into several
domains based on the type of information, such as travel, contact information. etc. The
questionnaire is designed to dynamically ask the customer questions from different domains to ensure the customer is showing knowledge of a wide breadth of data about him- or herself, and
also data that would not be known by a different person. IDPaaS may allow customers more than
one attempt to pass the questionnaire, but only if the syste~ has enough reliable data in enough
domains about that individual. Questions are in multiple-choice format, and include a ''none of the
above" option where appropriate.
Customers who are required to use lDPaaS are provided notice explaining what identity
proofing is and what to expect before launching into the process. If customers are unable to pass
8
DHS/ALL-037 E·Authentication System of Records, 79 FR 46857 (Aug. 11, 2014).
'78 FR 20673 (Apr. 5, 2013), 78 FR 69864 (Nov. 21, 2013).
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the IDPaaS questionnaire, they are presented with instructions on how to proceed, which may be
by contacting Customer Service or appearing in-person. Once the customer passes the identity
proofing quiz, USCIS ELIS retains the fact that the customer has been identity-proofed and does
not require the cu'stomer to repeat the process for subsequent immigration benefit requests.
As IDPaaS is incrementally deployed, USCIS will maintain an internal governance board 10
to review the efficacy of the system, approve new questions and methods of verifying identity. and
evolve the questionnaires as appropriate for each new use case. IDPaaS will only be used internally
within USCIS. Data from sources will be shared as it resides in other systems.

System Process
Automated System Checks
Upon receipt of a request, the first data element USCIS ELIS validates is the customer's
Alien Registration Number (A-Number), if applicable. When customers list an A-Number on a
benefit request, USCIS ELIS runs an automated comparison of the claimed A-Number against the
USCIS legacy Central Index System (CIS) 11 to verify that: the A-Number exists and is valid and
matches the name and identifying information provided by the customer. If the system cannot
automatically verify this information, USCIS ELIS moves the customer's request into an electronic
work queue where it will be researched and resolved by a USCIS employee or contractor before
proceeding to adjudication.
During the A-Number validation, USCIS also runs a crimiqal and national security
background check against the CBP TECS system. 12 If this check identifies potential criminal or
national security issues, it is referred to another electronic workflow queue for resolution. USCIS
must take measures to address or resolve the presented issues before adjudicating the benefit
request, which may include a referral to the USCIS. Fraud Detection and National Security (FDNS)
Directorate.
After the A-Number is validated, USCIS ELIS interfaces with the National Appointment
Scheduling Service (NASS) 13 to schedule Application Support Center (ASC) appointment for
the customer if required for the particular request. During an ASC appointment, USC IS is able to
verify identity in-person by collecting biometrics. NASS generates an appointment notice that
USCIS mails to the customer. USCIS ELIS holds the customer's request pending completion of
the ASC appointment, if required.

an

"Members include designees from USCIS Office of Privacy, Office of Chief Counsel, and Office of the Chief
Information Security Officer. among others.
11
DHS/USCIS/PIA-009, Central Index System PIA (June 22, 2007), available at,
http://www.dhs.gov/xlibraryiasse1slprivacyiprivacv pia uscis cis.pdf.
11
DHS/CBP/PIA-009, TECS System: CBP Primary and Secondary Processing PIA (December 22,2010), available
at, h11p://www.dhs.govMibraryiassets/privacy/privacy pia cbp tecs.pdf.
.
13
Privacy Impact Assessment pending publication to http://www.dhs.gov/uscis-pias-and-sorns.
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Adjudicating the Application

The customer's case advances once the USCIS Customer Profile Management System
(CPMS) 14 sends notification that the customer has submitted his or her biometrics at the ASC, if
required. If biometrics are not required, the case advances to the adjudication step immediately
following A-Number validation and resolution of any background check results.
USCIS ELIS automatically places the application in an adjudicator work queue after ANumber validation, completion of the TECS background check, and return of the background and
security check results through the legacy USCIS Benefits Biometric Support System (BBSS) 15
have occurred. The USCIS adjudicator evaluates all data-the information submitted by the
customer along with the results of the background and security checks-according to existing
standard operating procedures (SOP) that apply to the legacy paper process.
To assist the adjudicator in verifying information submitted by the customer, ELIS
aggregates and displays information pulled from other USCIS systems via the Person-Centric
Query System (PCQS). 16 This information includes other names, dates of birth, contact
information, and other A-Numbers that may also be associated with the customer. Following
existing SOPs, the adjudicator is able to identify which data is correct or relevant, and make
updates to the system to record the correct data about a customer. The system documents all
updates made to data about the customer. The adjudicator then renders a decision, and may
electronically submit the decision to his or her supervisor for review.
Once the decision is final, USCIS ELIS uses automated interfaces with existing USCIS IT
systems to send approval or denial notices along with the proof of benefit (such as a Lawful
Permanent Resident card), as applicable. When a proofofbenefit must be produced, and it requires
a photograph, the adjudicator is able to obtain the customer's facial photograph, fingerprint, and
signature via an interface with CPMS solely for proof of benefit production purposes. The Facial
photograph and other biometric elements are temporarily displayed in USCIS ELIS and can be
adjusted to improve image quality for printing, USCIS ELIS allows the user to zoom, pan, lighten,
or darken the photo for card production, and. then certify for printing. Upon successful card
printing, the facial photograph is automatically deleted from USCIS ELIS and the final adjusted
image is stored as part of the printed card record 'in CPMS.
System Privacy Impacts

Overall, USCIS ELIS offers USCIS customers several advantages with respect to data
privacy protections. On~e logged into their account, USCIS customers are able to enter their
information directly into the system or correct data as applicable. In contrast, the paper-based
14

Id

15

l

DHS/USCIS/PIA-033 Immigration Benefit Background Check System PIA (November 5, 2010) /1Vailab/e al,
http://www.dhs.g,ov/xlibrarv/assets/orivacy/privacy pia use is ibbcs.pd f.
"DHS/USCIS/PIA-010 Person-Centric Query System (PCQS) PIA (June 22, 2007), /1Vailable al,
hup:/iwww.dhs.gov/;slibrary/assets/privacy/orivacy pia uscis pcg.pdf.
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legacy process requires contractors to manually key-in data from paper tilings. Allowing
customers to enter or correct their information directly reduces the risk for typographical errors
and generally improves the accuracy, timeliness, and completeness of submitted information.
USCIS ELIS customers who have activated their USCIS Online Accounts also enjoy improved
transparency regarding the status of their requests and better access to their data, because that data
is available instantly once they are logged into their account. Although USCIS ELIS initially saves
draft data; the customer may edit, delete, or update information when it is in draft state and the
system does not keep copies of these previous iterations. This preserves the same confidentiality
for an electronic customer as a paper-filer. IDPaaS allows USCIS ELIS to ensure many customers
online are who they claim to be. There is a risk that some legitimate customers may be unable to
pass the IDPaaS quiz, and there is a risk that an individual with access to a customer's files could
illegitimately pass. USCIS will actively mitigate this risk by monitoring the performance of the
system and assisting with customer help requests, and adjust for needed changes accordingly.
Customers with online accounts also may receive requests for additional information and other
communications more quickly, as information and notices are made available electronically in the
account. This method of communication is faster than sending customers paper notices via USPS
mail. While faster, use of email and the internet creates other risks. Customers may face some
increased data security risk by virtue of submitting data via the Internet. To mitigate this risk,
USCIS ELIS employs several layered IT security and data quality measures, such as establishing
a secure encrypted connection when a customer is entering sensitive personally identifiable
information (PII) and requiring strong two-factor authentication.

Section 1.0 Authorities and Other Requirements
I.I

What specific legal authorities and/or agreements permit and
define the collection of information by the project in question?

The primary legal authority supporting the collection of the information provided to USCIS
is 8 U.S.C. § 1101 et seq. Specifically, 8 U.S.C. § 1360 requires a central file of information for
the security and enforcement agencies of the Government of the United States that contains the
names of all aliens admitted or denied admission to the United States and such other relevant
information as required to aid in the proper enforcement of this chapter. The Homeland Security
Act of 2002 17 and the Immigration Nationality Act (INA) 18 charge the Secretary of Homeland
Security with administration and enforcement of the immigration and naturalization laws. The
Secretary of Homeland Security has delegated duties to USCIS pursuant to OHS Management
Directive MD 0150.1. OHS also has promulgated regulations that permit the collection and
17

Pub. L. No.107-296, 116 Stat. 2135 (2002), 6 U.S.C. § I 12.

18

8 U.S.C. § 1101 (2004) et seq.
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processing of applications, petitions, and requests on line entitled, ·'Immigration Benefits Business
Transformation, Increment I; 19" an~ "Immigration Benefits Business Transfonnation, Increment
I; Correction. 20 •·.
The Government Paperwork Elimination Act (GPEA) 21 provides that, when possible,
federal agencies should use electronic forms, electronic filing, and electronic submissions to
conduct agency business with the public. GPEA establishes the criteria and guidelines for the use
of electronic signatures. Executive Order 1357 I22 requires federal agencies to develop plans to
streamline delivery of services and improve customer service by exploring lower-cost, self-service
options accessed by the Internet or mobile phone, and improved processes that deliver services
faster and more responsively, reducing the overall need for customer inquiries and complaints.

1.2

What Privacy Act System of Records Notice(s) (SORN(s)) apply
to the information?

The following SORNs cover USCIS ELIS:
•

DHS/USCIS-007 Benefits lnfonnation System; 23

•

DHS/USCIS/ICE/CBP-001 Alien File, Index, and National File Tracking System of
Records, 24 and
DHS/ALL-037 E-Authentication Recor.ds System ofRecords. 25

•

1.3

Has a system security plan been completed for the information
system(s) supporting the project?

Yes. USCIS ELIS has been granted an Authority to Operate (ATO), which is continually
being monitored under the USCIS Ongoing Authorization process. USC IS ELIS data also includes
data from the USCIS Identity and Credentialing Account Management system (ICAM) and the
USCIS Online Account system, also under. USCIS Ongoing Authorization.

1.4

Does a records retention schedule approved by the National
Archives and Records Administration (NARA) exist?
'

Yes: N1-566-11-02, (October 17, 2011) and N1-566-12-05, (April 17, 2013) cover USCIS
ELIS accounts. Each immigration benefit type processed by USCIS ELIS has an additional
existing retention schedule, which USCIS ELIS applies to each particular case.

"76 FR 53764 (Aug. 29, 2011 ).
76 FR 73475, (Nov. 29, 2011 ).
ll 44 u.s.c. § 3504 (2004).
22 75 FR 24339 (Apr. 27, 2011).
"78 FR 20673 (Apr. 5, 2013).
"78 FR 69864 (Nov. 21, 2013).
"73 FR 56596 (Sept. 29, 2008).
20
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If the information is covered by the Paperwork Reduction Act

1.5

(PRA), provide the 0MB Control number and the agency number
for the collection. If there are multiple forms, include a list in an
appendix.
The OM BControl number foronline account setup is 1615-0122 (there is no corresponding
agency number.) Each form processed by USCIS ELIS has an existing 0MB control number that
covers the USCIS ELIS collection. An updated list is available in Appendix A of this document.

. Section 2.0 Characterization of the Information
The following questions are intended to define the scope of the information requested and/or collected, as
well as reasons for its collection.

2.1

Identify the information the project collects, uses, disseminates, or
maintains.

USCIS ELIS collects:
• Account setup and login information including: email address, password, security
questions, mobile phone number, and mobile phone carrier;
•

Information that is required to adjudicate the request: This will vary for each
immigration benefit type. A full account of what data is requested for each
immigration benefit type can be viewed by referencing the paper forms associated
with each immigration benefit type in Appendix A;

•

E-signature: check-box attestation, the customer's name, Internet Protocol (IP)
address from which the filing is submitted, and time/date stamp;

• Background and security check information about the customer as described below,
whether the result relates to the individual, and if applicable, memoranda from
adjudicators resolving the results; and
• Temporarily stores biometric images to allow proper formatting for printing.

2.2

What are the sources of the information and how is the
information collected for the project?

The majority of information in USCIS ELIS is obtained directly from the customer or his
or her Representative. Additionally, USCIS collects data from CBP TECS and USCIS BBSS in
order to conduct background and security checks. USCIS ELIS also receives information from the
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Department of State (DoS) Consolidated Consular Database (CCD) 26 for Immigrant Visa data
when applicable. CCD data is transmitted via PCQS and its data is necessary for USCIS because
CCD contains immigrant and non-immigrant visa data. USCIS employees and contractors using
the system may generate data, such as notices, internal case processing notes, and decisions.

2.3

Does the project use information from commercial sources or
publicly available data? If so, explain why and how this
information is used.

No.

2.4

Discuss how accuracy of the data is ensured.

USCIS ELIS ensures data accuracy because the system uses data entered directly by the
individual customers whenever possible. Requests filed using the USCIS Online Accounts are
completed directly by the individual customers. Customers are able to overwrite and correct any
information in their applications up to the point that they sign and submit the application. After it
has been submitted, the customer may login to his or her account and automatically make changes
that have no substantive bearing on the adjudication, such as updating an email address or other
contact information. When inputting data from a paper filing, the Lockbo){ facilities employ quality
control measures, including levels of review to prevent keying errors. In the event of an error, the
customer is able to correct certain data using existing legacy correction processes, such as
contacting USCIS Customer Service.
Select data submitted by the individual customers are run through the A-Number validation
process to promote data integrity between USCIS ELIS and legacy USCIS systems such as the
Central Index System (CIS). USCIS ELIS also enables the adjudicator to check biographical data
entered by the customer (e.g., name, date of birth, place of birth, gender) against data from CIS to
assist the adjudicator in identifying inaccurate data supplied by the customer (or correct inaccurate
data on file in legacy systems.) Finally, USCIS automatically submits data to other federal systems
such as CBP TECS and USCIS BBSS to verify identity and conduct background and security
checks.

2.5

Privacy Impact Analysis: Related to Characterization of the
Information

Privacy Risk: Because USCIS ELIS houses multiple benefit requests that each require
different information, there is a risk that customers could submit more information than necessary.
Mitigation: users ELIS mitigates this risk in two main ways. First, the system only
collects information pertaining to one request at a time, so that the customer cannot be prompted
1'

Department of State Consolidated Consular Database Privacy Impact Assessment (Dec. 11. 2008), available at
hnp://www.state.gov/documents/organizaiton/93772.pdf.
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to enter information unless it pertains to the specific benefit request on which the customer is
working. Second, the user interface dynamically greys out fields that the customer should not fill
out based on answers to other questions. For example, when a paper form would instruct the
customer to skip a section of the form based on her answer, USCIS ELIS would ·'grey out" or
disable the inapplicable section and present the customer only relevant sections and questions. It
is possible for customers to upload more evidence than necessary because they are allowed to
submit "unsolicited evidence'' at any point until adjudication. This is a valuable fe~ture to allow
customers the opportunity to provide information initially forgotten or submitted incorrectly,
which partially mitigates the risk that customers may opt to provide too much information. This
risk cannot be fully mitigated because of the "unsolicited evidence'' option.
Privacy Risk: Because USC IS ELIS automatically saves draft applications, there is a risk
that adjudicators could later see draft information that the customer deleted or corrected before
submitting his or her electronic request. This could negatively affect USCIS ELIS customers
because they would not receive the same confidentiality online they receive via the paper process.
Mitigation: Although USC IS ELIS initially saves draft data; the customer may edit, delete,
or update information when it is in draft state and the system does not keep copies of these previous
iterations. When the customer submits his or her electronic request, USCIS ELIS only stores the
final, signed version. Any previous version, including uploaded evidence that the customer
removed before finalizing, is permanently deleted. USCIS adjudicators only receive the
information that was e-signed and submitted. Similarly, if the customer begins drafting a request
but never submits it (by e-signing and paying), then USCIS ELIS automatically deletes the data
after 30 days, per the approved retention schedule. If the customer later files another benefit
request, the adjudicator has no indication of a previous draft.
·

Section 3.0 Uses of the Information
The following questions require a clear description of the project's use ofinfonnation. '

3.1

Describe how and why the project uses the information.

USCIS collects only the minimum information necessary to fulfill the following purposes:
(I) Establish a secure online account through which to submit an application

Information collected includes email address (used to contact customer and also as
usernarne), password (used to authenticate the user), mobile phone number for sending one-time
PIN to be used as a second-factor in authenticating, and answers to security questions for future
password resets;
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(2) Verify the identity of the requester

Information collected may include A-Number, name, date of birth, place of birth, Social
Security number, and other information such as date and class of admission into the United States,
and mother's and father's names. These data are used to locate the customer in legacy systems;
(3) Facilitate criminal and national security background checks

Information collected includes name, date ~f birth, and country of birth for use by CBP
TECS and USCIS BBSS in running background checks; physical description (eye color, hair color,
height, and weight) required by BBSS; mailing address to provide to USCIS NASS for biometric
appointment scheduling; and results of criminal and national security background checks from
CBP TECS and USCIS BBSS for referral to FDNS as needed;
(4) Justify eligibility for benefit requested

Information collected includes the information collected on the applicable request along
with docu.mentation to support the request. The adjudicator uses all of this to follow existing SOPs
on adjudicating the particular request; and
(5) Authorize card produclion

Information collected includes internal system indicators that record that every step of the
adjudication process was followed, the adjudicator's decision and supervisory review, and the
temporary storage of the applicable biometric images to allow for proper formatting. This also
includes information from Pay.gov confirming that the customer paid the applicable fee and esignature information to record that the customer attests that the information he or she put forth in
the application is true.

3.2

Does the project use technology to conduct electronic searches,
queries, or analyses in an electronic database to discover or locate·
a predictive pattern or an anomaly? If so, state how OHS plans to
use such results.

No.

3.3

Are there other components with assigned roles and
responsibilities within the system?

USCIS ELIS allows read-only roles for Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) and
U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP), both within DHS because of their shared immigration
missions. Also, USCIS ELIS does share read-only information with the USCIS Enterprise Service
Bus (ESB), 27 which may share information from USCIS ELIS with other Components via PCQS.
11

DHSiUSCIS/PIA-010 Person-Centric Query System (PCQS) PIA (June 22, 2007), available at,
http://www.dhs.gov/xlibrary/assetslprivncylprivncy pia uscis pcg.pdf.
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The majority of PCQS u~ers are internal to USCIS. However, PCQS does grant user access to
Department of State (DoS) users who have an official need for read-only access to USCIS
customer data. Like CBP and ICE, DoS has a shared mission with USCIS because of its visaissuing authority, _which is part of the immigration process for many USCIS customers.

3.4

Privacy Impact Analysis: Related to the Uses of Information

Privacy Risk: There is a risk that increased availability of information that previously was
only visible to one employee at a time (because it was in a paper file) could result in new,
unauthorized uses of the information.
Mitigation: This risk is partially mitigated. USCIS will mitigate this risk three ways. First,
all users of USCIS ELIS must receive role-based system training, which explains the purpose of
the data and includes reminders about proper PII handling. Second, the system tracks all access
and edits to customer PII, and stores that activity in back-end audit logs available to the USCIS
Office of Security Investigations (OSI) for monitoring and action. Finally, USCIS ELIS employs
a provisioning process that verifies every user requesting access to the system has a valid need to
view data in the system.
Privacy Risk: By retaining data in an active, online platform, USCIS ELIS poses a risk of
unauthorized exposure because the system could be attacked by an external entity.
Mitigation: USCIS recognizes that retaining data online makes that data potentially more
available to compromise. As a result, USCIS is building into its retention schedules a timeframe
after which data may be retained offiine by the agency but not available online with public access.
This will allow the agency to preserve records that should be maintained for their historical value
but adds some security from unauthorized access of outdated accounts. This risk is also mitigated
by IT security measures such as encryption of the data in transit and at risk and requiring secure,
two-factor authentication for login.

Section 4.0 Notice
The following questions seek information about the project's notice to the individual about the information
collected, the right to consent to uses of said information, and the right to decline to provide information.

4.1

How does the project provide individuals notice prior to the
collection of info~mation? If notice is not provided, explain why
not.

USCIS provides online customers with a Privacy Act statement addressing the collection
of their information for the creation of an on line account before any information is input by the
customer. USCIS also provides a. Privacy Act statement covering the particular application,
petition, or request at the time of that collection. USCIS ELIS additionally sends paper and
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electronic notices pertaining to the customer's request throughout the adjudication process and via
this PIA. Further, USCIS provides the appropriate 0MB control number and Paperwork Reduction
Act Statement for each individual form type available to a customer via the USCIS Online Account
prior to any data being input by the customer.
Finally, customers who are required to use IDPaaS are provided notice explaining what
identity proofing is and what to expect before launching into the process. If customers are unable
to pass the IDPaaS questionnaire, they are presented with instructions on how to proceed, which
may be by contacting Customer Service or appearing in-person.

4.2

What opportunities are available for individuals to consent to
uses, decline to provide information, or opt out of the project?

a

Once USCIS ELIS incorporates particular immigration benefit type, all requests received
for that benefit type will be processed in USCIS ELIS. While customers cannot opt to have their
request processed according to a legacy process or system, they .may opt to file via paper rather
than electronically. If the customer opts not to provide answers to some of the information
requested, the system will generally allow the customer toI proceed with the request. The request,
however, inay take longer to adjudicate because the adjudicator may need to request the
, information the customer declined to submit with his or her application. If the customer declines
to provide the requested information, the adjudicator may consider the request to be abandoned
and deny the request or consider it abandoned.

4.3

Privacy Impact Analysis: Related to Notice

Privacy Risk: There is a risk that someone other than the USCIS customer will use the
system to fraudulently obtain an immigration benefit, which could expose the legitimate customer
to identity theft. This could, occur without the customer knowing.
Mitigation: In order to mitigate the risk of identity theft or fraud, USCIS has existing
processes that require most customers requesting an immigration benefit to provide their
biometrics at an ASC, which allows for in-person identity verification. USCIS ELIS leverages this
in-person identity-proofing to ensure the individual who created the online account is who he or
she claims to be. For those processes that do not include an in-person identity verification, USCIS
directs users to a remote identity proofing solution to confirm the user's identity according to
applicable government-wide standards.
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Section 5.0 Data Retention by the project
The following questions are intended to outline how long the project retains the information after the initial
collection.
'

5.1

Explain how long and for what reason the information is retained.

USCIS has drafted a series of retention schedules to cover different types of data in USCIS
ELIS. Currently, two of those schedules have been finalized and signed by the Archivist. The
remaining schedules are being actively worked with NARA.
The majority of customer data in USCIS ELIS is not yet covered by a finalized retention
schedule, but is pending review at the National Archives. USCIS expects NARA to approve
pennanent retention for USCIS ELIS customer data because it replaces data that would have been
in the Alien File (A-file) if filed via paper. Data includes individual customer account data of
immigrants, as well as the case data pertaining to their requests. The A-file is permanently retained
for historical purposes.
The approved retention schedules are as follows:
1. ELECTRONIC IMMIGRATION SYSTEM (USCIS ELIS) ABANDONED
DRAFT ACCOUNT AND/OR DRAFI' BENEFIT REQUEST DAT A, N1-56611-02, (October 17, 2011): This schedule covers customer accounts and draft

applications that customers do not submit to USCIS within a 30-day period. The
schedule dictates that the data must be permanently deleted 30 days after creation
of the account or initiation of a draft application.
2. USCIS ELECTRONIC IMMIGRATION SYSTEM (USCIS ELIS)
TEMPORARY ACCOUNTS, Nl-566-12-05, (April 17, 2013): Covers internal
user accounts for USCIS employees; such accounts will be deleted/destroyed 6
years after the account is terminated or when no longer needed for investigative or
security purposes, whichever is later.

5.2

Privacy Impact Analysis: Related to Retention

There is no privacy risk to retention because USCIS records are retained permanently for
their historical value, such as genealogical research, similar to the A-File.

Section 6.0 Information Sharing
The following questions are intended to describe the scope of the project information sharing external to the
Department. External sharing encompasses sharing with other federal, state and local governments, and private sector
entities.

6.1

Is information shared outside of DHS as part of the normal
agency operations? Ifso, identify the organization(s) and how the
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information is accessed and how it is to be used.
USCIS ELIS infonnation is shared outside of USCIS in a read-only state over the ESB and
may be viewable by DoS via PCQS. Also, USCIS ELIS feeds data to USCIS BBSS for background
checks, and BBSS uses that data as part of the record that is forwarded to the Federal Bureau of .
Investigations (FBI) to conduct its criminal and national security checks. is

6.2

Describe how the external sharing noted in 6.1 is compatible with
the SORN noted in 1.2.

Sharing USC IS ELIS data via PCQS to DoS is compatible with the purpose of the system
because the DoS mission, like USCIS, includes ensuring lawful visits and immigration to the
United States as dictated by the INA. This sharing is covered by the Routine Use "l'' of the
DHS/USCIS-007SORN, 29 which states that data may be shared with, ·\ .. the Department of State
for the purpose of assisting in the processing of petitions or applications for benefits under the
Immigration and Nationality Act, and all other immigration and nationality laws including treaties
and reciprocal agreements." Sharing with the FBI is covered by Routine Use "J" of the
DHS/USCIS-007 SORN, 30 which states that data may be shared with " ... appropriate Federal. ..
law enforcement ... agencies ... _during a proceeding within the purview of the immigration and
nationality laws, when DHS deems that such disclosure is necessary to carry out its f~nctions and
statutory mandates to elicit infonnation required by DHS to carry out its functions and statutory
mandates.•·

6.3

Does the project place limitations on re-dissemination?

USCIS ELIS does not share any data that would not be allowed to be re-disseminated, and
does allow for re-dissemination ofinfonnation only once it becomes part of the sharing partners'
systems of records.

6.4

Describe how the project maintains a record of any disclosures
outside of the Department.

BBSS and PCQS each automatically log external disclosures of infonnation, as described
in those systems' respective P!As. 31 If external sharing is authorized, the USCIS employee who
disclosed the infonnation must record the disclosure. The employee records this by typing a note
with the data shared, purpose, and date into the free-text comment field of the system.

"All.OHS Pl As and SORNs are available on www.dhs.gov/privncy. Please consult the PCQS and Background
Check Service SORNs for specific information about when information is shared, for what purposes, and with
whom.
2' 73 FR 56596
JO Id.
31
All DHS PIAs and SORNs are available on www.dhs.gov/privacy. Please consult the PCQS and BCS Pl As for
specific information about how external disclosures are recorded.
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Privacy Impact Analysis: Related to Information Sharing

Privacy Risk: There is a risk that data-sharing governance and record keeping designed
for legacy paper processes, such as paper mechanisms for logging records of disclosure and
physical restrictions on paper file sharing, might not translate to the electronic environment.
Mitigation: USCIS is mitigating this risk by working cooperatively with NARA and its
records office to address recordkeeping changes as new benefit types are incorporated into the
system. Updates are regularly briefed out to the highest level of the USCIS ELIS governance
boards, which include USCIS Privacy. To date, recordkeeping issues have not arisen but a
continuous review process continues. As the system is expanded to cover a larger percentage of
overall customers, USCIS will increase data sharing incrementally so that processes for
governance and recordkeeping can be adjusted on a specific basis and documented more formally.
Significant updates will be referenced as appropriate in either an updated PIA or an appendix to
this PIA.

Section 7.0 Redress
The following questions seek information about processes in place for individuals to seek redress which may
include access to records about themselves, ensuring the accuracy·of the information collected about them, and/or
filing complaints.

7.1

What are the procedures that allow individuals to access their
information?

USCIS ELIS provides USCIS customers the opportunity to access their information on line
by logging in to their account. The information they access inciudes a copy of the application they
submitted, any notices or notifications generated by USCIS, and infonnation about the status of
their application. Certain infonnation generated by USCIS as part of a criminal or security check
is not automatically accessible by the customer. This information is exempt from access under 5
U.S.C. § 552a(k)(2) of the Privacy Act. 32
An individual may also gain access to his or her USCIS records by filing a Privacy Act or
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request. If an individual would like to file a Privacy Act or
FOIA request to view his or her USCIS record the request can be mailed to the following address:
National Records Center
Freedom of Information Act/Privacy Act Program
P. 0. Box 648010
Lee's Summit, MO 64064-8010

"76 FR 70638 (Nov. 15,201 I).
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The infonnation requested may, however, Ibe exempt from access under the Privacy Act
because records related to fraud, with respect to an individual. may sometimes contain law
enforcement sensitive infonnation. The release of law enforcement sensitive infonnation could
possibly compromise ongoing criminal investigations. Further infonnation for Privacy Act and
FOlA requests for USC1S records can also be found at http://www.uscis.gov.

7.2

What procedures are in place to allow the subject individual to
correct inaccurate or erroneous information?

USCIS ELIS allows a customer to overwrite and correct any infonnation in his or her
application up to the point that he or she e-signs and submits the application. After it has been
submitted, the customer may log in to his or her account and automatically make changes that have
no substantive bearing on the adjudication, such as change in email address or contact infonnation.
If the customer wants to correct inaccurate infonnation while the benefit is being adjudicated, he
or she may submit the request in writing and upload the request into USCIS ELIS as unsolicited
evidence or by mail. It is the adjudicator's decision to incorporate that corrected information,
depending on the timing and validity of the infonnation. For corrections after the application has
been adjudicated, the customer would use the existing correction processes employed by USC IS,
depending on the type and context of the correction requested.

7,3

How does the project notify individuals about the procedures for
correcting their information?

USCIS ELIS makes multiple notifications to the customer throughout his or her use of the
system, indicating to the customer when the case is in draft, hqw to update contact infonnation,
and several other methods of correction. Additionally, USCIS ELIS will publish online Frequently
Asked Questions that address when and how to make corrections. Finally, USCIS has a Customer
Contact Center contact listed to which customers are directed if they have questions. Customers
who fail to identity proof using IDPaaS will be given specific instructions on how to proceed,
which may be by contacting Customer Service or appearing in-person.

7.4

Privacy Impact Analysis: Related to Redress

Privacy Risk: There is a risk that the customer may be unable to correct certain data, such
as name and date of birth, after the application is submitted.
Mitigation: Making changes to certain essential infonnation such as name or date of birth
would require a new criminal and security check, as well as a new attestation of the accuracy of
the data submitted. Therefore, the system cannot allow the customer to automatically update this
important infonnation once the adjudication process has started. USCIS does mitigate this risk by
allQwing the adjudicator to consider written requests to change this infonnation, or an in-person
appointment, at his or her discretion within established SOPs. The risk that a customer is unable
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to correct an error he or she generated is mitigated by the USCIS data quality and integrity
procedures within the adjudication process.
Privacy Risk: There is a risk that customers may be unable to access, correct, or amend
their records because the systems used for criminal and national security background checks are
exempt from the Privacy Act.
Mitigation: Due to the sensitive nature of criminal and national security background
checks, customers are not provided with direct access to such records. For many lines of business,
the customer has a formal appeals process through legacy processes for challenging decisions that
they believe to be unfair or based on incorrect information.

Section 8.0 Auditing and Accountability
The following questions are intended to describe technical and policy based safeguards and security
measures.

8.1

How does the project ensure that the information is used in
accordance with stated practices in this PIA?

USCIS ELIS has a sophisticated role-based user access for operational users as \\'ell as
read-only users. These include roles that separate duties for operators to ensure appropriate
oversight of the adjudication, as well as two levels of read-only roles to protect more sensitive data
about a customer from being accessible to internal users who only have a need for some of their
data. Additionally, USCIS ELIS captures all user activity, including information changed as well
as viewed, in audit logs, which are reviewed by USCIS OSI.

8.2

Describe what privacy training is provided to users either
generally or specifically relevant to the project.

USC IS trains each USCIS ELIS user on proper handling of PII as well as appropriate use
of data according to each role. Additionally, all USCIS employees receive privacy and security
training annually.

8.3

What procedures are in place to determine which users may
access the information and how does the project determine who
has access?

USCIS ELIS has several levels of operator roles as well as two levels of read-only roles.
The operator roles are only available to individuals trained and currently occupying specific jobs
within USCIS, and their supervisors are required to certify that their official duties align with the
role before it is granted to those individuals. Likewise, USCIS will default to assigning the lower-
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level of read-only to users requesting that access, unless they certify with supervisor confinnation
that they need to know certain sensitive data about customers as part of their routine official duties.

8.4

.How does the project review and approve information sharing
agreements, MOUs, new uses of the information, new access to the
system by organizations within DHS and outside?

USCIS ELIS data would be subject to the USCIS fonnal review process for any data
sharing agreements. That process includes, at a minimum, review by the Privacy Office, Counsel,
and program officials entrusted with security of the data.

Responsible Officials
Donald Hawkins
Privacy Officer, U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Security

)

Approval Signature
Original. signed copy on file with the DHS Privacy Office.

Karen L. Neuman
Chief Privacy Officer
Department of Homeland Security
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Appendix A
Immigration Benefit Types Processed in USCIS ELIS
August I 7, 2016
Name of Immigration Beoefil Type

Associated Forms and/or Colleclions

Paper
Filings

Online

Replncemen1 of Permanent Residenl Cord

1-90, G-28

X

X

Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals

1-821D, 1-765.1·765WS. G-28

X

USCIS Immigrant Fee

Filings

0MB Coolrol Number 161S-0122 (nol a

rorm),

Do$ lmmigranl Visa Packel NIA
(includes dala from DS-260 and 1-864)

Application for Naturatizo.tion

N-400, G-28

X

Temporary Protected Stanis

1-821, 1-765, 1·131, G-28

X

X
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APPENDIXB
Mobile Application and Device Use During USCIS-Conducted In-Person Interviews

May I I, 2016
Summary:

As part of an immigration request, USCIS adjudicators may interview a customer if
required to complete the adjudication. During in-person interviews for cases in USCIS ELIS only,
USCIS adjudicators may use a mobile device equipped with a mobile application developed by
and available only to USCIS. At the time of such interaction, USCIS adjudicators may corroborate
information declared by the customer on a USCIS-issued form (e.g., spelling of a name), collect
new information (e.g., signature), and collect and verify responses provided by the individual at
the time of the in-person interaction. The customer will have access to the original submission
when they establish a USCIS online account. The mobile device may also be used to capture and
record the officer's and applicant's required signatures.
The mobile device will be physically connected to and communicate directly to USCIS
I
ELIS through a USCIS computer. All data, including any personally identifiable information (PII),
will be transmitted through a secured encryption method.to ensure that the data is protected.

Data Elements:
The mobile device and application will not store any collected or presented information.
but will serve as a screen of USCIS ELIS information through which the individual:
Review biographical information;
Review and verify any changes to information on the submitted USCIS form;
Provide responses to any questions related to the in-person interview;
Provide signature when required; and
- Certify that any revisions or changes to the information on the USClS form are true and
correct.
The USCIS adjudicator will follow current processes to verify identity of individuals at
an in-person interview or examination.
Population:

Any individual participating in an in-person interaction, such as an interview, with
USCIS for which the form being reviewed is in USCIS ELIS.
,

Privacy Risk: There is risk that individuals do not receive notice prior to USCIS collection of
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infonnation via the mobile application.
Mitigation: USCIS is not collecting infonnation through a mobile device or application. USCIS
is using this technology to facilitate the interview ·process by verifying a customer's submission
to USCIS and changes made during the interview. This technology only presents to the customer
the information already collected by USCIS directly from the customer. The customer will have
notice of their infonnation submitted into USCIS ELIS when they create a USCIS online account
and opt to access the original submission to USCIS.
Privacy Risk: There is risk that infonnation collected by the mobile application will not be
submitted securely back to USCIS ELIS.
,

Mitigation: USCIS developed the mobile application to serve as screens for individuals at an inperson interview or examination and is used for USCIS internal use only. It will not be available
in any commercial mobile device application store. The application will not cache or store any
Pll on the device. The mobile application will serve as a conduit for USCIS ELIS, and allow
customers to review infonnation and responses to questions contained in previously submitted
USCIS applications, petitions, or request forms. This mobile application will transmit the
infonnation through a low-level Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) over
a Universal Serial Bus (USB) protocol to a "local host" (i.e., USCIS ELIS communication
software installed on the adjudicator's computer). Removing the mobile device from a computer
or connecting to any computer other than the designated USCIS computer will make the mobile
application inoperable.

All communication functions, to include global positioning system (GPS) and cellular
that are not needed for the USCIS mobile application to function, are disabled from the mobile
device. Hardware functions that are not required for using the USCIS mobile application, such as
the application marketplace, are also disabled. The mobile device will run in single application or
a remoie kiosk mode that will prevent USCIS ~djudicators or customers from going to-the device
home page or successfully accessing other functions. USCIS-internal Wi-Fi connection may be
temporarily enabled for finite periods of time only to update the mobile application. Designated
administrators will be able to access device settings and perfonn updates using a key or
passcode.
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[Federal Fegl$ter VOl'aJ..'lle 18, Nur...ber· 225 (Thurnday, NO•'eo.ber 21, 2013! I

\Notices]
(Pages 69964-69671)
From the Federal Register Online vla the Government Publishing Office [:,:.~;~~J
[FR Doc No: 2013-27895]

DEPAA1MEt1T OF HOMELAND SECUP.ITY

Office of the Secretary

{Doc\.:,et no. DHS-2013-C069)

J

Privacy Act of 1974: Department of HO!:',eland Security u •.s.
CiU:ensh1p and Irn:n1grat1on Services, U.S, Immigration and Cvstoms
€nforcemen,;, U.S. Customs and Border Protection--001 Alien File, rndex,
and National File ,Tracl:ing system of Records
AGENCY: Department :of Horeel;;nd Security, PrJ.vacy Offlce.
AC1'!0N: Notice of update and re1ssuance of privacy ac; syste.':'l of

records.

Sti'XMA.RY: In accordance with the Pri11acy Act of 1974, the Department of
Hreieland Securi ~Y propt1$es to 1.1pdo1te and reissiJe a current Dep,H·tment
of Homeland Security system of rec:o;:-ds notice titlt!d, · ·oepartment of
Homeland security U.S. C:irnensh1p and Itmtigration Services, U;S.
Ir:i:n.lgr.atlon itnd Custoro.s t:niorcement, U.S. Cu$toms And Border
t>roee·ction~-001 Alien File, Index, end National Filo Tracking system of
Pecords,'' 76 rn 3~233 \June 13, 2011), This system of records contains
inforlru.'ltion regarding transactions involving an indivldual as he/she
passes through the U.S. immigration and inspection process, some of
\.lh1ch may also be covered by separate Sys~em.$ of rec;;ords notices. This
syste:-n of records contains personally identifiable information !'luch as
the individual's nat'le, Alien Registration Number, receipt file nur.ber,
date and place of birth. date and pen of entry, as well as the
lo,;a~ion of each official A.lien File, It may also contain other
personal identifiers such as an individual's Social Security Number.
The Dep.n:.:rnent of ~omeland Security iS updating the Department of
Homeland Secunty U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services, U.S.
lrr.:::ilqratrnn and Cusr.'oN ~nf.or.cemeot, U.S. Custom.S and Border
?rotec:tion--001 Alien Flle, Index, and Nanonal file Tr>)cf:ing system of
Records with the following sllbstantive changes: Ill The addition of
five routine uses and the r.1.0dification of E"tght routine uses to allow
the Department of Homeland Security to share information from this
J'!ystem; (2) Updated notification and access procedures: and (3)
Langu,age aclmowledging the concur.rl'!n:: publication of a rrnal Rule
exer.:pting this system from certain provision.s of tho Privacy Act,
including an exer:-.ption foi: records that are classified. This updated
systcrn.·will be included in the

I ( Page 69B65J

J

Department of Homeland Security's inventory of record systems.

OATES; Submit comments on or before Docernber 23, 2013. Tl'llS updated
systeiti will be e!Cect1ve Decelt'.bcr 23, 2013.
ADDRESSES; You rn..iy submit comments, identified by docket nuir.ber DHS2013~0069 by one of the (ollowinq methods:
Federal e-Rulemakinc Ponal:
rollo,... the instructions for
fillll 202-j0-4010,

Mail: Jonathan I\, Cantor, Deputy Chief Privacy Officer,
Priva,;:y Office, Depanment of Homeland security, Washington, DC 20S20.
Instructions: All submissions received mu!lit includ(! the agency name.
and docket nurr.bet tor ~his rulemaf:lng. All coimients recclved will be
posted without change to
including any
personal inf¢r:roar'ion
Docket: For acc~ss to the docket to read background documents or
corrment s received, please visi c t:: ~n · .: i·,!,!',,. !'•M'l l 1 ~ 1of'\_;, ,1:. ·:.

fOFI FURTHER INFORMATION' CONTACT: For general questions regarding this
syster:i of recotds please contilct: Donald K, ffawkins [202) 272-8000,
?rlvacy Officer, U.S. Citizensh~p· and lrrr:n.igration Services, 20
Massachusetts Avenue NW., Washington, DC 20529, For privacy questions
please contact: Jonathan P.. cantor 1202) 30-1717, Deputy Chief Privacy
Officer, Privacy Office, Department of HOt:".eland Security, i<iashington,
DC 20520,
SUPPLEMENTARY INP'ORMA'J'ION:
I. Background

rn accordance with the Privar;y Act of 1974, 5 U.S.C. 552a, the
Department of Hornelarid Security IDHS) U.S. CithenshJp ond trr.nigration
Services (USCIS), u.s. Ir::m..l.gration and C:usto::.s r.:nforcernent /ICE), U.S.
Custol'I'.$ and 8order Protection ICBPI proposes to update and reissue a
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current OHS system of records titled, · "NlS/USCIS-ICE-CBP-001 Alien
rile, Index, .and tlr:n1onal Flle Tracking Systel':I o! flocords. ''
Dr!S implements U.S. Hm1i9ration law and policy thr:ough USCIS's
processrn9 and adjudication of application!! and petltions sub:nitrnd for
citi:ensh1p, asylum, and or.her immigraticm benefits. users also
supports national sec1,1i:ity by prelfenting indivtduals from fraudulently
obtaininq immigration b1mefits and by denying applications from
individuals who pose national security or public safe:ty threats, U.S.
irrrrrt_igration policy and lal'l" ls also implertiel"lted thro1,1gh ICE's law
enforcement activities and CBP's inspection and border secunty

processes.
The Alien File (A-file), !ndex, ,md National rile Tn1cJ:ing System
of Records is the official record syster.i that contains information
regarding the transactions of an individual as he/she passes through
the u.s. in::llgration and inspection process. The DHS/USCIS-lCF.-CSP-001
Alien File, Indek, tind Nnional F'ile Tr<H.:king Sy$t.:em of Records
contains personally identifiable information (PIIl such as the
individual's name, Alien Registration Number, receipt. file nurr.ber, date
and phce or birth, date and port of entry, as well as the location of
each official A-File. It may al.so c:ontarn other petsonal identifiers
such as an individual's Social Security Nu1r.ber (SSNI, if the individual
has one and it is in t:'le A-File. Some records contoined ln the OHS/
USCIS-ICE-CBP-001 A-Files are derived from separate systems of record,
1rt which case the system of records notice (SOIUI) pertaining to the
Qrig!nating sysu~m i.•otJLd govern the treatment of those records.
Previously, the legacy agency Irr:m.i.gratlon and Naturalization Services
(!NS) collected and ma\ntaincd information concerning all of these
H',t.1.+gration .i.n('l iMpection interactions. Since the fortn<1tion of OHS,
however, immigration responsib~llties have been divided amcng USCIS,
ICE, and CBP, While USCIS is the custodian of the A-file, all three
components create, contribute information to, and use A-rile:., hence
thls joint System of Records Notice.
A notice detailing this system of records was last published in the
federal Register on June 13, 2011, a.s the L'lHS/LISCIS-lCE-CBP-001 Alien
File, Index, and national rile Tracking system of Records, 76 FR 34233.
DltS is updating the DHS/USCIS-ICE-CBP-001 Alien flle, IndeK, and
National File Tracking System of P.ecords to in<:lude the following
substantive changes: Ill The addition of three routine uses and the
TOOdificatlon o( eight routine uses to clarify DHS's sharil'lg of
informa.lion from this syr.tem: (?.l Updated nottrication and access
procedures; and (3) Lan;iuage acknowledging the concurrent publication
of a final Rule exempting this ·system from certain provisions of the
Privar;y Act, including an exemption for records that are classified.
OHS added five routLnc uses with the letter in parentheses
corresponding to the, ne,.. routine use:
(HI Allows DHS to share inforn.ation with other federal, state,
trlbal, local ot qovern.~ent agencies wl'l.en these other agencies ,;1.re
investigating or prosecuting violations of statute rules, regulations,
orders, and/or licenses,
(1) Allows DH.S to share .lnfornt,Hion with thfrd parUes during the
course of a la1oo1 enforc::ement inves,:;1ge.t1on tn order to obtain pertinent
tn!ormat1on.
/J) Allows DHS to share 1nforrnation w.!.th organuai:ions or persons
when there is reason to believe that the rec1pient is or could be the
target of a particular terrorist acUvily,
!LL) Allows OHS to Share infQnnation \.'ith fa.m.J.ly members when,
under 8 CFR Sec. l03,B, DHS or 1;1.n Executive Office for IJ!.'n.igraUon
Review ir:tm.igration judge 111ake11 a decision that an alien is mentally
incor::petent.
100) Allows OHS to s!'lare information with domestic government
agencies when those agencies are seeking to determine the lrronigratlon
St<Hl.lS of 1ndlviduals who have applied to purchase or- obtain a firearm
in the United States.
Balow 15 a summary o: the eight routine use modHications with the
letter in pcnenth~ses corresponding to the routine use updated:
(Al Updated to cl.:l.rlfy that records will be provided to · 'the
United States or any a9ency thereof,'' without any flirt her modifiers to
t.he sec~ton,
!Cl Updated io note th:;1t records will be provide,cl speciflca.lly to
General Services Ad.minist;ration r;nher than other federal government
o1genc1es.
(D) Updated to clarify language that records will not be given to
individuals, but to agencies or otganiutions performing the audtt.
(E:! Updated to ciarHy language regarding a suspected or confirmed
cor.ipr-o:nise of personally identifiable information Jn the system,
(F') Updated to clarify language that the contractors are subject to
the requirements lald out in chu system of records not.ice and the
Privacy Act.
(I<! Updated to clarify the languaqe to reflect the practice
associated with naturali.zatlon process.
(Ll Updated to clad fy that records will be provided to ··the
United States or any agency thereof,'' wHhout any further rnodifle:rn to
the section.
(M) Update languagl? to re!er to correct Code of Federal Regulations
citation for the deflnltion of an attorney or representative, and
clarified that it is at the Department's discretion to use this routine
use, as with any routine use published in this system of records,
Consistent l<ollth DH.S's information sharing mission, information
stored in the DHS/USCts-ICE-CBP-001 may be shared with other DHS
con:ponenta that have a need to 1'J1ow the information to carry out theJ r
national security, law
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enforcement, 1n:m.iqratiori, intelligence, or other homeland security
functions, In addition, DHS may share with appropriate federal, stil(e,
local, tribal. territorial. foreign, or internat,onal governocnt

agencles after DrlS determine.s that the receiving component or agency
hu a need to know the lnfocmat1on to carry out national security, law
enforcement, lmmigratlon, intelligence, or other £unctlons cons1stent
with the routine uses set forth 1n the A-file SO~N, or other applicable
exemptions under the Privacy Act.
Additionally, DHS is issuing a nnal Rule elsewhere in the Federal
Register, to exempt this system of records from certain provisions of
the PrJ.v.,cy Act. ihis u!)dated system will be included ln DHS"s
inventory of record systems,
ll. Pt.i vacy Act

Tiie Privacy Act en':bodies fair information practice principles in a
st,;itutory !ramt:\o/Ork governing the r:1eans by which federal governr..ent
agencies collect, main:..iin, use, and disseminate individu11ls' records.
The Privacy Act applies to information that is r.iaintained in a ''$yste::i
or records,'' A • ·sy.Hem of recQrds' • is a group of any records unoer
the control ot l'in agency frorn which information is retrieved by ~he
;1ar.ie of an individual or by some identifying nwr.ber, symbol, or other
identifyln9 parucular assigned to the individual. In the Privacy Act,
an individual is defined to encompass U,S, citi:ens and lawful
pen:ianent residents. As a matter of policy (Privacy Policy Guidance
Met."lo.r::andum 2007-01, most recently updated January 7, 2009), OHS extends
ad::linistrat!ve Privacy Act protections to all lndiYtdual.'l, reo,g.;irdless
of citi::enship, when systems of records maintain information on U.S.
citizens, lawful perrn.ar.ent residems, and vishors.
The Privacy Act requires each agency co publish in the Federal
Register a de,cription denoting the typ<! ·and character of each S}'Star."J
of records that the agency lll.!lintains, and the r:our.ine uses that are
contained 1n each system. tn order to make agency record keeping
practices transparent, to natiEy individuals regarding the uses to
which thelr records are put, <md to assist individuals, with nore easily
findrng such files within the agency. Belo., is the description of the
DHS/USCIS~ICE•CBP•OOl Allen File, Index, and National File Tracking
Syl)te.m of Records.
In ac,;;ordance with~ U.S.C. 552a(rl, OHS has provided a report of
this system of records :o the Office of Management and Budget and to
Congress.
SYSTtM OF RECORDS

OHS/USC IS- ICE~CBPM 00 l

Syste..>:1 fl<l!!l(l:
Department of Homeland Security U.S. Citizenship and !rrn:nigration
Services, U.S. Ir.migration and Customs Enfotce:r.ent, U.S. Costom.s and
Border Protection--001 Alien F1le, Index, and National rile Tea.eking
syste:n of Records,
Security classlfication:
Unc1A.S9ified, sensitive, for official use only, and classified.
System location;
Alien files (A-Files) ate m,;1.intained ln electronic and paper format
throughout DHS. Digit1ied A-Files are located in the Enterprise
Document Management System !EDMS). The Central Index System !C!S)

ma1nta1ns ari index of the key personally idenufiable inforr.'llltion !!'Ill
in the A-File, which can be used to retrieve additional information
through such apphc<Jtloru, as Enterprise Citizenship and 1=.igrations
Services Centrall:ed Operational ReposHory leCiSCOR), the Per.son
Centdc Query Serv.lce IPCQSJ and the Microfilm Digitization AppHcation
System (MiDA.s). The National File Tracking System (NF'TS) provides, a
tracking system of where the A--E'iles are phy$ically located, lnduding
whetl':er the t'.il.:! has been d1giti:.ed.
The databases maintaining the above information are located within
the OHS d/l.till center in t.1',e Washrngton, DC metropolitan area as well as
throughout the country. corr.puter terminals providing electronic access
are located at U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services tuSCISJ sites
at tlcadquarr.ers: at\d 1n the field through01.1t the United States and at
'appropriate faeil1ties under the jurisdic:tion of the U. .5. Dtipartment of
Homeland Security IDHSl and other loct11t1ons at which officers of DHS
CO!l'.ponent agencies may be posted or operate to facilitate DHS's mission
of homeland security. Hard copies cf the A-Files are pnmar~ly located
at the records centers in Lee Sunrrut, Missouri; Suitland, Maryland; San
Brnno, California; Seattle, Washington; and O<lyton, Ohio, Hard copies
may also be loeated at Headquarters, f\eg~onal, Distti.Ct, and other
'users file control offices in the UnitE!d States and foreign countries
as detailed on the agency's Web site, Lttn: 1..-,,:,r-·.u~:,:;:;,,,:,'.-. Hard copies
may also be located at the offii:e, .ind facilities of u.s. Irmugration
and Custor:is Enforce.1:1e.nt IICE:1 and U.S. Cust;.orr.s and Border Protection
(C:BP).

-

Categories of individuals covered by the system.:
Lo1W'ful permnent residents;
NatUnli:.ed U.S. cii::izens;
U.S. citizens when petit1ontn9 fo" benefits under the
lr.:rnigration and NsitionditY Act {WA) on behal! of another individual;
Indl vi duals who receive or.petition for benefits under the.
INA, and:

Ind1viduals who are subject to the <!rlforce:nont provisions
of the I!IA;
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Individuals who are subject to the INA and:
[Cir) Arc under investigation by OHS for possible national security

threats or threats to the publ!c safety,
(cir) were investigated by OHS in the past,
[cir) are suspected of violating ir::migration-relftred criminal ¢r

clvil provisions of treaties, statutes, regul,HiOM, Executive Orders,
and Presidential proclamations admir.utercd by OHS, or
[cir] are wltnoues and informants having knowledge Of such

.vtola~ions;
Relatives and associ<'!tes of any cf the individuals listed
above who are subject to .;he IN/\;
lnd!viduals who have renounced their U.S. C1tlzcnship; or

Preparers, attorneys, and representatives who assist
indilliduals during benefil and enforcement proceedings under the WA,
lfo;;e; Individuals may hll wi.thll'l OM or more of th(l$E, categorii.-s,

Categories of records rn this system include:
A. The hardcopy paper A-file, which cantuns the official record
material about each individual for whom DHS has created a record under
the INA !Ill Ch as: naturall.:at ton certi f lcat'!!S; var ioua docurnent.s and
attachments !e.g., birth and marriage certificates); applications and
petitions for benefit$ onder the 1rr.'1ti9riltion and nat1onality laws;
reports of arrests and investigations; stateml.!ntSI othe_r reports;
records o( proceedings before or filings rude with the U.S. J.m:ligration
courts and any act..'lUnistrative or federal district court or court ot
11ppeal: cortespondence; Md mecnorand.:i, Specific ·d,na eler:ients NY
include:
Alien l:legistracion NlllT.ber(sl (A-Nu::".bersl;
Recelpt file nurr.ber1s1;
full name and any aliases used;
Physical and mailing, addresses;
Phone nu.'tbers and email <.'lddre,ses;
Social security NU!!'.ber (SSN);

! [Pi,.ge 69667) I
Dace or birth;
Place of birth !City, st.Ht:,, and country);
Countries of citizenship;
Gender;
\'hyalcal charilcteristics !height, weight, race, eye and
hair color, photographs, fingerprints I;
Government-issued identification information (i.e.,
passport, driver's license]:
[clrl Docu.,uen( type,
[Cir) issuing c:rgani::ation,
[Cil") document nur..be:-, and
[cir] expiration d.att'!;
Military membership;
Arrival/Departure information !record rni.'1'.ber, expiration
date, class O! ad.'llissiori, etc. I;
Federal Bureau of Investigation (f'B1l Identification
tlwr.ber;
flngerprint tdentificat1on NUr.tber:

lr::m.igration enforcement his:.ory, lncludrng arrests 3nd
charges, immigration 'proci!eding5 and appeals, and dispositions
in<:luding removals or ...,ohmtar:y departures;
Irr.migration status;
tamlly history1
Travel history;
Educau.on history;
E:mploymeni: history;
Criminal histo,y;
Professlonal ~ccred:tat.Lon infonnation;
Medical information relevan: to an indiv1d1.:al 's
appllcation for benefns under the 1NA before CHS ot the .lm.':Ugration
court, an individual's rcr:'lovability from and/or admissibility to th~
Unluid States, or 011 individual's computency before tho. ilmligr.11tion

court;
Specific benefit eligibi!ily in(ormation as required by
the benefit being sought; and
Video Or transcript of in:.m.igration lntetVJ.ew,
B. E:DMS maintains the electtonlc copy of the A-file (same
information as above with the exception of material that cannot be
scanned such as cassette tape$, CDs, or DVDs\ it it .,,as 5Cann~d from
the paper file.
c. CIS Contains information on those individuals who during their
Jntetactlons w1th DHS have been asslgned a11 A-Number. The system
contains biographic information on t;.hose individua.19, allowing DHS
ell'.ployecs to quickly review the illdividual 's imigrar.ion status, The
information in the system can then be used to retrieve additional
inton:.at1on on the individual from other systems. The inforrn.ition in
t.he system can be used to request the hard copy A-rile from the DHS
file Control Office that has custody of the file. Specific data
elements r:tay include:

1\-Nurnberc,i:
full nar:1e and any aliases u!led;
SStl;
Date of birth;
Place of birth !city, state, and country I 1
Country of citiz~nShip;
Gender;
Government issued identi fii;:ation information l! .c.,
passport, driver's license):
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[cir] Doc:u...-r,ent tJ-pe,
!cir] issuing organization,
(clrl dOC1.ll':'lent nW':'.ber, an,;l

(cir] expiration date;
A:rrlval/Departure infom.atiori (record nu.r..hcr, expir<at10n
date, class of' ad..u.:.51on etc.);
Irnm1oration stati.:s:
fath\?r .:ind Mother's firs~ na.'!le;

rat ldentiflcaticn Number:
fingerprint Identification Nuirl:Jer;

1r:mi1gration enforcement history, including arrests and
charges, im.'tligration proceedings and appeals, and dispo$itions
including removals or voluntary departures: and
F1le Control Office loca:ion of the paper or electronic Art le.
D. NF1'S contains the loc9tion of the A-File to a more detailed
level within the DHS File·control Office. 5p~cific data elements
include:
A-Nurrber1s1;
l!ecelpt rile Nu.~.ber; and
Location of rhc paper or eler;tronic A.-liile and P.eceipt
file .i.t and within the PliS •He Control Office, .i.s well a!; the hi:t;tory
of who has maintained the A~r1le, including the component, section, and
e::r.ployee.
Aut.hority for l'lilintenance of the system:
Authority for malmaining this system is rn Sections 10) and 290 of
the um., as amended (8 U.S.C. 1103 and 13601, and the rtlgul.:itions
lS!!ued pursuant thereto: and Section 451 of the Ho~eland Security Act
of 2002 (t'Ub, L, 101-2!!61, codified at 6 u.s.c, 271.
Purpose(sl:
The' purpose of the A-Flle ls to facilitate the enforcement and
provision of benefits under the INA and related statutes. A-riles,
EDMS, CIS, 'and NF'TS are used priraarily by DHS err.ployees for ir..:nigration
benefits processing, protection of national security, and ad:ninistering
and enforcing ir.::'O.igration and nationality laws and related statutes.
'!'hi! purpose of the A~File lS to doctll1\ent an individual's benefits
and enforcement transactions as he/she passes through the U.S.
lrr.tnigraticm and inspection process.
The purpose ot: CIS is to provide a. searchable central index of AFlles and to support the localion and transfer of A-riles among OHS
personnel and offices as needed in support of ir.:m1gration benef"its and
enforcement actions.
The purpose of" N'FTS is to ac:curatE!ly account for the specific
physical loca~1on ei A-files and Receipt riles within a OHS File
Control Otflce, and to track the n:quest and transfer of all A-files
and ?t!ceipt Files.
·These records assist DHS with processing applications for benefits
under applicable i~!gration laws; detecting violatlons of these laws;
supporting the referral of such violations for prosecution or other
appropriate cnforcer.ient actlon: supporting l.iw enforcement efforts and
the inspecoon process; and supporting protection of the united States
borders.
Poutine uses or: records :naintained.in the system, rnduding categories
of users and the purposes of such uses:
Note: Even wh~n a v.i,lid routine use pennits disclosure of
in(ormat1on from this system of" records to a third party, in some cases
such disc;los(;re 1:1ay not be perm1s'sible because of confidentiality laws
and policies that limit the sharing of information about the
appltcat•on for, or award of certain irr.migration benefits. for ekarnple,
informil.tion in lhis system of records contained In or pertaining to
applications £or asylu.":1 or refugee protection, information relating to
persons who have pending or approved pet1t.lorn1 tor protection under the
Violence Against Women Act IVAWAl, Seasonal Agricultural Worker or
Legalization claims, the Tempor;i,ry Protected Stat1,1s of an indh•idual,
and irl(ormation reiaUng to s, T, or U visas should not be disclosed
pursmtnt to a routine use unless disclosure is other..,ise pennlssible
under the confidentiality statutes, regulations, or policies applic<1ble
to that information. However, these confidentiality provisions do not
prevet'Jt OHS from disclosing information to the U.S. Department of
Justice and Offices of the United Stat(!s Attorneys 11.$ part of i;.n
ongoing criminal or civil J.nveati9at.ion.
In addition to those ::iis<;losures generally perrnitted under 5 !J.S.C.
552a (bl or the Privacy Act, :.ill or a. portion of the record$ or
information contained in this system may be disclosed outside DHS as a
rcu,;;ine use pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(b) (JI as follows:
A. To the Dep;ut1:1e1"1t or Justice (DOJ), including u. S, Attorneys'
o:flces, or other federal agency conducting litigation or in
proceedings before any court, ad}udicat1•,e or ad:::tinistrauve

! [?ag"" 69868] I
body, when i:: is necessary or relevant to the litigation and one of the
follo"linq' is a party to the litigadon or has an interest in such
litigation;
1. OHS or any componer:t thereof;
2. My er-ployee of DHS in h1s/her official capacity;
3. l\ny ero.ployee of OHS in his/her individual capacity when DOJ or
OHS has agreed~ to represent the e:tployee; or
~. The United Stat~s or any agency th~reof,
B. To a congress1onal office from the record of an individual ln
response to an inquiry fco'.l'I that congressional office made at the
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request of the individual to who:n the record pertains.
c:. To the Nauonal Archives and Records P.dmini!ltration or General

Services Adml.nistration pursuant tc riecords mariager:vmt inspections
be~ng conducted undH the authority of H U.S.C, 2904 and :2906,
D. 'To an agency or organization, for the purpose of performing
audit or oversight operat.1ons as authod:,~d by law, but only such
.lnforrn<'!Uon ,115 is necessary and relevant to such audit or oversight
function.
'l'o approprlate agencies, ent1tie:s, and persons when:
l, OHS suspects or h.is c:onfirmed that the Sl?curlty or
confidentiality of information In the system of records has been
CO:'nprornised;
2. OHS has determined that as a result of the suspected or
confirmed compromise, there is a risk of, identity theft or fraud, harm
to economic or property interests, harm to tho security or integrity of
thl!l system or other systems or programs (whether maintained by OHS or
another agency or @ntit)'l or harr.1. to the individuals that rely upon the
compromised information1 and
3. The disclosure r:.ade to such ;19encies, entities, and persons is
reasonably nece.ssary to assist in connecs,ion with DHS'B efforts to
respond to t,he suspected or confirmed co::promise and prevent, r:linimiie,
or remed:; such harm.
f. To contractors and their agents, grantees, experts, consultants,
and othets performing or working on a contract, service, grant,
i;;;oop,u.i.tive .agtel'.!r.'.<!nt, o,: othet asslgru:,,ent for OHS, 1.men necess<1ry to
acc:o:tpli_sh an agency function related to this system of records.
IncUvlduals provided infotmation under this routine use are .sub]ect to
the sane Privacy Act requirements and linutations on disclosure as arc
applicable to OHS officers anti er.:ployee.s.
G. To an approprlate, federal, state, tribal, territorial, local.
internatlonal. Ot for:elqn law enfori;;;ernent agency or othet appiopria:e
authority charged. with investig.iting or prosecur.ing a violation or
enforcing or ir.:plementing a law, rule, regulation, ot order, when a
record, either on its face or in conjunction with other infon:n.atton,
indicates a violation or potential violation of la1o1, which includes
cnminaL civil. or regulatory v1olations.
H. To appropriate federal, state, tribal, local, or foreign
goverru:tental agencies or multilateral goverrunental organizations
responsible for investigating or prO$~i:;uting the violations of, or for
enforcing or irnplemonLing, a statute, rule, i:egul,nion, order, or
license, .,,hen OHS belie·,es the informa~lon would assist in enforcing
,;1pplic<1.ble ,civil o.r cri!l\inal laws.
I. To third parties during the cour$C of a law enforcement
investigation to the extent neceuary to obtain information pertinent
to the investigation.
J. To an organh.ation or person in either the public or private
sector, elth<.ii foreign or domestic, when there !s a reason to believe
that the r!"!Cipient is or could become the t.ir9et of .i p'e.rucula.r
terrorist activity or consplracy, or when the information is relevant
to the protecuon of life, property, or other vital interests of a
person.
K. To clerks and judges of courts ei<ercising na~urali~ation
jurisdicrlon for the purpose of granting or revoking naturalization.
L. To courts, magistrates, administrative tribunals, opposing
counsel. partles, and witnesses, 1n the course of imigration, civil,
or criminal proceedings before a court or adjudicative body when it is
necessary or relevant to the lit.l.qat1on or proceeding and the following
is a party to the proceeding or has .in interest in the proceeding:
l, OHS or /lny con:ponent thereof; or
2. Any employee of DHS in his or her official capacity; or
3. Nty er:iployee of OHS in his or her individual capacity when the
DOJ or OHS has agrQed to represent the er..ployee; or
4. The United States or any agency thereof.
11. To an att.orney or cepresentative ras defined in 8 CfR 1.21 1-lho'
1s acting on behalf of an individual covered by this system of record!a
in connect10n with any proceeding before Uscts, !CE, or CBI? or the
Executive Office !or Ir.t:ligration 11:ev.i.ew, as requited by law Ol" as
deem0d neces11ary in the discretion of the Department.
fl. To OOJ (including Offices of the United St,nes Atiorne1•s1 or
other federal agency concuctinq. litigation or il'l proceedings before any
court, adjudicative, or ad.ro.inistrative body, whcm necessary to assist
iri, the development of such agency's legal and/or policy position.
0, To the Department of State in the processing of petitions or
applications for benehts under the INA, and all other ilT\!t\.igration imd
nationality laws including treaties and reciprocal agreamenu; or wtie'n
th~ Department of State req1.1ire$ information to consider and/or provide
an informed response to a request for inforr.1ation from a foreign,
international, or ini:ergovern.mental agency, authonty, or organi::ation
about an alien or an enforcement operation with uansnational
lmplicationo.
P. To appropriate federal, state, local, tribal. territorial, or
foreign goveciunents, a$ well ti.$ to other J..ndivid1Jals and organizations
during the eour.se of an .t.nvestigat1on by OHS or the i:,,rocessing of a
matter under DHS'!!i jurisd1ction, or during a proceeding within the
purview of the ir.imlgration and, nationality laws, when OHS deems that
such disclosure is ner:ess;).ry to carry out J ts tuner.ions a.od statutory
mandates.
Q. To an appropriaL<:! federal, state, tribal, territorial, local, or
foreign govern.-:i.ent agency or organi;:ation, or international
organization, lawfully engaged in collecting law enforceeient
intelligence, whether civil or criminal, or charged with investigating,
prosecuting, enforCing, or i,::iplementing civil or criminal laws, relilted
rules, regulations, or orderS, to enable these ~ntitie5 to carry out
their law enfofcernent responsibilities, including the collection of la1o1

e.
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enforcer.,.en::. intelliger.ce and the duclos'.lre is apprcprhte to the
proper performance of the official duties of the pen1on receiving the
1nformatio::1.

R. To an appropriate federal, state, local, tribal, territotiilL
foreign, or internatloMl agency, if the inforr:tation is relevant to a
requesting agency's dedsion concertun9 the hiring or retention of an
~ndivtdual, or issuance of a securay clearance, license, contract,
grant, or other bcnef1t, or if the lnformation is relevant to a DHS

decision concerning the hiring or retention of an err.ployee, the
issuance of a security clearance, the reporting of an investigation of

an er,.ployee, the letti:\g of a contract, or the issuance of a license,
gr.int, or other beMfit.
s. To an appropria::e federal. state, local, tribal. territorial,
fore.l911, or international agency, .1.f OHS determines: Ill The
infor~.a.tion is relevanc: and necessary to that agency's decision
c1;,ncerning the hiring or retention of an lndivldual, or· issuance of a
security
[ [Page 6966!i1 l

clearance, license, contract, cru.nt, or other benefiu and (2) failure
to disclose ~he rnfor)nQtlon is - likely to create a substantial risk to
goverrll':!ent facilltil":!!:, equip!:!ent, or personnel; sensltivl'! infoanat.lon;
crltical infrascructunu or public safety.
T. To appropriate federal. state, local, ltibal, or toreign
gove!:n.~ental agencies or multilllteral 9overnr..ental organiintions for
th~ purpose of protecting the vital interests of a data subject or
other personi;, including to asslst such agencies or or9anit,Hio11s in
pre·,enting exposure to, or transmission of a co=unicable or
quarantinable disease or to combat other s.lgniflcant public health
threatsi appropriate not!c,i, will be provided of any 1dentH1ed hedth
threat or risk.
U. To an individual's current err.player to the extent necessary to
detemine err.ployment eligibility or to a prospective el'l",ployer or
goverrn::ent agency i:o verify whether an individual ls eligible for a
9overnmeot•issued CtedenclaL ~hat is a conditii;m or ell',ployn:em.
V. To a fomer employee of OHS, in accordance with applicable
regulations, for purposes of: responding to an official inquiry by a
federal, state, .::ir loea: govern."llent entity or prof'essJonc1.l hcensing
authority; or faciLltating corr.rnunlcations with a fomet err:ployee that
may be necessary for personnel-related or other official purposes when
DHS requires lnfomat1on or consultation assistance from the !orner
e:r.ploycc regarding a matter within that person"s forrrn1r atea of
responsibU it y,
w. To the Office of MiinagiiJ1:1ent imd Budget in connection wlch the
review of private relief legislation as set forth in 0MB Circular No.
A-1~ at any stage of the le9islati11e coordination and clearance process
as set forth in the Clrculat.
X, To the U.S. Senate Committee on the Judiciary or the U.S. Houi1e
of Representatives Co:t::Uttee on the Judic:iari when nel':essary to inforrn
me.'T'.beta of Congress about an alien who is being considered for private
J.r:;m.lgroltion relief,
Y. To a federal. state, tribal, or local gol!ernment ag(!ncy and/or
to do:nesde courts to assist such agencies in collecting the repayment
of loans, or fro11JdUlently ot s:rr:oneously secured beneflts, grants, or
other debts owed to them or to the United Sli\LCS Government, or -.o
obtain inforrnauon that may assist OHS in collecting debts owed ~o the
United States Govern:nent.
z. To an rndividual or entity seeking to post or arrange, or who
has .::ilteady posted or arranged, an irr.nigrarion bond for an alien, to
a1.d thC! individual or entity in (1) identifying the location o( the
alien: (21 posting the bond; (3) obtaining payments related to the
bond: or {41 conducting other ad:n.inlscrative or financic.l management
acti'Jnies related to the bond.
AA. To a coroner for purposes of affirmatively identifying a
dec;eased lndlvldual (whet.her or not such indi11idual is der:eo1sed as
result of a crirr.el.
l:!B. consi!Ste:it w.1.t11 the requlrements of the INA, :::o the Department
of Health and Human Services (HHSJ, the Centers for Disease control 11,i,d
i'rcvem.ion !CCCI, or to any state Ot local health authorities, to:
1, Provide proper medical oversight of DHS-design.;.ted d1ril
surgeons who perforn r.iedical exam.inatlons o[ both arriving aliens and
of those requesting status as lawful perm.anent residents; and
2. Ensure that all health rnsues potentially affeccing public
health and safety in the United· Staites are belng or havt'.! been,
,1c:equ.,,tely addressed.
CC. To a federal, state, local. tribal. or territorial governmem:
agency seeking to verHy o, ascerta1n the citizenship or illl1:ligrat1on
stat1.is of any individual 1o1ithin thl'.l juriSdlction of ~he agency tor ttny
pu::pose iluthori:ed by law.
DO. '!'o the Social Security Administration ISSA! for the purpose of
issuing a SSN and card :::o an alien who has made a request for a SSN as
part. of the immigration process and ln accordance with any relaced
agrne::ierirs in effect becween the SSA, OHS, and the Depart1:1ent of State
entered into pursuant to 20 CfP. ~22.lO)(bJ 131, 422.lOJ(c) (Jl, and
422.106(a), or Other relevant laws and regulations.
EE, ro feder.;1 and foreign government intelligence or
countenerrorism agencies or components when DttS becomes aware of an
indication of a threat or potenrial threat. to national or international
security. or when such use is to conduct national intelligence pnd
security investigations or assist in antl-terrnrisro efforts.
:r, To thHd parties tr.i facilitate placement or release of an
individual (e.g., at a group ho!!!e, homeless shelter) who has been or 1s
about to b<2 released from OHS custody, but only su.:h information that
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1s relevar.t and necessary ro arrange housing or continuing medical care
for the indivJ.dual.
GG. To an appropriate do:r.ntlc government agency or other
appropriate authority for the purpose of providJng· information about an
mdlvidual who has been or is about to be released from OHS Gllstody
who, du!! to ii condit1oo such as mental illness, may pose a health or
safety risk to himself/herself or t¢ the co=unity. OHS will only
disclose information about the individual that is relevant to rhe

health or safety risk they oay pose and/or the means to mitlgate that
risk le.g., the lndi\'idual's need to remain on cer~ain rr.edication for
serious mental hoalth condition),
HH. To foreign govern.,:ients for the purpose of coordinating al'ld
conducting the rl'.!moval or ind1vidualS to other nations under the INA;
and to international, foreign, and intergovernmental agencies,
authorities, and orga:ii;:ations in ai:::cordanee with law and formal or
informal internat.icnal arrangements,
II. To a federal, state, local, territorial, tribal, international,
or foreign crirtlnal, ;;;iv1l, or regulatory law enforcer.'lent authority
"!hen the rnfotmacion ~s necessary tor collaborstion, coordination, and
de-conflicr:ion of investigative matters, prosecutions, and/or other law
en(orceoent actions to avoid doplicat.i.ve or disruptive efforts and to
ensure the $afety of law enforcement officers who lllllY be working on
related law enforcement matters,
J~l, To the OOJ federal Bureau of Prisons and other federal, state,
local, territorial, tribal, and for~ign law enforcement or custodial
agencies for the purpcae of plar;;ing an irr.migrai;iO!'i detainer on .on
indlvid1.1al in ~hat agency's custody, or to f:;i.cilitar.e the tr.in$fer Qf
custody of trn individual from DHS to the other agency. This wlll
lnclode the transfer of in(ormation about unaccompanied minor children
to HHS to !'acLlitate the eustodial traMfer of sueh children fro::t DHS
to HHS,
Kl<, To feceraL State, local. tnbaL territorial, or foreign
goverMental or quasi-governmental agenc1es or courts to con!irrn the
location, cw.slodial status, removal. or voluntary departure o( an alien
from tl1e United States, 1n order to facilitate the recipients' exercise
of responsibilities pertaining to the custody, care, or legal dghcti
1jnc\udin9 Issuance of a U.S. pas.sport) of th<? removed individual's
minor children, or ~he adJudication or collection of child suppon
payr:ients or Qlht'r Oebts mored by t.he r('mO\'ed indivldu11,l.
LL. To a fede.r:al, Hate, tribal, territorial, local, international,
or foreign government ageney or multila.ter;;il goverrunental organizaUon
for the purpose of consulting With that agency or entity: (1) To assist
in making a determ..lnation regarding redress for an lndlvidual in
coOfleclion with the operations of a OHS component or program; (2/ for
the purpose of ven fylng

t {Page 69070) l
the identity of an indl'lidual seeking redtess 1n connection with the
operations of a OHS c:ompQnent or program; or (3) for the purpOM of
verifying the accuracy o! information submitted by an individual who
ha$ requested such redre$s on behalf o( a.nother individual.
MM. To family merr.ben, guanHans, corrtt'IILttees. fiiends, or other
agents ldentit1ed by la'<! ot regulation to receive notification,
decisions, and ocher papers as provided ln 0 CfR 103.a from the
Department of Homeland Security or Executive Office for Irrunigtation
Revie1- following verification of a familial or agency rolationship with
an ali"'n·when CHS is aw1u:e-of indicia of incompetency or "!hen an
irm1igration judge determines an alien is mentally incompetent.
tlN. To the news eiedia and the public, with tM approvo1l of the
Chief Privacy Officer 1n consult&tiQn with c:oun$d, wh!!n there l!XiSt$ o1
legi;;imate public interest in the disclosure of the information or when
disclosure is :iecessary to preserve confidence in the integrity of DHS
or 1s necessary to demonstrate the accountnbility of DHS'!l officers,
ei::ployces, ,;:ir ind1viduals covered by the system, except to the extent
it !.s deterr.tined that re~.ease of the specific information in the
conter.~ of il particular case would conotltute an unwarranted invasion
o( personal prlvac:y,
00, To domestic governmental agencies seeking to deterr.une the
immigrat:10n status of persons who have applled to purchase/obtain a
flrearm in tl1e United States, pursuant to checks conducted on such
pt'rsons under the Brady Handgun Violence Prevention Ai:t or other
appl1cable laws,
Disclosure to consUJ11er teporting agencies:
!lone.
Policies and practices for $lOting, retrieving, accessing, retaining,
and disposing of records in the system;
St.or age:
Records in this $yStern at.:! stored electronically or on paper in
secure facilities in a locked drawer behind a locked door. The records
may be stored on magnetic disc, tape, digital n:edia, and CD-ROM.
Retrievability:
Digitized A-Files maintained in EDM.S can be searched and retrieved
by any of the following fields alone or in any combination:
A-Nur...ber;
Last name;
flr!lt name;
Middle na.':le;
Aliases;
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O.;.~e of blrth;
Country of birtt'.;
Gender; and

Through a full text-based search of records corita.ined in
the digitlicd A-File !based on optir::al ch;,racter recognttion of the
scanned l!ll.ages I .
The location cf the paper record from which the digitited A-tlle

was produced can be searched in CIS using the following Clata:
A-Number;

Fllll nanie;
Alias;

Sounds-llkn name with or w1thout d<>te of birth:
Certificate of C:tizenship or Naturalization Certificate
nu.'l'.ber;

Dr l ver' s License rti.1.-riber;
f1H tdentification Number;
fingerprint Identification Nu.'T!ber;
1-~4 adn.l.ssion m:.rrber;
P,;1$spon l'IWT'l:ler;
SSN: or
'

Travel document number.
The location of the paper or d1qiti:ed record A-files and F.ecelpt
File$ can be searched in NFTS using the !ollol,/ing data:
A··NwY..ber: or.
ll.ec::e1pt f'lle Number,
Safeguards:

Records in this sys rem are safeguarded in accordance with
applicable rules and policies, including all applicable DHS automated
systel':l.S secudty and access policies. Strict controls have been imposed
to minimi;:e the risk of comprornlsJ.ng the information that ls being
stored. Access to the coreputcr system containing the records in th.is
system is 111!1.ited to tl'.ose individuals who have Iii need to f:now the
inforrnat.10:,. t:or the petfon~ance of the.Lt off.lcJ.al duties and 1.1ho have
appropriate clearanc'.!s or permissions.
Re~enuon and disposal:
The A-File records are p.::rmanenL whether hard copy or elecrronlc.
A-files are t.t"ansterred to the custody of the National Archive~ 100
years $fter the indivicbal's date of birth, Newly-eligible tiles arc
transiened to the National Archives every five years. When a paper AFile ill digiti:ed, the diqiti;:ed A-File maintained in EDM.S becomes the
. official recO:d and rna1nc.alns the s~e retention schedule as the
original paper A-File. 1'he hard copy f1les .'.Ire sent to the records
center once the r.:!cords have bt!en digitized.
CIS records ne pemanen.:.ly retained on-site because they are the
ind,:rn of where the physical A-File is and whether i.t has b<ien
transferred to the Naticnal Archives.
!lr-i'S records are te:rporary and deleted when they are no longer
needed for a9et1cy business. The records elnst only as a reference to a
physical or digit.al file, and exist for as long as the referenced file
exists. NM'S records associated with an A-f'ile ,..ill be retained on a
permanent basrn even after the !\-file has been rCltired to NAJ\.A to
retain a-::curnti:!! recordl:eeping. Receipt files with a shorter retention
pe:dod "IJ.li have the associated tff'!'S record destroyed or deleted once
the file Mas been des::royed.

Sys~cm Manager and address;
The DHS syste:'1 r.,anager is the Chief, Records Division, U.S.
Citi~ensh1p and Immigration Services, Department of Homeland Security,
20 Massachusetts A.venue NW., Washington, DC 20S29.
Notificauon pro<:"edure:
i'he secretary or Homel<1nd secur.lty has exempted this syscem from
the notification, access, and at:1end.'Tl(mt procedures of the Privacy Act.
because .i,t corttil.lns classified ;,.no semHtive unclassified intorr.iar.ion
related to intelligence, :::ounterterrorisrn, homeland security, and la,..
enfarccr.:ent µ·rograr.is, These e)len,ptions apply only to the e:,,;tent that
rl!cordll in rhe syster:i are sub)ect to e1rnr..pticn. However, users will
consider individual requests to determine whether or not information
may be released. Individuals seeking notificatio_o of s1nd access to any
record contained in this systetn of records, or seeking to contest its
content, may subnut o1 requf!!st rn wricing ro the users fOIA officer,
whose: contact inforr.-.ation can be found at"~~CCc'TT.°:=~i:'i-;'c;::',!1.<_under
··contacts.'' Wheii. seckln9 records about
of
records or any other DHS system of
with the Privacy Act regulations set forth in 6 CF'R Part 5. You r.mst
flrs~ verify your identity, ceaning that yol.l :nust provide your full
name, current addre!ls, and dat.e <'Ind place of bir~h. 'l'ou must slgn your
requilst, and your s1gn.;ture r:rust either be notarized or submitted under
29 U.S.C. Sec. 1746, a l.iw that petr.l.its suiten:ents ta be made under
penalty of perJury as a substitute for not,;1n:ation. While no $peCiHc
fon::1 is required, you may obtain forms for this purpose from the Chif!!f
Privacy Officer and Chief :reedoltl of lnfOrr.:i,uion Act o=ficer, '.1:--.:,;
,.-\i.,.,ic:;·:!i:::,, or l-866~431-0486. In addltlon, you should:
Explain \./hy you believe DHS would have J.nforrnation on you;

l I Page 69871) I
!den:lfy which component Isl of DflS you believe may have
the inf;;,rn.at1on about you;
Specify whel'l you believe the r<.!cord;. would have been
creaied; and
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Provjdi:! any otl'l.;ir 1nforrne.uon that w1ll help the FOlA
staff determine which OHS COJ1'POnent agency may have responsive records,

lf four request is seeking records per~ainin9 to al'IOthH Uving
wdi'.lidual. you muet inchide a statement from that individual
cettlfying hJ.S/her agtee:nent tor you to access his/her records.
Wilhout the above 1nfomiarion, the corr.ponent!sl may not be a.Ole to
conduct an effective, search, and your request may be denied due to lack
of $pec1[1city or l.ick of corr;pliam::e with applicable regulations.

Record access procedures:
See ''Notificariorl procedure''. above.
Contesting record procedures:
Sec · "llodticaricm procedure'' above.

Record source categor:ies:
Bas.Le information contained .1.n OHS recocds Ls svpplied by
individuals on Deparrnent of State and DHS applications and for\'05.
Other information ccmes from lnq1.1iriea or complaints from members of ·
the general public and me..hers of Congress; referrals of inquirie-, or
complaints directed to the President or Secretary of Homeland Security;
iepi;irts of investigations, sworn statements, correspondence, official
repo~ts, wemoranda. and wricten referrals !tom o~her enUties.
includLng tederal, state, and local governments, various courts and
regulatory agencies, foreign govern:r,ent agericies, and international

organ1zatlons.
Bxemptions clair.:e'd for 1:he syste:ri:
The Secretary of H:n:ieland security has exerr.pt<!d this systen froru
the following provisions of the Privacy Act pursuant t.O 5 U.S.C,
552a(J!l2): 5 U.S.C._ 552a(c)'3J, (cl(4l, !d), le)(ll, le)(2), lel(Jl,
1eJ(41!GJ, He!(4)(Hl, leJ(4)!I), (el!5), (el(B), !el!l2l, (fl, (ql!l),
and (hl. Additionally, 1:hc Secretary of Homeland Securli::y has eKe:n:pted
this system fMr:'t the following provisions of the Privacy Act pui::sua.nt
to 5 lJ.S.C. 552a0:l(l) and [kJ!2J; 5 u.s.c. 552a(c)()), (d), !e)(l).
le)l4)(Gl, !e)(41(HI, (e)(4!(II, and (f).
0

Dated: October 28, 2013.

Jonathan P.. Cantor,
Deputy Chief Privacy Orticer, Deparr;rr.ent of Hamel.ind Security,

trn Ooc, 2013-2789S flled 11-20-13; 9:45 arn]
BILLING COD£ ~111-97-P
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(Uouce:il
!Page$ ~6B57-HS62J
fro::::i the federal Register on line via the Cioverrn:1ent t'Ubllshing Office {;,.,'..t,,.,Jr,.. ,,,-,)
(fR Doc tlo: 2014~18703]

DEPARTMENT OF HOMtLAllD 5E:CURITY

O! f1cc of the Secretary
(Dccket No, DHS-2014-0•)39]

Ptivacy Act af l914: Pepc1rtrnent of Homeland Sec:i;rlty/A.LL-031 EAuth,rnt.1cat1on !'lecords sys":.er.. of Records

AGENCY: Pnv11cy Of!ice, Deparu:ient of Horne,t11nd S!!cutity.

ACTIO:l: !lotice cf Princy Act system of !lecords.

SUMM/\.1\Y: ln 11ccord11nce with the rrlv11cy Act of 1914, the Dep11ru,ent of
llornel,rnd Security proposP.s to establuh II new system of records ·titled,

Dep,ntr::ent of Hol!!eland Sl!curity/ALL-037 E-Authenticatu:,ri R~cordi, System
of Records. This .sy.sten of records allows the Deput.ment of Ho::ielanct
Seeurity to collect, maintain, and retrieve n,•,::orda. about individuals,
including r:iembcrs of the public, who electronically authenticate their
ldentities. Thi:! intorm11~1on in thi.e. 1,yt.ttern or records h1cludes dai;.a
collected by proc;raru .,nd applicilltions for use 1,,1hen the Deput.ment of
Homeland Security or a
l[Pagc 468501!

trn.sted third-party petfon::.s sor:ie or all of thr; functions required to
enroll, issue, an.ct m.ai.nt<11n II credenll<!il on DHS's beh<1lt th11t car1 be
u.sed by <1n individual to elecuonic11olly 111Jthenticate his or her
identity ti:i Df.S syste~s.
These programs 11nd ilpplications include: Tl'le tiep,utment of Ho:11eland
Se,::urity"s Holllehnd Secunty In!ort11At1on Network, which is. a truSled
network tor ho:r.eland seCLII"ity mis:.ion operations to share sensitive but
unclassified infonnatiOh u:..ed by fedeul, st.si:.c, locd, uib11l,
t.errit.orial, internotional, and private sector ho::ieland security
part!'lers to ::i.anage opei-11t.1ons, 11naly.;e dat11, ond send 11lens ond
not1cu1 the U.S. Citizenship 1md Il:!'.-n.igration services f>Verlfy Self
Chee);, which La a tree lierViee th,;t allows individuds tr.i lenn about
their work 11uthoritol!tion status inforru.tion: 11nd th!! U.S. Citizenship
and I!t111igra~ion Services ~yE>Verify, whkh h a free servlce thot
allows individuals tQ en:ate on accouut and access additiorrnl features
beyond Self Check concerning the use ot their personally identifiable
infonn1111:ion in E~'leri!y and Seif Check euch as the abillty to lock a
SocioJ! Security number to prevent its use i!'l ~>VC!rify and sdf Check,
Additional Depart~llt prcgr.ill'ls or applicaeloM r:i;,y also use third-party
authentlcatlon.
In addition, the Depatt.!!lent of t{Q~el<11nd Security also proposes to
consolidate the l!:-Vui!y.Sel! Check System of Reeoi-ds (DHS/USCIS-Ol31,
liast pubUshed in the Feden1l Fleglster on February 16, foll (16 FR
96041, tnto Lhis newly est11bl I.shed E-Autbentic<1Lion ·Reco·rds Syster.i of
llecords, As a resul<, o[ this consolidation, by this notice, OHS inrends
to re:nr;,we Dfls/lJSCIS-013 fcol:l its iu11entory ot systems of :ecotd$. The
newly e11tabl1i.hect system will be included in the Department ot Homeland
Securl~y'll lnvento,:y of recoi-d aystet:i.S.
DATES: Written eo=ents r:i.u,11t be suh~ined on or before Septe:::.ber 10,
:!014.
AODR.ESSES: You may sub.:!lit co:nrnent~, J.d11ni-.ified by Dock<H tlum.ber OKS:?014-0039 by one er the tel lowing methoi:;15;
Federal e-RuletMking Portal:
: n,,·~,,,. "'~··•ul :.•.!,,.~: .,;:,·,.
follow the inetruction.s tor subm,tting cc=ents,
fill(! (2.02) 34;~4010.
Mail; K.ulln L, 11e1,11tuH1, Chi,;:t Privacy Otticer, Privacy
Office, U.S. Departr.i.ent of Homehnd Security, 245 Murrny Drive SW,,
Building ~JO, STOP-0€55, Wuhlngton, DC 205.'.!8.
Instructions: All sub;;irssions received must 111cludo:: i;.ho agency n,u,,e
and doc~l!!.t nU/1'.ber for thl.S rule:::lil.king. ,\11 co~ents received 1o11ll oe
posted without change to 1",·.~l~::'/·.,.,r,,.:·,. ~·:J,1: L~:i·,.,;.;,-, including ,my
peu0n11! 1ntorr.iation provided,
Docket: For acceu to the docket to read backgrnund doc\l.t1ents or
co=ents rl!ceived go to ~·;,1,'.:'::·11:l.1:.i:·:1.1,,,•:;·;.
FOR rtri'ITHEP. 11/FORMATJON COl<TAC!: f'or 9<!!net11l and privacy related
questions please cont;,ct; J,;aren L. lleu.::rum /2.02•343-1717), Chief Privacy
Officer, Privacy Offi.i;e, U.S. Oep11nt:tent of Hor.iiiland Security, 245
Mu.nay Drive SW., Building 410, SiOP~0655, Wa.!1hin9t0n, DC 205~13.
S1.1PPLEMEt1TA.RY lNFORMATIOII:

I. Backgrollnd
In accordance, with the ?rlvacy Act of 19?4, 5 U.s.c. 552a, the
Depar:r:ienl of Hor::eli:ind Security !DHSJ proposes to est;,blish a uew DHS
syst,ern of records titled. ''DHS/A.LL-037 ~>Authentic<1tion Reeord.s Syster.i
of Records.'' Th!! c:ollecuon and maintenance of 1nfon11ation within this
syste:"!I of reeords assists OHS in eurolling, issuing, and rn~itit,•dning
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ctAdentiala (e.g., onlin~ ai;caunu1 for individual& .~eeking electronic
11ccn1J to PM'S progn11ns, $ervice,, 1:1nd applic,ttiQnO, including when DHS

l.lt;e& a· r.n.1.stod third-party identity service provider for these
l!ICctlvitl.e$, DHS

'lf.lJ.'j perforr:1. 1101:1e or all credential 11111n<19ereent functions
(e.g., "identii;;y proofing, Nn11,ge <1Uthendc1"1Uon tQkt'!IHI, 11uth11mt.icat1:
ullllersl on its own, choose .a su,gle thiri:t-p11ny to p11rtorm 11ll
fonct..ions, er use 11ultiple provl.ders fo~ eo1ch di1,crnte function, 'l'his
aystet:1 of recoxds notice ls a.g11Q::1tl<:: S$ to how DHS appl.icat.ions or
aystet,,9 using electto:i.ic a.uthent1cat1on wish ta engage with th1rdp<1rtl,e5,
N'lS has rn.!lny public-facing programs th<H provide online access to
lt!i r;ervi.,;;ei. Ill viltioua leveh of u1>ut,mCe, o\$ described 1n the Ot:t1c<,
of HdMgement ;,,nd audget n::it'1!:ll E-Aut.hent.ication Guidance ror federdl
F.9encies (M-04-04!, C*!B defines four level11 of Mnurancl! (LOA), Leve ts
l to 4, in ter~ of the consequences resultant fro::. authenUcat.ion
errors or ::i1suse of credenthls. Level 1 ls the lowest a11suranoe level,
11.nd Level 4 is the highest.. For exAr.pte, an <1uthentica.tion error 1:111y
occur H an individual g<lins llccess 1.0 sensitive in(orll!.4tion he or she
is not entitled to acce:.s, Depending on the contut and the sensitivity
of the intorr.-.!ltion ;1ccE"ssed, tr!¢ consl'!quences of such an aut.hent.ication
eiror could po5e signi!icant harm to other !ndividu1.1ls and/or to the
affec::.l!d agency. As th,;, consegllences of ;i.h <1Uth,enticat1on .. rror become
r:iore sciious; the required LOA,incre11.sea,
tn order to fllr.ih tate access, inforrnauon r.iust be colhcted ro
authent1c<1.te an indi11idu11l's idenut.y ,tt thq ::equi.i,ite le•Jel of
t1ssur.i.nce for tJie purpose of obt.t1inlng a credential oi electionict1lly
authorizing ai;:C1t$!l to II DHS pro9rilll'I c.r applicatlon. The$e proqr11n15 and
appli.:11tion11 Include; DHS'5 Ho::.elund Securlty Information Network
(HSllll, whic::h is a ttus:ad Mtwork fot homeland ser::llrl i;y l'fliOion
op,n11t.lons to share sensi~ive but unclassHied intorm,nion used by
federal, st,ne, local, lribal, territorial. International. and private
sector hol:'.el11nd .!lecutity partneni to 1:1anage oper11,tioni,, andiyze d.:,.t:,iJ,
and send aler~$ and notices; the U,S, Cit.iu:nship and Ii::..11.igution
Serv1c:e$ (USC!SJ E-Verify Self Chl!'ck, which Ls 1:1 free $ervlce that.
allows individual.$ to lea.rn atxlut their worll <1uthoriiation status
infoma.tltU'IJ and USCIS r:iyE-Ver!.fy, which is a free service thAt <11lQW$
individut1l1 to create <111 account and eurcise limited control about the
use ot their intorrn.tion in E-V,,.tify Sdf Check. HSW, F.'.-Vt>dfy Sdf
Checlo:, and r.1yE~Veri!y use truated third-party identity service
prov1den to perform credential management functions.
Identity proofing 111 the process by 1<hlch an idenLily service
provider collec:ts and verifie:. infornt1tion (R,g,, m1rne, date of birth,
Soca,l Secllrlty nll!\'.bet (3SNl, <1cl(lre~.$ ¢f r('s1deneeJ about a person tor
the purpose of iuuing ecedentials to that person. Third-party identity
service provuiet$ llSe ./.I :tad.ety of veri fieiition techniques, .tndud.tng
1:nowli!!cige-baae<i au~be!ltication, to generate .i quh containing questions
thllt only the individual should be olble to ,11n1;1wer, When uaing the
knowledge-based authentication process the third-party identity
provider generates a qulz based on cor::::ierct.al identity veri ficat1on
!.nformation cclle,:;ted hy the third-ponies fror., f1nanci<1l ini,tlUltions,
public records, ,:ind other service providers. the infom.ation t1cceued
by the t.hird-partl<i-~ ln,;;lutle,; informl'ltion'such as the individual's
co:r.r.1ercial transaction history, mortgage p.ayrnents, .addresses, er past
addrus1:1s, OHS dmu not have .access to the coJ:.".lercial identity
•1eri!1catton information, the quit questions oskC!d of th<'! indivi,::!ual,
or the responsei, provided thereto: therefore thi11 t:o=ercial
111formH1on is not included in this system of records. Rat.her, DllS
receives <1sl1erUQns !e,9., pass/fail) and ,useruon refercnce11 le.g,,
t~11n.11actiQn ID, d"te/t~r:ie of the trans<1,;:tion, 1:1.nd error codes! fro1:1 the

[ (Page H659J
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identity service provider to fe.ciht.,,te troubleshooting and syine1:1
m11t111ger.ient. Dl'!S AAinlaina attributes (e.g., cleara,r,cu, lo<:'.at.lot1,
biometdcn, And gioup rnetrlbernhips) collo,;;uid for identity proofing only
when necess.ary for the OHS progr.i,:::1 t.o r.1<1nage t.he credential,
OHS may reqllest verified attributes about 1:1.n individual [ro!:l the
thlrd-p<'lrty depending on ~he ptogrOr.,. or applic11t1on's requiremi.ints, rot
1:1.ny attribut• OMS reql,!el.lts fro;:i the thitd-pari:.y, OHS wlli ask the user
if he or 11he wishe:. lO share the requuted infou:1.ation with riHs prior
to 911in1ng access to the !l!l.'I onJ1ne systetn or application. Thi;i, user ,::an
select to opt-1n, m,:,<111ing he or she 1,1j.1l allow DHS access to hls or her
Htribute inforr.i1Hion trorn the thl rd-party ln ordar for him or her to
gain ,u;cell/3 to the OHS syne:::. If the third~p;,rty co.nnot g,:merai:e a
qllit, or l.! th!! individllal cannot an.$\.ler the question,; provided, t.he
lndividud n11y not b<'! able to acce1!U1 progn1i;i or application.
DHS m11y ,share attribute lnfOt'lMtion with trusted thlrd-p,uty
identity urvtce providers under contract 1,1!th DHS or certified by the
f'l!:daul lderitity M,rna.gel!lent ciedenual and Acc<'!ss Management (fICAM)
lniti1:1tive for the purpos<'! of authQnticating an .ndividual seeking a.
credential with DRS. More in!on:1ation <1bo11t riCAM is available at
Attributes provided to tht relying party Are
authoriMtion decisions1 (21 dyndmica.lly
prn111sioning accounts; and (3) pel'forcting a.1.1<:lit 109gin9, 1he
tranHcLion may be in.eluded in the individual's credit ucord a1> a
.. soft inquiry" that does not i::-.p111;:;t ~he individual's credlr score
when the ldantity service provl.der is II credit. bureau or uii;es"' crei;lii:
b1Jre111l to cond1Jct identity proofing. The ··soft inquiry'' ls not
vie,w11.bie by third parties. DHS ruiy also share nttibut.c infr,m:1~tton
with ··relying parties'' approved by trle llational tnforn.ation E:xchonge
Federation Ul!EF) Trust Fr...t1ework Provider who provide federated access
to systems, More information about llI£F' !s avdle1ble 11t t~t.'":'
,•::-:r.!:,.;'!
In a.ccordanr:e with the Priv1:1cy Act o! l97~, DHS ls giving noUce
that ft propo!l@!I to issue a new DHS syste::i of records notice titled,
DHS/A.Lt.~037 E-AL!thent.ica.lion Pecords Syster.i of Record:.. In addition OHS
pniposes to cor,solidau th<'! E-Wrify Stlf Ched System Gt fleconls WHS/
USCIS-OIJJ into this newly-established system of records. As II result
ot this consolidation, by thl.s noi:ice, DHS intends to nrnove OtjS/USCI$~
013 fro::i its 1,nve11tory of systems of records. Thi& nciwly established
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systei:n will be included in DHS'.s inventory of record systems.
I!. Pri·,acy Act
The Priva,cy An e.::-bodies fllir intorn.ation principles in a 11t11tutory
fr.ir.iewor~ governing Lhe means by whlch th1;1 federal 901rernment 11gende1:1
collect, r:i11-inta.in, 1.1se, 11,nd (li!l$tll'linate indlvidu.!lls' records. The
Priv<'lcy Act 11,ipUes lQ inform<1tion that h rnllintdned in a'' ·synem of

records.'' A '" syste::i of records'' is a group o! ll.ny record,; under the
contrnl of an agency fro."J. which in!orr,,.ation ls retrieved by the MJ:e of
,HI indindual or by so:ne ldenufying nun:ber, !)yinllol, or other
id1mt1fyln9 particular assignl!d to the lndividual. In the r'rivacy A.ct,
an indiVldUal is defined to encompass United States citizens and lawful
perll'.dnent residents, As a m.att:er of policy, DHS extends .11dministrative
Privacy Act p,oteetlons to all lndtviduals when syne::m of records
r.iaintain information en u,s. citizens, lawfLZl pennanent residenr·s, and
visitors. lndJvi.duds l'l..'IY requen access to their own records th.at an,
rno11intained in <1 systel:I of records in the possession or under the
conttol o! DHS by c:o:-:tplying wan D!iS Priv~cy Aet regulations, 6 crR
part 5.
The Priv.,,cy Ac~ requires each agency Lo publish in the fedeui
lleguter a description denoting the type and character of each ,11y1;1tem
ot records th4t the agency t:u.1int11lns, and the routine uus that are
contained in each sysiem in order to m&lle agency record keeping
pu:;;tices :.ransp11'ren.,, to notify ind1viduols regarding the uses to
wtiich their record$ are pi.t, 1md to il!S$ist individual$ to more ei!Sily
find such tiles withrn the agency, Below is i;:ho descript1on of DHS/ALL031 e:-Authentic.nion Records Sy.stet:1 of Records.
In 11.ccordance whh 5 U.S.C. 55::a(rl, DHS has pri;;w:l.ded a report of
thi$ systeti· o( record$ to the O!!i.ce ot M11n1.19e~ent and audqat 1111d to
Conqre.'ls,
5y$tt!!~ of Records:
Depiirtment or Rc::-.el•nd Security (DHSJ/A.LL-OJ1,
System nor..e:
DHS/ALL-031 i:;:.:.Autheul.cation Records Syste: of Records.
S!i!cud:.y Cllls$if.ication:
Senintive but unclassified.

sysu:::::1 loc.,tion:
Records are TM,lntained at severdl He.,dq1J<1r.:e~s loc11tions and in
caqion.-,nt office.s of Dll:S, In bath Washington, DC, iind tield locatiol'ls
Or by <i third-party iden:ity service provider, Records related ta
identity prooting reqiiired for levels ot 11ssurance !LOA) 2 and above
are dlso r..ainuined by tile th1d•party identity aervice provider in
accordance with ret:etitJon re41,,1ire;i,enta identified in the tJatlon11l
Institute ot Standuds and Technology lllIST! Speci.111 Publlc,tion 80(1-63
~lectronic Aothentic:atti:in Guide!l.ne rot the applicable LOA.
C:atego?ies ot 1nQivi(luals covered by the syster:i:
C.trngo:rles of indiv1Cuals in thh systi;m of records l.nclude ~l':'.bers
of the public, elltern,:,,l ;;,u1keh,;,ld1,re, .,nd federal e1:1ployee1> or
contuc:or11 sceldng electronic acceu to OHS progr;uris and applic11tions,
This includes 11nyone 11ttemptin9 ti:i 11~thentk11~e hi11 or her identity for
the purp(lse ot obtaining a ctcdentilll to accu!I a DMS program or
application electronically, lrtcluding when the proqu1:1 or applli:<'ltlon
Ulle!i e third-party .identity !iervice provider ~o perform soml!! or ell
credent111l r.',a.naqement !unctions (e.g., pi:-ove identity, manage
authenticat1011 to~ens, 11u·:henticate usetsl.
l'.:ategor:l.es of records in the syste::i:
Attdbute~ DMS or a third~party identity suvice provider
collects necess.uy to perfom. identity proofing 11t the required level
of 11:saurance, Attributes ue only ret<1ined in this 11yste;:i of record& it
lt 1s necessary for the progr11r:i to 111anaqe the creden~ial. ExAr.tples or
<Ht~iblltes collected for identity proofing infomation include:
(cit) !lame Ila.st, brst, 1niddle, and l:!4lden)/
[cit] Dllte ct birth;
[cir) Place of birth:
\cir] Finaneilll or utility 11.:::cownt nwnher1
\cir] Address of residence;
(cir) Social S«curity :rnmhcr 15SN)-~fllll or partial (may be
optional depending on the application);
[cir} Telephone n~er·-O;i.ay be cpt.1on<1l depending on the
.!1pplicat10nJ; at1d
[cir] country of Cithensh:i.p.
Anertions and asserti¢l"J. reoferences fro~ a third~p11ny
ldentity nrvice provider such as:
!cir] "!"ran11<1ct.ion IO;
!cir] !'au/fail indicator;
[cir] Date/ti1:1e o! the tran:Hi.ction:
!cirJ Codes <JSSOC1<Hed whh t.he transaction;
ln!orr.o.1n1on DHS or third·panies collect necesS11ry r.o
re9i-11ter, issue, i.lnd r..aintain the c:udential te.g,, to -,d.~nister
multi-factor 11uthentication)
[(Page 4€96011

1neluding verified attcibu~u the identity service prov1det J;i/linU.in8
or passes to OMS atter a uset successfully pas,es identity prooting
$UCh <lS:

lcir] tlBr.ie;
(cir! Er.idl addresses;
[cir) User ID:
{cir] !'as.swords;

(citJ Phone nut:ilieu (primary, eilternate, mobile, home, work,
l!lndllne);
[cir) Two-factor 11uthentiCi;1t1on preference (SM5 ~e11t rn,essaqe,
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em;ul, phone nu.mb1H· for interaci;i·Je voice response);
[c:irJ Sett-generated seeurity guesticm.s and answ,na;
(c1r) Level o! acceu;

.

Credenllal registration inforoation DIJS collects Nnually
that ~$ necessary to perlorn, rtUnual identity veritication in cases in
whlch ,u: indiv1dual cannot electron~cally prove hh Or- her identity.
Note that sorM! identity proofing lnfon:1o1tlQn (e.g,, copies of
,
government-inued photo identHication) is retaimid ln this system of
records only 1t' it is t1ecess11ry for DttS to manage tnii, credenti11l
Other progr4!ll~specific 4ttribute infoti:i.!ltion OHS or the
identity setvice provld!H colltcu; directly on behalf of DIIS t:l<'IY
include~
[Ci:r] Citi.zen1,hip/
!cir] Accep~c,:,! Terc.$ ot Ser.rice (Y/11);
[cir] Employment info!'r.w.tion such as job title, job role,
orgoni:r;<1lion;
•
{cir] Business and llffiliat!ons;
tcirl Faculty positioii.s held;
[c1rJ Horne addresses;
{cir] Bus1n11ss 111idress11s;
[drl J\l.stlfiC~tiOh/nonilnotion for lu;:c:es$ '(;¢ DliS Co!1!pUt!'rS,
networks, or sy.stemsJ
[citl Supervaor/notnJ.nator'.s namll!, job title, organiu~ion, phone
nvl!'llers. ei::ail adtiress;
[cir] veriflca:.ion of :raining requirements o.r other prerequisite
requi.rei:ien~s tor o.ccess to DHS ,;;oppvters, network$, or &yste!.ls;
[cir] Government-issued identity docu.'Tlcnt type and upiration date:
Rec:otds on access to OHS co;::puters, nee.works, online
progra1:1s, and applications including user lD and puswurds;
[drJ !\egiltr<H.1Qn n\lll'.bers or IDs associated wlth DHS Inforr:i.!ltion
Techr:ology nTl resources:
(cir] Date and til:le oi ac:ces111
!cir] r.ogs of activily interactir:g with DHS n resources;
(clrJ lnt.ernE!t Protocol ilPI address of access;
(cir] Logs of intt!tmH ,1,ct1vity; and
(cit! Records on the o:1uthent1cai:.1on of thf! access request, names,
phont numbers o! other ;;ontacts, and po~nions or hu.sirrns.s/
orgemiat1onal a!hluuons and titles of individuals who can verify
th.:it the individual s@e'<ing acce!.lli h,1.'l d. need ta oiccee.s the £yste!':l, u
well as other Ct'.lntact lnforlll!!.tlon provided to the Deportment.or that 111
derived !tor.t other ,soun-es to facilitate authorized 11ccus to OHS IT
resources.
Authority tor r.1aintenance of the syster-1:
4; U,S.C, llOl; EO 5-111"'/ ISSlll, M a.raended by EO 1301; 4q V,5.C,
3~34; Illegal Jx:-J:1lgraticn flefom and lr.'.rnigtant Responsibility Act of
1996 (IIl'IIMJ, Public L&w (Pub. L.) 10~~200, Septer::ber JO, 1996, !lote
Section ~O~. Additional ptograJ:',"l'llltlc authorities r..ay apply to
m.alntenance of the t::re(l.ential.
Purp¢$e!SI:

This .system collects 1n!orr.un.ion in order to authenticate an
individual's identity fo: the purpose of obt11ining a c:,i;edentilll to
electronici,Uy access a PHS progt4J:I or application. This system
includes.OHS progrdcS or <1pplication11 that use a thitd-party identity
$er\r"l ce provider to provide any o! th!:! following cnidentiel services:
Ragistri!.tion, lncludin9 identity proofing, issuancl", authentication,
authori;:i.t.lon, "nd r.-..1dnt~nance, This system collects informai::icn i:.hai::
l)llows DHS to tr<1c', the use of proyr&l\'1.$ 11nd applieations for syste:i
~intenn:ice and troubleshooting. the 5ystem ilso enables OHS to allow
.i.n in(.!1vidu;;l ~o reuse II credential received 1,<1hen. applic11.ble 11nd
1ivall11ble,
Routine uses of recoriis ITT!lintained in r..he system, including categories
of l!11ers 111Tld i:.he pu:-poses o! such uses:
In addition to those discloirnres generally pernj.~ted under 5 U.S.C,
Sec. 55~&lbl of the Priv~cy Act, all or a portion of the ncorda or
in!orr.u.tioo contained in this system r.111y be di11clo;:ed ¢Llteide PH.S as a
toutlne use pursu11nt to 5 U.S.C. Sec. 552a(h) 131, al!! follows:
A, to the Depuunent of Justice (C>OJ), including Officu t'.lf the
U.S. Attorneys, or other federal agency cor,ductim; lir..t911t1on or In
proceedings before any court, .tdjudlcative, or 11dr.unutrative body,
when it is relevant <U neees.ury to the litlgatton ar,d one of tl'l.e
!ollowrng 111 a party to Lhll lit1gauon or has an interest in such
litiga::ion:
l. DHS or any corr.pcnent. thereol;
:?. Any employee ot fot.:r.er employu ot OHS ,n his/her of!icul
c.1pacity1
3, Any e:::ployee or for111u er.;ployee of DHS in his/her individual
cap.icily when OOJ or t:JHS has agreed to represent the er:-.ployee; ot
4. The tJ.S. or any 'agency th,neof,
S. Te e Cotigre$11J.onel office !rorn lhe record of an individuel 1n
responae to an inquiry from that congressional office r.,ade at the
request o! the it1dividual to whob the record perta.ins,
C. To tl;e N;i.tlonal Archives and Records Ad.J;lnl11tr11Uon (NAM.I or
General Services Ad.::,iriistr<ltion pursuant to records m11nagerncnt
fospecU,ons being conducted under the ii:uthority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and
~906.

D, To 11n egenr.y or orgtm1zation for the purpose of pertorr.i.ing audit
or oversight operMit.ms ;!.S authorized by law, but only si.:ch inforn1ation
'35 Ls nec:ess;ity And relevant co such audit or over1i9hc function.
E. To appropria.te agencies, entities, and persons when:
1. DHS .suspects or h11s con!in:ied that the security or
confidentiality of infomat~on in the system of records has been
cor.pror.1ised1
2, PHS h11s determined th.:it u ,e, result of the .suspected or
conftrm>J:d corep:-omhe, there is <1 risk of identity theft or fraud, hurn
to econo~ic or property interests, har1:1 to a.n individual, ot ha.rm to
i:.he Sll!CUdty or integrity of this syster.i or other systel:ls or progrd.!:'IS
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(whether muntained by OHS or another agency or entity) that rely upon
the co:c.prc;,mi1,ed information: and

). The disclosure mode to such .J9encie,1;1, tmtiti...19, and person$ is
re11son!!lbly rrncessary tc assist in connection with PRS's efforta to
respond to the i;uspeci;;ed or conlirr.ied cor::iriro:t1.i$~ and prevent, r::i1n1nl:e,
or remedy such hat111.
f. To contuctou and thai.t agents, grantee.s, c:,:perts, c:ons1Jlt4nt,;;,
and others petforr:tinq or 11orking on a contnc:L, seivic0, grant,
eocperati ve agreer.ient, or other ass11;1n1:1ent for OHS, when necessary to
accci"'.pll.ah 1.lfl <>gency t1mcnon rehtE-d to this system cf records.
lndividue.ls provided lnform,Jtion under this routine use, am subject to
the sa"1e fdvac:y A1::t ~equuement$ llfld Hmlt,11.tions on disclosure as ,He
a.pplicllhle to OHS off:oers <'ll'ld mc.ployl'ee,
C. 1'Q il1'I <'Jpprnpn~r.l' !edt'!ral, Hllte, tribal, loe11l, internatiomd,
or foreign lllw enforcement:. agency or other appropriate nuthority
chnged with investigating or prosecuting 4 violation or en!orc:lng or
ltt,.pl('::ienting a lllw, rule, regulllL1on, or order, whep. d record, either
on its face or in conjunction wi~h other intormation, indicates "
viohtrnn or potential viollltion o! law·, 1.hich 1.ncludell cdcinal,
civtl, ex- regulatory violations and such disclosute ls proper ,:rnd
con,iSlen~ with the official duti.-:s o! the penon r.,akin9 the
c:llsclo111.n·e.
H, To i;pQnson, clt.ployin:,, contt11Ct<II:"$, facility opet<1tors,
grantees, experts, and consul tan ts in connection

[lP4ge 46661])
w~th <H'ltllblishin9, 1;111il'!tdning, (Ir rr,anag1ng 11n access account for an

individual or ~lni;un:ng approprl,He points o! CQntact.
l, To relyi!lg parties approved by the Nati<:m/11 rntorr.i.at1on £>td'J11.nge
federation INIEFI 'Trust frm:,ework Provider for the purpose of providing
tedetqted acceu to systeti$ when the osex- h.,$ Peen provided with
appropriate notice and the opport1mity to consent. Attributes provided
to the relying pax-ty are limited to: rl) ·~aUng 1:1uthonzatlon
decisions: ('.!) dynamically provisioning accounts; and (3J performing
11ud1 t logging,
J, To interMtional. tederal. st.;ite and local. ltibol. prJv111te arid/
or CQtporate entitH,'S f:;ix- the purpose of the tegul,H exchange of
bu~we$s eontact. inforn,Hi.on in order to facilitar.e colhboration !or
official business.
f{, To a trusted thi:d-p.uty identity service provider under
contract with OHS ot r.ertif-led by the Federal Identity Manegement
Codentid a.IHI Ac,;;eU MAMge!l\ent tnitutive fox- the purpose of
11uthenti.cating an lndivldual seekrng a credential with OHS, The
information 1n.ty be included in the 111dlvidud's credtt re<.ord as a
''$oft inquiry'' that does not impact the individw1:1l'1 credit acorc
"1het1 the .Identity S(lt\.'1ce pto·,ider ii. a crl!dit'bure/1111 or uses 1:1 credit
tlllre.,u to conrllJCt identity proofing, The ··soft inqu1ry· • is not
\'iewablt• by third parties.
L. To the news medh: 111nd the public, with the 11pprov~l of the Chief
J?riv1u;y Of!icex- in consult,H.lon with counsel, when there ellista A
leg1t1r.iai;e public lnterest in .:he disclosure of the infori::iation, when
d1sclc.sure is necessary :o pre~etve contidenc:e in the integrity of OHS,
Ol" When disclosure is nece:,.suy to demonstrate the accounu1billty of
DHS's ofticets, eruployees, or indivldu11.ls covered by the 11y11te111, except
to the @xtent ,he chief Privacy Officex- deterc.1lnes that release of the
spec1fic infonMtlon in the conteitt of a particol,;1r t:a!!;e would
con1,titute 11n unw.!lrranted invasion of person.ti privacy.
Disclosuro to conaumex- reporting sgencies:
tlone,

Pol1dcs and practices tox- storing, retrieving, accessing, retuning,
o,nd disposing of record.is in the systen:
Scorage:
!h)'cord.1:1 in this S'iste~ 11re on pa.pet or in digiul or other
olectronic Conn. Digital &nd other ehctronic ictdges a.re stored on a
norage area netwotk i!'l ,;1 11ecured e,waonment. Records, whether paper
or eleci:.ron1c, ax-e stored at the OHS lleolldquarters, at the component
level, or at the thitd~party identity service provider's physical or
cloud loc;iLicm.
F.etr iovabi l i ty:
lnforro..ulon is retrievl!!d, $Orted, Qr seuched by ,rn identificatio::i
mm.1::er auiqned by computer, by SSN lif r:iaintuned by the program), by

facility, by buslne.sll aChlt11t1on, by e!Ulil addreu, or by the ni,.Jne of
the individual. or other dna fields puvioualy 1d11ntiH11d 1n this
SONI, tlote thot whQn OHS u,ea a third-po,ny identity service provider
!or identity proofing, data l!lenumts collected by the third party on
OHS':. bt1h1df 11te not H!t11inlld by l'HS ,..nlen specifically required by
the prog,am or applic,Hion,
sategue.1ds:
Infon:iation,in this system 1.$ 1,afe\;IU/lrcled ln oc:::cordar.,;e with
applicable laws, rules and policiu, 1n,::lud111i;i the DHS IT Security
Frogra:i Handbook l!.nd OHS lntorml!.tion Security Progr<1m Policy ond
H~ndbock. DHS uJ1es trusted identity service providers including these
certl.fied through the Trui.t Fra0e1,1ox-k Adopt.Lon Process by redersl
Identity Credential ;i.nd Access Management IP-ICAMI The OHS/AlL-OJi EAuthentica~iori Records system ot records security protocols also r.ieet
nniltiple 111ST Sl!cudty Standards fro:.i Authentlcnion to Certification
and AccreditaLion.
·
·
Pecords in the DHS/ALL-037 E~AuthenLication Records system of
records will be r:t<'llntained tP. a secure, pii!ssword-protected, <)lectronic
systeri that uses security hudw,:,re and software including: ML!ltiple
fitewdl.s, eccive intruder detection, and role-bal.ied c1cce1.is controls,
Additional safeguards vary by cor.ipoT1ent an.d program. All record$ a.re
protected tro::i un.,uthorized "ccus through appropx-ia.te administrHive,
physical, and technical safeguards. 'r'hese safeguard$ ih.::lude
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resteicung access to authorized personnel who have a ''need to knm,,,''
using locks and pusword protection identification foaturcs. Clusifled
1nforr.inion is appropri"tely ,tored in aecordancf' "lith applicable
tCHIUirements. DHS file ereas are locked after nou1v1l duty hours llnd the
ttn:alitie.s are protected from the our.aide by sec::Utity penonnel
Ret.endcm 11nd diSpOs<!l:
Pecordn 11re securely retairu1d and disposed of in acr:ord11nce with
t.he tlAAA's Gemer<'ll Records Schedule IGRS) 2~, section 6, '"User
!d"°ntif11;:ation, Profiles, Authorizations, and f'1i1SS1"'0td Files.''

ln.tctlve lCCotds are de.,;troyed or deleted six years after the user
account; is terr:11nated or pt1ssword is 4ltered, or l'hen no longer need~d
for l1we11ligatlve or security purposes, whicbevotr is la.tor,
In 11ddltion, 1n accordance with 111ST SP-600-63-2, a record of the
tegintration, hinory, and status of.each token and credenti11l
(iricluding nvoc11uori) ilJ rn..unuined by the cudentilll service provider
(CSPl or its repre$entative. ihe record retention periQO of data for
Level ::: and 3 credenti11l.s ill 3even years .ind Sil( months beyond the
eKp1ration or revoca:t.lon (whichever is hter), The r.J.riicwa record
retention period [or Level 4 credential data is ten yearn ~nd ux
mi:inth5 beyond the eitpi~Hion Ot tevocatiOM of the credential.
Syne::i Kilnager and address:
The Syster:i Han<'loqer ~s the Chie! Inforr:iation Officer ICIO),
Vepattr.ient of Ho:r:eland Security, Washington, oc :!0528.

lloti fi c:a:-. ton procedure:
ln<",ilvid1J;:11$ ,eellln'J' notific;:it.lon o! ,rnd ,n.:cc55 to ,my record
cont,nned in this syste:;i- of record!I, or seeking to contest its content,
011y submit a request,~ wdting to t.hc Heodquarten; ot coi::ponent's f'OIA
Otrlcer, whose conu1.ct 1nforl:'.ation can be found at
under '·contacts.'' If an individual believes !:!Ore than one
<:or.,,pOP.tmt c..unt,dns Privacy Act records concerning
individual may sub:nlt the request to the Chief Privacy Officer and
Chu:f frnedor., of tnfori:ation Act Officer, Privacy Office, Dep1.1rt11\ent ot
Ho::eland Security, 24~ Mun11y Drive SW., Building 410, STOP-065!'1,
Wuhington, DC ::os.::e.
l·•hen se~king record.s about yoursel t trom this syste:n of records or
;my other Oep,in:.r.,.ent4l sy$ter.1 of record-,, your req1m1;t. r.urnt confonn
With the Priv<lcy Act l'.e;,lllations set forth in 6 Cf!!. Pact'~- You oust
first verlfy your identity, r:1eanin9 that: you must provide your full
n11i:,e, current address and date and phce of birth, You must sign your
uquen, and yout signature r.-.ust either be notarized or 9ubrttltted 1,,nder
18 U,S,C, l7q6, a lllw that permitn ,11tautcenu to be cade under i;ienalty
of perjury as a $Ub~t.ituce for r.otanzat.ion. Whlle no specific torr.,. is
required, yo\J nay obtain forms fer th111 purpose from the Chief Prlv.,cy
Ofhcer and Chiet freed= of Inforr.:.11tion Act Otf1cer, J::,,·r,;!/1,,,..~... d,,.•w·1 or 1-866-431~046,L In addition you should:
Ellplain why you believe the Depl!l Lt:ien~ would h,i•,e
inforlllotion ¢n you;

fi:~:ff::"~':"!.:'.f.2"-'

[[Page 4686211
Identify whu::h c:oi:.p:ment(~I of the Department you believe
c.ay have the ln!orl!!Hion o11bout you;

Specify when you believe t.he records would have been
eruted; and
Pro111de (J.ny other infor!!',atlon that wili help the FOlA
staff detenune Which DHs c=ponent agency may have responsive records,
If your request is seeking records pertaining to dnother living
indlvidu11l, you t:u$t i:"JClude " statement from that individual
certifying hi.:i:/her agree~ent for you to aeeeirn his/her records.
Without the above inton:iation the cor:ponent(sl !llo'ly not be able to
eond\H;t 11n ertect1ve se.irch, and your request. 1:1ay be denied due to Lael<
of spedtieily or laclr of compliance with 11ppllc:able regulations.
Ftec:ord acce.!19 procedures;
See · ·uotJ f1c~Uon procedute'' above,
Contesting record procedures:
Se€ · '!fot.i ti cation procec!ure' • ,,_bon:,
Record source e.itegoriu:
lnftm;ut;i1;,11 eont~lned in this syst<.!m lS ob~o.ined !ro::i affected
ind1vidu.!l.l$, otgan!-?..!11.iomi, for.:ilit.iu, trusted third-party identity
service provider• !which r.r.ay use cor.:::u.ffcied identity verification
in!on:14tion not 11cceued or 0,1,intall'led by OrlS io p<1:"rior111 k;nowledgeba!led outhenuc,nionJ, public: source d11t11, other goverMent agencies,
or information already in other DllS records system3.
Ellemptions cloiraed fer the sy~ter.i;
None,
Li11ted: JLJly Jl, 2014.
Koren L, Jleunan,
Chief Privacy Officer, Depuunent of !icr:ieland Seclltity.
[fR Doc. 2DH-l8703 Filed e-8-14; 8;45 . .,,r.il
\'IILl.!NG COD!: !:ltl0-98-P
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USCIS Adjudication Backlogs
Background
• The "backlog" is the number of cases that are pending adjudication and are outside of the
cycle time goal (that is, outside the number of months USCIS expects an adjudication of
that form type to take).
• Current backlog elimination plans rely primarily on increasing staff, rebalancing
workloads among staff/work units, and utilizing overtime. Some smaller efficiencies
may be gained through process or technology enhancements as well.
• Backlogs have grown over the past year, mainly due to increased filings and a gap in the
number ofresources necessary to complete the work.

Current Status
• At the end of FYI 6, the affirmative asylum backlog is approximately 132K cases, up
69.SK or 110% from levels of one year ago.
• Field Operations and Service Center Operations have a combined backlog of
approximately 91 SK cases, up 345K or 6 I% from the levels of one year ago.

Challenges
• The FYl6 affirmative asylum backlog is a 110% increase over the FYl5 backlog level of
approximately 63,000 cases.
• The affirmative asylum backlog is a product of both the receipt of a growing number of
affirmative asylum applications and the diversion of USCIS Asylum Officers to other high
priority workloads, such as the credible fear caseload and overseas refugee processing.
•

Form N-400 (Application for Naturalization) receipts, which are adjudicated within the Field
Operations Directorate, have increased by 24% over last fiscal year and 8.0% over 2012, the
last election year, and are more than 25% over projections.

•

Form 1-140 (Immigrant Petition for Alien Worker) receipts, which are adjudicated within the
Service Center Operations Directorate, have increased 45% over last fiscal year and are more

-- - .\\'aming! Thi:- Jocurni:nt. along \\ilh an~ auachmi...'ntS. 1.:"on1a1ns NON-PllULIC INFORMATION l'.\:Cmpt !him n:h.\1s1.: IO th1.:
puhlll' h: l~Ji:rnl la\\, It rnay Cl)lltain confidential. kg.ally prl\·ilcgcd. proprict:11: or dclihcrmhc prt)l'C:SS imcr-ng~nC) •imra~
agi.'nl'.') mati:rial. You ore hcn.·hy no1ifkd thal nny Jis~('minalil1n. n,p~ing. or l'urtht•r di~trihlllil.Jn of thi:,. in1i.1rma1ion 10
unaulhorizcJ indiYidual~ (inl'.'luding unuULhori1.1r,.•d meinbt-rs of lhi,.· l'n:~iJt·nH:kl'.'t Trun.sition 1\:.im) i:- :-trictly prohihiti.·<l.
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than 45% over projection. Form 1-129 (Petition for a Nonimmigrant Worker) receipts have
increased by 5.3% over last fiscal year and are 6.5% over projections. Form 1-90
(Application to Replace Permanent Resident Card) receipts, which are adjudicated within the
Service Center Operations Directorate beginning in August 2016, measure at approximately
219,000 cases at end of FY 16.

Milestones
Affirmative Asylum Case Backlog
• To address these increasing workloads, USCIS expanded its Asylum Officer Corps from 272
authorized Asylum Officer Positions to 533 officers.

• To accommodate this growth in the workforce, the Asylum Division expanded its operations
in FY 15 and FY 16 to include the Boston and New Orleans Asylum Sub-Offices and the
Asylum Pre-Screening Center in Arlington, Virginia.
• The Asylum Division has been aggressively hiring and training new Asylum Officers to
reach its full staffing level. At the end of FY 16, the Asylum Division reported 499 officers
onboard, representing 94% of its staffing level. This was a 44 percent increase from the end
of FY 15.
Service Center Operations
• Service Center Operations has begun transferring workloads among Service Centers. Since
the start of FYI 6, Service Center Operations began weekly Capacity Planning sessions with
the five Service Centers to review capacity at each Service Center and, based on findings,
redistribute the workload among the Service Centers. This type of planning allows the
Directorate to maximize personnel and resources. In early FY16, Service Center Operations
transferred cases between all Service Centers, including Potomac Service Center, to balance
workloads.

• Another important aspect of the Capacity Planning has been authorizing overtime beginning
in the 2nd Quarter of FYI 6. The overtime is allocated based on a specific fonn type with the
largest volume of backlog. With the authorization of overtime, Service Center Operations
tracks and monitors the reduction on a quarterly basis that has resulted in reduction in its
backlog.
Field Operations
• The Field Operations Directorate is faced with the continued challenge of balancing
workloads among competing resources. In FY 16, Field Operations has focused on
counteracting the impacts of attrition and hiring challenges on the processing of its workload
by allowing offices which are facing challenges to use overtime and overhire authorities to
--- - - - - -- -~·-·
-
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address their resource shortfalls. In addition, Field Operations has authorized already trained
Immigration Service Officers to be detailed to offices which experienced high backlog
impacts, The approval of short-term details between offices is being used as a means to
address resource gaps which exist due to lags in onboarding and training of new officers.
•

At the end of FY 16, due to continued resource challenges and an unusually high number of
Form N-400 receipts, Field Operations Directorate was unable to meet its internal Form N400 cycle time goal of 5 months. Field Operations Directorate completed Quarter four with a
slightly higher cycle time of 5.8 months. The higher cycle time during Quarter four can be
directly attributed to a 26% higher than projected N-400 receipts and continued resources
challenges. Despite this higher than expected cycle time, USCIS has maintained its overall
accuracy goal ofN-400 decisions. This goal was met by consistently adhering to standard
operating procedures for accurately adjudicating cases.

• Field Operations is implementing an 18-month hiring plan, which it anticipates will allow
field offices to onboard Immigration Service Officers in a timelier manner. In addition, Field
Operations will be working more closely with its regions to develop and implement a
backlog reduction strategy in FY 17.

-·-- - - - - - ·- Warning! Thi:- Jorumi.:nL nl<mg with an) atlac'hlni.:ms. conmlns NON~f>l ll.3LIC l~PORMATION i.:.\;cmpt- fwm rdc,1sc to 11w
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NATIONAL PREPAREDNESS SYSTEM
2

CBP's Preclearance, operating at 15 locations worldwide, allows for advance inspection of passengers before they
board U.S.·bound flights, while its range of international Trusted Traveler programs, provides pre-vetted and
approved, low-risk travelers expedited clearance upon their arrival in the United States.
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• The National Preparedness System was established to strengthen the security and
resilience of the United States through systematic preparation for the threats that
pose the greatest risk to the security of the Nation. The National Preparedness
System is an integrated set of guidance, programs, and processes to enable the
Nation to meet the National Preparedness Goal, which is: "A secure and resilient
nation with the capabilities required across the whole community to prevent,
protect against, mitigate, respond to, and recover from the threats and hazards that
pose the greatest risk."
• Nationwide, this translates into more
disciplined and deliberate planning,
organizing, equipping, training, and exercising
among first responders, emergency managers,
public health officials, and health care
providers through their own investments as
well as FEMA grants, which have totaled more
than $4 7 billion since 2002.
• The scope and scale of the National
Preparedness System is both large enough and
detailed enough to prepare for and use during
catastrophic incidents as well as those
managed by a single local emergency services
organization. Using an all-hazards and whole
community approach, the System is adaptable
to all threats that the Nation faces.
• Through the National Preparedness System, FEMA assists the whole community
in establishing goals, objectives, and performance measures that enable
communities to measure improvements in capabilities and statewide
preparedness.
• Within the annual National Preparedness Report (NPR), FEMA identifies
progress and challenges to address in building and sustaining the Nation's
preparedness.
) National areas for improvement include Cybersecurity, Economic Recovery,
Housing, Infrastructure Systems, Natural and Cultural Resources, and
Supply Chain Integrity and Security.
) Three of these - (1) Cybersecurity, (2) Housing, and (3) Infrastructure
Systems - have been identified as areas for improvement in the NPR for five
consecutive years.
) Capabilities that need to be sustained include Planning; Public Health,
Healthcare, and Emergency Medical Services; and, Risk and Disaster
Resilience Assessment.
• Maintaining and strengthening the National Preparedness System and building
the capabilities of non-federal partners to reduce reliance on the Federal
government, requires focused action in areas that include:
Warning! Thi .. 1.loi;uml.'nL along with un~ uttm;hmcnL,. l'llntuins !':ON-Pl IHLIC INFOIH,lXl'ION c,~·mrt from r~ka~c In 1hc puhl!C b~ fodl•rnl
l.m. h muy 1;1tnlai11 conli<lcmial, lt'gally prh·ilcg.ctl. pmpricrnry (lf clclihcrali\\.' proi:cs~ intt::r•ngl'nc}iimrn-agt"nL) rn11tc1 iul. Yl)U ari: hl·rch~
lllflilk<I thm any Ji~~1:mi11mi1111, c11pying. (1r further distributi<111 of this infom111ti(111 h) u11auth,,ri1cd indh iJual,;; (induding 1ma111hNi1l·J m~·1nhcr\
nf 1hi: Prc~idc111-clcct Tr:1n,-ition Team) is !-trictly rrnhihitcd. U11authori1cd <li . .c10~un.· c•r rdca~e of thb info11nmi1m 111ri~ re . . ult in l1l..,s M ai:l'~·s, w
inlhm1a1ton. illld d\'il and/or criminal fine:, and f"IL'nallks.
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> Continue the development and implementation of the National
>

>

Qualification System in order to advance integrated mutual aid across the
whole community.
Develop the guidance, tools, and technical assistance necessary to aid
communities in building, sustaining, and delivering capabilities.
Advance an integrated National Training and Education System that
ensures the personnel responsible for delivering capabilities are receiving
the right training at the right time.
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EMERGING INFECTIOUS DISEASE THREATS

• History has shown that highly infectious diseases emerge or reemerge with some regular
frequency and could greatly hamper DHS's ability to perform critical mission functions.
The impacts of these incidents on the United States, even ifinitially identified overseas, are
exacerbated by factors such as globalization, international trade, reduced international travel
times/enhanced travel routes, increased density of human populations in urban centers, and
human encroachment into animal habitats.
• In close coordination with the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) and the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), OHS strives to protect the American
public from emerging infectious disease (EID) threats through multiple actions such as:
> Early warning from the National Biosurveillance Integration Center (NBIC);
> Helping to prevent these diseases from crossing our borders; and
> Coordination of the inter-agency response providing support to state, local, tribal, and
territorial (SLTT) governments.
• DHS is also focused on protecting our workforce from EID threats, and ensuring the
Department can continue to perform its critical missions in the face of these threats.
• The following trends are impacting the EID issue area, and will require changes in
operational posture, policy, and/or resource allocation:
l> The threat has evolved. Over the past few years, we have seen numerous infectious
diseases emerge with potential impacts to the American public and the DHS workforce,
including HIN I, Ebola, and Zika. These outbreaks have required unprecedented levels
of cooperation across OHS components and with interagency stakeholders.
l> Technological advancements have enhanced the ability to identify EIDs of potential
concern (when in the past, they may have had been attributed to other etiologies).
> The complexities of inter-agency response have increased with new capabilities in and
responsibilities of some Departments and Agencies.
> Since its launch in 2014, the Global Health Security Agenda (GHSA) has focused U.S.
and international attention on building countries' capacity to help create a world safe
and secure from infectious disease threats. Inherent to GHSA are requirements for
participating countries to elevate global health security as a national priority in an effort
to contribute to global health.
))> Government Accountability Office (GAO) reviews have found that OHS programs for
biological early warning must evolve to meet today's threats. Success will require
increased cooperation from external stakeholders (including federal partners).
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CHEMICAL THREATS
• (U//FOUO) DHS assesses that !SIL is increasingly interested in conducting and inspiring
more complex attacks against the West3. !SIL-linked adversaries may consider
incorporating toxic materials into attacks in the West with the aspiration of increasing
fear, enhancing attack lethality, and adding greater complexity to response efforts. DHS
believes that !SIL-inspired homegrown violent extremist (HVEs), or other domestic
actors, who choose to pursue attacks with toxic materials most likely would employ
commercially available toxic industrial chemicals (TICs) and use crude dissemination
methods such as explosive dispersal, contaminating surfaces, poisoning food or water, or
releasing gasses from pressurized tanks or via improvised chemical devices.
• When responding to a chemical attack, time matters for saving Ii ves and managing
resources. The window of opportunity to positively impact the response occurs in the
first 2-4 hours. Most Federal resources are not available to support the immediate state
and local response during that time. Therefore, the greatest Federal government impact
to save lives must be made long before the incident occurs.
• Courses of action:
l,, Work with chemical industry and the private sector to secure toxic chemicals in
the supply chain.
l,, Expand programs to train state and local first responders and leadership.
l,, Maintain border and transportation security to stop bad actors before they have a
chance to deploy chemicals as weapons.
:i- Provide threat information and guidance to the state and local response
community to enable a timely response and efficient decision making in the event
of a chemical release.
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' (UIIFOUO) For more infom,alion please see OHS-FBI-Delaware lnfonnation Analysis Center-Ohio S1ra1egic Analysis &lnfo111101ion Center
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BIOLOGICAL THREATS
• The nation faces risks from biological attacks or accidental releases of pathogens with the
potential to produce destabilizing effects and greatly impact Department of Homeland
Security (DHS) operations and the American public.
·
• The United States and its allies face ongoing and ever evolving threats from violent
extremist groups or individuals inspired by these groups. The global reach of groups like
Islamic State (IS) and the widespread availability of biological materials and expertise
increase the risk of a terrorist attack using a biological Weapon of Mass Destruction
(WMD).
• DHS's goal is to prepare our communities and our workforce to prevent, detect, mitigate,
respond to, and recover from biological incidents quickly in order to save lives and
minimize wide-spread or cascading impacts.
• The following trends are impacting the biological threats issue area, and will require
changes in operational posture, policy, and/or resource allocation:
> The threat continues to evolve. The biological weapons threat has expanded from large
State-sponsored programs to include global terro~st groups and lone wolf violent
extremists.
> Government Accountability Office (GAO) reviews have found that programs for
biological early warning must evolve to meet today's threats and provide the advanced
warning needed to save lives. To achieve these ends the Department must foster
increased cooperation across multiple partners and stakeholders, both within and
outside the Department-to include various Federal partners.
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ENHANCING INTERNATIONAL AVIATION SECURITY

• Numerous attempted attacks and evolving, complex threat streams over the past
decade clearly demonstrate terrorists' pervasive focus on targeting the aviation
sector.
• A key mechanism for countering these threats is an informed, comprehensive
application of security measures tailored to the threat and applied at those airports
and air carriers most likely to be directly or indirectly affected.
• International inbound aviation represents the largest share of total aviation security
risk (89%) for which the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) is primarily
responsible.
• As such, TSA works closely with our U.S. Department of Homeland Security (OHS)
partners, as well as foreign governments and industry stakeholders, to mitigate the
risk on inbound international flights entering the United States TSA also works
closely with foreign governments to negotiate agreements to allow the carriage of
Federal Air Marshals to and from Last Point of Departure airports.
• Since 2014, the total terrorist plots/attacks directed toward the West and Europe have
increased over 73%.
• Recent aviation security incidents such as the terrorist attacks in Paris (November
20 I 5) and Brussels (March 2016), the crashes of Metrojet 9268 in the Sinai
Peninsula (October 2015) and Daallo Flight 159 in Somalia (February 2016), and the
attack on the Istanbul Airport (June 2016) illustrate the need for consistent leadership
engagement on international aviation security.
• The 114 th Congress has provided a considerable amount of oversight on aviation
security, passing legislation granting TSA new authorities for international
engagement and requesting reports and oversight of international activities via the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Extension, Safety, and Security Act of2016
(P.L. 114-190), which became law in July 2016.
• Per congressional request, the Government Accountability Office began in August
2016 an audit ofTSA's foreign airport assessments and air carrier inspections; the
completion date is to be determined.
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COMBATING TRANSNATIONAL CRIMINAL ORGANIZATIONS
•

In 2011, the National Strategy lo Combat Transnational Organized Crime was signed and
stated in part "Criminal networks are not only expanding their operations, but they are also
.
d.iversifying their activities, resulting in a convergence of transnational threats that has evolved to
become more complex, volatile, and destabilizing. These networks also threaten U.S. interests by
forging alliances with corrupt elements of national governments and using the power and influence
of those elements to further their criminal activities."

•

Transnational criminal organizations (TCO) rely on revenues generated through the sale of
illegal drugs, counterfeit goods, human trafficking and smuggling, and other criminal
activities. These organizations, whether structured or decentralized in nature, continue to
capitalize on technological innovation, including new platforms to sell illicit goods,
innovative ways of moving money, tools for coordinating operations, and a variety of other
criminal and cyber activities.

•

Disrupting these complex illicit networks requires that OHS contribute to a well-informed
and agile U.S. government and global response. Through integration of capabilities, DHS
provides actionable, tactical and strategic intelligence and information across its operational
component organizations. This not only enables unique DHS interdiction and investigative
capabilities, but also those of domestic and foreign partners.
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REAL ID

• REAL ID 4 is a coordinated effort by the states5 and the Federal Government to
improve the reliability and accuracy of state-issued driver's licenses and identification
cards {ID) in order to prevent the fraudulent issuance or use of these documents.and,
thereby, inhibit terrorists' ability to evade detection.
> The REAL ID Act of2005 ("the Act") (P.L. 109-13): I) sets minimum
requirements for the secure issuance and production of state-issued driver's
licenses and IDs; and 2) prohibits Federal agencies from accepting driver's
licenses and IDs issued by noneompliant states for official purposes (i.e., entering
nuclear power plants, accessing Federal facilities including military installations,
and. boarding federally-regulated commercial aircraft).
> It does not authorize OHS to: regulate states (state participation is voluntary);
create a national ID; or create a Federal database of driver information.
• OHS has expended considerable effort to advance implementation of REAL ID
through coordination with Governors, and their representatives, Department of Motor
Vehicle Administrators, state legislators and national state associations. ·
• There are some states that have taken a "wait and see" stance to see ifDHS is truly
serious about REAL ID implementation and as a result, OHS has established strict
enforcement dates.
• In 201.7, OHS will: I) determine whether states are compliant; 2) grant extensions to
individual noncompliant states as appropriate;6 and 3) prepare the public for
enforcement related to boarding commercial aircraft. 7
• The statutory requirements of the Act are the main driver for OHS enforcement. 8
> 13 states and I territory are not yet committed to becoming compliant (see Table
I and Fig. I) and could be affected when the Transportation Security
Administration (TSA) begins enforcement on January 22, 2018. At that time,
TSA will no longer accept licenses issued by noncompliant states (without
extensions) for boarding commercial aircraft or entering an airport's sterile area.
• Potential courses of action include: adhering to the current enforcement plan; seeking
statutory and regulatory changes to reduce compliance costs 'for states; or adjusting
the enforcement schedule, which may necessitate regulatory changes.
' Not an acronym.
5
"State" is defined as the 50 states; the District of Columbia; and the territories of American Samoa,
Commonwealth of Northern Mariana Islands, Guam, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands.
6
Section 205(b) of the Act authorizes the Secretary of Homeland Security to grant states with an extension of time
to meet the REAL ID requirements if the state provides adequate justification for noncompliance. Federal agencies
may continue to accept driver's licenses and IDs issued by noncompliant states with an active eKtension.
7
Statement by Secretary Jeh C. Johnson on The Final Phase of REAL ID Act Implementation. January 8, 2016.
https://www.dhs.gov/news/2016/0l/08/statement-secretary-jeh·c-johnson-final-phase-real-id-actimplementation#
8
Under a 2012 interagency plan, the Federal Government has been phasing in REAL ID, an approach that has
encouraged states to make progress by providing clear, realistic consequences for continued noncompliance.
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DHS BIG DATA
The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) is working to make its data a strategic asset for the
homeland security enterprise to better inform operations, business processes, and decisionmaking. The DHS Data Strategy will provide a foundation of enterprise data management
values, guidelines, and principles to leverage its data assets to create value in five (5) major
areas:
Mission

Risk-based priorities requiring enterprise-wide data management including,
but not limited to: screening and vetting, threat assessment, and distribution
of assets for response and protection. Early successes have been achieved in
this area through leading projects like the DHS Data Framework for the
Homeland Security Intelligence Enterprise, DHS Office of Policy's
Immigration Data Integration Initiative, and Science & Technology
Directorate's (S&T) Homeland Security Advanced Research Projects
Agency's (HSARPA) Data Analytics Engine (DA-E).

Management

Enterprise priorities for understanding, organizing, analyzing and making
management decisions. Early success in this area has already been seen
with the Management Directorate's Management Cube, an innovative
solution that brings together essential management data to enhance
decisions and performance.

Planning

Supporting and driving OHS strategic planning by using enterprise data
management to support risk assessment, resource allocation, and
performance assessment.

Research

Rapid evaluation of emerging big data and advanced computational
techniques that are relevant to significantly improving the leveraging of
DHS data, and prioritized delivery of enterprise services. HSARP A's Data
Analytics Engine works across industry, academia and government to
understand rapid technical innovations that create opportunities and risks
for homeland security mission.

The DHS Office of the Chieflnforrnation Officer (OCIO), with Component
Enterprise
Service Delivery partners, plays a lead role in delivering enterprise services for data
management.
Course of action:
Leadership and
Enterprise data management shall be governed under the Information
Priorities
Sharing and Safeguarding Governance Board (JSSGB) and establish a
network of component-level Chief Data Officers (CDOs), to be coordinated
under the oversioht of the JSSGB.
Standards and
DHS shall define and enforce standards for enterprise data management.
Enforcement
Compliance
The Department must ensure that it complies with all legal and policy
requirements in the maintenance collection, use, and dissemination of its
data.
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S&T leads the Department's efforts to innovate and evaluate emerging big
data solutions and related technologies to provide technical guidance,
consultation and potential solutions for missions of Homeland Security
Enterprise.
OHS carefully develops, leverages and deploys efficient technologies to
Enterprise
Technology
meet current data management needs. The OHS OCIO, with Component
Development
partners, will play a key role in delivering enterprise services for data
mana11.ement.
Communications OHS effectively communicates, and understands, the value of data
management, from not only leadership, but from operators, analysts and
planners who know what they need from our OHS data.
R&D
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PREVENTING NUCLEAR TERRORISM

• The grave threat of nuclear terrorism against our nation has been stressed by the current
U.S. president and his predecessor. A terrorist nuclear attack could involve one or more
nuclear devices, each with an explosive yield sufficient to cause massive casualties and
devastation to a metropolitan area, damaging the nation's sense of security and resulting
in major worldwide disruptions to commerce, trade, and travel. 9
• Because of the catastrophic consequences, the Department must continue to prioritize
prevention of nuclear terrorism. Bolstering capabilities at the federal, state, local,
territorial, and tribal levels helps defend the nation. Working with the international
community helps to enhance nuclear security worldwide, well beyond our borders.
• But maintaining an appropriate sense of urgency towards low-probability, highconsequence threats such as nuclear terrorism is challenging. Other, more likely threats
may demand more immediate attention. Ensuring that the homeland security enterprise
is engaged in preventing a potentially catastrophic terrorist nuclear attack is critical.
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9

Alternatively, a "dirty bomb," dispersing radioactive material using conventional explosives, could deny access to a
portion of a city for some time but cause significantly fewer deaths.
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ARCTIC I POLAR
• Access to Arctic sea routes is increasing due to climate change and improved vessel
capabilities (e.g. Polar Code compliant vessels).
• Diminishing Arctic sea ice may provide shippers a substantially shorter route between Asia
and Europe, and opens larger areas to natural resource exploration/exploitation not only at
sea but also within United States Arctic terrestrial domain (e.g., rare earth metals in
northern Alaska).
• Increased global access to the Arctic may present challenges to U.S. sovereignty, especially
in areas where there are competing claims to the Outer Continental Shelf, exacerbated by
the U.S. not being a signatory to the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea.
• Conflicting territorial claims in the Arctic may present challenge to U.S. position on
freedom of the seas and navigation, including disputes with Canada.

Importance
• The U.S. is an Arctic nation and must maintain the ability to protect U.S. borders, exert our
sovereignty over our territorial seas and Exclusive Economic Zone, and ensure the safe,
secure and environmentally-responsible maritime activity in U.S. Arctic waters.
Trends
• Trend I: The Arctic is warming at a faster pace than the rest of the world - nearly twice the
global rate over the last I00 years which has lead to diminishing sea ice and increased
access to Arctic sea routes. The pace of wanning has accelerated markedly in the past three
decades.
• Trend 2: Increased maritime activity, including commercial shipping (passenger and cargo),
energy exploration and exploitation, and recreational vessels will use Arctic sea routes in or
adjacent to U.S. waters.
• Trend 3: Increasing maritime activity funnels through "choke points" such as the Bering
Sea, significantly elevating risks within traditional Coast Guard missions (e.g., Search and
Rescue, or SAR).
• Trend 4: Arctic and non-Arctic nations and states have increased their focus on producing
polar-capable vessels and icebreakers to enable shipping through Arctic sea routes,
providing both partners and competitors with greater Arctic access than that of the U.S.
Major Risks
• Increased human activity in the Arctic presents risks to the integrity of U.S. borders and
environmental and maritime safety risks associated with trans-Arctic shipping and mineral
exploration/exploitation.
• The remote and harsh nature of the Arctic and lack of infrastructure (including ports,
navigational aids, reliable hydrographic data, and communications) and the lack of
consistent adequate domain awareness creates a difficult incident management posture.
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Courses of Action
• Course of Action I: Maintain year-round Polar access via icebreakers and air capabilities.
• Course of Action 2: Build robust partnerships with states and groups with Arctic equities
and expertise.
• Course of Action 3: Work cooperatively to protect the Arctic's rich marine environment.

Arctic Boundary as defined by the Arctic Research and Policy Act (ARPA) of 1984,
Public Law 98-3 73, at 15 USC §4111.

The Coast Guard Cutter Polar Star, the nation's only heavy polar icebreaker. cruises on the ice edge of the Chukchi Sea nonh of
Wainwrigh~ Alaska. in July 2013. (PETIY OFFICER Isl CLASS Sara Mooers/ U.S. Coast Guard)
Source Publication: http:t/ww,,·.:idn.1.·om/1,pl nionsl~O I6/(18/ 15/u-~-nc1..·ds-111or1.··i~chrcakcr:--10-kc1.·rM\.illt'h~ i11~m·1.·1 ic/
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INFORMATION SHARING WITH FOREIGN PARTNERS

• The DHS Office of Policy (PLCY) coordinates all DHS engagement with foreign
governments and international organizations. PLCY works closely with the DHS
Components, as the operators that implement any international infonnation sharing
arrangements, to ensure agreements and arrangements are in support of and alignment
with Departmental international engagement priorities.
• DHS works closely with the Departments of State and Justice, where applicable, when
negotiating new arrangements that may impact the U.S. government.
• OHS regularly shares infonnation with U.S. government intra-agency partners and key
foreign partners to aid in the identification of criminals, terrorists and illegal immigrants
before they can target the United States or our allies for nefarious purposes.
• Data shared may be derogatory in nature (e.g. criminal histories, immigration violations,
or terrorist watchlists), transactional (e.g. travel history) or identity (e.g., names).
• International information sharing activities are influenced by legal, operational and
policy frameworks, and the nimble threat environment. Such factors may include, but
are not limited to:
) The Visa Waiver Program (VWP) requirements;
) Global migration trends, including from Central America to the U.S. and from the
Middle East to Europe;
Ji> Exploitation of global travel systems by foreign fighters;
Ji> Mandate to identify, dismantle, and/or disrupt Transnational Crime;
) The potential for criminals and terrorists to circumvent some U.S. screening
programs by obtaining new identities and travel documents in third countries;
) U.S. legislation that prohibits the use of criminal history for immigration or nonlaw enforcement purposes;
) International debates over privacy particularly within the European Union.
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n111ified th:u an~ Ji,sc111i11miClll, i.:tip~ing. rir funher dis1ributi1111 nfLhis inl~1muiti1,n to unauthori,cd im.lh·i<luab (i11duding 1111:m1lwritl·J mcrnhi:1,
ur the Pn.:si<l!!lll-clcct Tran~ition Team) is s1ric1ln1rnhibitcd. Unauthi)rilcd 1..fo,c!C1sun.: N rd case of this infomrntinn ma~ rt",ull in llhS 1)1' :h'c..,·.,, w
infomunion, and l'ivil anJ/(lr cri111in:d fines .ind p~n.1l1ies.
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\\ aming! Thi~ dt,~·uml.'ru, ul<1ng: wi1h any attachments. cllnt.ai11s NON~PUHI.IC JNFORM,\TION c\l'mpt frpm n:kilSL! to th~· puhhc b~ li:1kral
1,m. II may wnlain ,.·,mli<lc1Uial, lcgillly pri\'ik:gcO, proprietary 11r dclibcr.llin• pron:s!-i intcM1gl'llc~.'intrn•11gcnl'~ mmcriul. Y,)u nrl.' hcrchy
r11J1ilh:d Lhal an~ Ji,.,s1,;111inati,,11, cnp~ing. rir funhcr dis1ribu1ion of this infomu.itit111 tu unauthorit<:d indi, iJuals (indudin£ urw111hori1cJ m~rn~i:rs
of the Prc.~iJcnt~clcr.:1 Tr:m·dtion Tl·am) is s1ric1I~- prnhibih:d_ U11,1u\h1)rizi:d (.)i~clo~un: (lf rch.:a,c of !hi, infnrmmi1m m:1~ n:-,ull in 11),s of a~\'l'~~ IP
infrinnuti,111. ,mu t.:i\il ru1t.l/N criminal line.:: and p1.;nal1ics.
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Return lo Top

Warning! Thi, Jn~·um~m. along wi1h any attach111cnts. Ll>ntlins NON-PUBLIC INFORM,\TION C\i.'111]11 from ri.:k:isi.: 10 ihc puhlic hy 11.!<kral
hm. It mny -:n11t.1in l'1)1t1iJi.:n1ial, legally pri,ikicU. proprietary llr ddlbcnuiw proi.:c$, inh::H1gcncy/i111ra-ng.cnc~ mah:nal. You nrl· hnch~
r111tilkd lh:11 any JJ..,5cmi11ati1111, c(1pying. or forthcr distril>u1ion of lhis inl~mnaticm hJ u11aulhl)ri1cd irnfo·iJuals \ inl.'ludini; 1111au!ll(lri1l'J nll'lllhc1:,,
,1f Ilic

Prc:,,iJi.:nt-clcc1 Tr:ms1tion Ti:am) is strictly prnhibitcd. Un:mthori,cd Ji..,clnsurc M n,;f..:asc or" thi.,; informmion may n:,uh
mfr1nna1ion. and ci\ il am.I/or criminal fine:. and pc:naltil'S.

111 Ith:-. 11f ai.:c~·..,1.. L11
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Return to lop

\\'arning 1 Thi.; Jo(uml.'11t ulong \\ith Ul1) atu1chmcms. t\lllh1.ins ~ON-Pl IBI.IC INFOR!\li\TION C\L'mpl from rdca~c lo the puhlic h~ l~lkrnl
l:m, It inay cnntain t·,mti(k:ntial. kgally privileged. prnpriclilry i,r ddihcrutin- pmcL':">', intcr-rigt·ncy/i111rn-a,t?cncy mutcriul. Yqu ;m: fu;rch~
11,11iticd tku any Ji,sc111inmi(l11, ,npying. or further distribution ,,f' this inli.1m101io11 h.J unauthori,cd indiviJuals {induding unuulhPrin·J mcml'icr~
11r1l1t: Pn:~iJc111-clcct Tnm~ition Tl'aml is strictly prohibited. lJnauth,Hiicd tfo,cl(lsurc 11r rch:asc ot'Lhis info1111:lli1m may rc'.\Ult in hi,s 1lfa1.:l't'SS to
inform:lli(lfl, and ~'i\"il and1cir criminal fine~ and pcnal1it·s.
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\\'aming! Thi, Jo~·unw11t. i.llong with an) attrichmcnL.;;. ~·ontains NON-Pl lBLIC INFORl\1AI ION C\l'mrt fr11m rd.:us.: t11 lhc puhlic by t\;<kral
1:rn. It may (;{111\ain (1mlidcntial, legally pri,ikgcd. pmprictary tir dclihcrati\\.' prm:cs~ inti.:r~a1:wnc~/inm1-agcm:y rnah.::riul. Yllu nrl' hl·n:h~
lhllilh.:d that any Ji.,sc1ni1rntiim. 1.:opyfng. ,1r further dis\rilmtirin 11f 1his informali11111u unauthori,cd indh irJuals (induding ltnauth11ri1L·J nll'mhc1,
1)f the Prc..,i1.k111-clrc1 Tr:i.n~ili1)n Team) is strictly pl\)hibitcd. lJnauthl)ri1.cd di:-.cl{1Sur1.· or ri..:kasc of thi~ info1111:11i1m nrn~ rc . . ult in hhs nr a~~\'S" li'

infom1a1ion. and (h ii an<l!C1r criminal fine~ .ind pc11.il1i1.-s.
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Return to Top

Warning! fhi~ Jocuml'llt, along wi1h ;my uu.ichrncnts . ..:1>nWins NON-Pl IHI.IC INFORMATION c,~·rnpt lf'11111 rd~ll.51!

l(l

the pulilic b~ kdm1I

h,,,. It lllll) cnmain i:11111it.lcnti:tl, legally privikgccJ. propricrnry (Ir cklihcraliVI..' l')W(CS~ intcr-ilg~·nc~/i11tn1-c.1gcm:~ mul1.:1iul. You nrl' hcn.:h~
nntilicd th:it any Ji:-scminali<lll. C(1pying. Pr 11.lrthcr distribution of this inli1rmmin1110 u11auth1>ri1cct indi\ iJti:ds 1i11dudi11g rn1;.iuthc1ri1cJ ml·mli.:r,
llf 1he P11!_~iJ~nt-clc1:1 T1:m~ition Tcmnl is ~trictly rrnhibi1cd_ U11authnri:1.cd Ji!idosun.· nr rdca:,c ni' thi:- infonmuinn may rc~uh in hlc'!"I llt' iKC~:-;,; u1
i11formmion. and d\'il ::md·(lr criminal fine~ ;ind rcnahil'S.
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Return to Top

Warning! Thi-; dornm~111, along wi1h an~ illlad1111cnl<.;, i.:1mtuins NON-11l!BLIC INFOIHvl1\TION c,cmpl frpm rdcas~

to

llll: puhlic h~ 1Cd1,.·ral

I.I\\, It m;iy c11nrni11 \n111ir.lc11tial, legally pri\·ilcgcr.l. propricu-1ry Pr dclihcratin: pr,,r.:cs, inh:r-ag~•ncyfin1r:1-11g.cncy material. Ytlu ,m.· hcrch~

11t,lilii:tl that an~ Ji:-.scmin:uii,n, c<1pyi11g. N funhcr distributi<1n or this infunnmion hJ unauthori,cr.l i1ujiviJuul:-. (induding 1111nuth(lrl1cr.l m..:111"1cr~
llf lhc- Prcsi1.kn1-clc1.:1 Trnn,iliun Tcam) is s1ric:lly pmhibitcd. Unau1h0ri1.cd di~ll1,;urc N rcka,;,.c of thi.,. informntion nm~ n:,ult in Jn,,~ 1)f 111.:(\.'."" w
i11fr.1m1auon. and Ci\·il amJ,nr cri111in,1! fine:- ,md pcn11f1k·s.
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\\'urning! Thi, 1fol.'umi:nL al{1ng wi1h any attnchmcnts. ~·1mtuins NON~Pt IHL1C INFORt\-11\'I 10:-J ,,,mpl frprn rdciJSc to 1hc putil1c h~ t~lk·rnl
la,\. Ii may Cfllllain i.:0111i1.k111ial, lt:gnlly pri\"ilcgciJ. proprietary or dr:lihcrali\',: pr<ll'l.'"S inLcr-agL•ncyiintra-agcnc~ mutcrial. \'ou ar...: hL·rch~
nutith:d that an~ dt"scminati{'II, i;npyi11g. or lilnhcr distribu1io11 of this ioformaticlll Lu un:1uthuri1cd imJiriJuals (i11duding 1111au1Jl(lrirrJ nMnhi.:r"
nfthi.: Pn.:skknl-i.:lcct Trnn~itinn n•am) is mictly prnhibit...:d. Unauthnrizl.!d di:-cl(1sun: N n:ka~c ofthl~ inli.11nHUi1m 1nay rc::,.ul1 in!,),:-, nfaL'l.'.L':-." 10
infrirmatiCln. and d,·il arnJ:'cir cru11in11l fine:: :md pcnaltil':i.
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Rdurn to Top

\\':irning! Thi:- Uo1.·um1.·11L ulcmg wi1h ;my aum:hmcnts. i.:1mtain5 NO:"J-Jll IHLIC INF(lRt-.lr\TIUN c,1:mpt fwm rdc.t,;c to the puhlic b~ li:U,T.il
Iii\\, It may l:Olltain i.::,inliJcmial, lcg:all~· privilc_gcJ. pmprictnr:r 11r dt:lihcruliw prncl'S!i inta·:ig1.·nc~1i111rn-agcncy rrrn1cri11L Ynu mi.: h1,:n:h~
111ni1kd lh:111tn~· Jissc111i11ali(1n, C(lp~ing. <lr further disiribu1it\ll oftJ1is inf11nn:ui111110 unauthuri,cd indi, iJu..1ls (i11ducJi11g rnrnutht11i1cJ m1.•111hcr~
of the Prc:,,iJi.:111-clccl Tran,iti,m Tram) is strict Ir p11lhihitcd. tJn.1u1hori:ti.::d Ji~cki~un: or rcku,c 111' thi, infornw1i11n ma~ n:-,ul1 in lo~s lll a1.·1.·i.:.~.; u,
inforrnution. and ci,·il antl/rir criminal line:- :mcl r~mll1ic-j.
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\\';Jrning! This Jt1ru111..::m. along wi1h a11~ att:ich1nc11L<;, conuii11s NON.Pl IHI.IC INi:OR:\ IA !'ION ..:,..:mpt frnm rdi.:asc to 1hc pulilic b~ l~dl·ral
km. h may 1.:11n1ain i.:onfokmi:11, legally 1,ri\·ikg.cd. pniprictmy nr ddihcrati\'l' prrn.:l'~~ inh::r•ag,:rn:yli111rn~ag.cncy rm11t.:1iul. You rm: hl·rch~
n,1tili..:d th;u ;m~ Ji..,sc111im11ic111, wpying. (1r funher di:mibutiPn ufthis infonrnui1111 to unauthuri1cd im.Jivi1.hrnls (i11..:ludi11g 1111att1lmri1rJ nll·mlicr~
nfthl' Pri.::-.iJ..:11H;icc1 T1.m~i1i,m ll'!lm) i~ ~lrictly p111hibiti.:d. U11audll1ri1...:d Ji.,i.:]C1sur~· or n.:kasc ofthi.; infimnati1.m ma~ rc.,uh in 111,:-. 11faLL\':>~ 10
rn10rmation, and ~·i, j] wu.1/Clr criminnl fin~ :me\ r~·n.iltie:o..
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Return lo Top

Wammg! Thi-. do~·umcnt. along with <my attachmcnL'-. ~onuiins NON·PUBLIC INFORt\lYI fUN c,~·mrt fr(,111 r..:ku,.<.c h1 the puhhc b~ kdnal
lau. It ma~ ..:1111tai11 1.:0111iJc111ial, kg:illy pri\'ikgcd. prnpncrnry or ddibcrnti\c r,rocc~\ intcr-ngi.-ncylinlr.t•ugcncy mutcri,11. Y,)u an.· h1,:n.:h~
nntilkU that any Ji~sc111inati(111, c(1pying.. or futthcr di:mibUli{lil of 1.his inlinmation hl unaulhori,..:d imli\'iJuals (indudin£ ltnillllh'1n1cd m1·111h1:r'.')
M th~· Pn.:sidcni•cl1..·1.:t Tian .. iLfl>n Tt·am) is ~trictly r,h)hibih:d. U11::1uthurizi:d di'.\th,!i1m.• nr rck.isc oflhi~ inform:ui1)n nm~ n.:,uli in l,1~s 11f ari.:c~" 111
iull'lrmation. aml d\'il and or crm1inal fines :md rr:naltk·s.
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Warning! Thb Jo~umr.:111. ;.1lor1g wi1h any u\lachmcnL,;;. ":ontains NON-PUl:·U .IC INfORMA rlUN c,..:mpl from rcka.se to the puhlic h~ l~d~ral
hm. 11 may c<111tain ,..,mli,kmial, h:ga11y pri\·ikgcU. prciprictory llr ddibcrati\'I..' proccs~ inti;r~ag.:nc~/uurrHlf!CtlC~ ma1crial. You 1m: l11.:rcl1)
nolilii::d Ihm an~ Ji~scminmit111, wp~ing. Pr further distribution ,ir1his infonnminn tu u11authori1cd in<li\'iJuuls (i11l'lmling wrn111lmritl·d ml.'lllhcr~
tJf lhL' Pr~·~itk111-clcc1 Tr:m,iti,m Team) is s1ric1ly pr11hibitcd. l!nauthorizcd 1.Ji:q;l(1~un: nr rdca1;c of this informmion may rc . . ull in l,1~.~ 1lf il~\:~·s.~ 1c,
informulion. nml d\ ii a11J,',1r criminal fine:- and r,crrnlti~·s.
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Return to fop

Warning! Thi .. docum~·nL along wi1h an) ulWt.:hmcnls. l \llltai11s NON-Pl.'HI.IC INFORr-..lATION
0

C\l'rnpt

l'ro111 ri:kasc lll the puhlic h~ t'i.:di.:rnl

Im\. ll Ill.I) c0111ain i.:0111iJc11tial, h:gally pri\'ilcg:ccl. pn1prict:iry or ddibcrutin: prm:l':.~ inti,:r-ag1:ncyiintr:H:igcncy ma1crial. Y1iU ar~· lwrch~
11,\lilh:d Ihm nny llb,;;c111ln:11i11n, wp~ing. N further distributiCln or this inlimnatinn hJ ummllHlriti:d indi\·iJuals (i11dudin,g unmllh< 1ri1rJ mt:mhl.'I',
l)rthc Prc~IJ1.:111-1:kc1 Trnn,ilion rc-;im) is strictly f"mlhibilcd lfo~uth,ltiLl!d Ji .. c\Psuri: 11r rcka~c 0fthi, infommlinn 111ny m,uh in l,1,;s 11fac . .·~·~" 1c1
inli1rma1ion. ,uul d\ ii anJ:or cri1nin:,I f111c:,; and rcnaltic~.
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Return to T(lp
\\'arning 1This docrnncnl. along with .in~· atrnchnh.·ms, contains NON-PUllLIC INF01Uv1Al'IO~' c:xl'mpl frnm rclcnsr: In till' puhlic h~ fl•Ji;:r;,I
l;,w. 1t may (lmtuin ,onfidcntial. kg.ally pri\·ilcg~·J. plllprh.·rnry ur ddibrratiH· prn,i:s~ intcr~ag..:11i:y/int1,H1g:t·1H:y nwtcriaL You arc lwrl'hy
1101ilicd thm m1y di\~cmi11:t1i1m. l'1ipying. 1H further tli~1rihu1i1,11 11!' 1his infonm1tion w unmnhnri1ci.l i11Ji,·ichwl:- (induding un:1u1h1>ri1ctJ rncmhcr,
of the Prc.. iJcnt-.,,:k(t Trw1siti011 Team) i~ .. 1rh:1ly prnhihitcd. UnauthNitcd (,Ji:.,do~un: ,,r relc:bc cir thi:-. infunna\i\m ma~ r~·sult m lo;,,~ pf m.:,c~~ 111
infonnillion. mid d,·il andh11 criminal lints 1md pc11allks.
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Warning! Thb dornm\'nl, along \rith uny ultm:hrncnts. 1.·,mtai11s NO~·PI IRLIC INFOIU\l1\Tl(.1N c,cmpl fr11111 rdcasc lo 1hc puhllc b~ l~dl·r:tl
l:m. It may 1.:{1111ain c1lnlidcmial, kgally pri\·ikgcd, pmpricmry 11r dclihcrnti,\· r,ro..:cs~ int~M1g.:11c~1i111rn-ugcnc~ rnmcriul. Y,1u ar..: 111:rch~
11111ili1;d lh:n any Ji~scmi11;1tiPn, c11p~ing. or further dlslrihutiP11 of this infonnminn hJ unau1hori1ed indiviJmds 1indudi11g 1m;m1hori1l'J mcmt·11.:r,
,ll" thi.· Prc.~i<ll'llt-clcct Transititm Team) i.~ s.1rictly prnhihih:d. Un:1uth1iri11.;d tfo,d0surc or rdca~c r,J' thb infor111:tti1m may rr.:,ult in 11),s nf al·i:"·si. tP
information, anti dvil anJ/N criminal fines :md pi,:,naltics.
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Warning! Thi~ docu11h:t11. alcing with any atlilchml'nb. i.:lmtuins :,..!()N,Pl.lBLIC INl-'OIU,l·\TION C\L'nlfH from n.:kasi: to 1hc 1mhlic h~· 1;.:tkral
lrm. II nrny c11n1ain c,1nlitk111i:d, kgally privikg:cJ. prc1pric1nry (If ddihcrulin: pmi.:l·~:,, inh,:r-agl·ncy/in1rn~ngcncy matclial. You nrl· 111.:rchy
111,tilkd thm any t.lb'it:mi11atic111, wpying. N further distribution ufthis inli1rm::uit1n II) u11aulhlJri1..:d indl\·iJual~ (im:luding urrnutfl(l1i1i:J m1..·111ti~1.,
1Jflhc Prc,.iJc111-clcct Tr:m:-ilion Tram) is ~1rictly prnhibih:lL Unauthorized Ji'.'>dn~ure or rdca~c of this infonmuinn may rt.:!'ult in J,1:-s 11ra('t'L'Sl.: ({1
inlnmiation. and ci\·il o.11dl<1r criminal fines :ind rtnnllil'S.
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Warning! Thi-, doi:uml.'m, along wi1h an} aum.:hmcnLs. Clmtai11s NON~l'l.lBI.IC INFOJUvlA l'ICJN C\L·rnpt li"(llll n,:kasc to the puMii: b~ 1'c,krnl
hm II may L:1 111tai11 l'11tlli1.k111ial. ll'gully pri\·ikgcd. 1>ropricwry N ctdihcrutih' prn. .·es~ inh.:r-ag. .·ocyfi111ra-.ig.cni.:y mmcriaL Y,)u arc !wrchy
111J1ilkd lhm an~ J;.,.,cmi11utit111, i.:11p~ing. tit further dimibution nflhis inli1m1atio111,i u11authori,..cd indi,-iJual~ (induding w1muht1ri1t·J t1k·111hcr.,
1.1f !he Prc:,i1.knt•clcct Tran">ition T1.·nm) is strict]~- p1\1hibitcd. lJnaothl)rilccl tJj.,cJo'.'>un: N rl.!li.:a'.'>c of thi:- iof1irmati1111 ma~ n;-.uh in l1h"' of UL'c~·:.~ w
m1;1m1,1tion. 1u1<l d\'il a11d/C'!r criminal fines ;mcl pcnaltil·~.
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\\'nmingl Thi\ do~·uml.:'111. ulong with any uttachmcnl5. contains NON~PI JBI.IC INFORl\1/\ l'l{)N C\.1,;mpt frPnl n.:k~c w lhc putilic b:, federal
Im\. II may C{)111llin ~·tmlitk11ti:il, h:gally privikgcr.l. pn1pric1:1ry 11r dclibcrntin- proi.:ts!> intcr-ngcncyii111ra-a~cnc~ material. Ynu :m: hcn:h~
1111tit"li:d lhm :my Jbsc111in.Hi<111, wpying. r,r fur1hcr dimfhuti(,n of this inl(mnilli\111 to u11authllri1cd indh·iJual~ (inclw.Hng unau1lw1 i1cJ mcmhc1,
or the Pn.:si<lcnt ..dcct Transllitm TcJm) is mic1ly rrnhibitcd. lJ11:mthl'.>riL.cd 1fod0surn1r rd1:asc of 1h1s infrummlnn mny result m l1l'-!-. nr a~'(l'S~ 1c1
informaLion. nn<l ri\·il and./(lr criminal fines .ind pcnal!it~.
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Warnin~l Thi, Jo~·umi.:111. ak,ng wilh an} ultachmcnti;, ~untui11s :,.;'ON-Pl a-JUC INFOK~lr\'I JON cwnlJ'll from rdi.:u~c w 1hi.: puhlic h~ li:1.kral
l,m. lt nut~ c11ntain ~·,mfo.k111i:1!, leg.all~ prh ili.:,gc<l. pwprictnr) 11r dclihcrnLiw pro(css inh:r-111,:wm:~·.1in1ra-ugcm·~ m.Hcrial. Yim 1m.· herd,~
11\llili~d that any Ji,scminalit111, wpying. or fun her dls1ribu1ion t1f this inl~,nn.lliPll lo un;1uthori1cd indi\ iJuals: (i11dudir1,g ur1.mtlwn1cJ m1."111hc1..,
llf the Pr1.:,..,il.lc111-clcc1 T1:m.:illl)n Tetm) is \trictly rrnhibiti;ll llnauth1)ri:.,.;:d 1focl(lsun.: or n.:kasc of th 1, inrl11mmi,ln run~ rc-.ult Tn l,l.;:,, ,if <Kr~·~~ tn
infom1i.llion. am! 1.'ivil and/or criminal line:, and J'll:'0:11iit·5.
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Return to Top

Warning! Thi ... dck·umi.:nt along wiih an~ (lti.lchmcnl'-. ~tmWins NON-PUBLIC INFOJU-,1/\ flON i:,.:mpt from rdi.:a."C to the puhlk h~ 11:da.il
IO\\. It 11111) contain l..'1mfidc111i:1J, lt·gally pri\'ikgcU. proprietary 11r dl'lihcn.lli\'t: prn~·cs)> intcr·:1g,·ncylinmH1gcm:y material. You rm.· hcrch~
11111llir.:d Lh:11 omy Uh!ii:minatifln. c(1p~ing.- Pr liirl11~r distributh,n of this inll111nmi(1Jl hi unau1huri,i.:d lndiriJu1:1ls (i11dudi11g wi.1111J11,ri11.;d ml.'.mlii.:1,
\lf the Pn.:'.'!idcnl-.clccl Trnn,ition Team) is strictly rrnhihitl."tl. lJ11au1h1xizi:d Ji~clMun: {Ir rd,.;,il'-C 11r'thi, inlllrmmlnn rna~ rc,uh in I\),.~ ,1f ac.:t'.'11.. tc,
infom1u1ion. and i.:i\ ii and.'or criminal lincj .ind pcmiltil'S.
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Warning' Thi" dol·um,:nt, along wi1h ,.my uuachmcn~. i:\mtai11s NON-PUHLIC INFOR1\li\T!ON c.,1.'mpt lrom rckasc to the 1mhlic by !Cd,:ral
I;\\\, It may 1.:t 1111ain i:1mliJcmial, legally pri\·ih:gcd. pmprictnry 11r dclihcrnti\·l· prni.:css intcr~ageni.:y/imra-a,gcncy material. Vou an.· hcrchy
1i.nifo:d that any Jissc1ninmi11n, c,1pyi11b(. <1r funhcr distrihutit111 of this infonnmion h> uirnuthl)rit'cd indiYiJu1.1ls (i11duding ltnmlllwri11.·J 11w111t"i,:1~
11rtht Prcsi1.hm1-clcc1 Tr:msitlon Team) is s1rictly r,rnhihitcl1. UnaUlh~)riicd Ji~cl11sun.· or rdcasc of this inti.m11:ui,rn 1110~· rc:-.uh in h)SS \lf;1i:i:cs1:;Jo
infr1m1mio11. 1U1<l ci\·11 m1J/t1r criminnl line~ ;ind penalties.
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Return to Top

\\'arning:! Thi~ dOL'Umi:nt along \\ith ::my utwd1111cn1". co11lui11s NON•PllBUC INFOl<M:\T!ON C\l'tlll'Jl from n:lt.:a.,;,c to the puhlk h~ kd~·ral
l:l\\, 11 ma) 1;P111ai11 ~·n11t"r1kmial, h:gally privikgctl. propricrnry cir dclihcmlin: prrn:cs!) inh.:r-agL·nt.:y.'i111r:1-agcncy m,ui.:-riaL Y1)U :m: 111:rch)
nntilicd th:11 an~ Ji~Sl.!nlin:iti1111, c!1pyi11g. <ir further distribution 11rthis infilrtnmiPn lu unauthori1cJ indi\'iJuals (im·luding unau1lw111L·J mo.:111h1:1~
nfthc Prcsit.knt-clcct Tr:m~i1ii)n Tcnm) is strictl) prnhihitttl. lJ1iau1hori1.cd Ji,d,v,;un: Pr rd..:asc or'thi~ inll1minli11n rnny rc:,,uh in l,1~s 11f:11.:c..:s-. to
infonrnHion. and d\'il an<lior crnnim1I fines and pt:n.iliic~.
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\\'aming! Thi:.. dl,l'Um,111. along wi1h uny uttachmcnls. i.:unw.ins NON~l 1 l IHI.IC IN!-=OR~1ATIUN c,cmpt 1'rom rch:a1o1.· to thc- puhlic b) l~ckrnl
hi\\ It ma~ c11111,1i11 C\lnliJc1ui:il, lcga11~· pri\·ikgcd. proprictal") nr cklihcratin: prot:csi.. inh:r-agi.:'m:~/i111rn-ugcnc~ muli:riul Ynu llrl' hcri:h~
11olillr.:d that :my Ji..,~c111innti1111, Wp) ing. Pr fun her distrihuti(1n 11r 1his inliirmution hJ um1uthllri1cd ind I\ iJuals (i11dudi111,; lll\(1utlwri1cJ 111.:1nhct~
tlf LhL' Prc~iJcm-clccl Tr:111,ill\ln Tt·rtm) is ~1rictl) pwhibili.'d. l!11authnri1cd Jh,d(1:,,11n: 11r rdca~c of thi~ in[(,1 mnli1rn nm~ rc,uh m 111.;\ 1)f a1..·c1;~!-> w
i1110nnaticin. llJld d,il a11J10r criminal fin~ .:tnd pl.'nallll'S.
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R~turn to Top

Warning! Thi-. ,.kirnml.!111. ulong wi1h an} u1t,1r.:hll1cnt~. ,:l.mlllins NON-PlfHUC INFORl\..li\TIU:,.,' c,~·mpl from n.:ka$C to ihc puhlic h:, l~d1:ral
lrm. II may CMl;1in i.:n111i1k:nti:1I, legally prhik_gcU. prnprictnry N clclihcrntirl" prnn::;~ inti!NlS""nc~iintra-ag.r.:nc~ millcriul. Yim lll"l' hcreh;'
J11l1ili,:d that ,m~ Ji,s.:111i11atinn, cc1p~ing. N t'unht:r dis1ribu1ic1111,fthis inltmnmion ltJ unauthori,cd i11di\-iJuals (inL·luding l1m1111hc1ri1L'LI nM11hcr"
Mthc l1r..:."iJi.:111-elci:1 Tran~ililm Ti:am) ir,, .~trictly rr1lhibhr.:d. lJ1wu1hl)filcd <li~d(1~11fl' N rcka.. c of 1hi~ infonrn:11i,m may rc,ull in hbs ,ll' :tCL'l'~" tn
i11fom1u1wn. mid l'ivil and/or criminal fine~ and pcn;1lli~·s,
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R~turn to Tllp

\\'arning! Thi, doi:uml.'.nt. along wi1h any attachment~. l.'.,mtain, NON•Pl IBJ.IC IN!-=OIU.\,\TION c,t·mpt from ri:kasc to the puhlk h~ Ji:1kral
l,m. ll ma~ 1:11nu1i11 rnnlil.kntial, legally pnrikgcd. prc,pri~tary 11r <ldihcrntiw 1Hnc~·,!-, inL~r·ugl"ni.:yilntrn-ugcnc~ matcriul. Y11u ar~· lwrcb~
1111tifo.:d t.hal any Jbs~miria1i,111, wp~ing. 11r further di!itribution nf1.his informaiinn lll u11authuri1~d indi\·iJuals {i11dudi11g unm,1lwri1cJ ml"111hc1 . .
,1fthc Pn:!->iJcnH.:b.:1 Trnn~ition Tram) is ~1ric1ly p1nhihih.:d. Un:1Ulhtni1.:d disd(Jsurc N ri.:ka~c of1hi~ inl{1nnmi1m ma~ rc.. uh in hi,~ 11fai:Cl''" 1<1
mfnrrnation. m1el d\ ii onJ.'N criminal lines and pcn;1ltics.
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Return to Top
Warn mg! J'hi .. Jni:um~nt. along wi1h any atl.iclmu:nt). . ..:1Jntains ~ON-Pl IBLfC INFORl\1.-\'I ION C\(;'111p1 li"om rdcasc to 1hi: public h~ 1C'tkral
It ma~ co111ai11 C1)111i1.k111ial, kgall~· privileged. pmpricmry (If dclihcnuih· pr,1 . .·1.·:;~ int~r-.igrnc~·1intnH1gcnr.::y material. You mt· hcrch~
notilk<l lhal an~ Ji . . scmin::iti,,11. cnp~ ing. 11r fun her distrihulitlll of this infimn.iti11n Lu um1utlmri1cd indi\'iJuals (i11duding un;iu\ll{l1 i11•.-J 1111:mhl.!1..,
ur the l'n:sic.h:nH:kct Tr:m;-;ition T1:am) is strictly pwhibitcll. Unrmthuri..:cd t.11~clo,urc cir rckusc or 1hi,. inli.1rnw1il1n may rc,ult in hl:-.,- ,)r ll1.'l\,,., IP
l:i\\,

inlf1mrn1ion. uml 1.·i, 11 andl<1r criminul lines :ind pcni!ILit·s.
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\\'amin,g! Thb Joi:um~nt, along with any auad1111cn1:-. i:1mtain" NON-PL 1HUC INFORM/\ flON C\L'mpt from r..:ll!a'l:c Ul the puhlic h~ 1Ctkra1
la\1 It 11Hl) 1,;r,111.iin r1inlhk1llial, k·gully l)ri~'ikgcd. prriprictary (Ir ddihcratin.· pro1.·l.'ss inh.:r~ni::~·ncy(imra-agcnc~ ma1crial. You 1ir1.• hi.·rrh~
n11tilir.:d thal ;m~ Ji)\s~min..itil,n, wpying. or ful'lhcr distribution 111' this infonmni,111 lo unauthuri1cd indi, iJm1ls t i11l"lud111.g w1m11h11ri1cJ m..:111hi:r-.
of tlu: Pri.:"iJcm-clccL Tran:-ililin Tc:tm) is strict!~- prnhibitctl. lJm1u1horitcd Ubclc1surc N release ot' thi!> info1ma1i1m nm~ rc,;ult in l1)"S lll' .ic~·"'-~" w
infom1,11io11. and ci\'il ..u1J/N cri111in:1l linc'.' :mcl r~nal1ics
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Return

ln

Top

Warning:! Thi, Jn\umcnl. along with any aunchrncnt!i. ,,:,mtains NON•PIIHLIC INFPKl\11\rlON C\l'mpt from fi.:lcu.s;c tn the puh!i(: b~ Ji:danl
lm1. It ma~ l:Pntain \1111tll.kn1i:1I, k1rnll~· pri\'ikgcll. pmpriclary (If cklihcrat,n· procc:,;~ intct,ngt:nr.:~li111r:1-a~cnc) matcriuL Y,1u nrc h~·rcb~
11ntitkd th:11 an~ Ji,scminmi,,n, 1:(,p)in~. nr lllrlhcr distnbuti11n 1>fthis inli1rmmi1,n to unau1h,iri1cd i1HJi,·illuals (im:luding u11au1h11111L'J mc111hr1,
l)f lhr.: Prc!<i<lcnt-clccl Trnnsililln T~·arn) is !>lrictly prnhibitcd. U11auth1)t1zcd Jbcln .. un: nr rd case of 1hb inrt11111:tlilm 11my ri;o.;uh in l11~s 11f accc"" tr,
i111;1nrnllimt .uul i.:iril m1d.1t1r criminal nnc:- and pcnallil'S.
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Warnin,¥.! Thi-. 1.fo!;um..:111, ak•ng with an) .iuud1mcnt~. L\inLai1h ;'\'ON-Pl!BUC INFOHM:\ rro~· r.:\1..·mrt from n.:kusc to the puhlu.: h~ fi:tkrnl
lrm. It 11111) c11nrnin ,:onJi(k111ial, legally privilcgc<l. pu,prictory Pr dclihcrnli\..: J1Wl'l·~~ imcr-ng,.:ncy/in1ra•ng<:11c) mntcriul. Ylm ar1-· hm::h~
11111Jlicd that any Ji~s~mi11:1ti(lll, c1111~ing. or l\1nhcr dis1ribution 11r1his information to unauthuri1r.:d indiviJuals (i11clmll11g unautlw1itl·J 111i:mhi:r,
111'lhc l'r\.'shklll··dcct Trnniiltion Team) is .mictl) prt1hibi1cd. Unauthori,cd Ji~cl<1'iltll' Pr ri.:ku~r.: of thi:- info1 rnminn ma~ rc,ul1 in 11),:. ,11' al'lY~~ IP
mfr1rmat1on. and d\ ii ;mJ/cir criminal fines and p1..·m1hil'S.
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(b)(5J

Warning! Thi~ Jocumcm. ulong with

Jtl}

attacl11ncn1s. ~1mtai11s NON-PUBLIC INFORI\IATION C\l'IIIPl fwm rdcas~ to 1hc puhlic h~ li:d~-r.il

l:m. Ii may cc 11t1ain i:t111fo.kmial, kgolly privikgc<l. proprictMy (1r di;libcrntin: pr,ic:~·s)o intcr-ng~·m:yiutrn•agcnc) mutcriul. )\1u arr.' hercb~
11111itk<l IJl:ll an~ Jbsl.!111in::uin11. cc1p)i11g. l'lr t'urthcr distnbulion ,irthis 1nllH111:ui,,n tu unau1hori1cd indi\·iJuals (including 1111m1tl1Pri1t'J ml.'mh.:r~
llf the Pri.:1,iJcnH:lcc1 Transit inn Team) b ,;;1ric1ly prohibited. lJnau1hori1..:d <li~d11sure or rdca1.;c of thi .. infonnmilln may n::-.ult m l,).;s 1lf m'l'l'~~ u,
information. mid l'h ii anJ/or criminal line~ ;md p.:-nnltk·s.
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Return to Top

Warnini! Thi, JoL"um..·111. al(1ng wi1h any u1111chmcnts. l'tmtains NON-PUBLIC INFORt\L·\TION C\L'lllpl 1f"om rt:ka!=-c to the puhlic I~~- fclkrnl

In\\'. It may c< 1111ai11 i:onfo.h:nti:tl, le-golly pri\'ili.:gcl.l, proprli::tary or cklihcrntivL' pto1:c~!> inli.:r-ng":ncy/inlra-agcncy motcriul. Ynu t1r~· hcrchy
llillllii.:d Lhat any Jbscmination, ct1pying, or further distrihution ufthis infon11ntl<111 tu unaulhori1cd indiviJuals (i11duding unau1lu1ri,cJ mt•mhc,,
vf tin: Prl.'~iJcnt..clcct Tr:in:-iti,m Tc:nn) is .5lric1h· pwhihitcd. lJm1uthnri1.cd lfo,clnsurl' or r,,;:kasc of lhi-. infornrnti,m mav rc~ult In ill!\S 1lf tll'L't':,," w
infom1ati<10. um] (l\·il Undr'Clr criminal fine~ M(I r,nahk·s.
'
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Return to Top

W;trning! Thi.., Jol'um..,·111. al<ing with an} 1.1uachmcn1,..,, ..:llm.ains NON·PPBUC JNFOl{t\l;\l!0:-.1 c,~·nipt fm111 rckust.: 10 1hc pulilk h~ li.:d~·r.il
l:rn. II ma) t;11n1ain ..:1111l'kkn1iaL legally pri\'ilcgc<l. pmprictnry (1r dclihcnuin; pron:i;~ in1cr~agl'nc~li111rn-agcncy matc,ial. You an.· hcrch.\
lhldlkd tJ1at any Jissc111i11ali1111, 1:Ppying. t\f lilrthcr distribution of this intiumatiPn h> unauth11ri1cd imJiviJu.ils {indui.ling umullh(irtfl'J rn~·111hc:1 . .
ortl1r.: Prc..,iJc111'{:lct:I Trnn . . itilln 'ft'am) is .'-lrlctly prohibited. lJnauth,)ri1.cd <li~d(1surr nr rdi:a,c of thi" infonn:11i,m ma~ rc . . ull m lll'i.., ,if a(~-~·~~ w
mfrmnauon. mul ci\ ii m1J1<1r criminal tine:- :md pi:nnlli<.·s.
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Return

lo

Top

Warning! Thi, doi.:uml.'111. alC'lng wi1h any «u.ichmc-nt!.. !.'ontuins NON~Pl JHLIC' INFOl{M.-\ l'ION c,rmrt J'wm rdr.:u.1-c 10 thi.: puhhc b~ fc1kral
In\\. ll m..i~ !.'!11lli.lin r.:111llidcnlial, lc£ally pri,·ilr.:gc<l. proprictnry or dclihcrntiw pro. .·cs~ inh:r-r1gt·ncyli111rn-ugcnc~ mmcrial. You nr~· h~·rch~
notilkd tJ1:u any Ji:sscn1i11:11ion, wµ~ i11g. nr further distrihu1i(1n or t.his infonnatiou tu unamhuri;,cd i11di,·i<luuls t i11duding llll<1111lwri1L·d m.:111hr.:1:-i
orlhl' r•rr.:~itknHlcct Transition Ttnm) is striclly prnhibi1 . ·d.
. lJn:mLh1Jrizr.:d Jisdo..,urc ,1r rch:asc ofthb inf,mnmi,)n 111:tr rc-;ult rn hM llf"U\1.\:.~.., tc1
i11tOmlut10n. and dril u11~/0r crimirnil lines and P'-'nilltiC:i.
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